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Meanwhile, Judy Garland will
Instead
stay ah additional Week.
pf leaving Feb. 17 as originally announced, she’ll exit Feb. 24, which
glyes the house a little more time
Palace
to look for a headliner.
booker Danny Friendly this week
made a bid for Marlene Dietrich,
but as with the others, it’s no dice.
Lauritz Melchior is being eyed,
Feeling with RKO circuit execs
is that Miss Garland has made the
house so hot that few headliners
are. willing to venture a stand
there directly following her. .As a
result, the. Palace will book two
two-week shows with acts that could
be toplined in most situations. Already s.ef are Les Compagnons de
’

Carroll.

By ABEL GREEN

Bows

as Disker,
2 Pic Tunes for Col

Cents

Television industry execs currently mapping plans for coverage
of the upcoming political convengrowing increasingly
tions are
aware that this will be the toughDividend of $100,000 was paid est and also the most potentially
iRSt Week on “Guys, and Dolls,” dangerous, assignment, if not hanbringing the total profit distribu-. dled with the utmost care, that
tioni thus far to $558,191 on the they’ve ever’ had, Their reasoning
(including is based on the fact that, no matter
investment
$250,000
$50,000 unused pyercall). The lat- how much care is exercised in
est melon represented the operat- keeping the coverage strictly noning net through Jan. 5.
prejudiced
and
impartial,
the
Operating profits, on the Broad- slightest deviation from this policy,
Way production for the five Weeks even though it may be inadvertent,
ending Jan. 5 totalled $43,642 can sWay viewers from one candiafter deducting $1,605 for. New
date to another.
York State unincorporated busiIt's already been pointed out reness tax. The total net ’return on
peatedly
that TV, because of Its
the touring company for the same
all-perceptive
camera eye, will be
combined
a
for
period was $67,226,
one of the most Important factors
total of $109,868.
in this year's Presidential race by
showing up the candidates as being either sincere or otherwise/
Bur, over and above this fact, the
news and special events chiefs of
the various networks are fearftil
that such apparently minor factors
as the placement of their cameras
or the choice of one supporter of
a candidate over that, of another
as an interview .guest, may be allimportant in the long run.
Newsmen recall; for example,
that during Gen. Douglas MacChesterfield is planning a major Arthur’s speech to a joint session
multi-million of Congress following his recall
its
of
reshuffling
dollar radio billings With likeli- from Japan last year, the cameras
hood that Bob Hope and Bing were permitted to record the feCrosby may not be renewed for the actions of one side of the House
understood chamber more than the other. Even
It’s
1952-53 season.
that the parting will be by mutual though this was done with no
agreement inasmuch as Crosby malice aforethought, the fact that
plans to go to work for himself viewers saw the grim and gloomy
with a Minute Maid Orange Juice faces of-tlte Democratic CongressCrosby is an important men, rather than the wildly-apshow.
stockholder in that firm and has plauding Republicans, must have
been taping a Show for them It’s influenced them. It was pointed
also reported that Hope would like out at the time that such coverage
(Continued on page 61)
to concentrate to a greater degree
on video, feeling that he has at
last found the right format.
There have been reports in the Lutheran Church
trade that Chesterfield would like
to entice an entirely new set of
for Vidpix to Teach
listeners, feeling that it has extracted the maximum sales from
Hope and Crosby audiences.’ The
ciggie firm is reported looking 4n
St. Louis, Feb. 5.
the direction of Milton Berle,
The Board of Directors of the
whom it may buy for both radio Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod,
and video. Berle is expected to last week okayed a $750,000 TV
leave Texaco at the end of the cur- project after a. two-day meet here

.

Hollywood, Feb,

New 100G ‘Dolls’ Melon;
Total Now Is $588,191

5.

The current Hollywood question,

Hollywood, Feb. 5.
in pix and television circles alike,,
Charles Chaplin debuts as a disk is when will ‘'the monster” take
artist on Columbia Records with over?
The “monster,” of course,
two excerpts from his. forthcoming is TV.
film, “Limelight.”
While Hollywood still fancies
Chaplin plays a fading music hail itself in the role of Jack, the Giant
star, and the two songs are self- Killer, there is strong feeling that
composed, as is the entire musical both Jack and the Giant may have
score by Chaplin,, who. invariably to join forces if each is to surwrites and directs besides produc- vive.
ing and self-starring in his pix. The
While the premise of if-yousongs, per se, are: more in the can’t-fight-’em-join-’em is an old
music hall genre, as oddities, than script by now, the passing of time
as pop contenders.
has created a nervousness that
borders on defeatism in one quarOn
ter, and bravado in another.
the one hand, Charles P. Skouras,
.

'
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prez of National Theatres, told, the
Theatr.e Owners of America board
conclave last week that some 230
Fox-West Coast theatres in the

Amall Reply To
High Govt. Post

values.

attempting to get Danny
Kaye or Martin &. Lewis for a
Ellis G. Amall up until late
March slot. RKO Theatres Prexy yesterday (Tues.) was still undeSol A. Schwartz is currently on cided on giving President Truman
the Coast scouting names in that an answer as to whether he’d
area.
accept a high post in the AdAfter her Palace run Miss Gar- ministration. If the former Georgia
land is slated. 'for ‘two-a-day on governor does accept the Presithe Coast at the Los Angeles dent’s job proffer, it is understood
Coliseum.
Negotiations have al- he will ask for a leave of absence
ready been started to re-import as prexy of the Society of IndeMax Bygraves, the British comic' pendent Motion Picture Producers.
who opened at the Palace with Miss
Arnall reportedly was offered
Garland, to work the Coast date the post of head of the Office of
with her. Bygraves .returned to Price
succeeding
Stabilization,
Fngland some weeks ago to fill Michael Di Salle, who has resigned.
commitments there.
that
/learned
However, it has been
House grossed $36,700 in eight Arnall was also offered the opporshows for week ended Sunday (3). tunity of accepting several other
This figure represents near-capac- Federal jobs, and he is now conity.
sidering them.
SIMPP prexy has not broached
to the members the possibility of
The Weavers Touch Off
his taking a leave of absence, since
his plans regarding^a Washington
spot are obviously still vaguer If
Cleve. Pressure Tactics
>he decides to move, however, it is
likely he’ll go to* the
To Get ’Em Off Benefit Understood
Coast for personal confabs with
leading producers
the Society
Cleveland, Feb. 5.
Despite pressure tactics by two on his plans.
Otherwise, he will next be in
Organizations
which opposed a
charitable
(Continued on page 55)
appearance of the
Weavers, the Press Club, WEWS
arid
the Cleveland Area Heart
Fund chalked up a successful $10,000 four-hour television drive Saturday night (2) to open the annual
campaign for the fund.
The opening night’s pledges
St. LoUis, Feb. 5.
were the largest in the fund’s fourAlthough he yielded his shield
year history, against reported at- as a detective-sergeant in the St.
tempts to jam telephone lines Louis Police Department on Dec.
leading to volunteer -manned booths 4, 1945, after 14 years of service,
at both the Press Club and WEWS. Harry Fender, former Broadway
The program included appear- star and currently a disk jock at
ances by top entertainers, and fig- station KXOK, is still a member of
ures in this area. But it also Wit- the department, according to a denessed last-minute withdrawals by cision handed down last week by
is

metropolitan Los Angeles area
grossed a* total of $38,000 on a reMonday—blaming TV, of
cent
course. On the other hand, all see
ah even greater film prosperity
because of TV.
Say the film-makers: “If they’re
staying home to see those film
imagine
how
much
stinkers,
more valuable will be our. good
product, if, as and when we give
Subscription televiit to them.”
sion, or “tollvision,” is cited as the
panacea in this connection.
None the less, the aura pervading the film studios is as nothing
“Every
ever before observed.
major has^a TV deal in his back
Metro,”
excepting
pocket,
pack
says one executive, as he. points to
virtually every film company either
leasing studio space for TV pro-'
duction or having more direct,
video tieups; such as Paramount
DuMont, Par’s TV stawith
( Continued on page 18)

Okays

Chicago, Feb.

5.

performers
television
Kiddie
have supplied the National Labor
Relations Board field staffers with
a new headache. In what’s reported
to be the first, time such a situation
has arisen in the history of the
NLRB, the agency has challenged
union ballots on the grounds that
the voters were too young to understand about trade unions.
I. M. Lieberman, NLRB examiner conducting the Television Authority certification balloting here
last Week, challenged the votes of
four moppets aged five to Dine.

(Continued on page 55)

Several other slightly ojlder kiddies
were allowed to vote unchallenged
Circuit Judge Eugene J. Sartori- after Lieberman questioned them
Withdrawals in virtually every ous.
on the significance of unionism.
instance followed strong protests
Results of the TV balloting Will
Fender, quit the department to
made by the Knights of Columbus rCenter the entertainment field, be announced later this week in
.

New

York.

during which the board viewed experimental films produced by Lutheran Television Productions, an
agency set up by the church to
produce and distribute programs/
Current plans call for filming of
30-minute length
Louis Armstrong, who has been 26 programs of
Honolulu tour from to be released on the tag “This
set for
Is the Lite,” and Rev. Herman W>
Feb. 26 to March 9, is being set
of the
for a two-year global junket by Gockel, religious director
porJoe Glaser’s Associated Booking to project, said the programs Will
the
of
Christianity
tray
“typical
After his
begin in September.
Honolulu dates, Armstrong may go average American home.”
prothe
also
said
Gockel
Rev.
if
to Tokyo for a two-week stand
merely With
previous nit.ery and broadcast grams will deal “not
morality and ethics, but with the
commitments can be cleared.
personal redemption
of
Glaser’s itinerary for Armstrong gospel
Jesus Christ.” Ian M*
calls' for keeping him on the Coast through
con-^
He’s then due to •Smith, former Ford Motor Co.
until summer.
produce the films .in-"
Will
sultant,
play his 52d birthday engagement
Hollywood.
(Continued on page 55)
1
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(Continued on page 63)

Exit in Chesterfield

750G

P°ihicians and show-bizzers.
j

(Continued on page 63)
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Chaplin

Con-

certed efforts will still be made to
get a moneymaker in the top slot,
but should these efforts fail, they’ll
at least have a layout with what
they hope will be superior, playing

RKO

price
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Palace Theatre, N. Y., is embarks
Ing on “Operation Retreat.” Idea
is to cool .oft the house with two
top vaude shows before pitching

Chanson and Jean

6,

a

4

fa

York, Wednesday, February
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ClamsFp.ra Replies
A little boy with a childhood
penchant for “jiggling and sing*
ing”—who grew up to become one
His failure last week to heed a*
subpoena of the House Un-American Activities Committee for a reappearance, Sidney Buchman told

Variety Monday

'(4),

of shoW

business’

*

Washingftm, Feb, 5.
William Pomerancei former bus-

greats-*-came

to his native New York last
to bq honored in a reception
The
feteing his 60th birthday.

iness agent for the Screen Cartoonists and Sfcreen Writers Gtiilds, refused to tell r sub-committee of
“little boy” grew, up to become a the House U!n-American Activities
jiggling, singing Eddiq Cantor, and Committee today (Tues.) whether
the occasion last Thursday night or not he was a member of the
(31) at the Hotel Ctyipnodore was Communist Party at the time of

home
week

^

Code; Sez Wyler
In order to

.

was a

calcu*;

lated risk accepted with a' preference for facing a judge and jury

Cincinnati, Feb. $.
Lengthy absence of stageshows
than the Congressional
rather
*
affiliations.
>
flagship Albee, 3400? a testimonial linked td the current his studio
in the
body.
Speaking in ihohosyllables whenf or the sale of Israel
Buchman was cited in Washing- seater, will' be broken rMarchijl campaign
mansubdued
in
and
-?
possible;
ever
bonds,
ton yesterday (Tues. ) for contempt with opening of a three-day stand
Well-kndwns from all fields com- ner and tone, he dodged numerous'
Jerry Lewis,
of Congress foi^ his failure to re- by Dean Martin
Committee;
Counsel
Comics will bring along their prised > the audience and. dais. questions from
spond to the subpoena. That means
Actual cost of the dinner was de- Frank G, Tavenner, Jr., all eott4
the veteran Columbia producer- package.
frayed by a group of Cantor cemed with his Red party ties at
Writer must face trial on the issue.
friends, with the dinner realizing the time he was employed by the
Buchman admitted during a
*
an .estimated $2,630,000 bond sale Holly wood locals, during the pebefore, the jj]|l|](*y
lengthy appearance
in the current three-year, campaign riod when he entered the SCG in
committee in California in SeptemSeptember, 1941 to his resignation
to raise $500,000,000.
ber that he had been a member
in December, ’46.
.Guests on the dais who spoke in- from the
i.
1 cluded
of the Communist Party up to 1945. fl*i.
U.
S. yice-preSident Albert He also reused to state -whether
He testified freely but refused to I JfPfl |
|.f|TITf^lTITll W. Barkley, N. Y. Mayor Vincent he had lied when he signed a nongive names of fellow-members or
David Goitein, Communist affidavit in June; 1941^
impeUitteri,
R.
,
suspected members.
acting Israel Ambassador to the at the time he made successful ap'll'
The issue which Buchman has
1
.f)
president pf plication for ir post a$ field examO’Connor,
Basil
u;
S.;
chosen to fight is his being recalled
.IVII iflAllCA VI tL-fl
the National Foundation -for In- iner: for the National Labor Relaby the committee. He said that
G. Mac- tions Board.
James
Paralysis;
fantile
testifying is such a 'physical and
;
Under questioning by Tavenner,
Donald, former American AmbasWashington, ;Feb. 5.
mental ordeal for^him that going
Berle,
and Pomerance said he was not now a
Milton
Israel;
to
sador
Sidney BuchtUdn was cited today
through it again virtually comes
Communist,
but refused to answer
under the heading of “cruel and (Tues.) for contempt of Congress Judge Jonah Goldstein, a life-long concerning his past. “Were you a
It was the latinhuman
punishment.”•
Rather by an overwhelming vote of 314 to Cantor friend.
this
breakfast
Communist
at
than face it, he added, he, chanced 0 of the House pf Representatives, ter who recalled the influence morning?” Tavenner asked. “No,!’
the contempt citation and now In a 40-minute discussion of a of Cantor’s “Grandma Esther” on replied Pomerance. “Were you a
welcomes the chance to fight to resolution proposed' by committee the comedian’s childhood. It was Communist; at supper last' might?”
the Supreme Court the committee’s chairman John S. Wood (D., Qa;) Cantor’s grandmother, Goldstein Tavenner continued.
Pomerance
“abuse of process.’’
not one voice was raised in defense remembered, who had referred to refused to answer.
Crux of the issue on Which Buciv of the* former screen writer-pro^ the “jiggling and singing” Of CanAccompanied by local counsel,
man is protesting is the mysterious ducer.
tor in her early disapproval of that
the former Guild exec freely out“Walk’’
by Committee member.
Legal wheels were thus set in pursuit.
lined his work history, stating he
Donald R. Jackson while Buchman motion to refer case to the U. S.
A 30-minute broadcast, emceed was employed as a salesman for
Was testifying last September, attorney for presentation to grand by Ben Grauer, included an intro- TV commercials from ’47, but is
• Following this unexplained absence jury.
Maximum penalty for the of- ductory by Berle, piped-in songs by now idle because of poor health. He
and the completion of Buchman’s fense is a $1,000 fine and a year in Bing Crosby and Dinah Shore from frequently
“couldn’t
remember”
testimony last fall, his attorney, jail.
Hollywood, plus a Jack’ ©enrty- details of his NLRB duties, but inR. Lawrence Siegel, observed for
In a scathing denunciation of R. Rochester sketch.
sisted it would have been “imposthe record the lack of a Committee Lawrence Siegel, New York counsible” for him to influence results
quorum brought about by Jackson’s sel for the ex-studio topper, as well
of a union election, as suggested
“walk.”
as of Buchman himself, Rep. Franby Tavenner.
An Arrangement?
cis A, Walter (D., Pa.) called this
.Tavenner produced testimony of
Immediate assumption was that “the most outrageous contempt
Writer Marti
Berkeley naming
because of the quorum issue, proceedings possible to conceive.”
Pomerance as member of a Comchairmait
of
the
subBuchman couldn’t be cited for con- Walter, as
munist fraction within the SWG,
tempt for his balk at naming committee before which Buchman
and charging that latter had been
namesi That led to suggestions in testified in Los Angeles last Sepbrought into the union because
the press that there had been a tember, as well as acting chairman
“the comrades felt he was the ideal
“fix” and that Jackson’s absence at the time the Hollywoodite failed
mart for the Guild.”
Pomerance
was by arrangement. Implications to. respond to a committee substood on his constitutional rights
were heightened by the congress- poena, carried the ball for the
in decli ing to comment on this.
man’s inability to clarify exactly probers irt presenting the case bePomerance named no names,
Washington, Feb. 5.
where he was when he was sup- fore the House body,
stating he could only remember a
He told his fellow legislators
Film boxoff ice receipts from the- conference with Emmet
posed to be in the hearing room.
Lavery,
«
As a result/ coupled with his
•
atres throughput the nation totalled
(Continued on page 61)
then prexy of SWG, when he was
denial of a “fix” Siegel, within 20
approximately $1,171,500,000 dur- offered
-r
the Guild job..
Questions
hours of the hearing, wired the if
ing 1951. That represents a decline
ij
lir
1 i*
centered around
rather than
Committee that he Was not cbn- House
of about $41,000,000—-or 3.4%
flOUSC. K€S0lUtl0|l
Resolution WOttlQ
scg;
testing the matter of a quorum;
from the approximately $1 t212,500,.
,
v
0
He has said since then that legal
000 taken in during 1950.
UlSDar LaWTeilCe
Siegel,
" VMVV WIV
5 VI f
search has shown -that while a
;The figures are based on yearquorum is necessary for a perjury
end tax receipts reported by the
Attnvitllv fnr
illtUI.Uvj
1U1
citation, it is not needed for conBureau of Internal Revenue in
tempt—-and thus there is, no issue;
Washington last week. Since the
Washington, Feb. 5,
Jackson, however, feeling his
A resolution to disbar R. Law- collections during any one month
nonor had been; impugned, Buch^ rence Sieger was; presented to the represent business done the preman believes, insisted on the reprise House of Representatives today vious month,- the figures actually
in Washington. The producer’s idea (Tues.) as result
of the motion to Reflect b.o. from Dec. L 1950,
that be would be led through cite his client, Sidney Buchman, for through Nov. 30, 1951, rather than
!u
the same testimony,, get to the contempt of Congress.
John R. the calendar year.
point of the names and wind up Rankin (D., Miss) 'Tabid antiInternal Revenue does not differcited for contempt for refusing to Communist, urged
the House to entiate between film theatre and
a nswer— only this time the Com- pass
other
b.o. taxes.
However, best
a resolution to disbar “this
Washington, Feb. 5.
mittee would be certain a quorum Communist lawyer from practicing possible data indicates that the
National Production Authority’s
was present.
film levy accounts for approximatein the Federal courts.”
freeze on color TV will be lifted
t° be .dragged through
“Every judge in the country ly 68% of all such taxes, and the when agency
j
officials meet Friday^
that ordeal
agai
figures above are base® on that
save- the will recognize this,” he added,
to
(8)
with manufacturing industry'
honor of a Congressman who can’t
Though the proposal received assumption.
toppers
to
discuss
explain where he was? What about some
objections to
Total
tax receipts from all forms
vocal support, committee
Order M-90. Order bans producmy honor, demanded Buchman. members
were obviously reluctant of amusement were $344,642,962. in
tion
of
color
equipment
Rep. Francis A. Walter, acting to back such
for home
1951
as compared with $356,723,a move. Rep. Walter
chan man, declared last week that pointed out that an anti-Communist 866 in 1950. That’s a decline of sets or theatre TV, but will be
completely
it was presumptuous of the prorescinded,
about
Variety
$12,000,000.
measure is currently before the
ducer to assume the same ques- American Bar
There has never been any official learned.
Assn.
Uld be asked
An indication that ban will be
s aid the
Walter made it clear that “no breakdown by the Government of
v.
,
dtee bad a new bne J t want- charges except unethical
'\?n
conduct what portion of the total taxes are dropped was* previously given to
?
en u
have been made against Buchman’s obtained from filmeries. Industry the picture industry by Deputy
•“T*«f,
Jr*
n W red
ful !y more^t^n 160 attorney.
We do notimply or have has long operated on the assump- Administrator Horace B. McCoy in
«.,«lH ^ for
#
questiohs
more than 2Vfc hours evidence that he is a member of tion that it was about 85%. Source his reply to a request for a conof that assumption—which may ference dn theatre TV prior to
(Continued on page 61)
the Communist Party.”
well have been true at one time
Friday’s meeting, which will behas long since been lost.
concerned only with home TV.
The 68% figure used by: Variety McCoy advised that if the
picture
in making the calculations on total industry is not
satisfied with “the
film b.o. has a considerably more
consequences” of the Friday meet^
scientific base. It was evolved by ing,
he will arrange a separate
Enclosed find check for $
Dr. Jay M. Gould, consulting ecoconference.
nomist. in New York, in a survey
One Year
rvi
i T? « rsTi-imi, ,
The Motion Pictutre Assn, of
Please send
for
of pix-versus-TV which he made
Years
America artd Theatre Owners of
foT Columbia. Pictures last sumAmerica had been among those
mer.
•
•
•
•
•
t •
that complained that Order M-90
(Please Print Name)
Dr. Gould arrived at his calculawas so sweeping as to bar tint
tiqp *by a comparison of Federal
Street
though no crititax reports with those of 150 cities theatre TV,
that do break down their admis- cal materials are required,, they
City . ...
Zone;
sion tax receipts by source. Also had asked for a relaxation or a
State ,
used in his calculations was the separate conference to discuss the
Dept, of Commerce’s 1948 Census matter.
Strong opposition to ban has
of Business, which contains ConRegular Subscription Rates
siderable data on theatre receipts. been carried to Defense Mobilizer
Charles
E. Wilson by Paramount
Collections
$1 0.00
during December,
One
Years—$1 8.00
1951,
reflecting
November biz, Pictures, which is interested in
Canada and Foreign $1 Additional per Year
were $26,032,781, compared With producing color sets incorporating
$26;622,501
in
December, 1950. the Lawrence Tri-Color tube, and
This was the second successive more recently, by Sen. Edwin c!
Inc.
month that 1951 receipts were back Johnson (D., Colo.), chairman of
44th Street
1 54
York It. N. Y.
of 1950, after beating 1950’s in the Senate Interstate
Commerce
October by more than $2,000,000.
(Continued on page 55)
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a

the demand

fulfill

of adults for “mature” pictures, the
industry’s purity code is '“due for
revision,v declared producer-direc-

tor William Wyler, in

New

York

Monday (4). Wyler said that lie
knew of no concerted effort at the
moment for revision of the code
but that he thought 'it Was about
time that some changes, were made.
“It’s not; the business of the motion
picture; industry to be the guardians of children,”

he

said.

“That’s

the job for parents."
Wyler noted, that

the Breen
not applying the code
blindly mid that the industry’s self’

office

censoring organization was taking
into consideration the intent of the
producer. He pointed out that such
films as “A Place in the Sun” (Par),
“A Streetcar Named Desire” (WB)

own

and

his

(Pari

would not have been as

‘Detective

Story”
effec-

tive if a strict application of the

code were made.

Wyler

,

said that

demand from the pubsee something more than picmade for children;. Although

there was. a
lic

to

tures

he did not

call for a

complete elim-

ination of the code, Wyler suggested a degree of freedom that approached, but did not go as far, as
that allowed the legitimate theatre.

Breen Okays

’Carrie’

Froducer-director’s comments on
censorship Were prompted. by a discussion of his forthcoming Para-

mount

picture,

‘‘Carrie,”

a

film

adaptation of “Sister Carrie,” the
pnce-controversial Theodore Dreiser novel. Wyler stressed that he

had no difficulty with the, Breen,
office. On “Carrie” and that the
screenplay had b£en approved as
submitted.
Wyler believes that the; system
of classification of films employed
in England -“fit” or “unfit” for
children—might be the solution of
the censorship problem. In dwelling on the responsibility of parents, he indicated that he did not
allow his bwfP'&hildren to see “De.

—

tective Story.” He said it Was the
duty of parents to determine what
their children, should or should not
see.
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Wyler acknowledged that the industry’s own. code had done a great
deal to avoid Federal censorship,
.

but he pointed out there were
many rules in the code that prevented the making of adult films.
In real ljfe, he noted, “the right
people aren’t always rewarded.” He
said no producer started out to

make

a sensational picture just “to
get by,” but that the object Was to
make a good picture.

What Makes

‘Entertainment?’

In this connection, he said there
was a wide variation in the definition of “entertainment.” ^It has
been discovered, he said, that to an
extremely large audience such films
as “Streetcar,” “A Place in the
$un” and “Carrie” fit into the cateWyler
gory of “entertainment/’
said “Carrie” was brought in at
little over. $2,000,000 as compared
to $1,500,000 .spent for “Detective
Story.” Latter Was completed, he
said, considerably under the original budget while the former exceeded the budget slightly: While
acknowledging the necessity for
finding a way to cut costs, he said
foolish sayings occasionally harm a
production considerably.
Under his current pact, Wyler
has two more pix to make for Par-:
amount. Set so far is “Roman
Holiday,” which he describes as a

com“light modern comedy and
plete departure from anything I’ve
done in recent years.” Film, with

Ben Hecht,
Audrey Hepburn, British

a screenplay ,by

will

star

dis-

covery currently starring on Broadway in “Gigi.” Wyler expects to
shoot the film -when Miss Hepbur
gets time off from her Broadway
chores.

Wyler is in New York for prerelease exploitation of “Carrie,
He said he didn’t believe that producer’s job ended with completion
of the -film and that it’s his job to

make himself avaUable
“cooking up excitement/’

to

id

i

.
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.
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on Defense as FCC Shoots
Latest quarterly reports from six major companies show gross-,
revenue on a nice upbeat in all instances. Quarterly periods end on
Sept. 30 for Paramount, United Paramount and 20th-Fpx; Nov. 3
fof Universal, Nov. 22 for Loew’s, and Dec. 1 for Warner Bros.

m

The boxscore:
Loew’s

Par

$39,800,000
19,700,000
39,500,000
24,300,000
17,000,000
29,000,000

.$189,900,000

$169,300,000

UPT

U

WB
Totals

revenue chalked up by
Lb ew’
Paramount, 20th-Fox,
United Paramount, Universal and
Gross

1950

41,700,000
30/700,000
21,000,000
32,090,000

20th

v

,

Bros, in the quarterly periods covered by their most recent
statements climbed to $189,900,000,
Total income for comparative periods in the preceding year amounted to $169,300,000.
Although the gain of $20,600,000

mind,

Motion Picture Assn.

to
of

company
see the

America

or reasonably settle those pending.
Process would be one of pointing

them that ‘they are en-

dangering their sources' of supply,
With the Supreme Court agreethat they and their customers in ing on Monday (4) to hear oral
the long rUn are footing the bills argument on Joseph Burstyn’s batfor these suits, that arbitration and tle to have the Italian-made film,
‘

methods

other

solution

of

are

cheaper and simpler than lawsuits.
Johnston, it is expected, will hit
the road for exhib meetings and
individually visiting and chatting
with leading theatremen. Such a
course of action was one of the
recommended
frequently
most
boss’s cirpoints during the
cuit of the homeoffices.

MPAA

With a determination since his

return to active MPAA service
Dec. 1 to concentrate on
domestic activity, Johnston initiated the tour of h.o.s. and studios
to sOund them out oh industry

last

needs.

Report RKO Re-Editing

“The Miracle,” shown in New York.
State theatres, Ephraim London,
Burstyn’s attorney, has invited the
Motion Picture Assn, of America
to submit a brief in conjunction
with his <jlient.
Court’s agreement to hear the
case marks the first time since
1915 that a motion, picture censorship case has been permitted to
come before the high court. London said he extended the invitation
to the MPAA because he feels
“The Miracle” fight offers the industry the test case it has been
seeking. He indicated that Burstyn
and the MPAA. were “fighting for
the same thing” and that, in his
opinion, it would be “foolish” for
the industry group to wait for its
own test case. London expects thehearing to come before the high
court in mid-April.
has been nursing its own
test case, playing a large part in
the.' defense of theatre manager
William L. Gelling, who is involved
in a censorship case in Texas. Texas Court of Criminal Appeals last
week upheld the conviction of Gelling for disobeying a speciallyconstituted censor board by playing “Pinky” (20th) in 1950. Court’s

:

‘Las Vegas’

in N.Y.

Legion Eyes

‘C’

As

Rating

RKO

has reportedly flown a cutter into New York from the Coast
to make its “Las Vegas Story” con-

form

,

to

Legion of Decency require-

ments. It is understood that the
Catholic organization was. planning
a “C” (Condemned) rating for the
film unless cuts were made.
Pic, starring Jane Russell and
Victor Mature, is a Howard Hughes
production. It is in its second week
at the Paramount, N. Y., and has
opened in various other spots
throughout the country.
Some five films, including Cecil
B. DeMille’s Paramount release,
“The Greatest Show on Earth/’
were rated Class B (morally objectionable in part for all) last
week by the National Legion of
Decency. In regard to the DeMille
picture, the Catholic group pointed
out that “especially because of the
youth-appeal of. this film the following objections should be carefully noted:
“Despite certain mitigating considerations an emotional impact of
this film tends to condone, and
arguments presented to justify, the
sinful act of

mercy

killing. It also

contains suggestive costuming and
dialog.”

probably sights
prexy

on Paramount. Pictures
Barney
Balaban
today
an attempt to determine
Hollywood two whether. Par is qualified to oper-

for the Coast Fri-

Universal prexy

train.

plans to remain in
months or longer,

exactly competitive.

Extent to which the industry antitrust actions are proving a heavy
financial strain pn the film companies is pointed yp via the disLoew’s laid out
that
closures

head off further antitrust actions
and stimulate exhibs to call off

to

by

Sent to Showers

prexy use his tact in an effort to

out

Blumberg. will

New York
day. (8)

He'll huddle with studio toppers
William Goetz and Leo Spitz, but
because of his recent illness will
will not be matched commensurate- be restricted to a very limited
ly by an upturn in net earnings, schedule of activity.
mainly because of the heftier tax
provisions in the new year, financial analysts believe the overall
figures should serve nicely in: bolstering industry morale.
Consensus is that, the monetary
upbeat further reflects that the
public will support good product
such as had been in release in
late summer and fall, as covered
by the reports. Business has been
up in both the domestic and
foreign markets. Another plus facFilm industry’s newsreels, con(Continued on page 55)
ceding it’s impossible to compete
with television’s pictorial spot coverage, are switching to analytical
and broadened presentations of
major events in their twice-weekly
releases. So far as TV is concerned,
reel, reps insist there’s no real competition, similarly as a twice-weekly newspaper and a daily are not

,

like

Nate

Warner

Eric Johnston, who yesterday -f
(Tues.) concluded a round of visits
to distrib homeoffices in New York
Griffis Exits Pic Biz
and studios in Hollywood, report-:
Stanton Griffis, retiring U. S.
edly will next embark on a series
Improvement Ambassador to Spain, declared in
of exhibitor tours.
of exhib relations has been one New York Monday (4) that he won’t
points most frequently take an active part in the picture
of the
pressed by the distribs on John- business or any other business. The
ston as a vital industry necessity. chairman of Paramount Pictures’
Tremendous worry to company executive board, who arrived pn
toppers are the gigantic antitrust the Independence,, emphasized that
suits which theatremeri. continue he is returning tO private, life.
Griffis closed 10 years of governto bring against the majors. There
are said to be 156 of them now ment service when he resigned
pending, with total damages of from his post as Madrid envoy last
more than $350,000,000 sought. It month.
is feared that a number of these
won in quick succession by exhibs
could break the back of the industry.

With that in
chieftains would

Washington, Feb. 5.
Legal staff of the Federal Communications .Commission trained
its
character qualification gun.

1951
$40,600,000
23,900,000

MPAA

.

(Continued on page 16)

(Tiles.) in

ate as a television station licensee.
Question is part of the Commission hearings on .the'-, proposed

United Paramount Theatres-ABC
merger, and it became apparent

from today’s questioning that the
six-man FCC legal Staff has developed a well-documented background on Pay’s previous practices.
With Balaban continuing on the
stand today after his lengthy session yesterday, the bulk of the
questioning was centered around
FCC efforts to determine how Par
‘

had obtained

its interest in theaprior to the consent decree.
these questions, the .FCC
hopes to determine if Par’s negotiations reflect on its character
qualifications. Since the character
issue is considered highly crucial
in these proceedings, the Commission is probing even deeper than
did the Dept, of Justice during the
consent decree hearings.
Commission counsel Frederick

tres

From

.

(Continued on page 21)

FOA Board
As

as burdensome as Loew’s in proFilm Distributors,
portion to their corporate stature. of Independent
Universal, for example, set aside Ltd., arrived in New York over the
$500,000 for “contingent liabili- weekend from his London headBulk of this entry will be quarters to look over fresh product.
ties;”
to cover the court battles; Warner
Coplan plans a three to fourr
the same item at
carried
Bros,
week U. S. stay.
$700,000.
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In N. Y.

From

Britain

Alexander Korda, head of
London Films; Robert S. Wolff,
RKO Pictures managing director
and indie producer
in Britai
New
David E. Rose arrived
Sir

.

,

Queen

yesterday

Mary.

the
recovering

(Tues.)

Korda,

will confer
with Ilya E. Lopert, who distributes
his product in the U. S.
Wolff will hold his annual homeforeign
office huddles with
uhief Phil Reisman and other top-

from a long

illness,

Chicago

11

by city engagements, wound up in
“Another Mart’s Poison”
be eighth.
(M-G) comspotty, with a plethora of holdovers (UA) and “Pandora”
and extended-run pix cutting into pleted the Big 10 list in that order.
“I Want
(U),
Araby”
"Flame of
overall total. Some exhibitors comOnly”
plained that unseasonably warm You” (RKO) and “For Men
films in
runner-up
the
weather took many prospective (Lip) are

Trade
Variety

in key cities covered
this week is inclined to

patrons outdoors instead of into
theatres. Jn direct contrast, the
eastern sector had to contend with
bitter cold weather early in the
Cities which had the ad*
session.
vantage of sturdy new fare managed to do well despite all handicaps.

showing in preem
round at N. Y. Roxy where a sock
“Lone Star” also
session looms.
shapes big. “Green Glove” (UA) is
its L.A. launchfair
on
rated only
ing; “Invitation” (M-G) is far from
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) continued promising on its showing this
*
out in front by a wide margin with
round.
close to $200,000 grossed in main
“Bend Of River” (U) looms great
taken
place
was
Second
cities.
key
on basis of its launching in nearly
over by “Sailor Beware” (Par), the
100 spots Of the northwest area, ber
Martin-Lewis comedy giving every
ing sock -on holdover rounds curindication that it would climb even
rently in Portland, Ore., and Seathigher. It is out in only five keys
“Lady Says No” (UA), given
tle.
*
currently.
;
an elaborate campaign plus per“Room For One More” (WB) sonals by Joan Caulfield, star of
lived up to its. promise of last week pic, is outstanding in Detroit.
by pushing Up, into third spot while
“Blue Yonder” (Rep) looks solid
“Death of Salesman” (Col), now go- in Chicago, “Elopement” (20th) is
ing out into keys more generally, rated mild in same city. “Lavender
on

finished

Martin’s

PI..

Trafalgar Sq.

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

Foreign
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“See mild in Louisville.
of the picture with him. fore Dawn” (20th), seventh.
has
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
United Artists is distributing the. You in Dreams” (WB), which
Pages 8-9)
key
principal
of
its
most
played
1 Jamaica, B.W.I., locationer.
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“Lone Star” Hill Mob” (U) continues solid in
(M-G), a newcomer, is showing three keys.
position.
in
fifth
land
to
enough
“Double Dynamite” (RKO) looms
pers. Rose, who turned out the
“Girl in Every Port” (RKO) took slow in L.A. “Dangerous Ground”
Linda Darnell starjrer, “Saturday
looks fair in Omaha but
brought a Technicolor sixth money, \ with “Decision Be- (RKO)
Island,”

RKO

New York

St.

1202 National Press Building

Biz Turns Spotty in Keys; ‘Quo Vadis* Still in First
Place; 'Sailor* Second, 'Room* Third

.

•York

Weat 40th

Hollywood 29
0311 Yucca Street
Washington 4

,

Korda, Wolff, Rose

Proposes •

line with the policy, which
has evolved over a long period,
Americanism Shorts
rather than being an overnight
change, the reelers are. cutting
Anti-Red Project
down on the number of subjects
$511,271 for suit settlements, legal covered so that each can be given
Production and exhibition of a
its
last
during
fees and expenses
more extensive handling. Recent series of short subjects on AmeriThis hefty item was
fiscal year.
issue of Paramount News, for ex- canism, as a joint film industry
charged directly to profit and loss. ample, carried material only on project in answer to charges of
(In L. A. last week Theatre OwnCapt. Kurt Carlsen’s return to Communist influence, will be proers of America’s exec director, Gael N. Y.,
Prime Minister Winston posed to the Motion Picture Assn,
Sullivan, stated that 156 exhib ac- Churchill’s address before Con- of America by Theatre Owners of
tions now are pending against the
It’s indicated that one
gress, and the snowbound train on America.
companies.)
the Coast. Universal News* covered major studio already has endorsed
In addition to the $511,271,
the same three subjects plus an the idea informally and others likeLoew’s, like all other outfits, is account of activities at a prisoner- ly will follow if the plan carries
called upon to maintain extensive
of-war camp in Korea. It’s noted the endorsement of exhibitors genand expensive staffs of legalites at that neither reel had any display erally.
the homeoffice.
Idea of taking such positive ac(Continued on page 16)
companies
Other
the
While
tion as a public service in the fight
specific
disclosed
the
haven’t
(Continued on page 16)
amount of legalistic costs they inCoplan’s TJ.S. Look
curred last year, it figures to be
David Coplan, managing director
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Flop Legit Musical
Off jby ^Warners

a

DnstW

r

WB

cent Youmans-Oscar Hammerstein

New, strong fare launched during f*
year-end holidays and early last
month boomed the national boxoffice ill January, with the top
1,

Jan. Golden Unseen
“Quo Vadis” (M-G).

2.

“See in Dreams” (WB).

3;

“Favorite Spy” (Par).
“Distant Drums” (WB).

,

grossers hitting a peak for several
months. Indicative -of this upsurge
is the fact that the four highest
grossers, according to reports from
in 25

4.
5.

key

took in over $3,500,000 during the month.
Continuing on Where it left o.ff
in December, but with an accelerated pace, “Quo Vadis”. (M-G) again
was champ at the wickets in January, with a total gross* Of $1,299,000
in key cities covered by Variety.
Fast gait Was maintained, though it
was holdover or on extended-run in
numerous communities., increased
scale in virtually all. cities played
contributed to the high total.

6.

cities,

7.
8.
,9.

2d, score, was purchased by the
studio after if flopped on Broadway in 1928,

’’Elopement” (20th),

home'

“My

Fa-

vorite Spy” (Par) wound up third,
With the vast number of play dates
into the month being a big
contributory factor to its high
standing.

Jammed

Up, But Others In

Pix Hit by

TV Inroads

1

staff.

its

own merchandising

Warners and Metro formerly

handled the licensing activities in
their own shops, but have since
farmed out the duties to outside
organizations on a percentage basis.
Jack Jurov organization of Holly-

wood

>

circuit,

operators

New York

of
State,
intro-

is weighing possibility of
ducing one-night-a-week showings
of art films in selected houses of
the chain. Circuit execs have not
yet decided in Which cities and
theatres to spot the films, nor has
a starting date been chosen.
In all probability, policy will be

I*
,

Mayer on 'Wagon

|

tele.

at

to

the Federal

1

an-

Com-

munications Commission hearings on large-screen tele:
“Ttyere will be no billboards
on -the theatres’ ‘highway in
the sky.

?

“Top Banana” appears likely to
be tbo next big legiter to sell to
pix, following the surprise purchase by Louis B. Mayer last week
of screen rights to “Paint Your
Wagon.” Illustrative of the
.

’•

peared to have a yen for it that
promised a heavier slice of loot
than they were willing to give.
Percentage Mayer contracted to
pay in addition to the 200G is
5% of the gross after the pic- has
recoupled twice its negative cost.
Show has book atid lyrics by Alan
Jay Lerner and music by Frederick
Loewe.
Broadway production by Cheryl
Crawford opened at the Shubert
NoV., 12. Dances are by Agnes* de
Mille- and direction by Danny

Although TJ. S. pix have been
Idea, tried successfully in
the cancellation pouring into Argentina since last
July
19 under the new agreement
for
program
daily
of the regular
the evening performance, with the between the American industry
the
and
Peron government, no coin
startshowing of the art product
ing at 8:40 and ending at about has come out as yet. It is expected
remittance of
that
initial
the
Theatres Will also close
10:30.
down concessions and serve free $1,100,000 due under the pact will
be
held
until
completion
of the
up
Tickets are to be on a recoffee.
served seat policy* It’s expected first year of operation.
Yank
distribs
said
there
no
was
that if the first four-week test; is
specific schedule' of payments in
successful, additional series of art
new
contract, so the Argenthe
films will be skedded.
tines are Within their rights iu deSuccess of nabe theatres turned
laying remittances. Americans Will
first-run arties in various cities in
put no pressure on to get the coin
the U. S. evidently has prompted
until close to the July 19 annithe Reade and Schine operators to
versary date.
test the art policy in smaller comWhile no roadblocks to the paymunities.
ments are foreseen, history of neObtaining of films will be no
gotiations with the Peron dictatorproblem, since there’s enough J. ship
has been so rough,. Yank inArthur Rank and other British dustry ites would not .be surprised
product available. These can be at a flood of technicalities or.
.

calls for

:

'

Italian,

French and

other foreign lingo films as well as
offbeat American product.

BY
LOPERT ON '48 PACT

ROSSELLINI SUED

Ilya E. Lopert, prez of Lopert
Corp.,
has'
Distributing
Films
brought a breach-of-contract suit
in

Rome

against producer-director

Roberto Rossellini. Action, grows
out of a 1948 arrangement whereby
Tania Films, owned jointly by
Lopert and Rudolph
Solhisen,
financed production of Rossellini’s
“La Macchina Amazza Cattivi”
(Machine to Kill Bad People).
Western Hemisphere rights to
“People,” according to the complaint,
belong, to Anna
International Co., Of which Lopert is the
head. Suit claims Rossellini broke

downtown

'

Los- Angeles

(Par) and “Death of a Salesman”
recent months having
detoured big first-run houses in
favor of lengthier stays in smaller,
theatres in the
class
outlying
Beverly-Wilshire area.
Companies justify .such bookings
by the fact that they can take more
money, out of the houses via
longer runs, stnaller overheads and
lower expenditure for advertising,
as well as. by the. fact that such
class booking helps establish a
(Col), all in

“quality” pic.

Obviously, on the other hand, if
downtown operations with
large overheads are to be continother invented difficulties holding ually detoured by the best films,
up their money. Among the oppor- the old-line first-runs are going to
tunities for such problems arising be in more trouble than that which
Thus
is the provision of the pact that the they have already. ..suffered.
Americans must use some of their their cry to the D. of J. for relief
fully
is
understandable..
blocked pesetas for permanent investments in Argentina. GovernMajor company counsel who rement will have to satisfy itself ceived the Morison letter last week
such investments have been made found grim humor in it.
They
and meet requirements.
pointed
out
the
tremendous
Remittances under the agree changes it reflected from exhibition
ment are to be $1,100,000 a year practices of 14 years ago when the
for five, years, part of the coin to D. of J, .first moved in on the incount as payment against long(Continued on page 16)
blocked funds and part covering
new pix. Agreement ended a
two-year lockout by the ArgenL. A. to N. Y.
tines of new American product.

ED SILVERMAN WINS

big,

Bonnie Baker
George Bilson
Joan Caulfield
Charles Coburn

REVERSAL FROM STERN

Faith Doiriergue

Chicago, Feb. 5.
Illinois Appellate Court, reversed
an agreement by wrongfully sellLIKELY
ing the picture to others in Rome. the Chi District Court- when it
Meantime, Lopert states he’ll take denied claim of Emil Stern, former
legal steps to block any attempt Essaness partner, that Eddie SilverIS BLUE’
man, head of Essaness Theatres,
Twentieth-Fox will probably fi- by the buyer or his assignees to had sold
the Woods Theatre Bldg,
nance and release the filmization distribute the film in the Western with intent
to deceive stockholders.
of the current Broadway legit hit, Hemisphere.
Stern asserted $660,00.0 for his
“The Moon Is Blue.” Otto Premstock was too low.
inger and F. Hugh Herbert are
planning to produce the pic inde- Mich. Sen. Ryan’s Bill
N. Y. to Europe
pendently next fall.
Both have
Would Nix Phonevision
been associated with 20th and it Is
Charles Amory
believed likely that they will make
Richard
Bird
Lansing, Mich., Feb, 5.
a deal there on the pic.
Scott R. Dunlap
Sepator Harold M. Ryan, of De-

Hugo Fregonese

20TH

TO BACK

’MOON

DEAL

-

1

.

.

fit has signed up with manufacturAlec Moss bows out as 20th-Fox
ers again for a group of new “Snow advertising
manager at the end of
White”- products.
this month.
Successor has yet to
Disney outfit has entered the
be decided upon;
food field too. It receives royalties
Moss, who intended a limited
from baking companies distributing
Donald Duck bread and. from a stay at 20th, has held the post for
firm that puts a line of Donald some months and now wants out
to take a vacation.
Duck frozen food products.
j

i

Archeologist’s Research Co.
outfit designed to provide,
technical -advice arid factual rein
search;
television, radio, adver-.
tising and motion picture production has been established in N. Y,
by Dr, Paul Ilton, a professional
archeologist.

New

exhibs,

info
asking
discrimination
against them resulting from prerelease of films in the BeverlyWilshire area.
Letter, signed by Assistant Attorney General' H. Graham Morison,* won nothing but a smirk from
the distribs. By a coincidence, of
which Morison was: apparently unaware, the very issue which the
D. Of J. brought up was decided in
favor of" the distribs by Judge
Leon R. Yankwich in Los Angeles
Federal. Court only last summer.
Replies to Morison by major
company attorneys are understood
to have been pretty much noncommital.
Should the D. of J.
pursue the matter further, however, the lawyers are ready to step
in with chapter and verse from
Judge Yankwich’s decision in the
Baldwin Theatre case in L. A. last
August.
Squawk that lend to the D. of J.
letter is believed to have originated with Sherrill Corwin, operator of the Metropolitan Theatre in
downtown L. A. It apparently results irorri “Streetcar Named Desire”
(WB).
“Detective
Story”
.

Feb. 13,

augmented by

*

*

mount, Plainfield, Reade Will institute a four-week Wednesday night
“Curtain at 8:40” series starting
Canada,

A

reaf man-bites-dog type of
switch occurred last week when
the Dept, or Justice moved to the
rescue of first-run ekfcibs from the
encroachments of outlying houses.
D. of J., sept letters to all the
majom, fiased on complaints from
.

,

similar to that announced by Walter Reade Theatres early this week
for two towns in New Jersey, At
the Carlton, Red Bank, and Para-

looks after the Warner cartoon characters, and Hollywood
Enterprises, Inc. oversees Metro
licensing. Film companies neither
had the time nor the Staff to properly promote the characters, since
manufacturers holding licenses deShow,
starring
Barbara
Bel troit, said he would introduce a bill
manded aid in packaging, advertising and exploitation, Disney outfit Geddes, Donald Cork and Barry in the State legislature outlawing
was the only one, set up to effec- Nelson, is just about to complete Phonevision in Michigan. He said
tively follow through. Disneyites its first year on Broadway. It was his bill would prevent televisioneven have, been able to hold their written by Herbert; and directed by telephone hookups to furnish proown in the face, of tele competi- Preminger. Producers are Rich- grams to private setowners at a
ard Aldrich And Richard Myers in cost added to telephone bills.
tion.
“I anticipate that television and
More than lOO products are tied association with Julius Fleischfilm companies will attempt largeitywith Disney creations. The vet- mann.
scale
Phonevision in the next two
“Mickey
Mouse”
erans,
and
Preminger is currently thesping
yeans, ’ Ryan said. “I want to fore'’Donald Duck,” are still the or- in
Paramount’s production
of
stall
exploitation
ganization's merchandising “bread ,‘Stalag 17.”
of the private setHe’s also huddling
and butter.” In addition, Disney’s with 20th studio chief Darryl F. owner, The companies would hold
off the really grood programs from
lisencing is hypoed by his feature Zanuck on a production
assignment
general deception and save them
pic characters' such, as
“Snow to follow “Stalag.”
for the more, profitable showings
White,” “Cinderella” and “Alice in
on private circuits. We. Want to
Wonderland.” With “Show White
keep the airways free, as we have
and the Seven Dwarfs” .set .for
With radio.”
showing the third time around, out.

TV

.

-

maintains

i.

|

,

Schine

,

exploitation
merchandising
and
policy of the organization. Current-,
ly Disney is the only outfit that

ir

theatres in upper

of the cartoon
characters controlled by Walt Disney, the licensing and merchandising of the animated characters
owned by other film companies, has.
declined noticeably. Reason for the
decline, according to insiders, is
twofold: lack of proper exploitation and the inroads of video merchandising characters. Popularity Mann.
of western and futuristic heroes,
Purchase* one of the heftiest in
with former getting double impact several years,, increases speculaof tele and theatrical films, and tion, of course, on Mayer’s plans.
TV’s own characters such as Howdy There have been many rumors
Doody has cut into licensing take, since he left the M-G lot last sumof the film cartoons characters.
mer that he would be going into
Continued success of the Disney indie production or would head up
stable is attributed to the vigorous a major studio setup.

With the exception

*.

>

I

.

They are prepared

hewed demand by Hollywood for
“Distant Drums” (WB) Was only important Broadway properties is
a step behind, being unusually the $200,000 plus percentage which
strong in fourth position nationally. Mayer paid for “Wagon.”
The Gary Cooper, starrer promises
Paramount is showing the greatto be one of Warners’ high grossers est interest at the moment in
“Double Dynamite” “Banana,” Phil Silvers musical,
year.
this
(RKO) copped fifth place, con- but other studios are also said to
founding the crix, Who did not ex- be indicating a liking for it. Price
is not expected to be as high as
pect it to fare so well.
“Westward the Women” (M-G) for “Wagon,” since much of the
wound up sixth with a steadily material consists of old hurley
strong pace throughout January. skits which are more or less iii
“Model and Marriage Broker” public domain.
(20th) climbed to seventh position,
-In the act fOr “Wagon” were
Par, Metro and Warner Bros. All
(Continued on page 15)
were talking price when Mayer
came along with his big offer and
forced them to duck, since he apStill

,

The press

the

nounce

.

Disney Character Mdsing.

Laurence

“Man’s Poison” (U A).
“10 Tall Men” (Col).
'12. ‘‘Detective Story” (Par).

Gus 'Kahn

$961,000 during January.

‘Highway In the Skf*

“Double Dynamite” (RKO).
“Westward Women” (M-G),
“Model and Broker” (20th).
“Decision Dawn”, (20),

.

“See You in .My Dreams" (WB)
was a strong second-place winner

bioplc, which hit a new
all-time coin high for a single week
at the N. V. Music Hall before it
ended its long run there, grossed

-4-

list week labeled
industry's plan for exchannels to link
clusive
together the patjori’a theatres
a “highway in the sky.” That
has given industry pubrelations men an opening to- get a
plug in for the project at the.
expense.- of commercial-ridden

a n d

Hammerstein,

Stallings wrote the book. It Will
possibly be on this year’s production schedule.
,

10.
11.

in January.
The Danny ThomasDoris Day musical nosed out
“Vadis” one week and was second
the remainder Of the month; The,

6, 1952

Bollywood, Feb, 5.
Louis Edelman is propping *
production -of “Rainbow,” western
legit musical. Show, with a .Vln«

9 i

Variety correspondents

Mmy

W«4ii— fry.

riCTORES
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Joyce Hill
Andrew Rosenthal

Ted

Tetzlaff

Europe to N. Y.
Daria

Andrews

Jerry Bresler
Jan L. Brdekveldt,

David Coplan
Noel Coward
Yvonne DeCarlo
Philip

Dorn

Lew Grade
Stanton Griffis
Karl Herzog
Phil KarlSon
Sir Alexander Korda
L;

Maggiora

Gilbert Mandalik

David N. Martin
Borrah. Minevitch
David E. Rose

Sabu
Jean. Sablon

*

Marta Toren
Theodorus P. Van Den Bergh
Sir Philip Warter
Robert Wolff

Oren W. Evans
Clark. Gable

Mary Grant
Coleen Gray
Paul Gregory
Arthur Greenblatt

Henry Hathaway
David Kapp
Robert E. Kintner

Herman M. Levy
Anatole Litvak
Tony Martin

Mack

Millar

George Murphy
Pat O’Brien
Charles Peck
Mary Pickford
Philip Pine
William M. Pizor

SeymoUr Poe
Walter Reade, Jr.
Norton V. Ritchey
Leo F; Samuels
Joseph M. Schenck
Sol A. Schwartz
George Skouras
James Stewart
Gael Sullivan
Willard Swire

Ted Tetzlaff
Mary Weiser
Margaret Whiting

N.

Y to L.

Chandler Cowles
Sid Garfield
Lester Gottlieb
Natalie Schafer
Mike Sloane

Frank Waldecker
Teresa Wright

WilUam Zimmerman

)

Wednesday*

Febnwy
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plan for an all-industry meeting to
be proposed by Theatre Owners of
America (see story in column 5.)
Announcement by prexy Abram
F. Myers o the Allied idea made it
clear 'that the two rival exhib as-

sociations at least were in agreement that all industry outfits interested in arbitration should have a
voice in negotiations at the outset.

meeting here,
approved in general the proposal
for “conciliation machinery as prepared by Myers. In outline, it’s a
comprehensive plan which includes
the full assortment of trade practices plus film rentals. Immediate
Allied board, at

its

expectation is that the inclusion of
rentals as a subject for arbitration
will stir some controversy since it’s
known -much distrib sentiment favors excluding them. TO A’s position on rentals, as expressed so far,
is

vague.

Power to

Act:

However, the Allied board gave
the org’s arbitration committee
power to act at its own discretion
in the proposed meetings witlj;
other groups, The Allied committee was instructed to transmit the
plan to the companies "as a: basis
for discussion,” said Myers, and
(Continued on page 15)

Warners Remains Lone
Holdout

From Macy’s

‘Movie of Month’ Bally
Warner Bros, remains the only
holdout among the majors of the
three companies which originally
refused to participate in the Macy’s
"Movie-of-the-Month”
promotion.
With selection of their pix for
plugging by the big New York department store, Paramount and
20th Fox have, both succumbed to
screening pix in competition for the
monthly choice by Macy’
Gimmick to which the trio Objected when the promotion idea
was formulated about six months
ago was that the distrib must contribute part of the cost of the newspaper advertising sponsored by the
store. Film company pays for that
portion of the space the plug occupies,

Power of big pix to do big biz,
to
despite wi^ ei5 Prt & d beefs on softness of the b.o., is clearly reflected
3 Pix for 20th Abroad
currently in the plethora of. long
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
runs both on Broadway and in the
Three 20th-Fox features will be
hinterlands.
Extended engage- produced abroad this year by Frank
matter of fact, are McCarthy,
ments, as
who leaves this week on
creating
booking problem for a global topr to scout locations.
months, during which he dosed a many keys and subsequents, and
Pictures are: "Singlehanded,” to
for distribution of forcing distribs to turn to art and be filmed in London and the Medideal with
Faithful City,” which he pro- offbeat houses to find first-run terranean area; "Assignment in
opening locations.
duced in Israel.
Stockholm,” in Sweden, and "India
plans release of the feaExhib booking problem, in fact; Project,” in that country.
ture, which is in English, in about got so tough in the Philly area
60 days.
last week that a house there filed
a petition in Federal Court seeking to break the logjam by forcing
distribs to make some of the
longier-runners available to it. Suit
was instituted by the Sablosky
Theatres on behalf of its Norris
Theatre, Norristown,

Frank McCarthy

v.p.,

or to

.

RKO

.

RKO

,

.

,

.

pub-ad topper^

originally took a
attitude, However,
with
arrangement by which Macy’s last

entered against them for $21,064.
Upon the filing of a stipulation
that the defendants had paid in
‘FLAM1NIA’
COIN
full the amounts due the plaintiffs,
Benagoss Productions, indie fifour, actions against Frank Gross
and various theatre operating cor- nancing outfit, will provide the enporations in Ohio were Concluded. tire bankrolling for "The Girl on
Complaints had been filed by Via Flaminia,” which Anatole LitWarners, 20th-Fox, Loew’s and vak Will produce and direct for
Paramount.
United Artists release.. First film
Under similar terms, suits by financing venture by Benagoss,
Universal, Columbia and United which is headed by Henry Rogers
Artists against Price Coomer, op- Benjamin and Mrs. Germaine Gosserator of the Harlan Theatre, Harr ler, was "The Green Glove,” Glenn
lan, Ky., were: withdrawn* Signifi- Ford and Geraldine Brooks co-starcant aspect of this action was a rer, which UA is now swinging into
ruling in Lexington, Ky., by Fed- release
eral Judge H. Church Ford denyLitvak will lens "Flamihia” in
ing Cobmer’s move for dismissal Italy and France next fall with
Georges Maurer serving as associ(Continued on page 15)
ate producer. Irwin Shaw will do
the screenplay from the novel, a
bestseller, by Alfred Hayes.
STILL former
Litvak, who’s now in Europe, is

BENAGOSS PROVIDES

FOR

free to do an outside pic under his
contract with 20th-Fox. The filmmaker’s next for 20th, due to roll
shortly iii Germany* will be "The
ago, shocked its franchise-holders Steeper Cliff,” an adaptation of the
at the time and is still echoing in David Davidson novel.

a little surprised. Thcatreirten are
said to be Volunteering offers
that cduldu’t have been had with
blackjacks a few years ago.
An easy explanation offers itself
for the Willingness to pay such
terms in light of b.o, conditions.
That is that it is only the big pix
that are really drawing—and they
are drawing as heavily or heavier
than at any previous time in film
history.
On the other hand, as
has been noted, the medium and
little pix have no power.
Thus it is obviously good biz
for an exhib to toss everything
into a bid for a biggie. He knows
that despite the high terms he
must pay, he'll still have a lot more
left at the end of the week than if
couple of
he had licensed
cheapies.
Generous terms being offered
for top pix and the good biz they
are doing make percentages and
guarantees of secondary importance. Distribs primarily are concentrating bn careful choice of
houses to get the best prospect for
a long and profitable -run.

company acquired a flock of films
from J. Arthur Rank for $200,000

plus a percentage of net sales.
Pentagon assertedly paid part pf
the $200,000 but reportedly never
met a series of notes on the balWhen the payments werq
ance.
not made Rank stepped in and re*
Los Angeles, Feb. 5.
Pickman,
principle,
still
possessed his pictures. But prior to
Taking what was apparently its
shares Blumehstock’s view on the
this the indie firm is said to have toughest stand so far on trade prac(Continued on page 16)
collected deposits from franchise- tice grievances, Theatre Owners of
holders in various sections of the America closed its four-day board
US.
meeting at the weekend with a
*To their chagrin the franchise- threat of bringing allegedly illegal
Geo. Josephs Upped
holders later discovered that Pen- treatment by the distribs to the
George Josephs, for the tfast five tagon was unable to supply them attention of
the Department of
years aide to Abe .Montague, Co- with the Rank product, and some
Justice.
lumbia’s veepee and general sales Sought return of their advance
A
committee on illegal practices
manager, has been upped to a payments without success. Among is to he named by prexy
Mitchell
homeoffice sales exec. In his new the latter is Cinema Distributing Wolfson to present to distrib topCapacity, Josephs joins Louis Astor, Corp. of Los Angeles, which is how pers a Collection of exhib
affidavits
Louis Weinberg, Irving Wormser suing the distrib in N. Y. Supreme charging violations of
court deand Maurice Grad as a key mem Court.
crees. If no satisfaction is obtained
ber of Col’s sales cabinet.
Other franchise-holders have from the film companies the affiA1
work Under the “supervision o. .been working out. deals with Sol davits will be placed before the
Rube Jackter, assistant sales chief. Edwards’ International Releasing D. of J.
Montague has indicated that rto Organization, to which Rank sold
In other activity the board
successor will be appointed to fil 27 of the re-possessed Pentagon passed a resolution for a plan to
Joseph’s post for the present. / pix. International, according to a seek relief from "discriminatory”
vet of 24 years with the company, company Spokesman, has re-edited admission taxes. It was declared
Josephs has worked in various and facelifted the films in general that unless relief is forthcoming,
homeoffice departments.
for reissue.
Government will lose a lucral the

week used

20th's "Phone Call from
a Stranger” as its "Movie-of-the
Month,” Einf eld’s opposition apparently faded.

he

production-distribution

the theatre org’s adoption of a
projected plan at its board meeting
in L. A. last week.
T O A s executive committee;
’

which

is

headed

by, circuit

op

S.

H.

Fabian, is expected to ask th
board, of the Motion Picture Assn,
of America ( company presidents
to take the ball in setting up th
joint-industry conclave!
TO A directorate endorsed
broadly-stated arbitration systei

which,
to

it

was

said,

would be open

recommendations,

arid

sugges-

‘’

or the companies Which might, kill
off all chances of setting up a mutually satisfactory systei
at the
outset.

Plan of inducing the film outfits
to call an Industry-wide meeting
represents a switch for TO A, T'he
organization approached the companies some time ago on the idea
of huddling just among themselves
on Working out a system of arbitra.

tion.
this,

No

Overall Eastern

Pub-Ad Head for

WB

As Blumenstock West
With Mort Blumenstock, Warner
Bros, pub-ad veepee, slated to
switch his headquarters to the
Coast by Feb. 15, the homeoffice
pub-ad activities will operate without an overall eastern publicitychief.
Larry Golob
advertising
continues as eastern publicity topper and Gil Golden as advertising

With both departments
functioning under Blumenstock’s.

manager,

direction.
Pub-ad chief is slated
to make frequent visits from th^
studio to New York. Except for
Blumenstock’s presence, Coast setup will remain the sarnie, with Alex

Evelove

continuing
as
studio
publicity director.
Reason for move is believed to
be tied up with Warners' "flexible”
release schedule, making it necessary to have the top-level pub-ad
exec on hand to (nap promotion
campaigns While pictures are still

Having its pub-ad
in production.
chief at the studio is not a new

Blumenpolicy for the .company.
stock’s predecessor,; Charles Einfeld, currently 20th-Fbx’s pub-ad
topper, irioved his headquarters to
the Coast during#his tenure with
the company. Blumenstock at that
time was second in command, and
headed the overall eastern 'pub-ad

:

,

toppers balked at
They said they’d
however.
(Continued on page 21)

Distribution

;

Einfeld, 20th’s pub-ad the courts. Formed by Bert Goldand Jerry Pickman, Par’s berg and'TL David Frackman, the

similar

t

companies to call an all-industry
meeting for the purpose of establishing a system of arbitrating intra-trade disputes.
Move, follows

—

Charles
chief,

ask

tions by all others in the trade.
Significantly, TOA’s proposal did
not specifically state whether or
not exhib-distrib differences on
rental terms would qualify as an
arbitration subject.
Allied States
Assn, wants rentals included; the
film companies do rtot.
TOA’s
vagueness in its announced proDespite exhib
of
hard posal was seen as designed to avoid
times or perhaps because of them any immediate conflict with Allied

The long-runs on Broadway Include "Quo Vadis,” which has completed, its 13th stanza at the Astor
"Deand is still going strong.
cision Before Dawn” completes
seven Weeks at the Rlvoli today
giving
way to "Viva —distribution ex cs claim It is
Exhibs are continuing to show (Wed.)
tomorrow (Thurs.), easier, than ever to sell* pix at exa marked tendency to settle up Zapata!’’
with plaintiff film companies in “Death of A Salesman;” in its ceptionally high terms. The catch,
actions charging theatremen With seventh frame at the Victoria, rolls they say, is that the films have
under-reporting or other discrepan- on, while "I Want You” winds up to be of outstanding b.o. strength.
cies in boxoffice receipts. Settle? after seven weeks at the Criterion.
Just as it is easier- to peddle the
ment route usually means a payoff “The Greatest Show on Earth,” al- big ones, it’s tougher than ever to
to the companies , in addition to though only in its fourth, week at get what are, considered fair rental
incurring costs of the actions.
the Radio City Music Hall, ap- terms for the medium and small
Within the past few months 31 pears destined for a solid run.
Since
pix, the sales chiefs report.
separate b.o. percentage suits were
"Detective Story” recently com- these films are having an excepbrought to am end via agreement pleted
a highly successful 12-week tionally tough time at the wickets
of the parties involved. In indi"A now, it takes no fortitude on an
engagement at the Mayfair.
vidual actions brought by eight
Streetcar Named Desire” fan for exhib’s part to withstand the salesdistribs against John and Werner
bine weeks at the Warner Theatre, men’s pitch.
Lund, who operate a Pennsylvania
Bidding on such pix as “Greatsetting a run record for the house..
circuit, the Court of Common Pleas
est Show on Earth” (Par) and
(Continued on page 49)
of Greene County, Pa., decided that
"Quo
Vadis” (M-Gi has been so
the Lunds failed to meet the comgenerous that even the distribs are
promise terms. Judgments were

PENTAGON’S FOLD

who runs the tie-in operation,
members of Ratner’s staff.

Gun

RKO

Mort Blumenstock, WB pub-ad
remains adamant against
ECHOING IN COURTS
any such payment. As a result, he
Fold of Pentagon Pictures, indie
has refused even to show pix to
V ictor Ratner, Macy’s promotion distributing outfit, some months
topper,

Lead

Theatre Owners of America will

Washington, Feb. 3.
Allied States’ board of directors
Isriael Producer^Exhib
today (Tues.) voted to invite the
film companies and other “indusDeal
After
try elements” to appoint commitM, Yona Friedman, Israeli protees which would join with AUied
exhibitor,
and
planes
from
ducer
reps in the negotiation of an indus- New York Sunday (10) for his
try arbitration system. Thus, the headquarters in Jerusalem,
He
has
theatre outfit's approach varied but
aeen in the U. S. for the past four
did rtot directly conflict with the

Home

to

operations.

When
tive source of
exhibitors Will

revenue and small
be forced out of

Blumenstock

assumed

(Continued on page 2

U

business.

called for
Another resoluti
Wolfson to appoint a committee on
Scott R. Dunlap, Allied. Artists
development, to "cover all producer, sailed from New York,
phases of the film business and Friday (1) on the Britannic for a
serve as a clearing house for ideas,
combined business-vacation junket
without being limited to exhibition,
He is accompanied by
in Europe.
production and distribution. TentaCouple will disembark
his wife.
tive proposal called for an initial
for a tour of Italy and
Naples
in
investment of $1,000,000 to set up
points

scientific

a center as a separate community
where research work could be
carried on. Under consideration is
a location near Palo Alto, Among
the subjects Would be third dimensional pictures, television for
theatres, titles, trailers, lighting,
projection, advertising, publicity,
exploitation, development of new
talent and labor relations.
Demands were made. by. the exhibitors for more arid better pic(Cpntinued on pag* 21)

will visit Other continental
before returning to the U. S. May.
1 on the Queen Elizabeth.
While abroad Dunlap may study
possible co-prOductlon deals with
several European film firms. Producer last- turned out “Short
Grass,” a Rod Cameron starrer; for
AA release in late 1950 and
scheduled to put "Cow Country”
No
before the cameras June 1.
cast as yet has been set for the
venture.
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FILM REVIEWS
Viva Zapatat
Film

"»

)Lli

II.

'

of

treatment

v

t

Mexican...

revolutionary is adaptable to
strong key situation selling*

Elsewhere spotty.
Hollywood, Feb.

5.

20th*Fbx release of Darryl F. Zanuck
production. Stars Marlon Brando, Jean
Peters; features Anthony Quinn, Joseph
Wigeman, Arnold Moss, Alan Beed,

VrJneidiy, February 6, 1952

day counterparty
Zapata, follower;
dd tSorrfon,
the idealistic Ma
Tank Silthe
Gen.
pow<
led
vera,
lei, the merHuerta; Florenz
ls| Peters and
chant father of
Fay Roope, as llaz, are among
those whose characters come across
strongest In the supporting cast.
Skipped over in the footage are
Margo, a camp follower; Alan
Reed, as Pancho Villa; Arnold

Margo, -Harold. Gordon, Lou Gilbert* Mildred Dunnock.. Directed by- Elia Kazan.
Written by John Steinbeck; camera, Joe
MecDoilald; editor, Barbara McLean; music, Alex North. Tradeshown Feb. 1* '52.

Moss, Mildred Dunnock (as Miss
Peters’ mother) and others.
Scenes of ambush are cruelly
and violently staged. Some have
MINS.
feel
a
of suspense, such as Zapata’s
Brando
Marlon

Running time, 112

.

.

Zapata

relc re by his followers after arEufemio ....... . ,,.*., » Anthony Quinn rest of rurales, his walking into
.'*
.Joseph, Wiseman
Fernando
Arnold Moss the finale trap set by political
Don Naclo. .. ... ..
..Alan Reed leaders, and. the attack on a federPancho Villa..* ... ....
«.
Sold&dcrfi
V
• •
• r
ally-held fort with women as bait.
.Harold GordonMaciero..
Lou Gilbert Alex North’s* music score is an exPablo
.
Dunnock cellent counterpoint to the objecSenora Espejo. .
. .Mildred
Huerta
...... . ..... Frank Sllvera tive mood created by production
Nina. Varela
... ......
Aunt.
* .....
.Florenz JVmes and direction but could have used
Senor Espejo ........ ...
........... .Berrtie Cozier more of the moving charm that is
Zapatista..
Col. Guajardo ............ Frank De Kova
of native MexiPedro Begas the chief feature
Innocente
ichard Garrick can music.
Old General ......
Fay Boope
Diaz ....
.... ....
quality to the
stark
There’s
a
Bagdasarlan
Officer
.Ross
Leonard George photography by Joe MacDonald
Husband. .
...
Lazaro
... .... ...
.Will Kuluva that suggests the raw, hot atmos...
. ... Abner Biberman. phere of Mexico, lensing haying
Captain
.
,
.Phil Van Zandt
C.O
an artistic feel entirely in keeping
Peters

........... ..... ..Jean

Joscfa.
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Tale

Five,

The Alexander Paal

production, presented by Boris

Morros and Maurice J. Wilson*
concerns an amnesia-suffering
soldier who searches his past
in five European capitals.
Myro opined that the story
is ‘‘an interestipg idea, hut the
plot tends to be. repetitive* and
is tod episodic. It is not strong
enough to stand on its own,
but makes a handy dualer.”
Bonar Colleanoj. the critic
wrote, is “self-assured” as the
soldier while the women are
“sincerely played” by Anne
Vernon, Eva Bartok, Gina
Lollobrigida, Lana Morris and
Karen Himnold. Or i g i rt a 1
running time of 99 minutes
has been trimmed to 86 for the

US.

The Big Trees

.

. .

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

(COLOR)

..

with presentation aims, There is
a choppy quality to the footage,
lesser-known Mexican revolution-, reflected in the continuity, holes
aryj has been taken by Darryl F. that are apparent despite the film’s
Zanuck for this personal produc- 112 minutes of running time,
It is generously
tion offering.
Brog.
supplied With exploitation angles
that can give it the selling push
usually accorded a Zanuck effort;
Bugles in the Afternoon
so strong grosses can result in in(COLOR)
Outdividual top key bookings.
look in general release, however,
Ray' Milland in cavalry-vs.-tnis less assured, and the going is
dians drama* Average actionlikely to be spotty,
feature With okay chances.
In the field of pseudo-biography
it is a picture that records a hard,
Hollywood, Jari. 31.
cruel, curiously unemotional acWarners release of William Cagney pirocount of Mexican banditry and re- duction. Stars Ray Milland, Helena Car*
volt
against oppressive govern- ter, Hugh Marlowe, Forrest Tucker; features Barton MacLane, George Reeves,
ment. Picture misses in that the James
Millican, Gertrude Michael. Stuart
ideas and ideals with which it deals Randall. William ‘•Bill** Phillips. Directed
Geoffrey
come over too symbolically, and by Roy Rowland. Screenplay,
Harry Brown; .from novel by
Homes,
it lacks the humaness and heart Ernest. Haycox; camera (Technicolor), Wilthat could have cinched popular frid M. Cline; editor, Thomas Reilly; muElia Kazan’s direction sic. Dimitri Tiomkln. Tradeshown Jan, 29,
appeal,
*52.
Running time, 14 MINS.
strives for a personal intimacy, but
Ray Milland
Kern Shatter
neither he nor the John. Steinbeck Sgt.
.Helena Carter
Josephine Russell
enough Capt. Edward Garnett .... .Hugh Marlowe
achieves
in
scripting
Tucker
Forrest
Donovan
Pvt.
Of
generate
the
kind
measure to
Myles Moylart. .... .Barton MacLane
sympathy an audience should have Capt.
..George Reeves
Lt. Smith. ........
.James Millican
for the characters.
1st Sgt. Hines
.Gertrude Michael
May
Convenient Use is made of his- Bannack Bill'.;
Stuart Randall
Wra. “Bill** Phillips
torical fact as the script plays hop- Pvt. Tinney
... .Sheb Wooley
Custer.
skip-and-jump in spanning the M«j. Gen. G. A.
Pickard
.......John
Pvt. McDermott
nine years
a con-

The

“A

of

Cities.”

.

. .

* .

United Artists release trade*

.

. .

*

i

story of Emiliano Zapata, a

.'

,

.'

Romantic eomody wlth Elizabeth Taylor, Xarry Paths and
fair prospects as companion
feature in dua|er%

shown in New York Triday (1),
was reviewed from London
May 23, 1951, under its original
title

with Kirk
Douglas; grooved for okay
acceptance in general runs;
actioner

Outdoor

Hollywood, Jan; 31.
Warners release of Louis F. Edelman
Stars Kirk Douglas; features
Eve Miller, Patrice Wymore, Edgar Buchanan, John Archer. Directed by Felix
Feist. Screenplay, John Twist, Janies R.
Webb; from story by Kenneth Earl; cam.

production.

era (Technicolor), Bert Glennon; editor,
Clarence Bolster; music, Heinz Roemheld.

15, *52. Running time,
'
89 MINS.'
Jim Fallon ....... . ... ..... irk Douglas
Eve , Miller
Alicia Chadwick ... , .
Patrice^Wymore
Daisy Fisher ,....**. , .

Tradeshown ' Jan.

'

1

*

.

..... .Edgar Buchanah
John Archer
“Frenchy** LeCroix... ....
........... .Alan Hale/ Jr.
“Tiny**,
Roy Roberts
Judge Crenshaw ........

Yukon Burns,

.

.

•

.

•

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

•

Elder Blxby.
Cleve Gregg..,.
Mrs. Blackburn

.

.

Charles Meredith

Harry Cording
Ellen Corby

. .

.

.

Hollywood, Feb,

5*

uations.

Outdoor stagirig of most of the
stdry permits good physical values for the production coin ex-

by the constant apUsh of, color, are
cye-arrestinf; Jfia Dietrich is as
sultry and aUuribg as ever, and the
whole adds up to pleasant entertainment for good b.o. possibilities
Yarn has. a homespun fable-ish

Metro release of William H, Wright quality, told as a running narrative
production. Start Larry Parks, Elizabeth to a ballad, “Legend of Chuck-aTaylor; features Josephine Hutchinson,, Luck,” which is sung, in its
various
Tom Tully. Directed by Stanley Donen.
'

Written by Ruth Brooks Flippenr camera,
Harold Rosson; editor, George Boemler;
music, Lennie Hayton. Tradeshown Jan.
23, *52. Running time, 80 MINS.
Larry Parks
....
Jud Parker.
Anastacia Macaboy. .... Elizabeth Taylor
Mrs. Macaboy. . .‘Jr. Josephine Hutchinson
.

.

•

•

•'

•

*

verses, at different times during
the picture. This approach takes
the film out of the realm of straight
realism into something near fantasy or folklore, which has both its

good and bad sides. Ballad-form
...... .Tom TuUy
Ann Doran gives the pic some tongue-in-cheek
Levoy ....... Elinor Donohue quality which mars the narration;
Mrs. Kahrney ........ .Kathleen Freeman on the other hand, it lends
the film
.Doreen McCanh
Albertina Kahrney
Alex Gerry ‘olksy flavor..
. .. .
Hamlet
.
.
... .
...... Dick Wessel
Smittie
Plot,- starting off in a little \Vy-.
oming town in the 1870’s, firids a
Romantic comedy values in young femme brutally assaulted
“Love Is Better Than Ever” slant and killed on the eve of her wedit for. companion feature, bookings ding and her embittered cowboy
in the regular dual hill market. A lover (Arthur Kennedy) riding off
reasonable
amount of lightly- to find and kill the unknown murpaced fun is concocted to sustain derer* He picks up a bit of a clue
from the murderer’s; accomplice,
it for over the 80-minute course,
.and the general situation outside of Whom he finds dying; in a ditch
key houses will find it pleasant and after a falling-out with his partner.
The trail first leads to Frenchy
acceptable.
Fairmount (Mel Ferrer), a flashy
Larry Parks arid Elizabeth Tay- outlaw, and then to Chuck-a-Luek,
lor team: aria each adds to the the ranch run by Altar Keane
(Miss
amusement offered in the Ruth Dietrich), one-time fabulous saloon
Brooks Flippen original script, Film entertainer, \
is no particular test as to whether
Kennedy, taken to the ranch by
Parks’ past-political affiliations will Ferrer, whom he’s aided to break
have a downbeat h o. affect, since out of a jail, learns several things
overall indications are not for about ChUck-a-Luck* The ranch
is
strong ticket sales in any case.
a hideaway for robbers and desStanley Doneri’s direction guides peradoes* with Miss Dietrich getthe players through a plot that ting her share of their loot for this
deals with a dance teacher who. service. One of the outlaws now in
meets and falls in love with a slick hiding, Kennedy feels sure, is his
Mr. Macaboy

...

Mrs. Levoy
Pattie Marie

.
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Broadway vaude agent and how
she has to use. all the tricks in
the book to rope him into marDialog is glib, With plenty
riage.
of flip phrasing, and pacing is exDonen’s guidance is gencellent.
erally good, only miscuing in latter sequences When he drops Parks’
straight playing and has him mugging.

For the demands of the general
action market where tinted outdoor features usually play best,
“The Big Trees” measures up. Response should hit an okay level.
Film offers little for top key sit-

Interest-

abetted

“A Tale

.

. * . . .

ever beeps thtfpaceUvtfy and

Women
A Tale ofofFive
Five Women/*

murderer. Arid Ferrer and
Miss Dietrich are in love.

fiancee’s

Kennedy plays up to Miss. Dietrich in endeavoring to track down
his quarry, causing the lady to fall
for him, and the two male rivals
(Ferrer and Kennedy), have a fallA big bank robbery in
which all the men engage brings
the denouement when Kennedy
ing-out,

Miss Taylor, a wide-eyed young discovers who the real murderer
miss, is steered through the sights is, and is finally revenged; Miss
of Broadway h? Parks when she Dietrich is fatally shot trying to
goes to New York for a dancing protect her two friends .when the
teachers’ convention.
She mis- outlaw gang falls .to quarreling,
takes his interest in having a pret- and Ferrer arid Kennedy sadly
ty girl on the string for love, re- move off to fresh misadventures.
turns home and announces an enMiss Dietrich is a dazzling recregagement to still gossiping tongues ation of the oldtime saloon miswhich are misinterpreting her tress, and handles her song, “Get
night-life adventures*
Parks pro Away, Young Man,” with her usual
tests but reluctantly agrees to pull throaty skill* Kennedy wins comthe girl off the spot as long as it plete Sympathy *ss the wronged

that Zapata Was
It also permits the inpended.
troversial figure in Mexican politiclusion of process footage from a is understood the engagement is youth, while Ferrer lends both digAverage outdoor action Is of- previous Warners’ lumbering pic, phony,
cal life just prior to and during
However, he reckons with- nity and. dash -to his outlaw role.
the earlier part of World War I. fered in “Bugles in the Afternoon,
“Valley of the Giants,” a film that out nature and the wise counsel of Supporting cast is also good, and
This attempt to build ah objec- along with some fair characteriza- dealt with the west’s big redwoods, Tom Tully, Miss Taylor’s father, William Lee contributes a manly
give it
tive, overall picture of a historical tion and Technicolor, to
as does this entry.
so is hooked by the time the finale off-screen rendering of the “Legperiod results in story and char- okay chances in regular release.
end. of Chuck-a-Luck” ballad.
lot of the old cliffhanger tech- comes around.
On one side in his- novel touch is the casting of Ray nique comes to the fore in . filmacter holes.
Miss Taylor outs a fine figure in
There’s action a-plenty in hardin
setup
action
the
Milland
head
to
tory Zapata has been written down
script- her costuming* which runs to many riding,
and brawling
story,
shooting
Kenneth
Earl
ing
the
as an aggressive man who made this William Cagney production ed by Johri Twist and James R. scenes showing her dressed in the scenes, and tense romantic moods
opportunity of governmental op- for Warners distribution.
Dietrich-Ferrer-Kennedy
the
Manner
in which pic has short yardage of practice costumes in
Webb.
pression to satisfy a leadership
Roy Rowland’s direction whips been filmed will get no huzzahs affected by -dancers. Parks moves triangle. Camera work is particuyearn.
Time has mellowed this the story along nicely over the 84 from the critics, but the regular through his character easily. Jo- larly impressive, especially on wild
Interpretation to write him off as minutes of footage, plugging some
Brorii
run of audiences seeking escapist sephine Hutchinson, career-minded outdoor backgrounds.
an almost legendary figtire with plot obscurities with plenty of action against an outdoor back- mother, and Tully are excellent
as
and mass ground will find it acceptable.
growing, heroic stature to the rugged
the parents.
Helping
to sharpen
Film clashes. The Geoffrey Homespoorer classes of Mexico.
Plot pattern is a familiar one and the ludicrous aspects of sirialltown
-ignores the part he played in the Harry Brown script Is from the
9
Kirk Douglas heads the cast as a dancing schools, eager mothers and
slaughter of foreigners, chiefly Ernest Haycox novel and conMexican-made drama loplining
He precocious children are the other
lumberman
out to get -rich.
Americans, during Mexico’s more cerns a cavalry officer Who comes
Veronica Lake, Zachary Scott
comes west to Northern California cast members, including Ann Do
being
political
period;
or
of
the
after
turbulent
re-enlist
west to
and Arturo de Cordova. Okay
Elinor Donohue, Kathleen
to grab off redwood timber land ran,
bloody conquests he visited oh his cashiered in the east for assault
dual*
on which a religious sect has al- Freeman and Doreen McCann. The
own people.
on a fellow officer, and how he ready
settled, but whose property assorted Broadway characters proMarlon Brando brings to the makes a new life for himself.
Hollywood* Jan.. 31.
titles are clouded.
Other lumber- vide fun for the tradewise.
Lippert Pictures release of ProduclZapata character the same type
Color enhances the scenic loca- men, just as ruthless, also are after
William H. Wright’s supervision onne
Mexico production. Directed by
of cold objectivity noted in script tions against which story is told. the property, setting up a three- has taken care not
to overdress Steve Sekely; screenplay. Wells Root;
director,
trenchant 'moodi- Time is in the 1870’s, when the way. conflict that boils along at. a story values, and
and direction.
Harold Rosson camera* Stanley Cortez; musical
L.
ness in delivery, and a makeup U/ S.
was having its suitable pace under Felix Feist’s gives the picture good lensing. Antonio Diaz Conde; editor, Charles
Kimball, At Vogue, Hollywood, Jan, 31,
that tends to the Oriental rather troubles with warring redskins, direction.
Lennie
Hayton directed his back- *52. Running time, 72 MINS.
Not Unexpectedly, DouLake
charthan the Latin, makes for a
and plot setting is Fort Lincoln in glas is finally changed from his ground score ably and cutting
....... .Veronica
Mary Stevens
r
is Don Miquel Navarro. . ..... Zachary Scott
acter strangeness that will do little in the Dakotas. When Milland ar- ruthless ways by the love of Eve tight.
Brog.
Don Pedro Alvarez.. Arturo de Cordova.
to warm an audience towards it. rives on the scene, he finds his old Miller,
With Rita Lacedo, Alfonso Bedoya, Ya*
a member of the religious
Other
few
romantic enemy already there and still out sect, and the influence of the mathan
a
diro Jlminez, Fanny Schiller, Gilberto
Gonzalez, Carlos Muzquiz, Frederick A.
sequences with Jean Peters, the to get the man who had assaulted jestic big trees, which he is able
Mack, Roc Galbin, Gustavo Rojo, Irene
(SONGS COLOR)
girl who becomes his bride and him. Script keeps the audience in
Ajay. Felipe de Alba.
to save as a setting for outdoor
forsees
and the dark too long over the reasons worship after changing sides in the
violent
end,
his
Marlene Dietrich in pleasant,
Zapata’s occasional, response to the for the enmity, but it is a constant fight.
“Stronghold,” in unfolding an
flavorsome western; good b.o.
worship of his followers, there is threat to Milland’s safety as Hugh
episode in the Mexican revolution
Perfoririers occasionally encounpossibilities.
not much, that actually strikes at Marlowe continually finds dangeragainst Emperor Maximilian, rolls
ter some difficulty with passages of
the emotions or heart.
ous assignments for him. Conflict corny dialog, but, on the whole,
along on a decidedly slender plot
^el ®ase of Fidelity Pictures (HowoverZanuck and Ifcazari have used a is further abetted by & Romantic bring the story off adequately.
sc
Production. Stars Marlene which is handicapped with an
Mel Ferrer, Arthur Kehiiedv- load of .dialog and lack of susvery broad scope in approaching triangle, having the two men inter- Douglas and Miss Miller are an in- Dietrich, ir
William Frawley, Jack Elanu
Veronica
the story, peopling it with a large, ested in. Helena Carter, resident of teresting contrast in their char- features
of
trio
George ^Reeves, Frank Ferguson. Gloria pense,. Starring
although shadowy, cast around nearby Bismarck.
acters, arid Patrice Wymore, singDan Seymour Lake, Zachary Scott and Arturo,
S£P r ¥* Francis McDonald,
whom the few principals move.
Lan *For mass action, principals lead er-dancer, injects a triangle touch D
Screenplay. de Cordova, plus the colorful setlritzfrom
*
ga" ,el . Taradash,
story by Sylvia
carry it
Zapata made his first step towards the cavalry against assorted In- to the romancing. .Edgar Bucha- Richards;
songs,
Ken Darby; camera tings of the country, will
as a
historical notice in 1911 and fade dian war parties, including the nan, John Archer, Alan Hale, Jr*,
h ic lor)i.
Mohr;
editor*
Otto Lud- through the program houses
£ °i
into power in his territory, after famous
Newman.
last
stand of General Roy Roberts aind Harry Cording St? m
Previewed in dueler.
pf{5*
bitter; fighting, With the advent of Custer.
T e n s e hand - to - hand are okay outdoor types.
mother
Eeb 1( 52 Running time, 89 MlNs.
her
and
Miss
Lake
Marlene Dietrich
MexiVe/n
Francisco Madero’s replacement of Clashes also are plentiful, climaxa
•*
Bert Glennon Used, his Techni- Pren*.iw
••• Arthur Kennedy turn from the U. S* to the
®vf
Fairmont ....
Porfirio Diaz as president of a ing in a personal duel to the. death color cameras expertly in getting 'SKSSkF
Mel Ferrer can. town of Taxco, where they own
Lloyd; Gough
re
The script between Milland and Marlowe in the Louis F. Edelman .'production
troubled.. Mexico.
they
Enroute,
silver
mines.
rich
*'
•.*
*'
•• •• •
Gloria Henry
shows the weaknesses of the top the midst of a fullscale Indian at- on film. Values are strictly woods?
n *r
kidnapped by bandits led by arisMaSne
leaders and the perfidy of. the tack.
uses tne
who
in keeping with the plot, Score his
Cordova,
de
tocrat,
a Luck Dea,er ....... John
R^en ransom of silver to arm the peons.
strong men surrounding, them as
Milland shifts easily from a M. K. Jerome- Jack Scholl tune, GM?v'
sola greed for power and a desire Straight drama to outdoor action, “The Soubrette On the
George Reeves The girl secures government
Police Ga- 'PrefeW
r ' ••••••-••
gradual*
for bloodshed keep the plot mov- and Marlowe is a worthy opponent. zette*” sung by Miss Wymore.
Frank
Ferguson
diers to guard the mihes,.
Harbin*
Francis McDonald
Cordova
ing towards the inevitable climax Forrest Tucker scores a decided
de
Brog.
Dan Seymour ly falls in love with
?au*
in which Zapata, by now only a personal success with his role of a
and becomes convinced that^
“
*'•*•'•
pawn of events, is murderously brogue-dropping cavalryman. Miss
Rodric. Redwing cause of the downtrodden nativ
Starr
Stuart Randall
Bond’s
a machinegun- Carter seems too feminine and
Indie
SifF
cut to ribbons
Mine overseer Scott in_m
*•••••• i?o.ter Anderson is just.
’
Lo
punctuated finale arranged by the lady-like against the masculine
hIvIa
Hollywood, Feb.- 5.
.Chaj-les Gonzales ruthless drive to destroy de
v •» ••
men who feared him.
Feline Turich dova and his followers dynanii
tone of the film. Barton MacLane,
New. indie company, Emerald Gonzales *....*
j ose Dominguez
s
e
rmp
Other than Brahdo; only a few George Reeves, James Millican, Productions, has been organized by Deuuty Warren.;
the
flood
......
Stan Jolley the dam to
Whitey
,
of the cast take substantial form Stuart Randall and others are Anson Bond, until recently
John Doucette bring the rebels ojit of hidingasso
Miss Peters, al- good.
Gertrude. Michael is the dated with
in the picture.
leader is captured and semen
Joseph' Bernard Pro
This
hasn’t
too
much
other cast femme, in for only one
.Marlene Dietrich western to be hanged, but saved a tne
though costarring,
ductions.
has ^ some of the flavor of the old scaffold by the sudden upnsing,
opportunity to. inject warmth and short, sequence*
First picture under his own ban
outdoor classics (like the actress’ the natives.
Wilfrid M. Cline backs the acfeeling into the footage. Anthony
ce
Quinn, as Zapata’s lusty, wench- tion arid sight values with his ner will be “Pin Wheel Man,” own onetime; “Destry Rides Again”),
Picture lacks sustained pa
*j
s
chasing brother; Joseph Wiseman, cameras, and the Dimitri Tiomkin based on his own original story. without fully canturing their qual- neither the screenplay by Cpkely
Yarn
deals
with a one-mari rocket ty arid mapje. The characters p'ay Root nor direction by Steve Se.ka y
a fanatical revolutionary of the score has the proper martial mood
helicopter.
Brog.
page zu )
[the corny plot straight; direction
type which still has its present- j
( Continued on
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Recent moves by the film Induswith educational

WB

try for closer ties
institutions

were

hailed this

week

Indie producers, seemingly forever in
squeeze or another,
face a new one on financing, it was

Its

disclosed this

Los Angeles, Feb.

feel that the industry
has missed the boat for a long
said
the industry; While
They
time.
presenting itself as an educational
up its claim
backed
rarely
force,
in the past with concrete action,

^

both groups;
Last week the Theatre Owners
of America, in convention at Los
Angeles, weighed a proposal by
exec director Gael Sullivan that
the TO A approve a program sponsored by the dean of Western Reserve U. for installing film lecture
courses in colleges throughout the
country. In New York movement
was launched to introduce film
study in junior high and high,
schools by the Organization of the
Motion Picture industry of New

affect

room.
;

cent

Reach Union Pact

On Pub-Ad Staff
Agreement on a new pact for
at
staffers
homeoffice
pub-ad
Loew’s and Loew’s International
has been reached by the company
and Local 230, Sign, Pictorial and
Although
Display Union; AFL.
agreement calls for a $10 acrossin
staffers
the-board
increase,
reality will receive only«a $3 to
~$4-per week hike since Loew’s had
granted a voluntary cost-of-living
increase several months ago averaging between $6 and $7.
In negotiations, the company
stressed its voluntary increase and*
would agree only to raise the
level to $10. Staffers agreed yesterday (Tues.) to accept the terms
after weighing the pact for about
a week. Official signing of the contract is expected to take place this

week.
hike,

Loew’s. is
by the
union with RKO Pictures last November. It sets, the following minimums: senior publicists, $134.50;
similar to one negotiated

publicists, $94;, associate publicists,
$67, apprentices, $43.

Other provisions call for double,
severance pay if employee is let
go for economic reasons, all disputes subject to arbitration, promotions where possible from within the ranks and a complete uhion

Union security

clause, however, says that staffers not members of the union when .pact is
signed shall. not be forced to join.
ail future members.: of the department must join within 30 days or

employment.
says

company has the

right at all times to curtail, dis-

continue or transfer its pub-ad department 'provided no speedup or
overloading results.

that

released

with

for BP’s
directed
pic. and

;

through

however,

for

Indie Import

OKs

’

Hughes would haye
no choice if the first ’alternative’
was to sell the stock and the second ‘alternative’ was to sell the

alternatives.

Continue to Snag

now

indies,

stock.”

has

Hughes Given Right

U.S.-Spanish Pact

Court

ruled, moreover, that
Hughes, not the court, was given
the right to decide whether his
producers, which proved a stum- stock would be sold. Language of
the decree, it said, ’‘cannot support
bling block all along in working
an inference that the court was
Since there’s a legal 6% limitatributive, Processing arid Office
film empowered to deprive Hughes of
new
U.
S.-Spahish
out
the
spread
rates,
the
greatest
Workers of America, has withheld tion on
taking action against any of the a bank can get over the minimum agreement, continues to be a point either of his expressly granted alfive
homeoffice film, companies rate is 3%.. For. that 3% additional of contention although the. pact has ternatives.”
Indicating t h a t circumstances
with- which they are negotiating
(Continued on page 16)
now been inked by both parties. could require the sale of stock at
for a new contract. Reason for the
Yank industry and the Madrid gov- some later date, Black stated,
postponement is reportedly due to
ernment are differing on interpre- “whatever justification there may
an expected break in the negotiaor hereafter for new terms,
Sets 1st Spring
tion deadlock, resulting in the signtation of the indie permit provi- be now
there is no fail* support” in the deing of a new pact with one of the
sion.
cree for forcing a sale now. He
companies involved in the talks.
’Movietime’ Tours For
United Artists, Monogram, Re- conceded,, too, the government’s
Unionites apparently feel that if
public and the Society of Inde- contention that “Hughes’ large
an agreement is reached with one
Okla. City, Atlanta Areas pendent .Motiori Picture Producers,
(Continued on page 21)
film outfit, the other companies
The Oklahoma City and Atlanta Which are involved in the issue,
may be inclined to speed up on the exchange
areas have been se- want physical possession of the
talks. Each management, on the
lected for persoriality visits When permits earmarked for their use
other hand, has been reluctant to
Kazan Asking for No
the “Movietime, U.S.A.” tours re- under the riew pact. Spanish govtake the first step, and if the union
sume in the spring. Delegation of ernment wants to give the licenses
succeeds in coming to terms with seven Hollywood personalities will
Safeguards on
although
distribs,
domestic
to
one company, a pattern may be estour Oklahoma, area starting March they’d be tagged specifically for
tablished and the others may folindies.
starts
Atlanta
tour
the
use by
16 while the
Pic Despite ’Streetcar’
low suit.
April 13.
Matter is not believed to be of
Elia Kazan, despite his burn at
District. 65' pub-ad staffers haye
“Unlike the tours last October,” sufficiently serious. Consequence, to Warner Bros, on "Streetcar Named
been holding talks with Warner Arthur L. Mayer, exec v.p. of the delay the- March 1 effective date
Desire,” which he directed, said: in
Bros,, Columbia, Universal, 20thCouncil of Motion Picture Organi- of the new contract, which was
Fox and United Artists for a new sations, sponsor of the tours, re- signed recently for the U. S. side New York yesterday (Tues.) that
he had asked for no specific conpact to replace the one which exported, ‘‘these new tours will not by ..former Ambassador to Spain tractual safeguards against a simipired Oct. 31, 1951. As far as could
be held In one week but will be Stanton Griffis and M, A. J. Healy, lar experience on.; “Mississippi
be determined, talks at UA have staggered over several weeks, or rep of the Motiori Picture Assn, of
which he’s committed to
made the greatest progress,; and if even months. This, spring it will be America, Healy is now in Madrid Woman,”
He exproduce-direct for WB.
there is any break in the deadlock, our aim to cover, those, territories attempting to convince the Spanish
plained that there was nothing in
it conceivably could take' place at
that were either completely ne- that the Yank interpretation of the the material of “Woman" that
UA. In past years the union has glected last October or received disputed clause is the correct one. would make likely a repetition of
regarded its pact with UA superior personality delegations inadequate
WB’s cutting of “Streetcar” withto the ones it has had with the
to their needs.”
out consulting him.
French Seek Agreement
other companies. It’s believed, as
Tennessee Williams, who wrote
request, prexies of
At
Mayer’s
a result, that in negotiations at UA
Barcelona, Jan. 29.
doing the
also
“Streetcar,” is
recently appropriated
there were less bones of contention. the majors
Paulve.
French producer- Andre
screenplay on “Woman.”
$150,Q00 as their share of the. exSome advancement in the talks penses for a renewal of the tours, has been in Madrid in the hope
Kazari got in a hassle with the
have also been made at Warners this being the sum expended on of making an agreement with the studio on “Streetcar” after It sent,
and Columbia. Greatest difficulty the tours last fall from the $650,- Spanish government, which would a cutter to New York, unbeknownst
is being encountered at Universal
000 fund set up by the companies enter in the commercial agreement to him, to make changes desired
and 20th-Fox. Companies and the for the Movietime campaign. It’s already signed, to bririg over 21 by the Legion of Decency. He at
union are believed to have reached estimated that for the tours last French pix. Spain in return would .one point reportedly said in anger
an agreement on a wage hike, with fall exhibs spent considerably more send seven to France. Paulve also that he’d never, work for WB again.
Williams is currently in Key West
the union apparently willing to ac- than $300,000 in addition to what spoke of the celebration of a Week
cept a 10% across-the-board in- they may have spent individually of French pix in Madrid, with adapting “Woman” from a group of
crease.. Serious snags, however, are in special publicity and advertis- French stars coming to cooperate. his stories. They’ll be shot in their*
"
Mississippi Delta locale. Kazan exbeing encountered in agreeing on ing at their theatres.
pects to go ttf the. Coast about
security proposals.
Expenses for the new tours will
March 15, when he winds up his
be shared on the same basis as last
Huddles
Par’s
Coast
directorial hitch on “Flight
present
fall, Mayer said. COMPO will pay

for 90-day loans to first-class corporations. Any interest above 3%
represents extra profit, for extra
risks involved.

1

Issue of import permits for indie

COMPO

!

.

.

!

of,

huddling
stoi'y

Vidor

,

Loew’s, IntT Unit

Agreement

a

'

(Continued on page 24)

face end

“Light” were
20th-Fox.

moved up to 3%.
That means that a bank gets that

tures, will stress
films in relation to the education
of the young citizen and the educational, vocational and cultural
values of films as used in the class-

shop.

available

still

venture.
third
“BridC;”
Both

Watkins said that the “basic money
rate"

Although the Feb. 1 deadline Set
for a demonstration has passed,
Screen Publicists Guild, affiliated
the influence of
With New York's District 65, Dis-

wage

coin

is

King Vidor on

;

instituting a 15-lecture course for
regular' academic and vocational
teachers. Lectures, to be given
either by a leader in the education
field or an authority on motion pic-

addition to the
230 pact with

Bernhard

he pointed out.
Explaining interest rates as they

City. With Lynn Farnol office
acting as liaison with the Board of
Education, group has succeeded in

In

Bond is reviving Emerald Productions, ah outfit which he set up
several
Meantime,
years
ago.

that Bankers, which has been one
of the most active New York institutions in film* financing, is riot
leaving that field. It is. merely being forced to be highly selective;!

York

Local

emphasized,

.

with Bernhard on BP’s “Journey
and "Japanese War

deals attractive.”

Watkins

film exec carried his claims to the
high bench after a three-judge
Federal Court in New York ordered him to part with either of x
the two issues by Feb. 23, 1953.
In a 7-0 majority decision, Justice Hugo Black reversed the lower
court’s rilling, at the same time issuing a stern warning against, monopolistic practices. On the first of
two counts of exception, the trial
court was found to be in error in
changing the consent decree after'
it had been entered into by Hughes
and the Department of Justice.
Original decree carried no tim
Black ruled that th
limitation.
language of the disputed section
of the decree “imposes no such requirement.” He added, “a reading
of the wording would make most
persons believe that Hughes Was
to have a choice of two different

Into Light"
Bride.”

,

closer relations that could benefit

willing to accept the overtures of
the industry since many regard
pictures as a major cultural influence. Closer cooperatiop with educational bodies, educators indicated, would. help the industry’s public relations, would provide a continuous interest in pictures and

from Joseph Bernhard Productions

,

;

5.

Howard Hughes yesterday (Mon.)

Bernhard May Take Over won a Supreme Court victory in
fight to remove a deadline on
Bonds Former Duties his
sale of his stock in either RKO
WM departure of Anson Bond Theatres
or RKO Pictures. Th
to strike out on his. own, it’s Understood that Bernhard himself may
take over much of Bond’s former
duties.
Latter was co-producer

.

arid they hoped that the present
trend would be the -beginning of

Although cognizant that the removes are contemplated as
b.o. stimulants, educators appear

week by Harry Wat-

5.
kins, v.p. in charge of film loans
In preparation for the divorce- for Bankers Trust Co., N. Y. High
ment of studios from theatres, War- -interest rates prevailing on loans
ners has devised a new lineup for to other businesses is the neW
operation of its Pacific Coast development making it tough for
houses similar to those adopted in indies to find an angel among the
other sectors.
banks.
From now on, L.
Halper will
“The spread between the 5% or
confine his attention to real estate, 6% interest paid on film loans and
building arid properties on the the basic 3% rate on money is so
West Coast. Ben H. Wallersteiri slim,” Watkins explained, “that we
will have direct supervision of the- can afford to be interested only in
atre operation. J. R. Rodgers, dis- independent deals Which are absotrict manager, will direct first-run lutely tops. Frankly, with the risks
operations, succeeding John C. Mc- in film financing and the headaches
Manus, who. has been transferred arid details involved, the spread is
to studio publicity,
too barrow to make many such

They

7

Washington, Feb.

Realigning

Coast; Operation

by educators, although they pointed out that the effort was lpng
overdue and that the proposed
plans were only Scratching the surface.

FICTUHES

WB

.

I

:

Egypt/’

Into

the trarisportation of the person-

On Product Bally
from Hollywood to and
alities
from the areas they visit, will pay
Jerry Pickman, Paramount’s adHughes’ California Pix the personalities $16-*a day for inpub v.p., continued on to the Coast
cidental travel expenses and will
Los Angeles, Feb. 5.
outfit’s Chi-,
Suit for $69,000 was filed by reimburse exhibs at the rate of. following the distrib
for
personality;
pel*
each
diem
cago sales palaver to personally
United Artists in Superior Court $16
against Howard Hughes’ California while the troupe is in an assigned take a hand in the buildup for
Pictures, asking that amount to area.
the dual-preem of “Greatest Show
cover the costs of prints and adveron Earth.” Film bows Feb. 21» at
tising
on two" features, “Mad
.the Orpheum, L.A., and the WarSol Lesser’* Sales Meet
Wednesday” arid Vendetta.”
ners Theatre,; Beverly Hills.
Palm Springs, Feb. 5.
These pictures were produced by
Pickman, studio publicity chief
CP when the company, was owned
Sol Lesser launched his annual
jointly by Hughes and Preston sales meeting of his American and Teet Carle and other members of
Sturges.
Later Hughes bought European reps at his Palm Springs the department also will huddle on
Par’s newly-stressed policy of givSturges’ interests in CP, withdrew home.
Session, running five days, will ing each film, individual handling
from United Artists arid took the
Plaintiff discuss in detail the producer’s in sales and promotion. Flackery
pictures over to RKO.
declares CP agreed to pay back the 1952-53 distribution program of 14 plans for numerous: upcoming pix
also will be taken up.
$69,00Q but; has not done so to. date. pix.

legiter,

for

Irene

Mayer Selznick.
Kazan is also under

10-year?
pact with 20th-Fox for one pic a
year.
,

1

Shiite’s ’Legacy’

for Brit. Prod.
Nevil Shute’s novel, “A Town

v

:

Bought

By Rank

Like Alice,” has been acquired by
the J. Arthur Rank Organization
for; production at the Ealing Studios later this year.

W.

P.

Liscomb

has been Set to write the screenplay.

1

.

Shute’s book, published in the
U. S. by William Morrow as “The
Legacy,” was a 1950-51 bestseller.

t
•

—

.

—

,

—

PICTURE GROSSES

New Pix

—

>

Wednesday, February

LA.

Fail to Bolster

‘ROOM’ RICH $17,000,

Biz;

P0RH’D;W18G,2It

Dynamite 21G,

28G,

Los Angeles, Feb.

new dual

Five

bills

5.

'Sailor 22G,

2d

4B

4

Weekend

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

!

;

!

'

Bagdad” (Indie) and "Jungle
Book” (indie) (reissues), $1,800.
Mayfair (Parker)

—"Two

"On

Good

$5,000.

Loose”

Last week,

legit.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-

90)—.“Room For One More” (WB)
and "Girl On Bridge” (20th), daydate Paramount. Big $6,500. Last
week, "Two Tickets Broadway”
(RKO) and "On Loose" (RKO), $5,400.

Orpheum, (Evergreen)

(1,750; 65(20th)

90)—"Japanese War Bride”

and "Northwest Territory" (Mono),
Fine $7,000 or near. Last week,
"Two; Tickets Broadway.” (RKO)
and "On Loose” (RKO), $8,800.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
65-90)— "Room For One More”
(WB) and "Girl On Bridge” (20th),
also Oriental. Big $10,500. Last
week, “Another Man’s Poison”
(UA) and "Journey Into Light”
.

(20th), $8,000.

United Artists (Parker)

(890; 65-

90)—"Westward Women” (M-G)
(3d wk). Oke $5,500. Last week,

,

$7,000.

<

*

.

,

70-$l. 10)—"Cimarron Kid”

(Col),

(U) and
$13,000.

$3,200.

"Stronghold” (Lip). Mild
Last week, "Wild Blue Yonder”
(Rep)

"Mon

and

$16,800.

Bait”

(Lip),

;

United Artists, Four Star (UA)
(2,100; 900; 9Q-$2.40)— "Quo Vadis”
(M-G) (10th wk); Off to $16,000.
Last week, $18,000.
Fine Arts (FWC) (677; 80-$1.50)
‘Lavender Hill Mpb” (U) (4th
wk).
Fast $4,500,
Last week,

To Lofty $35,000, Det;
Dud

‘Dynamite’

*

—

'

at

9G

Detroit, Feb. 5.
really bright spot in town

Only
’

.

a

.

.

•

a

•

.

_

.

.£*

$18,000,

Fox

Prov.; ‘Victory’ Bright

A.

(Fox-Detroit)

(5,000; 70-95)
(Lip) and "Man
Bait” (Lip). Fair $21,000. Last
week, "Boots Malone” (Col) and
“Indian Uprising” (Col), $15,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

—‘‘For

Men Only"

winding sixand Orpheum
Only” newcomer at Paramount and Fenwav
is average but "Girl in Every
Port”
at Memorial Is fairly good. "Death
of Salesman” in third week at
this

.

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year
.

(

Based oh 24

Week
.

.

Astor

and 205

Mans

,

Providence, Feb.

with

"Bright Victory,”
Estimates for This

Aibee

(RKO)

is way; off with "Another
Poison in. second round at
«rid "Browning Version” ditto at Exeter are holding

up

.

m

—

(2,360;

(WB) and "Woman

Last

^ u(Tl •r

44-65)—
"Bright Victory” (U) and ‘‘Diamond
City” (Indie), Neat $9,500. Last
week, "Dangerous Ground” (RKO)
and "Pistol Harvest” (RKQ), $8,000.
Majestic

(Fay)

"Flame of Araby”

(2,200;

(U)

44-65)

Dark” (Rep)

ild St.

Loo

St. Louis, Feb. 5.
continuous rain Sunday (3) slowed activity at mainstem houses down to a slow walk.
Of the new pix, ‘‘Cyrano” will. land
the biggest coin total with a lofty
session
at
Loew’s.
However,
"Model and Marriage Broker”
shapes about as strong with a great

Virtually

"Bushwackers”

(Indie)

Dollar Bettor” (Indie).
500, Last week, "Aladdin”
with stageshow, neat $18,000.

i

mond”

(M-G), $17,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 4050-99)—"Red 85)—
"Sailor Beware” (Par) and
Skies of of Montana” (20th). Hotsy "Panelled Door” (Indie) (2d
wk);
“Model
and
Last
week.
$17,000.
Great $23,000 after $34,000 for
Marriage Broker” (20th), $19,000 In first.

Fox

(20th)

.

<2,250;

11 days.

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 90-$1.20)
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- —‘‘Quo Vadis”
(6th wk).
99)—"Lone Star” (M-G). Heading Fine $14,000 after(M-G)
$17,500 for fifth.

for smash $21,000.
Last week,:
Paramount (NET) (1.70Q; 40-85)
—"For JMen Only” (Lip) and "Man
week at the Missouri. "See You in "Indian Uprising” (Col), $14,000.
Mastbaum (WB) 4,360; 50-99)— Bait” (Lip). Average $11,000. Last
My Dreams” ahd "Weekend With "Another
Man’s Poison” (UA) f3d week, "See You in Dreams” (WB)
Father” still is smash in second
round holdover at the Ambassador. wk). Still okay with $9,000. after and "Woman in Dark” (Rep) (2d

"Decision Before

Dawn”

at the St. Louis.
Estimates for This

looks good

$13,000 last week.

Midtown (Goldman)

(1,000;

wk), nice $10,500.
State (Loew)

50-

90-$1.20)—

(3,500;
99)—"Song To Remember” (Col) "Quo Vadis” (M-G)
(6th wk). Okay
(reissue). Good $9,000. Last week, $7,000 after $9,000 for fifth,

Week

>

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)
—"See You in Dreams” (WB) and "Boots Malone” (Col), $8,000. 50Randolph (Goldman) (2.500:
“Weekend with Father” (U) (2d 99)—
"Death of Salesman” (Col).
wk). Started today (Tues.). First
Biggest thing in town with smash
week, sock $12,500.
$26,000.
Last week, "Never Forget
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—"This
Woman Is Dangerous” (WB) and You” (20th) (2d wk), sad $6,500.
Stanley
(WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
"Whistle
Eaton
Falls”
(Col).
Opened today (Tues.). Last week, "Room For One More” (WB).
Shapes fine $14,000. Last week.
"Girl in Every Port” (RKO) and
"Dangerous Ground” (RKO), mild "See You in Dreams” (WB) (3d
wk), $9,000.
$ 10 000
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
"Cyrano” (UA) and "First Legion” "Flaming Feather” (Par). Hitting
about par at $7£0d. Last Week,
(UA). Big $16,000. Last week, "Ten
Tall Men” (Col) and "Purple Heart "Cimarrpn Kid” (U), $8,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)
Diary” (Col), $12,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)— —"Detective Story” (Par) (12th
Wk). Terrific $9,000 after $9,500
‘‘Model
and Marriage Broker” lacf
txrpplr
(20th) arid "Room for One More”
World (G&S) (500; 50-99)—
(WB). Great $15,000 or close. Last
week, “Room for One More” (WB) "Browning Version” (U) (3d wk).
and "Steel Fist” (Mono) (2d wk), Still nice with $3,300 after $3,800
last

'Room’ Standout

vm
Kansas City, Feb. 5.
Films are doing solid biz in. at
least three spots while others are
just trailing along. "Room for One
More*’ is standout at the Paramount, with a big session, and
likely to hold. "Flame of Araby”

.

Opens
tomorrow (Wed.). Last week, “Red

Shoes” (UA), oke $5,000.,.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60-75)—

shapes good in fouip Fox Midwest
theatres, and may move over to
the Esquire. Midland records were

’

broken when "Quo Vadis” went
ihto sixth week, but film closed
out on Monday (4).
Estimates for This Week
‘Gid in Port’ Neat 12G,
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 5075 '—"Strange Door” (U) and “HaBuff; ‘Sailor’ 17G, 2d vana Rose” (Rep). Fair $2,500.Last week, “Fixed Bayonets”
Buffalo, Feb. 5.
(20th) and. "Elephant Stampede"
"Girl in Every Port” shapes as (Mono) (m.o.), $2,400.
week.

‘‘Decision Before

Kimo

(Dickinson)

$1.50-

(504;

$2.40)— "The River” (UA) (2d wk).
Sparkling $3,400. Last vreek, $3,900..

Midland

(Loew’s)

$1.24)— "Quo

Vadis”

(3,500;

(M-G)

90(6th

wk'. This makes a new record for
length of ru
and total take in
city.
This week is strong $8,000.
Last week, $10,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)--

Week

(Loew’s)
—Buffalo
"QUO Vadis” (M-G)

(3.500; 90-$l,25)

(6th wk).
Finished final session with socko
$11,000 after giant $17,000 for fifth

"Aladdin and His Lamp” (Mono)
and "Flight. Tp Marsf’ (Mono), Drill
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)
$6,500. Last Week, "Girl irt Evefy
week, "Callaway Went Thataway” "Sailor Beware” (Par) and "ElePort" (RKO) arid “Three Steps
(M-G) and "Old West* (Col), phant Stampede’V (Mono) (2d wk).
North” (UA), ihedium $7,500.
$5.000..
Held to $17,000. Last week; smash
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;
Keith’s iMid-States) (1.542; 55- $24,000.
50-69)
‘‘R o om for One More
75)— "Cimarron Kid” (U). Fine
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)— (WB). Big $13,000, best here in
$7,500,. Last week, "Here Comes "Room for One More" (WB) (3d
sonibtime. Will go to 10 days or
Nels^pS” (U), $6,000.
wk-4 days). Held at $5,000. Last two weeks Last week, "Tanks Are
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)— week, sock $9,000,
Coming” (WB), $7,500.
"House of 1,000 Women” (Indie)
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Graand "City of Sin” (Indie) split with "First Time” (Col) and "Jungle nada
(Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
"Bushwackers” (Indie) and "Tales Manhunt” (Col). Mild $9,000. Last
50-75)—"F lame of
700;
1,217;
of Robin Hood” (Lip). So-so $4.50Q. week, “Boots Malone” (Col) and
Araby” (U). Good $15,000; may
Last week, "Ft. Defiance” (UA) "Lady arid Bandit” (Col), same.
move
over to Esquire. Last week^
and "I Killed Geronimo” (UA),
Century (20th Cent) (3*000; 40- "IVTodpl
MarTiatfe Broker
"Model vSnd
and Marriage
$5,000.
70)
"Girl in Every Port” (RKO) (20th),, same.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)— and "Slaughter Trail” (RKO). Neat
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85)—"First Time” (Col). Modest $8,000. $12,000.
Last week, "Callaway "Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (12th
Last week, "Girl in Every Port” Went Thataway” (M-G) and "It’s a wk). Holding
Last
at, solid $1,500.
(RKO), $9,000,
Biff Country” (MrG), $7,500.
week, same.
round.

Cincinnati, Feb.

Brightest

and "The round

is

5.

newcomer here this
for One More” at

"Room

Bushvvackers” (Em). Fairly good Aibee/ Bunched a few paces be^
$8,000. Last week, ‘‘Model and hind are "Bright Victory” okay at

Marriage Broker” (20th) and "In- Capitol and "Cimarron Kid” Ape
heritance”- (Indie), $9,000.
at' Keith’s;
"It’s
Big Country”
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44- looks fair at the Grand,
65>
"See You irt Dreams” (WB)
Estimates for This Week
and "Swampfire” (Indie) (2d wk).
Aibee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—
Nice $5,500 after hitting trim
“Room for One More” JWB). Bright
$9,000.
Last week, "Pandora”
State (Loew) (3,200; 90-$1.23)— $13,000.
"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk). Sock (M-G), $13,500.
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-75)
$23,000 and heading for third
stanza. First week was $38,000,
—"Bright Victory” (U).
Okay
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44^65) $8,000.
Last week, "Model and
—"Sailor Beware” (Par) (2d wk), Marriage Broker” (20th), $8,500.
Started Monday (4). First sesh was
Grand (RKO) <1,400; 55-75)—
focko $18,000.
"Big Country” (M-G) and "Sell-

A

—

‘

—

in

Memorial (RKO) (2,000; 40-85) —
50-99)— “Girl in Every Port” (RKO) and
"The Hideout” (Indie). Good $16.and "Two 000.
Last week, "Bright Victory’.*
Okay $8,- (U) and
"Calling Bulldog Drain(Mono)

wk), $6,000 at $1.30 top.
(WB) (2.700;
Earle

Estimates for This

Week

nicely.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 5Q-$1.20)—
“Death of Salesman” (Col) (3d wk)
Sluggish $7,000 following $8,200
for second.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill, Inc.)
65-$l. 20)—"Another
(682;
Man’s
Poison” (UA) (2d wk). SIick.$9,500.
House lost 100 seats When recently
Philadelphia, Feb. 5.
New, strong product is boosting reseated, but broke opening-day
round. house record grabbing a socko
biz here
this
first-run
"Death of Salesman” looms as $11,500 for first week.
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
strongest newcomer with smash
"Casablanca” (WB) and "Capt.
total at the Randolph. "Lone Star”
(WB) (reissues). Fair
also Is .very Jaig at the Goldman Blood”
with a comparatively better show- $9,500. Last week, "Drains Deep
South”
(RKO)
and "Slaughter
"Red
ing in a s
a 1 1 e r house.
Skies of Montana” is rated solid Trail’’ (RKO)> okay $13;000;
Exeter
(Indie)
(1,300; 60-80)
opening
A strong
at the Fox.
Saturday is Helping' "Room For "B r o w n i n g Version” (U) and
"Royal journey” (UA) (2d wk).
One More” to fine session at the Preem
of latter hypoed this to
Stanley, "Invitation” looks barenifty $9,000 for first w.eek with
ly passable at the Boyd.
about
same
expected for second
Estimates, for This Week
round.
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 50-99)
Fenway
(NET)
(1,373; 40-85)—
$5,000.
Lean
‘‘First Time” (Col).
"For Men Only” (Lip) and "Mail
Last week, "Lady From Texas” Bait” (Lip).
About average $5,000.
(U), $7,500,
50-99)—"In- Last week; "See You in Dreams”

5.

(2,200;

Men

Beacon Hill

Dawn” (20th) and
"Girl on Bridge” (20t,h). Good $10,000.
Last week, "Tom Brown’s outstanding newcomer
here this
75-$l)—"Lady Says No” (UA) plus
Schooldays” (UA) and "Galloping week with a trim total
"Quo Vadis” at Loew’s State
at the Cen(Continued on page 18)
Major” (Indie), $9,500.
and "Sailor Beware” at Strand are
tury. "Quo Vadis” is winding up
the town, toppers here this session
its run here at nice total in its sixth
though in their second weeks.
week at the Buffalo. "Sailor BeDoing steady biz: are Majestic with
ware” continues socko in second
‘Flame of Araby” and RKO Aibee
round at the Paramount.

9iG, ‘Vadis’ 23G, 2d

is

at State

week. "For

$2,443,000

cities,

theatres.)

Boyd (WB)

this week is the Michigan Where a
headed by
Joan v/aut
CaulBeverly
ucvcriy mi
Hills
is (WB) UiOiZ;
80- stageshow
(1,612; oUr*
«
«
$1.50)—"Death of Salesman” (Col) £eld, who’s starred in the film
imv.
r
Ann t
Tnnv Hormoff nnrl ITauk Anne
(7th wk). Light $5,000. Last week, Tony Bennett and Four Aces is
pushing "Lady Says No” to thea$5,900.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50) tre’s best gross in nearly a year.
—"African Queen” (UA) (6th' wk). “For Mep Only” is being taken a
little
too literally at the Fox.
Mild $6,000. Last week, $8,200.
Rialto (Metropolitan) (840; 80- "Double Dynamite* is a dud at the
$1,20)— "Streetcar” (WB) (6th wk). Palms. "Weekend With Father”
.looks modest at Madison. "InvitaOkay $6,500. Last week, $7,500.
n
1
ption’
not getting far at Athe
$9,500.
United Artists.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 75Estimates for This Week
90)— ‘‘La Traviata” (Col).
‘Sailor’ Smash
•«

Quo Vadis”

f
week
run

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ..... $2,274,000
( Based 6n. 23 cities, 204 the-

(2d wk), nice $5,500.
week, "I Want You” (RKO) (6th

,

$5,100.

Cily Grosses

vitation” (M-G). So-so $11,000.

.

,

.

Key

65-90)

(1,500;

Broadway” (RKO)
(RKO) (m.o.).

Tickets

and

Boston, Feb. 5
Sailor Beware,” In second round
at Met, still leads the town with
biz at other houses somewhat snot,

ty.

Week

(1,890; 65-90)
of River” (U) (2d wk).
Last week,
near.
Torrid $18,000 or
record $22,000, over hopes.
65-90)—
(Parker)
(400;
Guild
’’Operetta” (Indie). At night only.
So-so $1,500. Last week, "Thief

Broadway (Parker)

is

”

1

—"Bend

holding up fairly
Estlmated Total Gross
well but plunging on week days.
This week ...
$561,900
"This Woman Is Dangerous” is
( Based on 21 theatres )
shaping to reach an average $27,Last Year
...... $572,900
000 in three theatres while "Green
(Based on 17 theatres)
Glove” is only fair $28,000 in four
houses.
A slow $21,000 is rated for
"Double Dynamite,” playing two
spots, Combo of "Great Country”
and "Light Touch” is very light
$17,000 in two locations "while
"Giiiiarron Kid” looks only $13,000
in; three
situations.
"Sailor Beware” shapes neat $22,000 in two
sites on Initial holdover round.
Cleveland, Feb. 5.
Upped-scale holdovers are showing
The much-needed hypo Is being
signs of softening this round.
given the. State’s boxoffice by
Estimates for This Week
"Lone Star.” It will grab top coin
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown, but "Room For One More” is comLoyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719; paratively stronger at the smaller
70-$1.10)—"Green Glove” Allen Theatre. "Flame of Araby”
1.248;
(UA) and "Tales Five Women” should come out okay at Hipp.
(UA), Fair $28,000 or near. Last Eleventh round of Stillman’s "Quo
week, “Red Skies Montana” (20th) Vadis” is proving highly satisfacand "Woman in Dark” (Rep) (8 tory.
days), $19,200.
Estimates for This Week
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern
Allen (Warner) (3.000; 55-80)
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10) "Room For One More” (WB).
—"This Woman. Is Dangerous” Great $17,000. Last Week, VSee
(WB) and "Steel Fist” (Mono). Oke You in Dreams” (WB) (2d wk),
$27,Q00. Last week, "Room One good $9,000.
Hipp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700;
More” (WB) and "South Caliente”
(Rep) (Downtown only) (2d wk), 55-80)—"Flame of Araby”
(U).
Fairish $12,000. Last week, "Model
$ 22 200
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA) (2,- and "Marriage Broker” (20th)
404; 1 ,538; 70-$l. 10)—"Great Coun- $ 11 000
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,244; 55-80)
try” (M-G) and "Light Touch”
(M-G). Thin $17,000. Last week, "Callaway Went Thataway” (M-G)
"Callaway” (M-G) and "Shadow in (m.o,), Rather mild $4,000. Last
week, "Pandora and Flying DutchSky” (M-G) 8 days), $16,800.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,- man” (M-G) (m.o.), nice $6,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80)—
752; 2,812; 70-$D—"Double Dynamite” (RKO) and "Diamond City” "Cimarron Kid',’ (U). Moderate
(UA). Slow $21,000. Last week, $10,000. Last week, “Girl in Every
"Dangerous Ground” (RKO) and Port” (RKO), $12,500.
State (Loew’s)' (3,450; 55-80)
"Indian Uprising" (Col), $20,500.
Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii “Lone Star” (M-G). Strong $17,500,
(F&M-G&S) (3,398; 1,106; 60-85)— and holding, Last; week, "Callaway
"Sailor Beware” (Par) and "Bare- Went Thataway” (M-G), light
foot Mailman” (Col) (L. A. Par. $9,500.
Stillman
90(Loew’s)
(2,700;
only) (2d wk). Trim $22,000. Last
$1.50)—"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (11th
week, $30,800.
Hollywood Paramount (R&M) wk). Husky $11,500 after $11,000
(1,430; 60^$1.20)—"Latiiko” (Indie) last week.
Tower (Scheftel-Burger) (500;
(3d wk). Okay $8,000. Last week,
55-80)—"Barefoot Mailman” (Col)
$10,700.
Rltz, Vogue, Orpheum
(FWC- and "Indian Uprising” (Col). Thin
Metropolitan) (1,370; 885; 2,213; $2,500. Last week, "Magic Face”
trade

’2%2d

breaking first stanza, still is smash
in second inning. "Room For One
More” is top newcomer, with big
Estimates fot This

in regular

here are doing little to
boost the week’s overall prospects
to more than a moderate total.
first-runs

•

is still

coin in two spots.

1952

Tort’ Good $16,000 in Spotty Hub;

Portland, Ore., Feb. 5.
on upgrade here despite the many holdovers. "Bend
of River,” which landed record-

Biz

6,

out”

(M-G),

Fair

$6,000.

Last

—

*

,

—

..

.

T

..

.

—

—

.

.

•

PICTURE GROSSES
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OMAHA OFF; TAND0RA’

CoU Bop da But ‘Salesman’

H.0.’s,

LUSH

'GROW

9G,

6G

Omaha, Feb.

5.

Despite some action pix, the local boxoffice c ant in u e s offish.
•“Fixed Bayonets” brought some interest to the Orpheum but only an
okay session looms.
.

‘

>

“Pandora and Flying Dutchman
specialized audience but
results look very strong at the Par?
A break in the cold wave and
amount. “On Dangerous Ground" some new, stalwart product will
shapes fotidr
boost Broadway first-run business
Estimates for This Week
this session.
Coldest weather of

drew a
Chicago, Feh.

5,

-f

There's nothing much new on
only
the Chicago Loop horizon with
sectwo new entries. Most of the alond weekers are not too bright
doing
big
are
two
or
one
though
Not helping was the zero
trade
Weather first part of last week,

temperatures
Also adding
biz was
matinee
to
boost
slight
a
for
the ending of the school term

normal

abbve

but

now

are

prevailing.

schools,

A

“Death of

Salesmen''

is start-

the
ing out with a great $30,000 at

Other newie, “Japanese
Woods.
War Bride" at the Grand, however,
in a couple
is not big, and only got
Saturof days since house closed
projectionists.
with
row
day in
Best of holdovers looks to be

Want You”

“I

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; 1. e.,

;

Orpheum (Tristates)
70)—“Fixed Bayonets”

.

.

Omaha

amusement

—“Indian

at the Oriental plus
’

.

week

at the

Another

Man’s Poison” and “Chicago^ Calling" is okay at State-Lake‘‘Elopemerit” and “Lady Fays Off is not
paying off well at United Artists.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) <3,900;j55-98)—
“Westward Women” (M-G) With
Blackbrun Twins topping vaude
Last
Weak $22,000;
(2d wk).
week, oke' $38,000.

—

<1,500; 55-98)
Bride”. (20th). Mild

Grand (RKQ)

“Japanese War
$3,000. Last Week, “Mr. Imperium”
(M-G) and “Aladdin and Lamp”(Mono) (2d wk){ $7,000.

—

Oriental (Indie) (3*400; 55-98)
“I Want You” (RKO) plus Connee
Boswell in jperson (2d wk). Okay
$32,000. Last Week, nice $43,000.

San Francisco, Feb. 5.
Balmy weather over the past
weekend took plenty of people into
the country and cut into first-run
trade here; Despite this, four days
of vaude at the Paramount is
boosting
“Hideout” and giving

(Tristates)

Uprising”

(2,100;

(Col)

16-70)

and

“Magic Face” (Col); Good $7,500
aided by big bally.. Last Week,
Japanese War Bride” (20th) and
Girl On Bridge” (20th), $6,500.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-701—
“Dangerous Ground” (RKO). Neat
$6,000 looms, «Last week, “Man in
Saddle” (Col), $6,000.
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)—
“See You in Dreams” (WB) (2d
wk). Nice $4,500. Possible holdover again. Last week, $6,000.

'Room’ Hot 14G

fine session. “Room For
One More” also is rated okay at
Fox while 11th and filial stanza
for “Quo Vadis” is big at Warfield.

house a
the!

Otherwise, town

is badly bogged
down.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 6085)—“Magic Face” (Col) and "Indian Uprising” (Col). Weak $12,000
or less. Last 'week, “i Want You”
(RKO) (2d Wk). drab $8,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—“Room
For One; More” (WB) and “Journey
Into Light” (20th). Okay $16,000
or close, Last week, “Red Skies

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep) and
“Drums Deep South” (RKO) (2d Montana” (20th) and “Diamond
Last week, City” (Indie), dim $14,500.
Solid $16,000.
wk).
big $20,000.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)
StaterLake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98) —“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (llth-final
“Another Man's Poison’’ (UA) wk). Big $19,500. Last week, $18,and “Chicago Calling” (UA) (2d 500.
Find $12,000.
Wk).
Last Week,
60-85)
Paramount (Par)

Minneapolis, Feb. 5.
Entertainment emporiums got a
weekend break for a change in the
form of moderate temperatures

and grosses are looking up somewhat. Particularly benefited: were
the only two important newcomers, “Room for. One' More” and
“See
“Decision Before Dawn.’’
You in Dreams” shapes solid in
second Orpheum stanza. It’s the
twelfth week for “American in

.

—

United Artists (B&K) (1,70Q; 55-

“Elopement” <20th) and
Pays Off” (U) (2d wk).
Murky $9,000. Last Week, $14,000.
98)

“Lady

—

Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
Ex“Death of Salesman” (Col).
cellent $30,000.
Last week, “Detective Story-' (Par) (5th wk), big
$12 700

World
Prince

(Indie) (587; 80)—“Bonnie
(Indie) (2d wk).

Charlie”

Average $3,000. Last week, $3,600.
Ziegfeld

(Lopert)

$1.25-

(434;

$2.40)— “Tales of Hoffmann”
die) (3d wk).

(In-

Last

Nifty $4,800.

week, $5,000:

'Decision' Light $8,500,
L’vilie;

“QUo Vadis” continues to lead
the boxoffice parade here, the
State entry holding up in championship style in second week. Desan almost continuous down-

pour Sunday (3), patrons still
jammed the house. “Decision Before
Dawn” at Rialto, singlebilled, is mild but “Room for One
More” is fine in second week at
Mary Anderson. While some exhibs
a biz upbeat since New
Year’s, others blame lack of money
in patrons’ pockets as the reason
for the lag at the Wickets.

report

Estimates for This Week
(Switow) (L10Q;

—“Boots

Kentucky

54-

Malone” (Col) and
^Family Secret” (Col). Fair $3,000.
Last week, “Model and Marriage
Broker” (20th) and “Big Gusher”
(Col), $3,500.

Mary Anderson

(People’s)

(i, 200;

54-75)-T-“Room for One More”
(WB) (2d wk). Fine $6,000, after
last week’s $8,000.
’

Rialto

(Fourth, Avenue)

^‘7,5)—“Decision
(20th).

week

high for

“Gentleman’s

terrific

$67,000

at the Mayfair, a
present scale.

the

Agreement,” which

holds the all-time record at the
house, hit $82,000 blit with a $2.40
top and higher scale generally.
Biggest money for a newcomer
is being registered by “Phone Call
from Stranger” with Johnriy Johnston heading the stageshow at the
After a smash weekend,
Roxy.
this combo looks to hit $95,000 on
the {nitial Week* the outstanding
showing for this house, bn a noriholiday week in months.
‘Lone Star,” which got a great
start over the weekend* is heading
for a possible big $28,000 in first
week at the Capitol. “Invitation’’
is proving a disappoiriter with only
$10,000 at the State..
“Las Vegas Story,” with stage
bill headed by Denise Darcel, Jack
Carter and Blue Barron band,
looks to reach a good $60,000 at
the Paramount. Combo is in' for
two Weeks.
“Greatest Show on Earth” with
stage show continues as week’s
greatest moriey-getter at the Music
Hall. It still i? very big with $136,000 in current round, fourth of its
Bad weather
present longrun.
earlier in the session cut in somewhat but biz perked up yesterday
(Tues!) again. Pic ran. almost even
with the third week over the past

Getting

in

(3,000;

Before Dawn”
a number of

snows daily as single feature, but
Wicket pace is none too rapid.
Only modest $8,500. Last Week,

Hong Kong”

(Par) and “Steel
(Mono), about same.
State
(Loew’s)
(3,000; 90-$1.25)—
„
Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk). Still
strong^ despite heavy rain Sunday
.Solid $25,000.
Last week,
smash $40,000.
Strand.
(FA) (1,200; 54-75)— “On
^
Fist

Dangerous

Ground”

*

•

•

round

was

Zapata!”

oke

$9,000.

opens

(20th)

“Viva

tomorrow

(Thurs.).

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)—
“Phone Call from Stranger- (20th)
Jbhnny Johnston, George
Tapps, Florence Desmond, others,
onstage. First week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) shapes smash $95,000,
The
biggest here in some time.
non-holiday weekend was the best
here in two years, with Saturday,
plus

rated

greatest

In

years.

Holds,

naturally. Last week, “Model 'arid
(20th)
with
Marriage Broker”
stageshow (3d wk), $62,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)—
“Invitation” (M-G) (2d wk). First
round ended Monday (4) was highly disappointing with only $10,000.
1
In ahead, “For Men Only (Lip)
(2d wk-6 days), $7,000.
Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2)—
Operied yes“Big Trees” (WB).

.

•

&

—

—

Salesman”

.

Tandora’

OK

Limp

2d

2d

Slough
‘Room* Rugged

—

—

—

—

'

—

•
•

.

Paris,” still going! strorig, and Second for “Fixed Bayonets,’’ latter
being off to light fiugre.
weekend.
Estimates for This Week
“Quo Vadis” continues smash at
’
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76)— the Astor with $28*000 for the 13th
“Big Country” (M-G). Slow $3,500. week just concluded there, and
Last week, “Never Forget You” fifth session of present continuous(2,646;
(20th), $4,000.
run policy. “Cry Beloved Counterday (Tues,).
In ahead, “Room
“Hideout” (Indie) plus vaude for 4
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)
try” is holding in fine fashion ,with
for One More” ’(WB) (3d wk),
days, headed by Les Paul and “Fixed Bayonets” (20th) (2d wk).
$11,000 likely for second Week at
Mary Ford. Fine $22,000. Last Light $3,500. Last week, $4,900.
dipped to $11,000 although helped
the Bijou.
by preview of “Trees” on final day.
week, “See You in Dreams” (WB)
50-76)-*Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;
Estimates for This Week
Second week was okay $15,000.
and “Stormbound” (Rep) (2d wk), “Barefoot Mailman” (Col). Mild
Sutton (R
B) (561; 90-$L50)—
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; $1.25$13,000. ...
Last week, “Hong Kong”
$5,000,
$1.80)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (14th “Tales of Hoffmann” (indie) (7th
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)— fParl <54. 7nn
“Big Country” (M-G). Okay $9,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)— wk). Current round started yes- wk): Sixth stanza ended Monday
Last week, “Too Young to Kiss” “Room for One More” ( WB). Much terday (Tues.). The 13th Week held (4) held even with previous session
(M-G) (2d wk), $7,000.
praise showered on this and word- near recent pace with sock $28,000 at $7,500. No new pic booked to
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55^ of-mouth is helping. Tall $14,000. after $30,000 for 12th stanza (fourth follow yet.
85)—“Boots Malone” (Col) and Last week, “Model and Marriage week under current continuousTrans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
90-$1.50)
“Magic Garden” (Indie).
“Woman in Dark” (Rep). Light Brokers” (20th), $8,000.
run policy here).
In
(Tues.),
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; 80-$1.80) Opened yesterday
$10,000. Last week, “Cimarron Kid”
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40(U) and “Cloudburst” (UA), $13,500. 76)—“See You in Dreams” (WB) —“Cry Beloved Country” (Indie) ahead, “Bonnie Prince Charlie”
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; (2d Wk). Nice $7,000 after big $12,- (2d wk). Initial holdover frariie (Indie) (4th wk-9 days), held at
55-85)
“Death of
ending today (Wed.) is holding at $3,500 after $2,200 for third week.
000 first week.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
(Col). Great $12*000. Last week,
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)— $11,000 after smash $14,000 for 90-$1.50)—
“Japariese War Bride”
“Another Man’s Poison” (UA) (3d “Flight to Mars’’ (Mono) and “As- first week. Stays.
70-$1.80) (20th) (2d wk). Initial stanza end(Loew’s).
wk), 9 days* $7,200.
(4,820;
Capitol
sassin for Hire” (Indie).
Okay at
First ses- ed Monday (4) hit okay $5,300, -In
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85.-$I)
$5,500. Last week; “Ten Tall Men” —"Lone Star” (M-G).
(M-G) (3d
(Thurs.) is ahead, “Big Country’
“The Medium” (Indie). Fair $3,- (Col) (2d wk), strong $6,000. >
sion eriding tomorrow
v
600. Last week* “Browning Ver50-76)— climbing to big $28,000 or near. Wk), $3,000/
(Par)
State
(2,300;
Victoria (City Inv.)- (1,060; 55Touch”
“Light
ahead,
sion” (U) (2d wk), $3,500.
In
Holds.
“Decision Before Dawn” (20th).
$1.80)— ‘Death of Salesman” (Col)
Clay (Rosener) (400; 85-$1.2Q)
Good $8,000. Last week, “Treasure (M-G) (2d wk-9 days), $10,500.
“Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (m.o.) Lost Canyon” (U), $4,000 in 5 days.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80) (7th wk). The seventh round end(7th-final ing today (Wed.) looks to hold nice(RKO)
(5th wk). Off to $2,400 in 6 days.
You”
Want
—“I
World (Mann) 400; 65-$l)
after strong $15,000
Last week, nice $3,500.
“American in Paris” (M-G) (12th wk). Winding up with $6,000 or ly with $13,500
“Marrying Kind”
for sixth week.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
wk).
Good $3,500. Last week* less after $7,200 for sixth round.
Oke
(Indie).
“Marie Du Port”
“On Dangerous Ground” (RKO) (Col) pencilled in to open Feb. 22.
$3,800.
“Streetcar”
$2,600.
Last week,
opens Saturday (9).
(WB) (m.o.) (2d wk), $3,200.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50*$1.80)
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (375; $1- 'Sellout’ Stout $15,500,
$14,000,
—-“When Worlds Collide” (Par).
$1.20)—“La Ronde” (Indie) (11th
Opens today (Wed.). Last week,
wk). Held at $2,400. Last week,
“Submarine Command” (Par) (3d
5G,
‘Legal’
Pitt;
Toronto; 'Drums’ 12G,
fine $3,200.
wk-5 days), dipped to $8,000 after
fine $15,000 for second round.
Toronto, Feb. 5.
10G,
‘Room’ Rousing
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
With holdover in nearly all theRains
Indpls.;
Pittsburgh, Feb. 5.
atres, pix biz is holding well cur- —“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (17th
$11,000 rently. Newcomer is “Sellout,” big wk). The 16th frame ended MonBangup business of “Room For
very
big
at
$8,200,
still
was
(4)
day
its holdover round
More”
Tall
One
in
in
spots,
“Ten
six
Men” and
Indianapolis, Feb. 5.
$8,300" for 15th week,
at the Warner is the big noise
Weekend rain slowed biz at first- “Distant Drums” look top hold- after
(Brandt)
(1,736; 80-$1.80) here
Mayfair
has
Picture
week.
this
overs,
run situations here, but it still will
Initial dropped only a fraction from its
‘Sailor Beware” (Par),
Estimates for This Week
hold at moderate level for whole
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May- round endihg today (Wed.) is soar- getaway take to make the best
stanza.
“Room for Two More” is
terrific $67,000, new high second week house ever experitop grosser at the Indiana, with fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863; ing to
$15,- enced. It naturally stays on. Among
Before 1,059; 955; 470; 698)— “Sellout” here with present scale but
nice
figure,
“Decision
riiark made by “Gentle- the new ones, only “Pandora and
below
000
“Big
Night”
(UA),
(M-G)
and
Big
Dawn,” at Circle, also is oke.
(20th)
with
Agreement”
Flying Dutchman” at Perm seeriis
Last week, “Slaughter man’s
$15,500,
Estimates for This Week
Holds, natch! In ahead, tp be making anything, of a dent.
Circle (CQCkrili-Dolle) (2,800; 50- Trail” (RKO) arid “Journey Into $2.40 top.
(12th
wk(Par)
Story”
“Detective
Second weeks of “Decision Before
Dawn” Light” (20th), $13,000.
76)
Before
“Decision
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)— 9 days), great $25,000, being helped Dawn” at Fulton arid “Browning
(20th) and “Cloudburst” (UA). Oke
of “Beware” on Version” at Squirrel Hill are okay.
preview
terrific
by
Drums”
(WB)
“Distant
(2d
Wk).
$10,000.
Last weekj “Model and
Last week, sock final day.
Estimates for This Week
arid Neat $12,000.
(20 th)
Marriage
Broker’’
Normandie (Normandie Theatres)
“Stars and Guitars” (Indie), $9,000. $16,000.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—
95-$i:80)-r“Pandora” (M-G)
592;
Loew’s (LoeW) (2,743; 40^70)
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—
Before Dawri” (20th) (2d
“Decision
round ending
“Room for Orie More” (WB) arid “Westward Women*’ (M-G) (2d wk). (9th. wk). Current
Winding up satisfactorily
continues in wk).
(Thurs.)
“Steel Fist” (Mono). Nifty $11,000. Nice $12,000. Last week* $15,500. tomorrow
on top of sock $9,500
with
$5,000
Nortown, University (FP) (959; fine style with $6,500 after $6,800 jocf u/pAlr
Last week, “Wild Blue yonder’’
eighth week.
^
(Rep) and “Crazy Over Horses” 1 ,558; 40-80)—“Another Man’s Poi- for
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)^
$1.20-$4.80)
(1,700;
Palace (RKO)
son” (UA) (2d wk). Oke $9,000.
(20th) and
(Mono); $12,000.
pol i c y “Let’s Make It Legal”
tyro-a-day
All-vaude,
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 90-$1.25) Last week, $13,000. ,
“Indian Uprising” (Col). Limping
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)— headed by Judy Garland (17th wk). at $5,000 or less.
Last week,
—“Quo Vadis” (M-G). (6th wk).
This s ess i o h started yesterday “Japanese
Still plenty good $11,000 in 9 days “Ten Tall Men” (Col) (2d wk). Big
War Bride” (20th),
The 16th week (eight
(Tues,).
Last week, $16,000.
$14,000.
after $10,000 in fifth stanza.
$3,500 in 6 days.
shows) held to $36,700 after $28,40-80)
*
Shea’s (FP)
(2,386;
(3,300; 50-85)—
CLoew's)
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)
Penn
Okay .500 for 15th round of six shows “Pandora” (M-G). Although crix
“Strange Door” (U) and “Tales of “Starlift” (WB) (2d wk).
(four matinees were dropped).
Oke $5,500. $7,000. Last week, $10,500.
not like this, it is reaching

(RKO) and
eh ang” (RKO). Mild Robin Hood” (Lip).
5
5?- 0O. Last week, “Barefoot Mail* Last week, “Drums Deep South
^an (Col), and “Her First Mar-' (RKO) *nd <‘Jung;lt of Chang

nage’Mcbl), $4,0QQ.

Feb. 18:
Paris (Indie) (568; $1.20-$2.40)—
“The River” (UA) (22d wk). The
21st week ended Sunday (3) held
near recent pace with great $8,200
after $8,400., for 20th T:ound.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Greatest
Show bn Earth” (Par) with stageContinues only
show (4th wk).
slightly behirid the third round
with big $136,000 in current week.
Third week was great $145,000,
rain-snow-storm and cold cutting
in on final days. Stays on indef.
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 90Rivoll
$1;80)—"Decision Before Dawn”
(20th) (7th-flnal wk). The presentfinal frame is being cut to 6 days,
wi^h ..about $6,000 likely! The sixth

1
’

Louisville, Feb. 5.

75)

heading for

initial

new

.

'Quo Vadis’ Hot

25G, ‘Room’ 6G, Both 2d

pite

chariip,
ift

—

$17,000.

Sarah

•

-

Connee Boswell onstage with a respScle $32,000. "Wild Blue
Yonder” and “Drums, in Deep
South," also in second
Roosevelt shapes big.

(2d-final wk). First w.eek
last night (Tues.) hit good
$60,000, In ahead, “Scandal Sheet”
(Col) with Ink Spots.

and after the rain and snow, hurt trade Vaughari* Erskine Hawkins orch
Shapes in 'the middle of the week but onstajge (2d wk), $73,000.
Last week, “Hong clear, milder conditions most of
okay $9,500.
Park Avenue (Reade) (583; 90Kong” (Par) -and “Basketball Fix” the weekend hypoed the boxoffice. $1.50)^— “St. Matthew Passion” (In(Indite), $8,500.
Five new bills contributed to the die) (2d wk). Initial week ended
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16- upswing.. End of school term, Sunday (3) hit okay $6,500. In
70)— “Pandora” (M-G). Trim $9,000. with students out of class part of ahead, “Tom Brown’s Schooldays”
Last week, “Model arid Marriage week, also helped.
(Indie) (3d wk)* $4,000. “Woman
Broker” (20th); $6,500.
“Sailor Beware” is the new in Question” (Col) set to open
(20th)

“The Longhorn” (Mono)*

without the 2Q% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated;
include' the U. S.
tax.

16- the year, officially about 7 degrees,

(3,000;

Blue Barron orch topping stage-

show
ended

(RKO>, E

Ao

$5,'

—

did

Paramount (UPT) (3,664; 70- okay $14*000 or better. Last Week,
Uptown (LoeW) (2,743; 40-80)—
“Bright Victory” (U) (2d wk). Sat- $1,80)— “Las Vegas Stojy” (RKO)
(Continued on 'bage l
Cartel',
Jfcffactory $5,000. Last week, $7,000. plus Denise Darcel, Jack
.
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TV

March

4.

When making

his dollar

saying austerity announcement in
the House of Commons last week,
Chancellor of: the Exchequer, R.
A. Butler, made it obvious that he
would seek substantial economies
That he was
in film expenditure.
unable to take immediate action in
of the
nature
binding
the
of
view
existing pact was anticioated; it
the
forecast
.that
likewise
was
monetary pact would be brought
this
year.
under review
Government action to cut dollar
on Yank product
expenditure
would have, to follow one of two
Either imoort. of
basic courses.
films could be restricted, thus reducing overall earning capacity, or
the basic $17,000,000 allowed: for
annual conversion could be whittled down, with further economies
in the existing bonus and incenclauses for production in
tive
Britain and distribution of Britishmade product.
If the British fiscal situation remains critical by this ‘summer and
dollar saving oil films becomes
necessary, it is considered likely
that the government will favor a
reduction in the amount transferable rather than to curb the total
film imports.
The other alternative might pot meet the Chancellor’s requirements, as many of the
majors would probably reissue old
films to make up any program ^deficiencies.
In any event, the British production industry is not at
present capable of filling gaps in
film program requirements,
The chancellor’s statement in
the House of Commons that Hollywood films cost; Britain approximately $25,200,000 annually has
confirmed the view that the last
pact virtually provides for full
convertibility
of all Hollywood
earnings.
The additional $8,000,000 over and above the permitted
$17,000,000, under the bonus incentives, means that' all sterling
surpluses are, being thawed and
converted into dollars.
American companies operating
in Britain do not appear to be seriously disturbed -by Butler's warning.Generally, they remain optimistic that by the summer conditions will improve and that the
need for major changes in the
agreement, will no longer exist. In
political quarters, however; it is
felt that the financial crisis Will
remain for some time and that the
government means business this
.

.

.

;

-

tn

Queen Mary to finalize arrangements with homeoffice execs.

On his return, Wolff will announce the company's first substandard program,- together with
details .of personnel to be responsible for administration of the new
division. Sailing with Wolff is Daish impresarios who want these
vid E. Rose, producer of ‘'Saturday
performers, according to Val ParIsland,” which RKQ is distributing
nell, head- of Moss’s Empires cirin Britain. Filth is set for a charity
cuit*
preem
at Leicester Square Theatre
*
Parnell, here oil a business trip,
in March.
said he had signed a number of
possible names for Great Britain
this season, but many are uncer- Ruling
Vs.
Forced
tain.
Jimmy Durante will play
four weeks at London Palladium in
May, and may stay over to appear
at several other theatres.; So far
to
another certainty is Laurel and
Ct.
Hardy, due to Glasgow March 10,
Mexico City, Feb. 5,
and possibly Sophie Tucker also
The National Cinematographic
for Glasgow.
Board has y decided, as many felt
it Would, to fight the permanent injunction
that
Federal
Judge
Ignacio Burgoa recently granted
:

The
tion,

5.

Broadway importaHappy Time,” Which

was presented by Laurence Olivier
and Gilbert Miller at the St.

James’s last Wednesday (30), is in
striking contrast to recent productions from America.
This artless
domestic comedy drama, with its
simple characters and simple humor, drew considerable favorable
reaction on its opening/ although
a
tew dissident voices were
heard
fro
the gallery.
e excellent British cast was
u

m

'

headed by Ronald Squire, Peter
*mch, Rachel Kempson; Genee
t Y® u ?age and George Devine,
ut the evening
was notably a tri•

young

Andrew Ray
command

The Mudlark” of the

JUm) making

his first stage .appear-Warmth of reception, cou-

ance.

,

E

.

press,

generally
favorable
production has
good
chances
of

indicates

reasonably

.

success.

upon

as a

is

good omen by Hollywood Both theatres drew capacity busi-

Sydney,

Jari. 29.

Aussie, pic toppers can't see the

major U.S. producers rushing into
the local field to take over Ealing's
studio at Pagewood* Sydney, to

keep local films going; Ealing bows

v

here after five years of
headaches trying to maintain a coniinupus production schedule, minus
governmental
assistance.
The
Yanks, seeing what has happenedto. the British in this zone, even
though this is a British possession, constitutional.
so far are not seen using their
The 26-page brief for the appeal
frozen coin to keep production gointimates that the big purpose of
ing here, the industry believes.
the law is to aid Mexican film proThe demise of Ealing Down Un- ducers. Despite the appeal, the inder and Atissie pic production in junction holds good so that all pix,
general, stems from the fact that U. S. and other foreign ones as
the government-controlled Capital well as Mexican, have free exhibiIssues Board (in charge of the' tion throughout Mexico;
High
country’s finance) refused Charles court decision is not expected until
Mupro, independent pic loop oper- this summer at the earliest.
ator and radio mogul/together with
a solid group of Sydney business
men, permission to sink, around
out

.

of

.

.

$450,000 in

Pagewood with

Ealing.

Another groUp with $240,000 set
for the same purpose was also
turned ,down.

.

John

Major

killer to local production
the government’s announcement
it does not consider film making here “an essential industry.”

is

that

P. Davis,

Preems

5.

managing director

Arthur Rank Organization,
due .here within the next three
Weeks for an extensive looksee.
of J.

is

JARO

50-50 partner with
is >a
Union Theatres, Which
apart from operating a chain of
around 170 cinemas, also has under
control the
British Empire
its
Films, distributing the JARO product here, Cinesound newsreel, a
processing laboratory and 16m set-

Greater

’s ‘Ant’

Sydney, Feb.

Hannover, Jan.

29.

Executive committee of the big*
gest West German radio $tation,
Nordwestdeutsche
Rundf un k
(NWDR), has approved the basic
appropriations for a three-year
plan destined to establish a largescale NWDR-TV network in that,
The meeting decided to
period.
appropriate $3,209,000 for the project.
Of this, $2,019,000 would, be
used during the first two years and
$1,900,000. in the final year.
Establishment of the NWDR-TV
net would mean a real start for
German telecasting, which is pracThe
tically non-existent today.
only TV station operated by
in Hamburg is .still orily experimental, and its programs Consist
of two-hours of telecasting every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

NWDR

NWDR-TV net’s planned
time would be three hours
daily, including one hour in the
early p. m* period. As in the
field, however, NWDR-TV is expected to cover most of the. country, with stations in Hamburg, Berlin, Hannover, Cologne, and possibly one additional station each iri
the Ruhr and outside Hamburg.
While the NWDR-TV plans now
call for laying a solid groundwork
for German television, its final success is still subject to the price of
the TV sets. In Hamburg, a city
with 1,600,000 population, there are
less than 100 privately-owned TV
sets, and a handful of public viewing booths. The reason for this is
that the set prices, $285.60 to $476,
are still completely beyond the
reach of the average citizen*
The new

TV

AM

Glasgow, Jan. 29.
New satirical comedy by Amer- up. GUT
headed by Norman
ican author Sam Spewack, tenta- B. Rydge.
tively titled “Look to the Ant,” is
Davis is reported anxious to see
set to open here at King’s Theatre more Aussie cjnemas playing BritMarch 3. It will have world preem ish pix, and he may possibly hudat Royal Lyceum Theatre, Edin- dle with governmental. 'chiefs reburgh, Feb. 18 , to he followed by garding the current 15% British
a week’s tryout to Aberdeen.
quota here.
Listed as aiso coming here possiCast is headed by Alec Guiness.
Other roles go to Diana Churchill, bly in April is Spyros Skouras for
Ernest Thesiger and Daphne An- ai onceover of 20th-Fox and the
derson. Peter Glenville will pro- major Hoyts’ chain in which the Lux Films Chief Plans
former has a substantial stock
duce.
sayso. Hoyts is headed, by Ernest
To Hypo Italo Product
Michael Redgrave and Googie
oppositiori
to
Turnbull and
Withers open in “Winter’s JourRome, Feb. 5.
Greater Union.
ney,” British version of Clifford
Dr. Renato Gualino, prez of Lux
Both visits are reported to augur
Odets’ “The Country Girl” in
the Italian Prohead
of
and
Films
changes in the Aussie setups.
Edinburgh 'Feb. ,11. Sam Wanaducers Assn., is Scheduled to leave
maker also is in the piece. Refor. the U;. S. the end of this month
titling is due to possible cpnf usion
to aid in stepping up operations
N. South Wales to Act
with the Lionel Monckton imusical,
of Italian Films Export. Outfit Was
“A Country Girl.”
set up Under last yearY Italo- AmerFix
for
Kids
Vs. Horror
ican film agreement and is intendSydney, Jan. 29.
ed to promote distribution of Ital‘Robin Hood/ ‘Sat. Island’
Clive
Evatt, in’ ian films in the U. S.
Chief Secretary
Set for London Preems charge of theatre licenses in New
Preliminary, steps to. put I.F.E.
on an active basis haye already
London, Jan. 29.
declared that he
been made. Organization recently
Two charity world preems to. he South Wales, has
held on successive weeks, have will take action against exhibitors Was granted a certificate of incorbeen set by Robert S Wolff, RKO running objectibrial pix (horror poration by the Secretary of State
E. R, ZorRadio topper, for new Technicolor fare) at children’s mati
Evatt at Albany, N. Y., and
British productions.
The second said that his department had an gniotti has been named its head.
a
He is npw assembling staff.
will be a royal preem. First will
agreement with exhibs to lay off:
be on March 13 when Disney’s this type of product, but: it
was
Ives' London Concert Moved Up
British-mad# “Robin Hood” will found that some exhibs were
not
,./
London, Jan. 29.
.have its first presentation at the keeping this “gentlemen’s,
agreeBecause of a change in hi*s itinPro- ment.”
Leicester Square Theatre.
Festival Hall ConRoyal
the
erary,
ceeds will go to the National AdEvatt said he will also seek cert for Burl Ives has beeri brought
vertising Benevolent Society,
halt
radio
power
to
stations
airing
to April 10.
May
from
forward
A week, later on March 20, David
A week later (April 17), Ives
E. Rose’s “Saturday Island,” star-, tfie chiller serials for irioppet consumption.
for a week
Israel
for
out
checks
ring Linda Darnell, opens at the
of concert dates arid then moves
The
Odeon, Leicester Square.
ofie-night
four
for
India
to
on
Duchess of Gloucester is to attend
From there, he goes to
stands.
the preem which is to raise coin
’
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Water Cascade in ChevallOr Revue
Glasgow, Jan. 29.
« -Slant water spectacle is being
,

.

here

by aqua-spectacle ex-

Jimmy Currie

pert
.

ue at the Theatre

p

for the
de.

1'

new

reEmpire in

1’! 8

starring Maurice Chevalier,

is

management plans a huge

.,

^tV**?*' ftom the back

West End. Big crowds turned out

lowing Saturday and Sunday thousands took their places In the lines
looked in the struggle to gain admission.

,

latest

/‘The.

landse Bioscoop Bond,

.

throughout Mexico.
N£B has appealed the case to
the National Supreme Court, basing its action on disagreement
with one of the prime points
Judge Burgoa cited in granting the
injunction. This is that the forced
playing of prodfict is unconstitutional in that it contradicts a prime
cqnstitutional precept, freedom of
trade, by favoring one, product
over another arid attempting to
force a market for the favorite
product. J udge Burgoa had agreed
With the exhibitor contention that
the demand playing of pix is un-

29.

to watch celebrities arrive for the
dual preem Friday night. The fol-

ness and

many

Weekend

figures

•

.

failed to get in.
Were restricted

because there was only one performance at each theatre on Sunday, ^ue to limited opening hours.
Carlton's first two days hit a colossal $4,800 while the. much smaller
Ritz was a Capacity $1,700, also, in
.

two days.
Apart from
other

.

-

London, Feb.

Amsterdam, Feb, 5.
Election of Fritz Strengholt, circuit operator and owner of two releasing firms, as prez of the distributors’ section of the Neder-

reps here. For he’s known to he
friendly to American companies
and was previously prexy of the
Bond during the crucial years when
the U. S. industry was trying to get
established in the Dutch territory*
Strengholt runs two distribution
companies, N. V. Nederland Film
and N, V. Nova, in addition to owning almost all of the first-run
houses in Amsterdam, Rotterdam
arid The Hague. Best known of his
exhibitors against enforcement of theatres is the Tuschiriski, Amsterthe
new Cinematographic Law dam,^ which is often called the
giving Mexican pix 50% of all play- “Radio City Music Hall of Holland.”
dates

-

‘HAPPY TIME’ RATED

London, Jan.

Launching of “Quo Vadis” at the
Election of Distrib Prez
Carlton and Ritz has given a new
In Holland Favors U.S, impetus to film business in the

50$

.

.

5.

Radio plans to enter the
distribution field in Britain.

Preliminary arrangements already
have been concluded and last
Thursday the company's topper,
Robert S. Wolff, sailed on the

*

There is how no, doubt that the Parnell Sez
Coin
British government intends to take
Hurts Vaude Bookings
up its option and seek revision of
this
pact
film
Anglo-American
the
Glasgow, Jan. 29.
summer without waiting for the
Big money paid by U. S. comagreement to run its scheduled mercial TV to star different artists
two-year course! No official move, is increasing the headaches of Brit-

however, is anticipated before -the
budget statement, which will be
made in the House of Commons

11

Britain

London, Feb.

RKO
10m

INTERNATIONAL

style

the Metro opus,
new entries to open in fine
were Carol Reed’s "Outcast

of the Islands,” with first Plaza session a socko $11,000, arid “Phone
Call From a Stranger,” which
grossed a great $12,000 at the Odeon, Leicester Square.
Topping the holdovers is the
British-made
“African
Queen,”

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 70-$1.7Q)—
“Quo Vadis” (M-G). Opened to invited audience and began regular
run Jan. 26. Long lines surrourided
the theatre from early morning.
Capacity take
Saturday-Sunday
yielded a huge $4,800, In for at
least 13 weeks.

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 5!S-$1.70)—
“Lone Star” (M-G) and stageshow
(3d wk), Dipped rather badly thi
round to wind its run with moderate $13,400. “Wild North” (M-G)
opened Jan. 27.

(CMA) (1,500; 50-$l
—Gaumont
“His Excellency" (GFD) (3d wk).
.70)

Second round was down to poor
$3i600 and final week unlikely to
exceed slow $3,100. “Anne of Indies” (20th) starts Jan. 31.
Leicester Square Theatre
(1,753;

50-$1.70)— “Come

(CMA)

Fill Gup’*

(WB)

(3d wk). Modest $3,700 after
fair $4,300 in second week. “Model
and Marriage Broker” (20th) and
“Golden Girl” (20th) Open Jan. 31.

London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50$1.70)—“Close To Heart” (WB) and
“Folsom Prison” (WB). Double feature bill got .fair $3,600 in first
frame. Stays another Week with
“Home At Seven” (BL) opening
Feb. 1.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$l. 70— “Phone Call From
Stranger’’ (20th) and “Royal Journey” (GFD) (2d Wk). Holding

strong at $7,300 on second weekend after great $12,000 opening
session. Stays a third round. '.‘Secret People” (GFD) follows.
.

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,“Painting Clouds
200; 50-$1.70)
Sunshine” (WB) and “Tomorrow
Another Day” (WB). Nice $5,700
for initial weekend, in for three

—

weeks.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$I.70)
“Outcast of Islands” (BL) (2d wk).
Second frame was firm $10,400
after socko $11,000 opening week.

—

Holds, again.
Rialto (LFP)

.

(592;

50-$1.30) --

“Never Take No For

An Answer”

(IFD) (4th wk). Beat third
with nice $2,500. Continues.

week

Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$1.70)— "Quo
Vadis” (M-G). Duplicated the Carlton opening and drew a capacity
Stays
$1,700 in first two days.
indef.

Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$l,70)—
“African Queen” (UA) (3d wk).
big money at $13,200 this
round. Likely to stay another three
weeks before "Streetcar Named
Desire” (WB) moves in,
Still in

‘KATE’

BOWS

IN

Melbourne, Feb. 5;
“Kiss Me, Kate,” newest J, C.
Williamson Theatres presentation,
opened at His Majesty’s here Saturday (2), in its Australian bow, to a
great reception. Musical was hailed
as a brilliant production, and is apparently set for a good run.

Hayes Gordon,

only.

American

lead iri the show, Scored a big success in the Alfred Drake role, While
Joyce Turpin, of London, who took
the Kate lead, was also singled out.

Miss Turpinvatw^red
iS

pjfqdiwtfelx
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PRIMUS DANCE TROUPE

SOCK IN ISRAELI
.

Pearl

BOW

Tel-Aviv, FebT

.

Primus " and

her

5.

dance

troupe,

By JOSEF ISRAELS,

cutTCittiy, ir( their initial
visit to. Israel, have scored one of
since the new
itRe .biggest hits
country’s .founding,. Group of 10,
originally signed, by the Yuval
agency here for eight dates, has
given. 20 concerts; $ith 10 more

II

Vieimi*.' Jan. 20*.
in Australia
Vienna’ show biz, nightlife and
eating continue shabbily’ in this
(Week ending Feb. 2)
town 90 miles inside the Iron
Tourism drops to low
Curtain.
skedded, ^J$ates so far have been
SYDNEY
level in the winter, with many
“Brlgadoon” (Williamson), RoyaLl SRO;
N
American sightseers still nervous
Borovansky Ballet (Williamson);
Troupe also is appearing for the
about travelling this far through Empire,
armed"
immigration
forces,
in
“Ice Follie” (Tivoli), Tivoli.
the Russian Zone even for the privcamps, anfi/fbr a benefit for the
“Peter Pan” (Fritton), Indeilege of telling the hometown folks
League
T.B.
toPrevent
Press has
that they-were right there in Vien- pendent.
been very iavorable, with long feaMELBOURNE
na and saw the RuMkis with- their
ture,
and most
articles
in
the
dailies
“Kiss Me Kate” .(Williamson)^
jtnachineguiis oh the street.
magazines carrying cover pictures.
His Majestys (Feb. 2).
Rising prices have taken the edge
“Peep Show” (Tivoli), Tivoli.off Austria’s claim to be the cheap‘‘See How They Run” (Carroll),
But Princess.
est tourist land id Europe.
specializexcept for, some gyp traps
“Merchant of Venice” (Williaming in clipping foreigners; pleasure son), Comedy,
remains a much lighter touch here
ADELAIDE"
“Worm's Eye View” (Williamthan in such capitals as Paris, Rome
or Berlin. A top spot in Vienna son), Royal:
BRISBANE
such as the recently reopened Ho“The Kiwis” (Williamson), His
tel Sacher will rack up a firstclass
Maipifvc
meal complete with wine for two at
London, Feb. 5.
“Hot From Hollywood” (Laurie
The dissolution of the Ctown
about $6. You can get a magnifiSmith), Royal,
Film Unit, which came under' the
cent steak weighing close to a
economy axe administered in the
pound of the kind that yrill cost
House of Commons last week by
you $5 in N. Y. for slightly under
the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
$1 at the White Chimneysweep, a
R. A, Butler, marks the end of
haunt which is the nearest, thing
government Interest in documento a local Lindy’s for show people.
.In tary film production spreading
A bottle of passable but sweet local
over many years. More than 60
champagne sets the customers back
a
nitery
with
technicians and about 20 other
fancy
in
a
even
$5
grades are thrown out of work as
tired flobrshow. It would cost $15
London, Feb- 5.
would
that
meal
Paris,
and
in
$0
Charges by J. Arthur Rank, a result of the decision, and for
tap a tourist for $25 along the Seine. made during his Irish tour last only a few is there any prospect
A double hotel room with bath in week, that the government policy of absorption into dwindling Britone of the fancier skiing towns of trying to encourage Hollywood ish production.
where the International set hits companies to film in Britain was
The decision puts another studio
Austria this winter comes to about being negatived
by the restrictive on the market: The Beaconsfield
$6, and you can do it for half that policy of the Assn, of Cine & Al- lot, which has been the home of
the CFU for the last few years,
by sacrificing a few of the frills.
lied Technicians, are refuted by the
Show biz in Vienna is moderate- union’s general secretary, George is to be shuttered immediately,
With the folding of the CFU, the
spotty
Legit
reports
ly prosperous.
H.Elvin.
government also has decreed the
trade, but the big theatres hiding
In a Belfast speech the British winding up of the films division
don’t
care
subsidies
state
behind
film mogul alleged ACT was trying
much whether plays draw or not. to keep Hollywood directors out of of the Central Office of Information,; which has been responsible
Principal state theatres receiving
the country, and he didn’t con- since the .start of the last war
direct subsidies, such as- BUrgtheasider that the way to increase em- for initiation and distribution of
Theatre and two
tre,. Akademie
ployment in the industry. Elvin, government propaganda films.
State Opera houses, stick considerchallenging the assertion, points to
The government first became inably to a classical repertoire, givat
terested in film production back
ing the customers plenty' of Schil- an agreement his union made
the end of the war with the British in the ’30s when John Grierson
ler, Goethe and the heavier numstipulating
a
formed the General Post Office
bers which would not draw flies on Film Producers Assn,
quota for foreign directors.
Film Unit find set a new standard
Broadway;
Rank
is beef- for documentary production. Films
know
what
don’t
“I
The current season has seen the
very first new play since the war ing about,” Elvin deolares, “as of the calibre of “Night Mail,”
has which were made in the early days,
attracting American interest. This every application he has made
In my opinion, the are still widely shown, both in
is “Reigen 1951,” a “variation” on been approved.
is largely that of the Ameri- 16m theatres and also on TV. One
fault
the Schmtzler theme of circular
bed-hopping, produced and direct- can companies in Britain, Who re- of ;.the major government produced by a group of comparative fused to come to an agreement tions was the wartime “Western
youngsters at the off-the-main-drag with us in the same way as the Approaches,” which achieved widespread theatrical distribution.
Little Theatre iii the Konzerthaus. BFPA did some years back. That
U. S. managers and agents have Would be the best solution.”
Scot Town Ban* Hypnotist*
been showing, a lively bidding inAnswering other charges of reterest in this one, which seems strictive practises, Elvin claims
Glasgow, Jan, 22.
adaptable to Broadway Or Holly- that cooperation in the industry
Hypnotism shows have been
wood Americanisation.
must not be a one-sided affair. banned by the town council in
For a cross-section of what’s Rank has closed studios at Isling- Airdrie, important industrial town
playing, a recent theatre menu in- ton, Shepherds Bush and Denham,
near here, AH rentals of the town
cludes “Caesar and, Cleopatra” at Gaumont-British Instructional is hall will
now Carry a clause t^at
the Burgtheatre; .Eliot's “Cocktail being, cut to skeleton proportions, no hypnotic demonstrations of any
Party” at the Akademie; “Rebecca” childrens’ films programs and “This kind can be given.
at the Josefstadt; Nestroy's “Talis- Modern Age” have been dropped
Dr. Robert Lumsden, the town’s:
man” at the Volkstheatre; and and all this has meant more unem- medical chief, claims “such shows
Mollhar’s '‘May’s the Thing” at the ployment and more hardship for
are not. in the best interests of the
Kammerspiele. A revival of Claire technicians. “Does Rank want us younger members of our comBoothe Luce’s “The Women” is not to take this lying down?” Elvin'
munity.”
filling the Buergertheatre under asks.
Josefstads management.
At the
The union topper points out that
Commie-operated SCala, message in the blackest year of the Rank
Current London Shows
plays do mild business, and the empire, the group would have still
Raimundtheatre is doing a revival been very much in the red even if
(Figures show weeks of run)
London, Feb. 5,
of the ancient operetta, "Girl From
every technician had worked with“And
So to Bed,” Strand (16V
the Black Forest.”
out pay.
Majesty’s (62).
Boy,”
for
“Blue
Nightlife Breeds No Top Spots
“Colombe,” New (8).
In the nightlife department, conDuke York (8V
Mischief,”
“Day's
sidering its size, Vienna supports
“Figure of Fun,” Aldwych (16).
no. first-class spots.
Nearest thing
“Folles Bergere,” Hipp (48),
is the Splendide Bar, a creep joint
“Gay's the Word,” Saville (51).
with mirrors, inhabited by a weU“Happy Time,” St. Jas. (1).
London, Jan. 30.
dressed international set, strongly
Ambassadors (36).
“Hollow,”
Tony Hinds, production chief
reminiscent of “Third Man” atmos“Kiss Me Kate,” Coliseum (48).
Exof
head
Carreras,
Jimmy
for
phere, The place is operated by
“Knight's Madn's,” Vic Pal. (99).
HollyHubner, the local Union News boss clusive; Films, back from
“Little Hut,” Lyric (70).
who has a string Of other joints, wood where he has lined up several
“Love 4 Colonels,” M’ndh’m (38),
for his future pix,
“Lyric Revue,” Globe (19).
including the attractive Kobenzl name stars
Ben Lyon's contract with 20th-Fox
“Master Crook,” Comedy (7).
Bar.
CaSanova and Moulin ‘Rouge as talent scbut and production exec
“M’summer Dream,” Old Vic (6).
are flashy night spots featuring floor terminates in February and will
Ado Nothing,” Ph’nix (4).
“Much
shows and B girls. Acts are gener- not be renewed, with Freddie Fox
“Peep Show,” Prince Wales (15).
ally of low quality, since the local staying on aa chief of production
Plain,” St. Mart (32).
“Penny
currency is neither strong enough
.Betty Box’s next picture for J.
“Puss Boots Ice,” Empress (7).
internationally
nor
plentiful Arthur Rank release is titled “Ven“Relative Values,” Savoy (9).
enough to attract class numbers in etian Bird/’ from novel of same
“Reluctant Heroes,” Wt’th (83).
competition with towns like Paris name. It goes into production
“Seagulls Sbrrento,” Apollo (83),
and Rome, or the harder money of March 3 with five weeks location
“Suns’t Kn’g’tsb'dge,” W’m’st (2).
Switzerland and Germany, Regu- in Venice and three weeks at Pine“S’mer and Smoke,”. Duch’s (2).
“South Pacific,'* Drury (14);
lar.* 11 these spots, as Well as at wood. Will star Richard Todd, by
Maxim’s, a dim joint with 17 beau- arrangements with ABPC, to whom
“Third Person,” Criterion (5).
contract, ana
“To Dorothy^ a Son,” Gar'i’k (62).
tiful
women (including Lillane he is under exclusive
directing:
“Waters of Moon,” H’ym’kt (62).
Cornelia, the local Jane Russell who Valli.; Ralph Thomas is
“White Sheep Family,” Pic (17).
Ronald Shiner fbreed to turn
bares all), are likely to meet the
“Women of Tw'llght ” Vaude (16).
same acts ‘coming around the wheel dbwn top role in Edgar Wallace’s
“Zip Goes Million,” Palace _(16).
since the supply, of talent is strict- ‘‘The Frog,” which was to have
CLOSED LAST
been directed by Carol Reed for
ly limited,
“Day's Mischief,” Duke York (8).
Korda, because of his
Alexander
Strangers in town Usually have
OPENING THIS
commitments with film producer
at least one visit to the Orieiitale,
(Figures denote preem dates)
Jack Raymond who is to star him
a deep smelly celler just outside
“Here's ‘to Us,” New Boltons (4).
in an original titled, “Treble
whose door Russians shot and Chance.” Shooting is slated to
“Not Proven,” Q (5).
killed an American M. P. last year. start
“Creditors,” New Lindsey (5).
Feb. 11.

Shows
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.
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him, as she is scheduled for a starto crystalize. The fact is native pix
ring role in Pinewood’s Technihere .gross $4,000,000 less than
color production, “Fanfare for Fig?
spent to produce them, One factor
leaves, ” which Compton Bennett is
is the. heavy
loss of patronage
directing;
since the war; Jn 1951 there were
50,000,000 fewer patrons than in
1947. This can be explained by the
Greek Govt/s
Duty
fact that’ during the war and occupation trade here soared for French
.
Causes Loud Protests;
films were the main, attraction and
there was no foreign competition.
Bar 1LS. Product After the war the foreign films
1

;

50%

May

again entered and the economic, decline led to a falling off in the b.o.

Athens, Jan. 29.

The Greek government has imposed a new import duty on films.

.

However, French picture quality
Film importers will be forced- to also declined sharply and the fropay 50% on the films' value plus zen admission prices soon put pro-

ducers in the red, This led to the
Law which extended
on the strength
of the returns of their last films.
This led to an increase in quickie
production since these could amortize themselves on the French market but seldom proved of exportaistence of this biz.
According to regulations, all tion caliber. Many In the trade
merchandise landed at Greek ports think this Film Aid has. figured,
must be cleared through customs greatly in the decline, in quality
within 45 days of arrival. If not. and is reflected in a loss at the

the other existing duties. President
of Greek Film: Importers and Distributors Union, T. Papachristophilou, is protesting to the government and seeking a lower extra
duty on the contention that the,
new harsh duty threatens the ex-

Film .Aid

loans, to producers

.

’

boxofflee.

cleared promptly, it becomes subject to sale at public action, and If
not sold it is confiscated. In the
case of films, however, it is imperative that on the arrival of picture shipments the necessary import license be issued promptly to
clear them: before the expiration
of the 45-day deadline. At present
Greek film importers, being unable

y

1

‘

t

Another factor is the growth of
studios In countries formerly consumers of French pix. The growth
in Mexico, Argentina, Spain and
Brazil, all big customers for French
pix, cut deeply into export revenue.
Here too the dip in French film
quality has hurt in selling to these

markets. A governmental
agency has been formed to make
of the problem. However,
a healthy sign here recently is the
fact that six
new French pix
graced first-run marquees.

foreign

to pay such high duties, have made
a payment of 30% of the films’
total value in order to prevent confiscation until final settlement of
the dispute.
All major American film companies are represented here. The
amount allocated annually for print
costs and earnings was set at
$500,000. About half .of this amount
is remitted to American companies
in the course of the year for print

a survey

,

.

Allied

Commission Bows

To German Plea Halting
Further Sales of

advertising material and
shipping charges while the balance
is remitted by quarterly allocations
from the blocked funds the distributors deposit With the Bank of
costs,

'

UFA

Bonn, Jan, 29.
The Allied High Commission has

to German demands to stop
further sales, advertising of property of UFA, the Nazi state-owned
There are about 400 film houses
film^ monopoly, but did maintain
operating in Greece now, and biz
a firm stand by refusing another
has been getting better since the
German request to stop negotiaend of the civil War. But if this tions for the sale, of properties alextra duty is not reduced, Ameriput on the block.
ready
can films in this country may be
Actually, the German victory is
Greek film importers
eliminated.
getting such not a big one, The most important
have small Jtjope
UFA properties already were ofreduction,
fered for sale by the Allies last
fall, leaving only theatres and various rights among the unoffered
London Legit Bits
UFA assets. The Allied action,
London, Feb. 5.
however, is a tangible evidence of
Jack Payne is going into the
to turn over the UFA
West End legit production field. its wishes
Germans, as soon as
His first Will be A. G. Macdonell’s breakup to the
(house of repreBundestag
the
was
Threshold,” which

Greece.

-

bowed

,

“Second
done on Broadway

last

year with sentatives) promulgates legislation
for this purpose.

Clive Brook and Margaret Phillips

Payne has Brook, but is
Meanwhile, Allied sources exlooking for a femme lead ... Jane plained that the refusal to halt
Morgan has completed a new play, current negotiations on UFA sales
“The Honourable Member.”
in order to avoid causing hardstarred.

.

.

.

is

written a new
prospective buyers: who en“Angels in Waiting” ship to
Embassy tered these talks in good faith.

Hugh Hastings has
play,

1

titled

goes into the
also true, that the
Theatre, Swiss Cottage, Feb. '12. Besides, it is
determined
Stars Richard Tbdd, Maire O’Neil Allies are still quite
breakup protheir
carry
out
to
show
Hopper,
with
arid Victoria
coming to the West End, after try- gram, with or without German co-

which

.

.

I

have

analyses

.

-|

.
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29:
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in the film industry.

1

‘

..

word here

Hundreds of
been made and
Eqan Lloyd, who quits his post many
solutions have been suggestas“. publicity director of General
Film Distributors Feb. 22, has gone ed; Some quarters have even startto New York on a seven-week bus!-' ed to pin it all on the American
ness and pleasure trip, which will competition. The closing of three
include a visit to Hollywood, As big studios at Joinville had the
rep for Line Renaud, the Parisian leftist paper L'Ecran Francais callchanteuse, he hopes to obtain cab- ing for a mass demonstration to
aret, TV and film dates for her.
protest the throttling of the French
Lloyd, who is the youngest ad- pix industry by foreign competipub. chief in the biz here, has held tion.
the GFD post for the last five
Actually, the film producing field
years.
He. was 22 when first ap- here has been in a decline for the
pointed. His actress wife, Jane
last three years, but the deeper
Hylton, was Unable to accompany
difficulties have only recently begun
London, Jan.

•

’

Paris, Jan. 29.
,

Crisis is still the big

Lloyd’s U.S. Looksee

operation.
out.
.
Robert Rayhill is rumored for
Some Allied officials feel that if
juvenile lead in Jack Hylton’s “Call UFA is not liquidated, it might be
Me Madam,” set to follow Hylton’s revived With government Support
“Kiss Me* Kate” at the Coliseum
industrialists and forBBC is staging or by Ruhr
March
in
mer top UFA officials; thereby pos'

.

.

i

Chekhov’s “Wild Duck” on TV
huge
Marius Goring sibly establishing another
with
Feb;
13,
be
Robert Monro's new propaganda setup. This might
starred
farce, “See You in Court,” is being anti-Allied.
Theatre
combine
Richmond
UFA
at
out
the
of
tried
Major asset
May under direction of is Bavaria Filmkunst, UFA’S giant
early
Frederick Piffard, with Sonnie studios outside of Munich. It is
stars
Hislop
as
Hale and Charles
worth some $2,856,000 and com... Cast of 12C Spanish singers, prises more than 50% of the entire
dancers and instrumentalists Will country's film production capacity.
present “Cor os Y Danzos De EsOffered for sale were also studios
paria” at the Stoll’s,: Kingsway, for
in Wiesbaden and Berlin.
four weeks, opening Feb. 15.
.

.
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SHELLEY WINfERS
as a honky tonk strip tease
whose warmth and wit bring
the strangers together.

GARY MERRILL
as the stranger whose
phone call helps him
straighten out his own life

3
#*

y.J'’

MICHAEL RENNIE

GRAB

WAT "PHONE"

CALL QUICK! IT

I

as a doctor who made a
mistake and whose conscience
won’t let him forget it.

MEANS AN

1

<g(

KEENAN WYNN

IMPORTANT DATE FOR YOU!

as a traveling salesman
whose good natured vulgarity

iNi

will mislead you.

SUB
w

as the

m

PAYIS
woman who teaches him the

difference between adolescent

and adult
**»

1

1
1

i

There’ s
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Agrees to Hold

Annual Meet in C<H>p
Of all the gt iMintfrtre propounded tofight the inroads of video on filmKay has perhaps come up
eoinz a gentleman by th$ name Qf Murray
theory/ in general, is: “If you can’t lick ’em,
Srith the most unique. His

Kay

tele quiz shows,

suggests the use of
His idea is to show the
these quizzers to lure patrons to the theatres.
regular video quizzers either on large-screen TV or on sets placed advantageously in theatres; With the patrons taking .part as contestants.
According to Kay, here’s how it would work: As soon as first question
theatre m.c. turns Off sound on the video set
is heard on the TV shoW,
;
Theatre contestant is given just as much, time to answer ^as the TV
through with right answer before video opcomes
contestant. If he
ponent, he wins a prize offered by local exfiifc. .Simple?.

^Noting the popularity of

,

With Mfrs., Dealers
Chicago, Feb.

ment
Assn,

and the Theatre. Equipment

Dealers’ Assn, have agreed to hold
their annual* conventions and a
giant trade show in Chicago next
November, it was disclosed yesterday (Monday) by Jack Kirsch, Al:

*

Hollywood’s vast backlog of Technicolor footage accumulated for 15
years by the major film lots, is going up in price. Footage consists
largely Of scenic backgrounds shot during the filming of Westerns and
outdoor dramas, and is frequently used When stock shots are required.
Most of the studios have established film libraries, not only for their
own use but for: sale to other producers. Technicolor footage is selling
at $5 a foot, hewsieei shots at $10 a foot and special material at $15.
•

,

John Carpenter’s “Son of the Outlaw,”, which recently emerged from
financial difficulties, is up against title trouble, Leonard Picker, RKO
attorney, has registered a complaint that the title might lead; film fans
to think it is a sequel to Howard Hughes’ production, “The Outlaw,”
on Which he spent a :trUckload of promotional coin. During the last"
few years RKO has objected to several titles bearing the word “Out'

law.”

.

convention chairman,
and TE$MA ptexy J. Robert Hoff.
Triple liieet is to be staged at
the Morrison Hotel and represents
culmination of spadework by Hoff,
who had made a strong pitch to
both Allied and the Theatre Owners of America for such a conclave. Despite TESMA’s advances,
TOA board decided in
the
lied’s

Omission of the key word "not” in last week's Washington report by
Variety on Michael Rrankfort’s testimony before the House Un-American Activities Committee unfortunately .changed the tenor of one
aspect, Error was recorded in the answer. tQ committee counsel Frank
S, Tavenner’s question: “Excluding present members of your family, do
you, to your personal knowledge, know of any relative/ past or present,
by blood or by marriage, who was a member of the Communist Party?”
Answer given by Blankfort was: “There ore two people that might
apply to, my cousin Heiiry and my ex-wife, Who have, been named.
I do not know to my personal knowledge' in either case.”

Manufacturers’

Supply

1952

Ronell, wife

of.

Three-ply conclave has its origin,
according to the Kirsch-Hoff announcement, in a meeting held in
the film exploitation and included in the pressbook.
New York last October at the AlSchirmer is publishing the number, which is in a new rhythm which lied 1951 convention between AlMiss Ronell calls, “raga-j ala.” She is the author of numerous film
Trueman Rembusch,
prez
lied
scores and other tunes.
TESMA board member Jack
O’Brien and Hoff, Following the
Although It was completed last March, Hal Wallis' Martin-Lewis
huddles TESMA approached both
comedy, “The Stooge,” is still on the shelf at Paramount Meanwhile,
Allied and TOA, but Allied was the
“Sailor Beware,” made later, is now in release. Another Martin-Lewis
first organization to open discusfilm, “Jumping. Jacks,” currently in work, is also slated to beat. “The
Stooge” to the screen. It is tagged for summer release while “Stooge” sions.
goes out in September.
;

DuMont, network

has

a

filed

counter-claim in N. Y. Federal
Court against Bing Crosby Enter-

prises, which originally had sued
the network claiming breach of
contract on DuMont’s agreement to
screen BCE’s “Royal Playhouse”
series of vidpix.
Continued from page 4
DuMont pacted with BCE early
although out on release virtually smaller houses.
“Hong Kong”
only two weeks in thje .month. “De- (Par), also new, was spotty. “Cim- in 1951 to carry the full series of
Contract,
films.
cision Before Dawn,” another from arron Kid” (U) ranged from good 26 “Playhouse”
clause
the 20th-Fox stables, built nicely to brisk the final week in January. however, carried a war
which, according to the web, gave
to take over eighth slot.
“Elope“Lavender Hill Mob” (U), eighth
it the right to cancel in case it
ment” (20th) finished ninth, drop- in December, still was getting
sponsor due to
ping off sharply, after starting out strong to sock grosses, mainly in could not’ get a
the war. DuMont ditched the series
very well.
smali-seaters. It missed the top 12
after the first 13 under that clause,
“Another. Man’s Poison” (UA), .list by a. narrow margin twice last and BCE sued for $50,000. Which it
in much the same category as month and made the runnerup cat- claimed DuMont still owed for
“Model,” was, close behind in 10th egory four times. “American in the remaining 13.
slot. Pic made this fine showing Paris” (M-G) continued running up
“Playhouse” was originally prothough not possessing the advan- sizeable money, although obviously
duced by Crosby for NBC’s “Firetage of having been released in this musical already has played its
Theatre,” att<i is being reside
affiliated theatres. It looms as one most important key city engageleased on a second-run basis under
of the biggest
grosser* in ments. “Streetcar Named Desire” the “Playhouse” tag.
(WB) was in much the same situamonths.
“10 Tall Men” (Col), getting a tion.
flock of fresh bookings last month,
“Blue Veil” (RKO) and “Two.
pushed up to 11th place, while “De- Tickets to Broadway” (RKO) both
ixhibs’
tective Story” (Par), second in De- added substantial money to preContinued from pas* 5
cember, rounded out the Golden vious totals during January. ForDozen, for. last month.
mer finished 10th one week, while because contracts contained admis“I Want You” (RKO), “Weekend “Tickets” was seventh one session.
sion-price clauses. Jurist held that
With Father” (U);- “Flame of “Fixed Bayonets” (20th) had sev- the price clauses did not make the
Araby” (U) and “‘Wild Blue Yon- eral new dates during the past licensing contracts illegal per s<f.
der” (Rep) were ‘the January run- month without creating too much
Eight separate distrib actions
nerujp pix, in that order. “Yonder” excitement.
against. Diamond Globe Corp. and
was ninth in December.
“African Queen” (UA) did fine executors under the will of Lee
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par) on several preem dates. “Scandal
W, Insley were concluded under a
shapes up as an outstanding pew- Sheet” (Col) teed off big in N, Y.
the
arrangement,
compromise
comer, based on its showing at the
terms including payment of costs
N. Y. Music Hall, where it finished
the defendants. Diamond Glove
by
its third week only $1,000 less than
Boothmen’s Hassle
operates a Maryland chain.
the opening session’s $14(5,000. InAlso brought to a close were
in Chi
dications are that the- circus opus
eight suits against E. G. Crews,
will have a. remarkably long run at
Chicago, Feb. 5.
of the -Carolina and Oroperator
the Hall.
theatres are caught
Chi
“Room For One Moi*e” (Wfi) in the middle of a boothmen’s pheum, Oxford, N. C.
To the list of pending cases have
"shapes up as a winner/ too, being
hassle with the union trying to
been added actions by Par, Loew’s,
mainly big to sock the .first week
push the Grand, which was forced
and 20th against J. P. Thompout on release. “Sailor, Beware”
two
to shutter Saturday, .to hire
son & Sons, Tahlequa, Okla., by
(Par) also looms as a potentially
House had U, WB> Par, Loew’d, Chi,
shift.
and
smash newcomer, judging from re- operators per
been using two With ujbped-admish 2'O.th against Independent Theatre
turns on its initial session. “Girl
picts, last being “Streetcar Named Co. Pensacola, Fla.; by . Loew’s, U,
in Every Pott” (RKO),. another
Desire” (WB) but reverts back to UA, 20th and
against Rives
sailor comedy,; started .out at the
Brown, Bernard Depkin; Franz M,
same time, as /’BeWare,” was a hit one afterwards.
TheMartinsville
to
the
due
Palace,
Westfall
and
is
Also
fouled
up
disappointing on its first Week, with
reopen tomorrow (Wed.), but union' atre Management Gorp.,' Roanoke,
one good stanza out of four.
Loew’s,
Par,
by
U,
actions
Latter
and
contract.
claims
it
lias
no
“Bend. In River” (U), giveu preand 20th Against the Lyric
release in tlie" Paoific northwest, says pact was broken when “Genwas terrific both in Seattle and tlemen Prefer Blondes” legiter and Rialto Theatres, Johnstown,
dismissal by dePortland:
“Death of Salesman” went in Sept. 1, 1951, and it wants Pa. A petition for
tried fendants in the Martinsville action
(Col) continued big hi the first back pay- from then.
denied in Va. Federal
batch of playdates.
filfas in Dec. 24; whfcn has been
put
to
“
Pan ^°ra and Flying Dutchman” “Blondes” pulled out, but union Court.
(M-G), a bit uneven on first session, nixed deal.
In the various cases Sargoy fc
still
was able to register some
goes into court today Stein, N. Y., and local counsel in
sturdy to big totals, especially in (Tues.) to enjoin the union.
rep the dislribs,
each
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considered legal to “allocate
channels for the transmission of
programs which the public could
enjoy only by paying for.” Secondly, in an obvious reference to.
Paramount, he stated that the
entire industry “carries the onus
of past, violations of the antitrust
laws.” He referred to the current

;

mission prices.”
Novelty, Exploitation
He claimed that the two greatest requirements for “reawakening
interest in movies” are novelty and
exploitation on the exhibitor level.
Although he conceded that some
recent pictures had contained novelty in story, he urged the studios
to provide the public with "new
Discounting national pubfaces.”
licity as of “no importance,” Myers
charged that high rentals have kept
individual theatreoWners from, havng the time or money to success.

»wn communities.

Broadway. The two runners, Tony Lasito and Marvin Taub, turned
over their windfall to Mrs. Agnes. Darcy, Robert’s mother.

Board

communications
law, warned that it might not be
of the

provision

decrees brings promised, relief in.
these practices, Myers went on to
Paramount, United Paramount thesay “Judicial determination of the
atres hearings before the Federal
ill be sought,
issue”
Commission with-

ully “sell” their product in their

DuMont Counter-Claim

Two messengers on the Metro payroll collected $205 for giving the
correct answers on a radio quiz show.
Last Jan. 9, another' young
Metro-ite, Robert Darcy, was killed by an automobile while crossing

With

Crippling selling practices hive
brought the picture industry’s puband good will to such
a “low ebb” that b.o. has nosedived,
according to Abram F.
Myers, chairman of Allied States
Assn. Unless the enforcement and
interpretation of the divorcement

lic relations

.

producer Lester Cowan, has authored music and

'Quo Vadis’ B.O.

5.

.

lyrics for a song labeled “The River.”
Inspired by the native Indian
music in the United Artist pic of that title, tune is being tied in with

.

Washington, Feb.

Lashing out at the distributors,
the studios, such individuals as
George Skouras and Cecil B, De
Mille, with mention even of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America
for participating In the theatre-TV
week that it hearings, Myers struck a note of
last
Hollywood
would hold its 1952 convention in gloom and warning in his annual
Washington next September with- report to the Allied Board, currently in session here.
out TESMA participation,
The scrappy Allied topper called
Forthcoming event marks the
first joint meeting of a national for “all elements to join together
exhibitor association with TESMA to lift the movies out of its doland TEDA. Two complete floors drums.” At the same time, howof the Morrison, with space to ac- ever, he questioned the value of his
commodate more than 150 booths, group’s participation .in the Counreportedly will house the trade cil of Motion Picture Organizations.
Last year, posing the question
show. While the annual meets of
had not
the three groups will run simul- whether the distributors
the exhibitors’
taneously, the trade show will be taken advantage of
project
the
with
“preoccupation”
operated by TESMA, which has asspread
sumed sole responsibility for ar- to “jack up film prices,
competitive bidding and control adrangements;'

Ann

to Allied

5.

Allied States Assn, of Motion
Picture Exhibitors, Theatre Equip-

Charging that the industry has
hus far conducted “only a defen;ive warfare” against its detractors
n the press, Myers Singled out theitre head Charles Skouras and pro-

Communications
out naming the company, and said,
“it is no secret in, picture circles
that agents of the commission have
been gathering evidence with
regard to that company’s antitrust
violations for a long time,”

Allied Regrets’

For this reason, Myers stated,
“Allied regrets that the Motion
Picture Assn, of America has seen
fit to take a prominent part in a
proceeding which should have been
left to the exhibitors.” The third
obstacle he listed as intervention
Tel. to protect
of American Tel.
its common Carrier rights.

&

Myers referred briefly tojhe arbitration plan now under consideration by the Allied committee.
Adoption of such a plan has been
given top priority on the current
agenda. While urging adoption of
an “all-inclusive arbitration plan,”
Myers advised that Allied members'
had chosen to carry out such a
plan but “first to try to ascertain
from the film companies whether
they are seriously Interested in a
broad-scale plan.”
Film rentals received special attention in the form of a warning
to distributors “to control their
lust for profits In the interest of
preserving their outlets and saving
He offered as an
the Industry.
ideal solution to the perennial
rental problem a pricing formula,
at least for “A” pictures, which
would be fair to all. He urged Allied members to carry on an “allout campaign against distributors'
present pricing policies.” On the
other hand, he urged distributors
to avoid ‘'extreme measures” by
“meeting the exhibitors half way
in solving the problem.

De Mille for special
He stated that Skouras,
In reviewing the year’s activities,
n a recent interview reported in a
lational magazine, had “publicly Myers pointed out the role he
londemned to death 11,000 inde- played In two legislative matters:
>endenf theatres, while at the same The Keating Bill, to establish a
ime boasting that his own theatre uniform statute of limitations for
hain will be spared to pursue its private -suits under antitrust laws,
nonopolistic course.” De Mille he and the campaign against the adlayed for lending endorsement to missions tax bill.
certain brand of TV receiver via
lucer Cecil B.
iriticism.

i

series of national ads.
Myers had special praise for Art
Arthur's success as prexy of the
i

Motion Picture Industry Council in
‘quietly and effectively reducing,
f not wholly eliminating, the influence Of Reds in the guilds, and
However, he
lence, the studios.”
itated, these efforts have not been
•ffectively presented to the public,
vhichi, as a result of the “belated
UniisclosureS” of the House

American

Activities

Committee

ind the lack of assurances of reform by the industry,” are convinced that “Hollywood is a hotbed
-

)f

Communism.”

Turning his attention to the
Government’s successful antitrust
suits. against the major film com-

Myers held out thinly
panies,
veiled threats of further court
action if the decrees “fail to live
up to their early promise of elimiand monopolistic
Unless distributors volagree to eliminate compulsory competitive bidding; he
urged the Department of Justice
to seek a court ruling on interpretation of the “theatre by theatre”
clausA Of the decrees. He also
nating

unfair

practices.

untarily

referred to “rumors” of “washed
sales, ” in whidi theatres are being
“straw” persons, with
to
sold
actual control remaining with the
1

original owner.

Myers urged the Department of
Justice to scan theatre sales under
the decree “for signs of evasion
and fraud,” and Said that exhibitors in areas where “washed sales”
might have an adverse affect
should “not hesitate to report the
facts/* He- warned that the' decrees
"
“will he discredited and the conduct of the litigation become a
public scandal” if any substance
should be found to these rumors.
Regarding theatre TV, Myers
stated that the industry has three
obstacles to hurdle before it can
realize its ambitions for the ultrahigh frequency channels. First of
all, he listed the public interest

Allied
si

Meet

Continued from page 5

this also was taken to indicate Allied might yield on some points
from its overall adopted policy.
The invitation to the film outfits to name their committee was
and
direct, unlike the bid to
regional units. The distrlbs were
invitations
to'
“such
asked to relay

TOA

other industry elements” as they,
the distribs, “see fit to include in
the discussions.”
Allied proposal calls for the setting of local boards composed of
three members, one representing
each of the conflicting parties and
a
third mutually acceptable to
them. All three would be members of the industry.
Second point was that the overall plan must have the approval of
the .Attorney General to establish'
its
Third, an appeals
legality.
board would be established, also
comprised of industry persons.
FoUrth major proposal was that
the companies, “if they want to reduce litigation, Should agree to
arbitrate antitrust matters and permit the arbitration board, to award

damages.”

The

last

point recalled a plan

once introduced by Warner Bros,,
which called for awards of damages up to $5,000. This never addiscussion
vanced beyond the
stage. TOA made no mention of
monetary damages in its proposed
systenv

advocated arbitration
Allied’s
subjects, along with rentals,
clud£

competitive

bidding

and

runs, clearances and prints, forcing of films and contract rights.
New unit member approved by
the board was Allied Theatre Owners of Oklahoma, headed by R. VMacGinnis. This brings the membership roster to 20 units, exclud-

ing

Eastern

which

is

Pennsylvania

on suspension.

Allied,

.

*

.

Shorts Program Would

Burstvn Invites

Stock

Finance COMPO, Mayer

Far the Week ending Tuesday

Continued from p»|« S

States; 1st

ruling set the stage for a test case
to he taken before the Supreme

12 Net 40G

“arid thus nationalize the industry
With a profit of more than $40,*
and
lb from, state and
municipal control, but we are hot 000 accruing from the distribution
expecting this until it has done of 12 industry shorts, Arthur L.
so.”
“We cannot concede,’- the judge Vfayer, exee veepee of the Council
continued, “that the motion pic- of Motion Picture Organizations,
ture industry has emerged from has suggested the possibility of
the business of eptertsinment arid
financing the organization through

remove

MPAA

Court, since Eric Johnston,
prexy, had hinted that the industry
wants another ruling by the high

VoLm

his desire to carry the case to the
nation's highest court, although he
suphas been, assured of
port: Gelling, manager of the Para*
mount Theatre, Marshall, Texas,
city of 22,255, is said to be reluctant to involve local authorities in
a Supreme ‘Court hearing: Should
Gelling pull out, it’s still a ipatter
will
of conjecture whether
join Burstyn in his fight since "The
Miracle” fight is also complicated
with religious issues While the. Gelling case concerns out-and-out censorship.

RKO

.

Anxious For Decision
Since the Supreme Court has
•

not ruled in a film censorship case
since 1915, many elements of thcr
industry have been anxious to have
a decision Jn terms of the moderri.day importance of the medium as
a source of information arid education as .well as entertainment.
Court has cited legal, technicalities
in every, other appeal in refusing
to take cognizance. High court’s
nod to consider Burstyn f s appeal
from adverse rulings in the lower
court carries ah implication of
doubt of the lower court’s ruling.
Burstyn’s suit against, the Commissioner of Education of New
York. State and the Regents came
as a result of the revocation of his
license to screen his Italian import.
He originally received approval for
both ‘‘The Miracle” and for the
trilogy, “Ways of Love,” in which
the former was packaged fpr distribution. Later, license was revoked after protests from the Cathr
Legion of Decency were lodged

was ‘‘indecent,
and immoral.”

sacrilegious

film
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The last
theatrical distribution.
three in the series, go --into 16m
release this irionth. Subjects have
been made available to' schools, li.Continued from pace 4
braries, commercial distribs .arid
One of the Department’s of the distribution of motion piclocal organizations on a. 10-year,, dustry.
through major tasks at the time was to tures and: special, conditions affectlife - of - the - print lease
Teaching Film Custodians, a non- frame decrees to protect the ing the particular distributor deexhibs
from fendant.”
industry-sponsored group. smaller, v outlying
profit
deLast paragraph above is particuThe 16m prints have also been stringent clearance and
made available to local exhibs at mands of the big, downtown opera- larly significant in taking the dis-

Justice Dept. Queries

Tri-Dimension Pic
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first eight subjects for more
than a year after their release,
The 12 shorts: also have been,
made available in 10m for non-
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In addition to damages,, suit
asks court to void a purported oral
agreement between the studio and
the actress; and to restrain
from interfering with negotiations
at other studios.
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Slated by Oboler
:

Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Arch Oboler will produce and
direct a three-dimensional feature
“which can be screened without cost for local distribution;

new equipment.!’ Pic, starting in
a fortnight, will be viewed- through
Polaroid glasses. Film will ^ be
made via a deal with M. L. Gunzburg, prexy of Natural Vision

'

tribs off the hook on a conspiracy
charge.
Judge yankwich recogMorison’s Letter
nizes that they Came to identical
Morison, in his letter, stated:
decisions as a matter of individual
“For .some time Wc have been judgment and not by consultation.
receiving complaints from exhibitors irt Los Angeles that there has
been a growing tendency on the
tors.

Un-American Shorts

ssJ

Steve Issjss Continued from page. 3
a bid for the against subversives Was broached
part of distributors to pre-release
process but NVC deal with Oboler
at last week’s Coast meetirig of pictures in the Beverly.: Hills-Wilis already finalized.
It is
directors.
As
a
shire area of Los Angeles.
board
of
TO
A’s
Pic will: be either “Spear in the
this has the effect of
Sand,” based on Raoul Faure’s second measure, the directorate charged that
the
discriminating
downagainst
novel, or the episodic “He and also approved clips to be taken
town Los Angeles first run theatres
She.”
from the studios’ libraries which which are not allowed to show the
Pic can be screened by inter- are patriotic in nature and added
pictures until after they have been
Exhibs
t\vo
projectors,
locking
to newsreel releases from timejto
played in the Beverly Hills-Wiil“
will have to paint screens metalic- time.
shire area.
In
aily or have a reflector type.
Exact subject matter, for the
“If- -your company is one which
smaller houses, with only two Ame'ricanism shorts will be left to
has been engaged in this practice,
projectors, interlocking will mean huddles between theatremeri and
we should appreciate hearing from
three-minute delay between reels the film-makers, this to be followed you with respect to this matter.”
but if some houses decide against by agreement on the. principle of
In the sujt brought by Fanchon
interlocking,' it can be screened the plan. The proposal follows the & Marco, operators of the Baldwin,
This pattern set with the; making and against the majors. Judge Yankon two-dlmepsional basis.
way coUld also be used for tele- showing of a series of shorts ac- wich took cognizance in his decivision.
quainting the public with the va- sion of the fact that on occasion
Ninety^miriute feature will be rious phases of film, industry opera- each of the distribs has available
shot in Anscocolor.
tions. Six reels were produced and pix which are not exhibited first
paid fpr jointly by. the companies run in the L. A. area qn accordance
and exhibs some time ago. An ex- with the general practice of the
cess fund of $40,000 still is held by distrib.
the MPAA, arid this Jsum, it’s reaIn discussing this point, Judge
soned, could start the industry on Yankwich wrote:.
Sssss.. Continued from page 5
the new series.
“Some of such pictures are of
inadvisability of contributing to the
TOA toppers expectedly will out- the type which in the judgment of
cost of the advertising on the line the proposed! Americanism pix a particular distributor defendant
theory that free tieups which are before a meeting of the MPAA requires special exploitation by
occasionally made with other stores board Shortly.
means, of ‘pre-release’ showings or
At the Coast meeting the the- showings prior to general .release.'
in New York and in other big cities
will fade. No store, they fear, will atre org’s board adopted a lengthy In. such circumstances, the particuwant to plug, a pic for free when resolution pledging the entire lar 'distributor' defendant licenses
it figures Macy’s is getting back
meJnbership’s support in combat- such pictures for pre-release Showpart of the cost.
ing subversive forces,
ings in such available theatre or
Pickman’g attitude is believed to
Some of the close to 70 exhib theatres best suited, in his pudghave been softened somewhat, leaders attending the Coast palaver ment, to exploit and ephance the
however, by Macy’s selection of expressed alarm over an American special characteristics of such pic“The Greatest Show on Earth” for Legion campaign, originating with tures. Such action by the distribua special plug, not the “Movle-of- the Hollywood post, for a boycott of tor defendants is reasonable.”
the-Month.” Par made no finan- theatres showing pix with which
Taking up still another angle of
cial
contribution
toward
this. known or suspected Reds are con- the same point, Judge YarikWicfr
Macy’s is now viewing occasional nected. lii the light of this, it was stated; “Some of such; pictures are
Par pix as candidates' for the reported that some TOA-ers indi- of types -known as ‘class” and ‘art’’
monthly honor. It remains to be vidually will call on company pictures, appealing gerierally to a
seen what happens, if one of them prexies In N. Y. urging that the in- limited section of. the public and
is selected.
dustry keep up its safeguards requiring generally for their sue*
Aside from the two-page spreads against subversive influences in cessfuV exploitation exhibition in
iri Manhattan dailies, Macy’s ties in
Hollywood.
special theatres, usually smaller in
considerable other promotion, insize and with the reputation for
cluding window displays. Suppleexhibiting ‘class’ and ‘art’ pictures.
menting its usual campaign, store
In some instances such pictures are
‘Outlaw’
Pays Off Claims exhibited in
is distributing 50,000 preview-type
Los Angeles area first
questionnaires on
‘‘phone
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Call
rim in such special type theatres.
John Carpenter’s “Son of the It is reasonable in the course
from, a Stranger” as package inof
serts.
Forms ask custoiners to re- Outlaw” finally got itself out of good business for. a particular disport what senes in the pic they legal entanglements through pay- tributor defendant to- license
such
liked best, while, at the same tithe, ment of more than $5,000 in wages ’class’ apd ’art’ theatres
for Los
calling attention to the film’s selec- to
members of various studio Angeles area first
in such
tion “by the world’s largest store.” unions who had worked on the ‘class’ and ‘art’ theatres.”
The Macy’s tieup was worked picture.
Judge Yankwich further held,
out by the Lynn Farnol office,
I. E. Chadwick, IMPPA prexy,
that in the Selection of such areas'
which reps on promotion and pub- put up $7,500- to satisfy labor and and theatres each distrib
“acts inlicity the Organization of the Mo- other claims. Picture had been tied dividually and
in accordance with
tion Picture Industry for the City up since it was completed a few its own business
judgment, taking
of New York,, co-op of metropoli- weeks ago Without paying off crew into consideration the
general e<a>tan theatre circuits; ;
members.
nomic apd .business requirements

Monogram
censorship body. Ban was Broidy had made

with the
enforced on the grounds that the

12

......

... ...

‘.

year negotiated; a proposed three- known as “Movies arid You;” have
year contract for Miss Simmons, completed their theatrical release.
part of deal to be studio purchase Vogel’s report indicates .that the
of some real estate owned by* series was so successful in its playGranger. Realty deal fell through, off that the income from the first
sufficient
suit charges, but studio subse- eight films released was
quently sent letters to major, film to cover: all' production and distriLast four
producers alleging that RKO had bution costs of the series*
points out, were thereexclusive contract with Miss Sim- films, it
to exhibs at rip
mons, preventing her 'from nego- fore made available
cpst. Payments were received on
tiating another contract.

:

olic

Col. Pic. ii^i

11
37

%

39%
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HUGHES, RKO ON PACT

MPAA

40

16
Decca. . . . ......... , , . . >
47
Loew s ....... ........ . . , 208
Paramount. . ..... .... .... 154
RCA.
822
w •
• « • • •* a •
•
RKO Pictures
267
RKO Theatres. .... . .... . . 113

relation
public
shorts and for other public relations activities also is contained
in a treasurer’s report submitted
-by Joseph R. Vogel.
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Report recommends that coin reJean
Simmons and Stewart ceived from the future shorts be
Granger filed a $250,000' damage used as revolving fund to under-?
suit in Federal court against How-r write the continuation of these
other
ard Hughes,
and five. John short subjects as well
promotional projects*
Does.
They charge that the ac12
industry
shorts,
Original
tress and her actor-husband last

MPAA

I

CBS, ‘A” ;.... iv......v. 149
CBS, “B”......
71
»

Industry

tional

12%

35

, ... ... ,

, , . ,

<

become propagators of ideas enthe shorts program. Recommendatitling it to freedom of speech,”
hearing must be refused by the
tion that the funds be transferred
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals.
to COMPO for the making of addiThere have been, however*, rumors that Gelling is weakening in

Net.

Chang#
week

far

N. Y. Stock Exchange

,

atres, Inc., said he was ready to go
to the high court, but first a re-

Toe*.
Clos#

:

1

Robert H.
court on censorship.
Park, attorney for East Texas The-

Law

High

*

io$*

,

.

(5)

Weekly' Weekly Weekly.

Corp.

prexy

Newsreel Beauts

j

J

Continued from page 3

‘

'

;

Burstyn

fighting the case on
grounds, the arguments being based on freedom of
the press and the separation of
is

constitutional

church and

state.

Only the freedom of the press
issue is involved iri the Gelling
case. Gelling had booked “Pinky,'’
only to find that the city was reviving a 30-year-old ordinance to
create a censor board. Latter ordered him not. to open the pic and
when hc did, he was arrested: He
was fined $100 in a local court.
He took the case to the county
.• court, where he was again found
Ittuiliy and fined $200. Case then
fluent to the Court of Criminal Ap:

.

peals,

which

upheld

the

lower

rulings. Before case went
to the appeals court, Gelling spent
around 20 minutes in jail while
bond was being made in one case.

courts’

MPAA’s Johnston seized
that to predict that Gelling

upon

may

become the Zenger of film “freedom.”
(John Peter Zenger was.
the New York printer-editor, whose
jailing in 1735 for criticizing politicians, and later acquittal, was
the first great triumph for freedom. of the press.)

In

the

the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals, Judge

Tom

L.

decision

of

Beauchamp

‘

closely

fol-

lowed

the reasoning of Federal
court since 1915 in writing the first
state court opinion on the question of whether or uot motion pictures are entitled to the freedom
of expression as in the! press. He
ruled, in effect, they were not, and
that the First and 14th Amendments, as to the freedom of speech
and the press, did not go as far as
Geiling’s attorneys claimed.
Judge Beauchamp said the name
and the character of the picture
was immaterial in the decision. The
objection of the censors was also
’

:

Immaterial, he said, “because it is
not claimed that they abused the
discretion lodged in them.”
Core of the. attack .was that the
ordinance of Marshall, a city of
about one-half Negro population,
was invalid. It was dusted off for
first use in a long time. In 1921 it
was adopted to deal with “The
Birth of a Nation,” another film
with racial angles.“The Supreme Court of the
United States may extend the 14th
Amendment to include motion pictures,” Judge Beauchamp wrote,
.

of bathing beauties, ski meets,

;

other such conventional clips.
In limiting the number of news
developments covered, the reels
give a full account of each subject
with surrounding material kept on
file in their Vast libraries. In this
way the significance, of each happening can be pointed up.
Thus, newsreels appear to be
leaning toward the March of Time
treatment, that is, looking into the
big news subject of the day from
all angles. Lighter items still are
carried, such as sports contests and
human interest material- But these
are showing up less frequently,
often being crowded out by the
serious, world-wide news.!
Reel editors long have bepn convinced that the public has become
intensely concerned over international affairs. Korea, the troubled
Middle East,: relations with Russia
and the United Nations consequently have been getting a big

.

:

WB-Macy’s

,

.

.

play.
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banks are wary of .the risks and
headaches involved in filiri loans.
When basic interest rates were
lower and the spread wider, the
film/ loans looked more attractive,
Watkins admitted. He added inerfe

;

now plenty of business available
interest
for banks at 4% and
ratek,' which is absorbing coin that
is

4%%

might have ordinarily gone into
film

Iparis,.

Meantime, the banker disclosed,
he has just completed a deal for
.

loan for TV
to. Lou (Abbott &)
Costello. He’ll make (but not appear in) a series of 13 half-hour
vidpix starring George Raft.
Bankers has agreed to finance;
Watkins said, in order to get experience with telefilrii production.
It wants to see what the problems
and advantages are. If the loans
prove attractive, the bank will undoubtedly go Into others, Watkins

the institution’s
production/ It. Is

first

said.

The bank has previously financed
two feature films, for A&C. They
are “Jack arid the Beanstalk” and
“Capt. Kidd,” both being released
by Warner Bros.
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PICTURES
and new

pix creating new faces
favorites inevitably.

merger
Decca-Universal
-deal," of course, augurs the most
obvious direct move, forward on
Continued from page I
the Hollywood-video front, or such.
although U
tioh in t. A., Par’s 50% in- a new kind of TV
Blumberg has ropeatefliy/L
terest in the David Loew-Carl the short-money opportunities ji&ve Nate

The

‘Monster’ As H’wood

TV

Picture Grosses
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DETROIT

Balto Transit Strike

‘^^Jhtinued
inued
from page
™
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Four

Over; ’Want You’ Lusty

Last

The U‘Decca M^ern ot serwg
have found that a $10,000 pilot
for
super-TV shows to bolster the box- film may be a calculated loss to *ug two typwj)f,fdms, on6Ior,we*
and the
atres
13series,
and
26-week
land
or
a
others.
plus
office,
“Some major is gonna jump the that the rest of them may .mot
of all
betteras
well.
The
fiha
Q
P
“P
'
fence real soon,’* is a common
feeling' “and when it does; then; grade TV prodw^of,tte Jerry
oy
typified
typiwea by
^he^xnea^me^^^
Bogeli
are
Fairbanks-Sid
school
must follow.”
the others
^
dnj n 0 about it aggressivelv bv set- the potent TOA board ® convention
still worrying
Bight now they’re stiU
week^tOprelenting
some
here^ast
here^t-woekt-^j^ntihg
”® P
> themrefe-are
comabout those a 8,000 exhibitor cus- tions
lca -®;S!0O choice
sponsors t,5C,lv
agencies
agencies,
*“*"“*“
sneneet one ti s to contact sponsors,
even suspect
tomefs. (Some pvpn
mif ted
mitte
t h e idea that TV can be
^ to the
ritios
*
the
boxoffice
company is virtually set; to make, A. •”
_
benefit
harnessed to
«
ul
NBC a Production Ambitions
that jump real soon.)
as did stage shows, big orchestras,
It’s no secret by now that NBC traveling units, banko, bingo and
Fact that TOA looks upon itself
a going business ;for years to has its own TV production ambi- auto giveaways in another era.
1
«
come is of great assurance to the tions, if only on the premise of
ereorthodox film production plants, owning some of the things it cre„ .
bitmake
turn,
Joe McConnell, John West Oplumr NailUK ^pllltPP
ates.
but the studios, in
Mahle Sacks have been’ dis- jMHlaiy -.118111155 OCDlieC
ter cracks about Skouras’ recent and Manie
with General Samoff
prognostication that 50% of the cussing this with
Ta
j
HawaIajI
I)9?0t6(l
and. RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom.
lO H6&U IlfOUp
theatres will do el foldo,. citing, and.BCA
*
4i«r.
i.L ^
a
4««#l rt_
ta- mA _
l
n: i_
l—
*‘Maybe they deserve to, judgIts 50 acres^in Burbank permit
*1J II
I
a
oWnT circuit for several TV production stages,
Skouras’
by
ing
.Talent
To Braid
dualing ‘An American in Paris’ a more economic operation as reHollywood, Feb. 5.
and gards crossrcountry telecasts, and
Blue
Veil/
'The
with
Dore Schary appointed Charles
‘Paris’ with *A Place in the Sun.’ ” also permits for vidpix production
Schriee as executive in charge of
(It was for the •‘latter picture that studios.
a new Metro production group de-*
the Screen Directors Guild honEl Capitan, NBC’s TV playhouse JJffy t5?th?develonment^f^imc'
ored George Stevens only this past.; in Hollywood, is a cost& WestMo^ucer? directors,
Proctors aqtors
acto^
actors and
ana
producers,
wotv
a« regards
rPtrj»Td« this
dualliie
auaiing,
tms dualing,
week). As
me
nt for NBC.
m ent
NBC, and the manner in ^.-; tpr e G
omnn
will turn
from
lurn out
uroup
up wil1
wui
our irom
sirnnrnc says
cflvs
he “almost fired Which the big weekend shows trip writers,
Skouras
XPi®”-;*
f°,
u
5°“I
°' ;to
4
everybody?’ in his office. p.A. has ^“Vabh
ffldSS
g an V setJl
budget. Costs tVIU depend
been notorious, for some bizarre from-the^round-u?
^ust^^^^^
irom-the-grouna-up a must.
on the merit aJid scope of each
bf too
ivy*.
A’s*
double-billing
muingo*
oouDie
On the other, side of the ogre production.
Networks
perspective are film showmen like
Producers under. Schnee’s super“closed

big-screen,

circuit”
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chairman, detoured from a San get,” adds Dore Schary, “pictures
Francisco Press Club address to is still a big international business,
meet with Metro’s Dore Schary and and if the TV ’bogey has US scared
express wonderment why “the herb, there isn’t any such animal
bright young and new leaders in overseas, certainly not along the
Hollywood like yourself don’t in- impressive, Commercially sponsored
fluence your older colleagues that television shows as we know them
inevitable that Hollywood in America.”
it
is
join forces with TV.”
“I have $100,000,000 in films in
It is conjectured that the Metro my vaults,” says Harry Cohn, prexy
production chief told Samoff that Q f Columbia Pictures, as his comtime may determine that; that his pany’s answer to what horizons the
company, headed by “another gen- future holds for any backlog
8 of
eraF^—which, is Loew’s 'prexy Nick such quality in relation to TV
Schenck’s affectionate intra-organi- potentials. Sam Goldwyn feels the
zation billing—is unalterably op- same way. He always liked Phoneposed to iurther building up “the vision's potentials or any other subhlG
scri P tlon 0I
TV; ThatV the conA«ini.
fhnf'nfi
J
the census of. all
ice, and that
to the film lioxoff
majors.; Add to this
main objective is to produce box- the feeling by Don Hartman, prdoffice blockbusters or any other duction chief at Paramount,, who
type of fiim which wrii iure them thinks that quality production is
out of the home.
films’ lone answer to video’s inRCA's shadow, over Burbank roads. He points to Special films
e d lt
h?s
en C!‘ Panded by
V a d their special listings in
?"
,S'
K .S from
f!! m the
Jh2 jocai
T dailies
. ?.
re cr s hought
f 20
as evidence that at^
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avmam j in,
could expand
lealty
as in New York there is continuing talk that near- Westchester
may prove to be the next site of a
Scarsdale, for
Television City.
instance, is talked of in the same
light that Pleasantville, N. Y„ because of Reader’s Digest, has been
a company town/’
,

NBC

a.

est

.*

much

,

te* JSLSI5'
City^on Gilmore Island,
Fairfax-Farmer s

^ket

sector,

fl

cu?rentTv convened in

re

Holly-

wood CRS-TV nrexv J

L

Volkenburg-

director

operations

Van

F?^k
services

veep Merle Jones;

pro-

gramming veep Hubbell Robinson,
and Dave Jacobson, TV public

Jr

;

relations supervisor of the network.
late-fall preem of the new stu•
dios is planned.
The Hollywood defeatists, ©f
which the talent agents are the
<<U
that “it
most Vocal, are articulate' flint
production
lliai fijm
lUtll pruuutnuil
inevitable that
is mevuauie
IS
must take the position of producing two lines of films—one for theatres and one for TV, with, two
scales of prices lor talent, much as
a couturier makes exclusives for
Bergdorf’s, with Klein?s or Orselling
the
eventually
bach’s

A

1

'
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4ippies.”

Meantime, a new phenomenon
has come to pass in Gower Gulch,
the traditional Poverty Row which,
in more recent years, galloped into
The
prosperity with mustangers.
oaters’ click on TV has given some
of the Gower St. characters ideas
about new Westerns for TV, along
with whodunits, “private eye” and
other series. Some of the majors,

through affiliates and/Or subsidisuch as Columbia Pictures*
Screen Gems setup, and the like*
have similar ideas.
Gower Gulch has developed into

aries,
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at Hippodrome,
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 507 n oK* “T«vi?itinn»
*
Gv ’5nd $1. 25)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d wk).
a
Smash $22,000. Last Week, $27,000.
‘‘Trir»iP rrnVQ“ rMnrm> Tlnfnvitine
<Rappapdrt) (2,240;
Sfi OOO
La5 week “Pandora DutchFort”
man” (M-Gl^and’ “Sellout” (M-G)
w
V '**<>>• T^sh;%500.
Last week,.
$92W?
2
d
\k)
<
4
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)
? /??5L ««
*1 .Want You” (RKO) (2d wk). 7nf
wn
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w
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$5,200.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—
Osage” (Rep). Opening to-

-‘Fort

morrow (Wed.)

™

®T U •.5.
Denver* Feb.

-

•

4

Malone”

<‘Boots

(Col)

getaway,
Stanley (WB)v

*

25-75)—

<3,280;

“Room For One More” (WB)

(2d

Picking up to okay $7,000
after $10,200 start;.
Tahtm (’DnML*iA«iA«^\ /I CAA. oe nA\
wk).

and “Family

Secret” (Col), day-date with Tabor,
Webber, Nice $8,000. Last week,

‘Port’ Skturdv $12 500
'

“Cimarron Kid” (U) and “Margie”

cir.pimnni]i
SAG PACTS 22 FILM

(1,800; 20-70)—
(20th) (2d

Dawn”

$5,000 indicated after

.$6,600.

'

;

Gob4

wk).

.

'

after week of “You
Tell” (U), at oke $4,200.

_Ne w (Mechanic)
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Ideal outdoor weather, Very unusual, for this time- of year here.,
is clipping biz currently. “Another
Man’s Poison” looms nice at Denham and will hold. Same applies
to “I Want You,” sturdy at OrOD m SmU 4 TfiAtAMuO nUnnar

of Fielding, they are all filmites of
the second generation.
...

(2,900;

Xhe transit Srikehas’ended and
the city .is neerl?back to nbriha?
Dud
liriiw Manx’s hut improvement at downtown film
houses is slow. “I Want You” looms
Pn^^on^fuAf^nd
Hotel sanara
(U A) and ^HotelSaSa”
Poison
neat at the Town. Good contiriu(UA)» $16,000.
inn action is also rendrted- fm*
'70-95)-- “Pnnm For Dnp lUTnrp” atiH
(UD) (1,900; ^95)-+
:
Madison (UP)
^"Weekend With Father” (U) and vadis,” hampered by tram trouble
Nsg on getaway. “Girl in Every
(Lip).Nsg
Returns” (^ip).
‘Pancho Villa Beturns’
Port”
T
Song to Be$7,000. Last week,

Sm

j

ofiil

$8,000.
IYUU1I1 III
<pO,UIJV. ‘Room’
7G in
ID 2d
^ Baltimore,
Baltimore Feb.
Feh 55.

(2d

(Col)

nig $15,000.

Palms (U D)

SSs

Tm

Calling"

Seattle: ^Beild’ 12G, 2d
Seattle Feb 5

‘

(20th), $7,500.

Broadway^ Wolfberg) (1,200 ;40“Girl in Every Port’? looms as
80)—“Too Young To Kiss (M-G). standout here this session, with
COMPANIES SINCE JAN. 1 Fine $12,000. .Last week. West- solid total at Coliseum. “Pandora”
ward Women” (M-G) (4th wk), also looks nice at Music Hall. Still
Hollywood, Feb, 5.
6 009
$6,000.
going great guns is “Bend
“Bend of River”
Labor contracts with 22 motion $
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-80) with smash session in second
nicture nroduction comnanies. in“Another Man’s Poison” (UA). Orpheum week after giant opening
Eluding l^ engaged in producing
stanza.
Model end. Marriage
films for television
have been Nice $13,000. Last week, Hong
-Brokb^ is disappointing at Fifth
Kong” (Par), $10,500,
signed^ £the ^^Scroen Actws GiJud
Denver
(Fox)
(2,525; 40-80) -— Avenue.
since the first of the year.
SII
^Bright Victory?’ .-(U); Ind “Mr
Allegaro
yf<iea film outfits
(SpJffiSc^Son3
B
Pictures, Jimmie Allen Enterprises,
week* 90?-?*S^ You ?n Dreams^^
Esauire °Fair $ l^ OOO
Commodore Productions & Artists* «« sJ}e Y‘ou in Dreams” (WB) arid and “Woman in Dark” (Rep)
DonleVy Development Co., Fantasy “Woman in Dark” (Rep)
big (m.o.). Good $4,500. Last Week,
P
“Man’s Poison” (UA) and “Peek-AFilms, Sam Kemer Productions, $19 000
Boo” (UA) (2d wk), $3,100.
Krasna-Gross-DeWitt, ' Mark VII
soll i rP
(Fox) t742
40 -ao)
8
Productions, Landmark
Produc- “Bright Victory” (U) and “Mr nn? ol.!^euFl (E ^ergree ?.)
Fort (RKO)
tions,
Scripture
Filins,
Visual Peek-a-Boo”- (UA)
also Denver*
Drams, all o£ Hollywood, and okJ^3®00. Last weet^^-Sce You HLd„n Ri?| r,^?,,,¥ E?pr* s
‘J
Times Square Productions- of N. Y. in Dreams” (WB) and “Woman in Mamhe^MCoD
q.r?Pt»
* d Family Seciet
Theatrical film producers are En- Dark” (Rep), $4,500,
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(Indie), burst” (UA), $7,800.
radio
devours recorded music, wood. N. Y. companies are Ted S?^.rtrt/v amP n<^ Glty
Liberty (Hamrick) (1.650; 65-90)
envisions an endless Baldwin, Centaur Productions and^.-$10,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 40-80)— —“For Men Only” (Lip) and “Man
# eiiuloid production line necessary Palisades Production^.
“Strange Door” (U) and “Super- Bait” (Lip). Dull $5,000 or near.
to f eed television’s 108 stations
man and. Mole Men” (Lip). Fair Last week, “Treasure Lost Canyon”
The F r;c concedp< thprp’«! rnnm
$9,000.
Last week, “Flight to (U) and “Hideout” (Indie), $6,000.
for at i e a<:t 1 800 ariditinnnl Seta
Tilac SHiArfc*
wnOllS lied
U$€ Of
UI
Music
Music' Box (Hamrick)
Mars”' (Mono) and “Steel Fist
Mars”
Fist”
(5Q-$1)
(Himrick)' (50-$l)
Jfons^b^Holl^dod
rA
“Hoffmann”
•“Hoffmann”
Hoffmann” (indie)
(Mono),
Mono), same.
(Indie) (3d wk). -. Big
i|
II
nrpii^
after
$5,500
1
getting
gettiDg
dandy
4andy
$7,600
$7,
t0.
to
B.O.
Tabor
(Fox)
40-80)
(Fox> (1,967; 40 80)
Son that utilization of ult?a-high
;
las
fast Session
se.SSI n-*
‘Boots - Malone”t (Col) and“Family
F
... (2,282: ott
r 11
/xr
Short subjects biz
frequency channels may ’permit
bfa in general is .,19° Aii2i65Musie S
Music
Hail
Hall
(Hamrick) (2,282;
better than ever, iccoiaing t.Np^
tainly means tremendous flow of man H. Moray, Warners’ head of “Cimarron Kid” (U) and “Mareie” Country” (M-G).
Stout $12,000.
MarglG
ca?ltied <Ut film) p^jnniing.
Last week, “See You in Dreams”
that department.
At WB, Moray (2 0th) $7 500
-{WB) and[“Womam in Dark” (Rep),
Paradoxically,
some
of
the declared, biz is running 5% ahead
Vogue ’ (Pike) (600; 60-85)
“haves” seem content to envision °f last year which, in turn, was “Marie du Port” (Indie). Poor
-a Y.s/
. nn
65Urpheum ( Hamricky
,599
that future when Hollywood may 10% better than the year before. $1,500. Last week, “River” (UA)
i^
present
revenue
that
denoted
at
have to surrenderto the" hew -monstcr,
but the vigorous new blood, from the sale of shorts was
Malone” (Col) and “Familv $12,000. Last week, huge $16,500.
as well as veterans like Louis B. highest in the history of the com- “Boots
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-70)
^„ (q 0 d also Aladdin Tabor
ge
Mayer, insist “Hollywood eventual- pany.
“Callaway” (M-G) and “Blue
Fine $4 OOO Last week ^cimaiTon
In addition to the generally Kid » *
must be greater than ever.”
an d “Margie” (20th) Yon der” (Rep) (2d runs). Fair
( U}
Some, of course, have vidpix in greater interest of exhibs toward $3 500 ,
’
$3,700.
Last week, “Elopement”
4Ua'u>
/f lillXA
liffnlYAH
a A titniiAM
n 4 #at% am 4 n
in44t«< V*«4
41* a
wl«4'
I /.Oifll'll 1
am«1'
a XT
a < « m w (Pa
irc^
(20th) and
the* future.
Kiss’*
Mayer, 1however*
at shorts, Moray attributed the bright
To V
“Too
YoUng
(M-G) (2d runs), $3,200.
the Screen Directors Guild’s first sales picture to the use of b.o.
#
Paramount
(Evergreen) (3.049;
dinner-dance, publicly declared he names and exploitation methods Spanish Version Dlie
r '65-90)—“Never Forget You” (20th)
V similar
will “fairlp
mif in
in a
fi
mrttrip cfilHin
cimilon to
f/i ihntfo
“fade out.
will
studio,”
movie
those accorded fanfiiM
feature
Lead” (RKO). Poor
Precede
‘Fatima’ andnnn“Hot
the
of pix.
“‘V first public pronouncement W*.
piA.
For CAdllipic,
example, UC
cited that
^.-rhe v-ltcu
uiau
T at! uraalr “Vlamimf
his intentions to continue active Warners had made
Warners’ “The Miracle of Our pr ; (Pa ^ pnH “PnrniP^^f niarv”
Technicolor
picture production.
shorts featuring such names as Lady of Fatima,” now before the (Col) terrible $4 arm
*•Hand in hand withi this is the Gary Cooper, Dennis Morgan, cameras, likely will be preceded.
growing conviction that Hollywood Eriroi Florin, Edgar Bergen, Dane into distribution by “La Senorai
inevitably will be the capital of Clark and Janis Paige.
*11 I
tie Fatima,” a Spanish iriiport. Pictelevision as with radio but this is
.
ture was produced in Madrid by
(Continued from page 9
contradicted even by the diehard
Cesared Gonzalez and will be “Too Young To Kiss” (M-G).
.
_
B
Coast defenders and swimming: DOllg Fairbanks Plans
dubbed, for the American market $10,500;
pool-lovers that “there’s something
y Caflo s Montalban, impresario
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—
^
n
:is>MliA ‘PIaa#!
xmuuu, lHiuiucr of the Puerto Rico Theatre, Bronx, “Browning Version” (U) (2d ,wk).
about New York that reflects itself
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
in better. TV shows.” Jack Benny,
N. Y., and former chief of Metro’s Holding up nicely at $3,000. Last
Dougfair Corp., headed by Doug- Spanish synchronization division.
Eddie Cantor and Jimmy Durante
week, $3,200.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50 - 85 )—
give -audible lip service to ’ this las Fairbanks, Jr., will produce a
Both films, it’s understood, deal
despite their inclinations to favor four-episode picture, “Blood arid with the same subject. Although “This Woman Is Dangerous” <WB>«
New
Joan Crawford pic is ^ot gothe creature comforts of West thunder,” teeing off_ with “The Montalban hopes to have dubbing
Sleeping Buddha,” a pirate yarn, on the Spanish “Fatima” completed X^nn1
Coast residence.
*
In line with TV and Hollywood, to be filmed in Ceylon while, the within a month, a release Arrange- pS?* /piJoi
tonrin
r
there is the awareness that much company is making another pic- merit for the U/ S. is yet to be
50-85)—
war»S^
^SfiOO*
set. Warner version stars Gilbert
as recordings repeatedly create ture, “Elephant Walk.”
“Room for One More”’ (WB) (2d
Fairbanks will star in the “Bud- Roland. Bryan Foy is producing w k).' Holding up great at around
quick overnight favorites; both In
songs and song interpreters, so do dha” episode and is negotiating and John Brahm directing. Eric $10^000, best second-week showall the talent as well as the pro- with Joseph Cotten to star in one Wolfgang Korngold was inked last ing’a picture ever made here. Last
duction components envision vid- of the other sequences.
Week to do the musical score.
week, $12,000.
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THE ONLY THING
HAVEN’T GOT
n
IS A MOOSE HEAD!
''Want

jto

borrow a couple of trophies, loving

cups, medals?”

"I’ve got a million of ’em!”

"Awards for top

top producers— pardon
as usual, very M-G-M!”

pictures, top stars,

but the year-end surveys

are,

me

for pointing

"I’m not resting on niy film -can, either.”

"Wanna make a
"These

M-G-M pictures, every one of them,will be box-office toppers

!

Naturally

And these: ‘BELLE C>F NEW YORK’, RINGIN’ IN THE
RAIN’, SKIRTS AHOY!’, ’LOVELY TO LOOK AT’, ’SCARAMOUCHE’,
TVANHOE’, ’THE MERRY WIDOW’, ’BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE’ (all the
foregoing Technicolor); ’THE WILD NORTH’ (new Ansco color) and
’CARBINE WILLIAMS’ ”

'QUO VADIS’

!'

bet about next year’s high-spots?”

!

*

;

"Here’s a bit of advice about your Easter booking.”

been singing the praises of ’SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN’, but you should
have heard that Preview audience in California last week. They tore down the

"I’ve

,

house. This

is

holidays ! Let

P. S.

the best musical the public ever saw, bar none. Perfect for the

me

say

Happy

Keep M-G-Minded,,

Easter right now.”

It’s

good

for you!
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Film Reviews
Continued! from pare f

Stronghold
points
native

popular

follows

The

up the dramatics.

all-

emerges as

and

lines

filria

first-class fare.

Patricia Medina as the beautiful
supporting cast, although,
acts the pari,
characteriza- princess looks and
providing colorful
and interest rests primarily in her.
tions, have accents which rre often
Sand
is Aladdin, no great
John
indistinguishable.
shakes as an actor but manages to
Miss Lake does the best she Can.
swing through okay if- you aren’t
de Cordova does well as the dash- looking for shaded acting. John
ing and heroic revolutionary lead- Qehner, as the prince who woos the
er but Scott has little opportunity. princess, but primarily is
interested
Production has a suitable mount- in her throne, is properly dastarding, while the low-key lighting by
ly; Charles Horvath Scores as the
setting
Stanley Cortez and musical
genie of the lamp, and Richard
by Antonio Diaz Conde are ade- Erdman is in for comedy, as AladWalt.
quate.
din’s pal. Billy; House has a few
’

..

The

good moments as a slave-dealer.
Wanger gave film the type of
values Which pay off in a ’produc-

Steel .Fist

Es c ape - from - Communism

tion of this sort. Lew Landers’ direction packs a punch in the proper

modest boxoffice for

meller;

dual combos,

Warrenton

(SOUTH AFRICAN)
Arthur Mayer -Edward KiqcsleyTelOMC
of

Janies; Brawn; camera,
Pennlngton-Richards; editor, Gerald Ehrlich;.
music;. Ralph Trewhela; Matome

original

.

.

Student;

1st

.

.

i

I

>

.

"Tommy"

Ramokgopa,
Previewed in.
'52, Running time; 43 MINS.
...Tommy Ramokgopa
7,111
Dolly Ratnebe
Mrs. Sakabona . . . . . ..... .Harriet Qubeka
Lucas RankU,. ........ David Mnkwanazi
v
John..
Victor Cwat
. ...
Mr. Shabalala. ........ . GrinseU Nogauza
Issac Wela. ... . . ... .......
Lucas Khosa
Mrs. Weis..
Linda Madlkisa
N. Y., Jan. 29,

Thief:;.

...Fred Krone

•'.•‘f

story;

•

.

.

.-

. .

. .

.

suspense occasion-

ally but generally runs according

to formula of "escape through the
underground" items. It’s grooved
for double, bills.
Story hews to a familiar line.
young student (Roddy JilcDowall)
suddenly finds he has to flee from
Red police after starting a riot to
protest the hew labor decrees.
Green youth is led by the underground to a border town Where a
brave girl (Kristine Miller) and her

Lamp

(COLOR)
Arabian Nights fantasy headed for satisfactory grosses.

Hollywood, Feb. 1
of Walter Wanger
.

release

(Ben

Schwalb,

associate),

Stars Patricia Medina, Jbhn Sands. Di
rected by Lew Landers. Screenplay, Howud Dimsdale. Millard Kaufman; camera
Gilbert Warrenton; editor,
?Cineoolor),
Jack Ogllvie; music. Marlin. Skiles. Previewed Jan. 31, '52. Running time, 47

MINS.
Jasmine.
Aladdin;
Mirza

Bokra
Kafan

,

,

. .

.

.

.

.

.

Patricia Medina
...John, Sands

lchard Erdman
...John Dehner

.

.

.

.

...Billy

.

Mzamo

.Jonathan

.

..

.Willard Cele

marquee value volveJ

the limitations of an art house re- ing her into the woods. After developing the sex angle heavylease.
The production is notable for handedly, Ultimately the story gets
three "firsts,” It is the first inde- back on the track with the priest
pendent venture of Maurice Cowan acting as arbiter to bring content(one-time Variety mugg); Richard- ment to. the two sisters. But not
son’s first attempt at direction; ana until a knife duel straightens out
the first picture under the Sir the trifling hubby.
It is unfortunate that Anna ProAlexander Korda banner to be
produced under the new speed-up clamer, star -Of the film, phototechnique of three weeks shooting graphs so unevenly. At times it is
schedale after extensive.rehearsals. difficult to tell whether she is the
Anatole de Gwinwald’s script sister heroine or just another
closely follows the original .stage femme. She often shows up atversion with a minimum of ex- tractively but at other times looks
teriors arid barely a suggestion of like just another, villager. T h i s
action. The yarn relies entirely on does not detract fropi a sock persuspense for Its entertainment formance, however. Maria Denis
qualities. The principal character, suffices as her sister who weds the
a bank clerk, loses a day in his life, girl-chasiiig Rossano Brazzi, but
and during the time he was an has too little to dp. Latter makes
amnesia victim, the funds of his a subtle villain. Roldano Lupi is
sports club are stolen and the excellent as the good-hearted lover
steward is iriurdered. When the who delays his marriage to Miss
police starts its inquiries, he gives Proclamer; too long. Gino Cervi
a false alibi, but that is soon ex- makes a superb priest although at
ploded and he is convinced of his times he gets lost in the story
own crime until his innocence is wanderings.
Director Amato is listed as doing
eventually proved.
The role of the tortured bank the screenplay with R. Castellani;
^clerk is an excellent one for an hence, he appears to have ho out
actor of Richardson’s calibre. In for the way proceedings become
the restrained key for which he is contused. Camera work of Aldo
renowned, he plays the part with Toriti is filled- with too many faulty
Margaret outdoor shots.
refreshing conviction.
Weal*.
Leighton, deglamoi’ized with ‘illfitting spectacles, plays his wife
Is lied
quite adequately, but this is very
(ITALIAN)
much a subsidiary role. Jack. Haweffectively
kins
portrays
the
Sub-standard production.:
understanding doctor while Campbell Singer is much at home a$ the
inspector, the role, he also played J Rcatart release: Stars Marina' Bertl.
Jacques Sernas, Mischa Auer,. Jr;; feaOn. the stage. Michael Shepley con- tures- Anna Marla Ferrero. Liliana Pellinl;
tributes an amusing cameo as an Lauro Gazzolo. Directed by Claudio Gora.
over-suspicious social club presi- Screenplay, Gora, Lamherto SantiUi; Leo^oldo Trieste, Cesare Zavattini; camera,
dent. Frederick Piper arid Meriel
aclav Vic; original music, Valentino
Forbes, also repeating their stage Bucchl; musical director, 'Willy Ferrero.
parts, round off the production Previewed in N. Y., Jan* 30, '52. Running
time. 93 MINS*
neat performances.
.

.

.

with

The yarn

revolves around the theft of q 40pound donation to the local Church
made by an old man who wants
his life’s savings to be used in a.
worthy cause.
Detected in the act of lifting the
money arid pursued by a mob of
townspeople, the thief buries the
loot in the garden of a poor Widow
with four hungry children. She exchanges the 40-pounds for a credit
note with a tight-fisted grocer Who
becomes the. n e x t victim of the
same thief. Once again pursued,
the thief throws the money away
again and it’s found this time by
a young man who uses the coin to:
marry his sweetheart whose father
is heavily in debt "to the town’s
usurer. The money is again stolen
from the usurer and finally winds
up to its original point when the
parish priest finds the money in
the church where it was again disposed of by the pursued thief.
The thesping is remarkably accurate, considering the amateur
background of the cast. In a cou
pie of musical, sequences, a large
segment of the townspeople participated in the film with an exhibition of jive singing and hoofing,
carried off by elders and kids
alike with professional unconcern
for the cameras. An arresting recurrent musical tbome is played
on a penny whistle by Willard Cele,
who appears briefly in the pic.
‘

His wife
David as young man.
His wife
Ifor

.

... . ... .

.

...

..

. .

Mrs.

Griffiths

Ienan Davies
...Gwenyth Petty
......... .John. Davies
.

.

is

Herm.

elamer, Gina Cervi, Roldano Lupi. Directed by Giuseppe Amato. Screenplay, R.
Gastellani, G. Amato, based on L. Capuana's stageplay; camera, Aldo Tonti. At
Cinema Verdi, N. Y„ starting Feb. 1; ’52.
Running time, 7t MINS.
Cola...........,.,..,..;... .Rossano Brazzi
Nedda. ............. . . .; : .Marla Denis
Jana.
...... .... , , « ... . . ... ^(hha
Proclamer
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

. . .

.

.

-

.

. . ; .
*

Scnpters

Howard Dimsdale and

.

.

.

>

;

. .

Sergeant Evans.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gerald Cash

....Diana Beaumont
Millard Kaufman have made the EUen. ..... »....:
Story of Aladdin somewhat at Variance from the original, but the
When "Home at Seven” was first
Arabian Nights spirit is there arid produced on the Loridon stage
nearly two years ago, it proved to
that’s what counts.
Aladdin is changed to a young be one of the major successes of
>ick-pocket in Bagdad who falls in the legit, season. Its transference
Iove .with the daughter of the to the screen, with obvious traces
Caliph; originally he was the lowly of its origin, and Ralph Richardson
tailor’s apprentice. With this prem- repeating his starring role, should
ise, a standard plot is developed, give it a substantially wider* public.
but manner in which it’s treated Pic has a strong chance of local
•

.

.

casting no aid either.
Theme is of a village priest who
successfully stamps out witchcraft
.

mysticism and voodooism among
the natives. Story points up the
success the priest and the church
have in curing a girl suffering

from malaria. But instead of
lowing through with o t h pr

fol-

instances of religious faith or contrasting vividly the work of the

church with the quack fortunethe producers drag in an in-

teller,

.

.... .
Acosta.
JuanitoDomingo Soler
With Rita Montaher, Pedro Vargas -.and
Perez-Prado orchestra.
.

;

in the .characterization of the heroine arid the 'villain Will work
against its chances in the .17. S.
even in arty spots despite good
technical assets and headliners in
pulsating dancer Ninon Sevilla and
in Its singing stars. Film, however,,
is a promising prospect^ for the
Spanish language houses in Amer-

and "disease:”

women and

.

.

ica.

Tito Junco
zoot-suited

makes

villain,

a grotesque;

who preys on

beats or shoots others
If the film were handled, with indiscriminately.
He refuses to
any degree of competence, it prob- Tecognize his own child bom out of
ably would be regarded as objec- wedlock. When the child's mother
tionable on moral grounds by some abandons it, nightclub dancer .NiAs it Is, it hardly mat- non Sevilla comes to the rescue.
viewers.
Gene.
ters at all.
She stands in with maternal affection, even stooping to prostitution
to keep the infant in zwieback.
of
After being cast out of her cafe
(Millionaires. D’un Jour)
job, she shoots Junco, with a re(FRENCH)
sulting overdone prison interlude.
Sandwiched, in between the
Entertaining comedy with exscenes of gunplay, heatings, etc.;
cellent cast. Good bet for art
are song and dance numbers; most
house circuit.
of which,, though formally staged,
fit in with the. night club setting of
Discina International Films release of.
Pathe-Clnema (Andre Hunebelle) produc- the tale. Some of them, however,
tion. Stars Gaby Morlay, Pierre Larquey; ape some of ^the weaker features
features Jean Brochard, Yves Deniaud. of American musicals. The highMax Revol and GabrieUo.. Directed by
Andre Hunebelle. Adopted by Jean Ha- light is swivel-hipped Miss Sevilla
lain, from story by Alex Joffe; camera, dancing
mambos and a samba.
Marcel Grlgnon; music, Jean Marlon. At Film- is generally well-paced. The
Art Theatre, N, Y., Feb. 1, '52. Running
photography of Gabriel Figueroa,
time, 82 MINS,
Helene Berger
Gaby Morlay With its richly contrasting lights
Pierre Berger.. ,,.
Jean Brochard and dark hues, lends color to the
The Judge...
......Jacques Baumer action shots.
Watt.
The Tramp......
.....Yves Deniaud
The SaUor,
;..... ....... .Max Revol
Pere Jules.
ierre Larquey
The Mayor
.GabrieUo
The Journalist
Bernard Lajarrige Court Hearing Again
The Publisher ............ .Leon Belllerea

A

Money

Simple Case

On

Louise

.Jeanne

(In French; English Titles)

money

that,

Ownership

Question as to who owns- the
rights to "Ecstasy,” the 20-year-old

Czech-made Hedy Lamarr

starrer;

doesn’t always bring hap- will again

piness, is entertainingly presented
In .the Discina French-language

import, "A Simple Case of Money.”
Although the film doesri’t rank
with the top French comedies that
diave reached these shores, it

makes for pleasant divertissement
is
good b o. bet for art
houses.
Pic is actually made .up of three
short yarns threaded together by
courtroom scenes and flashbacks
A young newspaperman inadvertently -causes the publication of the
wrong wirining number in a national lottery arid thereby affects
the lives, of several readers of his
newspaper. His publisher brings
him to court and the victims ol
the error are called upon as witnesses.
They Jriclude a njm-loving tramp,
philosphical barge

arid

‘Ecstasy’

Fusler-Gir

The time-worn observation

.

.

Jeamile Films

taly’s postwar shambles, the film
makes an effort at dishing out
plenty of sex stuff. But the. story
is incoherent and the staging so
inept that it’s rarely clear who
among the screen characters is up
6 what.
Film is localed on What’s identified on a signpost as an "infected
area.” Also, there are. some references in the dialog, conveyed by
superimposed titles, to "infection”

;

. . .

.

Quartier InterdU
......

’

.

.

Jean Halain adapted
the Alex Joffe .scenario. English
visual titles are provided.

.

(BRITISH)

•

are also first-rate;

Good lensing is provided by Marcel Qrignon.

.

Malta

.

Bernard La-

.

entertainment of the
type which will attract family and
juve trade particularly is embodied
London, Jan. 30.
in this loosely-adapted version of
Nino
Rolando Lupi
;
British Lion release of London Films- Don Alfohso.
Gino Cervi;
Aladdin arid his wondrous; lamp. Maurice
Cowan producUon, Stars Ralph The Witch
Balestrieri
Walter Wanger makes his bow as Richardson, Margaret Leighton, Jack The Bishop .... .... .Virginia
.Nando. Tamberlani
Directed by Ralph Richardson. Lucia
.. .. .Adriana De Roberto
a Monogram producer with this Hawkins.
Screenplay, Anatolb de Grunwald (from TneJ, Servant
. .........
Giovanna Sootto
Arabian Nights fantasy, and he. R. C. Sherriff’s hovel); camera. Jack Hildproves that the age-old iOOl Tales yard, Edward Scalfe: editor, Bert Bates;
(In Italian; English Titles)
still provides: slick material pic- music, Malcolm Arnold. At London. Pavilion, London, Jan. 29, '52. Running time,
ture-wise..
"Malia” has a strange romance,
65 MINS.
Cihecolor is utilized to particu- David Preston ......... .Ralph Richardson pageantry arid t y pic a 1 Country
.Margaret Leighton scenes of old Sicily but it has a
larly good effect to backdrop the Janet Preston
Sparling
Jack Hawkins
action, set in Bagdad in the day of Dr.
time
being
convincing.
Inspector Hemingway ... Campbell Singer tough
the Caliphs, and there’s enough Major. Watson.
.Michael Shepley Its main fault seems to be conMrs.
Watson
....
.Margaret
Withers fused
motion, and florid performances to
direction, with, a
looseMr. Petherbridge
Frederick
Piper
keep, audiences generally diverted, Peggy Dobson .............. Meriel Forbes jointed script and some strange
Escapist

lisher,'

.

(ITALIAN)

Richardson, Margaret
Leighton in film version of
play. Has popular appeal.

arid;

"The Sky Is Red” was unveiled
by its U. S._ sponsors at an elaborate cocktail-serving and screenHeralded locaHy as a film .of
ing at N. Y/s Hotel WaldorfMexican realisrii, this has taxi
Astoria, leading the several hundancers,
prostitutes, night clubs
dred guests to expect something
and violence, But it all adds up to
special, But Italo import proved a
an uneven effort, half musical, half
dud.
It’s
a blundering production, tearjerker and all very flamboyfocusing on tWo young couples in arit. The excesses of the story and/'

With an unwaveringly convincing
performance. Other cast members
are equally persuasive in contributing to this canvas of Welsh life;
Some of the dialog is in Welsh dialect, adding to the authenticity
without impeding the intelligibil-

Lupa Film, release' of ..Titanus Film. rO'
duction. Stars Rossano Brazzi, Anna Pro

Ralph

seeking mayor,

. .

framed around the career

Herm.

Revol

.

of a caretaker of a Welsh school
and projects his tribulations and
triumphs via -flashback narration.
The story, traces the caretaker’s
Jbiog from his youth in the coal
mines and his. subsequent injury,
through the. death of his only son
to the final recognition of His good
works at a school Ceremony.
D, R. Griffiths, a real-life caretaker, plays the central character

ity of the production.

Max

jarrlge is acceptable as the young
newsman. Jacques Baumer, as the
judge, and Leon Bellieres, the pub-

.

.

cerity,

Film

Yves Deniaud and

score as the tramp and the barge
captain. Gaby Morlay instills poignancy into the role of the troubled
wife, and Jean Brochard is believe
able as her irritating husband. Gabriello Is striking as the publicity-

.

.

Homo at Seven

.

rabella

.

.

. . .

nicipal officials.

..

"David” is a slow-moving but impressive Welsh documentary made
for the. recently Concluded Festival
of Britain. Pic actually is a quasidocumentary since most of the
yarn is recreated by professional
actors. However, despite some artificiality ^ in the story-telling and
some too-Cvident artiness in the
production technique, this short
film registers with a moving sin-

House

...Ned Young
..Noreen Nash
Captain of Guard.
Rick Vallin
Genie ........
....... Charles Horvath
Dancing Slave Girl. .............. Sujata

reconciled and rediscover their
lost happiness, and the centenarian
succeeds in bringing about the
marriage of a young couple.
The vibrant, typical French style
of acting and the direction of Andre HunebellC' provide good comedy situations.
Only fault is a
tendency on occasions to belabor a
successful laugh-getter by drawnout Tepitition.
Longest arid best
of the three yarns is -one concerning the centenarian, excellently
portrayed by Pierre Larquey. His
defiance of the mayor’s attempt to
use him as living testimonial of
the excellence of the mineral water
in the small French town, arid his
disregard of pompous ceremonies,
serve as hilarious satirical commentaries on the stuffiness of mu-

(Hell’s Kitchen)
Paris, Jan. 22,
relMM of Calderon ProAuction. Stars Ninon Sevills.. Directed by
Gezle
...
.ikarlnb Rerti Emilio Fernandez. Camera; Gabriel Figu*
Tullio
. . . . ... . .
.Jacques Sernas eroa; music, Perez-Prado. At Gaumont
Daniel..'!..
.Misclia Auer,' Jr; Theatre, Par
Running tinie, *1 MINS,
Giulia ....... . . ... . . .Anna Marla Ferrero
.. .. . ,
. . ..... .... • , .Ninon
Nora ....... ... . . ... . . . . .Liliana' Pellini rflitin
Don Rodolfo
Shoemaker'. .......... ; . .Lauro Gazzolo Don Santiago . . . . . . .......... /.Tito Junco
......
.Rodolfo

.

Passion Flower..;

depriving the witnesses of a fortune, actually brings them happiness.
The tramp and the barge
qpptain accept their losses .philosophically, the estranged pair are

the Sky

David

Hassan.

Maid-ln-Waitlng

. .

star’s

Richardson, has directed the
piece with a straightforward competence; catnera work is up to
standard and the settings are
Myro.
offbeat entry with a simple folk simple, yet adequate.
flavor permeating the script, performances and production tech-t,
nique.
(DOCUMENTARY) *
Pic is a fantasy set in a Negro
Arthur Mayer-Edward Kingaley release
Village, Alexandra, on the out- of World Wide Picture production. Writskirts of Johannesburg, the docu
ten and directed by Paul Dickson. 'Music,
mentary realism of the locale lend Grace Williams. Previewed in N. Y;, Jan.
'52. Running time, 40 MINS.
ing necessary credibility to the im- 23.
Dafydd Rhys. ............. .D. R. Griffiths
probable proceedings.

Bril.

Monogram

. .

by a non-professional
cast of South African Negroes,
"The Magic Garden” has enough
charm arid naive spontaneity to
become an excellent .bet for the
art house circuit. It'S a refreshing

Pic uses some routine devices to
work up suspense, but the issue is
hardly ever in doubt. There is some
action, mostly in the form Of a few
MeDowall does
fisticuff battles;
okay with the hunted-man role,
and Miss Miller registers sweetly
as the femme interest. Lauter han
dies the calm underground worker
competently, and Brooks is capable
Other
as the Red army officer.
casters are in the usual meller
mold. Lensing and editing are ade-

'

.

...... ....

Played

.

production

—

Penriywhlstle Player

ceeds in crossing the border, with
the expectation that she will soon
join him.

I

—

,

;

.

.

.

into a tight fix,' trying to
his dash without their aid.
Finally, with girl’s help, he suc-

Aladdin and His

.

.

.

Priest

brother (Harry Lauter) hide him
until he can make a getaway.
Meanwhile, he falls in love with
the gal, Who has been showing an
interest in the Red major (Rand
Brooks) to pry info on deployment
of the border patrol. Youth gets

quate.

.

;

.

A

them
make

•

.

.

Low-budget manhunt film, set
"somewhere behind the Iron Curtain, ’’generates

production. Directed by
Screenplay, Ferdinand
C. Penning tonrRichards;

Filin

Webb, Jlwansoni’

.

.

Swan

Donald Swanson.

.

.

Whit.

is artistic..

The Magic Garden

.

.

music

Skiles’

score adds to the mood intended.
Color, camera work, by Gilbert

.

.

and Marli

places*

Monogram release of Wm. F. Broldy
(Wesley Barry) production. Stars /Roddy
MeDowall; features Kristine MiUer. Harry
Lauter, Rand Brooks. Directed, by Wesley
Barry. Screenplay', G. K. Kivarl (from
original by Phyllis Parker); camera, William Sickner; editor Ace Herman; music,
Edward: J. Kay. At New York, N. YV, week
©1 Jan. 29, '52. Running time, 73 MINg.
.Roddy- McDowaU
Erik
Marline. . ... ...... . . .... .Kristine .MiUer
Lauter
. . . : . .Harry
Franz
Brooks
Capt. Giorg
. . .. ...... ... .Rand
Prof. Kardin ... . . . . . , . ; . . .Byron Foulger
Mrs. Krechow. ............. Kate -Lawson
.... . . . . , . . . . .Murray Alper
Nicholas
1st Lieutenant ....... ... . . . . .Bob Peoples
.
Perkins
. .
i «•
« «
. •
. i v . Jail
«
. «ii
1st Organizer
. .

1952

fi,

romance

and have the] the oldest living man In France
success.
^e ^sUmony it is' eventually
and the author’s reputation should newly-married groom falling, in
give it an American appeal beyond love with his wire’s sister (md lur- established, that the error, while

The

.

come before the courts
next week. For at that time the
U. S. Circuit Court; of Appeals in
New York is scheduled to hear an
appeal by the film’s producer,
Gustav .Machaty, from a lower
court decision which handed ownership of the picture to Astra
.

Films.

Federal Judge: Charles

Dewey

after a brief trial last sprang disallowed Machaty’s contention that

Astra released "Ecstasy” illegally.
He held that the film-riiaker was
guilty of a delay in asserting a
claim to the picture. Case record
now comes to more than 1,200
pages plus various exhibits.
Meantime^ Machaty’s attorney.
Henrjr Pearlman, has .warned various TV stations and nets that the,
riiiddle-aged
captain,, a
couple film is involved in litigation. Astra
whose marriage is on the. rocks, recently sold 'TV rights to the pic
and a centenarian who at 107 is to
indie distribution outfit.
,

*

'
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Balaban Lists Par ‘Isis'
Continued from page $

Washington, Feb.

—

—

former Chi
nressed bard with questions iLos Angeles, and its u
”
**
1
but'"""''
cago outlet,. WBKB) through
lean
on par's film sales practices,
policies. years, that it has invested in color
these
defended
Balaban
pooling TV and subscription TV. He said
“I see nothing wrong in
practices,” he said, "even it the he believed that subscription- TV
courts held otherwise.^ Balaban is the next big thing to be develadded that not one in 100 exhibi- oped in the TV .field. Some programs jtist can’t be given free to
tors prefers the present system of
buying film product over that home viewers, he declared,
Balaban will give further testiwhich existed prior to the consent
.

mony under

decree,

Ford

elicited. from

Balaban dur-

ing the questioning that 25 years
Katz circuit,
ago the Balaban
in which the Par prexy was partobtained a
had
nered at the time*
25% interest in some outlying
theatres in the Chi area by furthem with film and
nishing
without making a straight money
investment.
Grew ‘Like Topsy’

&

Balaban told the
that

practices

FCC

for

yesterday

which

major

producers were convicted
films
of antitrust violation just grew

Topsy” as the motion picture
industry developed. “We thought
these practices were legal,” he said,
•<but once we knew what the law
was, we decided to put our house
‘‘like

—

velopment of the

Lawrence

color tube.

nix any discussion on the subject
unless all theatre associations were
adding that formulation of any conciliation program would require
the participation of all trade groups
if it’s, to meet with success.
Factor which could militate
against TOA’s new approach is the
distribs’ policy of refraining to take
the. initiative in cooking lip an ar-

Continued from page 5
tures,

assurance that there would be an
appreciable increase during 1952.
Dore Schary, Darryl ZarTuck and
other producers explained that
economic conditions caused by inflation regulate the number of
films a studio is able to turn out.
They declared that the various talents going into a picture now are
stretched to the limit.
Si Fabian, speaking of theatreTV, predicted a theatre hookup
with Closed channels, or the use

some form

of

of

common

carrier,

such as telephone lines, that will.]
bring supplementary TV shows into
film houses throughout the nation.

He

envisioned theatres iii a city
linked by six ultra-high frequency
channels for handling either films
action.
or supplementary television proOut of 54 suits filed against £ar, grams to bolster entertainment
he declared, Par won 40 and lost values now offered in film houses.
14. The suits are generally settled Industry favors seeking separate
for 2%. or 3% of damage claimed, channels from the FCC, financing
he added.
the research and coming hearings
Questioned on policy with re- through payments of $25 from thespect to television, Balaban said atres seating more than 1,000 and
Par will produce films for TV $15 from houses with fewer seats.
when TV can pay for films;” he
Gael Sullivan, TOA executive disaid that for Par to make its pic- rector, characterized the mid-wintures available to" TV at rates the 1 ter meeting as the most successful
.

Some

Available to

However, Balaban

said,

made some

TV
Par has

films available to TV,
including the Zahe Grey series and
several shorts, and has allocated
space and negotiated for a separate
plant to make product for TV.

Balaban said he saw no conflict
ween pix and TV. He pointed
out that Par has been
spending
Over $1,000,000 a year on TV
re-

^

search, that

it

to.

date,

WB Pub-Ad
5=

Continued from page 5
Is said to have re-

command he

it

bid

feasibility of
installed

and

Also, there’s already Some suspicion that the new FCC move

might have been

U’s 1951 Earnings By

Likelihood of a probe into trade
practices which led to divorcement
of theatres from the film outfits
already has some film toppers in
N; Y. doing a burn. There’s been
no decision on what steps will, be
taken to counter the move.

175G Via Tax Switch

Universal’s revised report on
tri- 1951 earnings, which amounted to
$2,267,784, represented an increase
of $175,000 over the company's
own estimate announced* last Jan.
12.
Final figures were contained
in U’s annual report sent to stockholders last week.

.

eastern exhibs
the Theatre

who

partici-

Owners

of
America board meeting on the
Coast returned to their bailiwicks
this

The

lists

Film execs pointed but that the
entir? industry is the petitioner
and the past business behavior of
individual companies could hardly
a factor*
’

FCC Busy on

Freeze
Washington, Feb.

taxes at $3,125,000.

was equal

year’s profit

$2.10 per common share
960,498 shares outstanding;

In the
preceding year net earnings were

of
provision
after
$1,355,886,
$950,000 for taxes, equal to $1.14
share.

week with some new thoughts per

on

Charles P. Skouras’
prognostication that 50%

dismal
of the

film theatres will be conked out of
existence by television.

The broadening

of issues also
in
interpreted
industry
indicating that the
as
Commission Is concerned with possible conflict between theatre TV
and network operations. With the.
proposed merger of United Paramount Theatres and ABC now the
subject of hearings before the
agency, it appeared that the eligibility of a theatre-network combine
for use of theatre TV frequencies
would become a policy question.

U’s domestic film rentals reached
an all-time high of $42,107,349 in
1951.

.

This compared with

was

sources

$36,-

’50.
Foreign., rentals
in
brought $23,065,231 in ’51, up from
Amortization
$18,776,035 in '50.
of film costs, royalties and other
full reason why Skouras should be costs were carried at $37,818,774
alarmed. But they feel that the in ’51, up from $33,415,434 in ’50'.
difficult situation is peculiar to Company’s selling, general and adthat area because of. market condi- ministration expenses, foreign, and
domestic combined, climbed from
tions, in addition to TV.
’50 to $21,061,550 in
Total of 65 drive-in theatres are $18,365,894 in

815,050

The National Theatres prexy’s
L, A. territory is in serious trouble, the easterners noted. There’s

in operation in L. A. County alone,
east coast circuit ops learned. They
this was .an obvious
case of overcrowding, growing out
of the desire of some theatre ops
to reside on the'. Coast, or simply
an over-estimate of the audience
potential.

The Commission

’51.

available to users. An amendto this subject will include
“conditions designed to maintain
competition within a theatre television service, and as between a
theatre television service and com-

made
ment

.

petitive services.”

In moving up the deadline for
filing appearances, the Commission
accepted a number Of late notices
by parties planning to testify at the
proceedings. Among these are the
Authors League of America, the
Fair Television Practices Committee, Theatre Network Television,
Inc., Radio and TV Directors Guild,
United Service Artist Local Union
829 (AFL), IATSE and AFRA.
In addition to giving word
testimony, various companies, are
planning to demonstrate the newest equipment for theatre TV use.
Among these are Skiatron, which
will be represented by Arthur Levey, president; Prof. Wayne B,
Nottingham, physicist of Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
Prof. Brian- O’Brien, optics expert
of Rochester University; and tw
.

Hughes

a=

.

'

Spencer Tracy,
Bogart,
Frgdric March, -Gary Grant, LauDana Andrews
Olivier
and
rence
were mentioned for the job.

phrey

engineers.

Murray, Roach Team

.

.

also broadened

an issue with respect to conditions
under which frequencies would be

U’s total and current and working assets amounted tp $34,048,837,
against .total current liabilities of
$6,861,826, for a ratio of 5-1. Ratio
was 4V&-1 at the end of 1950.
U’s inventories included $8,308,572 in productions in progress and
charges
to future pix, $5,345,824 in
Trade practice conditions were
at
found far from conducive to good’ unreleased completed product
cost, and $8,468,476 in films rebusiness. Double billing of major
leased, at cost less amortization.
productions, scrambled availabilities and clearances, and preeming
of pix away from the downtown
spots^all were said to be departures
Victory
from "sound practices.
Continued from iukc 7
Skouras himself, at the TOA conclave, took sharp exception to critiblock of ownership in both types
cism of his prediction.
Morton Of companies endangers the indeThalheimer, Richmond, Va., Chain
pendence of each.” The court found
op, and Alfred Starr, N. Y. exhib,
a “substantial modification of the
declared that for every house closoriginal decree” in the lower
ing, another conventional theatre
court’s order to sell the stock.
or drive-in is opening.
In its; second count, the court
“You’ll find yourself behind the found that the compulsory sale of
eight-ball With that kind of think : stock by Hughes had been ordered
ing,” Skouras countered. He assert- “without adequate hearing.” Decied that if Thalheimer or Starr op- sion upholds Hughes’ fight against
erated in the Southern Cal. area the sale order “without a hearing
they would soon learn the impact that included evidence and a judiof TV. He pleaded with theatre- cial determination.’’ Again, howmen to prepare themselves for ever, there were indications that
defensive action rather- than just the Supreme Court might enterpassing resolutions.
tain such an order, if properly seThis led to interpretation in cured, in a statement that “we enr
some high _ exhib circles that tertain no doubt concerning the
Skouras, via his gloomy portrait District Court’s power” to require
of the future, was trying to angle Hughes to sell his stock after a
exhibs out of complacency and into proper hearing. “When this case
doing a fulltime job of showman- was formerly here we had occasion
to point out the District Court
ship.
power to require some, companies

quested Warners to allow him to
make his GHQ in the east. In more
recent years, however, Warners Burt Lancaster Gets
reportedly desired a return to the
Lead in ‘Little Sheba*
old policy. Blumenstock returned
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
to N. Y. from the Coast over the
Lancaster was assigned the
Burt
Weekend following a series of meetings with Harry and Jack Warner male lead opposite Shirley Bdoth
and Ben Kalmenson, distribution in “Come Back, Little Sheba,” to
be produced by Hal, Wallis for Parveepee.
Only other pub-ad chief making amount, with Dainny Mann directhis office on the "Coast is Univer- ing.
Assignment ended a long period
sal’s David A. Lipton. U operated
for about a year and a half without of speculation during which Hum-

5.

Federal Communications Commission postponed its hearings on
theatre television until March 10
because it will be occupied until
the chd of February with working
out the final allocation plan for
jilting the TV freeze.

to

the

oil

at least partially

influenced by others seeking to
block the allocation of special
channels for the film Industry-

.

Some

television

seuvice which can be rendered vi
theatre tele.

Revised Report Ups

nual report

pated: in

special

for

The FCC’s apparent intention of
looking into the past busines
morality of the film outfits, from
the standpoint of violations of th
antitrust laws, doubtless, would go
against the grain. With industry
toppers. They insist the long battle
with the Department of Justice in
the Paramount, et al., case should
have no bearing on the public

The increase resulted from a
downward scaling of Federal in- be
come taxes by exactly $175,000.
Originally it was figured that taxes
would come to $3,300,000) The an-

.

DuMont an overall eastern boss until
saw the Charles. F. Simonielli was upped
medium, that it from the ranks and assigned the
stations (KTLA, post;

invested in

back in 1938 because
potential in the
Carried two TV

...

but they were not given any commented

held the Justice Dept.’s, antitrust

.

that the issues in the film indus-

the first cooling equipment
ever put into a theatre. That
unit, he said, is. still operating today.

to photograph sound pix.
of the film producers to
pioneer in television—through de-

Continued from page 5

Bid

channels would be “enlarged” has
been interpreted as a prelude tp
an FCC investigation of the petibackgrounds.
tioners’
antitrust

1917 v.
Because the “store” theatres
those days used to close for
the summer, he said, he investigated the
ail-conditioning

TV

Communications Commission’s announcement last week
Federal

try’.

.

First

ship.”

medium can now afford to payl
would be uneconomical. “The reissue value of many of our pictures
fs substantial,” he explained, “and
Tv with its 1Q8 stations can only
return a limited amount of money.”
Until the freeze is lifted and there
are many more stations, he added,
it would not be
feasible for Par
to sell its pix to the medium.

Washington, Feb; 5.
Relating his early days in
the theatre business in Chi%
'cago, Barney Baiabam- Paramount prexy, told the FCC
yesterday (Mon. ) that he built
his first “de luxe” picture
house (the Central Park) in

camera

—

In order to comply with the law,
he declared, Paramount had to enter into 350,000 contracts last year
on distribution of pictures to theatres. Balaban said filing^f private
antitrust suits against major producers has become “quite a business” since the Supreme Court up-

Air-Cooling Pioneer

distribute and exhibit
a feature-length film in America
-Sarah Bernhardt in
“Queen
Elizabeth.”
First to produce feature pix in
First to

.

.

stantly raised by exhibitors which
are difficult for the company to
decide.
“Whatever decision we
make,” hei said, “we may invite
antitrust suits.”

*

was:

testified,

-

To emphasize this assertion, Balaban related that the Paramount
Theatre in New York, now owned
by UPT, has not shown a Par picture in more than six months. “We
Just haven’t been able to get together” (on film rentals), he said.
Balaban said that it is Par’s rigid
policy to comply strictly with the
decree, although questions are con-

Backgrounds as Prelude to

&

presenting Par’s case for eligibility
TV licenses. Outcome of
the proceedings will probably set
the pattern for Commission policy
The companies
bitraton scheme.
on qualifications of mbtion picture
are unanimous in their desire for
anti-trust violators as TV licensees.
establishing a system, but have
Under direct examination by Par been fearful of conspiracy charges
counsel Paul Porter, Balaban testi- in the event they were to act tofied that Paf completed its divesti- gether without the expressed apture of theatres in less than 10 proval of all exhibs.. Whether the
months after its decree. He noted simple act of calling an industry
that Loew’s decree has just come meet, at the request of TOA, would
out two and a half years later.
violate that policy hasn’t been deQuestioned as to the relationship termined.
between Par and UPT, which was
If the companies go. along with
formed under the. decree to take the meeting idea, invitees would inover former Par theatres, Balaban clude TOA, Allied, Pacific Coast
said the two companies are “as far Conference of independent Exhibapart as. the poles.” UPT Is in the itors, Independent Theatre Ownsame category as any other' Cus- ers Assn?(N. Y.) and all other indie
tomer for films, he said. “There is regional groups.
no trace of the former relationto hold

5.

To back up his testimony that
Paramount can contribute a great
deal to television, Barney Balaban,
Par prexy, told the FCC yesterday
(Mon.) of some of his company’s
pioneering achievements. Par, he

cross-examination by
Commission
Counsel
Frederick Hollywood.
Ford and DuMont counsel William
First to draw bn stage talent in
Roberts. Other Par witnesses here producing films.
testify
are Paul Raibourn,
to
First
to
introduce American
veepee in charge of TV operations, filihs abroad.
and Edwin Weisl, a board member.
First to bring big capital into
On hand for UPT are Leonard the film industry.
Goldenson, prexy; John Balaban
First’ to import foreign talent in
(brother of Barney)*, prexy of Bal- for American films—Pola Negri,
Katz Corp. (UPT subsid- Emil Jannings, Maurice Chevalier,
aban
iary), in charge of WBKB-TV; Dave Ernst Lubltsch, Sergei Elsenstein.
Wallerstein, veepee of B&K; WalFirst to o p e rate a studio in
ter Gross, veepee and general America to produce feature films
counsel; Robert O’Brien, secretary- —on 26th St., New York.
treasurer; Arthur Goldberg, B&K
First to distribute and exhibit a
general counsel, and Irvin Sulds, color picture in America r— “The
TV consultant.
Passion Play.”
First to d e v e 1 o p a modern

in order, and, accordingly, negotiat-

ed with the Department Of Justice
to enter into a consent decree.”
Balaban was the first witness as
the Commission resumed hearings
on Paramoutit’s antitrust issues and
on the proposed ABC-UPT merger.
He is expected to be on the stand
for at least several more days in

9

lajors

FCC Shoots at Par’s Past
irArii

21

Industry

attorneys

James

F.

Murray, Jr., and William S. Roach
have joined forces. Murray, wli
has specialized in international
aspects of film legalistics, will continue to practice in New York.
Roach, currently visiting the U. S.
returns to Paris. Feb. 15 to open
an office there for the duo.

themselves of ownership
of other companies where necessary to preserve competition and
o nop o 1 y,” the Pourt
prevent
to divest

m

Roach has been with UNESCO
Paris for the past two years,
i
provides Hughes’
working
on a new universal copy24% interest in either the theatres right convention.
He signed a
or Jthfe studio should be voted by
contract
this week with MallhevV
until Hughes
added.

Decree

v

now

court-named trustees
sells his holdings.

He

decided

to

trustee the theatre stock after the
theatre and production interests
were split by the decree.
Justices Jackson arid Clark, who
were attorneys general during the
antitrust suits, abstained from participating in the Hughes case.

Bender

Co., legal publishers, tor

.

book, interpreting the copyright
laws of every country in the world
as they affect U. S. copyright
It is being written by
holders.
Roach and Arpad Bogsch, a former
UNESCO associate on the .copyright project.

Vtdneaday, February 6, 1952
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NEW YORK
Sherman Price, formerly head of
Teletran, Inc., named N.Y. sales
manager for Princeton Film Center, Inc,

years, group has given away more
than $22,000 in cash prizes.
Local department store sales off
26%, greatest for any of nation's
larger cities, according to Minneapoli Federal Reserve Bank’s curReflecting purserent report.
this
throws
tightening,
string
light on present boxoffice suffering,
exhibitors claim.

Sol Strausberg, prez of the Interboro Circuit, reelected veepee
on directorate of Beth-El Hospital,
Brooklyn. His father was head of
the institution from 1940 until his
death in 1947.
Ben Levine, formerly with United
Ed Busha, assistant manager of
Artists, and James Primavera, exEagle Lion and Souvaine, joined the Fulton, has been called up by
Realart Film Exchange. Levine be- the Marines, Both his wife and his
comes office manager and head brother; Jim; are on the Fulton
booker while Primavera will be staff and Will fill some of* his old
duties.
sales rep in New- Jersey,
Prior to leaving tor Toronto
With closing of Fifth Avenue
Monday* (4), Republic sales chief Theatre in Coraopolis, an industry
James R. Grainger named James pioneer A. A. Weiland has retired.
V, O’Gara supervisor of company's He had been in the business for
distribution in Canada through 35 years.
Fifth Avenue will be
Empire Universal Films; Ltd. Converted into business property.
O’Gara retains his post as N. Y.,
William C. Powelson, after 27
Philadelphia and Washington dis- years with WB, resigned as mantrict manager in addition to his ager of circuit’s State Theatre in

film exchange here; replaces Walter Penn, whQ wept to Tower Pictures.
H. B. Robb, son of late Harold
Robb, formerly of Robb Sc Rowley

new

duties.

William Zimmerman, counsel to
distribution
department,
planed to the Coast Monday night.
(4) to gander changes in the exhibition-distribution system in the
Los Angeles area.
Milton Livingston, Universal's
trade press contact,

named

assist-

ant publicity chairman T>f amuse-

ment

industry's

participation

in

1952 fund raising campaign of National Conference of .Christians and
Jews. Henry A. (Hank) Li net, U’s
exploitation chiefs heads the committee.

NEW HOUSES fli SOUTH
Nashville.

Circuit, purchased Modemaire

Opening of Crescent Amus. Co.
F. W. Zimmerman, of San Mar- Tennessee Theatre here Feb. 28
cos, is the hew owner of the Palwill be highlighted by world preem
ace, Texas and Hays which he purof Warners' ^About Face.” House
chased from Interstate.
The Iris at Alice, Texas, is now has been under construction for
owned by T. L. Harville, operator the la8t two years,
of Orange, who plans a Latinn unveiling will
Proceeds from the
American pie policy.
O. M. Kirkeby .will build another go to the Florence Crittenton
the
to
drive-in
adjacent
300-car
Home. A ticket in the smoking loge
will be given for each $50 dona
Drive-In in Tulsa, Okie.

PITTSBURGH

RKO’s

CRESCENT, SWITOW OPEN

another ozoner at Abilene.
Tulia Theatre Co., Tulia, build-

irtg

hg a 40ff-car ozoner here;
The Trot at Cuero, operated by

nuiA
A PA
LnlLAuU

|

conceded that the industry
has sought the cooperation of eduIt’s

OMAHA

PHILADELPHIA

with

but,

it’s

observed,

specific

DALLAS
Jack Verser, manager of Ritz
and Gem at Weslaco for Interstate,
transferred to Harlingen to manage the Rialto and Strand. M. L.
A.gne w, former manager of the latter twO, moved to Pharr as manager of Cactus Theatre there.
Amos Page bought the Rogue In

troduction

Boston.

.

schools,

Walter Brown, Boston Garden

School officials explained that
the film companies could effective
ly promote their cause by following the example of other U. S. industries, which have established
chairs

hi

dowments

universities,

and

Activity of this sort, they
noted, would do a great deal toward, advancing the importance of
the motion picture industry. One
educator pointed out that other
important U, S, industries sent
scouts to the various universities
at commencement time to corral
the bright graduates specializing
In this
in their specific fields.
quest, he said, the film industry is
at a disadvantage since only a
h ? ndful of schools offer degrees
tor motion picture study.
Ships.

Pearlman; State Theatre, Dunkirk,
taken over by Dalton Burgett; the
Paul J Rogers bought the Aqua- Capital, South Buffalo, is now berena at San Marcos, from the Mar- ing operated by Alvin Wright vice
Wright is
ine Industries of Florida, Don Rus- Dipson' Theatres, Inc.
also -operator# of Aero Drive-In,
sell continues as manager.
Earl Weaver promoted from Cheektowaga.
fiea re cl se d durbooker to salesman at Columbia n P
- ^.
^
J

Your Hosts,
Tht Family /acvbi

’

i

repairr
irS> ?eopened
rtooeneT bv
by

MenhoDvk^
nno Dy
-

•

stnL

WOULD YOU

LIKE

570,000'Shares of

TO HELP BACK A BROADWAY SHOW?

Common

Stock are offered at 50c per share by

BROADWAY ANGELS,
There

INC.

an allowance of $71. 250 brokerage! commissions and $25,000
expenses, leavlng-$188,750 working capital .which will be invested in Various
Broadway shows under the guidance of. Professional Advisors.
Because these securities are believed exempt they have not been registered, but a Letter of Notification under Regulation A has betn filed with the
Securities & Exchange Commission. This does not mean that, the Commission
has either approved or disapproved these securities or passed upon the accuracy or completeness of these statements,
is

.

CONSULT YOU It BROKER OR WRITI OR PHONE FOR A PROSPECTUS

BROADWAY ANGELS,
2f W. $9Hi St„ New York

23. N. Y,

INC.
TRofolqwr 4-1115

Midweek closings are now in
force at the East and Globe, Syriacuse; the State, Caledonia; Corono
in Groton; the Capitol, Homer; and
Valley, Little Valley.
Werner succeeds George
Who died recently, as

Tod
Miller,

Rochester

Re

C;

itiount

-

Syracuse salesman for

1

f;

n

b

g

i?ecStfy local office manager for

Unfted Artists RDtiointed^leveland UA branch manager. Takes
up duties there immediately,
Charles Harder, Columbia office

There are five
offer degrees for specific studies
in films. They are New York U.,
U. of California at Los Angeles,

u

f

are approxi-

mately 200 schools of higher education that give some sort of film
courses.
All of these, however,
were introduced without any co
operation from the industry. City
College of New York offers a
course in the history of motion
pictures, scriptwriting, directing,
production and the use of documentary films. These, courses are
offered in tjia evening session by
the school’s Institute of Film Tech
ni 9ue s The New School in New
%
York also
offers course in various
Phases of the creative end of films,
Courses offered In other schools
consist in the main of motion picture appreciation courses which,
in their own Way, are seen as contributing considerably to an in<
terest In theatregoing. It is the
contention of educators that in
the addition to these- appreciation
studies, the industry should foster
the introductioi» of more studies
deaUl1 *
and ^si^th the
the industiy. Th^r
8
en
.®
JJ®
v J.
believe
that courses in the intricades of sales* booking, distribulie*1 , exhibition and exploitation
,

w

mpnager for last 14 years, now
traffic manager for Niagara Falls would bring about an understandtrucking

outfit.

St.

Loo Tent Names Arthur
St. Louis.

James
Fanchon

H.
Sc

Arthur,

head

Marco Service

of
Corp.,

Chief Barker of the St.
Louis Variety Club, Tent No. 4.
Arthur succeeds John Meinhardt,
St. Louis district manager for Fox
Midwest Theatres who has been
named national canvasman, replacing Joseph Ansell, of Ansell Bros.
Amus, Others elected were assistant barker, Thomas Canavan; second assistant barker, Tommy James;
doughguy, Joseph
Ansell
and
colleges which property man, Richard Fitzmaurice;

offer degrees, there

Matador.,

Richmond, doughguy; and Michael

en- Redstone, property master.
scholar

.

BUFFALO

prexy, elected Chief Barker of Va?
riety Club’s Northeast Tent. 23, for
coming year; Max Levenson was
named first assistant barker; Philip
Smith,
second assistant; Louis

made

granted

0f Southern California, Boston
college and the U. of North Caroima. This year the motion pic de
partment at NYU, headed by Prof.
Robert Gessner, is marking its 10th
5nnivii?a«r Ma nv of it s eraduates
been abandoned and will be placed
on sale. Roseland Theatre of the according T;o Gessner, have managsbuth side and the 40th St. on ® d t° land Jobs in the industry as
the north side are the houses up writers, directors, story analysts,
etc. Best known of the grads is
for sale.
The
Epstein Bros, disposed of a third screenwriter Malvin Wald.
neighborhood theatre last week NYU prof points out. that the inwhen they leased the Circle to Dale dustry has not actively sought any
McNahh, local insurance man who of the school’s students and those
is
going into show biz for first that did obtain positions in the
time<
industry did so on their own.
In addition to" the Schools that

Changes made by western New'
York theatres in recent weeks included Park in Marathon, taken
over by Donald Hines from B. N.

"L.'C,

it

.

naval installations.
Closed Eureka Theatre in West
Philly taken over by Joseph Conway, suburban exhib, and reopened
with imported films.
city’s

Kirby Heads Houston Tent

Houston.
Kirby elected Chief Barker
has of the Variety Tent No. 34 here.
Other officers named include Bruce
done little to promote films as Layer, first assistant barker; Mack
whole and thereby advance the Howard, second assistant barker;
acceptance of films as a true art Ray Hay, doughguy, an<| E. J. Miller, property master.
Francis R.
form. The only way this can be Deering named International canaccomplished, interested educators vasman.
stressed, is by the widespread in
Walter Brown New Hub Barker
of film courses in

pix,

for

institutions

cational

WB

and Miss Marshall receive contri
butions of more than $17,000 for
the infantile paralysis fund from,

retary,

fresh talent.

-

in

Other Tents Elect

Co-op

tine Party Feb. 16.
Oriental is going to a $1.25 top
starred against Stanford in the for “Quo Vadis” beginning Feb.
Group of Minneapolis indepen- Rose Bowl,, is son of Albert R, 14, with continuous performances;
dent exhibitors are trying to* line
Stradford,
theatre former
New Castle, Pa., exhibitor.
up fellow theatreowners here in a Tate,
Park Theatre building in Johns- vaude house, cut its prices to 42q
pre-Christmas wholesale shuttercents
evenings
from
65c, with kids
by
for
$200,000
town, recently sold
ing. The idea is to keep their
L. and Ida Rose Diamond, 9c.
houses dark an entire month prior Harry
Schoenstadt and Essaness chains
converted into a drugstore.
being
to the big holiday because the
The house closed several weeks are using triple features in some
»eriod in question is always a
of their theatres.
ago.
.
fosing one for neighborhood and
Ray Moon, Central sales manHarris Northside, nabe property
suburban theatres,
ager, and with 20th-Fox for many
of- Harris circuit, Which has been
Complaining about the poor exyears,
resigned.
being
months,
is
closed for several
hibitor attendance at nearly all the
reopened for weekend operation
invitation film prevues, local branch
managers feel that this too, as well only.
as allegedly weak product, TV and
Ownership and control changes,
economic conditions, may be one
shifts in management and In perof the* reasons for th& depressed
Sterling sonnel are commencing to crop up
Jan
and
Douglas
Paul
/
boxofflee. Film companies here, as
in thp fprrltnrv’fl thpntr#»c
the actor’s folks in
elsewhere, of course, send exhibi- in town to visit
TristateS divirion handled out of
Philly.
tors tickets to these prevues. But, West
Omaha is undergoing a number
film theatres Is considof
Lack
assert the branch* managers, the
of changes.
In Sioux City, la;,
ered so serious in Mays Landing,
tickets invariably .find their way
Tristates has made a deal with
N.J., businessmen are dickering
into the hands of assorted 'trades
its partners, Affiliated Theatres,
the
men, etc., all unrclated to exhibit with Samuel Franks, owner of
whereby^ the Hollywood, Victory,
Ritz which now only operates weeking. Managers feel that exhibitors
regular pix enter- Iowa and .State go to the Affiliated
should be sufficiently interested in ends. Lack of
out of
the product they’re selling to be- tainment is sending locals
h
g
town and killing business in Mays mond
come acquainted with it.
\vni be manacer ^f *new
In order to avoid one of two TV Landing, the merchants declare.
group after; working for Tristates,
to drop the
skedded
Warners
fight night’s opposition, Mill City
Howard Brookings, who has theTheatre group, comprising 22 inde- Uptown, key North Philly nabe aitres in Oakland,' Walnut, Carson
pendent neighborhood exhibs band- March 15. House will be taken and Avoca, la., sold the Avoca to
Club,
TV-Teen
over
Whiteman’s
by
ed together for a combined Bank
Kenneth Gregg of Oakland.
Night, moved it from Wednesdays which originates here over WFIL
Tristates Theatres Is disposing
TV.
to Thursdays.
In less than two
° f its Grand
Hastings, Neb., to
Marian Marshall made guest ap Fred^ TeUer, manager of Omaha
pearance with preview of “Sailor Th
e
Philadelphia
Nava*
Beware” at
Twn neighborhood
nl°i
Two
theatres,
Stunt run
shipyard last week.
March of Dimes closed a bout a year ago, have
conjunction'

m

Y. Variety;

Variety Club of New York will
hold its annual Induction luncheon
Feb. 19 at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.
Event will honor incoming Chief
Barker William J. German and
Balance of the house will Fred J, Schwartz, Tbtiring Chief
tiion.
represent donations of $10 per Barker.
seat. Several Hollywood stars are
Also scheduled for Induction are
slated to attend the inaugural.
Ira Meinhardt, first assistant barker; Charles Skouras, second assistNew 1,600-Seater In Louisville ant barker; Edward Lachman,
property master, arid Saul Trauner,
Louisville.
doughguy. Fred J. Schwartz beBuilt by M. Switow& Sons, oper
comes international canvassman,
ators of houses, in Kentucky and
Indiana, the New West End TheaEarl Hudson ‘Re-Elected In Det.
if® has been opened here. It is
the. only house in town with zone
Detroit,
heating and zone air conditioning,
All officers and directors of the
Theatre is largest neighborhood in Detroit Variety Club were reelected
the Louisville area,
here. They are headed by Earl J.
Hudson, prexy of United Detroit
Theatres, as Chief Barker. M. F.
Gowthorpe and Lou Wisper, are
Educators
assistant barkers. Others named
are Jaimes Sharkey, treasurer;
Continued Iroin page 7
Charles Snyder, executive secretary;
and Adolph Goldberg, secof
sources
industry
offer
the
WOuld

Don (Bucky) Tate, Illinois freshman and defensive tackle who

MINNEAPOLIS

By N.

'

-

Video Theatres Circuit, has been
closed. Circuit’s remodeling of the
Rialto here is completed.-

Nathan Guihbiner’s Commodore
Theatre suit against the majors
and circuits for $900,000 was settied out of court last weeks as
was Arthur and Theodore Davidson’s Calo suit against the same
defendants for $450,000. Both acWashington, Pa., tb become man- tions were filed byr Seymour Simon.
ager of the Grand in Steubenville,
George Phillips filed a landlord
O.
action against the majors and War
Crimes in Braddock, which had ner. Circuit Management asking
been set tb shutter early this or $600,000 damages to the Hardmonth, decided to" continue operat- ng and $150,000 to the Howard,
ing for a while under direction of claiming that theatres operated by
Russ Wehrle, supervising manager B&K were not paying proper percentage rentals due to their infor Crystal Amu6. Co.
Hiland Theatre building and the ferior playing position. Suit filed
theatre business sold by Herb before Judge' Waiter LaBuy, Chi
Shearer to Joseph W. Sleff, an federal district court, excludes Cooptomotrist. Johnny Copeland stays, lumbia, United Artists and Uhl
as manager of film house. Shearer's versa!. Suit was entered by Tom
father was one of pioneer nickel- McConnell.
Variety Club is tossing a Valenodeon operators here.

Germaaladticted

ling of the industry.

elected

Greenberger Cleve. Barker

Henry

Cleveland..
head of

Greenberger,

Fairmount Amus. Co. and

affiliated

with Community Theatre Circuit,
became new Chief Barker of Cleveland’s Variety Club at its annual
installation dinner-dance in Hotel
Carter’s ballroom. He succeeded

Abe Kramer.
Nat Wolf, local Warner Bros,
manager, also took office

division
as first

assistant barker; Jerry
Wechsler, as second assistant; I. J.
Schmertz, head of 20th-Fox film

exchange here, treasurer; Leonard
Greenberger, secretary.

New York Theatres
HOWARD HUOHIS
JANE

ROSSEU

VICTOi MATURE w

THE LAS
VEGAS STORY
^
.

«iiT

HijhM*

Mine nil

RockiARii Ctncct
R. D* NIUE'S

CKH

"THE &REAXEST SHOW
0B EARTH”
Color

by TECHNICOLOR

fht sfecTACjuinm

namam

*

.
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TV-FILMS

TV

“Double Play”
film

series

new

starring

Giants
his

been acwife, Laraine Day, has
quired for distribution by United

TV

Programs.

UTP

is

'

difficult filling
slots that open up

it

the

COST ON 800 BRUMES

currently

national
trying to line up a single
advertiser or a group of large rethe sepreem
to
gional sponsors
of baser
ries in time for the start
season.
training
ball’s spring
Series has been set as a 15-min-,
Ute show since, according to UTP
prexy Gerald King and sales chief
Aaron Beckwith, that’s the vidfilm
program length most in demand
today by local stations. They pointed out that, with the plethora of
half-hour shows available from the
networks and TV film syndication
outfits, local station managers find

Hollywood, Feb. 5.
KHJ-TV has leased entire library
of 800 Snader Telescriptiohs in
unique deal whereby it will share
costs 50-50 With KNBH, also carrying the 3 V6 -minute briefies, .over
one-year period,. Figure involved is
estimated at about $75,000.
Move marks first time Shader
product is being leased on non-

spring, with
contract for 104.

Deal would

5.

Joan Crawford

in excess of $100,000

KLAC-TV

not

are interthose figures;

at

As ’American Abroad’;

,

has paid for pix past year
approximately $ 1 ,000,000.
Deal negotiated between KLACTV general manager Don Fedderson and Dave Wolper of MPFT
is for one-year period, allows eight
"
runs per pic.
.
Included in package were Rossel“Paisan,” “The Open City,”
“The Quiet One,” nine William
pix, four Red
in pix include,

Wilder

Ryders. PlayDan Duryea,

Albert Dekker, Martha Vickers,
Ellen Drew, Gloria Jean and John
Loder.

TV

Treks to

Hollywood, Feb.

5.

Newest convert to television
from pictures is Arthur Gardner,
former production exec with King

who joined
Ruthrauff & Ryan as agency conon “Big ToWn,’’ now being
filmed at General Service studio.

Bros.; film producers,
tact

Jules Munshin will be star of a
scries of 39 half -hour vidpix to be

made in various European cities.
Comic will play an “American
Abroad” role in the films, which
will be teed off in about April in
Paris.
Munshin will he partnered in
Ownership of the series with Lester

in Production

“FRONT PAGE DETECTIVE" series of
half-hour adventure telepix scheduled for
Feb. 15 start.
Directors: Derwlh Abbe, Arnold Wester

BRACKEN PRODUCTIONS
8299 Beverly Blvd., Loti' Angeles
stars in five-minute film
series about Interpretations - of an artist.
Sponsored by Contour Chairs. Series to

NlCKVOLPE

Melrose, Bollywood
GROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to
be made once a week, began Aug. 23 'for.
NBC. DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel.
Film producer: I. Lindenbaum

F.

BROIDY PRODS.

ON DTP’S ‘REBOUND’

for-Gruen and Chevron Theatre resume
shooting mid-February.
Producer: Revue. Productions
Director: Axel Gruenberg, Richard Irving,
Norman Lloyd.

’

HoUywood

Sunset Studios,

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
Series of. half -hour adult drama telepix

8451

Camera: Arthur Anderson

WILLIAM

half-hour adventure series with Dick
Crane; Crystal Reeves in set leads rolls
Feb. 14th.

FILMCRAFT PRODS.

begin shooting Feb. 4.
Producer/ Earle Dumont, Jr.
Director: Robert S. Scott

Possible

move by the majors

is

on%

factor causing Weill Street to
hesitate in any telepix venture.
Wall Street coin is behind the studios, and it seems logical that
rather than invest in new companies. and a new industry, the east-

ern money men may decide It
wo: Id be more expedient to have
the motion picture studios turn
Fuller and Ray Ventura. Fuller percentage of their efforts to prowill direct. Ventura, former band duction of telepix.
leader and now a top French feaAware of the possibility of such
ture producer, Will finance the se- impending developments, telepix
ries and will provide original tunes producers sub-rosa are wondering
for the pix via his Paris publishing what will happen to them If such,
house.
an eventuality takes place. Some
Munshin, Fuller and Ventura are try to brush it off by saying the
now in New York. Comic recently majors have no experience, in dealwound up a starring role in “Monte ing with sponsors, ad agencies,
Carlo Baby,” which Ventura pro- video- stations and networks, and
duced In Monte Carlo and on know nothing regarding- marketwhich Fuller served as director fpr ability and importance of availthe English-language version;
ability of time. \ A good deal of
this is true, but it’s obvious the
majors could probably absorb most
of those men how working in such
factors, if they actually went into

as of Friday, Feb. 1

.

may also coincide
with major motion picture studios
feeling that it’s proper time to
step into the video picture, despite inevitable gripes from the

exhibs.

Lens 1st Batch in Paris

lini’s

TV Films

but

for 30 pix leased

tion

ers

ABC

NBC, CBS and

from Motion Pictures for Television, making total outlet local, sta-

Cleared of Unfair Labor

five

erties.

ested

Sum

be Spread over

years, with the Star also cut in for
50% ownership of the filmed prop-

MPFT Pix in LA
paid by

Durocher under
While they’re

SPLIT SPONSORSHIP

stations are up,

Holly wood, Feb.
is offering

to television networks for $200,000
a year for which she would star
in 26 half-hour subjects annually.

Hollywood, Feb.

now being produced

and Marty Marti

was

200G TAG FOR TV

exclusive basis.

15-minute

in Hollywood,
the next batch will be lensed at
the Giants training camp at St.
Petersburg, Fla. Films are being
produced by Marted Prods., in
which ate partnered Ted Nieland

5.

Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Rapidly expanding vidpix induscan’t really be a menace to
motion pictures until big coin, represented by banks and Wall St.,
moves into the setup just as it did
Feeling In Hollywood
into pix.
is that such a move won’t- come
channels
until
are
additional
opened by FCC.
Belief here is that while the
move of big coin, into the field
is inevitable, just bow it will be
made is steeped with ramifications.
When the big sugar decides to invade telepix and take control, the
decision, coming: at a time new
try

MCA

periodically in
their program schedules.
King and Beckwith have Also
Washington, Feb, 5.
worked out various merchandising
The Jerry Fairbanks studio was
angles, for tierins by the; Stations
not guilty, of unfair labor practices
level.
the
local
at
sponsors
with
when it fired five members of the
Contests among viewers;, for exCarpenters Union, according to
ample, will start in each market findings
of Martin S. Bennett, trial
with the preem of the show. Local
examiner for National Labor; Reaubaseballs
comprise
will
prizes
lations Board. Bennett, who Contographed by the winner’s favorite
ducted hearings on the jurisdicplayer, With the grand winner retional dispute in. Los Angeles last
ceiving free transportation and a
November, recommended that the
World
fall’s
to
next
pair of tickets
complaint, iSstied against IATSE
Series. In f addition, the ballplayer
as well as the studio, be dismissed.
cards, which formerly were handCarpenters charged that the five
ed out with cigarets or chewing employees
lost their work at the
gum, will be distributed by local
studio during the period March to
stores as a device to lure traffic;
July, 1951, because of pressure
Format will have Durocher and
from IA. It stated the rival union
Miss -Day interviewing and sparwanted to place its- own members
ring with top baseball personalties.
on the payroll in order to qualify
First six shows already in the can
them for an impending election.
feature such guests as Casey StenStudio, in denying the ftharge,
gel, Charlie Dressen, Bob Lemon,
( Continued on page 40)
Ralph Kiner and his wife, Nancy
Chaffee, and Duke Snyder. Twentysix programs are to be completed
this,

Comics’ Vklpix

William Morris Agency has
made a pilot film of & -series to be
called “TV Comics” which will
comprise three UPminute segments
of comic strips. Lined up for the
strip
are
Katzen jammer Kids,
Smoky Stover and Oaky Doaks.
It’ll be a puppet show.
Deal is currently bn for syndication of the strip, in 24 Stations
in the Chicago area. Pact is still
to be signed../

baseball vid-

NX

manager Leo Durocher a n d

25

production.
Subsidiaries’ Use
Steps ip this direction have already been taken by several studios noiy in the field, via subsidiRepublic, which produces
aries.
telepix through its Hollywood Television Service and sells pix to TV
through the same company, has for
some time been exploring the various facets of marketing, selling

and merchandising

in

connection

"Kit Carson" half-hour western advenhalf hour telepix seture telepix- series: resume shooting Feb. with TV. Paramount, which hasn’t
oh careers of leading doctors
Dwan, Bernie Smith
With Packard Motors having de- begins shooting Feb. 5.. Regis Toomey and Directors: Bob
15. B1U williams, Don Diamond set leads/
( Continued on page 40)
to fill.
Parts
cast.
Sara
Haden
head
cided to take only a select group
PRODUCTIONS
FLYING
Producer: Revue Productions
Producer: William F. Broidy
of stations for “Rebound,” the neW Associate
692Q Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
Director: Lew Landers
producer: Wesley Barry
Bing Crosby Enterprises vidfilm Director: Frank McDonald
"RANGE RIDER" second half of series Assistant director: Wilbur McGaugh

“CASE HISTORY"

.

ries based

A

dramatic series, United TV ProCBS-TV
grams. will send its sales staff out
"AMOS 'N' ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,
soon to line up sales to local spon- Culver City series of character comedy:
telepix
now
shooting.'
sors in all other markets.. Under
Sponsored by Blatz Beer.
terms of the deal with the Maxon Cast: Tim Moore, Spencer Williams, Alvin ChUdress, Ernestine Wade; Johnny
agency, which handles the Packard
Lee, Jester Hairston.
account, the auto firm, has 90 days Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Charles
to specify the markets it wants. It
CorreU.
has lined up 19 such stations to Director: James Barton
Producer: James Fonda
date.
Assistant director: B.. F. Mac
UTP will also handle second-run
JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
bookings on the series. Distrib outGeneral Service Studios, HoUyWood
fit has the right to sell “Rebound”
Casting: Dixie Fuller
"SKY
KING" series of 20 half-hoUr vidon a subsequent-run basis in all
for Derby. Foods begin shooting Febmarkets 13 weeks after the series plx
ruary .5.
lorls Winters,
preems for Packard. Since Pack- Cast: Kirby
Hagerthy.
ard is expected to take an eightProducer: Jack Chertok
week summer hiatus, however, it’s Associate Producer: John Morse
expected that any second-run bookCOMMODORE PRODUCTIONS
ings will not be able to tee off
General Service Studios, Hollywood
until sometime next November.
Twenty-six half-hour adventure telepix
Packard is buying “Rebound” featuring Clyde Beatty. Shoot to March
on a selected market basis to 20
Producer: Walter White, Jr.
eliminate the cities in which it Director: George Blair
does not have distributors. Such a
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
deal-, according to UTP execs, unRKO-Pathe, Culver City
derline the advantage of syndi"A MATTER OF HONOR" written by
cated film shows, over live net- Jackson Stanley for half -hour adult
telepix series shooting..
_
work program, For most buys, a drama
Cast: Elizabeth Fraser, Jett york; Don
sponsor would be forced to take
Gibson, Ned Glass.
„
"A FOND FAREWELL" by Arthur Ross
the entire net station lineup,
.

.

-

.

.

.

begins

shooting

Feb.. 5

for

hour

half

Michael,

Xast-^Geoirge Brent, Gertrude

Donald Woods.
Executive producer: Basil Grillo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard

of

telepix. nour

shooting.

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg;, Hollywood

"LIFE WITH

LINKLETTER/'

starring
Art Linkletter in series of 16 vidpix, halfhour audience participation show, for
ABC web, shooting every other week for
26 weeks.
Green Giant sponsors.
Producer:. John Guedel
Director: Irvin Atkins
.

McCONKEY TELE-ARTISTS
CORP.
Swanstrom

Studios:

Director:

Hubbard Hunt

PRODUCTIONS

7
Republic Studios, North Holly wood
^DRAGNET" series of half-hour adventure telepix how shooting with Jack Webb
set lead. General parts to fill.
Producer: Homer Canfield
.

Director: Jack Webb
Assistant director: Marty

Moss

MARTED PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios: Hollywood

HOT

“THE

STOVE

LEAGUE". Leo

and

series.

Producer: Marty. Martyn, Ted Kneeland

start,

Television Film Sales, web’s
General Service Studios, Hollywood
Fairbanks;
Producers:
vidpic syndication unit; wrapped
"I LOVE LUCY" half-hour comedy seLesser
sponsored by Philip Associate producer: Barney Sarecky
up two new sales on the “Gene ries for CBS-TV, June.
Morris. Shobts to
Writers: Norman Hall, Arthur Pearson
.

.

Pepsi-Cola Bottlers, of Northeasts
ern Ohio bought “Rider” for 26
weeks, for telecasting via WEWS,
Cleveland, In the Sunday 6 to
Period starting this week
/in?

.

Rogers,

Evans

Dale

Pat

topline:,

Brady

In support. General western parts to fill.
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-T.V,

Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Bob Walker
:

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.

Encyclopedia Britannica Films,
with a catalog of over 500 educational pix, is entering the video
with Associated Program
field,
Service, transcription library subsid of Muzak Corp., serving as dis-

tributor. EBF and APS are sister
Studios, HollvWood
FOR RICH PEOPLE" half outfits, with Sen. William Benton
shoots Feb. 4 for figuring in the ownership of both.
“ELECTRIC THEATRE" series of telepix.
Lion

Eagle

.

"GOLD

hour

IS

drama

adult

James Griffith, Nick Dennis, Jan
ArVan, Lou Krugman, Jack Kruschen,
Adele Longmire, Maurice Cass, David
Garcia, William. Kelso.
"THE SECOND CANDLE" skedded for
Feb. 7 start in "ELECTRIC THEATRE"
series of half hour telepix.
Producer: Gil Ralston
.

APS

general manager-v.p.

Mau-

rice B. Mitchell said that his dis-

tribution plans include an extensive revision of the EBF catalog
for tele purposes, They will be,
packaged in related series, edited
Director: Victor Stoloff
standard lengths and with
to
soundtracks revise^to hit a broadSHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
er- audience. Most of the pix were
Hal Roach Studios,- Culver City
"RACKET SQUAD" series of half-hour made at EBF’s own studios in Wiladventure telepix skedded to resume Febmette, 111. About 40 features are
ruary 20.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.;
lensed a year.
Director: Jim Tinling
Mitchell said that the pix are
TCA PRODUCTIONS
suited to tele since they were
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City
slanted to the small screens of
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO featured In classroom. Edward Hochhauser,
scries of 13 half-hour telepix patterned
.

'

:

LINDSLEY PARSONS PRODS.
KTTV Studios. Hollywood
"FILE OF JEFFREY JONES," half hour
telepix series, resumes shooting Feb; 11.

DICK TRACY PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studiosi. Hollywood
series of 30 half-hour

"DICK TRACY"

mystery drama telepix resume shooting
mid-February.
Cast: Ralph Byrd, Joe Devlin
Director: Thomas Carr
.

.'

Jr.>

APS

sales

manager,

will direct

the sales effort.
APS also plans to go into TV
more intensively. EBF recently
bought Films, Inc., and Instructional Films, both of which have
large catalogs of film shorts and

..

set. -leads.

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood.

«"SOUND IN THE NIGHT" shooting for
Fireside theatre" half hour series..

Cast: Lee Marvin, Willis Bouchey, Maurice
Cass, William Vedder. Ray. Page, Stroth'
er Martin.
,
"DEADLINE" skedded for Feb. 8 start
In. "FIRESIDE THEATRE" series of half-

features.

WGN-TV’s 2-Year Pact
For Snader Musicals

Chicago, Feb. 5
has signed a new twoyear pact with Snader^ TclescripProducer-director: Frank Wisbar
Director: George Blair, Lew Landers
tions for exclusive; Chi rights to
'Associate producer: Sidney Smith
library.
its quickie musical film
CORP.
ROLAND REED PRODS.
ZIV TV
new contract covers unlimited
The
Republic Studios, North Hollywood
City
Hal Roach Studios: Culver
St:, Hollywood
Clinton
5255
"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENTS .halfpix
to be
adthree-minute
"DESIGN FOR MURDER" half hour
Two in "UNEXPECTED" series of half- use of 800
hOur adventure! series atarring Brian venture telepix for "MYSTERY THEAhour telepix shoot in February. General turned Out by Snader this year,
Dbnlevy shooting -two films a week, 32 TRE" series skedded for Feb. 6 start.
pictures.
all
for
casting
supbe
June.
to be shot to
;
additional 100 to
Cast: Tom Conway, Jim Burke, William
"BOSTON BLACKIE," four telepix Jo with an
Producer: Harold E. Knox.
Mary
McIntyre,
Christine
Forrest,
.shoot in February.
plied in 1953.
Director: BUI Kara
Young, Doug Evans, Frances Zucco, half-hour series
Taylor toplines. Lois Collier,
.

folk s WTAR-TV. Show will air alternate -Saturdays in the 4 to 4:30
Pm. period, starting Feb. 16.

Studio, Hollywood
ROY ROGERS in four oater telepix rolled
Jan. 7. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy

Laraine Day-star in a
series Of 104 quarter-hour interviews of
format of their motion pictures
baseball greats. Different guest; stars each after
show shooting.
week. Shooting here until Spring train- Executive
producer: Pat Costello
ing. when show goes on road until end of
Producer-director: Jean Yarbrough
baseball season; returning here to wind

Durocher

666 N. Robertson Blvd.. Holly Wood
"TERRY AND THE PIRATES" 26 halfhour adventure telepix slated for Mar. 1

Autry Show” and “Range Rider” Cast: Lucille Ball, Desl Arner; set leads
with William Frawley, Vivian Vance In
6
8 *kis Week. Deals bring the
Support, No parts to: fill.
-f ?*?
total markets on Autry to 44 and Producer: Jess Oppenheimer
Director: Marc Daniels;
On “Rider” to 26.
Oppenheimer, Madelyn
Writers:
Jess
Canada Dry Bottling Co. of NorPugh, Boh Carroll
folk, Va., through J. M.
Mathes,
DONLEVY DEVELOPMENT
bought Autry for 52 weeks on Nor-

BR1TANNICA FILMS

Goldwyn

•

MARK

ODYSSEY PICTURES

DESILU PRODS., INC*

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS

Cast:

Hollywopd

Ten telepix begin shooting Jan, 9, different artists to be featured each week.
Producer: Mack McConkey

.

CBS

half-hour

52

Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones in fixed leads;
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox.

.

.

..

Producer: Lindsley Parsons
Associate producer: Warren Douglas
•

'

'

'

.

.

WGN-TV

hour dramas.

’

.

.

,

Jack Chefe, Paul Hoffman.
Producer: J. Donald Wilson
Director: Howard Bretherton

JERRY FAIRBANKS
805k Sunset

Blvd;.

Hollywood

“HOLLYWOOD THEATRE"
drama

seties

.

half-hour

resumes shootirig Feb..

15.

Assistant director; JEd

iBabWe

“ROCKY JONKTgPACE

Cast: Kent
Frank Orth, Robert Spencer. Paul Keast

in support. General Parts, to fill.
Director: Paul L&ndxes. Eddie Davis. So-

bey Martin
-

The Chi Tribune

station

bought

the first batch of 400 briefies for
beaming last year.

t^RXE^f

RADIO-TELEVISION

26

Life-DuMont

Team On

Plan to

Kill

Wednesday, February 6, 1952

NBC's summer

DuMont-Life magazine deal tof
team for coverage Of the political

&

Conventions in Chicago this sum-*
irter has fallen through, with the
Result that DuMont is expected to
the four-netparticipate only i

work

Pittsburgh, Feb.

Duquesne

Light

Co.

of

Cowcatchers
Hitchhikes
Some local television stations are
complaining about the way hitch;

5.

hit a year-round bonanza status.
cowcatcher announce- NBC-TV clients staying on for th
arid
ments are being handled ori some full 52-week ride get a. ib% discount on the full-year’s
Those
They feel that taking a 1 3-week, hiatus rate.
network shows.
have been
when- a hitchhike is placed after a penalized to the extent where they
cow- pay for five of the 13 anyhow.
program’s conclusion or

Pitts-

Web, besides burgh waited a long time to snatch
some A time on WDTV, and finally

pool pickups.

being unable to clear enough stations to make the project pay off,
also failed to get an okay from the
Republican and Democratic national committees because of TimeLife's all-out endorsement of Gen.

Dwight D, Eisenhower

as the

half-hour

its

on

slot

nights: at 10 o’clock.

Thursday

That’s Why the multiplicity of
is spotted before a stanza's
sponsors that have a stake- in the
ppCning, it dilutes the effective- Saturday night "All Star
Revue"
ness of the local plugs the af filiates and "Show* of Shows,’" along with
the clients backing, the daytime;
insert between airers.
These stations feel that the re- cross-the-bodrd Kate Smith show,
cently-announced NBC-TV policy have already committed themselves
to stay put through the summer
will help clear up the situation.
NBC principle is that the hitch- months.
Although the bankrollers theminhikes and cowcatchers must be
cluded within the framework of selves won’t be going off, the three
major
ishows in question will- As
the show. Thus a hitchhike plug
result, NBC is currently engaged
for another product of the same
blueprinting
summer editions of
in
Sponsor can be placed before the
"Show of Shows," "All Star Revue"
final credits of the show. With the
daytime
and
a
musical patterned
hitchhike thus integrated into the
along lines of the Kate Smith
air.er, When a local station -break
show.
announcement is made it doesn’t
These, in turn, will be offered
look like double spotting.
the clients at approximately half
Problem has become more acute the programming cost of the regudue to heavy use of station breaks, lar season shows:

Utilities out-

catcher

promptly booked a re-run of
"Story, Theatre" fill
to plug the
fit

candidate.
Prior to revealing that the deal
had died, DuMont had claimed that
eight stations had accepted its offer of taking its feed and selling
it to a lOcal sponsor on a co-op
basis.
Indications that tile web
was running into trouble, however,
were seen. in the decision of WON'T V, its primary Chicago affiliate;
to turn down any part of its cova S was aserage in which Life
In addition, DuMont itsociated;
self was reportedly mulling -the
feasibility Of selling WDTV7 its
Pittsburgh o.&o. outlet, to one of
the competing webs, rather than
tying the station into its own lineup.
In announcing that plans for the
tcamup with Life had been withdrawn, DuMont said that a "wellrounded network, including a substantial number of stations in. sin-

product.

But Duquesne

outfit's

happiness

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop, the

.

•

,

Wild, Detective," which
Will move then from ABC to the
DuMont network. And one of the
stipulations of the sale was that
Pittsburgh would be included, in
the. outlets.
Since- DuMont owns
and operates WDTV, Duquesne’s
goose was cooked. However, star,
.

has promised

it

first'

'Crack

,

ati

•

the next good opening,
"Charlie Wild" will have more
then art ordinary lock! interest in
Pitt since title role is played by a
Pittsburgher, John McQuade, who
got his acting start here at the
Playhouse.

-

gle-outlet markets, was regarded
But an early
an essential,"
check Of such stations revealed
they were already committed to
one of the other webs. Other stations offered the Life-Eisenhower
tie-in as a reason for nixing the
DuMont plan. Web had claimed
that stations, by selling the con-

as

4

?

Music—ABC

“Charlie

tiori

.

.

at finally making the grade will be
short-lived, for it'll be dropped out
of that choice spot March 13 for

m

vention feeds Ideally, could

hike

made the grade right after the
holidays when Irish Hams gave up

GOP

discount plan for
television sponsors goes into effect
for the first time this year. On the
basis of current promises and coi
mitments; it looks like video has

Sharp blow to FM was delivered shared station-identification artFriday (1) morning when Interna- nouncements; etc. Because, of the
tional Ladies Garment Workers high cost of tele productions, most
Union announced to the staff of its sponsors want to divide the nut
outlet, WFDR, N. Y., that it would among rhore than one brand Or
go off the air in two weeks, ceasing item, and consequently there’s, a
operations midnight Feb. 15. It’s great deal of hitchhikes artd cowthe third ILGWU station to fold catchers on the TV channels.
in a year and removes the union
from the broadcasting picture.
Deal Is nearing the inking stage
Move affects a staff of 12, includfor the French Broadcasting Sysing general manager Lou Frankel,
tem’s television adjunct to carry
news,
Joe
director
Michaels,
four
Jack Benny arrives in New York
CBS-TV’s "See It Now" on
engineers, two announcers, two mufrom the Coast Saturday (9) for sic librarians and
weekly basis. Under, the plan, which
two clerical
huddles with BBDO agency execs workers! Fate of the indie had been
was broached by the French to
CBS’ Paris correspondent, David
and Paul Hahn, American Tobacco. doubtful at the end of ’51, but the
Schoenbrun, the French governpreXy, in a bid to crystallize his union then decided to give the
Despite fact that the rtew Mar- ment would pay for the cost ofoperation the green light for anradio-TV status next season, which
lene Dietrich show, "Cafe Istan- kinescoping the show and, in reother 12 months with a 25% budget
bul," is holding on to about B0% turn for. CBS’ permission to run it,
at the moment is up in the air. cut which pared its nut to
$90,000
of the listeners to the Walter Win- would provide CBS with its choice
While Benny says he wouldn’t be a year.
chell segment which precedes it,
averse to calling it quits in radio,
Sudden reversal follows the re- ABC still hasn’t been able to line of "French TV newsreel files. It
would be the first time that any
after 20 years, and staking' his cent staff-cutting, curtailment of up a bankroller.
foreign program has been
ired
future 4n video alorie, the fact that space and other operational, sav-.
Show elicited interest from a over the French TV system.
his show has been consistently hit- ings. Office space in the ILGWU facial cream, but that had to be
French plan to use superimposed
ting the No. 1 Nielsert jackpot is building, at 1710 Broadway, will nixed due to the factthat Warnerexpected to cue more than a little be taken over by the union. No Hudriut’s backing of the Winchell subtitles on the kines, which would
persuasion on Hahn’s part for sale of studio and: transmitting airer eliminates the possibility of follow as closely as possible. EdBenny to reprise his CBS radio equipment has been made as yet* putting another cosmetic sponsor ward R.' Murrow’s narration on the
show. Blurbs for Aluminum. Co. of
stint.
Transmitter site is at 444 Madison adjacent to the gabber.
America, Which bankrolls "See
Benny wants a regular TV series Ave., where W.OR-FM previousABC sales veepee Charles Ayres It" Sunday afternoons on CBSnext fall and in addition prefers ly had its sender.
has been pitching the show to
a Sunday showcasing. This, too,
Meanwhile there’s a likelihood stocking manufacturers, with a TV, will necessarily be eliminated, since French video is nonposes a problem, should he stick that Morris Novik, consultant for
"glamorous legs and glamorous commercial. French will give CBS,
with his radio show, for BBD&O ILGWU, may step in and buy the
hose” tiein. However, the stock- along with Murrow and co-producer
artd American Tobacco consider this station, which
was named of ter the ing firms aren’t big spenders, go- Fred
W. Friendly, full credit
overdoing the single-day exposure. late President
Roosevelt. It went
The Lucky Strike sponsor has on the air .June 16, 1949, With ing in for limited seasonal promo- each kine.
tions, and summertime is their low
meanwhile taken an option on the hoopla from labor and civic
Deal would mark the second
digr
Thursday night at 9 period on CBS- nitaries and a gala preeni, from period. Should the program be time that CBS-TV has embarked
TV (currently occupied by Alan Carnegie Hall: The union had sustaining by fall, one hosiery out- on 'an international TV venture.
fit may pick up the show then.
Young,' which would indicate Shift- sunk
Web has been kinescoping the
about $350, 000-$4Q0, 000 into
Meanwhile, a 15-minute version United Nations general assembly
ing of Young to a new time seg- the
operation in the two and a half of the series
is
available, if a sessions, currently in progress in
ment in the fall). Although Benny years the station beamed.
smaller bankroller wants to latch Paris,
in his occasional TV shots this seafor a half-hour series crosson to a cheaper, trimmed version. the-board and a weekly Sunday
son has taken over the Sunday
night 7:30 "This Is Show Business"
afternoon program. CBS leased
Gry
Havoc
period, it’s probable that Benny
Paramount Pictures’ 35m kinescopJune Havoc, absent without
would get the Thursday night spot,
ing equipment for the UN shows,
leave from her scheduled
since "Show Business" relies on
which makes it possible to get
snaring its guest talent from the
booking as guest panelist on
pictures of each day’s session on
On Station Clearance
top Broadway musicals on their one
the
screen in the U.S. the followCBS-TV’s "This Is Show
:

make

money

via its plan, whereas they
(Continued on page: 34)

KO’s Dietrich Sale

.

,

.

NBC is currently wrestling with
a toughie. For fear that it might be
trespassing on dangerous ground
and invite FCC repercussions, the
network

is

holding in abeyance

its

decision on a request that it rent
its studio space to
"Friends of
Dwight D. Eisenhower" for rally,
purposes.
Request for the rental of the
3,000-seater TV Center theatre,
N. Y., has been made by Tex McCrary, who is 'spearheading the
drive in N. Y. for Elsenhower’S
for
candidacy
the
Presidential
nomination. Renting of its studio
facilities is nothing new for NBC,
such requests haying been granted
in
the
past
to
parent-teacher
groups, sponsors for sales meetings, corporations for stockholder
meetings, etc. But to invade the
political
precincts is something
else again, NBC reasons, with result that legal aides are deliberating on the McCrary request.
.

‘CRIME’

DESPITE SALES HYPO
Despite

10%

its

having racked up

,

,

s

free day. Similarly, Lucky Strike,
happy with the rating and cost-perdollar payoff on "Show Business,”
would probably prefer keeping it

intact in

its

present

Business” Sunday night (3),
suffered a miscarriage earlier
in the day, which explains her
failure to appear.
In the re-

slot.

sultant confusion, however, no
one remembered to a d v i s e
"Show Biz" producer Irving
Mansfield or anyone else on the

a

sales increase attributable di-

sponsorship of CBS- Lotsa Top Star Hoopla
TV's "Crime Syndicated," EverFor ‘Howdy’s’ Milestone
sharp Schick lias decided to trirrf
its bankrolling of the show to an
alternate week basis only at the
end of the current cycle. ReportNBC - TV’s "Howdy Dobdy,"
ed reason is a budgetary problem.
Electric shaver firm bought the claimed to be the first network
show originally for a 13- week pfe- show to reach the l.OOOth-program
Christmas push but extended the mark, will celebrate its birthday
pact an additional 13 weeks.: lit a next Tuesday (12) by kicking off
rectly to

its

comparison qf its. December, 1951,
sales to December, 1950, it was
found that sales in the TV markets
were up 10%, while those in the
non-TV markets has slumped 47%.
Outfit pointed out moreover, that
its 1950 sales were high because'
of the scare buying at that time
due to the Korean war and its introduction of its new "Schick 20"
,

shaver.

show and

and Howdy entrepreneur

.

,

i

con-

station hours.
This,
in
turn, is divided by the number
of
program-advertiser
combinations.
According to NBC, this
of.

would

automatically weigh
the
statistics in favor of CBS by putting a show., at a disadvantage if
it has a large number of participating sponsors.
NBC researchers cited the Kate

gether, he’s, never

Martin Stone have lined up a topstar gala, complete with a few new
production techniques, to mark the
1,000th program. Puppet character

<

air,

with the opportunity for some
top gagging. Kaufman, leaned
over to Levenson at one point
to introduce himself, explaintha.t in the six months they
have worked the show to-

CBS has not decided whether to
break in a new show to alternate and its manipulator, Rhode Mann,
With "Crime" or to keep the show for example, will be on the Coast
on each week and try to find an- that day, with star Bob Smith in
other bankroller for the alternate N. Y. Through use of the split
Show is aired Tuesday screen, they will work the show,
spots.
f
^ ^
o U»
(Continued 6rt vprtgfel 30
nights from 9 td ?g:$0.
‘l

took the

and Sarii Levenson, along with
moderator Clifton Fadiman,

new

NBC

it

NBC video research department. Claiming a joker in the CBS
statistics, NBC declared that "this
one fact is incontrovertible—the
average program is carried by
more stations on NBC than on
CBS or any other network."
CBS based its figures on a formula which designated 1.0 as art hour
show, which, multiplied by the
number of station carrying the
show, would give- the number
the

sequently, with a vacant seat
where the femme guest is
visually spotted.
Situation provided regular
panelists George S. Kaufman

charity drive, KIDS’ CARE.
Campaign, with the puppet character serving as honorary national^
chairman, is to be a subsidiary of
CARE, designed to aid overseas
'
children.
a

Claims; ‘We’re Champs’
CBS-TV's recent claims that it
now clears more time on affiliate
stations for sponsored shows than
any competing network drew a
blast of protest this week from

*

;

»

I

had a chance
to meet Levenson (Femme
guest was always between
them).
Because the trio got
off s 0 m e cracks about Miss
Havoc’s absence which might
have been considered uncalled
for under the circumstances,
Mansfield originally planned
to explain: what had happened
on next Sunday night’s stanza.
He has decided it would be
“more gentlemanly," however,
to let the whole thing feliAe.1

(

ing day*

SULLIVAN’S TWO-PART
‘COLE

PORTER STORY’

Two-part "Cole Porter Story"
which Ed Sullivan is lining up for
his "Toast of the Town" ,on CBSTV Feb. 24 and March 2 ‘will star
Monte Woolley and Lisa Kirk. Also
being mulled, but

riot

yet inked,

are Anne Jeffreys, Alfred Drake
and April Stevens. Sullivan is aiso
signing up other stars from Porter’s
Broadway musicals.
WoOlley will appear on the- first
installment. He Was an undergracl

with Porter (class of 1913) at Yale

and

it

was for Woolley that th

tunesmjth wrote

"Miss Otis

Re-

grets," strictly for warbling at frat-

house fetes.
Other talent inked for upcoming
"Toast" editions are Marian- Anderson, who will make her tele debut
on Easter Sunday, with the Notre
Dame glee club; Sophie Tucker,
Smith (NBC) and Garry Moore the
Sadler’s Wells Ballet, and the
(CBS) daytime shows as an ex- Tuskegee
Institute Choir, April 6;
ample. Both are completely sold
Audrey Hepburn and Gilbert Milout and the NBC. program has
ler, Sunday (10); and Sullivan's
more station-hours cleared. But, be- second "George White Scandals’
cause more sponsors participate in
stanza, with Smith and Dale, Harry
Miss Smith’s show than in Moore’s,
ichmari, Frances Williams, Hal
(Continued oil page 36>
{
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NBC television chieftain Sylvester, L. (Pat) Weaver’s recent “Op*
nortunities In TV” memorandum to his production staffers, publishconsiderable pro-and-con trade
ed recently in Variety, occasioned
Despite its length, the trade “stayed with it” and
discussion,
subsequently it was a major topic for discussion at lunch and

Sponsor contracts now contain

By GEORGE ROSEN

chinfests.

Froin

CBS

program chief Hubbell Robinson,

television

Jr., this

week came the following “rebuttal”:
“What I have to Say is very brief.

It is also Very specific.
certain high-water
“I believe CBS Television has established
marks in creative achievement in the past six months.

about Harry Ackerman and

Love
On the record it is the season's newest, biggest comedy
Lucy.’
can
wear
well
that
it
every
priced
and
so
constructed
is
It
hit
week aiid the advertiser can afford to put it on every week. To
“Specifically, I’m thinking

‘

I

bigtime television;
“And, incidentally, ‘Lucy* created a whole new technical method
of doing television comedy.
“ ‘Irma’ looks like a twin sister.
“I’m thinking abound Murrow, Fred Friendly and ‘See It Now.*
Even the sternest and most deadly arrow-slingers have pronounced
this the season's outstanding achievement in the ‘think- league.
Some have even gone so far as to say that with it television news

me

that’s exciting

came of age;

“And, incidentally, it developed a whole new technique of hannews and the people who make it.
“Pm thinking about Ed Sullivan, Mario Lewis, Arthur Godfrey
and Ken Murray who, week in and week out, swap punches with
a platoon of competitors on an even or better than even basis at circulation costs that deliver their backers real advertising values.
“I’m thinking about Don Davis and the ‘CBS Television Workshop’ which is adventuring in new techniques of adapting, writing
and photographing for television.
“I’m thinking, about 19 new CBS Television projects, on the
drawing board with the hope that they will make the high marks
that some of their predecessors have.
“If they can, a substantial "enduring job of entertaining and informing. will be well begun.
“Those are the specific thoughts I have 279 words.”
dling

—

a

among

Radio

'

the large corporations with

a major stake in the radio-television
program sweepstakes, is for executive talent on a creative level. Apparently there aren't enough topflight

TV

to go around, now that
into the picture and

men

has

moved

has opened up whole new spheres
of operation.
Whereas in. 1950 and 1951, the
snaring
piajor emphasis was
talent and developing properties
tor video, 1952 will, probably go
down- as the year of the mad
scramble and raiding among networks, agencies, etc., to set their
-creative houses in order.. While
the major quest is for TV entrepreneurs who have an approximation of what the’ video score is, the
bid. for suitable executive talent
also spills over into, radio. For the
wholesale desertions among the
boys anxious to stake their

clauses giving the show’s client the

Hearts and Flowers
New gesture of goodwill, to
client was sounded by CBS

The big cfy today around tlie
networks,
agencies
and even

right to cleat all guest talent. Situa-

investigations, probings

ing with

in N. Y.

As' each
his

into

vase of
with a card reading:

allegedly

Quite apart from trie political
of the write-in clause,
which is something" new in sponsor-agency relations, the agencies
and trie talent houses frequently
find themselves going around In
circles over last-minute sponsor
"interference.” Some of the agencies complain that,, just when a
show’s been whipped into shape,
trie client calls up and orders someone stricken from the talent roster.
Since it’s stipulated that he doesn’t
have to give a reason, there Is no
alternative but to yield to his deaspects

“Welcome

to bur new neighbors from
CBS Radio network,”

and “view-

of

television.

the

for

office

morning
a^large
flowers on his desk

(4),

suspicion”

“subversive” elements in radio and

Lever exec walked

time Monday
he discovered

first

of course, is an offshoot of

tion,

the so-called “blacklist” round of

week, With the opening of Lever House, new Park
avenue building of Lever Bros,
this

the

'

mand.
disturbing to such talent
It’s
houses as Music Corp. of America
and the William Morris office,
which book the. majority of TV
acts, because there isn’t that much
specialized talent to go around, and
they're hard pressed to find good
subs.. Frequently, too, the agency
or the network in control of the
production reins finds it’s obliged

AM

future claims and livelihood in TV,
Dan GolenpauFs “Information
has created a serious dent in the
Please”
package,
the
“grandradio show shops along N. Y.’s
daddy” of quiz shows with a
Madison Ave. and Radio City.
background in radio dating back
The recent overtures of CBS to about 15 years, has been sold for
entice Ted Cott avvav from his television.
General Electric Co.
.

managerial reins at WNBC-WNBT has. bought the show as a replaceand into the Columbia den; the ment for the Fred Waring Sunday to practically start from scratch,
switchover of Dick Pack into the night show on CBS-TV when the at a moment’s notice, in whipping
WNBT /Program managership from latter goes off for the summer, but the show into some semblance, of
the WNEW. indie; the continuing it’s understood that if the video shape. Situation not only applies
quest of CBS Radio, program vee- version approximates the same zing to performers but writers as well.
pee Lester Gottlieb to find a suit- as the radio program, GE will keep
able associate to develop network it on permanently.
shows, with a Similar “Wanted”
This marks the initial TV try
shingle dangling from Guy della
for “Info,” and culminates more
Cioppa’s Coast CBS program ofthan two years’ effort on the part
.

1

It

now

NBC’s timetabled
Basic Economic

looks like

putting its
Study for radio affiliates into effect, may be thrown out of kilter
by a year or more. Some say it
may even take two. years. Still
others venture the opinion that, as
a fait accompli affecting all NBC
affiliates, it will never reach final
fruition, although NBC prexy Joseph H. McConnell says there will:
be no retreating from the web’s
firm stand in reappraising the
standing and stature of all
affiliates, and paying them accord-

AM

ingly.

Originally, the blueprint for the

economic repatterning called for a
July 1 deadline In putting it into
effect.
Between now and then, it
was the hope of Charles R. Denny,
exec veepee of the radio network,
who has been masterminding the
Study, to bring enough important
stations into line to insure its success and weaken the battle of the
opposition forces.

However, NBC has now decided
to change its policy, so that each
station henceforth will be dealt
with as contract renewal time
comes up. Latter maneuver, it’s
anticipated, will result in protracted negotiations in a number of instances, with NBC’s “take it or
leave it” edict expected to precipi-

fice;

to

CBS-TV*

that

web

since 1939,

in April to

is

ankling

CBS

assume a top producer

berth at NBC video.
Miner, besides producing his own
weekly dramatic series for NBC,

major role in
the web’s creative programming
assume

will also

a

agreed they’ll start with the same
type

program

now

on

They’re under a 10-year

radio.

ABC

-

elusive.

Nelson’s youngsters* David and
Ricky, are also in
the Videal.
Nelson will edit the scripts and'
supervise the filming,, Show,
will
also ^pptinuej
on ^radioa f
vg r.9.
,

activities.

.

PHIL HARRIS, NBC
IN RADIO-TV

DEAL

Hollywood, Feb,

NBC

5.

negotiating with Phil
continuation of his
Harris for
radio series next fall plus a series
of television guestints, His current pact expires at season’s end.
Harris is said to prefer guestints
for his first video year to “feel
Deal, if conout” the medium.
cluded, it will be a longterm ex|
clusive- >
is

j)

TV

program

Irving
producer
Mansfield and others connected with his CBS-TV “This Is
Show Business” program will
be on a split-second Sunday bicycling routine starting this

week

(10),

when

tlie

to

radio network, a post that’s been

director Byron Paul
sical director Hank

vacant since Norman Cash checked
out several months back to join

and mu-

the

Sylvern
will be Working both shows,
Which are to be aired from different studios Sunday evening
with just a half-hour interven-

the quartet will rehearse the

Appointment

hearse ‘‘Show Business” from
2:30 until 5:30. They must then
be back at the Mafisfield. for
the. airing of the Levenson
show from 6:30 to 7, then rush
back to the other studio to air
“Show Business” from 7:30

of

WNEW

operation in the country* serving
as a blueprint, for other stations
bent on perpetuating AM’s identity
in the community.
No successor to Pack has been
chosen as yet.

PAUPER’S GRAVE FOR
CBS-TV ‘MILLIONAIRE’?
With General Mills having

indi-

cated that it will ankle its alternate
Friday night sponsorship of “Live
Like a Millionaire” on CBS-TV,
the web iS undecided whether to
retain the show in hopes of luring
a new bankroller or to ditch it in
favor of some other, program.
'’“••Millionaire”' is sponsored in the
alternate Friday might 10 to 10:30
slot by Grove Laboratories. Under
its deal with Grove, however, CBS
has the right to pull trie show if
f

Shawn

GM

Cancels.

"Millionaire,” .pack-

aged by Masterspn, Reddy

Dan Seymour’s New

&

Nel-

son, has been able to pull only an
opposition to
11 or 12 rating
NBC’s Gillette boxing bouts with,
a 40. CBS may decide to pull “Mila
for
consequently,
lionaire,

Status

'

Dart Seymour, emcee arid producer on “We the People” TV Show
for Young & Rubicam, is relinquishing the production reins on “Peo- stronger show.
ple” (though continuing his em-

to 8.

i

During, the Cott-Pack tenure
under Bernice Judis’ general manachieved a sinagership,
gularly effective status as perhaps
the most successful, unique indie

peeled to. help expedite the web’s
current “romancing” of affiliates
toward embracing NBC’s new Basic
Economic Study, with its attendant
re-evaluation of radio affiliates! importance to. trie network,

.

11:15 a.m, to 2:30 p.m. ait the
old Mansfield Theatre: on W.
47th St., N. Y. They’ll then
rush up to the CBS studio at
53d St. and Broadway to re-

station.

tlie

Washington.

Levenson show Sundays from

(

WNEW

Cin-

in

as

his ex-

erations of NBC. It was at that
time that Pack moved up to the
program post after serving
three years as publicity director of

Previously; Shawn was in'^charge
of the web’s TV operations, including studios, staging services,
formerly of
lie’s
scenery, etc,

set up,

Levenson, incidentally, plans
to continue as one of the permanent panelists (With George
S. Kaufman) on “Show Business,” unless he finds that the
two, shpws reprp^nt toor mjich
of''a^rpin.( r.i
y

WLW

indie,

join

formerly held down tlie
program spot, with a veepee status; prior to Shifting two
years ago to the managership of
the. radio-TV Gotham flagship op-

cinnati.

ing;

Under the schedule

Crosley-owned

to

WNEW

Shawn

In addi-

Levenson,

Mansfield,

checking out of

Cott

as head of station relations for the

new Sam

Levenson show bows.
tion

has appointed Fred

is

Now York

director,

colleague, Ted Cott,
program .manager of WNBT, the
NBC video flagship station. Pack
moves into his new post March 1.

STATION RELATIONS
NBC

the

WNEW

SHAWN HEADING NBC

CBS-TV

Pack

Dick

WNEW,

Switches to NBC;

He’s also to be integrated into NBC’s “Operation Frontal
Lobes,” projected series of bigseale
tate fireworks among those stations
who feel they’re not getting a. fair cultural and educational programs,
as well as the “spectaculars.” Latshake for the audiences they’re
ter are the sUper-budgeted dradelivering.
matic and musical shows being
planned by NBC, such as its projected video adaptation of the two
“Cleopatras,” to star Sir Laurence
Olivier and Vivien Leigh.
Producer's move from CBS to
NBC does not represent a raid, it’s
been learned. Miner had been at(Continued on page 40)

Hollywood, Feb. 5.
“Ozzie and Harriet” will hit video
in th e f a il. Robert H.
Kintner, before returning to N. Y., conferred
with Ozzie Nelson, and it was

the inability thus far of Ken-

of Golenpaul to peddle the video
yon & Eckhardt to find someone version,
Charles Friedman, who at vari- meeting the exacting radio-TV diFact that Clifton Fadiman will
ous times directed-produced the rectorial requirements of the agen- be back in his long-familiar emceeEddie Cantor, Fred Allen,* Abbott cy; the. search among the Colgate- moderator spot poses a problem,
& COstello and other tele displays, Palmolive-Peet echelon for a top- should GE Stick with the show into
has joined CBS-TV on a producer- flight executive with a keen radio- the fall. Fadiman is already showTV showmanship awareness to cased on Sundays at 7:30 Via the
director deal.
Friedman was Spotted into the step into the top-salaried niche Lucky Strike - sponsored “This
hew berth by the William Morris being resigned by Bob. Healy
Is Show Business,” with the ciggie
these and others reflect the current
Agency.
company having first call on his
jockeying within the executive fold
The summer poses no
services.
to achieve a hepness commensurate
since “Show Business”!
with the medium’s bigtime com- problem,
will be taking its usual hiatus.
mercial status.
But resolving a two-program
Those TV-Harassed Execs
parlay within a 90-minute Sunday
As a corollary to the vain at- night stretch looms as a fall obtempts to build creative executive stacle. Of the other regulars, John
forces, television, while a compara- Kieran will be back.
Whether or
tively new medium, is already in- not Oscar Levant’s Metro commitducing a ‘what-am-I-killirig-myself- ment will interfere with his parfor?” ’attitude on the part of quite ticipation in the TV “Info” is also
a few executives involved In the undetermined, as is the status of
(Continued on page 40)
the other regular panelite, Franklin P. Adams,
Worthington (Tony) Miner, creator’ arid producer of CBS-TV’s
“Studio One” and associated with,
Bicycling

Friedman

cee role.)

;

Instead,

Seymour

into

trie

JprgamzqUoqM

’>
'

GM

is

being upped to a new Y&R status
as an executive producer.
Move is one of the first at the
agency since Nat Wolff was brought

!

recently bought “Bride and
MR&N package,

Groom,” also an

for the 10:30 io 10:45 a;m. strip
four days a Week on CBS. Other:
day, ? Thursday, has been .picked
r
up by Hudson paper,

«,

Wfednesday*

TtHUrja

«•
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HOWTO GET THERE

\§ie.
MUTUAL

clients

have a consistent record for getting there “fustest”—m a

sense never dreamed of by the late Nathan Bedford Forrest. And they consistently

way

get there with the “mostest”— in a

First in

hdmes per

work radio

is

the old general would heartily approve.

time-and-talent dollar

among

all

kid-show sponsors in net-

Derby Foods, Inc., with “Sky King” on 525

MBS stations for Peter

Pan peanut butter* ( And Mutual presents the most kid shows of any network.)
First in

homes per

dollar

among

all

mystery sponsors in network radio

Williamson Candy Co., with “True Detective Mysteries” on 515

>

for

Oh Henry bars?

In

fact, first- in -homes -per- dollar applies to
.

programs on

*N. R. I.,OCT.*NOV.,1951;

?N. R. I* JAN.•SEPT. , 1941

the

stations

(And Mutual has Jthe most mystery shows of any network.)
the average of all once -a- week
x

.

MBS compared with

P.I.B.;

MBS

is

VARIETY “NETWORK PROGRAM COSTS"

the average

on each of the other networks.

. .

Over-riding

all

them— is

these “fustest” facts— and helping to explain

“mostest” which'

no other network has matched

WITH

a strategic

for the past 12 years:

The Mutual Broadcasting System, provides a field force of 550 affiliated
stations in

markets of all sizes throughout the 48 states

next network"s total .

. .

and

assure a matchless Jit to

Wherever your

.

.

nearly double the

with a selective deployability in hookups that can

your marketing needs

battle-lines are

Mutual’s General

.

PLUS can

get

mapped but

in the sales-struggle for 1952,

you there "fustest with the mostest” for

the

sure.

MUTUAL

broadcasting system of

550

affiliated stations

RA»IO-TBXJmSION

80
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ABC Wants 5-Station. TV Limit lift;
Washington, Feb.

Wednesday* February

Orys Blast bat Off

Prospects

WDCYSM

KLEE’s 300G Sale

Johnson-Case

Minneapolis, Feb.

Pallas, Feb. 5.

3.

Twin City Broadcasting Co. has
sold for an undisclosed amount local radio station WDGY, subject to
FCC approval, to Clarence T. Hagman, Twin Cities radio station

The Trinity Broadcasting Corp.,

.

agency it’s willing to proceed “im- here has purchased KLEE, Housmediately” with construction of ton, Bay Lewis, general .manager
A similar offer was has announced this week. The
outlets.
price, Lewis stated, exceeds $300,recently made by NBC.
000 and the sale is subject to apfirst suggested in a
was
Scheme
proval of the FCC.
speech several; months ago by
as
KLEE operates 24 hours dally on
Sterling
George
Commissioner
an inducement to nets to get into Old kilocycles with a power, of
manufacturers
watts.
5^000
push
UHF, and to

UHF

WLOL

general manager, and St.

Paul associates.

..

Twin

would apply

the,

VHF

only

present “rule of five” to

and

two

allow

more

Or

ABC

and

,

NBC*

“IT’8 IN

DuMont ^fias

tions.

on their children. The public, the
Committee Was told, is getting “fed
up” with this type of advertising
and is fearful that unless a specific bar is put on hard liquors the
younger generation will be tempted to drinking, with consequences
of auto accidents, broken homes,

THE BAG”— NBC-TV

Mon. thru Fri., 10: 30-11 a m., E.S.T.
Also The Seal test Barker on
“BIG TOP”—CBS-TV

have

TV

three and

Co.

Starring in

UHF

already

o. .& o.

Broadcasting

BOB ItUSSELL

stations.

their limit of five

City

group also Owns radioi stations in
Omaha and Lincoln and is headed
by James Stuart.

into making ultra high transmitting equipment and all-channel re-

Plan

DebM TV As
Washington, Feb, 5.
for passage of the
bill to prohibit hard
liquor advertising over radio and
TV appeared strong last Week after
temperance leaders, who descended on the Capitol in force, impressed senators with their pleas
to protect the sanctity of the home
against “skillful and seductive” appeals of video commercials.
Witness after witness kept up a
steady flow of testimony before the
Senate Commerce Committee for
two days; stressing in particular,
the effect of TV beer Commercials

5.

Move to permit networks to have
more than five owned and operated
TV stations, limit now allowed by
the FCC, got more support last
week when ABC advised the

ceivers.

X952

<£,

/

sta-

CBS

Of 'Goldbergs

etc.

Ex-Lax returns ,to network radio
Danger to television networks of
In proposing that the five-station sponsorship for -the first time in
limit on TV be raised, ABC points years,, when it preems a new 15not keeping a tight hold on local
option time by providing affiliates
out that the present rule was minute soap opera March 3 on the
adopted in November, 1943, when full NBC network. Show* titled
with sponsors for that time was
underscored again this week with
the number of available channel “Doctor’s Wife,” will hold down
*
than
400;
less
were
assignments
Ekco ’Products' arikling of the new
the 5:45 to 6 p.m. slot cross-thieThe web adds that in 1946 and board.
“Goldberg” series. Bankroller was
slated to back the Wednesday seg1947, when there were fewer than
Major nets had previously
Radio Writers Guild negptiations ment of the show, which preemed
100 video permits outstanding* turned
down
Ex-Lax business on
have
held
networks
each,
NBC and ABC, with five
the radio
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
the grounds that the commercials with"
more than 10% of the issued per- would be distasteful. Warwick
stalled although they have not in the 7:15 to 7:30 p:m. slot, startmits;
but pulled out
Legler, the laxative, firm’s agency, been broken off: Following last ing this week (4),
Inadequate Quota
to clear more
subsequently conducted its own week’s talks, no further meeting when NBC failed
than a dozen live stations.
Since few people were willing to survey among local
stations
set.
was
time
in
laytake the risk at that
Web execs explained that, in
across .the country and discovered
ing oiit heavy sums for TV, the a large majority of them were
Current bargaining covers staff trimming “Kukia, Fran and Ollie”
the
of
web declares, “this action
a halfcarrying Ex-Lax spots. NBC, as a
employed by the Webs, several months ago from
Commission in granting NBC and result declared that “if it’s okay scribblers
hour to a 15-minute strip, most of
ABC their full quota of five sta- With the stations, it’s okay with a$ distinct from freelance writers. the affiliates had recaptured the
tions, greatly fostered the early us,” and rescinded its anti-Ex-Lax Staff pact expired last Oct. 1, and 7:15 tp 7:30 time for sale to local
growth of VHF television.
policy.
the union and the chains have been sponsors. But the web emphasized
Now that the agency is opening
Show wBl replace, the “Bob & hiding along on an extension of that this local option situation was
also responsible for their decision
up the UHF band and providing Ray” afternoon program! Comic
contract Since then.
to trim “Kukia” originally. Show,
some/ 1,700 additional commercial team (Bob Elliott and Ray Gould- that
ABC asserts, the irig) will continue their early
assignments,
While areas of agreement have in its half-hour version, had started
points,
a
to slump rating-wise and the stapresent quota of five represents morning NBC-AM stint, as well as been reached on many
less than 1% of the total available the two quarter-hour shows on sharply contested question is the tions at that time were looking
fees
around for local sponsors to take
TV facilities. It follows that a re- NBC video.
demand for commercial
laxation of the- rule to permit at
for newsroom staffers. Union con- over, the time at the end of the
least seven stations under one litends that in other crafts, such as next cycle.
censee “would result in far less
announcing, an extra fee is paid
Necchi Sewing Machines, which
VILLAIN IN
concentration of control than was
for sponsored shows, but the radio had beeh on the fence for the
permissible in 1945.”
news scripters are missing this Friday night sponsorship of “Goldcommercial gravy. It is proposing bergs,” has decided to buy into
ABC points out that there was
that a pool be set up into which the Show as originally planned, and
less knowledge of channels 7 to
Boston, Feb. 5.
news fees would be Vitamin Corp. of America is set for
13 in the VHF band when it apWith pix, niteries, restaurants, commercial
placed, with the news writers div- the Monday night segment. NBCplied for TV, than there is about
events* etc., already On recvying the coin at the end of the TV sales execs, noting the dozen
UHF today. And to demonstrate j§ports
ord blaming TV for the current
year.
its faith in UHF and to encourage
live markets it has cleared reprebiz slump, the: financial plight of
manufacture of UHF equipment,
is also seeking to es- sent 41% of the total TV homes in
The
the Metropolitan Transit Co. has
the web declares, it is ready to aptablish parity among all its regions, the country, claimed to have some
now
been
charged
.to TV.
ply for and operate UHF stations.
which would mean that staffers in sponsor interest for the Wednesday
Appearing before a legislative
“Unnecessary restrictions on exChi would get the same scale as segment vacated by Ekco.
seeking
constructive
isting companies with the know- committee
those in N. Y.
Harold Stone, currently in. the
how and desire to foster UHF,” it action to solve the road’s financial
Broadway cast of “Stalag 17,”
adds, “should not be imposed at distress, Edward Dana, MTA’s genmeanwhile, has signed to take over
eral
manager,
produced
figures
this critical moment in UHF develPark East Mag’s 1-Shot
the. “Papa Goldberg” role on the
showing that
ight and Sunday
opment.”
Park East Magazine has bought /iow.
traffic on the road has been reduced 30% over last year’s. This a one-shot on WJZ-TV, N. Y., todeficit, according to Dana, is the night (Wed.) at 11:10 p.m.
direct result of stay-at-home habits
Maggi McNeills will fenacee, with Gen. Electric Waives
of local citizens with the transit nutritionist Gayelord Hauser and
company, which serves metropoli- stripper Winnie Garrett among the
tan Boston, suffering.
guests.

Planned opposition of the Nation Assn, of Radio arid TV Broadcasters to the measure was strongly hit hy Sam Morris, associate editor of the “National Voice,” prohibition newspaper, and conductor
of “The Voice of Temperance”
broadcast.

.

,

,

The NARTB “cry of discriminahe declared, just won’t
Little
children, he.
stand up*
pointed out,, can’t read newspapers
but “are deeply impressed by the
animated scenes, voices arid portrayals glamorizing the sales of alBesides, he
coholic beverages.”
added, newspapers are private enterprises while radio frequencies
are publicly owned and broadcast
stations must be licensed by the
tion’”

&

AM

*

.

government.

[

|

RWG

Chicago, Feb. 5.
Religion has grown into big business on ABC, both radio and television. The Web is currently carrying tWo hour! weekly of sponsored
religious TV shows and three and
a half hours weekly on radio.
NeWest addition to ABC’s lineup
of commercial church airers is the
“Herald of Truth,” which debuts

TV THE

RWG

Sunday

(10).

The Sabbath toped
by the Church

airer is bankrolled
of Christ, Abilene,

A

Tex.

ABC AM

heavy purchaser of

TV

time is Billy Graham’!
Evangelistic Foundation. Last Sunday (3) the young evangelist Who
bills himself as the successor Ho

and

Billy Sunday expanded his regular
half-hour radio show to a full hour
for a web airing of his service
from the steps of the nation’s Capitol building. Graham’s foundation
also pays the tab on his Sunday
evening ../‘Hour of Decision” on

-

ABC-TV.
John B. Lanigan, who on Friday
(1) came over to ABC-TV as sales
veepee from Time magazine, is
finding several holes to fill. Seiberling tire is not renewing its “Amaz-

(Feb. 6-16)

ing Mr. Malone” series and Hazel
Bishop lipstick is mulling dropping out of its participation in
Stop the Music.”
“Malone,” aired on alternate

Following

the lineup of hour-long dramatic shows on the
major television networks during the next 10 days:
is

Feb. 6

—

Kraft TV Theatre (NBC -9 to 10 p.m.), “Follow the Dream,”
by Florence Ryersoii and Alice D. G. Miller. With Vivian Ferrar,
Royal Beal.
Celanese Theatre (ABC 10 to il p.m.). “Brief Moment,” by
S. N. Behrman, adapted by Caroline Francke.
With Robert Sterling, Veronica Lake, Burgess Meredith’.

weeks

in the 8-8:30 p.m. Monday
leaves after the March 10
broadcast. Hazel Bishop, which alternated with Toni in the 8 p.m,
half-hour segment of “Music,” is
expected tp bow out at the end of
the present cycle. Raymond Spector, agency on the account, is shopping. for another video Stanza.
In past three Weeks ABC-TV has
also lost “Ranger Joe” to CBS-TV,
slot,

—

Feb. 8

Feb. 10
Phllco TV Playhouse (NBC 9 to 10 p.m.). “Rich Boy,” by F.
Scott Fitzgerald, adapted by Walter Bernstein. With Gene Lyons,
Grace Kelly, Robert Pastene.

—

Kaiser-Frazer (which had brought
“Rllery Queen” over from DuMont)

NBC-TV’s “Your Show of,
Shows,” and Mogen-David’ “Charlie Wild” to DuMont.
to

Feb. 11

Lucky Strike Theatre (NBC—9:30 to 10:30 p.m.). ?’The Moonstone,” by Wilkie Collins, adapted by Peter Barry. With Richard
Greene, Stella Andrew, Noel Leslie.
Studio One (CBS— 10 to 11 p.m.). “Pagoda,” by James Atley
Phillips, adapted by Joseph Liss.
With Sono Osato.

‘Torn Sawyer- Set For

CBS
“CBS

Video ‘Workshop*
Television

will

adapt

Feb. 13

Workshop,”

Sunday afternodn half-hour
Mark; Twain’s

Kraft

series;

TV

Theatre

(NBC—9

p.m

to 10

John Galsworthy.

“Tom

).

“The Skin Game,” by

Pulitzer Prize Playhouse (ABC— 1 6 to 11p.m.)* “Hill 346,” by
Marguerite Higgins, adapted by Norman Lessing.
With Philip
Bourneuf, Philip Coolidge, Vaughn Taylor.

Sawyer” for airing Sunday (10).
Also slated for “Workshop” are
an adaptation of H, G. Wells’
“Time Machine” for Feb. 17, and
William Thackeray’s “Rose in the
Ring” the following week.

Feb. 15

,

,

Schlitz Playhouse of Stars
by Ernest Hemingway
(

gram parlay

(CBS—9

to 10 p.m*),
Clark.

“Fifty

Grand *’*

that

existed

from

NBC

to

Columbia video.

considered

will drop
it
retains

'

likely

sponsor
Inc.,

LIFE’S EDUC’L

TV

IN

before

General Foods shifted Parks over
It’s

Sehlltz Playhouse of Stars (CBS—9 to 10 p.m ). “The Daughter,”
by William Kendall Clarke* With, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Juanita Hall.

Another two-way ABC religioso
is the Voice of Prophecy,
which bankrolls the Sunday
morning “Faith Fpr Today” on
video and the “Voice of Prophecy”
Sunday afternoon on radio.
Other radio religious clients are
the Gospel Broadcasting Assri.,
which sponsors the Sunday after( Continued on page 40)

General Electric’s daytime- TV
plans appear to be in a state of
flux, with considerable doubt as to
the continuance of the Bill Goodwin show, which alternates on a
Tuesday-ThurSday afternoon basis
with the three-times-a-week Ralph
Edwards program on NBC-TV. For
one thing, GE has waived its option bn the CBS-TV afternoon period 'for a switchover of the show,
which would have alternated Goodwin with Bert Parks, the same pro-

that

GE

20-CITY EXPANSION

-

“Inside
tional

Goodwin, but Whether under

Our

television

educa-

Schools,”

produced

series

the supervision of Life
its afternoon NBC-TV
magazine, will be expanded to the
time franchise is a moot point.
20 top TV cities: following a threecity tryout during the last month.
Dick Krolik, TV producer-director
of. Life's March of Time, superSINCLAIR
vised the latest tryout;, in St. Louis,
and has been, assigned to work full
CBS-TV
time On the remaining cities. He’ll
be assisted by Dave Ruley, MOT
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
CBS-TV has released Mary Sin- video technical director.
“Schools” comprises sustaining,
clair from her exclusive pact with
the Web so that She can sign a public service shows over a period
of a week or more, using live TV
seven-year deal with paramount.
remote pickups to report on the.
Miss
Sinclair,
together with state
of local public education to.
Maria Riva, was the first actress parents
and. taxpayers. Life conto be signed for stardom under
tributes promotional blanketing of
CBS-TV’s policy of building its the station’s audience.
Krolik
own star stable. Under the deal leaves this week to cover Washingwhereby C6S permitted her to ton, Philadelphia, Baltimore end
ankle the pact, it will have first Boston.
Ruley will concentrate on
call on her services for TV if her
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus
Jj&r contract allow! video worR,
,arid In<Rana£($* ,
j t
)i;

MARY

ANKLES
FOR PAR PACT

;

,

.

,

Wednesday*

«
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*

A

peculiar summer, last summer.

how anybody

see

statistics,

Hard to

got a sun tan. Judging

by

most people spent the summer

indoors, looking at television, just as they’d

spent the winter, and autumn, and spring.

true

It’s

you can do almost anything with

television,

but the

fact is that

nobody ever

got a tan from a cathode tube.

But

it’s

summer Sponsors

just as true that

didn’t get burned, either.

Most CBS
their

Television advertisers

names and products

Summer (and most
. . .

who kept

selling all last

of them did) found* that

they were reaching big audiences— often
larger than their Oclobcr-April average

...

they reached those big audiences at a

low cost per thousan d—frequently lower
than

their October-April average.

Summer’s going
*lf you’d like a detailed analysis of the

advertising opportunity, ask

recent publication

*

‘It

CBS

summer

to be hot again this

--

-

year-

television

Television Sales for the

in

CBS

Television.

And

the people

who

are

*
Takes Four Quarters To Make A Dollar,

going to stay coolest and most collected

—and

collect

most— are

the advertisers

see to it they stay in that picture.

who

1

1

e

s
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

SUPER CIRCUS

with Claude Kirehner, Mary Hartline, Cliff Sonbier, Bardie Patton, Nick Francis; Bruce Chase

With

1 1

Adams
60 Mins; Sun., 4 p.m.CST
participating

“Bea

ABC, from Chicago
ABC-TV's -‘Super Circus” the
granddaddy bf video tanbark displays, continues to roll merrily
along to the delight of the young-

and more thaq\a smattering
of oldsters. IP’s .A smoothly tailored
start to finish of its 60from
affair
minute span.
Last Sunday’s (3) offering welcomed aboard Mars, Inc., as the
sters,

new

bankroller of the

half

last

hour, The first segment is shared
bn alternate weeks by Weather
A
Bird Shoes and Canada Dry.
smartly paced show was put todebut
sponsor’s
new
the
for
gether
with regulars ringmaster Claude
Kirehner, band leader Mary Hartline, the trio of clowns. Cliffy Soubier, Bardie Patton and Nick Francis all in fine fettle.

Producer Phil Patton rounded
up a nicely balanced roster of
guest acts that had the studio kids
applauding wildly, yet apparently
Thanks to
quite spontaneously.
some fine lensing that neatly.
at-home
turns,
various
the
Caught
It
reaction was likewise potent.
takes some doing to capture videowise a wide-swinging aero turn or
a trampoline bounce session but
the Chi, ABC crew after more than
four years of shooting the circus
layout has it down pat.
All the acts were good but the
topper was Frank Boyle’s high trapeze work that had the moppets
bn the edge of their pews. Included in the rest of the strong
lineup were The Adrianas, tricky
juggler trio; Janet’s Circus, a ponydog act; and the Arriola Troupe,
better-than-average trampoline
The ‘‘Super Circus
sequence.
Sideshow,” now a regular feature,
was filled vby Faye’s Fighting Cats
rr-two fisticuffing feline that earned

Another added attraction
laughs.
was Gloria Evans, a 14-year-old
ventriloquist, who
erable promise.

Lillie Story”

on

Ed

m

with her
strong ‘‘Hamlet” heckling sketch,
written by Moss' Hart, with a nice
assist by Reginald Gardner in a Sir
off

Laurence

Olivier takeoff. The
-‘double damask dinner napkiris”
routine, in department store setting arid with Gardner and Hal
Stone assisting, was amusing but
overlong, and the “Fairies at the
Bottom of Our Garden” vocal satire is by now a familiar item, although effectively done. The back-

stage-after-the-preem number, in
Which Constance Carpenter played
the harried leading lady, was sock,

And

the “Pittsburgh” routine, in

which Miss Lillie was choirmaster
of a male chorus (Les Compagnons
de la Chanson) arid a group of distaff singers^ was clicko throughout.

Les Compagnons, only other act
on the bill, stayed on to do a French
folk tune, with good' visual effects

—particularly the wi n d u p with
eight Of the singers carrying off

the body of the ninth member.
They encored with their boffo
“Les Trois Cloches.”
Production
u n ti ri gs, were
good, getting away from straight
frontal lensing in the sketches, and

mo

camerawork was

effective.

Ken Murray’s

“Salute to MOvieU.S.A.”, which marked the.
an entire video show
has hailed the rival motion picture
industry, chalked up a solid plug
for the film biz as aired via Murtinie,
first

time

showed consid- ray’s regular
CBS-TV’er Saturday
night (2). The show rolled steadily,
Kirehner, .who has developed
for the full hour and sustained
into a first-rate emcee now that he
maximum interest. It was too bad
has checkreined his exuberance, that Murray had
to compress 50
also worked the Weather Bird and
years of film history into a single
Mars commericals With just the hour. Film clips dating back
to the
right amount of believable gusto.
earliest silent days were combined
Dave.
neatly with a few live acts in Jean
Holloway’s ably-penned script, but
TOOTSIE HIPPODROME
the
industry’s
accomplishments
With John Reed King; guests
could only be glossed over.
Producer: King
Murray, perhaps wisely, let. the
Director: Jerry Franks
clips speak for themselves. He
15 Mins., Sun., 12:15 p,m.
confined most of his narration to a
SWEETS CO OF AMERICA
humorous bridging of the material
ABC-TV, from New York
but came up with a resounding
Moselle & Exsen)
slap at Hollywood’s detractors at
“T 6 o t s i e Hippodrome” is a the end of the show, which must
combo carny-quiz show Which fails have gladdened the hearts of
to come alive despite the abundant Council of Motion Picture Organienthusiasm projected by producer- zations execs, who have been plugemcee Johp Reed King.' Series is ging away at the same basic, theme.
directed at the young teenager Murray emphasized that Hollywood
and moppet trade but it rarely is still a dynamic, living industry
meets their video standards. Al- and that it won’t be put out of
though it occupies a brief 15-min- business by TV or any other
ute segment, the show is labored medium. Paramount board chairand slowpaced and is incongruous man Adolph Zukor,’ on hand at
with the gay big-top casing.
the start to be interviewed by
Format blends, a circus variety Murray as the film biz’s “elder
show with a telephone quiz show statesman,’’ scored solidly With his
but achieves little excitement in statement that films arid TV can
(

,

King handles

either department.

the phone queries (three) ‘and
hosts the guest acts (two) in his
typical exuberant
ann e r. His
smiling energy comes a c r 0 s s as
ersatz geniality. The three posers
asked of kids at home via the
Ameche had little eye. or ear appeal and the two midway performers (a juggling turn arid a dog act)

m

were smalltime

stuff.

King hammered home the TootRoll plugs too often for the
quarter hour period.
This Constant repetition of who’s picking
up the show’s tab won’t do much
to develop viewer-sponsor relasie

tions.

Camerawork was Unimagi-

native.

Gros.

YfeLLOW CAB TIME

With Joannie Coale, Dodie Rebbell, Joe Foley
Director: Art Stober
30 Mins., Sun. 3:30 p.m.

fellow cab

WFIL-TV, Philadelphia
Yellow” variety revue' is built
®^® u rid three newcomers to local
i
\7~i°?,imie Coale, Dodie Rebbeii, both- imports from
Baltimore,
d Joe Foley, from Camden, N.J.
t£
specializing in comedy and novelty
tunes, Joannie emcees the
affair
gjjk
ee
hiz” girlishness. Miss
,?
nebbell
and Fpley manage the 'vocal_ chores in okay
fashion, with
Foley going straight and Miss Rebbell veering pleasantly
to the modern idiom. Format is simple,.
With
* 1Ve
followed by one film
.

T

.

clip
in

^

live in

harmony.

Murray underlined the importance of .pictures as a recorder of
significant events and then swung
into the earliest Hollywood product. Presenting scenes from such
”
ancients as ‘‘Great Train Robbery
“Birth of a Nation,” etc., he indicated the industry's growth as
an art form arid then tossed on the
screen a number of clips featuring
Charles Chaplin, William S. Hart
and others. Backed by a socko
oldtime piano accomp by Nelson
Case, regqlar announcer on the
show, these provided not only fine
humor but also a further illustration of fiimdom’s growth.
In addition to Zukor, Buster
Keaton topped the iri-persori lineup, doing a sketch which Murray
iritroed as the first one Keaton had
ever done in films. With Billy Gilbert taking the: role played originally by the late Fatty Arbuckle, it
was top humor. (Keaton, incidentally, had done the same skit on
Ed. Wynn’s old CBS show several
yeiars

ago.)

Ramon Novarro was

okay with a Latin American tune,
but Ruby* Keeler looked good in a
reprise of some of the terp routines from her old Warner* Bros,
musicals,
Special bow, incidentally, is due
David Broekman for his super
batonning of a highly difficult
show-backing chore. Also standout
.

was the middle commercial played
by Murray and Case in panto, to
tie in

1 1 i
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from several agen- hardly showed any dramatic flair.
with this George
Show otherwise was about par
The science-fic- for the course. Miss Smith pertion classic was unearthed on suc- formed ably as ever as co-emcee
cessive Fridays (Jan. 25-Feb. 1) as with Ted Collins and in her singpart of “Tales of Tomorrow” in ing chores. Maria Tallchief, Anthe 9:30-10 p.m: slot over ABC-TV. dre Eglevsky and Melissa Hayden,
Masland carpets alternated With lead dancers from the N.Y. City
Kreisler_ watchbands afc sponsors. Ballet, impressed with a classical
Opening salvo Was titled “The pas de trois choreographed to the

Sulli- erable. ballyhoo
cies concerned

van’s “Toast of the Town” brought
the CBS-TV stanza Sunday (3)
e topflight sketches. U.nlike
s o
some of Sullivan’s previous salute
shows, which presented quasi-biogs
of the subjects, this comprised
comedy highlights from Miss Lillie’s repertoire.
She was in firie
form, held the stage for almost the
entire hour and socked over her
tried-and-tested material, although
some of the edge was dulled by its
having previously been exposed on
her own show last season.

Miss Lillie kicked

1 1 1

with the silent films atmos-

-

apparently no pattern
The two-part TV’ing of Jules
the choice of film clips.
Band Verne’s “20,000 Leagues Under
( Continued oh
page 40)
ithe Sea” was preceded by considr

Foley package.

Chase.” U. S., naval frigate Abraham Lincoln; commanded by
Thomas Farragut, was ordered in
1866 to sweep the seas of an underwater monster preying on shipping
throughout the world. Sighting
the culprit and engaging in battle,
Farragut and an aide were captured by Ca.pt; Nemo,' bitter, harpsichordist skipper of the submarine
Nautilus, and held prisoner.
In the second installment, “The
Escape,” the action Was taken up
largely with attempts by the two,
officers to scram- the submarine.
In between, a good deal Of footage
Was concerned With expressing the
cynicism of Capt. Nemo, played by
Thomas Mitchell, anent the outer
world of which he was once a part.
His daughter (Bethel Leslie) supplied both’ the romantic aspect visa vis Farragut, enacted by Leslie
Neilsen, and the final undoing of
her father’s ideas on his underwater trap;
Considering this rather large
canvas, the technical marine values
Were still to be. hurdled; at the
finale, as far as television is conIn view of the fact that
cerned.
.

Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto. Zola
Mae and Peggy Jahe Shaulis, moppet pianists, registered solidly with
their pyrotechnical 88’ing, also
concentrating on the classics. Peg
Lynch and Alan Bunco scored With
their “Ethel and Albert” sketch*
even though the scripting was a little too obvious..
Show had the usual lush NBC
production backihg, but this backfired on Miss Smith on two occasions.
She, soloed before W h a t
wore probably the busiest. Sets
seen this season on video, Which
tended to distract from her performance. Program Was produced
;

by Collins and Barry Wood and directed by Greg Garrisbn.

“The Author Meets the Critics”
has been uncertain in leadership
footing of late.

Barry Gray

is off

the DuMont network’s llt’ry block,
claiming, he can!t keep up with,
required reading, etc; Stepping in
for three programs beginning last
Thursday (31) in the 10 to 10:30
p.m. berthing was Faye Emerson
as
moderator.
“Author” could
hardly have had nicer dressing,
surface and submarine draft have albeit Miss Emerson is riot .usually
been developed with surefire re- associated with the literary scene.
alism
ori
numerous programs,
The book Was “The Return to
“Leagues” Was superficial in this Morality,” by Sen, Charles W.
direction;
A large hatch showing Tobey (Rep., N. H.) whose nationfull- al name was fixed forevermore
hardly
marine life was
panoplied play, and display of when he produced a good deal of
some equipment relating to sub- the up and at ’em fireworks durmarine wor ki n g
was tame. ing the teeveed Kefauver commitAtmospherically, transferring the tee hearings.
Fordham U. law
French novelist’s big narrative to professor, Godfrey P. Schmidt, apTV was a dud, set farther back by peared as pro-critic vis-a-vis antisub-standard dialog;
critic Merle Miller, author-newsEveryone in the cast was stock, paperman. Latter said at outset
though Mitchell, Neilsen and Miss he was riot defending sin or atLeslie could hardly be blamed; tacking the senator.
Since there
Producer Was Mort Abrahams, was Obviously little or nothing in
with direction by Don Medford and the book that coUld be knifed,
off-screen narration by Roger De- Miller took a roundabout tack. He
Koven, representing Verne,
objected to the first 92 pages of
the 123-page Work being taken up
Ann Sothern made her video exclusively with the Kefauver
dramatic bow Friday night (1) as hearings and balance with Tobey
from which little
star of “Lady With a Will” on preachments

Harold J.

Berg,

McQuade, Ell
Walker, Dora

Weissman, Henry Sharp, ^arry
Robinson

,

Director:
Writer: Bill

Gertrude

Stone, Arlene
Mints, Betty

orcni; guests
Producer: Phil Patton
Ed Skotch .
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THE GOLDBERGS

Producer-director:’ Walter Hart
Writer; Mrs. Berg
Script Editor: Michael Morris
15 MIn„ Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 7:15 p.m.

VITAMIN CORP. OF AMERICA
NBC-TV, from New York'
Duane Jones)
(

Ger t r u d

Berg’s “The Goldfolksy situation comedy,
and storm center Of the controversial Phil Loeb-Red Channels issue,
returned to television on Monday
(4), this time in an abbreviated 15-.
minute version which is b e i n g
slotted in the Monday-WednesdayFriday slot ori NBC-TV as the backto-back companion piece to the
also-condensed “Kukla, Fran and
Ollie.” Within the framework of
its new format, which will have a
carryover story. line for each week,
it remains now, as before, one of
the real, warm TV comedies that
sparkles under the gemutlich spirit
generated by Mrs, Berg.
Lodb, who Portrayed the role of
Jake, husband of Molly Goldberg,
is no longer with the show. After
some frantic auditioning by Mrs.
Berg and NBC,. Harold J. Stone, of
the “Stalag 17” legit cast, was
chosen for. the part only a few days
ago, and was written, into the inibergs,”

,

tial,

script for a brief appearance.

Whether the longtime Loeb identity, with the program will make a
perceptible

difference

in:

viewer

reaction remains a moot point.
Basically, the show’s .intrinsic val-

ues

stern,

from the Molly Goldberg

delineation.

Of major Importance
it

as a

in viewing
in the

TV

Commercial entity

programming sweepstakes

is

the

projection of the new format as a
three-times-a-week
showcase
In
quarter-hour segments of entertainment. That it comes off within
this hew framework as one of the
more qualitative shows in the situation comedy field, despite a lag
on the opening installment in establishing a stbry thread, is a
tribute to the program’s ^creator
and star, Mrs. Berg, for it is she
who vests the
with a
warmth, naturalness arid well-being that can translate itself into
any structural revisldris that pro-

program

gram-network. expediency

may

dic-

tate.

good would result, he said, since
It’s for this reason that inability
Stars,” evidencing again that an he felt legislation was needed.
of NBC to clear TV stations beSchmidt and the senator, partic- comes all the more regrettable.
actress schooled in films and/or
legit can make the switch to TV ularly the former, couldn’t quite Since 7:15 to 7:30 falls within soWith ease. Play, adapted by Don savvy that approach to the par- called station time, permitting afand Katrina Ettlinger from “Miss ticulars embodied in a book. He filiates to recapture the period for
Quis,” which wais penned originally and , Miss Emerson kept urging local time sales, a number of the
by Ward Morehouse and Peggy Miller to get back on the track outlets took advantage of this sitWood, was an amusing and unpre- but without avail. It was appar- uation following trimming of “Kutentious little tale about a spin- ent that “Morality” was not pro- kla” to a quarter-hour. As result.
sterish housekeeper whose wealthy ductive of. controversy and that Ekco has already Cancelled out of
boss had bequeathed her his en- Miller had allowed himself to be- its Wednesday sponsorship comtire fortune on the assumption that come enmeshed in an untenable mitment. The loss Is the client’s
she would use the money to clean position. They were trying to set and the. “blacked out” local comthe dirty politicians out of their up hattlefrorits that didn’t exist. munities,
Although It had a From this, view, the “show” was a
small town.
The show’s pattern remains the
twist ending, the climax was none- failure and not helped, any by same in Capsule form Mrs. Goldtheless telegraphed. But that did Miss Emerson’s cueing the sena- berg’s Courtyard window discourses
Gen.
Ike
Eisenhowtor’s
for
enterplug
not detract from the show’s
with her neighbors as she involves
er as Rep.ub nominee for Presi- herself or her
tainment qualities.
immediate family
Miss Sothern etched a neat dent.
in some personal episodes
her
Toward the finish line, questions innocent. “do: good” attemptsnrcome
the strongas
characterization
willed housekeeper who refused to on the church arid schools in re- a cropper (as in her efforts Monmoral
were
to
values
be buffaloed by the town’s greedy lation
day to arrange a marriage match
councilmen and finally won her launched with good possibilities for Mrs. Blum). With the excepday in court against them. While that were killed by the time ele- tion of the Loeb replacement, all
The senator got opportu- the old Standbys are back, Uncle
she may ho longer be the “Maisie” ment.
of her Metro film series, she nity to assert, however, that nei- David (Ell Mintz), Rose, Sam, etc.,
looked beauteous enough. Edmon ther was doing the best possible With Mrs. Berg still plugging away
Ryan scored as the ne’er-do-well job, and Schmidt was bitter about at the commercials (this time vitahometown boy, who returned after the continuing attacks on the idea mins Instead of Sanka) across the
15 years of following the races of Bible reading in public schools. window 1 e d e.. The drawn-out
g
to join Mias Sothern in her fight Best part of the 30-minuter was opening commercial, incidentally,
to put the money to the right pur- Sen. Tobey’s Bible-spouting and was inexcusable,
even overlong
pose. Robert Emhardt registered Citation of historical adages, pro-, for a 30-minute show, let alone a
The New Englander capsule presentation.
as the corrupt town council chief verbs, etc.
Rose .
and Joy Hodges, in a switch from is quite a show.
her usual singing chores, impressed
Olsen & Johnson’s ‘‘All-Star Re- DORSEY CONNORS SHOW
as the rich gal who put Up a fight
recapture Ryan from Miss Vue” on NBG-TV failed to add up Director: Joe Spery
to
Sothern, Nancy Franklih, Russell passable video entertainment Sat- 5 Mins.; Mon.-thru-FrL, 5:40 p[m.
Bishop, Ernes- urday night (2).
This duo’s low Participating
Collins, Richard
tine McLendori and Harriet Mc-J Comedy antics could probably be WNBQ, Chicago
Gibbon Were competent in sup- compressed into an Okay 15-minute
With her nighttime cross-thestanza, but stretched over 60 minporting roles,
.
„
Show was well produced, and utes, it becomes more than a bit boarder consistently SRO, WNBQ
directed by William H. Brown, Jr;, tedious. Maybe these knockabout has given pitch-gal Dorsey Connors
and carried the Usual lush Schlitz routines should be slanted straight an additional early evening series.
Dur- for the kids for maximum com- The nightly fiVe-minute quickies
production accoutrements.
ward Kirby was ori hand this time mercial impact, but one. skit re- are really nothing more than sugarto pitch the Schlitz blurbs and did volving around Louis XVI and coated blurbs, but Miss Connors
Marie Antoinette’s boudoir affairs has developed, an excellent Settan effective job.
was hardly juVe material. (Milton ing patter ang- video poise that
Fred Allen pulled a switch Berle, incidentally, turned up for a makes for easy downing of the
by essaying a straight dramatic momentary bit part in this sketch). commercial pill. Also, the plugs,
Couple of other parody sketches are preceded by a household hint
role on NBC-TV’s “Kate Smith A
Evening Hour” Wednesday night on western plots and Shakespear- of some informational value;
ian plays also misfired, thfc zany
For example, on show viewed
(30). Probably because of his long
comedy sputtering out into silli- (30) Miss Connors showed how
association with comedy, it was
Rosalie Allen ( WOV disk book matches could be recovered
extremely difficult to take him ness.
jockey, registered nicely in the As gifts or to fit the living-room
seriously in the role. He starred
guest slot
decor. Then there was a. demonin a suspenseful sketch, tit led
cocoanut shell
stration of how
“After Dinrier Story” arid penned
O’Connor,
Donald
doing
his
starcould
be used as a “different” vase
originally by Cornell Woolrich, as
billed stint on “Colgate Comedy for holding house plants. Femme
a man who plans a d i a b o 1 i cal
last Sunday night (3) at 8 has apparently an inexhaustible
scheme to unmask the murderer Hour”NBC-TV,
over
is a versatile lad. supply of such tricks and suggesof his son. Skit was neatly staged
Aside from his .specialty~-dancing tions that appeal to the homemakby Albert McCleery and well enact|V »
a Ddye. f
>:
4 ers'. cUfliosity.
> > ([Continued on page 30} «
ed by the small Cast. But Alien!.

CBS-TV’s
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Barbara Payton
ing March 1 .
ana hubby Franchoft Tone will do
"Wait for Me,” sketch by Elaine
Carrington, on ABC-TV’s "Arthur
.

.

Television Chatter

Murray Show” Sunday

(10).

Hollywood

and Buff” show, is leaving to direct
E. A. Dupont and Charles^ Haas
the upcoming Broadway producClaire Mann's "Glamour Show" tion, "How to Fly on One Feather.” alternating as directors on "Big
telepix series, which began
Brill,
and
Town”
Richard
who
produced
30
on WJZ-TV being expanded to
scripted the Mike' Wallace-Buff shooting this week at General
minutes on Monday (11)' and moves Cobb interview show at Chicago’s Service studios, under aegis of
to 1-1:30 p m. Dioiie Lucas’ cook- Chez Paree before they came to Phil Krasne and Jack Gross. Lever
Wade Lane teed
ery series shifts to 1:30-2:30 p.ms, N. Y„ will succeed him . Peggy Bros, angels
Wood, star of CBS-TV's "Mama,” new show, "The Green Cathedral,”
on Mondays, making it a 1:30 start Will be written out
Lewis
Food Co. pickof the show on KTTV ...
. S. L. Adthree times weekly
Friday night (8) during her vaca- ing up tab on two pix screening
ler, ex-Crosley Broadcasting, and
Geojge
Mondays
on
KLAC-TV
,
tion
inHaiti.
Walter C. Newton, Jr., formerly
Greg Morton is pulling almost a Whitney, v.p. in charge of. sales for
with WMGM, added to WOR-TV
left
on
.busiTelevision,
Don
Lee
ABC-TV’S' one-man show stint on NBC’s
as account execs
*.,.
Cal-Ray
ness trip to East
"Paul -Whiteman Revue” will use a "Lights Out” Monday night (11). Bakeries
10-sec.
bought
1,300
co-scripting
Besides
stanza,
the
New
skating rink and stars of the
Peter Johnblurbs on KHJ-TV
Yorker ice show on Sunday (10) titled "Cries the String,” with his son, formerly with KTTV, named
Martin Brandt featured on Du- wife (Ruth Moore), he'll also co- to newly-created TV division of
i
Mont’s "Shadow of the Cloak” to- star with Signe Hasso and solo on Manhattan Films International by
.Jack Farren, ex-WOR
prob- his, Violin
. “It's a
morrow (Thurs.)
prexy Robert I. Kronenberg . .M
lem,” WNBT’s cross-the-board af- announcer - producer, joined the Sc A Alexander Productions acternoon public service show, to be NBC-TV production staff
quired 14 pix from British National
Jimmy
Gloria
Swanson
booked
for
starting
picked up by NBC-TV
Films for distribution to television:
Elaine Herman new Duraiite’s next show on NBC’s "All
Feb. 18
stations in V. S.
Coast office
Feb
Star
Revue,”
23
Getschal
CBS-TV’s
on
assistant
production
of
Screen Gems established, for
Sc Richard appointed ad agency for
"Sammy Kaye Show,”
production, of telepix and telePat McVey, star of CBS-TV’s the N. Y. distributors of Motorola blurbs
, Consolidated Television
Comic Jan Murray set for three
"Big Town,” left for the Coast af"Jump Jump of' Holiday
sold
ter his show Thursday night (31) consecutive guest shots on NBC’s
House,” 15-ffiin, cross-the-board
Smith
Evening
Hour,”
‘Kate
for
stantwo
the
first
in.
to start work
Ed Peck, juve show, to Curries Ice Cream
zas of the series to be put on film* Feb. 13, 20 and 27 ...
for viewing on KTTV .
Woody
He’ll be written out of the script star of DuMont’s "Flying Tigers,”
part on Herman’s agency, GAG, talking deal
doubling
into
a
featured
during his two-week absence; First
"Amazing Mr. Malone” with NBC-TV, in N. Y. for halfof the films, which will replace the ABC’s
Burgess hour variety show toplining Herlive broadcasts entirely, is slated Monday night (11)
Jerry Hyams, for- Meredith will play the role of Sig man and, his orch. If deal jells,
for April 3
would start in March...
mer sales veepee of Commonwealth in S. N. Behrman’s "Brief Moment” show
Paul Keast inked for role in "The
Film & TV, named prexy of the on ABC’s "Celanese- Theatre’’ tonight (Wed ). Alexander Woollcott Merry-Go-Round,” Ziv TV telepic
newly-formed HygO TV Films
rolling at California studios
Joe Gratz, formerly with CBS, has had the role in the original Broad- Tim
Holt understood to be talking
Julann Caffrey,
joined Warwick & Legler as radio- way production
deal for series of half-hotir telepix,
"Woman’s
Club”
of
DuMont’s
star
Francis
producer-director
TV
following
format employed in his
Betliencourt, who had a featured strip, has started a new series on
oaters for RKO, where he was rerole in the road company of "Hap- the show devoted to parent-chilcently
dropped
Jimmy Wakely
Grand,”
"Fifty
dren
problems
py Time,” set for a top part in
Robert Montgomery’s presentation first Ernest Hemingway stq^y to be tees off new half-hour show on
KNBH
Feb.
with
Thyavals pick7,
CBS’
for
for
adapted,
TV,
set
night
(11)
of "Moonstone” Monday
. George
Reeves,
Rudy Bretz, indie "Schlitz Playhouse of Stars” Feb. ing up ticket
on NBC-TV
Mary Castle and Pamela Duncan
TV director and teacher,: taking a 15, with Dane Clark starred
signed
by
Frank
Wisbar
to
star in
purhas
leave Of absence to serve as a spe- Royal Crest Sales Co.
"Hurry, Hurry,” "Fireside Thecial instructor in TV production chased "Saturday Night Wrestling”
atre”:
vidpic
rolling
at
Eagle
Lion
Sen.
Estes
Mont’s
WABD
on’Du
...
tech ique for the Canadian Broad. KHJ-TV upped nightcasting Corp.’s TV department in Kefauver discusses his Presidential studios
time
hour
rates
from
to
$750
"ChronoCBS-TV’s
on
candidacy
left
has
Kasander
Toronto
Paul
Modern- $1,000, effective March 1. Channel
the CBS directors staff to join scope” Monday (11)
Walt Framer as associate producer alres will guest on "Star of thtf also starts new $750 Class B hour
Ben Bard established departFramer’s "Big Payoff” and Family” March 6 from Hollywood
of
ment of television in his dramatic
‘•Strike* It Rich” radio and TV ... Stuart Foster is subbing for
school.
Up
beaten
(who
was
Blaine
Jimmy
joined
Philco Corp, has
shows
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hside Stuff—Tdeviaon
General Foods had a prepared statement read on the "It’s News to
Me” show via CBS-TV Monday night (4) in apology to viewers who had
complained of an incident on the show the preceding week. On the
earlier stanza, which GF sponsors, guest panelist Quincy Howe had
jokingly struck a comparison between President Tniman and Sen.
Robert A. Taft, which apparently had rankled some viewers.
Howe, who was a regular, on the series last summer, is a journalism
professor at the U. of Illinois and so appeared Monday, night during his
betWeen*$emesters vacation.
,

Abe Schechter, who is supervising production of NBC-TV’s new
early-bird show* "Today,” is also out pitching the ishpw personally to
agencies and prospective clients. As part of bis sales spiel, Schechter
carried along 100 unopened letters, mailed to the web by "Today” viewBowles radio-TV veepee Walter
ers when he huddled with Benton'
Craig Monday (4). He tossed the letters, still unopened, on Craig’s
desk, gambling that they would be favorable. Craig opened .them and
found them all to be raves: B&B nqw has "Today”, under consideration for several of its clients on a participation basis.
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Solution to television’s long-standing problem of how to make a gunshot sound authentic has' been found by NBC-TV's engineering development group, via an electronic device tagged the "gun shot reinforcer.”
Gadget, which operates automatically, is housed in a rectangular unit
the size of a typewriter case; It’s plugged into the system or line carrying the audio part of the TV show and, When a blank is fired in a
studio, the sound triggers a circuit in the reinforcer which automatically
and instantaneously produces its own shot.
Under the new setup, the sound heard at home will be a combination
of the actual shot in the studio and the electronic shot, which NBC
claims will provide a perfect sound reproduction of the report. NBC
engineer- Raymond E. Lafferty built the device, based on an electronic
principle suggested by J. L. Hathaway, assistant chief of the engineering development' group.
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Tele-Tone Radio Coip., manufacturers of radio and TV receivers,
a- voluntary bankruptcy proceeding in N.Y, Federal Court last
Of the Chandler Act. Outfit listed liabilities
Liabilities include tax claims
of $2,136,998 and assets of $3,809,306.
totaling $1,253,644 due the Federal Government. A settlement of 50%,
payable in annual installments Of 10%, has been proposed:

filed

week under Chapter XI

.

.

.

.

v

NBC-TV’ "Cameo Theatre” is presenting a yam Sunday at 10:30
p.m. in which: the identity of actor playing the lead is being kept under
Wraps and won’t be disclosed to* the audience until the final credits.
Reason is that identity of the thesper would tip the twist denouement.
Script, which has an anti-prejudice theme, is "The Man Who Played
Lincoln,” by Harold Callen.
Dallash—Mrs. Tucker’s Foods will
soon start its 20th year as an ad-

.
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.

.

Continued from pace 26
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the

list

of Sponsors for the Junior

while

trying to stop, a fight)

throwing his voice 3,000 miles.
NBC has also set "Kukla, Fran

Chicago

KYW

PHIL FOSTER

|

Sc

hour program, are Ed Wynn, Danny Thomas, Jack Carson and possibly Eddie Cantor and Abbott Sc
Costello from the Coast, and Dave
Garroway, Gabby Hayes and probably Paul Winchell-Jerry Mahoney
from N. Y. Milton Berle also may
be added to the N. Y. roster. Show
is to originate Tuesday only from
NBC’s mammoth Center Theatre,
so as to accommodate as many kids

.

.

.

in the studio audience as possible.
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H-D preemed on NBC

video Dec.
27, 1947. Since that time th$ merchandising of items licensed to
carry the Howdy name has become
muiti-million-dollar
business.
a
Manufacturers of such items, for
example, reportedly racked up
gross sales of almost $25,000,000
for 1951. Most of the production
personnel have been With the show
creative staff
Benny Goodman from the start, including Smith,
headlinhig Marshall Field’s "Pace scripter Eddie Kean and producer
of
Chicago” tomorrow night Roger Muir, Who began work on
(Thurs.) on WBKB
Chet Roble the show as a director.
adds the twice-weekly "Mary Hartline Party” on WENR-TV to his
Manchester, N. H. More than
list of tele stints .
$1,000 was raised for the "March of
. Dorsey Con.

11,

Ollie” to salute H-D via a special
one-shot insert from Chicago. Topping the guest lineup, all of whom
will appear personally on the half-

"Studs Place” hais finally settled
into the Thursday night 9:30 to 10
spot on WENR-TV as of this week.
Show is no longer being fed to the
ABC web but is sponsored locally
by McLaughlin’s Manor House coffee
Herbie Mintz, currently
.
.
gabbing and keyboarding a nightly
music and chatter session on
WNBQ, notches his 30th year in
the electronic media next week. He
broke into radio on
in 1922
..Allied Motors has renewed its
“Murder Before Midnight,” nightly
feature film on WBKB and has
added a Sunday night newscast by
Ulmer Turner *
.Don Herbert
(NBC-TV’s Mr. Wizard) now a regular on web's "The Bunch” morning show* Herbert js appearing on
the Wednesday segment
Hines
Lumber Co. has renewed Walt Durbahn’s "Walt’s Workshop” for the
fourth year on WNBQ
Muntz
TV set sales for eight-month period ending Ndv. 31, 1951, up 33%
oyer the previous year ... Hal Secor has joined the Atlas Film Corp.
.

Thanks to

Feb.

.

on

League Mardi Gras, to be televised ABC-TV’s "Stop the Music.” Arover WNBT Feb. 26 ... Jess Kim- lene Frances will emcee the show
ntel, producer^of CBS-TV's "Mike during Bert Park’s vacation, start-

On

Mrs. Tucker’s Foods will sponsor

Harvey Bogen in a 15-minute
together. In addition,' the entire
newscast each Monday, Wednesday
video portion Will originate on the and Friday at 8 a.m.
Coast and the audio portion from
In effect. Smith will* be
N. Y.

.

.* .

WFAA.

vertiser on

ATTENTION VETERANS!
NO DOWN PAYMENT
R«g.

S6 Months to Pay

W.

19 52
KAISER - HENRY
MIDTOWN

J

K-P SALES. INC.

1710 (roadway, N.Y.C.

0L 7-0*10

k

—

.

WNBQ

new

.

^

eA °n
. petto***®*
04
V
ve4*
lVie0

cv
°

|

early evening
Dimes” polio fund on Jan. 30,
gab strip now sold out . .
here staged a unique
Polk when
Appliances, currently backing all-day program, during which not
WBKB’s nightly “Night Owl” film only merchandise donated by variseries, has added Saturday and ous merchants, but hitherto unreSunday afternoon pix on the indie vealed talents of the announcers
... Motorola’s 1951 per-share earn-? and engineers, were auctioned off
ings are down to between $7.25 over the air.
and $7.50 compared to $14.56 in
nors’

»'*4

WKBR

HARPO MARX
NBC-TV
M«t.:

GIIMMO MARX

(Formerly

MAX GORDON

1950.

»

Film Studios or Recording Studios
* Special Sketches Written by

S
tion.”

DANNY

DOC

or both

Continued from page 26

the arithmetic gives Mdore a
larger number of "station hours
per program-advertiser combina-

NBC

added;

"The overall plus shown for CBS
via this false yardstick 'is due to
one fact only—CBS has 57 pro-

grams with 68 advertisers
pating, whereas

NBC

partici-

has 57 pro-

grams with 95 advertisers participating. NBC lias more program-

SIMON
Represented by

TONY FORD

of

advertiser combinations and, since
this larger number is the denominator, the quotient is smaller for

WANT TO BUY
Interested

in

purchasing film studios or recording
loss carryover of from

studio which has operating

$50,000 to $300,000.
of available space.

Should have at least 6,000

Must be

in

New

feel

York City.

NBC.”

MCA

Rock Island—John Payne

new music librarian
WHBF-TV.

at

BOX
is

WHBF

the

and

V-15046, VARIETY

154 West 46th Street,

NtwYork 19,N.Y.

|

'

.
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Pocket money talks too

^c

4
<

*.v*

<$>

jAjl you ask of the cash that you carry is to
carry you through the day

/

©

*

. .

*.

But on

M

CBS Radio, the

pocket

money

of

the average businessman ($30. 15* ) can do

much more.

It delivers

advertising

to.

27,400 actual listeners - 8,400 more than on

any other network. (Based on average

CBS Radio

program, NRI/Nov. 4-10, 1951/)

Among costs

of doing business today,

the low cost of radio

is.

in a

column by

itself.,

'

a

and among networks, so

is

the low cost

•

v

CBS

of

%
(

Radio.

~ ^; ,3
#

The cost-per-thousand

listeners

on

CBS Radio— $1.10 -is 30^ less than on any
other network. And whether you compare,
it

Medium “B”

with

or

Medium “C”

(a certain daily)

(a certain weekly) or with

,;
any other through Medium “Z — CBS Radio

delivers
arid

more

circulation for the

more advertising

Let your advertising

money

attention.

talk; where

customers
v

listen most ^ on the

CBS Radio Network
ifrAwvr

ng

to

* aun«7 «f ig.lll

I

'ilnttsmML
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BAMO-TEUVISrait
WHDH’s Doughnut

news on KD&A’s new Nightwatch
between 1 and 5:30 a m. Station
who manages and is broadcaster as is on 24-hour operation at request
well at radio station KUOX, Moor- of Civil Defense ... Bill Brant’s
head, Minn., broadcast his j, 000th “Studio Control’’ program on
t,

WDTV

just celebrated first anni
basketball game last w e e k. He
Lois Crawford has replaced
started airing the hoop game 21 Ted Okon as production supervisor
years ago and also has been at the on weekly Sho-Biz-Quiz over Chan“mike'’ for more than 1,000 broad- nel 3.
casts of other sports games
WTCN-TV, Twin Cities outlet for
Des Moines At the request of
both CBS and ABC, has chosen the civilian defense administraTV political tion, WHO-AM has become a 24Admiral-sponsored
convention and election coverage, hour station six days a week startinstead of Westinghouse, which ing Feb. 2. Station will be on the
also would be available to it. On air constantly except for a §evenradio WCCO, local CBS station, hour period from 12:30 a.m; to
Start Hubbard, 7:30. a.m. Sundays, so that its sigwill carry latter.
°KSTP president, vacationing in nal will be available in case of a
Cedric Adams back on national emergency.
Florida
his numerous ether shows following return from three-week JaSalt Lake City—KSL, local 50
.

.

.

—

.

.

maica vacation.

kw CBS

—More

than $13,500 for
polio was raised by a “March of
Dollars” show recently on WFA<ATV. Big star of the evening was
Ralph Flanagan who dropped in at
the studios following completion
of a dance job at the Sky Club.
Dallas

'

Greensboro,

affiliate, has boosted local
biz with the inking of Bertnett’s to
a 13- Week deal calling for sponsorship of Allen Jensen’s afternoon

news cross-the-board, and two parweekly in Margaret
ticipations

homemakers program.
will
run to about $1,000
monthly, and deal was closed by
Paul Royall for the station and
N. C.— John C. Harold W, Pickering Agency 'for
Masters'

resignation as manager of WFNS
at Burlington, a post he has held
for slightly more than two years.
He did not reveal his future plans.

Pittsburgh—Bob Prince has just
started his ninth straight year of
daily sportscasting on WJAS. for
the same sponsor, Fort Pitt Beer
Ed Gilford, who graduated
from the Carnegie Tech Drama
School in 1949, has joined. the staff
of NBC-TV in New York as a floor
director
Velma Carey, local teevee singer, sighed for a series of
shorts by a Cleveland video-pro.

.

.

.

ducing

outfit
Gino Conte, fortechnical head of the Pitts
burgh Playhouse, now with NBCTV in Los Angeles as a production
.

.

.

mer

coordinator
Neil Wallace spinning the platters and doing the
.

.

.

Tab

“Jack” Hanner has announced his the

.

Inside Stuff—Radio
WOV

—Manny M a tg e

Minneapolis

.

Disking

Boston, Feb. 5.
WHDH, Hub’s 50,000-watt indie,
Phil Gordon, disk jockey on WOV’s (N.Y.) “1280 Club” resigned last
is now programming 40 15-minute
week because the indie inserted two quarter-hour transcribed commersegments weekly via the 45 rpm
staffer Leigh Kammer, who
cial airers in the 90-minute stanza.
platters, becoming the first station
had understudied the program, has taken over for the time being.
in this area to go all out on the
commercial,
for Charles Antell
transcribed
Gordon had one 15-minute
doughnut size disks. Slower, turn- hair preparation, and objected to the addition of a second waxed show
tables were installed a couple of
hC
-said,
“because they were
He disliked the stanzas,
for Fastabs.
weeks ago, when RCA ‘Victor strictly commercial talk and no music bn a show that was supposed
to
bought a 15-minute evening stint
music.” Gordon then suggested that one of the transcribers
emphasize
45s
their
plug
cross the board to
live copy substituted.
ditched
and
be
with 'station now hypoing the use
said that although the station liked Gordon’s
A spokesman for
of the smaller platter to include all
work, he didn’t give the outlet enough time to arrange for shifting the
major and, smaller labels currently segment, in question off his show. Station’s other Negro-slanted airers,
available.
Ralph Cooper and “Your Best Girl” with Cecilia Violenes, continue.
Station’s ever-expanding, record
library has close to 75,000 indiWNYC, New York’s muntcipally-owried non-commercial station, is
vidual pop titles, not including
WNBC. When signing off at 10 p.m.,
duplicates, and anpther 7,500 long- plugging a 'commercial rival,
tells its listeners that if they don’t have FM sets and can’t
hair platters with storage space
they should catch WNBC’s new postto
WNYC-FM,
continue
dialed
problem being one of the importhe wholesale midnight symphonic music show.
in
factors
tant
incidentally,
last Week got a three-month renewal of its temIndie,
switchover.
porary FCC authorization to continue on the air until 10 p.m. Its
license permits it to beam only until sunset in the midwest, to forestall
possibility of conflict with WCCO, Minneapolis.

client.

—

Minneapolis The University of
Minnesota radio station’s KUOM’s
“Station 60” show, a documentary
relating the true story of a girl
psychiatric patient and her treatat the school, has been acquired by the National Association of Educational Broadcasters
for presentation by transcription
on all of its 75 member stations
during the late winter.

ment

WOV

’

WNYC

.

Results of .elections of directors-atrlarge and district director for
the even-numbered districts of National Assn, of Radio and TV Broadcasters Will be announced Feb. 22. Final ballots were sent out 'to all
NARTB member stations last week.
Directors-at-large will be chosen in four categories representing
District directors to be elected
large, medium; small and
stations.
St. Louis, Feb. 5.
will represent the eight even-numbered districts.
Under a ruling made last week
The new directors will begin their terms on April 7, immediately
by Missouri’s Attorney-General J. following the NARTB annual convention to be held at the Conrad
E. Taylor, the State Athletic Com- Hilton Hotel in Chicago.
mission can get its cut from TV
boxing and wrestling shows. TayWHLI, Hempstead, N. Y., upped its airing of public service show
lor ruled the commission cannot
20.2% in 1951; Indie beamed 897 regularly-skedded service shows,
Charge a 5% gross receipts tax in covering 285 hours of air time, plus 100 special events.
theatres that buy exclusive rights
Additionally, the suburban outlet carried 9,011 spot announcements
to TV boxing and wrestling shows on behalf of local non-profit organizations, fund campaigns,
etc. Some
as the law isn’t broad enough for 2,000 community groups utilized the station’s cuffo
“Calender of
that but the commission can take Events.”
5% of the money a promoter gets
for the TV rights on “live bouts.”
Houston—Fred Nahas, executive
That money, Taylor said, is clearly
veepee for KXYZ, the Glenn Mcpart of the promoter’s gross re- Pitchman Pitches 150G
ceipts and therefore subject to the
Carthy outlet here, has announced

FM

,

Suit at

tax.

Philadelphia—WFIL will stage
The commission, a Supervisory
hunt bringing in Ted
agency, is . largely supported by
to Convenfrom the 5% tax. Bert
revenue
tion Hall, Feb. 21, With entire proceeds going to the Philadelphia In- Cooper, head of the Business and
Department,
to
Administration
quirer Charities. Extensive newspaper, radio and television promo- which the commission is assigned;
tion is to be undertaken for show asked for the ruling as he said
by WFIL stations iri cooperation he feared TV might put the agency
with Inquirer
light,’’

j

WCAU-TV

Jr.;

Now otarrlng. oii NBC's
ALL STAR RIVUE
.

Saturday'!

l-t

Agancy

Mgt.i William Morris

Before

You Make a Movie

for Screen or TV, too

CHARLES. CURRAN
Timet Square. Production*,

Attorney Richardson

Inc.

Time” shows with Bob DeHaven.
Latter and the missues preparing
for a vacation trip to visit the
Dennis Morgans in Hollywood.

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

Mull John

Wayne

series,
which will be
dropped by General Foods after

Cassidy”
the

March 15

Jf the

deal

1

1

y in the

5.

exclusive with

WGALTV

TV

Only TV

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
N

•

L

c

^

Ancif

So

r Frcr'C'SC;

C h cocjo

station

seen

—

<n

—

TV

only

large

this

in

Pennsylvania market area

1,077,817

Chicago, Feb.
£>v

station

Set Total

Now Reaches
Represented

PENNA

LANCASTER.

Matty Brescia, LBS press direcand former Variety mugg, will
cover the conventions and handle
all press and radio releases to
newspaper and wire services.

tor

Chi Area

country

TV Audience

Profitable

2-PARTY CONVENTIONS

.

o rn

York

LBS TO AIR COMPLETE

erage.”

f

RBASONAILK RATES
5-7520
W. SI St.. New

CALL CO
George's, 105

World?” from WCAU-TV Sunday
afternoons from 4:30 to 5.

“We will program our network
schedule to include from three to
five hours daily of on-the-spot cov-

income per

start the follow22.
Program

continue. CBS’ hour-long
Jinks” would follow, which in turn block
of Saturday night western
Would be followed by “Candy Car- shows.
nival” and “In the Park.” In addition, the web airs “What in the

.

FOR PROPS
OYER 3000 ITEMS

goes through; the

would

LBS will be geared to feed onthe-spot coverage to more than 443
of its affiliates, including outlets
in Alaska and Hawaii,. Foster said.

th>-

RENT FURNITURE

broadcast.

Wayne show would
ing week, March

conventions, it was announced by
James H. Foster, web veepee.

I-'

Series

John Wayne, named in a number
of polls this year as the .film biz’s
top boxoffice draw, may make his
radio bow in a regularly-scheduled
series as star of a new CBS western show. Web is dickering with
Wayne for a Saturday night program to replace the “Hopalong

Liberty Broadcasting System will
be among the five major networks
to air complete coverage of both
the Republican and Democratic

market which has highest

%

.

CBS

Dallas, Feb.

Wilmington, Del

director.

a look at the books.

—

ly

145 Wait 45th St„ Now York It
Telephone Circle 4-4443

Origination for

new production

,

New

Dilwbrth; President of Co u n C i 1
James A. Finnegan and City Manager Robert K. Sawyer. Program
Philadelphia’s WCAU-TV, which
is a WIP public service and offi'a primary
cials will discuss policies of re- has recently emerged as
spective departments. Shows will origination centre for the CBS
be taped and straight fireside chat video web, may soon be feeding
CBS its fifth Sunday afternoon
in format.
show. Program is “Junior HiMinneapolis
Bill Ingram, Jinks,” a puppet show in which a
KSTP-TV newcaster, adding five worm is the central character,
newscasts to his schedule and edit- which CBS may slot in the Sunday
ing his own material, now has 25 12:15 to 12:30 p.m. period.
programs a week and probably is
Deal would give the web four
one of town’s busiest persons . , . shows in. succession on Sundays
Golden Grain Belt beer changed from its Phllly outlet,
“Ranger
mind about dropping radio Joe,” which has been aired on
its
entirely for TV and will continue ABC-TV, is scheduled to move into
its three-a-week sponsored “Friend- CBS’ noon to 12:15 period. “Hi
.

1ST

p.m.,

District

that Ted Hills, former program director will assume new duties as
station manager.
Ken Bagwell,
chief announcer and production
manager will take over as prograi
director and Ken Duran will be

was the

Mack Amateur Hour

.“City Hall Spot- out of business.
public relations show by the
City of Philadelphia, will be aii'ed
over WIP, starting Sunday Feb.
Preps
10.
Speaking on alternate weeks
will be Mayor Joseph Sill Clark,

TV Sponsor

Richard Lewellen, pitchman who
first spieler for' Charles
Antell, Inc., is suing the hair products outfit for over $150,000. Suit
was filed Tn Baltimore last week.
Lewellen charges that Antell, for
whom he did a 29-minute pitch
on film, called “Hair-Raising Tale,”
breached his contract by failing to
pay him his proper earnings. According to his manager, George
Grief, Lewellen was to get 1
of
Antell’s gross, but he couldn't get

local talent

C'n.r R

McCollcugh

Pre~

5.

Video set installation during De
cember hit the 20,868 mark, according to the latest Chi Electric
Assn, tally, latest count brings the
,

Represented by

total set circulation figure in the
Chi area to 1,077,817.

December sales continue the
downward trend from the /previous

year^^O-’-^

>

M.J
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Taft’s

of

Continued from P»I® 35

WKRC

nati,

put ard 'femme-angled fare that’s given
—he can deliver ah okay song,
via the presence of
over impressions, work himself some
madon
Julann Caffrey. Miss Caffrey is a
carry
and
skits
into
nicely
per- legit actress with good looks and
cao-like. He also has a Winning
however, in- a type of quiet charm that con-^
Overall,
sonality.
case trasts sharply with some of the
eluding guest* acts, it was a
to 60 min- super-aggressive, flanhel tongued
of an hour dragged out,
There
official.
babes on daytime teevee; She lets
it
make
utes to
was no real sparkle in the layout, the guests talk, on the theory that
busi- that’s what they re there for. Rethe
Of
some
and
higbpoinJt.
no
ness in the sketches was caught cently she’s been hostessing pitchthere s es on community problems, chilwith its age showing. When
no fresh materiaE-or even oldish dren’s subjects, etc. On Monday
brightly (4) she started on another kick,
stuff that cart be displayed
take that, of the Army Nurse Corps, celto give it new meaning~-why
ebrating, its 51st year.
the trouble to put on snch skits?
O’Connor’s guest support conMiss Caffrey did back-and-forthsisted of singer Kay Starr, comic ing via 'four
guests, Ma j
Nellie
Ben Blue and film beaut Corinne
Miss Starr did tight by Newell, 10 years with the .Corps,
Calvet.
of
“Wheel
two graduate nurses, and the chair‘‘IVs a Good Day” and
Fortune.” Blue was spotted in a woman of the Nurses Aid Service,
Pullman berth hassle that started N,Y. Chapter of the American Red
out mildly and didn’t improve. Cross. It was productive of an inpaired with teresting session, in which an apMiss Calvet was
O’Connor in which she gave out peal was made for nurse recruits.
and lovecharm
on
lessons
with
Miss Caffrey opened the proThis and his participa- gram with some gossip quickies
making.
tion as an impoverished songwrit- and offered a free booklet on
very
some
into
leading
“what’s -behind h i g h e r prices,”
ing partner
neat' takeoffs on film toppers were She’s a brunet version of Madethe best efforts.
leine Carroll.
,
cresO’Connor’s terpmg reached
cendo toward the finish when he
it
mixing
plus
out
9
really stepped
Auditions
with a production vocal of “Birth
finale
neat
Cincinnati,
Feb.
a
5.
In
Blues,’of the
touch O’Connor introduced his
WLW’s “Aria Auditions,”
five-year-old daughter Who gave augurated
last year for young opera
snappers to his questions by rote.
O’Connor worked hard; so hard singers aspiring to join the Cinthat his daughter couldn’t resist, cinnati Summer Opera, will be rethe temptation to mop his brow, peated in a series of Saturday
an ad lib sWiftie that bespoke the evening half-hour programs to start
Feb. 16.
kid’s savvy..
j

i

Narrow Escape

Columbus, Feb. 5.
Hulbert P. Taft, Jr., president

Followups Comment

Tele

RADIO-TELEVISION

f&VStWiLi

hypo

.

]

j

j

;

i

?

j

<

,

,

and WKRC-TV, Cincin-

escaped with minor bruises

when the Beechcraft plane he was
piloting from Cincinnati to Cleve*
land struck and broke a high tension line near North Lewisburg,
35 miles northwest of here Jan. 27.
When fog closed in, Taft decided to land and struck the power
Electrical
line in coming down.
service
about 150 farms was
knocked out for about 90 minutes,
Taft hired a farmer to drive him’
to a railroad station and continued,
on to Cleveland.

last year declined, production toWashington, Feb., 5.
Apparently more affected by de- taling 12,300,000 sets, as against
Turnout
14.590,000 Sets in 1950.
mand than by cutbacks in supply of
FM sets was only 1,238,000 (i

of materials, the television industry is currently operating at a rate

;

,

.

#

.

,

WLWV'Aria

NBC-TV’s “Goodyear Tele vision
(3) offered an
entertaining vehicle with a semi“Totir of
documentary flavor.
Duty,” original script by David
setauthentic
Swift, called for an
ting of World War ll, a rest home
estabairmen
battle-fatigued
for
lished by the Red Cross in EngDrama started with the
land.
documentary angle, showing how
*four nurses set up the rehabilitation centre and the principles of
bringing flyers back to combat efficiency by giving them a chance
to relax in civilian surroundings.
Theatre” on Sunday

in the show, the theme,
that those who serve behind the
lines are as important to a military
operation as those in the actual
fighting, was dropped in favor of a
romantic yarn. Nevertheless, that
weakness of construction didn’t impair the story’s effect.
Boy and girl in the love tale

Midway

pilot, played by
Matthau, and the warwidow Who runs the home, Neva.
Patterson. Plot hinged on his taking her out of the shell which was

were a hot-rock
Walter

her defense against falling in love
again and subjecting herself to the
anxiety of waiting while her man
Finale had
is flirting with death.
him delayed on his last mission,
with Miss Patterson fearing the
Worst until he buzzed the home on
his way back to the base'.
Script was slick and competent,
with some realistic bits. Matthau
and Miss Patterson put over their
in the role of a reluctant GI.
Others in the cast which generally
did well included Louise Erickson,

Maxine

.Stuart,

Norma Crane and

Halliwell Hobfces.

Fred Coe production and Gordon
Duff direction ^ere up to this
series’ usual standard.
Effective
use was made- of film clips in the
flight segments and sets by O.
Tamburi neatly got over the atmosphere of a British baronial manse.
'

Month-old “Hall of Fame”, series
backed by Hallmark Cards on
CBS-TV hasn't, hit its stride. Vehicle on Sunday’s (3) telecast was
the story of Florence Nightingale,
with Sarah Churchill in the title,
role. While there was interest in
the

career .of .the

woman who
•

changed, the profession of nursing,
the show failed to project the
dramatic values. Script, by Jeart
Holloway, was episodic and superin- its treatment. However,
there was a perking of interest in
the latter segments.
Miss Churchill, who serves as
f emcee when she is hot acting on
the show* did a fine job as the
ficial

r

girl

an aristocratic background who gavd up the soft life
fro'in

to devote herself to the cause

nursing.

.'of

She had backing from a

capable cast and production mountings were good.
With sponsorship by a greeting
card outfit, sentiment is to be expected. However, in this ’entry the
result
was maudlin, stemming
from the pot-boiler handling. Come r c i a 1 s, plugging Valentines,

m

were

topflight.

“Woman’* Club,” boon, to 12:15
cross-boarder on DuMont, is stand-

Now!

WBA

TV

combinations), as com-

pared to 2|228,000 in 1950.

substantially: below that of a year
ago.
Production Of receivers in

January, according to preliminary
figures of the Radio - Television
Manufacturers Assn., totaled 388,656, as compared with 645,000 sets

i

i

eluding

FOR

‘BIG

STORE’ TV’ER

with Walter O’Keefe having
Matt Cvetic’s
If the present rate of output is been signed to a long-term exclumaintained throughout the
sive pact by NBC-TV, the rival
Commie’ the industry would achieve a pro- CBS 'video web hds^ tapped comeClient for T
duction of around 5,000,000 sets. dian Lew Parker for Its projected
In Ziv 400-Station Bid However, receiver output usually “Big Store” audience participat londrops off considerably during the er. Kine on “Store,” which wa
Pittsburgh, Feb; 5.
summer, and It is hot anticipated brainchilded by Irving Mansfield,
Fredric W. Ziv outfit has peddled that,
even with adequate supply Was lensed in N, Y. Saturday (2).
in the

same month

of 1951.

Home-Town

,

Was

(

“I Was a Communist for the
B. I.” radio series to a loqal
sponsor already, Allegheny Ludlnm
Co; haying signed to pick up the
tab here.
Sale iii Pittsburgh was a vnatura 1
since this is author Matt Cvetic’s
home town, and it was here that
he gathered all of. the material for
its

of materials, this
reached.

F,

figure

will

be

.

’

WMBR

Monday

(11);

be

made When program veepee

returns
Jr.,
llubbell .Robinson,
from the Coast next week. Show Is
to be produced by Henry: Tobias.
;

Sues A&G for 22G
Los Angeles, Feb.

Howard Dimsdale,

5,

writer,, filed
suit against

week by RTMA shows TV out- a $22,094 recovery
put at 5,384,000 sets, as /com- Abbott and Costello, claiming, the
pared with 7,463,000 sets in 1950 comedians owe him that amount
for scripting and. producing teleand 3,000,000 sets in 1949.
Like TV, radio receiver output vision shows.

last

—

Fla.
Jacksonville,
C1aude
Taylor, for past two years disk jock
on
at WIVY here, moves to

CBS is mulling the advisability
of 'building “Store” into an hour
show once weekly or a half-hour
cross-the-board. Final decision will

•

Estimates as to 1952 output made
by manufacturers at art RTM A conference last November averaged.
4A00.000 sets. However, the Electronics Division of National Production Authority, which allocates
the expose on which the adven- materials to the industry, has estiwill
tures -are based. Ziv, incidentally, mated that the 1952 turnout
looks headed for a 400-station be between 3,500,000 and 4,000,000
Sets..
sales jackpot by the time series
officially preems end of March.
Final figures for 1951, as issued

!

.

.

BABie-TELEVISmN
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work only
in

bers

Its own station, KTLA, is eyeing the situation closely. United
World Productions, UI subsid, is
also studying various factors inOne of the first steps
volved.
taken by G. Ralph Branton, prexy
of Interstate Television, Monogram 'subsidiary, when he took
over the job, was to go to New
York arid talk with agency execs
regarding the type of product they
were interested in, and his production thinking has been guided
by what Gothamites told him; Columbia, too, has been following TV

owns

actively

via

Gems, and

subsid,

its

“non-discrimination”

developments in video, and
interest is not a passive one.

Money Men Dilemma
L.A. banker described the
dilemma of the money men briefly
when he said* “Sure, we’re interested in investing in television.

But nobody comes to us with any
decent deal; we've had surprisingly few requests for loans.’’ This,
of course, is due to the fact that
the majority of vidpix deals are set

up with sponsors who angel the
product. What Will happen to the
all-important sponsor when majors
invade the field, is another, interesting point for speculation.
Today he’s dictator of the field and
can name his own ticket, in most
1

Continued from par* 35

to say “don’t quote me.”
There’s' little doubt that the majors would retain residuals If and
first

when they enter the

field,

and en-

picture will undergo convulsions then, when the sponsor will
insist on his residuals, unless, of
course, studios offer him a better

break on prices.

ear attention.
There was little in the four tab
enough, but pix unreqled on the Idcfcoff edition
production values are meager, sur- (3) to draw the viewers’ attention
prisingly so, considering name of away from his Sunday paper. Best

Miner

sponsor.
Continued from page 29

tempting tp negotiate a new 'Contract with CBS for the last, eight
months, which would have given
him the right to expand more into
experimental arid creative pro-

Wanted: Ernes
;

Continued from page 27
.

gramming techniques. CBS, however, reportedly stalled on his demands, v As a result, Miner met with
exec veepee Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver for the first time last
Thursday (31). Two of them, set a
deal
the spot.

;

NBC-TV

;

.

One

;

,

is fair

BARTON

GOODWIN SHOW

— NBC-TV —
M. C

In

in

nature,

and Bannister,

laid

off

because of lack of work, and because, of the initiation of a new
policy of trying to distribute the
work equally between the two
unions. IA admitted it had asked
the Fairbanks outfit to give its

members Work, but denied using
pressure.

The

NLRB

examiner«pointed out
that, from 1949 to spring, 1951,
Louis Latham, then superintendent
of construction on the Fairbanks
lot, had followed a policy of giv-

Coral Recording Artist
Direction!

elastic

men had been

A.

WFIL-adelphia

WWJ

topper,

arid

re

of the

set consisted of table

especially for the kiddies

lot,

was the animated cartoon which

covered with checked doth; another strung a clothesline loaded
with wash across stage. Commer-.
cials are strongest part of program,
with announce? Bill Johnson
dressed as cabbie, doing a very
convincing spiel. Lacking local interest as well as production re-,
quisites and names, Sunday matinee segment seems likely to furnish little opposish to network fare

the screen during the spinning of “The* Musicians.” Perhaps
the cartoon format may eventually
prove the most effective. Also
mildly interesting was Mischa
Auer’s filmed Chaplinesque pantomime to “My Blue Heaven.” The
other two reels were routine dance
sequences. Film quality was fair.
The live portions of the session
had somewhat more punch, espeat same hour.
cially since the preem guest was
Abbe Lane, featured singer with
ON THE SPOT
Xavier Cugat’s band. Her miming
With Tom White, Dave Woods, to her owri recording of “Co-CocoGalen From, Mr. and Mrs. John nuts,” although a trifle out-of-sync,
may well have been the highspot
Raine
of Dad’s Sunday.
Producer-Writer: Tom White
Director: Sydney King
Hal Tate is okay as the host,
30 Mins.,; Sun;, 2:30 p.m.
although his crack at a local AM
Sustaining
nitery gabber’ was out of order.
WBAL-TV, Baltimore
He’s assisted by a hand puppet,
Tom White is the public rela- worked by Ed Meekiri, who pops
tions director of WBAL-TV with up at random. Also on hand is
a- background of city desk experi- artist Zso Tolson who sketched a
ence on the News-Post. Together river scene while a record was
with Dave Woods, who handles playing.
Dave.
publicity at Pimlico Racetrack,
they have framed this current
events quiz with White as interlocutor and Wbods, permanent anReligioso
chor man of a quartet of local
Continued from page 30
celebs selected from various phases
Current
of local activity weekly.
rioon “Old Fashion Revival Hour,”
guests, Galen From, is a news commentator on WBAL, and John arid the Free Methodist Church of
North American which, pays the
Baltiattorney
for
Raine, state’s
more County, along wih Mrs. bills for the Sunday morning
“Light of Life Hour.” Jn the reRaine.
News events of week are combed ligious category but strictly nonfor queries with questions put by denominational is Goodyear RubWhite or presented by film clips ber’s Sunday afternoon/ “Greatest
and photographs. Points are regis- Story Ever Told.”
tered by Winning participants and
Besides the above tele shows,
their total registered electrically, there’s the Thursday night “Song
a twist contributed by the Ameri- Time,” sponsored by the Word of
can Totalizator Co., a Dave Woods Life Fellowship and the Sunday
assist no doubt: White keeps pace
night “Youth on the March,” bank-,
smartly arid Woods is a steady acerolled
by the Young Peoples
Provides a decidedly
iri-the-hole.
Church of the Air.
strong local review of varied events
jyENR-TV, ABC’s Chi o-and-o*
and could build into a potent fix-

problems.
Mathews, former ..actress, who’s
The recent decision of Bob Heaiy been associated with him in proto check out of the Colgate-Palm- f dicing _the old ‘^Actors Studio on
olive-Peet veepeeship as advertis- ABC-TV and “Prudential Family
ing kingpin, including the com- Playhouse” on CBS video.
pany’s major stake in television/
stems ih great part from an awareness that not even the $100,000 anSilberl
nual salary intake could compensate for the mental and physical
Continued from page 31 55s
drain occasioned by the multiplying
problems and exertions since TV’s being convicted of- dodging the
advent. Around the .agencies and draft/
Silbert said he asked Contino
networks the necessity to “get away
from it all” on a two and three- how he felt about what had haptimes-a-year basis has become pret- pened and that Contino replied he
ty much par for the course.
felt terrible, wished it had never
considered of more than happened and that he was going
It’s
to be inducted in a couple of
drugthe
that
passing significance
store on the ground floor of the Weeks.
sale
its
says
Y.
NBC building in N,
Silbert said he wished Contino
of drugs and filling of prescrip- “luck” and commented that it
tions specifically for TV-haraSsed “probably won’t be easy for you
network executives is nothing short to be in the Army after this,”
of phenomenal.
As soon as he finished talking
to Contino, Silbert got a call 'from
an irate woman listener who, Silbert said, used obsence language
Fairbanks
in reprimanding him.
ture.
Continued from page 25
The next day, Silbert said, the
stated the volume, of carpentry unidentified woman called Harry HAL TATE’S
that the

gained by adding visual values
video which, if its use is to be
eye as well as

justified, requires

” Jealousy,”'

Camera work

tire

work was

BILL

is

pa

a young lady accordionist playing

contract with any union.

SHOW

filled

.

ABC

’

Burm.

ss

Eileen

there is some thinking that because
of the more or less passive aural
reception of plattered tunes as
background- music via radio little

.

creative administrative phases Of
the business.
In comparison to TV, they realize that radio programming was
and is strictly a pushover, and
CBS-TV’s “Studio One” will conWhile video suggests to the casual tinue under sponsorship of Westviewer a show biz glamor, to the inghouse, meanwhile, with Donald
behind-the-scerie operator it’s noth- Davis, that web’s exec producer of
ing more than a round-the-clock dramatic programs, replacing Minsuccession of headaches in trying er on the shpw.‘ Davis will be
'their to keep abreast of ever-mounting assisted
by his wife, Dorothy

An

Television Reviews

between the

David

is

,

Union.

1951, however, the
practice of

rival locals, according to the findcases even retaining all-important ings. “That this decision may have numbers offer a Hawaiian bit and
rights.
residual
In whispered resulted from pressure by IATSE an Afro-Cuban selection.
breath, producers will grumble is deemed immaterial,” adds the Brooks sings “Sleepy-Time Gal”
and this is followed by A1 Donaabout the sponsor having the re- Labor Board examiner.
The studio at one time had a hue's “Lonesome Road.” Show has
siduals “while we dp the work,’’
spot
for guest pitches. The interwith
contract
IA.
this
When
termibut these same producers, _ anxious
about their meal tickets, ^are the nated in 1949, it entered no other val on this show was occupied by

Screen

believed about ready
to launch production of vidpix. under the aegis of SG.
Whert the majors will take the
deep plunge, probably won’t be
answered until additional video
At the
outlets are constructed.
present time, with only 107 TV
stations as compared to 20,000
theatres, the majority of studios
feel it would be disastrous to embark into the television field.
Aware of the terrific impact of
TV, however, they are pursuing

mem-

company adopted a

Continued from pago 25

Put

to his fellow

Carpenters

the

From March,

Wall St. Coin in Vidpix
actually entered teleplx yet,

.

TV DISK JOCKEY

beams the Sunday morning “America At Church,” sponsored by ’the
Bethany Reformed Church.

peated her beef. Silbert was told With Zso Tolson, Ed Meekiii
shortly afterward that the program Producer-Writer: Alex Teitelbaum
would be discontinued Feb. 15.
Director: Phil Bondelli
DeGroot in his statement said 30 Mins.; Sun., 12 Noon
that the “Silbert show had been Sustaining
under surveillerice for some time WBKB, Chicago
Here’s another attempt to transand we had concluded .it would be
plant radio's deejay format to telebest to replace it.
“Silbert was advised two or vision, this time using for visual
three times that some of the backgrounding the briefie films,
“TV Toons,” produced by Screen
thirigs dope on his show weren’t
Gems, Inc., Columbia Pictures
being done according to
subsid.
The switch of_ recorded
policy.
When he transferred his music from sound only to the
show from another station (WXYZ) sound-plus-sight medium has so far
we thought we had an agreement been a tough hurdle for the TV
that he would handle it somewhat entrepreneur: seeking acceptable

FORMERLY
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR FOR
DWIGHT DEERE WIMAN

TOM
WEATHERLY

.

WWJ

from what he had heen low cost program fare.
Apparently he decided to
keep it the same.”
De Groot continued: “We quesdifferently

Then

Plays • Players
Pictures • Television

152

W.

CO

54th St.

5-0780

too.

doirAj.

It’s

Not the Watts,
It’s

What Watts Do

Engineers at WFIL, Philly’s

ABO net affiliate

are all steamed
these days. The wave slaves
resent slighting references to
the strength of their 5,000watt baby.

They want It known that these
are the lustiest 5,000 watts In
the business
ail muscle
blanketing the vast 14-Oounty
Philadelphia Retail Tradiriyg Area
and a terrific bonus zone with
a powerful, selling signal.
.

judgment of a disk jockey

discussing

controversial subjects
because we feel that a disk jockey
may not be qualified to discuss a
controversial subject.”

WJBK

delivers

cows
S/U£Sd

you*
WITH

.

.

.

Ho;w come? Because WFIL Is
first on the dial in the 560 spot.

Engineering tests show that

WFU’s

5,000 watts, operating
at 560 kilocycles, provide coverage equal to 100,000 watts at
1130 kilocycles.

In other Words WFIL’s signal
worth 20 times the power at
double the frequency.
,

Is

So to fully cover this $6 billion

market— America's third largest— pick the watts with a
waUppv Schedule WFIL.

t

he Good s

. .

PHILLY TV STATIONS

,

up

.

tion the

TO ROTATE BALLCASTS

oUNCH

Ph^adelphia, Feb, 5.
Baseball games of both the Athletics

and Phillies will be televized

again this summer over
Philadelphia
stations

all

—

WF1L-TV and WCAU-TV.

TV

three

WPTZ,

It!
With no other adFarm Crest Bakarlas featured
a key product on "Ladles. Pay." WJBK-

Just think of

The

vertising.

schedule will only cover afternoon games this year, will shy off
coverage of the second games of
double-headers.
Co-sponsors of the baseball telecasts are the Atlantic Refining Co.
arid Adam Scheldt Brewing Co.
Stations will cover on, a rotating

for six wooks.

schedule. Byron Saarii will be at
the mike for 30 A’s games. Gene
handle the 28 Phils

That's salts results with

T¥Y participation

show, 5 days a week

At

the. end of this ran,'

sales of the Item herd increased

Three weeks

lator;

showed ah even greater sales

Kelly will

25%.

another spot check
Increase*.

a continuing

talas puiich!

games telecast.
Claude Haring
will assist both sportscasters.
Nothing definite has been set on
the radio broadcasts

of the ball
games. WIBG and
handled
the American and National League
games, respectively, last season. It
is
well known that the Phils
president, Bob Carpenter has been
getting feelers from other stations
for the National Leagqef’s broad-

WPEN

casts.

tv

-DETROIT
FRUNK^

THE STATION WITH A MILUON
National Solos Htadquartm: 488 Madison
Avohua,
ft

0 pros opt • d

N p t la n a

Eldorado 5-2455
I ly
by IH I 4PA T Z

1

*****

Now York

22
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Towers

From London

in

Cities Service Jubilee

To Reprise

With Stuffed Briefcase

Westinghouse Knocks

41

WNYC, Prepping 13th Annual Music

Off ’Studio One* In

'Salute’

“Salute to Cities Service,” pro-

On Radio-TV

Projects gram beamed

last

November

Pitt to

as

Harry Alan Towers, head of the part of NBC’ Silver Jubilee hoopla,
Towers of London transcription will be reprised by the web on

»

Carry Cagers

Pittsburgh, Feb. 5.

Westinghouse has agreed to pre-

On the eve of its 13th annual
this week
Saturday, Feb. 16 at 11:15 p.m. empt “Studio One” locally next American Music Festival, WNYC,
firm, arrived in N. Y,
can
with platters of “Noel Coward Special program Will be a pre- Monday night (11) so
N.
Y., will get the first award of
Airer, which has been liminary feature to the hour-long televise basketball game from the
Show/'
the Koussevitsky Music Foundation
beamed in Canada and other Eng- “Cities Service Silver Radio Jubi- Garden here between Duquesne for public, service in music.
lish-speaking countries, features lee” show to be aired on the 25th University and St. BonaVenture
cited
Board of directors of
Coward reminiscing about his anni of the web’s oldest continuous College, as of now the only two the municipally-owned outlet for
undefeated .floor teams in* the counem- commercial stanza.
plays and songs, singing and
“distinguished
service
to
American
try.
The 30-minute show feaceeing.
“Salute” features Ford Bond,
Sponsorship, Will be by Westing- composers and its outstanding con26-piece emcee of
tures Mantovani and his
the series for over 20
house and its Pittsburgh distribu- tribution to the. cause of contempoorch, Graham Payn, Joyce Green- years, being interviewed by Ben
Danforth Co., although channel rary music” and kudosed the festitor,
Campbell.
Grauer on his reminiscences of
fel and Victoria
3 will also have to preempt “Big val for bringing “joy and beauty,
Towers is also pitching a tele- Jessica Dragonette, Frank Black, Story” for Pall Mall Cigarets and in the form of fresh musical ideas/'
vision film series to star’ Orson Graham McNamee, Lucille Man- “Perfection Time” for Pittsburg into the home.
Welles and another vidpic project, ners, etc.
This year’s festival, which runs
Brewing Co, in order to clear the
‘‘Orient Express/’ in which stories
per usual from Feb; 12 to 22, Will
two hours between 9 and 11.
would take place on the famed
feature
Incidentally,
it’ll be the first basthe preems of more than
KRCT’s 16G Sate
lensed
train. Both shows would be
ketball game ever televised in this 50 Works by American cleffers, inBaytown, Tex., Feb. 5.
luding George Kleinsinger and
in Europe.

WDTV

KMF

Due to return to England on
Friday (8), Towers is also working
on a deal for American airing of
an hour-long classical disk jockey
show starring Margot Fonteyn.
Sadler’s Wells ballerina, recently
He’s also
completed in Britain.
confabbing With the Yank distribuv

FCC has granted transfer of
here from C. Q. Alexander,
O. J. Howell and Sylvia McKinstry
to a group of five headed by W. B.
Bates;
The group paid $16,000 for 80%
interest i
the outlet.

KRCT

Westinghouse

*

announced

it

.

WNYC

of his two Orson Welles
shows, “Lives of Harry Lime’’ (released through Lang-Worth) and
the
of
(one
“Black. Museum’’
Radio Attractions carried

MGM

He’s also huddling
on another of the
he produces for it, “Grade
Miss Fields, with
Fields Show.”

by Mutual).
with

MGMRA

series

in

recently

Germany where she played for Allied servicemen, is due here next
week.
Towers,

who was exploring

the

handling U. S. tele-

possibility of.

pix for theatrical release on the
Continent, said that a survey found

market for the vidfilm over
Market for showing Yank
product on foreign tele is opening up, but there’ll be little coin
in such deals. Towers said.

little

there.

Get this. ..he wants a “reasonably
priced show with real big-time

Hollywood production values.”

PANE SHOW

GOODWIN

What

AUDITIONED BY CBS-TV

shall

I

say?

CBS-TV auditioned a new panel
show starring Bill Goodwin last
night (Tues.) Which it is grooving
for the Friday night 10:30 to 11

Consolidated

now

occupied by

Say yes. ..then

EnUds-sponsored
Opening Night/’ but

“Hollywood
it’s an open

and ask them to airmail us a print

Time

period.

is

the

'

secret that ‘the- bankroller

•

is-

dis-

satisfied with that show, a vidpic
series, and is looking for a replace-

ment.
While

no

off

“The Best Things

(8) if the

Show

Right! "The Best Things in Life" does

is

“Take a Hint” and, with
Goodwin as moderator, will have
a permanent panel comprising Binnie Barnes, Robert Sterling and
Joey Adams. Nina Foch was guest
on the audition and will probably
reprise that spot on the show’s

have the distinction of being a realistically
priced telefilm series with major- studio
quality.

f

Morey Amsterdam

impact Of NBC-TV’s

“Today” stanza, on early morning
the Web’s Gotham key,
WNBT, has hired Morey Amsterviewing,

.

dam

With

to star in its “Breakfast

Music,”

aired

cross-the-board

at

9-10 a.m.

Show, which immediately follows
the two-hour-long

,

Academy Award hominations to his credit.
Direction, casting and camera work are all

Into

Breakfast Musical

to the

not ! Scripts are by Bill Roberts
a motion picture writer with two

And why

preem.

WNBT

In Uffe.”

new show

titled

Due

call

have been

contracts

inked, it’s possible the
tee off this Friday
audition is successful.

may

Dave Garroway

had its mail pull quintupled
since “Today” preemed last month.
Amsterdam, who a couple of seasons back had his. own stanzas, on
series,

I

supervised by top Hollywood craftsmen.

Story line? Emotional conflicts that sidetrack our pursuit of happiness. Adult

drama to keep your viewers - or customers
»at rapt attention from beginning to end.

"The Best Things

in Life,”

Productions release,

30 minute show

.

.

.

is

a

New

World

available as a 15 or

with a complete story

An audition
may be had by

and

In either case.

print

following in
and his experience on
(now
WMGM) in the “Gloom Dodgers”

information

calling

morning ad

Consolidated Television Sales

DuMont network, was picked
cause

of

his

WHN

lib

beN. Y.

stanza.

WNBT

also sold its first local
in the “Today” period, the
7 55 a.m. five :minute newscast with
strip

A

division of Consolidated Television Producti

full

,

Inc.

:

Tex Antoine. Sponsor; is F. & M.
Schaefer beer,

.via

BBD&O

agency.

Chartoc Resigns Marfree

To Open Own Agency
Chicago,. Feb. 5.
Shepard Chartoc has resigned
his veepee post at the Marfree
agency to launch his own ad shop.
Moving with Chartoc is part of
tne DeCon account; heavy spot radio user,, and the House of Tele1

Jim Sweeney, Fran Rickey
and Will Gerson are ankling Mar-

vision,

free to join the

new

agency.

Bert Neuberger takes over as
head of Marfree here*

from symphonies and chamber

music to jazz and folksongs. Besides the special programs, the indie’s regular airers will be turned
over to showcase the output of
native composers.
topSeymour N. Siegel,
per, said, “In the past 12 years*

WNYC

composers have
had their works performed On
WNYC more times than on any

more American

other station in the country. Many
compositions, which premiered on
the Festival have reached the
status of accepted numbers in the
repertoires of large orchestras/’

WWRL
WWRL,

as All-Niter

N. y. multi-ungual indie,
Seigmeister.
addition plans to go into all-night operation
In
Would bankroll the event because Eli
of the overwhelming public de- there will be 1.6 free public con- for the first time, With a Negromand. Gardens capacity of 5,500 certs at Carnegie Hall, Town Hall, slanted -show originating from a
has been sold out for more than Brooklyn Museum, Cooper Union, Harlem nitery.
Program director Fred, Barr i»
two weeks and an estimated 25,000 etc.
persons have tried without success
In toto,
Will air over 100 on lookout for a Negro disk jockey
to buy tickets.
programs devoted to American mu- to handle the assignment,
city.

tors

whom Towers was

sic,

Sun set&VanNess, Hollywood 28, H09-6369
25 Vanderbilt Aye., NewYork 17

,

612 Michigan Aye., Chicago 11,

MU 6-7543
MI 2-5231

-

,

Sammy Kaye Orch: “Wheel of
Fortune" - “Goodbye Sweetheart’
(Columbia), Sammy Kaye’s entry in
the “Wheel of Fortune” handicap
is a potent, one. Kaye’s orch .gives
the off-beat ballad a captivating
rhythmic air and the vocaling of
the Kaytfets— is impresstver Although late on the getaway, the
Kaye etching is bound to run the
earlier disks a merry chase. Sunny
Gale and the Eddie Wilcox orch
stress, the blues quality of the tune
for solid effect on the original indie Derby label version while the
Billy Williams Quartet on M-G-M

Rhythmaires

gives

It

in”’

"

“Goodbye

Margaret Whiting: “Try

Me One

More Time”-“Foggy River”
This coupling

in

Which

a

soft,

intimate

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from

Coin Machines

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

limit its
potential.
projects with plenty of
warmth but the ; slo.w-temp6ed interpretation holds it back.
Miss
MacKenzie’s styling is much more
effective, on the Capitol reverse.
The ballad is handled with taste
and the gal is given topflight backing by the Buddy Cole orch.
Dick J a
e s : “Unforgettable”-

— WEEK

will

.

..

for

ENDING FEB. 2

-

-

NOTE : The current comparative sales, strength of the Artists and Tunes' listed hereunder is
arrived at Under a statistical * system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from those findings denote the OVERALL .IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines
nd three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music )
) ,

Rosemary Clooney: “Did Any- could have created some noise in
one CaH”-“Tenderly” (Columbia). the market if it had hit the stalls
Rosemary Clooney gets some high- sooner. It’s doubtful now, however,
ly dramatic piping into “Did Any- if it can compete with the runaway
one Call’’ but it only serves to pace of Nat (King) Cole’s Capitol
point up the pretentious quality of etching. James displays top emothe number. It’s too slow and tional projection and lyric underWordy Tor consistent jock and standing and looms as ah important
Stanley
the male vocalist contender.
juke snins. Her efforts
oldie, “Tenderly,” give it" added Black’s orch supplies a rich back“My Love For You” is a
poignahee and if the tune is to get ing;
a new lease on life this may be disappointing item.
the side to do it, Percy Faith’s
Platter Pointers
rch backing is topgrade;
Sarah Vaughan’s etching of “A
Giiy Lombardo Orch: “Noofllirt’
Miracle
Happened” on the ColumRag”-“BUndle of Southern Sun-,
shine” (Decca). “Noodlin’ RngV is bia. label has a good chance
Larry
Vincent’s
honky-toiiking of
which
Guy
novelty
item
a cute
Lombardo whips out. in a brisk, “AH I Do Is Dream of You” oh
catchy manner. Kenny Gardner Pearl could start a revival of this

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Week.

Last
week.

j.

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

(Cry

:

X

adds to the gay flavoring with a
bright vocal, Should click with the
jukes. “Bundle of Southern Sunmediocre number
is
a
shine”
which even the Lombardo orch and
Trio can’t lift out of the So-so
groove.
Eileen Barton: “Wishin’ ’’-“When
You’re Near Me” (Coral). Eileen
Barton’s energetic workover of
“Wishin’ ” gives the tube click possibilities.
The dash of alfalfa added to the overall bouncy melodic
line is the kind of seasoning that
appeals to current wax market
tastes.
It’s one of Miss Barton’s
most impressive Sides in some
time. Bottom deck is a fair ballad
but it’s doubtful if it’ll be able to
hold up against the flock of stronger entries in the same genre.
Richard
Ilayes-Xavier
Cilgat
Orch: “More Than Love’-“Babalu”
(Mercury).
Teamup of Richard
Hayes with Xavier Cugat in the
Latino maestro’s ^initial. Mercury
pressings since his' switchover from
Columbia makes for a good coupling that could have impact. Tandem creates lots of excitement
with its neat blending of chile
rhythms and vibrant vocals. The
romantic flavor of "More Than
Love” should rate it solid spins
while the forceful “Babalu” 'becomes a juke natural via the
Hnyes-Gugat treatment.
Cindy Lord: “Wishin’ ’’-“Good-
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Eddie Fisher (Victor)
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Pee Wee King (Victor)
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Jo Stafford (Columbia)
Eddy Howard (Mercury)
Les Paul-Mary Ford (Capitol)
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Me Why
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Me Why

/Tell

Slowpoke
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Si
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Tiger

(Coral)
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Arthur Godfrey (Columbia) ...........
Mantovani (London)
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Undecided

Dance Me Loose
Charmaine
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.
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(Capitol).
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TUNE
Cry
Tell
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Me Why
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Standout f o ik, western, blues,
rhythm, religioso, etc.: Steve Garchar, “My Dolly Polka” (Coral)
Stan Frebcrg, “Tele-vee-shun”
(Capitol)
Brother Rodney,
“Sweet Hour of Prayer” (Okeh)
Jess Willard, “My Mail Order
Mama” (Capitol)
Johnny Rec“Married
tor,
By the; Bible”
(Coral)
The Treniers, “Taxi
Blues” (Okeh).
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Leeds

MARTIN RETURNING
TO COCOANUT GROVE
Hollywood, Feb.

.

5.

Freddy Martin, once a fixture

.
*

at

returning to the Cocoanut Grove July 8 for 16 weeks at
flat $4,000 Weekly in what may
e a talent policy switch for room
which, has been Using name' acts
and house band; Grove’ now has
nothing booked beyond a three
weeker. for Connie Moore and
Raye & Naldi, starting Feb. 21.
It may shut doWn before the
Martin opening for oft-rumored
refurbishing.
Spot has contract
with Frankie Laine but' no date.
Latter may cancel, as he has other

i.

this spot,. is

bye Sweetheart” (M-G-M). Cindy
Lord continues to impress as a
young thrush (she’s 16) with a
future. Her workover
of “Wishin’ ” d i s p T ays enough
warnith and charm to win her “a

large contingent, Side is a good
match for Eileen Barton’s Coral
version. Miss Lord echo chambers “Goodbye Sweetheart” nicely
but the gimmickry dissipates her
disk Virtues. Le Roy Holmes supplies excellent backing <on both

3.

CRY (6) (Mellow)
Tell me why (5)

4.

SIN

2
I

.

5.

SHRIMP BOATS

6.

SLOW POKE

(Signet)

(4)

7.
8.
9.

dates.

10 ,

(Decca).
Despite fast getaway of
Starr’s rendition of “Black-

UNDECIDED (14) (Leeds) .. ........
ANYTIME (3) (Hill-R)
JEALOUSY (JO) (Harms/. .....
DANCE ME LOOSE (3) (Erwin-H)
.

.
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.
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Eddie Fisher ......... .Victor
..Columbia
Frankie Laine
Columbia
Arthur Godfrey , .

• • a •

ine

'

Victor
Savannah Churchill
Jo Stafford .......... Columbia
Decca
Dolores Gray
Pee Wee King ......... .Victor
Ames Bros.-Les Brown. .Coral
.

• •

• •

.

*•

•

.

;

.

.

.
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Second Group

London, Feb. 5.
Decision pf the British Broadcasting Cdrp. to disband its 63piece opera orchestra was criticized by Hardie Ratcliff e, general

secretary of the Musicians’ Union,
Headed for big re- who characterized it as “another
solid vocal.
turns.
Flippver is given a typical blow for British
opera.” He urged
Oliver ride with Miss \ Richards’
that the decision ..Should be reconpiping enhancing side’s chances.
sidered.
Georgie Auld: “Please, Mr. SUn”Action of the BBC \vas taken be•Tf You
Go” (Cct-al).
Georgie
cause the
aggregation
not
Autd’s slick tenor sax workover of
needed
as
frequently now for
’’Please, Mr. Sun” should net big
returns in areas where the instru- studio broadcasts, as many were
mental’s the 'thing and not the vo- made from, foreign recordings or
relays from opera houses
cal, , It’s sure to follow -the same from
profitable grbove initiated by his both in England and abroad.
saxing of “Manhattan.” Auld’s sax
brings .out the plaintive quality Of - Klive Music chartered to conduct
the tune with unusual effect and. business in New York.
Capital
the vocal backing of Jud Conloh’s stock is 200 shaves, no par value.

i

(Disney) ....

(Ridgeway)......

Hit Move
To Disband BBC Orch

Kay

4

.

;

\

(13)

<

l

c

(17) (Algonquin);

<

(

.......

Sy Oliver Orch-TrUdy Richards:
“Blacksmith *Blue.s”-“Any Time” Laborites

smith Blues” on the Capitol label.
Deceit’s Sy Oliver-Trudy Richards
tandem: should give it a run for
top honors.
Oliver Captures the
blues, beat with a driving intensity
and Miss Richarffy matches it With

Okeh
Johnnie Ray
Okeh
Johnnie Ray ....
Georgia Gibbs ....... Mercury
Four Aces
........... Decca
.Mercury
\Eddy Howard

(Spier)

(9)

(

.

sides,

LITTLE WHITE CLOUD

’

'

wax

.

....

....

.

.

.

breathes new life' into the oldie
“What’s the Reason” (Capitol).
Percy Faith orch has a class workover of “I Talk to the Trees” (Columbia)
Norman Kaye is in
top form on “I Was Lucky”

.

.

.

etching of “I
(Decca)
Jack .Haskell impresses on “Silver

.

.

fine

a

Wanna Love You”

.

3

4

.8

.

has

...

(Tell

3

7

a

“For Dancers Only”
(Capitol)
HaWkshaw Hawkins
workover of “Everybody’s Got a
Girl But Me” on the King label
may break away
Sonny Burke
orch

.

...

'

*

top slice

.

)

.

.

.

Four Aces (Decca)

2

2

.

oldie

Johnnie Ray (Okeh)

1

)

.

.

:-

.

“Unforgettable,” a pleasant ballad,

potential.

bright,

Music

as Published in the Current issue

manner

born material: which gets a good
sendOff through .Margaret WhitAlthough
ing’s lively pip fn g';
thrush is a strong e r bet on
straight pop, she supplies enough
bounce to. the country bounce of
‘One More. Time” to rate it spins
m
on the juke level; “Foggy River” “My Love For You” TLondon).
is in the. same groove but has less Dick
James’ fine baritoning on
:

Heports of Distribution

Statistical

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

(Capi- Thrush

strictly: hill-

is

OF

an added

tion.

stylized

.

.

Lindy

treatment for
Sweetheart” should get a good ride via
this typical swing ana sway rendiits

results,

..

.

fillip.

Doherty: “Salt Water
Tears”-"What’s the Use” (Capitol).
Although v these sides won’t raise
Lindy Doherty’s stock in the male
disk sweeps, he impresses as a
likable, singer who’s bound to come
up with a top wax contender. “Salt
Water Tears” is a spirited item
which he sells with zest. He’s ‘also
in gftod form on the bottom slice,
another lively number; r Studs
Stein and the Jelly Roll Four assist with an excellent honky-tonk
backing that should make it solid
juke fodder.
Gisele MacKenzie; “Wishin' ”“Goodbye Sweetheart” (Capitol).
Gisele MacKenzie handles “Wish-

offers

.

Scoreboard

By MIKE GROSS
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and Disks

Jocks, Jukes

tol).

,

•

ORCHESTRAS-MCSIC

42

okay

.

*

TIGER RAG

Les Paul-Mapj Ford
FOur Aces
Mantovani

(Feist).

GARDEN IN THE RAIN (Melrose)
CHARMAINE (Lion)
BERMUDA (Goday)
PLEASE MR. SUN (Weiss-B)
1 A KISS TO BUILD A DREAM ON (MUler).
STOLEN LOVE (Parliament)
;;
COLD, COLD HEART (16) Acuff-R)

Bell Sis.-H.

.

j

.

*

*

<

.

I GET IDEAS (20) (Hill-R) ....... ...
BECAUSE. OF YOU (23) (Broadcast)
1

DOWN YONDER
(Southern)
yonder (14) (southern)
+ DOMINO (6) (Pickwick) ....
SOLITAIRE

t
X

.

.......

Eddy
Tony
Tony
Tony

. ,•« . , .. . . , , . . , , , * . , ; ,
.
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i
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Capitol

Decca
;
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.

London

.... Victor
.

Johnnie Ray
... .Columbia
Louis Armstrong ....... Decca

w.

.

(
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...w, .....

Rend

.

^

.

.

,

.

.

Mercury

Howard
Bennett
Martin
Bennett ,
.

. .

...... Columbia
.Victor
.... • • *
.

.

.Columbia
Del Wood ......... ..Tennessee
iamp Butler . .. .... .Columbia
.

...

Q

Tony Marti .......... ..Victor
Tony Bennett ...... Columbia:

»

(Broadcast)

t
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;
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.
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Band Remotes,

43

Li

on
Publishing firms and the band 4
biz were struck another blow last
week when WNBC, N. Y., turned
over its midnight to 0 a,m, slot to
recorded syffiph music.: In the
After Mercury Tiff
past, the first hour of the new
Dacca Records last -week inked
series was ah important outlet for
pubbery plugs via the .station's folk singer Burl Ives to a longterm
band remote pickups. The WNBC pact; Ives had been dickering With
switch now leaves only WCBS and Mercury but negotiations reached
for remote broadcasts in the a standstill over contractual points
post midnight N. Y. metropolitan in the singer’s pressing schedule,
;

WOR

According

A group of young far-sighted
publisher-members of the. American Society of. Composers, Authors
and Publishers has begun to show
considerable concern over ASCAP’s
bargaining position in 1958 when
the present, pact with the broadcasting industry will .run out.
Down the line, they fear that

ASCAP’s
favorable

•

M-G-M Preps New

‘Vadis’

Music-Dialog Album

potential of striking a
deal With the broad-,

new

-

.

Emerge As

ing played because Accurate Re?
porting Service, on Which they rely for airtime plug info, only tabulates the New YOrk Stations,
Orch leaders are also beefing
over the diminishing remotes in
the New York, area; Town, at one

stake of over 75% of ASCAP’s total revenue. Any significant loss in
this field is seen as being a crippling blow to ASCAP’s financial
structure and iriembership morale.

j

Meantime, BMI, which is looked
upon by ASCAPers as the brainchild and servant of the broadcasters, is conducting an aggressive,
up-and-at-'ern. campaign
in
all
fields of music performance, Promotion-Wise, BMI has been hitting
both radio and video programmers
with rafts of material pushing its

Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Kaye, M-G-M Records’

Jesse

the increase of disk jock
Concentration on vocalist platters
and the decrease of remote pickups, terp dates in the metropolitan
areas have become a hit and miss

Cap in

M

Symph

Field; Pacts Pitt

arid opforces yesterday
(Mon. ) in an effort to defeat pending legislation Which would repeal
exemption of coin machines from
copyright laws arid impose a 2c
weekly royalty ori every two-sided
disk played. Opposing them, was

joined

erators

Senator
Tenri.),

Estes

Kefavuer

who appeared before

(D.,

th

House

Judiciary
sub-committee
conducting hearings on the Kefauver-Bryson bill to urge that songwriters get full royalties from operators of the machines.
Kefauver, Who was. out of town
last October when a succession of
composers and publishers paraded
before the Committee i
support
of the bill, had asked peri issiori
to precede foes of the measure i
the spectacle, utilizing, the voices
today’s (Tries.) session, the Grime
of Robert Taylor, Peter Ustinov
Buster, co-sponsor of the proposed
and Deborah Kerr.
amendment, stated that only jukeboxes are exempt from carrying
its full royalty load. He pointed
out that ‘'radio,, television, restaurants, dance halls, hotels and every
public place of entertainment but
one that plays music for profit”
is obliged to pay the tab required
by the Copyright Law,
He stated that “small tavern
oWners” were protected by two
provisions: (1) Exemption for all
establishments with only one coin
machine; (2) limit of royalty to
lc for each copyrighted tune per
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
week, regardless of volume of biz,
American Federation of MusiIn urging passage' of the bill,
cians has nixed a pitch from Kefauver drew upon his experience as chairman of the Senate
James and George Nasser for
(Continued on page 50)
an exemption from the recording
7

Oiled by a steady RCA Victor
promotion, the 45 rprii platters are
continuing to build into a position
of prime importance in the pop
record field. Although only selling
about one to five in comparison
affair. A band agency exec claimed with the 78 rpm disks in 1950, it’s
catalog.
that the only way to keep the band estimated that the 45s climbed to
‘TV Sketch Book’
biz alive is to get the^orch heard almost 50% of the shellac disks!
In video, for example, BMI has
on the air so that it can develop a last year.
Spread of the 45s is being pushed come up with a “television sketch
following.
both by RCA. Victor’s campaign for book” With suggested scripts built
its player attachments and the ef- around BMI songs. Ori the basis
forts 6f the jukebox industry in of initial response, BMI will issue
converting to the slow-speed disks. the TV sketch material on a reguIt’s understood that Victor sold
( Continued on page 49)
trust fund tap on pix going into
nearly 500,000 of its 45 rpm mavideo. Next step is up to Nassers,
chines during December as. part
who’Ve said, via attorney George. T
of the company’s Christmas promoGoggin, that they’ll have courts
tion. In addition, the 45s are get*
determine
legality of the formula.
ting circulation on the three-speed
mCapitol Records* classical divi- turntables, now available in all
Attorney Leonard Horwi
repping AFM, declared he’s “authorsion stepped into the American modern radio-phono combination
sets.
ized to state that we regard existsymph wax sweepstakes yesterday
Even more decisive is the big
ing agreement with Nasser broth(Tues.) with the signing of the play being given to the 45s by the
ers as binding arid will require
Written agreements for television.”
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra to coin machine manufacturers and
Nassers
are seeking to force rean exclusive longterm pact. It’s operators, In virtually every case
new machines are geared for the
lease of four pix they, produced
the first U. S. symph to be nabbed
45 rpm speed while old machines
from United Artists for sale to
by Capitol since the inception of are being converted to the new
Coral Records, Decca’s subsid, is video. Hearing on matter is slated
its classical division three
years system. Juke ops are sold on the prepping a major splash in the Friday (8).
45s because of the elimination of country and blues-and-rhythm marIt’s understood the basis Of Nasago.
the breakage problem, more spins ket with a flock of artists recently sers’ behind-the-scenes pitch to
Pitt symph will be under the diand easier installation. The juke- added to its roster. Along with AFM Was that the studio still is in
rection of William Steinberg, who
box market represents about 50,- the expansion in these fields, Coral the red and felt they were entitled
was recently named permanent
000,000 of the annual 250,000,000 has named Owen Bradley as re- to an exemption under section of
conductor; Steinberg, former dipop records sold annually.
cording director for the folk and the bankruptcy act. AFM execs
rector of the Buffalo Philharmonic,:
western division. Bradley will con- feel Nassers “haven’t recognized
takes over the Pitt podium next
tinue as musical director for
agreement and disregarded it by
season. Deal was set by Richard
Pic Co. Sues Remington
in Nashville where he’ll headquar- moving ahead in seeking release of
C. Jones, director of Cap’s classical
ter.
pictures to television without notidivision, and Edward Specter, manOver Soundtrack Sets In the last couple of weeks, fying AFM. We insist before any
ager of the Pitt symph.
Coral
arrangedistribution
television
has
inked
numerous
names
An injunction to restrain RemWith the recent switchover of
popular in the southern and west- merits be made, the 1948 agreethe diskery’s classical division from ington Records, Inc., from adverto.”
ern
adhered
territories.
ment
be
Artists
include
the Coast to the N, Y. headquar- tising, offering for Sale or distribRector,
Danny Brown,
uting platters cut . from sound Johnny
ters, Jones plans to^ expedite
the
Blackie
Crawford, Joe Martin,
pacting of American longhair art- tracks of seven pictures is sought
Texas Bill Strength, Bell Carson,
Berna
by
Films
in
a
brought
suit
ists and groups. Other additions
to
Marty Licklider, Rex and Eleanor Kill Hub Bill to O.K.
the classical stable have been pi? in N. Y. Supreme Court. Also a Parker and
Earl Songer.
In the
Leonard Pennario and the defendant in the action is Conti- blues field, Coral has pacted Jimmy
Terping on Sunday
nental Records, Inc.
Hollywood String Quartet.
Scott, Miss Cornshucks and Jessie
Boston, Feb. 5.
Continental assertedly entered
Allen
while
in the international diA joint legislative committee on
into an agreement with Berna in
March, 1950, Whereby it was to vision, Coral has added the Steve mercantile affairs reported unGarcher polka band.
favorably last week on a proposed
record certain selections from the
At the same time, Coral is build- hill which would allow Sunday
sound tracks and pay Berna 5%
of the retail price as a royalty. ing its regular pop artists roster, dancirig in public halls throughout
1-Year Mercury Deal
filed
by
Proposal,
state.
But, in an affidavit submitted having added Don Cornell, ex- the
by the film company’s president, RCA Victor vocalist, to its list. In America Federation of Musicians
ith
Guarantee he subsequently
Coral
pacted
months.
recent
has
Operators
AssociaBallroom
and
.discovered that
Hollywood, Feb; 5.
Macy’s and the Liberty Music such pop names as Teresa Brewer, tion received hack by majority of
Ending speculation about a po
Shops, N. Y.; were selling the disks Eileen Barton and Johnny Des- local craft unions and. appeared; besible shift in her plattery affili
mond. Currently riding with the fore the hearing took place, headed
under the Remington label.
tion, Patti Page signed a
new on
No royalties accrued to Berna, Ames Bros.-tes Brown slice, of for success.
deal with Mercury Recori
the affidavit states, through the “Undecided,” Coral has racked up
clergy
and
local
However,
calling for $40,000, a 1,000,00
Remington Sales. Besides the in- the best January since its forma- women’s organizations presented
sales guarantee. In the last thr<
junction, the suit also asks that tion more than three years ago.
stiff Opposition to the rneasure With
with Mercury* she’s so
Continental furnish an accounting
result bill was killed before reach10,000,000 disks, 6,000,000 last yea
With
of all monies allegedly due. Among
ing the Legislature floor,
Miller to Coast
Guarantee is one of largest giv<
the seven pictures involved in the
music biz at its lowest ebb it was
by any plattery in the last fe
For Pension Confabs felt passage of measure would help
case are “Fledermaus,” “Polkas”
years. Deal was set by her ma:
and “Forellen Quinette,”
Bob Miller, Music Publishers alleviate the slump, but Union
«&er, Jack Rael, with
Mercu
Contact Employees prexy, left for execs have decided, not to reenter
prexy Irving Green.
Atlantic Inks Gospel Singers
the Coast last week for a series of the measure for furthers hearings
in state, for
S ur fl y hight (2) she one-nit<
Augmenting its religiose roster, huddles and board meetings with with Sunday Dancing
?
at Mission Beach, San Diego,
at least nixed.
e
Atlantic Records this Week pacted publisher’s reps and contactmen. present
iting With $1,200 after
State laws allow sports events,
paying tl
The Rosettes and The Gospel He’ll dismiss MPCE’s upcoming
Dick Pierce band $500 for bic
contract with the pubs and the riltery floorshows, vaude and pix
Harmonaires.
Japping, She drew 1,900 payees
performances to be presented on
Groups* initial etchings for At- union's pension plan.
$1.75.
lantic will be released next month*
He’ll be gone about three weeks. Sundays.

time had a solid dance following,
-but- with

5.

Jukebox manufacturers

to a

:

Washington, Feb.

\

spokesman for Mer- casters has been weakened by the exec in the Culver City studio, has
cury, Ives refused to stress the pop recent powerful
surge of Broadcast put together an edited version of
Although the recorded symph disk
release plans which it laid Music, Iric., in the music field.
'dialog Arid
music from “Quo
series isn’t a network operation*
Out for him.
Although six years ahead is gen- Vadis,'’ cut down from the original
pubs feel that the closing down of
Ives, Who was with Columbia, erally more
than
most
tape,
music
Which
home-office
executives
men
New
York
outlet
is
making
another
had been laying off on wax during plan for, the. younger publishers now have in N.
Y. to pass on for
live song saturation in Gotham a the past few
months.
contend
that
now
is
the
time
release.
is
This
to
on
of
top
the “Quo
tougli proposition. WNBC Used to
start "Worry ing and' ^.initiate coun- Vadis” Score which M-G-M Records
pick Up as many as four orchs durter-measures
to
buttress
ASCAP’s
released
sonic
months
ago!
When
ing the hour with most of the pubs
claims When the chips are down. the. spec was first shown on Rroadcoming in for their share of plugs.
It’s pointed out that the income way.
With remotes now going out over 45’s
from the broadcasters; both radio
in effect the riew album, which
the network, the pubs wOn’t know
arid video, represents the crucial
Kaye contrived, is a disk version of
Whether or not their tunes are behour.

f

on

Cap’s Big Three

.

Coral’s Rig Splash

.

.

•

WSM

.

40G

Top Jan. Sales
Capitol Records is off to a fast
start this year With etchings by
Les Paul-Mary Ford, Nat (King)
Cole and Kay Starr racking up
close to 1,000,000 disk sales in January. Cole and Paul-Ford combo
led the diskery last year with about
10,000,000 platter sales to their
credit.

The Paul-Ford etching of “Tiger
Rag,” Which was released duririg
the first week of January has already topped the 550,000 mark and
is
still
going strong. Although
Cole’s waxing of “Unforgettable”
was issued in November, it got off
to a slow start but began picking
up speed after the first of the year.
The bulk of the 400,000 sales were
gained after the Christmas season.
MisS Starr looms as another big
seller for the diskery this year.
Fast getaway of her “Wheel of Fortune” pressing indicates a big sales
potential. In ..its first week of release, the disk topped the 50,000
mark. Thrush was also a solid seller last year with “Bonaparte’s Retreat” sparking her waxings.

Counter Suit Vs. Barry
In Job Contract Hassle
Edwin H. Morris Music has filed

‘

|

.,

Bob

.

^

..•

;

-

a $1 14,000 suit against Paul Barry,
a former general professional manager for the firm, it Was disclosed
in N. Y. Supreme Court last week.
Publisher seeks $100,000 damages
for Barry's alleged failure to devote his exclusive services to the
company and wants $4,000 on a
stopped payment check plus $10,-

000 in expenses paid.

came to
Morris’ $114,000 acti
when the publisher moved to
examine Barry in regard to nature -M
of the services he assertedly performed for others while in the
Meantime,
employ.
company’s
Barry is partnered. With Sammy
Weiss in Barry-Weiss Music, an
outfit set rip shortly after the
Morris schism.
light
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CoL Records,

n

.

Week

Survey

A

!•

10

Pabs, Artists

_

Large

!h

of Jan, 25-31

Hit Ptsbers’

in ease of ties)? based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage index & Audience Trend Index
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed,
A Garden In the Rain ... * „ . ................. . Melrose

The top 30 songs

week (more

of

1952

6,

:

Marking the first major step to
halt, alleged bootleg operations in
the disk industry, Columbia Records and Louis. Armstrong filed

present instance was a clear violatio of the diskery's property rights

and Armstrong’s privacy.

Latter’s
interest in the case is that Bolletino has-been paying him no
royalties on. the. sideS which they
letino,' head of Paradox Industries, have been issuing, Conklin further
which has been releasing the Jolly Charged Bolletino with flaunting
Roger label. The complaint speci- “the origin of his releases by usBolletino ing a record label with skull and
charged
that
fically
clubbed six long-play disks from crossbopes!'’
joint suits in New York Supreme
Court last week against Dante Bol-

masters cut by Louis Armstrong
.for Columbia between 1925 and
1932.

,

Columbia attorney Norman Adstated that the disk company
has a strong precedept for the
present suit in the recent court decision against Wagney-Nichols Re-

ler.

.

Soon after the complaint was

Bolletino offered to make a
settlement with the dlskery. It’s corder C6/ which was enjoined
understood .however, that Colum- from making off-the-air recordings
bia rejected all offers for an out- of the Metropolitan Opera broadof-court settlement since it wants casts over the American Broada court precedent to block any casting System.
Both
other alleged bootleggers.
Columbia and Armstrong are asking for an injunction of further
distribution of disks by Paradox,
Remington Records, which has
an accounting of the profits arid been active in the pop field via its
filed,

1

damages to be determined!
low-priced long-play disk line; is
Jim Conkling, Columbia prexy, currently having its books audited
pointed out that One of the diffi- by the major publishers as a check,
culties ih fighting the bootleggers
is that pirating, is not a criminal
Offense. Bootlegging, which is the
dubbing of records onto, different
labels, is thus distinguished from
the criminal' practice of counterfeiting, or unauthorized dupllca-’
tion of a number on the original
label.
Although no clearcut legal decision has been handed down in
a similar case, Conkling said the

against the diskery’s royalty pay-

ments.

, .
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.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

«...

.

.

:

.

«

... • «

»

•

>

Close

,

*

-

.

.

Little

My

White Cloud That Cried
.

.

* • «

Take
Tell

.

.

.

***.,,..

,

<

,

Me Home
Me Why.

........

,

.

. « « ,

*..

...

.

.

...

,

.

.Advanced
...

.

••••«••••• » • • ••••»« .i
Beloved .... .... ....
.... ...

.

•

It

»

*

.

Blue Tafigo

*

Charmaine

t

Mills

Come What May ...... . ;
Domino

.

, .

.

.

Is H[ere

SILVER

..***-**

(Vic.)

)

•

Variety Cash Box and Bill board see extreme
possibilities in both releases.
.

*

SOCK
|J

T

|A

L

MAN (Porgie) -Frances Wayne and the
A
~ REGULAR
Neal Hefti oroh. (Coral) have found a piece
aptly suited to the gal's
of "sock material"

styling. Varie ty considers it "a firstrate
interpretation* ‘with "a breakaway potential." Cas h Box backs this opinion with its
own strong recommendation.
*

TOP
FORM

HIGH
PRAISE

*

MOUNTAINS (Hollis)—
ACRES AND
^ GREEN
rich baritone
Gordon MacRae's
delivers this effective lyric

PURPLE
is in
(Cap. )
he
as
top form
poem over a handsome haunting melody. Definitely a disc to watch.

(Acuff-Rose)
LOVE
WE'RE REALLY
~ BABY
and Helen O Connell Cap.
Roberta Lee (Deo
IN

’

. )

(

each project another Hank Williams rhythm
Each gal earns high
item in fine style .
trade paper praise. Both discs will -be
active.
"BEST
BIT"

^

—

Eddy Howard
(Parliament)
STOLEN LOVE
(Mer. ) strikes a solid "Best Bet* rating from
Ca 3 h Box for this worthy follow-up to. his
smash "SIN" waxing. Billboard believes it
will "get action in both the pop and o k w
Reviewed as "excellent" (98
markets."
points) for dee jays.

.

.

.....

. . . .

IMC.

M-G-M

Mills

its

Lombardo

placing-

;

.

,

.

... .....

.Berli
Hill

s

.

...... ... ,

.

...................

.

!

l

, .

Charles

C.

Hasi

& R

LaSalle
.Roger
.Weiss-B
.Disney

.

Slowpoke,
Undecided;

.

A

Algonquin

Ridgeway
......... Leeds

;

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Charleston

.Harms

Glow Worm
Goof us.
Me and
St.

........

;

My

Shadh w ........

.... . .

.

...

; .

:...
i .....

. .

Louis Blues. ............

Filmusical.

.

Marks
Feist
.'Bourne

Is

Handy

Now

on Concert Tour

*Legit musical.

Talent Batons for Monroe

gin their weekend engagements
Ziggy Talent, novelty vocalist March 7-8. Some weekday assignments
are currently being lined up.
with the Vaughn Monroe orch, will
front the band at its four weekend Monroe is filming “The Toughest

dates at the Meadowbrook, Cedar

Grove, N.

Man

in

during March while

J.,

the maestro is filmmaking oq the
Coast.
Talent and the Monroe orch be-

Tombstone” for Republic.

:

Singers,

(Week ending Jan.

26)

London, Jan. 29.
Longing for You .... Sterling
Loveliest Night Year .F.D,&H.
Because of You ...... Dash
Enchanted Eye.
.Williamson
I Love gunshi
.New World
Mistakes ........... Wright
Why Worry
;Macmelodies
Shrimp Boats
.... .Disney
At End of Day. . .
Chappell
.

Combos

and

Best British Sheet Sellers

Orks Wanted
To Record for Now Lobel

.

WRITE:

.

TIN

.

PAN ALLEY.

INC.

1650 Broadway
York 19. N. Y.

.

Now

, . .

. . .
.

Rosaline

Rei

Allentown J ail
Always Our House

.

.

Wook

.Bourne
Connelly

.

.

...

.....

.

.

.

Coupled With

.Leeds
.Maurice

.

.......

Beggar In Love.
It’s

No

.

.

....

RECORD NO. 5772

Sun

Cinephoni

Sin ........... .Morris
. . . .Southern

Kentucky Waltz.

s

...

.Dash
My Liberty Belle. *
Oodles of Noodles.
..Cbx
Love’s Roundabout. Cinephonic
Down Yonder ...... .Feldman
I Wish I. Wuz.
....Maurice
Black and White Rag,F.D.&H.

Too Young

Day

“COME
WHAT
MAY”

Program

Second 12
Domino
If You Go.

of Vafontino's

I

1

re-

Fisher, Jr.

.Mellow

Down Yonder
I Only Saw Him Once............
.

Bud

,

diskery’s distribution, topper, heads
out on a tour of M-G-M distributors in the south -and southwest.
He’ll be gone two weeks.

Top Songs On T
Cry.

Picks Sanborn

Cleveland area distributor,

Meantime,

.Robbins
........ ,DeSylva-B-H

...

Go Now.

.

In a move to strengthen its distribution setup, M-G-M Records
last week named V. J. Sanborn as

.Leeds

.

.

Any Time

.
;

Robbi
Peer
..... Cosmic

;

..

,

Famous

.

-

•:

;

.

BROADCAST MUSIC,

Foist

Famous

Girl”

(Anema E Core).

Always

t

Jane

LAUREL

(Dec.

.... .Pickwick

Turzy

(Piccadilly)—
MOUNTAIN
are competand Vaughn Monroe
honors ^
ing for honors on this sentimental ballad.
IARNS

....

.

Dreams”

In

*

.

LEE (Ridgeway)—Pee Wee King
(Vic. ) have hit the jackpot
again. Both tunes rate "Bullseye o £ the Week"
in Cash Box and SILVER AND GOLD scores a positive PlCK”in Billboard. "Solid commercial
bet," says Variety ; Disc is worthy successor
to the team's SLOW* POKE.

You

DeSylva-B-H

Please Mr; Sun, ...... ...
Shrimp Boats. ... . .
(It’s No) Sin

AND
+
ANNIE
X RAGTIME
and Redd Stewart

.

.

To Stay

Beloved

Would. You.

BILLBOARD
PICK

,

.

.

.

*
*
GOLD (Blue River)

L^on
Shapiro-B
Pickwick
....... Republic

•.

You Go

Yoju Better

Broadway

...

.

Artists,
too,
beefing at
diskery execs over the brushoff
system. They claim there’s no
point in cutting a tune if the company isn’t going to get- behind it.
Some disk artists have begun distributing their disks to the deejay 3
themselves hoping that plays on
the air might bring pressure on the
company from* the platter buyer
and the distributor.

Feist

•

*.

*

Night Train To Memphis
Oh How I Need You Joe
Sleigh Ride
Snowflakes

*

•

.

Never— 1 “Golden

plays.

teries.

.............. Kassner
Berlin

See You In My Dreams— 1 “See
Life Is a Beautiful Thing

SLEEPER

Shapiro-B

.

Second Group

Of Dreams

I’ll

AT LAST I AT LAST! (Duchess)— "A tune that's
tailor made for the big voice of Tony Martin
(Via*) . • • contains the dynamic qualities
of a hit tune * . * a must for ops, are terms
Used by Cash Box to desoribe this "Sleeper of
the Week. " B inboard makes it "PICK" of the
week and Variety calls it *a lush ballad entry ... an Important contender for top juke

Remi.ck.
Signet

.

Leeds
Bourne

(

Until

...

...
;

•

My

!

•

A Weaver

Love

....... Robbins
Ridgeway
......

.

.

,

. .

Always..

If

.

........ ...... .iSroadcast'

.

Undecided

A number of firms, who’ve
checking on their waxed
properties have disovered that frequently the platters haven’t been
sent out to disk jockeys, reviewers
or distributors. In instances where
the record has been sent out on a
small scale pubs have been having a tough time getting the diskeries to go all out on their distribution setup. Pubs first got wind
of the brushoff practice when
tunes, etched by top artists, came
through with ridiculously low
royalty statements from the platbeen

Paramount
.Disney
.Algonqui

...

. ... ...

.

agree-

artists and are
being sluffed off without getting
proper distribution or exploitation!

Witmark

..»

•

Trust In Me.
...
Tulips and Heather. ....

.

contractual side

ments With their

BVC

....

......

..

. . . ... . ; . .

........
.

>

.

.:!,

.

i.

.

...

...

»

.Chappell

. . . ,

.

. . . .

(o fulfill

lV*eiss-B
.

^

.

Slowpoke

.

.,

. . .

...

,

..

• •

. •

......... ....

;

.

>

Solitaire

...

«

Green Sleeves.

CASH IOX

Harms

.

•

.

.

No). Sin
Singin’ In the Rain

,>,

,

squawking that- many of their
songs- are being cut by diskers just

Harms

.

Soier
..... Block
............... Life

Concerto

(It’s

.

!

My. Love.
Never Before ....
Please- !Mr» Sun
. . v*
Shrimp Boats. ...

Believe

t

.«

Life

Game

In the

Bd.p3^,:-DolL

-

... « . * • • ... . . ..... ..... . . ... . . .

Could Write a Book.
1 Talk To the Trees—*“Paint Your Wagon”.
If You Catch a Little Cold
......
It’s All

Life

.

^

I

the indie companies’ books.
‘

.

..... .........

.

Probe of the company’s, books is
being conducted by Harry Fox,
publishers’ agent and trustee, as
part of his office’s spot checking of
t

. .

« .

. «

. .

.

.. .

... .

,

Grand Central Station

How

.

,

.

.

Practice of several diskeries to
brush off tunes After they’ve been
cut is seen developing a further
rift between publishing firms
and
record companies. Publishers are

. .

,

*

.

.

•.

Glorita

.

,

. «

,

. «

»

Unforgettable......

Bigtown Music chartered to
produce musical compositions, with
offices in New York. Capital stock
is $5,000, $50 par Value.

Time By-Pass

Hill 3c. It
Anytime
2 '.,
Be My, Life’s Companion . ,
.... . .
.
. Morris
Bermuda.
.
....... Cloday
...
. . . .
Cry
» « .
..... ...
..... .Mellow
Dance lie Loose »
«•• ........ ....
,
. ... ... .. Erwin—
Down Yonder
... ......... ... ... , LaSalle
... .
, >
.

t&mMi

OUCaBSTKAS-MUSIC

On

label,

bought out Emjiey Records
Pee Wee King, country singer,
Associated Booking
pacted
by
Corp. .... Enroll Garner into Embers, N. Y., Feb. 19 for five weeks
Robert Marks, E. B. Marks
recording manager, to Chicago
Monday. (4) for huddles With
Xavier* Cugat on rhumba leader’s
future Mercury Records waxings
Ella Fitzgerald Opens at. the
!

.

.

.

Band Box, Chicago, Feb. 15 for
Ralph Flanagan
three weeks
orch played one-niter at Sky Club,
Sarah Vaiighan
Dallas, Feb, 9
opens at the. Celebrity Club, ProviMemphis
dence, Friday (8).
Slim, Negro blues singer, pacted
by Associated Booking COrp.
Cy Walter opens at the Little Club,:
Bull Moose
N. Y., Feb 11
Jackson orch into Apollo, N; Y.,
Lester Young orch
Feb. 22
.

to Hollywood branch
Benny
Strong band set for a month at
Edge water Beach Hotel Feb. 21 ....
.

Broadway Records, indie

.

4

•

Ellington received a silver
cigarette case in honor of his
contribution to the Negro race last
^

1

week here

Frankie Yankovlc

.

slated to reopen the Band Box,
Loop spot, as a major dance riitery
April' 12
Bobby Wayne does a
repeat at the Towne Club, Milwaukee May 13'
..Basin Street
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Six inked for the Blue Note Feb,
22 along with European importa-
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Stars will ..play six concerts in
Honolulu, starting Feb, 26 and entertain at service bases arid hospitals. while in the islands
Lawrence Welk orch hit capacity
and a gross of $5,000 fn a one.

.

.

Long Beach AudiConrad Salinger doing
the score on Metro’s “Carbine
Williams’’
, Anna Maria Alberghetti makes her debut as*a connight stand at

torium

.

cert soloist at the

LA

Philharmonic
Mlklos
9

Auditorium Feb.
Rozsa composing a ballet number
for “The Story of Three Loves’’
.

.

.

5

“Slow Poke”—21-0489

LES PAUL-M. FORD
“Tiger Rag”— 1920

9
12

at Metro,,

.

9

8

10

6

11

.

.

12

13

13

15
...

.

,

......

3

4

7

6

—

-

5

72

6

32

.

5

9

.

8

.

3

6

9

.

•“Shrimp Boats”—39581

RENE

SIS.-H.

(KING)

“Be

My

Life’s

COLE

6

10

27

8

10

6

8

20

9

19

10

5

(Capitol)

9

4

(Decca)

Dream On”—27720
(Decca)

Companion”—27889

7

...

(Columbia)

5

...

(Mercury)

“Sin”— 5711

...

FOUR ACES

(Decca)

15B 15

“Garden in the Rain”—27860
AMES BROS.-L. BROWN (Coral)

7

.

i
.

.

‘‘Undecided”

28

3

9

(Victor)

“Unforgettable”— 1808
“Kiss to Build

4

2
.

9

“Bermuda”-420-4422

EDDY HOWARD

7

77

,

I5A 10

16

2

7

(Victor)

LES COMPAGNONS

Stan Myers, midwest BMI head,
Coronet Records & Productions
back from Rockford, 111., trip
music
where he pacted eight new ac- chartered to conduct
business
in New York. Capital
counts.
Larry Conti of the Chicago BMI office has transferred stock is 200 shares, no par value.

4

“Three Bells”—4105-F

14B

Shamrock Room have

..

.

.

(London)
1020

MILLS BROS.
14A

1

3

(Capitol)

LOUIS ARMSTRONG

Bill Bickel’s Starlit-

100

3

Me Why ”-20-4444 .......
ARTHUR GODFREY/ (Columbia)
“Dance Me Loose”—39632 ....
* JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

NAT

.

;

“Tell

BELL

just recorded several sides of Irish
tunes for an indie label:

Chicago

“Charmaine”

1

(Victor)

11

8

.

6

Me Why"—27860.

WEE KING

6

7

...

.

.

“Tell

4

>2

1

2

.

.

(Victor)

“Any time”—20-4359
.FOUR. ACES (Decca)

EDDIE FISHER

ducer and later was a platter-spinrier on WEDO in McKeesport
..;
bandleader Art Farrar will take
over the management of Johnny
Brown’s Club in East Liberty when
resumes week-end operation
it
shortly.
Farrar also will install
his own 17-piece crew in there for
dancing ... Brad Hunt’s band into
the Vogue Terrace for art indefinite stay
ers at the

<*Uttle.

MANTOVANI

Charles (Red) French, drummer
with Luke. Riley’s Casino Theatre
orch, back oh the job again after
With
suffering a heart attack
Ross Hall organizing his own band
for a Monte Carlo engagement,
Everett Neill has replaced him on
the organ with the Baron Elliott
outfit;
Neill is an ex-KDKA pro-

1

.

(Okeh)

White Cloud”—6840.

5

.

Louis Armstrong and the AU-

“Cry”—6840

PEE

.

.

Hollywood

(Okeh)

EDDIE FISHER

.

.

JOHNNIE RAY
JOHNNIE RAY

.

.

.

T3

& 5

w

.

to the
Colonial, Toronto, Feb. 4, for three
w&dks and then into the Sky Club,
Cleveland, March 4, for a frame
,
and then back to the Click, Philly
for another stanza
Fats Pichon
starts at the Airliner Feb. £
.
Kirby Stone group into Eddy’s,
Kansas City April 11 for two
Weeks and then pacted for the Park
opens at. the Show Boat, Philly, Lane, Denver, for the f Wo following
Bobby Lucas north to ihe* ElmFeb. 11
Sol Taged, clarinetist,
heads up the Sunday jam sessions wood*, Windsor. March 17 .
at the Lost Battalion,
Queens, Hal Otis band into the Kentucky
Lexington, Ky,
N. Y.
Ink Spots open at the Hotel Feb. 11 at
Casino Theatre, Toronto, Feb. 14..
Jack Ecoff, sales mgr. of Mills
Pittsburgh
Music, became a grandfather again.
.

•

and

is

.

purvey of retail disk best
based on reports ob*
tained from leading stores in
12 cities, and showing com.parative sales rating for this
sellers,

Puke

.

.

1952

,

BETML DISK BEST SELLEBS

the Upbeat

New York

February 6

Vrfiwifar,

— 60566

10

.

.

10

...

.

.

LEROY ANDERSON
17

.

.

(Decca)
Tango”—40220 ......

“Blue

,

.

.

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
^'Please Mr. Sun”—39636

18

AMERICAN IN
PARK

FIVE TOP

GUYS AND DOLLS
Broadway Cast

Broadway Cast

M-G-M

Decca

Decca

Victor

M-G-M84

DA-829

DL-9008,

LPT-16

M-G-M

ALBUMS
K. C.

Showboat
Hollywood Cast

Holly weed. Cast
•

E-93

K-93
M-93

Symph Switches

KING AND

GLENN MILLER
CONCERT

I.

K 84

9-203

9-260

WPT-25

E 559

DLP-8036

DA-876

P-25

Traviata,”
“I
Pagliacci
and
“Cavalleria Rusticana.” The operas
be sung in English, another
step in the. association’s campaign
to popularize the orch and longhair music,
Hans Schwleger, conductor, Was
offered a new three-year contract,
and accepted the board’s offer. He
is currently serving his fourth yfear
at the helm of the Philharmonic.
Richard- G. Roth, chairman of the
executive committee, said the orchestra must raise about $28,000 to
meet its 1951-52 budget of $110,000.

f

N. Y. headquarters by the latter
part of this week.

will

The

Kansas City; Feb. 5.
1952-53 season of the Kansas

City Philharmonic Orchestra will
be offered on an entirely new basis
here following adoption of a new
plan ot concerts by the board of
directors last week. Orch will give
its bi-weekly concerts on Thursday
and Saturday nights, instead of on
Tuesday and Wednesday nights as
it has -done for several years. Orch
also will vary the two programs,
using the same artists, but giving a
somewhat more pophlar tone to the
Saturday programs* Thursday programs will be , the more formal
type, as has been the rule in the
past
with
both Tuesday and
Wednesday, programs being identi•

cal,

ART MOONEY
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA PLAY

THE
BLACKSMITH
BLUES
MGM

11171

K 11171

MGM
THE GREATEST

also voted approval of a
plan to end. the next season in a
flurry of opera, a two-week festival

For Valentine

and

NAME

SEVENTH AVE

IN

E

\

NEW YORK
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profes-

manager of Paramount MuCoastwards last week to

huddle with studio execs on forthcoming Par pix scores. Studio
has

fai?

seven

iilmusicals

I

MY LOVE

SINCE

HAS GONE
TONY BENNETT
ALLAN DEAN
RAY CUR A.

Colombia

MGM

,

Mercary

Dartmouth Music, Inc.
464

Fifth

Ave. New
t

York lf. N, Y.

Wolpin expects to return to the
.

M
RCA-VICTQR RECORD

Week

Program

By

RECORDS

general

sic, tyenfc

thus

• BREAKING BIG

period with names frbm the Met
opera in popular operas. Plan is to
present at least two major operas,
the works to be chosen from
“Aida,” “Carmen,” “La Boherne,”
“Madame Butterfly,”; “TOsca,” “La

"SWEETHEARTS

RPM
RPM

sional

tributor- Setup.

to Coast

Wolpin,

lined' up.

Board

NOT WORTH
MY TEARS
78
45

Wolpin
Eddie

William Fowler, Capitol Records
veepee, Out on a tour of the midwest.
He’s eyeing diskery’s dis-

CHARLES

ON PARADE"

‘KE WEE

NEWMAN

WILL OSBORNE

Another BMI Hit Song
PUBUSHID BY BLUB RIVER SONGS
NIB7 SUNSIT BOULEVARD.

Cgrreittly
*

Flomingo Hotol
LAS VEGAS

Nlc - Mis

KINO’

"SLOW FORE"

CARMEN LOMBARDO

Selling
i-16

Agent
W. 54th

HOUYWOOD.

— KEYS

CALIF.

MUSIC PUBL.

Street, New York City
Sheet Music Available

.

.

.

.

.
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Click of the Broadway musical revival, “Pal Joey,” is sparking diskerv interest in the Richard Rodgers-Lorenz Hart ballad, “I Could Write
Tune* which Was penned in 1940* couldn't break through beBook.”
a
cause of the feud between the networks and the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers.
Already on the “I Could Write a Book” bandwagon are Columbia
Victor with Tony Martin, Decca with Guy
with Frank Sinatra,
Lombardo, Capitol with Margaret Whiting, and M-G-M with Ted Streaeon
the Towel label of “Bewitched, Bothered
waxing
Snyders
Bill
ter.
and Bewildered” from the same show teed off a smash revival a few
Joey”
score;
is published by Chappell Music.
“Pal
back.
years

RCA

Survey of retail sheet music
based on reports obtained

tales,

from

leadirip stores in 12 cities

jmd showing comparative
rating for this

Rave notices from long-hair critics for William Warfield’s concert in
Pittsburgh last week were a far cry from the scant attention the Negro
baritone got on hist previous visit 4o that city a few years ago. At that
time, Warfield was working the old Hollywood Show Bar, now the Carival Lounge, singing to his own piano accompaniment; for $125 a
week and the clientele there didn’t dig that kind of a booking at all v
It’s been a long time since reviews for a singer were as ecstatic as those
he gathered up in Pittsburgh. The hatchet boys all agreed his was
the finest baritone to come along in some years.

last
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Title
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“Tell

Me Why”

8
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“Dance

Me

Philadelphia, Feb. 5.
Norristown, Fa., independent
clearance on the same
basis as Philadelphia first-runs has
filed a petition for a preliminary
injunction in Federal Court here,
With a hearing scheduled for next

A

seeking

-

10

.

.

9

10

;

Loose” (Erwin-H)

8

8

..

8

“Domino** (Pickwick)
... ... ...
“Kiss to Build Dream On” (Miller)
;
Bermuda** (Goday)
“Because of You” (Broadcast)
.

.

.

.

.

..

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Continued from page 43
lar

monthly basis starting March

BMI

Whose venerable repertory is in
the public domain. And BMI hasn’t
been asleep in the pop field either,
to judge from the string of hits
under its banner.
All of these BMI activities are
seen leading to loss of performances for* ASCAP with a concomitant decline in its essentiality for
the broadcasters. What the young
concerned most
are
publishers
about is that ASCAP execs are
taking no measures to offset the
inroads being made by the opposi-

1.

has also released informationthus
San Antone Opera Festival
exploiting one of the most importavenues
song
promotion.
ant
for
San Antonio, Feb. 5.
The 1952 Grand Opera Festival
BMI's multi-pronged campaignis scheduled to open here on Feb. ing is also conducted on an insti9 with “Tosca” to be followed by tutional level, notably, the series
“Faust” the following, night/ Victor of broadcast clinics at which BMI
Alessandro is musical conductor, execs exchange typical problems tion.
and Anhtony L. Stivanella, is stage with local, broadcasters, Also a
Another source of concern is
director. Peter Wolf is scenic de- source of ASCAP irritation is the ASCAP’s
failure
encourage^w
to
signer.
BMI push for longhair music, most young publishers by a more genal booklets for disk jockeys,

6

3
9

10

8

.

4
5

,

8

,

of

way

affects the Sabloskys* antitrust suit
in Federal Court but
riot expected to be heard for a
year.
Plaintiffs are represented

now pending

,

Files Petition

2

.

.

by law firm of Dil worth, Paxson,
& Green.

i|

i

,

Sin” (Algonquin)

named

Kalisch

a

i

...

The Sabloskys claim there

injunction in no

g,

.

(Signet); ......

“Anytime” (Hill-R)
“Down Yonder” (Southern)

to close.

more; “Salesmen,” in its first
week but set for a si - to eightweek run; “Quo Vadis ,” soon to
open for at least 10 weeks; “Sailor,
Beware,” set to open next Tuesday
for five weeks, and “The
(12)
Greatest Show on Earth,” due
Feb. 21 for at least 10 weeks.
five

4

“Little

in Philly.
its

.5

§
:

“Slow Poke” (Ridgeway) ......
White Cloud” (Spier). .....
Cry” (Mellow) ....... ;

I

much

!.

O

This Last

will
the same pictures
be an acute shortage of product
in the Sablosky suit
for all key runs in Philadelphia by
Mentioned as creating
March 1
a result of the exjam are “Detective Story/* in
tended holdovers. Action for the
13th Week and set for four or
preliminary

Pretty

I I 1B
I 1
h JS
I -5

•

3

,

are

I,

«

«

U
National
Sating

before Judge Allan K.
Grim.
Sablosky Theatres, Which operates the Norris in nearby NorrisContinued from page 3
town (pop. 40,000), claims it is
In addition, there are other films threatened with a logjam of duality product due to extended firstof recent vintage that showed remarkable staying power.
These runs in five Philadelphia theatres.
include “A Place in the Sun,” The petition asks the court to
force the distribs to make this
eight weeks at the Capitol; “An
American in Paris,” seven, weeks, product available to the Norris on
the
national clearance dates, arid
and “Caruso,” 10 Weeks, both at
avers that unless such relief is
the Music Hall, -and “David and
granted
the Norris will be forced
Bathsheba,”
14 Weeks at the
*

*

U

a!

Monday

Rjvoli.

o

§
W

sales

week.

IN

wk..

Product Loci

and

BMI

of-

fering substantial subsidies to

its

erous payoff policy. With

feared that the
youngef publishers pf ASCAP will
the
-fence
jump
arid join the opposition. Many, of course, have already done, so via the operation of

affiliates,

ASCAP

it’s

and

BMI

firms under, one

roof.

Sylvia Music chartered to conduct a music publishing business
in New York, Capital stock is 200
shares, no par value. Directors are:
Albert and Ruth Sears, and Rosalie
Wilson of N. Y.
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Click of Small tabeb

Juke Ops Brick Kefauver
Continued from page
•

Hunt for New Talent

With the current crop of young
orch leaders' 'laying heavy stress
on the development of individualband agency execs
and ballroom operators anticipate
a bullish band biz year. Downbeat
during the post-war years, has been
partially attributed to the monotonously similar styling which most
Of the new orchs adopted. For the;
last, couple of years, the: ghost op
the late Glierin Miller has been
apparent in the arrangements and
books of the young music groups.
Currently, however, the bands
are veering away from the Miller
influence into a groove of their
own. Hypoed b.o. in one-niter and

St. Loo Proposes
$200 Bite on Jukeboxes

East

ihusical styles,
.

St.

Louis, Feb.

5.

A $200 annual tax for jukebox
distributors in East St. Louis,
across the Mississippi from here,
was introduced in the. City Council
last week and loud beefs are expected from about 10 diatribe who
would be affected. The proposed
bill, an aniendnient to the city ordinance concerning operation of
jukes, would require dlstribs to
purchase another license at the
same price if more than 100 ma.

dates indicate that the chines were, involved.
are being greeted with
The current $25 tax stamp for
enthusiasm. As the top example, each
jukebox,
levied
annually,
T?x Beneke, who carried the. Miller would be Unaffected by the promantle * for some time, is in the posed amendment. A fine of $10
process of developing different to $200 for violation of the proarrangement techniques.
posed tax is embodied in the measRay Anthony, who's been experi- ure.
menting with the Miller and Jimmy
Lunceford styles, is now concentrating on
blend of the two.
Buddy Morrow is playing with his
own sound blending while Neal
Hefti’s new orch is a throwback to
Dallas, Feb. 5*
the swing era. Billy. May,, whose
C. A. “Pappy” Dolsen, owner and
new. band is expected to hit the
road in June, has been expanding operator of Showland, local nite
bn the Lunceford treatment in his spot, has announced that Henry
Capitol waxing assignments. Jerry Busse orch will play at the spot on
Gray, a one-time neo-Miller orch, Feb; 8 and 9. Previously it had
location

new sounds

has also segued into a different been announced that Busse and his
style. Ralph Flanagan, one of the band would appear at the Sky
main *offshoot$ of the Miller school, Club, operated by Joe Bonds.
is still carrying, it through for big
The current battle among local
returns.
club owners for band attractions
According to ballroom ops this has reached a highly competitive
experimentation is reviving dance state, with the name band or atband interest. Terpers are coming traction as the first prize. Bonds
out for each band date in greater has announced that he haS booked
numbers than, has been seen in for a return engagement Ralph
some years. The orchs how have Flanagan, on Friday night (9), Dale
something different to offer which Belmont, mistress of ceremonies at
is one of the healthiest hypos the the Sky Club, will sing with Flanaband biz has had in years;
gan’s. band for the one night.
-

Twin Music chartered

conduct a music publishing business
in New York.
Capital stock is
100 shares, no par value.
to

.

Delaware

Music chartered to
conduct a music publishing business in
is j.00

New

York.

Capital stock

shares, $10 par value.

Crime Investigating Committee to
With small diskers gaining en- charge that “many large jukebox
trees into the pdp field, via click operating concerns are controlled
waxings, indie execs are hoping to by some of the country’s most
keep the ball rolling by augment- vicious criminal elements.”
He
ing their pop artists stable, Here- cited many examples of such
tofore limited, to rhythm and blues “strong arm” control uncovered by
areas, the diskers now see theiif the crime probe, but wound up
vistas widening to the urban areas. by emphasizing that “jukebox’* inBig city disk jockeys, who’ve dustry is a legitimate one, affordbeen brushing off the indie labels ing very large numbers of people
in the past, are now opening their Wholesome entertainment.”
turntables to their releases. With
jukebox Rebuttal
such left-field items as “Wheel of
Hammond E. Chaffetz, attorney
Fortune” and “Goodbye Sweet- for four out of the country’s five
heart” breaking out on the indie manufacturers, who teed off the
disks, deejays claim thpt they’vd parade of eight witnesses for the
got to drop the barrier separating opposition, protested that the bill
the indie and major labels. As one “threatens disastrous consequences
platter spinner put it* “There’s no for the 10,000 odd “small businesstelling where a hit’ll come from men” Who operate jukeboxes in
taverns
restaurants,
bars
and
these days.”
Abbey Records, which hit the big across the country.
described
manufacLawyer
the
“Goodbye,
time via June Ward’s
Sweetheart,” has recently inked turing end of the business as a
singer Stuart Foster* orch leader “struggling” one in Which few
Lee Barrett and the King Odum have survived,' and urged the comQuartet for pop concentration* mittee to take note of expert testiDerby Records, which broke out mony on the “modest earnings” of
He also stressed fact
with Sunny Gale's “Wheel of For- operators.
tune,” just pacted singer Jackie that only one-half or less of the
gross
income
from the machines
Brooks to bolster its pop artists
Other indies such as Rain- goes to the operators. He stated
fold.
that
the
“typical
operator,” a man
bow, with the Four Sensations
etching of “Heaven Knows Why” who owns 50 machines, could not
survive
under
an
increase in op-,
breaking through in the pop market, are also on the prowl for new erating costs.
Chaffetz
committee
told
the
pop talent.
that jukebox operators now pay,
by *the purchase of disks, “very
substantial amounts” to the auBand Reviews
thors, composers, adding it was
Vfalse and- misleading to assert
that jukeboxes do not pay for the
TEX BENEKE ORCH (IS)
With Shirley Wilson, Bill Raymond music they use.”
Pointing out that jukeboxes are
Cafe Rouge, Hotel Statler,: N. Y.
This is the first New York date the biggest users of records, using
for the Tex Beneke band since it 15% of total manufactured, or
gave Up the late Glenn Miller’s li- about 50,000,000 disks annually,
brary last year and adopted its Chaffetz insisted that composers
own book. The transformation is “are presently well paid on the
all to Beneke’s benefit, his current basis of any comparison you wish
style contrasting to the slightly- to make with income they receive
tired Miller styling which has
from other users of music.” He
suffered recently from too much
added that popularization of tunes
imitation.
via jukeboxes has been materially
Beneke’s young crew of sideraen
responsible for current big takes
dish up a solid big-band sound in
for records. He cited the hit tune
the groove of the best orchs of 10
years ago, Some Miller traces are “Because of You” as an example
still evident in the. reed-accented of a disk which Owed its place as
humbersj but these are shuffled number two bestseller for 1951 to
among a variety of .standout ar- jukebokes.
rangements with fresh rhythms
Other points made by Chaffetz:
and colorful instrumentation.
1. The proposed bill, by imposstyle
that
ing “new and unreasonable’’- hardsnappy swing
It’s
maintains a clearcut dance beat for ships bn operators will adversely
the customer hoofers,, while avoid- affect the entire music industry,
ing any corny flavoring that would including
the
very
composers
antagonize the hep band addicts, if Whom bill seeks to aid. He said,
any of the latter are still extant. small though
the
lc
per side
The arrangements are played' with
royalty might seem, total was
hart-hitting precision by a con“substantial,”
and
operator of 5,0
ventional complement of five reeds,
s'even brass and three rhythm; A machines would be required to. pay
couple of first-rate sidemen, Eddy a minimum of $1,560 annually in
Zandy on trumpet and Steve Cole royalties.
on reeds, are frequently spotted in
A Club for ASCAP
fine solo riffs for a neat change of
He charged that if the bill is
pace. All in all; Beneke’s new Or- enacted. “Congress wil} be placing
ganization shows the potential to in hands of ASCAP
a club, which
cash in on any band biz boom; if
would enable them to collect from
"
and when.
small jukebox manufacturers many
Additional assets can be chalked times in excess of that
which they
up in the two band vocalists, Shir- were
enjoined from collecting from
ley Wilson and Bill Raymond. Miss
theatre
owners.”
He
also stated
Wilson has a neat delivery on both
rhythm and ballad tunes, while that bill favors ASCAP members
over
composers
who
asare
not affilicrooning
handles
the
Raymond
signments with a smooth style and ated with it.
Herm.
good pipes.
2. Despite testimony to contrary,
the ," ickel in the box” machines
were in wide use at time of enactCARL SANDS ORCH (7)
With LaVerne Libby, Ken Switzer, ment of the 1909 Copyright Law
Joe Davis
which exempted them from the
St. Anthony Hotel, San Antonio
royalty provisions.
Newcomers to this area, this
3. He attacked ASCAP’s record
group is neatly welded together in protecting the Interests of
songwith Carl Sands at the piano keywriters, charging that there are
muace
board and a group of
that
“indications
little
very
of the
ably mixing pops and
sicians,
oldies, with the regular San An- money which would be collected
tonio standby of Latin rhythms, to under the bill would 'go to the poor
please the local dancing customers. author and composers,” earmarked
This spot is one of the. few in. as beneficiaries of the measure.
the city which books dance bands He also said, that he knew of ho
on a regular basis. This band has vote taken amongst ASCAP memthree saxes, one trumpet, string bers on their reaction to bill.
bass, drums, plus the piano. Sands
Albert S. Denver, prexy of the
is able to define what the icroWd Automatic. Music Operators Assn.,
goes for and his Unusual manner arid Sidney H. Levine, lawyer for
of tying together a group of times
the Music Operators of America,
to form a- dance set is pleasing the
supported Chaffetz’ testimony with
customers*
.

.

ill

D.C. firm of accountants

who

pre-

pared

statistics on jukebox incomes compiled from answer to an
industry wide poll, stated that 64 %

Of the .1,598 replies received were
from operators of ^one to 50 machines.
Less than 2%, he said

own more than 300 machines each
Of $63,000,000' collected by th£
98,375 boxes represented in study
the owner operator received $ 322
!
or not quite $1 per day per machine, as his 50% cut.
Stern, Porter, Kingston & Coleman, New* York accountants, computed that the country’s top 32
tunes in the period December
1950 through September, 1952 sold
53,533,551 records, with royalties
totalling
$1,002,587.
“Tennessee
Waltz,” topseller with 4,225,547
records in that* period, chalked up
$79,580, In copyright fees.
He listed “Mule Train” second
with 2,663,303 disks sold and
royalty take of $53,183, and “Some
Enchanted Evening*” with
in sales and $51,205 in

2,565,514
royalties

next.

In addition to five operators
from various parts of the country*
reps from«- the Licensed Beverage
Assn, and from the Californi
Tavern Owners appeared. Former
took no stand on the issue, stating. the group would not oppose
the bill if it could be assured that
the individual tavern keeper would
riot be held for infringement and
could not be tapped for the
royalty, the California tavern operators opposed the bill.
-

'

v

Hendler-Woods Set Emery
Chicago, Feb.

5.

Russ Emery was pacted to

per-

sonal management contract to the
Herb Hendler-Bernie Woods firm
last week. Former soloist of Hire’s
Root Beer radio program for 26

weeks
is

will do nightclub dates and
expected to be set for record

affiliation.

At
work

present, he’s
in the New

doing teevee

York

area.

’
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It's

JESSE GREER
Program Today
Yesterday's

,

WHEEL

of

FORTUNE

Vocal Chorus by THE

KAYDETS

GOODBYE
SWEETHEART
Vocal Chorus by

TONY RUSSO and THE KAYE CHOIR
7S rpm 39667

45 rpm 4-39667

.
Exclusively on

LaVeme. Libby, pinehhitting for
the band’s regular vocalist, Gloria
Glynn, who was hospitalized with
a throat infection, filled, the spot
ably.
She has a pleasing ’personality and can sell a song well. She
Was former vocalist with the Pierson Thai band.
From the sax section Joe Davis
doubled in several vocals in the
ballad-type songs while trumpet
man Ken Switzer also was heard
in several folk songs. Vocal-wlSe
this band is about the best that
has been at the spot in mair’
okv

’
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additional data:
Theodore Herz,

representing a

Music by

MERCURY #5756
HARMONICATS
(Mills Music)
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Lou Walters Peppers AfiVA on Tlf

The controversy started by Lou+
Walters’ edict that; acts playing his
Latin Quarter, N. Y., may not play
York for 30
other dates In
days before and for four weeks af. is
ter an appearance at his spot
going into high gear. Walters was
legisto
accused Of “attempting
late” for the American Guild of

New

Variety Artists, by Jimmy Lyons,
union’s eastern regional director.
In addition, talent agencies will
fight the conditions imposed by
Walters..

In a letter to Lyons, copies of
which Were sent to the major
agencies, Walters declared that he

4-

Seach for new acts is reaching
global proportions. Talent is being
used up so rapidly on video that
observation posts for spotting new
Habibi Cafe, N. Y., has filed a
acts are’ being established id most
petition for arrangement under
cities of Europe.
Chapter XI of > the Chandler act.
Larry Barnett, Music Corp. of
Cafe lists $46,114 liabilities against
America veepee, is Currently in
$5,525 assets.
Europe setting up offices in several
Max Nemeroff and other mem- countries, including Spain, Holland,
bers of his family in whose name
Belgium and Italy; Need for Eurothe ultery is listed are seeking
pean offices has become so proan arrangement of 25c on the dol- nounced
that expansion in London
lar, payable in five equal install-

Habibi, Israeli Cafe
In N.Y., Files Petition

1

'

has been undertaken by MCA.
at six-month intervals,
Agency has shelled out $50,000 to
Spot has been on an Israeli en- Metro pix for
lease of the building
policy.
tertainment
spends considerable sums scouting
at Belgrave Square, London. That
sum is for the balance of the lease,
new talent in Europe. He will not
permit acts to play elsewhere since
which has 15 years, to run, and
he depends on their novelty and
$80i000 will be paid to the Duke
freshness to bring in the customof
estminster, owner of the propHe cited several examples
erty, for an
additional 35-year
which included the celebrated Jane
lease.
Barnett left for Paris two
Russell case at his cafe in Miami
weeks ago for some talent deals,
Beach. Miss Russell made an apand will return to London to hire

ments

|_

'

W

.
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MCA

pearance at a benefit night previous

to

Miami Beach, Feb.

her opening and Walters

5.

agents to man the
London
vaude offices. It’s likely that office
Will be the keystone of its Euro'

50 reservations

Bays

at

his

spot

were cancelled.
Nitery owner declared he’s riot
expense of importing

going to the

or buying expensive names
order for 15, QOO, 000 tele viewers
see them fdr free before and
during the run, or one day after
they’ve played his spot.
Wants Protection
“I stress the importance of the
I
'novelty’ angle of our shows.
stress the importance of the fact
that, if ;I commit myself as I did,
for instance, in the case of Sarnia
Gamal, Fernande Montel, Darvas
.& Julia, Freddie Bamberger, Trio
Bassi, Ganjou Bros. & Juanita and
Ashton Troupe, fdr huge sums, I
should receive a reasonable amount
of protection for my- investment.
For instance, the contract fog the
Ganjou ‘Bros. & Juanita was for a
talent

in

to

Tipoff on conditions in Miami
Beach is seen with the ads in local
papers by the Beachcomber which
is advertising, “no mi imum, no admission and no extra charges,”
along with a $3.50 dinner and Lili
St. Cyr headlining.
It’s generally
conceded that this has been the
worst season in years and bonifaces seem unable to solve the
dilemma of the diving b.o.

Even top names aren’t holding.
For example, Lena Horne, at the
Five O’clock Club, isn’t doing as
big as anticipated.
She’s pulling

pean

cers

‘

;

,

To

225G

last year when SOnja
the star. He also pointed

summer by a hand-picked cast.
Henie was
out that the route list was the
Procedure in the leers is to have
same announced when show first the skaters mouth the words comopened, with the only change be- ing over the loudspeakers, from the
ing the extended stay in Detroit. waxings.
Harris will use '“BrigaOperator of the Barbara Ann doon” to close the first act, with
Scott show said that as of Friday the adaptation running close to an
0) the Detroit Olympia date 'had hour.
a $190,000 advance^
$70,000 ahead
of the same time last year. ;
Show Chevalier Scores
opens there Friday (8) and it’s expected that arena wilt hit $225,000
Tee-Off Date in Spain
before the
teeoff.
Blader was
Barcelona, Jan. 29.
scheduled to close there. Feb. 22,
Latest big show here was Mauhas
been extended until rice Chevalier’s appearance at the
P,
March 2.
Windsor.
The 64-year-old enteralso is a possibility, for a tainer returned 25 years after his
J^nadian circuit. The only thing first performance here when he
reve ”^ n S such a tour
would be a was one of the cast in the musical,
Si
Playoff of the hockey
series in the “Charivari,” playing a lesser theavarious arenas.
tre.

On

-

the Windsor, usually used as a
film house, which he played this
time,. was scaled from $2.50 down
head of the William to $1. Chevalier’s one-man show
ktn ,°!
l
Agency vaude. department, included
m!
11 songs, and even then
ill double
into Video. He’ll qonthe public wanted more. He dedie
supervise vaude bookings
cated one in English to Paulette
;j
wor^ on special events Goddard, and another to singer
-MM,
01* CaDadia " :f,atirina*
Raquel Meller, now retired, be?"Sbifto„
cause both were in the audience.
H ro1 9<>brow will
continue _to Chevalier gave two performances
rin l
?
°f the theatre bookings
u
here, will do two in Madrid and

jiroTV’ing for

S

.....

s, ai>* ro*

‘

,

W

side longhair terp troupe.
House far below: the theatre’s nut. The
did have, its own ballet group at Warner last week pulled $14,000
one time, with Leonide. Massine as which also isn’t terrific for a secFor One
ballet master there for two years ond week of “Room
More.” The State did $6,000 for.
from 1929.
last week of “For Men Only.”

Booking would

settle a

problem

There had been a concerted

for Ballet Theatre, Troupe Winds
a 20-week U. S. tour in early

March, to be followed by a twoweek layoff, and then a week in
Baltimore and Washington, with
Outfit
had
nothing thereafter.
planned going to Europe for a
spring-summer tour, and had alternate plans bf visiting Mexico and
European jaunt
the Caribbean.
was nixed after the rival N. Y.
City Ballet set up an extensive
spring-summer confive-month,
.

-|

ef-

fort by some within the Loew
organization to put the State back
on a stageshow standard when
Judy Garland opened at the Palace:
It was argued that many vaude
fans that the Palace picked up
were left homeless, and the house
was in good position to pick up
a healthy slice of tfade. However,
theatre toppers couldn’t be sold.

Theatremen feel that losses under the stageshow regime were
so heavy as under a straight
never
tinental trek.
policy. It’s argued that during
Booking would also be a feather pix
the summer when’ there are many

.

.

-

.

in the Roxy’s cap, since Rauch has
transients, tourists flock to stagebeen looking for some time for
show houses because it’s something
suitable longhair novelties to hypo
cannot see in their homemany
biz.
Date, though coming soon
towns. .Summer is generally the
after the N. Y. visit of Sadler’s
best time for stagers while pixers
Wells Theatre* Ballet at the Warner fall during,
that period.

'

.

have

likely to happen until the fall.
Negotiations are reported hot There have been recurrent rumors
between
Roxy
Theatre,
about
the
N.
Y.,
the State for several years.
been established in Europe for
many years. The Harry Foster and Ballet Theatre for an appear- These rumors reached a peak when
of
the
house
built an extra cubicle
ance
noted
the
dance
troupe
at
Agency has been acting as WM’s
British
rep.
In Addition, the the Gotham vaudfilmer, with Roxy in the lobby which can be quickly
converted
into
booker
Sammy
Rauch near to signa boxoffice.
agency has worked through other
All houses have dived with the
European percenteries for' many ing. Booking, primed for two to
four weeks in April, would mark straight film policy. While most
years.
quite
an innovation
for
both of these theatres haven’t been getThe reverse has also been true.
ting top product, losses of the
A British talent house has set up parties.
Ballet
Theatre
has
never
ap- magnitude experienced were hot
an American outlet in order to exexpected. For the last nine-day
ploit the U; S. market. The Lew and peared in a vaude house on a fourbefore,
while the run of “The Light Touch” the
Leslie Grade Agency of London a-day setup
Roxy has never entertained an out- Capitol reported $10,000, which is
has opened New York

.

the success of his “Ice Capades”
the last few seasons, John H.
Of Offish B.O.; Looks
Harris, producer of the frosted echas just closed for “BrigaAdvance in Detroit lair,
doon” for his 1953 edition. Deal
Chicago, Feb. 5.
With Alan Jay Lerner and FredArthur Wirtz, owner of the “Hol- erick Loewe, authors of the Scotlywood Ice Revue,” denied reports tish fantasy, which had been pendthat
business
had toboganhed ing for some time, was signed last
last week and that several dates
week. Metro. owns the screen
were booked hastily because busi- rights to that show.
ness was bad in any of the preIn past seasons, Harris has. used
vious cities played.
Wirtz claimed
ta^s of “Alice In Wonderland,”
that with the exception of Milwau"Student
Prince”
and
“Snow
kee,
opening stand, which has
White and the Seven Dwarfs” in
played six skating shows within
“Ice
Capades”
for
He’ll
big
payoffs.
the year, all operations were profhave “Brigadoon” cut down to size
itable,
with most of them far
and
recorded
the
on
Coast this
ahead of

that

activities.

Jimmy Durante
no late biz.
a
office headopened Wednesday (30) at Copa ed by Eddie Elkort.
They have
City and after, a tremendous preem been spotting acts into Radio City
Music Hall, the Ed Sullivan TV
night, hasn’t hit it high since.
Biggest business in town is be- show and the Latin Quarter, N. Y.,
ing done by the Latin Quarter with regularity.
Situation among vaudeo produWhich has a $26,000 nut. It’s been
hitting about $40,000.

theatres

The William Morris Agency has

such that they are willing
to pay premium prices for fresh
talent; Video prices are sufficientcharacter,- its Uniqueness being a
ly high so that a few dates can pay
part of its value, to^ quj* establishfor passage. There have been inment.
In the case of - Darvas St
stances
the Morris agency
Juli
I gave this act a six-month
To ‘Brigadoon’ for Tab has paid,where
for round-trip transporta(Continued on page 54)
Pittsburgh, Feb. 5.
tion for the single appearance of a
Convinced that the inclusion of a performer on video.
condensed version of a hit musical
or film has been responsible for

period of :12 weeks and this is an
expensive act and. is of an unusual

Broadway

switched from vaude to straight
pix policies have been having a
rough time for the most part
sihee the changeover. They have
Boston, Feb, 5,
come to the conclusion that once
The Copley Plaza, housing the a ’house gets a reputation of beswank Oval Room, which in former ing a stageshow centre, customers
years showcased liame attractions, find the lesser fare doesn’t give
has been renamed the Sheraton as much money’s worth and, as
Plaza. In announcing the switch, the phrase goes, they stay away
Ernest. Henderson, prez of the in droves;
Sheraton Corp., stated “we hope
The Capitol, Warner and Loew’s
to re-glamourize it and will start State, N. Yv, are in that catewith the name/’
gory. They have had very few
Another contemplated change profitable weeks since dropping
is
the shifting of Oval Room’s live talent, New lows have been
dining and dancing policy to the reached at the boxoffice,
and
adjacent, but much-smaller, Shera- some observers declare that most
ton Room, making the Oval avail- of the houses have gone deeper
able for private functions.
into the red since the stages became untenanted.
The
a r n e r,
formerly the
Strand, is seeking to return stageshows following the run of the
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet in
March. The Capitol is reported to
be
similarly
considering
steps
along this line although it’s not

Boston Copley’s New
Sheraton Plaza Tag

Theatre, won’t be. hurt by this fact,

Kansas

City, Feb. 5.

Unless a settlement

is

it’s felt.

made

beand the

tween George A. Hamid
American Guild of Variety Artists, Mull Gilded Cage, N.Y.
the Hamid-Morton Circus skedded
to open hei;e March 4 under the
Police Benefit Fund, will be picketed by various American Federation of

Labor

A month

crafts.

AGVA

had asked
the Central Labor Union for approval of a picket line around the
Municipal Auditorium during the
circus engagement.
CLU, which
ago,

musicians,
stagehands,
includes
teamsters, electricians and other
craft setups, approved the picket-

Of course, the basic rub is the
of
absence
headliners.
Should
enough suddenly turn up, the percenteries feel that they can get
these houses open virtually overnight.

Plan is being considered to reopen the Gilded Cage, N. Y., as a
Tyrolean bierstube, with entertainers performing in that idiom. Yorkville-styled operation would be run
by Abe Ellis, concessionaire, who
has the chattel mortgage on the

Orchster Takes Layoff

During Last Vaude

Bill

Of Chi Oriental; Sub Fronts
Chicago, Feb.

place.

5.

Transformation of the Cage into

Oriental Theatre here, which is
a weingarten: would entice the low- switching from vaude to straight
er-priced trade. It’s okay with Ellis pictures Feb. 14, was caught in the

since all plans to run this spot middle last
week when Brian
claims it along more expensive lines have Farnon, orch leader, on Friday (1)
informing
faith,
said that he must take his 12-day
been unsuccessful.
layoff right in the midst of the
police officials of the action more
three- week vaude hill.
than a month ago, permitting Switched from Midtown,
Theatre, management was willing
them reasonable time to secure an
Philly to pay him for time off at the end
Cop Busy in
alternate show.
of the engagement, but pleaded
Union officials say that a settlePhiladelphia, Feb. 5.
ment of the difficulties i$ in the
Police Inspector John F. Driscoll, that to find replacement for rest
the run was impossible. When
offing and may come off momen- whose transfer to West Philadel- of
have the drummer
phia in the Current police shakeup house asked to
tarily.
used,
the idea was nixed.
men,
cafe
The AGVArHamid hassle stems was hailed by midtowii
finally done via
Patching
was
from the fact that Hamid rebelled Jias begun activities west of the having the comic, Mickey Sharp,
at paying the union’s insurance Schuylkill.
chores while
emcee
doing
the
Driscoll raided the 421 Club, one
charges to cover performers worksub brought in at the last minute
As a result of the of the city's largest liquor-licensed did the fronting.
ing' for him.
refusal, Hamid’s booking agency, spots, Saturday night (2) .and held
George A; Hamid & Son; the cir- six men and 14 minors allegedly
Ft. W’s Blackstone to Hilton
cus- and National Producing Co. found there. Several hundred paThe Hilton Hotel chain has actrons were ordered from the cafe.
were put on the unfair list.
Held by police were the owners quired the Blackstone Hotel,, Ft.
Milton Worth, from H. Fuller Stevens.
and
Seidman
Betty George, singer, has been Joseph
Hilton operates 15 inns in the
signed for the Casablanca, Miami Strauss, a doorman and three bar
-s»
>a<jh,
f *13.
ing,

Local AGYA
acted In good

office

.

W.
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(COCOANUT GROVE*

A- "Hep Train;** Schmaltzy
member. Mama” 1* basedon

Los Angeles, Jan. 31.
Mackae, Eddie Berp*

CopaalMa*

N* Y.

Jan. Murray* Font Arden,.Ch4nd:
Kali Dancer?, ;fla»he
Harry Snow, Sheila Arnold , Cop a
Girls (8), Michael Durso's Orch,

m

•

caught agRln over the weekend he
was a revelation, so startling was
his Improvement. iCopa audiences
artf tough to wkrmjip, hut Murray
now has a nifty faculty of wihning
’em over with a keep-punching
attitude an* a rapier-like precision

Frank Marti Band; no' minimum,
no cover.of fuhstering.
He* has a hilarious satirical
The Copa has a sprightly, fast opener in which he comes, out reado
0

'

1

currently i& a layout that
Jan Murray, Toni Arden and
the Chandra Kaly .Dancers' as the
hew headliners in an otherwise
holdover production, Beautifully
costumed, excellently staged and
notable for its complement of
youthful, zingy .performers, the
Copa has a fitting successor to the
Mitzi GreenrJackie M.H es show immediately preceding.
Off to a slow start opening night;
show*
finds

;

ing his material ala TV comics
being prompted while before the
Then follow assorted
cameras.
jokes, stories, a prolonged satire
on Hollywood film-making that is
very funny, plus aii.equally sock
prizefight, bit. By the timd Murray
reaches the 30-minute mark he can
do anything; at show caught he
trailed off his act with at flock of
oldies, but .even these, went over,
so* strongly intrenched had he be'

but thereafter finding himself, come by this time.
Jan Murray, indicated when caught
Openingrnlght floundering could
on the weekend that he's to be only be ascribed to one thing:
seriously' reckoned with among the there is nothing worse for a comic’s
topflight comics. Oh opening night,
after a cotiple of years' absence
from the cafes in favor of the TV

timing than any protracted stay
before the TV cameras with all
their confinements. Murray is a
has
cameras, Murray was slow,, and forthright
comedian who
downright bad in spots, but when emerged from his borscht background; and, what’s more, .he’s

The difference between his
and fourth nights is something

clean.
first

LEW

for the head-waggers.
Back for her third appearance at
the Copa is diminutive Toni Arden
with her songs, and she has never

BUCK
Slid

PAT

been better. However, Miss Arden
needs soma counsel in grooming;
gowning doesn’t .flatter her,
nor does that coif. Otherwise, she’s
a sock saleswoman of rhythm tunes
and ballads; overall, she’s a musthear with a voice surprisingly
robust for one of such limited

DUNDEE

her.

(Beauty «nd

IhUuf)
A new »»••

In

Glamor Comedy
Mat. Nat Dana

'

physical stature.

Gordon
man's Orch (12)i $L50-$2 covers,

Currently

LATIN CASINO

tative terps, are socko as ever in

Philadelphia

two. appearances,

changer from

a

good

MARSHALL
AVAILABLE
MARK

M«t,t

Laos

LEDDV

4.

Newman

1

.

.

.

.

.

•

,
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tros, there

may have been squirm-

ing toward the finish, of hiis overof
dramatized vocalizing
long
“Soliloquy” from. “Carousel,” but
he smartly parlays his other talents
into a bright package of song,
spoof, mimicry, hoofing and a few
licks at the clarinet.
To disarm, the critical, he makes
bold that as a singer he can expect
to get nowhere in television. With
a voice backed by such a luminous
personality he could get farther
than most by just standing and
But there’s a May date
singing:

Continental instead of: being con- sock supporter. In Billy Daniels’
case, he belts them as Usual With
fined to the Iberian axis.
The current session still leans his more .subdued lineup of pops
toward the.Castillitan side, although ana standards done in that Kinthere are other elements to put sey esque styler With Benny Payne
a cosmopolitan touch to the proceedings.
Top act for this stanza is Lao
La Minerva (New Acts) whose

flamenco work is above par and
who do passable rhumba.
Comedy is by Roy. Douglas, who
has a technically good ventriloquial
The lad’s shortcoming is in
act.
his material; too much of it being
lustreless. There are some amusing moments, the boy and girl
dummies are handled excellently,
and a femme assistant gives some
good lifts to the act,
Another dance spot, is by Harriet
Lane, who- shows a good line of
aero antics. She’s an energetic
worker and throws in a good quota
of tricks during her brief turn. Her
straight dance passages: could be
made a little more interesting.
The Kathryn Duffy Dancers (6)
do some picturesque production
work. They are lookers and are
nicely costumed. Ricky -Hale does
the production singing in a manner
that indicates he can work into a
single. Emilio Reyes does the showbacking competently.
Jose,

coming up at London’s Palladium
and the Grove may well be a
The comics have done
break-in.
so well with Britishers that he
doesn’t want to miss out on this
sure thing.

His mimicry of Arthur Godfrey,
Bogart
of a

impressionistic, but
His lip work on the
licorice stick won’t keep Benny

singer

gone

filler.

Goodman awake nights and his
an object lesson in
is more Mickey than Pat
As a monologist and
it, as his ever-expressive hands and
story-teller, there’ll be no comparifeet go through a variety of moveIt’s all good
sons to Bob Hope.
ments assisted by the two boys and fun and serves well the purpose
three girls.
of Varying a steady song diet.
The holdover bill comprises
For the Grove run MacRae has
Elaine
Dunn, the sexy-looking chosen a song repertoire to meet
brunet youngster with her sock the taste of this clientele.
First
taps and songs; Harry Snow, pro- set savors of the upper-class musiduction singer, who with Miss cal, then into an international girl
Dunn seems a sure bet.fot a miisi- medley (“Charmaine,” “Louise,”
comedy one of these days; Sheila “Annie Laurie,” etc., which will
Arnold, blonde production song- comprise his Palladium opening
stress, along with Michael Durso’s
with appropriate costume changes);
orqh playing for both show and and for the finale a Gershwin
dancing, the Copa. Girls, and Frank medley. He should guard against
Marti’s band for the Latin-beat over-use of the lead-in, “it goes
terps.
Kahn.
like this.”

Weak MERRIEIL ABBOTT REVUE
•t

r

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL
CHICAGO
What the Chicago Trlbane said:-—
What the Herald American said:—
What?

Now York—Max

Novalla - McConkay
Chicago—Sidney Pag*

T Hi LANGS

Clro’a, London
London/ Jan.

.

54)

PATMCI

JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently

QUEENS BOULEVARD
Olra M.C.A.
Per.

Mgt.

TOM

SHIILS.

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON,
Prostata

28.

"Turn of the Century," with
Brenda Jagger, Sheila Jagger;
NOW ON
Diana Monks, Aleta Morrison
Eleanor Fazen, Barbara Pearce,
CONTINENTAL TOUR
Colin Croft, Ruth Hilary, John
Hewer, Bruce Merryl, Peter Hawk- Amarlcan Rt*. WM. MORRIS AGENCY
T AVRL-MAROUANJ AGINCY, FARIt
ins. Produced by Cecil Landeau;
choreography, John Hall; Ronnie

.

.

Van Alexander, his arranger, O'Dell Orch, Francisco Cavez's
Backed Latin-American Band; $5 minimum.
fronts the house band,.
For All. Branches of TA«afrfcofi
by his pictures, recordings "and
Cecil Landeau turns back the
Billy Vine, The Proctors (2), radio show, MacRae’s popularity
GLASON'S
Tony DiPdrdo Orch (8); $1 cover. should be reflected in the stepped clock for his new Ciro’s revue to
original show iiz gao iiu
up tab count that might surpass provide an entertainment in the
(Tho Strylc* af tha Start)
The three Eddys continue on expectations. Eddie Bergman’s leg Edwardian style which, is packed
35 ISSUES $25
First 13 Flits S7.M. All 35 Issues S25.M
their two-act policy
has shakers keep the wax continually With fascinating tunes and strong
Singly: *1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
nostalgic
appeal.
He
has
fashioned
Helm.
in
been
operation for several under foot.
(Saglnnlng with Ng, 1—No Skipping)
an old-time entertainment with the
weeks. This time they come up
• 3 Bks. PARODIES per book $10 G
slickhess of a modern production,
With a genuinely entertaining bill
SU •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
and 10 items in the bill are neatly
G 4 BLACKOUT BKS„ ea. bk/$25 #
Which should augur favorable biz
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
dovetailed into a 30-minute profor the two-week stand. If opening
Las Vegas, Jan. 27.
(relssuo), $3.00
night is any indication, b.o. should
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
Myron Cohen, Will Mastin Trio gram.
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ever • thousand
be bullish what with turhaways with Sammy Davis, Jr.; Ewing SisProduction is gaily costumed,
NO C.O.D.'S
Loud mitting kept the show going ters (2), Will Osborne Oryh (10); song numbers are staged in lively
PAULA SMITH
well over an hour.
style and choreography for the
no cover or minimum.
200 W. 54 St., New York 19 Dept. V
terping
routines
blends
nicely
with
TeeOff is given unusual zip and
Circle 7-1130
New Flamingo Room layout the period. An experienced cast do
develops instant interest through
the dahCe entry of the Proctors. headlined by Myron Cohen and their stuff with ample verve and
They take a quite different tack sparked further by Will Mastin vivacity.
and fill their 12 minutes with a Trio with Sammy Davis, Jr., should
For his opening number, Lan-slickly done, original interpreta- keep tables comfortably filled.
deau has chosen the “Gibson
tion which readily raises the' pulDeftly spinning his yarns, Cohen Girls,” 'introduced somewhat selfsations by its Sensual music and makes his material emerge
as consciously by Brenda Jagger, but
mood. Theirs is a South Sea love smooth as the silk he once sold sung and danced with considerable
fantasy in which they exhibit a to New York’s garment industry. charm by four of the gals, Diana
pair of handsome bodies clothed Occasional patterns of homespun Monks, Aleta Morrison; Eleanor
in a wisp of exotic, zebra-striped humor add to the weave. From his Fazen and Barbara Pearce. The
costumes. Vivian, femme member, t career as salesman, he puts to- one attempt at re-creating an oldbegins with native, chantings and gether a vast collection of anec fashioned meller doesn’t come off
is joined by partner George, who dotes, many now familiar, but still too happily. Both the script and
tosses her around in tarzanic lifts unfrayed from countless retellings. production strain tod hard for the
apd adagios. The story is in epi- Fave stories are in Yiddish dialect right effect, which seems to elude
sodes, done in borderline ballet with occasional tours into other the performers.
medley of Edstyle without breaks for applause, language idioms, In the best of wardian songs is a sure hit, as are
but garners an increasing response taste, his 30-minute period is other such evergeen numbers as
which rises to a sock hand as they loaded with chuckles and many “I Do Like To Be Beside the
bow off.
Seaside,” “Everybody’s Doing It,”
solid yocks.
Mood then does an about-face as
Will Mastin Trio has the out- and “Get Out and Get Under.”
comic Billy Vine enlivens things standing talent of Sammy Davis,
Two dancing spots in the prowith his sassy chatter, stories, dia- Jr., to start tablers buzzing with gram are tastefully filled. In the
lectics,
drunks and impressions. amazement.:
From outset, when first, Ruth Hilary does a. peasant
After some initial kidding with the older pair
Will Mastin and Sam- Spanish routine with grace and
customers, he turns to his now- my Davis, Sr.
light into some imagination; in the second, Bruce
If* **•
famous drunk for whom wedding challenge hoofing topped by Merryl and Aleta Morrison have
bells is breaking up the old gang. Junior’s legmania, there’s never a a pleasant, but simple, ballet exThen switches to a salute to show letup. Focal point of entire se- ercise; Appre^riately, show winds
business in which he demonstrates quence comes when Junior etches With a rollicking can-can, which
to a figurative Harry Richman the impressions of w.k.’s. His Sinatra was just making the grade in
Avery I Washington Sts.
bits which have made famous such wins high approval, and caricature Britain in Edwardian days.
Folk
performers as Jackie Miles, Danny of Eckstine’s meanderings brings
TA* Horn* of
Show is booked for three weeks
Thomas, Zero Mostel and Jolson.
chortles. Tenors a Mario Lanza, and club was doing standout biz
hilariWith
breaking
off
wow
a
to
this
caught
proves a very light 40
When
oh Robert Burns’
All
minutes, with plenty of response, ous Jerry Lewis that breaks up Night.
Nitery
introduced hep
enough to call him back past the house. Frankie Laine “Jezebel” is showmanship touch by providing
M.C. Musician, or M»n°9*r-Fo’
highly
Trio
terps'
accurate.
furious- special
usual stint. For a closer he offers
Scottish
dinners,
oi
with
arn Bar A Bungalow Colony^ Ideal
Haggis ceremoniously piped in by
“Smoke Rings,” cigaret-eating turn ly for sock- finish;
awake
square
dancing; wo want wide
full of laughs and magic, again to
Ewing Sisters preem in Vegas the. bagpipes,
Ronnie O’Dell’s
coun rylike
who
party or couple
hefty approval. Pudgy comic works with .light arid politely melodic combo does a solid backgrounding
,n flHunting - Riding « Fishing 4 Swiniw
hard throughout, provides a gen- curtain-raiser. Gals are charges of job for the production,, as well as
Sullivan County
Profit sharing basis
erous share of laughs, genuinely arranger-conductor Van Alexander. alternating for dancing with Fran^54 w.
-rwrite: Box V-363T* Variety,
wins the customers with his turn, Entrance is howdy “First Time for cisco Cavez’s Latin- American
* *
< <lr|-4«|li
v rl , l jj
New York 49.® *'*
tMQBifW * A|iBJv%ryttiing,” sequeled by b||in^y Bdntf' i «> *+* 1
i
T I I )
i n/ V ,1 ) >
V
M'oo.m
m-m.m
*
m m * 4b M. ai-* m
,

3rd

(Continued on page
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is
hoofing
garnering attention, and keeping Rooney.

Eddys% K.

JAY SEILER

MU«1

>

The leader

IAY
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o

good
pace-

jthe rest of the bill.

6,

Cap« City,
Beach
strains
(fOLtOWOT)
of “Golden Wedding*,” cohtrasUd,
BO»mI Beach, r*b. 4.
by followup, a hayseed plaint. Watfi]
backgrounding* JtaBW pur»»t*, ud company
members of

square dance tempo and Will Os-, ar» back at this biggest cafe spot
m
borne blowing jug, chicks bleati in sooth Florida and the owner.
Gordon MacRae has been- asked "You Never Know. Oriental lias *n4 Itotrons Ste happy. what with
tha sellout crowds flocking to see
to tote a large load for the next
Its hypo oldie "So Long Oolong,” with the Schnoz and to hear his
three weeks,. at the. Grove.
load of
beat snapped up for special “Bugle
flattery of a sort not to send out
new material.
Rag”
Call
tag.
a watmup ahead, a device reserved
<H* keeps them mitting and vock
orchstqrs
sound
off
Osborne
Lena;
greats
as
bistro
for such
in pop medley overture, ihg from walkon with a load of
Horne and Tony Martin. Akin to capably
and respond all the way with top lyric* acripted: in the main bv
laying cold hands on a warm body,
Jackie Barnett and -projected in
Will.
showbacks.
once the temperatures merge on a
the familiar, dynamic style. Tod”
normal level the room becomes
pers are his “It’s Kind* Hard To
artist
is
HavaM-MadrldyN*
Y.
the
and
warm and cozy
Put It hi Words,” “Dance of The
*
Roy Douglas (2), Loo A La
then on his own.
^
muG Tiu*S"
Whcn l
opening- night enthusiasm Minerva, Harriet Lane, Ricky Hale, %
If
Ought*
Bop” and the general memeans anything, MacRae won’t Kathryn Duffy Dancers (6) Emilio lange .;with piano, drummer, brch
Orch;
minimum.
Reyes
$2.50
very
may
well
need any bracer and
and line gals, for a hoff.
travel with the elite of the cover
Efidie Jackson joins him for the
The' Havana-Mad rid is set to
With boyish grin and snugset.
general m i y h emi and the songformat
some gradual
gled-up intimacy; and with a voice Undergo
struts; C a h d y Candido and his
that at times might well bring changes shortly. The rhumba will trick vocals are
new and add imshouts of “timber,” MacRae takes be somewhat de-accented With pact, as. does the biz
with
over and moves in for the better substitution of an all-girl orch for Jack Roth. Had to beg drummer
off.
there
Latin
and.
of
setups,
one
the
were
a
he
If
hour.
part of an
of
Rest
show is holdover and a
straight singer with the usual in- will be an effort to get a little more

Bing Crosby, Chevalier and
The Chandra Kaly Dancers, with
what one would, expect
Kaly the fulcrum for the Interpre- are

lilt B'way, N.Y.

FAnaty

Re-

Kansas

COMEDY MATERIAL

C.

City, Feb.
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FUN-MASTER

mi

which

Flamingo, Las Vegas
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.
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'

BILLVUB CASINO

Mi

:

Montreal, Fefc.
.
Mllea Insalla— New York

Grant’s Riviera

—

RESTAURANT AND BAR"
151 W. 44

St.,

New York LU 2-4491
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IN THE HEART OF CHICAGO'S LOOP
near the Oriental,. Palace, Chicago A
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Randolph

is
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Franklin 2-47 AC
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AGVA Nears Wage

Seattle Olympic Sat,

A Click;

Try

Nick Lucas In
Seattle, Feb. 5.

Radio City Music Hall, N.Y., is
expected to sign an agreement
with the American Guild of Variety Artists by next. week. New
terms call for a wage hike which,
would pay beginners $70 Weekly,
$75 after six months, $77.50 after
one year, $80 after 'an additional
six months and $2 every six months
thereafter until the highest minimum of $87,50 is reached. Present
scale is $60 to $77.50 for 28 shows.
Rehearsal hours during the first
week of the show have been set
at 15 hours from Monday to Thursday. On previous calendar weeks,
terms are still to be finalised. Vacation terms are also set so that
there will be equality in all cate-’
gories, taking in Rockettes, Corps:
de Ballet and Glee Club. Latter
has been getting less, time off than
.

Normal vacations are

the others.

VAUDEVILLE

VTTi

Nick Lucas opened a week's
stand in the Georgian Room of the
Olympic Hotel here tonight <Tue$.),
arid dance team of Harbors Ac Dale
is pencilled in for near future.
Bookings are a result of two experimental Saturday night spottings in the room, with biz showing
increase. Management is considering returning to consistent showcasing of talent in addition to dancing. Ramon No val orch is current
in the nitery„

Herman Blumenfeld Exits
Hamid for Frank Wirth
Herman Blumenfeld, who about
a quarter century ago was a
ner in the Wirth
agency,

&

part-

Blumenfeld
e d the

week join

last

Frank Wirth agency as a booker.
He had been with George A;
Hamid for two decades and re-

N.Y.

Dallas Adolphus

New leer

Dallas, Feb. 5.
New ice show edition for the
Century Boom of Hotel Adolphus
here will follow Beatrice Kay'S

stand which ends March 5. Revue
have a circus theme.
Cast includes peter Killam, Bill
Jordon, Val Ray Kohner, Jeanine
Brisbois and Ray. Abney.
Will

minor.

LONDON ‘CRAZY GANG'
IN U.S. BID AT 15G

Briniface Lou Walters had appealed the suspension, which was
originally slated to. have started
several weeks ago, but was refused.

Ankara’s Fixup

In Pitt

Pittsburgh, Feb. 5

.

Town’s No. 1 theatre-restaurant,
Ankara, out on Route 51 about 10
miles from 'downtown, is staying
London’s '‘Crazy Gang” is being open all winter—
^but more from
submitted for two-a-day vauders necessity than
choice.
Room,
and legit houses at $15,000 plus clicko last couple
of seasons with
percentages weekly.. One of the ice shows,
more potent topliriers in British down for athad planned to shut
least two months to
vauders, this group is set to make
install its own rink and also to tear
its first U. S. trip as a unit as soon
out the back to enlarge seating caas sufficient bookings are made by
pacity.
.
the Kenneth Later Agency.
In fact, notices had gone out that
They plan to remain in the U. S. Ankara would be closed during
for about six weeks only. ‘.‘Gang’’ February, March and part
of April
comprises Bud Flanagan, Norvo & when Owner Charlie Jamal discovKnox and Naughton & Gold.
ered he couldn’t get the material

MOMENTS OF MELODY

necessary for the changes.

As a
result, Ankara will keep right on
going, with the alterations set back
a year.
;

176 in Native St Lo

Pulls

Although Ankara has Whitey
Scharbo’s band for dancing nightly, it’s running floorshows Satursephine Baker, .native St. Louisan, day nights only. At Easter time
Sunday (3), drew 6*200 persons for another skating show will come
* $17,000 gross to Municipal Audi- back for a summer-long run.
torium. The singer's, share was
donated to the sponsoring Citizens Antonio Sevenoaks Books
Protest Committee on OvercrowdActs ; Ciigie
Co. in April
ing of Public Schools (Negro);
San Antonio, Feb. 5.
Miss Baker wore six gowns durA new policy has been instituted
ing the concert. House Was scaled
at Club Sevenoaks here by Col. B.
from 75c to $9.15.
F. Chadwick, owner.
Floorshows
will be presented in addition to
the dance band. Currently booked
Chi ‘Horsemeat’ Hassle
are Josette & Walters,
Closes Blackhawk for 3 (cam. Cliff Gillette banda isdance
providing the music.
Chicago, Feb. 5.
Xavier Cugait orch. and his packBlackhawk, one of Chicago’s
leading niteries, was shuttered for age will play the spot for a week
three days last week after a hassle in April during the city’s Fiesta de
regarding
horsemeat
allegedly, San Jacinto event.
St. Louis, Feb. 5.
First concert appearance of Jo-

&

;

JON

ANDRA

CARLTON and KARROL
"A GREAT
MUSICAL ACT"
opening Feb. 5, 1952
PREVIEW CLUB

;

Miami, Florida

Thanks to

ROLAND MUSI

found in hamburger

%

MIMIC MEN
AVAILABLE
Feb. 25

I6B0 Bwju Now York N\

former Screen Actors Guild -.proxy;
Frank Folsom, Radio Corp. of
Albany, Feb. 5.
America president, and Y. Frank
The Colonial rang down the cur- Freeman, Paramount studi head,
tai
Saturday (2.) on vaudeville
Annual report also si owed that
after six weeks of unprofitable
Camp Shows gave 1,420 shows overoperation. The uptown theatre in- seas
rind lied sent out 26 units with
augurated the policy late this seaThere were 994
179 ^performers.
son. Changed schedule, under operunit* day services, with individual
ation of Dr. Henry Brown, with day services
amounting to 5,386.
Charles Lauhe as resident, manager, Theatres included were Korea,
is film.
Japan, Alaska, Europe, Iceland,
Termination here leaves Schine’s Middle East and Caribbean.
Olympic in Watertown as the only
Francis Pi Matthews. U. S. Ai
upstate theatre east of Syracuse bassador to Eire,
addressing the
playing vaude weekly. That house meet, declared
that “No one In this
presents
five
acts
Thursday room will live to see the day when
through Saturday.
the services of USO to service me
and women will not be needed.’’
He declared that USO is an “indisQrade Agency Eyeing
pensable-’ service to America andEddie Lewis for Staff can’t be regarded as a temporary
Deal is in the works for Eddie organization.
Lewis to joi 'the Lew & Leslie
Grade Agency,
Lewis for many
'

i

1

j

years worked with the late Clifford
C. Fisher. He Was in Paris for, a
long term and was responsible for
the importation of many acts. He’s
currently handling Les Campagnons de la Chanson,, who will go
into the Palace, N! Y
Feb. 26.
Grade agency’s N; Y. office, is
in the process of expansion. Parent
office

is

in

London.

Autry’s

OK

Columbia Records
i O{G, Pitt

Pittsburgh, Feb.

KEN

5.

GRIFFIN

.

Opening February

Wa string ton-You ree

11

Hotel

Shreveport, Louisiana

Cow

Show underway here.
In addition to Arnold,
tures GUy Willis &

;

,

!

GAC

Eddy

Abe

USO

STAGE SHOWS FOR PlX

Last-minute window sale for
both performances enabled Gene
Autry to get over the hump at the
Gardens last, week i29) and grab
$10,500 for afternoon and evening
shows. Backers didn’t figure on
nearly that much,, judging by the
sence.
slow advance.
Seat will leave for an indefinite
It wasn’t up to Autry’s lake here
Arnold’s
Caper period
to take care of. some person- a year ago, however, last week’s
Houston, Feb; 5.
al business.
He stated he will re- bundle being about 20% under
Current at Emerald Room of
turn to the agency.
that.
Shamrock, Hotel is Eddy Arnold as
star of a western-flavored bill in.
keeping with Houston Fat Stock
Roth, owner, denied the
Jarmel Joins
charge and the Chi board of health
cleared the restaurant; Operator
Vic Jarmel ha$ joined the act
paid the cast of long-run revue, and band department of General
“Laugh It Off,?' and band- during Artists Corp. to replace Don Seat,
layoff.
while latter goes on leave of ab-

Sauter,
Camp Shows*
re-elected veepee of
Lastfogcl
CS board

was

USO.

Dlrgctlom MILO STRUT
Mutual Entertainment Agifncy
N Wabath
Chicago 1,
-

I

203

III.

room feaOklahoma

Wranglers and Little Roy Wiggins,
with Henry King orch for dancing,

T

7

H

Saranac Lake

E

By Happy Benway

and Raya Sisters
"DANCING DOLL-USIONS"
Currently

Y. C.

j

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S
GREATEST COMEDIAN

(Subject to change without notice)

IVAN CHARNOFF

/o

Chicago

r,

Jr.,uil%o'i EC£{iEDY
eur visa

, ’,

a.

Liberty Ctraat

IN

Troy,

BOSTON
thg-

W

niedico

okayed

Y., Local 749 and is relief operator at Pontiac Theatre here.
Audrey Lumpkin, daughter of

James Brennan, v.p, of IATSE, in
and out of the general hospital after mastering the thoracoplasty operation.
Jeff Clark,
wife, Jeanne
ters),

songster,

and

Romer (Homer

ori

the good health ledger, making the
grade in 18 months.
Shirley Handler (Marion Powers); nitery entertainer, ended her
six-month observation period and
drew a green light.
Birthday greetings to Eugenie
Reed Hayman and Charlie Aldebo,
whose progress Js tops.
Edward Davidson, of ABC, in
from N. Y. to celebrate the extra
good clinic received by his wife
Grace.
Forrest “Slim” Glenn ended his
period of observation and rest after a

Wishes

the strictly in bed patients who are showing marked improvement with top clinic reports
are
Jesus
Dominguez
(Gracia)
(Warner Bros., Havana); Peggy McCarthy (Roxy, N. YJ; Helene

.

»

Write to those

AYE.

Rates to
ifhew t iwifstts

in

Opening at the Theatre de L'Etoile, Paris, March 15th
Starring in a New Musical Comedy

Bros., Washington),
legit and

TV

and Stanley Nelson,

Home of the
WUSIC SOXj

Thank Everybody Concerned in Making Her 10 Months Stay
London a Very Happy Engagement

Definitely Closing at the Society arid Pigalle Feb. 9th

major operation.

actor.

HUNTINGTON

to

Among

Baugh (Warner

N

7

his
Sis-

both hit the jackpot here

^

your chance
«O UTYN|V

and

him for vocational rehabilitation.
He became a projectionist. Today
he is a member of the Malone*
N.

Management

THE WILSON AGENCY f%
Phil GRAE— Phil COSCIA
/

__1501 Broadway, N.

Y., Feb. 5.
Cornelius Clifford came up here
New York a very sick man.
He regained his health at Gabriel

Sanatorium

LAS VEGAS
Personal

Saranac Lake, N.

from

LAST FRONTIER

ia

patties.

Don

James
proxy,

chairman, and Lawrence Phillips,
CS exec veepee," were named
directors, as were George Murphy,

.

Josie’s Benefit Concert

LQY Liquorless Run

weeks ago.
Lali
Quarter, N. Y., started a
Blumenfeld wHl book fairs and week’s operation without its liquor
indoor circuses in his new con-, license, Monday (4).
Suspension
nection with his former partner.
was ordered by the State Liquor
Authority because of a sale to a

.

two weeks off in nine weeks.

USO-Camp Shows entertained
1,056.200 servicemen overseas during the past year, according to a
report heard at the annual United
Service Organizations meeting on
Monday (4) -at the Hotel WaldorfAstoria, N. Y.
Total number of
men entertained was 1,085,275,
which Included remote installations
in the II.S. and break-in shows of
Overseas units.

.

signed that outdoor office several

,

jRoss Sc

who

La Pierre

are

intoy, jtjif

radium, London, April

7.

London:

111.

,
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ALL ENQUIRIES
Farits ROGER BERNHEIM
SOLLY BLACK, LEW & LESLIE GRADE. LTD.
.USA; MILES, INGALLS, HOTEL ASTOUHW-W*
f
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.

.

.

.

Gautier*! Doga
Andre PhUippa
Geneva Dawn
Les Patios
Waller Twlna

Hy Bands
Bernle Sloans
Dorlta
Sascfta Leqnoff Oro
Freddie Calo Ore

-

•

Clro's

WEEK OF FEBRUARY

Joe £ Lewis
Nsncl Crompton
George Hale Girls
Joey Bushkln <3)
Anns .Hathaway

6

In connection with

NEW YORK
Musk

Hall

7

(I)

Anthony Makas

NEW HAVEN

Stanley Kloes
Rockettes*

Paramount

I

11 Only

4 Aces
Phil. Foster ....
3 Edwards Bros

Ruth Vera
Ramonita y Leon
Los Xey
Enrique Vizcano
Eduardo Roy

Szony
Nicholas Bros

(Va)
Jefferson (I) • Only

Joe Bushkln

Cristianiia

Paul Williams Ore

Sym Ore

Polly Bergen

Palace <R)

Judy Garland
Smith a Dale
Sir. Wences
.

NRWPORT NEWS.

64 F

• Boy Friends.

Orioles.

.Paramount <P»
Denise Darcel
Jack. Carter
Blue Baron Ore
Karris & Shore

Peppermint Harris

BWY

t
Johnny
Johnston
Georgia Tapps
Florence Desmond
.

R

F

4s

_

(1 to fill)
ASHBORO (N C)
Carolina. (P) li Only
Asylum., nf Horrors
BLUEFIRLO (W Va).
Granada (P) 4 Only

of'

of

Don Besley

VILLE

RICHMOND

(

CHICAGO

Palace

3

fill)

Ladd

Regal (P)

King Cole

DANVILLE

RIMto

Sift

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 7

Kit Kata’,

Butler
Joey Bishop

JAM
Mulcay
Lane A Claire

(Va)

Only
Asylum of Horrors

LYNCHBURG

Howard

(Va)
1

A

Louis

Selah 5

Day

•Janice

Washingtonian Ore

MELBOURNE
4

Tivoli

(

'

Jimmy

Elder
Joe Whitehouse

May Downs

Kiddles
Dancing Boys

BLACKPOOL

A Lorraine
Royal Kiltie Jrs
Louise Pets

Valeria
.

A

MAH Nesbitt

Roberta

Dubskvs Dogs

.

,

Hippodrome

Palace (1) 4
Fred Ferrari
Harrison

(I) 4'

Terry O'Neill
Curzons

Murphy

Mack

A’

EAST HAMPTON

Royal (M) 4

John Cordlo
Kazan A Katz
3 Imps
>agma A Rell

Tattersall

}karus 3

Jerry Co

Bd
Howard De Courcy
Janine Due
Billy Cotton

Metropolitan (I) 4
George Robey
Hetty King
Turner Layton
Scott Sanders

3 Rethlems
Mills A Belita

.

Charlie

Clapham

Michael Bentlne
Suzette Tarrl

Lorraine

Payne

R A M Lamar
Palace (1) 4
G H Elliott
Cardew Robinson
Mooney A King

Artemus
Levnnda A Van

SUNDERLAND

James

.

.Charmony 3

A Roblna
Wallis
Darnip A Roberta
FINSBURY PARK

Tommy

:

Ronald Chesney
Tony Hancock
Edward! Victor
Harold Tayldr

A Dane

.

A S Lamohte
Joyces Golding.
Gold A Cordell

YORK
Em olre (I)
Tom Moss

Robert Havbin

Shcnton

-

Godfrey A Kcrby
Bill Waddinston
Maurice A. May

Harris

A1 Shaw
Bettv Slade

M

GLASGOW

Do Vere Lovlles

4 Wa'tergoons
2 Aqua maids

(M)

.

Patricia Neal

Nautilus Hotel

Monica Boyar

Arne

Charlie Farrell

Napoleon Ore
Robert Richter HTI
Don banning
Roberta Sherwood
Phil

Charles Caste! 3
Roney Ploza Hotel
George Hines Ore
Sans Soucl Hotel
Frances Faye
Stuart Harris
Eddie Snyder
Sacasas Ore

The Dunhills
Jay Lawrence
Joy Skylar
Arden-Fletcher Line
Tony Lopez Ore
Delano Hotel
Jose Duval
Zina Reyes
Willie Hollander
Tommy Nunez Ore
Five O'clock Club
Martha Raye
Joey Adams
A1 Kelly

Herman-Magner
Dancers
Saxony Hottl
Dolly

HenrlRose
Mlgiiellto Valdez

Tano

Charlie Paige.

Maex Silva Dcrs
Johnny Silvers Ore
Nlrma Cordova

)

.

Joe Miller

ZorJta \
Sonorita Hcrraro
Olga Barrel t
Sam Bowltt
-Marie Stowe,
Gilda Rogers
Rusty Russell
Gaiety Girls

Sea Isle. Hotel
Frances Lager
Scy mour.. Hoffman O
Shelbourne Hotel
Juan A Marilyn
Alan Kole Ore
Shore; Club
Sunny Richards
Marsha Carroll
Sager Dancers
Arthur Warren, Ore
Club 22
Maxie Furman
Blue Drake:
4 Debutants
Sherry Panay
:

.

Jewel. Box.
Jackie May*

Larkin Trio
Bon Solr
Irene William*
Herman Chittlsoa 3
Ellis

Mae Barnes
Jimmy Daniels
'

Tony A Eddie
Norerto ,T*tO

i

}

f i

/

T C Jones

Duanos
Pilarln Tavarln

Alonso Ore
Copacabana
Jan Murray

T«a| JttAenl

(

(

The Raven
Hy Grossman Ore

Art West
Mickey Mercer
Danny A Doc Rev
Leon A Eddie's
Murray Swanson
Eddie Oucrtin
Jackie Gordon
Jackie King
Chuckie Fontaine
Gaby DeLane
Babe Baker Revue

Sorrento Hdtol

Mai Malkin Ore
Vagabonds Club
Vagabonds (4)

.

MacFadden Deaville
v

Dee

Soa Gull Hotel
Gilda Perry

(3)

Yost Guardsmen
Len Dawson Ore
Gaiety Club

.

A

O

H(|ghie Barrett

Hal

Waters

Condos A Brandow
De Marco Sis (5)
Preacher Hollo S
Frank Lliia !e Ore
Golden Slipper
Grossman A ,
Ooldbeii ‘. 1 r I'O
'

i

the line.

emceed by Jimmy Caswhose comic efforts in-

is

i

.

Continued from page 51 ajjja

in two
spots, he overstayed his leave with
result that bowoff reaction waned.
Surrounding lineup consists of

ad libs and work on ringsiders who
might have an extra libation lying
around their table; Result is his
always solid setting of aud rapport,
thrush Libby Dean, who grabbed plussed by his newer numbers.
fair reaction, with “Lover Boy,” The
stuff, as per laugh-custom,
“Do It Again” and “Lover,” the is strictly for the niteries; the
Pays, a standard ballroom terp howles lead to a begoff.
duo, Rnd the Wilson line of gals.
Morey Saxe orch backgrounds ac- of Bernice Parks essays brief group
numbers and does okay with
ceptable.
Elie.
them. There's “Love, Love, Love”
for. healthy reception and special
Last Frontier, Las Vegas arrangement
on “Paradise,” then
Las Vegas, Jan. 28.
version of “Cry” for build, and
Buddy Rogers, Fran Warren finale special, “Lady Windermere’s
,

& Raya Sisters (4), Bob Fan.” Offed to healthy returns.
Laine, Gene Nash, Jean Devlyn Thrush is handsome and gowned
Girl Revue (9), Bob Millar Orch accordingly in top taste, to add to
( 111, Don Baker; no cover or miniclass touch.

Dolirioffs

itations have been in effect during
his 40 years in the entertainment

mum.

Production by George Hale

industry.

“Just as talking pictures put
nine-tenfh of the vaudeville theatres out Of business,” Walters
said, “just 6o surely is television
gradually becoming the means of
closing most of our major nightclubs; impairing the attendance of
the few remaining vaudeville theaitres, and seriously menacing the
legitimate stage. I cannot stop,

surely AGVA wants me to^tay
open. Surely AGVA should not object to me imposing a condition
which does no hardship to an actor,
which has always been common
practice in show business, and
which may enable me to compete
with a billon-dollar industry in an

remain in business.

“It costs as much to produce a
new show at the Latin Quarter as
it does to produce a musical. I em-

ploy

some 40 members

of

your

union in each show. A hew show,
including costumes, contractual obligations, rehearsal costs, etc.; runs
into $250,000 or more.
Is it* unreasonable to say, -please don’t appear in an opposition medium for a
few
weeks
my show
before
”
Opens?’
Walters

left

,

.

Walters

effort to

plus a fair supporting show, though
disappointing on the production
end, the black side of the ledger
looks bright, thanks to the Lewis
pull of cafegoers with a buck to
spend.

—

I

television any more than AGVA
stopped the talking pictures, but^

DaWn

I.nrry Daniels

Carolyn Woods

CITY

A Harpo

,

3 Continentals
Alfredo Seville
Joe Sodja
Polncfanna Hotel

Casablanca Hotel
Alex Shey Trio
De. Castro Sisters
Diane A Edwards
Tito Puente Ore
Celebrity. Club
Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart

Frenchy

Cafe Soclefy
Jbsh White
John Atherton
Lenore Korman
Chateau Madrid

t

Last Frontier

Walters stated that the- beforeand-af ter clause is not a new show
business procedure since such lim-

.

Tony Matas

SEW YORK

Sultan.

Ralph Font Ore
J A S Reyes
Candl Cortez
La Ruo's
Chuy Reyes Ore
Rudy’s Gypsy Orb
Park Avanua

Ernie Bell Ore
Johnina Hotel
Michael Strange

Blue Angel
Mains Jdly
Stuart Ross

‘

down

cluded vocalizing “P r i s o n e r of
Love.” complete with pratfalls and
Jack Martin .Five
gags; “Enjoy Yourself” while kibEl Ranchos Vegas
itzing with ringsiders; a rabbit
The puckish comedian, aided and
Ben Blue
ditty in which he enlisted audience abetted
Andy A Della
by accompanist-straight
Russell
participation, and an impresh of man Austin Mack, keeps them all
El Rancho Dancers
a self-assured wolf stymied by a happy familiars and new patrons
Jerry Pedersen
reluctant dame. Guy works hard —with his array of new special,
Joy Walker
Louise -Burnett
and much of his material is yock- material, interspersed with those
Ted Fib Rito Ore
ful, but at preem, worldng

play dr pay Contract, which committed me to an amount in excess
of $50,000.
Is it unreasonable to.
require that these acts be not seen
free by 15,000,000 before 1,000
people caii pay to see them in my
club?”

Boo Boo Watson

Brook Club*Loungo
Stan Free Trio
Wayne A Fontaine
Zig A Vivian Baker
Owen A Murray
Jack Almeida

Jimmy Woods

.

SSS

Candy O'Neill
Stormie Gayle.
Bob Morris Ord
Dorothy Martin

June Korby

Novelites

Raft

Dolores

Patsy Davis

.

Peter Madden
Hattie Jacques
Jack Crisp A Jala
Skating Tvohoons.

Empire (M) 4
Ronnie Ronalde

J

Empire

Empire (M) 4

Peter Brough

BAB
Bex
Hinton

Kalmar 3

Hilliard

2 Linares

.

Eric

A

Nelson Lloyd-

.

Bill

enova,

Christina Carson

Alan Gilbert
Arden-Fletcher
Dancers
Carlton Hayes Ore

Paddock Club

Joe King
Haydocks (2)
SHEPHERDS BUSH The
Teddy King Ore
Empire (S) 4
Clover Club
Gwen Llddle
Lena Horne

Marie Lloyd Jr
Harry Tate Jr

Kramer Co

Duffy Dansations

Johnny O’Brien

Henning

J Devlyn Girl

Gomez A Beatrice
Freddie Calo Ore

Sula Levltch Ore
Juan Cortes Ore

PORTSMOUTH

Granada (1) 4
Frances Duncan

Normandie Boys
A1 Jahns Ore

Gene Nash

Tommy

Chavez

Laurie Watson
Marie De- Vere 3
Joe Kerr

Vera Bradley

K

Carmen Miranda

.

.

That Mannikan
Balcombes

Spanglers

Sharon Dexter
Will Osborne Ore
Desert Inn
Stan

1

scoring, neatly

Phil Foster

Christine Drury

SAM
Laconas

Millwards Nitwits

Beatrice Kraft

hours before showtime and gals’ making class. Past weeks have
nervousness at initialer detracted been on the Off-beat side for Red
from the overall* impact. However, Pollack, the new operator. Howthat was a minor defect, with guy ever, with advent of Joe E. Lewis,

Thunderblrd
Morton Downey

Nilsson .Twins

Toni Bari
Kirby Stone 3

Ayn Martin

Vdcalov.elies

Marx

The Holidays
Hern

Bob Millar Ore
Don Baker

Chico

Bobby Sherman
Arne Barnett 3Salvador Munoz
Johnny A George
Monte Carlo
Gus Van

Danny Rogera
Tony Farrell
Joni Mack

GRIMSBY

BOSCOMBE

Pat Morrissey

NEVADA

Flamingo
Dick Haymes
Mandarins
Flamingo Lovelies

Pat,

Hollo Laylan 8
Martinique Hotel
Helen Almeie
Manolo A Ethel
Danny Yates Ore
Mother Kelly's

Rose Gallo
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
David Elliott
Guy Rennie
Beth Challls
Harvey, Bell

Loilhi Legora

Bobble Klmber
Forbutt

Bros

Martell Sis Co

Bob Lee

Cyr
Norma Parker
Jean Adair

Ron Anderson

Bower A

Jasmine

LAS VEGAS,

.

.

:

.

Eartha Kitt
George Hall
Clarence Williams >
Waldorf-Astoria
Gloria de Haven
Bob Fosse
Nat Brandwynne O
Mischa Borr Ore
Wlvel
Sal Noble

Rowena Rollins
Rudy Cardenas

Peter Dulay
Anne Shelton

4

Maurice Colleano
Joyce A George

Dam

Brenda Hollis
Mazzone-Abbott
Dancers
Art Waner Ore
La Vie En Rose
Carl Ravazza
Dorothy Dandrldge
Phil Moore Trio

.

;

'

John -Carradine

A

Llli St.

Terry Scanlon

BRITAIN

Kemble

Bobby Gordon Ore
Village Vanguard

Beachcomber

Cissy Trenholm

Tivoli Ballet

.Elsie

Three Suns
Latin Quarter

;

Marika Saary
Phillip Tappin
Wim De Jong
Jacques Cartaux

Celebrity Singers

(1)

Willis
.Terri Stevens'

Albion Hotel
Bari

Chribi

Jeanne >Cnmeron
Charlotte McGuire

-

L A S

Sam

Devine A King
Gerd Bjornstad

3 Glens

Skirl

miami-mami beach

3 Fayes

Pan. Yue Jen Tp

A

A

Vincent Lopez Ore
Holer Warwick

Armand Perren

Violctte

Shirts

Norvos

Geo Hale Revue
Emile Petti Ore
Panchlto Ore
Village Born
Celia Cabot

Hotel Statler

4

)

Miami Beach

-

Juanita

.

I

Roger Ray
Donald Novls
Marquis A Family
Wally Boag
Bonita Alexander A

Palace

.

:

Upstarts

Tex Beneke Ore

Jack Kilty
Ganjou Bros

Jimmy McPhall

(P)

(1)

Bill

Regis

;St.

Noonan A Marshall

8

(I)

Allyn

Cook A Brown

AUSTRALIA
Tivoli

Hotel Roosevelt

Hotel

mum

.

-

-

Ella Fitzgerald

Parrm-unf*' (P)
• Only
Asylum o* Horrors
r

Ml
Olymnla
June Brady

.

,

Carmen Torres
BeVerlee Dennis
Arthur Maxwell
Constance TdWers
Gene Rowlands

June Roselle
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore

-

.

Versailles

Guy Lombardo Ore' Two
,

.

.

•

Hotel Taft

Champ

9

(P)

Hotel Pierre
Hildegarde
Chico Belli Ore
Stanley Melba Ore

Roberta Quinlan

Peggy Thomas
Tlmmv. Rogers

.

•

A

'

.

Roily Rolls

Park
Seror Twins

Lon Chaney

Penthouse

-

Paul Taubman
Two Guitars
Arens' Rane
Elena A Ariatole
Ell Spivak
Mlscha Usdanoff
Michel Michon -.
Kostya Poliansky

Jimmy Savo

1-10

(|)

Miml Warren
Ernestine Holmes

Mark Monte Ore
Dick LaSalle Ore

Jacqyellne Hurley

Chase

.

Schramm

Mayfair,

;

Scotty Graham
'Park Sheraton
Irving Fields.

Hotel Pltza

2 Tones

'

to

•

ROCKFORD

Horrors

Chicago (P)
^
Dlagoras
Arthur Blake

a

(I)

12-13

Orioles
Don Besley
Sonia Mlllburh
Eleanor Foster

(Va)

of

(Va)

Hippodrome

7 Only.

Joe LaPorte Oro
D’AquIla Ore
Park Ave.

Manuel Del Toro

Horrors Paul Williams Ore

Paramount
.

Ambassador

Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Teddy Powell Ore

i

-

.

"

Nadine A. Ray

Sonia Millburn
Eleanor Foster.

;

.

Rookies
Adrian Rolllni Trio

Orioles

Peppermint Harris

Horrors

.

CHARLOTTES*
Asylum

(Va)

.

Don Dellaire
Nadya

Michael Kent Ore.,
Hotel Edison

Capitol (I) t Only
Paul Williams Ore

BURLINGTON (N C)
Carolina (P) 11 Only-

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Henny Nadell
Katherine Chang
.

.

PORTSMOUTH

Dawson

Dolly

&

..

Jerri Talbot

JUles Lande, Ore
Hotel -Biltmore

Smart

Steele's
Affairs

,.

Hotel.,

.

Earle (W) •

.

Dick Diana

Douglas-.

Harriet Lane

Ricky Hale
Duffy Dcrs
Reyes Ore

PHILADELPHIA

Crnbbe
Smokey the Horse
whltev Carson

Asylum

Roy

Orioles

L

t only

Asylum

Gleb Yellin
Havane-Madrld
Lao A La l|llnervi

Sonia MUlbUrn
Eleanor Foster

Buster

Leneman

Felix

(Va)

'

AVO

Fifth

1
'

SoniaMiUburn

Don Besley

Roger Came
Andrea Zannis
_ BROOKLYN
Paramount (P)

No.

Bob Downey

Peppermint

Stuart

June Oliver Line
Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster
Old Knlclt
Dick Bernle

Eleanor Foster

NORFOLK

.

.

Valerie Noble

Chana Kipness
Arno Tanney
Rikkud-Am 3

Booker T (I) 10-11
Paul Williams. Ore

'

•

(I)

Eddie DaVIs

•

Kenny Davis
O Irma
Henrlquez

HSblbl

-

&

Monk
Norman Paris 3
LoonAEddlo'e

Emberi

Don. Besley

-

•

Rea Arthur
3 Riffs
Julius

Chic*

Rios

Rosita

Cene Krupa Ore

Corps de Ballet

Bibi Osterwald
March. Hares,

Harry Show
Sheila Arnold
M Dursb Ore

<P).

:

to Rumiv Blau

Dunn

Elaine

.

Charles Lasky

.

Chandra Kaly

Cycling Paiges
George .O'Hanlon
Ethel Smith

~

Bowman

Patricia

lull

Bruce Morgan

CITY

Copa CUy Miami Beach

Mara A Quentin'
Ray Stevens

feills

whether

Reviews

Continued iron page 59

with smooth songalog. Whistle-bait
9
Dave Fisher
San Kanez Ore
lending valuable assist on piano thrush with extra-fine gams is just
bit hep for this room, however
Frank A Lita
them
all a
he
gets
on
harmonies,
and
Stan
Leonora A
Jose CUrbello Ore
the why for sustained build, into Nuances are subtle, shadings exLord Tsrelfon
pert
as she plies her style. ExpresCopa City
Michael Selker Ore his version of “Yiddishe Momma”
Jimmy Durante
Alllsah Hotel
which, with Payne adding the sive emoting begins with fThis is
Billy Daniels
Beachcombers (4)
Where
Love Walked Out,” furBenny Payne
heavier tonal adjuncts, becomes a
Enrico A Novello
Steve Gibson
Tony Poster's
surprisingly effective albeit serious thered by “Loye You Much Too
Redcaps
A1 (Paris) Green
Much/'
Gets on fine beat kick
table-poundsequence that raises
Damlta Joe
Louise Angel
The Tune Timers
his Redcaps during “Great /Come and Get It
Jackie Small
ing. Steve Gibson
June Taylor-Benny
Day/’ modulating into “Over the
Noma Mahl Jia
click
with
singer
again,
att&ctive
Davis Production Linda Fonte
Damita Jo aiding no little in gar- Rainbow.” Torches “Envy” and
Dave Tyler Ore
Diana DeVon
Joan CampbeU
nering the heavy aud reaction. The out on “Walk it Off/' Chirpers
Latin Quarter
technique of singing way behind
Town 'n' Country
Samla Gamal
'Caps, as before, keep th^m going
Jerri Sullivan
Darvas A Julia
beat ’threw maestro Millar at show
The Carlbbeans (3) with their vocalistfCs, solo instruFrank Libuse
Val Olman Ore
Margot Brandet
mentalistics . and group work; the caught, but adequate rehearsal
San Marino Hotel
should
provide okay accomps.
Collette Fleuriot
gal works in for the sock with her
Mac Pepper
Danielle 'LaMar
Dolinoffs
Raya Sisters bring
songology.
Qulntones (5)
Marilyn Ross
Michael.
Jackie
A
Mara A Maurice
Production by June Taylor and; unique terp rounds with ‘^Parade
Gay A Harry Walls Larry Seldln Dcrs
Benny Davis is a bright one. Top- of Wooden Soldiers” mechanical
per is again the hew Davis' mid.- doll steppery. -Payoff to shebang
CHICAGO
production song idea, "There's sends customers when three
Conrad Hilton Hotel Nothing Like an Old Timey Song.” femmes cavort in front of black
Blackhawk
Arnold Shod*
Walter Long, in the song-dance curtain in gravity defying flips.
Gloria Marlowe
Phil Romayne
leads is an ace choice for the spots; Routine called “Question Mark” is
Don.Liberto
Terry Brent
A1 Checco
Dave Tyler and his orch are adept answered when male member unThree Reporters
'Bobo Lewis
masks trick. Quartet imbues EuAndrea Kekesy
Lary.
on the showbacks.
Larry Lawrence
Jay Seller
ropean quality to set itself apart,
Martin Kraft
Scotty Marsh
Tessi Cprrano
from
standard terp units, to garner
Boulve-dears
(8)
Eleanor Luckey
Boston.
H2)
Orrin
Tucker
O
extra plaudits for work.
Henry Brandon Ore
Oriental
Bostoii, Feb. 2.
Jean Devlyn Girl Revue salutes
Connee Boswell
Blackstone Hotel
Bros (4)
Lindy Doherty , Jimmy Caseitova, “Fabulous Las Vegas” to start proSherman Hayes Ore. Step
Mickey Sharp
Libby Dean, The Fays (2), Dofis ceedings, spotting chicks in brief
Cheg Patee
Brian Farnon's Ore
Luba Mallna
Line (6)* Morey Saxe Orch western togs. Gene Nash heads
Wilson
III
Palace
Rockford
George DeWitt
Palace,(4 )
Three :Tbhes; $i.50*$2 mini* melange aided by Billie Marcel,
A Bieber Dcrs (5)
Patti Palmer
Johnny Martin
Frl.-Sat.
two showgals, Dolores Frazzini.
O'Nell
/
Chez Adorables (8). Danny
Tony Ridola A- Co
Millar orch excessively loud
C Davidson Ore ( ) :Bob
McElroy
throughout.
Will.
The
Mayfair
teed
off:
policy
its
Bdgewater Beech
(one -to fill)
Palmer House
of medium budgeted floorshows
X Ciigat Ore (15)
Billy De Wolfe:
With Abbe Lane
last Friday (1) with top honors
Clro’s,
Margaret Phelan
Los Barrancos (2)
grabbed by vocalist Lindy Doherty,
Bela Kremd
El Gringo
Miami Beach, Feb. 3.
M Abbott Dcr6 (8)
ex “Top Banana” juve lead. DurDulclna
Eddie O’Neal Ore
Otto Bolivar
Joe E. Lewis with Austin Mack,
ing his stint with that smash Broadway musical the baritone picked Bernice Parks, Ray Stevens, Mara
LOS ANGELES
up veneer and stage savvy which/ fc Quentin, in a George Hale proadded to his popularity locally/ duction, “Hello Beautiful " with
Clro's
Ambassador Hotel
Rivero
Facundo
should enhance his pull here. In- the Cover -Girls (7), Syd Stanley
John Carroll
Quintet
cluded in his songology are a live- and Jose Curbelo Qrch; Joe BushEddie Bergman Ore The Daasles (2)
ly “Hallelujah,” the balled “New- kin Trio in Cub Room; miiivmums
Dick Stabile Ore
Biltmore Hotel
Bobby Ramos Oro
er,” “Stairway to Paradise ” with $3.50, $5.
Romo Vincent
Mocambo
Gallic flavor, “Mr. and Mississip-Buster Shaver
Fran Warren.
pi,” his trademark, “Shanty Town,”
Olive
This will have to be the show to
Artie James'
Eddie Oliver
and a hoke .bit with two chorines, pull this enlarged
Hal Derwln Oro
and plushly reLatin-Aires
“Mbviete are Better. Than Ever.”
decorated
cafe into the moneyLatter was injected a Couple of

below Indicate opening dey of phew
or split week
Letter In parentheses. Indicates circuit. <Ftf> Fenchon Marco; (I) independent!
(L) Loewi (Ml Moss; <P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T> Tivoli; (W> Warner;
(WR) Welter Raade r

Numerals

Club*

Mullen Twins
Lina (16)
Pupl Campo Oro ^
Jose Cortes Ore
Sherry Frontenaa

yesterday

(Tues.)

for Florida to gander his Latin
Quarter, at Miami Beach.
Sarnia
Gamal /current, at that Spot, will be
moved up to the N. Y. nitery late
v
cr te'.ci
this imonthl ri
i

!

Last Frontier expands this stanza
by booking three acts instead, of
usual two. Even so, span is only
45 minutes, with toplined Buddy..
Rogers making initial expedition
into Vegas and cannily: keeping his
stint pared to minimum.
Rogers sells with animation and
effective personality. Musicianship,
upon which he builds major portion of act, is only so-so, but corny
enough to warm rousing kudos.
After brief welcome gab s e s h,
picks up tram to blow “Dream,”
followed by sesh at 88 with Bob
Laine duetting at second keyboard.
Pair pound, brief “B Flat Minor
Concerto,” “I Got Rhythm,” “Boogie Woogie.”
Tablers mind little
whether Rogers plays with knuckles or elbows—idea gets across.
Warbles “Television” ditty introing ventro bit with hand doll he
names “Lovemar.” Cute bit with
doll pushing trumpet valves hits
for amusing

effect-.

Breaks turn by bringing On Gene
Nash in brief line number, “You
and Your Beautiful Eyes.” After
breather, sets up personable touch
of flashback narrating to have tabgrabbers recall tunes from his pix.
Gets audience attention with active windup, “12th St. Rag,” by
dashing through orch tooting trumpet, plunking bass,, digiting 88,
thumping tubs, blowing soprano
sax, clarinet, tram, and paramount
finish on squeezebox. Kinetic hoopde-do puts house in furor with
resultant begoff needed.
Frart Wakreii flllf delict

1

<

1

is

a

scanty one. Has seven “cover girls”
culled from mag pic reps. They
look good, but ideas behind presenting these walk-ho-talk-no-dance
lovelies don’t jell too well. Production singing of Ray Stevens helps
matters, but lad is wasted. Shows
potentialities for a solo spot, but
is lost in song-parading, the deadpan beauts. Dances by Mara
Quentin are okay. Essay standard
lifts and spins in a couple, of brief
routines, and garner Warm reac-

&

tion.

In the Cub Room adjunct, a lush
loimge, Joe Bushkin and his trio
are attracting solid' portion of the
heavier spenders, to listen to his
pianistics and rhythm ideas. Lary.

Chase Hotel,

St; Louis,

Pacts Feb.-March Names
St. Louis, Feb; 5.
Chase Hotel here has lined up a
Harold Koplar,
roster of acts,
inn’s veepee and general; manager,
has spotted Tony Martin starting
.

15; Jane Morgan, Harmoni?
and Jack Pina orch* Feb. 22
for two weeks, and. Maty McCarty
and Ray Anthony orch, March 14
for two weeks. There’s one week
open before the McCarty-Anthony

Feb.

cats

bill.

Other Koplar talent operations
the Park Plato where
& Rack are current on an

include

Eadie

^indefittitoiTqii.

‘

1
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Boxy»N«Y.

mitt honors. The Irish senorita is
IV. Y*
in nifty form here and belts them
Blue Barron Orch (14), with
with her self-guitar accomps on Betty Clarke, Jimmy McDonald;
her versions of Latino, American- Harris & Shore, Denise Darcel, QUEENIE
Yiddish and specials* of Which the Jack
” Comedy
Carter; “Las Vegas Story
outstander is “Molasses,” plus her
(RKO), reviewed in Variety Jan> 20 Mins.
on

Johnny Johnston, Georg c Tapps,
Richard * Flora' Stuart, Roller
Came, Andrew! Zannis, Paul Ash
Qrch, Roxyettes,H. Leopold Spitalny Chorus; “Phone Call from a takeoffs
Margaret Truman,
reviewed
(20 th),
Stranger”
Sarah. Vaughan end Bette Davis.
Variety Jan, 9, ’52.
Contortion work of June Ed.

,

Booker

Sammy Rauch

has

m

col-

lected a batch of entertainment industry staples for a sprightly session.

The Roxy

bill

de-

is

signed with some tasty production
and it comes off Okay generally.
Topper is Johnny Johnston, late
of “A Tree Grows in Brooklyn,”
who provides a personality surplus
in his spot. There are some moments when he puts on the charm
too heavily, but the house didn’t
seem to mind. During his turn,
Johnston baritones a song series
which goes over nicely. The major part Of his turn, at show caught,
was crooning to a pair of youngsters who came up from, the audiHe handled the kids graence.
ciously and warmed up the house
with these antics.
^
Another top standard is George
Tapps, a skilled terper Who comsome
into
ballet
and
bines cleat
Tapps,
Choreography.
excellent
tendency to get
sometimes has
over-arty. This might be well for
a small, intimate house, but in this
.

situation, Tapps needs broad .designs. However, these moments are

few and he generally purveys an
exciting brand Of taps.
Some fancy cape swinging is by
Richard & Flora Stuart. - At show
caught, there were occasions when
the heavy garment seemed unwieldly, but there were many pic-

As
designs.
seemed to be too deeply integrated into the Castillian production number to be fully standout.
Roger Carrte, a British import,

.they

is

under

warffs is in the gasp-bringing class.
Works from a high stand to raise
the palms as she contorts down for
the. finale kerchief pickup., Elton
Britt’s “folk” songs, are a good bet
in this house, which caters to locals around, the country, rather
than to the vacationers across the
Lary.
bay on Miami Beach.

Empire, London
London, Jan. 29.
Empire Girls (24) Empire: Ballet
(20) Choral Ensemble (12), The
Trampoloopies ..(2),
Chevalier,
George Melachrino’s Orch ; “ The
Wild North” (M-G).
,

.

,

Layout of* Nat Karson’s new Emshow follows the basic formula for the house with that slight
pire

variation to avoid a too rigid pat-,
tern. Although not ^reaching the
peak standard of the past two productions, it’s a sedid 60-minute en?

tertainment which fully capitalizes

on available

talent.

Entitled “Medley,” s

how

puts

accent on music against a colorful circus background.
With the
Empire singers and ballet troupe
serving as background, show tees
off with a fine rendition of a

Tchaikovsky fantasy by the Melachrino

given additional punch by a trio of sketches
in mime done by some of the
routined, dancers.

turesque

New

55

Paramount*

Acts.

(,orch.

Item, is

.

The

first

straight

vaude act

is

Chevalier; who balances on ‘ a
seven-foot standard, first on a
couple of caries, then opone finger,
and finally doing head balance on
a special rest and a more intricate
stunt bn a rising ring. Gets solid

9,

Deauville, Hollywood
British
comedienne

’52.

*

New

Acts
a gal, impress as a sock bet for
vaude and TV. White act works
with ease and grace in their excit-

maximum

will cash in this
double helping of

.

.

;

,

1
’

.

‘

New

.

a substantial act which will
him into intimeries. He has a
problein in getting material to fit.
his particular personality.. Once he
latches onto some solid bits, .he’ll
have an act that should find favor
into

Color

TV

Committee. Johnson said he was
certain the “arbitrary and discriminatory” M-90 order was issued
without Wilson’s consent.
Since Wilson replied to Johnson
that the order was issued because
of an antitrust question raised by
the Radio - Television Manufacturers Assn,
reports have been
circulating that the Department of
Justice has taken „ an interest in
the- situation. Whether color broadcasting will be resumed once the
NPA ban is lifted apparently depends on CBS, which has the only
color cameras for the field sequential system.
However, regardless
of what CBS does, Paramount
told the FCC yesterday that Chromatic TV Laboratories, Par's 50%
subsidiary, is prepared to “aggressively” develop the Lawrence
tube.
Barney Balaban, testifying at
hearirigs on Paramount’s antitrust
issues, said that only last Saturday
he had been Informed by Dr.
Ernest Lawrence, Inventor of the
tube, that the last bug in the tube
had been solved and that Chromatic is ready to go ahead with
production.
McCoy will preside at Friday's
meriting, to which the. fol1

NPA

lowing companies have been inAdmiral, Chromatic, Color

vited:

Television,

CBS,

Inc.,

DuMont,

Emerson, Fada, General Electric,
General Precision Labs., HalliHazeltine

craftcrs,

Electronics,

Magnavox, Meek Industries, MotoPhilco, RCA, Trhv-ler, Webster-Chicago, Wells-Gardner, Westin ghouse and Zenith.
rola,

Truman-Arnall

,|

in

many

situations.

Jose.

Ventriloquy
8 Mins.
Roxy, N. Y.

Came,

unfortunately,

conference next day, but
it clear he held the Georgian
high esteem.
If Arnail takes a Federal poStV
he will, of course, be the second
film topper within a year whom
Truman' has tagged for help. Eric
Johnston waa the country’s first
Economic Stabilization Director
until his return to duties as prez of
the Motion. Picture Assn, of Ameripress

doesn’t

ca last December.

enlarge his employment scope in
Jose.
this country.

,

Hope-Crosby

BILLY WRIGHT

Continued front page

Songs
7

come an important vaude or

1

rent contract. Comic is. being offered on a $55,000 half-hour timeand-talent weekly basis.
Chesterfield is also toying with a
show idea based around name
bands. They’ll be making a pitch
for younger listeners with the lat-

Mins.

Apollo, N. Y.
Negro singer displays a good
blues sense in his Apollo 'initialer,
but needs to add a change of pace
to his songalog before he can be-

Armstrong Tour

=

made

have the material for U. S. corisumption. Major portions of his
act can stand a rewrite, if he’s to

‘

1

in

doll.

>

Continued from page

was a. White House pow- wow last
Thursday (31). President Truiri an
dodged newsmen’s questions at his

Roger Carrie, a recent British
import, is one of the more ingenious ventriloquial acts. Carrie does
He
his work with a talking cat.
handles, the feline excellently, both
The cat
vocally and manually.
takes on a terrific personality during some parts of the turn. There’s
a brief sequence at the end wherein he does a duet with ari elephant

‘

SS

New York for the annual meeting
of the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations Feb. 20-21.
Giving
rise to the Washington job reports

ROGER C ARNE

—

riitery

He sings ’em big and loud
factor.
with a forceful drive that ekes out
every bit of emotion. At limes it
becomes a little too much to take
in one set.. Some moderation in
his blues chanting would help.

ter show.

Currently, the ciggic firm is not
anticipating any video changes,
with the possible exception of adding Berle to its already large
Lad’s good looks and generally stable.. Inasmuch as it already
good stage- deportment are plus has Arthur Godfrey, Perry Como,

Miami

lenge that Wiiis a hefty mitt.
Saxie Williams, novelty tapster,
clicks with his iron-jaw antics.
Williams hypos his routine tapping
chores by lifting tables and chairs
with his teeth while terping. Gets
solid mitt in windup as he carries'

NPA

Continued front page 2

fit

Toronto

Variety is the word for the current layout here. In most phases
it sets well with the
stubholders,
containing the ingredients that
find a healthy and reaction soniriWhm*e along the lineup.;
There/s no definite topper here,

They get
results from sharply executed somersaults and body twists
while on the trampoline bounce.
Comic’s dives and pratfalls a r t
blended neatly.
Trio projects enthusiasm, winning house from start. They’re an
attractive group With plenty of appeal for the family trade; Gros.
ing five-minute turn.

Queenie

Leonard, making her cabaret debut
in the U.S., fascinated a Sunset
sesh with its
wolf-bait in the guise of Jane Rus- Strip audience in her opening
hilarious performance and
sell, starring on screen, and Denise with
Darcel heading up the stage layout. repertoire. She had to beg off as
Sinc e . bo th gals are similarly en- the packed house shouted for more
dow^~whistles, etc., get a full when her 20-minute stint ended.
Beginning with her parody on
play.
“Be My Love,” winding with “HurIn next-to-closing slot, La Darcel
rah, for the Hikers of England,”
doesn’t try to rely on her physical
charming Miss Leonard always has
attributes to. win house. Gal’s set
the aud with her. Material is gay 1
is well planned and expertly paced.
and risque, perfect for an iritimery
She intersperses French and Eng- such as the Deauville.
lish patter in her songalog for
She socks
“There’s a Latin
smash results. Although not a top in My Life.” over
“Cocotte Am I,” and
chantoosie; she projects a winning
has ’em rolling with “Just Wiirit
charm all the way. Mixes lip the You and Some Jujubees,” story of
lingos in “Music, Music,” a speciala retired stripper who yearns for
material item, dittoes with “I’m In the
simple life.
The Mood For Love.” Works into
The British import knows how
an overlong narrative song about to deliver.
Evad.
an American GI and a Frenchle in
Paris,.
It gets sock yocks and a
good mitt. Closes with a medley LAO & LA MINERVA
of romantic numbers which she Dance
sings to stooge, Lou Hearn. It's 14 Mins.
Havana-Madrid, N.Y.
a smash Windup.
Lao & La Minerva are equipped
Blue Barron's orch, comprised of
four rhythm, four reed and five to do either a flamenco turn or a
rhumba
session, and can elicit milbrass, open show with a breezy
They
workover of “Down Yonder.” Betty ting. in either medium.
Clarke and Jimmy McDonald assist spit up their work into two seccapably with their vocals. Trum- tions with changes of costumes and
peter Hal Greene comes on for sufficient breathing space.
Their flamenco work is energetic
some; instrumental Impreshes.
Clicks with carbons of Louis Arm- arid lively. Youthful pair are sufstrong, Clyde McCoy and Harry ficiently commercialized for work
James. Orch comes back later for in most shots. The flamenco has
a vivid number in the Latino exciting moments at various stages.
groove featuring Sal Valentine’s Some of their dance conceptions
aren't too imaginative, but they
exciting keyboarding:
Harris & Shore, comedy terp. are well designed and get frequent
duo, get fair results from their midterm applause. The rhumba's
dance parodies.
Takeoff on a are fairly standard, but execution
Jose.
beguine step is a good opener. With is okay.
gal milking yocks via some expert
mugging. Turn bogs down in spots, JOHN ATHERTON
however, due to their gabbing bits Comedy
Which are marred hy vintage ma- 10 Mins.
terial.
Cafe Society Downtown, N.Y.
Jack Carter closes bill with
John Atherton is a comic with a
enough expert clowning to send fresh viewpoint, although he atthe pewholders away happy. Car- tempts material in a well-travelled
ter’s fast and funny and. manages groove.
Atherton affects a
to keep his act in high gear with England viewpoint with references
clover
potpourri
of
one-liners, to his New Hampshire breeding.
impreshes and comedy songs. His Some of it is bucolic, but much Of
carbons of Gen. De Gaulle, Winston it borders sophistication. The comChurchill and President Truman bination doesn’t work out too well,
are etched in acid; All in all, it’s
However, Atherton indicates that
a slick, mirthful set,
he can ultimately work himself
Gros.

The Paramount

The Roxy line sets off the acts
nicely^and the H. Leopold Spitalny
choir put additional color behind
audience reaction.
the singing acts.. A spot of proCurrent ballet item is “Circus
duction baritoning is by Andrew
Fantasy”
which, apart from its
Jose,
Zannis.
seasonal flavor, is done with particular charm. The main big, top
Michigan* Detroit
characters are there, with the
dancer, the clown, the tight-rope
Detroit, Feb. 4.
Joan Caulfield, Tony Bennett, walker, the horse and the lion.
The other, imported act, the reFour Aces, Don Saxon & Tim HerTrampoloonles, displays
bert, Martin & Florenz, Bxid & nowned
Cece Robinson; “Lady Says No” knockabout routine with slick timing and obvious comedy angles that,
(UA).
make for sure-fire. The entire company, colorfully costumed, proThis variety show With Joan vides the familiar closing spectacle
Caulfield who is starred, in the ac- With song and dance, but
not becompanying film as headliner and fore a special plug is introduced
Casino.
featuring Tony Bennett and the for the upcoming film, “The Bello
Toronto, Feb. 1.
Four Aces is packiiig them in at of New York.” That provides that
Jan August, Bobby Wayne, The
the Michigan, which hasn’t had a extra dash of showmanship for
stage presentation in about a year. which this theatre is noted. Myro. Oliveras, Angel & Her Echoes,
James & Ardine, Jimmy Cameron,
Blonde and well-gowned, Miss
Archie Stone House Orch; “HarCaulfield contributes a sample of
lem Globetrotters” ( Col ).
her dramatic ability in a monolog
Apollo*
Y.
and impersonates Judy Holliday
Gene Ammons Orch (12), Saxie
and Katherine Hepburn for Well- Williams, Tom Parris Trio, Billy
Though it’s in to light returns,
earned plaudits.
Wright, Dusty .Fletcher & Co. (3), Murray Little has assembled a neat
Tony Bennett gets screams and Steve Evans, Ella Fitzgerald; 60-minute stage package with Jan
whistles from the highschool. bri- “ David Crockett Indian
Scout” August rating the only marquee
gade as he chants “Because of (U),
ltire;
It's still a neat wrap-up,
You,” “Cold, Cold Heart,” “I'vehowever, with; all acts scoring once
Got You Under My. Skin,” “Blues
Ella Fitzgerald is sparking the the customers are in.
in the Night,” and “Solitaire.” He’s
August is his usual terrif self at
current Apollo layout in one of
pleasant-mannered,
and a few its liveliest bills iii some time. the keyboard for his blend of clasihore .appearances should round out
Show
builds
nicely with a neatly sics and pops. His trademarked
his stage presence.
work on the trebles, ranging from
Aside from
minor technicalities, the response blended assortment of vaude turns Liszt’s “Rhapsody No. 2” to “Old
leading to her sock closer. Pewto his stylings was loud and long.
Piano Roll Blues,” rate a begoff.
The enthusiasm remained at the holders are in her power from the
Also in for neat returns are
high point for the Four Aces, who moments she walks on to open with Angel,
ventriloquist
9-year-old
the, Gershwin fave, “S’WQnderful.”
specialize in unusual arrangements
three dummies; James &
working
aimed at highly dramatic effects. Thrush can do no wrong from Jardine fqr their piquant taps and
then
on.
They did “Garden in the Rain,”
Thrush changes pace for a warm- eccentrics; the Oliveras with their
Sm/’ “Tell Me Why,” and “Begin
Wayne for a
hearted rendition of “Angel Eyes” balancing; Bobby
"the^Beguine” for solid mittings.
of sets of songs that got
wows with clever interpreta- couple
Don Saxon, emcee, is joined fOr and
McStay.
over
nicely.
one spot by his comedian partner, tion of “Frim Fram Sauce” a la
Tim Herbert, for a nice round of Louis Armstrong that has house
howling; It’s an expert showmanyocks.
Martin & Florenz, pup- ship bit.
peteers, score well with skits feaGene Ammons orch, comprised
turing Jimmy Durante and Dagof three rhythm, five reed and
Continued from page 1
mar.
^
Bud & Cece Robinson are a cou- four brass; tee off with a big,
ple of peppy dancers with clever brassy rendition of “Topay” and at the Blue Note in Chicago, his
get little else to do but cut rest of 12th date at the Chi cabaret since
r u lnes
an d
a
loose- jointed show. Ammons’ small crew, how? ;,
Organ i z i n g his small combo.
rhythm
that pleases.
Tew,
ever, dishes out enough hot rhythm Satchmo will, then one-night his
to please the jive aficionados. The way to New York where he’ll play
Olympia*
seven-man, combo— two reed, two his first date at the Paramount
brass, three rhythm—whip out an
Miami,. Feb. 1.
since 1941;
*
exciting musical set.. Best of the
. ir L;?»: Chaney & Co., Betty Reilly,
In September, he’ll take off on
Wally Brown, Elton Britt, June Ed- lot is “More Blues Up and Down,”
the first leg of a world junket
wards, Les Rhode House Orch; which features the torrid saxing of
that
will wind* up in Australia
maestro Ammons and Sonny Stitt.
'Double Dynamite ’* (RKO).
sometime in 1952. On this swing.
It’s an exciting Instrumental chal/

LEONARD

Gros.

values,

“Gangbusters” and “Dragnet,,” it’s
the coverage in this me-

felt that

lenore Kokman

Armstrong, will hit England where;,
he was barred a couple of years
due to a musicians union ruling.
Armstrong, who; will tour >vith
Velma Middleton and a s rri a 11
rhythm unit, will now be classified

dium

Songs

'

is sufficient;.

Reshuffling

8 Mins.

is

still

in the blue-

print stages.

Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.

Lenore Korman is a newcomer
with a lot of vocal savyy. She has
In addition to a big, well cultivated voice arid an
as a variety act,
though Lon Chaney, via movie rep, Off two tables and two chairs in vaude dates, Armstrong has also aptitudri for the light classics.
Continued from .page 3
might be so. labelled. Working with his jaws:
Miss Korman is not at her best
Steve Evans, white been pencilled in for a concert
a male aide, he delivers
rooms such as Cafe Society tor was relaxed curbs on dollar
a throw- comic, nabs some yocks with his. tour under the auspices of British
30
.vaude, the dramatic impreshes of a drunk and carbons National Federation of Jazz Clubs. Downtown. It’s fairly difficult for rem ittances
from
some
ii
? uto
sketch.
her to follow a jazz combo willi
Construction of the act, of assorted types of audience
Armstrong is also getting set classic renditions. She can work abroad.
of two test pilots arguing over laughter.
corporations
six
all
While
Africa
in
pic
be
shot
South
a
to
for
find a healthy and, .reaction
Dusty Fieticher supplies the com- in 1953. John Grierson, of the Brit- this room without benefit of loud- showed advances, particularly nosomea dame,: is reminiscent and
doesn’t edy antics in a fair sketch, Fletcher ish SOuthall Studios, has a script speakers, but she needs an audi- table have been the gains experiquite come off.
ence that this type .cafe doesn’t
works with a guy and gal aide for
enced by Universal. U had been
Jose.
Wally Brown emcees the rest of moderate yocks. Humorous situa- and budget ready for a Comedy attract.
heavily in the black jn the imtrieweeks,
a good show-. Handles
the chore tion is dissipated by. unnecessary, film to be completed in 13
its
bc'jan
diate postwar years,
in. top.,
PARRIS TRIO
and clicks in patter and the weak blackout is including coricert. dates in that
financial comeback in 1950 with
own spot on the laugh side with disappointing. Tom Parris Trio, area by Armstrong. Glaser and Trampoline
of. $1,355,000^ and has
earnings,
net'
ittmTovon
P lus the special trampoline turn, and, singer Billy Ernie Anderson, Armstrong pub- 5 Mins.
(/j ljbpen consiStsBtljtfhOwi
* >
i*
material,rthat is standard, withrll'ilho
tile unit Ian. 4he Apollo, N.
tffety A«tol li 1st, will aceomp
(Weight ^r$, veyicyeqd
Betty Reilly walks off with top
Tom Parris Tri two guys, and mont.
tour.
Gros;
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Capitalization

For

Suski-Benson ^Josephine’
“Josephine,” Thaddeus C. Suski’s
Wood Soanes, who panned Olivia de Havilland’s performance When
production of the Sally Benson
touring “Candida” played San 'Francisco earlier in the winter,
dramatization of several F. Scott her
wrote in the Oakland, Cal., Tribune Jast week, “I, for one/ wish her
Fitzgerald short stories, will he
and look; to the day when I can write ait enthusiastic, or even
well
capitalized at $50,000, Perry Watamiable, review of her work^s a stage personage.” Referring to rekins will design the scenery, but
that despite unfavorable notices in Chicago, the star had done
ports
selection of a director and cast Will
near-capacity business there, Soanes said, “Just why, with nothing at
await final script revisions.
stake,
she has chosen to leave the movies and invade a field that is
into
It’s hoped to put the play
strange to her, 1 cannot Say; but now that she has made the choice,
rehearsal the latter part of March
to rise above criticism and carry on is certainly to
determination
and open it on Broadway about the her
admire the shoemaker who declines tp
end of April, after a short tryout her credit. One must always
last
and
insists on his right to achieve equal fame as a hairstick to his
tour.
dresser. This is, after all, a free country. I admire, too, Miss de Havil-;
land’s ability to keep her temper. Lesser lights, chastised by professional playgoers, have siiapped back at their ‘persecutors’.
She has
maintained a dignified silence, and gone on about her business.”
.

Three closings on Broadway

last

involved a loss estimated to
totalled about $120,000. The

Week

have
shows included the Theatre Guild
=

Helen Harvey, Ex-MCA,
*
Play Dept.
Heads

WM

-

formerly

with

Helen Harvey,
revival of “Saint Joan,” starring .Music Corp. of America, lias
Uta Hagen; the City Center revival; f switched to the William Morris
Cestarring
Christie/’
of “Anna
Kevin agency as head of the play departleste Holm, Art Smith,
She had previously been
ment.
McCarthy and Grace Valentine,
recently

taken

Harald with the legit managements of
Gariy Wharton, Martin Gabel, Al-

by

over

Bromley for commercial presenta- fred de Liagre,. Jr., and the Playprotion, and Herman Shumlin’s
wrights Co. Her assistant at MCA,
duction pf “Gertie.”
Alice Katz, goes along in the same
final-week boxoffice spurt for
wJoan,” taking the gross over $16,the losi somewhat on
reduced
100,
the Guild offering. However, the

A

capacity.

Following apparent audience confusion at the tryout premiere, the
programs and billboards is being changed for this Week’s
engagement of “Mrs/ McThing” at the New Parsons, Hartford. Preliminary advertising arid the program for the Monday night (4) opening referred to the Helen Hayes stirrer as simply a “play by Mary
Chase,” identifying the latter as the author of “Harvey.” That seemed
to lead first-nighters to expect an adult play in somewhat similar vein
to Miss Chase’s click farce of several -seasons ago. However, new programs were printed and all billing was revised to present “Mrs.
McThing” just as it was when given its initial tryout last, summer at
the Barter Theatre, Abingdon, Va. At that time it was called “Mrs.
Thing” and was billed as “a fantasy for children of all ages.”
billing in both

'

'

„

feW months, legit
been handled by variThe Metropolitan Opera will unous members of the William Morris
deficit on the four-week engage- staff; With Martin Jurow in general dertake One of the most extensive
ment at the Century not only wiped charge..
tours in its 67-year history when
trek next
Out the approximately $10,000
it goes but on its annual
operating profit previously earned
month; Trip, to last seven full
but
Cott,
the
at
longer
weeks
weeks
In 14
weeks, will run two
of
-additional, loss
.involvedthan last season’s, It will bring the
$60,000
original
the
time
plus
first
$10,000.
for the
’Carmen’; Met to Montreal
Show With
production cost..
since 1911 and to Toronto for its
was
take
will
Principal reason the show
first visit since 1901. Tour
/
Upped B.O. Nets $28,960 in
kept running in the red at the
18 cities in 12 states, two Canaof
a
Century was in anticipation
“Carmen,” fourth and last, of .the. dian provinces and District- of Coroad tour, with Jennifer Jones in new productions the Metropolitan lumbia; will cover 7,418 mile^, and
Mike Sloarie, co-producer with ship of the American National
of Miss Hagen in the title, Opera has skedded for this season, include 55 performances, only six
r place
Paula. Stone (Mrs. Sloane) of “Top Theatre & Academy;
part. Withdrawal last week of Miss had. a boff preem iii N. Y. last less than on the longest tour the
expects to go to the Coast
Banana,”
Kermit Bloomgarden, producer
Jones wrecked plans for the tour, Thursday night (31), to shape up as Met’s ever made (1949).
this -week to powwow with Para- of Ltlliaii Heilman’s “Autumn Garhowever, at least for this season. one of the most striking producgross On the tour will mount about a film deal on the den,” is talking of revival next
Probable
Nevertheless, the Guild is storing tions in the Met repertoire. Comrun around $1,185,000, with the show, also to discuss a new musical. season the same author’s first hit,
the physical production and plans bination
circum- Met’s share of it estimated between
fortuitous
of
Bob Corris, manager of the “Children’s Hour”
“Danger
to send the show Out next fall with stances was responsible
casting of $900,000 and $950,000.
The Met Auditorium, Rochester,. N. Y., is Signal,” by Anne Ellis, has been
.another star.
Met optioned by Irving E. Bizmairi and
Rise Stevens, Richard Tucker, Na- may make about 10% profit on its also a city councilman
British Star For ‘Joan’.
dine Cohner and Frank Guarrera share, but it’s too, early to say yet, Opera star Patrice Munsel .may Julie Marvin for. production next
appear in a revival of “A Night in season ... Victor Moore will play
Identity of the new title actress as the leads; new sets and cos- as all railroading and other costs
by Rolf Gerard; fresh, dra- haven’t been ascertained. Last year Venice” being mulled by Edwin his original role of vice-president
tumes
WebMargaret
Isn’t disclosed,, but
Guthrie,
on Lester for presentation this sum- Throttlebottom in the Chandler
ster, who staged the revival with matic staging by Tyrone
the Met took in about $600,000
mer on the. Coast and subsequent Cowles-Ben Segal revival of “Of
Miss Hagen, will go to London soon and conducting by Fritz Reiner.
its share of the five-week Jour, national tour.
Eddie Dimond
Thee I Sing”
little with ati estimated profit of $65,000
Although pacing was
to confer with a British star about
Theatrical attorney L. Arnold will be stage manager of “Shuffle
Guild
The
taking the assignment.
leisurely here and there, overall to $70,000.
early Along”
busy
Harris will
kept
Charles
was
Weissberger
reportedly figures that in limited impact was sharp and vivid. GuthThe Met will take between 300 this Week receiving congratula- be company manager and Arthur
engagements and on subscription, rie, director of London’s Old Vic and 325 people on the tour, utiliz- tions '.(including singing telegrams) Cantor pressagenf of “Fire Sale.”
the Shaw play is a good prospect theatre troupe, and fourth of a ing two trains, and from 20 to 22 bri the wedding Sunday (3) of movAfter a lapse of 10 years, Karl
to regain a substantial portion of series of legit stagers brought in baggage cars. Troupe will give two ing-storage executive I. Arnold
Nielsen is back with the Theatre
deficit on tour.
actress - singer Guild as production stage manager
to pep up Met. productions this performances at the Lyric, Balti- WeisSbeirger
to
Although the “Anna Christie” year (Alfred Lunt, Garson Kanin more, March 25-26, and formally Saiiidra Deel, but the limit was for Christopher Fry’s “Venus Obwhen presents started served,” co-starring Rex Harrison
revival was a boxoffice click in its and Margaret Webster were the begin the trek in Cleveland April reached
regular 16-performance stand at others), brought oiit unusual dra- 14, staying a week. Tour will end arriving at his home. What has and Lilli Palmer. Nielsen’s first
the confusion of the two show with the Guild was “Philaincreased
in
failed
buried
hitherto
to
it
matic
values
top,
at
According
Center
$3
the City
in Montreal May 31.
Crowd Francis Robinson, the Met’s tour Unrelated Arnold Weissbergers for delphia Story” and his most recent,
presentations.
to draw in ifs 14-performance com- “Carmen”
years is the fact that both before “Venus,” was “As You Like
some
chorus
the
effective
at
top
scenes
and
vivid
head,
$4.80
at
mercial run
director and subscriptions
Harry Weissbergers,
Ben Kranz has been engaged
Lyceum. It dropped an estimated tableaux, were standout, while the “we’re going as late as the ther- are sons adof agency exec and the It”
one an
$10,000 on operation during its thespic performance of Miss Ste- mometer arid artists’ commitments other the founder of the, moving- as stage manager for. “The Grass
Harp,” the Truman Capote play
week-and-a-half run at the latter vens Was as dazzling as her vocal will permit.”
storage, firm.
which Saiiit Subber puts into reMezzo has
spot, which with, the cost of moving efforts were surefireUsing Big Arenas
Julann Caff rey,
A1 Goldin is general manager; hearsal Feb. 16
the production to the new location, probably never sung better in her
cities the Met. will with Frank Hall stage manager and who acted in “Caesar and Cleoseveral
In
the
on
deficit
total
the
life,
brought
Miller
Bill
and
Wood
Hardwicke and
Charles
Cedric
abyears’
with
patra”
some
after
commercial presentation to approxPerformance was taken over by be returning
advantage of assistants ori “Curtain Going Up.” Lilli Palmer, now conducts her
imately $20,000. The commercial the Metropolitan Opera Guild as a sence. It has taken
Woolf, currently tour- own TV program, “Woman’s Club,”
Stanley
smaller
than
rather
presentation was financed with the benefit for the Met’s Production large arenas,
in those ing condensed versions of “Dark- on WABD-DUmorit, daily,, at noon,
-approximately $25,000 remaining Fund, with tariff upped from the theatres or concert halls,
ness at Noon,” “Voice of the Mondays through Fridays.
from Bromley’s $50,000 production normal $7.50 top to, $25. Boxoffice cities to hypo the take. Chicago, Turtle” and “Heaven Can Wait,”
Marshall Migatz operates the
year, is beof “Glad Tidings.”
take was therefore a hish $28,960, which was visited last
is readying a portable edition of Salt Creek Summer Theatre at
because
spring
ing bypassed this
“Brigadoon,” to have a two-piano Hinsdale, 111., and not the Chevy
“Gertie” increased the week’s with the Guild also getting in cbnits Opera House capacity is top accompaniment and travel by bus.. Chase Summer Theatre at Wheel-.,
loss total by about $50,000. The tributions from subscribers in ex
small, and the margin of prpfit not
Joyce Hill, who as stage nian- ing, III., near Chicago, as epraBron.
Shumlin offering, his third of the cess of that amount.
big enough. St. Louis was included ager was the only femme in the tumed last week.
Phil Tyrrell
season, was financed at $65,000,
instead (its Kiel Auditorium seats “Stalag 17” company, left the show operates at Chevy Chase.
involved about $40,000 production
Chi Opera to sail yesterday (Tues.) for a legit
manaagainst
as
company
Schlissel,
10,000,
Jack
cost and dropped about $4,000 dur- Treacher to Kick Off 1st
Sidney ger of “Autumn Garden,” is due
assignment in France
House’s 3,600).
ing its tryout tour, the remainder
Goodner
and
Carol
Blackmer,
after the
25
Feb.
town
back
in
Cleveland
for
Tour sked calls
of the deficit coming from operatRichmond Stock in 10 Yrs. (with
Bethel Leslie will be in the cast Fredric March-Florence Eldridge
its 9,000-seat Public Audiing loss on the fiveyierformance
of “Brass Ring,” for which Forrest starrer ends its tour in WashingRichmond, Feb. 5,
torium), week of April 14; Boston, Haring will -be general manager ton
run at the Plymouth, plus closing
/ “Fourposter,” currently in
First winter stock here in mOre April 21 week; Washington (Capi- and Philippa Hastings stage man- its 15th week on Broadway, has
expenses,
visit
(first
28-29
ager.
just paid a 50% .dividend, reprethan a decade will be initiated at tol Theatre), April
since 1931); Richmond, April 30;
Bramwell Fletcher has taken senting the initial profit distributhe WRVA Theatre Monday (11)
Atlanta (Fox Theatre), May 1-2-3; over the part of Burgess, father of tion on the $40,000 venture
.
with the opening of a six-week Birmingham, 5-6 (first time in 10 the 33-year-old heroine in the Olivia de Havilland, who played
series operating on a guest-star years); Memphis (5,000-seat Ellis
her 200th performance Jan. 24 in
of
Havilland
revival
Olivia
de
As
Plays
icycling Two
basis. Arthur Treacher’s “Clutter- Auditorium), .7-8;
Dallas (4,300
“Candida,” replacing Berry Kroe- “Candida” (87 during her strawhat
buck” will kick off the series, to seat Fair Park Aua.), 9-10-11; Hous ger, who withdrew to undergo a tour last summer, and the balance
will
be followed by Nancy Carroll in ton (City Aud.), 12-13; Oklahoma throat
“Jezebel’s on her currerit road trek),
operation
“Legend of Sarah,” Ilka Chase in City (Muny Aud.), 14; Des Moines Husband,” comedy by Robert soon set a new record for number
Playwright Edward Caulfield is
of times any actress has done the
21,” Kay Francis in *Thea- (4,400-seat KRNT Theatre),
“Over
acquired
Nathan,
been
by
has
15;
the
of
instead
tiding a helicopter
role
New Dramatists CommitTwo of his atre,” and two other guest-stars Minneapolis (Northrup Aud.), 16- Roger L. Stevens and William tee ...
traditional bicycle;
a
beer party last
tossed
whose contracts are pending,
Bloomington, Ind., 19-20; Fields, in partnership with the Thursday night (31) , for their
17-18;
scripts are being tried out simulwith
which
they
Playwrights
Co-.,
Bertram Yarborough, as director, Lafayette, Ind., 21; St. Louis, 22taneously, one in the southwest
good, Joseph
made
who
member
are associated. It's slated for proKramm, author of “The Shrike."
and the other in New England. In has lined up a resident Equity com- 23-24; Toronto (14,500-seat Maple duction next season.
26-27-28,
and
Gardens),
actor for
will
be
guest
Ian
Keith
addition, he’s working on a new, pany. to feature Truman Gaige and Leaf
Peter Davis, business manager of
Barclay,
with
Cynthia Montreal (its ice-arena Forum), the Theatre Guild, is company Malcolm Atterbury’s presentation
untitled comedy, and two. other Patricia
scripts are making the managerial Latham, Lynn Kendall, Eugene 29-30-31.
manager of “Jane,” with Joseph of “Pgymaliojn” at the Playhouse,
and in
Stuckmann, Mark Hopkins, Judith
Toronto’s Gardens is also an ice- Heidt and Reginald DenenUolz Albany, Match 11-22,
rounds.
Feb.
George
Greenberg “The Velvet Glove,” t h e r e who
Caulfield’s “The Idea,” which Paige and Mary Cooper also oh tap. hockey arena. Its management ad- pressagentS,
•
Pratt,
26-March
8
JudsOn
Shows will play front Monday vises that it is building a special stage rrianager and. A1 Collins last appeared on Broadway in
has been, under option to several
James Murnan, forBroadway managements, is being night through Saturday matinee. bridge to take the Met’s scenery, assistant
has finished
mer treasurer of the Lydia Men- “Captain Billy Budd,” Army
tested at. the Brattle Theatre, Cam- There will be no Saturday night utilizing 40 tons ofc steel.
SignaL
Theatre, Ann Arbor, has another filiri for the
dclsshon
next
Tuesopening
the
is
Mass.,
performances,
as
theatre
bridge,
Corps. Roberta Jonay, his Wife, is
.manager;
been
appointed
succeedtour in
on
day (12), with Albert Marre direct- permanently booked as showcase
go
out
preparing
to
ing U. of Michigan professor
Shows in Rehearsal
ing and the cast including Anne for WRVA’S airshow, “Old Doririh
Herbert Kenyon, retired
The “Rose Marie” and “ShowboatPegg
Revere, and Alexis Menotis, hus- ion Barn Dance.”
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), proposed London production of Jacqueline Holt replaces
to
Paxistar
Katina
Greek
baiid of
Series has been pre-sold on a CD
Comedy-Drama ,R ( Revue j “Where’s Charley?” has been post- Conners as femme understudy
Chipago
nou, making his U. S. debut. The subscription basis at $12,50, but MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi- poned. by Cy Feiier and Ernest H. Maggi McNamara in the
company.
Blue”
“Moon
Is
being
tried
is
Spot”
author’s “Blind
O Operetta),
Martini until George Abbott is
house is scaled at a $2.50 top, cal Drama
—out, starting Tuesday (12), at Thea- thereby giving the sixth play as
available to repeat his original
‘•Collector’s Item” (C)
Roger staging.
tre ’52, Dallas, under direction of a bonus to subscribers.
Bits
Legit
London
Clark, prod.-dir.
Robert Porterfield, operator of
Margo Jones.
“Curtain Going Up” (R) Mur the Barter Theatre, Abingdon, Va.,
Leontine Sagan, German legit
“Stacey Jones,” Caulfield’s comvyn Nelson, prod.-dir.
last week sent cards wishing his and film director, back in London
edy about the Long Island R. R.,
“Flight Into Egypt” (D)-r-Irene friends Happy Ground Hog Day. after two years in South Africa.
which George Abbott dropped last
Ivor
M. Selznick, prod.; Elia Kazan/dir.
“Red ..Letter
..Day,” jiew play She will probably do the next
season after a wreck on that line,
“Little
Evil”
(C)
Clay by tJ. S. author Andrew. Rosenthal, Novellp musical which was founa
H.
and “An Innocent in Time,” his
(Feb, 4-17)
Blaney, Leonard Altobell, prods.; whose “Third Person” is a current among his effects after his sudden
play "about Lord Byron, which was
Altobell, dir.; Henry Hull, star.
London hit, will open Feb. 21 at death, with show to be presentea
tried out last summer at the Prov•*»
“Long Watch” (C)—Anthony B. the Garrick in the West End
by Tom Arnold.
“Blithe Spirit”—-Lenox Hill Play,
T
incetown (Mass.) Playhouse, are house, N. Y. (13-17).
Farrell-Charles
Coburn,
prods;; Alfred Stern, formerly associated
A1 Rosen’s “Mary Had A Little,
being circulated by agent Carl
with various local and industrial produced in the West End Nov. 27,
“Pygmalion”
De Witt Clinton John Larson, dir.
Cowl. Meanwhile, the author has Community Center, Bronx, N. Y.
“One Bright Day” (D)—Howard fairs and shows, will be the direc- is to he revived by Jack Walter
Syndicate
partly completed a new script of (8); Bryant Youth & Adult Cen- Lindsay - Russel
Crouse,
prods.; tor of a .new department of com- early in March, for the
r
»
muniiy and industrial showman- Halls,
undisclosed subject
iMidhael Gordon, dir.
tefrj Queens, N. "Y. (15-16)*
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Band Singer Baird to Sob
[

As Nat’l ‘SP’ Lead 2 Weeks
Eugenie

understudy

Baird,

to

Janet Blair, star of the national
company* of “South Pacific” takes
the*
of
fold..
oyer
the lead for two weeks when
After the quick
Broadthe show leaves Chicago. SheTl do
<‘Anna Christie” revival on
network
a
the
two-week stand at St. Paul and
3d Major
way last week, following
Stock at Jamaica, B.W.I.,
legit circles
Minneapolis, starting Feb. 25.
telecast of the play,
chilly to tele use
Miss Baird, a former band
are inclined to be
for
Due
North
Carolina
Mulled by J. D. MacArthur
properties. ^The
Singer, had given her notice effecof current stage
Greensboro, N. C., Feb. 5.
tive when the show closed in ChiJohn D. Mac Arthur: publisher
proposed NBC-TV presentations,
Another
historical drama will be cago', Febr -23,
largefor
circuit
closed
but decided to con- of Theatre Arts mag, is mulling
over a
North Carolina scene this, tinue during Miss Blair’s vacation, the idea of presenting a stock comccreen theatre viewing, of the cur- on the
Leigh summer, The newest is “Horn of and will then leave the show for pany this winter at Tower Isle, in
rent Laurence OlivieivVivieii
Cleopatra
the West,” an outdoor “symphonic nitery and TV dates.
revivals of “Caesar and
Jamaica, B.W.I,
During his cur*:
will drama” about Daniel Boone and
Cleopatra,”
and
rent vacation there, he’s discussing
arid “Antony
for possible early settlers in western North
the proposition, with Abe Issa,
be carefully watched
indications of subsequent public Carolina. Sponsored by the South- Seek
owner of a hotel where the vento Complete
interest in the legit originals at ern Appalachian Historical Assn.,
ture would be located. Plan would
it will have its premiere June 27
the Ziegfeld, N.Y.
call, for
flying Stars from New
D.C.
Amphitheatre;
For the present, at least; the at an Open-air theatre on the BlowYork for weekly changes' of bill,
unions are going along on i li e ing Hock highway near the town of
with a resident company of Equity
closed-circuit proposition, on, the Boone:
players.
Similar setup is now in
“Horn” was written by Kermit
assumption that a single-time showWashington, Feb. 5.
Its .second season under the mam
ing on a charged-admission basis Hunter, who. also authored “Unto
Washington will have a perma- agement of Philip Langner arid
and
Hills,”
a
pageant
of
the
These.
may not hurt the stage edition
Mariulis
at
Nassau,
nent outdoor amphitheatre suitable Marti
might even boost public interest Cherokee Indian which plays each
Bahamas.
by word-of-mouth comment. On Summer at Cherokee, N. C. The for any type of large-scale! show or
insurance
MacArthur,
Chicago
a
that basis, the Fact Finding Com- state’s third major summer drama concert, if requests for an addition- executive; is the brother of playmittee representing the various is “The Lost Colony,” presented at al $200,000 to complete the Carter wright Charles MacArthur.
unions last week okayed the pro- Fort Raleigh and authored by Paul
Barron Memorial Amphitheatre are
posed TV shows provided all class- Green.
granted. Expenditure lias been
ifications are paid according to the
requested by. Paul Massman, exec
standard Actors Equity formula.
each
for
pay
week’s
one
director
Of the Sesqui-Ceritennial
That is,
observance. Massman stated that
day’s work, including rehearsal.
funds would be used to condition
The “Cleopatra” telecasts are ex*
1
I the $642,000 outdoor structure for.
pected to originate from the Ziegalmost any type of entertainriient
fold st&66«
Although the example of a sinproduction before it is turned over
to the National Capital Parks Divigle show may riot be conclusive
Baltimore, Feb; 5.
proof that a regular network tele- , In order to get the ANTA Play sion of the Dept, of Interior. TransGov; Theodore R; McKeldln’s
cast of a play is fatal to a current Series management off a contrac- fer is skedded for Dec. 31, 1952,
Commission on Interracial Problegit version, the case of “Anna” Is tual hook; the current tryout of When the Sesqui Commission is terlems and Relations provided the
regarded as strong evidence in “Mrs. McThing” will probably be minated by law.
out, in solving the problem of segthat, direction. It’s rioted that the extended a second week at the
Such improvements as an acousTV edition of the work was done New Parsons, Hartford; The mat-, tical shell, a permanent lighting regation that has plagued, the local
at Ford’s here for
the same night that the. stage re- ter is to be decided; today (Wed,); system, curtain, traveler and an im- legit scene,
years. In a brief statement issued
vival reopened at the Lyceum,
Necessity for keeping the Mary proved sound system are sought.
house-manager John Little,
N.Y., following Its successful two- Chase play, starring Helen Hayes, This, would expand use of the am- by
week stand at pop prices at the out of town an extra week stems phitheatre, named for the late which reversed a policy In exthe house recN.Y. City Center. There was re- from the? terms; of the author con- Carter Barron, Loew’s Washington istence since 1871,
findings
portedly indication of public in- tract. for “Desire Under the Elms,” head, for commercial as well, as ognized the Commission’s
that the “climate of opinion in our
terest in the commercial presentaANTA’s current show at the ANTA civic use. Since the Sesqrii Commis- community is changing In direction
tion of the show Until the telecast,
Playhouse, N. Y. Apparently due sion has. a balance of $1,400,000, of removal of discrimination beafter which the response was negto an oversight, a deal with Eu- chances for the appropriation are tween races,” and accepted the recligible.
gene O’Neiil; was signed providing considered good.
ommendation “to lift such discrimSince regular TV shows, in conthat “Desire” cannot be moved or
Expenditure for the amphithea- inatory practices as now exist.”
trast to closed-circuit offerings, are
closed unless the gross drops be- tre would in no way affect a bipartiDropping of the color line means
available for gratis home viewing
low $12,000. Last week’s take was san move, started in the House of the end of the picket lines that
(Continued on page 60)
over $14,100.
Representatives recently by Reps. have paraded in front of the legit
“Mrs, McThing” had been sched- Roy W. Wier (D., Minn.) and Car- landmark of several seasons, causuled to open a week next Tuesday roll Kearns (R., Pa.), to transfer ing several attractions arid stars to
(12) at the. ANTA Playhouse, but the Sesqui balance to start a na- refuse local dates and hampering
with “Desire” lodged there indef- tional civic opera house and_ thea- bookings generally.
Aid toPix Nabe Problem; initely regardless of Play Series tre.
Theatre Guild, which with the
management wishes, it would have
Meantime; although no final ac- American Theatre Society has been
necessary to book the Miry tion was taken by the Sesqui Com- promoting subscription setups of
St Louis Setup Watched been
Chase play into another house. mission, prospects for an addition- six to seven weeks a season, now
St. Louis, Feb. 5.
Since that would involve consider- al season’s run of the Paul Green
come up with four weeks
Winter stock company experi- able confusion about substitute historical pageant, ‘‘Faith of Our has to
balance of current season.
ment at the midcity Empress The- locations for Series subscribers, Fathers,” seemed assured. At a. for
This year has been the slimmest
atre, two miles from downtown St.
with various additional costs for White House meeting of the Comonly a
Louis, has aroused much attention advertising, etc., the management mission Jari. 15, the President in the house’s history, with
through the midwest. Joseph C. will probably gamble on “Desire” joined such members of the group few meagre weeks played to date.
and Louis K. AnSell, chain film dropping below the $12,000 level as Speaker of the House Sam Ray- A three-day dating of the. Shuberts’
“The Merry Widow” is set for Feb.
operators, asked. Robert E. Perry,
to allow the Hayes show to burn, and Sen. Margaret Chase
summer stock operator, from An- in time the Playhouse week later Smith (R., Me.) in , kudosing the 14, with “The Cocktail Party” and
a
occupy
‘A Member of the Wedding,” mendover, N. J„ to come here, organthe production. Their enthusiasm has tioned for March.
than originally planned,
ize the season and direct. Good
encouraged -Massman to start spade
or 20.
Feb.
19
night
of
notices boosted the first bill
Fortunately, “Mrs. McThing” is work oil plans for the coming seaGene Raymond In “Voice Of The
selling out this week in Hartford son. These entail a run from July
Turtle’’
to 85% capacity for this
IS
presumably stay there a 1 through Labor Day. Budgeted
1,500-seat house. Moderate notices and can
second stanza without running into at $110,000, the show has a revenue
reduced the, second week’s bill
potential of $155,000. Last year,
LEGIT FIELD
INTO
big
loss.
a
Arthur Treacher, in “Clutterbuck”
with a nut of $87,000, the show
Chicago, Feb. 5.
to 65% capacity.
up slightly in the black with
wound
The Ansells have received nuLegit and pictures got support
$90,000 in the till.
merous inquiries from film Operaunexpected source here
Massman stated that he would from an
tors in midwest cities, who wonder
week when Rev. James Clarke
last
for
the
welcome commercial offers
whether the installation of stock
1ST $35,000
addressing 1,000 deleLouis,
St.
4,000-seat outdoor theatre 'for the of
companies with name leads may
gates to the National Council of
First payment of $35,000 was
month of June..
solve a critical real estate probPresbyterian Men’s meeting here
made last Week to backers of
what to do with the neigh- ‘‘Paint Your Wagon,” Cheryl Crawlem
last week, asked that the church
borhood house.
get back in the drama field where it
ford’s production of the Alan Jay
Cost of launching the venture,
was a major factor until ShakeLerner-Frederick Loewe musical. ‘Blondes’ $23,215 Profit
and renovating the old Empress,
speare’s time. Minister said the
That represented the overcall ori
which last gave live shows 20 years
Protestant church needed drama
total investment of $210,000.
a
Yet
Biggest
Jan. 19
ago, gives the Ansells a sizable
again, and pointed to the resurThfe capital return was made
stake in the future of drama in
‘‘Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” had gence of morality plays, old and
total operating profits of $52 ,from
St. Louis. Empress is legit union
actual profit of $23,215 for the new, especially: the church pro277 through Jan. 12, including $26,- an
throughout backstage, with full pit
ending Jan. 19, when the ductions of Christopher Fry’s “A
756 net return for the five-week week
band, and
non-union in front. period ending that date. It left gross was $81,127. the highest in Sleep Of Prisoners;”
Scaled to gross near $12,000 a
musical’s Broadway and tourthe
production
of
the
$255,570
He also praised the picture inweek, theatre Could prosper, de- $203,293
ing history. That is revealed in the
cost still to be regained.
dustry’s contribution of high-class
spite heavy cost Of railroading each
accountant’s report for the engageweek
rights
last
film
Sale of the
and church films, which
week’s star and paying name-leads,
seven per- Biblical
plus ment, which included
he claimed have revolutionized the
such as Treacher, $1,500 a week to Louis B. Mayer for $200,000
at the 4,000-seat Munich
formances
after
gross
educational programs of
5% of the picture’s
Plus percentage.
Louis, and one religious
of
negative pal Auditoryim, St.
denominations
major
all
These costs would be materially repayment Of double the
at the 4,139-seat KRNT Theatre,
of
minimum
reduced if a circuit of five or 10 cost, will bring a
The Herman Levin- America.
production, the Des Moines.
to
legit
$72,000
the
midwest cities developed through
Oliver Smith production had a
usual 60% going to the authors.
talks the Ansells are
profit of $4,712 the previous week
now having
(Further details in Picture secerard Plans Legiters
with Kansas City and other inon a $47,291 gross at the Orpheum,
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Click opening of “Jane” last
week at the Coronet, N.Y,; apparently ends a severe production
slump for the Theatre Guild. Although its still too early to predict
major financial success for the
comedy, it’s evident that the Guild’s
long succession of costly flops is at
least temporarily over. Also, with
the scheduled opening next week
of the promising “Venus Observed” production, starring Rex
Harrison arid Lilli Palmer; things
are looking better than at any time
in years for. the Guild.
While “Jane” got only an even
split in the first-string notices, it
drew favorable reactions from the
critics who are regarded as having
the most potency at the boxofflce.
Outstanding in this connection was
the rave from Brooks Atkinson, of
the Times, who is rated the most
influential with the playgoing public;
particularly the vital broker
trade.
Moreover, the tone of the
reviews tended to stimulate trade"
for the show.
At its estimated break-even nut
of $14,000, the S. N. Behrman comedy, “suggested by” a story by W.
Somerset Maugham, can net around
$7,000-$8,000 a Week at Capacity,
which would enable it to get into,
the black in about six weeks or so.
It thus may prove to be thfe Guild’s
biggest money-maker since “1 know
My, Love,” the
Lunt-Fontanne
starrer adapted by Behrman from
the French of Marcel Achard. It
was produced in the 1949-50 season and ultimately earned about

.

.

•

.

.

(Continued yn page 58)

Not So Welitch At

All’s

Met as N.Y. Orix Pepper
New York’s music critic fraternity had something of a field day
last week, following, the performance of “La Boheme” last Wednesday (30) at the Metropolitan Opera.
Ljuba Welitch, flamboyant, hefty,
red-haired. Viennese soprano who
Was a sensation three years ago in
her debut at the Met in “Salome,’*
was portraying the Musetta role
in ‘‘Boheme,” for her first time in
N. Y. Her scenery-chewing performance had the. boys sq; steamed
up that they really let the lady
have it next day, flailing away in
a

blunt, personal fashion rare in
legit circles and almost unheard of
in the plushier purlieus of grand
.

.

.

1

—

CHURCH

—

URGED TO GET

BACK

—

‘WAGON’ BACKERS GET

‘

.

PAYMENT

—

Week
;

tion.)

wrests,.

Strong matinee trade and
cony sale is one of the major
velopments for this suburban
Louis stock try. Audiences ap;
Pleased with the return to 1
and the $2 top is big lobby
eussion. Little competition
m this city for stock, since e:
munity theatre activity is virti
non-existent, in St. Louis.
(
legiter is the
downtown Amer
16 *
k®* frequent.
<

.

weeks

-<

Bristol Old Vic in ‘Verona*
London, Jani 29.
_
With the presentation of “The
Two Gentlemen Of Verona” at the
Old Vic on Feb. 19, the Bristol
Old Vic Co. will be. making its debut at the parent theatre. Com-

Kansas City.
According to the accountant’s report, the grosses for the Kansas
City stand and the Houston engagement the week before were incorrectly quoted. The actual figure
for Houston was $23,335 for three
profit of
performances, with
$3,016.

pany is headed by Laurence Payne
and Pamela Alan.
Haris Schwieger has signed a
‘’Verona,” which is^set for. two new three-year contract as director
weeks only v will ,be followed by of the Kansas City Philharmonic
Orchestra, beginning next fall.
“King Lear,**

At H’wood Las Palmas

opera.

“What her Musetta did
cini’s opera. "said the

to Puc-

N, Y. Times’

Howard Taubman, “had
to be seen to be believed. One has
seen hamming and hokum at the
Met in the past, but never quite a
-shambles like this.” The portrayal,
music

ed,

added Taubman, “was so exaggerated, that the bounds of credibility
and indulgence, even for an opera,
house, were left far behind.” Her
singing never made up “for the

damage she did

to the opera as a

whole,”

The Herald Tribune critic, Virgil
Thomson, referring to Miss Welitch’s “powerful interference” with
the opera, said that “one was
obliged to pinch oneself from time
” to believe that, such things,
to tii
were really going on in a serious

performance.
“One has not seen such a hilarious piece of female impersonation
since the days of the late land immortal) Bert Savoy
Staged in
a review. Miss Welitch ’s number
Continued ori page 60)
.
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Now

Turning Into Feast

Cincinnati, Feb. 5.
Cincy’s dramatic fami
ended
the settlement of. wage disputes between the Shuberts and
union musicians, stagehands and
treasurers, turns to a feast beginning Feb. 11 when “Bell, Book and
Candle” unfolds in the 1 ,300-seat
Cox tor a week s engagement at a
.

,

by

Hollywood, Feb. J5.
Hal Gerard took over Las, Pal- $4.31 top.
for a series of
here
String of bookings to follow
as Theatre
productions, opening with almost unbroken succession ingit
consisting of cludes Cornelia Otis Skinner in
Tonite,”
’hree for
.

i

ree original one-act plays slar- “Paris ’90,” week of Feb. 18 in the
ug his Wife, Ge Ge Pearson,
Cox at a $3.69 top; “Gentlemen
Schedule calls for a four- week Prefer Blondes” In the 2,500-seat
Taft, week of March 2. to be folin, to be followed by other origGuild foural plays, each to be budgeted at lowed by a Theatre
attrac’,500. Jack Present was signed as shdw package, and other
mai-ol tnana'MI*.
tions.

.

TIi roc

Wishes for Jamie
New

Haven, Feb.

..

,

it

There’s color in the sets; color
the lighting, color in the costumes, and wheji the three get together, it’s quite a rainbow. Also,
there’s color film musical material
Bone,
in “Jamie.’

.

in

Mra.McThing

Bennett; choral arrangements,
William Ellfeldt; conductor, Joseph Littan.
At .Shubert, New Haven, Feb, 4i
Russell

'52; $5.40 top.

.

Hartford; Feb.

presentation of comedy-drama
In three acts (five scenes) by Mary Chase.
Stars Helen Hayes; features Jules Mun-

•

.

shin, Brandon de WUde, Enid Markey.
Paula Trueman. Irwlrt Corey, Mildred
Chandler. Directed by Joseph Buloff; settings and lighting by Lester Polakov; costumes by Lucinda Ballard. At New Par*
sons, Hartford. Feb. 4, *52; $4.20 top.
Helen Hayes
Mrs. Howard V. Larue II.
..... ;
f Mary Michael
Carrie ......
Paula Trueman
...
.
Sybil.
Enid Markey
Evva Lewis . .....
.Marga Ann Deighton
Maude Lewis. .... .
Mildred Chandler
Grace Lewis
Ernest Borgnine
Nelson
.Brandon de Wilde
Boy
.Iggle Wolfington
Chef
... William Lanteau
Walter
Irwin Corey
Dirtv Joe...... ...........
-Fred Gwynne
..
StinkCr
Poison Eddie ............ Jules Munshln
randon de Wilde
Howay
...
Lydia Reed
......; ....
Mimi.
Mrs Schellen bach ......Minnette Barrett
Solen Burry;
1st* Policeman ; .... ....
2nd Policeman ...... .Robert Sagalyn
........... Elsa Freed
Crone
Ann Buckles
Fairy

i

McRuln

.......... V.

Tafi

..

Towers

Michele^ Burke
Robert Halliday
Shanahan..,. .......Charlotte Rae
Roc Tavlsh. ......... .Bert Wheeler

Bridgie Gulnn

v.

Tim Shanahan.

Jamie McRuln
Maeve Harrigan
Aunt Bid
....

John

:

Anne

........
... ; . . . .

>

.Granla

.

Rail!

.

Jeffrey*

O'Malley

, .

.

.

,

. .

.

.

.

. .

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

.Jeff Morrow
Randal Devlin .. . ...
Jess Proddy ............... Royal Dano
Malcojm Keen
'Shiel Harrigan
Dennis O'Ryan.
.....Peter Conlow
.Ralph Morgan
Father Kerrigan
Kevin
.Billy. Chapin
....
Dick Foote
Sheriff Haines
Kenneth: Francis. .
.Pud Flanagan
Johnny Finley ........... .Jackie Schalle
Sorley Boy Donner. .....
Alfred Catal
Little Patrick.
.......... .Martin Walker
Dancers: Sandra Zell, George Foster,
.

5.

ANTA

McGUire
....... .-. . . .Walter Burke
Cassidy
............ .Wilton Clary
...Richard- Scott
Old Dan McRuln.;.

.

.

.

'

Doris Atkinson, Estelle Aza. Ann Deasy,
Lorna Del Maestro, Mary Haywood, Mildred’ Ann. Mauldin, Janet Sayern, Buddy
Bryan, James Capp, Donn Driver, Jerry
Newby,. Greg O'Brien, Joe Stember.
Singers: Leigh Allen, Michele Burke,.
second
McThing”-— the
“Mrs.
Clatidla Campbell, Marie Gibson, Ellen
Lane, June uelmer, Ann Richards, Tall
offering of the season is a
..Towers, Robert Baird, Jerry Cardonl,
clasmight
be
that
fantasy
comedy
Clifford Fearl, Robert Lamont, Richard
sified, as an American “Peter Pan.”,
Scott, Donald Thrall, Richard Vine.
. .

-

.

-

•

.

-

—

ANTA

.

it embarked at HartParsons, the play had
Apparently Albert and Arthur
Originally
Lewis believe in the old bromide; had several names.
If. at first you don’t succeed, try, skedded to be a two-acter, it wound
try again.”
After a last summer up as a last-minute three-acter.
Although Helen Hayes is the
tryout of “Three Wishes for Jamie”
on the Coast, an effort that just magnetic lure that draws the audididn’t jell, they withdrew the musi- tors tlivoiigh the wickers, a very cacal for a diagnosis of its ailments. pable cast aids and abets her in
Retaining some of the technical selling the divertissement. Usual
artisans (Eugene Lorlng on chore- opening-night looseness Was much
ography, George Jenkins on set- in evidence last night (Mon,), but
tings, Miles .White, on costumes, this will be taken care of in short
Robert Russell Bennett and Wil- order.
The play is expected to shatter
liam Ellfeldt on arrangments), the
doctoring job was turned over to all sorts of records for the short
Abe Burrows who, aft chief sur- history of the house, by the time
geon, did a complete revamp of it winds up Saturday after eight
It’s:
expepted to
the book and restaged the overall performances.
gross better than $25,000 for the
production.
This time they have come up week’s stand. Tonight’s opening
with a potential winner, whose cur- was SR0.
Show deals with an exacting
rent major stumbling block is its
length (thrtffe hours and a quarter). ivory-tower mother who expects
It’s a pleasing blend of tune, terp her Son to be a perfectionist. For
and tale. Last-named being the de- this desire, a w|tch switches the
partment in which the production son to a skid row dive, where he
becomes a dishwasher. In his place
is somewhat overboard.
Score gets an excellent workout, the witch gives the mother a perboth solo-wise and ensemble.. In fectionist son, the acme in manhis first double-duty stage musical, ners, dress, poise, culture, etc.
Ralph Blane has cooked up. a gen- Eventually the mother joins the son
erally bright set of lyrics to ac- in the skid row beanery as floor
company his widely-varied tunes. sweeper-dishwasher, as a result of
Hitting the: scales with a range the witch’s doings, while she is rerunning from ballad to comedy placed by a duplicate in her ultranumbers, the composer impresses ultra tower. The son, in the inhas become a mobster.
as a versatile cleffer. “My Heart’s terim,
Darlin’,” “Coin’ on a Hayride,” “It Eventually, both mother and son
Must Be Spring” and “It's a Wish- regain their rightful place in the
ing World” have pop hit earmarks; homestead, and the other under“LoVe Has Nothing to Do With goes a change of heart, making her
Looks” is a comedy click, and a person of warmth, displacing a
same goes for ‘Til Sing You a heart of chill and exclusion.
The Mary Chase comedy is well
Song.” “Trottin’ to the Fair’Ms a
sprightly number that provides a scripted and loaded with heavy
terp smash. “The Army Mule” is hunks of laughter. The three oldstirring act-two
a
opener, and maid colleagues of the mother are
“The Girl That I Court in My faintly reminiscent of Macbeth’s
Mind” gets the show off to an early trio of cauldron cronies. They are
well charactered. Direction by Jovocal bang.
Burrows’ revise of the Charles seph BuloflL is skillful and helps
the
comedy department pay the
O'Neal novel opens with a wake in
Ireland in 1890.. The absent corpse highest dividends. Choice of charat the wake is Jamie McRuin, who acters here is excellent in the varireally wasn’t dead, but who took ance of the personalities.
Miss Hayes, as the mother, dishis supposed drowning as means
to get to America to fulfill three plays hev high-calibre range of
wishes granted by a fairy. First emotions and vivacity. Brandon de
Wish is to travel, second is to Wilde is also top-drawer in his duo
meet and marry a girl he will love role, of the normal and perfectionist son: Jules Munshin turns in a
Third is to have a son.
Second wish comes in the per- grade-A comic performance as skid
son of Maeve Harrigan, daughter row restaurant owner and mob
of the chief of a band of -Irish leader. Successfully aiding Murihorse-traders operating near At shiri in this department are Irwin
lanta, Ga.
Third wish comes a Corey and Fred Gwynne. As the
cropper when Maeve is unable to three hags, Enid Markey, Marga
have a child, but dramatic impact Ann Deighton. and Mildred Chandler are topnotch.
is provided when, the pair adopts a
Lydia Reed, a moppet, turns in
mute lad who gains powers of
peech through an old Irish custom a first-rate job as the daughter of
Others who do comof wishing: for it at just the right the witch.
mendable jobs are. Mary Michael,
moment.
Trueman
and Iggie WolfingPaula
Choreography emphasizes lively
•tepping, f e a t u r i n g ensembles ton. Elite morning room and skid
rather than individuals. Exception row restaurant settings by Lester
to this is a clever solo, ‘‘Expectant Polakov are also, in the okay deFather” danced by Peter Conlon partment.
Whether Broadway takes to this
with
outstanding effect.
Sandra Zell and George Foster also ‘depends on Whether it is in the
mood
for fantasy. With Miss Hayes
rate program mention as contributon the marquee* the b o. selling
ing hoofers.
Anne, Jeffreys sparkles her way job will be very much eased.
Eck.
through her lighter numbers, handles her dramatic moments well
and is a generally fine choice as
femme cast topper, Vocally, she 'Starfish* for

By

the time

ford’s

New

:

Workshop

John Raitt sells
“Starfish,” by William, Nobel,
himself handsomely, adding ca- will
be given a studio production
pable acting talent to a standout
and
be the subject of subsequent
Voice that registers heavily.
12-13 as the first
Bert Wheeler is right at home discussion Feb.
as an old Irish matchmaker and such event of the New Dramatists
he does surprisingly well in a semi Workshop, in New York.
An invited audience will be presGood support is
straight role.
added by Robert Halliday, Mal- ent and participate in the subsecolm Keen, Jeff Morrow, Ralph quent confab.
fits -excellently.

:

;

.

Reading from Classics;

Show

Latest

Biz

Jane

the only question
about the commercial potential of
this offering is how large a public
there is for dramatic readings at
a $4.80 top. The show is a cinch
for at least a moderate run on the
basis of an intense following and,
with its relatively low. production
and operating cost, will mop up
even on a limited run. It's scheduled for six Weeks, With a likelihood of being extended to at least
First of

,

Theatre Guild production of comedy In;
three act* by 6. N. Behr/nan, *dgge>ted
by an original story of W. Somerset
Maugham. Stars Edna Best, Baill Rathbone; features Howard St. John, Irene
Browne, Philip Friend. Directed by Cyril
Ritqhard; scenery and costumes* Elfi von
Kantzow; Miss Best’s gowns, Valentina.
At Coronet. N, Y„ Feb, 1, '52; $4.80 top
($5,40 Friday, Saturday nights; $8 open-

Rash

all*

*

ing).

Ann Tower .............

Adrienrte Corri
Peter Crewe .......... ..William Whitman

Butler. ................ .... ... A1

Collins

•

William Tower. ......... ..BasU Rathbone.
MiUicent Tower ........... Irene Browne
Edna Best
v.
Jape Fowler........
.

;

.

...
Maid
Lord Frobisher.

and is to be resumed next
with a revised list of selections.
Distinctive angle of this: presentation is that London playwrightstar Emlyn Williams, instead of
appearing as himself, is giving a
performance of Charles Dickens
reading from his own novels and
stories. Since Dickens is supposed
to have regarded himself as an
actor (and apparently convinced a
huge paying public that he was),
Williams presumably has justification for overdramatizing these selections, since no One. can say aueight,

. . . , . .

.

Sarah MarshaU
St. John

Howard

Gilbert Dabney,.,.,;....... .Philip Friend

fall

thoritatively

Dickens

that

“Jane”

is

a mass of contradic-

It has a droll premise, an
lot of talk; and considerable
wit, but. isn’t much of a play. It’s

tions.

awful

expertly played Bnd deftly staged,
but. it frequently seems pretty holIts characters appear to be
rather shallow, but they’re mostly
inclined to be likeable at’ heart. The
show itself should have a moderately good run, but isn’t likely to
have mass popularity.
In style and treatment, “Jane”
is characteristic of its authorship.
It was dramatized by S. N. Behrman (“suggested by,” the program
expresses it) from a story by W.
Somerset Maugham, and is a suave,
wise, amusing but strangely synthetic yam that never quite seems
to achieve concrete form or reality.
low.

didn’t

:

,

1952

6,

Williams, Laughton Click

Town

Morgan and Royal Dano. Charlotte
Rae rates a substantial nod for her
comedy antics, Billy Chapin does
a capable bit as the mute moppet.

5.

Arthur Lewis production of
musical in two acts (19 scenes) with book
by Charles O'Neal and Abe Burrows,
based on O'Neal's novel, ahd music and
* lyrics by Ralph Blane.. Stars Anne JeffJohn R. Raltt; features Bert
reys,
'Wheeler, Robert Halliday, Malc6Im Keen,
Jeff Morrow, Ralph Morgan, Peter' Conlow, Charlotte Rae, Royal Dano. Directed
by Burrows. Choreography. Eugene Lorlug and Ted Cappy; settings, George Jenkins; costumes, Miles White; lighting,
Feder; orchestral arrangements, Robert
Albert'

Owen

.
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Katie

:.

..

do

so. Actually, these are recitations, with the actor making brilliant use of different voices; ges-

tures~and body movement for the
various characters presented, and
oft reading the

never comejs to life in this
insensitive production.
Primarily, this
to stem
sister,

seems

from the approach, which appears
to

substitute

earnestness for humor. Thus, not only are there onlv
a couple of mild laughs in the
potentially amusing first act, but
the hurried playing leaves no opportunity for comedy. Moreover
the performances a whole seem
curiously static and lacking in emphasis. For example, one of the
play’s key scenes, involving an
illuminating clash of wills between
the heroine and the visiting producer, is played all the way upstage, partly pbscuted by a large
armchair, and in a ruinously understated tone.
Despite the fact that she’s practically on her own, however, Miss
Johns registers as an unusually
winning actress. Not only does sh
make the heroine a believable person, but her quietly expert comedy
playing provides virtually the sole
texture and color of the yarn. In
addition, she has star authority
and personality.
As the flam’

1

;

boyant Hollywood agent, Polly
Rowles also, has conviction and gets
the. laughs in a relatively direct
role.

Albert Dekker, who has secondary star billing, gives a corifused
impression as the not-rtoo-scrupuBut artful handling makes it pala- lous Broadway producer; Alan
table, if not superlative entertain- Napier contributes a. competent
performance as the heroine's imment.
V

not even a pretense
material.

Despite the occasional overdramatization, the failure to let the
text speak more for itself, William? generally gives an eloquent
interpretation of the Dickens writ^
The story,' somehow not entirely
ing and p r o v i d e s an absorbing credible, is about a dowdy, middleshow. And, if intermission com- aged Liverpool widow who marries
a penniless young architect, biossoms out In glad rags and becomes
the rage of the London smart set
S. Hurok presentation of Emlyn Wilon the novelty Of her directness
liams, as Charles Dickens in a program
of six selections (with two. intermissions) instead of the usual small talk.
from the novelist's works.- At Golden, After that diverting start, however,
.

;

Emlyn Williams

N, Y., Feb, 4, '52; $4.80 top ($6 opening).
Includes: "Moving in Society.'* from
"Our Mutual Friend"; "Paul," ‘from
"Dombey and Son"; "Mr. Bob Sawyer
Gives a Bachelor Party," from "Pickwick
Papers”; "The Signal Mart," from "Christ*

“Jane” becomes somewhat murky
in plot and characterization, and is

.

less satisfying theatre.

•

.

As title
Edna Best

actress and top star,
gives a superb* comedy
is primarily responsible for saving the show. Her
bland, deceptively mild style of
ment is any indication; local book- comedy playing is hilarious, and,
stores had better brace themselves, teamed with the crisp manner of
for a run on the novelist’s works.. Basil Rathbone, her co-star, or the
In comparison with the recent emphatic impact of Howard St..
“Don Juan in Hell” presentation John, is irresistible. Rathbone^
by Charles Boyer, Charles Laugh- gives definition to the role of -a
ton, Cedric Hardwicke and Agnes sardonic
foreign
correspondentMoorehead, this Dickens show: is novelist-playwright (said to be at
highly, almost flamboyantly the- least a semi-portrait of Maugham),
atrical.
Williams makes 'artfully, while St. John is funny if not too
stagey use of the actor’s tricks, not convincingly self-satisfied or arroonly being made up to look like gant as g self-indulgent newspaper
the Dickens seen in portraits and magnate.
wearing dress clothes of the. peIrene Browne presents a Shrewdriod, but making a stylized en- ly comic
portrait of a fashionably
trance, elaborately removing his feline divorcee and Philip Friend
white gloves, examining the. backs gives a genuinely skillful performof the volumes on the leading desk ance in the difficult part
of Jane’s
(a replica of the one actually used “young man.”
Among the non-feaby Dickens), and riffling through tured parts, Adrienne Corri is bethe pages to find his place, and in lievable as a rather stereotype
countless little ways establishing heroine, William Whitman is plauatmosphere and theatrical tension. sible as her impractical fiance, and
He appears against mediuirirdark Al Collins and Sarah Marshall (the
blue drapes and the stage lighting latter the daughter of Miss
Best
is good.
and ex-husband Herbert Marshall)
This is extremely effective. Also, are acceptable in bit assignments.
the dramatic delivery is well suited
Cyril Ritchard’s staging is perto such selections as “Mr. Chops,” ceptive and has
an infectious flathe poignant excerpt from “Christ- vor. The Elfi von Kantzow
drawing
mas Stories,” in which the narrator room setting has the traditional
is a cynical but kindly freak-show
brightness for comedy, but doesn’t
manager. It is also expressive, look like the sort of interior any
though to a lesser extent, where normal playgoer is ever apt to see
the story-teller is a fictional char- outside
a
theatre.
Valentina’s
acter, as in “Bob Sawyer Gives a goWns for
Miss Best are scrumpBachelor Party,” 'from “Pickwick tious.
Hobe.
Papers,” and “Tlie SignalMan,”

mas
mas

Stories"; "Mr. Chops," from ''ChristStories”; "The Fancy Ball," from "A
Two Cities."

Tale of

performance that

.

.

•

from “Christmas

On

the,

other

Gertie

gives a skillfully restrained readHerman Shumlin production of
ing of the ominous “The. Fancy in three acts .(four scenes) by Enid BagBall” excerpt from “A Tale of Two nold. Stars Glynis Johns, Albert Dekker;
features PoUy Rowles, Alan Napier. PatriCities.”
the
actor
is
But where
cia Wheel; Robert Duke.
Directed by
impersonating
Dickens
relating Shumlin; setting, William and Jean Eckthe yarn, as for example in ^Mov- art; costumes. Hazel Roy. At Plymouth,
N. Y., Jan, 30, '52; $4.80 top ($6 opening).
ing in Society,” from “Our Mutual
Anita Cooper
Friend,” and “Paul,” from “Dorn- Bianca
James
Robert Duke
bey and Son,” his treatment seems Gertie
Glynis Johns
Patricia Wheel
exaggerated and tends to make the Sarah.
Ritchie ............ . ..... Alan Napier
Dickens irony seem slightly cruel. Mr,
Mrs, Candida Kaufman.
.Polly Rowles
These portions of the readings also Rex. ...
...
Albert. Dekker
seem slightly
out, with
.

.

-

scientist-father;

Patrici

Wheel

lets the part of the overemotional sister get away from
her; Robert Duke is acceptable as
the complacent brother, and Anita
Cooper is passable as an Italian
servant girl,
Perhaps in quest of something
“important” in the play, Shumlin’s
i gh t have
staging misses what
been a saving humor, while the
single setting by William and Jean
Eckart seems suitably lived-in for
a rural English home, but cluttered with exits... The Hazel Roy
costumes appear authentic and in
character.
Hobe.
Saturday night
(2
(Closed
after five performances.)
•

m

).

‘Jane’
Continued from page
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$75,000 profit, which the Guild had
to share with the stars 2nd producer John C. Wilson.
Profit-makers
Other minor profit-makers of recent years for the Guild have included the Katharine Hepburn revival of “As You Like It,” the Jose
Ferrer starrer, “Silver Whistle.”
and “Come Back, Little Sheba,” in
which Shirley Booth and Sidney
’

Blackmer won critical raves, although the production got into; th
black only from the film sale proceeds. Previously this season the
Guild has lost, heavily on the revival of “Saint Joan,” starring Uta

Hagen; “Legand of Lovers.” starring Dorothy McGuire and Richard
Burton, and “Lo and Behold.”
Last season itTiad only three

of-

ferings, two* of which, “The Relapse”' and “Curious Savage.” were
flops, while the sole hit, “Ladv^s

For Burning,” netted only
about $40,000, which was split with
Wilson.
During the same season
that “I Know My Love,” “As You
Like It” and “Come Back, Little
comedy Sheba” were produced, the Guild

Stories.”.

hand, Williams

practical

Not

also

.

had

ai

major

flop in

“Arms

arid

the Girl.”

The favorable reaction to “Jane”
apparently surprised almost everyone connected with the show. Behr-

man was

said to have been esperemarking that it was
the first enthusiastic notice he’d
ever had from Atkinson. Recalling that in the past the critics have
always tended, to compare each of
There are two principal points of his plays unfavorably with the preinterest in “Gertie.” It offers the
vious one, giving the latter a betU. S. Stage debut of British legitter reappraisal than in the origfilm star , Glynis Johns, who iminal review,' the author told assopresses for Broadway and/or Holkeep a
lywood. And it’s producer Herman ciates that he intends to
of
Shumlin’s third London import of clipping of' Walter Kerr's notice
in
the season, but apparently no bet-‘ “Jane” (in. the Herald Tribune)
ter boxoffice prospect than were •his wallet, as a guide for future
“Lace- on Her Petticoat” or “To revisions of the script.
Dorothy, A Son.”
It’s
doubtful
Although “Jane” may prove
screen material, too.
hypo, if not quite a life-saver, for
“Gertie,” the work of English au- the Guild, it obviously won’t ever
thoress: Enid
Bagnold (“Serena approach “Oklahoma” in that reBlandish,” ‘‘National Velvet,” etc.), gard.
At the time the Rodgers^
is an insubstantinal comedy which Haipmerstein
rilusical was produced
might have gotten across if effec- the Guild was at the lowest ebb in
tively presented, capitalizing on the
its history, heavily in debt and witn
unobstrusive British humor.
But little resources for raising producits story of the level-headed, deof last
termined younger daughter who tion finances. As of the end
bad
capitalizes on the visit of a big- season, the $90,000 venture
profits.,
in
distributed
$4,425,600
shot Hollywood agent and a predaretained
tory Broadway producer, to pro- nearly half of which was
mote a New York break for her- by the Guild.
.

.

cially elated,

.

.

.

drawn

thrown away or underif the audience was presumed to be a bit slow on the upnothing

played, as

take, or lacked a sense of selection.
Invariably, however, Williams’,
intelligence, versatility as an actor,
and his vitality and authority make

the readings an ontertai ing and
Hobe.
even compelling show.

Charles Laughton
Charles Laughton, having recently concluded a good run with the
First Drama Quartet in the four-

part reading of George Bernard
Shaw’s “Don Juan in Hell,” returned to New York’s Town Hall
with a masterful solo performance
in the :saine genre last Friday night
(1).
It was a click one-night stand

.

:

.

.

... .

,

.

;

.

.

.

.

...

.

‘

,

and

financially, pulling
a capacity audience in this 1*500seater at a $3.60 top.
vet hand in this difficult,
(Continued on page 60)
artistically

.
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‘MOON’ BEAMING $19,000

SECOND PITT WEEK

IN

‘Moon

‘Cocktail’ $17,000,

$21,300

Chicago, Feb. 5,
Chicago legit boxoffice continues
longrun attractWo
bright, with the
Current Road Shows
money-maktions proving the best
(Feb. 4-16 )
is going into
Pacific”
South
ers
Is
“Moon
its final three Weeks.
its 40th stanza,
in
now
is
“A
utum
n Gard en” (Fredric
Blue”
March, Florence Eldridge)— Coand both are doing veryjvell.
The notices were brutal Tor lonial, Boston (4-9); Gayety, Wash“Cocktail Party,” but the first ington (11-16),
stanza of the four-weeker was
“Bell, Book and Candle” (Rosamoderate.
lind Russell, Dennis Priced— ShuEstimates for Last Week
bert, Detroit (4-9); Cox, Ci
Party,” Erlanger (1st
'

’

.

^Cocktail

nati (11-16).

wk) ($3.80; 1,334). Although it got
“Candida”- (Olivia de Havilland)bad reviews, T. S. Eliot comedy
Hartman, Columbus (4-5); Virwas fair with $17,00Q,
Jose Greco Spanish Ballet, Black- ginia, Wheeling (7); Colonial, Akron (8); Palace, Youngstown (9);
stone (1st wk) ($4.50; 1,358), Shumoderately, Nixon, Pittsburgh (11-16),
doing
show
bert
“Cocktail Party” (Dennis King,
$16,000.
“Moon Is Blue,” Harris (40th wk) Estelle Winwood Julie Haydon)
Still as strong as Erlanger, Chicago (4-16).
($4:40; 1,000).
when it first began, with fancy
“Curtain Going Up” (tryout)—

—

.

,

“South Pacific,” Shubert (64th
Closing Feb. 23
wk) 45; 2,100).
and looks staunch with $45,300.

Forrest, Phila. (14-16).

“Darkness At

Noon” (Edward
Robinson)— Orpheum, Kansas

G.
City

(4-6);.

Aud.,

:

(3);

Aud., Colorado Springs
Deriver (9); Biltmore,

L. A. (11-16).

“Dear Barbarians” (tryout)—
Walnut, Phila. (4-16).
“Gentlemen, prefer Blondes”
Chaoning)— Wisconsin, Mil-

(Carol

waukee’

(4-9);

Shubert, Detroit (11-

16).

“Guys and Dolls”—Hanna,
Cleveland (4-16).
Boston, Feb. 5.
(13)
“Little Evil” (tryout)—Playhouse,
‘•Autumn Garden,’’ in its second
week at the Colonial, arid the revi- Wilmington (8-9); Plymouth, Bostalized ‘‘Merry Widow,” ait the ton (11-16).
“The Long. Watch” (tryout)
Shubert, continue to hold up fair(14)
New. Haven (13-16).
There are rio newcomers Shubert,
ly well.
“Member of. the Wedding”
for
“Three
Wishes
this week, but
Jamie” is skedded for a three- (Ethel Waters)—Fox, Spokane (4weeker at the Shubert next Mon- 5); Aud., St. Paul (8-9);. Lyceum,
day (11), with the Henry Hull Minneapolis;' (11-16) v
“Merry Widow”—Shubert, Bosstarrer, “A Little Evil,” set for a
week at the Plymouth, bowing in ton (4-9); Metropolitan, Providence
the same night.
(11); Bushnell Arid., Hartford (12);
Court Square, Springfield,' Mass.
Estimate for Last Week
Fords, Baltimore (14-16).
“Autumn
Garden”. (Colonial)
“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews)
(1st wk) (1,500; $3,60).. Satisfactory $14,600 for first week, With —Biltmore, L. A. (4-9); Aud., Santa
second frame expected, to be about Barbara (11); Aud., Pasadena (i2the same.
Final week current.
13); California, San Bernardino
“Merry Widow,” Shubert (1st
Aud., San Diego (15-16).
wk) (-1,700;* $3.60). Okay reaction
“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co.>—Harris,
with hear $19,Q00.
Final week Chicago (4-16).

- <n

(

Emlyn
(1,200;

Williams,

$3.60).

Plymouth

Got rave reviews

and drew a sock $14,200.

‘BELL’ RINGING $27,000;

DETROIT

‘ROSE’ $13,800,

Detroit,

Feb.

Favorable reviews in

all

5.

three

dailies pushed the Rosalind Russell
starrer, “Bell, Book and Candle,”
to a big $27,000 in its first week at

the Shubert.

“Rose Tattoo” equaled

its

first

“Moon

Is Blue” (3d Co.)—Cass,
(4-9); Victory* Dayton (11Hartman, Columbus (14-16).
“Oklahoma” Lyceum, Minneapolis
Davidson, Milwaukee
(4-9);

Detroit
13);

—

(11-16).

“Paris ’90” (Cornelia Otis Skinner) (tryout) Gayety, Washington
(4-9); Cass, Detrpit (11-16).
“Rose Tattoo” American, St,

—

•

—

Louis

(4-16).

“South

Pacific”
(Janet Blair,
Tiltort)— Shubert, Chicago

Webb
(4-16).

Philadelphia, Feb. 5.
This week’s sole newcomer is
“Dear Barbarians,” which opened
a two weeks’ stay at the ‘Walnut
last night with a good if not Outstanding advance. The Forrest and
the Locust are both dark this week.
Estimates for Last Week
“Venus Observed,” Shubert (1st
week) ($4.55; 1,870). Despite exceptionally sharp divergence of
opinion, this new Fry play got almost $35,900 in first oT two weeks;
It's ..the first offering of a second
series of three ATS subscription
plays. With an extra matinee this
Friday, comedy with Rex Harrison
and Lilli Palmer figures to go well
oygr $40,000. House gets “Merry
Widow” Feb. 18.
“Jane,” Walnut (3d week) ($3,90;
1,340). Last of first ATS subscription series held over for extra three
days (four performances) not on
subscription and got a ineagre $3,700.
-Dear Barbarians” opened
last night (Mon.) for two weeks.
“The Student Prince,” Forrest
-

J

week

(one

only)

1,760).

($3:25;

Brought back for

this additional
strength of sellout biz
just previous at Shubert. Got a
oil

.

satisfactory

$18,000.

House gets
preem Feb.

ceipts

rent

85%, the same

as the

week be-

Week

before last the total
for all 23 shows was $745,700,
or 91% of capacity, an increase Of 4% from the previous week*
Of the new openings, last week’s
“Jane” drew a good “boxoffice”
press, with plenty of attractive
quotes from the important critic.
but “Gertie” was panned and
flopped out, while Monday night’s
(4) entry, the Dickens readings by
Emlyn Williams,; drew generally
enthusiastic notices, with several
all-out raves, and should clean up
for its limited engagement.
Keys: C (Comedy ), D (Drama),
CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
MC. ( MusicalComedy ) MD'- (Musical Drama),, O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to top price;
( * indicates
using
tivo.-for-ones )
number of seats, capacity gross and
stars.
Price includes 20% amusement tax, but grosses arc net: i.e.,
exclusive, of tax
Estimates for Last Week
“Affairs of State,” Music Box

’90,”

,

Week

New

week

the

a

smash $48,100 a complete
with consistent tumaWays.

week

of

$47,300,

sellout;

First

“Dolls” here racked up
with a few .Wednesday
seats unsold, w i t h the

tax.

$51 ;881 ) (Phil Silvers). .Nearly $50,700 (previous week, $50,800).

“Two on the Aisle.” Hellinger
(29th wk) (R-$6; 1,527; $49,563)
(Bert Lahr, Dolores Gray). Topped
$32,000 (previous week, $37,000);
continues indefinitely here unless
a
intimate house in 45lh
Street becomes available, in which
case it will move, to make way for
the incoming ‘‘Three Wishes for

more

Jamie.”

,

Skinner monodrama got good no“Anna Christie,” Lyceurit (4th
from second stringers and hit wk) (D-$4,80;
995; $22,845) ‘Celeste
$14,000, plenty profitable.
Holm, Art Smith. Grace Valentine,
Kevin McCarthy).. About $10,500.
(previous week, $10,500); closed
2d ‘Dolls’ Toronto
Saturday night (2) after 30 performances (16 at City Center and
14
here), at a loss of around $20,Mark: $48,100
Sets
000 on the commercial engagement
Toronto, Feb. 5.
at the Lyceum.
National company of “Guys and
“Call
Me Madam,” Imperial
Dolls," with Allan Jones and Pam(68th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,ela Britton, broke its own record
847) (Ethel Merman).
Over $51,here, for
second
on
800 (previous wfefek, $51,700; Richard Eastham succeeds Paul Lukas
as featured rnale lead, effective
today (Wed.).
“Cleopatras,” Ziegfeld (7th wk)
(D-$7.20; 1,628; $59,536) (Laurence
Olivier, Vivien Leigh).
Repertory
of “Caesar and Cleopatra” and
“Antony and Cleopatra” topped
$59,500 (previous week. $59,500).
'‘Constant Wife,” National (9th
.

:

“Stalag 17,” 48th Street (39th
wk) (C-$4.80; 91$; $21,547).. Over
$16,000 (rireviotis week, $17,000).
“Top Banana,” Winter Garden
(14th wk) (MC-$6,60-$7.20; 1,519;

.

only) ($3.90; 1,580).
tices-

600).;

.

(71st wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $26,874)
Locust (one week (June Havoc). Nearly $17,000 (preCornelia Otis vious week; $16,000).

“Paris

toiir

fore).,

Up”

as

a loss of about $70,000; may
next season with another star.
“South Pacific.” Majestic (146th
wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha Wright. George Britton). Bettered $48,700. (previous week, $47,-

at

shows was $736,500, or

15.

•

week,

,

“Curtain Going

“Student Prince” 'Nixon, Pitts- Royal Alexandra (1,525-seater)
burgh (4-9); Blackstone, Chicago scaled at heavy $6 top including
(11-16).

total gross for all 25
last week was $746,800
of capacity (for the
corresponding week last year
the total gross for the 26 cur-

87%

or

stanza

performances; zoomed reabpye $16,100 (previous
$9,800);; c 1 o s e d Saturday
night (2) after 140 performances,

The

shows

matinee

—

>

final

*

,

current.

.•

session, since at a trip of
it had an advance sale- of
Business continued strong on formances; nearly $38,200 (previnearly $12,000 before, the opening Broadway last week, but was a ous week, $38,300).
lasf£ night (Mon.). Olivia De Havil- trifle spotty.
Receipts at most
“Remains to Be Seen,” Moroscb
land in ‘Candida’’ follows.
shows held up about even with dr (17th wk) (D-$4.80-$6j: 912; $25 in some instances topped the pre- 700).
Almost $19,300 (previous
vious Week’s powerhouse pace, but week, $21,900).
others d e c li n e d, in some cases
“Sairit Joan,” Century (18th wk)
sharply. Business was reportedly
down sharply last Monday night (D-$3.60; 1,645; $30,000) (Uta HaAttendance spurt for th
gen).
4 ).

;

;

</v

I

if

zling
$2.50

.

,

$21,300.

Pittsburgh, Feb. 5.
“Moon Is Blue” knocked down a
sock $19,000 last week at Nixon, to
give the comedy a spanking $44,000 for the fortnight here.
Nixon currently has “Student
Prince,” It looks like another fiz-

“Come of Age,” City Center (2d
wk) (D-$3; 3,090; $38,000) (Judith
Anderson). Over $37,000 (previous
week, $36,500); extended an extra
week through next Sunday (10).
“Gertie,” Plymouth (1st wk)
;

.

(CD-$4.80; 1,033; $29,019) (Glynis
Johns, Albert Dekker).
Opened
Wednesday night (30) to one enthusiastic notice (McClain, Journal- American)
and .seven pans;
closed Saturday night (2) .after five

performances, grossing about

$5,-

000; production involved a loss of
around $50,000.
“Jarie,” Coronet (1st wk)
(C$4;80-$5.40; 1,027; $30,000) (Edna
Best, Basil Rathhorie).
Opened
Friday night (1) to four favorable
.

reviews

(Atkinson, Times; Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;
Hawkins, World-Telegram & Sun)
and four negatives (Kerr, Herald
Tribune; McClain, Journal-Ameri-

Compass;

cah; Pollock,
Watts,
Post) ; fi rst three performances
drew almost $9,200; brisk window
sale and
call- since the

broker

preem.
“Shrike,” Cort (3d wk) (D-$4.80;
1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer, Judith
Evelyn)* Nearly $26,700 (previous
week, $25,000).

OPENING THIS WEEK

On the first week, the engage“Three Wishes for Jamie” (Anne
“Collector’s Item,” Booth
(CJohn Raitt) (tryout)— ment took the 45 year record of
$4.80; 900; $20,235). Roger Clark
tion is “Moon Is Blue,” in for a Shubert, New Haven (4-9); Shubert, this house, formerly held by Sad-.
in association with Lloyd Isler pro(C-$4.80-$6;
$31,000)
wk)
set.
January
1,172;
Wells
Ballet,
last
ler’s
week.
Boston (11-16).
duction of play by Lillian Day and
“Venus Observed” (Rex. Harri- for just under $45,000, With “Dolls” (Katharine Cornell, Briari Aherne, Alfred. Golden; financed at $50,000,
Almost $24,900
Shu- then breaking .its own record here Grace George).
son, Lilli Palmer) (tryout)
production cost about $40,000 (ex(previous
eek, $28,200).
for the second week.
‘Darkness’ Okay $19,200, bert, Phila. (4-9).
“Desire Under the Elms,” ANTA cluding $8,000 in bonds; no tryout)
“Mrs. McThing” (Helen Hayes),
and can break even at around $12,(D-$4.50;
wk)
925;
Playhouse
(3d
‘Gramercy’ $7,000, St. Loo (tryout)—New Parsons, Hartford ‘Oklahoma* $32,200 In
First week without sub- 000 gross; opens Friday night (8).
$27,000),
(4-9).
Dickens Readings, Golden (D(previover
scription
drew
$14,100
Three-Way Split
St. Louis, Feb. 5.
ous week, $21,700); extended in- $4.80; 776; $19,195) (Emlyn Wil“Darkness at Noori,” featuring
St. Paul, Feb. 5.
liams). S. Hurok presents the
..
definitely.
the first appearance pf Edward G. ‘BLONDES’ $50,100 HELPS
“Oklahoma” kept on r ol ling
“Fourposter,” Barrymore (15th British playwright-star in a recitaRobinson on a stage here in 21
along last wjteJk> The Rodgers- wk) (C-$4.80; 1,060; $24,996) (Jes- tion, program; production cost
years, excited the natives, and the
MPLS.
IN
perennial grossed a sica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Nearly around $12,000, (including two-way
SET
Hammerstelri
piece wound up a one-week stand
total of $32,200 in a three-way $24,400 (previous week, $25,300). transatlantic passage, preliminary
Minneapolis, Feb. 5,
at the American Saturday (2) with
playing Monday-Tuesday (28“Gigi,” Fulton (11th wk) (C- advertising, etc.) and can break
an estimatecLgross of $19,200, for
All local boxoffice records for a split,
at the Orpheum, Sioux City; $4.80; 1,063; $23,228) (Audrey Hep- even at around $11 ,000 gross;
29)
swell biz. Top at the 1,700-seater single week were broken last week
Almost $21,100 (previous opened Monday night (4) to six
was $4.27. “Gramercy Ghost,” at (Jan. 28-Feb. 2), when two legit Wednesday-Thursday (30-31) at the burn).
potent boxoffice notices (Atkinson,
Coliseum, Sioux Falls, and Friday- week, $21,900).
the 1,000-seat Empress for one attractions, playing in Opposition
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th Street Times; Chapman, News; Coleman,
week at $2, got good notices, but to One another, copped a tremen- Saturday (1-2) at the Auditorium
$43,- Mirror; Hawkins, World-Telegram
here.
(MC-$6.60;
wk)
1,319;
(63d
only a fair gross of $7,000. dous $77,800. This compared to ap& Sun; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
Theatre Guild production is in 904). The attendance limit as al- Watts, Post) and two pans (McThe Rose Tattoo, ’’ with Mau- proximately $49,000 for all eight
ways, $44,400.
Minneapolis all this. week.
reen Stapleton and' Eli WallaCh, loop firstrun pix houses.
Empire
(10th Clain, Journal-American; Pollock,
Camera,”
a
“I
Am
teed off a two-week stand at the
Of the $77,800, “Gentlemen Prewk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908) Compass).
American last night (Mon.). Lon ferred Blondes” brought $50,100
T
A
Nearly $24,700
Harris),
(Julie
McCaUister and Carol Hill open in into the Lyceum for seven nights
(previous week, $24,700).
The Hasty Heart” at the Empress and One matinee. The balance of
Angeles, Feb. 5.
Lo»
I,” St; James, (45th
“King
and
t
tonight (Tues.).
$27,700 was accounted for by two
$51,717)
(MD-$7.20;
1,571;
California sun came out after a Wk)
nights and a matinee of “FlederWith the
Lawrence),
IN THREE-STAND SPLIT
maus” at Northrop) Auditorium at spell of inclement weather, and re- (Gertrude
perforseven
‘Sleep* 6G, Cleye.
for
sick
out
star
second
sult was a beat $18,000
a $4 top.
Dayton, Feb. 5*
legiter,. mances and the male lead, Yul
only
town'sthe
for
week
Cleveland,
Feb.
5.
The
Opera’s
“FleMetropolitan
.
,< c1
Hungry for' stage fare, Day tonians
Sleep of
“Mister Roberts,” at the Biltiriore Brynner, absent all week, refunds
week take of $13,800 in the final
week at the Cass. Current attrac-

Jeffreys,

.

—

Week

.

RECORD

'

:

-

'

.

derraaus” presentation wound rip
Figure stacks uj> well
here with the tour's best week, a Theatre.
gross of $67,500; Three nights and over the break-even of around
a matinee in Winnipeg brought in $13,000, and represents a neat upChristopher Fry’s allegorical drama a. boff $36,300. A Fargo, N. D., one- sweep from the first week, which
yA a .Very indifferent nigh ter hit $3,500, plus the hefty barely hit the profit side.
8885?’
?6,000 at4°?I
$3 top for eight perform- $27,700 garnered here,
i
“Roberts” closes with the curances.
rent third week, and will be folHeavy British import was caught
at the Biltmore Feb. 12 by
lowed
eei
I two steamrolling hits, ‘Moon’ $18,200, St. Pete “Darkness at Noon,” with Edward
..D ,,
Ben Book
and Candle,” which
St. Petersburg, Fla., Feb; 5.
G. Robinson.
it, and the current “Guys
“New. Moon,” second offering of
and Dolls. Latter sold out nearly the season at Pat Hurley’s. Operetta
we
in Avarice of opening Mon- here, turned in a neat gross of $18,Waters $22,300, Seattle
!La £,v
4)
Seattle, Feb. 5.
? great.
L- ^ ^king up what should be 200 last Week, topping the opener’s
a
$1 00, 000-plus for the two- take.
Victoria Sherry, Lawrence
Ethel Waters in “Member of the
Week stand.
Brooks and Bob Smith played the
the Metropolitan,
at
Wedding,”
lcsds
here last
. Argentine
actress Pepita Serra“The Red Mill” opens tonight grossed close, to $22,300
dor completed a four-month run at (Tues.),. with Kaye Connor and Yo- week.
scaled
was;
House, seating 1,500,
JPhtalba and has gone to landa Dennis joining the resident
Sevilla for eight weeks.
from $3.75,
cast.

Prisoners,” at the
week, after a .tour of
the church circuit, didn’t turn out
to.
be such a. hot experiment.

Hanna

last

:

•'

.

reduced the gross to a little over filled the Victory Theatre for three
$51,400; Miss Lawrence due back: performances of Olivia De Havillater this week' (previous week, land in “Candida,” Jan. 29 arid 30,
and piled up a gross of $9,700.
$51,700).
“Candida” did $4,200 in a single
“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (48th
wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Bar- ait the Auditorium, Louisville^ Monbara Bel Geddes, Donald Cook* day (28), arid $11,600 for four at
Almost $20,600 the Murat, Indianapolis, Thursday
Barry Nelson).
through Saturday (31-2),: for a fine
(previous week, $20,700).
“Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert $25,455 Week.
(12th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1.361; $46,Over $43,000) (James Barton).
•Barbraians’ fiG in 4, Yil.
SOO (previous weekj ?J45,200),
Wilmington, Feb. 5.
“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (5th wk)
“Dear Barbarians” grossed a
(MC-$6.60 1,160; $39,584). All the
in four break-in
$6,000
passable
(pre$39,900
over
house will hold;
performances at the Playhouse
vious week, $39,700).
“Point of No Return,” Alvin here last Thursday-Saturday (31-2).
The Gant Gaither production
(8th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,Consistently continues its tryout tour this week
924) (Henry Fonda),
Philly.
perin
all
at
getting standee trade
:

.
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^highlights are too long in developng end are then rather anaemically unfolded, with humgpous

DraV Paris

program's high points, Laughton
also was fine in a couple of scenes

‘Salesman’

Paris, Feb. I.
Francis Gerome’s French Adaptation, of "Death of a Salesman,’’
attempt to win his love. He jibes
aind
wholly convincing,
at her. ideals of spiritual love,
which was given a single performLondon, Jan. 25.
the
Story centers on a titled widow, ance here by the Belgium National
Tennent Production*, Ltd., production coarsely driving home to her
Ten- stronger carnal side.
to
clinging
•( drama in two parts <12 scenes)
actress,
noted
a
once
Theatre at the Theatre de Paris,
nessee Williams. Stars Margaret JohnMeanwhile, it is apparent that her daughter and stepson to retain was considered well Acted hut adAt
ston. Directed by Peter Glenville.
of
her
going
all
girl
is
the
way
They
the
youth.
$2
upon
52;
hold
Jan.
24,
her
London,
Duchess Theatre,
judged unduly drab. The Denis
mother, a witless nonentity. The share an apartment, until the girl Martin set also overstressed the
top.
.Margaret Johnston boy is shocked into reformation by returns to her own home to await
Alma Winemiller
poverty.
John Buchanan ..... .William Sylvester the killing of his father by one of
her husband’s return from abroad,
Allan ,Jeaye*
“Salesman” was considered not
Rev. Winemiller
Megs Jenkins his drunken frierids, and goes away and her stepson leaves on a busiMrs. Winemiller . .
as an .1880 play on a
Dr. Buchanan .......... .Wensley Plthey to complete his clinical research. ness trip. Just before he goes he as good
theme penned by George
similar
Rosa Gonzales. .......... -Ingeborg Wells On his return, he. gently repulses
invites a down-and-out ex-army
Nellie Ewell. ....... .Sheila Shand Gibbs
meaning
Peter Sauls the girl’s advances and announces friend to stay until he fixes a job, Ancey, titled “La Dupe,”
...
Roger Doremus. ...
Joan Young his engagement to a mutual friend.
a chump.
Mrs. Bassett
Reginald. Dyson
Papa Gonzales
When he returns a month later
Miss Johnston conveys with an
Sheldon Allan
........
Vernon
his buddy well established,
.Marla Britnleva intelligent sincerity the opposing he finds
Rosemary
Harry Towb sides of a sheltered woman's na- fetching and carrying for milady
Mr. Kramer .........
Barbara Graley
.......
;
Pearl
and reduced to the status of a gigih
urge
mating
natural
with
ture,
a
Cavallsro
.Gaylord
Dusty,
disgusted at the
conflict with her sedate upbringing. olo. The stepson,
Continued from page 57
Surmounting all this is the incip- turn of events, shames the youngWhatever favorable response the ient. mental derangement, that the ster into leaving. This so distresses
London public accords this latest actress so movingly portrays. Wil- the woman, who is determined to in the heavily concentrated setTennessee Williams’ play Will be liam Sylvester is equally convinc- keep her lapdog, that it is her own owning area of New York, it’s figdue in no small measure to the su- ing as the bad boy who makes boy who clears out instead. The ured most prospective 'audiences
perlative performance of Margaret
really weak-willed would stay home to see the video
good, with far less opportunity to interloper is
Johnston in the leading role. The shine. Of the admirable support- and takes the line of least resist- edition, rather than pay the $4'80expressionist treatment, skillfully
loses when an per-person scale and
a ke the
widow
ing cast, Allan Jeayes and Megs ance. The
directed by Peter Glenville, fully Jenkins give
sterling
perform- old flame of her husband's turns physical effort to attend the- stage
to production. That is particularly
man
brings out the pathos of the enyoung
the
lures
who
up,
ances as the girl’s parents While
twined lives of the chief charac- Ingeborg Wells is an alluring join her in business. Suddenly be- true since, in many cases, the tele
ters.' The' mental and moral, detemptress whose passion results in reft of all young companionship sponsors may be able to afford
regenand
the
terioration of a girl
her real age
murder.
Sheila Shand Gibbs is the woman sinks to
bigger name leads (who may .or
eration of a boy are unfolded with
losing all her vivacity. The
like a breath of" fresh, air as the level,
may not have the dramatic ability
a restrained- sensitivity that holds carefree youngster who finally Wins stepson calls to tell her he has
show on the stage).
interest.
been offered a good post in India, to play the
Clem;
the young doctor.
Potential Buildup
her
condilonely
by
but,
touched,
The trio of stage sets that are alnoted
that in the case ol
It’s
tion, he turns it down to remain
ways visible detract occasionally
shows, legit never has atfrom realism,, but the -defects of Suiiset In Knightsbrldge at her side.
with broadcompete
to
tempted
construction are more- than comLondon, Jan. 24.
Olga Lihdo makes the most of
London Mask Theatre production of her varied opportunities as the eld- cast versions of current stage vepensated for by the high quality
two
acts by Ireland Wood
drama
in
audiences
studio
live
The
hicles.
This type of play based on the novel, “An Avenue of erly woman while Anthony Ireland
of the acting.
is ript universally popular, but it Stone/* by Pamela ..Hansford Johnson
gives a clear-cut performance as for both radio and TV programs
would!
Directed
Charles
Hickman,
At
West
no
one
by
free
And
admitted
are
should achieve a measure of sucthe sympathetic stepson. Jenny
minster, London*. Jan. 23. *32; $2 top.
to pay $4.80-per-percess on the star’s brilliance and Lady Archer.
Olga’ Llndo Laird makes an unobtrusive little expect them
the author’s “Streetcar" reputa- Claud Pickering ....... Anthony Ireland mouse of a character as the daugh- son to attend. Presumably TV is
Charmlan. ....... .. ......
Jenny Laird ter. Marian Spencer gives a vivid a tremendous potential for the
tion,
Sholto .. ........ Bryan Coleman
The tragic Story concerns a frus- Evan
.Nora Nicholson depiction of the disillusioned ex- buildup of star personalities, who
Mrs. Sholto
.... ;
trated girl, daughter of a minister, John Field......
.John Wood mistress.
John Wood makes an may hypo the boxoffice of legit
hopeiessly in love with the doctor’s DllyS OIney ........... .Marian Spencer agreeable personality of the. spine- shows iri which they’re cast, as
son, next door. Instead of consciless “lodger" while Nora Nicholson demonstrated, for example, by the
entiously following his father’s exThe weakness of this play can and Bryan Coleman competently big grosses consistently drawn by
ample, the boy is a Wastrel who be laid at the door of its book an round out the cast as the girl’s
in summer stock.!
goes on gamblihg jaunts, ignores cestry. It is all so obviously in mother-in-law and husband respec- Imogene Coca
But after. the “Anna" fiasco,
night calls in his father's absence tended for leisurely, enjoyment via tively. Charles Hickman gives the
of legit manprospect
little
there’s
and mocks at the girl's pathetic the printed page. The dramatic piece spirited direction. Clem.
agements or authors permitting
flashes spaced

drama leaving

Smoke

Summer

between pathos and
it patchy, and not

.
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from “Midsummer Night’s Dream"
and a long passage' from Thomas
Wolfe’s novel, “Of Time and the
in
which the speech
rhythms recreated the sound of a

River,”

railroad

train

traveling

across

America.

Laughton also delivered a couple of scenes from his films, “Mutiny on the Bounty" and “Rembrandt,” plus some short fables by
Aesop and James Thurber and, as
the closing piece, Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address. Laughton also read
a letter written by an artist-friend
to a newspaper, but could do little
With this dull religious tract; It
was the only weak piece in an
Otherwise brilliant program.

•

Hem.
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;

m

;

Not So Welitch
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always did.”
’La Traviata’
Thomson finished the diva off with
a reference to her “preoccupation
with ’show business on its lowest

of

.

.

57

have brought down the
house, as Marie Dressier’ s travesty

.

.

Continued from pace

would

.

level.”

Douglas Watt, iri the News,
called Miss Welitch “the strangest
of forces,” adding “Like everything else she has done at the Met,
Miss Welitch played this part her
own way. Musically, she handled it
very well;, physically she tore it
to shreds. Arid iri the final pathetic
scene, there’ wasn’t a touch of
genuine sympathy in her' portrayal.’’
The Post’s critic, John Briggs,
stated that “personally, I did riot
quite know what to make of Miss
one cerWelitch as Musetta.
tainty is that I have never seen a
Musetta like it.” Briggs also referred to maestro Alberto Erede,
who' “conducted with the resigned
air of a man condemned to a lifetime among ojjera singers, and u
like the general public, not exhilarated by that prospect."
.

My

.

The Times’ Taubman

also

let

editions of their plays until Paolo Silver!, who played Marcello,
the stage runs are completed. The have it, declaring that Vhe should
"Anna” telecast, is understood to be asked to stand in a corner with
have been okayed by the author’s his back to the class for the next
agent before the. O’Neill drama’s week, too." Taubman elaborated on
sliiftover from the City Center to
the stage business between Miss
the Lyceum was arranged. Harald Welitch and Siiven, how “they
Bromley, who took over manage- teetered on a chair for a dreadful
ment of the show for the commer- instant Tike a couple of bears on a
,
cial, run, either wasn’t aware of or
tight rope,” arid objected to the:
underestimated the effect, of the one moment when “Musetta rode

tele

“AMERICA'S FINEST BALLET

—MURPHRit, DENV

COMPANY

ER POST, Nov. 29, 1951

“The largest (crowd ever seen at a Salt Lake Civic Music event gathered to
see the wonders of Ballet Theatre.'*
—*ITZPAT*ICK, SALT LAKS CITY ttliOKAM, Nov. 17,1931
(•

A company and accomplishment of which Americans may well be proud.

—FISHtH, SAN FRANCISCO NiWS, Nov.

tl

w*

ft

It, 1951

The finest all 'round done# aggregation touring t|io country/'
OUVSM, IOS ANOiUS HIAAID MXFAtSS, Nov. 1,1931

—

"Still

the danco

company of which America can be most

proud.'*

—IfONARD, CHICAGO JOUR. OF COMMERCE^

Jon. 6,

1

930

report that Ballot Thoatro is even greater than England's
famed Sadler's Wells. The Americans have a much finer and more varied
kufcinST CHICAGO SUN-TIMSS, Jan. $, 1 950
repertoire, the experts report."

"Unbiased

critics

—

"Ballet Theatre, in polish, strongth of stars and calibro of its modern reper*
r
tory, dwarfs its, highly-publicized and glamorous British rival.'
—HERTZ, MINNEAPOLIS TMISUNt, Dot. 13, 1951

"Com#

on, let's

be Invidious. The Sadler’s Wells paragons showed nothing

In the shorter ballet line to oqual our native Ballet Theatre, whose richness
and variety of repertoire cannot be duplicated by any other organization."

—AOStNHtLD, DALLAS NEWS,

"An evening which will bo treasured by theatregoers for
a long, long timo."
—DOUDNA, WISCONSIN STATS JOURNAL, Dot* 1 3, 1 93
COMPANY OF 15
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scheduled telecast.
Marcello piggyback.”
From the standpoint of effect on
P;S; The audience, or at least
the boxoffice, legit observers make
a portion, loved it. “The standees,”
a clear distinction, of course, bereported, “went wild. At.
Thomson
tween telecasts of complete shows Miss
Welitch’s every move, they
as against excerpts of same. Where
roared with laughter.” The Met
the former are now figured to be
management, it was learhed next
absolute poison,, the latter have
day, wasn’t amused.
apparently had a beneficial effect
on legit attendance, A particular

example was “The Number,” which
took B sharp if temporary boxoffice
upturn after it had been trailerized
on Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the

Town”

tele series. Results are being watched this week on the response to the Sunday night (3)

Future B’way Schedule
(Theatre Indicated.
"Collector's Item,”

If set)

Booth, Feb.

8 ..
“Mrs. McThiiig,” Feb, 12.
“Venus Observed,” Century,
scene from “Fourposter” on the
Feb. 13.
same video series.
"Little Evil” Feb, 18.
In connection with the “Anna"
"Dear Barbarians,” Royale, Feb.
incident, it’s recalled that Richard

Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein 19.
early
Dp,”
“Curtain
Going
2d, co-authors and co-producers of
Mirch*
“South Pacific," refused even to
“Three Wishes For Jamie,”
discuss an offer of $350,000 mi iweek of March 3.

mum

for a single-time telecast of
that musical while it was at the
height of its popularity. That was
in accord with their standard policy
of withholding all subsidiary rights
<
to their legit properties.

“Paris 90,” week of: March 3.
"Women of Twilight,” Lyceui

week

of

March

3.

"Golden Boy,”

March

ANTA

Playhouse,

12.

„

“Flight Into Egypt,” Music Box,

March

13.

“Line Between,” early March.

"One Bright Day,” Royale,
March .19.
“Long Watch,” March 20.
Continued from pace 58
"Brass Ring,” March 26.
"Grass Harp,” Beck, March 27.
moribund*' and now lively stage
"Don Juan in Hell” (return),
form, Laughton again scored in a Plymouth, March 30.
„
varied program of readings that
“How to Fly with One Feather,”
'

BAlUT

THEATfiE FOUNDATION,

.BLEVINS

DAVIS, Frotidont,

BALLET
THEATRE
UKIA CHASE on, OUVE* SMITH
.

ALICIA

ALONSO

•

IGOR YOUSKIVITCH

JOHN KR1ZA • MARY ELLEN MOYLAN
NORMA VANCE • RUTH ANN KOESUN * ERIC BRAUN
PAULA LLOYD * ERIK BRUHN
and

JEAN BABILEE

NATHALIE PHIUPPART

rZooMnoTApiTiAnfaf/voMyliL^^

.

transfixed

his listeners for well lofd MnYpIl
over two hours. It was a bit of
“Danger Signal,” late March.
theatrical magic, altogether a tour
"Salt of the Earth,” April 3.
de force by a skilled actor, work"Deedee and the Brave;” early
ing on a bare stage, but evoking April.
distant places by sheer verbal
"Of Thee I Sing,” week of April

power.

Although billed as readings, the
long program was in fact recited

13.

,

s

by Laughton from memory, and he
acknowledged that the texts which
he held in his hands were only
props. The repertory ranged from

some

classical limericks to extend
ed passages from the Bible, Shaker
speare and Dickens’ “Pickwick Papapers," with Laughton iriterpolat
ing his own informal comments
between readings. Laughton only
showed hambone tendencies in
speaking his own lines: somewhat
cutely; the actual texts were delivered with rigid discipline.
Two regular Laughton repertory
pieces, the Christmas party scene
from “Pickwick Papers” and the
Shadrach Bible story, were the

Readers for producer* And agent*.
Sound, Objective Opl

17 foul 48th St., New York 17
Phone PLoio 5-1127

g

J

.

i
J

19%

\Tcdn<*kUy» February <1

LITERATI
known

in the film world, that great
industry which was the target of
a Communist plot.” Buchman, he
said, was “not a small fry, and
therefore probably had access to
much more information during his

SCULLY’S

SCRAPBOOK

*+ ’*

::

::

irLU Defends Time vs. McCarthy will be published in book form by Red affilication than the average
> 3y Frank Scully
^ The American Civil Liberties doubleday, Doran & Co. when the party member.”
filpi
is
released.
defothe
came
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Rep. Potter charged that BuchUnion this week
To meet a renewed demand for original stories, the Scully Hatcheries
magazine which was
Roy Kammerman and D a v i d man, by his action, gave the imfense of Time
action
reprisal
have
been
with
spawning
psychologist
plpts
like
Tracy,
salmon
who
again.
Here’s
amew batch which
traveled pression that “because he was a
‘‘threatened
Joseph R. McCarthy be- with the St. Louis Browns, collab- big man in Hollywood he consid- have been released to all whose riparian rights have not been washed
fay Sen
it published orated on a book, “How To Sleep
article
an
of
to
sea
by
the
recent
floods.
Jause
ered himself above the law;” He
The Sen- Without Pills.” It’s published by also gave
criticizing his activities.”
the opinion, in answer to
OLD TITLE
NEW TITLE
Time Sterling Press.
ior had said he would let
a question- from the floor, that he
“Come Back, Little Rheba”
“Get Lost, Little Rheba”
weekly’s
the
of
know
advertisers
Julie Hay don,, curi-ently -fea- doubted if Buchman could “now
Rheba Crayfish was a hard-working little wife who tried to cure her
alleged misstatefailure to correct
tured in the Chicago company of get a day’s work in Hollywood if
husband Jeff of drinking. Her Way Was to ask him not to drink so
ments about him.
“Cocktail Party,” has penned a his life depended on it.”
.

ACLU sent a letter to the 44
Republican senators, in clu d i n
McCarthy, who had signed a manpress last
ifesto on freedom of the
October. The manifesto was issued
TruPresident
of
criticism
as
man’s security information order
and includes the pledge of defendreing “any person against whom
prisals are directed as the result
constitutional
his
of
exercise
the
of
fights of freedom of speech.”

T

.

statement
"violation of the spirit of the First
Amendment,” the ACLU letter

Calling McCarthy’s

McCarthy were libeled
"proper recourse is to the courts”
and not to “a single Senator acting
as prosecutor, judge and pury.”
said that if

book, “Beneath the Stars,” which
Whittsley House will issue this
spring.

“Incredible Chicago,” a history of
the bawdy- life of the Windy City
of the past Herman Kogen, feature writer and author, takes over
the drama and book posts.

Authors League Finances
League of America
Authors
statement for the fiscal
year ending Sept. 30, 1951, shows

dues

in

increase

an

collections,

At the
from $44,400 to $47,400.
same time, income from assesments and contributions declined
from $68,200. to $62,900.
Writers union showed: assets of
$17,200, a decline of $3,000 over
the previous year, with liabilities
of $51,600, an increase of $3,000.
With a total income of $141,910 for
the fiscal year, ALA spent $146,'

817

The Authors Guild, one of the
constituent guilds in the League,
recently , voted to increase its anIn a
nual dues from $15' to $25.
report on the AG’s financial, status,

Robert

Landry said key to the

J;

health

union’s

new

securing

is

members.

New Friends Column
Ted and Dorothy Friend, Frisco
Variety muggs, are byliners of a
new feature column in the San
Francisco Chronicle, Tabbed “This
Is the Life,” the once a week (Sundays) pillar is devoted to wine,
food, persons
and places. The
column, anchored in the society
section,

bowed

last

Sunday

(3),

Personalities surveyed in first
three columns include
Winston
Churchill, Gorgeous George and
,

Kathryn Forbes. Preem of feature
was backed by much advance exploitation,
Ted. Friend, former
amusement editor of the New. York
Mirror, and wife Dorothy Kay, former Broadway flack, are joint byli

^

Buchman

Lias

Continued from page

1

He called it “nagging”. So he went off to
bunch calling themselves “Old Soaks Synonymous” used
work out new synonyms for intoxication,
There Jeff met a elite little wench who was quite inexpensive as a
drinking companion. She already had an $8,000 mink coat, and tw
This infuriated him.

a bar Where a
to gather and
:

—

L_

Buchman said in answer
“I; told them all I know.”
While
Buchman and

Cameras’

of the

drinks was all she could stand without’ wanting to sell the coat to the
lowest bidder. Jeff bought the coat once for two bucks to take it off
the market. That night he lost her to Some other low character who
Explains
beat him at name-calling. He came home With the. mink coat instead.
Continued from pace 2
His wife asked him where he got it.
This he took as. nagging at its worst. So he Went after her with a.
and, when I .finished; both the
of a conCommittee and its counsel said meat axe and .just as he was about to strike when a vision
gressional committee came before his blood-shot eyes. He dropped the
there were; no more, questions/’
.

‘Editorial

much.

member

Emmett Dedmon, Chicago Sun- jng the proceedings.
Times drama and book critic, has
been switched to assistant editor
post, and will also finish a book,

axe, horror-stricken.
After
It sobered Jeff up so much that he never took another drop.
that he became a pretty dull fellow and when he, died they extolled
him as a fine family man and a good provider. Then they buried him
in an old mink farm.
As they were digging the grave they found the
$8,000 mink coat, but by then statute of limitation had placed a cloak
of charity Oyer the whole horrible- business.
This is a picture with a moral. It could teach minks, to stay away

to that.
’

Siegel

deny there was any plan in Buchman’s refusal to reappear beyond
much as though a speaker had fol- his abhorrence of further buffetlowed MacArthur to the stand to ing by the Committee, it appears
either berate or uphold his state- that by this step he may be in a from people,
better position in a contempt
ments.
trial than if it were a mere matter
OLD TITLE
NEW TITLE
TV execs are aware, as a result, of
not answering the names ques“Dog Biscuit”
“A Horse Named Hard Tack”
of steering clear of all such camera
tion.
coverage during the conventions
Beery Fitztremens, an old jockey, an .old soak, and,, secretly a royalist,
The
latter
point
would
be
pretty
for fear of influencing the voters.
Caught obviously
is judging steeplechase races at the Dublin track,
In the same way they’re aware of much an open and shut one of a throwing a steeplechase race to a jockey who is his nephew, Beery has
the fact that, if the cameras pos- witness refusing to reply, on the to be escorted from the track by the constabulary, known in Ireland
to reappear altogether,
sibly pick Up a convention delegate refusal
as “the people-chasers”. His nephew gets killed in the riot
sleeping or reading a newspaper, however, Siegel can bring in the
Fitztremens and his surviving niece, Surly Pimple, escape to America.
while a candidate is speaking from highly-complicating factor of mo- They can’t stand the sight of anything green any longer, so they head
the floor, viewers may be influ- tives for recalling Buchman,
for Kentucky, where even the grass Is blue.
With the power of subpoena and
enced to thinking that the speaker
There Surly’s haughty demeanor is further debased by an off-and-on
the
attorney brogue that particularly fetches a jockey named Allen Lead (prois dull, or a non-promising candi- cross-examination,
date. And, the TV newsmen realize, may well have the opportunity of nounced “led”), who is put in. the plot to keep it from floating away
that some shady-minded politicos, forcing Jackson, to open up before altogether. A character more dour than Fitztremens and Surly, If that
realizing TV’s power to react in a jury, explain why he walked out is possible, Lead falls in love with Surly, But she won’t marry him,
this way, may hope to rig such and where he was,, and tell of Com- she. says, because he might get killed.
He asks her what difference,
“Please,”
stunts merely in the hope that the mittee deliberations leading; to that Would make, since she. wouldn’t miss him either way.
Buchman’s recall.. Siegel might she says; “you’re lousing up the plot and making me' forget my
cameras will pick them up.
also be able to force Walters to ex- brogue.”
Even more important than these plain what the new line of quesHer uncle gels the job of training Hard Tack, a. Kentucky yearling
factors, however, is the care that
tioning was that he wished to inmust be exercised in the sidelight stitute and force Committee Coun- he talked a pro-British tycoon into buying. Surly explains to Allen
that
her uncle picks yearlings by going into the field at midnight with
shows, Which all webs are planning sel Frank S. Tavenner to
recount an ear of corn which has been kissed by the Little People (“The Leper
to do to bolster their coverage of various conversations
that Siegel Corns;” she calls them in her quaint Dublin (Va.) brogue.) The yearling
the convention itself; Ratings taken claims he held with him.
that outraces all others in answer to his call gets the ear of corn. That’s
during the 1948 conventions indiThe major point in this line of how he picked Hard Tack.
cate that pickups from the tradireasoning, however, is doubt as to
But. Hard Tack loses his first 37 races arid Fitztremens goes back to
tional “smoke-filled rooms” and the
Whether a Congressman, can be drinking and is fired, He and Surly head for California where a
guest interview shots pulled many
to testify. While the law is drought has turned all grass brown and, sure enough, whom should
more viewers than did the pickups forced
clear that a member of Congress they find at Santa Anita but Allen Lead and Hard Tack, both under
from the floor. Thus, the very fact
can’t be subpoenaed during ses- new management.
The horse and his jockey both convince the new
that the commentators may choose
sions, some attorneys feel that owner to let Fitztremens train them.
He acquiesces, and his. rivals
to interview a dynamic personality,
they can be called at other times around the club laugh themselves sick. Scotch and Alka-Selzer fixes
rather than some politico with a and
that the defendant would be most of them up in time for the first race.
diill personality, will -also Influence
upheld in asking a trial postponeHard Tack with Lead up wins so many races that whole cabinets
votes either for or against the can- ment until such time.
stand or fall by the results; The Treasury Department gets suspicious
didate he's backing.
when 10 Downing St. refuses a “loan” of $5,000,060 and asks fpr track
Primary reasons for such fears,
odds, on Hard Tack instead. The tie-up through Fitztremens is traced,
of; course, is the fact that an estibut the Army seals all records for reasons of security.
mated 60,000,000 people will tune Buchman 'Assumes’
When about to retire as the champion three-year-old of all. time,
into the conventions on TV.
Hard Tack is set in a match race with Emerald Aisle, a horse owned
»
His Pact With Col
by a theatre tisher and hence backed by the picture crowd. Surly, who
has been offered a screen test in a horror picture, begs Allen not to
Still
Effect
Is
in
ride, thus hoping to cinch the picture part for herself.
Citation
“Begorrah, ye moight get kilt like me brother, ye might,” she pleads.
There has been no communicaBut Allen rides anyway. Hard Tack is leading by 37 lengths (one
'wmmmm Continued from page 2
tion whatsoever between Columfor each race he lost as a yearling) at the last turn. In the home
that Buchman had been guided “by bia and Sidney Buchman since the stretch he is almost killed by a bomb thrown by a railbird who was
practitioners whose activities ought producer-writer appeared before obviously a Communist. He limps to a finish, practically winning in
to he looked into by the bar assothe House Un-American Activities a walk. It was the first time a running race had been won that way.
ciations of which .they are memWhile thousands cheer. Hard Tack dies.
Los Angeles last
bers, and whose actions indicated Committee
The pro-British crowd was in tears. They had lost their shirts, figThat was stated by uring to clean up on the double cross. But the Treasury Department
complete contempt for the orderly September.
processes of the United States.” Buchman to Variety this week in made so much in amusement taxes on the race that it begged 10 DownWalter, an attorney himself, has
answer to a query concerning his ing St. to take the dough on a 99-year lease, with interest charges disbeen openly critical of behavior of
figured that
relationship during the past five counted 110%, Even the loyal opposition in Parliament
Buchman’s lawyer, consistently remonths with Col prez Harry Cohn the loan would pay for itself in 10 years under such conditions and
ferred to Siegel during his presensupported the deal.
the studio,
and
tation as a “legal representative,”
For his part Beery Fitztremens got the Haig & Haig account, and
“Since the corporation which I
adding, “I won’t call him lawyer.”
Surly got Allen, who promised to give up horses and become a disk
head has a contract with Columbia jockey. Hard Tack sealed all the contracts as musilage.
Every Possible Courtesy
Walter charged that, despite fact for three more pictures and I. have
that the Committee had accorded not been notified to the contrary,
NEW TITLE
OLD TITLE
jluchman “every possible cour- I assume the. contract to be in “A Street-Walker Named Brenda’*
“Where’s Brenda Now?”
tesy,” the “paper was dumped on force,” he explained.
This is a picture about life as the other half lives. It’s about a circus
the committee’s desk without even
Buchman, associated with Col sideshow freak who played a half^man and half-woman act. The freak
the courtesy of being accorded ad- for 17 years, appeared to have litbought the act from a low character named Brenda Ealing, who then
vance notice” that court relief ,was tle illusion, however, that his 20bought the street-walking rights to the circus. Fearful that the new
being sought. He added that the year career in Hollywood was not
freak would cause competition, Brenda began circulating rumors that
court had already “recognized lim- at a crucial point. With one-a-year
the new performer really was a freak. This infpriated the newcomer
its of its power to interfere with due the studio under his contract,
and she went at Brenda, tore all her clothes off in a battle royal and
pipcesses of another branch of he said that the next pfc would
that she had ‘more comely features than Brenda had,
government” by turning down a ordinarily be delivered: in .August proved to all
was so humiliated by the comparison that she took the first bus
Brenda
motion for a temporary injunction. or September. He admitted at the
and has never been heard of since.
Joining forces with Walter in. same time that it was highly un- out of town
urging the. House to adopt the likely it would ber-or that Col
NEW TITLE
OLD TITLEresolution were Reps. Velde (R„ would protest.
“WHY?’*
«Y»»
.

represents

financial

Virtually every

committee as well as all key members of the staff were present dur-

editorializing

just

as

!
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,
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Ebony’s Circulation Climb
Ebony mag, Negro monthly, has

new

'Pacted 12

national advertisers

for its March issue. At the same
time, mag is heralding fact its circulation has climbed above the
500,000 mark. Six-year-old publication has 100,000 more c o
i e s

p

monthly than

it did a year ago.
Circulation of Ebony and its sister journals, Tan (for women) and
clce t-siz e d weekly), tops
i nAA£?

lj000,000

figure.

Greek Daily Votes Guild
^
Following

a National Labor Re-

*S S ®. oarc^ election, employees
of Atlantis, a Greek-lahguage
daily

New

York, last

week named the

Newspaper Guild of N; Y. as its
bargaining agent.
Vote was 11
to

2.

Organization
i.onal

onder

of

Atlaptis’

edi-

and commercial workers got

way a couple months

ago.

result of the Guild’s triumph
the balloting, the union is prea contract, proposal to be
,
submitted to the management.

vf
13

..a.

Chatter
*.•
1 11
Watters appointed: Holly...v®
wood
editor of Theatre Arts. mag.
,

Thompson, publisher-edi^yonteen, off on two-week
°*
gto St Louis and Texas.
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nc Wakeman’s new book,
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arae First ” will be
by £,
R^inehart .ih autumn,
Chicago SunI
Crim ^porter, knocked off 111), Kearney (R., N.Y.), Potter,,
a
nnn
J
on the Michael (R., Mich.) and Jackson (R., Cal.).
murder trial for True Po- Velde, who was not part of the
uee Cases mag.
sub-committee which .heard Buchadventure picture/ man’s testimony in Los Angeles,
|,J_ne Lost Emeralds
of Illa-Tica,” stated that the main reason BuchP
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A known murderer has been terrorizing a city. The police know
September he’s a Yale man because he always sews a Y on the victim’s chest with

in the east

committee appearance, Last coin
he drew, from the studio, he said,
was in August or September, since
charged
man refuses to testify is “either he his. salary was customarily
against the specific pic on Which he
is afraid of retaliation from his exbeen
he
has
not
and
working
was
comrades in the party of he fears
the consequences of further dis- active since that time.
He said he has no plans at the
closing his manipulations when he
moment beyond going ahead With
Was a Communist.”
Rep. Jackson told congressional his. fight on a contempt of Congress

a cross stitch;

They are sure he is not Rudy Vallee, Bill Steams, Walter Camp or
Lariny Ross because a blind pencil-seller says he would recognize the
man’s voice anywhere and none of these measures up to his tests,
Just when they feel they are closing in on the fiend a Complication
fie also
develops. Instead of Y the* murderer embroiders a WHY?
changes from a cross-stitch to a hemstitch.
.
The murders are solved when two fiends are found one with a Y
stitched on his chest, and the other with WHY? stitched on his back,
They are locked in each others arms, ’.having choked each other, to death.
“As good a solution as any;” says Detective Hennessy of Harvard.
colleagues that “while the name of citation for failing to make a rethe Yale and Towne
Sidney. Buchman does not ling a appearance before the House com- “I thought for a while we might have to bring in
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Wednesday, February 6, 1952
“Bunty Pulls the Strings,” “Expressing Willie/* and “The Infinite
Shoeblack.” She also worked in
yaude.
sister survives.
in

WALTER READE

LEE

L. GOLDBERG
Lee L. Goldberg,
former distributor of motion pictures in
Louisville, died Jan, 31 at his Rome
in Cincinnati. A native of New
Albany; Ind., he established Big
Features Rights Corp. in 1016 with
Col. Fred' J/evy a£ partner.
GoldbCrg moved his exchanges
to Indianapolis and Cincinnati in

,

.

;

owned

distributorship

:

rights

in

Virginia.

Goldberg was

17,

secretary', to

George Tebea'u, then owner of the
Louisville and Kansas City base-

then acquired houses irt {South Nor- ball clubs, At one time he was
walk/Conn.; Mount Vernon; N. Y., associated with the Switow Enterand Yonkers* N. Y., but sold them prises in Louisville.
S urv i v o r are his Wife, son,
to build his first theatre, in Asbury
Park, N. J. He continued building, daughter, sisters, and a brother,
buying and leasing Until the chain Joseph W. Goldberg, Louisville;
reached its present, size; He estab- associated for several years with
:
lished the Mayfair, N. Y., in 1930, him in the film exchange business.
and at one time operated such
Gotham houses as the Astor, SaBENJAMIN S; /MEARS
Benjamin Stannard Mears, 80,
voy, Bijou and Morosco. In 1936
he organized the American Com- actor-playwright, died in Cliffside,
munity Theatre Corp., with the i - N.J., Jari. 27. He was the collabtention of building lOd pic houses orator with Hugh Stanislaus Stange
The .Park in the dramatization of Booth Tarin small communities.
Avenue, which Reade built in 1946, kington’s “Seventeen,” when it'
was opened originally as a sub-. was originally produced as '•a play
,

in 1918.

Mears began

Among

1890.

In

.

his stage career, in
the plays in which

KIXL

Richard' Buhlig, 71, w.k. concert

TOM

Moines..;..

Joan Regenstraff to Elliot Horne,
Brooklyn, Feb. 2.
is in
charge of pop division publicity
for Columbia Records,
Sandra Deel to I. Arnold Weiss
berger, N.Y., Feb. 3. She's legit-

Groom

MAC

neapolis.

His wife and one child survive.

TV

BOBBY DANDERS
Bobby Danders,
cago

itery

71,

in
for 30
years at Colisimo’s until that Chi
spot closed five years ago. He was
known as the “Buckwheat Cakes”
singer.
Survived by seven children.

April

T,

HU

1909

-

Ftb. 9. 1951

..

Friends at M.C.A.

Jan.

2.6

She

V

«

her career at the
.

Stock-,

scription house, blit the idea was liolm in the title role in “Sonja,”
given up a few months after its by Herbert Grevenius, in 1927.
opening and it has since been run- Since then she had scored great
plays by Strindberg
ning on a continuous performance successes
policy.. In 1949, Reade initiated and others.
In 1945 she left Sweden for apthe practice of permitting .filmgoers to patronize his drive-in at pearances on Broadway, but reWoodbridge, N. J., on charge, ac- turned to her native country in
counts. It was the first time the 1948, after which she seldom Was
charge account plan had been tried. seen because of illness.
She had also appeared in sevReade also built the Monte Carlo
Pool, Asbury Park, and during his eral films, of which the most outcareer had owned and operated, standing was “Katrina.”
*

..

,

dancehalls, film booking
and legit stock companies.

CHARLES

ROCHEFORT

de

Charles de Rochefort, 72, French
Surviving are his wife, son,
daughter and four grandchildren. actor-producer, known in the U. S.
The son, Walter Reade, Jr./ heads as Charles de Roche, died in Paris,
Feb. 2; He acted in such Hollythe circuit.
wood films as “Mon Homme/’ with
Pola Negri, and appeared as /thet
GEORGE H. BROADHURST
Pharaoh in Cecil B. DeMille’s “The
George Howells Broadhurst, 85, Ten Commandments.”

He appeared in France as cafe
playwright-theatrical manager after whom the Broadhurst Theatre, singer,
acrobat and motorcycle,
N.Y., was named, died in Santa racer before becoming an actorBarbara, Cgli,. Jan. 31.
manager. He introduced to Paris
Broadhurst was One of the most
of playwrights. He wrote
nearly 30 plays that were produced
In N .Y. and London
between 1907
and 1924. Among the most popu“ Bou ght
and Paid For,”
lar we£6
.rhe Coward,” “What Happened
T
Jones,”
“A Fool and His
prolific

MORAN

plays by Noel Coward and Garcia
Lorca. Last year he produced a
trilogy of plays by Strindberg in

his theatre.

LOUIS

A. A.

EMMEL

Survived by his wife.
T1 at Jack Built.” When he
?
3 nd his wife, Lillian
THm?? B^dley,
who survives, colinh
laborated on “The Man In Brown.”
S

.

,

.

BIRTHS

^

began his theatrical
treasurer of the Academy
Baltimore, He moved on
to a
theatre in Milwaukee and
.
l„- r
ma ager of the Bush
Tl
an
WriHw’ ?lays ? r ancisco. He begun
Frisco, eventually
niakinf u

^

S

t.

e “n

m

toNY When he
yayanyone
find
to produce

died

in

that

city

:

Feb. 1 at the Lake Charles, La.,
Dolly Humbert, 86, retired GilAir Base where he was serving as
a 2d lieutenant with the 68th bert & Sullivan operetta soprano,
died in New York, Jan. 27.
Reconnaissance Wing.
His brother is Ronnie Graham,
Ludwig, Corel!, 88, symph orch
comedian, and his father is Steve
Graham, Philadelphia booker, In cellist, died Feb. 1 in Altadena,
addition to them, his wife survives, Cal.

-

FELIX MENDELSSOHN

W

’

W

by the

ShubS

“ “6w stated

MOLLY McINTYRE
Broadhurst left N Y for <anfa
Molly McIntyre, retired, legit ac9 0 ahd worked in tress, died in New York Jan. 29.
operations,
She starred on Broadway in 1914
rod UctiQn of a series in the title role of “Kitty Mackay.”
of Plays
niavs at JJ
the Lobero Theatre,
She also appeared in New- York

A ^
^ional ,,tthhe ^trical

elE?

ter,

.

‘

.

;

.

dee, Scotland,
Jan. 18.

“What Happened
Felix
S P'syMendelssohn, 40, orch
S
ke
his brother leader and descenderit of the comThhma5 mon used
it on himu
? y t0
poser^ (lied in London Feb. 4. He
t-P ay was a hit and fronted' a dance band called the
e<* bis career
as a play\vrioK<
Serenaders.
agt r
H * established Hawaiian
Mendelssohn’s orch was featured
the Bm1laC
r
U . Th atr* ln *•>« late
?
in England on radio and TV.
1920s °Th« h?
jo„

wrestler-actor.

typewriters and one adding machine were stolen. Nothing else of
value was taken, although records,,
documents, and other material
pertinent to the drive were de-

.

GEORGE GRAHAM

oftuJ*

Quicin

..

off the issue,.
Shortly after the ruckus reached
the public, the offices of the Heart.
Fund were broken into and seven

,

’•

fo

and Mrs. Bob Thomas,
daughter, Santa Monica; Cal., Jan.
28.
Father is Hollywood correspondent for Associated Press.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hayes, son,
Los Angeles, Jan. 29. Father is a
Mr.

..

Arthur M. Wengel, 60, electric
George Graham (Stringer), 27,
drummer
former
combo research engineer Who developed
and
^neyer reached Broadway, how- leader, was found dead of carbon the portable radio In 1934, died
monoxide poisoning in his car in Madison, Wis/ Jan. 25..

i?

;

Howard T. Moore, 41, musician, daughter, Pittsburgh, Jan. 24. Thursday, cancelled a scheduled
died in Chicago, Jan. 29. A bass Mother’s the daughter of Ralph appearance of the Weavers on their
violinist, he had Appeared with Pew, manager of Plaza Theatre program. Hotel Hollenden, in
which Irving Hexter, chairman of
Art Hodes and Jimmy Ille orch. there.
Survived by wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Bushman, the trustees of the Heart Society,
daughter,
Hollywood,
28. has less than one share of stock,
Jan.
Thomas Cawley, 56, business Father is staff artist at Disney was threatened with cancellation
agent of the Theatrical Wardrobe studios; grandfather is Francis X. of the forthcoming convention of
the Knights of Columbus. Also, sevAttendehts Union, died in New Bushman.
Mr. and Mrs. John Moser, son, eral radio news editors reported
York, Jan. 29.
Jah. 29, Chicago. Father is a radio- that a uniformed Cleveland
TV attorney.
policeman, who said he was acting
Max Baler, 85, retired bass vioMr. and Mrs. Oscar Saul, son, on .behalf of the American Lelist who Was with the Met Opera Hollywood,
Jan. 28. Father if proOrch for 3Q years, died in Yonkers, ducer-writer for Columbia Pic- gion’s Amerieanism Committee;
visited them and requested that
N. Y., Feb. L
tures.
Mr. and Mrs/. George Mason, they refuse the Weavers “favorMother, 92, of J. Johnson Mus- daughter, Burbank, Cal., Jan.. 29. able” publicity.
Milton. Widder, Cleveland Press
selman, manager of the Rialto Father is head of UI’s research decolumnist, and Will Henderson,
Theatre, Louisville, died in that partment.,
city Jan. 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Nate .Slott, daugh- head of the State News Bureau,
ter, Hollywood, Feb. 1.
Mother- is lined up the guest appearances for
Zella. Russell, wife of Harry K. the former Una Mortished, ac- tiie program.
father
tress;
assistant
director
is
at
Morton, who toured vaude circuits

.

S?c !,

.Sv

,

.

•

-

Cleveland, State .Auditor Joseph
Ferguson,
Congressman-at-large
George H. Bender, Congressman
Wayne L. Hays, and County Commissioner Henry Speeth.
Ferguson wired, “a dying aunt
in southern Ohio will, prevent, my
appearance,” Congressman .Itays,
Ohio director for Kefauver-forPresident, was driving in with the
senator’s coonskin hat that was to
be raffled for the fund. Early in
the evening he phoned from Salem,
saying his car had broken
Q,,
down. Mayor Burke declined
a
long letter of regret.
However,
host of political
leaders appeared, as did Mayor
Charles E. Slusser of Akron; State
Secretary Ted Brown and State.
Treasurer Roger Tracy. They all
made appeals for funds. At least one
said “fighting heart disease is not
a left-wing act.” Of two Cleveland
city councilmen asked to appear,

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Burns, daugh- stroyed.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.
Father’s
The program was telecast from
news editor of KQV there.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Hadburg, both the Press Club and WEWS,
with
Warren, Hull, conductor of
son, Pittsburgh, Jaq; 15.
Father’s
NBC’s “Strike It Rich,” handling
a Pitt theatre owner.
children.
the
emcee
role from the dub,
Mr. and Mrs; Marty Wolf son,
While WHK's Bill Gordon and
Frank Van Etten, 51, motion pic- daughter, Pittsburgh, Jan. 26.
WEWS’
Bob
Dale did
studio
Mother
is
ex-secretary in WB’s
ture projectionist, died in Poughpublicity department; father’s honors, Six disk jockeys, Joe Mulkeepsie, N.Y., Jan. 28.
He was Pitt
vihill,
a
TV
WTAM;
cartoonist.
Moon
Mullins,
prexy of the Poughkeepsie branch
Mr, and Mrs, Bill Steffan,- daugh- WJMO; Stan Dale, WSRS; Hal
of the Motion Picture Operators’
ter* Pittsburgh, Jan. 25.
Father’s Morgan,
WGAR; Bud Wendell.
Union.
with KDKA engineering depart- WJMO, and Bill Hawkins, WSRS,
ment in Pitt.
and
six
mayors took phone
Margaret Morton McKay, 41, fan
Mr. and Mrs. Leopold Stokowmag writer and former radio col- ski, son, New York, Jan. 31. pledges.
There
were
several significant
umnist; was found, dead in her Mother is the former Gloria
VanLeroy
Holly wood, apartment Jan. 31 after derbilt; father is symph orch con- sidelights to the hassle.
Jewelers,
co-sponsors
of “Opporan overdose of sleeping pills.
ductor.
Mr. and Mrs; Charles Gdttschalk; tunity Hour,” on WEWS, 11 pm.,

Louis A. A. Emmel, 60, former
Broadway musical comedy singer,
Why Smith Le ft Home,” died in San Frahcisco Jan. 30.
The Wrong Mr. Wright” and “The Identified with show, business for for many years, as Morton & Rusmany years, Emmel started his ca- sell, died Jan. 30 in New York.
reer on Broadway as a singer, appearing in “The Merry- Widow,”
Mother, 83, of Harry, William
“Ziegfeld Follies” and other hits.
Later he was Coast representative and Louis Brandt, theatre chain
for Irving Berlin and was asso- operators, died in Miami Beach,
ciated with the NBC Artists Serv- Jan. 31.
Loving Husband
ice. In recent years he had operMARTY MALONE
Charles Taylor; 66, manager of
ated an independent booking office
Green’s Playhouse Theatre, Dunin San Francisco.

h

Program .officials said those not
making
scheduled
appearances:
Vv;ere Mayor Thomas A. Burke of

.

offices
.

POLLY

left-wing af-

;

started

Royal Musical Academy in

.

out- of their alleged
filiations.

.

.

EDDY DUCHIN

i

and American Legion representatives who accused the Weavers of
un-American tendencies arising

veepee at Blaine-Thdmpsbn, theatrical ad agency.
Richard Swanson showed up;
Kim Kendall to Ludlow Whit- Stanley Syzmanski did not*
aker Stevens, New York, Feb. 4.
Announcement that the Weavers,
Bride is British legit actress.
who are appearing locally, would
guest-act on the telecast, touched

He sang

1.

actressr

Shirley Bridgeman to Fred Golden, Fort Lee, N.J.* Jan. 24. He’s

dean of Chi

entertainers,, died

Denver Feb,

Continued front page

there.

-

mount .Theatres) and its circuit
predecessors, for 17 years, -died recently at his home in St. Paul. He
was manager of the
neigh
borhoood Loring Theatre, Min

Weavers

is

Glynis. Margaret Payne Forwood
to David Foster, New York, Feb. 2.
Bride is British stage and screen
actress known professionally as
Glynis Johns.

he appeared were “Ben Hur,” “Rachel,” “The Bells” and “The Girl
THOMAS F. KANE
With The Green Eyes.” The dramThomas F.- Kane, 66, former asatizations on W h i c h he worked sociate editor of the Catholic AfcWith Stange included “Peg of Pea- tors Guild publication, died Feb.
cock Alley” and “You Know Me, 3 in Clifton Springs," N. Y.
He
Al.” He appeared in films and also was also a theatrical pressagent.
played vaude teamed, with his wife.
Wife and sister survive.
Two sisters and a. brother survive.
Mrs, Elsie (Sax) Wood, 64, onetime member of the Washington
MARTA EKSTROM
Trio, vaude act, died in Coshocton,
Marta Ekstrom, 53, film and 0„ Jan. 26.
legit actress, died, ih Stockholm,
Survived by husband and five

Memoriam

John D.
Bride

WB

Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and West

At

Jones to
Dallas*. Feb. .2.

concert tout of the U.S,
Cprinne Kessler to Harry KaiifBuhlig. had been living in Los mann, Pittsburgh, Feb. 3. Bride’s
Angeles for the last 20. years.
secretary to Charles Comar,
•y
personnel director in Pitt
WALTER B. TUNICK
Irene. Hosen to: Norman FinkelWalter B, Tunick, 56, realtor and stem, Pittsburgh, Feb, 4. Bride’s
former, assistant sales manager for with Republij exchange in Pitt.
Harold Lloyd Productions, died in
Marion Ross to Jerry Ross, reNew York Jan. 28; He was former- marriage, after three-year
divorce,
ly engaged in talent booking.
Seattle, recently. Both \yere in
Survived by his mother, sister vaude for many years as Marion
and a brother.
& Jerry Ross, and groom was long
emcee at the Palomar, Seattle. FISHER
Elizabeth Ann
to W. A,
Tom Fisher, 40, with the Minne- Stelck, Indianapolis,Ault
Jan, 29. Bride
sota Amusement Co; (United Para- was disk jockey for KWDM,
Des

;

of
nic business as a representative
his uncle, Oscar Hammerstein, at
He
Theatre,
N.
Y.
Victoria
the old
Opera
took over Pehr’s
later
House, Port Chester, N. Y., where
he presented films and vaude. He

RICHARD BUHLIG

amusements staffer of the Dallas
News; groom’s program director of

30 in Hollywood.
Born in Chicago, Buhlig studied
abroad and made his bow with the
London Philharmonic Orchestra at
age 21. Two years later he* made a

.

,

Pegg y Louise
^
Wilson,

pianist, died Jan.

Walter Reade, 68, motion picture
head of the Walter
Heade theatre chain, died in New
after
a long illness,
4
York Feb.
houses
lie operated wore than 40
J ersey In
New.
and
York
New
in
New York; he owned the Park Avenue Theatre and had recently purchased the Arcadia which is scheduled to reopen Feb. 14 as the Baro- 1925, after obtaining; sole ownership of the .firm, and operated unnet.
Reade started his career in the der the name Realart Pictures. He
exhibitor aiid

MARRIAGES

A

RKO.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Oison,
Van Nuys, Cal., Jan. 30.
son,
Ex-Star Deejay
Father is an assistant film director.
Continued- from page 1
Mr. and Mrs, Hugh Becket,
daughter, Seattle, Jan. 26. Father and before becoming a disk jock
is manager of Metropolitan Them.c.
at the Crystal Terrace in
Was
atre there.
the. Park Plaza Hotel. On July 22,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas CharlesFender
sought reinstatement
worth, son. Hollywood, Jan. 31. 1949,
but the Board of Police CommisMother is Marion Bell, singer.
Mr* and Mrs. Arthur E, Pater- sioners nixed the. application. Last
son, Jr., daughter, Jan. 30, Hemp- September' Fender filed suit to reFather is public af- verse the board’s action. At that
stead, N. Y,
Long time he said he was doing it not for
fairs
director of WHLI,
Island radio outlet.
himself but for other former
Mr. arid Mrs. Jack Walker, policemen in similar situations.
19.
daughter. New York; Jan.
Judge vSartorious said there
Father is publicity director of At- no law specifically covering such
lantic Records.
a case but he based his decision on
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Deane, son, a state law pertaining to the police
Father
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 4,
retirement system, That law prois disk jockey at WHEC there.
department,
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Schacker, vides that if a former
New York, Feb. 1. member applies for active service
daughter,
after
going on
within
four
years
Mother is. Connie Sawyer, comedi;

.

,

enne; father is with. NBC talent ari inactive status, his application
miiSt be granted, provided he did
Father of Mary Meade, Star, of- department.
Murray, not withdraw any of his contribuMr. and Mrs.
the Casino de Paris revue, Paris,
daughter, New York, Feb, 4. Far tions to the police retirement fund.
died recently in Alexandria, La.
ther is comedian-star and producer
The Judge said Fender applied
David Thomas Layman; Jr., 77, of CBS-TV’s “Ken Murray Show.” within the four-year period and did
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Hutchin- not withdraw any of his contribudirector of the N.Y. Metropolitan
Opera Assn., died in Miami Jan. 29. son, Jr,, son, Buffalo, N.Y., Jan; tions. While. Fender was unavail25. Father is WBEN-TV producer
able for a statement/ his attorney
Mrs. Maud Louise Barber voni and in charge of all remote tele- Said Fender intends to return to
Bader, retired actress, died in New casts of WBEN-TV, Buffalo,
The attorney also said
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Diiism ore, uniform,
York, Jan. 30.
reguladaughter, Buffalo, N.Y., Jan. 5. there is nothing in police
Fender from being
prevent
tions
to
and
jockey
Alex Kalafat, 58, operator of the Father, is emcee, disk
and WBEN- both a policeman and a disk jock,
Tri-Hi Drive-In, Garrett, Ind,, died newscaster on
*
and he may perform both stints.
TV* Buffalo.
in that city Jan. 27.

Ken
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1

1
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Virtually every major film company has thrown a curve at RCA
president Frank M. Folsom about “let’s get together and talk,”
RCA prexy presumes “must have something to do with
television and feature films.”
With seeming lack* of anxiety to “get together," it is Folsom’s
opinion that, as more and more of the “not-so-old arid ‘good’ pictures are thrown on the market,” each batch of product must fetch
a lesser price and, in turn, have less sponsorial fee value. However he concurs with General David Sarnoff that “TV programming
may run 50% and up to 80% and even as much as 90% film”
radio—hence the values may remain high.
a la records on
The* aspects of Subscription television also, remain an indeterminate potential; Phonevision (Zenith) is not regarded as conclu-'
sive test of the future horizons of “toll-vision.”

13,

$10.

the

Single copies, 25 cents.
act of March 3. 1879.

PRICE

1952

25

CENTS

Which the

.

.

There

BY GEORGE ROSEN
The end of the current broad*
casting season may write finis to
the big league Comics in radio.
Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, Red Skelton; Edgar Bergen—
these, plus some of the others who
brought the “star system” to radio
tents permamay fold their
nently to stake exclusive claims

,

AM

AM

in TV.
I

With them will vanish the last
$30,000 to $40,000 weekly
budgeted shows and in turn cue
the repatterning of the network
radio program structure into a lowbudgeted medium designed for
clients who camt play around with
of the

By ABEL

RCA

When

.

GREEN

board

+

who

The Black Watch

David Sarnoff and RCA president
Frank M. Folsom go to Hollywood
the $64,000,000 .question
the

$3,000,000,000 question,
ince that is- the figure in theatre
’properties which both Charles P.

I

and Ned Depinet have
employed— may' well be answered.
Skouras

.

Degree to which RCA-NBG video
will move into Hollywood, merge
with Hollywood, or engage in Hollywood film; production—or decide
to. remain east
will not be answered until then. First, General
Sarnoff is going away on his an-

—

nual

winter

Folsom

vacation,

now

the

RCA

color hearings joust
in Washington last Friday (8), John
T. Cahill, general counsel for the
RCA-Davfd Sarnoff forces, cracked
to the two-network delegations:
vs.

“Until we pass Elizabeth, the
whole Color issue doesn’t, mean a

[Because the proposition of Hollywood versus TV. is still in the transition period, the Radio Corp, toppers have been concerned only with
a watchful-waiting attitude.
'

by plane from

Returning

CBS

this spring

—or

those stratospheric

chairman

thing.”

Liz’s
j

Will

Coronation

Mark

First

back from a recuperative
21-day Mediterranean cruise, and
then both may have more specific
conclusions on the TV building
First trans-oceanic. tele transmission is expected to take place
(Continued on page 73)
is

will

British

Show

Biz Blacks

Out at King’s Passing;
Revise Due on Preems
London, Feb.

As

12,

the news last Wednesday .(6)
of the passing of King George VI
spread across an unprepared Britai
the bright lights were turned
,

down and

all

entertainment came

to an immediate full stop.
Show
blz promptly halted; all
entertain.

TV

S.

at-

rect

tention on the bandleader-emcee’s
show biz career.
His agent-brother, Herman Bernie, is handling the negotiations,
with the orchestra leader’s widow,;
Wes Bernie, currently on the Coast.
Walter Bulldck, songwriter and,
formerly one of Bernie’s arrangers,
is currently a 20th-FoX film .producer, and he is considering the
proposal.

Hall

budgets, or

Marx and Eddie Cantor, are entrenched in TV with their regular
shows, but doubling into radio as
well, a decision prompted by sheer
economics which, as with Marx,
pickup
permits for a low-cost
through the simple expediency of
picking up the taped aural version
of his filmed TV show or, like Candelivering a one-man radio
tor,

“The “big ’uns” in the comedy
sweepstakes, with but a couple of
exceptions, have, eyes only for TV
and on the basis of current jockeying and client-agency-talent negotiations the ’52-’53~scorecard shapes
up thusly:
Jack Benny, still the Nielsen
(Continued on page 75)

They (Show Biz) Like

Ike;

NBC is currently blueprinting
the pickup of one of the most col- Garden, N.Y., Rally Turnout
orful ceremonies in the catalog of
British pomp. There are still some
Cues Celeb-Politico Ties
technical aspects of the plan to be
In face of the pyramiding sensiironed out, but in the main, its
plan has met engineering approval. tivities which have obtained in reAs it currently is figured out, cent years, as regards show businetwork will use six DC-6 planes ness people and political leanings,
crusing at a height of 35,000 to the aggressive manner in which the
45,000 feet at intervals of about “I Like I]ke” Eisenho wer-for-Presi450 miles. Aircraft will be equipped dent rally at Madison Square Garwith' microwave equipment, with den, N. Y., was sparked by show
biz figures last Friday (8) midnight,
engineers to monitor the relays.
It’s felt that at the prescribed seems noteworthy.

That official directive .set the
standard, for a general industry
Officers of the CinematoExhibitors Assn,, in session
When the news was received, immediately ended discussions and
shortly
afterwards
P° lic y-

advised

all

cinemas to close for the day. Instructions to close were
received
PfHy caises after shows already

egun

thinking by observing in the course
been disclosed that of his stint, “Some have made
and CBS, in Con- cracks that actors should not; mix
junction with the Navy, had at- up in politics but I want to state
tempted some Stratovision experi- that we are not ‘mixed up’-r-we
ments off Norfolk, but the signal know just what we are doing.”
Leland Hayward, Russel Crouse,
wasn’t strong enough; for commerLindsay, Irving Berlin,
cial purposes. Apparently some im- Howard
provements over the recent experi- Richard Rodgers. Oscar Hammerments are .being, perfected, and. stein 2d, Mary Martin have been
there’s a feeling among the engi- among the more dominant intraneering staff that the U, S. will be show biz personalities on the Gen.
(Continued pn page 75)
viewing the coronation.

made
It

last

in time.

has
year

alsci

NBC

.

.

Theatres were closed
perform( Continued on
page 18)
’

.
at the conclusion
of the

[

first batoned the show.
Will. be.
celebrated
the
Silver
Jubilee of the oldest continuouslysponsored program in the history

American

of

radio.

J

/

Since the Friday night of Feb/
1927, when the Goldman Band
did a full hour’s show, and through
its Sundry transitions and modifications from brass to Concert to
18,

•

By

LARY SOLLOWAY

casts

reflects.

from that

The

chronology

historic teeplf in

1927,

Miami Beach, Feb. 12.
with bandmastership of a Goldman
Greater Miami cafe, hotel, res- organization, runs the gamut, with
taurant and retail business is facing the high prospect that this is
the season which may well mark
the return to normalcy the normal of the prewar years. This despite the fact there are more people in the area at .this time than
ever before, though spread out
over a much larger area running
all
the way up to the Palm
Beaches; there are scores of new
motels with all the frills built in;
new apartments and lesser hotels
in the Miami sector; many new
taverns and restaurants; and increased activity in entertainment.
All of it is making the highprofit gauge tougher to reach than
in the lush postwar years.. It’s
tough to take fpr many who have
been used to those free-spending
crowds; The vacationer here today
watches the buck and limits, the
going-out sessions; With the gambling clampdoWn, the easy coin
types have gone farther south, to
the casinos in the Caribbean area;
and west to the Las Vegas and

(Continued on page 75)

—

Mrs. Gus Kahn’s Jackpot

Keys Pyramiding Values
Of

‘Solid’

Old Song Hits

The recent Warner

Bros, filmusi-

Sec You In My
Dreams," biopic of the late Gus
Kahn; accents anew the pyramiding values pf old song copyrights.
For one thing, his widow, Grace
LeBoy Kahn, has been collecting
from ASCAP, under the relatively
new point-performance system between $10,000 and $11,000 per
cal

click of “I’ll

WB

filmusical’s mUquarter. The
bill
was $65,000, of which
sic
$15,000 was for the title song.
The first A1 Jolson picture, “The
Jolson Story," lipids the record
with a $105,000 music bill for synTwo songs;
chronization rights.
“June Night" arid “The Toledo,”
in' the forthcoming Blossom Seeley

,

ment throughout the country, takWhile the legit arm of show .biz
height, signal. can be beamed for:
ing its cue from the Lord Chamseemed more vital in the demon- lterto chance spots.
the distance between planes.
berlain who, within half an hour of
Result is a scramble for business
Joshtia Logan’s co-dhairthat
stration,
some
talk
There had been
official
announcement,
made at one man was Tex (& Jinx) McCrary, among the' Cafes and other enterasked all theatres under, his juris- a dry run would be
tainment-offering enterprises. Debroadcastfrom
essentially
who
is
being
held
of the Olympic games
ictl n
fu ? to put up the shutters for this year, in Finland, but it was ing, Also from radio-television, spite the big-name bookings by the
the day.
top spots, the patronage angle is
felt that preparations couldn’t be Fred Waring quickly keyed the
.."

from New York’s Carnegie
where Dr. Edwin Franko

Goldman

string orchestra, and now back to
the brass band format under the
able baton of Paul Lavalle, Cities
Service has been uninterruptedly
on the air. This in itself is .not. the
essence of the story; it is in the
best tradition of American industry that big business should underwrite and help bring certain choice
staples to the public.
What is unique, however, is the
reflection pf the moods and modes
and tempos of the times that the
history of the Cities Service broad-

AM

Elizabeth’s coronation

be microwaved to the U.

Dreams,” has further focused

nothing more perma-

! ’

Ben Bernie

vival

find the
markets still desirable for moving their products.
Most of them are already in TV,
but, as in the case of Hope and
Benny, thus far only-on a sporadic
basis. Others, like Skelton, Grouch

package for $4,000.

that

when Queen

AM

is cooking at 20th-Fox for
biopic. Recent reof the .late “ole maestro’s"
theme song, “Au Revoir, Pleasant

Deal

a

is

nent. than change, especially in
show business, which makes the
25th anniversary of the “Cities
Service Band of America program
on NBC next Monday (18) the more
Significant. On that night, With an
elaborate full-hour program di-

biopie,

.

“Somebody

Loves

Me,”

alone fetched $i 0,000 from Perl(ParaProductions
berg-Seaton
and the music bill will
mount
The Jane
probably- treble that.
Fromart biopic, “With a Song In
special
by
hypoed
of necessity
My Heart,” will probably hit
hotel parties, plus a neW phase $50,000 to $60,000 music bill by
hereabouts which has cropped up the tiipe the' 20th-Fox cue-sheet
in the last two weeks. Latte*- is an has been turned in to Harry Fox,
offer by two private outfits of a trustee for the music publishers.
special package which includes a With passage of time, the surviv$9 average-per-person deal allow- ing “solid” hits of yesteryear assume greater values, particularly if
ing for a burley show (Minsky
Plaza Theatre, downtown on the used as production, numbers and
couple
with
a
not merely for atmospheric, “meda
show;
then
beach),
Otherof drinks included, at Copa City, ley" or incidental music.
the
wise the sync fees average $500 to
one
of
at
breakfast
and finally,
(Continued on page 64)
$ 1 000
'
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PARKS FUYSCaMHDES
Big
BEFORE AMER. LEGION

With
By

USO

HERMAN

A.

Vaude Not on

Unit:

left

LOWE

Anchorage, Alaska, Feb. 12.
This is the land where Vaudeville never died.
This is a red-hot, appreciative

Hollywood, Feb. 12.
For the first time since his appearance before the House Committee on Un-Amferican Activities,
Larry Parks broke his silence to

Blumbefgs See Adopted
Grandchildren 1st Time

Communism

.

at

.

The huge dlsplaced-persons em- escape from Nazi-occUpied Gervil-

Monrovia.
to the meeting by MarBrought
_
tin Berkeley, former Communist
who gave the committee its biggest
list of names, Parks was a sur-

barkation center in this tiny,
many to the. Allied forces in italv
lage on Germany’s North Sea # Show Bit Well Represented *
shore may'' hold the answer to the
There is a lot of show big talent
question Hollywood is Worried too; which goet.through this camp'
about— where to get new, realistic usually with such jobs waiting in
and unusual scripts. It is also a the U. S. as farm or factory workvirtual gold mine for human inter- e r, laundry rnan or household help,
None complains about this, by
e st newspaper writers.
what makes this fortress of read every one of them hopes to crash
hu man tragedy; hopes arid joys Yank show biz,
Among these people was Vera
interest i n g however, is
eyen
that apparently neither the screen Vilks-Zenirt; formerly of the Riga
ftor the newspaper scribes have re- (Latvia) Opera; Elisabeth Waermer,
alized these values. As an official a Hungarian radio commentator
bf the U. S. Displaced Persons and screen script writer who has
Commission said, “They all missed been in Italy since 1942 ( she also
The more translated Dore Schaty’s “Casa
the boat completely.’
so. he added, since most of more History of a Movie)”; Chaim Gottthan 1,000,000 DP’s, who were re- lieb, a 36-year-old Polish Jew and
settled from Europe since the end cantor, who sings Italian arias; and
of the war, sailed from here, in- Ingrid and Karin Gutberg, young
eluding more than 300,000 to the German sisters from Latvia, who
toured West Germany last year as
U. S.
Here is a random pick from the concert pianists,
On the same ship also was .a 0due
to
here,
now
thousands of DP’s
year-old Romanian child prodigy.
leaVe shortly or who left recently,

Nate and Vera Blippberg are
circuit where kids grandparents by proxy, and Will see
their
adopted grandchildren a boy
Air
the
powder
blue
of
the
Force, the Navy’s darker blue arid and girl, each one month old—-when
they
get to the Coast this week prise speaker. He said, in part: ‘As
Army khaki revel in live entertainformer Communist, I know what
ment brought to them occasionally for the first time in months. The a evil thing it is pnd I want to
prexy left Monday (11), an
Universal
by the USO’s Soldiers in Greasehelp stamp it out.” He. made a
.

.

Camp Shows

—

in

following an extended recuperative
period which had hospitalized hiiri
here in Alaska, uniformed for a spell and which prompted
audiences, beat their palms: en- Mrs. Blumberg joining him in
thusiastically, whistle, stamp arid New York.
cheer to show their appreciation.
The children, whom they; will
Practically every other boy in uni- see for the. first time, have been
form is a camera bug whose mis- adopted by their daughter, Dodo,
sion in life appears to be collecting who is married to Stanley Meyer.
the Latter, with Lewis Blumberg, son
of
flashlighted
snapshots
Cheesecake,- the hoofer, and the of the U prez, has the California

paint.

Up

t

special pitch to the youth, prais-

ing

Legion

the

saying,

drive,

s

If

Americanism
someone tries

to sell you a gold brick of

munism,

talk

things

t

Com-

over with

the Legion.

-

soubret.

franchise

Here are mixed the newest and This is
in trouping—traveling device.

the Teleprorripter.
TV, production cueing

to
a

the* oldest

250 miles ari hour by air to play
on tiny stages which buckle and
sway and often are booby-trapped
with, large knotholes and splinters.
There are times, too, when the
Comic and the, trick dancer must
watch their pratfalls and steps on
soaking wet floors of hard

,

When
Cpast

Palm

the Bluriibergs reach the
plan to vacation in

they

.

Spririgs or

La Quinta

recovered, following
ferences in Hollywood...

until

con-

fully

'.

German DP Center a Gold Mine

garian Air Force major, who stole
By GEORGE F. GAAL
a two-engined bomber from a Ger.
_ Y „
,T w
Camp Grohn, Bremen- Vegesack. .man air base during the war to

an American
Legion Americanism meeting in

flay

.
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&xsnBff

MISCELLANY

t

There was a Romanoff princess, a She is Florica Reimtiexva concert
Living
a DP canip in
descendant of Imperial Russia’s violinist.
'“ nde
she
ie
F.
last Czar. Last week, a Ukrainian JJaly.
Holly wood, Feb. 12.
J
N
f
or
^®d
sa
family
Metro galloped away with the
"Petersburg
Conservatory
St
Later
f
^
^OthCr
liave three other
a^they
nvauvuij
Academy Award
in
heat *11
neat
« childrep
trial
Uiai
n
^,j
,
TT
already in * h® V; ® „
derby, getting 29 nominations out children
of
advanced
professor
violin
at
th
same boat was a former Hun
of an even dozen pictures. far the
Academy of Santa Cecilia, Rome.
overshadowing nearest studio com**
She had her first concert iri Naples.
petitor, Paramount, which had 19.
Her fathef, Marcel Remitter. is her
Warners was third with 17, 20th
He used to be a
accompanist.

m

‘

Crete..

.

;

trouping in the grand traditiori. It needs only an Irving Berlin to write the words and music
which will immortalize this very
It’s

Anchorage, Alaska, Feb. 12.
Alaska is one of the half dozen
Most ‘‘Stateside’- entertainers
or so “circuits” laid out around
haven’t much idea how the USO
the world by the USO and the
units operate
Alaska. The anArmed Forces Professional Enter- swer is ‘‘prettyinsmooth,”
aside from
tainment Branch. These circuits the waits
at airports arid the time
reach Americans in uniform out of and schedules lost by bases being
the States; otherwise they have weathered in.
little or no access to most entertainment.
Morale-building
Soldiers
in
Greasepaint carried their cheer all
over the globe, through most of

World War

II and up into 1947;
(Continued on page 16)

Formal Presentation

'

fourth with 16;
Warners. “Streetcar Named Desire” was the most honored film
With 12 nominations, Par’s “Place
in the Sun” second with nine.
Pair of Metro entries, “American
in Paris” and “Quo Vadis,” are
The Alaskan tour shapes up at tied, for third with eight each.

Romania until the
when jazz was

jazz pianist

Russians occupation

banned.

And on this same boat -was
Maria MadrisOtti, Italian coloratura
......
Who used to sing in the ‘Cremona
Pans, Feb. a.
opera, and also on Radio Venice,
The lure of Holly woodJs fading Radio Trieste and Radio Lugano.
actresses. They like R a iy»s disk company, Palladium,
20th’s “David and Bathsheba” and for European
the glamour m ade a recording with her of
Columbia’s “Death of a Salesman” the work, they like
they don t “Livieta Tracollo,” an opera by
(Kramer) tied for fourth with five and the publicity, but
long-term pacts which keep p er 0 iese. She had to break three
Want
each.
g
m
an CC
em
contracts when she Was called
repre- time. Also, they
films were jepre
Total
of 53 niras
+u°
rJ to
+
iota 1 oi
be able to
like
.

roughly

five

finish;

The schedule

weeks from

start to
calls for a

unit to assemble in New York and
to fly west to Seattle via the plushest commercial airline, service. At
Seattle, they are processed and issued Arctic gear by the Air Force.
This consists of heavy hat, parka,
boots, Arctic mittens, and some
heavy socks. You buy the woolen

underwear and must have it. Then
the Armed Forces and its Military

Of Kesslere’s Show Biz

•

,

show business.

lively sprig of

4 _

Air Transport take over. MATS
flies the unit north more than 1,300.
miles to the big Elmendorf air base
Collection of 5,000-6,000 poroutside of Anchorage; Adjacent to
traits by G. Maillard Kesslere of
Elmendorf, headquarters of Alaspeople in the theatre world is beka’s air defense, lies Fort Richarding readied for public exhibition.
son, center "of Alaska’s Army deFormal presentation Will be made fenses.
to the N. Y. Public Library at KesUSO shows are. now being sent
slere’s studio on April 5 at midto Alaska, at the rate of one every
night.
The collection, consisting three weeks. They
are based in a
primarily of photos but also con- small
hotel wing of the spanking
taining a large number of paintings
new and modern Servicemen’s
by Kesslere, Will go on exhibit at Club at.
“Fort Rich” as it is comhis gallery for two weeks, starting
monly known herb. AccommodaApril 7, and will be on view at the tions are two
in a room, with clean
library from. mid-May through the sheets
and towels, plenty of., blan-

Portraits to N.Y. Library

.

-

?

M

for top pic awards, to

24th annual

j

.

be made at

Academy Awards

pro-

fn leavt*' Italv for resettlement

in their own home country.
first picture in the U. S. is good,
they can corniharid good money iri

Pantages an y language and without the sariie
will be tax problem as in the U. S. If they
Theatre.
mailed Feb. 26. with voting closing don’t make good at the outset,
March 11 after screenings of all they see no reason for being tied
»* competing pix at the Academy up at
a beginner’s salary.
This situation is Illustrated by
Awards Theatre Feb. 17-March 9.
-o recent cases. First is that of ]
Arthur Freed will be general di two
actress
rector of the presentation program, Suzanne Cloutier,. French
with ABC broadcasting coast to Who refused to sign a Paramount
one-picture
accepted
a
termer
and
coast and Armed Forces Radio
Ideal, “Persian Gulf.” She is now on
(Continued on page 18)
her way to Hollywood to make it.
Another example is that of Franka Faldini, Italian actress who just
got a release frorii a Hal WallisBerlin’s ‘No Business
Paramount contract to go hack to
Rome' which she had not seen in
Like Show Business
twi years;' She iixed an'offer'fOT
a long-termer.
Howard Hughes
— heard of her returning home and
500G -Pix Deal at 20th
Darryl F. Zanuefc and Spyros immediately made ; an Pfer^to iet
Skouras have okpyed a 1952-53 pro- her to work for RKO. Miss Faldini

gram March 20

at the
Final ballots

:

i

—

i

husband, Lajos Markos, a young

Hungarian painter Who won five
He will be a farm
first prizes.
worker in the U.S.
...

•
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Mark New

Paris Fashions
By LUCETTE CARON

Rumors
on

its

Paris, Feb. 12.
that Paris couture was

last

legs,

and that many

houses were about to close, did
not check the arrival of the usual

swarm
sp ri“g

of fashion experts for the

IntematiohaJ
opemngs.
buyers and the press fought for
seats with all bf their oldtime en
and modern toilet facilities
Kesslere is also turning over, and showers just
down the hall.
title to his oil portraits, but due
A couple .of "the bathrooms have
off last week with a
to the library’s lack of facilities tubs.
Like most buildings in
The opening Of a new house the
duction of Irving Berlin’s “There’s would take the offer only if limited
for caring for them they will be Alaska operated
by the Armed
day provided the surprise
first
one
could
still
to
a
year
so
she
housed at his. gallery. Photos of the Services; this one is not only well No Business Like Show Business”
sensation of Hie season, as 25-yearfor which the songsmith will re- visit her family in Rome.,
oils will be included in the col- heated
but generally overheated;
Hubert
de Givenchy was given
old
European
actresses
are
not
so
Larnar
lection.
The photographer-artist
These headquarters accommoda- ceive a flat $500,000 fee.
either by Pffers the biggest spontaneous ovation
much impressed
T^-otti. who wrot’p and prothiced
not only is contributing the por- tions are the best the USQ
*
mfr
ii. ^ tt
n rriK v..
1«
im tfAOT'e
troupe
iri years,
seen
hqd
Paris
appear
in
the
They
U. S.
on TV
the soon-due Jane Froman biopic, to
traits but is also donating the ma- encounters anywhere
on the cirThe next big event was Glmswill agree it usually pays good money
terials and work involved in put- cuit. This is the
hub of spoke in “With a Song In My Heart,”
collection alone
whose
but the woik, they claim, does not tian Dior’s
script and Walter Lang will direct.
ting together the collection as a the scheduling. The
unit goes out
As the last
will utilize allow them the freedom of move- was worth the trip.
Valuable source of ^reference data.
to the Aleutians for five or six days, It Will be in color and
page 15)
on
riient they want.
(Continued
Presentation will be made by a and theri returns for a day or two as many of the 20th-Fox talent
sponsoring committee consisting of at Fort Rich. It travels by train stable as possible, headed by Betty
some 50-odd top names in legit It (the only train ride of the trip) for Grable. Berlin will try and get
Songwill also call attention to the fact an overnight stand at Whittier,
and Fred Astaire for the lead.
that the library’s Theatre Collec- comes back to “Rich.” It flies north smith’s deal calls for 12-15 old
new
“at least
tion, of which George Freedley is to work the large and
small bases songs and
numbers.”
curator, is now in its 21st year.
(Continued on page 63)
.by J. S. SEIDMAN, C.P.A..
Berlin returned to Nassau where
he and his wife are vacationing
Actors are entitled to many in- home; automobile upkeep arid de7X3
until early March when he heads
come tax deductions. The follow- preciation; cabs from one engagefor the Coast to ready both ‘‘No
ing is a list of some of the items. ment to another; expenses on trips
Business” arid “Call Me Midam.”
However, to get, the deductions, taken to get material, background,
Latter, a current legit hit with
Enclosed find check for $
two things must be established. or. ideas for professional Work.
Ethel Merman, goes into filiriing
Public relations expenses—-develFirst, there must be proof of the
in July, with the comedienne rePlease send VARIETY for
amounts spent-mere say-so or opment of public following; handlcreating her original Broadway
“guesstimate” is riot enough. Sec-, ing of fan riiail; photographs; comrole, and Donald O’Connor slated
entertaining
tickets;
or. J, the items must be professional plimentary
To ,« .. . ... *.
Paul
for the Russell Nype part.
(Please
expenses, not personal living costs. press,, playwrights, critics, backers,
Lukas’ stage original will be played
club niemetc.;
Preparation expenses—research, agents, directors,
down to a straight part, with a cost of material, dialog, gags, mu- bership dues; advertising and pun*
Street

summer.
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minimum of, singing. Lang is also sic; special coaching lessons; thea- licity ; press agent’s fees;
to direct “Madam.” “Business” is
Miscellaneous expenses—Variety
tre tickets; costumes, wigs, shoes,
a .backstage story, from, an idea by makeup; repair, pressing, cleaning, Land other trade papers; Equity and
exBerlin.
dyeing; and rieiital of professional other union dues; telephone
Berlin participated in the “I Like Wardrobe;' wardrobe valet; beautify- change; accompanist, accountant
Ike’? GOP rally at Madison Square ing, physical culture; studio rentals, fees; bodyguard; rent, secretary,
Garden last Friday (8). That song, tips to studio employees; record- and office expense; household exfrom “Madam” has now become ing of voice or program, screen penses, like rent, maid service, u ^
etc.)
a quasi-official theme for General tests.
ities, telephone^ insurance,
Eisenhower,
Berli
also
Booking expenses-— scouting for the extent household is used
has
autnoi».
with
parodied one of his ‘‘Annie Get engagements, agent’s commissions, tiveiy for conferences
pi
Your Gun” excerpts into -“Any- legal expenses on contracts.
writers, agents; or: other
thing They Can Do Ike Can Do
Traveling expenses transporta- sional matters; income taxes P
'
Better.”
tion, board arid lodging away from abroad; ori foreign bookings.
.

N. Y.

—

—

.
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pictures

150 PIX

1

,

~——“r— ———

•

In an unprecedented move by a
distributor, United. Artists shortly
|0 AinCll
P
Twentieth-Fox prexy Spyros P.
'righto aboSt $q nicturefThe^e
a
h°P
SwJh
SSS^SS'p
a
h j2
had 1
l6ase for
^ears or
Eido* move
on
ut
whlcb
Part of the
^
Dhop theatre'- television
com- seven-year
term of the original
bu ^ European rights distribution contracts is still
valid.
tp he system.
•UA maintains -'that the ‘move-ds^
Skouras is expected back in the advantageous both to it and the
States \yithin a week. He’s been producers involved, as well as to
talking a swing of Australia, New the makers of new films now going
Zealand arid the Far East for some through the company’s distribution
time and probably will embark on: mill Many of. the indie pix being
th spring,
handed back to producers started
lt:
?
-into release via Eagle Lion, Film
Classics and Eagle Lion Classics,
and were, added to the UA roster
when it absorbed the product of
ELC and its predecessor compa-

ducers

providing that
either party can reopen the pact
at the end of the first year and last
week’s letters, were to that effect.
Lee’s note cited at length the
speech in the House of Commons
.clause

Coiitai

“^

’

^

Vf

America conclave

,

Los An-

in

television production ns quickly as
possible.
a n n 0 u ri c e d sonije
months ago that
would make

U

griped
about,
geles
which
“poison’’ boxoffice titles. Dore
Schary was vigorous in refuting that premise on the theory
that if it’s a hit you can call
it Lindy’s-on-rye and it’ll sell.
,

Or

“Latuko”

Tiki’’ to

and

,

nies

last

“Kon-

be more specific.

New York

UA

,

UWF

UA

has been reported that RackEllis G. Arnall’s acceptance last mil plans to have Decca’s regional
video
week of directorship of the Office sales offices handle the
cf a hiii*nH*n
hv output. This Will take U off the
by
Stabilization
make new deals with indie or re- ° f
(Continued on page 64)
issue 'outfits that might be able “Aiders as a- certain tlpoff that
tu give the product more attentiori. President Trunian is going to run
A1 S0 the producers will be free to f0 r reelection. Should Mr. Truman Freed Eventually
1
get what money they can through ,.„ flirn
th(l whitp Hnncp Arnall

i

It

UWF

be made by Arthur
..^aye^.exec/v.p. pF the Co.uncilMotion
Picture
Organizations,
of
ovone are
nra hrtnp
hopeMPAA and SIMPP execs
x
salesmanaeers of the maior
f ul that by June the British situa- t0 trie saiesmanagers ot tne major
^
tion will have improved sufficiently companies today (Wed.) for a re- television deals.
fundersfbod t^ be in hne’ for the
s
ginal 4U
*>. e0
.That- tu
to make cuts unnecessary.
^A’s idea in laying off the films cabinet post of ^AttorrtevGen^l
^Z9
c
f‘
Attorney-General,
could occur by -natural economic collection method. Scheme was for
(Continued on page
^uimnutu
cage 15)
1 0;
pagethe majors to bill the dues along
Arnall was granted a leave of

Appeal

tomorrow

Monday (11) night.
Decca’s topper Is understood to
feel that the mutual, interest of the
record and the. film companies lies
primarily in video. That’s why he
wishes to see
start in TX-pix
production as soon as possible.
trairied out

spring.

Pix being turned back by

by plane

(Thurs.) to make his arrival coincide with that of the U prez who

not; only have been in release for
a considerable period of time, but
are bringing in only negligible income, if any, each week.
feels
that it will be to the producers’
advantage in retrieving distribution
rights in that the owners then can

.

UWF

pix for the new medium, but there
has been little action up to this
timeRackmil, prez of Decca Records,
which recently acquired a 30% interest in U, is anxious to get, the
company into the video field as
quickly as possible. Thus lie has
scheduled his own departure froi

.

two weeks ago by R. A. Butler,
Chancellor of the Exchequer. Butler went into Britain’s tough monetary situation and pointed out that
Holly wood films cost the country
$2$, 000,000 annually. He said that
that could not be changed without
negotiation, since it was a firm

Eastern executives scoff at
the recent Theatre Owners of

m

British

Coast Meet This

Convergence of Nate Blumberg
and Milton R. Rackmil on the Coast
at the end of this week will be for
the purpose of getting Universal^
subsid, United World Films, into

What's In a Name?

:.]•

ture Assn of America, and Ellis G.
Arnall, president of the Society of
Independent Motion picture Piro-

Two-year agreement with the
was Signed last summer
and became effective Oct. 1, It

OKOUniS

^l

W

Sitidia/ lette^ signed
Sir Frank Lee, Permanent Secretarv of the British Board of Trade,
werd received Friday (8) by Eric
Johnston, prez of the Motion Pic-

nvent.

in

r

Request that negotiations start*
no later than June is contained in
Brita letter of notification by the
intend to
ish last week that they
reopen the Angio-U.iS. film agree-

Rackmil

will

-

.

x

’

™

more likely, via largeAmerican aid to the country’s with film rentals and make remitrearming effort. Latter would pro- tances to the alMndustry public
Scale

will

_

follow

'

tivity,

Although

Stanley

exercised the option

Kramer has

®ld

ked

at the
original
^collection, plan,
dairiiing their staffs were already
.b a

1

COMPO

bn the

film rights to Herman Wouk’s
novel, “The Caine Mutiny.’* the

..

,

Metro’s use of its frozen lire
partially
in
financing “Quo
Vadis” has prompted a sug.

a session by Eric Johnston, Motion
Picture Assn, of America prez,
with the sales heads, This will be
a general meeting in Johnston’s
efforts to' get closer to detailed
operation of the industry and will
probably include discussion of his
project for. greater research ac-

Saiesmanagers

...

gestion from the Allied-afflliated
Independent
Theatre
Owners of Ohio that exhibitors
offer the company lire in payment of rental fees for the film
instead of meeting the tap with
their hard-earned dollars. Proposal is the leadoff item in the

ITOO’s current

bulletin.

Organization notes that “attache^ to this bulletin are five
lire. I’his is genuine Italian
money.” Letter adds that “this
five lire note can be used by
you in negotiating with
for ‘Quo Vadis.’ You may offer
whatever, is due
to pay

overworked that they hadn t
f.°
hasn’t received the time for such additional activity.

producer still
other tacks be tried
Navy’s okay on the film, adaptation.
According
to
Harold
Matson, and that Mayer come back to them
Wm.k’e agent, the’
the Navy has
h a c only
nniv if such methods didn’t work.
Wouk’s
Inasmuch, as the voluntary colseen one screen treatment
the
one prepared by Woiik and scripter lection system which has been tried
Stanley Roberts
and. would not by COMPO for the past year or so
give the version its official okay.
has riot provided necessary income,
The Navy, Matson said, did not Mayer is taking the sales chiefs at

MGM

—

MGM

—

them

in lire

<

MGM

If

absence last week by the Society
Hollywood, Feb. 12,
Motion Picture
independent -Motion-..
Independent
Backstage talk here is that
Producers, of which he is president, “Paint Your Wagon,” to which
so that be might accept the Gov- Louis B. Mayer acquired screen
ernment post. It is believed that rights last week, will wind up behe woftld not have taken the admit- ing produced by Arthur Freed.
tedly tough OPS job without as- Long a Metro fixture as producer
surances from the President that of its top musicals, Freed is
seen
he’d at least have a chance, via by. insiders moving, into
a Mayer
Mr, Truman’s, determination to run production setup sometime
before
again, at a top Washington job.
“Wagon” is ready for the cameras
Arriall’s accession to command
which will probably be several
of the Dept, of Justice would un- :years.
doubtedly be welcome to the indie
Freed Is under a term pact at
producers whom he heads. Whether Metro, where he has been signally
it would be good or bad for the
successful in turning out consistent
majors is another question.
moneymakers. However, he was alThe former Georgia governor ways close tp Mayer during the
latter’s
long tenure as studio chief.
has recently expressed disappoint(Continued on page 20)
ment at the D. of J.’s policing of
the antitrust decrees under which
the majors operate. He was, in
fact, planning a foray on Washington for the purpose of registerof

Offer Life for ‘Vadis'

relations organization.

Mayer’s appearance

says

you ‘you are collecting dolyou caii’t pay. uS in lire,’
a very obvious answer to that

—

to

ing a

lars,

tial

squawk

just as the .Presiden-

appointment came along.

On

Arnall as A.-G.
ariy specific suggestions for
might be unwelcome news for the
is ‘you made the picture for
changes, but turned the story down,
lias acquired
However,
majors.
he
lire, why should you collect
as a whole, mainly because of disJohnston at luncheon today will
dollars’?”
(Continued on page 70)
satisfaction with the chief charac- receive on behalf of the industry
ter.
from the Film Preview CommitAccording to reports, Kramer tees, made up of 13 groups which
has slated the pic for early pro- send out to their members judgduction and Roberts is working on ments of current films, an Award
...
VadlS ,
a screenplay. Whether Kramer of Meri t-^•Citation lauds Hollywood t rade r 1 CKS Up; oailor lakes Over 1 st,
Will submit a new version to the for its emphasis on films suitable
‘Rnnm’
Drnn«
tn Second,
‘Star’
Tki
rA
Fnnrtk
Third,
inira,
to
oeconq
^tar'
Otar
‘Room’
Ixoom
Urops
Drops
rourtn
Fourth
7
Navy before starting the filming is '-for general family audiences and
still a matter of, conjecture.
Ac(Continued on page 64)
First-run film biz is looking up You” (RKO) wind up the Big 10
tually Kramer can make the pic
this session in key cities covered list in that order. "Japanese War
without the Navy’s nod. However,
by Variety, with a number of spots Bride” (20th), “Model and Marriage
^
if he adopts this course, he can’t
(20th)
and “Detective
Cohlo WAV**
being helped by Lincoln's Birthday. Broker”
Rarlr In
nsict
l" 1vUttOl.
expect any cooperation from the
Strong product and mild weather Story” (Par) are runner-up pix.
11
c0nnecti(m
connection ^
ith making
with
boosting
combination
the
form
“Viva
“vi
va Zapata!” (20th) looms as

word

in appealing for their
support of the original plan,

their

make

that

basis,

,

_
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.
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extremely helpful
for
general
PPhli? .relations, and in fostering
recruiting drives.
However* ,t!
it’s
1
t
a
11
r0Ceed
sans \hA Nat^f ffp«iTa K
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show $217,000
Job which he nixed was the co-

S

st^rln^ MSo'Mdr
Ava Gardner

Youngstein
in to Coast

afpu^Ss
heads
P
from N;
today

starring role With

y

ajsiriputiqn v.p.,

•’

'

UA

is

W

total gross in

some

philly.

in
to-

,

wt,r

.

i"

Pro a “ c^ an a most dates being neat to sock/ Tarivoiih'- (til looms fair in Phiilv
n U
T
Z. Leonard was to direct.
Fourth money goea to “Hoom For
in'
Meh” Tcoft 10
tooks
°ks tall
van in
Gable complained that the script one More” (WB) third a week ago ™ ".^Tal
I.
was faulty* M-G has since been while^Wwomln^
(RKoT°which
which
“Girl
in Every Port” (RKO),
1 ““
P
"
opens
at N. Y. Paramount today,
op
tor
trie part.
fTtte
» rrn o .
part?

for the
ar
Coast x
(Wed,) to
view the. new indie pix for
release and get underway with cam;
-

m

.

without
pera f??
(Continued on page 16)
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trade
“Sailor

C 1 .-J!-. Q„o„«neinn
Cfi.Jm

ulIopCHMUU
ulUQlO ulISDCH
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Dr

Mptrn
onowuowu
Metro SIlAWllnWIl
meiro
Showdow

one of most promising new Aims,
films,
Beware” (Par) roared based on terrific preem at N. Y.
ahead from second position of a Rivoli.
“Bend of River” (U),
Clark Gable heads back to the w6e k a £° to take over first place launched three weeks ago in Pacific
Coas f todav (Wfed.) f or what mav by a healthy margin. The Martin- northwest, again is attesting its
playing in some 12 great
« i? smash in Toronto
shape up as the showdown In Ws Lewis eornedy,
G ct r anffpme n t from Mptro Veteran key cities, is registering big to and still sock in third weeks in
Virtually every both Seattle and Portland; Ore.
in
trade
star 5ho has been in N Y the terrific
record in Denver.
Denver,
set a .record
“c„,
spot;
ot Pic .se^.
rtr H*c
Point” 'mtcrw
(RKO) is fair
“Sword’s
past few weeks, is on suspension- sP'
“Quo Vadis” (M-G), champ in on Pittsburgh preem. “Invitation”
frona his $7,^00 weekly contract for
last
surveys
Variety:
monthly
disappoint(M-G)
continues
highly
refusing to accept an M^G assignbe.ng ing, ‘Red Skies- of Montana":
ment. It's the first such layoff for month, and In, December;
first
for
place
out
of
first
pushed
in
Portland
(20th)
is
okay
Pitt
and
Gable in his 21-vear thesDine catime in weeks. Despite this, it will but mild in Cleveland and fair in
reer.

.

In fflms
films favorable to the service,
the Navy usually furnishes Hollywood with technical assistance,
location -sites, ships and manpower,

10

-

.

-

.

.

set for a west-

bp P Sunday (17). Prexy
“Want You” whuld have kept
Arthur B. Krim is now in Holly- Gable at work until his next, “Moat
setti ng..new releasing: gambo,” would have been ready for
dea°l*
lensing. Producer Sam Zimbalist
H ^*ri®riian plans to lo°k in on (“Quo Vadis”) now is in Africa set„
several
exchange areas on the ting the preliminaries for “MoCoast; lining up exhib pacts.
gambo.”
;

For Louis B. Mayer

,

processes or,

vide Britain with the scarce dollars that are causing the threat of
the film agreement revision,

May Produce ‘Wagon’

T

.

^

“Death of Salesman” (Col), getting started slowly in keys, is sixth
while “Phone Call From Stranger”
(20th) is taking^over seventh.
“Meet Danny Wilson” (U), spotty
this round, is showing eriough to
capture eighth position. “Westward
the Women” (M-G) and “I Want

A IFkV

j5 bitz
big
is

in

washincton
eood
Washington
and good
®

in

“Boots Malone” (Col) is fine in
Omaha.' “African Queen” (UA) is
sopk n spvpnth L A week
j

(Complete] Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9).
?'

--'

e

.
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L.A. Polke Clamping
Down, on Premieres
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
premieres and the
Santa Claus Parade are threatened
with extinction by’ a new policy
proposed by the L. A. Board of
Police
Policy
Commissioners.
would ban all commercial parades
and permit only major civic and
,

Hollywood

Washington, Feb.

4

12.

Probability is that a final decision on the American Broadcasting

Pa.‘

Co.-United' Par Theatres merger
Pittsburgh, Feb. 12.
and eligibility of Paramount PicGovernor John S. Fine last week
tures Corp, for TV licenses won’t
be handed down until the late fall signed the so-called “Hookey Bill,”
was indicated yesterday (Mon.) as Which, bars children from eight to
hearings continued before FCC
examiner Leo Resnick on Par an- 18 attending theatres in Pennsylvania during school hours unless,
titrust issues.
Resnick conceded tp reporters carrying a teacher’s permit or acthat, taking into, account occasional companied by. a parent or other
recesses, the hearings cannot be responsible adult, The previous
concluded rriuch before the .end of law applied from eight to .14.
Theatre managers will enforce
March, Allowing 40 days or more
for lawyers to file their proposed the new laW on penalty of $1 fine
findings and time for him to study for 4he first violation and $25 for
the record, he was inclined to second and subsequent ones. The
agree he won’t have his initial de- law provides a jail term in default
cision ready: much before Septem- of payment at the rate of a day for
Representafor each dollar unpaid.
Allowing further ti
ber.
parties to file exceptions and par- tive Albert Beech, of Pittsburgh,
oral arguments before introduced the measure.
ticipate i
full commission; it appears final
decision on case Will come around
,

patriotic pageants,

Hollywood Chamber of Commerce and the film studios are
rbady to put up p fight against the
They
proposed police ruling.
contend that the Christmas festivi.

and the picture preems are a
distinct asset to the community.

ties

1.

As hearings oh package proceedings entered the fourth week and

RKO’s

testimony on antitrust' phase entered the second, it’s evident Par

ahd UPT

are in for exhaustive ex-

Big-Scale Setup

Snarl which has developed over
indie import permits for Spain, has

proved much tougher than originally. anticipated.
While it is not
expected to delay the March 1 effective date of the new agreement
Britain; Sets 20-Pic Slate the U. S. industry has signed with
RKO Pictures is embarking on a Madrid, that now looms as a pos-

Oil

sibility unless interpretation of the.

disputed indie permit clause is
agreed Upon.
Hassle has grown out of the divergent viewpoints' by the Spanish
government and the Yanks on handling of the 20 import licenses allotted under the recently-signed
pact to United. Artists, Monogram,
Republic and members of the Society of Independent Motion. Picture Producers;
Yanks interpret the disputed
clause to call for Madrid, to turn
the import permits over to the indies for whom they are earmarked.
As the permits are needed for the
importation of pix, the producers
would give them to the Spanish
distribs who are doing the import-

.

,

>

From WB;

Ambas-

RKO

will Release 24 features in
Britain this year, biggest
Paris, Feb. 12.
number in years, Wolff said. He
Erik Charrell who is now in the
heads for the Coast shortly to .conart business with his brother, Ludwig Charrell, is buying back fer with studio officials.

Great

“White Horse Inn” from Warner
Bros, with intention of filming the
Dr. Ralph Benatzky operetta here. Metro Ships
Ludwig Charrell is currently in
N. Y. finalizing details for repurCoast for Films
chase of the. old property, an interMetro has been raiding bands
national stage hit, for which
aid around $150,000 but never and ballet, as well as Broadway
Slmed it.
legit, in its quest for “new screen
Erik Charrell first produced it in faces.” Sent to the Coast by A1
London.
Altman’s casting department in
New York in the past few weeks
WB’s ’The Miracle’
have been Pegge King! a young
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
warbler; Maria Tallchief, ballerina,
Jack L. Warper lias reclaimed and Loring Smith and Phyllis Po“The Miracle” from the stockpile vah, Broadway players.
of accrued story properties which
Miss King has been placed unplans to unload and Will finally
film it in Technicolor this year. der a termer for training. She had
This was the religious epic which been singing with pop bands and
the late Max Reinhardt staged at was signed after being seen by
the Century Theatre, N. Y., in Metro musical producer Arthur
1924 with Lady Diana Manners Freed during a recent visit to New
as the Madonna and Rosamond York. No definite pic plans are
Pin.chot as the nun. Morris Gest set for her*

4 To

WB

sador to Spain.
Snag over interpretation of the
indie clause at first wasn’t thought
too serious.
Indies wanted the
permits to be given to them directly, but they figured that inas-

much
their

as they’d be earmarked ip
it didn’t really matter

names

'

too much.

_

What they didn’t foresee was the
piecemeal
distribution
among
Spanish importers. This developed

get the pact squared

March

1.

away before

•

1C

,

Joins RKO Press ^Dept.
Walter j. Wood, who for the past
18 months served on General Van
Fleet’s press staff in the Far East,
has joined the RKO publicity department at the N. Y, homeoffice.
He’ll do feature writing and es-

“Armchair Detective,” mystery
made by Apex Film ProducLondon, has been acquired
for the U. S. market by Arthur
W. Kelly; veteran in distribution
Miss Tallchief, chief ballerina of and head of his own newly-formed
the; New York City Ballet, leaves television producing and distributFeb. 24 for one week of work in ing outfit. He’s now shopping for
“One-Piece Bathing; SUit,” a biog a releasing outlet for “Detective,”
of Annette Kellerman. She’ll do which he plans for standard thepart Of the “Dying Swan” ballet atrical exhibition.
solo, and then a short scene with
During his recent visit to EngEsther Williams-, who plays Miss land, Kelly also bojight rights to a
Kellerman. Miss Kellerman, ac- number of short dramas, which
tually wanted to be a ballerina had been used as curtain openers
rather than a Swimmer, which mo- in British legit houses. Deal by
tivates this portion of the action.
which Hunt Stromberg would proSmith and Miss Fovah are work- duce the stories on film for teleing in “Pat and Mike,” the new vision is now under consideration.
Kelly himself plans to produce
Spencer Tracy-Katharine Hepburn
stairrer.
They both have single- a series of westerns for TV, to be

corting of stars on p.a. junkets.

picture deals.

,

film

tions,

;

staged it.
After Reinhardt produced '‘Mid-

summer

Night’s Bream” for Warners to indifferent boxoff ice returns
the studio permitted “The Miracle.”

to lapse. It was about to unload
It recently until Warner decided
.

to reactivate

it

on

his

own

lot.

:

lensed in the south.

films
tests,"

available

With Deferments; Prodocer

for

and agreement

Par prexy Barney Balaban was offered in evidence as Paul Raibourn, Par veepee in charge of TV
operations, took the stand after
Balaban completed four days of
testimony. Document showed, that
Balaban refused to furnish product in April, 1950, because of
questions as to the “basic technical
and economic feasibility of Phonevision.” In May, McDonald asked
Balaban to reconsider, and Balaban again refused, saying Par
could not be a party to a test being
conducted "Under highly abnormal
arid unrealistic circumstances accentuated by the artificial light of
intense publicity.”

McDonald acknowledged
he was “sorry

the reto hear

feel that you should support the rest of your group in refusing to rent us pictures ”
He
added: “Frankly; I am surprised,
still

of His 1st Prod. Barney, to see you decide to remain with the rest of the members
“Navajo,” a feature-length documentary which Lippert Pictures is of MPAA in refusing to rent us
films for this test* as you and your
distributing, ’was brought in for
stockholders have more at stake
$100,000 with deferments, accordthan the others.”
ing to producer Hall Bartlett. PicBergson Notifies Balaban
ture: represents, his initial -filmBalaban made no reply but. two
making effort and also marks the
first time that the Lippert organi- weeks later (June 2) Paramount
zation has handled a film that’s was notified by Assistant Attorney
General Herbert A. Bergson of a
slanted in the art house vein*
World preem of the venture is complaint that Par and other proscheduled for Walter Reade The- ducers had refused to negotiate
atres’ new Baronet Theatre, N. Y., with Zenith for licensing of film
Simultaneously,
Feb. 20 and bookings are being for the tests.
lined -up for some 60 other art Balaban received a wire from Mcoutlets’ throughout the U. S. Al- Donald calling his attention to a
though the Fox-West Coast and statement by Abram Myers, head
Intermountain loops reportedly al- of Allied States Exhibitors Assn.,
ready have bid for the pic, sales that 482 theatres had closed in six
policy will be to let the word-of- months, and that Denver, Which
mouth build in the sureseaters be- has no TV, was the only city with-fore setting; circuit deals.
(Continued on page 15)
Made by Bartlett-Foster Productions, “Navajo” is unique in .that
its financing was. provided by. personal loans from Bartlett’s friends U. S. Probes Unfair
rather than through bank channels. For one thing, the producer
Practices in Cal.
revealed, in New York this week,
Tells

bank^ were loathe to make any
commitments on the strength of
only a 16-page story synopsis. His
lack of previous production experience made them further leery.
Yarn for “Navajo” revolves
around a seven-year-old Indian
lad’s distaste for the white man’s
civilization arid how he ultimately
accepts, it. Bartlett had long mulled
filming the subject in documentary
fashion* After going to Hollywood
in 1947 he acted in a couple of
Stanley Kramer pictures; With that
indie producer’s encouragement he
later struck out on his own.
Teaming up with Norman Foster
and three cameramen, Bartlett
guided the project through 10
week s of location shooting on the
Navajo"^reservation in northern
Arizona. Foster directed and wrote
the narration while the 28-year’

(

Continued on page 18)
i

N.

Y

to L. A.

Hall Bartlett

Nate Blumberg
Syd Eiges
Clark Gable
Lew Grade
Z.

WB

making

Phon^vision

to furnish product following intervention by the Justice Department
was unfolded to the FCC yesterday
(Mon.) a§ hearings on Par antitrust
issues entered their second Week.
File of correspondence between
Zenith prexy E. F. McDonald arid

fusal, saying

MPAA

as the
rep, M. A. Healy, got
into further negotiations with the
Spaniards; on the interpretation.
He is still in Madrid attempting to

Washington, Feb. 12.
.
Story of Paramount’s hesitation
in

you

;

as actively as its 35m product.
RKO’s British rep said company
Was particularly selecting product
never before- seen in England On
narrow-gauge and already has set.
a program of 20 pix including films
of Walt Disney, Samuel Goldwyn
and Sol Lesser. Declaring that the
market for 16m was better than
matic Television Labs,, through, ever, he cited the great potentials
for
non-theatrical release of 16m
which it plans to produce color
TV receivers, and its 50% inter films in England. He reported that
there
were many mobile and static ing.
est in International Telemeter Co.,
which is developing a coin-oper 16m situations in Scotland dnd in
Under the Spanish interpretathe
of England.
west
ated system of subscription TV.
tion, the licenses are going directly
Wolff predicted that proceeds to the Spanish distribs.
Raibourn said he believes the
What’s
“next great upsurge” in TV. will from Great Britain’s Eady Plan, worse, they are being divvied
come with color, and. that Par is which provides for remittance of among flocks of-, distribs in fracconvinced that in tlie Lawrence part of the government’s theatre tional pieces. Thus a U. S. indie
in b.o. tax to producers, exhibs and
tricolor
(Chromatic)
tube,
might have to acquire pieces of
Which it has so far invested $500, distribs, will be greater this year licenses from a number of distribs
000, it has the answer to problem by 15%.
The Eady plan last year until he had obtained a unit big
of color stability. He said Par wants produced a record return of 20%,
enough to allow him to send in a
to. put enough tubes on the market
and this year’s cut is expected to picture.
to measure the demand.. Chromatic
hit 35%, he stated.
This opens the way to bargaining
can produce up to 50,000 tubes a
announced the world with the individual
Wdlff
year, he added, but will do well
distributors
to make 5.000 to 10,000. It hopes preem of. Walt Disney’s British- and makes the whole
Spanish
greater production, he ex- made ‘‘Story of Robin Hood” will agreement pointless. It was just
for.
be held at the Leicester Square to avoid such bargaining
iContiuued on page 15)
and put
Theatre, London, March i3; and a the purchase
of licenses on an ofsimilar
event
for
“Saturday’s ficial basis from the
Government
Linda Darnell starrer that the pact Was negotiated
Island.”
by
made in Jamaica during last year’s John G. McCarthy, director of the
Charrell Buying Back
hurricane, has been set for Odeori international
division of the MoMarch 20. Both will be charity tion Picture Assn, of America, and
‘White Horse’
events.
Stanton Griffis, former

on Par-DuMont control issue, is
back on the stand to answer questions on Par’s various TV interests,
and network and station plans.
Ford put Raibourn through extended questioning yesterday on
Par’s former interest in Scophony,
which held patents in large-screen
TV; Par’s 50% interest in Chro-

Reactivated

intro-

duced at FCC hearings yesterday (Mon.) on Paramount antitrust issues, McDonalds informed Par prexy Barney
Balaban that stocks of the “Big
7” producers declined an average of 40% from Jan. 2, 1947,
approximate “birthday” of TV,
to April 22, 1950. During the
same period, said McDonald,
seven leading radio-TV stocks
increased an average of 342%.

16m Film Releases In

amination by Commission Counsel
Frederick Ford, So far, only Barin the release
ney Balaban, Par prexy, and Stan- large-scale program
of 16m product in the British
ton Griffis, chairman of Par’s exIsles* according to Robert Wolff,
completed
committee,
have
ecutive
company’s managing director in
the antitrust
their testimony
Wolff, in
the United Kingdom.
issue.
Paul Raibourn, Par veep in U. S. for a month’s visit and confabs. with RKO officials, said the
who
gave
charge of TV operations,
several days’ testimony last month company would push the 16m films

‘Miracle’

stocks.

correspondence

In

.

Nov.

Washington, Feb. 12.
Zenith proxy E. F. McDonald, Jr., in trying to persuade
Hollywood producers in 1950
to furnish product for his
PhoneVision tests, said investors were not then optimistic
about the future of the picture
business, and that "they are
seldom wrong on. an industry”
although they make mistakes

on individual

m

.

McDonald’s Pointing

Wayne

Griffin

William J. Heineman
Paul Ilton
Harry, Maizlish

Mack

Millar

Milton R. Rackmil

George Rosen
Jules C. Stein
Sylvester L. Weaver

Marty Weiser
William Wyler

Max

E. YoUrigstei

N. Y, to Europe
Julian T. Abeles

Mario

‘

fieri

Pierre Louis Guerin
F.

Hugh Herbert

Joyce Mathews
George Minter

Abe Olman

‘

Los Angeles, Feb,
.

fornia, is investigating unfair trade
at the request of the

-practices'

Southern California Theatre Owners Assn.
Committee of exhibitors has
volunteered' to supply a number of
details for. study by the state’s legal department on the theory that
they may be violations of the Cartwright Act, California’s antitrust
law.

L. A. to N. Y.
Jean Pierre AUmont
Gene. Autry
Lauren Bacall
Humphrey Bogart
Bobby Breen
Richard Carlson

Kenneth Clark
Chandler Cowles
Claude Dauphin
Joan Davis
Vera-Ellen

Seymour

Feli

Arthur FellowsMary Ford
Mitchell J. Hamilburg
F, Hugh Herbert
David Jacobsen
Eric A. Johnston
Paul Kelly
Dorothy Lamour
Elsa Lanchester
Viveca Lindfors
Helen Mack
Mildred Natwick
•Les Paul
M. B. Paul
Jerry Pickman

Harry Rlchmah
Dale Robertson
Hubbell Robinson,
Tina Rome
Marvin Schenck
Sidney Schreiber
Mark Stevens

Jr.

v

Spyros P. Skouras
Ferruccio Tagliayini

Margaret Webster
Herbert J. Yates

12.

William
V O’Connor*
deputy attorney general of Cali-

Europe to N. Y.
•Larry Barnett

Sam Eckman,

Jr.

as
Appointment by President Truman two weeks, ago of Eric Johnston as chairman of the Point Four advisory committee has more
appeal for the film industry than meets the eye at first glance. That,
influenced the Motion Picture Assn, of
it is believed, may have
America’s board in giving Johnston permission to take the parttime Government post so soon after he returned to active duty as
MPAA prez after’ a 10-month absence as Economic Stabilization
Director.

The Point Four group will advise the Government on handing
out millions of dollars to promote resources, industry and agriculture in under-developed foreign countries. Some of these are
the same countries that are putting restrictions on U. S. films and
freezing earnings of Yank distribs. While it is nowhere suggested
that Johnston would in anyway use his influential Point Four post
to put pressure on any country ini favor of the American film industry; it is nevertheless seen quite possible that nations seeking
handouts under the foreign aid program would think it politic to
treat kindly the industry that Johnston heads.
topper returned to New York last night (Tues.) from two
weeks in Hollywood. He was accompanied by the association's
information chief, Kenneth Clark. Counsel Sidney Schreiber, who
was on the Coast with them, returned to New York oyer the weekend. While on the Coast, Johnston confabbed with studio toppers
might undertake in their behalf'
on activities that the

MPAA

MPAA

.

Big push for further business 4
gains in foreign markets was pointed up this week with the disclosure
that United Artists is planning a
combined ad-pub and sales meeting iri Europe, and Columbia’s an-

;

-

'

101

|

division

films this year, comin 1951, an all-time
high for the company at that time.

Universal
the: list

,

Rome

14;

next

Youngstein probably will
set the UA conclave/ when they
return to N. Y. Picker is due back
from South America Friday (15)
and Youngstein returns to the
homeof fice from the Coast a few

International

20th-Fox,

Paramount
month on plans for “Quo Vadis.”
ducers, 17.
Arnold Picker, UA’s foreign detopper
partment v.p., and ad-pub

Max

-

heads

in 1952 with 18 tinters.
are: Metro, 15; Columbia,
8;

14;

rkq,

Warners,
4;

11;

Indie pro-

E.

j

days later..
In addition to the straight sales
palaver, the UA confab will stress
greater promotional effort With
each pic. Youngstein wants especially to break away from the old
practice of merely translating U>S.
Iri working out the provisions of
campaigns into the local, language its divorcement judgment, Loew’s
in each territory.
The idea is to doubtless will come up with some
slant the promotion so that it will handsome capital gains deals over
be particularly appropriate for the the next few years. Federal Court
foreign public, and not influenced in N., Y. last Wednesday (6) apby American tastes arid the re- proved the decree at a brief hearstrictions on U. S; ad-pub copy. A ing.
strong s.a. angle in a pic probably
Agreement with the Department
could be given greater stress in of Justice directs that Loew’s
promotion abroad than
the must divest at least 24 theatres
states, for example.
and, conditionally, upwards of 50
In pursuit of the new accent on others.
These properties by far
foreign bally, UA also will insist exceed
in
market value
the
on homeof fice approval of kickoff; amounts they’re carried* at in, the
campaigns for all important open- corporate books, which is what the
ings in key foreign capitals Addicompany paid for the houses. Extionally, from now on, Sam Cohen,
cess of market value over book
UA’s foreign publicity topper, will value, of
course, means the capital
sit in on all ad-pub meetings at the
gain.
(Continued on page 15)
In mostly all cases the Loew’s
houses are key first-run or neighborhood operations with big. rev’

*

.

;

Continued

on.

page

move by Stanley Kramer

month ago, is expected to have a
strongly deterring effect on other
groups slinging Red-tinged mud at
Hollywood,
‘Anyone picketing a theatre am
hinting in any way at the disloy
alty of another person is making
serious charge for which he mus
realize he bears full responsibil
tty,
an industry attorney explain
ed.
The’ -filing
— O of libel suits AO
is d
ai
action that should have been
take
long ago to make these people r
anze the. signifitarice uf
what th<
are doing in picketing and the
r
sponsibility they bean’*
Schary’s suit, like Kramer’s, ws
at the Wage Earners Con
mittee,
California group. 1
(Continued on page 18 )
.

.

—

*

in

evidence in a private nriiilrust act-Qn.,/'

was opened on March 6, 1936,
and because of the inability to obtain film product the. house was
relinquished eight months a ter t o
the Fox-Midwest chain.
Plaintiff’s contention, upheld by
the trial and appeals tribunals,
was that. Califdrnla’s three-year
statute of limitations was rendered
inoperative during the pendency
side

Producer

William

director
of.

from

blast

:

UA

i

RKO

I

:

of the industry case in N, Y., generally known as U. S; A.
Para-

mount, et

Damages

al.

of

trebled

$375,000,

under the antitrust laws, were determined on the basis of amounts
the Brookside would have earned
in the event it received product
and had not been taken over by
Fox-Midwest. Trial court originally
set

the

attorney fees for Spanos

and William Boatwright, of Kansas
City, at $150,000 but the Appeals
Court cut this to the $100,000.
Fox-Midwest was riot a defendant in the action for the. reason it was not immediately named
in the industry case and had th
protection of the three-year time
.limitation;

UA

,

UA

has introduced
the film in Canada with successful
results.
A top of $2.40 is unheard
of in the Dominion, so UA sets the

GOLDING NAT’L AD-PUB

Policy went
prices at up to. $1.
over big at the Town- Theatre, loronto, and the Studio, Vancouver.

David Golding, who shifted from
20th -Fox last fall to head the adpub department of Samuel Gold-

Meanwhile,

WITHDRAWAL

TO

CHIEF FOR

GOLDWYN

$480,000; Geneva, Geneva* m., June 30.
$360,0000; Times, Chi., $480,000,
MPIC exec, secretary Art Arthur
and Rip,. Chicago, $360,000. Also said the withdrawal will be taken
named as conspirators, but not de- up at MPIC’s membership ’meetfendants, iri the Geneva and Wil- ing Feb. 20. Little likelihood SDG:
mington actions was the Anderson reps will attend then unless as
chain.
special guests.

Narcotics Scandals Cue

Reissue of 1948 ‘Earth’;

Theme

in

Ads Conjectural

Spotlighting recently of illegal
narcotics traffic as one of the country’s biggest social problems has
resulted in plans by Columbia to
reissue “To the Ends of the Earth,”
Dick Powell and Signe Hasso costarrer. It was released originally
.

in 1948.
.,

Curiously, the pic carries a Pro-

Wyn Productions in N. Y. this week duction Code Administration seal
Was named national ad-pub direct- though any mention of dope in pix
or, headquarteririg at the Goldwyn is tabu.
The Col pic’s unusual
studio. Move was. described as com status results from the fact that the
solidating operations at the N., Y.
and L. A. offices of the company.
Martin S. Davis, assistant ad-pub
director, became promotion topper
in N. Y.
Alfred
realignment,
In
the
Vaughn has resigned as Goklwyn’s
ad-pub head at the studio. Vaughn,
.

veteraiT-’Hollywood publicist, first
joined Goldwyn in 1938, subsequently became associated with
other indie producers, and returned as Gold wyn’s ad-pub chief/
on the Coast in 1949:

SDG

.

.

significant

for tlve first time the courts
approved methods of using the industry antitrust suit as prima facie

..that

chief stockholder of. the Brook-,
been residing there. Th
complaint alleged that the Brook-

‘

dissatisfaction with MPIC practices
in allegedly deviating from original
aims and purposes (although speChicago, Feb. 12,
cific instances weren’t cited) and
Seymour Simon, film attorney;; fact that
board felt- annual
filed five new cases against the ma- membership .fee, of $2,600 was unjors last week in Chi Federal justified.
Court for total of $2,265,000 treble
Also, there, was some question as
damages,
Attorney claimed that to the necessity of MPIC ties with
the distributors, in conjunction the Council of Motion Picture
with Balaban Sc Katz, conspired to Organizations,. Admitted bolt has
keep product from the suing the- been under SDG. board discussion
atres.
for a considerable period. ResignaPlaintiffs are: Mar, Wilmington, tion, effective Jan. 30, was accom111., asking $585,000; Sun, Wheaton,
panied by a check for dues through
111.,

In addition to the set-

back for the companies, the suit

side, has;

the Breen office for his recent
criticism of the, production code,
Release While Playing
stuck to his guns this week and reiterated his statement that “tire:
Advance-Admish Dates code is due for revision,”
“I said what I thPugiit,” lie said,
In an unusual twist in distribu“and I don’t take back anything.”
tion, “The River,” Jean Renoir production Which United Artists is Wyler pointed out that his critihandling, will swing into general cism of the code Was no reflection
release on Feb. 15 in some areas On the work of the Breen office:
he
While still playing or being set to They are doing a good job,
play on a pre-release, advanced- stressed, and. are handling the code
that
the
intelligently,
but
added
admission basis in other territories.
Plan is to send the film into gen- Breen office is unnecessarily rethe code., Wyler; in
eral release in those cities where stricted by
the upped-scale runs have been New York for exploitation of his
forthcoming
“Carrie,” film adaptacompleted. Successful current engagements such as at the Parrs, tion of the Theodore Dreiser novel,
Carrie,’’
said he had no de"Sister
N- Y., on the two-a-day policy will
sire to get into a funning fight
continue.
Breen
that he Was
the
office,
with
Paris, house, under its agreement
with U A, is entitled to run the film expressing his own views, and
end.
the
hassle
hoped
that
would
Consefor as long as desired.
Wyler’s statements; were made in
quently,
has yet to seek subserebuttal
adc
to
sharp
answer
a
possibly
bookings,
quent
with
chains. by Jack Vizzard, a member, of the
either the Loew’s or
he
“What
does
the Breen office staff.
Deal with the Paris gave
first
$50,000 of boxoffice gross, want liberalized in a document
Paris; was to Which., strictly applied, allows for
less house expense..
receive the next $50,000, and after the production of his own ‘DetecStory,’
and other mature
that the b.o. take was ter be split tive
Film, which films such as ‘A Place in the Sun,’
on an equal basis.
recently lias been grossing about ‘Streetcar Named Desire,’ ‘Four(Continued on page 73)
$8,000 weekly, completed its 22d
week at the house Sunday (10);
Scale has a $2.46 top.

.

a similar

tributors.

whs seen especially

probably centering their petition
on the issue of whether the statute
of limitations had run out in the
Riookside action.
Suit was filed by attorney Nick
Spanos in Los Angeles in June,1949,
Action was. instituted
the Coast because W. D; Fulton,

Wyler, in the face

KEY

a'

nicolor.

•

‘River’ Into General

Louis, Feb. 12.

m
Strong likelihood is that the
been confirmed by Kay. Harrison; eight defendants will take an apmanaging director of British Tech- peal to the U. S. Supreme Court,

1.8)

enue-producing records.
MPIC ‘DEVIATIONS’
Also called upon to divest theaproperties is Mrs. Charles
Block to Mud-Slingers
SDG
M. Reagan, wife of Metro’s distribution v.p.
Mrs. Reagan has holdHollywood, Feb. 12.
In Concerted Pix Action ings in five midwest houses which
No formal statement of reasons
three
years,
of
in
from the Motion
she
dispose
withdrawing
must
for
Filing by Dore Schary last week
of a $1,250,000 libel suit against a as. part of the LoCw’s-M-G accord Picture Industry Council are exScreen Directors
from
the
pected
group making insinuations against with the Justice Department.
Guild before next hoard meeting
his loyalty* brought applause Monunderstood the
it’s
but
Feb. 19,
day (11). from New York industry
directors had two basic complaints:
execs,
Schary’s action, following
tre

Interiors will be lenscd at studios
at Lucknow* India, while exteriors
will,be shot at Assam and Ceylon.
Use of th LUckndw studio, said
to be among the most modern in
India, was arranged following negotiations with Sir J. P. Srivastava,
head of the Lucknow Filin Corp.
A Tech nicolor coin i t me nt has

‘

Technicolor will process a total

managers and homeof fice Others

execs to take place in

own

(

St.

Court of Appeals here
Dougfair’s India Pic
yesterday (MOn.) upheld a Federal
Court
verdict
awarding the BrookDoUgfair Corp., headed by DougTheatre of Kansas City,
las Fairbanks, Jr;, will roll its side
“Elephant Waik” in India and Cey- $1,125,000 plus interest and attorlon next August,^ Fairbanks dis- ney fees of $100,000 in its action
closed ”
New Yorft last week. against the eight major film disCircuit.

’

in Technicolor
Hollywood* Feb. 12.

nouncement of its first sales and. of 101 feature
billing drive on an international pared with 69
basis.
Loew’s International revealed early this month that it’s
set with a meeting of all global

’•

Disassociation
of , important
stars, producers, directors
and writers from the major studios
has served to make available to
indie film production its greatest
choice of talent in years;
The Hollywood veterans are
showing a growing yen for taking a
participation-iri-pix
er s h i p,
rather than straight salary; and the
iridic film-makers are eager to enter
such arrangements to ease their
financing problems.
This
another factor behind the enhanced
position of non-major. lenslng.
Big beneficiary is United Artists,
as the top major independent distribution
organization.
UA, of
course, also contributed to the. upbeat via its-assists in pic financing.
UA’s recent releases include
“Another Man’s Poison;” for which
producer Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
lassoed Bette Davis .and Gary Merrill.
Miss Davis had been on the
Warner Bros, roster for years;
Huniiphrey Bogart and Katharine
'Hepburn in “The African Queen”
further spotlight the fact that; big
nanies are going inside. The S. P;
Eagle production, which. John Hus*

name

22 Leads in Metro’s

‘Plymouth Adventure’
Hollywood, Feb.

12.

“Plymouth Adventure” is slated
to be one of Metro’s top films for:
1952. Completed script by Helen
Deutsch has 22 leading roles, and
approximately 150 speaking parts.
Technicolor pic will be a personal production of Dore Schary
and will be directed by Clarence
Brown. Spencer Tracy, Vain Johnson, Dawn Addarhs* Leo Genn and
Barry Jones are already set fob the
.

cast.

Code clause pn narcotics was negated by the Motion Picture Assn,
of America board prior to. production of the film. Move was made
on request of Col, backed by tii
Government’s Narcotics Bureau.
Later, following some squawks
on “tampering” with the Code and
fearful that rerhoval of the antidope provision might lead to a
flood of cheapies on the subject,
the MPAA board thought better of
its action and reinstated the clause.
This didn’t affect "Earth,” however, which was already in release
and which was carefully. made with
Government cooperation to expose
dangers of narcotics traffic.
with: the
to be settled
Still
MPAA, however, is. whether the
dope theme can be used in the
ads. Since all advertisingTh ust be
submitted to the MPAA.’s Advertising Code Administration, the new
copy will have to. run -that gauntlet
and may find itself blocked by the
reinserted Code provision. Original,
ads made no mention of the. narcotics theme, but Col is understood
desirous of mentioning it in copy
for the reissue.

at Old

With the signing of a new
week with RKO Pictures, Loh- 63 of the Motion Picture
Homeoffice Employees Union (In-

Wilbur

this
cal

Employees) has just about
sewed up all the homeoffice white
{Stage

...

New

collarites in the film industry.
contract, covering 351 employees
and set to run to Novembep, 1953,

.

calls for a $4 to $9 Wage Kike, union shop, arbitration of grievances
by the American Arbitration Assn,
and an automatic wage increase at

the end of one year based on the
New York' City cost-of-living in-

—

'

„

....

:

Pact marks the first agreement
between the IA union and RKO

Company’s

Pix,

formerly

office staffers

members

prowl for technological advances
in production and exhibition. Idea
mainly centers on further explora-

production and distribution, it
has been suggested that the
proposed industry research institute also s h o u 1 d keep a
constant check on population
shifts, public buying power,
audience tastes and theatregoing habits.
Elmer Rhoden, president of
Fox-Midwest Theatres, has offered the idea under the heading of “scientific merchandising research.”

were

National
is

agreements with

all

lution with not tod much positive,
action promised.
However, Skoupledge of $100,000 to help set
up a research centre, which he

In addition to nearly finalizing
pact for home office pub-ad

conveyed in conversations with associates, and his enthusiasm genUnited Artists, the erally for the project now is taken
When RKO Theatres unit offi- Screen Publicists Guild affiliated to indicate something could
macially enters the H-63 fold, only
With District 65, pistributive Proc- terialize.
office employees in the industry
it is

a

au-

new

.

staffers

without union, representation will
be those at Unite d Paramount
Theatres, Loew’s Metro and NaLatter
tional Screen Service.
turned down H?63 affiliation in a
recent NLRB poll, being the only
election in which H-63 failed to
obtain a majority. Union has indicated that it will definitely make,
an effort next year for another
election at National Screen.

essing

at

and

Office

Workers

.

.

The fact that the

of

America, is reportedly approaching
an agreement With
Columbia.
Union and UA are said to. have
reached an understanding on basic
terms and are waiting for the attorneys to put the proposals into
legal phraseology,

NT

prez

is

hot

on the idea means, qf course, he’ll
be seeking the support of other
studios.
Also, it was disclosed
this week, Skouras has written letters to exhibs around the country
which apparently are; designed to
keep up interest in the subject.

it is

strong enough yet at these
(

sit-

Continued on page 72)

For U.S. Preem; 366 Prod.

hav<»

He

reportedly delaying the conclusion of the talks at Col.

With a break in the deadlock
expected momentarily, the SPG
has postponed indefinitely the proposed demonstration against one Of
the five companies with which it
has been negotiating since Novem-

UA

m

Rorrah Minevitch. The former
v a u d e. impresario ("Minevitch’s
Harmonica Rascals”) turned producer and now Paris resident has
arrived in New York with his
initial
picture, “Jour de Fete ,”
which he completed at a cost Of
$36,000. Film has long since re-,
couped its cost with multi-profits
via British and Continental dates.
“Fete,” whose English titular
equivalent is “The Big Day,” was
lensed at the French, village of
St. Severe with Jacques Tati ("the
French Charlie Chaplin Starring
and directing. Picture' opens at the
55th St Playhouse, N. Y., Feb. 19
with Mayer-Kingsley distributing.
Secret of trimming costs, Minefeels, lies in organizing the

(Continued on page 72)

Odeon Theatres (Can.)
Up Tyers, Hardimai
Toronto, Feb, 12.
Wannie Tyers, formerly manage
of. the Odeon Toronto Theatre,
an<
James Hardiman, previously
Odeon Theatres’ exploitation de
partment, have been upped to as
sistant ad-pub directors for the cit
i:

Appointments were disclose*
week by David Griesdorf, th
general manager. Tyers am
rlardiman will work tinder super
cuit.

last-

plain’s,

vision of

Gdeon

s

Larry Graburn, who head
ad-pub and exploitatioi

department.

Meantime,

Don Hudson,

engage*

in circuit exploitation
for the pas
year, resigned to join the Canadian

Broadcasting Corp. as a producer
s Holmes, manager
of Odeon’
V.
Humber Theatre, Toronto, sines
y5 °, assumes Tyers’
old berth a
i
manager of the Odeon Toronto.
.

6-Mo. Trade Ads

union reps slated for this week.
Greatest difficulty is being encountered at Universal and 20th. Following a stalemate at 20.th, talks
were suspended for several weeks.

‘PICKWICK PAPERS’ SET

FOR SPRING BY RENOWN
Four-picture program of

Rehpwn

Pictures Corp., Ltd., will get un-

derway

in April,

when

a film ver-

sion of Charles Dickens’ “Pickwick
Papers” goes before the cameras.
This venture, as Well as the com,

pany’s other three projects, will be
partly financed by American capital, according to the firm’s produo<
tion chief, George Minter.
Min ter, who returned to Britain

Saturday (9) "huddled in New York
Week with his u; S. backers.
They prefer to have one or more
American stars in the Renown venfor a

tures, but
ens'

concede that the Dick-

picture

is

essentially British

and native talent would be more
in keeping with the subject.

new

version of the
Maurier classic, “Tril-

Originally a

George Du
by,” was to have launched Renown’s
1952 program. However, Inability
to line up what was considered the
prbper Hollywood names for spring
Shooting caused the picture to he
movfed back until late this summer.
Either AlaStair Sim or Alec
Guinness may star in "Pickwick.”
Already set for the cast are James
Hay ter, Nigel Patrick, Kathleen
Harrison and James Donald. Films
to follow bin the Renown
"School
'two other, classics,
Scandal” and "Vanity Fair.”

state are

for

While

mapped

national

sales

policies

the homcoffices might
cquitabie for large

bq

at.

producing situations, corresponding, percentage deals with lesser
houses frequently mean a loss for
the exhib, Snaper said.
First runs arid large abe houses
perhaps can afford to pay up to
50 f,/ of the gross for rental, lie
added, but such a split with the
distrib leaves tod little for the
siriallcr ops to pay house expense
and earn
reasonable profit,

Shaper, who’s been head of AlTheatre Owners of N. J., was
the National Allied’s
by the board at Its
Washington meeting last week. He
Succeeded
Trueman Rembuseh,
Indiana circuit head.
<,

lied

elevated to
prexy post

repudiated.

65,
felt that a retu.rn to

the

directly to the attention of h.o.
They’ll be asked to cortoppers.
rect any licensing abuses, arid if
they fail to do so, "we’ll be forced
to take drastic steps,” Snaper declared;

One inequity
quarters
CIO might was the. forcing

cited by Snaper
He
of product;

induce some of the dissident home- said he believes some distrib reps
office units which pulled out of the in the field insist that lesser theaa
SPG because of the Red isSuc to tremeri take unwanted pix
condition to their being granted
consider a return to the union.
Currently homeof.ice flacks are licenses on choice product.

committed
Columbia has

set tpe heftiest
trade advertising budget in its history for the first six months of the
current year. Move stems from the
Col policy of closer coordination
of the adrpub and distribution departments in intra-industry operations, in’ addition to approaches to
the public.
It’s understood Col has plans to
spend $138,000 during the sixmonth period for insertions in the
various trade publications. That’s
twice' the amount the company haslaid out in any full year in the past.
Another factor behind the
stepped-up ad expenditure is the
number of top pix which Col has
on its lineup, including “Death of
a Salesman” and others from, the
Stanley Kramer unit.
;

'

1

vitch

Col’s $138,000

fill

smaller exhibs

give

a "chance at Survival.”

Snaper believes that many of
the continuing exhib-distrib prob-

TOA

is

ber, 1951. In addition to
and
Since
the Black Col, the union h£s been holding
Although laboratory and labor talks with Warners, Universal and
costs have risen about 30% in the 20th-Fox.
past 12 months, filmmaking is still
Some advancement
being
considerably cheaper in France made at Warners, with another
than in. Hollywood, according to meeting, between management and

Long

declared the

Assn,

upon, the

Possibility was
indicated last lems can be eliminated via an efweek that the Distributive, Proc- fective system of industry arbitraessing and Office
Workers of tion. "Such matters as availabiliAmerica, of which
the
N, Y. ties, runs and clearances will cease,
Screen Publicists Guild is a mem- as the root of many trade ills if
ber of District 65, may return to arbitration is worked out quickly
the. fold of the CIO. Return to the and wisely,” lie commented.
CIO, it’s believed, Would do a great
New Allied prez also is
deal to remove the leftist stigma cerned: oyer what he believes ar
with which DPOWA has been as- violations of court decrees by some
sociated, since it’s felt that the CIO. of the film outfits,
He aims to
would not accept the union unless remedy these by bringing evidence
Communist influence is completely of "misdemeanors,” in the field;

board meetOf closer significance, as far ns
ing will have proved even a greater the picture industry is concerned;
not reached the UA stage, unionsuccess if the proposal for the re- would be the possibility of an imites are encouraged by the progress
provement in relations between the
Union also is making an attempt being made there. Agreement on
( Continued on page 18)
film companies and the pub-ad
to win over the white collarites at
one job security clause, which the
staffers who are members of Dis-.
Loew’s and Metro, but does not feel union deems, extremely important,
trict
In addition, some

While the talks at Columbia

called
to

elected

States

.

ras’

the companies

for whose white collarites
thorized to bargain.

this week
Communities in upper New York companies
State and New Jersey faced with

tion of the field of electronics as

of the Screen;

newly

Snaper,

president of Allied

Use Theatres as Schools

overcrowding of their schools have,
turned to theatres for aid;
Confronted with a declining b.o.,
possibly pointing the way t6 de- one theatre chain which operates
velopment of third-dimension sight houses in these areas, has closed
several theatres and has leased the
and sound.
National Theatres prexy Charles properties to local Boards of EduP. Skouras is said to be actively cation for classroom facilities.
School authorities have erected
pursuing the plan, to the extent of
pledging a grant of $100,000 for partitions and the theatres are now
being
employed
permanent
establishment of the research centre;
Darryl F. Zariuck, 20th-Fox classrooms.
production chief, has indicated
he’d be willing to cooperate in
such an endeavor.
All members
of the Theatre Owners of America
board of directors, when they convened on the Coast last month,
"formally endorsed the idea;
The TOA board action, at the
time, was interpreted generally as
adoption of merely another reso-

,

and Professional Employees
now defunct, and came into
fold recently as a result
H-63
the
of an election sponsored by the

Labor Relations Board.
currently negotiating with
another former
Theatres,
RKO
SOPEG. unit, and expects to finaltheatre outfit
the
ize a pact with
by next week. When this contract
is inked, Union will have completed

for a

industry-sponsored scientific
research institute to go on the

Office
Guild,

Union

underway

is

film

In addition to exploring for
technological improvements in

ternational Alliance of Theatrical

dex,

Maneuvering

Mdsing. Research

to
three
different
unions, with the original. SPG repping staffers at Warner Bros., Columbia, Universal, 20th-Fox and

United
at

Artists.

RKO

Loew’s

When

Pictures,

the publicists
Theatres,

RKO

Loew’s International
disassociated from the SPG, they
chose as their bargaining agent
Local 230, Sign, Pictorial and Display Union, AFL. Paramount unit,
,

when

it

quit the

Em-

GRIFFIN NEGOTIATING

NEW PACKAGE DEAL
Griffin,

whose most

ger,”

its

New York

(

Wayne

‘Stranger’ Pick in Tieup
Twentieth-Fox is getting considerable extra mileage out of the
tieup by which Macy's recently

SPG, selected the labeled "Phone Call From

Motion Picture Homeoffice
Continued on page 18)

Z.

Mileage Out of Macy’s

arid

re-

a Stranpicture-of-the-month in

newspaper

ads.

Pub-ad

chief Charles Eihfeld has made a
merchandising tie-ini that not pnly
further plugs the pic, but also docs
a general public relations job for
the industry.
Store is sending out to several
hundred, thousand customers a
four-page brochure repeating the
news of its selection of "Stranger”
and including a postpaid return
Card on which recipients are asked
to report and comment on the pic
after they've seen it. Cards are addressed to Macy’s Customer Service Bureau arid Macy’s says it "will
see that your card goes right on
to Hollywood’s desk.” By doing so
the sender is told he or she will be
helping to make the new pix "even
better than ever.”
"Hollywood, after all, is out to
entertain you,” states the brochure.
"Arid the more you tell them about
the films you like and why, the betand all
ter movies will be for you
of us!”

cent pix were "Across the Wide
Missouri” and "Lone Star” for
Metro, is switching to another studio. The producer said in N; Y.
IN
this week that he’s negotiating a
deal with two other outfits and
15
expects to reach agreement with
Preems, with attendant hoopla, one of them upon his return to
for four pix will be staged by War- the Coast. He heads west today
ner Bros, within a period of 15. (Wed.).
days. Following the splash openAn indie film-maker, Griffin sets
ings, pix will receive Saturation up packages, including story proppreem
bookings in the
areas,
erty,/ his own services as producer
Klieglight events tee off with the arid sometimes the director. It’s
debut of "Retreat, Hell,” the film on this basis that he intends to
tribute, to the Marine Corps, at align himself with a major lot; to
San Antonio tomorrow (Thurs..). In lens “Iron Butterfly” by. this spring.
addition to the presence of Marine This will be based on a Collier’s
heroes from Korea, Frank Love joy story by Wells Rooty
N. Y, the
Griffin has been j
and Anita Louise wili be on hand.
"The Big Trees,” Kirk Douglas past few weeks setting up the
starrer, gets the "A” treatment at financing for a film lie intends to
Seidelman Sets N.Y.
Eureka, Cal., on Saturday (16), to, produce in England early next
be followed by play dates in seven year. This will be "Knights of the Office for New. Distrib Go.
northwest states. Eve Miller, Pa- Roundtable,” in Technicolor, which
Samuel L. Seidelman; foreign
trice Wymore and Edgar Buchanan he’ll make in association with in- distribution chief for Eagle Lion
Artists
die producer Albert Lewin and Classics
United
until
are set for this event;
Eddie Bracken will lead the star Henry Heriigson. Lewi 'is latest is acquired the company last April,
this
delegation for the preem of the "Pandora and the Flying Dutch- opened offices in New York
G release Which he week prior to forming his own
Technicolor musical, "About Face,”, man," an
partnership distrib organization.
in Nashville on Feb. 28. Ray Mil- made in England in
Seidelman is a brother of Joseph.
land will make a personal appear- with Joseph Kaufman. Henigson,
ance at the preem of "Bugles in the wlio’s been associated with various H. Seidelman, Universal-Internamanformer foreign manager
production
tional's
as
Afternoon,” a Cagney Production, outfits, served
-and now a company consultant.
ager for M-G’s "Quo Vadis.”
I at Salt Lake City on Feb. 29.
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PICTURE GROSSES

8

—

‘BEND’ BOFFO $14,000,

Del;

$40,000,

TORONTO; ‘BRIDE’ 11G
Toronto, Feb. 12.

Great $36,000,

‘Star’

Danny

With

14G,

on upbeat, "Bend of the

biz

River”

shapes,

standout

as

Estimates for This

trade here this week. Paradoxically,
"Lone Star” is brisk despite wage
earner’s committee picketing of
both the State and Egyptian, with
sock $36,000 in prospect for the
two houses. "Meet Danny Wilson”
is modest $14,000 in three situa-

Want YoU”

"I

„

Key

.

.

.

.

.

.

Week

City Grosses

from combo of. "Model Marriage
Broker” and Tony Martin onstage.
"Sailor Beware” is shaping big
at the Michigan. "Death of Sales-

Estimated Total Gross
$2,508,900
This Week
(Based on 25 cities, 219 the•

Glen d a 1 e,

Mayfair, Scarboro, State (Taylor)
(863; 1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694)—
"Son of Dr. Jekyll” (Col) and “Chicago Calling” (U A). Trim $15,000.
Last week, "Sellout” (M-G) and
"Big Night” (UA), $15,500.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)—

Estimated Total Gross
.$609,200
This Week
( Based on 20 theatres
$530,400
Last Year
(Based on 17 theatres)

tions:

atres chtefly first runs, including N. Y.)
,

Total Gross

man” may

looks thin $16,000

Door” looks mild

'

$ 12 000
,

.

—

Nortown, University (FP)
"Japanese
40-80)
1,558;

gerous” is down to $20,000 in three
sites,, second round.
Estimates for. This Week
Ritz
Chinese,
Log Angeles,

(959;

War

Minneapolis, Feb. 12.
weather
favorable
Continued
makes for boxoffice upbeat here
despite fact that there are. only two
important newcomers. "Lone Star”
is socko but “This Woman Is Dan40-80)— gerous” shapes only fair.
(2,386;
(FP)
Shea’s
Okay
eek
"Starlift” (WB) (3d wk).
Estimates for This
$7,500. Last week, $10,500.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76)
65-$l)
(Taylor)
(693;
Towne
"Lady Possessed” (Rep); Light
"The. River” (UA) (7th wk). Neat $2,500.
Last week, "It’s a Big
$5,200.
week,
Last
Country” (M-G), $3,500.
$4,700.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)—
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-70)—
"Bend of River” (U). Terrific $14,- "Light ToUch” (M r G). Dull $3,000.
Last week* "Fixed Bayonets” (20th)
000. Last week, “Bright Victory
(2d wk). $3,000.
(U) (2d wk), $5,00Q.
50-76)
Lyric (Par)
(1,000;
"Japanese War Bride” (20th) arid
“Girl on Bridge” (20th). Okay at
$5,000. Last week, "Barefoot Mail-

Bride” (20th). Oke $11,000
Philadelphia, Feb. 12.
"Another Maris Poison
Launched by heavy bally and week, (2d wk), $7,500.
(UA)
(FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,370; 70-$1.10) huge ad campaign, "Quo Vadis”
(Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—
Odeon
"Meet Danny Wilson” (U) and currently is perking the whole mid- "Ten Tall Men” (Col) (3d wk).
"Utah Wagon Train” (Rep) (L,A.
town section. Metro opus looks to Nice $9,000. Last week. $ 12 000 .
,

—

Light

only.

$14,000.

Last

,

week,
"Tale

new high at the huge MastFive Women” (UA), in L. A., Chi- bauih for a straight-film, being the
largest gross there since Danny
nese, Uptown, Loyola, $27,700.
house. It
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern Kaye’s stageshow played
"Gone
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10) is rated comparable With helped
Wind”
here.
Overflow
With
-VThis Woman Dangerous” (WB)
and “Steel Fist” (Mono) (2d wk). nearby theatres over weekend since
had to stop selling
Fairish $20,000. Last \yeek, good Mastbaum
tickets for 35 minutes. Saturday
$30,500.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA) night.
"This Worn a n Is Dangerous”
(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10) •— "Lone
(M-G) and "Cloudburst” shapes fair at Boyd while "TreasStar”
(UA) (Loew’s only). SOck $36,000. ure of Lost Canyon” is in same
Last week, "It’s Great Country” category at Stanton. "Meet Danny
(M-G) and "Light Touch” (M-G) Wilson” looks fairly nice at Midtown.
(8 days), $19,000.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,Estimates for This Wefek
"Green Glove”

(UA)

and

hit a

—

752;

2,812;

.

70-$l)

—"I

Want You"

A dine
1

(WB)

(1,303;
(Col).

W

—

•;

—

man”

Radio City (Par)

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—
Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii
"Woman Is Dangerous” (WB). Fair
(3,398; 1,106; 60-85)—
or near. Last week, "Invi$14,000
"Sailor Beware” (Par) and "Barefoot Mailman” (Col) (L. A. Par only) tation” (M-G), $11,000.
Earle
(WB) (2,700; 50-99)—"Fort
(3d wk). Fine $18,000. Last week,
Osage” (Mono) plus Larry Steele’s
$22,700.
"Smart
Affairs
of 1952;” Nice $19,(F&M)
Hollywood Paramount
Last week, "Bushwackers”
(1,430; 60-$1.20)— "Latuko” (Indie) 000.
(4th wk). Near $7,000. Last week, (Indie) and "Two Dollar Bettor”

(4,000;

50-76)—

for One More” (WB) (2d
wk). Sensational at $11,000 after
boff $14,000 initial stariza.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO)

—

biz at first-runs is surging upwards.
"Sailor Beware” is champ, .grabbing the biggest gross that the
Missouri has enjoyed in many

(1,600;

Remember”

(Col) (reissue), $7;500.

Loew’s (Loew)

(3,172; 50-75)

—

"Lone Star” (M-G). Big $18,000.
Last week, "Cyrano” (UA) and
51G, ’Stranger’ Hep 8G
"First Legion” (UA), $15,500..
Baltimore, Feb. 12.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60^75)—
"Sailor Beware” (Par) and "AladThere is some improvement
din and Lamp” (Mono). Smash $20,- here this week sparked by
boffo
000. Last week, "Model and Marriage Broker” (20th) and "Room for trade being registered by "Sailor
Beware”
at
the big Stanley. Better
50-99)— One More” (WB), $14,500.

—

(Metropolitan) (840; 80$1.20)— "Streetcar” (WB) (7th wk). fine $14,000..
Stanton (WB) (1,473;
Neat $5,800. Last week, $6,200.
"Treasure of Lost Canyort” (U).
Fair $7,000. Last week, "Flaming
Rialto

Feather” (Par), $7,500.

‘Dangerous’ Dandy 10G,
Prov.; ‘Bride*

Oke $9,000,
13G,

2d

Trans-Lux (T*L) (500; 85-$1.20)
Story”
13th
"Detective
(Par),
wk), Big $8;000. Last week, $9,000.

Pageant (St. Loo Amus.) (1,000;
75-90)— "Red Shoes?’ (UA). (3d wk).
Held at $4,500 after second stanza

got fine $5,000.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60-75)—
"Bright Victory” (U) and "Fugitive
World (G&S) (500; 50-99)— Lady” (Rep). Neat $12,000. Last
"Browning Version” (U) (4th wk). week, "Decision Before Dawn”
Nice $3,000 in 9 days, Last week, (20th) and “Girl on Bridge” (20th),

Providence, Feb. 12.
Majestic’s "This Woman Is Dan- $3,300.
gerous” and RKO Albee’s "Japanese War Bride” are fairly nice at
first-runs this week; State’s "Quo
Vadis”
and
Strand’s
“Sailor
Beware” are carrying into third

$7,000.

Martin-Lewis

Estimates for Th|s Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)
"Japanese War Bride” (20th) and
"Suicide Attack" (Indie).. Fairly
good $9,000. Last week, "Bright
Victory” (U) and ‘‘Diamond City”
(Indie), same.

Wow

$17,000,

Holds.

Last, week,

—

Nice $10,000.

the Capitol, and week, "It’s a Big Country” (M-G)
Last week, "Flame of Araby” (.U) "Lone Star,” shining at the flag- and "Sellout” (M-G), $6,500.
and "Bushwackers” (Indie),; $8,000. ship Albee. Of the other new bills,
Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44- "This Woman Is Dangerous” is 75)
“Meet Danny Wilson” (U).
65)
“Room For One More” (WB) moderate at Palace but "Meet Nice $8,000 or near. Last week,
(Indie). Danny
arid "Hold That Line”
Wilson” looks fine at "Cimarron Kid” (U), $7,500.
Opens today (Tues). Last week, Keith’s. “Lady Says No,” also new,
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
"Valley of Fire” (Col) and “Pecos is rated only fair at the Grand,
"Room For One More” (WB) (m
River” (Col), slow $3,500.
o.). All right $5,000.
Last week,
for This Week
Estimates
State <Loe,w) (3,200; 90-$1.25)
"House,
1,000
Women” (indie)
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)
"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d wk). Lively
and "City of Sin” (Indie) split
Second week was sock "Lone Star” (MrG). Sharp $15,000. with ^Bushwackers” (Indie) and
$13,000.
Last .week*
"Room For One "Tales Robin Hririd” (Lip), same.
$ 20 000
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) More” (WB), $12,500,
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)
—"Sailor Beware" (Par) (3d wk).
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55- "Woman Is Dngerous” (WB). Mod
Started Monday ill). Second week 75)—’’Sailor Beware” (Par), Rous- erate $9,000. Last week, "First
ing $17,000, theatre’s top mark in Time” (Col), $7,500.
Was solid $13,000.
(Lip).

terrific figure in

—

—

—

—

.

,

.

70-

(1,900;

—

Last

$13,000.

week,

"Invitation"

M-G) and “Triple Cross” (Mono),
$ 6 000 .
,

Adams (Bafaban) (l,700f 70-95)
—"Death of Salesman” (Col). Big
$12,000. List week; "I Want You”

RKO)

(2d wk), $5,000.

‘Model’ Nice $7,000 In

Toint’ Moderate

Pitt.;

llG,‘Room’ 7JG

3d

in

,

—

Warner, which is holding up remarkably well in its third week.
.

World preem
Will stay another.
ballyhoo for “At Sword’s Point”
giving Stanley a slight lift while
Red Skies of Montana” at Harand "Model and Marriage
Broker” at Fulton are both doing
ris

fairly well.

Estimates for, This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—
and Marriage Broker”
:

"Model

Very good

(20th);

week,

Last

$7,000.

Dawn”

Before

"Decision

(20th) (2d wk), $5,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200:

“Red Skies Montana”

50-85)

Oke

(20th).

Last week, "Let’s Make It
Legal” (20th) and "Indian Uprising” (Col), $5,000.
Penri (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)—
"invitation” (M-G). Dismal $9,500.
(M-G),
Last
"Pandora”
week,
$7,500.

'

$13,500.

Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—

"Browning Version” (U) (3d wk).
6
Falling off to about $1,800
days. Last week, nice $2,200.
‘

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)—"At
Sword’s Point” (RKO). Fair $11,week, "Woman Is Dangerous” (WB), $10,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—
"Room for On% More” (WB) (3d
wk). Holding up fine at $7,500 on
top of last week’s big $9,500.
000. Last

‘Sailor’

Wham

$19,000,
Hotsy 6G

Indpls.; ‘Kid’

(2,240,

20-70)—“Hunchback, Notre Dame”
Indianapolis, Feb. 12.
and "Cat People” (RKO) (reissues)
Biz is moderate at most first-runs
Modest $5,000. Last week, "Girl here this stariza, the big exception
in Every Port” (RKO), $6,000
being "Sailor Beware” which is
may
Keith's (Schanberger-)-(2,460; 20- smash at the Indiana, and
70)
"Cimarron Kid” (U). Opens hold.
Estimates for This Week
today (Tues.) after week of “Meet
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50Danny Wilson” (U) did fairish
"Hong Kong” (Par) and
76)
$5,500.
"Darling, How Could You” (Par).
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70) —
So-so $7,200 in 6 days. Last week,
"Hong Kong” (Par). Opening to "Decision
Before Dawn” (20th) arid
morrow (Wed.) after "Fort Osage’ "Cloudburst”
(UAV$1 1,000.
(Rep) hit mild $4,600 -total, in pre
Indiana (C-D) (3^00; 50-76)
vious week.
Chi"Sailor Beware” (Par) and
•

—

many months.

Cincinnati, Feb. 12.

—

Bait”

United Artists (UA)

"Lone Star” (M-G) arid
"Shadow in Sky” (M-G). Sock

—

—

Cinema trade is soaring this "Bright Victory” (U), $8,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
frame. Main magnets are "Sailor "Lady Says. No” (UA) and “CloudMajestic (Fay) (2,200; 44^-65)
"Woman Is Dangerous” (WB) and Beware,” the town tripper at burst” (UA). Fair $6,000. Last

"Man

than average activity is also reported for "Phone Call From
Stranger,”
at
the New, while
"Quo Vadis” in fourth round at
Loew’s Century, is holding big.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 50
$1.25)
"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th
wk). Big $18,000 after $23,300 for
third week.

Hippodrome (Rappaport)

sessions.
v

(Lip), $7,000.

95)

40-76)—

.

500.

"Yellowfin” (Mono). Dull $6,000.
Last Week, "Weekend With Father”
(U) arid “Pancbb Villa Returns”

Pittsburgh, Feb. 12.
.
The new attractions are all tak‘Hunchback Notre Dame” (RKO) ing a back seat for the long-runand "Cat People” (RKO) (reissues). ning "Room, for One More” at the

RKO-Pan (RKO)

.

Beverly Hills (WB) (1,612; 80Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50$1.50)— "Death
Salesman” (Col) 99)—"Death of Salesman” (Col)
(8th wk).
Held at $4,500. Last (2d wk). Off to $15,000. Last week,
week, $4,800.
topped town at $26,000.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
"African Queen” (UA) (7th wk). ‘‘Room for One
More” (WB) (2d
Sock $6,800. Last week*; $6,200.
wk). Held at $12,500.. Last week,

—

Madison: <UD) (1,900; 70-95)
"Dangerous Ground” (RKO) and,

$7,000.

,

0

$8,500.

(2,800; 40-

months. "Lone Star” at Loew’s Very good $6,000.
Last week.
also shapes socko. "Room For One
Flight to Mars”. (Mono) and “AsMore,” moved to the Ambassador, sassin for Hire" (Indie), $5,000.
"Bright
draw*.
a
big
continues
as
(Indie), $8,000.
big $7,200.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-76)—"Lone
the St.
Vogue, Orpheum,. Uptown, LoyFox (20th) (2,2550; '50-99)—"Red Victory” looms neat at
Star” (M-G). Socko $12,000. Last
ola (FWC) Metropolitan) (885; 2,213; Skies Montana” (20th) (2d wk). Louis.
week, "Decision Before Dawn”
Estimates for This Week
1,719; 1,248; 70-$1.10)—"Japanese Fair $11,000.
Last Week, hotsy
(20th), good $10,000.
War Bride” (20th) and "Northwest $17,000.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)
World (Mann) (400; 65-$D—“An
Territory” (Mono). Mild $19,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- —"Room for One: More” (WB) arid American in Paris” (M-G) (13th
Last week,. "Cimarron Kid” (U) 99)— "Lone Star” (M-G). (2d wk). "Model and Marriage
Broker” wk). Record-breaking
run finally
and -‘Stronghold” (Lip), in Ritz, Tidy $14,000. Last week, smash (20th) (m.o.sJ. Fine $12,000 or. near.
erids with 5-day final week getting
Vogue, Orpheum, $16,200, above
Last week, "See You In Dreams” $2,700. Chalked up about $65,000,
21 000
$
hopes.
arid "Weekend Father.” (U), new house
record for one picture.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 90-$1.50) (WB)
United. Artists, Four Star (UA)
11 000
Lavender Hill Mob” (U) opens
(M-G). Mighty $65,- $ ,
(2,100; 900; 90-$2.40)—"Quo Vadis” —"Quo Vadis”
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—"Meet tomorrow (13).
Last
"Another
000.
week,
Man’s
(M-G) (11th wk). Great $16,000.
Poison” (UA) (3d wk), okay $9,000. Danny Wilson” (U) and "Cimarron
Last week, sarhe.
(U).
Opened today (Tues.).
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50- Kid"
Fine Arts (FWC) (677; 804150)
Last week, "Woman Is Dangerous”
—‘‘Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (5th 99)— "Meet Danny Wilson” (U). (WB) and "Whistle Eaton Falls”
to
Nice
"Song
Last
week,
$8,000.
wk). Trim $4,000. Last week, $4.
(Col), okay $14,000.
,

—

St; Louis; Feb,
76)
"Woinan Is Dangerous” (WB).
With the best weather here in Fair $7,000. Last week, “See You
months during the past weekend, in Dreams” (WB) (2d wk), good

12.

(F&M-G&S)

(Col), $4,700.

week, "Lady Says No” (UA) plus
Joan Caulfield, Tony Bennett,
Four Aces onstage, $31,000,
Palms CUD) (2,900; 70-95)
‘‘Strange Door” (U) and "Cave of
Outlaws” (U). Mild $13,000. Last
week, "Double Dynamite” (RKO)
arid "Crazy Over Hrirses” (Mono),

"Room

(Col),

City” (UA), $17,000.

—

.

50-99)—
Mild $6,-

(RKO) and "Hot Lead” (RKO). "Clouded Yellow”
Thin $16,000. Last week, "Double 500. Last week, "First Time
Dynamite” (RKO) and "Diamond $5,000.

Week

—

Fox (Fbx-Detroit) (5,000; $1"Model Marriage Broker”
$1.25)
(20th) plus Tony Martin onstage.
Fancy $40,000. Last week, "For
Men Only” (Lip) and "Man Bait”
(Lip); $19,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)—"Sailor Beware” (Par) and
FBI Girl” (Lij>), Big $26,000. Last

(2d wk), $11,000.

Third week of "Sailor Beware”
still is fine with $18,000 pr near in
two locations. “Woman is Dan-

at the

sockeroo

the Palms.

at'

Estimates for This

theatres.)

Loew’s (Loew) (2,743; 40-70)—
“Westward Women” (M?G) (3d wk).
Nice $9,500 in 3 Says. Last week,

spots.

is

at the United Artists but "Strange

1

Bride”

mark

hit a lofty

“Lone Star”

Adams.

Same Week

Last Year ...... $2,243,500
(Based on 23 cities, and 195

Oke $16,000.
."Racket” (RKO).
Last week, "Distant Drums” (WB)

two houses while "Japanese War
is rated mild $19,000 in four

in

jpowntown,

Crest,

Stout 13G

Detroit, Feb. 12.
Biz is taking a turn for the beter this week with the showing of
solid product and a stageshow.
The Fox expects a fancy figure

terrific

perial.

Los Angeles, Feb. 12.
one of four new bills currently is doing more than fair

‘Star*

,

this

session at the
Uptown. All holdovers are firm.
"The Racket” looks okay at Im-

week with

—

—

New

(Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)

"Phone Call From

Terrific $19,-

Stranger

Nice $8,000. Last
"Decision Before Dawn”

week

(20th).

(20th)

(2d wk), $4,400.

—

cago Calling” (UA).
000 or better. Last Week/
for One More” (WB)
Fist” (Mono), $11,000.

4

Room

and "Steel

(2,427; 50-76)—
(M-G) and
Bandit” (Col). Oke
$11,000. Last week* ‘-'Quo Vadis
(M-G) (6th wk), fast $11,000 in 9

Loew’s (Loew’s)

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
“Sailor Beware” (Par).
Leading
the parade first-runs in robus
style with rousing $22,000 for

‘‘Westward

Martin-Lewis comedy. Last week
"Room For One More” (WB), (2d

days,

"Lady

Lyric

Women”

and

(C-D)

(1,600;

A
50-65)

—

"Cimarron Kid” (U) and "Pistol
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70) Harvest” (RKO). Neat $6,000. Hast
—"I Want You” (RKO) (2d wk). week, "Strange Door” (U) ana
Maintaining steady gait at $6,000 "Tales of Robin Hood”
wk), held well at $6,800:

,

after $8,300 opening.

$5,500.

Wednesday, February 13, ,1952

PICTURE GROSSES

WANT

‘I

'Hi'

W

YOU’ $11,000,

L’VILLE LEADER;
‘

"Scandal’

17G, "Star’-Vaude

>

Films are doing a brisk business in town this week although
two houses, Mary Anderson with
“Room for One More” and Loew’s

Lush With

State with "Quo Vadis” are both
in third weeks.
Latter may stay
for a fourth week. “I Want You”
at the Rialto looks average as does
“Cimarron Kid” at the Strand.
Circus
Polack Bros.;
Shrine
opened Monday (11) at the Jefferson County Armory for a week’s
stand. Weather has been favorable
for the indoor show.
Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 54-75)

$42,000

*

Estimates

.

Are Net

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; I. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
-The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

“Submarine Com-

hit fine $14,000.

.

—“Fixed

Bayonets” (20 th) and
Near
“Hurricane Island” (Col).
average $3,500. Last week, “Boots
Malone” (Col) and “Family Secret”

mand” and “Silver City” at the
State-Lake looks good with $17,000.
tax.
"Lone Star” with vaude at
000.
Chicago is okay $42,000.
continues
"Death of Salesman”
to pace the other holdovers with a
fancy second week at the Woods.
Third week of “I Want You” and
Connee Boswell onstage should hit
satisfactory $23,000 at Oriental.
‘Tales of Hoffmann” at Ziegfeld
looks neat in fourth week.
Estimates for This Week
Washington, Feb. 12.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)—.
First-run biz is moving along at
"Lone Star” (M-G) and vaude. a fair gait here currently. “Quo
Okay at $42,000. Last week, “West- Vadis,” now in its seventh midward Women” (M-G) with Black- city week, continues to spin turnstiles. ‘‘Girl in Every Port” is ace
burn Twins (2d wk), $21,000.
newcomer, sock at Keith’s. New
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 55-98)
"1 Want You” (RKO) with Connqg Ontario, deluxe first-run nabe, is
Okay in its second strong week with
Boswell personal (3d wk).
“Detective Story.” The Nip sensa$23,000. Last week, $31,000.
tion, “Kasho-Mon,” is setting pace
55-98)—
(B&K)
Roosevelt
(1,500;
"Scandal Sheet” .(Col) and “Har- for art houses at the Dupont.
Estimates for This Week
lem Globetrotters” (Col). Fine $14,Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-90)—
Last week, “Wild Blue Yon000.
der” (Rep) and “Drums D>eep “Girl on Bridge” (20th) plus vaude.
Mild $17,000 for this house. Last
South” (RKO) (2d wk), $15,000.
“Invitation”
(M-G) plus
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98) week,
vaude,
nice $22,000.
—“Submarine r Command” (Par)
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 90and "Silver City” (Par).. Good
$1.50)—‘‘Quo Vadis” (M-G) (m.o.).
Last week, “Another
$17,000.
Man’s Poison” HUA) and “Chicago In second week of moveover and

(Col), $3,000.

Mary Anderson

.

?

54-75)—“I Want
Should hit oke

You”

“Decision

(20th),

modest $8,500.
,

(Loew’s)

(RKO).
Last

$11,000.

Before

week,

State
in D. C. —“Quo

Dawn”

.

(3,000;

90-$1.25)

Vadis” (M-G) (3d wk).
Sturdy at $16,000, and possibility
Last week,
of a fourth round.

—

$25,000.

Strand (FA) (1,200; 54-75)
“Cimarron Kid” (U) and “Sky
Last
High” (Lip) okay $4,000.
week, "On Dangerous Ground”
(RKO) and “Jungle of Chang”
(RKO), $3,500.

‘ti is

i.

m. >

—

(20th) and “Lady Pays Off”
(U) (2d wk), $9,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
.

"Death of Salesman” (Col) (2d wk).
Fancy $25,000. Last week, $30,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Man
of Aran” (Indie) and “Edge of
World” (Indie) (reissues).
Neat
$3,000.
Last Week, “Prince Char-

San Francisco, Feb.

12.

downtown

—

Wk), ditto.

Ziegfeld (Lopert) (434; $1.25$2.50)-— "Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) h (4th wk).
Still strong at $3,500.
Last week, $4,400.

‘Women’ Modest $24,500,

,

Hub; ‘Boots’ Brisk 12G,

Neat 16£G, 3d

.

Boston, Feb. 12.
Biz at first-runs this stanza
shapes as not much more than
average with newcomers failing to
create much of a stir.
"Sailor
Beware” iir third round at Met is
holding strongly and “Another
Man’s Poison” in third at Beacon
Hill also is still oke. “Westward strong
$17,000.
the Women” at State and Orpheuiri
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 50-$l)
and “Japanese War Bride” at Para- “The Well” (U-A). 'Slinr
$3,000.
mount and Fenway are routine Last week, “Place in Surt” (Par)
newcomers.
“Boots Malone” at (17th wk), $4,500 after setting
Memorial looms fairly nice.
record run for town.
Estimates for This Week
.Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 50-$ 1.20)
Death of Salesman” (Col) (4th ‘Women’ Lively $14,000,
S1 ° W $5,20 °’
Last week

—

try

(reissues), $10,000.
.Exeter (Indie) (1,300;

60-80)

„

Fenway (NET)

(1,373; 40-85)

—

Japanese War Bride” (20th) and
Secret Fight” (Indie).
Not so
at $4,500. Last, week, “For
Men Only” (Lip) and “Man Bait”
i(

Memorial (RKO)

<3,000;

40-85)—

Boots Maloiie” (Col) and “Family
c
Secret”
(Col). Nice $12,000; Last
(

an

!Giri in

Every Port” (RKO)

—

Oke 13G,

week but response

.

cause to the spirited showing cur- (3d-final wk). Second stanza ended
rently.
A warm Sunday cut in Sunday (10) held at $4,600 after
somewhat but the previous day' okay $6,500 operier. "Woman in
Sat.) was so big that Broadway Question” (Col) opens Feb. 18.
houses enjoyed an unusually strong
Paris (Indie) (568; $1.20-$2.40)—
weekend. Lincoln’s Birthday had "The River” (UA) (23d wk). The
snow .flurries and
colder 22d week ended Sunday (10) held to
weather. Deluxers were aided by $7,500 after fancy $8,200 for preall N.Y. schools being out for the
vious.round.
day.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke“Viva Zapata!” is the outstand- fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— “Greatest
ing newcomer with a terrific $68,- Show on Earth” (Par) with stage000 probable for the initial week show (5th wk). Still very big at
at the Rivoli. This is one Of the about $143,000 after $135,000 for.
biggest weeks at the house in some fourth session. Stays on. Current
time, and ranks with record films week being boosted by Lincoln’s
at the Riv, despite a lower top Birthday holiday.
Probable that
thari in recent years at this spot. another pic will be brought in beLooks in for a run.
fore "Singing in Rain” (M-G) opens
Also socko is “When Worlds as the Easter film.
Collide” with $31,000 at the Globe.
Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-$l, 80)
Third new entry, “Big Trees,” fin"Viva Zapata!” (20tli). Initial
ished its initial round with slug- week ending today. (Wed.) is headgish $12,000 at the Warner.
ing for gigantic $68,000, one of
“Greatest Show on Earth” with biggest sessions here in months..
stageshow still is the great money Holds. Elaborate ad campaign and:
champ, with smash -$143,000 likely bally, plus fine reviews, paying off.
for current (5th) week at the Mu- Last week, "Decision Before Dawn”
sic Hall. It was helped by schools (20th) (7th wk), $6)000 in six days.
being out yesterday.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)
Call
From Stranger”
“Sailor Beware” is holding in re- “Phone
markable fashion, especially in (20th) and stageshow topped by
view of fresh competition. Martin- Johnny Johnston, George Tapps,
Lewis comedy will wind up its sec- Roger Carne (2d wk). Continues
ond session at the Mayfair with a very stout with $84,000. First week
big $92,000. Holds a third* week.
huge $56,000 or over.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)—
“Phone Call From Stranger,”
with stageshow headed by Johnny "Invitation” (M-G) (3d wk). Initial
Johnston and George Tapps, is holdover round ended Monday (11)
holding stoutly with $84,000* in dipped to. $7,000 after slow $10,000
second week at the Roxy. “Las opening round.
Vegas Story,’’ plus stage bill topped
Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2)
by Denise Darcel,. Jack Carter and "Big Trees” (WB) (2d wk).. Initial
Blue Barron band, looks okay $50,- frame concluded Monday 111) only
000 in second stanza at the Para- hit sluggish $12,000.
In ahead.
mourit. Combo was aided by sev- "Room For One More” (WB) (3a
eral previews, the advance show- wk), $11,000.
ing Of “Girl in Every Port” yesSutton (R&B) (561: 90-$1.50)
terday beirig a big help. “Port” "Tales of Hoffmann’ (Indie) (8th
opens regular run at Par flagship wk). Seventh session ended Montoday (Wed.);
day (11) held at $6,800 after solid
“Quo Vadis” contiriues its smash $7,500 for sixth week.
run at the Astor, finishing the 14th
Trans-Lux 60th St, (T-L) (453;
week with $26,000, close to recent 90-$1.50)— “Magic Garden” (Indie)
weeks.
(2d wk), First stanza ended Monday
Estimates for This Week
In- ahead,
(11) was trim $8,500.
Astor JCity Inv.) (1,300; $1.25- "Prince Charlie” (Indie) (4th wk$1.80)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (15th 9 days), $3,500.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 90wk), Present stanza- started here
"Japanese War Bride”
yesterday (Tues.). The 14th frame $1.50)
(20th)
(3d wk). Second frame ended
(6th of current continuous run
policy) held close to recent pace Monday (11) held at $2,800 after
with sock $26,000 after $28,000 for good $5,300 opener.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 5514th week. Looks to stay until
'March. “My Six Convicts” (Col) $1.80) "Death of Salesman” (Col)
(8th
wk). Eighth session ending
due in next.
Bijou (City Inv,) (589; 80-$1.80) tejday (Wed.) looks like fancy $16,000
after
$14,500 for seventh week.
‘Cry, Beloved Country” (Iridie)
(3d wk). Holding nicely in current "Marrying Kind” (Col) due in next
session ending today (Wed.) with but operiing, originally set for Feb.
about $9,500 after $11,000 for 22, has been delayed for A' week
or two,
second round. Stays on.
(

.

much

—

—

.

—

1

—

—

—

(Loew’s)
—Capitol
“Lone
(M-G)

(4,820; 95-$1.80)

Star’’

Initial

holdover

round

(2d

wk).

ending

in

•

(Thurs.) continued stoutly at about $20,000 after big $29,000 opening week. Holds a third

Omaha; 'Boots 7G

.

.

.

i'i

I

|

rated

—

he Hideout” (Indie), $18,800.
Ju J
.Me
t ropplit a n (NET)
mount.
(4,367; 40- (Rep), $2,500.
n
- 5 ll
Estimated for This Week
Kimd (Dickinson) (504; $1.503po"
2 Sr- Be ware” (Par) and
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-80)
xT a ? ell ed Door” (Indie) (3d wk).* $2.40)—"The River” (UA) (3d wk).
$16,500 a ^er $22,500 for Continues big at' $3,000. Last week, “Meet Danny Wilson” (U) arid
d
“Great John L.” (Iridie), day-date
$3,400.
(LoeVs) (3,000; 40-85)
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69) with Tabor, Webber. Mild $5,000.
Westward Women” (M-G) and —‘‘Westward Women” (M-G) and Last week, “Boots Malone” (Col)
( Continued
(Continued on page 20)
on page 20)
[
4 Continued on page 20)

^

is

—

.

(Lip), nice $6,000.
;

(U).

—

Browning Version” (U) and “Royal
(2d Wk). Staunch
$ 1 8,000 for second round. First was
$10,500.

55-

City, Feb. 12.
strong entries here
is only
moderate at the boxof fice. Midland is back to regular scale with
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (375; $1“Westward the Women” and looms
lofty.
“Decision Before Dawn” $1.20) “La Ronde” (Indie) (12th
is ab,out average in four Fox Mid- wk). Oke $2,000. Last week, $2,400.
West houses.
“Room for One
More” is rugged on holdover at
the*sParamouiit as is “The River” ‘Sailor’ Record $20,000,
“Lavender
at the art-film Kimo.
Hill Mob” in 13th week at the
Vogue is setting a precedent for
Denver, Feb. 12.
extended-runs that may stand for
f
"Room For One More” is landing
some time there. Weather on. the
here this sesmoney
greatest
the
mild side most of time.
sion; being great at the Denver
Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 50- and Esquire. “Sailor Beware” is
75)—“Flame of Araby” (U) and establishing a new record at the
“Girl on Bridge” (20th) (m.o ). Denham with Socko takings day
Slow $2,000. Last Week, “Strange after day. It will hold naturally.
Door” (U) and “Havana Rose” “The Well” looks good at Para-

gurney” XUA).

weather

Omaha, Feb. 12.
days), $10,000 after mild $7,200 for
Martin aqd Lewis combo is boxUnited Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; sixth week
office magic this week at <h£
55-85)
“Death of Salesman” (Col)
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80) Orpheum With their "Sailor Be“When Worlds Collide" (Par) ware,” and smash sessiori looms.
(2d wk). Nice $8,500. Last week,
(2d wk). First week ending last “Decision Before Dawn” got a so$12,500.
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)— night (Tues.) hit smash $31,000, so start at Paramount and looks
"The Medium” (Indies (2d wk). with sensational angles of pic fea- only passable. The Omaha has “The
tured in ads and theatre front. In Well” with okay round likely.
Nice $3,100. Last week, $3,600.
"Submarine
Command” Third week of “See You In My
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)— ahead,
“Marie du Port” (Indie) (2d wk). (Par)' (3d wk-5 days), oke $8,500.
Dreams” still is doing nicely at the
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$l. 80) State. “Boots Malone” and “FamFine $2,400. Last week, $2,600.

Kansas

—

.

C ont in ue

$9,000.

Some new

this

pickup this session. 000
unseasonably mild
Park Ave. (Reade) (583; 90-$1.50)
a contributory —"St. Matthew Passion” (Indie)

runs a nice

Helped by opening day personals and filial week.
Frank Sinatra, Ray Hacket
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)
“On Dangerous Ground” (RKO).
orch, others. Good $14,500. Last
week, “Boots Malone” (Col) and Opened yesterday (Tues.). in ahead,
“Woman in the Dark” (Rep), “I Want You” (RKO) (7th wk-10

‘Room’ Rugged 8G, 2d

—

bills
overs,. is

tomorrow

’(M-rG), $9,500.

of

-

K.C.; ‘Decision’

?

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448;
85)— “Meet Danny Wilson”

—

$7000
^Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682„
65-$ 1.20)—"Another Man’s Poison”
(UA) (3d* wk). Still oke at $7,000
after good $9,000. for second.
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)
Girl on Bridge” (20th) and “Waterfront Women”
(Indie).
Mild
$8,000.
Last week, “Casablanca”
WB) and "Capt. Blood” (WB)

Carter,

Blue Barron orch. topping stage bill
and some strong hold- (2d wk), okay $50,000, helped by
giving Broadway first- previews, Opening round was $58,-

new

—

,

ment”

The usual modest upbeat on Lin- plus Denise Darcel, Jack,
coln’s Birthday, coupled with three

-

Biz is being sparked here by perweek. Fancy sonals Of Hollywood people for
$10,000, and holds. Last week, opening days of “Hong Kong” at
Paramount and “Meet Danny Wil$13,000.
son” at Orpheum. Former looks
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-85)
“Rasho-Mon” (RKO). Hot $5,500 fine while "Danny” at Orpheum
for first week, and building. Last, shapes nearly as good. Standout,
week, “Tales of Hoffman” (Indie) however, appears to be "Across
(2d run) got $6,000 for final 11 days Wide Missouri” with husky total at
Warfield.
at advanced prices.
Keith’s (RKO) -(1,939; 44-85)—
Estimates for This Week
“Girl in Every Port” (RKO). Strong
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 60$12,000. Last week, “I Want You” 85) “Hunchback
Dame”
Notre
(RKO) (2d wk), $8,000.
(RKO) and “Cat People” (RKO)
Metropolitan
(Warner)
(1,200; (reissues).
Colorless $9,000. Last
44-74)—"See You in Dreams” (WB)
week, “Magic Face” (Col) and “In(2d run). Average $5,000 for third dian Uprising” (Col), $11,500.
downtown week. Last week
60-95)—
Fox (FWC)
(4,651;
/'Slaughter Trails (RKO), $5,200. “Room for One More” (WB) and
Ontario (K-B) (1,404; 44-74)— "Journey Into Light” (20th) (2d
“Detective Story” (Par) (2d wk). wkT4 days), Off to $7,500. Last
Strong $10,000 at this new indie, Week, okay $15,000.
first-run nabe, with biz helped by
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)
extra
shows.
Last week, sock —“Across Wide Missouri” (M-G).
$ 12 000
Husky $26,000. Last week, “Quo
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)— Vadis” (M-G) (11th wk), $19,500.
“Decision Before Dawn” (20th)
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
(2d wk). Prior $11,000. Last week, “Hong Kong” (Par) and “Dark
$17,000.
Man” (Indie). Personals opening
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 55-$l) day by film stars helped. Fine $17,—“Great Expectations” (indie) (re- 500. Last week, “Hidriout” (Indie),
issue).
Slow $3,800. Last week, plus vaude for 4 days, headed by
“Red Shoes” (UA) (reissue), $2,- Les Paul and Mary Ford, Herb Jefv
000 in final 4 days.
fries, others, $22,000.
Warner (Warners) (2,174; 44-80)
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)
“Room for One More” (WB) (2d “Woman Is Dangerous” (WB). Nice
wk). Off to $10,000. Last week, $12,000. Last week, “It’s Big Coun-

seventh

Calling” (UA) (2d wk), $12,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5598)
“Native
Son” (Indie) and
Excel-,
"Girl on Bridge” (20th).
lent $17,000.
Last Week, “Elope-

‘Sailor’

(People’s) (1,200:

54-75)— ‘Room for, One More’’
(WB) (3d wk).
Holding well at
$5,500 after last week s nice $6,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

Tort’ Powerful

lie” (Indie) (2d

4G

Louisville, Feb. 12.

Hot 14G,

Chicago, Feb. 12.
With the Palace, which was Set
and the-Orand,
Febto reopen
which shuttered Feb. 2, .both,in
deprojectionists
over
hassle
a
mands, the remainder of the Loop
action releases.
is overloaded with
Best of the newies appears to be
"Native Son*’ and^'Girl on Bridge,
fancy $17,000 at the United Artists.
“Scandal Sheet” and ‘‘Harlem
Globetrotters” at Rosevelt should

9

—

—"Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (18th
wk). The 17th round ended Monday

held to solid $7,000 after $8,200 for 16th. week.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1;80)
"Sailor JBeware” (Par) (2d wk).
First holdover round ending, today
(Wed.) contiriues socko at $56,000
after terrific $64,000 opening session, but slightly below expectancy.
Staying power of this Martin-Lewis
(11)

—

:

ily

Secret” are fine.
Estimates for This

Week

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 1670)—“Sailor Beware” (Par). Smash
$16,000, best figure in many weeks.
Last week, “Fixed Bayonets” (20th)
arid .“Longhorn” (Mono), $9,000.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,1*00; 16-70)
—"The Well” (UA) and “The Man
With

My

Face”. (UA).

Okay

$8,000.

remarkable in view of Last week, “Indian Uprising” (Col)
arid “Magic Face” (Col), $7,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.20-$4.80)
policy “Boots Malone” (Col) and “The
two-a-day
AU-vaude,
headed by Judy Garland (18th wk). Family Secret” (Col). Fine $7,000.
yesterday Last week, “Dangerous Ground’
started
round
This
The 17th: week held to (RKO), $7,500.
(Tues.).

comedy

new

is

opposition.

—

-

sock $39,500

after;

„

$36,700 in 16th

Paramount

(Tristates) (2,800; 16-

Before Dawn”
(20th). Passable $7,500. Last week,
$8,500.
(M-G),
“Pandora”
with
(RKO)
Port”
"Girl in
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)—
Krupa orch,
Polly Bergen,
(WB). (3d
Phil Foster, Four Aces heading “See You in Dreams”
week, $4,stageshow. Opens today (Wed.). In wk). Hep $4,000. Last
ahead, "Las Vegas Story” (RKO) 500.
(Par) (3,664; 70-$1.80)

—ParamountEveryGene

70)—“Dec i

si o n
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There’s

No Business

like

dQI Business

CENTURYrfQg

*VAftlKTY'tf LONDON OPFICf
• iKMartln’i Flaw, trill Hir

INTERNATIONAL

Mum
WB’s Cohen

to Far East

Prod.

11

Down

Wolfe Cohen, Warner Bros, foreign topper, left N. Y. Monday (11)
for. an extended tour of the company’s offices in the Far East, He.
will visit Manila, Singapore, Bombay, Calcutta, Hong Kong and
Paris, Feb. 5.
Tokyo. He returns in April.
Buenos Aires, Feb. 5, 4
here
Although the crisis still conBefore leaving, the foreign chief
Grosses at film theatres
tinues here in the film bi z with
a little in Lisbon
conferred with Sir Philip Warter,
up
picking
Biz
Loses
begun
have
only five pix in the works or way
chairman of the Associated British
the slump which
AA/i it* i* /
*i
recent weeks after
below par, most important directChristmas and-New
ZOti Via
raillire picture Corp., theatre chain in
sit in with the
fid
I
ramilCI
torrid
ors are busy with plans for making
of
whicll
garners' has a substantial
Year festivities and start
has
Lisbon, Feb. 5.
films in the next few months. The
Paris, Feb. 5,
tempe^ure
interest, Warter arrived last week
The
leather.
theafailure
all
Electricity
over
Lisis
Egypt
ministry is working on a plan to
film
in
for a five-week stay during which
The political strife
reached 98 degrees, and
systems bon and Estoril, which lasted from he will make a study of TV devel- leading to the cancellation of con- alleviate film slumii,
tres with air-ceridiUomng
p.m.
2
foreign
^spots.
Saturday
until
a.m.,
9:30
tracts involving touring
opments.
Jean Delannoy, director of* “God
drew better than other preem-for
2), cost show biz about $20,troupes. The Latin American Bal- Needs Men” and “Symphonic PasRKO staged a hig Radar Thea- (Feb.Patrons
in 40 cinemas, seven
000.
let and the Jean-Louis Barrault toral*” is readying a story on th
<«The Window’* at the
personalities, picture theatres and eight nightclubs reTheatre Group are. the latest to be evolution of a marriage, Jeari
ire with him
and
affected.
Barrault, who gives up Gabin and Michele Morgan are.
iwiiS and the press invited,guest. ceived their money back around
special
•11 p.m. when it was evident that
his Marigny Theatre spot in March, slated for tjie leads. Delannoy is
as
a
Keyes
Evelyn
is making, plans for substitution if
also propping his version of “Lu“The Window’* teed off the follow: the blackout would continue.
Radar, Capitol and
Being carnival time, almost all
there is no possibility of things ther,” with only a producer needed.
in g day at the
clearing up in Egypt in time for Film was to have been shot last
houses were sold out. The Cinema
Palacio del Cine day date*
his proposed tour. He was to play September but the producer pulled
The Entertainment; Board, is still Tivoli, showing “The 13th Letter”
at a
Cairo from March 6 to April. 5 and oul when the U. S. Lutheran so20th), the Teatro Variedades, with
giving out exhibition permits
pic r a;, revue starring Hermiriia Silva,
Hollywood
for
Alexandria April 9-25,
pace
ciety nixed the script and decided
snail’s
If they are off, he hopes to fill, to shoot its own Martin Luther
because both houses
tures.but some easing of this situa- continued
local
The
France.
of
shortly.
tour
by
plants.
the
in
time
emergency
At
the
expected
have
story.
Pierre Frcsnay is to do the
tion is
Then April 30 he will resume nor- French version:
authorities are expected to he con- S. Luis, Mauricb Chevalier gave
Warner
a
Naples;
when
in
commitments
happier
Lisbon,
Feb.
12.
road
from
2
to
5
a.m.
mal
recital,
behis
siderably
Rene Clair starts a film in March
to cause the public refused to move
The Portuguese government has Rome, Florence, " Milan, Turin, called “Night arid Day,” about a
Bros, film crew arrives, soon
films and Waited for five hours in the reduced to $400,000 the amount of Lyon, and. finally Zurich, June 5-6,
start shooting documentary
boy who thinks .he was born years
dollars which can be exported in for. the Shakespeare Festival. Then too late. He gets a chance to live
about Argentina. This is an angle darkened theatre.
had
1952 to the U. S. from film rentals a return to Paris, and after a rest in various epochs and some of the.
to which the Press Ministry
importance
considerable
and rehearsals, to Canada Oct. 7; fair ladies he meets will be played
ini this country. Last year, the exgiven
film
Johnston-Cereijo
portable
amount was $600,000, then a brief sojourn in the U. S. by Martine Carol and Dany; Robin.
When the
U.S. Distribs to Enter
The Arwhile in 1950 it was $800,000. Pre- and a visit to Australia. After all Gerard Philippe is to be the dreampact waS threshed out.
return to
gentine side claimed U. S, film
viously, all film rentals could be this hectic touring ,
er. Henri Decoin is planning an
Cannes Fete as Group;
companies were notably cold about
remitted without any restrictions. home grounds.
adaptation of “The Coffin And The
docuor
newsreel
of
the inclusion
Per usual the coin is distributed
Ghost” by Jean Aurenche and
Cos. among the 10 importers of AmeriFix
lentary material from Argentina.
Pierre Bost. He says lie wants Alida
Film
Exhibs
Este
del
Brit.
Punta
Echos of the
can pics according to volume of Over 3,100
Paris, Feb. 12,
Valli arid Jose Ferrer for the leads
festival are that the Italians; had
Under aegis of the French gov- their biz. There are virtually no
and hopes to shoot it in Spain.
submitted the best pictures they ernment, with increased appropri- restrictions about exporting the
Default 1950-51 Quota
Jacques Beqker, who il 'iT “H:
No awards, were ations from both the government coin owed for pics of other couiihad available.
Happened At The Inn” and “Anmade at the festival, but the film and the city of Cannes, the .Cannes tries; Until now American firms
Yr.
Than
Fewer
But
toine And Antoinette,” Is just finci ix are expected to give their ver- Festival, April 23-May
12, is being have not suffered from the restric
ishing up “Casque D’Or” with SiLondon, Feb. 5.
Feeling here is that
dict soon.
General Secretary tions put on the dollar export be
prepped
by
More than 3,100 British exhibi- mone Signoret and Claude Dauphthe Italian film “Umberto D” will Robert Favre LeBret.
He
is also cause a surplus from years prior
in; This is about the bad boys and
the
during
quota
the
on
defaulted
and
that
tors
get the first award
general secretary of the Paris to 1950 was transferred to subseyear 1950-51.: Official returns is- femmes at the turn of the century
Japanese picture “Rashomon* will
Opera.
years.
quent
here. His next is the story of a
of
Board
the
week
by
last
sued
get Another.
Every nation participating is to
Distributors of American pix Trade show that 771 theatres failed French man and wife whose lives
Most important releases have
allowed
to show three features, here claim biz is still as good as.
be
are influenced by an interloping
Of
quota
feature
first
the
meet
the
to
their preems in Mar del Plata,
but in view of the fact that Ameri- it was in 1949. While only 250 fea
30% arid 2,340 were behind on American. Screenplay is by AnAtlantic Coast resort 250 miles by
this
year
have
can
producers
nette Wadernant. H. G. Clouzot*
imported
tures
were
annually
at
The
25%.
of
quota
the supporting
road from here, which in summer
agreed to enter the show whole- ^hat time, now it is necessary to im- returns indicate a distinct improve- director of "The Raven,” “Jenny
has a population of over 500,000.
be
the
U.S.
will
heartedly,
perLamoiir” arid "Marion,-” is bogged
when,
year
at
least
350
features
per
year
previous
port
.the
ment on
Paramount is* first releasing “September Affair*’ in there cSarly this mitted to show four pictures. These in order to supply a larger num- with a 40% British film commit- down- on his present three-hour
picked
out. ber of cinemas. These houses give ment, 2,335 exhibitors defaulted. study of fear, “The Wages of Fear”
not
been
yet
have
month at the Ocean-Rex.
In seven weeks out of a nine- Since there are more Motion Pic- 21 shows a week instead of an The supporting defaulters in the due to weather difficulties on ex?
teriors and financial woe. Filin has.
week run, “Father of the Bride” ture Assn, of America members average of 10 weekly as customary same year numbered 2,195.
In a breakdown of returns* the about 30% done, in French* 30%
Expenses have
(M-G) grossed around $80>040, and than ‘there are pix to be shown, a four years ago.
by
the
English dialogue, 30% Spanish and
will
have
be
selection
to
made
double
nearly
that,
is the highest grosser so. far this
gone up while the average number BOT shows
a committee.
year.
of patrons and admission prices re- number theatres, achieved or ex- 10% in English.
was
total
Bressoii, Allegret Plap
that,
The
toft
quota.
rf.^hibered^
The prize local picture, “It Hapain at the same level as five ceeded the
Robert Bresson, who directed the
U0 Vad l s were eligible years a go. Also, obviously the cost 3,415 as against 1,874 in the year
pened
in
My Neighborhood” f
of
prestige pic, “Diary of a
81.7%
recent
shown
represents
having
been
(whiph
is
This
jt
not.
(AAA), has been held over six
0 f handling 350 films for showing 1949-50.
Country Priest," is Working on a
England), the film would not in the rather restricted Portuguese the total number of houses.
weeks at the Ambassador although
Odeon,
new
film.
circuits,
Yves Allegret, who did
major
The three
the gross in the first three weeks necessarily be the best entry for a market is evidently higher than for
Gaumont-British and Associated “The Cheat” and “Dedee,” is to do
was about $26,500. Other local pro- festival where fete juries generally readying 250 pix
*
average
an
Franco-English
had
version of “The
a
Cinemas
ductions have fared so badly at despise boxoffice Value or the
With 10 shows weekly, a good British
quota for the year of 31.6%. They Young Madwoman” with Daniele
Artistic value
the boxoffice that presently there specUcuIar value
feature could stay in a theatre
supportthe
Delorme
Film will be
on
this
month.
down
were slightly
an<*
re none at the first-runs.
P
four to eight weeks; now two Weeks
ing program with 24.5% as against shot in French and dubbed in Eng“Hamlet” is iii a fourth week at of* the offerings are weighed most- j s
average. Exceptions this seaFilms
the
by
lish.
Henri
Diamant-Berger,
wli
demanded
the 25%
the
Opera
grossing ly in picking winners.
Theatre,
son have been Metro’s “Solomon’s
While the U.S. is set to come in, Mines,” De Sica’s “Miracle in Act. In the previous year, wheri recently did “Monsieur Fabre,”
$18,285 in the first two weeks. The
quota,
with
a
40%
will
start
in
March
on
“The
Girl
they Were faced
French prize-winning film, “La the Soviets have not yet made
Milan,” four weeks, distributed the three circuits averaged 35% Elisa,” with Edith Piaf, her first
Justice est Faite” (Difa), released their decision known.
here by RKO and “Blue Veil” British film time..
film
the
War.
It
a
heavy,
since
is
daydate at three small houses
U. S. distribs here have decided
(RKO), all four weeks.
With reliefs granted by the dramatic role, and the film will be
grossed around $14,000 in the first that both the Venice and Cannes
Films Council ranging from 5% to shot in two versions, English and
three weeks.
Festivals would be national af20%, the average quota for the French.
jaa ni* j .
fairs, meaning that even if there
Christian-Jacque, who did “Carcountry was scaled down frofri the
are only four U. S. pix shown, all lj4UU DlMQ ftt tSfUSO
In actual men” and “Murder of Santa Claus,”
basic 30% to 25.6%.
the companies will support the efOLIVIER
fact, the total playing time for plans to make “Adorable CreaAll
fort, with cash and publicity.
Screening in Scotland British films was 28%. Over 1,400 tures,” a light-hearted looksee at
other festivals including the one in
granted reduced fickle femininity. Noel-Noel, Who
theatres were
IN
Glasgow, Feb. 12.
Berlin, must be handled by each
made “Cage of Nightingales” and
Nearly
1,400 blind people sat in quotas.
London, Feb, 5,
company as they desire and in
“Le Pere Tranquille,” will produce
Sir Laurence Olivier has won the their own way. Also such partici-| stalls of the Rex Cinema, Riddrie,
Maurice Cloche, who
a fantasy.
near here Thursday (7) and heard
second and final, round in his sub pation is at. their own expense.
Double U.S.
made “Monsieur Vincent;” “Cage
the pic, “Great Caruso.” Scheme
mission that $42,000 paid to him
Censored Brit. Pix For Girls” and “Doctor Laerinec”
for not working for 18 months afWas an experiment organized by
is doing a film on criminal lifers
manager John Lambie McDonald.
ter he had filmed “Henry V” for
London, Feb. 12.
S. Baritone Will Guest
and their possible redemption.
Iq a seat in the circle, a woman
Two Cities, was a capital gain and
film exported, to
If a British
In Glasgow Opera Season commentator sat with a micronot, therefore, subject to income
be sent back to
is to
America
Glasgow, Feb. 5.
phone and, at her hand, a push Britain for alterations to comply
taxation. The Court of Appeal has
FIRES
Theodor Uppman, young Ameri- button. When she pushed the but with IX S. censorship requirements, AUSSIE
dismissed the claim on behalf of
the tax commissioners and refused can baritone who created the name ton, operators faded out the film’s
American Customs will refund the
BIZ
permission for the case to go to part in Benjamin Britten’s' “Billy soundtrack, and she told the story, customs duty paid, less 1%.
the House of Lords.
Budd,” will be among the guest described costumes and- scenes
Sydney, Feb. 6.
This concession was made folSir
Frank Soskice, for the artists when the Covent Garden Another button touch, and back
Forest fires in New South Wales
the
representations by
lowing
Crown, suggested that a parallel, Opera Co. opens at King’s Theatre came the sound,
Assn, arid Victoria have become a naProducers
Film
British
would be if an organ-grinder was here March 17. Sir John Barbirolli
it was first time blind have been
through the Board of Trade. . A tional calamity because of the worst
paid to stop playing and go to the and Vilem Tausky are guest con- catered for by pix here,
condition imposed in America is summer season ever experienced.
next street. The money so received ductors.
that the film must be returned to Drought conditions in Queensland
Other guest singers are Valerie
would be a profit arising from his
prothe custody of the U. S. customs also have reached disastrous
tOLOIUlOn
profession.
Bak, of the Munich State Opera; Lloyd
uneiriplOyResultant
within 30 days of original importa- portions,
Christel Goltz, Berlin State Opera;
Film
Brit.
Proposed
to. create a major
bound
ment
is
tion.
Maria Kinasiewicz, Stuttgart Opera;
slowdown in theatre biz from
London, Feb. 5,
‘Sunset/ Hutton
Harvey Alan, Sadler’s Wells, and
coast-tb coast, according to foreArthur Garron, formerly of the
Harold Lloyd Is returning to
casts made- by those in the indusBits
Press Club Metropolitan Opera, New York.
Legit
London
London in March for further dis
try.
Tokyo, Feb. 5,
London, Feb, 5.
Ml
cussions bn a proposed British film.
Property destruction, including,
31ue Ribbon Awards” from the
‘Carousel* in Glasgow Bow
Harryl Gt&n is reviving the old rich ranch lands, is estimated to
visit last year, the
During
yo Motion Picture Press Club,
Glasgow, Feb. 5.
play bri" Jewish life, “Welcome exceed $60,000,000.
tour
annual, kudos fbr various bests in
successful
June
withnegotiations
“Carousel,” after
comedian opened.'
Stranger;” with- newcomer
the Nibpionese' film' world, werb ex- of Edinburgh and Aberdeen, bowed j. G.^eil,. chief pf Monarch" Fibn^, Rodney to Tplay the daughter role.
tended’ tblij year to foreign -film here, at the King’s; Theatre tonight; to make a British pic. Several sub* PlAy's locai9>'Will be changed from
in
'
entrants,?:"-:'
/
Original Drury Lane production in- jects have since been suggested New York’s East Side to Ireland
Sydney. Feb. 5.
In the imported category, Tokyo's eludes Edmund Hockridge, Jane g> u t no decision has been made.
Jack Hylton awaiting arrival of
the
top crix named these “fifstsT for Martin,
Maureen
“Cyrano” (UA) got away to ^
Paula Valenska, currently at
Foley,
Beryl
it i s expected that when Lloyd
1951: Best picture, “Sunset Boule- Swanson, William Thor burn, Ber^Uruguay Festival, to talk to tier smash week at the Palace, Hoyts
re urns here, definite agreement
in
leads
the
vard” (Par)
house, and looks to. run. a long time.
top director Billy ard Quinn and Robert Stevenson, wiU ,> e cached on a story and pro about playing »one of
goes
his “Call Me Madam,” which
Wilder (for direction of “Sunset”), all repeating _the rPles tneyplayea
Despite a panning from one eric
uc ^ on started soon afterwards,
^
some
Coliseum
London
into, the
here, the film’ is proving a surprise
actor,
Kirk Douglas; in during the 567 London performtime in March.
of its big draw with local
Champion” arid “Glass Menag- ances.
because
Berta Gersten opens her season patrons. Success here means that
erie”; outstanding actress, Betty
“Carousel” has switched with
PaOther Foreign Newi
Of Jewish plays at the Grand
Hutton, for her “surprising” per- “Oklahoma,” which is now playing
now spot the pic in all
will
Hoyts
Jacob
lais.. East Side, Feb. 9, with
On Page 13
formance “Annie Get YoUr Gun” in Aberdeen. Big demand from
its ace houses.
Gordon’s classic. .“Mirele Elross.
(M-G),
continues.
Scots for. Uv S. musicals
.
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THE VOICE OF THE FANS!
The Photoplay Magazine Annual

Poll of

its

readers

considered the most accurate
predict that
tops the field.
is

barometer of public taste. Year after year M-G-M
foremost among the challengers for ’52 honors will be:

We

"QUO VADIS" "BELLE OP
NEW YORK" "SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN" "SKIRTS AHOY!" "LOVELY TO
LOOK AT" "SCARAMOUCHE" "IVANHOE" "THE MERRY WIDOW"
"BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE" {all the foregoing Technicolor)-, "THE WILD NORTH"
•

{new Ansco

color);

and

"CARBINE WILLIAMS."

•

VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFICE
•

ft.

Martin*! Pl»ci,

1NTEBNATIONAL

Twf«l»r Sgu»r»

Grierson Doing Scot
Mine Disaster Film
Glasgow, Feb.

13

Radio Chief Arg. Ad Medium Due To

5,

John Grierson has started production of “The Mining Rescue
Story,” pic based on the KnochLondon, Feb. 12. 41
Failure of the Eady Plan, under
which British films are subsidized
from boxoffice grosses, to act as an

Shinnoch

(Ayrshire) colliery disaster of last year. Cast is mainly
Scots. Andrew Keir, former miner,
has a leading role.

Canada’s

incentive for increased production,
London Feb. 5. I. Scotland pithead scenes are bere
ruC '^ at Southall Stuleading to countrywide comis
Bonar Colleano has been signed by
i??j!
by independent theatre Stanley Kramer to do one picture dios, Middlesex.;
plaints
operators who say that the higher for him in Hollywood. American
admission prices which they are film star resident in England was
compelled to charge have resulted signed through the recommendain a drop in 'attendances and a pub- tion of Edward Dmytryk, and sails
Feb. 17; with pic “Dirty Dozen” to
lic preference for cheaper seats.
Betty Box: off to
The exhibitors beef is based On take six weeks
Venice to finalize arrangements for
three main counts. Firstly, with
there
location
work
fpr her latest
patrons favoring cheaper tickets, for the J. Arthur
Bank Organizathe original intention of having the tion, “A Venetian Bird,” du
for
public, pay the Eady levy is not
in February
..

Edmonton, Alberta, Feb.

working out, and this, is now virtually a responsibility of the thea-

.

shooting sometime
Maurice Ostrer returns to film production shortly with his Premier
Productions to tee off with “Dare.
Devil Conquest,” as; part of "Conquest” series. He* is; dickering with
Nigel Patrick for title role, with
.

.

gressive- cuts
magazine space,

newspaper and
due to newsprint
.

shortages .stemming, from exchange
snags, have left, advertisers no recourse but to turn to the air. D0.parmenl stores, traditionally averse
to the use of radio, have, been the

most hard hit by this situation,
which has caused a Complete revolution in their advert isirig. budgets.
Since.
1946 radio advertising

,

.

.

:

,

.

.

,

lumbia, last. April, when the assoOnly
month ago, talent costs!
Remanded royalties for shot up still further; when a new
songs sung at regular service club labor contract vvitlv tho Musicians
meetings, Similar demands were; Union hiked the price of one frontmade in most, parts of the country. rank jazz outfit from around $1,000
ciation

:

association wanted fees for a month to $4,000, a factor which
singing' at club meet- decided the sponsor t(j» cut this feaings, music performed by profes- ture, from future programs.
Th.
sional entertainers at club meet- cost of thesping talent has
and public performances creased in about the same proporings;
sponsored by the clubs. The first tion, but rates on scripts are still
two were dropped voluntarily by comparatively low, though
lost
the association, and the court judg- good; script-writers get a good extra
ment eliminates the. third.
oyer and above the fixed tariff.
Although Radio Belgrano lias
the. largest and most important network; with 15 stations throughout
Scotland Exhib Leader
the Republic and one 'each in Paraguay apd Bolivia, Radio Mundo’s
Tlie

community

’

13-statiori

For Cinemas’ Profit Dip
Cinemas

Glasgow, Fob. 5.
United Kingdom

&

White Network

to tlie present,

3d Big Network

in the

are paying far too much in entertainment tax while music halls and
legit

Blue

rated the most popular, up
although its superiority has declined.

is still

The

third big network is Radio
Radio Libertad, the

Splendid.

houses go comparatively free,

Mundo affiliate, lias very quickly
reached a high point among minor
outlets.
Its connection with the

Sir Alexander King, Scot cinema
magnate, told the annual meeting
of exhibitors here. Ex-bibs, he said,

Mundo

arid its controlling publish-

must fight to maintain the cinemar ing concern assures the outlet the
Only services, of good scripters arid
going habit of the public.
popular prices and good pix would sporstcasters, and the link with the
keep the film industry as the work- Mundo also involves securing any
ing man’s entertainment.
talent the bigger web has no imTV would affect cinema biz in mediate use for.
As for TV, commerical advertisBritai
but would riot hurt badly
Until sponsored programs along the ing of a sort started on Argentine
video, early in November, after
lines of America are launched.
Radio Belgrano inaugurated its
“It seems strange that the Britadverish government ^should always talk channel 17 Oct. 17. However,
about encouraging British produc- tisers are firmly refusing to Sponuntil
there
ah
telecasts
apsor
are
the
“Recently,
tion,” King said,
use,
Carlton Theatre in London played preciable number, of sets in
of
video
standard
and
the
present
of
HoffTales
a very fine picture,
programs improves. Beyond a prCr
It grossed about $24,000
mann.’
iiminary estimate of $15 a minute
per week, arid out of that, the cinethe time of the first
ma paid $12,000 in entertainment established attelecast
(organized by
commercial
revues
Yet nearby, French
tax.
the J. Walter Thompson agency),
featuring economically-clad, ladies
no
definite
advice
have
advertisers
were
and American musicals also
of what video costs will be.
grossing $24,000 a week, but only
estimate
there
will,
Some
sources
paying $2,400 in tax. Is that enbe around 10,000 to 30,000 video
couraging British films?”
sets in use by mid-1952, as there
He felt it was stupid that the are plans to manufacture sets loThus far, leftist
British government should lend cally; which would sell cheaper.
of Mexican Labor, which blocked $18,000,000 to the National Film
The first few sets have been purher entering Mexico in 1946, has Finance Corp. which it would never
chased by wealthy politicians; bars,
riot objected,
get back, but, on the other hand, clubs and institutions may follow
induskeep strangling the cinema
suit.
King
try with this stupig tax.
claimed that exhibs wanted flexiCurrent London Shows
Manager
They want- Kendall
bility in a tax scheme.
( Figures show weeks of run)
ed freedom so that, according to
For MacDowell Colony
London, Feb. 12.
the locality and type of theatre the
Peterborough, N. II., Feb. 12.
cinema owner could suit his pa“And So to Bed,” Strand (17).
George M. Kendall has been
“Blue for Boy/' Majesty’s (63).
trons and his house.
to succeed the late Mrs.
named
“Colomhe,” New (9).
“The present scale of- entertainmanager of the
“Day's Mischief,” Duke York (9jr ments tax so far as cinemas are Louise Fillmore as
inColony here;
MacDowell
(17).
Aldwych
Fun,”
of
“Figure
is ‘cockeyed,’ ” declared
concerned
spirational rendezvous for writers,
“Gay’s the Word,” Sayille (52).
Sir Alex.
composers and stage folk founded
"‘Happy Time,” St. Jas. (2i.
When Britain exhibs got a note by'the late composer; Edward Mac“Hollow,” Ambassadors (37).
“Kiss Me Kate,” Coliseum 49).
on the attendance at the end of Dowell;(100).
Pal.
“Knight’s Madn's,” Yic
.Officers of the MacDowell; Assn.,
March .and compared this with
“Little Hut,” Lyric (71),
thbse of the previous year, they were elected, as follows: Carl Qar“Love 4 Colonels,” W'ndh'm (39). Would find that the increased tax riier, president; Walter S. Marvi
“Lyric Revue,”. Globe 20.)
on the costlier seats had caused and Thornton Wilder, vice-presi“Master Crook,” Comedy (8).
There would dents; Lewis M. Isa a sc, Jr., treasan adverse effect.
“M ’summer Dream," Old Vic (7), be a definite decrease iri admis- urer, and Chalmers -Clifton, sec“Much Ado Nothing,” Ph’nix (5), sions above 26c. Sir Alex told ex- retary.
“Peep Show,” Prince Wales (16),
hibs' to show local members of Par“Penny Plain,” St. Mart (33).
liament their figures and how tax
“Puss Boots Ice,” Empress (8*.
Pearce’s Disney Tinier.
scales were hitting them.
“Relative Values,” Savoy (10).
:HollyWO.od, Feb. 12.
“Reluctant Heroes,” Wh’t’h’l (84).
(84).
Apollo
“Seagulls Sorrehto,”
W’alt Disney assigned Perc. Pearce
Lowenthal Into. MeX. Distrib
high-budget Techni“Sunset Knights./' W’m'st’r (3).
his
produce
to
5.
Feb.
Mexico City,
“S’mer and Smoke,” Duch’s (3).
picture, “When Knighthood
Rudolph Lowenthal, who has color
“South Pacific,” Drury Lane (15).
in England this
Flower,”
in
Was
Mexico
produced several pix in.
“Third Person,” Criterion (6).
producer pf
(latest be- summer. Pearce was
“To Dorothy, a Son,” Gar’i’k (63). during the last few years Spanish), “Treasure Island” and “Robi
in
'"Waters of Moon,” H'ym’kt (63). ing “Girls in Uniform”
his Hood,” previous Disney pictures.
is adding film distribution to
"‘White Sheep,” Piccadilly (17).
Disney is rounding up a cast pf
“Women of TwTight,” Vaude (17). activities.
will beHe is forming a company here to stars for the film, which
“Zip Goes Million/* Palace (17).
by live actors— riot cartoon
played
Lopix.
handle selected European
CLOSED LAST WEEK
characters.
wenthal is just brick from Europe.
“Folies Bergere,” Hipp (49).
,

.

XEW

realized. But last month, Sir Henry
L. French, director-general of the
British Film Producers Assn, said

the figure of 70, which they had
submitted to the Board of Trade,

would probably be proved

justified.

Remington Spreads To
Canada; Sets MontTPlanf
Remington Records, which has
emerged as the top outfit in the
low-priced
will
field,
lobg-play
spread into Canada via opening of
a plant in Montreal. At the same
time, Remington has expanded its
U. S. setup, with openftig of distrib
offices in Detroit and appointment
of a direct sales rep in Pittsburgh.
R. A, Norum Will handle the latter
post while Continental Record will
be the Detroit distrib.
Diskery has also leased recording studios in New York, which
will take, over the Work previously
done at RCA Victor and M-G-M

new

negotiations.

Local Treasury* officials believe
the exit Of double taxation between
the two countries would see a major upbeat in dollar investments
here.

Named

Currently, earnings from dollar
investments Down Under are subject to the tax laws of both countries, although it, is understood
that American officials grant a tax
rebate on some of the tax paid in
Figures just released
this zone.
show that U. S. organizations re2,800,000
of.
dividends
ceived
last
$6,300,000)
(about
pounds
financial year from Aussie investments. These organizations are reported to hold Aussie assets worth
80,600,000 pounds.
The possible end of double taxation would, it is understood, also
cover U. S. distributors operating
here, and those organizations simi.

.

:

(

lar to Hoyts (controlled, by 20thFox) and Metro’s 'operation of pic
circuit s . End of the double tax a Iso
After many changes of title, the would be of benefit to U. S. talent
new Sam Spewack vehicle for Alec playing this territory.
Guinness and D i a n a Churchill,
preeming at Edinburgh Feb. 18, Ex-Film Censor Into Mex. Prod.
wui be known as “Under the SycaMexico City; Feb, 5.
jb° re Tree/’ it»s about stages In
Felipe Gregorio Castillo, ex-head
life of a scientist, played by Guihproness
Freddie Sales, young Brit- pix censor, is bowing as film
ish c °median, inked for George & ducer with “Flower of the ROCks,”
Fernando
Black's summer stint at starring Abel Salazar.
Winter Gardens Theatre, Black- Rivero is directing.
pool,, as leading comedian, Opening
Pic trade’s own bank, the semiJune 25, with Ronnie. Ronalde also official Banco Nacional Cinemato-

Record studios:

:

'

‘

<

.

starting.

grafido,

is

financing the production.

.

have increased about 200% /
both for- feature .programs and
spots. Now. that all the commercial
outlets' are government-owned,. th
Webs are allowed to chisel hefty
segments off each sponsor’s stanz.*
The exchequer court’s ruling for additional spots of anything
brings to a climax nearly a year of from 10 to 40 words, so that bankwrangling between the C.A.P.A.C. rollers of half-hour or 15-minute,
and Canadian service clubs. It shows actually get only,
of their
started in Vancouver, British Co- full time.
jcosts

.

.

.

12,

A recent ruling by the exchequer
court of Canada has saved the Rotary Club of this city from, paying
$.122 copyright fee,, demanded by
the Composers. Authors .arid. Publishers Association of Canada for a
series Of concerts presented last
summer. ;Th.e court; ruling, arising
oil! of a case between the association aivd.'tiie/tVest T(ironto Rivyaiiis.
Club, declares that service dubs
are
organizations, and
fraternal
cannot be charged copyright lees
on music performed at functions
to which an a cl mission is charge d
j

.

Secondly, the productions
which are aided by the subsidy are
London, Feb. 12.
offered first to the Circuits who
Statement of government policy
bar the majority of other theatres.
circuit
is
time
a
to
diBernard
Knowles
skedded
every
towards
the
Thirdly,
National Film Finance
showing h British film denied the rect. Shooting starts early in April.
qrp. is expected! to be made in
independents, the small theatre
Monarch Productions, headed by the House of Commons
towards the
owners are put in the position of W. J. Gcll, who is back from
America, has closed deal to make, end of this week. A leading quessubsidizing their opposition.
six two-reelers for American TV tion on the subject has been tabled
That Yen For Cheaper Seats
Norman Lee, indie film pro- by Tom O’Brien, M. P., and is
Although the overall admission
ducer, in Bournemouth hospital
of
cusnumber
the
down,
is
figure
for month under observation. Mario down for answer on Thursday (14).
tomers going for cheaper seats has Zampi back from Hamburg havO'Brien’s question to Board pf
increased during recent- months, ing fixed details for his next picentirely at the expense of the ture, “Top Secret,” which he is Trade prexy Peter Tliorneycroft
the
Outside
admissions.
higher
making for ABPC, goes into pro- comes as a sequel to the deputaWest End of London and key first- duction March 3
Moira Lister, tion which he led last month for
run situations in the bigger cities, starring with Peter Ustinov in his organization, the National Assn.
top admission charged (including “Love of Four Colonels,” at Wynda 40% tax) is around 55c., but hanis theatre, is to costar with A. of Theatrical & Kine Employees,
the riipst popular price is 25c. to E. Matthews, and Patricia Roc in during which he urged the imple“Something Money Cant Buy,” pic mentation of the Labor govern-;
30 c.
When the Cinematograph Ex- to be produced by Joseph Janni ment’s promise of a further 2,000,-;
made “White Corridors” for 000 pounds ($5,500,000); advance
who
hibitors Assn, first agreed to the
introduction of the Eady fund, it J. Arthur Rank, for whom this one plus a long term loan embracing
made. Shooting Is to start J approximately 10,000,000 pounds.
will
be
did so in the belief that more Brit1
at PirieWood early this month.
Since the change in government
ish product would "be available and
last October -there has been conthe independent would have a
siderable uncertainty in regard to
wider choice in booking for quota,
See Double Taxation
the future of the NFFC. The promin its first year, the levy was on a
fiat rate of a farthing per seat, with
ise of additional coin from the
For U.S.-Aus$ie Near
Labor government necessitated an
exemptions for the smaller theaamended. Bill in Parliament. With
tres only. It was then estimated
that the fund would net around
the ‘growing curb on governmental
End Via Govt.
expenditure, the industry was be$31500,000 and give British producCanberra, Feb. 5,
coming reconciled to the possibility
ers a subsidy of between 17% and
Menzies
Robert
Minister
Prime
gross.
distributors’
on
that
further advances, might not be
the
18%
By the time the Treasury, pro- has announced that important dis- economically possible.
this
at
place
take
will
cussions
levy
on
of
the
extension
posed.. the
In the last few weeks there has,
three-year stabilization agree- governmental capital in March be- however, been considerable politia
ment, Insufficient, evidence was tween fiis government and the U. S. cal pressure from the Labor side
available to determine the. extent government relative to ending the of the industry for. sufficient cash
to which studio activity was in- double taxation currently effective to be made available to enable the
creasing. Now, however, after 18 on both sides of the Pacific. Eldon films bank to continue as an active
months of operation, it is clear that P, King, special deputy commis- force in production financing. The
virtually sioner of the U.S. Bureau of In- balance held by the NFFC is now
is
British
production
static. The levy yields 34% on the ternal Revenue, will lead the dele- probably at its lowest ebb, and
gation, with the Australian Treasgross.
there is little ready money avail2 Major Chains Behind on Quota urer Sir Arthur Fadden sitting in able to finance projects outside the
According to available figures, on the talks.
Three Group schemes launched
two of the three circuits are behind
The main problems to be dis- last year. Independents, who do
on their quota for the first six cussed, according to Prime Min- not operate within the groups, are
months. Only Associated British ister Menzies, concern enterprises pressing hard ijor extra coin to be
has reached its target while Odeon of one country engaged in com- made available. .
and. Gaumont-British, both con- merce or industry through a pertrolled by the J. Arthdp/ftank manent establishment in the other
Argentina Inked for Mexico
group, are behind schedule. Latter country. Dividends paid by subsidMexico City, Feb. 5.
circuit has included, one Preissue, iaries to their parent organization
Spanish
Argentina,
Imperio
but is still way behind on' its legal overseas and by companies to their
obligations.
will
be singer-dancer, inked to open Feb.
stockholders abroad also
It is now clear beyond reason- considered. Menzies indicated that
28 at the Teatro Lirieo, vaude-reable doubt that the estimate for all aspects of taxation of incomes vue house here, and to double on
British production on which the by the U. S. and Australia will station
and on TV,
30% quota was based will not*be be brought within the orbit of the
Confederation
tre.

Buenos Aires, Jan. 29.
Over the past four years, radio
has become the indispensable advertising medium in Argentina, not
to any improvement in the quality
Of broadcasts, but because pro-
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Jury Weighs Suits
For

the.

Week

Monday

ending:

By

Weekly Weekly Weekly
Vol.in
High
Low

Mon.
Close

100s

CBS, “A”
CBS, “B”.

.

...

.
.

,

.

Decca
Loew’s
Paramount.

,
• • •

.

RCA.

RKO

•

Pictures..

.

...
,

<

.

.

.

..

Republic

•••'

»

..

»

•

“Rep., pf<l..

.

.

...
.

Univ.v

v

Univ., pfd.

.

N. Y.

.

..

•

•

38%

39

39^
12%

381/4

12%

38%
12%

8%

8%

87'

17

16%

28%

27

26
4i

4
-

19P/

15

Monogram ....

3%
24%

57
74

25%
4V4
434

43&.
10 9

4%
19%
12%
58%
147/
3

•

.

*,

«

«

New

—

14

+
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—%
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—%
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Within

knew

fiye
minutes,, everyone
that Dior had done; it again
Nothing exit’eme, nothing flashy;

gance.

Jacques Fath showed 283 models.
After the 150th number, the press
ceased taking notes, and even Orson Welles, who was sitting between Michelirie Presle arid Genevieve Fath, had completely run
out of superlatives.

Round As An Egg

—Fath
“

.

his the. ‘‘round line”
round as an egg; as

calls

as

.

round as a women.” His silhouette
is a compromise between the bellshape and the sheath, and he has
dropped the hemline a little, His
coats are held in by an oversize
“martingale” at the back, which
can be adjusted.
He calls this
.” Jackets
“the wandering waistli
are cut ori the lines of swallow'

coats; suit-dresses have loose
backs and fitted fronts; high waists

tail

emphasized by wide Judo
and dance dresses are 10
from the ground. Fath
names his. slouched hats, “upset
are

belts;

inches

Garbos.”

Jean Deeses’ big success is the
“dress
of
our time”— done in
every fabric for every hour of
the day. This is how he describes
them: “
a twist of the thumb
converts their original
purpose
and. changes their fullness.
No

—

.

strip

.

they can be undone,

tease:

fastened,
swiftness

and adjusted with the

well-regulated
a
Within a split fraca second, these dresses
change in color, fabric and purpose.
mannequin arrives in
demure black, flips a hook and
goes away in a white pleated number—-two dresses for the price of
one, this feature is bound toi fasinate American women.
Desses’
multi-colored
chiffon
of

silhouette

has

—

colors,

entirely novel way.

evening gowns
like

quality,

—

all

hilt

have a dreamthe. most
ap-

plauded
Were his white lace
dresses in acetate.
Acetate laces
in Calais are the, biggest
news pf the French fabric story.

made

Triple-Line Defense
Dior’s press opening was early
ln the morning.
The triple-line
system of defense in depth guarded
the entrance, from which many excited. furious gate-crushers
were
turned away. The House. Of Dior
proved to be an almost impregna-

ble fortress.
..The salons are hot large arid the.
gilt chairs Were,
so closely crowded

together that
°t the press

notes,

the nervous. ladies
could hardly take
•

v

•

them
George

sell

UA Drops

to television.

and he mixes fabrics

in

an

His sudden, unexpected triumph
aiso provided the world of couture'
with a comedy angle that has set
Having no susParis laughing.
picion that his collection was to
prove the hit of the season, he had
planned no shows for the next
day, and his four loop mannequins hired for the evening only
.—had all returned to their regular,
jobs: Sophie, to Fath; Ivy, to
Griff e; Gigi, to posing for photos;
and Bettiria, to her new job as
head of de Givenchy’s recently
created public relations department.
On the following morning, in
place of Sophie, Ivy, Gigi and. Bettina, only cardboard dummies displayed the dresses to the disappointed gaze of the hoard of buyers who. stampeded the shop. Howr
ever, a more hitter disappointment
On trying to
store;
still was i
place orders at previously announced figures, buyers learned
that as a tribute 'to the praises
bestowed on him during the night,

—

,

Pix

from pape

Goggin, Nassers’ attorney, disclosed at a hearing here
last week that UA wants $2,5O0 to
release its contractual rights; on
each pic for both theatrical and
television use. Referee in bankruptcy Benno M. Brink last Friday
(8) granted Goggin continuance of
the hearing until Feb. 29 to permit further negotiation with UA.
Brink allowed the continuance
only after Goggin explained the
request was from Charles. Skouras,
chairman of the creditors’ committee of General Service Studios,
owned by the Nassers.
Goggiri revealed that Bank of
America, chief creditor to the Nassers, would agree to the payment
of $2,500. to UA for each pic providing it received*; $47,500 for each
T.

.

3

the company’s claim that it is costing it
money merely to keep these films
on the hooks. Records on thei
must be carried on them by accounting and other departments
week after week,, while there’s no
inco’me or prospect of income to
merit such continued attention.
twofold.. First point

is

Help on

New

is

Product

Distrib’s second point in getting
of the excess baggage is that
it wilPhelp producers of more reCent films and upcoming new product. Reason is that the sales force

rid-,

will, nor be hogged down with a
lot ot’ old and minor pix and thus
Will be able to concentrate more
on the recent stuff,

immediate effect,” and that one, or substantially the entire
that the Nassers claim
the' “most serious Tiarm” $200,000
was that it gave the lost; audience they can get by selling the quartet
one more reason for staying away of pix to TV. Nassers owe the bank
$430,000 of the 'original $1,180,000
from the film houses.:
Other witnesses were Edward due when the bankruptcy action
Dmytryk, director, who was one of started.
the 10 jailed for contempt ofj
Brink wanted to know why anCongress; Robert W. Kenny, at- other continuance was necessary,
torney for the plaintiffs^ arid Dore saying, in his opinion the pix are a
Schary, who was RKO production valuable asset to the creditors and
chief in 1947.
the company, and that the earlier
they were funneled to TV the more
col would be gotten from them.
Goggin Explains
Decision
Goggi
explained Skouras had
Continue# from pace 4
huddled with UA prexy Arthur
Krim
exec Matty Fox, then
and
plained, through licensing to other
called George Nasser in. on the setmanufacturers.

.

in
to

.

Producer Will have the option
each case as to whether he wants
accept UA!s offer to abrogate

the distribution contract.
Pacts
naturally will remain Iri force unless both parties agree to cancel
them;. However, it appears there
would be little advantage to a producer to leave his pix with UA,
since it is obvious that the distrib

,

:

would hang

ori

to

them

if it

thought

there was any coin left in them.

—

“Operation shelf-clearing” as it
has been dubbed—has been going
on for soine weeks as UA execs
go through contracts -arid lists to
determine which pix should be
’

handed back. Process:
ple,

since

UA

got a

is

not sim-

tremendous

bulk of films from ELC. Other than
that, In the past seven years UA
has probably taken
no more
than 200 pix,

tlement talks. ‘‘The real issue be*
fore the courts Is the fact UA
doesn’t want to set any precedent
by releasing these pictures,”
Move is part of the scheme of
sorted Goggin.
UA’s new management, headed by
Brink, hesitant in granting con- Arthur B. Krim, to scale the comtinuance, asked “WhaUwill be done pany down to essentials arid streambetween now and Feb. 27, when a line its distribution for top results.
creditors’ committee .meeting will
be held?” Goggin replied negotiations with UA would be held to
determine whether a settlement
can be reached.
Continued from ,pige 4
Goggiri said present theatrical
returns from the pix are negligible, out casualties.
"Strange coincland that the pix are ln greater def+dence,’’ said McDonald.
mand for TV than previously, and
Several weeks, later (June 22)
probably would be greater in the Balaban sent a six-page letter ripfuture. He said he had been ad- ping into McDonald for attempting,
vised by KTTV and by Robert L. to “high-pressure” Par Into parLippcrt that the. demand for this, ticipating “in a publicity-seeking
type of pix was at its height.
test” and. accusing him of using
“UA refuses to Use its facilities expressions of “sorrow” and “surtoexploifthe pictures on. television prise” as a “calculated intent to
because other major distributors deceive.” Balaban added: “You athaven’t done it,” said Goggin, He tempted to establish the false asadded UA has released pix to pro- sumption that Paramount is supducers for a consideration.
porting some ‘group’ in refusing to
Goggin said immediate need is rent pictures for your PhOnevision
$10,000 for payment to UA, but ‘test’ and is acting in concert with
that he didn’t feel, the coin should other members of MPAA in this
be paid for something the Nassers regard.”
already own. He added later that
Balaban also reminded McDonhe thought something should be ald of his earlier pessimism regardpaid UA for the theatrical, foreign- ing commercial TV as contrasted
and domestic, rights plus TV.
with Par’s activities in pioneering
Quotes Skouras
TV stations, theatre TV and color
Goggin quoted Skouras as say- TV. “We didn’t wait for others to
ing during a conference that he blaze the. trail;” he said, “and then
minimum-price contracts.
be hitchhike at their expense -r- we
matter could
the
thought
Brink moved into the field With both
worked out satisfactorily.
then referred to the continuance feet.”
McDonald replied a week later
UA, Col Drives
request, saying “we’ll be right
back Where we started; now is the that he was on vacation and had
Continued from page 5
time to sell the pictures,” Goggin the letter read to him by Jong
“We both cannot be
h o. to offer recommendations from replied “wie’re trying- to negotiate /.distance.
"'" u ‘ ” v
don't think it
to the point where the bank would right,” he said, “I
the foreign market standpoint,
too long to ascertain
will
take
arid
payments
lenient,
more
Col has billed its drive as the be
give
“Rourid-theVWorld" campaign. All could be made to the bank as winch one of us is going to
He said he
advisers hell.”
division
and branch managers, money is. received from television
chat.
long
would like to have
salesmen, bookers and office; man- sates, on the installment plan.”
when he returns to Chicago
If. B. Green of Wright, Wright,
agers of both the domestic arid
foreign departments will partici- Green & Wright, repping UA, September.
Next letter in the file, dated
pate in the push, which runs to agreed to the continuance.
Foi.tas
Also present was Leonard- Hor-. Sept. 30, Was from Arnold,
started
officially
June 26.
It
Porter, Washington attorneys foi
&
FedAmerican
win repping the
Feb. 1.
It referred to
The domestic sales reps will eration of Musicians, which had Par, to Bergson.
,nnfpr<,n '
w,th the
With;
informal conferences”
compete among themselves, inde- filed an intervenor petition seeking
enclosed,
and.
division
antitrust
pendent of the foreign operation, assurance that the Nassers would
Balaban
between
communications
the
5%
Top three division managers and pay aVM along lines of
and McDonald.
their wives will be awarded trips format established for pix-to-TV.
from
27.
Nov.
dated
letter,
Final
saying
to various of Col’s foreign offices Brink denied the petition,
Balaban to McDonald, stated that
in Europe, South America and the the union has rib claim against UA.
wish
We
to
“since
decided,
par
has
Far East. Same prize goes to the '’You have no; place in this hearcooperate With the FCC, ..who auleading branch manager in each of. ing because there’s been no deci*
-availto
make
test,”
thorized
the
to
sion on •releasing the pictures
six separate competing groups,
able 10 pictures, to be selected
Foreign department manager? television,” he said.
taken in
However, he advised; Horwin, from any group of 12 pix
who ,turn in. the best sales and
peti- sequence of release, of. films
cause
show
file
a
can
“you
with
hillings jobs will be rewarded
to Aug.
1945,
-April
leased
from
1,
Why the Nassers
to
as
tion
trips, to N. Y., Hollywood and other
shouldn’t negotiate or make con* 1^1948.

The show started unexpectedly de Givenchy had quietly doubled
turiCj and in complete
U.S.
silence. Ibis prices.

iv

week.

and James Nasser to wrest back
four of their pix. Nassers want to

FCC

tion

A

tures that had outlived their economic usefulness, the company
continued its fight in California
Courts against attempts by George

natural shoulders
arid high busts; the waist is only
slightly indicated; skirts widen below the hips, and the length is unchanged.
His dresses allow freedom of
movement and follow his two main
themes; the “blouson” dress, and
the “sweater” dress that all AmeriFreedom of Choice
can women Will go for because
Raibourn said chief virtue of
it accentuates slimness,. After-five
Telemeter
is that it allows the puh*
dresses follow the same lines and
lie freedom of choice at the last
their “blousons” (boleros shirred
minute to choose a pay-as-you-see
at the high waistline) are removprogram. He said Par has already
able. Formal dresses,, get more and invested $300,000 in the systern.
more ornate, and more voluminous
Balaban
yesterday
confirmed
Modern Raibourn’s previous testimony that
as the hour advances.
writers and playrights inspired his Paramount never received a cash
evening dresses:
Sartre,
Oscar offer to. dispose of its B stock in
Wilde, Cocteau, Noel Coward
DuMont, as- DuMont had testified.
the popularity of the writer in- “There was talk, yes,” he said,
fluenced the applause ^as much as “but no firm offers. He said he
doubted that Par would have sold
the beauty of the dress.
Utterly simple; sparse in its han- the stock for $10,000,000 in 1950,
dling, skilled in its designing, the when DuMont said the. offer was
Dior collection shows the haute made. At that time, N he explained,
DuMont stock (of which Par holds
couture at its best;
600,000 shares ) was selling for $26
De Givinchy’s Line
and Par for $18. At present, he
De Givenchy’s gay, youthful said, situation is about reverse.
collection, modelled by four of
Balaban was questioned at length
Paris’ prettiest mannequins in the by Resnick on setting of minimum
midst of a first-might atmosphere, admission prices in exhibitor-diswas displayed before a packed, tributor contracts. He said the pracdressy audience which included tice of requiring a higher price
many VIPs. The seat of honor for such films as “For Whom the
Was occupied by Mme. Edgar Bell Tolls” and “Samson and
is advantageous because
Faure, attractive wife of the new Delilah”
“the exhibitor wants to know what
Premier, surrounded by an imthe fellow who plays the picture
pressive assortment of UN, dele- after him will charge.”
gates and foreign ambassadors..
Asked Whether the minimumDe Givenchy’s talent lies in bis price clause is for benefit of the
modern approach. He shows new distributor, Balaban replied that
separates, intriguing accessories; anything that “makes for stability
uses sheer fabrics, and glamor- in a territory” benefits distributors.
ized shirting cottons for evening. But he said he didn’t believe it
His dresses are always in three was Paramount’s policy to instigate

mechanism.”
of

tract With you if or after the court
decides to turn the pictures over
to the Nassers.
Then the court
will determine your rights.’’
Horwin said later he planned to
file
a show cause petition .this

preparing to turn
back to producers some 150 pic-

perhaps

just perfect line, balance arid ele-

Fabrics follow the curves
of the body arid flow uninterruptedly from neck to skirt, with
the waist only vaguely indicated.
Outwardly, the silhouette is riot
drastically changed: the length is
about the same, but a certain softness and ease has appeared. Couturiers call it a new age of ele-

Hollywood, Feb. 12.
While United Artists execs in

New York were

“little,

the 1952 silhouette is “fluid.” gance.
A new “srinuous” silhouette, feaThe soft fabrics of Chariel and
Vionnet days are back, giving; a turing “sweaters and blpusons,” is
flowing, unpadded, unpinched ap- the theme of his collection, and
the
“Sweater shows an entirely new spirit. This
called
pearance,
look.”:

brought disrepute on a

sorship.

Paris Fashions

model pushed her way through the

“It

industry,” he said.
There
at that time, lie added,
that public displeasure might be
reflected in a refusal to patronize
films, and. that there had even
been suggestions of Federal cen-

great

Statistics of the Audience Research Institute were entered as
evidence to show that 4hC Red.
probe of 1947 had no damaging influence ori the boxoffice. ARI survey reported, that the hearings had

>

sssaassa Continued from page H'.smssssss
milling crowd, Parisians were reLa: haute couture was
assured,

nists:

was a fear
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contract suits brought by Adrian
Scott
and Ring Lardner, Jr.,
against
and 20th-Fox, has
gone to the jury after four days of
testimony. Writers charge the studios ^blacklisted them because of
their refusal to testify before the
use Un -American Activities
Committee in. 1947.
Federal Judge Ben Harrison denied a; motion for a directed verdict of guilty.
Eric Johnston, prexy of the Motion Picture Assn; of America,
testified that the refusal of. the
“Hollywood 10” to testify had
caused unfavorable public reaction
to the industry under the mistaken
idea that it was shielding Commu-
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That

Friar’s Influence

Shemya, Alaska, Feb.

Mugg

USO

Plays Igloo Route

entertainers,

—Pictures

Inside Stuff

12,

who

rec-

ognize a good gag when they

Radio-TV comic Henry Morgan has written and narrated the com
ihentary on an unusual 22-minute color short, “Coney island, U S A ”
Pic, in an earlier and more experimental, version, won a first prize
the documentary class at the Edinburgh Festival last year.
Short was produced and directed by Valentine Sherry, He has just
made a deal with William Snyder, prez of Rembrandt Films, N. Y. for

see it, doff their hats to the
one the Air Force enlisted men
love to every
have pulled on this little
woman and fight nearly every man
jumping-off-place island near
in the joint wherever 1005 has
the extreme tip of the Aleuplayed. Pancho has been the side^
tians.
splitting howl of the tour.
Shemya is windswept and
The whoops and whistles of the
barren. On it the airmen have
68th were assurance to the Unit
planted one tree, a little felthat it was “in,” jHajor Hartley
low about five feet tall which
came up to congratulate them and
struggles to stay aliye in the
tell them that the show was a good
poor soil and whistling winds.
pne. The members of No. 1005
The tree, with a small fence
grinned at each other, guzzled:
about it, has been named the
black coffee offered by the “ackShemya National Forest.
ack” boys, suggested stage business
Tacked to the fence are signs
to improve the show, and climbed
reading, "No Hunting” and
into parkas and boots. The piano,
“Please watch out for Forest
ventriloquism dummies and other
Fifes.”
equipment were loaded in the
truck and the unit pushed oh to do
its second show before an even Kodiak installations are among the
more remote and snowbound AAA most modern in Alaska. The gym
battery, not many 'miles away.
stage has curtains, foot and spotBattery B of the 96th AAA Bat- lights, dressing rooms on either
talion boasted a tiny, uncurtained side, and a good musical aggregastage.. It was in a small Quonset tion which works with the USO
hut which serves as a 16m theatre. troupes, Two shows here turned
There was no dressing room of out a combined audience of about
any type but the girls were already 1,600.
in costume. Nearly^lOO men packed
The following morning, the enthe theatre for the show.
tertainers learned more about the
On the way over, the piano had facts of Alaskan life when they,
fallen flat on its side in the truck. were tui^ed out at 5 a.m; to catch
Several keys Were dead, creating a plane. Fog prevented this plane
difficulties for accompanist Keller. from landing; and the troupe was
Here, too, the unit iearned about bumped from another a couple of
stages. In one of her prancing bits hours later.
It didn’t take off for
Of mimicry, Toddy Stewart’s spike the mainland until afternoon.
of a high heel got stuck; in a knotIn its yps and downs around the
hole, and her foot came up shoeCircuit, this unit has played to caless, for an ad lib laugh. Battery
pacity in a large waterfront wareB’s pet mongrel insisted in sleephouse Whose stage, consisted of
ing* front
and center on stage,
sheets of plywood laid on stacked
which was good for more imlumber, making dancing almost im?
promptu laughs.
possible. It has played in a buildA Tougher Mixed Audience
ing whose timbered walls had lgrge
Next, day, the unit played two cracks open to the northern winds;
shows in the main hall of the Fort and it has appeared where men
Richardson Servicemen’s Club. For hadn’t been away from their bases
the matinee, trucks and buses for six months or more.

Continued from pi(« S

Then, about a year ago, Operation has sought

Gamp Shows was revived.
Up to now, no accredited,

correspondent of any publication had
ever traveled the highways and
skyways with a USO vaude unit.
Variety is the first to get the nod
from the Department of Defense
to spend a couple of weeks oh the
bumpy road with a typical unit,'

Alaska' 8 Problems
The Alaskan Circuit in wintertime was chosen. ’ It offers good
examples of problems encountered
by Camp Shows troupers and of
the need of isolated servicemen for
entertainment from the outside;
USO Unit 1005 was picked solely
because it was ready to move into
‘Alaska when the Variety accreditation came through from the. Pentagon and from Alaskan Comnrand

headquarters.
This is the rollcall for 1005:—rLeonardo. & Anita, ventriloquists,
with Leonardo also serving as
company manager 'tinder appoint-

ment from Lawrence

Phillips, exUSOof

vice-president

ecutive

Camp

Shows,

mimic

singer,

Chisolmj

Toddy Stewart;
and emcee; Joe

Inc.;

.

gagster

baton-twirling

and dancer; Geraldine & Joe, comic
dancing and song team; and Karl

to*,

make

Unit 1005, now working bases
nearly 400 miles north of here, is
a happy, high spirited Outfit. .It
got off to a firm start on its initial appearance. Since then it has
garnered kudoes as “one of the
best" from post chaplains and Special Services officers as well as

from the. troops.
It was a Sunday afternoon, the
day after its arrival in Alaska, that
1005 unfurled its hew USO banner
rounded
for the first time in the messhall

off-duty

men from

and carried

400

of

A

—

slipped in quietly at the back to
get a look at the new show- With
Lieut. Jimmy Wall, assigned as “Project Officer” for

Show Goes On
Keller began to beat it out on
the little piano. Youthful Lieut,
Wall came forward to* introduce
Toddy Stewart Who took it from

Because of the hard floor, Geraldine & Joe had to go a little
easier on their knockabout falls,
and even to eliminate ohe or two
of
the
roughest.
Headquarters
group of the 68th AAA battery
understood the situation quickly, it
Was no less generous with its applause when the act was finished.

Then

it

was Miss Stewart’s turn

to go on with her solos and imita-,
tions. They liked the gal in her
evening gown fine; their applause
told her so. Joe Chisolm was iritror.
duced next. His dextrous twirling
of the baton, his easy, informal delivery of patter and gags, and his
soft shoe dancing had ’em in full
control from start to finish. It was
during Chisolm’s act that a couple
of men moved indignantly off to
the kitchen bn one side to hush up
the cook who had been rattling
pans at a furious clip while, he prepared Supper for the battery.

Leonardo & Anita were the big
number, 35 minutes of ventriloquism, featuring a lecherous, pugnacious puppet with a bro.ad Latino
accent. This is Pancho, Leonardo’s
pet creation; Pancho has become a
near legend in Alaskan bases during the past couple of weeks, as he

pizza pie baker).

Film’s principal shortcoming is a little overemphasis on the arty
and greater concentration bn. life-size figures than on actual people.
Overall effect is greatly enhanced by the excellent rscore provided by
Albert Hague and conducted by Louis Applebaum;
Carroll Siskind
has added entertai ing special effects. Morgan's commentary is rather
terse and leaves most of the humor to trie picture itself-.
-

.

Click of the “Pal Joey” revival may have sparked Columbia Pictures’
renewed interest in filming the old Rodgers & Hart musical but the
saine problem exists with Col prexy and production chief Harry Cohn
—that of cleaning up the story. The sophisticated “heel” role may be
OK for Broadway consumption but NG fOr the broader celluloid canvas.
.

Cohn paid $100,000 for the screen rights originally. Incidentally, he
says, he is npt. interested in Harold Lang of the current Broadway revival for the film counterpart; Casting is very secondary in light of the
basic story problem.
Cohn and songsmith-prcducer Jule Styne, the latter now a co-producer of “Joey,” are riot on a too cordial footing because of a circumstance dating back two years ago when Cohn bid up to $165,000 for
“Gentlemen Prefer. Blondes,” with an idea to buy it chiefly for its title
as a future Rita Hayworth starrer. Styne, who tunesmithed “Blondes,”
had. insisted that his songwriting services be made part of the film
version. Cohn said he didn’t want to commit himself and that, in effect,
it was Worth 165G to the studio to buy “Blondes” chiefly for its titular,
value.

Reps of four major weekend newspaper supplements will meet at the
United Artists homeoffice today ,’(Wed.) to provide the distrib’s sales
force with the. full story on the penetration power of ad insertions set
for “African Queen.” It’S a new approach, designed as a sales presentation for UA salesmen in licensing the pic. Spokesmen for This Week,
American Weekly, Pictorial Review and Parade will be on hand with
graphs arid charts depicting total area circulation arid detailed market
analyses. Information then will be passed on to potential exhib customers by^UA’s drummers. The ad schedule for “Queen,” Humphrey
It has known the snafus which Bogart-Katharine Hepburn costarrer, will be concentrated in the four
occur when the man in charge of supplements which reach, art estimated combined total of 31,000,000
costumes and prop^ leaves some families in the U. S.. Francis M, Winikus, UA’s assistant ad-pub director,
behind in a plane which takes off will conduct the meet.
But, mostly it has
with them.
Further implementing of .the Motion Picture Assn., of America’s
learned the kick of feeling that it.
public relations tieup with the General Federation of Women’s. Clubs
is doing its bit to help out the guys
will be the announcement of the group’s “Movies of the Month” on
in uniform.
the Martha Deane program, WOR, N. Y., starting Friday (15).
Preceding Unit No. 1001
Mrs. Dean Gray Edwards, head of the motion pic division of the
Last week, Unit 100.1, which, preceded 1005 into A^ska, returned Federation, will announce the selections monthly. Reports, represent
concensus
of preview members viewing screenings skedded throughout
States.
to the
the month by the MPAA.
This was the one comprised of
Tommy Hanlon, Jr., and “Murph”;
The legal fund which William Perlberg is chairmanirig for Walter
Charlie Burgess, Leslie Gaines,
Freddie &; Flo, and Sylvia Sims. Wanger was to have been kept a q.t: intra-industry affair but it leaked
out
to the Los Angeles dailies. Perlberg only approached those Hollywith
priceless
left
a
They
Alaska
collection of experiences and. are wood executives who had voluntarily proffered aid to the, producer in
“the
unwritten law” triangle shooting over Wanger’s wife, Joan Bennett.
talking about coming back here for
These had come in the form of voluntary letters, and they alotie were
another tour some time.
approached! Jerry Giesler is representing the film producer who is now
Out at Naic Nek in the Aleutians, with Allied
Artists (Monogram) as an independent producer.
a new stage had been built in the
.

.|

auditorium. The Special Services
officer served warning on hoofer
Gaines, “No dancing on this stage;
It’s brand new and I don’t want. it
ruined.” The base carpenters built
1005 made it fine, although the
Gaines a temporary stage to work
C-47 circled around in the air until on. At another place it was so
the ground crew could properly
cold Gaines’ trumpet froze and. he
sand the iced strip. When the Air was unable to play it.
Force flies you on this water hop;
They Shoot Bison. Here
you wear parachutes. When the
At Shemya, near the tip of the
Navy does it, the order of the day
Aleutians,
their C-54 plane came
is “Mae Wests.” This unit flew, one
down in a wind of over 100 miles
way with each service.
Up till a few weeks ago, when an hour. The plane had to be
toped down to big gasoline trucks
It was thoroughly gutted by fire,
Kodiak boasted a $300,000 theatre. to keep it from being blown away.
Now the shows are given on a big Near Eilsrin, in central Alaska, the
truckload of 1001 troupers going
stage in the gymnasium.
base to another was
The Navy builds well and the from
.

1005.

,

.

Richard Erdman can't get away from old John Barleycorn^— on the
After playing alcoholic roles in “Cry Danger,” ‘-The
is..
Francisco,” he. thought he was going to-play a dry role
for a change in Stanley Kramer’s “The Happy Time.” The character
is a teetotaler who hates the Demon Rum, but the script Calls for him
to drink from a water cooler which has been secretly filled with alcohol.
Result is. another snootful.
screen, that

Men” and “San

.

him was’

_

.

t..

nel regularly stationed at the Fort,
largest in Alaska. Women and children were in the audience for the
first time.
squad of men began to remove
And 10Q5 began to learn sometables and benches from one end thing else there are a* few bases
of the messhall.
The concrete in Alaska which have plenty of difloor,
newly mopped and wet, versified entertainment. The audiwould be the stage. A little, 48- ences are more blase. USO doesn’t
key piano was brought inside a pack the punch here^that it does in
truck and the girls retired, to a the outlying places.
small officers’ dining rpom back
Alaska is a place where people
of the impromptu stage to change are routed out Of bed at 5 or 6 a.m.
into their costumes. The USO ban- and driven down to airports to wait
ner was tacked high on the rear one, two or Vnore hours for their
wall of the "stage.” •'Benches were flights to take off. 1005 has had
arranged in rows for the men who the experience many times so far.
soon came trampling In until 80 The first taste of it came on the
of them were crowded together, Kodiak Island trip. The Navy has
i The others were on duty.
a big station there and an air strip
I
Air Force Major Joseph Hartley, so surrounded by hi&h mountains
r
2d, chairman of the Alaska Armed and water that One USO unit was
Forces Entertainment Committee, unable, to land on a foggy day. But

pearances,

.

.

in

them. That night,
there were more than 1,000 in the
audience, drawn from the person-

about

in

Sherry’s initial effort-—the result

It's

,

up

small, outlying bases

little Anti-Aircraft battery off
the woods, some, miles from
here; The battery’s Quonset huts
were buried three to six feet deep
in snow except where paths had
been trampled and shoveled. There
was no stage, no curtain, no wings.

of a

there. The show was on and a
slightly nervous company began
nearly five weeks of Alaskan ap-

theatrical release in the U.S.

of someone making him a present of a 16m. camera.. He spent spare
time day and night for a Whole season at Coney Island getting unusual
camera angles and impressions of the beach, the people and the myriad
These have been edited with almost kaledioof amusement devices.
scopic speed to make for not only considerable beauty but humor vi
juxtaposition of sequences (such as the elastic flesh of the sideshow
man ‘with the elastic stomach and the elastic .dough, of a Coney Island

.

Keller, solo pianist Who also doubles as accompanist for the Others.

its

i

|

.

Elmdorf Field, Alaska, Feb. 12.
Warm appreciation for, the USO-Camp Shows being sent here
was' voiced by Brigadier General Richard G. Prather, Chief of Staff
of the Alaskan Command.
Prather told the Variety correspondent traveling with Camp Show Unit 1005:
“The members of the Alaskan Command are sincerely appreciative to the USO-Camp Shows, Inc., for the splendid troupes they
have been furnishing the Armed F.orces in Alaska during the past,
three months.
“This command embraces the entire territory of Alaska and
includes all the personnel. of the Army, Navy and Air Force in this
Within the territory we have many isolated and remote
area.
stations manned by a small number of troops who have rarely, if
ever, had an opportunity to enjoy live entertainment.
With the
reestablishment of the USO-Camp Shows program, this situation is
fast becoming a thing of the past.
It is particularly gratifying
that USO troupes during the past 90 days have visited all the
remote sections and locations, in spite of our difficult terrain arid
weather- conditions.
“The quality of the shows, the Wholesomeness and the eagerness
of the casts and the irreproachable conduct of the personnel are
indeed a credit to themselves .and to the directors of the USOCamp ShoWs, Inc. We thank all the members of the troupes that
have thus far participated and look forward to the various new
troupes that. are coming on in a never ending line.
“These people are truly performing a great service to their'
country and to the men of the military forces.”

Stanton Griffis^ of the Paramount executive committee, returned on.
the same Italian liner with Frank M. Folsom whom only last year he
had feted in Madrid when the RCA president decided to focus the
electronic company’s expanded European activities in Spain. Griffis
presented Folsom with his photograph inscribed, “From an Ex-Ambas-sador to Spain en route to nowhere.”
'

•

halted while a herd' of bison
crossed the highway.
But then, they all get some
memories to carry out with them.
A still earlier unit had the heater

difficulties which would apthem back in the States, They
get paid by USO, sure* but that’s
only part of it.
They do it ber
cause it’s part of the game and
in its C-54' plane go dead on the* because of the warming memory
long hop from the mainland to of the audiences back at the last
Shemya. They bundled up and stop and the One before that, and
rode out the freezing weather for the one before.
eight hours, but not until after LotThey think it’s a little corny to
tie Nivelli, had moved the cage;
sing “There’s no business like show
with her act’s two canaries, up to
business” but they believe it just
the pilots’ corripartment, which was
the same.
a little warmer.
Alaska wants them to keep
When the same unit’s, trucks coming.

foundered

in

heavy

under
pall

snow near

Fairbanks, the icebox of Alaska,
troupe got out and pushed the
vehicles up hills.
Girl entertainers have stood on
freezing stages bundled in parkas
and boots to sing their numbers.
On
occasion, a steam pipe
broke with a terrific hissing sound
behind the temporary stage at
Whittier. Some men ran! back to
repair- the: damage.
Meantime the
show went on and the audience
continued to sit and enjoy it. Units
have been weathered in at small
bases. Units have been kept from
fulfilling scheduled bookings because of bad Weather.
But these new Soldiers in Greasethis

'

.

.

paint. keep
I

on. They stay
make schedules

marching

cheerful, and they

Kramer*‘Caine’
Continued from, page 3

the production costs can be
astronomical.
Apparently, the producer feels
that eventually he will come to
tion,

.

,

some agreement with the Navy on
Wouk story. The only concrete

the

correspondence, he has had with
the Navy on a change concerns the
The Navy strenuosly objects
**
to use of the word “mutiriy,”
there never has been a mutiny
“The
Navy.
the history of the U. S.
Caine Incident” has been suggested
as an alternative, but no decisi
has been made even oh this point..
title/.
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tive Story," Philip Yordan. Robert
Wyler; “La Roride,” SachVGordine

Brit,

Show

Biz Blacks

Continued from page

ances, after slides had been flashed
on the screen announcing the news.'
New mid-week editions of newsreels were scrapped, with special
issues, highlighting aspects of the
These were
substituted,
reign,
made available to all exhibitors as
part of normal newsreel service,,
without added charge.

There was no official directive
for night clubs and late night cafes,
but they all eliminated entertainment and remained open only to
serve food.
Radio, TV at Standstill
Radio and TV came to an immediate standstill

after

the

first

announcement had been broadcast,
with programs being restricted to
news bulletins and shipping foreUntil after the funeral Friwill
(15), both radio and
their
eliminate lighter aspects
casts.

TV

day

shows.
Theatres with stageshows have
been asked to remain dark until 6
p.m. on the day of the funeral, and
cinemas probably yyfill follow, 'suit.
In many West End theatres, and
to a lesser degree in provincial,
cities, the sudden closure presents
many complications .for legit managements. In London particularly,
Wednesday, is a popular matinee
day, and 18 theatres had afternoon
shoWs scheduled as well as night
In •addition, some
performances,
twice-nightly
have
theatres
a
For some of the major sellpolicyouts, allocation of fresh tickets may
involve a spread over several
In the case of “South
months.

Production, Commercial Pictures
(French), Jacques Nathanson;
“Place in the Sun/' Michael Wil-

Out

1

Paramount’s gala preem Friday
for “The Greatest Show on
Earth," has been cancelled, but the
film will open quietly on thalTdate.
(15)

Republic has postponed its European premiere of “Thunder Across
the Pacific," which had been scheduled for Manchester Feb; 25. Next
Thursday’s "luncheon

of

Va-

the

riety Club, at which J. Arthur Rank
was to have been chief guest, has
been cancelled.

Cahadian Theatres Shut
Day of King’s Funeral
Toronto, Feb.

12.

Theatres across Canada will remain closed till 6 p.m., Friday (15),
date Of King George Vi’s funeral,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., with
independent; stations falling in line,
Will eonfine that day’s broadcasts
exclusively to funeral proceedings
and then go off the air till the following day.
On observance of the death itself, CBS cancelled all. commercial
broadcasts for a two-day period on
its three networks, with the indies
following suit, all settling for sacred or symphony interludes^ The
King’s, death also saw many other
amusement event cancellations.
:

Hope
Gags; Tapes New Show

which was King’s Death Sours

its

Opening, thC majority bf people

for last Wednesday’s
performances had made their res-

v

who booked

Bob Hope

Hollywood, Feb. 12.
hastily taped a sub-

show airing tonight
cancelling a previously-taped
stanza in view of the death of King
George. Original show 'contained
a Hy Averback impersonation of
Winston Churchill, a joking reference by Averback and Hope to
“England’s darkest hour,"
They figured it might be bad
taste in v i e w of the monarch’s
death,
so Hope taped' a sub at
The. Cambridge,
last Thursday,
where Katherine Dunham is ap- George Air Base, Victorville, Cal.,
with
Connie Haines and Alexis
pearing, decided to shutter for the
Smith guesting.
remainder of last week and
opened last night (Mon.).
King Liked Show Biz
Already, many show biz organizations have sent messages of sym-.
Continued from page 2 sssil.
pathy to the Royal Family and expressions of loyalty to the new
Queen. The late' King had been Service picking up for worldwide
airing.
closely identified with the enterFollowing Is the list of nominatainment industry and had been

ervations last year. As the theatre
is selling tickets well into the summer, the problem of absorbing an
additional 5,000 people (there was
a “Pacific" matinee last Wednesday )
Ih varying degree,
is a major one.
this problem affects a number of
other hit plays.
With one exception, West End
theatres reverted to normal trading

stitute for the
(12),

Acad Nominations

patron of the Cinematograph
Trade Benevolent Fund and .of the
Variety Artists’ Benevolent Fund.
Regularly, the Royal Family supw- ported the Command Performances
I held by each organization.
f
The new Queen’s husband, the
Duke of Edinburgh, has been actively interested in the Variety
Club, and last year was made an
honorary barker. ,In December,

a

.

tions:

Harry

now Tennessee

(14), is

to bow in Feb. 1$, First night of
''Princess Zoubarooff," scheduled
for last Friday (8) at the Irving
Theatre, has been postponed until
after the funeral.

Pacific," for example,
prc-sold. for several, months before

Continued from page < 5
Brown; “Streetcar,”
Secret
Wiffiams.
w
r
w*v«*wURU UI P*
1
Best Story and Screenplay
the i n a dequ a c e of. the story natal care is undertaken at a late
“American Paris,” Alan Jay Ler- doesn’t register with conviction, stage in the pregnancy.
’The acting, though well-intenner; “Big Carnival," Paramount, while Serge Reggiani as her fortioned, is obviously amateurish and
Billy Wilder, Lesser Samuels, Wal- mer friepd is far too obviously
the
story lacks sufficient dramatic
ter Newman; "David and Rath- drawn as the sinister and callous force to convey
the real dangers of
sheba," Philip Dunne; “Go ’for agent v Charles Goldner makes the the disease. But as
U.S. Surgeon
cafe proprietor a warm and symBroke." Metro, Robert Pirosh;
pathetic character. Audrey. Hep- General Leonard A. Scheele pointHarry M: Pppkiii-UA, burn, in a minor role
"Well,"
as the kid ed out at a press confab, it “marks
Clarence. Greene, Russell Rouse. sister, combines beauty With skill, a great advance in our efforts to
shining particularly in two short curb and cure venereal diseases "
dance sequences. Megs Jenkins, He hailed the approval for the first
Irene Worth and Reginald Tate are commercial showing as “progresIndie Talent
at the top of a very long list of sive and courageous," and noted
that it was the first film on the
supporting players.
Myro.
IJiss Continued from page 5 ssssU
subject that could be recommendby responsible authorities.
ton. directed, swings into general
of
River edBill
Clifford’s direction is slowrelease by UA shortly.
(SONGS)
movirig from a theatrical standGary Cooper soon shows iip in
point, George C. Stoney’s screen“High Noon,” the last of StanleS
Routine
Charles
Starrettplay is hampered by the many
Smiley
Kramer’s indie pix for UA. ClauBurnette
program,
taboos, and Ralph A. Woolsey’’
oater.
dette Colbert is set for the top
lensing is on the plus side.
spot ih “Planter’s Wife," which.
Holl.
Kpin Annakin will produce. David
AlUU^WUUU t .*_ U.t ..
Columbia release of Colbert Clark proE. Rose nabbed Linda Darnell for
duction; Stars Charles: Starrett;.. features
the lead in “Saturday Island," SmUey Burdette. Jack Mahoney, Clayton
Which was recently completed in Moore, Edwin Parker,- Jim: Diehl. Di‘Navajo’
rected by, Fred F. Sears;. Written by HowJamaica, BWI.
ard. J, Green; camera; Fayte Browne;
Continued from pace 4
editor,
Paul
Borofsky.
Previewed
Feb.
4,
Hecht’s ‘Actors-Sin’
'52.
Running time, 53 MINS;
old producer also portrayed an i
lineup
Ben Steve Martin ... I
AlSo in the
The Durango Kid]
.Charles Starrett structor at an Indian school.
Hecht’s “Actors and Sin/’ With a
son,

podrome on Thursday

—

People

—

.

The Hawk

Wild

.

.

.

it.

Cost

.

UA

.

. .

.

.

cast topped by Edward G. Robinson, Marsha Hunt and Eddie Albert. Huston’s future plans include
the lensing of “Moulin Rouge" for.

UA.

, . ; .

Smiley, Burnette
Smiley Burnette
Jack Mahoney ............. Jack Maffoney

Clayton Moore
Skeeter..
........Edwin Parker
A1 Travis.
/...Jim Diehl
George, storekeeper ..... .Lane Chandler
Yank-Em-Out Kennedy ...
Syd Saylor

trimmed down

Duke ....
John Cason
Smoky. ....
.. .Leroy
Johnson
While under contract to 20th- Pete
.Jack Carry
Fox, Anatole Litvak is free to do Clark Mahoney.
Sami Flint
Donna Hall
outside ..work- and has a commit-; Girl.
ment to make “The Girl On the
Charles Starrett, as the Durango
Via Flairiinia” for UA. He’ll produce and direct the film next Kid, tests his mettle against an
spring in France and ..Italy, with outlaw Who favors the bow-andarrow as much as a six-gun, and
Irwin Shaw screenplaying the book.
results are
Meanwhile, UA toppers are still for programin the routine groove
oaters. Starrett’s heat work oh a deal with Music Corp. roics get
more than a competent
Of America, by which Cary Grant, assist from Jack Mahoney
(TV’s
James Stewart, Alan Ladd, Gary Range Rider), helping interest for
Cooper and Marlon Brando would the kiddie fans of prairie programappear annually in one film each mers.
for delivery to the distrib.
.Starrett’s dual role of Steve
While the future is uncertain, of Martin-Durango Kid requites him
course, there’s fair likelihood that to visit Wild River to investigate
numerous other names will be stage holdups for the express comshifting to independent film-mak- pany. He finds the town and tering and- straight distribution deals ritory terrorized by Clay tori Moore*
with UA or other companies. Louis the Hawk, and his gang of robbers.
Moore’s deadly bow is death on
B.. Mayer obviously is bent On be.

.

;

. .

.

.

.

.

.

,

to

a rough nega-

Original backers then turned
over some additional coin, composer Leith Stevens did the score
on deferment, final recordings were
made and the completed print was
tive.

.

..

.

Location lensing resulted in 90,006 feet of exposed film that was

The Hawk.

.

in the. can.

Distribution deal with Lippert,
Bartlett explained, was entered
into because it shaped up as the
best offer, Several majors, he said,
expressed interest in handling the
film at 30% to 35%. In addition,
they wanted to pay half the production cost iri return for a 50%
interest in the picture. Producer
rejected these propositions for he
and his associates would be left
With only 15% of the venture.

;

Lippert distribution pact is on
a percentage that’s said to afford
a respectable return to Bartlett,
et al. Those who have a cut of the
pic aside from the producer are
sheriffs, and when Mahoney’s sher- Foster, Ste.veris and a couple of
coming active again, haying ac- iff-dad
is
shot
down,
Mahoney be- lawyers who handled legal details.
quired ' rights recently to “Paint comes
acting law officer
Meantime, the Lippert organizaYour Wagon,” current Broadway with Starrett on getting to Work
the goods tion
is pushirig a campaign delegit musical. George Stevens and on the outlaw.
Frank Capra, who bowed out of
The Howard J. Green screenplay signed to pre-sell “Navajo” before
Paramount recently, probably will and Fred F. Sears’ direction fur- the preem. Urider overall direction
announce, specific plans shortly. nish enough action situations to of, Lippert publicity, chief Marty
William Wyler has two more to carry footage through 53 minutes Weiser, screenings for the trade,
lens for Par, and hasn’t decided on of formula movement. Smiley Bur- press and radio, people have been
whether he stays on the lot or nette furnishes a comedy touch held in N. Y. and Washington^ Inand two range tunes during the dian lad, Francis Kee Teller, also
changes his course.
plot runoff. Moore measures up as participated in a round of interthe heavy, and remainder of the views iri Ihe east before returning
cast do What is required of them.
to school over the Weekend.
Technical aids on the Colbert
Industry ‘Lab’
Clark production are standard.
Continued’ from page 7
Brog.
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Zimbalist; “Streetcar," War-
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Continued from page 7
|

ployees Union, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, While the staffers at Metro
decided to remaia unaffiliated.
With three unions in the field the
N. Y. flacks have been unable to
present a united front in bargaining with the film companies, and
have been taking
negotiations
place on an individual basis with
each pic outfit.
White collarites of^everal of the

;

—

.

N.Y.SPG

Birthright

41

ere promised the asDocumentary on syphilis*
ners, Charles K. Feldman.
sistance of the California Institute
Best Actor
Humphrey Bogart, of Technology by its president. Dr.
Classic Films release of Columbia Uni“African Queen," Horizon - UA; Lee A. DuBridge. He said a time- versity educational film produced by
Southern Education Film Production Serthe Royal couple aftended a mid- Marlon Brando, “Streetcar," Feld- table can’t be set on conquering vice.
Directed by Bill Clifford. Screennight gala at the Coliseum under man-Warners; Montgomery Clift, the baffling intricacies of third di— or ® e C- Stoney; camera, Ralph
the club’s auspices, which raised “Sun,” Paramount; Arthur Ken- mension but it should be given a A. Woolsey; editor, Fred. Lasse; music,
Lan Adomian. Previewed in N. Y., Feb
approximately $50,000 for the Na- nedy, “Bright Victory,” Universal- try.
8, '52. Running time, 45 MINS.
tional Playing Fields- Assn., of International;
Fredric March,
Ambitiousness of the project is.
which the Duke is president. Dur- “Salesman," Kramer-Columbia.
“Birthright" is. the first film
pointed up by estimates that its
ing his Canadian visit last year, the
Best Actress. -r- Katharine Hep- cost would run about $1,000,000 dealing openly with the subject of
Duke conferred With Marc Woolf, bur
This would cover the syphilis that has been okayed for
“Queen;"
Vivien
Leigh, per year.
general theatrical release by the
the International Chief Barker. '•‘Streetcar’’; Eleanor Parker, “De- construction of a research centre
The film industry's gift to, the tective Story," Paramount; Shelley Palo Alto, Cal., has been men- New York State board of censors.
Although
the subject, lends itself
cinema
private
of
a
Royal couple
Winters, “Sun," Paramount; Jane tion as the site for it— and homes
at their London residence, Clarence Wyman, “Blue Veil," Wald-Krasna, for the personnel. In a tie-in with to sensational exploitation, there’s
nothing
in
the pie that would ofa
over
handed
offcially
House, was
such an outfit as Cal/s I. of T., the fend
RKO.
even the most prudish bluefew weeks ago. in the presence of
Best Supporting Actor
Leo industry also would provide schol- j.hose.
leaders.
Anglo-American trade
Genn,
“Vadis";
Karl
Malden, arships for youngsters who, in
Film was produced as a ColumBecause of the extended period “Streetcar"; Kevin McCarthy, turn, could serve as part-time asbia U, educational film under the
of epurt mourning, members of the “Salesman"; Peter Ustinov,” Vadis’’; sistants at the centre.
auspices of the Georgia DepartRoyal Family will not be able to Gig Young, “Come Fill Cup,"
Industry Hasn’t Kept Pace
ment of Health, and, according to
take part in social functions for Wklners.
Big motivating factor behind the Erik Barnouw, editor
of the Comme time ahead. A Royal preem
overall plan is the industry’s fail- munications Materials
Best Supporting Actress
Joan
Center- of
of T. S. Eliot’s “Murder in the Blondell,
“Veil";
Mildred Dun- ure to keep pace with advance- Columbia, his organization will
Cathedral/’ set. for the Academy nock,.
i
ments
other
fields. Also, it’s have, the final say-so oil all
pubLee
“Salesman”;
Grant,
“DeFeb. 28,, with Queen Mary as honor tective
pointed out that other industries licity and advertising. He avers
Story’’/;
Kim Hunter, through
guest, has been postponed indefithe years have spent mil- that, the promotion .-will- be “dra“Streetcar"; Theima Ritter, "MatThe world premiere of ing
lions on research but the film matic." Sample ad "headlines are
nitely.
Season” (Par).;
trade, collectively* has never taken ‘VThe Killer iri the. Blood” arid
David E. Rose’s “Saturday Island"
Best Direction
John Huston,; on any laboratory work.
"Will My Baby Have VD?’’
at a benefit for the British Limb“Queen"; Vincente Minelli, ‘‘Amer-;
TO toppers want it clear that
Pic was filmed in Harmony, a
less Ex-Servicemens Assn, will proipan in Paris”; William Wyleri “Dethe plan* if it’s adopted, is not to small chicken-farming community
ceed as arranged March 20, but the
tective Story";
George
Stevens,
now
will
on
the outskirts of Gainsville. Ga.
Gloucester
of
identified
as
be
brainchild.
Duchess
a
“Place in the Sun" Elia Kazan, They feel it should be given the All the roles except one are played
not attend. The preem, however,
“Streetcar;"
local farmers and health offiby
her
be
to
under
continue
trade’s, unanimous
support and
will
Best Motion Picture Story
can’t be regarded as any Single cials. In story form, the film alms
patronage.
to
stress
"Bullfighter
the importance of finding
and
Lady,’’
Republic,
of
hub
(the
group’s pet project if it’s to be a
In Piccadilly Circus
the “source" of syphilis, the necesthe Empire) last Wednesday night, Budd Boetticher, Ray Nazarro;. success.,
sity of early treatment and the
“Frogmen,"
Oscar
20th,
Millard;
adGetting the nation’s important
theatre marquees Were dark,
danger to the unborn child of an
vertising signs were turned off, and “Here Comes 'Groom,” Paramount, theatre ops and production-distri- infected
pregnant worrian.
The nation Robert Riskin, Liam O’Brien; “Sev- bution heads together in the underthe streets deserted.
During a binge in town, John
en Days to Noon," Boulting Broth- taking represents a mammoth task,
was in mourning.
Lloyd,
chicken farmer, picks up
a
ers-Distinguished
Films
(Brit- Obviously. Doing some of the spade
Arrangements for a number of
syphilis and subsequently passes it
legit and film premieres have un- ish), Paul Dehnn •‘James Bernard; Work is Gael Sullivan, TOA’s exec
on
to his wife: Disease, is not undergone a last-minute revision. The “Teresa/’ Metro, Alfred Hayes, director* who, since the TOA Coast covered until the wife is in her
conclave, has been playing up the fifth month of pregnancy. Hownew Jack Hylton musical, “Bet Stewart Stern.
Best
Screenplay
“Queen," research idea in meetings with the ever, through the efforts of a comYour Life," starring Arthur Askey
with Julie Wilsbn set for the Hip- James Agee, John Huston; “Detec- lay press and exhibs in the field. . munity health program; the. cou'

.

,

j

•

.

Best Film “American in Paris,"
Metro, Arthur Freed producer;
“Decision Before Daiwn,” 20 th,
Anatole Litvak-Frank McCarthy;
“Place in the Sun,” Paramount, search activity
George Stevens; “Vadis," Metro, ment.

Sam

Film Reviews
S

.

•

i

’*•

film

companies also were associat-

DPOWA, but when the
political hassle took place they
pulled out en masse and eventually
joined the Motion Picture Homeoffice Employees Union.. The IA
outfit has just about completed negotiating new pacts with the film
companies for these units, and it’s
extremely doubtful that a re-established Screen Office and Professional Employees Guild could pry
them loose from their present afed with the

filiation.

L

Schary Suit
Continued from page

S

;

SS|

Schary’s case it picketed a theatre
screening Metro’s “Lone Star.’’
Schary’s complaint declared the
pickets carried placards attacking
his loyalty to the U.S. and suggesting that he has been associated
organizations.
with .subversive
These statements, he asserted, are
false and malicious. He asked for
a tenriporary injunction restraining
the pickets.
Included, among the defendants
in the suit are four officers of the
.

Wage. Earners Committee; Norman
S.

Smith, L.

J.

Vincent* Mrs. K.

J.

Cunningham and R. A. McCannon.

'
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Wednesday, FcBrauy 13* 1952
relations director for
this area*
,

Walter Deen made manager Of
the Circle, Interstate house here,
replacing William LaPrade, resigned. Deen, formerly treasurer
4 ++
at the Palace will be replaced by
Tony Todora, who* has left same
after latter finishes its run at Jthe post at the Melba.
(Continued from page 9)
World, 13th week being set as final
J. R. “Bob” Euler, of Dallas, “Bannerline” (M-G).
Lively $14,for latter.
and Wayne McCombs, of Atlanta, 000. Last week, “Quo Vadis’’
Art Anderson has been promoted Texas, promo ted to veepee of the (M-G) (6th wk-9 days), smash
from Warner branch manager here Tri-States circuit. Circuit operates
Run of 44 days at $1,24
$12,000,
to acting district manager for the in Texas, Louisiana and Oklahoma.
top hit $126,000, topping anything
Prairie division into which MinneKarl Hoblitzelle, head of the In- house: has had for length of run
apolis has been placed along* with terstate Theatres, donated a lot here
and total gross.
St. Louis, K.C., Omaha ana Des to the First Unitarian Church upMissouri -(RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
Moines. He succeeds the ailing on which the Church' Will build a
Hail Walsh arid will headquarter school building to be dedicated to “Woman Is Dangerous” (WB)’ and
Medium
City” (WB).
“Diamond
here. City salesman Myron Adcock the late Esther Hoblitzelle, wife of
Last week, “Aladdin, and
$7,500.
succeeds him as local branch man- the circuit operator.
“Flight Mars”
and
Lamp”
(Mono)'
ager,
;
(Mono), $6,000.

Row
From
»»»»
»»
NEW YORK
Film

Clips
4

William B. Zoellner head of
Metro’s shorts and newsreel Sales,
back in town after a two-week tour
of mideastern exchanges.
James R; Grainger, Republic’s
sales chief, due to return to homeoffice Feb. 25 from inspection of
the Washington, Atlanta, Jacksonville, Tajhpa and Dallas exchange
areas. He took prints of company’s

completed “Hoodlum Emand “The Quiet Man” with

him:
Jack Sidney, for years publicist
for Loew’s Theatres in Baltimore,

named

acting

Loew’s

Century,

4444

KANSAS CITY

ST.

Paramount

LOUIS

manager of
10-year deal worked out by
Valencia and Stuart Marshall, Tamaroa, 111., and
city, fathers of Benton, 111., whereFeldman, Universal’s by Marshall will construct a 300Charles
domestic sales chief, returned to car ozoner' on municipally-owned
the homeoffice Monday (11) fol- ground outside of. city. Under the
lowing visits to exchange offices in. terms Marshall will pay city 10%
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Of gtoss income after various taxes.
Omaha, Des Moines and Chicago,
Creditors of W. L. Cates,. former
owner of the Klndy, Kinmundy,
111,, appointed Carl Dunlap to operate the theatre. Dunlap has the
Directors of the Kansas Missouri
option of purchasing the house,
Theatre Assn, at its January meet- which has been dark since late in
ing set up a three-day series of 1950.
confabs to be held here at the
Warren Moxley owner, of. StarThe view,
Phillips Hotel Feb. 25-27.
ozoner near Blytheville, 111.,
February series Will be Climaxed sold it to the Rodgers Circuit. MoxFeb.
27.
session
by a drive-in
ley will continue, to operate this
Drive-In program is being Set by aj Chickasa and Savor in Blytheville:
Brau-

A

city

Continued from page 3

Aside from personal relationships,

.

since Gpetz: like Freed, has a contract that has about two years
to go.
Mayer,. Freed "and Goetz, incidentally, have ail roundly denied
any plans to get together; but the
top-echelon reports persist.. May-:
er’s film plans, as a matter of fact,

,

theatre reps, who cited that the
censorship here is unnecessary in
view of regulations exercised over
film production. Also pointed Out
that no censorship is exercised
Over films used on TV here.

MINNEAPOLIS

week with

first

,

.

Tilden Dickson. He also owns the
Roxy, a 500*seater in same town.
Mat Schulter, head hooker for
Fanchon & Marco here since .1930,
resigned. Schulter, his wife and
Jimmy Tappello are partners in a
recreation resort near Lake Taneycoma in southern Missouri.

Hill.

(550;

Mob”

—

7G, 3d

‘MEN’ TAIL 16G, PORT;

ing much;

socko.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)
for One More” (WR) (2d
wk). Big $13,500 following $17,000
last week.
Hipp (Scheftel - Burger) 13,700;
55-80)
“Obsessed” (UA) and
“Japanese War Bride” (20th). Fair
Last week, “Flame ef
$9,000:

—

“Room

SHARP

—

Araby”

(U), nice $12,000.

—

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-90)
“Red Skies of Montana” (20th);

Mild $9,500. Last week, “Cimarron
Kid” <U) t $9,000.

13G,

3D

Tower

— (Scheftel

-

Bqirger)

(500;

“Hoodlum” (UA) and
“Second Face.” Ordinary $3,000.’
Portland, Ote., Feb. 12.
Last week, “Barefoot Mailman”
Oregon-filmed “Bend of the (Col) and “Indian
Uprising” (Col),
River” is still the. big noise here
'
$2,500.
this week after two previous rec55-80)

’

-

ord-breaking frames. Biz continues
at all first-runs because of
strong product and Sneak preview
hypoing. “Ten Tall Men” shapes
tall in two houses. “Room For One
More” looms big at Mayfair;
Estimates for This Week

DENVER

good

Broadway (Parker)

(1,890; 65-90)

—“Bend

of River” (U) and “Lady
Pays Off” (U) (3d wk). Sock $13,000
or near. Last week, torrid $18,000

record-breaking

$20,000

opener.
.

Guild

65-90)—
(400;
(Indie), So-so $1,(In-

(Parker)

The Medium”

Town is loaded with holdovers
and new product also is not .help-

new

.

,

Seattle, Feb. 12.

for a

500 last
Stillman
(Loew’s)
90(2,700;
$1.50)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (12th
Astonishing everybody with
wk).
$9,500: after big $10,000 last week.

$1,500.

after

Seattle; ‘Bend’

Cleveland, Feb. 12.

entrant appears to be Palace’s
“Red Skies of Montana,” although
it looks ..only mild.
Greatest hornover likely will be “Room for One
More” at the Alien. “Quo Vadis ”
in 12th week at Stillman, still is

State
(Loew’s)
55-80)
(3,450;
75-85)
>r-“Lone Star” (M-G).
(2d wk).
(13th wk). Off to
$10,000 after fapey $16,big
week.

Last week,

$1,400.

‘BEND’

‘Room’ 13£G, 2d

week; “Operetta”

7Q0.

Last

die),

$1,300.

—

However, ‘‘Lone Star”

(Continued from page 9)
and “Family Secret” (Col),
$8,000.

—

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40“Too Young to Kiss” (M-G),
(2d Wk). Good $8,500. Holds. Last
week, $12,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-80)
“Sailor Beware” (Par). Record
Stays on.
Last week,
$20,000.
“Another Man’s Poison” (UA),
$12,500,
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-80)
80)

—

—

“Room One More” (WB) and “Cage
of Gold” (Indie), day-date with
Esquire. Great $22,000. Last week,
“Bright Victory” (U) and "Mr.
Peek-a-Boo” (UA), $12,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-80)

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)
“Girl in
‘Room For One More” (WB) and
Every .Port” still is good in second “Girl On Bridge” (20 th) (rn.o ). Big
Joe Minsky, former Pittsburgh Coliseum session. “Bend of River” $6,300. Last week, ‘‘Two
Tickets “Room One More” (WB) and “Cage
film salesman, named chief booker wound up third stanza of five days
Broadway” (RKO) and “On Loose” of Gold” (Indie), also Denver. Big
for
in the New England zone,, with another terrific -figure.
(RKO) (m.o.), $5,000.
$4,000. Last week, “Bright Victory”
now managed by Harry Feinstei
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65- (U) and “Mr. Peek-a-Boo” (.UA),
Estimates for This Week
until recently with the circuit iii
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65- 90)— “Ten Tall Men” (Col) and $2,500.
Pittsburgh. Minsky succeeds Herb
“Lady and Bandit” (Col), day-date
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-80)—
Coplan, who resigned to go into 9Q) “See You in Dreams” (WB) with Orpheum. Tall
$7,000. Last “I Want You” (RKO) and “Callingexhibition in Cuba, where he used and “Woman in Dark” (Rep) (3d week, “Room For
One
More”
(WB)
Bulldog
Drummond” (M-G) (2d
wk-4
days).
Okay
Last
$2,500.
to be Warner theatre boss.
and “Girl On Bridge” (20th), $6,- wk). Light $7,500. Last week, fine
Frances Staboulis quit as man- week, good $4-400.
400.
$17,500.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65ager of the Manos in Uniontown.
Orpheum (Evergreen)
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 40-80)—
With sale of Palace to a jewelry 90)— “Girl in Every Port” (RKO) .90)— “Ten Tall Men” (1,750; 65(Col) and “Well” (UA) and “Sinners' Holifirm and its shuttering by the Har- and “Riders, Pony Express'’ (In- “Lady and
Bandit”
(Col), also Ori- day” (Indie). Good $11,000. Last,
chain* Bob Taylor was trans- die) (2d wk).
Good $8,000 after ental. Fancy $9,000. Last
ris;
week, week, “Strange Door” (U) -and
ferred to be manager of the Lib- swell $.12,700 last Week..
“Japanese War Bride” (20th) and “Superman and Mole Men” (Lip),
erty, with Les Bowser moving to
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366; “Northwest Territory” (Mono), $7,$9,000.
the
Northside,
now operating 65-90)
“Dangerous G r oun d” 500.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-80)
weekends only.
(RKO) and “Jungle of Chang”
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400; “Meet Danny Wilsbn” (U) and
Max Arnold is closing his Nemo (RKO). Sad $6,000. Last week, 65-90) “Red Skies
Montana” (20th) “Great John L.” (Indie), also AladTheatre in Pitcairn and will con- “Model and Marriage Broker” and “Elephant
Stampede” (Mono). di
Webber. Okay $6,000. Last
vert it into a furniture store which (20th) and “Secret Flight” (Indie), Just
oke $8,000. Last week, “Room week, “Boots Malone” (Col) and
he will operate. Still retains his $6;300.
For One More” (WB) and “Girl on “Family Secret” (Col), $8,000.
interest in Maple Drive-In..
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90) Bridge” (20th), $10,500.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-85)
Bob Banze replaced Ed Marks —“Lone Star” (M-G) and “Light
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65- “Ghost Goes West” /(Indie). Fair
in
contact department, with Touch” (M-G).
Lofty $12,000 or 90) “Pandora” (M-G). Good $7,$2,000.
Last week, “Marie du Port”
Marks joining a construction outfit. better. Last week, “For Men Only” 500 or oyer. Last week,
“Westward (Indie), $1,400.
(Lip) and “Man Bait” (Lip), $5,200. Women” '(M-G)
(3d wk), $5,500.
Webber
(Fox) (750; 40-80)
Music Box (Hamrick) (85; 50-$l)
“Meet Danny Wilsbn” (U) and

PITTSBURGH

shapes socko at Liberty.

—

•

WB

,

be
ing. shown over TV here, although
date of opening date has not been
announced.
Harry B. French, Minnesota
Amus; Co. proxy, back at desk
after' being in hospital three days
trailers:

for observation.

Bennie Berger interrupted a Hawaiian vacation to attend national
Allied States directors’ meeting in
Washington and was accoiiipanied
'cast by S. P. Kane, North Central
Allied counsel.
Louis Orlove, Metro exploiteer,
in from Milwaukee to help Ev. Seibel, Minnesota Amus. Co. ad head,
to launch campaign for “Quo V a-

I

group of Evansville, Ind., business men bought the State in Clay;
Ky., from Robert S. Jennings, and
appointed O. M. Skinner, Who sold remain very much in, the formative
house tb Jennings, to operate the stage despite the $200,000 he -laid
house.
down for “Wagph” last week.
Thomas Faulk, operator of the
The former Metro Chieftain is
Mattoon, 111., is prez of a newly now involved in oil, rehabilitation
formed company that will build of his formerly extensive racing
and operate a new 400-car Ozoner stables and, even more importantly
near Tuscola, 111.
at the moment, campaigning for
Harry Miller, Festus, Mo.-, lighted Senator Taft as GOP Presidential
the Hiway, a 700-seater in Crystal nomi
City, Mo., recently purchased from

Cleve.;

About the best take

.

up

Vogue (Golden)
“Lavender

moves are by no means imminent* Steady

A

,

fo? One More”
Satisfactory $7,500

.

law, likewise will eventually, join
production setup* These
him in

-

Theatre Owners .of Kansas and
Missouri having scheduled a national convention for March 4-6.
Delegation of film, row and
theatre execs went to ;Wiehita,
Kans., last week for opening of
new Sunset Theatre, latest addiHouse
tion to Slothower circuit.
is a subsequent-run seating 1,000.
City censorship of films may be
abandoned here, as part of financial retrenchment being considered by city fathers. Recommended
budget proposed would drop pix
censor program and its costs of
$3,800, most of which goes for sal
ary for current censor. Move was
earlier suggested by film, row and

(1,900;'

States)

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gradeal would be attractive, to nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100, 2,043,
Freed in that he’d participate' in 700; 1 ,217; 50-75)—“Decision v .Beprofits and would have a chance fore
Dawn” (20th) and “Tales
for capital gains.
Robin Hood” (Lip). About holding
Undercurrent of belief also per- own at $13,000. Last week, “Flame
sists that William Goetz, Universal of Araby” (U) and “Girl on the
studio topper and Mayer’s son-in- Bridge” (20th), sturdy $15,000.

KANSAS CITY

Commonwealth Theatres
nagel,
The ozoner meet
drive-in topper.
is the second scheduled here in as
many weeks,' Allied Independent

(WB) (2d wk).
after bang $13,000.

-

the

.

committee headed by Jack

(Tri

50-69)—“Room

on

Parkway Theatres:

“Death of Salesman”

;

.

.

recently^
pire’’

Warners in

.

dis” which opens at Century here
Feb. 27.
Gov. Elmer Anderson appointed
Bennie Berger, circuit owner,
member of citizens’ advisory com
mittee on penal institutions.
Bert Johnson bought his partner’s interest in Midtown, deluxe
St. Paul neighborhood.
;

—

.

.

—

—

—

,

—

—

WB

.

—

BOSTON

Colosseum of Motion Picture
Salesmen elected the following officers for the ensuing year: LeonChapman, Columbia branch ard Appel, prez; John Pecos, vee-

—“Tales

of

(4th wk).
$5,800.

Nice $4,000.

Hoffmann”

(Indie)

Last week,

‘Woman’ Fat

John

"Great

$12,000,

NSG

Buff ; ‘Danny’
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 659G
90)
“Pandora” (M-G) and “Big
Hy
Buffalo, Feb, 12.
secretary;
Jerpee;
Louis
Josephs,
Country”
(M-G)
(2d
wk).
Holding
manager, sufficiently recovered
‘This
Woman Is Dangerous”
ry
Callahan,
treasurer;
and
Fred
at $8,000 after big $11,600 last looms as about the best
from pleurisy to return to work.
bet among
week.
Minnesota Amus. Co. using Bank Shohet, (U) sergeant-at-arms.
newcomers here this week. “AladLarry Laskey, E. M. Loew partOrpheum (Hamrick) (2,599i 65- din and Lamp” also shapes fine
Night in some of its Twin Cities
at
ner, appointed chairman for Bonds 90)— “Bend of River” (U)
and Century. “Sailor Beware” landed
neighborhoods.
“Lady Pays Off” (U) (3d wk). Ter- great total in second week at Para“Lavender Hill Mob” scheduled for Israel drive in New England.
Local No. 182 IATSE arranged rific $7,000 in 5 days. Last week, mount.
to follow “American in Paris”
with the local Red Cross to donate socko $11,000.
Estimates for This Week
12 pints of blood weekly.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-70)
Buffalo (Loew s) (3,500; 40-70)—
—“Ten Tall Men” (Col) and
You Ain't Heard Notti Yet!
Opened here
“Japanese Wat Bride” (20th) (2d “Pandora” (M-G).
The First
runs).
So-so $3,000.
Last week, today (Tues.). Last week, “ElopeF. W. Zimmerman purchased the “Callaway” (M-G) and “Blue Yon- ment” (20th) and “Girl on Bridge”

—

L.” (Indie), also
Aladdin,, Tabor. Dull $2,500. Last
week, “Boots Malone” (Col) and
“Family Secret” (Col), $4,000.

,

?

'

DALLAS

TRUE

.

Interstate

New look

the Sensational

"JIISTAH JOLSON’’
,By

Texas,

der” (Rep) (2d runs), $3,100.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,049;

MARRY JOLSON

Sale Today at To of

Book Dealer

HOUSE-WARVEN
Publishers
5228 Hollywood Blyd., Hollywood,

Palace and Hays Theatres at San
Marcos.
65-90)
“Aladdin”
(Mono)
and
C. A. Richter and Leon Newman “Steel Fist” (Mono).
Dim $5,000,
denied a permit to construct an worst here in some time.
Last
ozone near a high school in Corpus week, “Never Forget Youth” (20th)
Christi.
and “Hot Lead” (RKO), nearly as
A $15,000 improvement program bad at $5,500.
completed on Miller. Theatre at
Navasota, operated by L. O. Wal-

—

STORY!

On

.

.

JOLSON
In

;

interests in the

House

was

recently .purchased by Wallace from the Long
lace.

pal.

(Continued from page 9)

“Unknown Man”

circuit.

The 707 Theatre

for

exclusive

Negro patronage opened at San
Aneglo. Don Fuller and Bob Hendrick are owners and operators of
the house. C. R_ Johnson is manager.

Amos

(M-G).

Oke

$16,*

Last week, “Quo Vadis”
(M-G) (6th Wkr9 days), $17,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 46-85)
“Japanese War Bride” (20th) and
‘‘Secret Flight” (Indie), Fair $10,000. Last week, “For Men Only”

000.

—

(Upland “Man

Page has bought the’
Bait” (Lip), $11,800.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-85)
Matador from L. H. Dirickson. He also operates the Ava- “Westward Women” (M-G) and
lon at McLean.
“Unknown Man” (M-G). Okay
Dan Waters here to take over $8,500. Last week, “Quo Vadis”
duties as exploitation and public (M-G) (6th wk-9 days), $11,000.

Rogue

Ratmtfom ’Walter Jacobi

BOSTON

at

—

New York Theatres
A GIRL

IN

EVERY PORT
fiROUCHOMARX
MARK WILSON

J*tU*’S*G*N

(20th), slight $9,700.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)
“Hong Kong” (Par). Opened here
today (Tues;). Last week, “Sailor

Beware”
(Par)
and “Elephant
Stampede” (Mono) (3d wk). great
$17,500.

“Woman
“Wooden

music

(2,100;

40-70)

Is

Horse”

days), $4,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000;

Danny Wilson”

CECIL

B.

D« MIUTS

“THE GREATEST SHOW

ON EARTH”
plus.

Color by TECHNICOLOR
SfECTACOUI SHOE PM3CTTAIIM

40-70)—
and

(U)

Springs”
(Indie).
NSG
Last week, “First Time”
$9,000.
(Col) and “Jungle Manhunt” (Col),
“Bitter

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT,

Refreshment

SERVICE

Service for

from Coast
foCoost
lovor y4 CoRtwry

DRIVE - IN
THEATRES

,

s

ame

cm -

Rockefellet Center

(Par)

Dangerous’’ (WB) and
(Indie).
Big
$12,000 or near. Last week, “Room
for One More*’ (WB) (2d wk-4

“Meet

n~mmo cm

,

Center

*

Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

70)—“Aladdin and Lamp” (Mono)
and “Flight to -Mars”

(Indie). Fine
$11,000. Last week, “Girl in Every
Port” (RKO) and ‘.‘Slaughter Trail”.

(RKQ), $12,000.

SPORTSER.*lCE
$P09

T

MQ

v*Cf

B.TC

CORP
j,

n,\i:

^
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TV-FILMS
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Cloud’Kidyid

‘Silver

John Gibbs office is Wrapping
up plans for a new TV film series
for kids, “Silver Cloud,” which will
be produced by Tony Rivers. Lat.

local Tine’ Picture
Mounting importance Of televi-4;
sion films in the industry's overall
Music’
programming structure was Emphasized this week with news that
Reissued
for Video
CBS-TV has launched a new vidHollywood, Feb. 12.
pix syndication outfit, which will
World
Artists,
headed
by Rudistribute films produced either by
the web itself or by indie produ- dolph Polk and Bernard Luber,
bought
20th-Fox’s domestic rights
cers..
to “Of Men and Music” for reissue
Syndication unit is to be known on television. Picture, dealing with
CBS-TV Film Sales and Will noted musicians, was produced by
operate: as a separate unit in the Polk; and Luber some time ago.
web’s setup. Eight series of shows,
It will be divided Into three 25r
of: either a quarter-hour or half- minute shorts and added to six
hour length, have already been other musical two-reelers as a TV
lined up, and two more Will be series for national sponsorship.
available soon. Unit will operate
under the supervision of Fred
Mahlstedt as national director, who
in turn will report to Merle S.
Jones, stations and general services veepee. CBS thus joins NBC
and a number of indie outfits in
syndicating films turned out espeWith Other Guy’s Coin
cially for video.
Indication that scores of TV film
While the new department is
package outfits are turning to
naturally expected to produce addBritish producers as a source of
ed revenue for the network, Jones
supply is seen in
disclosure made
and Mahlstedt pointed out that it, in New York lasta Week
by George
together with the other syndication
Minter, production chief of Reoutfits, will have special value to
nown
Pictures Corp., Ltd. He dethe entire industry. For one thing,
dared that dozens of propositions
they pointed out, local stations had
been made to his firm in rearound the country are becoming gard to
lenslng product specifically
*
increasingly dependent on vidpix
for television.
for good, .low-cost programming
But upon investigation, Minter
which can be sold to local adver-

Of Men and

Make TV Pu Abroad—

none of the offers had any
substance to them. “When someone
comes along,” he observed, “with
a practical, decent and sensible
deal and provides a script suitable
for production in England then
said,

tisers.

More:, important, though, from
the network standpoint, is that
availability of such professionallyproduced film shows iii local time
will help build the overall TV audience. Stations, by relying on the
pix to fill their local option time
will
slots,
bridge the network
shows. As a result, a national network sponsor will not have to worry that some low-rated local prOr
gram may ruin his chances of snaring an audience if it directly precedes his show.
According to Jones and Mahlstedt, CBS will handle indierproduced shows on a distribution fee
scaled from 30-35%. In addition,
the web may finance production of
some indies or else produce some
series entirely on its own. They
outlined a pricing formula for sale
of the product to. local stations on
a system slightly different from
that utilized by Other syndication
outfits. Web has divided the current 63 video markets into six separate categories, based, on the number of TV homes in the market, the
annual retail sales and the average
Class A card rates.
All stations in each of the six
groups would have the. same price
structure, ranging from N. Y., as
the only market in Group 1, down
to Albuquerque or Ames, la., as
representative of those in Group 6.
Prices would then be based on that
group category and the production
cpsts of the film series, scaled down
from N. Y. to the other five groups.
*

'

(Continued on page 47)

be interested.” He indicated
that almost all the proposals, called
I’ll

for Renown to assume the major
part of the work and financial outlay at minimum risk to those making the offer*

TV

dramatizations of old Indian legends and instructions on
making arrows, belts, etc. Production is expected to roll next month.
light, via

Gibbs will also handle merchandising for “Cloud;"
.

8238 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles
MICK VOL PI stars in five-minute film
series about Interpretations of an artist.
Sponsored by Contour Chairs. Series to

begin shooting Mar. 4.
Producer: Earle Dumont. Jr.
Director: Robert S. Scott

Camera: Arthur Anderson-

*

•

,

half hour teleptx se-

based on careers of leading doctors
now shooting. Regis Toomey and Sara
Haden head cast.
Producer: William F. Broldy
Associate producer: Wesley Barry

ries

Cast:

Tim Moore, Spencer

WOV
ommuni

.

8 sss=
FILMCRAFT PRODS.

Williams, Al-

8451

.

Melrose. HoUywood
starred In 39 half-hour

GROUCHO MARX

audience participation film productions, to
be made once s week, began Aug. 23 for
NBC. DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: I. Lindenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernle Smith

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6920 Subset Blvd., Hollywood
second half of series
half-hour teleplx now shooting.

"RANGE RIDER"
of

52

Jack Mahoneyv Dick Jones in fixed leads.
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios; Hollywood
Series of half-hour adult drama teleplx
for Gruen and Chevron Theatre resume
;

shooting mid-February.
Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Axel Gruenberg. Richard Irving,

Norman Lloyd.
"Kit Carson" half-hour, western adventure teleplx series resume shooting Feb.
15. Bill Williams, Don Diamond Set leads.
Parts to fill..
Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Lew Landers
Assistant director: Wilbur

GrCen Giant sponsors.
Producer: John Guedel

VII

Goldwyn

Studio, Hollywood
ROY ROGERS in four oater teleplx rolled
Jan. 7, Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans topline, Pat Brady
in support. General .western parts to .fill.
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
.

Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey

Director: Irvin Atkins.

MARK

Assistant director: B. F. MacEveety

Studios, Hollywood
Casting: Dixie FuUer
KING" series of 20 h^-hour vid-

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle

"Second

hour drama
Cast:

"THE HOT .STOVE LEAGUE" Leo
Hollywood, Feb. 12^
Durocher and Laralne Day star in a
series of 104 quarter-hour interviews of
Actors Guild defeated
baseball greats. Different guest stars each
Television Authority in an election
Shooting here until Spring trainCOMMODORE PRODUCTIONS week.
ing, when show goes on road until end of
tp determine the exclusive bargainGeneral Service iStudlos, Hollywood
baseball season, returning here to wind
ing agency for actors in the Amos
series.
Twenty-six half-hour adventure teleptx
’n’ Andy films and all other films
featuring Clyde Beatty. Shoot to March Producer: Marty Martyn, Ted Kneeland
made on the West Coast by CBS. 20
Producer: Walter White, Jr.
ODYSSEY PICTURES
Vote, conducted by the National Director: George Blair
666 N. Robertson Blvd., Hollywood
"TERRY AND THE PIRATES" 26 halfLabor Relations Board, was 32 to
..

for Feb.- 14 start in

Fight between SAG and TVA
had been going on for two years.
With its victory in the CBS- Amos
Andy election, the Guild has
become official representative of

V

all actors in 99% of all films for
exhibition purposes in the U. S. A.
The Amos ’h Andy films are produced at the Hal Roach Studios
but the players are on the CBS
r

payroll.

RKO-Pathe, Culver City
'

Half-hour adult drama series wUl resume shooting films Feb; 18.
Executive producer:, Basil Grillo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: R. Girard
'

"I

LOVE LUCY"

Director:

ries
Morris. Shoots to June.
Cast: Lucille Ball; Desi Arnei; sot leads

with William Frawley, Vivian Vance in
support. No parts to fill.
-

Pugh, Bob Carroll

On Snader

‘Tracy’ Series

Hollywood,. Feb..

12.
suit. for.

P. K. Palmer filed a
declaratory relief in Santa Monica
Superior Court against Snader
Sales, charging a contract breach
in a deal under which Snader
financed and distributed “Dick
He asked for an
Tracy” - vidpi
accounting, injurictipri and appointment of receiver, claiming 15
.

.

breaches of contract,

'

-

Madelyn

v.

DONLEVY DEVELOPMENT
CORP*;
Republic Studios, -North Hollywood

"DANGEROUS

ASSIGNMENT"

half-

hour adventure series starring Brian
Donlevy shooting two films a week, 32
to be shot to June.
Producer: Harold E.
Director: Bill

Karn

and.

for the

,

Robert Bean.

WGN-TV

deal gets unWhen the
der way, it’ll mean that both of
Chi’s animal parks will have a TV

showcase. The Lincoln Park Zoo
the home base of NBC-TV’s successful
Sunday afternoon “Zoo
Parade,” which is the forerunner
of the animal kingdom tele format.

series of half-hour

Jim Timing

WSB Thaw Gives 50G
To 30 Coast TV’ers
Hollywood, Feb.

featured In
series of 13 half-hour telepix patterned
after format of their motion pictures

12.

-was poured
directors
into the coffers of 30
show shooting.
KNBH-NBC
and
managers
at
stage
Executive producer: Pat Costello
Producer-director: Jeah Yarbrough.
when Wage Stabilization Board
ordered, unfrozen the salary inDICK
PRODUCTIONS creases 'granted Radio and teleGeneral Service Studios, Hollywood
vision
Directors Guild for the NBC
"DICK TRACY" series, of 39 half-hour
mystery drama telepix resume shooting unit June 5, 1951.
Negotiations
February 18.
stalled so long that wage
Cast: Ralph Byrd, Joe Devlin set leads. were
Director; Thomas Carr
step-ups were ordered retroactive
to Dec, 1, 1950.

More than $50,000

'

TV

TRACY

"The

-

Widow/* Don

Haggerty, Gloria Henry, Vince Barnett,
Tristram Coffin, Lynn Thomas, Phyllis
Coates, Rick Vallin, William Bakewell,
Phil Tead.
"The Healthy Corpse.” Don Haggerty;
Gloria Henry, Vince Barnett, Tristram
Coffin, Phyllis Coates, Phil Tead, William Bakewell, Lucia. Carroll, Rick
Vallon, Clare Meade, Olaf Hytten.
Producer: Lindsley Parsons
Associate: producer: Warren Douglas
Director: George Blair, Lew Landers

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.

Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
"Brown, of Calaveras" skedded for Feb.

Employees

:

THEATRE"

11 start in "FIRESIDE.
of half-hour dramas.
Cast: Marjorie Lord,

series

.

.

ill
Bishop, Sheb
Wooley, John Vosper, June Evans, Juney Ellis.

were

.

awarded

in-

creases ranging from $15 to $35
week and back pay covers 60
weeks. Those paid over scale get
none of the gravy.
a

Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City
"The Borrowed Corpse” shoots Feb. 11
ip

Chicago, Feb, 12.
is venturing- into the
syndication field after parting last week for exclusive video
shooting rights at Chi’s Brookfield
Zoo.
Two pilot reels will be
lensed shortly for the- station by
Russ Davis' IWF crew. The zoo
package will be. offered to other
video outlets around the country.
WGN-TV- program director Jay
Faraghan will be charge of production, working with zoo director
film

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO

'

"No Weeds

For Syndication Senes
WGN-TV

Hal Rdach Studios, Culver City

.

Healthy Corpse" shooting through Feb.
15 for "FILES OF JEFFREY JONES."
half-hour mystery teleplx series.
Cast;

WGN-TV’s Zoo Pickup

TCA PRODUCTIONS

1

Hollywood:

Widow"

.

At the .Saihe time, theatrical
product is getting a big ride on
U. S. video channels. In addition
to the large quantity of British
celluloid being shown, some nonEnglish pix are being used. WORTV, N, Y., for example, shows
Italo features, with and without
English titles, six times weekly.

is

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

LINDSLEY PARSONS PRODS.
Studios,
for the

fill.

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS

.

KTTV

"ELECTRIC. THEA-

Stoloff

"RACKET SQUAD"

Producers: Douglas Fairbanks,
SCI
Lesser
Associate producer: Barney Sarecky
Writers: Norman Hall, Arthur Pearson

"No Weeds

comedy sefor CBS-TV, sponsored by Philip
half-hour

In

half-

adventure teleplx skedded to resumo February 20.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.i Carroll Case

start.

DESILU PRODS., INC.
General Service Studios, Hollywood

Producer: Jess Oppenhelmer
Director: Marc Daniels
Writers:
Jess
Oppenhelmer.

Palmer in Counter-Suit

hour adventure teleplx slated for Mar.

V ictor

Director:

.

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES

of

Whitfield

TRE" series. General parts to
Producer: Gil Ralston

.

16.

series

telepix;

Connor, Mabel Paige,
Maureen
Cusack,
David
McMahon,
Arthur. Shields, Sean McClory, Harry
Shannon.
"Mother Was. a Bookmaker" skedded

General Service Studios: Hollywood

Kirby Grant, Gloria Winters, Ron
Hagorthy:
Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate Producer: John Morse
Cast:

Lion Studios, Hollywood
Candle" shoots Feb. 11

"ELECTRIC THEATRE"

MARTED PRODUCTIONS

11.

Bob Walker

Director:

PRODUCTIONS

set lead. General parts to fill.
Exec. Prod.: Stanley Meyer
Prod.: Mike Meshikoff
Director: Jack Webb
Assistant director:. Marty Moss

pix for Derby Foods began shooting Feb-

McGaugh

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS

"DRAGNET"- series of half-hour adventure telepix now shooting with Jack Webb

General Service

Screen

half-hour adventure series with Dick
Crane, Crystal Reeves in set leads rolls
Feb. 14th.

Republic Studios, North Hollywood

Producer: James Fonda

Harry Alan Towers
planning to film a series with
Orson Welles abroad.
Service, etc.

is

as of Friday, Feb.

Correll.
Director: Charles Barton.

"SKY

,

.

weeks.

vin Childress, Ernestine Wade, Johnny
Lee, 'Jester. Hairston.
Supervisors: Freeman
Charles

ruary

*

.

"LIFE WITH LINKLETTRR," starring
CBS-TV
"AMOS 'N* ANDY" Hal Roach Studios, Art Llnkletter Ini series of 16 vidpix. halfCulver City series of' character comedy hour audience participation snow for
ABC
web, shooting every other week for
telepix how shooting.
26
by. Blatz Beer.

bi-lingual radio outlet.

Although the station is “no commenting” queries, it’s been learned
that WOV has been screening sampies of the product for prospective
Grille will do the film proand General Artists Corp. clients. Outside coin* was secured
which indicates the size of the
as sales agency
deals and scope of pix involved.
At the same time, it’s understood, the indie has lined up a
large catalog of other European
product for beaming on U. s. tele.
.

600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood

Sponsored

Basil

duction
will act

is

presaged by importation of a great
volume of product by W0V, N. y.

On TV

Frank McDonald

Director;

*

Entrance of European studios !
to production of vidfilm for American television on a large scale

authorized telecast of portions of
Distribution Of
Much of it will riot require
“Safety Last,” his 1929 film. He
dubbing, but in some cases new
charged that NBC, through its outsound-tracks may be added. Many
let, KNBH, was guilty of copyright
of
the features are musical.
With growing interest by foreign
infringement for showing 28 minWOV, which some months back
utes. of the film Friday night (8), producers and distribs in the TV
announced
that it was entering viddespite Warnings from Lloyd inter- potential of subtitled films, Joseph
pic production in Italy, did confirm
ests. He asks $250,000 from the H. Seidelman, former Universal foryesterday
(Tues.)
that it will shorteign chief, is embarking on tele
web.
ly receive the pilot film of a new
KTTV was named for using frag- distribution of a number of such series,
“Your Home Town,” proments of the film last June, while pix. Among the product that his
World Film Associates, is offering duced on location in Italy. Conthe comedian was in Europe.
in its initial pitch is “God Needs cept is to shoot a series of oneMen,” French feature with English reelers each of which will be a
documentary on a town from which
subtitles.
Dicker Stanwyck, Clift
Seidelman’s son, Robert, is the a large proportion of Italo-Americans
emigrated. In addition to
active operating head of WFA. Inivideo airing, in which one banktial package he’s offering comprises
roller has already expressed interfive films. In addition to “Men”
Hollywood, Feb.' 12.
expects to release the
Hal Roach is negotiating with they include “Heart of a Nation” est
Barbara Stanwyck and Montgom- (Julien Duviyier directed with pix for showing in parish houses,
c
centres and other
t
ery Clift to play the leads in the Charles, Boyer, Michele Morgan,
hourlong telepic series, “The Dra- Louis Jouvet and Raimu in the places in Italo-American neighborhoods.
matic Hour.” Gregory Peck nixed cast), “Twilight” (Micheline Presle,
European production of vidpi
the offer, preferring pic commit- Claude Dauphin and Louis Jourments. Show will be pieced togeth- dan) and “Angel and Sinner” for the U. S. has been increasing,
with shows such as NBC-TV’s cur(Micheline Presle).
er in four 1 1-minute segments.
Mona Freeman and Charles FarAll are in French with subtitles. rent “Foreign Intrigue,” shot all
rell are starred in another series, Fifth pic, in English, is “Beloved over Western Europe; “Cafe Con“My Little Margie," which rolls Vagabond,” Maurice Chevalier and tinental,” lensed in England, and
now in its second cycle after first
in a fortnight.
Margaret Lockwood starrer.
being backed by Conmar zippers;
the Vienna Philharmonic show
handled by International News

BROIDY PRODS.

F.

HIsfORY"

half-hour filmed video package with author Louis Bromfield
hosting is being filmed by Bing
Work on .a
Crosby Enterprises.
pilot film will start early next

Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Harold Lloyd, filed $300,000 statutory and general damage suits
against NBC; and KTTV for an un-

Sunset Studios, Hollywood

“CAS

A

;

TELECAST OF ‘LAST PIC

•

WILLIAM

Bromfield as Host
Of Vidpix Series

month.

BRACKEN PRODUCTIONS

IN

AMOS ’N’ ANDY BALLOT

is

Che

Films in Production

JACK CHERTOK PR0DS.

SAG DEFEATS TVA

who will appear in title role,
aiming for a show that reveals
American Indian in a new

ter,

ZIV TV

"MYSTERY THEATRE"

series of halfhour adventure teleplx to wind Shooting
until Feb. 27.
Cast:
Conway, Jim Burke,. Robert

5255 Clinton St.

.

Hollywood

Sachs

‘

.

Sachs Quality Stores have picked
hour
JERRY FAIRBANKS
up the “TV Mystery Movie” stanza
Tom
casting for all pictures.6052,. Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
Clarke, Christine Larson, Harry- Stan"BOSTON BLACK IE," four telepix in on WJZ-TV, N. Y„ Saturdays
"Hollywood theatre" haif-hour
ton, Robert Shayne. Paula Trent, .Eliza- half-hour series shoot in February.
first local Tv
drama series resumes shooting Feb; 15.
beth Slifer, Isa Ashdown.
Cast: Kent Taylor toplines. Lois Collier, 4-5:30, featuring the
"FRONT PAGE DETECTIVE" series of Producer: J, .Donald Wilson
Frank Orth, Robert Spencer, Paul Keast screening of 26 Republic pix.
half-hour adventure teleplx scheduled for Director: Howard Bretherton
in support; General parts to fill,'
JacKWarren,.
Agency
William
is
Feb, 15 start.
Assistant director: Ed Babllle
Director: Paul Landres/ Eddlo Dav , 50enh Jtr Tibi an Av
Directors: Derwin .Abbe, Arnold Wester
"ROCKY JONES, SPACB RANGER"
bey Martin
in "UNEXPECTED" series Of halftelepix shoot in February; General

Two

.

•
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KATZ CONCEPT’ CUES TV BATHE
For Sale

L.A. to

A few of the nation’s important radio operations are up for sale.
Marshall Field, who previously had disposed of his WSAI station
outlet in Portland, Ore,
like to unload his
in Cincinnati, would
Advantage in acquiring the northwest station is that a TV conpre-guarahteed.
However, Field is
struction permit is virtually
interested in disposing of the property only on a ‘‘package” basis,
which would mean acquiring his Seattle station as well.
WNEW, the New York indie, wjhich is recognized as something of
broadcasting, with billings last year estimated
a dream operation irt
in excess of $3,000^000, can reportedly be had for the right price.
Probably the most affluent indie in the country, it was offered to
George B. Storer for.his Fort Industry lineup of stations a few
(Fort Industry’s major,
ionths back, but Storer nixed the offer.
concern at the moment is acquiring TV operations.)
was sold two years ago by Arde Bulova to a syndicate,
of business men headed, by William S. Cherry, Jr., Providence
department store owner and operator of WPRO, Providence.:
Manager Bernice Judis and her husband-sales manager, Ira Herbert, control 14% stock between them.
Reason for the syndicate’s purported desire to Unload isn’t known,
off a fast
be averse to grabbing
but reports are that it wouldn’t
""
"
capital gains deal/

N Y. Tele Program Fadeouts
on

AM

'

In the, first move by a station
group to break the networks’ alleged domination of television
programming, the Katz station rep
agency is lining up 19 video outlets it represents, to
guarantee
spot advertisers that their time
will never be pre-empted for a
network show. In addition, Katz

WNEW

9

roster

can

to

programming'

its

NBC-TV

throw

for

Llush Llama

a

Underlining the various facinvolved in television’s

insofar as studio facilities go.

loss,

The problem

in

New York

is

.booming

costs,

CBS-TV

shelling out $250 per

ing increasingly tough, with NBC’s
major concern at the moment the

the
daily

an originating point for
upcoming Worthington Miner

week

is

Peruvian llama spotted
On the Steve Allen day-

finding of

time show.

a Television .Authority scale.

Meanwhile,

NBC

has encountered

fresh setback in its continuing
the
alleviating
toward
problem. It appears that RCA. has
a

(efforts

down

thumbs

on

the
original proposal that the parent
manufacturing company share the
.recently-acquired Colonial Theatre
on upper Broadway, N. Y., with
NBC, which would have permitted
an eventual shifting of the Max
Liebman ‘‘Show of Shows” production to that house and resolved the.
difficulties of using the cramped
facilities, of the International Theturned

atre at

Columbus

And

that's Without

Llama, tagged “Llemuel,” was
originally inked for a oneshot, but has been held over
for six weeks. Gag around the
n e t w ork now is that she’s
earned almost enough to buy

dramatic series. •

against the show, as such. But,
as the J, Walter Thompson
boys found out this week w)ien
Florida Citrus Assn, became a
participation sponsor, it means,
repatternihg their Jiving— and,
they
habits since
sleeping
must; be at the studio between
6 and 7 a m.

—

says it needs the Colonial
on an exclusive basis for its large
screen TV experimentations. Previously NBC had envisioned tearing down the entire interior and
reconstructing it as the first TVbuilt theatre that could make maximum use of space, even under the
arena-type
foyer,
etc.
seating,
Similarly,
Use of the Colonial
.

would have allowed Liebman

access to color facilities arid equipin prepping the show for
eventual conversion into tint,

ment

its

NBC

coin outlay

NBC

NBC

NBC

D’Aicy agency, which has the Coca
Cola billings but which is now
inviting in all comers.
Price of
the half-hour show is estimated at
$45,000, making it one of the cost
.

best musicals in video.
At the time Coca Cola initially
set its sights, on the Kostelanetz
°' v H. was hopeful of shedding
the costly Edgar; Bergen program
’

on

but

radio,

when

contractual

commitments interfered, the Coke
people were obliged to bow out.
Ted Mills had been brought in
ironi Chicago, where he was pro
ducirig NBC shows, and was lend
leased to

uon

kine.

CBS
He

to

make

the audi?

has since returned
fold, in New York.
With Coca Cola and. Bergen
e
P art company at the end
/
u
the current season, it’s con-

to the

NBC

,

sidered

still possible that the soft
outfit may latch on to Kostevfbft? in the fall -if the show is

annk

—

still

on the availability

list.

location syslem of their, owri.

The

situatiori is

becoming

when

acule
commercials,;
ularly

It

Wednesday

(6)

mote pickup

iroril

particaffects the

happened

as

in the

last

CBS-TV

re-

the sponsor.
Hardly a week goes by that a major -show originating from the Coast
doesn’t take it on the chin through
a breakdown of facilities. Ou
it’s happened on a number of occasions with the Tide
sponsored

excepting.
affected.

Los Angplcs,

station,

was

Engineers say the real trouble lies
ahead, particularly during the summer months, when the micro ave
are susceptible, to. the
of
thunderelcrrients
freakish
storms, lightning, etc. And coast-tocoast TV lias yet to go through its
first summer period.
their recurring hassles with
Iri
clients over dead pictures or sound,

facilities

NBC

and CBS have arbitrarily set
as a rebate figure 75% of the time,
cost (when the picture is affected)
covering the lapsed period, with
rebate

25'?-'

when the audio goes

dead.

NBC

A

Re-Programming

the shelf when the Coke outfit was
forced to change its mind, is now
on the open market. The package
is owned jointly by CBS and the

causing considerable anxiety.
As yet there is no set formula established, ns in radio, for evaluating
the aiuount of the rebate to clients,
and NBC and CBS in the interim
have established an arbitrary al-

Red Skelton show and tire Colgatesponsored "Comedy Hour.” Last
Week CBS-TV’s “My Friend Irma,”
24 hours prior to the Pabst fight
snafu, encountered, a 10-mlnute picture breakdown, Willi only the
Vivien Leigh. After looking over
audio operating, with result that
the
and
statements
financial
the
entire interconnected network,
has the

TV

The Andre Kostelanetz TV show,
which Was originally designed and
auditioned for Coca Cola sponsorship as a Sunday afternoon
attraction, but whioh wound up on

situation
on West-to-cast
shows that become •nafued due to
failure
of
microwave facilities.
Loss of cither the. visual or audio
segments has. been occuring at an
alarming rate in repent weeks

TV

j

eron

rebate

1

off
in its negotiations with legit proshowducer Gilbert Miller for a
casing of the Caesar and Cleopatra” and ‘.‘Antony and Cleopatra” brace of attractions starring Sir Laurence Olivier.- and

it will entail,
practically given up the idea.
about
All told it would cost
herself a mink coat.
$650,000 for the brace of one-shots,
which would have gone into Saturday arid Sunday afternoon periods,
‘No Such Animal’
approximately
According to Katz execs, the fact ori corisecutive days,
The theatrical
that 41 of the 64 current TV mar- from 3 to 5 p.m.
their okay jto the projgave
unions
kets are single-station area's, proves
pay the
that
that there is “no such animal” as ect, on condition
a full week’s salary for
live video network, since spon- large cast
ai
appearance. That would
sors must settle for a combo live each TV
Weeks’ salaries.
and kine circulation. Because of have meant two
was agreeable to those terms,
this limitation on network outlets,
coin asked as
additional
the
but
plus the poor kine quality, Katz
along with
claims that most advertisers would the Olivier-Lcigh share,
not to mentake,
Miller’s
producer
be wiser to utilize film shows in
preempting the
selected spot bookings. To this end, tion rebates for
Norge has served notice on
Sunday periods, spithe outfit has listed five advan- Saturday and
to a figure
that it is cancelling out of .the
tages to be found in spot buying: raled the total sum
Wednesday night Kate Smith TV
Willing to concede
Was
which
1;
spot buyer has a free
show. In what amounts to a last- choice of markets and is not forced would make a sponsorship deal alditch' bid to Save the hour-long to take markets he doesn’t want, most impossible.
show from total extinction, the net- in order to get into those he needs.
Plan was to do a direct pickup
N. Y.,
work’s video execs are planning a
Ziegfield. Theatre,
2. He gets a greater choice of from
Shaw-Shakcspcarean
complete repatterning of the pro- stations, since he can “cross net- where the
gram’s formula, which they hope work lines” by buying time on af- twin bill is currently playing.
may not only induce Norge to filiates of all four webs.
change its mind but also establish
3. He gets better picture quality
the Srnith-Ted Collins duo as a by ruling out kines entirely in fa- Controversial Minister
permanent fixture in the night- vor of live local or film shows.
time video sweepstakes.
Stations
4. Stations are Willing to coopSwitches L.A.
On the agenda is a plan to g;ive erate, both in clearing time and
the program the same type of iden- helping to merchandise products,
Tiff
In
tity it enjoyed in radio years back,
since they derive more revenue
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
when the accent was less on Miss (their full local card rates against
whose
Jr,,
Rev. James Fificld,
Smith than on the show’s. Various the percentage they get from the
components. In those days dialers nets), and are hot subject to net- “nonpolitical” telecasts on KTTV
have stirred considerable Controcould only get Edgar Bergen, and work-imposed rate changes.
exited the station
5. Spot time charges and pro- versy, abruptly
other since-established personalifor KECA-TV, where he starts
ties, by tuning in to the Kate Smith gram costs are lower.
sides say that
Both
(17).
Sunday
will
Unprogramming
Since spot
program.
now plans to parala
leaving him
lel the idea in terms of video, with doubtedly depend mainly on film,. re-programming,
caused the
spots,
of
choice
poor
of
directory
a succession of integrated vignettes Katz has compiled a
from
and permanent fixtures, such as the vidpik programs available to TV, departure. However, apart.
replaced by
current ‘‘Ethel and Albert” insert. listing each shovv by title, format, the haste, he’s being
cost in each the sustai ing "Roller Hockey.”
figures it’s worth distributor and the
At least
in time
paying
$600
Was
Fifield
market.
a try before throwing in the sponge
He had completed 18
charges;
On what would add up to one of the
of a 126-week pact; KECAweeks
casualties. Similarweb’s major
TV rate is $700. Station says copy
ly, it’s planned to repattern the
will be submitted for approval but
sales formula to give it a more readmitted that ad libbing poses a
per-poiht payoff for the
alistic
problem, adding "w will seek to
client,
Mike Dann, NBC-TV coordinator keep the program vyithi
the
Up to now, the show, rating-wise, of program package sales, has been bounds of good taste,”
has been playing a poor second to upped, to the post of supervisor of
Arthur Godfrey special broadcasts in which' he'll
opposition
the
program on CBS-TV.
devote, full time to developing the.
lineup of “spectaculars” and “Op.

a

NBC

•*

NBC’s enthusiasm has cooled

NBC

Circle.

RCA

The television networks, riotably
and CBS, are In the middle of
dilemma in trying to resolve the

NBC

Cleveland on the
Pabst fights. One of the Pabst
spiels was rendered null and void
when the audio went off, rendering
the spieler’s pitch meaningless. Th
webs realize that under such circumstances they have no talking
angle with
point resolving' the coi

ets;

for

the

"Today” show on NBC-TV;
Not that they have anything

within the network option brackBut it’s the local option periods
which Katz hopes to safeguard'
against any station pre-emptions;
for net shows. Outfit concedes that
certai
types of programs, which
require a simultaneous feed to a
number of stations throughout: the
country, can only be handled on a
network basis, such as sports
the
upcoming political
events,
conventions, etc,.' But for the majority of programs, both the stations and advertisers can benefit
by a greater reliance ori filfri
shows which, according to; Katz,
can best be bought on a spot basis.

tors

grow-

—

that
of one thing these days
their clients may get involved
in sponsorship of the 7 to 9 a.m.

of the 19 stations, and to detail the
urgent needs for such a move at,
this time. Pitch will be based oh
claims that the stations can derive
more money by selling to sponsors
on a spot; rather than a network
basis,
and that advertisers and
agencies will benefit via a tighter
control on their programming and
a freer choice Of markets.
Stations affiliated to the major
websi of course, cannot guarantee
to spot advertisers time which falls

Apparently the addition of one*

show

.Agency men. responsible for
getting' commercial copy on
television are living in dread

Chicago Saturday and Sunday (1617) to outline their plans to execs

•

major

Rise and Shine!

.j

plans to ask the stations to revise
their spot time rates so that they
can compete on a more -equal
footing with network rates.
Katz execs revealed that they
haVe called a special conclave in

;•

S

23

"Lights’

on Video

threat
to
Admiral’s longtime
give up sponsorship of the Moriday
night NBC-TV "Lights Out” show,
which has come up at each 13-weck
optiori 'interval, turned out more
than a threat this time, and the
program and the client will part
company at the end of the current
.

cycle.

NBC, meanwhile,

is

pitching

up

,

Admiral

to

(lie

j

NBC

.

I

NBC
TV

DANN TO SUPERVISE

Jerry Lester

new

siio

newly-auditioned
This is a brand

.

version of the ex.-"Blind Date”

stanza,

packaged

by

Bernard

L.

Schubert. Kine. audition has rev
lot
of enported ly sparked
thusiasm in terms of resolving
iclio in the meproper
Harry Sosnik did the music.
Admiral has just, splurged on a
CBS
new Sunday radio show
and bought tile political conventions coverage on ABC AM-TV.

Lester’s

dium,

TONY

.

.

eration Frontal Lobe” shows which
the Web has on tap for the coming
{year.

Dick Swift at

WCBS-TV

.

Craig Lawrence, former general

I

is near the inking
NBC-TV for a firm five
deal
for her own
seven-year
or
video show, which is slated to origwill start
Series
Y.
N.
inate in
next season.
MiSs. Raye has three more shots
ight
to fill on the web’s Saturday
“All Star Revue,” Her riext stint

Martha Raye

i

stage with

is

March

29.

j
'

Dann
Taylor,
for

of WCOP, Cowles outlet
in Boston, has been named general
manager of WCBS-TV, flagship
station of the CBS video wep in
N,\Y. He replaces Dick Swift, re-

manager

will report to Davidson
general production exec
video’s program departHis assignment to the job,

NBC

ment.

Which

is a

NBC-TV

new

one, indicates, that

Sylvester L. (Pat)
Weaver has greehlighted the cultural programming concept he devised for prime evening time preschief

1

entatiori.

.

!

Signed.

Swift has joined the Bolling Co.,
station rep outfit as veepee in
charge of TV. He had been with
CBS for almost 20 years.

Benton

&

Bowles has

Tony Bayaar

as

life

set singer
re-

summer

placement on NBC-TV for Procter
St Gamble’s thrice-weekly "Those
Latter show, aired MonTwo.”
and Fridays
Wednesday,
days;
from 7:30 to 7:45 p.m., is expected
to run through the. season’s end
June, with Bavaar then taking
over for 13 weeks.
“Those Two” Stars Vivian Blai
It had been reand, Pinky Lee,
ported that Bavaar was being
signed to replace Lee on the show
currently, but B&B denied the re'

ports.

.

.

.
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Thyavals Copy Nixed

TV Lighting Art Put

Glow on Ingenue, Glare on

Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Objecting to commercial copy on

By BERT BRILLER

Up on

Technical revolutions in TV,
typified by the shift from the older Colgate Buys Parsons
iconoscope camera to the more
sensitive image orthicon which
For Capsule Sunday Gab
drastically cut the amount of light
Louella Parsons will be back on
needed, are radically changing the
radio
on Sundays, starting March 2,
science of video lighting and per*
She will have a five-minute slot on
mitting more artistic effects.
either NBC or CBS with Colgate
According to Imero Florentine, taking up the tab for Lustre Creme
23-year-old light directiqfi engineer via Lennen
&. Mitchell agency.
of ABC-TV, the; old days when; Deal is for 13
Weeks with options.
1,200 foot candles of light were
Agency is shopping around for the
flooded on a set are gone; today
available
best
time and also has
the average scene is lit with only
80 fcs., while in some low-key se- taken an option oh her television
show,
after being shown the pilot
quences as little as 30 fcs. are sufby Wynn Rocamora, agent for the
ficient. The banks of massed floodcolumnist-commentator. Miss Parlights and fluorescent tubes with
sons closed out her series ori ABC
their flat glare have given way to
for Jergens-W oodbury a month ago;
new fixtures spots and fociisable

—

units which provide a palette allowing the expert to paint a scene
evoking the exact mood the director wishes.

Beams,

strips, barndoors;

the

..

and gohos

anxiety

Of.

and pic actresses who
fear they’d show up haggard on
video screens. In many ways light

some

Mutual web starts its second annual threC-month mystery promoengineering is a gallant profession tion on Sunday (17) tying in with
and its practitioners are eager to National Crime Prevention Week.
Campaign links MBS’ whodunit
help tlie lady look. her best..
legit

,

lineup

Although overhead illumination
is most natural, it generally is not
most flattering, While flat lighting
tones down the crow’s feet arid eye
socket shadows that femmes abhor.
And since most directors
Want their actresses to look young
and charming, the attempt is made
to lens them with light coming
from a low source. Conversely,

the

villain* gets

,

the harsh overhead

Hollywood, which can light each

many

with mysterioso books,
magazines and Aims under the general theme, “relax with a good
mystery—on the air, in books and
magazines.”
As part of the promotion the
chain has launched a 15-minute
show, “Mr. Mystery,” Fridays at
7:15 p.m. (on WOR, N. Y., Sundays
at. 10:45
p;m.) which includes a
brief dramatic segment and interviews with crime fighters and
writersjsuch as Mary Roberts Rinehart, former Brooklyn district attorney Burton Turkus, Glenn Ford
and Geraldine Brooks, latter two
,

glare.

shot individually, avoids

dil-

emmas.

But tele, where shooting
continuous, has -to meet the prob- from pix.
lems. squarely. It’s a toughie, too,
Drive, which is being headed up
because the dollying cameras, mike by MBS ad and promotion
director
booms, wall and other, physical lim- Hal Coulter, has received
comitations sharply restrict the area in mendations from
J; Edgar Hoover,
which the light mart can work. Sen. Estes Kefauver and: the InterThat means that every Shot can’t national Police Chiefs Assn.
'

is

be a

brilliant portrait.

Of course, some vehicles demand
that a gal not seem the fresh ingeWhen “Celanese Theatre,”
nue.
which Florentine handles, presented -‘Anna Christie” recently, some
dialog pointed up the heroine’s
tiredness.
Consequently, in those
scenes June Havoc Was lit to accentuate fatigue lines in her face.
Difficult

Jobs

The O’Neill drama, shot

in lowkey gloom, called for heavy fog in
some scenes. This, was supplied, by
lensing a chemical powder in a

glass box, with the image
superimposed over the actors. Box

small

lit so that' the fog seemed to
SWirl around the thespers Without
obliterating their faces.
Intensity,
of the mist was controlled electronically by the technical director.

Was

KNXT, where

tees

it

off

Feb. 24.

'»

Wakely

the

sponsor

Thyavals
show*

i

.

.

Homes

Red Skelton

’MILLIONAIRE’ LOSES

SECOND BANKROLLER
Grove Laboratories, Which had
alternated as Sponsor, with General Mills on CBS-TV’s “Live Like

.

49.6
48.9

&

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

48

.

splurging with top star personalities on network radio, in view of
declining audiences, there is increasing evidence that the ciggie
battle for supremacy in the
markets may be fought out on a
local level. (Jiack Benny’s 1952-53
status as Lucky Strike's star radio
salesman is still up in the air; ditto
for Chesterfield with its Bob Hope-

V

48.3
47.9

.

47 4

.

With both Chesterfield and Lucky
Strike reportedly wary of continuing t h e ir muti-million dollar

.

.

46.4
44.6

'9

ing Gillette fights on NBC video,
“Millionaire” snared a sizable 21.2
in the latest Niel-

network rating
sens.

GM

Cleveland, Feb.

Through v programming

Bing Crosby programming parlay,
representing, shows, in the $35,000-$40, 000 weekly bracket).
Pacting of Lucky Strike for a
pickup of the Brooklyn Dodgers
games Via
N.Y., in which
it’ll share the tab with Schaefer
beer, represents a radical departure in programming for the tobacco company. It is seen as the
tipoff of an all-out battle this sum-

WMGM,

12,

arid

ex-

tended hours of operation, this year
may see the city’s three television
stations achieve what may well be-

all

some a commanding lead in Greatweek signed a er Cleveland’s advertising media.
The four-year-old television inone-year deal- with Schaefer Beer

Red Barber

this

and the Brooklyn Dodgers to han- dustry riot only has seen its signori hour pushed back to 7 a.m., but
dle the Dodger ball games on radio through
program expansion,
and television. All home games of WEWS, WNBK and WXEL are now
each
offering
a full avenue for all
out-of-town
some
plus
the
/Dodgers,
mer between Chesterfield, which
sponsors the N.Y. Giants games via games, will again be broadcast this advertising needs to more than
TV
550,000
receivers.
WINS, and LUcky Strike for the year via WMGM, N. Y. indie and
All three stations have soared
Consumer dollar. Similarly, both
televised via WOR-TV.
well over the 100-mark in weekly
rival companies are reported ScanConnie Desmond and Vin Scully, programming with WNBK, the
ning the baseball horizons around
the couritry for its accent-on-the- who worked the Dodger games with NBC 0. & 0. outlet, chalking up
local-scene ad coin; investment*
Barber in previous seasons, are the highest number by virtue of its
both on the last lap of three-year sign-on with “Today.” Although
j

WFDR

FMer, on Eve Of

Fadeoilt,
nr*.i

o

May

Got Reprieve
•

iv* i

i

With the Friday (15) deadline
demise nearing, WFDR
its
(FM), N. Y. is getting dickers
from several sources that may keep

trailing slightly in total hours,
pacts, so the Brooklyn- club will
have the same triumvirate operat- WEWS, the Scripps-Howard staing behind the mikes for 1952. tiori,- and WXEL, the Empire Coils
Barber, ipidentally, heads for the unit, are /offering a greater ana
Dodger training camp at Vero more varied field of local programBeach, Fla., Monday (18). He’s on ming*
Both WEWS and WXEL are restaff at CBS as sports counsellor*
alizing

for

the station on' the air, although
the prospect of a last-minute: reprieve is not very likely*
Offers to purchase the station
have come from diverse interests,
including WLIB, N. Y., which lacks
an
adjunct. A school of radio
.

FM

a Millionaire,” has decided to fol- and television has expressed inlow GM’s move in checking off the terest in picking up the Outlet aS
show at the end of the current cy- a training ground for its students.
cle.
Masterson, Reddy & Nelson, One college in the area is mulling
the show’s packagers, reportedly purchase for use by its journalism
have another bankroller ready to majors, and the undergraduate
ink and, if the deal goes through, newspaper of another college is
CBS will keep the show oil the trying to round up support for
three universities to buy the indie
air.
Web is mulling the possibility as an educational operation. Adof moving another presently-spon- ditionally, an offer has been made
sored show into the Friday night by a philanthropic organization
10 to 10:30 slot now occupied by which would like- to see. WFDR
“Millionaire,” which would mean remain on the air.
Behind some of the bids is the
shifting the latter program, in turn,
lure of a tax-loss deal. A buyer
to a new time slot.
Despite its
could deduct some of WFDR’s
being aired opposite

the high-rat-

$350,000 losses over the past four
years from his current fiscal year,
Which would mean that for a relatively small outlay he could get
into a more favorable tax bracket.

Checked off the show in orMeanwhile listeners have been
der to buy “Bride and Groom,” sending in letters of support, some
packaged
by MR&N, four of them offering to contribute
beer will bankroll the
baseball “Game of the Day” broad- mornings a week on CBS-TV. coi
casts on 175-200 stations of the Grove LabS,. it’s understood, plugs
Mutual network, excluding the a cold remedy on its alternate
Coast area, starting March 8. In Week sponsorship, and had planned 140G
non-Falstaff markets the seven- previously to cancel at the close
day-weekly series Will be available of the winter.
IN
for local sponsorship on
co-op
basis! However, the show will. not
Boston, Feb. 12.
With the lever of the complete
be heard in cities Within the 50sked of ’52 Red Sox ballgames,
mile radius of the major league Lotsa Chi Billings
here last week wrapped up
clubs!
For ‘Howdy’ Kid Strip 18 individual pacts with a total
With baseball fules changed so
billing
of
that individual clubs now make
$140,000 for the sports
Chicago, Feb. 12.
adjacencies and related programs.
their own deals with the broadNBC-TV' “Howdy Doody” has
Since this is earliest date that
Mutual has inked arcasters,
been giving Chi accourit exec; the station
has river sold, out its
rangements With eight of the 16
Charles Standard a busy time, the
baseball availabilities,
major league clubs. However, all past
topfew days with’; new biz arid re- pers feel it
augurs a peak summer
the teams will be covered, being
newals on the kiddie strip. New biz in ’52.
picked up when they play in the
sponsor logged into the show is
involved are: Croston
stadium of a squad that hak an
& Black which ordered the & Sponsors
Carr clothes; Kdolvent
MBS pact. On days when the web Bauer
Wednesday 4:30 to 4:45 segment Kasariof’s baker; Wyman awning;
won’t beam a major league fray, a
nurseminor'league ballcast will be aired. for six weeks, effective April 16. ries; Able rug; T. Noonan toiletries;
Standard also came up with re- Boston & Maine R.R.; Community
A1 Heifer, who has been handling mike chores on “Game” newals from Kellogg and Inter- opticians; F.. B, Washburn candy;
since the airers were incepted in national Show for a continuation of Weather Master window sales;
1949, will handle the assignment their “Howdy Doody”; ride. Not to White Rock beverages; Supreme
Gene Kirby is skedded to be outdone, Chi accourit man Ed wine; Hung food; First National
again.
pair with Heifer, and Dizzy Dean Stockmnr inked Mars for a repeat Bank; Chevrolet dealers; Paparella
will make guest appearances on of its Moriday and Wednesday pick- Bros.; E. E. Hanlon shoes; and Esup.
the show*
sen! Packing*
w
also
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(Continued on page 49)

(000)
Program
..... ....... 7,745 Red Skelton
Texaco Star. Theatre. . . . . 7,362 Arthur Godfrey’s Scouts.
7,038 Texaco Star Theatre
Groucho Marx
Colgate Comedy Hour.; .! 6,999 1 Love Lucy
.
Friends 6,751 Arthur Godfrey
Arthur Godfrey
Friends.
..6,724* Colgate Comedy Hour ; . .
I Love Lucy.
Your Show of Shows .....
Your Show of Shows
(Participating)
(R. J. Reynolds) ...... 6.617
Your Show of Shows . , . 6,588 Groucho Marx
Your Show of Shows
(Participating)
(R. J. Reynolds)
Fireside Theatre
.6,564
Rose Bowl Game . ....... 6,076 Fireside Theatre
; ......

Program

AM

The new science—in which the
light specialist uses scoops, babies,
inkies, lekos, aces, deuces, Dyna*

—is overcoming

Red Skelton moved into the No. 1 spot in the Nielsen TV ratines
released lest week*. It was Nielsen’s first nationally-projected report for 1952 and Covered the two-week period ending Jan 12"
This included the Jan. 1 Milton Berle show, and the Jan. 8 “Texaco
Star Theatre,” on which Georgie Price subbed for Berle. Texaco
show was No. 2 on “Number of TV homes reached,” and No. 3 on
the “percentage of TV homes reached in program station areas”
(Actual rating is based on latter.) The Top 10 breakdown follows*
Per Cent of TV Homes Reached
in Program Station Areas
Number of TV Homes Reached

grounds it was in bad taste, KNBH
nixed the Jimmy Wakely half-hour
video show skedded to begin last
week, and the Wakely stanza wound

Villain

Move

to

Clamp

Luckies’

'Champ

a

:

step-up in facilities to

meet the extra demand created for
television programming.
WEWS,
whose December, 1947, opening
makes it the oldest of the TV outlets, recently added a new studio,
while WXEL, the two-year-old
youngest member, will soon open

new downtown business-broadcasting center in the former Es-

its

quire" Theatre. Its main facilities
and transmitter will remain in suburban Parma Heights.
There have been three main
TV, haye taken legal action to halt
trends in local programming: eduWally Butterworth’s “Meet the cation,
variety
polka-flavored
Champ” TV show, Thursday night shows, and the rise of Cleveland as
feature of the ABC-TV network un- a regional feed point to an Ohio

Philadelphia, Feb! 12.

Attorneys for

sports director of

Tom Moorehead,
WFIL and WFIL-

der Lucky Strike sponsorship.
Isaac S. Grossman, Philadelphia
attorney representing Moorehead,
revealed that summonses have
been served upon the American
Tobacco Co., and the William Morris Agency and that ari attempt
was being made to serve Butterworth. Answers to the complaint,
in which Moorehead claims co-ownership of the “Meet the Champ”
show, must be filed within 20 days.
Moorehead’s
complaint
avers
that he formerly worked with Butterworth as co-emcee of a Philadelphia radio quiz show and contends
that he conceived the idea for .ie
“Meet the Champ” program; and
that an agreement existed between
himself and Butterworth on packaging the show as joint venture.
The Philadelphia broadcaster
states that Butterworth acted to sell
the package to Lucky Strike Without consulting him.
Moorehead
knew nothing About the deal until he read about it in the Nov.
28 issue of Variety, which told of
the
scheduling
of
“Meet the
Champ” program .as a Butterworth
package handled by the Morris

network, primarily in sports arid,
news.
Education-Wise
WEWS and
Education-Wise,
are offering programs,
with the former pursuing an ag-

WNBK

gressive policy

and a close

tie-in

WRU

with Western Reserve U. The
series extends for 30 minutes,
Monday-thru-Saturday, at.. 9 a.m.
That, the program has more than
achieved all expectations was seen
in the recent announcement that it
did not “need” a $2,700 financial

The

grant.

WRU

series consists of

credited courses delivered by pro-

(Continued on page 48)

.

office.

WHDH

General Electric has’ scheduled
meetings for this week to decide
Ori

its;

future

TV

programming

Out of the huddles will come
a decision on whether it will abandon its present afternoon schedule,
and move into nighttime
with an additional half-hour period.
Company presently; sponsors Bill

plans.

Goodwin two afternoons a week
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
on NBC-TV, and is Still undecided
Bing Crosby has been mulling whether to keep the same show,

over scripts for his entry into television, but so far hasn’t found a
format he considers okay. Crosby
doesn’t want to pattern the venture after his
format; but
seeks one which will lend itself
more toward video.
He will make his debut via telepix, with his own Bing Crosby Enterprises shooting the film.

AM

replace it With another or relinquish the time. Meanwhile, GE has
made inquiries at NBC and CBS
as to nighttime availabilities. Tin

would be. in addition to its Sunday
night sponsorship of Fred Waring.
Company has bought ‘'Information
Please” as Waring*s summer replacement

and may keep

the fall season.

it

f° r

ECONOMY WAVE

ABC'S DRASTIC
What will happen to the CBS sock Sunday night radio lineup;
still happens to be the dream parlay in network programmedium for a
ming, in the event Jack Benny scrams the
permanent; TV berth, is causing no little anxiety and apprehension
around the web.
^
No one's denying that Benny is the anchor man in the Sunin large part, for the resultant
day lineup that's responsible,
r
audience payoff to “Amos n\ Andy,” Edgar Bergen, “Our Miss
Brooks,” and others sequenced into the Sabbath night roster. Red
Skelton, it's recalled, “packed ’em in” when entrenched Sunday
"
night 8:30, but today the same show, out of the Sunday lineup,
also out of the running.
that
Bergen, “Brooks,” “A
While conceding
A,” etc., can stand
on their own, CBS nonetheless recognizes that the Sunday lineup,
stripped of Benny, Will be reduced to a “just another night” status.

which

AM

on
+
Largescale

check-out by sponon ABC-TV, forcing off seven
programs in the next few weeks,
has cued a budgetary pruning and
sors

economy-firing wave at the web.
Gloomy picture has been lightened
somewhat by some new radio biz,

&

With General Mills buying into the
ABC “Pyramid Plan.”
Bankrollers cancelling out On
ABC-TV include Hollywood Candy,
Which backs “Hollywood Jr, Circus” Saturdays at 10:30-11 a.m.;
McKesson & Robbins, which has
“Date With Judy” Saturdays at
11:30 a.m, to 12 noOn; and Brown
Shoe, which sponsors “Say It With
Acting” On alternate Fridays, 7:308 p.m. In the past few weeks the
,

web

stations
television
Affiliated
should be permitted to hold on to
of the top time slots, rather
than let the networks grab them

more

Heineman,

George
manager of

off.

all-day

Norman Frank

program

chapter

Radio &
Saturday

Women

American

of

TV

at

in

&

the Hotel Astor

Heineman

that

stations are able to
coin from the local

CBS

First producer to be signed by
Radio in some time was inked
this week, when Norman Frank,
one-time radio-TV coordinator for
Young
Rubicam, joined the web.
It’s expected that he’ll be handed
production reins on special assign-

(9).

said

to

from

“Amazing Mr. Malone” (alternate
Mondays, 8 p.m.); Ranger Joe
cereal, “Ranger Joe” (Sunday, 12
noon); and Mogen-David “Charlie
Wild” (Tuesday, 8 a.m.).

As a result of the loss of these
stanzas and the income they repre-

ABC has given pink slips to
28 engineers and technicians. So
them have been taken On
Y&R, Frank has
worked as an indie TV producer, by NBC-TV, since trained men in
relatively scarce. Adfield
are
the
handling such programs as “Star
of the Family” and “Arthur Mur- ditionally, ABC-TV was to lose
directors,
but these are
11
some
ray Show.”

television

sent,

make more ments.

far 15 of

Since leaving

shows than
WNBQ
from taking Web feeds.
shows cost only three times as
much as corresponding radio shows,
which he termed “very cheap, considering tele’s impact,” Heineman
said. He advised local video outlets to start with inexperienced,

WJZ-TV,
absorbed
into
being
which has been set up as a separate entity from the operational
standpoint.
Besides these firings, clerical
help and workers in other departments were handed their notices
Department heads at a
last week.
meeting Friday (8) were told that,
budgets are to be given a careful
looking-over in a general ..tighten*

low-priced talent and build it into
money-making personalities.

On the question of tele costs,
Philip Cohen, v.p. of Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell
Bayles, said
that price tags will continue to rise.
With no leveling in sight, and
warned that more
and more
sponsors will be “Caught in the
freeze.” He added that tjele variety
shows will not be as long-lived as
those in; AM. Programs that will
be around the longest, he forecast,

&

Seeds? Chi on

A

.

irig.

Along

Effect of Merger Delay
According to a web spokesman,

with

cancellation

of

“Lights Out” on NBC-TV, it’s reported that Admiral may also
switch its billings to another agenIt’s understood that the nod
cy.
will go to Russel Seeds in Chicago.
Account is currently held by the
Erwin Wasey agency. Latter house
inherited the billings a couple seasons back from Kudner.
Switchover would solidify Chi’s
ascendancy in the past year on

be

“those with heart, -conand sympathy, like ‘I Love
Lucy’ and ‘Mama’,”
Bearish on Radio
Cohen and Albert McCleery
(producer of NBC-TV’s “Regent
Cameo Theatre”) were both bearContinued on page 49)
will

cancellations

,

CBS

WNBQ, Chi, told the
conference of the N. Y.

got

also

Kaiser-Frazer on “Ellery Queen”
(Sunday, 7:30 p.m.); Seiberling on

tinuity

(

(Continued on page 45)

radio-television billings,
particularly reflected in the almost
phenomenal spiraling of Leo Burnett biz. Latter agency recently
moved in on the Kellogg biz held

by Kenyon

&

Eckhardt.

It’s

new time buys or sponsorship

renewals.
Majority of the sales, of
course, are subject to the standard
13- week cancellation clauses' but,
according to CBS execs, it’s significant that the $15,500,000 represents almost 25% of the web’s

CASUALTY ON CBS-TV

its

daytime Steve Allen show to

make

the series pay off sponsorwise, has decided to ditch the show
after the Feb. 22 broadcast.

report, he said, “is further eviShow is currently aired crossdence that advertisers, in their re- the-board from 12:45 to 1:30 p.m.
evaluation of all advertising media, That slot is local option time and
are more and more convinced that
all but a few. of the Web’s affiliates
radio
still their best, buy in
had chosen to program it with
terms of cost, Circulation and local shows, rather than take the
audiences delivered.”
Allen feed from the network, PeBreakdown of the CBS business riod from 1 to 1:30 is mainly local
12 bankroUers renewing on option time on competing webs
Ija
;

F
shows

and 12 more buying new
for a total of 13 shows, included are several sponsors which

so that CBS’ cancelling of
the Allen show was not due to too
much competition from a jrival netalso,

m

nave never previously
been repreon the web, including North
?
A
American
Van Lines, Pepperell,

work program.

NBC-TV
and may

.

/

Resumes

.

.

so-called program
contributions made by the
vision

networks

last

cost
tele-

summer

to

keep theif sponsors on the air
through the traditional hiatus pe-

In the face of current re-

trenchments at ABC, it’s recalled, that only a year ago the
network was going through
some similar AM-TV somersaulting but bounced back into
the bigtime with upwards of
$40,000,000 in new biz and re-

riod are apparently a thing of the
past.
While none of the webs
finalized its sales plans for the

has
upcoming dog days, top sales execs
emphasized this week that incen-

summer will include
only frequency discounts on th
card rates, with no provisions to be
made for picking up part of the
sponsor’s programming costs.,.
situation..
Last year, for example, NBC offered any advertiser who would
ride through the summer a $4,000
contribution: to his production cost
on an hour show and $2,000 for a
CBS offered
half-hour show.
10% time, rebate and 33% contribution to program costs during
July and August.
NBC is offering only a new dis^
count system, under which a sponsor will get a 10% kickback on his
yearly billings if he remains on the
It’s exair for a full 52 weeks.
pected that CBS and DuMont will
Switchover of Worthington L.
offer the sanie discount and that
(Tony) Miner from CBS to NBC- ABC will reprise its I2Vfc% freTV is expected to spark a realign- quency discount for a 52 -week adment of affiliation among other vertiser that it had in force in
key men within the director-pro- 1951.
Webs are basing their tighter
ducer ranks. The presence of Alex summertime sales plans oh facts
Segal within the CBS Madison ave., they have compiled on the sponsors
N. Y. confines last Week has al- which Stayed through the summer
ready occasioned reports that the last year.
Ratings on many of
director of ABC’s "Celanese Thea- their shows either remained steady
tre” may be in the throes of a ro- through the summer, or actually
mance with the Columbia hierachy. rose. This, according to the webs,
Acquisition of Segal would be a disproves
formerly-accepted
the
feather in CBS’ cap, particularly in theory that, since it’s impossible
the wake of the Miner desertion. As to take a TV receiver to the beach
last,
year’s direotor of “Pulitzer or on a picnic, TV ratings must
Prize Playhouse” and this season’s automatically dip during the sum“Celanese” Segal has moved into mer.
In addition, the nets have
the front ranks of TV directors
(Continued on ‘page 48)
With some of the more qualitative
dramatic presentations on video.
His present contract with ABC is
said to be close to the expiration
tives for this

newals.
This would indicate Ed Noble-Bob Kintner & Co’s ability to pull out of any crucial

There has been more or less of
an unwritten law among the networks over the years not to raid
executive talent, It has happened in
some rare instances, however, The
switch of allegiance of Manic Sacks
from CBS to RCA-NBC was one notable instance in recent years.
While the Miner shifting was
strictly initiated by the producer

Status in Doubt
Cluett-Peabody’s “Herb Shriner
on ABC-TV
currently
Show,”
Thursday nights at 9 p.m., may be
switched to a new time period on
the web or to another network at
the end of its current cycle next

himself, after failing to resolve a
financial’ deal with Columbia,
recognized, however, that it
may precipitate of wave of intra“tradings” and executive
trade
jockeying.

new

month.

it’s

&

Agency

for the account,

Young

Rubicam, feels that the rating*
which hovers around a 16.0 Nielsen, doesn’t reflect the show’s true
potentialities. It’s figured that the
heavy competition from Esso's
Alan Young stanza on CBS-TV,
which had the advantage of starting the previous season, has held

WJZ-TV CASUALTIES

down

Shriner’s

audience.

NBC-

TV’s alternating Chesterfield shows,
especially “Dragnet,” are also credited with keeping Shriner’s rating
down.
While C-P is. considering a move,
it also figures that it may not be
wise to change in the middle of the
one
berg can figure importantly in bowing off.
season and thus may keep the airer
making “deals.”
in the spot for another 13 weeks.
The local show “Solo Drama,”
Outside of a report by -Rose on a 15-minuter, will exit tomorrow Show is reported doing an excelfilms in- relation to TV, he has not (Thurs.) after its run for Regens lent sales job for Arrow shirts,
with Shriner’s commercials, using
been, consulted. He was asked to lighters.
MacLevy’s studio’s "Enwrite an analysis on the future chanted Well,” 30-minuter, was to films of the C-P plant interspersed
getting
of vidpix in TV programming. This have left Saturday (9) but the show with zany silent film clips,
a high degree of audience response.
was submitted to NBC president may get a last-minute reprieve.
Joseph H. McConnell some time
Station is signing on 45 minutes
ago.
later in the .morning; with “Break- COL.
SET AS
fast Theatre” starting at 9:45 inEd and Pegeen Fitzstead of 9.
CBS-TV
gerald, who had been in the 10 a.m.
SET SALES
PHILLY
Columbia Records, a whollystrip, are dropping to 5 p.m. cross|

,

RECORDS

NEWS SPONSOR

TV

OFF 43% IN 1951

Philadelphia, Feb. 12.
Show currently is sponsored only
Official figures compiled by the
by Procter & Gamble, which has Electrical Association of PhilaWander Co., etc.
the 1:15 to 1:30 period on Tuesdelphia show 208,650 receivers sold
days and Thursdays. Web will autoin this area during 1951, a decline
matically cancef the pact with P&G
from 364,233 television
Friedman
when the show folds, with the time of 43%
After a long siege of hospitaliza- On all stations which have carried sets sold during 1950.
* lon
Hal Friedman, NBC-TV pro- the shOw to be turned back to
Only two months last year
ducer, returned this
week from a them. Allen, who’s under contract topped the figures of the previous
two-week. rest cure at
Boca Raton, to CBS, will continue as emcee of year, January, 1951, which showed
the Saturday night “Songs for 34,329 sets sold compared to 23,970
e
work pronto on the Sale” and may also have another the previous year; and November
,._^
ming
“pagniar’s
daytime show in a different time With 25,880 sets in 1951, as com:
Canteen”
h?f?i
naif
-hour video display.
pared with 25,871 in 1950.
slot built around him.

s ente(

.

.

CUE ROSTER REVAMP

1951 billings Of $68,784,773.
According to John Karol, CBS
sales veepee, the new
business
proves that the country’s advertisers are reaffirming their faith in
radio’s sales effectiveness.
Sales

* Irr

1NDEF

re-

STEVE ALLEN DAYTIME

total

~9

Before

Status of two showmen in the
future looms uncertain
be permitted to -lapse.
One is Billy Rose, whose 18-month
pact will cost NBG. $150,000, and
the other is former Paramount
Studio production veepee Henry
In the wake of the ABC econoGinsberg, Who is currently in New
York to further clarify his duties. my moves, WJZ-TV, the web’s Video
Latter may be utilized more im- flagship in Gotham, is revamping
portantly if and when NBC engages
Shift also inCBS-TV, unable to clear a in any vidpix production activities its program schedule.
cludes sustained replacement for
sufficient number of stations for
wherein a Hollywood vet like Ginslocal sponsor casualty who is

CBS

*

It

the economy moves were part of a
periodic pruning, such as other
Howchains regularly perform.
date.
ever, it’s figured in the trade that

network

ported that Burnett billings now
radio has chalked up almost approximate $43,000,000, making it
$15,500,000 in gross annual billings one of the nation’s kingpin operasince the first of the year in either tions.

'

*We Did

Those

the-board.

owned subsidiary

Evening changes, which go into
effect Feb. 18, include cancellation
of “Bar Seven Ranch” and substi-

enter

tution of “Cartoon Capers,” Tuesday and Thursday at 6:30 p. m.;
Tommy Henrich, whose threeweekly 10-minute sports show is
nixed, takes over Regens' 7:15 p.m.
time;. “What’s. Playing?” the film

show with Maggi McNellis,
expands cross-the-board at 6:45
Theatre,” with film
“Nightcap
p.m
features, will be inserted Monday,
Thursday
at 11:10
Tuesday and
p. m.

('trailer

;

television

month, v/hen

it

of

CBS,

will re-

advertising this
takes over spon-

sorship of CBS-TV’s “Doug Edwards and the News” show Tuesevenings.
Thursday
and
day
Agency is McCann-Erickson.
Edwards’ Show is aired cross-theboard from 7:30 to 7:45 p.m. Oldsmobile had bankrolled the entire
•series, but decided recently to drop
the Tuesday and Thursday segments because of Government-imposed cutbacks in car production.
It’s expected that the diskery. will
bow Into the show Feb. 26*

26
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mmm a

Establish shot

Directions

and

Script Outline for Mr. Television

medium

.

on Camera

fact that television

Camera

*

is

1

:

Berle reiterating

today the most profitable

for advertising ever evolved.

«

Move

in for close-up: or

In the

automotive

field

Hold on close-up; Texaco gained a

one super example

94%

customer increase with viewers of “that show"

.

it

sponsors.

...

A

+

Cut to close-up, Camera 2: And

in

today's

daytime TV, there's a great new opportunity
for advertisers

— at a low,

who want

low budget.

those extra customers

Zoom on Camera

— the

startling

revoluti

1: It's

“TODAY"

morning operation

izing television's

that's

daytime position.

«

i«i
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Hold on close-up: That dollar for dollar
it delivers more audience . . . more customers
.

.

.

and more

results than any, other

Dissolve to

37%

means

Camera

sales increase

3:

Take the

among

viewers for

TV-advertised packaged goods

all

—

of advertising.

Move

in

on Camera

2: Another fact?

There are one-third more

TV viewers reached

per dollar today than a year ago.

Fade

to

Camera

3: Today,

TV

delivers

i

t
1

8.6 extra Customers ,per dollar in the evening,

/--1

8.7

in

daytime.

*
*

:

f
»

The sales

facts noted here are taken

from "Television Today/*

the remarkable study which will influence your advertising

plans for years to come. Copies available from
t

NBC-TV

Sales.

Poserby Mr.

Television.

!
P

Photography by Philippe Halsman.
Sponsorship opportunities on

"TODAY" and a

few more shows, program segments, and time periods
are

now

available. Contact

NBC-TV

Cut to long shot: And of course, it's on NBC—
where advertisers get the biggest stars on the
biggest shows .. .the biggest audiences to The

network ,,

.

for the biggest results*

The network where success

is

a habit

Sales.

-•

+
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Jackie Gleason Fund
Arthur Murray appeared
on DuMont’s Cavalcade of Stars
Mrs.

Friday (8) to present Jackie Gleason with $10,000 which he was
donating to the National Amputation Foundation. The 10G is part

Professional Training Program
the American Theatre Wing is
stepping up its curriculum in television to help thespers, hoofers,
singers and. other talent from legit,
vaude, radio and pix make the
.

NAF

Sears Back in Network

Gleason’s honor.

Radio With LBS Shows
Feb. 12.

Dallas,

transition to video..
Sears, Roebuck Co. will launch
The Wing, of which Helen
is prexy, recently took over a series of two new sponsored fiver
programs over Liberty
a green-tiled four- lory building a-week
on West 48th St., N. Y., as its Broadcasting System beginning
Monday
Broad(18), James H. Foster,
off
schoolhouse
green
“little

Hayes

LBS

unique academy
It’,
a
way.”
which blends the scholarly atmosphere ol' a Notre Dame or Dart-,
mouth with the show biz aura of
the Lambs or the Twelfth Night
During “breaks” students
C'ub.
gab about last ight’s legit opening, or a tele preejn with the. same
collegians Mondayweekthe
grid Gcimcs.
any classes in TV have actors
{
ith sneers.
-nfr'
s-'de- s v-s 'de

production

dances,
agency

'

scrip.ters,

wo rk.
Westbrook Van Voorhis will be
heard Monday through Friday in
an early evening slot, while Frank-

that

vidity

loming-quarterback

i

executive v,p. announced. This
mark the first time in more
than 15 years that Sears will be
using radi
over $ national" riet-

will

.

!
'

i

I

etc.;

the pooling of experience
•i'tlj
giving students a many-sided view
61 the medium. Dancer Bob Fosse,
for example, has taken courses in
straight acting which he feels, bus
helped /projec* his TV routines
com ic Howard Morris, of N BC

Washington, Fet?. 12.
The Federal Communications
lin
Kennedy, singer, will air a
is losing some of its
Commission
morning stanza cross the board.
Van Voorhis and his news com- best staffers, and broadcasting cirWhether the
wondering
are
meriting :wiIL originate irom^New cles
York, while Kennedy will be piped agency’s operations will suffer,,
particularly at this time when a
LBS' Dallas headquarters.
“land rush” of TV applications is
imminent.
So far, because of
necessity for economy duq.to budgvacancies have been
et cuts,

“Your

Show

of

Shows”

in the TV seminar; and
Detroit, Feb. 12;
Ed Kean, who' writes for “Howdy
Dr.
Lee M. Thurston, State
Doody,” brought in kincs of the superintendent of public instrucfor analysis, by his. class- tion, proposed to the State Legislastanz
male.
ture that it spend $15,000 to surDance Fundamentals
vey the possibilities of an educaPTP director Charles Vance has tional television network in. Michiadded courses covering video to gan.
dance and theatre
music,
the.
“Television may be the greatest
branches, besides those in the ra- educational development since the
dio-television division.. For exam- invention of the printing press,’’
ple, the spring term, which kicks he said. His estimate of the cost
off March 10, will add a course in of a statewide educational network
choreography for theatre and tele was $3,000,000. It could be opertaught by Anna Sokolow, who in ated at a cost of less than two cents
addition to her Broadway work a person per year, he estimated.
the Ford
r
has. teevee ev.: dit's
Dr.. Thurston made the proposal
and Jack Carson shows. Differ- alter hearing representatives of the
ences in choreography for the stage University of Michigan, WayjrTe
and for the image orthicons will Univ. and Michigan State College
be stressed., Further, there will be praise the benefits of educational
classes in dance fundamentals lor TV.
actors and singers and in music fog
Garnet Garrison, of the Univerthe dancer -and choreographer, plus sity of Michigan, said its program
and individual instruction over WWJ-TV, was one of the
•lass
with such instructors as Martha' first college courses offered over
Graham, Hanya Holm, Jose Limon, television.
Between 2,000 and
Charles Weidman, the Ballet Arts 2,500 persons have enrolled,, and
Studio, Ernest Carlos and Kath- Garrison said there were many
erine Dunham.
thousand other viewers.
section,
radio-television
The
“These programs have a greater
headed up by Lou Dropkin, in- audience than some commercial
cludes a TV seminar covering the shows,” lie said. “We hope
to have
field with, guest lecturers such as
our own station. We are getting
Ritt,. Charles
Fred Coe., Marti
equipment for it now."
Holden, Dr. Herman Peter Adler
Paul Richard, of Wayne UniverContinued on page 48)
sity, said liis school has applied for
a TV license and already is producing
educational
programs over
WJBK-TV. "We have not yet
Eisenhower Garden Rally
bought any equipment, but the
Airing Cost Backers 20G; Board of Education and the university undoubtedly will provide a sta-

studied

’

'

<

.

we

tion if
lie

18)

cost

Parts or

all

of the pickup

circuits

on

Washington, Feb.

12.

^National Assn, of Radio, and TV
Broadcasters acquired “two more
TV members last week, bringing
82 of the nation’s 108 stations withof the rally, repeatedly asserted
in the trade organization fold. Reduring the show that the Garden
joining ot the ARC video netwas jammed; .iUwas later learned

TV webs

j

in 'Y^^k .“pkls-. -.all
ll
associatlo 1,
of- 5 ^'
J
1

in

’

McCrary’s
the top balconies.
New inembers are the PJnlco
ficc* attributed this, hd\yever, tp the.
confusion, at the Garden, resulting
affiliate, and
in. Clevecrowd
clear
out
efforts
tp
the
from
own e
le
nlpi l e ^ 01
which, had paid its way in for the
?
i
£.
,
j
m
nu
qt rer
0^
night
fights,
adV
regular Friday
in
PP'J,
f
v
in
Ngw-.
Rochelle,,
J^arjslo^uers
ctftion, several of the out-of-state
N; Y. Latter station
affiliated
the
'delegates were standing
aisles, which left some seats open.
.
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^

WXEL

j
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*
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i
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i
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|

of sho\v biz persotialitics slated to appdar *at, the 'shindig

reportedly complained about the
treatment handed them by thp
Garden staff when they tried to
enter the building^ with several of
them being miffed enough to leave.
ll!

(Continued on page 47)
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Plotkin, assistant general counsel,
to join the firm of Arnold, Fortas
Porter, and Jack Blume, an ex-

&

aminer. to hold down the Washington office of the New York law
firm of Fly, Shuebruk & Blume.
It is

anticipated that other

FCC

lawyers will leave in the coming
months, as Washington law firms
expand to handle JTV business.

>

to accept a. similar position
statidh'in7 Whfehi'nglort, D. C.

at

,

1

,

a

Yen

JG’s Personality

Of Disk Jocks Pays Off
Seattle,

ging a
all

new

Feb- 12.
here is plug
pitch locally, with over-

KING

station policy of featuring disk

jockey personalities. Idea
tainly not new in radio, but
here.

Mpst

local stations

.

.

the emotions
rather than to reason. Frequently,;
they have dramatized their argument with'distorted pictures of the
true nature of Transit broadcasting
The use of such catch
phrases as ’captive' audience’ and
‘forced listening’ with reference to
broadcasts, which are implied to
be unreasonably loud and replete
with -tasteless advertising and bad
music, is only one example of this
practice.
The implications from
these phrases and characterizations
led the (lower) court to assume
.
that Transit passengers are inevitably forced to listen to Transit
Radio whether they want to or
not.”
'Actually, declare WWDG, et al.,
the Transit broadcast service is
“unobtrusive” in every respect,
and the evidence shows that “passengers can normally ignore it if
they wish to.”
Broadcasts are
played at low volume, the brief
adds, and commercials are limited
to a maximum of six minutes per
.

.

to

.

.

As Block Programming

By

ment.
While Tex McCrary, Co-Chairman

Number

.

the
were thinned by the resignations of Harry their objections

other

to

campus.

the
expects

•'

..

i

,

of Michigan
programs are piped

NARTB PACTS TWO
MORE TV STATIONS

including N. Y.’s WNBT, plus
the web’s N. Y. radio flagship!
WNBC, at a total time cost of
Remaining $6,000 went
$14,000.
unions
lor talent, whose
demanded they receive scale pay-

:

months

AM

Indie station

lets,

were some empty seats

Bill Williams,

.

March, he
MSC to have
kinescope equipment to produce
sound films for rebroadcast.

it

to

from Madison Sq. Garden, N., Y.,
were carried on 13 NBC video out-

tiiere

creased appropriations.”
It’s
pected the agency will have 1,000
TV. applications before it when
processing operations
"begins
it

New show will Replace the gabcast from Howie’s, Sixth Avenue
restaurant, currently handled by

*

Hunter,

TV

buildings

porters a total of $20,000 in talent

date.

by-

1

are assigned a channel,

over controlled

the general’s sup-

and production charges, making
the biggest political time buy

lifted

who took over two
ago from Sam Gyson. around June 1.
In transmitting the Commission ’s
Howfe’s bows out March 6.
Turkus co-authored the tome, 17th annual report. Coy advised
“Murkier, Inc.,” with Sid F edder, Congress, he “cannot emphasize too
strongly the fact that, because of
reduced appropriations and consequent loss of manpower, the
Commission cannot take care pf its
regular functions, not to mention
filled.
duties added by the national deLatest in a series of resignations
fense program.” He said “there is a
occurred last week when Max
mounting backload Of work in variGoldman, assistant general counsel
ous categories which seriously afip charge of litigation, quit to befects the economy pf the Various
come director of the Office of Tax
communications industries and, in
Washington,. Feb. 12.
Exemption of the Government of
Arguments on the constitutional fact, the economy of the country
Puerto Rico. Goldman, who has
generally.”
been the agency’s wheelliorse in ity of Transit Radio will be hea^rd
RepPrt, which reviews operations
defending Commission decisions in by the Supreme Court March 3, and for the fiscal year ending June 30,
the courts, has been with FQC since the outcome should decide whether 1951, shows that the agency had a
1941, except for*. a one-year period
the music-as-you-ride service will staff of 4,205 at that date, or 80
when he was law clerk to Judge
less than the year previous. Budget
Learned ;Hand of the U. S. Second go out of the window in 20 cities, for the 1951 fiscal year was $6,or be continued and expanded to 600,000, which was $130,000 less
Circuit Court of Appeals.
than the year before.
Also lost to the agency during other communities.
Appeal is from a decision of the
the week was George MacGlain,
Radio Upbeat
attorney in the Office of the Gem U. S;; Court of Appeals of the DisGrowth of television and develeral Counsel, who resigned to be- trict of Columbia, which upheld the opments in subscription and theacome assistant general counsel of contention of Transit Riders Assn., tre TV are reflected in the report,
the National Security Resources a local group, that passengers on along with a vast increase in the
trolleys and buses should not be de- use pf radio, industry estimate of
Board.
Recently, Parker Hancock, who prived of the right “not to listen.” 14,500,000 TV receivers in use as of
In a brief filed with the high Nov. 1, and starting of 108th TV
was chief of the important Office
of
Formal Hearing Assistants, tribunal last week,, station WWDG, station on Sept. 30, are noted in a
where a staff of lawyers and en- which supplies the TR broadcasts, section on events subsequent to
gineers turns out Commission deci- joined with the Capital Transit Co. end of fiscal year.
Commission reported the numsions, resigned to join the Wash- and the Public Utilities Commisstations in the country
ington law. firm of Hogan & Hart- sion in urging that the lower court ber of
at end of the fiscal year at 2,385, a
decision
be
set
aside,
on
ground
son,
82
gain
of
over
the previous year,
Another vacancy was created that use of the radio by a common
when Dwight W. Doty resigned as carrier docs hot invade rights of and number of FM’s at 659, a loss
of
73,
chief of. tile Renewal and Transfer passengers.
Agerjcy noted an increase from
Opposition to the TR programs,
Division of the Broadcast Bureau,
82 to 95 in non-commercial FM stato join the Washington law firm of the brief declares, “originated with
tions,
and pointed out that no edusmall
group of people
a
who
Haley, McKenna and Wilkinson.
more often than not have directed cational FM outlet “having onee
Previously,
ranks

added.

“Eisenhower Bandwagon Rally”
Armand
show simulcast on NBC last Friday State, said
night.

12.

With the

Burton Turkus

.

'

TV’s

Washington, Feb.

TV freeze due to be
month’s end, the FCC
advised Congress last week that it
Signs as Late-Nite Gabber needs money to handle its growing
Burton Turkus, ex-chief assistant workload* The situation, agency
D.A.. for Kings County (Brook- said, affects communication induslyn) who broke up the Murder, tries involved, which includes telInc., mob, is slated to enter the evision.
post-midnight gab sweepstakes via
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy said
WJZ, N. Y. He’s due to originate recently that authorizations for TV
from the Sherbrooke, Park Avenue stations “will not be too fast in
eatery, with a midnight to 3 a. in. coming out” unless the. Commisstanza, starting the second week sion is reinforced by “greatly inin March.

Murray charity fund.
Is' naming a special rehaEx-D.A.
bilitation and prosthetic fund in

of a

«jf

is

cer-

is

new

have

al-

.

ways featured some personalities,
rather quietly; but such featuring
is the exception and has not been
done before
overall station

started programming on the air,
has yet been deleted.”
Report disclosed a continued i
crease in the agency’s investigative
work, resulting from new adaptations of radio and mounting purchases of TV receivers. During the •
fiscal year the Commission handled
9,652
complaints
regarding licensed, unlicensed, unidentified or
unknpwn stations, or sources of radio interference.
These included surreptitious use
of radio at race tfacks. to ‘‘beat the
bookies,” and illegal TV stations
providing “bootleg” programs to
communities in non-TV areas.
'

‘Voice’ Should

Beam More

Religious Airers Behind

Iron Curtain: Considine
Albahiy, Feb.. 12.

More religious broadcasts should
be beamed by the “Voice of

America” to countries behind the
As to the question of passengers
being distracted by the broadcasts, Iron Curtain, Bob Considine, INS
the brief points to testimony be- byliner and network commentator,
policy.
fore the PUC that the hearing of declared in an' address (7) at the
Hal Davis,, program, director of the programs “is a matter of the annual dinner of Fort Orange
KING, believes that the day of the working of the mind ” and that a Council, Boy Scouts of America^
straight music station is over; that person “can differentiate between in the Ten EyCk Hotel ballroom
listeners will follow personalities, sounds or can get used to a sound here.
“A great many of the
So, since taking over a$ program or put it out of his, mind.”
people behind the Iron Curtain are
director last September he has forinherently
we must
religious;
lowed a consistent policy of fea” he exwater that dying vi
turing disk jockeys i
block prpplained*
graniming. Davis Says it is paying
Mass. Protestant and Jewish
off, too. with better public acceptChicago, Feb. 12.
services were, suggested by Conance, higher ratings and better
Total of 19 auto manufacturers sidine, who said the “Voice” “lacks
programs.
have joined fprees to bankroll a something.”
He also, advocated
Currently KING is on the air two-hour telecast on WGN-TV of the radio appearance of refugees
with "21. hours of music, sports the opening ceremonies, of. the an- and escapees from behind the Iron
and news each day,” with.d, j. per- nual Chi Automobile show Satur- Curtain countries, to tell their lissonalities responsible for about 16 day (16).
The Chi Trib station is teners ‘‘what America is really
hours of that time.
assigning seven cameras to cover like.”
Radios (small) should be
Headed by Davis himself, who the International Amphitheatre dropped into those countries, Condoes an early morning stint of an event;
sidine added.
hour, both Seattle veteran broadHe warned that the U. S. must
Jack Brickhouse will do the comcasters and new personalities are mentary with Richard Liesehdahl hurry/if it is to win the propaganda
\irof*
J ihikl
111
featured.
in change; of thfe teledabt,
.
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STABLE

(Feb. 13,23)

the lineup of hour-long dramatic shows on th
laj or television networks during the next 10 days:

Following

is

Feb 13
Kraft TV Theatre (NBC—9 to 10 p.m.). “The Skin Game,” by
John Galsworthy. With Tom Helmore, Fred Tozere, Rita Vale,
Richard Newton.
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse (ABC—10 to 11 p m ). “Hill 346,” by
With Philip
Marguerite Higgins, adapted by Norman Lessing.
Bourneuf, Philip Coolidge, Vaughn Tay Ion
’

Feb. 15
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS—9 to 10 p.m.), “Fifty Grand,”
by Ernest Hemingway. With Dane Clark.
Feb. 17
Goodyear TV Playhouse (NBC—9 to 10 p.m.). “Crown of ShadUsigli,
adapted by, Geoffrey Kean. With Felici
ows,” by Rudolfo
Monteleagre, Edmond Purdbm, Harry Andrews.

Feb. 18

—

Johnson's Wax Program (NBC 9:30 to 10:30 p.m;). “Sheppey,”
by Somerset Maugham, adapted by Denis Green. With Geraldi
Fitzgerald, Robert Coote, Melville Cooper.
Studio One (CBS -10 to 11 p.m.). “Success Story,” by Donald
Robinson, adapted by Howard Merrill. With Harry Townes.
Feb. 20
Kraft TV Theatre (NBC—9 to 10 p.m ).
“The Mollusc,” by
Hubert Henry Davies.
Celanese Theatre (ABC—10 to 11 p.m.). ‘‘The Petrified Forest,”
by Robert E. Sherwood. With David. Niven; Kim Hunter, Lloyd
Gough, Dan Matthews.

—

.Feb, 22
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS—9 to 10 p.m.).
“World So
Wide,” by Sinclair Lewis, adapted by Arnold Schulman. With Nina
Foch, Charlton Heston.

Washington, Feb.

,12.

Although
it
disclaims
any
minous intentions, the Federal Florida Citrus Assn, Buys
Communications Commission is
keeping at least one eye on proToday’ Cross-the-Board
gramming operations of its TV licNBC-TV has picked up its first
ensees. This was evidenced when the
sponsor /for its
agency had before it recently the cross-the-board
early morning, two-hour “Today”
largest batch—78—of renewal apshow. Client is the Florida Citriis
plications filed in the short hisAssn., which has purchased a fivetory of the medium. Inasmuch as
TV licenses must be renewed an- minute, five-times-a-week segment.
Citrus purchase brings total numnually, and some stations bn the
air have not yet graduated from ber, of “Today” sponsors to seven
the “permittee” class, it will be Others include the Kiplinger maganother two years before all 108 azine, Excel-O (milk containers),
TV stations come up for consid- KenWell Paint,, Curtis Publishing
Co., Anahist and Doeskin Products.
eration at the regular renewal
In addition to the network sales,
time, which, is Jan. 31.

NBC
which are allocated
Because of its preoccupation
five-minute segments each halfwith daily deliberations to work
hoiir for local sale, report sizeable
out the final avocation plan for liftchunks of billings.
ing the TV freeze, the Commission
was not able to give too much attention to the renewal applications,
which include the programming log
for a composite week of 1951.
year ago, when 44 licenses came
up, the agency gave all the regular
one-year renewal, but announced
it would hold a public conference
to discuss TV broadcasting problems “from the viewpoint of the
public, the Commission, and industry.” That conference is still in
the future.
Chicago, Feb. 12.
‘Unfair* Renewals
Perhaps one of the strongest
This year, the agency renewed
arguments for the continued vital(for one year) 52 of the 78 appliGaity of metropolitan radio, despite
tion§ before it, and for a variety
the presence of four healthy and
.(Continued on page 49)
competing video stations, is being
supplied here by WBBM; The H.
Leslie Atlass Chi CBS operation,
often claimed the most lucrative of
the web's owned-and-operated lineup, is currently running at a peak
local business level.

A

A

study of the present weekday

m

log shows that between 5:50 a
and 11:35 p.m., Mondays through
Fridays, there are only two fiveminute segments of station time
without a bankrolled There’s been
a marked January upbeat, that’s
practically put the station in the
SRO status during the week.
Figured at gross card rate and
Without including frequency, and
other standard discounts, the curlocal biz for the above
rent
daily period comes to an annual
gross of just under $2,000,000.
That's not including station break
revenue ,, post-1 1:35 p.m. income,
weekend, coin or revenue derived
fEpm the still significant roster of
.

Washington, Feb.

12.

Forcasting. ah adequate supply
of equipment for 140 new TV stations to be authorized by the FCC
soon after the freeze is lifted, the
Radio - Television
.Manufacturers
Assn, sees 22 of the outlets on the
ir this year.

A

study by an

RTMA

committee

finds that 28 TV transmitters have
already been delivered to prospective telecastbrs; that another 20
are in factory inventories, and that
materials are assured for 154 in
production,
Current allocations

network building and. studio op- day’s meeting Of manufacturers
working under Gen. Ly- with tlie National Production Auman Munson, NBC veepee and di- thority*.
vision. Playhouse,”
the Monday
Although NPA made no commitrector of TV operations,
night Robert Montgomery-producHennig started at ABC eight years ments as to what action it will take,
ed series, and the Wednesday night
an indication that the order will bo
ago,
an
assistant
treasurer,
then
“Kraft Television Theatre,”
moved over as business manager rescinded or rewritten, was seen in
As result, NBC is contemplating of the tele web and, recently took the agency’s statement that, it rea
far-reaching and ambitious on the production managership, gards color TV as “not a now prodscheme which, in effect, will estab- succeeding Charles Holden, when, uct but merely an adaptation of
lish a permanent roster of actors,
the latter became national execu- an existing product which should
writers and /other talent facets,
producer.
be niade, if permitted, within the
tive
being

Sunday, night Philco-

the

Goodyear jointly-sponsored

“Tele-;

will also provide for
studi
equipment

1

antennas and
requirements sponsored CBS airers.
through 'the middle of 1953, the
The actual weekday gross income
committee reports;
figures out to $38,000 for homeBy using' existing structures and town biz. That's $1,976,000 on a 52buildings, the committee says, re- week basis. Add to this the netquirements for construction mate- work intake and. the station break
:

.

^Cqntiriued on,, page 45)

j

.V. |
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erations,

x

:

under exclusive contract

Over

NBC

to

year's span, involving
of their talents on
four-show rotating basis.
a.

utilization

Although each of the four dramatic shows will have an identity
and individuality of its own, as exemplified by the stylized contribuof Miner as opposed to
Montgomery or Fred Coe on “Television Playhouse;” this, in the
opinion of NBC, doesn’t preclude
the possibility of pacting performers end writers on a longterm and
Pointing up again the new trend
exclusive' basis* Who could move
of national TV advertisers to trim
into any of the four productions
costs by cutting shows to a halfas casting-script needs dictate.
hour or following the alternate
While,, for example, Miner, Cbe
week route, both Schlitz and Reand Montgomery, as does J. Walter gent
Thompson on behalf of “Kraft ing clgarets are currently mullthe advisability of such plans.
Television Theatre,” have their
own stable of major TV scriptefs, Schlitz now has the “Playhouse of
Stars” each Friday night oil CBStions

NBC is more concerned with pact- TV from 9 to
10, wliiie Regent
ing potentially promising writers
bankrolls “Cameo Theatre” weekas future guarantees for the four
shows.
Unlike Miner, Coe and ly Sunday, nights on NBC-TV from
,

Montgomery

dramatic programs,
Kraft is not a “house package,”
being- produced
by the JWT
agency. As result, the NBC scheme
Will necessitate whipping the Kraft
agency into line on the plan.

10:30 to 11.

Schlitz, as a once-weekly, hour
show, has the choice of either alBeer outfit is set on
ternative.
present
its
schedule,
however,
through th'1 end. of the season in
June, so will probably not start

new setup until the start of the
1952-53 season in September. Renow with a half-hour show,
may go alternate weeks at expiration of its present cycle.
That
would leave NBC with the job of
either finding another bankroller
to pick up the weeks dropped by
Regent, or else coming up with
an entirely new show on those alternate weeks.
Reason for the cutbacks, of course,
is TV’s steadily-mounting production costs. Advertisers setting their
video budgets at the start of each
season claim their production and/
or time costs may rise several
thousand dollars per week by the
season’s close, over and above any
escalator clauses which may take;
effect at each renewal period. Networks; recognizing that fact, are
cooperating as much as possible by
providing the alternate week sponsors with some form of trailer
identification for the week that
they are not represented on a
show.
Majority of the advertisers seeking the skip-a-week buys have l?een
those on the. hour-long dramatic
shows, Robert Montgomery’s Monday night show on NBC, for example, is now bankrolled alternate stanzas by Lucky Strike and
Johnson’s Wax, while ABC’s Wednesday night “Celanese Theatre”
rotates with Frigidaire’s “Pulitzer
Prize Playhouse.” On the time
trimming side* General Electric
recently cut its Fred Waring show
Sunday nights on CBS down from
Numa full hour to 30 minutes.
ber of shows with participating
sponsors, sUch as NBC’s “Kukla,
Fran Sc Ollie” and “Goldbergs,”
represent another method of trimming costs for the advertisers and
making room for the smallerbudgeted sponsors.
its

gent,

With 3-Part ‘Gynt’ Next
NBC-TV

will

kick

oflf

long-

its

pending “Operation Frontal Lobe”
next Monday night (18) with a
special show on its “Lights Out”
series tying in with Eye Bank For
Sight Restoration, Inc.
Program
will precede by six days the first
stanza of a three-part; “Peer Gynt"
series, which is to be presented

on “Cameo Theatre” and which
was originally slated as. the initial
“Frontal Lobe” show\
“Lobe” idea, conceived by NBC
video

chief

Sylvester

L.,

(Pat)

Weaver, would have each of the
sponsors

devote a
certain number of shows each season to a specially-produced educaWhile
tional or cultural theme.
there have been individual shows
on some regularly-sponsored series
regular

web’s

which might have fallen into that
category* the “Lights Out" stanza
will be the first on NBC to be so
designated. No mention is to be

made

of “Frontal Lobe” as such,
but the show will have a specific
a
educational theme, staged
semi-documentary dramatic presentation.

Show

will

be

titled

“Eyes from

and will star
Fraricisco”
Mitchell, with Steve Hill
featured. As explained by “Lights”

San

Thomas

(Continued on page 48)

Kaland to Replace Pack

As

WNEW Pgm. Director

.

Successor to Dick Pack, WNEW,
N. Y„ program director, who moves
over soon to a similar post at
WNBT, N. Y,, is William J, Kaland. ‘Greatest Story’ Gets
last
Kaland, who joined
Test Feb. 24
Live
(~May as continuity chief, was re-,
Goodyear tire, which had expericently made manager of the .indie’s
two
filmed tele verdewith
production
mented/
and
combined script
partments. He’s a former scripter sions of its ABC “Greatest Story
Whiteman
“Paul
in
its
Told”
Ever
and
was
for Young Sc Rubicam
news editor Of WHOM, Jersey Revue” time slot,., will try a live
show
the
of
in Whiteproduction
City; and filled various production
spots with NBC, CBS and Gotham man’s 7 p.m. period Feb. 24.
Babette
by
directed
will
be
Show
meanwhile is lookindies.
ing for a chief writer and produc- Heiiry with the usual production

WNEW

TV

,

WNEW

1

tion

manager

to replace .binvi

,

t

limits of existing qllotments for
radio and, TV receivers.”
It’s considered doubtful in view
shortage
of
fractional,
the
of
motors, that the agency will allocate materials to permit manufacture of disk-driven color sets
’

a
a

,

WBBM

12.

.

,

affiliates

Washington, Feb.

•f

When Worthington L, (Tony)
Revocation, of; Order M-Q0 banMiner moves over to NBC from
ning production of color TV equipBob Hennig to NBC-TV
CBS and launches his “Studio
ment, or at least a .modification'
Bob
Hennig,
ABC-TV
production
Miner” (working. title), it will give
permitting theatre tint TV, is exthe network four major hour-long manager, lias been lured over to pr-cted here as the result, of Fridramatic showcases, the others NBC-TV. He’ll be manager of TV

/staff

qfi.

Jhfc, IWVhitem^n

i

irgr,

;

which CBS-Columbia had begun to
when the equipment
produce
freeze was imposed last, October.

Whether NPA will allow sets to be
niade with the Lawrence tri-color
tube, as requested by Paramount,
will, depend on a determination Of
the effect of such production on
supply of electronic engineers for
defense needs.
NPA meeting, presided; Over by
,

deputy adini istrator H. B. McCoy,
precipitated another row between
RCA board chairman David Sarnoff and CBS proxy Frank Stanton
over the merits Of the rival sysBarney Balaban, Par proxy,-:
in behalf of Chromatic
Television Labs, Inc., in which Par
has a 50% interest, concentrated
his fire on repealing the order.
‘No Defensible Basis'
Balaban told McCoy “there is no
defensible basis for M-90,” and
that the order is so sweeping as to
bar manufacture of color TV sets
“even if they used less material’'
tham black and white sets.
“I can say flatly/’ said Balaban,
"that Chromatic has developed the
Lawrence (tri-color) tube to the
point whefe a set with that tube
in it can produce a black and white
or color picture, and yet uses no
other materials than are utilized
in any black and White TV set,”
However, he said, the order does
tems.

who spoke

:

(Continued on page 48)

Several other sponsors of Arthur
Godfrey’s CBS morning radio show

may

follow Lever Bros, into the
simulcast route, led off by Pillsbury. According to CBS-TV sales
sponsors
execs, all Godfrey’s
were impressed with the 12.5 rating hung up by Lever on the first
week of its quarter-hour simulcast,
and they now want to get in While
the TV times opposite their radio
time is still available on the web.
Pillsbury, it’s been learned, is
planning a test kinescoping of its
10:30 to 10:45 block bn the GodThat time is already
frey show.
occupied oil the video web by. General Mills and Hudson Paper for
“Bride and Groom.” As a result,
if the web decides to open the time
to Pillsbury, it Will be forced to
do considerable juggling of. its.

AM

;

morning

schedule.,

Same

situation

obtains for the rest of the God-*
frey shoW, which is aired cross-theboard on radio frbm 10 to 11:30
a.m.
New Al Pearce show from the
Coast, for example, preemed on
CBS-TV Monday (1) from 10:45 to
any further Godfrey
If
11:30.
simulcast sales are made, a new
time will have to be found for
Pearce, whose show is still sustaining.

It’s

considered

extremely

doubtful that CBS would contemplate any shift in the time of Godfrey’s .show on AM, sineb it has
Created and established its. present
audience over a long period of
.

|years;r

i

>

I

Every soaring

statistic

shown

here applies to year-end:

December,

*51 vs.

December, *50

-rand no other network can

match any of them.

Significantly,

10% more advertisers are
starting the

us than

new year with

we had aboard a year

ago—but Mister PLUS has

the

most commodious programbasket

iff

history. That’s

we invite you

why

to grab hold of the

ladder dangling here:

it

can

lead to the biggest sales-boost in

your history. For

specific time-

and-talent accommodations,

wire, write:

System,

call,

Mutual Broadcasting

New York

18,

N.Y.

—
)

.

.

.
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.
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Proving Ground
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Radio Writers Guild plans to
negotiations soon in the
transcription field, but hasn’t yet

launch

>

Washington, Feb. 12.
North Carolina, proving ground

for the first all-industry campaign
to make the public. FM-minded and
stimulate sale of sets, is demonstrating that with proper promotion, broadcasters and manufacturand
ers, to say nothing of dealers
distributors, can mutually profit
88the
in
interest
awakening
by
108 megacycle band.
Although the month-Jpng drive,,
which began Jan. 21, will not. show
its full impact for several weeks,
results already are .apparent. John
Smith, Jr,, FM director for the

Chi’s

WENB TV

Grabs Off

School Basketball Plum

.

Chicago,. Feb,

12.

the Chi ABC station,
up with something of a

WENR-TV,

has come
coup in grabbing off rights to televise the finals

and

semi-finals, of

state high school basketball
tourney next month. It’s the first
time, the Illinois bucket meet has
been shot by video cameras.
To further sweeten the deal, the
National Assn. of. Radio and TV
Broadcasters, who has just re- package already has been picked
turned from a tour of the state, up for sponsorship by Illinois Bell
reports that a definitely increased Co.
The games .wiirbe held Saiurday
demand for sets has been noted by
two statewide distributors. In addi- afternoon and night, March 22, at
tion, he finds, the drive has boosted Urbana. There’s a possibility that
sales in areas in border states cov- WHBF-TV, Rock Island, may also
ered by North Carolina stations.
carry the tourney..
Considering that January is a
.

(he

slack month for radio set sales
a factor which influenced the decision of NARTB and the RadioTelevision Manufacturers Assn, to
conduct the test at this time---.
Smith feels encouraged by the
North Carolina drive. However, he
would like to see' more cooperation
on the part of distributors in pushsales. So far, it appears,
ing

FM

Zenith and General Electric disare the most active in
the radio retailer on the

tributors
selling

market potentialities for FM sets.
Perhaps the most heartening
thing about the campaign is the
way in which North Carolina FM

stations are getting behind it. And
their efforts are paying off in spot
sales to dealers, which, together
A spots carried free,
With the
.

RTM

average Tar Heel
information about
FM than he’s had since the medium. got started in the postwar. In
giving the
listener more

is

one form or another, practically all
the 41 FM stations in, the state,
whether operated by AM broadcastors or not, are doing something
to sell the static-free programs.
AU-Out Efforts

As examples,

WMFD in

Wilming-

is devoting three nights a week
to special programs (classical and
semi-classical music and sports) on
its

FM

affiliate,

and

plugging

is

AM

station.

As

received
many calls from listeners, resulting
in a size able number of acceptances of dealer offers Of home trial

demonstration of
In Goldsboro,

whose

FM

has

FM

sets.

WGBR,
WEQR, is

station

affiliate

is

broadcasting testimonials fromi listeners who own FM sets, in Salisbury, station WSTP is promoting
its FM affiliate by pointing out
that, while TV picture reception in
sound
the area is faulty, the

FM

from TV is clear.
In Rocky Mount, where

,

Vs. ‘Jack the Bellboy’

Josh Lee held a
(Continued on page 47)

CBS-TV HOUSE-BUILT
1’

FOB P&G

CBS-TV
on one

got partially off the hook
of its top-rated daytime

house packages this week, when
Procter & Gamble decided to pick
up the tab on the “Egg and I”
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Sponsorship starts Feb. 26. (P&G on
the preceding Friday will check
off the web’s daytime Steve Allen'
show, which is being cancelled.
“Egg” preemed last fall at the
same time the web launched the
two Biow-produced soap operas
that follow 'it on a cross-the-board
basis, “Love of Life” (bankrolled
by American Home Products) and
‘‘Search for Tomorrow” (sponsored

conductors of the “Bob and Kav”
show received the Vets’ group citizenship awards . .
Lou Abraham
.

named

assistant

WBKB

to

production

.

12;

*

.

Detroit, Feb. 12.
able, and their testimony seemed
$650,000 damage suit was filed to make. Committee members, some
Friday
(8)
Federal
Court
in
of whom are up for re-election this
against disk-jockey Ed McKenzie—^ year, stop and hesitate.
known, as “Jack the Bellboy”— arid
Among media reps who appeared
WXYZ by the Fort Industry Co., against the bill was Harold Felowners of WJBK.
lows, prexy of the National Assn;
The suit was filed .before Federal of Radio and TV Broadcasters;
Judge Arthur F. Lederle in the
who. called the measure unnecesamendirient to a reform of
quest for a permanent injunction sary, “highly discriminatory,” danagainst McKenzie’s use of the gerous and confusing.
“Bellboy” tag in his new job With
He pointed out that liquor adWXYZ.
vertising is banned by the recentlyMcKenzie switched stations Feb adopted TV cOde, but suggested
4, shortly after Richard Jones re- that the legislative approach, as
signed in a dispute over policy as shown by the experience with proFort Industry’s veepee in charge hibition, doesn’t work where funof its northern district and general damental liberties are involved.
manager of WJBK. McKenzie
As to the discriminatory aspects
served as Jones’ assistant in man- Of. the irieasure, Fellows questioned
aging the station.
the constitutionality of any reMcKenzie, who earned $70,000 straints on equal media access to
li
i
year at WJBK and who normal trade and commerce adbrought an estimated $200,000 vertising,
Further, he said, the
worth of sponsors over to WXYZ bill would encourage legislative
when_he switched, is president of proposals from vocal minorities de"Jack the Bellboy, Inc.” In a day- siring to use the laW to impose
long hearing before Lederle Fri- their Own advertising and program
day,
McKenzie contended that tastes on the public.
when James P. Hopkins and Rich“Broadcasters,” he said, “favor
ard A. Connell sold WJBK to the the principle that products legally
Fort company in 1947, there was acceptable for mass distribution
a “gentleman’s agreement" that he and sale, should be legally acceptretained full possession of the able for advertisirig.”
“Bellboy” lag based on the fact
Joining in opposition to, the bill
that he coined the title.
were representatives of distilleries,
liquor and wi
trade associations,
advertising organizations; newspapers
and
arid
labor
magazines,
Ashley-Steiner to Book
.

.

.

-

.’I

'

.

.

.

Marquette reports to Foote, Cone
& Belding March 1 as director of
film production
Connie Baxter
joins WBKB’s midafternoon “Fra.

.

.

Max Ehrlich’s second
A suspense
(Wed.).
story titled “Spirt the Glass Web,”
it’s set against a TV industry background ..Paul deFur signed as
manager of TV sales for Transfilm,
Inc
Comic Morey Amsterdam
set for his first straight dramatic
role via DuMont’s “Not for PubDonald
lication” Friday night
Richards guests on “Cavalcade of
Shirley Blanc
Stars” Friday (15)
into “American Inventory” Feb. .24
and “Treasury Men in Actitin”
March 6 , Charles and Eugene
Jones, NBC-TV newsreel cameramen and photog-writers of “Face
of War,” now covering Europe.
ABO-TV puts studios TV-2 and
bringing Out
novel today

.

.

.

TV-3,

took over from
into operation tomorrow

which

WOR-TV,

it

Thurs.
Carl

...

Caruso has added" color
and commercial chores for
Crawford Clothes on WOR-TV’s
spiel

fights ’from
St.
Nick’s Monday
nights
“Juvenile Jury,” as a
result of its time switch on NBCTV from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m., jumped
from a 9!6 to 20.9 on the American
Research
Bureau ratings
.

.

.

.

.

:

for Saturday night slotting
chief engineer Bill Kusack
sunning in Floridai
.
For the
fourth year WENR-TV is beaming
the finals of the Daily News spelling bee today (Wed.) and next
Wednesday (20) .
Spiegels have

WBKB

.

.

.

.

renewed “Test Lab” on
for another cycle . .
now regular caster

.

WGN-TV

Jack Angel!

WNBQ's

AM-TV

Guesters

the

longer stand at the Astor Roof,
atop the Hotel Astor, N, Y., Ted
Ashley and Ira Steiner have pacted
to handle the act for radio and
television guest bookings. Troupe,
will bring its hillbilly musicomedy
into thjft Astor May 26 for the 16
weeks, with an option for 10 more.
Ashley and Steiner helped set
the deal for the Astor with Robert
K. ChristenLerry, the hotel’s prez,

and Jim Denny, manager of WSM’s
talent bureau: Steiner recently returned from Nashville, wherq he.
tied down radio and TV representation
for
the
group with
.

Denny, WSM prez John DeWitt
and commercial manager Irving

Waugh. According

to Steiner, hill-

music has taken hold strongly
“west of the Hudson and east of
by P&G). But, despite the fact the Rockies” and the Astor “Opry”
that ratings on “Egg” have con- booking should Help push it in the
sistently topped not only the latter key cities, such as New York.
Troupe coming north, for the
two shows but also all competing
shows on rival webs, CBS bad -Astor date will number 50 and
been unable until now to wrap up will include Roy Acuff, Hank Williams, Hank Snow t Ernest Tubb,
a sale for it.
Latest
A m e r i c a rt Research the Carter Family (Maybelle and
Bureau ratings, for example, give her three daughters); Lonzo arid
“Egg” a 6.9, while “Life” has a Oscar and Jimmy Dickens, Besides
5.4 arid “Search” gets a 4 5. “Ruth handling the “Opry’* booking, in
Lyons' Club 50,” aired opposite on eidentally, Ashley arid Steiner this
agented
also
producer
the NBC video web, has a 3.5, while mohth
the Frances Langf ord-Don Ameche Worthington (Tony) Miner’s switch
show, aired opposite via ABC-T V, from CBS-TV to the NBC Video
has a 3.1. “Egg” is slotted from web, the return of “Goldbergs” to
noon to 12:15 p.m. Mondays NBC-TV, and of “Mr. I. Magina
tion” to CBS-TV.
through. Fridays.
billy

*

.

...

noontime news show
^ Robert
Swezey, general manager of
.

.

WDSU-TV,

will discuss the NARTB
video code at the Chi TV Council
luncheon next Wednesday (20).
Wod Howard gabbing- background
for WNBQ’s late Monday night
running of old Sennett and Roach
comedies.
.

.

.

London
George Foa

is staging “Rigoletentirety Sunday (17),

to"

in

with
vent

Edmund

its

and

Donlevy, Arthur SerSpringer

Maureen

Gerald Campion has name role
the new '‘Billy Buriter” se r e s,
which, begins next Tuesday (19)
Arthur Swinson’s “George and The
Dragon” being aired next week
(19), with Joseph O’Conor, Helen
Shingler, Arthur Wontner and Michael Shepley- having the leads.
Film and stage star Richard Attenborough taking viewers on a. tour
i

i

.

of the Royal Academy of Dramatic
Art in the next of the “Beginners
Please” programs Feb. 23
Second edition of “Science Newsreel”
will be aired Feb. 22.
French pianist Eliane Richepin guested on
.

Joseph Cochran, through a g e n t the “Music Maker” series Feb. 5
Petula Clark’s program, “Pet’s
Blanche Gaines, has sold three
scripts to “Electric Theatre” now Parlour,” being teeveed Feb: 18.
being filmed on Coast
Elliot
Lawrence orch guests on Kate
Smith daytime show Feb. 25 bn
Scotland
NBC-TV.
Edinburgh Festival artists and
shows are likely to be televised
this fall, with opening of Scot TV
Hollywood
transmitter at Kirk o’ Shotts, halfTelevision packager Stu Rey
way between Edinburgh arid Glasholds sold “Madison Square Gargow . Scottish sports events also,
den,” filmed video show, to KTTV; likely to be televised
MusicL.A., and KFMB-TV, Sari Diego, hall artists, including Harry GorClinton Clothes sponsoring.
Phil- don, Jimmy Logan and Freddie
dan TV Productions, formed by Sales, likely to appear in special
Michael Phillips, will; shoot series “Scottish Music-Hall,” which will
unions.
of 13 telepix based, on yarns of open Scot transmitter
Early
One witness, representing the Ernest Hay cox. .Linda Johnson^ q>V program will be repeat of sucPennsylvania Alcoholic Beverage Bill Lester and Douglas Kennedy cessful Loch Ness monster feature,
Study, Inc. a non-industry anti- top cast of “Deadline,” “Fireside
prohibition
organization,
used Theatre” tel epic rolling at Eagle
Lion studios
Joann Arnold cast
rhyme to make his point that:
in Abbott & Costello vidpix shoot- Camels Dropping Pitt
ing at Hal Roach studios
Erna
“Distillers do not advertise
Lazarus scripting “Gasoline Alley”
Show Biz Video Airer
On radio, or televise;
Vidpix for Este Television ProducPittsburgh, Feb. 12.
But nothing ever satisfies
tions.
Nat C.. G o 1 d s t o n e ProCamels cigarets is dropping its
ductions formed by the agent for
The restless and determined
vidpix production, also for. live locally-produced TV program, “Shodrys
video
KLAC-TV televises preem Biz-Quiz,” on WDTV on Feb. 21,
In different guise they now
of “Bonnie Prince Charlie” at after a run of seven months. HalfLaurel
theatre,
L.A., Feb. 15
entreat
hour quizzer on the entertaihment
Hour-long Frank DcVol show de world had previously been bankA bill which twice met with
buts ori KTTV from Lido ballroom, rolled for 26 weeks by DeSoto
defeat
Long Beach. KLAC-TV pactee Dealers of Allegheny County, beJoe Graydon, vocalist* made netAgain they show their real
agency picked it
work debut on CBS-TV’s A1 Pearce fore William Esty
ambition
Camels.
show, guesting for the first week up last July for
To re-establish prohibition.”
Whole thing was a break for the
Edward Lewis; Productions this
had
week began shooting 13 Irene: Duquesne Light Co., which
Dunne intro and femcee stints for Waited a Ions time to get an A
vidpic
its
for
slot
Channel
on
drairiatic vidpix series at Motion
3
MBS, Don Lee Set Defense Picture Center
studios.
Also on ”Story Theatre” series. Couple^of
sked is Michael O’Shea starrer, weeks ago WDTV notified DuIn ‘Press’ Infringe Suit “Bruce Bradley, FDA Inspector.” quesne it would have to give up its
.. .Richard Irving,
10-10:30* beMutual and Don Lee networks, directing for Revuewho has been period, Thursdays
Productions, cause “Charlie Wild, Detectivei
being sued for alleged misappro- MCA vidpix subsidiary; has been was coming in at that time; beginr
priation of “Meet the Press’.’ by riamed story ed of company, suc- ning March 13.
Now the “Shoceeding Manny Wolfe, who ankled
Biz-Quiz” time, half an hour liiter,
airing “Reporters Roundtable,” are
to join Phil Krasne aind Jack Gross’
utilities outfit.
will
to
the
go
expected to base their defense on “Big Town” company at General
Arthur Alexthe claim that other press confer- Service studios
ander left ori sales tour of country,
ence programs antedated “Press”, to negotiate TV
Crime Series
deals for 14 Briton the air.
ish pix acquired by
“Organized Crime in New Yo 1^
and L Alexheia,
Lawrence. Spivak and Martha ander Productions
a
six-part series by Ed
or
Rountree, owners of “Press,” Iasi
Pulitzer-Prize-winnirig reporter
Friday (8) started action against
the
Brooklyn Eagle, -wx.il po
Chicago
Don Lee in Los Angeles Superior
starting
Y,.
N,
Burr Tillstrom and his “Kukla, beamed byl WMCA,
Court, seeking damages of $500>
Shp\V-.whJ
Fran and Oilie” troupe doing a Friday (15) at 9:30 p.m.
000.
In.
August, 1950, Spivakand rrip y
orte-shot bn NBC-TV’s “American be aired on Monday
Rountree filed action against Munights!
InYentory” Sunday (17)
... nf
< , John
tual arid WOR, N. Y., for airing
Airer will trace .the history
Norton, Chi ABC
handed
“Roundtable.”
Suit,
seeking VFW’s Citation forveep,
WENR-TV’s racketeering in the city and 011«
$1,250,000 damages, is still in liti- pub-service
activities.
Station’s “name riames. and qrganriPV
gation.
Kay Westfall and. Bob Murphy, according to the. indie.
.

.

.

.

.

,

...

.

.

.

1

.

.

‘Opry’

re-

.

.

,

and syndicators with station and
agency reps. Faye Emerson, who
has been guesting as moderator on
The wets got in their licks last DuMont’s “Author Meets the Critmodweek at hearings before the Sen- ics,” has signed as permanentSaturerator. She’ll continue her
ate Commerce Committee on the day night CBS-TV’er for PepsiJulie Bennett, Who starred
jobnson-Case bill to outlaw liquor Cola
“Trapped” Monday
advertising on radio and TV: While on WOR-TV’s
night (12), set for a top role with
their numbers didn’t equal the Melvyn Douglas in the “Hollywood
Harper’s
turnout of temperance leaders who Offbeat” vidfilm series,
Washington, Feb.

A

With

R yan

Bill

manager,

Gordon Kunz tipped to
floor manager berth
c A
Swanson & Sons has re-inked for
ABC-TV’s “The Name’s the Sam*”
Sure-Save Markets bankrolling
WGN-TV’s “Breakfast ~
which debuted Monday (11)
With Dave Brown taking a -month’s
hiatus; Joe Spery has taken over
the director’s chair on NBC-TV s
“Wayne King Show”
Desmond
placing

Wednesday cocktaileries at zier Thomas Show”
WNBQ has
the Hotel Warwick today (Wed.), picked up Kling Studio’s “Old
to bring together vidfilm producers American Barn Dance” film series

ries of

previously Spoke for the measure,
their representation was formid-

“Grand Ole Opry”
troupe coming north from WSM,
barbecue for 80 Nashville, to open a 16-week or

&

.

.

FM station

WFMA carries the CBS schedule
and is programmed independently
of its AM affiliate, WCEC, owner

‘EGG

.

.

ton

the shows on its
result, the station

New York

decided whether such talks will
NBC tele chieftain Sylvester L.
take place here or in N. Y., it was (Pat) Weaver to Sun Valley for
stated here by Mike Davidson of Couple weeks of skiing via Hollywood, where he sat in on kickoff
RWG.
seeks scribbling pacts of the new Dennis Day TV show
Guild
for
RCA Friday night (8). .Richnets
and
with
to
those
identical
agencies, including s.cale uppances ard Carlton, now assistant ad manager
for National Screen Service,
rights..
and residual
joins Sterling TV to ^organize and
develop et new film library of stock
shots. .Dumont’s “What’s the
Story,” aired until now Tuesday
nights from 8 to 8:30,. has moved
into the 10:30 to 11 slot the same
Roily Bester pacted for
night
femme lead on ABC’s “Mr. D,A.”
Monday night (18) .. National TV
Film Council kicking off a new se-

.
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.

.

.

.
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Joe E. Brown, in as four-week
sub for the vacationing Arthur
Godfrey on the Monday night “Talent Scouts" via CBS, evidenced on
while
this week’s show (ID that,
he still has something to learn
his
emceeing,
TV
about radio and
personality
W arm and pleasant
own
his
for
bet
good
a
him
makes
show; CBS Radio, in fact, is dicker-

ing with Brown to star in his own
weekly series and is scrutinizing
his work as Godfrey’s replacement
to determine which type of show

he can do

best.

•‘scouts.’’

Where Godfrey

Comic’s chief drawback Monday
night Was his apparent uncertainty
with the
interviews
over the
kids

usuklly
so elicits in-

with them and

albeit
teresting,
facts about them

non-important

rebound

With Jackie Gleason, Senor Wen- With Verna Felton, Kathy Phil*
ces, others; Henry Sylverri, mulips, Tom and Jean Mahoney*
sical director
>•
Bud Pant orch
MacDonald, Yvonne Peattie, Producer: Irving Mansfield
Producer-director: Joseph Santley
Director: Byron Paul
Rico Alaniz, Marjorie Bennett
Writers:
Parke
Levy,
Stanley
Writers; Aaron Ruban, Dave Veru,
Executive Producer: Basil Grlllo
Adams
unadulterated slapstick and, while
Sid Resnick, Hal Fimberg
Producer-director: Bernard Girard
30 Mins.; Frl., 8 p.in. (alternate
it drew plenty of fullscale yocks,
30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p.in.
Writer: Girard
weeks)
it was overdone*
Sustaining
30 Mins.; Frl.j, 9 p.m,
RCA VICTOR
Ray Malone, and group of dancers PACKARD MOTORS
CBS-TV, from N.Y.
NBC-TV,
from Hollywood
contributed a well-staged mambo WJZ-TV, N. Y. (film)
Sam Levenson “is back
TV
(J. Walter Thompson)
number, in which good effect was
with his own show. For those who
(Maxon)
made of lighting. Jill Jarmon, an
The TV premiere of Dennis Day
“Rebound" is another half-hour, like hearty, chuckles produced in
attractive thrush, appeared as the dramatic vidpix series produced sincere fashion by a large guy with had long been anticipated.
Both
comics’ “new talent discovery’’ and by Bing Crosby Enterprises. Judg- a boyish grin and a shy Way with in his own right and as one of the
more
impressed with her Single tube,
valuable .assets of the Jack
story, he was missing too long.
a
*
Uirt aaI a a miaa
M.Antin pleased with his
...
—
Martin
solo, a nice with
To accomplish this Sunday night Benny radio repertory company,
a high degree of proficiency
endittori of “When You’re Smil- and Should
do well foe the spon- mission, Levenson and the show’s Day has entrenched himself as one
ing.” Sheldon Jones and Mike Ma- sor, Packard Motors, Which is key trio are obliged to mount a of the best among the new crop of
with a
distinctive
personalities
zurki, w.k. film personalities; .took backing it on
a Score of selected bicycle, The homey monologist is
part in the sketches. Withal, M&L stations, including the five ovvned- a panelist on the CBS-TV “This Is flair for a multitude of talents,
tenor
gaVe the impression that much of and-operated
ABC-TV outlets. Show Business’’ for Luckies at These include the ability to comic,
heir material, about 50% Of which United Television Programs is dis- 7:30 p.m. Sundays.. His colleagues with the best of them, as a
must have been ad .libbed, would tributing the airer in. non-Packard on that and his new stint are pro- a mimic and, as a probable ingo socko at the Copa but was just markets,
ducer Irving Mansfield, director heritance from the Continuing
a little too broad- for top TV.
Show takes its title from the Byron Paul and batoneer Henry Benriy impact, possessing a rare

With

::

Qnslow

Billingsley,

Stevens, Barbara
Phil Pine, Kenneth

.
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and the talent
they’ve brought to compete, Brown
confined his questioning for the
most part to making certain he
pronounced their names correctly
and to discover their birthplaces.
But he more than compensated for
this with the way he set them at
ease via his own easy demeanor

policy of having each Week’s offering end with a plot twist in Q.
Kickoff yarn, “The
style.
Cheat," told of a brutal, philandering architect who murdered
his wife to get the coin for a housing development.
He had heard,
that slie was seeing a good deal of
an inventor, so he planted cuff
links With the inventor’s initials
bear the body; That proved his undoing, because there actually was
no inventor and the wife had

“Celanese Theatre" is latching
on to w.k. playwrights in two-waystretch cycle— Broadway and video:,
revious Celanese effort two weeks
ago was Eugene O’
s “Alina
Christie" Which Was TV’d in the
period When both that and O’Neill’s
Desire Under the Elms’’ were revived in the legit. For the show
and with his opening monolog. last Wednesday (6) on ABC-TV the
Latter might not have been good sponsor dug back some; 20 years
or S. N; Behrnaan’s “Brief Mofor the Godfrey-type Snickers but
ment’—just five days after Behrit provided a full quota of laughs.
Four, “scouts,” instead of the man’s “Jane’’ was preemed by
usual three, appeared on Monday Theatre -Guild at the Coronet,
Unlike Godfrey, N. Y.
night’s show.
In 1931 “Brief" was kudosed in
Brown didn't, handle the Lipton
commercials/ which were done its Belasco Theatre setting not
both live and on film. Srime tech- only for the performances by
Larrimore and Louis
nician, incidentally, failed to close Francine
a mike during presentation of the Calhern, but for professional rea'

Henry

,

Sylyern. It’s a top quartet In any sense, of timing.
league and should guarantee sucpay now shares the alternate
cess.
week Friday night at 8 slot on
There’s nothing new in Leveri- NBC-TV, both he and. Ezio Pinza
son on this reprise. The old Leven- rotating on behalf of their sponsor,
son technique was good enough, is RCA Victor; Day brought to his
good enough. It’s ageless; wit and premiere performance (8) a little

merely Created, him to pique her

spouse’s jealousy.
Tale was a competently handled mysterioso, albeit a Jittle obvious and Implausible in spots; It
was: written and directed with emphasis on the action rather than
on the dialog, which made for a
more visually stimulating drama:
sons, i.e., the poison-tinted Show For example, the killing Was shown
put on by the late drama critic. off camera, to good effect, by shootAlexander Woollcott while reclin- ing a picture on the wall, shaking
ing on the couch. Miss Larrimore’s and crashing to the floor. Characnitery singer’s role (Abby Fane) terization of the central figures
was done by filmite Veronica Lake Was interesting, with good acting
in a slick manner that cashed in on by Onslow Stevens and Barbara
most of its inherent; facets. Cal-, Billingsley.
Production was adept, with some
hern’s opposite number, that of
playboy Cass Worthington, Abby’s nice camera angles, good musical,
and., convincing
ex-lover trying to get back in, was backgrounding
broadly trimmed for video. The sets.
Commercials for Packard, on
Paul Harvey stage enactment of
racketeer Manny Walsh, also sweet film, were topflight demonstrations.
'

.

femme

live plug, so that the

blurb-

Was backgrounded by continuous studio .laughter, Which must
have disconcerted the sponsor and
agency. (Robert Q. Lewis is subbing for Godfrey on his morning
radio Show, with Frank Parker
filling in on the Wednesday “GodGodfrey
frey. and Friends" TV’et.
is combining a vacation with a
two-week naval aviation refresher
at Pensacola, Fla.).
er

Fred Allen, whose video career

,

to date has been somewhat short on Abby, was essayed by Anthony
of brilliant, indicated that he should Ross whose capacities and: talents
have taken his radio format' with Were virtually Wasted; He deserved
him when he switched to the sight better. Robert Sterling, as Abby’s
an
medium, Alien gave his best video highborn husband, R o d
account to date on the “Royal Show (played in the legiter by Robert

Bril.

WILD BILL HICKOK
With GuyMadison, Andy Devine,

De

case" Sunday (i0) on NBC when
depicted the Allen’s Alley char
The bit Was a natural for
tele. The characters that he developed over lbng years in radio de
finitely have a niche in the TV
lie

Douglas), was standard.
All of the laughs stemmed from

acters.

the

medium.
The collection, which included
Ajax Cassidy, Titus Moody, Mrs.
Nussbaum and Sen. C 1 a g h o r n
(Peter -Donald/ Parker Fennelly,
Minerva Pious and Kenny Delmar)
comprise a set of types Which can
stand repeat visits on video, when
fortified

by proper

scripting.

The other important guest on
the show has been scoring consistently on video as well as other
-

media,: Perry

Como, as

always,, hit

30 Mins, Sat., 6:30 p.m.

reclining

.

:

it.

Sunday night

at 9

over NBC-TV “Philco Television
Playhouse" presented another

work by

title

role

drama warm-hearted

F. Scott Fitzgerald,

“The

many

of

the

Rich Boy;” in an adaptation by
Walter Bernstein. Philco had done
the late novelist's “The Last TyThe Kellogg commercials were
coon" back in October, 1949..
but were
interesting
visually
“Rich” was a Fitzgerald short story pounded home too often, pros.
of 1924, in the days when he was
foremost chronicler of the “Jazz
.

the two comics started disciplining
themselves to stick. a little more
closely to a prepared script. That
ad libbed confusion ties in naturdepressing post-bellum
ally with their brand of comedies Era." A
piece revolving
but it can also lead to a state of (World War I)
-wastrel Anson Hunter,
rich
around
diminishing returns, where viewin the
depressing
more
even
it
was
ers become as confused as the acSome of the more
tion on their screens. And that’s original; and
sex-ridden incidents
and
tragic
about What happened Sunday nigh:
the rather free
the slapstick, was laid on too were omitted in
video.
heavily for best results, even transposition to
Liberal tailoring aside, “Rich"
though the hour zoomed at the
came through as an exceptionally
usual
jet pace.
High spot of the evening for good effort in translating that era,
considerably in its
tradesters was the appearance of and was aided
forthright peractor Danny Arnold in the guise overall design by
of NBC video chief Sylvester L.
Boy" Hunter,
“Rich
of
Story
was
(Pat) Weaver.
gave their TV
whose
boss a funny raking-over, as he proud play boy-booze .fighter
Walked poutingly off the stage be- interest in Women excluded marwoman
one
drove
the
He
riage.
cause Lewis Wouldn't let him help
Legendre, into
fly his kite.
Lead-in to that skit he loved, Paula
anWas equally funny, portraying the two marriages, carried on with and
Way the two comics, go “halves" On other femme he didn’t love,
clandesaunt’s
married
his
caused
everything by showing their California backyards. Martin, of course, tine boyfriend to commit suicide,
had a lush patio b ac ke d by a The pattern of decadent cynicism
swimming pool, while Lewis had a ran all through the Fitzgerald
garbage-ridden hovel.
AA and story, both in its original form
B-minus femmes and service to and in the visualer. In many of
its facets it was offbeat adult enmatch.
Theme of the show was set in tertainment, an attempt to portray
the opening skit; when the duo the seamier side of millionaire life
against backgrounds appropriately
guested at the annual awards, di
per of “Mayhem, Inc.,” organiza chi-chi;
A fine, believable performance
tion. of the top gunmen in the
country, Confusion showed at its as Hunter Was turned in by Gene
best (or worst), in the final sketch, Lyons. There were equally creditenactments by beauteous
with Lewis Working as a soda jerk able
In Martin’s drugstore. It was pure
(Continued on page 44)
.

in the two-fisted,
styling common to
screen’s sagebrush
heroes. Andy Devine, who plays
his sidekick, nabs occasional yocks
via his beefy physique and incongrous shrill voice. Supporting players were okay.

the

its

.

—

flav red via the “What my of all his fine talents, virtually
family used to do” route. The way guaranteeing a niche of his own. in
Levenson works in his Brooklyn the video prograin sweepstakes.
domestic life and times, of old is NBC has gone out of its way to
vis own patent. Some of the stuff vest the show with some qualitas even productive of belly laughs. tive
productional accoutrements,
To provide change of pace, the handing Joseph Santley the proinitialer came, through with a guest ducer-director reins and turning
star and a novelty act, which looks over
assignment to
the
script
ike a permanent pattern. Jackie Parke. Levy and Stanley Adams.
Gleason, who heads up “Cavalcade
Yet in adding it all lip, Friday’s
of Stars," was spotted in a “prob- initial presentation was a disap‘em" vis-a-vis his two fine looking pointment.
Granted that Day’s
young daughters, who Wer6 caused video projection Of his standard
to snub their sire’s intellectual in- “McNamara’s Band,” his ducting
adequacies.: Levenson stood by to with girl friend Kathy Phillips of
throw out jokes linking the overall “Getting to Know You," his Hartheine on education, culture, etc. ry Lauder “Rbairiln’ in the GloamAdditional humor stemmed from in’ ” bit, or again ills TV variations
the ventro act of Senor Wences, of his long-familiar characterization
current at the Palace, N.Y,, in the Of a naive kid propelled by mania’s
Judy Garland bill, Weiices is a apron strings the elements were
master, in his craft and gave the there, but failed to tie together.
program a plus. For the end-up-The continuity was too conon dieting—-the comedy turned on
Thorp was a heartening
a skinny, guy and his plump wife. trived.
open
scene—of Day washing BenThe audience decided she should
ny’s car outside the NBC studio
eat plenty to stay fat and jolly inwhile waiting his turn to go on.
stead of thin and irritable. HarmThe attendant byplay iind scriptless fun.
Levenson /opened with stills of ing, geared more toward situation
comedy, had; just the right spice
himself in such costumes as ballet
and flavor. But subsequent scenes
dancer, cowboy and a Berle-typc

comedy

•

.

—

ferivmc getup.
Strictly so-so.
In
the fore and aft portions where
commercials would u s u a 1 1 y be
spotted, CBS used the time to plug
net’s programs. Yale coach Herman Hickman, of “Celebrity Time,"
lined some, of them up for the
closer, using football blackboard
strategy to work it all out. Very

Day and his mother trying to
get a seat on a crowded trolley;
or his phone bit with
chorus
girl while awaiting
an audition
Of

coupled with his Durarite-Lauder
CO.
imitations, were a forced hodgepodge and mixture of practically
(Leo Burnett)
everything. It appeared as If: they
The “Wild Bill Hickok" vidfilm
couldn’t establish just what they
series, which has been picked up
wanted the show to be a musical,
for a 52-week ride on WABD, got effective.
situation
comedy, or. a gag show.
preeni
off to a slow start with its
Overall impression is that, while
entry Saturday (9>. Opener came Levenson ’s return to the CBS-TV What emerged was an over-rproduced
exhibition
lacking warmth
had
that
oater
minor
as
a
across
channels is a commendable gesture,
too little, excitement or suspense the format heeds: resolving into a and simplicity.
Verna Felton is a good choice
to Satisfy the kid viewer.
more simplified entity. Program
Yarn was too slim to hold inter- shoots off into too many tangents for the role of Day’s domineering,
est and the sprinkling of fisticuffs, and facets in its attempt to tic in bombastic mother, but the comedy
lines assigned to her were weary
gunplay
and chase sequences, guests.
Tran:
slapstick.
The trolley episode, in
which usually lifts, a weak story
particular, was aged arid hoary.
out Of the mediocre groove, wasn’t MINNESOTA FORUM
played up strong enough for full With Orville Freeman, Stanley Throwing in a flock of props
impact. The 30-minuter, however,
Mortenson, showed nothing but desperation.
Severn
Andefsoii,
has a click potential if Wild Bill
RCA Victor commercials plug
Fred Ossanna
Hickok is placed in a livelier plot Producer: Martin Haley
the new 21-inch TV sets. A spinWith hypoed action sequences.
ng disk of terpers as a fore-andDirector: Roger Gardner
Screen thesp Guy Madison essays 30 Mins., Sun., 3:30 p.m.
aft visual display is good showN. Y.

.

.

When
wit-philosopher.
Meredith Wasn’t on the scene, the
play suffered. However, the Behrman opus isn’t any great shakes to
begin With, so whatever hypo it
was given by Miss: Lake represents
about the best that could be done
for the Caroline Francke adaptation in its condensed form.
Producer-director Alex Segal did
his. usual polished job with what
he had to work with as a basis, the
decor was appropriately lush, the
movement well timed and the lens“Brief" probing above-average.
ably did. more as a TV credit for
Miss Lake than anyone onstage or

Frank McDonald

KELLOGG

Burgess Meredith in the Woollcottcreated role of Harold Sigrift, the

For

Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis shows on
NBC-TV’s “Colgate Comedy Hour,"
But, judging from their show last
Sunday night (10), it’s about time

others
Director:..

Behrman barbs mouthed by WABD.

applause jackpots with his easy
song style. The Fontane Sisters offered. some assistance. Staging of
Como’s sequences was also good. behind
George Abbott gave an expert account of himself in the emcee role.
There’s^ probably no hour in tel
evision that speeds so fast as the

33

DENNIS DAY SHOW

(The Cheat)

Comment

Tele Follow-Up

::

SAM LEVENSON SHOW

HERE’S TO

YOUR HEALTH

Rose:
manship;
Mpls.
This public service show devotes
EAGLE
THE
SON
OF
THE
itself to discussions of questions Of
With Hummingbird, emcee; Gorcurrent local interest, and affords
don Holiday, announcer
viewers an Opportunity to hear
Writer: Barbara Boothe
both sides of controversial subJames L/. Caddigan
Producer:
jects. In Orville Freeman, young
Director: A1 Johnston
Minneapolis attorney who has been
Mon.-thru-Fri., 5 p.m.
Mins.;
60
mentioned as a probable DemoSustaining
cratic Farmer Labor gubernatorial
WABD, N. Y,
candidate, it boasts a. highly ca“The Son of the Eagle,’’ which
pable moderator, judging by the

Sustaining

WTCN-TV,

.

smooth and efficient manner in
(Polio)
With Dr. Howard Rusk, Dr. Hart which he handled himself. Also
van Riper, Dr. Arthur Master, he displayed a pleasing ether wave
voice and photogenic attributes as
Dr. Lester. L, Coleman; others
well, and the give and take of
Producer: Craig G. Allen
verbal exchanges resulting from his
Director: Alan Neuman
Writer: Budd Flshel
30 Mins.; Sun., 5:30 p.m.
Sustaining

M&L

the N. Y. County
Society have combined

and

Medical
on a most commendable series;
both in intent and execution; if

M&L

Sunday ’s ( 1..0) program is a cri :
Although the inltialer
terion.
was a little depressing by its sub
jectrmatter, it was at the same
time very encouraging because of
its thesis and argument. An adult
,

.

.

and reassuring session devoted to the disease: and cure of
calm

poliomyelitis,

it

was authoritative

informative and interesting,
Expressed purposes of

;

the

series are ( 1 ) to acknowledge the
public’s right to receive authori-

information from medica
experts; (2) to explain and evaluate
the newest scientific discoveries
'
in medicine; (3) to expose f
claims and misinterpretations o
medical f a cts; (4> to create a
greater bond of- understanding be
tween patient and doctor; (5> and
tative,

’*

I

(Continued on page 46)

preemed
N.

Y.,

on

DuMont’s

Monday

(111,

WABD,

represents

another device by which western
films are dished up to juvenile
audiences. Format has Hummingbird, said to be a bonafide Indian

in the
manipulation of panel members youth, initiating the kids
Eagle
made for an informative and in- studio “audience into thefrontier
with a
follows
He
tribe.
teresting session.
show concerned itself story arid his words, suddenly
Initial
the
transportation blend into, a film thrown onto
local
the
with
screen.
hassle, which has been played up
Headdress on Humming bird,
heavily in the newspapers because
of reductions of streetcar and bus a leather-bound book contai ing
continued demands for tribal.records, pi us a tepee pro vi de
service,
increased fares arid warfare be- atmosphere ;for both studio mop-,
tween state and city Officials on pets and smallfry viewers. Indian
the one hand arid the traction com- emcee didn't read his., lines /any.
too convincingly ori the inaugural.
pany on the other.
Panel members included Fred However, youngsters, viewing the
Ossanna, a successful local attor- proceedings at h o.iri e probably
deny mi
ney, the new transit company pres- won’t be aware of
ident, and Stanley Anderson and
was
itialer
picture for the
respectively
Mortenson,
Severn
fable of
the Minneapolis city council pres- “Gunsmokc,” a fami'UaV
s t e d ens
ident. and St* Paul city commis- how the cowmen r e
sheepmen. Film
sioner. None pulled any punches, croachments Of
frequently interrupted for
the result being a lively, spirited was
cuts to. Hummingbird who comand, at times, acrimonious
on. the feature and' added,
mented'
words.
change of
of his own,;
Drawing the three out cleverly a couple of anecdotes Son/of
the
“The
but riot obtruding himself exces- On the, whole.
atmcritable
a
as
rates
Eagle”
sively; moderator Freeman put in
achieve something difa word now and then and kept the tempt to.
unevenpatent
a
despite
ferent
gabfest going at a good clip
Gilo.
,

NBC-TV, from New York

NBC

—

,

i

.

I

Rccs.

ness.
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Business

is lolling

o second look
v
v

at advertising values

and

«

Since January 1

ADMIRAL has

.

backed up

its

whole product

CBS Radio-

with the nation-wide selling power of
sponsoring “World

News With, RobetFTrout,”

(Sundays, 5:30 to 5:55

/

line

p.

m., starting February 17b

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR has

signed up

/

7

I

12 programs of the Red Skelton advertising-and-

CBS Radio looks best

merchandising showcase— for Blue Star and
Treet razor blades, (Wednesdays, 9:00 to 9:30 p.m.)

GENERAL FOODS has
to

bought “Mr. Chameleon”

promote Postum and 40% Bran Flakes— as well

as “Bill Shade! and the

News” for Log Cabin

Syrup— making time General Foods shows now on

CBS

Radio, (Thursdays, 9:00 to 9:30 p.m.)

LEVER BROTHERS has moved “Big Town” from
another network to give Lifebuoy the added

coverage and economy of

CBS

Radio -r where

Lever Brothers now sponsors five programs.
(Wednesdays, 8:00 to 8:30 p.m.)

WESTINGHOUSE has
CBS

arranged to bring

Radio listeners the national conventions'.

a 13-week “get out the vote”

series.

.

.

.

•

and

the election returns.

The reason behind

these decisions: American

Business reaches the greatest number of customers
at thelowest cost in all advertising on the

—

CBS RADIO NETWORK

Ellington

&

Company,

Advertising
535

Fifth' Avenue,

New York

Inc.

Wednesday, Febnwry 13* 1952
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NETWORK RADIO!

ON
Silver

Wa

Anniversary Program at

Carnegie Hall, Monday, Feb, 18th, 9:30 to 10:30 P.M.,

Next week,

NBC

Cities Service celebrates its Silver

Anniversary on radio... 1927 to 1952—25 years
of the finest in musical entertainment on
v

>i\

'<-<^«SSSSK..

Radio

NBC.

At this time,

Cities Service

would

...and thank... all the people
this 25th Anniversary

a happy

like to salute

who have made
reality. Messrs.

(Goldman, Bourdon, Black, Lavalle, MacNamee,'

Bond, Dumont, Haupt, Misses Dragonette and

jsr

mm
PAUL LAVALLE...
“Mr. Music”— conducting
Cities Service for the past
sight years.

Manners, et

al . . .from conductor, director, an-

nouncer to page boy, .our thanks.
.

CITIES
for

©

SERVICE

*

Mnny

13*

1952

AMERICA’S FAVORITE MARCHES
P 315 (78

RPM)

WP

315 €45

LPM 6

RPM)

> .

CITIES
on

©
FROM

.

and soon

to

(33

RPM)

be released

—SOUSA MARCHES

SERVICE

fT«dncfcd*y« February)

13,1952

\JM FEBRUARY

18, 1927,

Edwin Franko Goldman

downbeat and formally began a contribution

to

signalled for a

American entertain-

ment and American business which has continued unbroken for 25
years. In 1927

when

the first Cities Service

program went on the

network radio was an unknown quantity,^ an untested
-Cities Service

was a pioneer

in the

new medium, and

to establish a record unique in advertising history.

tury,

week

after week, Cities Service

and

ciated in setting the highest standards of

it

has remained

For a quarter cen-

NBC radio have

program

Cities Servicers contribution to that

extraordinary pleasure for

anniversary on

We’d

NBC

NBC

to

been asso-

quality, in present-

ing great performers and fine music to the American public.

network radio have grown tremendously

air,

force.

NBC

and

in the last twenty-five years;

growth

is

large indeed. It’s an

honor Cities Service on

its

25th

radio.

like to invite

you

to join us in the celebration

by hear-

ing the Cities Service Silver Radio Jubilee, a gala, iull

hour show featuring Paul Lavalle, Ford Bond, the Green
and White Quartet, the

Cities Service

and many of your favorite stars of
of the past. Monday, February

Band

of

Cities Service

America

programs

18, 9 :30-lQ :30 p.m.

a

NTT.

service of Radio Corporation of America

Febrrey 13f 195f

Paul Lavalle Salutes

On Network Radio
6

For the past eight years,

it

has been

my

privilege to conduct music for Cities Service,

And on this,
their 25 th Anniversary
I salute Cities

on Network Radio,

Service for their contributions

to America’s listening enjoyment.

American Music and American Musicians
have both benefited by their farsighted and

\

Jv
'

m

•v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.v,

consistently successful

Ih

show planning.

**
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PAUL LAVALLE COMPOSITIONS INTRODUCED BY
"THE CITIES SER VICE BAND OF AMERICA".
pilsv!
y/ /
v .v. s s

•a

''

'>^1'

'

-

'-.V'
'

'

'

Pat Parade

's

o

'

Is

Band ofAjnerica March
Fitter

--

United States Overture

-J7,

s-0\f
i?:'

5

""I'

o

f
f

Ballyhoo
(P* T.

Boys Club of America

The Merrymakers

Official

Trumpet Polka

Marching Song

Cities Service

Triumphal March

^

NTRO D U C E D AT||sILVER JUBltEE PROGRAM
CARNEGIE HALE, 9:30 T ° 0:3 0* P. M., NBC, ON FEBRUARY 18 th
*

AT

March

Bamum Festival)

Land of Our Fathers

Big Jpe, the Tuba

x>w/l

Good Fellowship March

TO

B E

I

l

T«hM«fer<

Fehw*y

13,
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PQSSIEFi
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We

Salute

.

.

CITIES SERVICE FOR 25 CONTINOUS YEARS

OF OUTSTANOING BADIO MUSIC PROGRAMS

And

give

a special

salute to today's finest Brass Band,

the Cities Service “BAND

We wish

of

AMERICA” directed bv PAUL LAVALLE

continued success to the great "Band of America" which has been a constant inspiration toward finer

performance for the school bands of today.
a

LEFT: The "Band of America” Oils were specially

developed for Conn by
Cities Service engineers.

Now, the largest

selling

valve, slide and key oils
j

In

•

-

the music world today.

RIGHT: "Band of America" Sousdphone section.

Equipped

100%

with

Conn 20K Sousaphones.

“Choice of the Artists”

CONN

Elkhart, Indiana

»»
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Tele Followup

Comment

Continued from pace 33

Grace Kelly, as Paula (who died tion (Martin <Sc Lewis) couldn’t
in childbirth in the original); Phyl- have that evening.
Foremost in Sunday’s roster was
lis Kirk, as “wild" Polly, and veteran actress Katherine Comegys, Roberta Peters who gave an exIn a polished job as Paula’s moth- cellent rendition of the “Bell
Song” from “Lakme.” The ballet
er. Narration-^otf-camera and on
was by Robert Pastene, as Hunter’s preceding the Met soprano’s entry
bestfriend, Nick, also oh the credit was completely in keeping with the
side.
Costumes and decor of the character of the opera and staging
gave the singer a fine start. Also
period were first-rate,
in the classic line was Audrey HepPaul Whiteman’s “Goodyear Re- burn’s delivery of a scene depictvue” took to the ice Sunday night ing Lady Jane Grey on the eve
Michael Evans
(10) via ABC-TV, following the of her execution.
trend set few weeks ago by CBS- and Margaret Bannerman gave
TV’s Arthur Godfrey, With the ice Miss Hepburn staunch sUpport in
revue cast from the current show this endeavor.

New

Yorker, N.Y., as
at the Hotel
special guests, the Whiteman regulars provided a pleasant half-hour
noteworthy, as usual, for the lush
Sets and costumes. But, except for
the snow scenes, the show lacked
any overall theme, with the numbers ranging from a Bavarian peasant dance through Irving Berlin's
“Heat Wave” to a classical Italian
folk. song. The “Winter Wonderland” setting tied them all togeth\ but too loosely;

in

camera r maneuvering to
In one

achieve the proper effect.

number

particularly,

with

Miss

Smith accomping herself at the
88s, the camera constantly shifted
over the stage, serving only to
be distracting rather than focussing
on the performer. Alan BUnce and
Peg Lynch, in their weekly “Ethel
& Albert” sketch,, scored solidly in
a bit that found Albert constantly distracted from watching the
all

A

pennant - winning homernn
Their song
heave to Thomson.
duet delivered at the. recent Base-

the

ball Writers dinner held the note
Benzell, In the solo guest
Of good sportsmanship and humor
spot, registered solidly with her
is a major part of the nawhich
tunes and looks, getting crowned
tional pastime.
as “snow queen” for the big finale.

Other novelty notes were by
Yves Joly whose
hand ballet pror

vided some tricky and interesting
movements. Depiction of a marine
scene and a street fight had some
ingenious and entertaining moments.
Completing the lineup was, Steve
Ray Schramm, who were also im- Evans
who gave his dissertation
pressive with their fast blade work
types of laughs for good
on the small, specially-constructed on various
effect, and roller skater Evelyn.
rink. Four-girl line from the New
Chandler who showed some excelYorker show completed the Skating lent
tricks, but who was weak in
specialities.

tent

Gilbert Miller, producer of the
legiter
in
which Miss
Hepburn has the lead, handled a
few words with the cohferenciei
to complete a good overall impression in the legit sequence.
Eva Condon prostrong novelty note was by fights on TV;
hilarious characterization
the Giants’ Bobby Thomson and vided an
third member.
the Dodgers’ Ralph Branca, latter as the sketch’s
the hapless pitcher who delivered
*Gigi”

Mtmi

Earl Wrightson and Maureen Cannon, regulars on the show, scored
with their songs, although neither
appeared On skates. Manuelo Dei
Toro topped .the ice shenanigans
with an eye-pleasing Latin number,
and was followed by Nadine and

about the trials of a guy trying to
quit smoking, Foy pulled out all
the stops with bits of hilarious
business^ Mark Dawson did an able
straight for Foy, who was making
his second appearance on TV with
this bit, his only other showing
having come some weeks ago on
the Ezio Pinza showcase.
As for the rest of the bill; James
Barton skimmed through a songand-dance number that he does in
his current Broadway musical hit,
“Paint Your Wagon.” Miss Smith
herself sang several songs well,
and handled the emceeing ably,
bUt the show seemed to be too in-

UNDERHILL STEPS UP

Febnmy

13, 1952

Inside Stuff-Radio
programming by local Tv
and AM stations were taken by the newly-formed Philadelphia Radi
and Television Broadcasters Association at a luncheon meeting attended by program doctors from 12 Philly stations.
Initial steps to control public relations

The association is skedded to act as a central clearing house for all
public service programming in the future. This plan is figured to act
and TV for plugs,
as an aid to any charitable campaign using radio
and at the same time assure them of maximum cooperation,
Speakers at the meeting included Benedict Gimbel, Jr., president
and general manager of WIP, who. is also’ president Of. the. association,
and Donald W. Thornburgh, president and general manager of the
Letters were sent to all advertising agencies and
stations.
publicity organizations advising them of the move.

WCAU

.

Richard M. Allerton,

New York media

marketing

specialist, takes

director of the National Assn, of
succeeds Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, who
Radio and TV Broadcasters.
resigned last September to start his own firm, Standard Audience
office this

week

Measurement

as the

new research

He

Service.

A native of Binghamton, N. Y., Allerton has been conducting marketing studies for the past five years for various New York ad agencies.
He was previously Director of Market and Radio Research for Free &
Peters and was formerly radio research chief for. Cfosley Inc.
Prior to World War II, in which he served as management consultant
for the Quartermaster Corps, Allerton conducted marketing studies for
,

various industries.

ABC TELE TRYOUTS

“Music Through the Night," new all-night all-symphonic, show
launched on WNBC, N Y,, last week, drew 1,500 letters from listeners
the first five days. As a result show is being expanded to seven
in
Charles Underhill is stepping up.
the web’s on-the-air tryout of new nights a week.
properties. On Saturday (16) at
Letters, many of them saying that; the longhair Show meant a “retur
12:30 p.m. “Papa Was a Preacher,” to radio” for them, came from points .as far distant qs Milwaukee,
based on the book by Alyene Miami, Ontario and from a sailor on a ship off the Canadian coast.
Porter, Will be showcased.
“Preacher," a situation comedy,
ABC-TV has launched; a roundtable school for its producers, direcwill kick off a showcase series in
and associate directors. Group is meeting for One hour every
the period, to be aired alternate tors
under the tutelage of Charles Holden, the chain’s
weeks, under the tentative title of Friday morning,
executive producer.
national
^
“ABC Little Theatre." “Preacher”
School is covering basic concepts of video, such as engineering asis a Rockhill Radio package produced by Len Carlton and directed pects, the nature of cameras and lenses, fundamentals of script-writing,
by Dan Petrie, via Music Corp. of directorial techniques and production problems.

ABC - TV

program

director

'

.

straight terp passages.
Frederick Heider’s production on
Sullivan made ah amusing vocal America.
the show was tops, and director typ<o. He described the “Lakme”
In the past two weeks the web
Babette Henry took full advantage aria as one of the “operatic
gave Friday night tryoUts to two
of her cameras to show off ABC's stables.”
Wilbur Stark shows, “The Big
big video stage.
Hero," with Erhest TrUex and his
Eddie Foy, Jr., revealed an un- wife, Sylvia Field, and “Lady Was
Ed Sullivan collected a
erring sense of comedy last week
with Constance Dowling.
roster of performers on the Sun In a sketch on the Kate Smith a Cop,”
day (10) “Toast of the Town” ses- Evening Hour., If the networks are Another Stark show, “Newsstand
Theatre/’
was given * four-week
sion. There wSs sufficient variety looking for additional talent in the
and novelty along with some name constant, search to replenish the run on Wednesday nights at' 9:30
period
to
taken
the
be
lustre. The N. Y. Daily News syn- font of diminishing' comedy re- ih
dicated columnist wisely gave the turns, then Foy is an apt new- over, tonight (Wed.) by “Renproceedings a semi-classical air in comer to the sweepstakes with his dezvous," starring Ilona Massey.
some spots in order tb have, a type great feel for the low comedy. In “Rendezvous’’ is a Jerry Layton
program which the NBC opposi- a Joe Stein-Will Glickman. sketch package.

,

Amo Huth’s coursq in “Mass Media and International Relations,”
kicks off tonight (Wed.) at New School for Social Research. First guest
lecturer is V. J. G. Stavridi of the public information department of
the United Nations.
Other speakers will include Dr. Luther Evans, Librarian of Congress;
L. Hogan, inventor of a
Dr/ Lyman Bryson, of CBS; and Dr. John
facsimile broadcasting system.
World Broadcasting System has released a “Go To Church" series of
16 spots by leaders of 10 different religious denominations. The announcements, 35-45 seconds long, were, issued for “Brotherhood Week,”
Feb. 17-24, with the, endorsement of National Conference of Christians

and Jews.

Green and White Quartet
FLOYD SHERMAN

EDWARD HAYES
LEONARD STOKES
JAY ALDEN EDKINS
and

KENNETH

CHRISTIE, Arranger

Proudly Salute The Cities Service Co.
on

On

Its

the Air

^

.

|
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Bernstein’s Switch

WestingKouses DuMont Tie
Question as

to.

which of the

political convention’s sponsors

Washington, Feb. 12.
George A. Bernstein, manager of
Washington Co-op FM station,

on

television will get the single-station Pittsburgh market was resolved yesterday (Tues.) with news that Westinghouse, via CBS-TV,
has pacted for complete coverage on all three DuMont b.&o. outIn addilets, plus WGN-TV, Chicago, a primary DuMont affiliate.
tion to ;WDTV, Pitt, the other two DuMont stations are WABD,

the failure of the FCC thus far to understood to have told his departapprove the projected mergei* with ment heeds that with the trim^
United Paramount Theatres has ming down the web is now in betbeen a factor; Anticipating a boom ter fighting shape. Reorganization
in biz resulting from the added includes greater emphasis on the
ABC
operation of
prestige and coin that a tieup with autonomous
o-and-o stations, ABCUnited Par would bring, and fol- radio,
lowing: a flurry of new shows TV and TV o-and-o stations the
cessor.
Appointment of Loeb involves a which the skein inked last fall, chain’s four basic Units.
sharing of facilities and personnel ABC expanded its staff. Dragging
On the Coast the web sliced its
of
and Sound Studios, re- out of merger hearings, long be- radio
and tele staffs by some. 15
sulting in a saving of $1,000 month- yond the time that FCC approval
including promotion,
ly in the station’s -expenses. The was expected to take, and with a employees,

(

radio

.

,

AM

—

WCFM

arrangement insures WCFM’s stay- green light not certai
has con- research, publicity, tele prograi.
ing on the air but does not elimi- tributed to the ABC casualties by and clerical workers. Further exother departments
nate
its
deficit;
according
to depriving the net of a cash reserve amination of
\vill be inade, according to Coast
Wallace J. Campbell, president of it might have had.
head William Phillipson, but no
Cooperative Broadcasting Assn.,
Web' has also had to lay out big changes will be made that will imlicensee of the station.
coin for its now studios and offices pair efficiency.
Several additions
on West 66th street, due to NBC’s are being made to the sales staffs,
Minneapolis
WLOL, an Atlas taking
over its present space in of both KECA and KECA-TV, L A.
property, has renewed its MBS
and. other departments will also be
this spring.
contract
Sherm Booen back Radio City
ABC
radio, meanwhile, picked bolstered.
on WTCN’s announcer staff after
Exemplifying the new emphasis
a stretch in the Marines during up General Mills as participant in
which he had the rank of captain its three-show “Pyramid” opera- on aggressiveness is ABC-TV’s
With activities to clear stations lor its
Tatham-Laird.
and was in charge of the armed tion,
Forces radio service Tokyo head- American Chicle having renewed, Admiral - sponsored -Presidential
He’ll have some new ‘‘Pyramid”
Chain says it is
quarters.
sold,. elections package.
two-thirds
is
disk jockey programs on WTCN Couple of weeks ago General Mills latching on to some outlets, previProblems of radio and' TV dropped 25 minutes cross-the.-bbard ously thought firmly inked by NBCnews coverage were discussed at on NBC to buy an additional 5 TV or CBS-TV. In some cases
l
the sixth annual radio news short
minutes daily on ABC. Prestige of ABC is getting the stations to
course at the University of MinneGM putting “all its wheat ies’U into adopt a shared-sponsorship policy,
sota during a two-day session.
ABC- with ABC’s bankroller coining in
Especial emphasis was given to ABC (plus three shows on
another web’s client
coverage of regional news arid TV) is a morale: hypo to the chain, one day and
Web prexy Robert S, Kintner is on the next.
radio, and TV reporting, of trials

—

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

.

— Number

of TV caster Bob Prince leaves in two
Cities area con- weeks for Pirates’ training camp
in San Bernadi
Cal.
tinues to grow. As Of Feb; 1 the;
total was 310,000, an increase of
Columbus
Tom George, disk
of the
January
8,500
jockey at WOR, has moved; into
according to the early morning disk-spinning
largest recent gai
,
KSTP-TV statistics. Both of the spot at WCOL, here. While at
he also doubled with NBC
two Minneapolis-St. Paul TV stadoing a country-style talent search.
tions now have attained a record
George formerly Worked at KMA,
high in operation. < For example, Shenandoah,
la.,
WWVA,
and

Twi

—

Continued from pane 25

has resigned to. take charge
operations for Peoples
Broadcasting Corp. which operates
stations
in
Worthington,
O.
(WRFD), and Washington, D. C.
(WOL). Leon Loeb, owner of
Sound Studios, Inc., Washington,
has been named as Bernstein’s sue-,

of

WTTG, Washington.
While DuMont execs declined comment on whether they would
be taking the feed from CBS, it’s presumed that will be the case,
since Westinghouse has set a network deal with CBS not only for
the conventions but for a 13-week “get-out-the-vote” series and
the Presidential election returns, all of which the four DuMont
stations will carry. It marks another instance of a sponsor buying
dual coverage in individual markets, since in this case the same
pickups will be carried on CBS’ WCBS-TV, N. Y., and WTOP-TV,
Washington.
Both Westinghouse and Philco, which is bankrolling the convention coverage on NBC, plus Admiral On ABC, had pulled Out all
stops ih trying to line up the Pitt station, with Westinghouse
.especially hot On the trail since Pitt is its hometown.

Minneapolis

ABC’s Economy Wave

WCFM,

N. Y.* and

sets in the

45

,

1

WOR

:

KSTP-TV now operates 115 Vi. \ ’heeling, W. Va.
hours per week, of which NBC-TV
programs consume 68 .hours .... A

.

;

.

trip to obtain especially
interviewing with Minne-

Special

taped
sota

made

congressmen for WCCO was
Washington by Gena
to

Wilkey, the station's general man-

James Bormann, news and

ager;

public affairs director, arid Larry
Haeg, farm service director. The
features will be edited and presented next week, as a public aLfairs feature.

—

Fort Worth John Sullivan, asradio production director
WBAP' during the past year,
has been named director of continuity fOr WBAP, AM-FM-TV. BeSullivan
radio,
fore
entering
worked in stock as a member of
the Hoxworth-Bond Stock Co.
sistant

for

—

Pittsburgh
Adelaide Lasner
Sachs doing the Shopping Circle
on KDKA for two weeks while
Janet Ross is vacationing with her
parents in Dade City.v Fla.
James Boyce, who.stud^ .drama
at Carfiegie Tech, has joined the
•

.

Radio-TV department of Young
and Rubicam in New York
,
John Cole, who’s been with the
.

WDtV

|

sales staff since the station first started, has resigned and
will announce- a .new connection
in another city soon.
He was Recently married hefe to Carol MansBill
field, local teevee actress . .
Burns just started his seventh
straight year of riewscasting for
Jimmy Schnurr, directing “It’s News to Me”, On the TV
networks, is a .graduate of the
.

KQV

.

.

Ray Scott
.
did play-by-play account of DuqueSne-St. Bonaventure game from
Gardens, first basketballer ever
televised locally
WJAS Sports-

Tech drama school

New TV

.

Stations

Continued from page 29

new stations can be kept
within quotas allowed by the Na-'|
tional Production Authority,
Estimating on the basis Of a
“realistic schedule,” the committee
expects that the FCC will issue
permits, for 140 new TV stations in
1952, and 190 in 1953. It predicts
that 22 stations will get on the air
this year, and that 21 will be in
cities not now served with TV.
During 1953, the committee .eV.
ti mates, 171 new outlets will start
telecasting, of which 64 will be

rials for

,

-

UHF.
Balancing “optimistic and

pes-

simistic” projections, the committee estimates that consumer defor TV sets Will be increased
between 750,000 and 1,660,000 sets’
in the second half of 1952 and the.
first half of 1953, by the new sta-

mand

tions.

^
Committee

believes
that
infor sets can be
“although, not

creased

demand

met

all

in

areas,

necessarily completely satisfied- by
the industry's programmed production,

with critical material being
at the rate now in ef-

consumed
fect.’^

;

families can watch the show

Now U, 000, 000

;

In the short time television ha9 been

has come a long way.
Only six years ago, intercity broadcasting was in the experimental stages.

on the road,

When

it

Army-Navy game was
.New York from Philadelphia

the 1945

sent to

through 95 miles of poaxial cable,

it

time in history more than
one city Could watch the same event

was the
at the

first

same time with today’s method

of telecasting.

Today 94
cities

television stations in

— representing

more than

the country’s population

54

half

— can present

;. and coast-to-coast
same show
transmission is accomplished with

the

Broadcasting

a big job;

facilities,

provided by

Long Lines Department

of the

American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, nd the’ Bell Telephone
Companies, total.24j000 channel miles.

It

value of

coaxial cable and
facilities

System for

television

is

$85,000,000.

Yet the cost of the service

its

study 'last

RTM A

week

directors.

at

a

is

low.

The Telephone Company’s total network charges average about 10 cenls
a mile for a half-hour program.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

.

sented

8/fleu/eo

used by the Bell

Committee, headed by Philco
veepee William H. Chaffee, premeeting of

facili-

takes special equip-

ment and personnel, made possible
only by large investments. The present
fYieiatf

great success.

the

Planning and providing these
ties is

TOMORROW
TELEVISION INDUSTRIES TODAY AND
PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS- FOR THE' RADIO AND

KAM*-TEUmbSVO!Y
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VcAicgdaiy,
the outside and misses tion, and underscored by, John
expertly-handled final
Barclay’s
too often,
Homer drew from Chisholm the argument as the defense attorney,
opinion that, what’s wrong with were such basic issues as society’s
boxing are fighters like Mineli and share of the blame for the youth’s
too many managers and seconds action, the true meaning of justice
who don’t Care if the public gets and the oft-forgotten axiom that
a run for its money and who will person shall be considered innocent
stoop to unscrupulous methods and until proved guilty.
Besides Barclay’s neat job, Sam
crooked deals. He opined Bob
Chrlstenberry is doing a good job Siegel did a standout turn as the
prosecuting attorney. Likewise givcleaning up boxing in New York.
Horner had Chisholm ing the story plus values was the
Also,
punches, tell strong thesping of Margaret Kirkvarious
illustrate
about the university boxing team's wood and Tony Parrish, as witprospects and defend college and nesses for the state. Supporting
amateur boxing because, among players were also good.
A nod should go to producer
other things, it keeps many boys
away from the professional game. TOm O’Brien and the WGN-TV
The commercials were fitted in tensers for strengthening the effect,
Rees.
by imaginative use of the cameras.
neatly.
Intro and close were done adeptly
by Clare Baum, who set the scene
THE SINGING KITCHEN
as the Armchair Philosopher.
With Anne Harvey, Johnny. ThompDave.
son,. Jeannie McKeon
Director: Jerry Friedman
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4:30 p.m. GEORGE MIKAN SHOW
NASH-KELVINATOR CORP.
With Rollie Johnson, Larry Foust
WOR-TV, New York
Director: Doug Gabrielson
Newell Sc Ganger)
Writer: Roger Gardner
( Qeyer,
“The Ringing Kitchen,” WOR- 30 Mins.; Sat., 11:30 a.m,
TV’s latest cross-the-board entry, MALT-O-MEAL CEREAL
blends songs and. cooking info into WTCN-TV, Minneapolis
Starring “Mr. Basketball” hima pleasant potpourri for afternoon
viewers. It’S strictly for the distaf- self, George Mikan, considered the
fers and should be able to pick up world’s greatest player and star of
that healthy audience With its the Minneapolis Lakers profesbudget-styled recipes and breezy sional , league team, this show is
designed primarily for juvenile
musical offerings.
Anne Harvey handles the cook- consumption* but it holds interest
ing portions of the show (in an for all basketball fans, old as well
appealing casual style). Miss Har- as young,
It should do a good
vey gabs and demonstrates in such selling job. not only for its sponsor,
a simple manner that should click but also for the Minneapolis. Lakwith the neophyte chef.
She's ers which receives even more of
methodical and leaves nothing to its attention than the breakfast
the imagination.. At times, espe- food.;
cially when working at the stove
Mikan handles himself well bewith her back to camera, she looks fore the camera in conjunction
a little awkward in her attempts to with Rollie Johnson, WTCN sports
prepare the dish and talk to the editor, a smoothie both on radio
viewer. It’s a fault that Could be and TV. With ani assist from Johncorrected with more imaginative son, the elongated hoop flinger
camera angles.
quizzes a panel of four youngsters,
Jeannie McKeon and Johnny shooting at them questions mailed
Thompson styare the song assign- in by small fry. The panel memments effectively. Miss McKeon ber chalking up the most points,
pipes with an effortless charm but based on correct answers, receives
Thompson tends to get a bit too an autographed basketball, Mikan
Jerry himself making the presentation.
dramatic for full impact.
Friedman’s direction keeps stanza
Later Mikan submits to a quiz
moving at refreshing pace. Gros
from the panel members. Most
of the questions in the two quizzes
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC have to do with himself and the
Lakers team.
Mikan also illusINSTITUTE
trates pn a blackboard that’s set
30 Mins.; Wed., II a.m. 4
up with a basket various shots and
Sustaining
playing techniques and conducts a
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
This Troy engineering college “coaching school” of basketball,
doesn’t seem to have its television explaining various phases Of the
program as well organized, or to game, giving pointers and teachOn this show he had a guest,
utilize as many students, as the ing.
other area schools participating in Larry Foust, star center of the
the WRGB “Community. Campus” Ft. Wayne team, whom he interThe two also demonseries. Only one of three blocks viewed.
viewed, at intervals, had sizable strated plays and shots.
There’s a studio audience of kids.
undergraduate representation. This
featured the Glee Club, under the The youngsters themselves, pardirection of Joel Dolvin. Another, ticularly the panel members, give
on the ROTC operation at Rensr the show added appeal for adults.
selaer, did not include any stu- It must be great stuff for the small
dents.
fry to be in Such close proximity
The third, dealing with the to. a luminary like Mikan, unR.PJ. Field House, also appeared doubtedly .the idol of thousands of
to be a non-student affair, although them, and their- parents, other relone or two of the girl figure skat- atives and friends must receive a
ers might have a college affilia- great kick seeing them on TV. The

much from

Television Reviews
sSm^mmm Continued from page
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and fear with viewers

to

make

to replace anxiety

the cabling efforts

encouragement and hope.
worth the web’s while.
Pearce has the makings of a solid
Telecasts are semi-documentary
in format, with each program de- video entity. He projects plenty of
warmth
and a comic; spirit, alvoted 'to a particular disease.
Originating in hospitals, labs, re- though limited on the preem by
search centers and NBC tele stu- plodding material. The trio of
dios, they have an authenticity as scriptets supplied him with a flock
of vintage quips and in final sketch,
Well as appeal*.
role of the
Opener had jthree medical ex- in which he essayed the
jdull-witted salesman Elmer Blurt,
perts discussing polio, what brings
At times
embarrassing,.
were
results
it, what preventative measures to
the Pearce p e r s o n a 1 i t y crept
take, what treatment, and above
the diaon
the
whole
through
but
of
all the fact that a majority
to be too much of a
cases recover with no after-effects log proved
to carry.
whatever. Talks were interspersed burden for him
The Arlene Harris monolog was
with dramatizations, for effect.
HarThere were also scenes in hospi- another case in point. Miss radio
ris,
a member of Pearce's
tals, in clinics, showing treatment
gang, handled her windy patter
given or patients on the mend.
As Dr. Arthur Masters, prez of the bit with the same zest as she did
suffered
N. Y. County Medical Society, on the airlanes, but it too
pointed out, “we physicians have from a surfeit of tired gags. Camto be
forced
was
here
erawork
so often seen people confused,
pace of the
mystified, even harmed by ig- static and slowed up
show.
truth
of
medical
norance
Walter Gross Trio offered a
Through television v we are initiat“Tico, Tico”
ing an experiment in education bright arrangement' of
and
the other guests thrush Jo
to comfort
and enlightenment
Ann Greer, pianist Edna Fischer,
and help dispel alarm:”
puppeteer Russ Clark and singer
Network and medical society Joe Graydon, handled their assigncan't be praised too highly for
ments with aplomb. Pearce emtheir purpose and the dignified
Gros,
ceed nicely throughout.
way they’ve gone about it. Inltialer
*

,

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

held

one’s

While

interest,

being

most edifying. Other telecasts will JACK HORNER SPORT SHOW
take up heart disease, cancer, With Jack Horner, Ray Chisholm
high

diabetes,
pressure, etc!

arthritis,

blood
Bron.

Producer-Director: Ed Callahan
15 mins., Fri., 10 p.m.

>

ANCHOR LAUNDRY

WTCN-TV Mpls.-St. Paul
This sport show, which immediately follows the Gillette fight
telecasts Friday nights, is designed
to hold the latter’s viewers, and it
should do just that without any
difficulty if the ensuing layouts
are as interesting for fisticuff fans
as the initial program. The idea
is to present an analysis of and
opinion on the preceding bout and
to discuss other matters pertaining
to boxing and the prize ring.
Jack Horner is a well set up
young man with a topnotch camera
personality, presence and Voice,
As an interviewer he leaves nothing to be desired. On this show
he had as his impressive authority
on the particular subject matter,
Ray Chisholm, University of Minnesota boxing coach, who not only
knows his boxing onions, but also
expresses himself well and stacks
,

AL PEARCE SHOW
With Arlene

Harris,:
Trio, guests

•"

Walter Gross

Producer: Stefan Haytos
Director: Bill Sterling
Writers: Jack Harvey, II o W a r d
Blake, Carl Gass
45 Mins., Mon.-thrU-Fri„ 10:45, a.m.
Sustaining

CBS-TV, from Hpllywood
A1 Pearce debuted on video Monday (11) in a series that shapes as
just another one of those informal
variety revues. Blending of guest
singers, guest instrumentalists and
Comedy makes up a pleasant 45minute stanza but Pearce, is offering nothing new and with few exceptions program seems more suit>
ed to radio than TV. CBS-TV is
originating the s h o w from the
Coast as a cross-the-board entry,
but the series will have to perk up
before it can hope tb nab enough

*

up as a

TV

Under
FORMERLY
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR FOR

DWIGHT DEERE WIMAN

TOM
WEATHERLY
Publicity
Plays

•

Players

Pictures * Televis'i
1

52

W.

natural.

Homer’s

questioning,

Chisholm expressed the view that
referee Ruby Goldstein had done

54th St.

CO

5-0780

the right thing in halting the Saxton-Mineli fight, more So because
the latter “wasn’t trying” than
because he wasn’t a match for the
Negro. He pointed out that Mineli
kept retreating from the very start
and finally had the crowd booing.
Mineli fought like. Joe Walcott
only more so, in Chisholm’s opinion.
Fans like to see a fighter
stand up and trade punches, he
pointed out. He regarded Saxton
as “a good boy” and aggressive,
but with a few faults that stood
out when fighting a cutie like
Mineli.
Among other things, he
pointed out, Saxton punches too

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

*

McQueen
Producer:

Tom

O'Brien

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

says two-thirds of all
radio-equipped homes listen
regularly to WFIL— 5,000 watts
at 560 kilocycles. You hit hard,
.fast, and clean— not only in
Phllly but in. all 147 “home
markets” outside city limits
where a majority of the area’s
population lives and shops.

And these same fi ye kilos sweep
way out into a huge bonus area
in many nearby counties, giving
WFIL total coverage of 6 ,800 ,000
people with more than $9 billion
buying income.
the dial in
To be first
America’s third largest market,
effective

schedule WFIL.

560
<TI)f

jDfiil

abclplna

llnnmrn- Station

time

the

programs

segment

across-the-

eyes and ears of the pre-primary
and early primary grade youngA cute show, Eileen Kneeland offers a different standard
tale each week with production
trimmings aiding the overall effec-

stars.

tiveness.

Last week’s show teed off with
a closeup of Miss Kneeland peering through a simulated book
cover to. announce the story at
hand, Cinderella, with a quick
switch to pick up a cute femme

youngster deeply engrossed 1
pages of theJOook. As Miss Kneeland narrated the story with the

Crayon Men, Ted Miller drew pix
of the principals, Cinderella,, evil

stepmother, prince etc., and also
caught some of the action depicting the pumpkin Coach, prince trying on the shoe, etc.
Lens work
was nifty, switching from Miss
Kneeland to Miller and his drawing board and occasionally, picking
up the reaction of the little gal,
who appeared to be completely
wrapped lip in the proceedings.
Spieling by Miss Kneeland should
appeal to the small fry with package offering enough action to hold
the attention of its intended audience.

Elie.

video and education. The program
is under the auspices of Quincey
College; which is offering actual
credits based on the show. Two
courses are tied in with the series.
One is the “Philosophy of Education,” based on the philosophical
content of the story unfolded. The
other is “TV Scriptwriting, Programming and Production,” based
on the mechanics of the medium.
Knights of Columbus pays the tab
for the beamings.

Thanks to a fine cast, topnotch
production and competent writing;
the first “video lesson” emerged as
acceptable TV fare which* entertainment-wise, more than held its
own with out-and-out commercial
offerings. The yarn evolved around
the trial of a young lad charged,
artd subsequently found guilty, of
holding up a store. There was little
of the usual whodunit atmosphere,
with the dramatic impact arising
mainly from the realistic portrayal:
of the courtroom scene as the. state,
defense and unseen jury wrestled
over the lad’s fate.
Cleverly woven Into . the .situa-

BILL

GOODWIN SHOW

— NBC-TV —
•

»

Coral Recording Artist
Direct!

i

M. C. A.

AVAILABLE
TV EXECUTIVE

THE LAW AND YOU

*

combined once-a-week Stanza, is sponsored
by the Erie County Bar Assn, and

BMB

in

interested in fables and fairy
stories. As such, it stacks as okay
lure, for it’s conceived and produced neatly, being attuned to th

brief commercials and announces
that for coming Sunday games the
kids can get a single free ticket
by presenting a Malt-O-Meal boxtop at the boxoffice the day of the
game. The principal commercials,
however, are cartoon and other
films and they're good.
Rees.

Writer: Gene Brook
Producer: Jim Christensen
If subsequent installments come 30 Mins.;
Sun., 2 p.m.
off as well as the opener (5), this WBEN-TV,
Buffalo
series will rate high as a sturdy
This show, going into its sixth
example of effectively -

is to get ’em at home, where
more_ radio owners tune WFIL
than ever before.

Spotted

board to capture an audience of
youngsters (6 p.m.), this stanza is
slanted to the very young, still

m

WGN-TV, Chicago

Best way to break the ice in
area Of 4,400,000 people
and $6 billion in buying power*

WBZ-TV, Boston

WBZ - TV

George Yamans, Troy sports show is calculated to get them to
writer, emceed it. Perhaps the buy the breakfast food and to
enrigorous curriculum interferes, but hance their interest in basketball
if the long-established, school is to generally and
in the Minneapolis
participate in a TV series, the Lakers in particular. They’re
the
planning should be better 'and the team’s fans of the present
and
live participation stronger. Jolco.
future.
Johnson s
o o t h 1 y interjects

Director: Ernie Lukas
Writer: William O’Brien
30 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.

this

With Eileen Kneeland, Ted Miller
Producer-Director: John McLean
15 Mins., Tues., 6 p.m.
Sustaining

tion.

With Clare Baum, Sam Siegel,
John Barclay, Margaret Kirkwood, John Brennan, Tony Parrish, Fred Pinkard, Alexander

can’t stand on ceremony
If you want to be heard by shoppers in all 14 counties pf Philadelphia's $6 billion market zone.

Moree.

THE LADY OF THE BOOKSHELF

.

Armchair philosopher

You

Fgbnury 13, 1952

Dtiylng a house* going into
a
small business, as well as things of
general legal interest, like civil
rights and senring on juries. Playlet is followed for remaining time
by a roundtable, discussion by lawyers and perhaps a layman expert
in the field covered by the play
Every effort is made by the panel
to keep the discussion on a pitch
which can be understood by anv
viewer.
A show of this type certainly/
does a good educational job and
helps to dispel the popular feeling
that; if you ask a lawyer the time
of day* he’ll send you a bill. It’s
gOod public relations for the lawyers and informative to the public.
will,

*

tA

Producer of maior notwork .shows desires* agency or package house affiliation— oxcollont
references— California
inquiries welcome—Write Box V-21152,
Variety, 154 W. 44th St., New York 19.

U. of Buffalo Law School. Public
service feature has caught quite a

bit of viewer interest.
Format is a 15-minute dramatic
sketch by competent local actors.
Segment has been written by Gene
Brook from ideas furnished by the
sponsors. These skits depict .everyday situations such as making a

HARPO
Mgf.:

NBC-TV
GUMMO MARX

(Formerly

EXEC WITH KNOW

MAX GORDON)

HOW
.iff

Wants to Get on tha AgtncySid# of tho Pietur#
I

v*

^ our highly successful

years

in television

working with our bast

agencies and maior accounts in meeting
their film programming
mercial problems.
I'm 34 years of age with a strong
ability

and

wnd TV com-

liking for contact

. .

,

cli

relations, respect for budgets*

deadlines and the all arqimd "know-how”
meet the associated problems. New York
or Hollywood. Minimum $15,000.
•ox V-270, Variety, 154 West 44th St., New
York 19, N. Y.
1
;

1

J

1
.

Ulllli||||»f|inmi^

;

Wednesday* Fcbroary 13, 1952
Philly

RADIO-TELEVISION*

Business Groups

Uss;
still

tion

ganizations to present its course on
“Human Relations in Industry."

[

Chamber

Commerce

of

and the Junior C. of C. are cooperating with Drexel’s College of Business Administration in the project,
designed, to teach better teamwork
among individuals in a plant. Representatives of various and industrial outfits in area appear as panelists on the program.
Format of program includes live
,

dramatizations of actual cases, film

Any

|

hookup for tele- Web will sell the pix on a network, Adventure," 52 quarter-hour stanmonths regional, spot pr local basis. First zas produced by Gordon Levoy for
the future, according to observ- advertiser in each market will the original Procter & Gamble
on
national

vision locally is at least 18
in

ers here, but it is a definite possiThere’s another significant point bility in that time.
about the Atlass plant which has
The Pacific Telephone & Telelong had the envy of its Windy City graph Co. will have a microwave
competitors. There’s not a deejay radio-relay system between here
on the premises during the day, and Portland installed by the end
until Bill Wells comes on for a five-' of the year,- and this could be used
minute disk show at 10:25 p.m. All for television transmission. Howthe other local shows from 5:55 ever, company officials estimate
a.m, to 12 midnight are platter-less that it would cost about $30,000 a
offerings.
With the exception of month to pipe programs from San:
WLS; which also maintains a size- Francisco for eight hours a day.
able stable of “live” talent, no With only one television station
Other Chi station can make such, a here (KING) that cost is felt too
statement.
The trend elsewhere great to be borne by the one station
has been to shed the talent staff, and its sponsors.
But if the freeze on new stations
with more and more air time given
over to the disk and needle is lifted this month there is a
chance
for .more .stations to be on
gabbers.
The strategy at
has been the ait’ in 18 months, and with addi-

WBBM

strips and other graphic aids, all to maintain a generous roster of
designed to call attention to typi- singers and musicians for housecal human relations problems con- built stanzas; frequent daily newspersonnel.
supervisory
fronting
casts, and the development of staff
Problems are then analyzed by the gabbers as personalities! That this
panel composed of Drexel faculty
latter technique pays off, is illusreps.
industrial
and
members
trated in. the case of WBBM’s ubiSpeakers offer suggestions for anquitous Paul Gibson.
these
probsolving
and
ticipating
Patterned after the Galen Drake
lems.
quasi-philosophical formula, Gibpermission
obtained
has
Drexel
6
son
remains one of the station's
from Armstrong Cork Co., Lancastop draws. Currently working 15
ter, Pa., and McGraw-Hill Publishthe chinner fills nine hours
shows,
ing Co., New York, to use case maand 40 minutes of the
terials on “Human Relations in
schedule.
He fetches in
weekly
Supervision," which have been demore than $16,000 gross for the
veloped in a film strip series widely
That’s
for time
Week.
station
each
industry throughout
.

new

tion of

stations cost of relay

from San Francisco could be split,
thus making it economically feasible.

V

Theatre"
NBC-TV;
“Hollywood on the Line," 26 quarter-hour pix produced by Gene
Lester; “Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra," 13 concert programs produced by Eugen Sharin in Vienna
that
first-run.
Possibility
exists
and Salzburg; “World’s Immortal
some network film shows, such as Operas,” seven half-hour stanzas
“Amos ’ri’ Andy,” “I Love Lucy,” produced in Rome by George
etc., may be turned over to Film
Ridgefield, and “Holiday in Paris,"
Sales for subsequent-rim bookings
13 half-hour variety shows propn a local level!
duced in Paris by John Nnsht.
Origin of Film Sales
Dolores Gray, currently co-starring
in
the* Broadway revue, “Two on
Unit actually has been in opera“Fireside

naturally have a first-run exclusive
on that market, although the web
may sell subsequent runs immediately after the completion of the

tion for some time, originally, as a
part of Radio Sales (before CBS
and TV corsplit into separate
porations) and then as a part of TV
Spot Sales, Web had produced. nine
stanzas of “Cases of Eddie Drake,"
a half-hour: whodunit series, iri
1949, but then shelved them. It
has since turned out four more,
to provide a 13-week series, and is
now working on 26 stanzas of
“Files of Jeffrey Jones" to follow
the “Drake" series. Web has also

AM

employed by

Paul

alone.

“Human Relations in Industry”

Another

busy

staffer

is

John

Harrington, who, with his numerous daily news shows occupies six
and a half hours weekly, and
Fri- brings in about $5,000 for gross

course is one of 11 diversified programs offered weekly by WFIL-TV
for the second semester of its air
university, Monday
day, 11:10 to noon.

through

— Charles

Bridgeport

time.

W. Parker,

WICC

who was sales manager of
before, station was sold to Bridgeport Broadcasting Co., has joined

L

Eisenhower
Continued from page 28

WPAT, Paterson, N./J., as sales
right-hander to Dickens Wright,, but some of the backers of the
who used to be manager of WICC rally itself had difficulty in gaining
Jacqueline Cochrane,
Fred Allen, ex-WICC announ- entrance.
.
cer, has switched to
in co-chairman of the event with
same city.
McCrary, for example, was caught
in the crowd outside the building
prior to the show’s taking the air,
and didn’t succeed in reaching the
stage until after the end of the
broadcast.
Russel, Crouse, also, one of the
rally supporters,, .claimed to have
tried four Garden entrances before he found a cop who would let
him through. Mrs. James Doolittle, wife of the former air force
general, was halted at the point
of a policeman’s nightstick before
she could get through. Mrs. James
Gaines, wife of the NBC-TV o.&o,
stations veepee, had rounded up
.

.

WNAB

00
OFFICIAL
BASIC CBS
OUTLET FOR

AiO°

ML0

a*”**
5 4.7 %
VIEWED BY

50 housewives from her Port Washington, L. I town to attend in. a
group. They, too, had trouble with
the police, and were forced to split
the group before they could get in.
Gen. Eisenhower’s supporters,
incidentally, were particularly impressed with the work of his backers in Charlotte, N. C. When they
heard the show was to be televisfed
requested
they
Y.,
from
N.
WBTV, Charlotte’s only video outStation manlet/ to pick it up.
agement told them, however, that
it had no time order, and the Charthemselves would
lotte
citizens
have to buy the time if they wanted
Backers, as a result,
the show.
held their own rallies and raised
enough coin to pay for the WBTV
pickup.
While Eisenhower is a
Republican candidate, North Carois,

of course,

Democratic

traditionally

state.

; Continued from page

.

network shows via FM.

WBT

is
In Charlotte, the 50kw
now staying on the air with its
instead
affiliate until midnight
of 10 p.m., and intends to continue
this policy. And in Tarboro, daytimer WCPS is cooperating in anticipation of the opening of an

FM

FM

affiliate this

KALAMAZOO

DOWN?
If you’re alarmed at the high cost of

network productions

.

.

.

If you’re looking for

top talent, low budget productions that can

compete with the best on the networks

WLW-Tclevision can do

Out
roster

— see what

for you.

of the “high-rent” districts of

centers,

TV production

WLW-Television has a

than any other independent

larger talent

TV operation.

Here the combined production facilities, personnel
and know-how of three television stations WLW-T,
WLW-D, and WLW-C caii produce your network
show at considerable savings.

—

'

Last
for

>

Summer

WLW-TV originated

NBC-TV— “Strawhat

Currently

32

radio dealers in the area, who have
been rotating window displays
plugging the availability of the

COMPANY

GOT YOU

their

THAN STATIONT'

FOR ALL FACTS

COSTS

two programs

Matinee”, a daily hour-

long afternoon show, and “MidwestcmAHayride”,
a Saturday evening hour. Both shows outranked

MORE FAMILIES

WRITE US
OR AVERY- RHODES.

PRODUCTION

,.

lina

summer.

North Carolina newspapers are
benefiting
from the campaign
through co-op advertising by distributors and dealers, and ads by
stations plugging their FM programs.* The High. Point Enterprise,
which owns WHPE-FM, carried a:
special
section on the opening
** 4dey^he-thriver - * - *

FM

.•*

the Aisle,"

is

starred in the latter.

In addition to the upcoming
“Jeffrey Jones” series, the web
also has on tap a series of moppetslanted vidpix; titled “Betsy and
the Magic Key" and produced by
Elizabeth Raines.

—

Lbuls The fifth anniverSt.
sary of KSD-TV owned and operated by the St. Louis Post-Dis-patch (Pulitzer) was celebrated

Canada Spread
handled syndication oh product last week and no special programs
Paul,”. RCA’s cross-the- turned out by Gene Autry’s Flying were arranged, to mark the event
locally.
However, NBC for which
board syndicated program, has A
Enterprises,
the the station is the local outlet
including
been bought by McCormick Biscuit “Gene Autry Show" and “Range saluted it.
KSD-TV, in addition
Co. for 20 Canadian stations.
Rider.”
to carrying NBC video programs
Sale Was wrapped up by All-.
Other vidpix series already lined also telecasts some originating at
Canada Radio Facilities.
up by the web include “Strange CBS, DuMont and ABC:
‘Dr.

“Dr.

WBBM

the U. S.

Distributing Vidpix

mSSSSSmSmSSS Continued from page 22

.

skedded for Mondays

The industrial relations commit-

tees of the

AM

Downbeat On Deejay

participating in WFlL-TV’s
prize-winning “University of the
working in conjuncAir'- series, is
with Philadelphia business or-

is

much

CBS

MONTHS OFF
Beattie, Feb. 12.

obvious that there’s
gold in “them fhar

it’s

hills."

ses

from 11:30 to noon.

STILL 18

Continued from page 29

and

cpin,

Philadelphia, Feb, 12.
Drexel Institute of Technology,
one of the 22 colleges and univer-

Program

SEATTLE ON TV CABLE

WBBM

WFH-TV Industry Show

47

network competition.

WLW-TV produces six hour? of network

programming weekly—Ruth Lyons* “50 Club” and
the “Breakfast Party”, daily, plus the Saturday

noontime “Midwestern Hayridc”.
Perhaps WLW-Telcvision has.the answer
to yOur problem of high production costa*

Why

not investigate?

.

|

page 21

4ohs to a rescinding of order M-90
but recommended, if NPA decides
it, that it be modified to
contain no restriction on end product made from materials allocated.If the ban is lifted, he said, "CBS
would be ingenious enough to stay
off the hook.”
sufficient material available for the
Stanton's Blast
production of millions of sets in
1952 and beyond,” he asserted,
Stanton reserved his Comment oh
"then let the public decide whether Sarnoff’s statement until later in
these sets, shall be just black and the day. At the meeting, he recwhite els, or sets capable of re- ommended that the order be withceiving both black and, white and. drawn, but that whatever form
That is the traditional NPA policy may take, there be
color.

not permit Chromatic to put the
tube in a TV receiver and offer it
to the public.
Order M-90, Balaban went on,
forces on the public “a needless
degree; of obsolescence" by holding back color TV. "If there is

to retain

.

American

.

clarification

way.”-

.

in a

Balaban concluded by saying
Chromatic is a small new-

that

field,

offer

plant for the national defense.
"But we decline to offer it,” he
said, "as a sacrifice to those who
its

tlie

status

the meeting that
RCA had nothing to do with the
decisions which brought about Order M-90, and. that it was entirely
engineered by CBS to "get off the
hook” in attempting to put over
He
its incompatible color system.
aid that when CBS applied to
NPA for allocations for 250,000
told

horsepower motors for

disk-operated color sets, it knew
these motors were in short supply, and that it could not make
use of this volume of materials as
it planned to turn out only 80,000
color sets a year.
said Sarnoff,
"It is obvious,”
"that CBS made an unreasonable
could be exrequest which
pected to force NPA to take action
of a type

it

carry on his bitter and desperate
campaign to frustrate color,” and
"gratuitously set aside the purpose
of the NPA meeting in his own
self-interest.” He added that Sarnoff "continues to use every forum
for his campaign, except the forum
which has been designated by
Congress to evaluate his claims
the FCC.”
Stanton added that Sarnoff “has
been promising various compatible color systems for six years,”
and that if. he feels the RCA system is now ready, "let him take
these issues before the FCC, where
they can be resolved by testimony
under oath, and by actual demon-

—

.

.

tl0

IndustryiteS, incidentally, wondered at what might have happened if
had occurred in an earlier Metro era, when Louis B. Mayer still
helmed the studio. Mayer is now an avid protagonist for Sen. Robert
A. Taft as the Republican Presidential candidate. As a result. Gables
prove that sales on stumping for Eisenhower might have become an extremely touchy
third

Summer

Sales

Continued from page
statistics

to

this

25’

NPA

quo.’

fractional

of

:

broadcasts, provisions for adapters, many prducts (juring the
converters, etc.).
quarter (July, August and SeptemReplying to Sarnoff’s charges, ber) are actually higher than they
Stanton issued a hot bUst in which are for the rest of the year.
he said that CBS contributions to
Under its new discount, structhe advancement of color "cannot ture NBC is weighting the system
be obscured by unprincipled at- in favor of art increasing amount
That means,
tacks.” He quoted from a letter of Of time on the air.
last Oct. 30 from Chairman Edwin that a single sponsor with three
C. Johnson (D., Col.) of the Senate half -hour shows weekly, for examwhich ple, will get more of a savings relCommittee,
Commerce
praised CBS for its fight against atively than one with a single half"every conceivable road block” to hour show.
Web also is mulling
advance color TV.
the inauguration of some special
Stanton said that in going into incentive plan for some advertisers
the dispute over the CBS vs. RCA who may buy in for the sufnmer
meeting, months only, in order to push sumcolor systems at the
Sarnoff "went but of his way to mer-slanted products.

No. ‘Sacrifice'

seek to maintain

manufacture

for "facilitating future reception, of color” (permitting, builtin compatibility for CBS color

.

Sarnoff

.

1

TV) and

conference”

comer in the electronics
which would not hesitate to

on

CBS-TV signed a 10-year lease this week for the Biltmore Theatre
legit house on Manhattan's West 47th Street, which it will convert into
a television studio. Reconversion work has already started, to provide
Douglass Montgomery, the web with a much-needed 80x35-foot stage and a studio seating
Feb. 24.
who will play the title role, had capacity of 685. Bert Parks daytime show and "Give and Take” will
the same Part in a Pasadena Play- be the first network programs assigned to the house .as soon as it’s
house presentation of the Henrik converted to TV.
Ibsen work in 1932, when McCleery
Last legit show housed by the Biltmore was "The Number. ' Theatre,
Was a production assistant on the incidentally, is directly across the street from the Mansfield, which is
is
Guy de Vry
Playhouse staff.
also operated by CBS as a video studio. Addition of the Biltmore gives
Regent the web 16 TV studios in the metropolitan N.Y. area.
scripting the adaptation.
three
cigarets will bankroll the
productions as part of its regular
Appearance of Clark Gable before video cameras for the first time
sponsorship on "Cameo,” the same at the Madison Square Garden, N. Y., rally for Gen. Eisenhower Friday
way Admiral will be in the spon- night (8) must have surprised a number in show biz who figured th
sor's seat mi ' the “Lights Out”
Gablt>,
actor- parted exclusively to Metro* is forbidden to do any TV
show.
however, is under suspension from M-G for nixing the top role in that
(See story in film secstudio’s upcoming "Sometimes I Love You.”
atre staging as part of the regular
"Cameo Theatre” series, starting

color equipment for non-broadcast
use (which would include theatre

implication that TV
ianufacturers had influenced the
issuance of the- NPA order, Balaban declared: "Withi the limitations imposed by the allocation of
materials, it is up to -the public to
make this decision :and not the
manufacturers of television sets,
who may or may not have merchandising problernis of extensive
inventories of black and white receivers which would affect their
views on the issues before this

Then,

derived by i blinded G! who underwent the operation.
Three-part "Peer Gynt” series,

meanwhile, will be produced by
Albert McCleery via his arena the-

Sarnoff, Stanton Tint Tiff
Continued from

9

4

•

departprogramming
Webs’
ments, of course, are tying in with
the plans of the sales departments

by lining Up summer replacement
shows which would be budgeted
lower than the regular season programs. While the nets are confident they’ll be able to convince

subject.

Bulova Watch Co., probably the biggest spot announcement bankroller in television, is currently rearranging its entire video coin outlay, via the Blow agency, by trimming t|»e number of 10-second station
identification spots and picking up more 20-second chain break announcements. According to Biow spokesmen, there will be no cutback
in the overall budget.
Agency execs said the 10-second spots, which are flashed On the
screen with the individual station’s call-letters, are not doing the job as
effectively as the 20-second spots, which usually comprise the star
personality endorsements. In addition, they pointed out that it would
be unwise to drop arty of the chain break franchises on which they
staked their hold early in TV’s history.
;

RCA has assembled in brochure form a list of 13 full-page instituit has bankrolled in top magazines and newspapers during the last year. Manufacturing outfit, which has followed
the last seven years, will distribute the brochure
for
procedure
the same
to its distributors and dealers, as well as to advertising students in
the country,
throughout
colleges
and
schools
"The continuing objective ;of this institutional advertising,” it was
the
ad lineup, "is to increase prestige
accompanying
note
stated in a
and consumer acceptance for all RCA products and services. The appresentation of scientific; and
step-by-step
timely
proach is a factual,
engineering advances tha^ in the main have been pioneered at the
Princeton, N. J,”
RCA
at
David Sarnoff Research Center of
tional-type ads which

their sponsors to stick
through the summer, they said that
any guess on the number who
Voice of America has arranged to tape a dress refiearsal of NBCwould stay could only be crystal- TV’s Saturday night “Show of Shows” for beaming to radio audiences
balling at this time.
in Japan. Crew of Japanese announcers will explain all that goes into
5rj!the production of the show and producer-director Max Liebman, plus
'I '^co-stars
Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca, will send greetings to th
Japanese people. Show was selected by Voice execs as the one which

most, of

Theatre Wing

stration of performance.”

;

"best represents the lively arts for foreign listeners,”

Continued from page 28

FCC Chairman Wayne Coy will deliver two addresses next Monday
and Herbert Bayard Swope, Jr. (18) in Indiana, his native state. He will speak at a Rotary Club
Class in performing for TV, with luncheon in Fort Wayne and at a dinner of the Junior Chamber of
Carl BCier, concentrates on the Commerce in Muricie.
Frontal
special demands, limitations and
It’s expected the FCC topper will report on progress of the Compotentialities of the video art.
Continued from page 20
mission toward adoption of the allocation plan for lifting the TV freeze.
Production and direction classes Two weeks ago, Coy said in a speech in Cleveland the freeze would be
producer Herb Swope, Jr., he had are taught by Leo Hurwitz, with ended in around a month.
Writer emphasis on the study of kines of
commissioned
originally
Harry Muheim to script a special major shows. The TV Laboratory,
"science facts” show based on under George Wallach and Ivan around the variety format* and are
Philadelphia—Felix Meyer, manager of operations at WFIL-TV,
space satellites. He remembered, Reiner, of WNBT, N. Y., meets at locally sponsored.
WXEL, with its football and has been named program manager
though, that during the last year NBC, where actual operations are
he had nixed about six suggested studied. Lab will shortly produce, baseball telecasts of the Cleveland of WFIL. Meyer joined the PhilaIndians and Browns, has utilized a delphia Inquirer stations in 1941 as
scripts revolving about the cornea
tele play
via closed circuit, a
in
transplanting eye operation,
network operation to cement itself program siipervisbr of W53PH, the
by one of its members,
affiliate at. the time.
which a person would receive the scripted
in listener habits. The station also station’s
actors and students
with
cornea of a gangster, possibly, and
is using a network feed for its 11
vehicle.
then take On gangster characteris- staging the
p. ra. 10-minute Sotiio newscast.
Writing classes have been under
tics. Swope said this gave him the
recently paeted a sponsored
of Howard Rodman, Joe
idea, of doing an affirmative show the aegis
bowling show for its Sunday night
Liss
and Arnold Perl. Some of the audience.
on the eye operation, and so he
suggested that Muheim get to- students of the tele scripting
No Primrose Path
gether with the Eye Bank to work classes have sold their ‘‘homeTelevision’s rise isn’t a primrose
out a script. Next Monday’s stanza, work” to the webs. And even the path. Agencies are maintaining that
as a result, will depict the benefits legit play writing course has in- costs have almost wiped
out the
spired one-acters that were bought
small local advertiser who would
by the webs. Sketch writers worklike to see his product on the
shop, which covers skits, lyrics and
screen.
special material for musical comMany advertisers also hope that
edy, revue, nitery, radio and tele
when the. freeze lifts the competiperformance, has also turned out tion to follow will bring
Now starring on NBC's
a downcommercial bits for TV.
ALL STAR RBVUE

.

Lobe

might not otherwise

Stanton, he
considered.”
noted, "promptly announced that
not only would CBS stop manufacturing its incompatible mechanical
color receivers in order to conserve material, but CBS also would
stop broadcasting its limited incompatible color programs, which
didn’t use any material and which
no one asked it to discontinue.”
Sarnoff said he had no objec-

have

.

FM

ATW

Before

You Make a Movi

WXEL

for Screen or TV,' See

CHARLES CURRAN
Times SqOate Productions,

Inc.

145 West 45th St., New York 19
Telephone Circle 6-4443

WJBK

delivers the

you* ooop$

*

Goods

ward trend in. costs, and also open
up more time for local program-

?u NCH
Hoods hockey not 3rdyoar

row!

That'sfight;

coRiocutlvo year

1961

WJBK

Is

In

a

tho third

ggiftos

and key

sta-

.

.

.

tho
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sponsorship for

tlio

throe
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MILLION FKIENOS
National Soles Headquorters: 4S1 Madison Avenue. New York 22
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KAISER - HENRY
MIDTOWN

J

K-F SALES. INC.

1710 Broadway. N.Y.C.

PL 7-0610

WEWS

Composed of seven men,
the group is Used primarily for
participation stanzas, The station
has also moved to the foreground
in Variety shows, featuring polkas,
and highlighted by the hour-long
11 p.m. Monday night "Old Dutch
Show:” Thcire are at least three
other half-hour variety stints, based
bn this area's rep as the polka-comnqtjbn, tth#t| ^reyqlvp
irturtity pi
chestras..

Represented^ Nationally by THI

1

half-hour at 11 a.m.
also claims credit for having one of the few all-TV staff or-

hockey seasons!

fHB STATION WITH

K®9*

36 Months to Pay

weekly on
At WNBK, "Charming Children,’
favorite under the
radio
longtime
a
guidance of Marjorie Lee Harm, is
Monday-through-Friday
a
now

Sales results must bo good
same Detroit brewery has os-

full

:

least four-hours

tion for the 1 6-ifation state-wide radio

hookup.

E$T

ATTENTION VETERANS!
NO DOWN PAYMENT

.

hat: boon so-

p.m.»

.

Also, WEWS is offering a "Meet
The inability of TV to attract
Your School” program, a 15-min- midnight-hour audience is puzzling,
ute Tuesday night, Class A nighter,
in light of the station’s coverage of
to show those at home how classes
the
very
highly
industrialized
—
„
are conducted.
A third Scripps- Northern
Ohio area, where second
Howard educational feature is a shift workers, arriving home
after
Sunday afternoon "University Cir- 11 p. m., are described
as a "large
cle” program, giving educators at
WEWS and lucrative” market.

loctod exclusive Detroit outlet for the

Red Wing hockey

TV

has found that the 11Gleve. Stations
to-midnight stanza has not attractContinued
from
page
24
ed
advertisers,
despite some prot
gramming spurts during that late
fessors. More than 800 signed for
hour. Recently WEWS moved its
the course, paying a tuition fee sign-off back to
midnight because
and buying packet kits.:
of sponsor disinterest.
Also',.

.

WJBK

Saturday's S-t

Mgt.t William Morris Agoncy

ming..

'(

IMotion Picture, TV, Dramatic

To

Solid

or's

& Radiol

by tho Lot# Irving BachtUer.
for Dtscriptivo List: Francis DrakoBallard (Ex«cu-

21

Sucetcsfui Books

Assign**)

Now York
M

It

17,
b1

Suit#

N* Y»

1302,

347

Madifon

Avtnuf.
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Iowa Solons’ Pitch

RADIO-TELEVISION

mi

On

TV Lighting

Ford-Backed Airer Stirs

Conn. Forum

of Air*

Bridgeport, Feb.

Continued from page 24

12.

“Connecticut Forum of the Air*”
Ralph Della Selva-produced proDes Moines, Feb. 12.
Wild” and “Paul Whiteipan Revue,” and-con session on wiCC, has
A pressagent couldn’t have fig- says his most difficult job was landed a small-town newspaper
“The Thousand-Yard Look” on chain as sponsor of three
promote
the
to
angle
better
a
ured
broad“Pulitzer” .last year.
The story,
new program, “The Whole Town set in Korea, required Construction casts a month.
grant of
a
$260,000
under
Talking,”
Arthur
Pearce,
new
owner
of
Is
a battlefield in ABC’s studio
weeklies in Fairfield, Stratford and
from the Ford Foundation, than TV-1, with actual

State-Wide Controversy

program in the series
Iowa legislature
in Des Moines
statehouse
the
from
Forty-five
by WOI-TV, Ames.
representatives
and
senators
state
fourth

tire

that telecast the

Fiorentino, Who also lights “Pulitzer Prize Playhouse,” “Charlie

hills of sand,
jeeps and trucks* high trees* shellholes arid other elements of a noman’s-land. The very tall scenery,

Westportrwlll bankroll broadcasts
of the program emanating from

A

circulation towns.

presidential

which made lights relatively inac- straw poll will also be tied in.
On the fourth week of the
cessible, and the special effects,
took part in a discussion of school such as explosions and gun flashes, month the Della Selva show will be
problems for the benefit of the demanded that the lights be in- underwritten by Bridgeport incentral Iowa television audience, stalled as each piece mf "scenery dustrial firms.
First program unand the arguments over whether was assembled, and Fiorentino der new arrangement, following
should increase the worked ’round the clock to do it.
state
!the
town meeting idea, will be aired
amount of money being paid out
His day usually starts at 4:30 Monday (18) from ballroom of
school

public
confusion rather than the reverse.
on
their
The legislators
best behavior, but were so longthe
that
winded and bombastic
Rev. Ralph Imes of Eldora, la.,
moderator of the program,' said
after the program, “It’s no won.

der'

our country

on

is

its

knees

if

legislators can’t, face issues
squarely.” The legislators got mileage from WOI-TV for the trip to
Des Moines, plus a free dinner, in
addition to being televised "at
work.” A staff of 23 persons put
on the hour-long show.

our

Kansas City— Infantile Paralysis
fund benefited to the extent of
$1,279 as the result of a disk jockey
for- four
lade over
plea

KCKN

hours on Feb. 2. Jockey B u d d y
four
Black devoted: his reg u la
hour evening Stint, to the cause,
-with large assists

Eddie Clark and

from Wayne

Stitt,

Bob Courtney;

the station’s staff.

MAN

De

DeMANd

in

of

to get lights placed before
rehearsal on broadcast day,
until the show is
over at night. A week before each
telecast he studies the script and
floor plan, and has conferences
with the director, TV director, designer, the shaders and engineering
personnel on the technical and
artistic plans.
He attends, rehearsals to map placement of props and
movement of cast, cameras and
a.

.,

Hotel Stratfield

Winners at Big Ceremonies in D.
Washington* Feb. 12,
Receiver manufacturers are upping their Contributions to radio
industry’s “Voice of Democracy”
For Mpls. Ballcasts In
contest this year, by awarding television
radio-phonograph consoles to each of the 50 state arid
Minneapolis, Feb. 12.
territorial winriers. Winners in the
WLOL is paying a record high non-TV areas will receive the raprice, $32,500, for the exclusive dio-phonograph. combinations.
privilege of broadcasting the MinAwards will, be made Feb. 22,
neapolis
Association when the four national winners,
American.
baseball team’s games again this who were selected from 1 ,000,000
season, despite the fact that for the high-school contestants,: come to
first time there’ll be LBS broad- Washington at the invitation of the
casting of big league night contests contest’s
sponsors
National
over a competing station, WDGY, Assn, of Radio and TV Broadwhich in past years has been re- caster. Radio-Television Maniffacr
stricted to the day major leagues’ turers: Assn, and the U. S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce. In addition
“game of the day.”
The radio deal is considered a to radi or TV sets, each winner
10-strike for the local ball club w'iR receive a $500 college scholarwhich is New York Giants-owrmd. ship and other prizes.
Radio and TV networks and the
Except on Saturdays and Sunduys,
its contests are played at night, “Voice of America” will broadcast
so that the radio broadcasts of the ceremonies at the awards luncheon,
big. league “game of the day” were in which the winning scripts on the
not competitive. The local broad- theme, “I Speak for Democracy,”
cast, fee will help to offset any will be delivered.
Selection of the winners was
revenue curtailment which might
result to the ball team from the made this year by a panel of
big league "game of the day” air- judges which included FCC Chairing herd, hut WLOL may experi- man Wayne Coy, NARTB prexy
ence a loss bf some, listeners, it’s Harold Fellows, Sen. Jajfnes W.
Fu.l bright (D., Ark.), RTMA prexy
pointed out.
The WLOL contract runs for Glen McDaniel, and Seymour N.
two years. Radio; insiders here say Siegel, prexy of National Assn* of
the station will have to sell the Educational Broadcasters.
Winners will.be sponsored by raMinneapolis base ball broadcasts
for $54,000 to make a profit on the dio stations in their areas:
in Buffalo;
in New Orleans;
deal, but it’s understood that sponin
Burlington, la.; and
sors already have been lined up. KBUR
KCOL
in Fort Collins, Col.
also was competing for the

WLOL’s Record 32

,

•

of the state treasury to local
districts probably added to

—

'here..

first

,

and continues

Local

TV Coin

5 Continued from pane
.

25

on radio. While Cohen predicted a slow death for AM, McCleery
said, “there, is only one thing in
Contrary view
the future— TV.”
booms.
was taken by actress Anne SeyABC has a staff of a dozen light mour, who said that radio will conengineering directors, who came to tinue to fill a “definite need.” Miss
video from legit, photography and/ Seymour added that live shows are
or engineering, backgrounds. Web’s preferable to those on film or tape,
light specialists are members of because “a perfprmer shouldn’t be
National Assn; of Broadcast Engi- too relaxed or he can't do his best.”
Men Contrariwise, Jean. Harrison, pronees & Technicians (CIO).
who actually, handle the equipment ducer-director for, Frederick W.
arid
electricians,
Ziv, said that recorded or filmed
ate stagehands
who are in International Alliance airers are more economical and
of Theatrical & Stage Employees better made.
(AFL). Personnel of the two guilds
Abe Schechter, NBC-TV’s v.p.
work well together, but some on its “Today” program, forecast
equipment, jurisdiction of which is a revolution in family living habits
hot clear, is not used in. order to as a result of video. He said TV
is capable of “getting people out
forestall possible squabbles.
of bed' earlier in the morning,
keeping them up later at night and
keeping them home when they
WGY’s 30th Anni
used to go out;” He crystal-balled
Schenectady, Feb. 12,
that early a.m. sh6ws will put tele
WGY celebrates its 30th year of sets into the kitchen or put the
broadcasting Feb; 20. The General living-room set on wheels. - _
Electric Co. station, which estabOthers who participated in the
lished many radio firsts, including parley, which was opened by chapthe regular presentation of drama, ter prez Margaret Cuthbert of
Is inviting listeners to visit its; stu- NBC, were Robert Saudek, of the
dios during the week of Feb. 18. Ford Foundation; Caroline Burke,:
They will witness the origination of NBC-TV; Harry Junkin, freeof local programs, special exhibits lance scripter; AWRT. national prez
and a demonstration Of sound ef- Edythe Meserand; ABC gabber
fects.
Pauline Frederick; Gloria Lesser,
The studios, in
glass-block, of CBS’ film department; Helen
soundproof building, are rated Parkhurst, of WNBT’s “It’s a Probamong the most modern
ex- lem;” Martha Rupprecht, CBS-TV;
istence;
Elizabeth McCabe, Sherman & Marquette; Mary Jane Jesse, Young &
Rubicam;" Agnes Law, AWRT v.p.,'
Gabber Denis 9 Choice
Barbara Welles, AWRT chapter
Albany, Feb. 12.
v.p.; and Doris Corwith, AWRT
ish

-

.

WDGY

Minneapolis club's
privilege and that’s

broadcasting
What shot up
asking price.
WMIN’s three-year contract for
the exclusive privilege of broadcasting the St. Paul American Association baseball games brought
the.

the Brooklyn Dodgers-owned team
a fee of $19,000 a year.
Sponsors
already have been lined up. Both

WLOL

and WMIN broadcast away
from home games from telegraphic
play by play accounts, including
Neither station is
strikes; and ball.
permitted to broadcast Sunday and
holiday games.

Rosene

.

Actor-Announcer-Narrator

TV

-

Stag#

•

Commercials

»

Spots

Slide Films - Kiddie Discs

Trick Voices

MUrray

Hill

8-6600

commentator on WPTR, Albany, and WRGBTV- Schenectady, and manager of
51*

4

V

WLOL

foromoit national and local
odvortlter* ui# WEVD y*or aftor
yoar to roach tho vaft

Jewish Market
of Metropolitan

2.

WDGY, which he and a
Cities group just acquired.
Another
change finds
Boyd Lawlor, sales manager of
Gary, ind., .appointed to
that post. He succeeds Jack Swanson, who resigned to enter business
in Denver, Col.

3.

station,

Continued from page 29

of the stations.

While the notices
of temporary

,

Profitable

to those sta-

renewal are
being taken as "warnings,” the
that
no such
insists
Commission

buying power

fond for a copy of

‘WHO'S

WWCA,

District, in a special election which of reasons, mostly programming,
Gov. Dewey will order to fill the gave the rest only temporary
vacancy caused by the recent
One of
(three-rflonth) renewals.
death of Rep. William T. Bryne.
the Commissioners, Robert Jones,
of
putting
all
78 on
in
favor
was
temporary status, to give the agency time to consider each application on a case-to-case basis. Jones
thought it was unfair to single out

some

Strong audionco impact
Inhoront littonor loyalty

4. Potential

WLOL

,

New York

Top adult programming

1,

Twin

FGG’s Warning

Why

Reasons

tho

2

v.p.

the Capitol Bureau, of International
News Service, Will be nominated
by the Democrats as their candidate for Congress from the 32d

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

to

Minneapolis, Feb. 12.
ft
Marvin L. Rosene, general manager of the Atlas radio station S|
KIOA, Des Moines, has been transferred to WLOL, local Atlas property, in the same capacity,
He
succeeds Clarence T. Hagman, who
resigned to become general manager of another Minneapolis radio

.

Leo W. O’Brien,

WBEN

WWL

.

Radio

49

Weeklies to Sponsor

WHO ON WEVD'

Henry Oreenfield, Man. Dir.
WEVD, 117-119 Weit 46th St,
New York 19

TV Audience

tions

exclusive with

thing as a crackdown is involved.
Nevertheless, their regular renewals Were withheld because there
were holes in their program records
—no time given for religion, education

or.

community

WGALTV

affairs.

In a few cases, licensees were
on “temporary” because of
questions relating to station ownerfor
affiliates
ship,
use; of FM
and. .otheroperations,
“beep”
reasons.
It’s expected that the Commission will get into the question of
TV programming in late spring or
early summer, after it has completed hearings on theatre television, which are scheduled to begin
March 10. The agency has committed itself to a public conference, and will likely employ this
means of sounding out public and
industry reaction before embarking on any new “policy” determination regarding the medium.
Meanwhile, the agency Will have
an opportunity to observe the
workings of the TV code, whose
subscribers are committed, in displaying the NARTB seal of good
practice, to “entertainment, educaI
tiori,' culture lahtb itffbrifcatiqn^"

put
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PK

BOOMING OLDIES

Acting through /Harry

Fox,

with the copyright owners o£ popefficient
ular music as the most
method to curb diskleggers. RCA
Mercury,
Victor, Decca, Capitol,
the, trade in
the music men and
genGrsl sifc not. sstisfiGd with the

settlement which Columbia- Recsuit with
ords Inc., made in its test
Paradox Industries and its presiowners of
dent, Dante Bolletino,
the jolly Roger label.
coi>
Latter, individually and as a
to a $1,000
order
finC and a cease-and-desist
on the bootlegged Louis Armstrong
recordings.
The diskeries, Fox, the publishretained Abeles &
ers, et al,, have
to invoke .the trebleBernstei
a legal weapon
damage clause
Julian
in all future actions.; When
T Abeles returns from his flying
20thand
Metro
to London, on

concurred

.

trip

Fox business, he

will

ar
execs
Major
publishing
steaming ovey an alleged kick i
their face delivered at the Washington jukebox royalty bill hearings: last week by Mitch Miller,

as

trustee for the Music Publishers
protective Assn;, the recording
companies look, upon the alliance

poration,

51

A

of standard tunes are
for revival this coming
year via important plugs in upcoming pix musicals. The pic display
is regarded by vet publishers as
the jumping off point for an extensive. wax drive which results inupped sheet sales. Evidence of the
importance of a film plug in re^
vitalizing an oldie Was the recent
flareup of “I’ll See You In My
Dreams,” from the Warner Bros,
musical of the same name, and

Obsolete Statute
The«recent disklegging to-do
of course, dramatizes anew the
obsolerice of the 1909 Copyright statute .which, while historic in helping Victor Herbert,
Nathan Burkan, et al. to form
the, American Society of ComPublishers,
posers, Authors
in 1914, did not envision many
other electronic developments
in which music is so important.

A

dio

even

libr

covered by, the

are

“Manhattan,”

;

ends than the elementary 2c
“recording” fee .Which the

a series of test cases asking for 6c
royalty per bootlegged phonograph
record—thrice the statutory 2c fee
-.-and refuse any proffers of settlement.

$2,000 it admitted ovving the music,
publishers. Fox told Bolletino that
"we’ll decide what you owe" after

he sends over his accountants.
He feels that some disklegger
-got poor legal: advice to the effect
that “notice of user" was an autolatic license to record by anybody
Under the copyand everybody.
right act. of 1909, accountings must
be made every 20th. of the month;
but because of the licensing system the publishers, permit a foursettlement instead.
times-a-year

(Continued on page 54)

“Two

j

The receritly-formed Record Industry Assn, of America took on

artists

and

'rep-

committee.
Testifying against, the proposed
royalty bite on jukebox platters,
Miller contended that only the
diskers arid the edin. machines are
responsible for making the pop
hits.
Miller made liis deposition
at the request of all the major
disk companies.

has

Berlin

“Madam”

legit score, its constant plugging via the Presidential campaign may zoom it.
Berlin, incidentally, will
toinatically get added revenue

Although Miller and the disk

i

d us try for which he spoke conceded ly had the right to oppose th
jukebox amendment to the Copyright Law the publishers/ 'sen tod.
the purported implication in Mi.1ler
statement that they play a

through the American Society.
Composers, Authors and
Ol'
Publishers each time it is
played! Eisenhower backers,
:

the Big Three. The pub is planning
a big push on the key. songs and
have already: lined up waxing commitments: "Singing, in the Rain,”
title song, will be etched by Ralph
Flanagan for RCA Victor; Tex Beneke for M-G-M Records; Eddy
Howard on the Mercury label; Ray
Anthony for Capitol; arid Victor, is
planning a re-issue of a Tony Martin version.
“Would You,” fro] the same pic
will be recorded by Percy Faith,
Columbia; Norman Kaye, Capitol;
arid Jose Melis, Mercury; while
Decca is preppiftg a Bing Ciosby
're-issue of the tune. Such other,
songs from the pic as “All I Do Is
Dream of You,” “I’ve Got a Feel-

proceed on

Columbia Records

ertory chief, in. a written- stater
inent to the House Judiciary sub-

penned new lyrics' for the
tune, which has been; retagged
Like. Ike”
While the.
“I
song never caught on from tire

penned by Arthur Freed and Nacio
Herb, Brown and is published by

40-year-old statute

provided.

Fox got tough with the Paradox;
which offered to pay some

from RKQ’s

Eisenhower.

D-

i

’

act.

outfit;

interest the results on
sales of Irving Berlin’s “They
Like Ike” tune fi:om “Call Me
Madam,” now that it’s starting
to get plugged as the official
campaign; tune for Gen. Dwiglit

.with.

Tickets to Broadway.”
Metro’s VSirtging
the Rain”
and 20th-Fox’s “With a Song in .My
Heart” head the list of .forthcoming filmusicals featuring catalog
tunes, The Metro pic Score was

ra-

Only by trade custom has
Hollywood paid ^fancier ..stip-

more than

Berlin’s ’Ike’ Hike
The music biz is watching

.

.

soundfilms,
jukeNeither
boxes, taperecording; transcriptions, television

flock

headed

;

•

:

including Berlin, figure the
plugging will have a two-way
stretch. While the campaigning will help sell the tune,
each time it’s played for other
will
automatically
purposes
contribute to Ike’s ballyhoo.

,

siiperl'luous role in, the music biz.
They pointed to Miller's- crack
’

that,.-many writers,;

“even some of

the most successful,” bypass th
publishers and go... directly to th
their
place
disk
ies
to.
songs.
Miller’
stress on the diskers’
exclusive role in creating hits is
also disputed by the publishers.
The primary factor of wax coverage in the .current market is
granted but the supplementary exploitation by the pubs in getting
live and disk jockey plugs are
also held to play an important part

concrete shape at its first in embership meeting last week with the
in breaking through with a numelection of Decca prez Milton R! ing. You’re Fooling” and “Wedding
The publishers, moreover,
ber,
Rackmil as president of the new of the Painted Doll” are also beirig
contend that They are responsible
organization
and M-G-M readied for a Big Three campaign.
trade
lor
indispensable
bringing
the
Washington, Feb. 12.
Records chief Frank Walker as
“With a Song in My Heart,” the
raw material to the wax works.
Both Rackmil imd Jane Froman biopic, has three
t r e a s u r e r.
Opponents of the bill to make
Some pubs also turned a critical
Walker have been leading'.: figures pubs, Big Three, the Warner group,
jukeboxes subject to royalties un- barrage on their Own ranks for.
in the original conception, and and E. H. Morris represented in
launching of the disk industry as- the score; All are gearing for big der the copyright laws ripped into fulling to put up the best possible
sociation,
drives With the: pic tie-iri!
Big motion picture studio control of front at last week’s hearings.
As part of the RIAA’s plan to Three expects to cash ini oh such music publishing firms last week, “Wher Was the Tin Pan; Alley dy/’ one pubgive the indie companies; a voice tunes
"Blue Moon,” “That Old charging that Hollywood actually namite at the hearings?
lisher complained,
"where were
in the operation, A. B. Green, head Feeling,” and “i’ve Got a Feeling
dictates policies of the American the Irving Berlins, Hammersteiris,
of National Records, arid Larry You’re Fooling.” The Warner firms
Society of Composers, Authors & Porters, and Rodgers who could
Green, Vox Records head, were
(Qontinued on page 54)
have testified in rebuttal to the
Publishers,
named vice-prexies. The seven-man
arguments,
but
machirie
of
directors
consists
of
board
The. opponents .claimed that ro.v-. coin
didn’t?”
Only Sylvia Dee arid
Rackmil; Jim Conkling Columbia
alties from the music boxes would
Hoagy
testified.
Carmichael
Capitol
Wallichs,
prexy;
Glenn
really funnel into the pockets of a
Mercury
prexy;
Irving
Green,
One explanation for the failure
few large, music publishers, with
Cetra-Soria
head; Dario Soria,
the composers getting only driblets of other name writers to appear
prexy, and John Stevenson, head
in
Washington was the sudden
wind
up
not
they
did
indeed,
if,
of the Children’s Record Guild.
switch of. the hearing’s final day.
worse off than they are today.
Following their election /FriOriginally
scheduled to be last
The House Judiciary sub-comday (8), the exec board and officers
mittee, which has conducted hear- Friday (8), it was moved up to
held their first meeting yesterday
ings ori the copyright amendment, Thursday (7) suddenly, thus pre'
(Tues.) at which time they took up
venting adequate preparations by
is expected; to meet in. executive
the question of appointing ari exec
session shortly to determine wheth- the bill’s support.
secretary. The field has been narthe
bill
to
the
to recommend
RCA Victor is coming out way er
rowed down to three candidates
lull Judiciary Committee. A favorout of which a choice will be made. ahead on its financing of Irving able recommendation is expected,
3’
Attendance at the initial mem- Berlin’s “Call Me Madam” legit with. Rep. Emanuel Celler. <D;,
bership meeting was encouraging musical even though its sales on N. Y.i, chairman of the full comto the RIAA sponsors. Out of 35 the show’s cast album. have been mittee, supporting the legislation.
coriipanies signed as members, 25 off due to the absence Of the
Hammond E. Cheffetz, counsel
firms had representatives at the tuner’s star, Ethel Merman, from
for lour of the five leading jukebox
conclave. Most of the absentees the set.
manufacturers, denied that the
Were Coast companies which have
RCA’s share in the show’s profits jukebox ops are using someone
London, Feb. 12.
previously indicated full support up to Feb. 2 totalled $111,125, or
else’s property without paying for
U. S. copyright, attorney Julian
to RIAA objectives.
of the musical’s $317,500 net it.
35%
T
J J i? *
iL.
^
#1 M
Robbins-Feist-Miller
T.
Abeles
and
member
companies
the
of
Reps
undisare
there
addition,
In
“We say,” he told the committee, Music general manager Abe Olman
put forward a flock of. suggestions tributed profits of $89,500, a 40%
A’C functioning
f,.«Mihnino as
are paying handsomely in arriyed here by air over the weekconcerning WTA
RJAA’s
share of the $250,000 film sale apd “they
what the music coi - end on several Tin Pari Alley-film
the diskers’ trade association, in- the
advance on Jack Hylton's proportion to
from any other source. matters. One has to do with a new
gets
poser
the
data
about
of
cluding collection
scheduled London production,
industry, public relations activity all of which RCA will get its one- The jukeboxes are paying more setup for the Big Three, (as the
Metro arid 26th-Fox-owned music
than their share.
and a central organ for industry third cut.
opinion on legislation affecting the
“All of Hollywood is. only paying fin s are called), either buying out
At the current b.o. pace, RCA is
or buying into .Francis, Day &
movie
whole
the
record-makers.
ASCAP $500,000,
snaring over $3,500 weekly fro)
He referred to the .claim Hunter, longtime British represeriIt’s understood, however, t h a t
'
“Madai ,” which is nettirig around industry.”
r
,L
+ u~
for the Yank mbsic pubtatives
fight
pay
the.
in
they
RIAA will play no role
of the juke ops that
_
in
Tlic FD&H contract with
lishers.
against bootleggers. Each company
expires
Feist - Miller
Rabbins
the
will have io crack down on
,

'

1

:

.

Marking a new accent on longplay disks in the pop field, Columbia Records has set up a new popular LP department under George
Avakian, manager of the company^ international division. Avakian will continue in the latter post
While developing ideas for LP collections from the diskery’s back
catalog as well as new material.
Avakian will work under Goddard
Lieberson, Col’s exec v.p;,. while
Mitch Miller will head up the regu-

and repertory pop operwas recently inked to a new longterm
contract by Col prexy Jim Con-

lar artists

ation,. Miller, incidentally,

kling,

Avakian, Who had been working
on Columbia’s jazz releases even
before his present appointment,
already has. several major LP releases in the Works as part of Columbia’s “Golden Era” series. Upcoming are studies of Bix Biederbecke, Duke Ellington and Mildred
Bailey. Like the already-released,

albums on Louis Armstrong and
Bessie Smith, the future issues in
this category will be packaged in.
several 12-inch long-play platters
covering as much of each artist’s
career as is contained in Col’s
vaults.

Kapp Back From Hefty
Waxing Skcid

New

Music

'Big

Deal in England

,

_

!

!

,

!

!

•

’

•

,

!

RIAA execs:
pirates on its own.
made the decision to keep hands
off the: bootleg situation due to pos T
sibility they might be trespassing
on antitrust laws.

After a sixmonth association
Kapp, RCA-Victor pop
Breton Back, to France j-wi’tH King Records, Eli Oberstei
artists
and repertory chief,
Raoul Breton, French music pub- exited the firm last Week. He had
rned to the company's N. Y, lisher who’s been eyeing U. S.r been diskery’s artists, and reperhomeoffice Monday (8) after a properties here for the past month, tory topper.
for France Friday: (15)
three-week stay on the Coast, It leaves
plans to concontrat^
Oberstei
after wrapping up several songs
his first trip to Hollywood for publication there..
his activities as head Of Record
since taking over .the Victor spot
Breton pacted individual tune Corp. of America, firm producing
representation deals With Leeds- the low-priced indie labels, Vartwo months ago.
Music,
Southern! arid Larry Spier.
Kapp engaged in a hea vtf. waxing
Meantime, Sid
sity and Roy ale;
schedule in Hollywood, supervising
prexy, is expected to
Recording Co. chartered Nathan, King
Anchor
sides by Dinah Shore, Tony Marin N. Y, Friday (15) from
arrive
in
New
business
disk
to, conduct a
tin, April Stevens, Spike
a
Jones and York. Capital stock is 200 shares, Cincinnati homeoffice. to select
r * "
1
‘
' f
Frankie -Carle* * % v
*•
T
replacement
no* par v0alue.
*

,r

v

‘

1

’

shortly.

chased for the music boxes,
Sidney H. Levine, counsel for
the Music Operators of America,
Inc., attacked the formula used by
(Continued on page 56)
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Britain,

dap Renews Dean Martin
To Longterm Contract
Dean Martin, pf Martin & Lewis,,

^

has been renewed
-

I

1

•

to a

longterm

Capi W1 Records. Martin,

>yh0 soloed most of his Cap disks,
has recently been teamed with

t

[

who

slated to

is

fly to

the

States this week, Thereafte)’, Ben
Goetz, head of Metro’s British film
production activities here, will rep-

resent Locw’s.

RCA
Adding

Adds

Nicholas

to Its blues and-

division,

RCA

rhythm

has

Victor

Margaret Harold Nicholas,

orie of the Nichoact, as a vocalist,

-

.

i

-

:

the;

pacted
O’Connell
Whiting.
las Bros, hoofing
Victor has also added blues
incidentally, has nevei
Marti
to its roster,
yet cut any sides with his partner, chanter Dossie Terry
songwriter
Jerry Le)vis, who s also in the Cap? Terry, also being a
*
b&rigenre<
the
i to1

Helen

and

.

,

death,

royal

the

Americans flew over in order to
huddle with Sam Ec.kman, Jr,, head
operations in. Great.
of Loew’s

I
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Inside Orchestras—Music

HETJUL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Attempting to repeat the pattern of its “Because of You” click,
Broadcast Music, under Julie Stearns, has again reached back to the
start of the BMI catalog 11 years ago in coming up with its current
4,
Tune, written by George Fragos, Jack
plug,
I Hear a Rhapsody,”
Baker and Dick Gasparre, was a fair hit when it was first released, but
is now getting heavy wax coverage, with 11 different etchings already
in the works,
Number has also been slotted in the Wald-Kraspa pic,
“Clash By Night,” in which Tony Martin delivers the song. Martin,
however, has no wax version of the number since RCA Victor has put
Dennis Day and the Irving Fields Trio on the tune.

I

.

Stan Kenton has refused to be drawn into the booking mixup at the
Los Angeles nitery, where he’s scheduled to start
two-weeker Feb. 25. Operator jerry Orne asked the batoneer to play
Only the initial seven nights, deferring the remaining week until a later
date so Duke Ellington can open March 4 for four weeks. Understood
Kenton, who’ll
Ellington already has a firm contract for that time.
get a flat $6,000 weekly, contends the same pitch was made when lie
played the Oasis last year, at $5,000 per frame, and his Compliance
caused considerable inconvenience in juggled bookings;

.Survey of retail sheet music
based on reports obtained

sales,

from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
j

Oasis, Southslde

O

0)

J

:

G,
to

;Q

w E

|

National
Rating

•s

Feb. 9

This Last
wk.
wk.

a

.

a
4)
e

w.

S
«

Title and Publisher

“Cry” (Mellow) ... .....
“Slow Poke” (Ridgeway)
"Anytime” (Hill-R)

An

old tune written by the late Russ Columbo was turned up recently as part of the singer’s estate. Originally: unpublished, the number, “What’s To Become of Me,” has been picked up by Bobby Meili ’s
Algonqui
Music firm. Coral Records has gotten away first on the
number with a Vinni De Campo-Denny Vaughan version.

.

.

.

"Tell

Me Why”

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

,

.

.

(Signet), .......

White Cloud”, (Spier)
"Down Yonder” (Southerly)
"Little

.

;

,

"Sin” (Algonquin)
......
"Shrimp Boats” (Disney) ...
"Dance Me Loose” (Erwin-H).

.

.

.

Columbia Records will cut the full score of Charles Chaplin’s pie,
“Limelight,” which was recently completed. Chaplin, who wrote the
score, will also bow bn the Columbia label with two tunes which he
vocals in the film.

"Charmaine”
"Undecided” (Leeds)
"Domino” (Pickwick)
(Lion)

we

Tough

just had. to stock our supplies

independent brands.” To that
Vs. Pirates
Fox replied: “According to your
Continued from page 51 ^,—
logic, then if you run out of money,
Royalties are payable on manufac^* just anybody who prints It up for
Fox and Aheles plan
lure, not sales, and there again, as you is OK;”
an iritrartrade custom, the pubs to make these dealers co-defendhave approved payment on actual ants in all future actions.
There
sales only; just as there are. occaone Broadway outlet,
sional deals for less than the statu- selling an AEF indie brand, (pretory 2c royalty fee. But that rests sumably for .American Expeditionwith the copyright owner, and any ary Forces) of alleged bootlegged
infringer can be proceeded against Glenn Miller recordings.
RCA
for not only the full fee, blit thrice Victor and the Miller estate attorthat.
neys are. looking into that also.
Dealers Involved Too
The legitimate diskerics would
The music dealers, who have wit- like a copyright of their interpretingly Or unwittingly abetted the tations, but since the current Copydiskleg business strangely enough, right Act does not permit a copymost of them are reputable firms— right on top of a cdpyright, the
have professed ignorance or given original copyright owners—invarias a reason that they are catering ably the music publishers thereto their trade. One important music fore are becoming allied with the
dealer in New York, for example, established phonograph companies
observed that “since Victor has in curbing this upsurge of dlskstopped making the hot jazz stuff legging.
vyith
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“Bermuda” (Goday) ........
"Please Mr. Sun” (Weiss-B) ....
Kiss to Build Dream On” (Miller)
.

5

.

5

.

8

.v

•
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Wants Access

the necessity of asking the Justice
The
Department for an okay.
Board requested the detailed plan
in writing so it; could be* studied
These details will be
properly.
submitted within the next few

York.

Editor, Variety:

An

about the American

article

Kidisk Promotion Head

Further ^realigning its eastern
promotion setup, Capitol Records
last week iiamed James Chapin
head of its kidisk sales promotion
One of the most important department. Chapin had played
points of discussion is yet to come the role of Bozo, The Clown, in
up: the representation of the lower Cap’s exploitation of the Bozo alclasses. pn the board of directors. bum last summer.
Under the consent decree this
Dick Linke, the diskery’ eastern
change should have been intro- promotion manager, will supervise
duced some , time ago. Yet over Chapin’s activities as well as those
writer members
in
the of John Coveney, recently named
1,700
clashes below point 100 (out of a classical promotion head, and Don
total membership of about 2,200) Ovens, record promotion man.
are still without representation on

Books

to

New

Capitol Appoints Chapin

,

Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers in the issue of Jan. 30
might reflect the wishful thinking

some
board
members of
but does not give a realispicture of the situation at all,

of

ASCAP,
tic

hereby offer the facts:
the chairman of a committee (referred to as the Lengsf elder Committee) which consists
of members from different classes.
Their names are: J.-Fred Coots,
Maurice Baron, Jimmy Eaton, Lou
Handman, Geoffrey O’Hara, Dailey
Paskman, John Redmond, Irwin
Rowan, Lou Singer jt and Mickey
Stoner.
I have received in writing the support of close to half of
ASCAP’s membership. Our committee works in cooperation with
various smaller groups, like Pinky
Herman’s, etc.
I

I

am

the Board.

Eddie Wolpin, general profesDur committee has already sional manager of. Paramount
unanimously agreed on the actions Music, heads back to the firm’s
to be taken should our negotia- N. Y. headquarters Friday (8) after
tions fail,
huddling with Par film studio execs
I
have asked my committee on forthcoming filmusicals.

i

I

have personally studied the

.

members

to Use the greatest restraint in discussing, our views in

public

while

these

negotiations

have been going on. That might
have given the writer of your article the impression that there is
no major dissatisfaction among the
members and that no serious action has been planned. I hope my

fig-

ures of the present distribution letter will make it clear that this
plan and have unearthed gross ine- is hot so.
quities.
Due to remonstration on
H. J. Lengsfelder.
my part, the board, at the last distribution, decided to pay over 900
members more than $150,000 for
adjustments retroactive for two
Fix Musicals
quarters. This remedied only part
Continued from page 51
of the inequities.
However, the
board also ruled to deny my com- are going out for new plugs on
mittee access to the books from “Embraceable
You,” “Tea For
now on. We have opposed this de- Two,” “Get Happy,” “They’re
cision strongly aiid are awaiting an Either Too Young or Too Old,” as
answer to a letter addressed to well as the title song. The Morris
the Board. This answer might well firm has already set Margaret
be the spark to set off actions in Whiting oh Capitol; Percy Faith,
different directions.
Columbia; Guy Lombardo, Decca;
About a week ago the board met and Leroy Holmes, M-G-M, for its
with our committee and we pre- push on “I’ll Walk Alone.”
Also in line for revival are “Bye,
sented a very well worked out distribution plan within the consent Bye Blackbird” from Columbia’s
decree of 1950 which would avoid “Rainbow ’Round My Shoulder,”
the Jerome Kern score from “Roberta,” which’ll be featured in the
Metro remake, “Lovely to Look
Best British Sheet Sellers At,” and “Down Among the Sheltering Palms” from the 20th-Fox
(Week Ending Feb. 2)
pic of the same name. “Palms,” inLondon, Feb. 5.
cidentally, Was penned by Abe OlLoveliest Night Year.F.D.&H.
man, general professional manager
Mistakes
....
Wright
of the Big Three.
Longing for You.
Sterling
Remake of “What Price Glory,”
Always Our House Connelly
20th pic, has already sparked a reBecause of You.:. ...
.DashWhy Worry .... Macmelodies
vival
of "Charmaine,” featured
Enchanted Eve
.Williamson
Williamson
tune in the film. Montovani, who
1 Love Sunshi
New World
has the hit recording, etched the
Shrimp Boats
... Disney
tune for Xondon when it was anDomino
.Leeds
nounced that pic’s original title
Rosaline
Reine
would be “Charmaine.”
At End of Day
Chappell

Naw Carmtn Lombardo
—John Jacob Loeb

HIT!

MY
SENTIMENTAL
HEART
Recorded by

.
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.

.

.
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DON CHERRY—Decca
ESSEX MUSIC, I1VC.
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BIGGER AND BIGGER!

"SOMEBODY BIGGER
THAN YOU AND I"
Written by Johnny Lang.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

Rull’s-Eye Mnsic, Ino.

.

.

tj

h

.

....

.

19, N. Y,

qV.

.

.

New York

Fifth Ave.,

6526. Selma Aye.

Hollywood
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Down Yonder ...... .Feldman
Allentown Jail
Bourne
If You Go.
....
.Maurice
Oodles of Noodles ....
Cox
Love’s Roundabout Cinephonic
I Wish I Wuz; .... ..Maurice
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WENT

My Liberty Belle
Dash
Black and White Rag F.D.&H.

White Cloud
Lennox
Too Young ........... Sun
Kentucky Waltz.
. .Southern
Re My Love. .... .F.D.&H.
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We

desire to call to the attention of the

trade our song
"EGGBERT, THE EASTER EGG" by Sid tepper and Roy
Brodsky. A song with a similar title is being published by a fellow publisher at the same time as ours.
entitled

In all fairness to

our writers a nd to Rosemary Clooney

has recorded our song for Columbia Records,

MacKenzie who has recorded our song

We are

own

to Gisele

numbers and decide

to record, perform or sell

Inc.,

song.

songs an equal opportunity,

gest that you listen to both

which one you desire

and

for Capitpl Records,

proceeding with the publication of our

In order to give both

we

sug-

for yourselves

—AND MAY THE

SONG WIN.

BETTER

*

Inc.,

who

An

identical notice appear* in all bulletin* lent

by

ui to jobber*

Dm 7

and dealer*.

G

EGGBERT, THE EASTER EGG
TuniUW
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AD
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Talents Ties

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
Survey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading stores in
cities
and showing com12
parative sales rating for this
sellers,

Although few songs from Broad-

way musicals have stepped out

in

and

j

the last year, diskery artist and
repertory execs are still betting
on their coverage of showtuhes.
Top current example of the wax
execs’ continuing disposition to
gamble on showtunes is “I Could
Write a Book,” from the musical

Rome,

is

being,

“Having Wonderful.
score by Harold
prepped for
June
also due for wide-

Rating

Feb. 9
This Last
wk. wk.

Artist, Label, Title

j

(Okeh)

“Anytime”

i

.
I

(Victor)

—20-4359

......

....

“Tell

j

.

“Slow Poke”—21-0489

LES PAUL-M. FORD
“Tiger Rag”— 1920.

BELL

j

RENE

S1S.-IL

.
j

FOUR ACES (Decca)
Me Why”—27860
PEE WEE KING (Victor)

i

I

.

...

j

'

(Capitol)
.

,

,

..

7

.

10

(Victor)
,

.

1

Sun”—39636.
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
....
“Tell Me Why”— 20-4444
JO STAFFORD (Columbia

“Please Mr.

.

.

“Shrimp Boats”

.

.

.

.

—39581

LEROY ANDERSON
12A 17

(Decca)

“Blue Tango”—40220,
MANTOVANI (London)

“Charmaine”— 1020

....

LES COMPAGNONS

.

(Columbia)

“Three Bells”—4105F .......

EDDIE HOWARD
“Sin”— 5711

AMES

1

From Music

.

BROS.-L.

FOUR ACES

BROWN

(Coral)

(Decca)

“Garden in Rain”—27860 .......
.

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
13

chartered

“Kiss to Build

NAT

to conduct business in New York,
Capital stock is 200 shares, no par
Value.

17B' 12

AMERICAN

^

.

.-.

showboat

GUYS AND DOLLS

Hollywood Cast

Broadway Cast

M-G-M

Decca
DA-825

LPT-16

9-203

WPT-25

9-260

DLP-8030

P-25

DA-876

IN

PARIS
Hollywood Cast

M-G-M

ALBUMS

v-f

I

;

.

.

FIVE TOP

j

(Capitol)

“Unforgettable”— 1808
BOBBY WAYNE (London)
“Mother at Feet Kneel”—968

HAVE YOU HEARD?
.0

(Decca)

Dream On”—27720

COLE

(KING)

M-G-M84

E-93

K-93

K 84

M-93

E

559

GLENN MILLER
CONCERT

KING AND

I.

from the M-G-M film

Broadway Cast

Decca
DL-9008-

Victor

SINGIN

Continued from page

MUXS

MUSIC,

ASCAP

Inc.

51

to distribute its collections

Would
You

It’s

two music publishing firms-Denecca Cites 4 AceS
ton & Haskins and Gem Music..
^
M
?
Young told the House Committee:
r OF Tell
Sales
“The passage of this proposed
The Four Aces, vocal combo
legislation would result in a few which has developed into- Decca’s
wealthy publishers receiving the
», aY
nrnn .„ h:
win

wOuV^

the $5
°'platter on the
000 distributed among songwriteis, lishcr member or writer-member
of stage of the Paramount, N. Y.,
he said, 96% receive only 17% of ASCAP to any appreciable extent, today (Wed.) for hitting the 1,tlie revenue.
“The following is the list of the 000,000 sales marker on “Tell Me
“Now on the publishing side, of members of ASCAP who dominate Why.” It was their initial cut for
and
con trol its policies:
Decca.
the picture;,” he continued, “it is
and 20th-CenturyDecca prexy Milton R. Rackmil
even more lopsided than that.
Fox publishing interests group con- will make the presentation before
witne«?«? here Who
whn listing of
There will be a witness
Robbins, Miller and Feist. heading for Hollywood the followhas been a member of ASCAP for
“Paramount Pictures publishing ing day for confabs with Universal
years who will make the statement interests; Warner Bros, publishing Pictures execs on the projected
that 12 publishing interests control interests; Max Dreyfus publishing merger of the two companies,

f

Music by

JESSE GREER
Yastar day’s

members of ASCAP.”
The spokesman referred

the

MERCURY #5756
HARMONICATS

•

_

——

mr
‘PEE

WEE

KING’

WEE KING—>RCA-Victer

Fischer, Inc.; G. Schirmer

- KEYS MUSIC
New

of

ASCAP.

PUBL.

legislation

sponsor

by ASCAP,

Rocordod by

TONY MARTIN

as far as I

approval.”

Hollywood 28

.

.

.

:1

s

• • • • •

.

TED STRAETER
TEDDY JOHNSON

.

.

‘

.

.

,

RAY MARTIN

SIDNEY TORCH
... ...
EMIL STERN
...

•— lKlB9

Excliifivefy Licenied by

this

know, has never been presented
to the general
membership of
ASCAP for its consideration and

Boom”

Bull’s-Eye Music, Inc.
6526 Selma Ave.

INS CROSBY

challenge
forward with the

to

Writers Of
’’Clancy Lowered tha

BMI PMp Mil
AT LAST!
AT LAST!
Published by Duchess

.

decision

DENNIS DAY

AnKhtr

I

the writer-members, payments are
the exact share paid to
each, to prove my statements in-

*

Decca
RCA-Vicrar
By Johnny Lange and Hy Heath

Fi

made and
“The

York City
Sheet Music Available
Street,

Co.;

90% of the distributive share that goes to publisher

correct.

Selling Agent
146 W. 54th

&

to come
precise figures, showing to whom
aftiong the publishers, as well as

Mon

Recorded by

BING CROSBY

.

receive 80 to

ASCAP

#20-445$

DAY PARADE"

originally catapulted
with their slice
°*
its No Sin, Which they made
independently and then sold to an
nd ie Philadelphia company, VicJ
toria
Records, The combo’s latest
Decca release, “Perfidia,” has already gone over 200,000.

Bregman, Vocco & Conn.’
“The above dominating dozen,
in my considered judgment, and
based upon certain: information
that I have been ble to ascertain,

members

Publi$h*4 by BMI
BLUE RIVER SONGS

The O/d “S/ewpoke"

,

publishing interests;
Edwin H.
Morris
Co.; Bourne Inc., Carl

h,t

‘SILVER and GOLD’
PEE

A Great Irish Song!
"St; PATRICK'S

Four Aces

interests.
"

The forgoing are the Big Four
to by
groups that dominate the ODera^
Levine was Barney
Young, song- ti ons 0 f ASCAP. In
addition there
ai
are tlle following strong independA SCA
wh (V said he represented ent
ASCAP,
who
fi rms
Shapiro -vBernstei
which is closely affiliated with Columbia Pictures; the Mills Music
interests; Irving Berlin Music Co.
T

(Mills Music)

ANOTHER

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

MGM

Program Today

RAIN

THE

IN

-

Me

Juke

Church

to

Philadelphia, Feb. 12.
Burnett Atkinson, flutist with the
Philadelphia Orchestra, is leaving
to take over the first flute chair, of
Emil. Opava, of Minneapolis Syrn^
phony. Opava is giving up music
to become a clergyman.
John Kreli, of the National Symphony, Washington, will succeed
Atkinson here.

D

ANDERSON

’

the value of. their properties
crease proportionately with tiiei
wax stature, they don’t like tli
opposition developing via conflicting record company plans. Flatteries- are getting first call on the
artists’ services and the agencies
are discovering that in dealing with
a disk personality, they've first got
to clear it with the record company;

(Mercury)

.

“Undecided”— 60566

17A

0

talent

bo notified General Artists Corp
their 'agency that: the promotional
trek Was more important to its
career than the Chicago engagement. Theatre date,. which was to
have' begun Feb. 22, would have
conflicted with their 20-city disk
jockey-distributor tour which tecs
off next week. They’re plugging
their current release, “Tiger Rag.
Although agency men realize that

...

,

ARTHUR GODFREY (Columbia)
Me Loose”— 39632
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)

will

o

:

.

.

.

between

rift

agencies and diskeries.
Agency
execs are. squawking that their
pactees are giving top priority
to
diskery promotion requests while
the agency is relegated to a second
place slotting. With an increasing
number of artists getting their shot
into the bigtime via click disks
the plattery’s hold on the aHisTs
has become stronger than ever.
Top example is the Les Paul.
Mary Ford combo’s decision to cancel out a two-week engagement
at
the Chicago Theatre,. Chicago at
$7,000 per so that they could
out on a previously planned Capitol Records’ promotion trek. Com1

EDDIE FISHER

;

be developed.

V

:

White Cloud”— 6840

“Dance

*

g

•

JOHNNIE RAY
“Little

Of the songs from the two new
musicals to hit Broadway, this season only “I Talk to the Trees,”
from “Paint Your Wagon” is making any noise on wax.. “Wagon”
score was penned by Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe. Johnny
Mercer; who tunesmithed ‘‘Top
Banana,” failed to produce a disk
click out of the score.
Despite the poor showing, pubs
feel that the best songs are being
for
the
written
musicals and
though they’re not b re a k i n g
through with the impact of some
of the pop entries, the showtunes
will nab steady plays for years to
come. Public acceptance is slow,
they add, but if the diskers continue their “back to the melody”

Music

S

(Okeh)

“Bermuda”—20-4422

Kay-Balcome

n
u
C
c

“Cry”— 6840
;

;

;

new showtune market

*

«
n
n
n

j

JOHNNIE RAY

preem, and is
spread wax play.

drive, a

I 1
•5

Week Ending

National

.

thur Kober’s
Time”: with

Growing influence of record companies over its artists is seen de-

week.

veloping.

-

revival, ‘‘Pal Joey.”
Tune is currently being pushed via five major
company etchings,
A. and r. men. have had slim
pickings so far this season, but the
Ralph Blane score for the forthcoming ‘‘Three Wishes for Jamie”
is already stirring up some diskery
interest, on basis of out-of-town re-^
ports;
Show, which is now trying
out in Boston, has- already been set
for an original cast album by Capitol Records.
.“Wish You Were
Here,” musical adaptation of Ar-

last

j

'

BMb
|

s\''\V\ s'vN''

BROADCAST MUSIC

N I W YORK

.

CH'CiGO

.

INC.

HOLLYWOOD

5 8

0

FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

19,N.Y

,

Cal.
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Down

Backlog
down

the accumulation of an artist’s disk backsteadily going in
log, diskeries are

move

In a

for split

to cut

recording sessions.

the cutting of four new sides in the
three-hour set required by the mu-

sicians union. This practice would
load up th? vaults with platters
waiting for releaise.
Now, however, the a. and, r. men
are using up the three-hour minimum session to cut platters by two

Each does no more than

artists.

two sides and the platter generally
hits the market within a matter of
weeks instead of going into the
execs
vaults. * Company
diskery
claim that by having their artists
cut only two sides at a session they
have more time to plan the selection of tunes. Split-session practice
is also relieving the diskettes of
coin outlay they previously had
been investing in each artist.
Repertory men have been able
to work the four sides into the
three-hour session without running
into an overtime snarl. Musicians’
scale for the three-hour set is

House

Home.

Is a

.

.

.

.

, .

.

f

,

Anytime
....
At Last, At Last,
Be My Life’s Companion .......
,

«.*.,»».

v-..

«

^

>

.

Beloved.

It

Bermuda

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

..... ...

.

. .

.

.V . ....

.

.-.v. .7.

....

.

.

Broadway
Goday

.

.

.

Charmame
.-

,

,

;

.. .

....

.

—

.

.

...

.

.

,

.

i .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

... , .

.

Me Home

.

v

.

.....

..

,

.... .....

Hollywood, Feb.

... ........

.

.
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.

.

.

.

... . . .
.

.

.

.... ....
.

.

i.

illness,

to

Frankie Laine resumed

waxing operations: for Columbia
Records last week. His initial slice
was “Snow,; In Lover’s Lane,”
cleffed
by Fred Kelly
(Gene
Kelly’s brother) and Jerry Kanner.
Tune is being handled sales wise
by Hill & Range Music for the
indie publishing firm, Top Music,
owned by the songwriters.

j

.

i

Shapiro-B
Leeds

On— t “The

To Build a Dream
Weaver: Of Dreams
And So to Sleep Agai
Kiss

:

.

.Miller

.

How
I

I

^

.

.

i

All In the Game.
Marshmallow Moon
My Love
...

Dreams”

No) Sin
In the Rai

Swingin’

.

.

.

........

...

Down

.

.

.

;

!

:

Witmark
Famous

.

.

: .

.

.

.

.

,

March

,

own-

in

association

known

with

fra

tet

have

since,

been

signed

to the

.

!

j

'

who has since begun
Allen,
Morrey
Korn and
label.
played at old Nixon, Cafe with Al under the Flash
court to force
Marsico, now has his Own band at Pleat asked the
accounting
an
give
them
Miller,
to
Frankie
-Belvedere
Club
the
.v
Yankovic booked for a return onc- of the royalties on “Sin.!’
22-23

i

'

j

,

.

.

.

i

Top 10 Songs On TV
Cry

.

Little

.

White Cloud That Cried .........

Please Mr. Sun
Shrimp Boats
(It’s No) Si
Slowpoke
.

...............

;v

Darktbwn Strutters Ball
Deep Purple.
Hello My Baby
....
It’s a Good Day
Love Is Sweeping the. Country
.

in

Germany

t Filmusical.

is its

“MY FUNNY
VALENTINE”
ReeeTd No, 5785 and
5785-45

•

«.

•

hi

,

first

in

•

•

•

Feist

•

..

Robbins

Harms-R
.

................. .Goldsen
New World
•
. .............

....

(3)

Kansas

It will

City.

follow the city date with a flock of.
one nighters in the area, While it
is essentially a musical crew, Harpa
carries a small retinue of entertainers, and the organization has
virtually unit proportions. Here
the outfit is furnishing a variety
of rhythms for the dancers, and
staging a fast-moving, compact
floor show twice nightly, the combination being of a Calibre which
earned the outfit extended time

•

,

i

•

with sohte bongo tapping and his
version of a mambo. Orch leader
takes his turn to warble “Princess
Papuli” for Hawaiian entry giving
proceedings a change of pace.
James dancers return for a brace
of numbers, first being a ballet tap
and followed by an energetic
rhumba to “Qye Negra.”
Songstress Marna heads up a
quartet of songs, putting a good
deal of pep and personality into
“Te Patina,” “Cuban Pete,” “I
Wish I Had a Daddy in the White
House,” and “Toot, Toot, Tootsie,”
She’s aided by Gonzales ahd two

femmes from James

trio in

Flavor of the crew throughout is
Latin American,- and assemblage
in a modest way harks to the Cugat
formula. Musically, Harpa has. instrumentation of three reeds, pair
of trumpets, drums; string bass,
piano, bongos, drawing on these for
both the Lafi rhythms and pops
and standards. Under the Harpa
good deal
batoning/ outfit puts
of verve in its output, storing nicely on its terpology.
At showtime Harpa trots out a
line-up which runs off a snappy
show with plenty of action and

,

i

i

(SEE -HIND THE BUSH)
With th«

NORMAN LUBOFF CHOIR

mak-

ing the Cuban number something
of a flash. Finale has overtures of
a production number with title
“Birth of the Rhumba” and Harpa
gi vin g a. lesson in Afro-Cuban
rhythms and tympani, Jeff James
and his fern partners give it the
final fillip with a terp interpretation of “Mambo. No. 5.”
.

.

here.-.

Side

•

•

(10)

With Marna, James Dancers

Flip

•

.

Latin Villa, Kansas City, Mo.
The Daryl Harpa crew is an esaggregation around
tablished
Washington, D.C., but its current
stand in the downtown Latin Villa

Is

.....

* Legit musical.

DARYL HARP A ORCH

Current Release

...

Pickwick
LaSalle
Spier
Weiss-B
Disney
Algonqui
.Ridgeway
Laurel

FIVE TOP STANDARDS

Currently Appearing

Army

.

—

.

Wheel Of Fortune

with the United States

...

.........

.

Is

& R

Hill

Mellow

..........

.

Domino
Down Yonder

Between shows, Harpa keeps the
bandstand
cals,

lively with his

specialties

frdm

own

the

vo-

;

HEAVEN DROPS
HER CURTAIN DOWN
(TWILIGHT THEME OF AN

BOTH with PAUL WESTON and
78

Symph Extended

Dallas; Feb. 12.
Dallas Symphony Orchestra has
been given two weeks of additional
playing time, bringing the local
season to 20 weeks. The orch will
play its final subscription concert
rhythm. Opener is a swift mambo
March 2 and 3 in Dallas and
the three Jeff James dancers doing on
Fott Worth and leave on March 5
the! number barefoot and giving it
Colohigh accentuation, little Francisco for a tour to west Texas and
Gonzales keeps the pace lively rado.
.

:

AUTUMN FANTASY)

crew,

bongo-beating and dancing of Gonzales. Biz is good in this theatre
Quin. restaurant.

Dallas

by

complaint Miller
Pittsburgh
holds four other Aces masters cut
Blue Barron plays a two-night
Palda for Victoria Records, and
by
stand at the Vogue Terrace Feb.
distributing them

i

Any Time

Al

professionally as

Decca.

!

Robbins
...... DeSylva-B-H

.

Co;

toria

22

According

FUurrie
.

two more

.

Feist

the Lahe.

.

.

Life

.

Unforgettable..

Would You
You Better Go Now.

.

City,

restrain Palda’s

Xavier: Cugat has two weeks at Al Alberts and the leader- of the
the
Last Frontier, Las Vegas; quartet, the Four Arcs. Victoria’s
March 7 and then goes to the. recording of “Sin” by the Aces was
fqr
Riverside, Rerio, March 21
a click,, and Alberts and his quar-

!

.Algonquin
................... .Robbins
Broadcast

•.

Solitaire..

.

Albertini,

i

i

.....

.

.

.

Kansas

,

.

.to

David Miller, from distributing
four sides he allegedly ciit. for the
defunct Victoria company.
Kor and Pleat formed tile Vic*
er,

.

.

|

Feist

It’s

....

injunction

-

.

In

Billy Bishop goes into the Jung
Hotel. New Orleans, March 5 and
is
followed April 2 by Tommy
Joy Koehler returns to
Reed
the Sherman Club, San Diego,
after midwest one-riighter ' tour,
March 21
Chuck Foster does a
month’s stand at the Muehlebach,
.

'

.Life ^

.

Wanna Love You
i
Wish. I Had n Girl
See You In My Dreams— “See You

’

'

f

......... Acuff-R,
Life
................. Finbiirgh
... Miller

I’ll

(It’s

•

Mills,

Erwin-H

Close ......

Siiigi

:

j

Feist

^

.

Loose

.

.

j

Kassner
Paxton

’

Pleat,

Chicago

Strip”

A

Me

Melvi
Korn and Lawrene
founders of Victoria Records, have brought suit in Common
Pleas Court here against Palda
Records, asking for a temporary

.

Feb. 25,

Second Group

A

.

Tiff

Philadelphia, Feb, 12.

.

Record session
Nat (King) Cole
opens' at Chubby’s, Camden, N. J.,

j

Advanced

.

- Cues Indies’ Legal

into Casino Theatre, Toronto, Feb.
Johnny Desmond in from
Chicago Friday (15> for a Coral

28

j

Signet

*
:

.

.

.

week engagement ... Mary Mayo

Lombardo
Remick

.

Glorita

12.

..

.

.Disney

.

Ridgeway

,

.

.

W eiss-B

Me Why.-. .........
Trust In Me ...
Tulips and Heather ,
Undecided.
.

Cleveland, today (Wed.), Bill Green’s cocktail lounge on the
Gene Ammons orch into organ.
Gamby’s, Baltimore, Feb. 18 ,.
Ray Anthony obeli out on a road
trek winding at the Aragon BallOld Four Aces Sides
room, Chicago, April 12 for a two-

Paramount
.Feist

.....

.

.

;

.

Casino,

Robbins

'.

.......

.

Tell

Hey Good Looki

After laying off making any. new
recordings for the past month due

.

i

.

.

i

Snowflakes

Dance

After Month’s Illness

.

.

i

,

.

.

,

.

... . .

at

.

.

[

4

Soever— ("Golden Girl”
Never Before
Oops.
Please Mr. Sun,,..
Shrimp Boats.
....
Slowpoke

Take

'

.

.

.

stationed

Sampson, N. Y., Air Force
Brad Hunt has a flock
Hodges combo into (Gleason’s, Base \
of college dates lined up: DuCleveland,
Lester quesne, Feb. 22; Pitt, March 14;
Feb.
18
Young orch into the Glass Bar, St. Carnegie Tech, April 5; Mt. Mercy,
Louis, Feb. 22
Buddy Johnson April 25 and Shippensburg, Pa.,
the following night
orch out on a one-niter tour of the State Teacliers
Clyde Knight into the Vogue
south until April 20
Savannah Terrace for a limited stay.
Churchill
opens at the Town Dave Bctcher has gone back into

LaSalle

.

,

.

.

;

.

:

exrtrombonist,

lyn’s

Johnny the

.

.

Harms
..
Grand Central Station
I Could Write a Book— * “Pal Joey”. ... .... ...... .HarmsI Talk To, the Trees— *“Paint Your Wagon!’. ... .>,. .Chappell
Famous
Just One More Chance,.
Famous
Life Is a Beautiful Thing
Little White Cloud That Cried
..... ...
> Spier
Manhattan
‘Two Tickets to Broadway” G. .... .Marks
Sheldon
My One- and Only LoVe
.....
....
.

in diskery’s

Christmas sales contest

Mellow

,

.

.

Bermuda

cuffo. trip to

Lion

Cry ....
Down Yonder

.

.

f 'orris

,

.

.

.

,

Duchess
.

.

Baby Doll .......

Resumes Waxing

.

..

R

IIill

*

.

Blue Tango

Laine

New

Hubert
Benin

; . .

.

.

Always..

,

•$41,25.

nighter at West View Park next
York
Ken Williama
Wednesday (20)
Sarah Vaughan into the Apollo vocalizing now as well as playing
Harry the sax with the Jimmy Gamble
Theatre, N. Y., Feb. 22
.
Herman Middleman, who
outfit
Belafonte, folk singer, begins a
quit the Carousel bandstand to
l'our-Week engagement at the Blue join the managerial end of Jackie
Heller’s new Dinner Key RestauAngel, N,. Y. Thursday (141
.
William Shapiro, M-G-M Records' rant in Mini. \ has resigned to go
back into the music business in
El Paso distrib, won first prize
.Jim Tucci, Tommy CarFlorida

,

A

the Upbeat

of Feb, 1-7

The id 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office Of Research , Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman ,
Director Alphabetically listed.
Melrose
A Garden In the Rai
... ........................

Believe

and repertory
heads would call a session for a
single artist, which generally meant
In the past artist

On

Week

Survey

RPM

39653

His Orchestra

45 R PM 4-39453

ANOTHER SENSATIONAL SMASH ON

,

’
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Chez Puree, Chi*
Chicago, Feb, 9.
Luba Malina, George De Witt
Nita Bieber Dancers (3), Johnny
dowed these proceedings with a Martin, Adorables (8), Cee Davidlavish budge t.
The costumes,, son Orch (8); $3.50 minimum, $1

Night Chib
Latin Quarter, N. Y.
Lou Walters

present's “Parisian

Renews

Mardi Gras ," staged by Natascha still fresh looking, indicate
Kamarova;
costumes
Elizabeth '^.bankroll expansion, and the pacAdlon; special music and .lyrics, ing is sufficient to meet the reSammy Sallop, Al Goodheart; with quirements of this spot. MoreFernande Montel, Trio Bassi, Fred- over, the transfer of the Gilded
die Bamberger & Pam, Fedi & Fedi, Cage layout .to the 'Latin Quarter
Co rinrie & Tito, Costello Twins, proves definitely that Walters’
Leila & Steffen, Pamela Dennis, shows go best at this spot: They
Ralph Young, Ebony Stevens, Line, look okay elsewhere, but here
Art Waner Orch, Buddy Harlowe they do excellently.
The most prominent feature of
orch; $3.50, $5 minimums.
this
session
French import
is
Fernande Montel (New Acts), a
Something of a phenomenon Continental
chan t e u s e who
occurred in N, Y.
itery history dresses up the proceedings conduring the past week at the Latin siderably. O t h e r new turn is
Quarter, where Lou Walters broke Fedi & Fedi,
The acts are mainly, from the
in a new display at a time when
Continent.
They haven’t played
the spot was sans liquor license out
their
on these
freshness
due to its suspension by the au- shores, and the wholesale importhorities. It seems odd for a head- tation gives the spot" opportunity
waiter to tell a c u $ t o-m e r, to display something fresh;
“go across- the street for a fast
Freddie
Bamberger & Pam
one and then come back.” For have previously essayed a trip to
the late displays, when it seems these shores. Bamberger’s music-

of different type of lovers is weak,
but her takeoff of “Ghost Riders
in the Sky” is near-liilarious. Lovely miss returns to get yocks with
her strip (vocally, that is) finale.

Zabe.

cover.

.

.

impossible to hold the customers hell style of hiiihor isn’t de
without hard drinks, headwaiter rigour for U. S. audiences, but
Gigi recommends Leon & Eddie’s. he makes
a generally good imBusiness has tumbled more thajj pact.
Most of his yarns are ris50% during, this Week. The din- gaieties cleaned Up. The sapolio
ner period is packed, but almost process is deliberately left inimmediately after the show the complete and there’s a great
spot empties out, and they don’t deal of spice as residue.
stay too long for the late session.
Bamberger does okay at the
Nitery operation without a piano, negotiating
full-bodied
liquor permit, it’s proved, is no rendition of “Trees” with ' one
cinch. The LQ got into its trouble mitt.
He’s aided by his wife,
originally when a waiter unknow- Pam, a looker, who straights for
ingly sprved a juvenile delinquent. some salty stuff.
They do better
The LQ was originally slated to than most British comics.
bow its hew show Feb. 3, but
The production is aided by the
formal unveiling was held off until Costello
precision
Twins,
fastyesterday (Tues.) when the ban dancers who have a set Of apWas off.
plause-winners.
e l a. Dennis
The dry cafe operation may be has well-developed pipes, and
a joy to the WCTU, but for the looks good on the floor.
Ralph
majority of customers, a show does, Young is a vet Of many cafe
not seem half as good. Sobriety re- shows and does handily with the
duces an event to just a show. Ma- vocal chores, as does Ebony Stejority of customers would like vens, who spent last season at the
both.
The average dinner check Jersey Riviera and at the Gilded
is reduced by about a third and Cage working under the name of
Leila & Steffen
a major problem for the supper Sherry Stevens.
business is hoW the customer can aid the dance numbers also.
consume the minimum, charge.
On session caught, the Trio
Fortunately, most of the LQ Bassi, one of the best risley acts
display had a run at the now- seen on these shores, Worked as a
defunct Gilded Cage, which was duo and only a little of their foralso a Walters operation. Conse- mer effectiveness was lost.
Their
quently, there’s a rare produc- juggling draws gasps,
Tito &
tion smoothness.
Corinne also hit it well With ballJose.
As always, Walters has enr room-adagio.
>

Pam

Chez is having some trouble
booking strong shows between the
stands of such artists as Jimmy

<BlLTMORE BOWL)

Durante, Danny Thomas, Martin &
Lewis, Sophie Tucker; Joe E.
'While this current
Lewis, et al.
three-weeker. has moments of fine
the
on.
entertainment,
mostly
shoulders of Luba Malina, there
isn’t enough lure here for the reg-

Los Angeles, Feb.

as

Ve

as > Feb.

nu* J£
Chico
fc Harpo Marx,
Nilsson
Twins, Gene Nash, Jean Devfi
Girl Revue (9), Merri Fenn, Bob
Millar Orch (10 ) ; no cover or mini-

6.

Bobby Sargent, Buster Shaver &
Olive, Wayne Marlin Trio, Dorothy

Since mere mention of name
Marx seems to conjure mental pix

of pleasurable diversion, sight of

two, freres’ nomenclature on Last
Adorables
(10),. Irene Frontier marquee is bound to douKing, Hal Derwin’s Orch (12); $1- ble the laugh expectancy. After a

Dorben

$1.50 covers.

Comedy

not the piece de re-

is

comedy riot lasting over 40 minutes, everyone seems to be more
than satisfied with Chico & Harpo
:

addition

In

to.

poor

the

all

breaks, present show is weakly
routined,, with the Arden Fletcher

prancers, Who have some new
numbers, following the Nita Bieber terpers, smothering what attention the latter trio gets. There’s
one with wild flourishing of feathers and -Whatnot, with background
Whoeverof
bongo drumming.
dreamed that one up Certainly
went way off the deep end. intro
number of the line is hotitoo bad;
Nita Bieber, now working with
two males, still has a strong affection for the Jack Cole school of
dancing, starting with an East
Indian hoke bit and swinging down
on to “12th Street Rag.” Group
gets warm reception and return
later with a West Indian hip slinging rendition, which could be a
.

little

stronger..

George De
handsome
Witt,
comic; falls in the classification of
vocal comics and that is his forte.
When he wanders into the realm
of quipster he lands short, but his
carbonings of Como, Torme, Eckstine and Daniels are uncommonly
sharp and could be extended. His.
film star impressions are good, but
in the usual rut.
He sells a song

at

this

He
attest tp the rough going.
sweated through his turn when
caught, but the payoff was in
chuckles and not yocks.
It Was not entirely the. fault of
the ; sitters that Sargent didn’t
•

.

cpme off any better. He seems
have the equipment for a standup comic and tries every trick in
his bag, but the end result is de.

to

natured by the material that Was,
He tries
funny only in spurts.
hard enough and even, does a serious takeoff on “Hunchback of
Notre Dame,”: but there isn’t
enough spark to ignite more than
a sputter of enthusiasm. His impressions and facial contortions
carry him along better than his
other humorous touches.
The dancing girls, 10 Dorothy
Dofben Adorables, and the terp
music of Hal Derwin are permanent fixtures here.
They're the
main attraction as far as this clientele is concerned.
Costuming is
bright and the choreography inventive enough- to show Off the
line, with a fair display of curvaceous charm.
Newcomer to ensemble is Irene King, who up to a few
weeks ago was 'the -Bowl’s snapshot
queen.
She also sings with the
band and on both counts shows
Verdant promise.
Buster Shaver
Olive are holdovers and the Wayne Marlin Trio
combines acrobatics with hand
balancing.
Derwin’s
bandmen
keep the tempo geared to the easy
footwork of the older set and the
floor is a mass of shuffling feet.
It’s easily one. of the most danceable outfits in town and the hoofing space sizable enough to allow
for leg stretching.
Helm.
,

well.

Miss

Malina,

b

e a

u

t

i

f

u 1 Ly

has some
topical satires, “An Actor
Never Dies,” and a hint that “Mar-

browned and gowned,

new

riage.

Isa

There’s

‘

also

Girl’s Best Friend.”
a medley- based on

and a funny
twist to “Nothing But a Dame”
frpm “South. Pacific.” She. really
works hard trying to rouse the
sparsely filled room and it’s to her
credit that she succeeds. Her story

“Guys and Dolls”

&

,

in

success of pair’s preem. Chico of
course, does the gabbing,
ith
in and out on assorted break-ups. Big blonde Merri
Fenn is butt ol a Harpo shenanigan
when, amidst her operatic trilling
he snips off her skirt with scissors’
Chico’s trick digiting at the Baldwin calls forth band pianist and

Harpo running

violinist for funny routines.
Pin-drop attention is awarded
Harpir during his harpistry. He
strums and glisses “Penthouse
Serenade,” “Enchanted Evening”
“Swanee River,” and an original,
“Guardian Angel." Spliced between
latter two is .screwball sesh with
clarinet, using Merri Fenn vocalizing “I’m Forever: Blowing Bub-

bles,” With Harpo doing just that
from trick licorice stick, He also
mouths tiny harmonica to blow
“Turkey in the Straw.” The Marxes
duet at keyboard for solid windup,

with begoff manipulated by Harpo’s
Whistling for Chico’s translation.
Nilsson Twins receive setbacks
in reception by tossing over chirps
of special-material tunes all the
way. Patrons of this room, by and
large, are not listeners, with result that any attempt to make ’em
concentrate bn clever wordage is
mistake. Cute blonde, chicks would
be smart in Weaving couple of
schmaltzy ditties or cornball deals
to excite more enthusiasm. Best
special is kinetic “Willy Followed
Lily” parody on old English madrigal. Rest of repertoire includes
“Never Too. Busy to Say Hello,”
“Wheel of Fortune,” plus a pan on
folk tunes, the intent of which
travels into limbo.
Deviyn Revue unzips frothy “Val-

(Continued on page

60)

BARRY GRAY
''Unquestionably the greatest dancer
in his field. Stopped the show."

SAMMY RAUCH
.

dancing successes ever to play the
Roxy Theatre."

GEORGE

ALFRED LUNT
"One

of the greatest dancers

I

have

ever seen."

VARIETY

TAPPS

gave
demanded encores on opening
ight and went off leaving an im-

"Definitely a class attraction,
five

pressed

mob

behind him."

EARL WILSON
"One

of the most exciting hoofers of
the day."

GEORGE BOURKE
Miami herald
One of the ranking

talents of

show

• «.

busi

"Georgia certainly must be the most
versatile hoofer, in the art of dancing

WILL DAVIDSON
Chicago Tribune

"He

Is

the cafe's finest male dancer,'

’

testifying via boffo reception.

downtown bistro,
Melange of. w.k. bits from pi x
ular inhabitants. And for the. out- and for an unknown to hold the plus collection of sketches frot
sider; bill doesn’t, have the draw centre stage inveighs against popu- past nitery appearances when each
a go as singles; Chico’s 88’ing
value to drag them away from the lar response.
Bobby Sargent, at had
and Harpo’s great musicianship on
firesides.
the mercy of weak, material, can the instro are principal
factors
sistance

tt

Roxy Theatre Booker and Prod. Mgr
"One of the greatest dancers and

8,

mum.

Biltmore Hotel, L. A.

,

Last Frontier, Las Vegas

Roxy

’

:
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Name Talent Seen as Sports Hypo

Off for

Camp Shows

A1 Schacht will make his second
trip within a year for

USO-Camp

Shows. The baseball comic' and
N. Y. restaurateur, who last fall
toured ICorea and Japan, is going
to Europe and the Middle East tomorrow (Thurs.).
Same date will mark departure
of Betty Huttpn for the Korean
war theatre. Other acts to play
With her will be the D’’ Andreas, arid
the Skylarks.

experimental booking was

With Sarah Vaughan, and attendance at the auditorium was reported SRO. Ferris had a small stage
to
built Which was wheeled out
the centre of the floor, Where Mifs
small orch
Vaughan performed.
backed the singer.
Many basketball franchise-holdsome
ers have been looking for
gimmick to get attendance out of
the red. If theatrical names can
the
aid, then it’s anticipated that
Arena Managers Assn.,, organizaopauditorium
and
arena
of
tion
erators, will start bookings on a
cirsports
the
around
basis
regular
cuit. It’s probable that betweenhalves talent will be used in other
sports. Hockey hasn’t been profitable in many keys during the past
season, and the house managers
appear willing to set talent for

"

.

up.

house somewhat after Miss Garland’s top b.o. and record-breaking
run which will have spanned 19
weeks at her Feb. 24 departure.
Milton Berle will be guest of For later bills, Palace execs hope
honor at the annual Jewish Thea- to bring in some big guns, with
trical Guild dinner to be held May probably Martin & Lewis or Danny
3 in the Grand Ballroom of the Kaye as the headliner.
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. Comic
ill
be kudosed- for his humani-

Jewish Theatrical Guild

tarian work,

Howard E. Gould is Chairmah of
the Guild’s coordinating committee
Which includes Emil Friedlander,
Dazian’s
board chairman;. ' Abe
Lastvogel, William Morris Agency
general manager and USO-Cartip
Shows’ board chairman; James E.
Sauter, Camp ^ Shows’ prexy, and
William Degen Weinberger, JTG
board chairman. On the arrangements committee are Pat Weaver,
John Golden, Phil Silvers, Leo
Lindy, Bert Lytell, Ted Lewis,
Harry Hershfield, Irving Geist,
.Dave Ferguson. Eddie* Cantor and

George Jessel Were co-recipients
of last year’s award.

‘H’wood Ice Revue’ Adds

Date
12.

With the 1951-52 season reportedly way ahead of last year’s take,
the “Hollywood Ice Revue” is. extending its tour. After record-

London’s 1st Ice Cabaret

breaking N. Y. Madison Square
Garden run and huge advance for
At Wash. Hotel in March
current Detroit stand, owner-proLondon, Feb. 12.
ducer Arthur Wirtz decided to
London’s first ice cabaret is to
book several spots not Covered in
next,
month at the
be
launched
original itinerary and has set a
a
week’s stand at the; Eastern States Washington Hotel. Maj. Britt and
have been
dancers
of
four
Coliseum, Springfield, Mass., on company
engaged for a trial period of two
March 4.
Show is also scheduled for Can- weeks at $700 per.
ada,
A portable rink is to. be installed,
together with a complete refrigera.

.

.

tion unit.
1

Owing

to restricted ac-

|

The hotels, are currently loaded.
Tourists are not Only flocking to
Cuba/ but also to Puerto Rico and
Jamaica, It’s One of the lushest
seasons for the Caribbean resorts.

—

:

money.
Operators of the small-fry spots
it’s hard for parents to resist
the coaxing of the kids, and once
they get in the habit influenced by
a weekly dose of the miniature
trains; pony rides, toy sailboats,
etc,, it's murder to. expect the kids
to give up the fun.

know

Another facet of this year’s Havana operation is the large bud-

§cs said that the coin was never
put into that fund. At a trial in Atlanta, Shelvey was convicted, but
charges were later nolle prossed.
Shelvey filed the $400,000 suit
about a year ago.

get

allotted

for

advertising

in

Miami papers. These ads have been
paying off handsomely inasmuch as
there have been many one-day excursions to the gaming casinos as
well as a heavier" influx of vacationers Who
in Florida.

N. Y. to Get Miami L.Q.

would normally put up

|

Alter Its

March 15

Exit

The Latin Quarter, Miami Beach, Dominican Republic O.O.’s
is slated to close March 15 and
show will be shifted to parent New
U.S. Talent for New Cafe
York LQ cafe May 6. Layout will
A new nitery in the Dominican
get a Las Vegas showing at the
Desert Inn for four weeks starting Republican is slated to buy a large
amount of U, S. acts. RepresentaApril 1.
Danielle Lamar, in the Miami tives of the Voz Dominicana, loBeach, display, will separate from cated in Ciudad de Trujillo, made
the program to open at El Rancho a fast trip to the U. S. last week
Vegas, March 19, but she’ll rejoin in an effort to line up sufficient
the proceedings at the New York talent for the season.

LQ

preem.

Hope-Dahl Royal

Spot will be located on top of
the radio station Voz Dominicana.
casino will be operated in conjunction with the cafe, They are

A

Duo

At Houston

Festival aiming

for a March preem.
12.
Other major cafe in the DominiDahl are can Republic is the Hotel Juaraga,
tagged as king and queen of the also in Ciudad de Trujillo, which
annual Mardi Gras festival which uses a healthy amount of U. S.
will be held at Sam Houston Coli- talent.
seum here Friday (15) by the
Univ. of St. Thomas. Frankie Masters orch will provide music for N.Y. Assembly Gets Bill

Houston, Feb.

Bob Hope

west.

thought at

commodation, the rink will have to
Lou Perry, an indie agent for be erected before each performmany years, this week joined Joe ance and taken down immediately
Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp., after to provide room for dancing.
where he’ll head the cafe departNext Week the hotel is plantent.
ning special celebration oh George York.
For the last few Seasons Perry Washington’s birthday (2.2) with all
has been booking the Casa Seville, proceeds to the Welfare fund ‘for
N.Y. IQ’s Banquet Hypo
Franklin Square, L.L
troops- in Korea. It was originally
Latin Quarter, N. Y., is expandintended to make this an elaborate
promotion department with
its
ing
death
Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking gala, but owing to the. King’s
Corp, set Les Mains Joly into the it will be heldv oh a more limited the addition of Ellie Koffler, who
Blue Note, Chicago, following its scale.
had beCn doing indie record procurrent stand at the Blue Angel,
motion.
She’ll go after .the banquet and
Turn is also set for El
£• Y.
Vincent Villa Trio opened at the
Rancho, Las Vegas, March 19.
convention trade.
Cork Room, Sad Antoni

of

the reported Closing of bordellos
in the Cuban capital, have brought
the big money into this town alorig
with lots of the “better class clientele.”

.

—

Though the Maumee Drive-In
first that the kiddieiand
project would hurt their business,
it apparently has not, since the i
creased traffic has attracted more
patronage* to the theatre.
Once people get put of their
easy chairs, whether forced to by
the Wheedling of the kids or the
lure of sunshine, they are more
apt to make a day of it, the ozone
operators think.
Kiddie amusement parks are
a post-war phenomenon, on a large
scale. They have been successful
in and around -Chicago and in the
east, particularly metropolitan New

activities

reported that one of the top syndicates which has extensive holdings in Las,. Vegas has put up the
coin for the Casino operation. Joe
Carlyle, who produces for the Sans
Souci, is putting on the show at
the Nacional. It’s felt that names
will riot be needed
only expensive production,
Carlyle has set
16
girls out of the Beachcomber,
justice John W. Clancy of the
Singer Mildred
N. Y. Federal Court last week gave Miami Beach,
Matt Shelvey, former national ad- Joanne Smith has been signed for
the Nacional preem, tomorrow
ministrator of the American Guild
Carlyle made a quick
of Variety Artists, permission to (Thurs.).
trip to New York last week to line
redraft, hia complaint, which was
up
shows.
filed faultily in his $400,000 libel
The Sans Souci, where Carlyle
and slander suit against the union.
Union attorneys had sought to also produces, is doing top busiactions ness as is the Montmartre. One
of
Shelvey’s
-have
all
thrown out of court. The jurist of the few spots not hitting up
threw out Shelvey’s suit alleging to expectations is. the Tropicana,
malicious persecution, but thought which imported a French show.
there Was a cause of action in the
The casinos in all major dribs
libel case.
are in full operation. The tables
At the same time, Judge Clancy are doing heavy business and supdismissed the Associated Actors plying the necessary loot to keep
and Artistes Of America as co-de- the entire club open.
fendants.
One of the phenoinena of this
Shelvey, some years ago, was dis- season is the fact that names
missed by the 4A’s as AGVA’s na- aren’t being booked as heavily as
It was con- in former years.
tional administrator.
Havana bonifaces
tended that he had conspired with say that the lure of the dice', is
to
mulct
Kaye
the Henry sufficient.
Arthur
They’re taking a cue
Grady Hotel; Atlanta, of $20,000 from the Miami Beach cafes, which
for permission to stage matinee aren't doing too much even with
shows in the hotel’s Paradise names. However, all cafes have inRoom. It Was stated at that time vested most of that coin in producthat the money was to be. used for tion, and they find it’s paying off.
AGVA’s welfare fund. Four A ex-

—

Cleveland interests have just acquired a large tract with 450 feet
frontage on Monroe St., near the
Of ’44 Fire Receivership outskirts of town, .where they plan
to open a large kiddie park this
Hartford, Feb. 12,
spring. Part of the tract they acA motion to terminate the
quired-—with 100-foot frontage—
ceivership of Ringling Bros, and was used for a similar enterprise
Barnum & Bailey Combined Shows, on a smaller scale these past few
Inc., has been made in Superior
summers. The tract is near the
Court here. Motion was made in Toledo Drive-In Theatre, and the
compliance with Connecticut law latter figure that when the kids
arid on the completion. of all payget tired of the rides, the. whole
ments on claims arising out of the family may troop to the drive-in to
disastrous 1944 circus fire here.
rest, up.
Nearly $4,000,000 has been paid
This new development parallels
Out to 676 claiiriants and estates
in part the experience of the Mauof 169 persons who perished in
mee Drive-In Theatre in nearby
the blaze. Under Connecticut law,
That ozoner is adjacent to
when all claims have been paid, a Maumee.
the kid park operated by Balaban
receivership riiay be dissolved by
Chicago. This project
Katz
of
&
Circus officials are
the court.
of
investment
an
represented
understood to want the receiverand
was the first such
$250,000
ship dissolved before the start .of
opened
by B&K. Latter said
park
on
year
fiscal
circus
the new
that if the Maumee kiddieiand was
April. 1.
successful, they would start a chain
of similar parks across the mid-

The

PrpspectS are sufficiently bright
this year for the Casino Nacional
to get back Into the picture.
It’s

Toledo, Feb. 12,
keep peobut kiddie parks
ple home,
amusement parks designed espeWill help bring
cially for children
them out. At least, that’s the way
it looks in Toledo, where the kid
rides in fair weather season have
been reaping a harvest of small
change that counts up to big
Television- may tend to

years.

Senate crime investigating
committee in forcing gambling out
of the Miami Beach picture, plus

nually.

Wee Parks—And

Search for headliners has benational project. Sol A.
Schwartz, RKO Theatres pttexy, is
attempting to line up toppers on
the Coast, while Friendly is working at that task in the east.
Acts for the, new bill are being
signed for two weeks with two
one-week options. This bill is regarded as a layout to cool off the

in

the

Cugat’s band would comprise the major portion, of the entertainment arid maestro would
have privilege of okaying surrounding acts which would be changed
monthly,
Latineer plays the hospice an-

Nearby Spots Get Gravy

come a

Starlight, N.Y. best

on for Xavier Cugat to

tiations.',

.

sion.

is

play the. Hotel Waldorf-Astoria
Starlight Roof, N. Y„ for most of
the summer. Under present nego-

=

hockey intermissions..
Further use of top talent will depend greatly on the next few bookings in Syracuse; Billy Williams
Quartet is on the agenda for that
town, and Others are being lined

_

Deal

Lutz and Dick Gabbe share
equally in proceeds from the singer, both having signed Laine in
1946 when he was singing sporadically at old Billy Berg’s, The firm
With two more weeks to go, was founded that year, inking
Judy Garland is selling out at the Laine.
Palace, N.Y. In nine shows last
Laine bookings are now handled
week, the singer scored $39,500 solely by General Artists Corp.
which represented capacity plus Singer planed to Miami for a date
standees ait virtually every per- at Clover Club and was unreachformance.
able for comment here.
Booker Dan Friendly has sp far
lined up Laurltz Melchior, Ben
Blue, Compagnons de la Chanson
and Jean Carroll for the new -bill Video Takes Back Seat
starting Feb. 26. Friencfly is curTo Pee
rently attempting to line up four
more acts for the post-Garland ses-

,

Lou Perry join* Glaser

At Waldorf

use is illegal in this town.
Philly will have its usual icers,
“Ice Capades” and “Ice Follies,”
at the Arena.

tract breach.

A

Chicago, Feb.

Havana, Feb. 12.
Kefauver and Cuban bluenoses
have combined to make the current
Havana tourist season one of the

monia compressor which Miss
Henie used in the portable tank
constituted a fire hazard and its

Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Frankie Laine abruptly notified
managers Gabbe, Lutz & Heller
over the weekend of severance of
his pact, which had two years and
eight months to go. Sam Lutz
*
Charges Laine with outright

erbockers are on tap, no talent will
that
be used because it’s figured
suffithe topflight quintets will be
cient lures in themselves.

Springfield, Mass.,

Henie Date on Tank Rap

.

It

Initial

Philly Fire Dept. Nixes

Philadelphia, Feb. 12.
Sonja Henie’s date at Convention Hall, Philadelphia, slated for
March, has been cancelled at the
behest of the local fire department.
Smoke-eaters ruled that the am-

Syracuse, Feb. 12.
appears that some branches of
will be looking
industry
sports
the
field to take
to the entertainment
operation in
deficit
of
them out
many situations.. Franchise-holders
Basketball League,
in the National
watching
for instance, are closely
last
the experiment inaugurated
Saturday (2) at the Onondaga
floor
home
Memorial,
County War
Nationals.
of the Syracuse
Arena operator Led Ferris has
policy of booking
a
embarked on
name talent to play between
will
fie booked, for
halves. Acts
those
the time being, to work
games which do not ordinarily
When such teams as the
draw.
Boston Celtics or the N. Y. Knick-

59

,

and. Arlene

dancing.
Hope brings a group of entertainers with him.

On

Acts’ Safety Nets

_

Albany, Feb.

12.

would be affected by
Assemblywoman
which
2 More USO Shows to Korea Maude: ,E,' Ten Eyck, Manhattan
Tokyo, Feb. 5.
Republican, is sponsoring. It would
TWo more USQ-Camp Shows require trapezists to wear safety
have arrived in the Fat East to belts or to use “suitable constructtour the “Kirnchi Circuit” in Korea ed” life nets or other Safety deAerial, acts

a

bill;

'

arid various military installations
1003,
in Japan. Units are No.

vices.

Mrs. Ten Eyck presumably was

Revels,” and No. prompted to introduce the legisla1004, “Music N’ Madcaps.”
tion by reason of several recent
“Revels” features Jack and Alice fatalities at indoor
arid
Cavanagh, knife throwing act; ven- similar attractions.
triloquist Ray Austin, singer Fonda
Fallon and accordionist Harold
Crl Chirp's Dates
Norwin. “Madcaps” includes dancer
Frankfurt, Feb. 12.
Dave Powell, Joyce and Seldon,
Julie Dee Verne, wh.o cariie to
father: and daughter juggling team;
mimic Duke Jordan and accordion- Europe as a vocalist with “Skating
Vanities,” has been pacted for
ist Charles Gary.

“Show

Shop,

;

“Madcaps”* proceeded directly to Ciro’s, London,
She worked Out single routines
Korea after arrival in Japan.
made a swing while entertaining for GIs star
first
“Revels”
in Europe.
tioned
Japan,
in
bases
Force
Air
through
i
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Jl. Y*
John Carradine , Eartha Kitt,
The Abbott dancing troupe
George' Hall, Clarence William* smartly open the proceedings with
Trio; $3.50 minimum.
the “Ballet Adrian” and return
midway for a clown number that
The Village Vanguard has come displays considerable more agility
back with something of its original than the usual house terp group.
feffmat via the retention of John
Not an unimportant adjunct to
Carradine, who’s doing readirigs at the affair is the Eddie O’Neal orch.
that spot;, Carradine makes his Fronter is a highly personable emtime
when
at
a
^ippegrance in VV
cee and his crew a- smooth bunch,
the trend seems to indicate that of windjammers, both in backing
pierformers .must prove they can the show and for the dance sets.
also read, Carradine, however, js
Dave.
go ip

Village Vanguard,

CUb Reviews

Night

Continued from page 58

Last Frontier, Las Vegas
ehtine Party” with Gene Nash and
Dolores Frazzini duetting and.Candyce King solo-terping. Nash, also
gets in soihe tapistry arid acro-flips
to sharpen effect. Middle routine
is sock. Gals bring cheers with

“Roaring Twenties” theme sliced
by “Charleston,” “Blackbottorii”
and hilarious hi jinks ini period attire.

Bob Miller orch
thing in fine stride.

every-

takes

Will,

Cafe dc Paris, London
London,

«Jah.

29.

Sue Carson , Sidney Simone's
Orch, Jack Gordon’s. Samba Band;
$5.50

minimum.

Since she first hit the London
scene a few months back, Sue Carson has earned a wide reputation
as a comedienne whose talent is
sharpened by first-class material.
Original tunes with, sophisticated
lyrics accent the lighter side of her
entertainment, and in these austere
times provide an excellent diversion for the customers.
Currently, Miss Carson is playing femme lead in Val Parnell’s
“Peep Show,” and the wider public of the theatre may well be attracted to this
business there.

and hypo

riitery

On Opening night,
above-average biz was registered,
which should auger well for the
limited two-week engagement.
With a style definitely her own,
the chantoosie has an almost firstNumbers
class comedy routine.
like “Seven Lively Arts,” “Grow.

My

ing Too Old For

Age,” and

“Never Trust a Man, Period” are
Impersonations .of Nellie
Lutcher, Rose Murphy and Lena
Home are likewise .clfieko. ,Weap
surefire.

est link is her. bpiv-out

number

“Mr. Personality”
Juggling Dance
Impressionist

w

lustrating the changed reaction of
a woman before .and after, ihar*
Just fair; therefore not
riage.
good enough for her.
Act is given a special lift by the
f
HCr
personality.
artist’s, stage
voice may be a little subdued, but

she handles her lyrics with genuine gusto. She is given good backgrounding by the Sidney Simone
orch, alternating with Jack GorMyr.o.
don’s Samba Bahd.

first bonafide thesp to
for riitery readings.
It’s riot standard in this country,
although Europe has a number of
political, cabarets where literary
movements are started and political

8t.

Of-

as Maxwell Bodenheim,
John Rose Gildea, Abraham Linand Eli SiegCl,’
coln
Gillespie

figures

•

among

:

,

Personal /Management:

i

PI

with Jo Barnum, Robin

Green Orch (8)
Mon. through Fri., $2

Sat.

Phila.,

Phones: Kl 5-1665

Chicago, Feb.

Larry

$1.50 cover.

BERNIE ROTHBARD
EDDIE SUEZ AGENCY
500 Shubert Theatre Bldg.
5-7013

up the

fiesta.

Entrance of

Co.

(2),

Jimmy

Rule,

gal

and colorful

fiery

sets

Carmen Chirp not only has

w.k. fruit top-

>

Beatrice Kraft, decked iri East
Indian trappings and flanked by
two irialei|*in native attire, holds
atteiition securely with her terp
lore.
Bell-jangling partners describe similar movements as the
gorgeous femme sets, forth In

Hand movements

stylized chDreos.

are superb. "Contrasting rhythms of
two flings are topped by Miss
Kraft’s solo enticement as encore.

Kathryn Duffy Dansations frame
“Big Wide Wonderful World” as
curtain-upper, utilizing hoops for
setup. Closing maneuver is' Gershwin melange and “Rhapsody in
Blue” vehicle for Christina Carson’s spotless toe terpery. Johnny

O’Brien officiates as capable emcee
and production w.arbler. Normandie
Boys assist vocally and A1 Jahns
orch displays thorough instrumen-

7.

DeWolfe, Margaret Phelan,
Bela Kremo, Merriel. Abbott Dancers ( 8) Eddie O’Neal Orch ( 12 )

minimum,

“Why

song,

Downey warbles are accornpers
Jimmy Rule at second keyboard
and Carmen Mastren at guitar.

Billy

$3.50

wake

rib-tickling Irish

Did He Die.” Formula used, plus
his rep, insure begoft. Aiding the

(EMPIRE ROOM)

,

Sliora Ion Plaza, lloston
(OVAL ROOM)
Ed & Wilma Leary’s “ Silhouettes
Ice,”

fires

knot but a variation—-a cascade of
tiny umbrellas to accent gorgeous,
vividly hued costume. Themes
“Souse
American Way,” after
Which songalog includes "Ay Ay Ay
I
Like You Very Much;” “Tied
his lyric pipes in this territory for Tico,” “Cuanto la Gusta,” At this
Over three years, with result, that juncture Miss Miranda flies off to
return is signal for concentrated doff turban while accorirpers, Bando
rush to load tables.
da Lua quartet, warble and strum
Takes over at the 88 facing “Turban is Coming .Off .”
auditors during segments of medReturns with biz of combing redleys. Charging opener, “Put Your dish tresses, spiced with gab to
Arms Around Me,” blends into intro “Don’t Talk Expensive.” Gar“September Song,” “Only One For bled English tickles risibilities durMe,” “My Heart and I,” “You Made ing western turri with white fiveMe LoVe You.” Each set contains gallon lid, twirling guns, bleating
familiar oldies which tickle ap- “Yipsee Cayee.”
High platform
plause with each opening measure. shoes are cast off in “Love to Be
Trademark whistling trill is Woven Tall;” Surprise Hawaiian insert,
into the pattern of long-standing— “Go Around the Island,” grabs
that of utter simplicity in song- plenty attention, earning” begoff
ware.
caper “Mama Yo.Quero”
Can’t seem to go wrong this spot
Comic Pat Henning complete
with such naturals as “Melancholy with Irish pan, gives out at run-on
Baby,” “Carolina Moon,” “When with con style delivery to make
Irish Eyes Are Smiling,” “My Blue each thrust count for plenty. Yocks
Heaven,” “Molly Malone,” “Mexi- begin mounting for sure, after he
cali Rose,” “Take You Home Again drops his Jerry Lewis coif toupe.
Kathleen.” Irritating note is his Gleaming bald pate is butt of very
use of word “ ’cause” to bridge
(Continued on page 62).
tunes, however. Breaks design of
constant nostalgia by insertion of

Palmer

on

rea-

'

.

Nelson,

is

,

,

Currently at

Latin Casino, Phila.

Carmen Miranda

up good relations imLas Vegas, Feb. 7.
mediately upon ringside ariible .and
Morton Downey, Beatrice graft 'handout of. bananas and apples.

others. There, many penurious poets read Jor kitty receipts;
Siegel, according to Village standards, presented a major bit of
Montreal ’s biggest entertainment poesy at the Vanguard, “Hot Aftervalue climbs back out of the dol- noons Are in Montana.” In those
drums this week With one of the days benches sufficed for standard
best revues since owner Harry Hol- nitery. accoutrements. Many look
mok turned his old barn-type dance back to that era with nostalgia.
palace Into a legit club three years
Carradine (more of him under
ago.
New Acts) is likely to draw conStaying close to the formula siderable business here. It’s not
that established this money-maker, probable, however, that he’ll start
the management has given pro- a new riitery trend as conditions
ducer Natalie Kamarova a free havq changed considerably since
hand to set the all-important the depression era. Nevertheless;
Casino productions and then Cued there is literate entertainment in
in such
cincheroo acts as the this direction, granting that audiLangs* juggler James Evgjis, the ence and outlets are necessarily
sprigs of the Four Ffazers arid the .limited.
hobfirig of Bourbon & Baine, ^>lus
Max Gordon is presenting a firstthe iriterp strutting of Rosanne.
rate show* with Carradine, Eartha
Prime favorites in this room, the Kitt and George Hall providing a
six Larigs repeat again and pick up fine ^session of riitery entertainsame hefly palming for their ment. It’s one of the top exhibits
teeterboard efforts and visual im- here in some time.
pact. James Evans does his barrel
Miss Kitt, who recently worked
tossing and gimmicked^ bed jugprovocative
gling with the assurarice and savvy La Vie En Rose, is a
Sepian has a style that
of the old-time vaiider that he is songstress.
frequently
shows
a sly sense of
and scores heavily on all counts.
good dramatic
there’s
His clincher, the lightweight cot humor,
Occasion and good
that reveals a dummy couple in content on
mood.
projection
of
bed after a couple of spins is a
Hall is a« musical comedy vet
natural in this spot.
The Four Frazers (New Acts) who has made good in chi-chi
support the production nioments nitery stands, His material is offneatly and lend zest to revue in beat for the mass type clubs, but
their
solo
offering.
Terpster in the intimate spots he seems
Rosanne takes her feature spot in unable to do wrong; Satire of a
the “Fire Dance” routine handily Sousa march and his recitatives
and Bourbon & Baine reprise their hit unusually- hard ini, this spot.
The Clarence Williams Trio
slick hoofing for plaudits.
Vocal chares go to Jenry Lazarre, completes the lineup with its showwho also emcees show, and the Biz backing and opening tune. Jose.
Belair orch gives sturdy showr
backing throughout, with Frank
House, Clii
Quinn’s
trio
doing
interlude
,

Sizzling

son enough for heavy swarms to
surge against the entrance ropes
into this nitery. Sock supporting
bill aids in giving eminent satisfaction before the Brazilian thrush

Mastren, Kathryn Duffy Dansations
lampooned.
(7); Johnny O’Brien, Normandie
The Vanguard, however, has bad Boys ( 3 ) A l Jahns Orch (11 ) ; no
lots of poets and litterateurs de- cover
minimum.
claiming there. During the depression, it was .the'- haven of such
Morton Downey hasn't exercised

'

Montreal, Feb- 9.
The Langs (6), Rosanne; James
Evans Four Frazers, Jerry Lazarre;
Bourbon 8c Baine, Casino Line
(10), Bix Belair Orch (12), Frank
Quinn Trio; 50c-$1.00 admission

6,

Carmen Miranda, Stan Kramer
Bando da Lua (4), Alan.

Co. (3),

Gilbert, Pat Henning, Arden-Fleteher Dancers (8), Carlton Hayes
Orch (11); no cover or minimum.

Thiindcrbird, Las Vegas

figures'

Bolleviio Casino, Mont’!

Newt

Sc

the

.

moments.

Las Vegas,. Feb,

j

;

.

JOE DE MARCO

Depart Ivn, La# Vegu

Man”

“Can't Heltf Loving That
and “The Irish Clockmaker.”

tal

$1 cover.

capacity for

all

Not Your Pal Joay But Your

BUDDY LEWIS
Comedy Em car and Master

,

of Mimicry

Currently Appearing

SEVILLE THEATRE
MONTREAL

backgrounds.

Will
Opening Feb. 14

Back after a two-year absence,
Billy DeWolfe is topping an Empire Room display made up of. repeat acts who have proved their

Forbidden nty, S.F.

San Francisco,. Jan. 29.
Charlie Low, Larry Chang, Dotty
This capsule ice show, neatly worth here J before.
It’s the sec- Sun, Sing Lee Sings
(2), Toy a,
packaged, costumed rind executed ond time around for warbler Mar- Forbidden Dancers
(6), Al Wallace
appears to have the necessary in- garet Phelan and juggler Bela Orch (6).
gredients to pull substantial biz Kremo and, of course, DeWolfe
into this swank room during its has made several stops here since
The big appeal in this lively
month’s engagement.
With pro- his now classic “Mrs. Murgatroyd” pitch is novelty. Chinese gals rind,
duction, direction and choreogra- portrayal first projected him into specialties iri
sprightly costumes
phy by Rd & Wilma Leary, troupe headliner status. Prpducer Mer- tossing off standard routines
proskates gracefully through nifty riel Abbott's reliance this, time on
vide a well-paced package of nitroutines enhanced by colorful cos- the “tried and, true” looks positive
ery hardware.
Girl? are on cute
tumes, with overall effect hypoed to reap plenty of patron endorseside, and while the bouncy
:

CASINO
Pir.

THEATRE,

Toronto

(Repeat Engagement):
Mgt. BERNIE tlOTHBARD

EDDIE SUEZ AOENCY

Shubert Theatre Bldg., Phllr, Pa.
PE 5-7003
Phones: Kl 5-1665

500,

• satlro
of polish .
» . loads
not In th# ostablithod book • • •"
Zabo, Varlsty

—

1

by the

noticeable enthusiasm generated by individual members.
Guesting with the group for this
stand Is the diminutive and grace

Jo Barnum, a local gal, spotlighted in a couple of solos and

ful

demonstrating her sock

agility

on

blades via a series of fast spins

jumps and

figure skating.
Others grabbing solo spots are
'

Ed

m

THE MIMIC

MEN

MONTE CARLO,

Pin.

Opening Feb. 15

&

Wilma Leary, who team up
for a sesh of click double skating
complete with spins and lifts for
strong reaction, and Robin Nelson,
who, working in tails, essays a bit
of magieo while shimming around
the ice.
Guy produces a rabbit
from a hat, roses from nowhere
and winds stint with the pitcher of
milk disappearance

illusion.

Ensemble numbers, including a
samba arid waltz routine, are. lively

onetwo-three-turn dance routines are

ment.

than sensational, it all adds up
to an okay slice of eye-value.
Show is opened by Charlie Low

That some of the ringside habitues may be nearly as familiar
with DeWolfe’s standards as is the
comedian himself is apparently
more a plus factor than a handicap.
Certainly the opening night Empire crowd was with him from the
start and even more so when he
finally begged off with his mop“Mrs. M.” remains the
ping bit.
climax and looks good for con-

less

'

in a pleasing straight emcee chore
and breezes into the first ensemble
item with girls rigged in flashy

black arid sequin

Larry

Chang,

outfits,

smooth

voiced
tenor, is first specialty with “Lullaby of Broadway” and “I’m Forever Chasing Rainbows” offered to
good hand.
Encore slanted in
Spanish, “Quizas, Quizas, Quizas,”
is strong closer.
Chang has good

tinual mileage despite the recent
TV showcasing on Ed Sullivan's
“Toast of the Town.”
DeWolfe’s routines are polished
to a fine edge and he earns a ris-.
ing tide of laughs as he romps,
through the Club Swingeroo takeoff on the gum-chewing hoofers;
his British dramatics a la Noel

Comedy

in

Per. Mgr.:

|

[W, New York N Y

IN THE HEART OF CHICAGO'S LOOP
near the Oriental, Palace, Chicago A
Erlanger0 Theatres It'* the

•9

Franklin 3-4740
Rates for Show Folk

W. Randolph
Special

St.

Nowly Decorated

New Management

MCA

Have Long
Underwear
North
Mgt.:

MARK

Leon

:

1650

CHI.

Marcus Glaier

Dir.:

.

,,

Week

ORIENTAL THEATRE,

and. irripresh gathered by ringsiders is that h’oupe is much
larger than actually.
Stint winds
with group skating furiously while

1

a Sharp Manner

Currently 3rd:

appearance arid voice, but better
handling of mike would give increased volume for bigger impact.
Dotty Sun, next up, has natural
sense of comedy and mugging and

turns in a zippy “Hilo Hop” and
“Plepty Papaya” terp novelties.
Here’s a gal who could move on
to bigger things by submitting to
dance coaching.
The Sing Lee Sings, man and
gal, are top. faves in melange and
score with a fast assortment of
flashy acrobatic stunts which draw
r
boff reaction. Jump through knifenarrator for action while conduct- tossing, especially the tophat twirl- studded hoop garners big at bowThis is solid stuff
off.
any
ing from the 88, and his sidemen ing that plays off to a big mitt.
Margaret Phelan, a lusty voiced stand.
turn in a solid job. Another deBilled as the Chinese Sophie
serving kudos is room’s boniface chick with a figure to match, runs
Spencer Sawyer, who discovered the gamut with some spicy spe- Tucker, songstress Toya, in the
night before opening that the per- cialties that display her sophistica- home-stretch spot, is pleasing in a
manently installed but long un- tion, and some operatic arid pop trio of tunes, “No Business Like
used ice-making machine, under, standards that show off her vocal Show Business,” “The Man I Love”
work- range. She was a bit too gener- and “St. Louis Blues.”
the dance floor was not i
Music by Al Wallace troupe is
ing condition. He enlisted a group ous with her repertory at the
of workmen and supervised repairs opening dinner show for the best outstanding for size of orch with
which were not completed until “leave ’em hungry” impact. Never- footers showing wide versatility
Elie.
theless, gal registered ’lieftily with for both show and terping.
Ted.
5 a m.

Coward; the Boris Karloff impression, and the “expose” of .the
room’s scarred tables and rnessy
linens. The guy’s a hard and fasttwo boys toss Miss Barnum in the worker who is well paid in attenair, the action highlighted by use tion and yocks.
Bill is also graced by a topflight
of strobs which add to the sock
juggler in Kremo.
He .garners
visual impact.
Maestro Green, who doubles as mucho admiration \vith his swift

MICKEY
SHARP

J.

LEDDY

Newman

'

,

:

JACK
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN
(Persoeal Opinion)

1

5
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Continued from page 60

“horses are my downfall” .routine
is never hit harder unless it’s when
funny running gag. Off-beat im- Jackie
Miles plays this spot (Monprest approach kids Boyer, Ed- treal
has still to hear Joe E,
ward G. Robinson, Wallace Beery Lewis).
in “tone” effects, Bette Davis walk,
Shore tees off with a few stories,
etc,
tries a song, does a bit with chirper
Henning activates pic. clips of Ernestine Mercer that is straight
Bogart, Cagney, et al., with prat- but 6f the hurley wheel, featuring
Hunchback Army routine an off-the-shoulder gown, etc., and
falls.
goes over big, sequelled.by small- then goes into his material which
town election day parade lampoon- is, as usual, highlighted by his
ing spveral types (most Irish-Amer- standout hoofing. His pot pourri

Desert Inn. L*»

great exit Henning could
be slotted within vid frames nicely.
Stan Kramer, with company consisting Of mother and father, puts
on outstanding exhib of puppet
ican). for

Manipulates brilliantly
costumed dolls on floor as well as
special platform.. Unusual wirepulling sets up magicb routine, Bill
Robinson terping stairs, drunkstint. Eelty Hutton doll pegs chirp
to T. Entire company closes with
bla'kface puppets oacing “Cake'a’k” using strob. Bis mitts.
Arden-Fletcher Dancers concoct
mood fling in blue velvet, h o l d
over exciting ‘'Peruvian Mambb”
which serves also as Miranda’s
setup. Alan Gilbert cantos producartistry.

:

.

leads to a few
hoked-up dance impressions, and
then he does his Joe Frisco and
Pat Rooney routines to sockp reception.
Shore’s material may not change
muph over the years, but he handles it in such a disarming manner,
without the laboring or forcing,
that it is always fresh and a sure
clicko with patrons.
Show opener goes to a newcomer in these parts, Ernestine
Mercer, a tall chirper from Texas
with all the physical attributes that
make up the basic parts of any
modern-day thrush. Miss Mercer,
with the help of orch conductor
Leonard Golbrick, who works in a
of

ballet

m Ve

Las Vegas, Feb. 7.
Dick Haymes, Mandarins ( 4 )v
Sam Coslow Line (8), Sharon Dexter, Will Osborne Orch ( 10 ); ho
cover or minimum.

Hite Club Reviews

steps

.

Mopnt Royal* Monti

Partly' accompanying herself, and
occasionally: allowing the house
orch to proviso the background,

(NORMANDIE ROOM)

Montreal, Feb. 6.
“What’s New!,” revue; songs
Wilson Stone; dances . Gene
Bayliss; with Elise Rhodes , Doris
Schmitt , Billie Hayes. Hal Hackett
Richard Goltra, Jack Marlin; Max
Chamitov Orch with Norma Hut-

she runs through a planned 30minute act with a satisfying mixture of light and dramatic stuff.
Most effective is her rendition of
“Till the >End of Time,” while in
entry will not
sharp contrast is Hoagy Carmitables,

Although this new
break records in jampacked

diversion with Dick
as top lure.
Haymes almost had to ditch
this
Flamingo, booking, having
suffered an accident to his left
foot. (Dropped a trunk on it, he
proclaims from stage). With cane
as aid, and seated On bar stool,
singer waxes informal in meditative layout, Most of his baritoning

pleasant

it’s

Haymes’ warbling

.

nostalgic in vein, Using such
standards as “Feel a Song Coming
On” “Gypsy In My Soul,” “Someis

body Loves Me,” “Very Thought
of You.” Second ballad breaks
with “And So To
oldie ” trend
Sleepy” While a rhythmic break is
given in a rocked “Blue Skies.”

“Might As Well Be Spring” receives super treatment for top
palms, Sets up request sesh easing
dansapation after he inyites
couples to polish parquet to his

into

chael’s “Hong Kong Blues.” New
to most customers was a selection

from “Pal Joey.” in amusing vein
Was her Anglo-French version of

“It’s

Nice to Have a

’

Show was registering good average biz when caught, although it's
accepted that the evening dress
rule eliminates casual trade. Dance
music is suitably provided by the
Ian
two. resident aggregations,
Stewart for straight terping and
latunes.
the
on
Tommy Bogan

,

'

DIANE HAYES
FRANK BROOKHOUSER,
Philadelphia Inquirer—
her pn

TV

..

—
.

You may have seen
one of the best ."
-

Permanent Address:

234 W. 48th St., New York, N. Y.
Circle 6-8800
Ext. 517

COMEDY MATERIAL
Far All Branches of Theatricals
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—
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$25 •
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(reissue), $3.00
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Dept.
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V

sitters ga-ga.

ceive well-earned mitts.
Into such songs as “Younger
Preeiri of Sam
Coslbw’s line
“The Whiffencomes off okay, but with paring Than Springtime,” Yourself” and
poof
Song” “Enjoy
needed here and there to telesThorsen puts sincope some stop-and-start produc- his pop medleys,
and deep feeling. His visit
tions. Gals are all whistle-bait; terp cerity
tables to pin carnations on
lightly. Coslow has picked chicks to the
females and his ex“fortunate”
for chirping ability to include trio
into comedy add to the
cursions
headed by Sharon Dexter. Brunet
He also comes through
adds oomph to her song solos, pleasantry.
Swedish dialect number,
Sheri North is featured in some with a
Y’Betcha;” right in
-

.

Hipls.

six

talent-loaded

make

song.

Jack Marlin, a newcomer to the
in the last week, does the

cast

major comedy bits and singles with
an impresh series that .picks up
an okay reception despite familiar
takeoffs. A routine based on television, “Giddy Over Video,’’ -fails
to garner expected yacks, probably
because TV has, yet to reach the
Montreal area with, any consistency.
Doris Schxhitt displays plenty of

femme appeal

in her terp sessions
and Hal Hackett, another replacement since the outfit got together
a few months ago, is fair on the
vocal sides Which he splits with

*Miss Rhodes.
Overall impact of group is solid;
with more sophisticated material
and experience they are a cinch"
for the smaller cafes and hotel

of their terpsichore and it
their session all the more
appetizing. Routines are out of the
The national dance of
ordinary.
Mexico, and a Cuban version of
rhumba score particularly.
the
Rees.

9.

,

minimum.
merrymaking

and

of

latter number draws heaviest mitting, due mainly do the comedies
of Miss Hayes, a short, blonde
youngster with a vet approach to

—

via song by comedienne Hank Fort,
a bundle of energy who calls her-

“the happy girl from the
south,” lives Up to the title. She
spreads, her good cheer to the customers, plussed along by Raymond

self

T

?

h
E

and Raya Bisters
DANCING DOLUUSIONSII

**l

El Rapcho, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Feb.

Newt

rooms.

makes

Hank Fort Raymond Chitse,
Arthur Ravel Orch (8); $2.50-$3.50
Exuberance

group

:

much

(FLAME ROOM)
Minneapolis, Feb,

of

in

Kicking off with “The Best Days
Our Life”’ in college dress and
tempo, the unit builds neatly
through, the. torchaiits of Elise
Rhodes to a socko “Back in tlv
featuring
Routine”
Old
Billi
Hayes and Richard Goltra. The

.

“Yah, Sure,
order here.
Carlos & Linda, .a snappy pair of
Cubans, put comedic frosting on

sexy leg work. Will Osborne,, orch
badts solidly.
Will.

Railisfftti*.

Normandie Room brings

ment

of

'

Hotel

only.

as gay a show-.
case as ha$ been- witnessed here
for many .months.
Backed by the songs of Wilson
Myro.
Stone and the staging of Gene
Bayliss, these iinihibited kids, all
Hotel Nicollet* Mpls. possessing previous checkered ex(FLAME ROOM)
perience, offer a miniature revue
Minneapolis, Feb. 9.
that has a bit of everything and
Eric Thorsen, Carlos & Linda; is a surefire \pleaser particularly
Cecil Golly Orch (12), with Mil-, in layouts removed from the big
dr ed Stanley; $2.50-$3.50 minimum. Broadway offerings.

.

'The Boots McKenna line does
The inexhaustible Willie Shore Well in the hoofing section, With.
brings his tried and true patter and Wally Aspell (New Acts) taking the
hoofing back to Montreal and vocal sides. Palm De Luca’s band
dominates the Chez Paree at all does show music; with attractive
times.
Shore goes to work right Maria Blanco giving a vocal and
after the Boots McKenna pony visual hoist to Peter Barry’s reline finds its way Offstage, and lief sessions.
Newt.
doesn’t relax till the show is over
75 minutes later.
Oasis* L*.i%«
That Shore is a solid fave
Los Angeles, Feb. 5,.
around, this saloon is. evidenced
Woody Herman Orch, with Dolly
each night with the crowd that
Houston; $1.50 cover.
fills the boite for both early and
late show. Working a room that is
Titillating rhythm of Woody Her
peopled with characters Who have
his crew is cut right down
been known to pick a Ally now and man and
His
the
alley for Oasis devotees;
then, Shore is in his element. His
jump ’n' jive gives the, room all
the reverberations of an earthquake.
Jazz idiom comprises 80% of the
diet served by the batoneer, who
breaks in occasionally with ballads
such as “Prelude to a Kiss” and
“Stars Fell on Alabama.” Herman,
vocalizing on the latter, surprises
with a pleasant, stylized delivery.
Dolly Houston is in for a few
schmaltzy numbers, but femme has
more than her share of troubles
weaning her weak pipes on “Old
Feeling” and “1 May Be Wrong.”
Mike gave out on her first effort so she couldn’t be heard at
all, and Herman stepped in to solo
out her time On his licorice stick.
Next time up Miss Houston was
surprised by an orch horn solo
cutting in amidst her warbling. Apparent brush she was getting from
"Satirically yours
orch, causing her exit in middle
of tune, didn’t reflect any credit
on Herman’s leadership.

Hal White Trio; $1.50 cover

Sat.

youngsters to

.

,

ton;

Making a complete switch froi
the formula type show of a name
performer or a split bill, manage-

Man Around

the House.”

Eric Thorsen's stunning singing
vocalizing with. Osborne orch. Accomper Al Lerner aids background- performance and Carlos & Linda’S
ing by giving signals from ivories. boff dancing are currently hitting
with
Mandarins, three guys and gal, the right entertainment spot
plush room.
set about their gyrations with Ori- plenty at zing in this
and
letdowns
no
with
show
It’s
a
ental flair for perfection. Opening
violin background during one ar- is pyramid pic, rapidly breaking it keeps the customers happy.
tions with authority, sets easy,
Minneapolitan who has made
A
rangement, has gone overboard on away, for single, and duo turns. Arm
breezy emcee style. Carlton Hayes
the dramatic special stuff. “Old balancing and plate spinning on the supper club grade, Thorsen reWill,
batons orch capably.
Man River,” a spiritual and a wands while member headstands on turns in fine fettle after an ^ab-s
French number fail to draw more turning divot give rise to salvos. sence of nearly three years. He
4’Im'z Par<M», Monlreal
than passing interest for their com- Spectacular dive through hoop of tall, blond and handsome, possessor
Montreal, Feb. 9.
Her big seller, “Love knives and burning torches i£ top of an excellent set of pipes., an
plications.
Willie ShOre, .Ernestine Mercer For Sale,” runs the gamut from thrill. Horizontal bar is erected for ingratiating personality and su-big
His
Wally coyness* to heavy-handed corn, in- one of four to exhib skill, followed perior showmanship.
(with Leonard Golbrick)
Aspell, Boots McKenna Line (7), cluding a modified strip routine, by pairing which has one head- weapon is in being aible to fork
Palm De Luca Orch (8); Peter Her begoff with Shore doing “Em- standing sans hold on another’s out highly enjoyable, are and putBarry Quartet, with Maria Blanco; hraceable You,” however, gets her pate, meanwhile twirling, rings. ting the customers in a romantic
He has the femme table85c admission.
off with plaudits.
Single and group expositions re- mood.

"Plane Hayes

—

)

C urrontly

6.

Ben Blue &

Co., .with Sid Slate,
Martin; Andy Sc Delia
Joy
Pedersen,
Jerry
Russell,
Walker, El Rancho Dancers (8),
Chase’s
stimulating
concertina
Ted Fio Rito Orch (10); no cover
musical interlude. All of it stacks
up as pleasing entertainment in or minimum

Cl

Bobbie

.

this class bistro.

Equal honors go to Ben Blue
It’s Miss Fort’s first visit here and
Andy & Della Russell for
and her performance clicks. As she making this parcel allegro;
Biz
fires a barrage of her own novelty will be tops for full fortnight at
comedy songs, her zip overwhelms El Rancho Vegas.
and conquers. The numbers, with
Although sharing equal, martheir laugh-studded lyrics, seem to
quee percentages with the Rusbe right up her comedic alley and
sells, comic Ben Blue and roisterafford a showcase for some effecers have been handed closing slot.
tive clowning.
This they fill with several yockAfter a long series of song char- worthy sketches. Blue hits off first
acterizations, she establjs hes in
meandering monolog interHerman relies on jazz originals friendly relations with table-sitters rupted by Sid Slate, who legs a
for a good part, and closes with as
she
informally
makes the “Charleston” for kudos.
Bobbie
sizzling version of “Perdita,” which rounds. In some respects she sug- Martin, a well-stacked brunet, has
rocks the spa. Particularly strong gests a femme Milton Berle.
her moment thrushing “Good Day
on latter is sax combo, with three
Chase is both an accomplished Coming to You.”
tenors, one baritone and Herman musician and good showman and
Return of Slate ,is signal for
on alto. Sonny Igoe’s skin-beating his musical emanations prove very
“Fractured French” bit introing
highlights the evening.
pleasant. His contributions cover Blue in Chaplinesque garb.
PanIntermission 88’er Joe Small a wide range, including “Mala- tos with Miss Martin in rather sugtickles ivories niftily.
Evad.
guena.”
“Mighty Lak a Rose,” gestive content which sags consid“I Got Rhythm” and “Hot Canary.” erably at Slate’s swish tag. Blue’s
Ritz Carlton* Montreal He also performs on tiny double ever-funny “Chandu” gets a good
accordions and does some other working over, garnering howls
(RITZ CAFE)
tricks with the instruments while from the house all the way. With
Montreal, Feb. 9.
extracting
listenable melody:
Miss Martin, Blue sets up one of
Mack Triplets, Johnny Gallant,
Arthur Ravel’s orch does an es- his standard routines, “Ten Cents
Joe Settano Trio; $1,50 cover.
pecially good supporting job for a Dance,” for kayo.
The. Mack Triplets are a def- the performers and supplies fine
Andy & Della Russell fill their
Rees.
inite departure from the usual Ritz dance music.
course with delightful Warbling.
Cafe formula which to date has
His warm personality is evinced
Berkeley, London
used a single thrush, either French
immediately as he solos “Song in
or English. This threesome, grads
London, Jan. 31.
My Heart” and “One 1 Love,” with
from the Spitalny unit some years
V irginia Somers, Tommy Rogan big reception for medley of such
back, are making their second Rhumba Orch, Ian Stewart’s Band; early Capitol disk hits as “Besaihe
Montreal appearance and the Ritz $5 minimum.
Mucho," “Amor,” “Yo Te Quero
Hotel patrons seem to go for their
Mucho.”
One of the few remaining spots
youthful song approach, The giris
Special verbiage to “Me and My
(Eileen, Charlotte and Laverne) in London that still insists on even- Shadow” leads Miss Russell into
have nothing outstanding in sophis- ing dress* the Berkeley Usually proceedings.
Blonde chirp is
ticated times, but they keep punch- makes a pitch for entertainers with: gowned richly* looks like a million.
ing the regulars which are catchy a style and dignity to match the Both head into “Thou Swell” and
environment. Virginia SomCrs fills “Shine on Harvest Moon” with
and easy on the ears.
“Trois Cloches!’ picks up best re- the bill admirably in both respects. stop-time terps.
Amusing “Don’t
This is her second cabaret en- Say Hello” begins string of like
ception and an over-long Caylpso,
“She Like It, He Like It” makes gagement since coming to London specials including “Brother You
an obvious closer with th$ girls three months ago, and in the in- Could Be Replaced,” interlarding
surprising via their demure in- terim she. has played a successful his impreshes of Tony Martin, B.
date in Madrid. When she made Eckstine,
nuendo.
Lanza,
Stewart
and
As a tester, this type of act may her London debut, she impressed Gable as part of song-pattern.
be okay once every six months, but as a song stylist and pianist,, and “Honeymoon Is Over” dishes up
will only catch on with a more up- her current, performance should husband-wife
bantering,
with
dated style and better material. maintain her rating.
’'Roaring Twenties” song-combina'Beautifully gowned and with a tion spiced with oldies and cosJohnny Gallant at the piaiio gives
the trio able backing.: .Joe Settarto’s well balanced routine, the U. S. tume touches sealing the deal.
trio maintains atmosphere with his chanteuse evokes a warm response Terps lightly lead pair off for peak
< > t
smooth .dancing rhythms.* Newt. - from* a< normally *staid’ fcitenteld. plaudits.
WiW.
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Alaskan Circuit
Continued from page t;

and around Fairbanks for a
week. Then back to Fort Rich. It
takes short plane hops and bus
in

London, Feb. 12.
dangMusic Corp. of America is
big guns in order to get a Buffalo Court in Haze
bookings.
on British
solfd foothold
to New York,
Before planing back
Strip Phrase, ‘Go-Girl-Go';
closed
MCA veepee Larry Barnett,
here to play
Paris
de
Cafe
with the
starting
as ‘Shake It Up’?
wideearde for a month
been-set f or
Buffalo, Feb. 12.
May 19- Deal also has
in
spot
that
A third degree assault charge
Rudy Vallee to work
cpntember or October, and ini- made by Phyllis Panfil, known proParfessionally as Pat Penner, a striphated negotiations with Val
managing director of the per appearing at the Havana
nell,
Moss-Empires Circuit, for Martin Casino here, against John E. Houck,
Kewis at the Palladium for the a waiter at the spot, was the ocBarnett will at- casion for some judicial construcitionth of July.
tempt to shift. pix and radio com- tions
of
striptease
vocabulary
mitments to enable the comedy when the case came to trial in
twosome to work here.
City Court, Miss Penner charged
Barnett, as reported last week, that she suffered rib injuries as a
to enlarge MCA’s Eu- result of a crusher administered
is. attempting
ropean holdings. Latest step in. ex- by the. ardent Houck.
London outlet is
the
of
pansion
The waiter denied the charge,
completion of a deal with agenting stating that he had
merely yelled
Payne for latter
&
Jacobsen
firm of
go-girl-go,” which, his attorney exvaude section
to take charge of the
plained, was actually a phrase of
office starting

On

ling its

Same

:

MCA’s London

of

Controversy over the American
near spots
and comes back the same night to Guild of Variety Artists insurance
plan entered another phase last
Fort Rich.
They try to make it as comfort- week when George A. Hamid, head
of the National Producing Corp.,
able as possible for the troupers.
At some o£ the. outside bases, ac- which operates the touring Hamidcommodations are much more Morton Circus, proposed to the
union what he considers improveprimitive, but there’s enough heat
and hot water and—believe it or ments in the/insurance program.

with the

Hamid declared
letter

MCA

said, has been
under scrutiny of the New York
of Insurance and a e’ean bill
Conhas not yet been given it.
Hamid recommended coverage sequently, Hamid feels the union
not—it’s generally not as cold as.
for performers while rehearsing as is asking him to subscribe to. an inyou’ve been led to believe about
well as performing or traveling, surance program that may be
Alaska.

Dept

i

.

Assigned to each unit Is a
project officer, a captain or lieutenant. His job is to see that the
unit is properly fed,' housed, transported and that it arrives on time,
With its personal baggage and stage
equipment, to do
Food is mixed.

its

show.

Most of the

eat-

and. when taking down or setting
up their equipment. Hamid also
asked that coverage should not be
restricted “ to injury 'caused while
performing for a single employer
who has paid the insurance for that
engagement. Hamid feels that if
an act takes another job, he should
have protection at a new place of

riddled with fraud.

Proposes Group Study

Hamid

ing

is at officers’

Lew Washerman, MCA proxy,
London March 1.

is

due in

.

New York
Lisa Kirk into the Persian

'

Room,

Phil Foster slated for
.15
Rancho, Las Vegas, March 5
Kitty Kallep moved into the
Beverly Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky., after subbing for ailing
Gloria De Haven at the Hotel Wal-

May

.

.

.

El
.

.

.

—

Carmen Miranda
dorf-Astoria
pacted for the Baker Hotel, Pallas,
Ray
March 11 .
.
Peggy Ryan
McDonald into the Waldorf-AsAmes Bros, set
toria, March 20 .
.
for the Latin Casino, Philadelphia,
Feb. 28.

&

.

.

Camps Shows

brassiere.”
To add to the tragedy of errors,
Houck was taken ill as a result of

.

food

,'

find

show. This

it.

Chisolm’s

first

to the pe-

outdoor

field,

,

.

The

outdoor

en c'y

a g

head

(George A. Hamid & Son) has told
Irving that he is willing to negotiate as soon as the legality of the
insurance, program is established
by N. Y. State. Irving, on the other
hand, asked that in the absence of
a formal agreement, the insurance
plan shall apply to engagements

1

made.
an agreement
until
?Hamid, however, is -unwilling to
‘

.

consent to the insurance until
status

.

is

Union

poisoning during the noon
causing Judge Zimmer to
the' case for a week.

adjourn

Schirmer Music and

is

picket

to

slated

time, in

March, after the K.

Columbia Records

KEN

USO

.

.

Currently
Wathington-tYoufee Hotel
Shreveport, Louistaha

MILO STELT

PATRICE

III.

JAN

and

HOWARD

Cuntnlly

FOX. DETROIT
^

Dir.:

Nr. Mgt.

M.C.A.

TOM SHEILS

...

,

Tarr, Oil City, Pa., and
Mr. Ballantine, who

Among

the strictly in bed patients at the Variety Clubs’ hospital who rated a top clinic are
Ray (IATSE), Van Buren, Edwin
Rowland, Glenn Phillips, Joe (UA)
Philips, Jesus (Gracia) Dominguez,

Novelty Ventriloquist

Currently

ROXY

¥

to the Pacific Islands and Korea
in 1947, but this is her first tour
of duty with the revived USO.

booked out

‘

solid.

Brooklyn boy who

Unit 1005, is a
started but as part of ah acrobat
ih 1943. He played many of
Ruth Burke, and Jean Ellis.
the larger cities before switching
Stanley Nelson, legit arid TV
to a single in 1947. With his
over
actor, received his initial good clinbaton specialty, he has appeared
ic that rated him his first 10-day
with Duke Ellington, Charlie Barfurlough,
^amptqh, ,and, iH)lf
. (Writer.tQ those whe are 111.

Right In
theatrical

Joe Chisolm, the sepia baton
twirler and patter specialist of

the.

heart of Philaddphia’s

and night

dub

district

excellent facilities, spacious,

U"

.

.

.

homey rooms.

i

team

“

NEW YORK
Direction

.....
.
WM..
MORRIS AGENCY

C.

show.

,

Direction:

the

Ci reus
Morton - Morton
Hamid
when it opens in Kansas City next
month for the local police. Hamid
left Monday (11) for a South American cruise and is due back, some

Anchorage, Alaska, Feb. 12.
diversity of experience; background and change or pace are the
ingredients comprising the “typical” four-act vaiide unit which
US6 Gamps Shows sends abroad to
London, Feb. 12.
M-G-M is dropping stageshows entertain troops. Unit 1005, now who were teamed as. a kid act by
drawing
toward the close of its five- Paul Ash, now of the N. Y. Roxy
at the Empire Theatre here March
1 after operating the house 26 weei^Jtour of Alaska, is regarded Theatre, played in England bnd
as
Here are the folks whose France, in George White’s “Scantypical.
months as a vaudfllmer. Decision
was made because of sub-par biz, show has won great commenda- dals” in 1940, and then were with
but Metro British manager Sam, tion up here in the northland Ted Lewis until Tripoli entered
Eckman declared that the combi- wherever it has played.
the Army. This Is Tripoli’s first
nation policy probably would have
Horacio Ortega Marquez and his USO tour.
continued if taxed at the same rate wife, Luisa, make up the tebm of
Adams,
Glori
His
partner,
as live shows. Theatre reverts to Leonardo & Anita, one of the more whose 21 years make her the
Straight pix.
Versatile ventriloquist acts. They’re youngest member of No. 1005, has
Nat Karson, who formerly pro- Venezuelans; Leonardo, whose 47 sung with small bands in and
duced at Radio City Music Hall, years makes him the oldest mem around Chicago,
has
been: a
N.Y., handles the same here. There her of the troupe, boasts nearly chorine in circus and carnival
was a resident company of 100 per- 30 years in show biz, mostly as a shows,
coast-to-coast
travelled
formers.
ventre in South America. In World with the “Yonely” company and
U.S. talent frequently headlined War II, the U. S. Army came across has made TV transcriptions. It’s
Arthur Blake was slated to start him in Panama and hired him as a also her first time out for the
an engagement there shortly, but one-man show' to entertain Spanish Camp Shows and her short cosSPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL
has been cancelled.
speaking Puerto Rican Army per- tumes make her the unit s much
RATES
sonnel in the Caribbean area. After appreciated cheesecake.
Road
Sheridan
at
Avenuee
Kcnmore
Lawrence &
LOnabeech 1-2100
the war, Leonardo & Anita came
Pianist for unit is Karl Chicago 40, llllnele
Little
Lock
from
hails
who
to
U.
where
they
did
their
Keller,
the
S.
Saranac lake
act before the Spanish speaking Haven, Pa,, and Is a graduate of
By Happy BehWay
people in our Southwest and New York’s Juilli&id School of FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
Saranac Lake, N, Y., Feb. 12..
one-time church
Presents
The American College of Stir-: studied English for all they were Music. Keller,played with a numgeons has ranked the Saranac Lake worth. It was less than four years organist, has'
general hospital as fully approved. ago that old tfouper Leonardo, his ber of bands including the Alex
Renato (Renaldo Magni), musi- English now in good shape, Ven- Bartha and Eddie Sfbne aggregacal comedy and nitery entertainer, tured to tty his ventro act before tions. He’s done a solo piano act
took about eight months to beat English speaking audiences. The for several years, most recently
the rap. His last clinic gave him Alaskan tour is his second for USO. at Charlie Farrell’s Racquet Club
the okay to resume work,
Toddy Stewart, singer, mimic and at Jimmy Diamond’s at San
Gloria Davis, of National Screen and emcee of Unit 1005, is a Floral Bernardino.
Keller played for
Service, who recently registered Park, L. I., gal, who got her start Caihp Shows in Europe and the
for the observation period, rated
units a Pacific from 1944 through 1947,
the
Major
Bowes
in
one
of
her first OK. to attend pictures
number of years ago. She mimicked but this is his first engagement
NOW ON
bi-weekly.
shows. Held
Bob (Harmonica) Coffey, after 18 Martha Raye’s singing motions in the revived USO
CONTINENTAL TOUR
months of faithful rest, hit the while a phonograph record poured like to make a USO tour with his
all-clear out the voice of Miss Raye to the wife, Mary Philips, a screen extra, American Rep. WM. MORRIS AGENCY
jackpot and drew
TAVEL-MAROUANI AGENCY, PARIS
audience. She’g played clubs in dancer and singer.
clinic.
who and around New York, has done a
(owners
Among the out of
graduated here and who report little TV, had her act on the stage
holding up nicely ate Mary Lou of RKO metropolitan New York
F**? 1* but Ifcaw peep’
Weaver, Cleveland; Inez Liverpool,; theatres and once sang a two- week
Boston; Ford Raymond, Los Ange- engagement with the band of the
les; Tommy. Vicks,. Boston; Robert
SPECIAL RATES!
Amazing late Ben Bernie. The USO sent her

A

Princeton.

Mutual Entertainment Agency
Wabash
Chicago 1,

its

cleared.

Geraldine & Joe are a knockAnchorage, Alaska, Feb. 12.
about comedy dancing and song
Police here put a ban on stripact, the partners being Chicagoans
night-clubs after the spot*
Joseph Tripoli and Gloria Joyce pers in
took advantage of the cops’ leniAdams. Tripoli, now close to 35,
ency, according to Police Chief
boasts 28 years of show biz experiT; H. Miller.
ence dating back to the time he
Two niteries within the city
broke in at the age of 7, during an limits are affected, but several just
amateur night in Chicago’s long- outside the city limits may continue
gone Sidnor Theatre. Incidentally, to use strippers.
Geraldine Du Bois, who at the age
of four became his partner a little
later, currently chirps with the Ted
Lewis Orch.
The original Geraldine & Jbe,

recess,

Associated Music Publishers, has
been named professor of music at

J03 N.

he

believes that a committee comprising the employers, performers and
union ekecs should be chosen to
get the views of all who would be
affected by the insurance program,
in order that thb best possible solutibn should be arrived at.

tour.

Princeton Names Mendel
Arthur Mendel, former literary
editor of G.

is

due

said that

culiarities of the

:

&

a

to

The program, Hamid

messes where the employment.
food is sometimes: as bad as you
Hamid, also declared that the
imagine it must be in Alaska. How- employer; who pays the insurance
ever, you have guest privileges at
tariff, should also get protection.
officers’ clubs everywhere.
After He asserted that $7,500 or $10,000
regular mess hours at Fort Richencouragement. When City Judge ardson (which is something special) for a fatal or. serious accldynt is
Zihimer inquired of William King, you can get a T-bone steak the size insufficient. He cited the fact that
orch leader at the Casino, whether of a medium size" platter after regu- the Hamid-MOrton circus is curthe verbiage had similar connota- lar mess hours. Steak prices range rently being sued for $100,000 by
tions to tfie phrase “shake it up,” ffom $2.60 to $3 and the' meal, in- a man who was shot out of a. canwhich the judge stated had been cludes dessert, soup, salad and non while performing in an^ act
owned by Bruno Zacchini. Latter
Used in his day by the younger coffee.
Was paid $2,250 weekly and Hamid
element, King advised him that
Remember, that’s at Fort Rich- says he had nothing to do with the
some oldsters still used the phrase, ardson, where you
spend about half manner in which Zacchini perbut not necessarily so, He added
your nights,
But it's not true formed the act.
that the exhortation was merely
around the circuit..
Hamid also claimed that Jack
an appreciation of a performer's
Armed Forces Special. Services Irving, AGVA’s national adminisefforts and Was seldont known to
pick
the
tab
the
up
rooms
and
for
trative secretary, gave him a clean
be used offensively
iteries.
all of the meals, except
and bill of health for the. stance he has
To the judge’s inquiry, as to the then your project officer now
run taken on his refusal to go along
may
stripteaser’s professional attire at
a little short and not be able to
the moment, a fellow waiter, ap- take care of all the big steaks you
pearing, as a witness/ described her might hanker after.
1949, he appeared as a guest on Ed
as wearing “just about what the
Sullivan’s “Talk of the Town” Video
the
That’s
Alaska living
law allows a G-string and a

will conInitially
April 1.
P acts to
centrate on exports of J
the U. S. along with headliners of
offices.
other

AGVA

insurance- program.
that Irving in a
trade paper declared
that charges of fraud ascribed to
the program had proved to be true.

trips to play relatively

.
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF FEBRUARY
In connsetlojrv with hills

Enrico

8c

below Indicate opening day of show

full

Music Hall

CITY

Keller’s Jungle

Bowman

Patricia

Charles Lasky
Anthony Makas.
Stanley Kincs
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore
Palace (R) 12
Judy Garland
Smith A Dale

GOLDSBORO

Centre <P) 13 Only
of Horrors

G A F .Szony

Asylum

Nicholas Bros
Shyrettog
8 Boy Friends

MIAMI
Olympia

Virginia

(Va)
14 Only

(l)

Hotel St. Regis
Juliana Larsen

Hcniny Nadoll
Katherine Chang

Bobo Lewis

Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Don

Nadyas

Hotel Statler
Tex Behejte Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Hotel Warwick

Joe LaPorte
D’Aquila Ore
Park A ve.

Three Suns
Latin Quarter
Fernan.dc Montcl
Bamberger. 8c Pam
Fedi A Fedi

Irving Fields

Trio Bassi

.

Ralph Young
Ebony Stevens
Pamela Dennis

Paul Williams Ore

Romayne

Phil

Terry Brent
Three Reporters
Andrea Kekesy

Sherman Hayes Ore

Jay Seller

Blackstone Hotel

Boulve-dears (8)
Orrin Tucker. O

A

Bleber Dcrs (5)
Johnny Martin
Chez' Adorables. (8)

.

Scotty Marsh

Chez Parse

;

Luba Maliha
George DeWitt

(12)

Palmer House

.
.

Billy De Wolfe
Margaret Phelan
C Davidson Ore ®) Bela Kremo

Paul Taubmah
Two Guitars
-Arena Kane
Elena & Anatole
Eli Spivak
Mischai Usdanoff
Michel Michon
Kostya Poliansky

.

M

Abbott Dcrs (8)
Eddie O’Neal Ore

Edgewater Beach
X Cugat Or<T(15)
•

Versailles

Ambassador Hotel
Gordon MacRae
Eddie Bergman Ore

might be

Clro's

Will Mastin Trio
Sammy Dayis Jr

same time, they’re

through, in
’

good shape. There are, actually,
three that- are marking up solid
returns: the Park Ave. Lounge
.

’

with perennial fave there, Charli
and several well versed
“new” acts; Bill Jordan, at his Bar
of Music, also featuring new faces*
Mother Kelly’si with lush blonde
thrush, Pat Morrissey, buttressed
by sock Arne Barnett Trio and yet
colored act, Johnny and George.
Dream Bar in the Johnina Hotel
does okay with an all-night license,
featuring femme singers, plus local
tenor faves and also pianists. Cub
Room in Ciro’s is picking up, with

than usual oh some

less,

all

time (must close at 1 a.m.) for the
less jaded to make a late nite spot
if they’re in the mood.
The intime bistros are all in

,

LOS ANGELES

Carmen- Torres
Beverlee Dennis
Arthur Maxwell
Constance Towers

those catering to this type
patron-pull are Five. O’Clock
Club, Copa City, Beachcomber and
Latin Quarter.
Help First Shows
Both ideas have helped, business
for the first shows. Best tables are
held for the regular patrons, with
the fringe sections turned dyer to
the average of 100 drawn on the
bargain deal. Miarhi cafes, in -the
main, concentrate oil straight draw;
appeal on attractions. Overall, a
Jimmy Durante (just closed at
Copa City): does a solid first-show
though second shows
business
of

Conrad Hilton Hotel
Arnold Shoda
.

Castro Sisters;
Of the group, Sans Souci and
Saxony are doing the best biz
But all can absorb losses as part
of the hotel operatiori. Again, all
but the Casablanca have one show
at 11:30, to draw the after-firstnightclub-show addicts.
At* th

Among

...

Henry Brandon Ore
^

Penthouse.

oqumioo sijqo

La Vie En Rose
Carl Ravazza
Dorothy Dandridge
Phil Moore Trio
'Le Ruvan Bleu
Ronnie Graham
Ellen Hanley

Dulcina ;
Otto Bolivar

Eleanor Luckey

Mlmi Warren
Ernestine Holmes

-

With Abbe Lane
Los Barrancos (2)
El Gringo

Tessi Carraho.

Park Sheraton

.

v

-,.•

.

Graham

Scotty

.

Larry Lawrence
Martin Kraft

Dellaire
.

Beach restaurants, all this includ Soucl plus Sacasas’ orch and Stuing tips and cabfares. Those not art Morris; Henny Youngman and
in on that deal are setting up the Gus Van, plus Beatrice and Gomez
aforementioned hotel parties at an at the Monte. Carlo’s Club Casino*
average of $5-$6 per person, In- Casablanca currently has Betty
cluding dinner and a cocktail. George skedded to follow the De-

Jackie & Michael
Larry Seldin Dcra

Al Checco:

.

.

A

ROANOKE

Foster

Roxy (I) IS
Johnny Johnston
GCorgie Tapps

Don Liberto

.

.

Old Roumanian

;

.

(5)

CHICAGO

Sadie' Banks.

.

Qulntones

Blackhawk
Gloria Marlowe

Jean -Sablon

Costello Twins
Tito
Corlune'
Cecelia A Steffen

Rudy Cardenas
Florian Zabach
Jaok DUrant.
De Castro Sis

.

’

’

•

Phil

13

(P)

Duiihills

Paramount <P) 13
Gene ICrupa Ore,'
Edwards Bros
Polly Berger
4 Aces

<NC)

Carolina (P) .18 Only
Asylum of Horrors
GREENSBORO (NCI
National (P) 16; Only
Asyltim of. Horrors
HIGH POINT (NC)

Wences.

Sr.

Hotel Roosevelt

KUlcrg
Judy Talbot
Ray Wencil
The Coles
The Sheratons

14

(I)

(3)

San Marino Hotel

Mac Pepper

Pastor's

<WR> Walter Reado

NEW YORK

The Caribbean!
Val Olman Ore ,

(4)

Novello

Al (Paris) Green
Louise Angel
Jackie. Small

or split weak
Latter in parentheses Indicates circuit.. (FM) Farichon Marco? <i> independent!
(L) Loewj (M) Moss; <P> Paramount; (R> RICO; <S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W>. Warner!

whether

Jerri Sullivan

Allison Hotel

Beachcombers

13

Jin

Linda Fonte
Diana DeVon
Joan Campbell .
Town 'n' Country

Leonora It Btan
Lord Tarelton
Michael Selker Qro

Tony
Numerals

Noma Mahi

Ban Kanez Ore
Frank A Lita

Farrell,

midnights, with, grosses healthy for
Don Besley..
R & F Stuart
With it, the WeingorDolinoff Sc Raya Sis the run.
Sohia Millburn.
Roger Cnrne
Dick Stabile Ore
Eleanor' Foster
Schuyler combo has added the
Gene Rowlands
Andrea Zannis
Blltniore Hotel
Ore
Ramos
Bobby
WASHINGTON
&
Skirt
Two
Shirts
®
potency of a 250-seat lounge which
CHICAGO
Bobby, Sargent
Mocambe
Capitol <L) 14
Bill Norvos St
Chicago (P)1S
Wayne-Marlin Trio
McCormicks
Ray Malone
Upstarts
Rosalind Courtrlght features Billy Daniels arid Benny
Dlagoras
Buster Shaver Sc.
Bill Jacoby
Sylvia Froos
Hale
Revue
Geo
Arthur Blake
Payne (doubling from the iriain
Eddie Oliver
Olive.
3 Riffs
Wells A 4 Fays
Emile Petti Ore
Lon Chahey
Latin- Aires
Hal Derwin Ore
Julius Monk
Cy Reeves
room), and Steve. Gibson’s Red
Panchlto Ore
<1 to All)
WINSTON-SALEM Norman Paris 3
Caps to keep the adjunct filled to
Village Barn
CHICAGO
(NC)
Loon A Eddie's
IAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Celia Cabot
Eddie Davis
ROCKFORD
State (P) IS Only
overflowing for the 'late hours.
L St S Willis
Palace (I) 1547
Asylum of HorrorsT Penny Copper
J Devlyn Girl Rev
Flamingo
Overall setup marks this biggest
Terri Stevens
Roma.
Bob Millar Ore
Dick. Haymes
Bobby Gordon Ore
Al Dellay
ill the area as a money-maknitery
Don Baker
Mandarins
AUSTRALIA
Village Vanguard
Louise St Harris
Flamingo Lovelies
er, though not in the fabulous- Joe Bushkin and his trio attractJohn Carradine
Oliver Dcrs
Thunderblrd
Vooalavelies
Eartha
Kitt
No.
Fifth
1
AV«:
money sense, makirig the grade ing the New Yorkers who know his
MELBOURNE
Pan Yue Jen Tp
Sharon Dextet
Morton Downey
George Hall
Patricia Bright
Tivoli.il) 11
3 Glens
Beatrice Kraft
Will Osborne ..Ore
strictly through hard work on pro- Worki
Clarence .Williams
Brook Club lounge is feaRay Hyson
.Roger Ray
Celebrity Singers
Dansatioiis
Desert
Inn
K
Duffy
Bob Downey
Waldorf-Astoria
motion, presentation and bookings. turing a full lineup of acts hoping
Jeanne. Cameron
Donald Novls
Johnny O’Brien
Carmen. Miranda
Harold' Fonville
Gloria de Haven
Marquis A. Family
Charlotte McGuire
Goldman,
Jack
Christina
Carson
mainland,
Henning
On
Pat
the
bring
to
in the late crowds that
Bob Fosse
Wally Boag
May Downs Kiddies Hazel Webster
Kramer Co
Normandie Boys
Old Knlck
Nat Branidwynne .0 Stain
going all out -in attractions at the look for the ayem spots.
Rosita Alexander. A Dancing Boys
Alan Gilbert
Al Jahns Ore
Dick Bernle
Mischa Borr Ore
Vlolette
Tivoli Ballet
good
a
up
Five
marked
Arden-Fletcher
Jack
Martin
Club,
Clover
Dolly Dawson
Strippers Getting By
Wlval
Dancers
El Ranchos Vegas
Dick Diana
Sal Noble
score on the Lena Horne, rub. The
There are several other all-nite
Carlton Hayes Qrc
BRITAIN
Ben Blue
Jerri Talbot
Bob Lee
sultry thrush racked up a terrific taverns, depending mostly on trade
'
Andy. A Della
Last Frontier
Chico A Harpo
Russell
first weekend; sagged somewhat on drawn by the owners running
HACKNEY
BRIXTON
BEACH
them
Marx
El Raiicho Dancers
Empire ($) 11
Empress (l> 11
second shows iri her first week, and working on small budgets. The
Nilsson Twins
Joy Walker
Jimmy Young
Joe Loss Bd
Albion Hotel
Chris Cannon.
Louise Burnett
Gene Nash
picked up on second stanza and in stripperies, in the mai
Mills Chips.
Low & Webster
are getSam Bari
Patricia Neal
Jerry Pedersen.
Ted Flo Rlto Ore
Artemus Co
D St J O’Gorman
the.
kept
last nights, of the rim.
Rose Gallo,
Nautilus Hotel
ting by, thanks to small salary lay3 Palmers
Michael Tamara St
Georgle Price
Bar of Music
ledger in the black for a neat outs. Best of the lot are the PadOlga Varona
Sasha
Ralph Font Ore
BUI Jordan
Clarkson A Lesle
Nixon St Dixon
profit. Current, there is Frankie dock and Club 22 on the beach,
J A S Reyes
David
Elliott
Aiiiie St Alexis
CHISWICK
Candi Cortez
Laine and Jackie Miles for the and the Gaiety, Harem and Jungle
Guy Rennie
2 Angelos
Empire (S) 11
La Rue's
Beth Challis
LEICESTER
marquee values.
r Crock &
Chuy Reyes Ore
Club on the outer edges of Miami.
Harvey Bell
Palace (S) 11
Crackpots
Continued from page 3
Rudy’s Gypsy Ore
Beachcomber
Down the line, the Vagabonds
The two spots offering femme
Davo Morris Co
.Peter Sellers'
Park Avenue.
LIU St. Cyr.
3 Lesters
in their own room, doing better impersonators are again in- the
Jack Daly
Charlie FarreU
Norma
Parker
keep
it
will
hook with exhibs, since
Allen Bros Sc June
Woods & Jarrett
3 Continentals
Jean. Adair
than break even, thanks to their black. They are Jewel Box (on site
Rudy Bolly
Hilda Heath
Alfredo Seville
entheatre
activities
the
tele
Rudy
Cardenas
and
Alex Sc Nico
big following,* plussed by a well- of the old Frolics in Miami) and
Reid Twins.
Joe Sod ja
The Holidays
Annett Ladies.
Pcpinos Circus
Robert Richter H't'i tirely separate.
Toni Bail
rounded, though not big name Leon and Eddie’s. The Jewel Box
Betty Lee
Don Banning
EAST HAMPTON
Kirby Stone 5
NOTTINGHAM
show.
presents a. lavishly costumed revue
announcement,
original
U,
in
its
Roberta
Sherwood
Grariada (I) 11
Hern A Dane
Empire (M) 11
Charles Caste! 3
Madeline Mettler
On the beach, Martha Raye, in headed by Jackie Maye. The pro4 Heirolls
For butt
made, clear that it would keep tele
Roney Plaza Hotel
•Charlotte Co
June Korby
Anno Shelton
racks
Club,
up
Five
O’clock
duction is .handled in excellent
her
George
Hines
Ore
Kemps
Ayn Martin
Blllington
production completely apart from
Sans Soucl Hotel
Vera Fitzpatrick
Lonni Lcgprs
one of the most consistent, weekly taste and draws a steady clientele.
Nesbitt
Alan King
Victor Seaforth
Danny ^Rogers
the studio’s regular output.
Ron, Anderson
Babe Baker is producer at Leon
done
okay,
always
She’s
grosses.
Stuart
Harris
Eltham A Sharpe.
Valerie & Lorraine Tony Farrell
Eddie Snyder
Metropolitan (IV 11
will have a staff of its own, but but with recent video shots, she’s and*Eddie’s and goes in for a. more
Joni Mack
Vic Wise
Sacasas Ore
E A D Waters
Neptuna
Gold St Cordell
raucous,
nuriibers
albeit still-iri-good-taste
in
greater
them
drawing
Hennan-Magner
will work on the
lot arid have
G H Elliott
Christine Drury
Jack, Francois
Dancers.
Leon Cortez
Chavez
than ever for both shows, strictly show, with accent more on the inRosinas
call on its facilities, although nof
Saxony Hotal
Hargraves A
Sula Levltch Ore
PORTSMOUTH
dividual
talents
than on tableaux.
by
on her own rep, though abetted
Dean Murphy.
Russell
Juan Cortes OrC
Royal (M) 11
on players.
There’s a good measure of talent
Jimmy Gay
Brook Ciub-Loungo Henri Rose
a talented trio of acts.
Maurice & May
Mlguelitp Valdez O
3 Antons
Lois Davis
Notice
U’s
to
SEC
George Doonan
coritained
in
both
spots and, as
Ciro’s Tough Sledding
Tano A Dee
Marie Authee
Art Waner Ore
Eltham Sc Sharpe
See Gull Hotel
Tetri Carol
Stan Free Trio
Meantime, U on Friday (8) filed
Ciro’s is on the weaker side. irientioned, both are Well handled.
Joyce Golding
Billy Banks
Dot St Maureen
Fontaine
A
Wayne
A
For
P
Shamva
trade, there’s
the
Yiddish,
T
Charlie Paige
Ex- Despite the Joe E. Lewis popularPalace (I) 11
notice with the Securities
Malcolm Mitchell 3 Zig. A Vivian Baker Mae Silva Dcrs
Bernard Miles
ity hereabouts, it’s been a tough, the Golden Slipper, with Michel
Larry Gordon Girls Owen A Murray
Johnny Silvers Ore
change
Commission
that
its board
Maple Leaf 4
Helene
Eddie Calvert
Rosenberg, -Irving Grossman and
Nirma Cordova
Ella Shields
Casablanca Hotel
had decided to postpone the an- struggle to overcome first-week Diana Goldberg starred. It’s getSHEPHERDS BUSH Alex
Norman Lester
Jack Watson
Shey Trio
Empire (S) 11
nual stockholders’ meeting from losses since opening around Christ- ting by,
Tiny Kaye
Kay Cavendish
Brough A Andrews Betty George
though not as potent as in.
empty,
tables
which
saw
mas,
Sea Isle Hotel
D Sc Sherry
Edwards
Diane
A
March 12 to April 23. It was said
Ronald Chesney
Frances Lager
Yolandas
Tito PUente Ore
every night. He’s drawing a goodly former years. Up the line BeckTony Hancock
Seymour
O. at the homepffice that a further
Hoffman
Royalettes
Celebrity
Club
Skating Typhoons
amount of biz, though, but sup- man and Pransky again attempted
Shtlbourne Hotel
Alan Gale
extension until July is likely.
FINSBURY PARK Peter Madden
Juan A Marilyn
Freddie Stewart
porting show is weak and tariffs a Yiddish- American variety show
Empire (M) 11
Harold Taylgr
Alan Kole Ore
Delay results from efforts now
The Haydocks (2)
Max Miller
Edward Victor
been higher than elsewhere, at the Brandt Roosevelt Playhouse,
have
Shore Club
King
Ore
Teddy.
MacDonald St
Jack Crlsn- A Jill
begin made to find a method of
but the “What I’m Lucky” revue
Marsha
Carroll
Clover
Club
Graham
SUNDERLAND
Sager Dancers
combining the activities of U and ($3.50 and $5 minimums for bev- left this week for a New York enFrankie Laine
Gwen. LUldle
Empire <M) 11
erages,
where most others offer a
Arthur
Warren
Ore
Jackie Miles
Skating Sayers
Decca. In the event that a merger
Charlie Chester
Club
22
Joy Skylar
food or beverage deal for the gagement after a fair run.
Warren Latona St
Edna Fryer
is decided on, it would require
Arden-Fletcher Line Maxie Furman
Sparks
Harry Seltzer
Blue Drake
Topy Lopez Ore
2 Mont.vS
stockholder approval. If the plan same, money). Lewis is being held
Stanley Rose
4
Debutants
Delano Hotel
Whirlwind
Penny Bestford
Sherry Panay
were ready for presentation at the over two more weeks, with tariffs
Jose Duval
Elwardos
Mills A Bellta
The Raven.
Zina Reyes
annual meeting it would preclude now the same as the others.
Ictor Seaforth
V A J Crastonian
Hy Grossman Ore
Willie Htillander
Biggest loser of the season is
GLASGOW
Williams A Shnnd
the necessity Of a costly, special
Sorrento Hotel
Tommy Nunez Ore
Empire (M) 11
Billy McCormack
~ai
Mai Malkin Ore
the Beachcomber, which is already
Continued from page 3
Five O'clock Club
get-together of shareholders.
Hamilton Twins
Charm ony 3
Vagabonds’ Club
Martha Raye
5 Smith Bros
some
$250,000 in the red. Off to a
Dave A Maureen
Vagabonds (4)
Merry Mutes
It appears very possible
number
now,
record
Foster & Clarke
turriing
a
for
out
Bobble Kimber
Hal Winters
Novelitcs (3)
Salicl Puppets
WALTHAMSTOW Yost
however, that the merger will not bad start with a melange of burles- of outstanding pix, in 1951.
Guardsmen (5) Condos A Brand ow
Speedacs
ala Lili St. Cyr who didn’t
Palace (I) 11
De Marco Sis (5)
'take a form requiring stockholder que
Len Dawson Oro
Suzette Tarrl
Arthur Roseberry
Preacher Rollo.
Gaiety Club
Janine Due
approval. That could be accom- draw and attempt at marriage with
Nelson Fletcher
Frank Llnale Ore
•Zorlta
^Pessimism UnwarrantedArthur Worsley
the
sophisticated revue ideas,
more
Calendar Girls
Golden Slipper
plished by U purchasing a suffiOlga Barrett
2 Pirates
Lola Rose
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
Grossman A
Sam Bowitt
cient number of Dec^a shares to it hasn’t jelled from the first night.
Goldberg
Marie Stowe
in the industry
“Pessimism
There’ve
been cuts and changes in
#
Hy Sands
give it control.
Gilda Rogers
Erie
unwarranted,”
Bernie Sloane
recent weeks, but the patrons keep completely
Rusty Russell
action in that case would be
Dorita
trade press lunchGaiety Girls
told
a
Johriston
skipping the spot. Advertisirig of
Sascha Leonoff Ore similar to Decca’s of last Novem
Frenchy
rec“I
(Mori.).
Freddie Calo Ore
Ernie Bell Ore
a $3.50 dinner without any extras eon here yesterday
ber, in b u y i n g up 30% of U’s
problems to
Clro's
Johnina Hotal
doesn’t seem to help too much. Of ognize there are many
Joe E Lewis
Mlcbael Strange
better
stock. Latter was acquired primarof a
Naoci Crompton
late shows the bar-lounge is busier: solve but can’t conceive
Tony Matas
ily from Blumberg and U’s producfor tue
YORK CITY
George Hale Girls
Carolyn Woods
some nights than the big rooiri. or cheaper entertainment
Joey Bushkin (3)
Jimmy Woods
tion toppers, Leo Spitz and Wilpublic than motiori pictures.”
Anna Hathaway
Birdlamf
Enrique Vizcaho O
Jewel Box
There’s
big
Philadelphia
steel
liam Goetz.
Mara A Quentin
when
Dizzy Gillespie Ore Eduardo Roy
Jackie Mayo
that
Johriston pointed out
dough behind the operation, enRay Stevens
Dave. Brlibeck
Embers
T C Jones
If the stock were to come from
post in 1945
Jose Curbello Ore
Bill Davis -3 ;
Joe Bushkin
Art West
abling it to keep -going for the out- he assumed the
Copa. City
the Decca treasury, as might hapcomplex
Blue Angel
...
Hablbl
Mickey Mercer
the foreign situation was
side chance of a win-back.
Jane Powell
Marti. Stevens
Chaha Klpness
Danny A Doc Rev
a
pen, it would require an okay from
Jackie Kannoii
Arno Tanhey
Harry Belafonte
Leon A Eddie’s
La tin Quarter, among the bigger: while domestic boxoffice was at
the record company’s, stockholders,
4 Step Bros
Stuart Ross
Rikkud-Am 3
Murray Swanson
peak. Situation now is reversed? ^
places;
seems
to
be
a
The
winner.
Billy
Daniels'
Ellis Larkin Trio.
Felix Leneman
Eddie Guertin
On
U’s side, it would require mereproblems
doiriestlc
Benny
many
with
Payne
Gleb Ycllin
Bon Soir
Jackie Gordon
layish Palm Island Parisienne idea,
ly a majority vote of the board.
concenSteve .Gibson
Havana-Madrid
Irene Williams
Jackie King
ala Lou. Walters, is well filled for facing the biz. He plans to
Redcaps
Lao A La Minerva
Kirkwood A
Chuckle Fontaine:
Aim in devising a scheme to the important midnight shows, trate on these. As result, he .plans
Damita Joe
Roy Douglas
Goodman
Gaby DeLane.
The Tube Timers
Harriet Lane
monthly m
Babe Baker Revue
Mae. Barnes
avoid U stockhoied okay is to avoid thanks to aid of Sarnia Gairial
for spending several days
Don Reynolds
Jimmy Daniels
MacFaddeh Oeavllle Juno Taylor-Benriy. a veto from J. Arthur
Bank, who the novelty orie-show-nitely idea, Hollywood^ huddling with stud)
Davis Production
Duffy Dcrs
Three Riffs,
Hughie Barrett
Dave Tyler OrC.
Reyes Ore
Norene. Tate
holds the next largest block ol to plus the near-filled and weekend and Guild execs. His main effort,
Rollo Laylan 5
Hotel Ambassador
Cafe, Secrefv
Martinique Hotel
Latin Quarter
stock to Decca’s in U. Rank has sellouts for the first show. Tariffs however, will be in N. Y. ad
Jules Lande Ore
Jash White
Manolo A Ethel
Sarnia Gamal
first witHotel BlltmorO
taken an open attitude of neutral- are on the food or beverage
•Danny Yates Ore
John Atherton
Darvas dc .Julia
idea Washington. He’ll be the
Michael Kent Ore
Lenore Korman
Mother Kelly's
Frank Libuse
ity so far on merger proposals, bul
($5 and $6). and the layout is terrif, ness when FCC opens
Hotel Edison
Chateau Madrl
Pat Morrissey
Margot Branded
indusuy
is understood actually to be someHenry Jerome Ore Bobby Sherman
Duanos
Collette. Flcuriot
with production filled with femmes UHF channels for the
Hotel New Yorker
Pilarin Tavari
Arne Barnett 3
Danielle LaMar
what hostile unless he can be con- and new faces from Europe to add March 10.
Teddy Powell Ore
Alonso. Ore
Salvador Munoz
Marilyn Ross
vinced the action is substantiality to the impact.
Rookies
Copacab&na
Johnny A George
as we
Mara A Maurice
heads
All major, company
Adrian Rdllinl Trio
Jan Murray
Monte Carlo
Gay A Harry Walls in his interest.
The hotel cafe ruin has again as many producers and stars a
Nadine A Ray
Toni Arden:
Gus Van
Gautier’s Dogs
Schramm
Chandra Kaly
Henny Youngman
Andre Philippe
Meanwhile, committees of both resorted to booming the best acts Will testify. Exhib leaders will PTe
Manuel Del Toro
Elaine Dunn
Gomez A Beatrice Geneve Dawn
U’s and Decca’s boards are contin
available,
Typical is this week’s sent a solid front for use ot
j
Hotel. Plerro
Harry Snow
Freddie Calo Ore
Les Patios
Hlldegarde
Sheila Arnold
paddock Club
uing to explore all possible paths setup, which has Georgle Price at for theatre tele. Johnston .pm
Waller Twins
Chico
Belli
Tommy
Raft
Durso
Ore
Ore.
Mullen Twins
H El Chic#
to merger or a melding of inter- the
Nautilus
Driftwood Room; out that the final decision .0*
Stanley Melba Ore
Dolores
Line (16)
Hotel Plata
ests.. They are having surveys made
Rosita Rios
Cleo Carter
Pupl Campo Ore
Dean Mrirphy and Miguelito Val- FGC could Well change the cn a i
Freddy Marlin Ore Diane
Ruth Vera
Jose Cortes Ore:
and are studying tax end othci des at the Saxony; Alan King fol- acter of the biz in the next
Mark Monte Ore
Bob .Morris
Ramonita y Leon
Sherry. Frontensc
- ^
+
Problems,-,
Dorothy Marti
The Sunnyflderf
> f
lowing Frances Faye at thq i^ans
^
^
SfiWivt'fii '!
Orioles
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Veda^di^ Fcbnmy

Town

Prays Out of
Dear Barbarians

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

band; Jared Reed, an Ozark, troubaLe Hoi Ooerti,
lesser
and Kathleen Bolton

Pasadena, Feb.

Feb.

5.

.

3, '52;

$1.20 top.

Jeff Donovan, Beaumont Williams,
Young, Patricia Chenet, Sidney
Bryan,. Louis UUo, Irene Green, Ralph
Cookson, Charlie Martell, Michael James,
Guy Brost, Jim Mlrachi, Rocky: Santaferraro, Roger Hulberd, Marlen Mlnney, John
Fcneck, Jeffrey Weston, Kenneth Rose,
Arthur Bucaro, Carl Groshans,' Jo Anne

With

enacts

Mari

Price. Charles Clausen.
.

A

P

are Jeff Donovan as a guerrilla
leader, Louis Ulio as a Communist party functionary, and Ralph
Cookson as a raiding Red .military
leader.

Jared Reed
Henry Hull
Garde

.Betty

Daniel Reed
Le Rol Operti
.........
Penelee Hollis .
...
.Diana Herbert
Rorlk Hollis
Charles Nolte
Valerie Bates
.Kathleen Bolton
Ab Granger
Richard Waring
.

.

.

.

.

.

Excellent symbolistic settings by
Charles Kreiner set the mood and

background perfectly.

This self-styled comedy by Alexander Greendale emerges as a comedy of errors, mostly the work of
play wright and director. It doesn’t

much

of a chance.

However, there are a few
tered

moments

when

Kap.

Off-B’way Show

.

stand

scat-

play

the

Yerma

comes alive and is actually entertaining, but this doesn’t help much,
Considering that the greater part
of the playing period is given over
to
stale
situations and
several

(CIRCLE-IN-THE-SQUARE,

N. Y.)

Federico Garcia Lorca’s “Yerma,”
produced by the Loft Players at
Circle-in-the-Square, N. Y., is a
scenes which wouldn’t pass muster poetic, powerful play, too experiin a high-school production.
mental for legit and pix, and too
Apparently author Greendale exacting for general stock presenoverreached himself, or couldn’t tation.
decide whether he was writing a
Directed by Jose Quintero, the
melodrama, farce, comedy, or at- current offering is a workmanlike
mospheric folk d ram a of the 1880 one; satisfactory but never soar"
period. Set in the Missouri hill ing to match the author’s poetry.
country, the play introduces au- Miriam Green brings directness
thentic and, on first meeting, some and simplicity to the role of the
engaging characters fairly bursting Spanish hill-country heroine, the.
With local color. Once putting them custom-bound Yerma, obsces^ed
Into the play’s action, the author by her craving for a child from
apparently leaves them to their a barren husband,, but preferring
own devices and the result is a far death to dishonor.
from happy one for either a hardAs the “crazy girl,” Emilie Steworking. cast or the audience.
vens has soibe electric moments;
- Written in verses forrii; not an as- while Sidney
G. Stevens’ bitter
set in this case, the plot tells of an husband Juan lacks the depth that
Ozark sheriff who has been sO suc- would make this character undercessful, that there is no wrongdo- standable arid sympathetic. As the
ing to justify his job in the eyes of other man, Victor the shepherd,
the town commission. After h6 is Ernie Jackson is unconvincing.
Being a poetic play, “Yerma”
tired, his wife and daughter decide
* -Tittle evil” is needed to keep needs a more complete Unity of
ensemble than is in evidence here.
paw on the payroll.
With the greatest of ease they The arena staging scores as a good
get a keg of dynamite, blow up the medium and perhaps the bqst for
town bank, and escape with the presenting Lorca's plays, which
funds, including an Army fort pay- demand simplicity and fluidity,
roll. With the Cash securely bid- both well realized in this n-~duc*Vene.
den in maw’n .sewing basket, in tiom
,
•

.

1

.

,

A

•

The People Will Through

lines.

...

.

“Collector's Item” is no/ bargain.
tasteless concoction about chicanery in the aritique business, the
comedy
is neither witty, nor funBruno Maine has provided a topny, while the writing is as connotch setting. Leonard. Alto bell's
trived as the situations.
Its Sale
Klep.
direction isn’t good.
roles,

.

. .

.

:

'

.

...

Nolte, a hillbilly

dler;

An object lesson in democracy,
man is outstanding as the girl determined to get her man. While this translation of a Burmese play
her hair-do and general costuming has more impact for the experitend to make her the “plain girl”
type, she creates a definite, charac- mental and educational fields than
ter and is expert in comedy play- for the commercial theatre. Rewritten, however, it might haVe
ing.
Murphy; <a real find, exhibits wider appeal, since the basic conplenty Of -personality and stage flict and its topicality provide an
knowhow as the confused hero. interesting theme.
Eight scenes cover a period of
Violet Heming makes a Welcome
return as the mother. Nicholas Joy two years of Burma’s struggle to
brings to the father role special- retain its newly-won independence
ized touches and bits of business in the face of a Communist-led
which: add much to a strictly com- civil war.. In translating the script,
Bobker Ben All has injected some
edy part.
The producer directed and ex- good dramatic highlights while recept in act one keeps things mov- taining the basic political discusing at a fast pace. Jock Landau’s sion written by Thakiri Nu, Bur-,
bachelor apartment setting is. im- mese prime minister. (As originalpressive. An off-set, showing a cor- ly written and presented to Burner of the heroine’s apartment, mese audiences, script was more
likewise is effective. Author also a series of discourses than a play.)
composed a musical score for the Original author’s political awareshow, expertly played by Gy Cole- ness, however, gleams through to
expose the phortey phraseology in
man and his trio.
Comedy is okay for films, pro- Communist propaganda to the
vided the sex angle can be soft- naked eye.
Klep.
pedaled.
Experimental production at the
Pasadena Playhouse is marred by
the inexperienced cast selected to
f lllle Evil
handle the difficult roles. Ben All
Wilmington, Feb. 10.
II.
Clay Blnnijy, Viola V. Malkin end has managed to generate some exRoy F. Stcckeler (In association With citement in his staging and has
Leonard Altobell), production of comedy
carefully guided his players, alin three, acts by Alexander Greendale:
Stars Henry Hull. Directed by Altobcll, though most of the characterizaSetting and costumes by Bruno Maine. tions still display the hallmarks
of
At Playhouse, Wilmington, Feb. 9, '32;
amateurishness. Best of the thesps
$3.60 top.
. ......
...... . . .

ana

xne nasty Heart"

returning for the next produc.

.

.

.

and although her
appearance is limited to act two,
she makes a nice impression. She
handles a song only adequately.
Burden of the play falls on Cloris
Leachman and Donald Murphy as
the embattled lovers. Miss Leach-

...

me u arx
is

, .

...

the. society girl,

:.

.

.

flops, and the
production
Pasadena' Playhouse
of
rest of the play is taken up with drama In two acts (eight scenes) by Thakin Nu. Translated and directed by Bob*
the fighting and feuding among ker Ben All. Settings by Charles Kreiiier.
those concerned, all to the: tune of At Pasadena Playhouse. Patio Theatre.

Daniel U.o.ck
Sarah Rock

.

.

romance. This move

Isaac Taylor
Ross .Claypool

.

,

dour; Daniel Reed,

Tim Luton

British director Robert Atkins
has agreed to stage the “Much Ado

.

Rene Paul
real character Lucien Dulac
gradually builds
Erik Rhodes
...
Sir Cedi Pond .......
put of the sheriff, and Betty Garde Fatima Birka ...... v> ... .Adelaide Klein
is a good foil as his wife. Diana Custom's Exami
......... .Mac McLeod
James Gregory
Herbert scores in the daughter Glenway Trent.
Mr. Hochhelmer ....... .Mitchell Kowal.
part, and there can only, be praise Mr. Blanc
..Harold Grau
.Ralph Hertz
for the efforts, if not the roles en? Photographer... ....
...
..........
Judy Hall
acted by Richard Waring, the ped- Bobbysoxer..
Bailey....*
Fred Irving Lewis..
hus- Mr.
Charles

plot evolves around an atenjoying matritractive couple
mony without benefit of clergy,
The girl starts a campaign to make
the relationship legal, over the opposition of the hero’s hardrheaded
father and a scheming mama. The
mother brings* in a society g i r l
singer; hoping to start a counter-

funny laugh

association with Lloyd
of comedy in three

.

The

Von Furstenberg

(In

presentation

.

ciencies.

really

Isler)

.

.

.

This new comedy by Lexford
Richards boasts some amusing dialog, a sophisticated plot, and an engaging cast. As a: result, show
should stand a chance in the Broadway competition, although comparison with “The Moon Is Blue" appears inevitable. There is plenty
of dead Wood sprinkled throughout
the play at present - and the first
act gets off 'to a slow start, but acv
tors make Up in animation and
teamwork for the comedy’s defi-

Betsy

Item

Collector’s
Roger Clark

About Nothing” revival co-starring tion, “The Velvet Glove”
Bill
A
acts by Lillian Day and Alfred Golden. Claire Luce and Anthony Eustrel La Flamma and Dolores Walker
Features Allyn Joslyn, Erik Rhodes, Rene
Tennessee Williams was last will take the leading roles in
Paul, Louis Sorin, Adelaide Klein, James
Tomorrow’s production
Gregory, Gaye Jordan* Jane Middleton, week elected as member of the Na- Theatre
Florida Frlebus. Don Grusso. ^Staged by tional Institute of Arts & Letters of Harry Segall’s “Mister Angel”
Set and lighting,
in Dallas, opening March 13 under
fair between daughter and peddler Clark and Golden.
. Kent Smith will co-star with
Charles Elson; costumes, Michi Weglyn.
Daughter finally confesses, but is At Booth, N. Y., Feb. 8, *32; $4.80 top ($6 Teresa Wright in “Salt of the direction of Maurice Alevy,
Earth” . , Anthony Buttitta, pressexonerated through some theatri- AHAIllHrt Itltfhfl
.Florida Frlebus agent for the touring “Cocktail
cal hocus-pocus, and all ends hap- Helen McCarthy.
........ Don Grusso
Nick Galvanl
pily.
is collaborating with San
Party,”
Adrian Van Dyck..*.... ....Allyn Joslyn
Louis Sorin Francisco radio-TV. actress MarThe cast is made up of excellent Yousuff Birka .... ...........Gaye
Jordan jorie King on a: legit Comedy, “MaRoberts
Lydia
players, but the odds are against Mrs. Roger Blain ........ .Pamela Roberts
•
Snippy Sorties Vs. Art;
Gross for
them from the start, Henry Hull Doree Bennett; ......... .Jane Middleton ma’s in the Mood”

Nicholas Joy
Fiske *
.
.
Gloria Leachman
Alice
Violet Heming
Mrs. Fiske... i...
.Betsy Von Furstenberg
Lorraine

Mr.

13, 1952

Play on B’way

full view of the audience, the 'bunt
for the thieves begins* Of course,
Wilmington, Del., Jan. 31.
Gant Gaither production of comedy In paw is rehired at a salary increase.
three acts by Lexford Richards. Directed
federal sleuth masquerading as
by Gaither. Setting and costumes by Jack
poetic peddler appears, also huntLandau. At Playhouse,. Wilmington, Del., a
ing the robbers. Complications de—
Jan. 31, *52. $3.60 top.
Alexander Fiske ......... Donald Murphy velop along with, an illicit love af.

some

.

.

.

the week’s tryout stand of Emlyn
PA,’s Not Appreciative
Williams' Dickens readings in Boston was $11,800, not"$14,2Q0 as reSt. Louis.
ported
Anita Lops, author of Editor, Variety:
“Gigi” artd translator-adaptor of
The trade papers have recently
the upcoming “Ami, Ami,” left
Friday (8) for a vacation in Sara- carried some stories that are
sota, Fla.
unfair to the billposter, or “ ip,
Robert Porterfield announced ers” as they have been called, that
last week at a board meeting of the
I must defend a most maligned
Barter Theatre, Abingdon, Va.,
that Mrs. Alfred 1. dii Pont has trade.
last
the
in
Having been a billing agent for
given the troupe $8,500
two years, which should be particu- some 35 years or more, and having
larly interesting to Broadway man- served under some of the top
agers looking for production bank- agents ahead of some great stars,
Holm, who I believe I have the right to de.... Celeste
rolling
played the title part in the recent fend. “snipe.”
“Anna Christie” revival, is lookMany fortunes have been built
ing for a play with a quality of
“audience reassurance” for her and many names have become faMeanwhile, mous by and because of the use
next legit vehicle.
she’s waiting to read the scripts of outdoor advertising.. To name
being sent from the Coast for two one, I mention Ringling arid cerproposed film assignments, and is tainly, no johnny-come-lately could
filling a number of TV commit- claim that the Ringling Bros, didn’t
Fred F. Finklehoffe arid know the value of advertising.
ments
James S. Elliott have partnered
We of the “billers” admit that
for the production: of “Sun Looks “sniping”
is not all that we Would
Down,” by Howell M. Forgy.
like it to be, but it certainly
Kermit Bloomgarden wants Mar- not the fault of the “snipers.”
garet Webster to stage his revival
The inexperienced press agent of
of Lillian Heilman's 1934-35 hit,
;

.

,

.

looks brief.
Perhaps the people involved are
too close to the precious bric-abrac to see the flaws- and cracks.
Alfred Golden Wrote the opus with
Lillian Day, and directed it with
Roger Clark, last-named also being
prodUcer in association with Lloyd
Isler,
Direction and production
are as heavy as some of the furnishings.
Plot revolves about, a harum-'
scarum family, With father an
Arabian and mother an Egyptian,
and their three sons Dutch;
French -and British because of acAll are internacident of birth;
partners in the antique
tional
business, swindling, faking, kiting “The Children’s Hour,” skedded today fails to understand that
checks and philandering. They for next season .
Kenneth Le “snipe” means just what it says
Arid a young wood-working genius Munyon, of the Lenore Tobin the“snipe” it here and there
- you
who can make marvelous copies, atre party office, recuperating from with a
thought—
for
and get him to help them put over rheumatic fever and due back on the benefit of. the johnny-comea huge finaricial deal with a. politi- the job in about two weeks
lately means: “chance may offer.”
cally-minded Washington hostess Random House will publish Joseph If the “sniper”
gets a chance to
who yearns for French Provincial Kramm's “The Shrike”* .
Ezio
We’re a Pinza, a resident of Old Greenwich, “snipe” a bill in a spot that may
pieces (or is Regency?
be
by
seen
a
lot
of people before
little lost ourselves by this time). Conn.,
has purchased a new house
Young genius ruins their plans, at Stamford .... With, the return it is discovered and removed by
the
owner
of
the
spot he, the
and the D. C. hostess’ political am- this week of $32,500 capital, back“sniper,” has brought the attracbitions, in one fell swoop.
ers of “I
a Cariiera” have been
As if the plot isn’t involved repaid their $65,000 investment in tion to the attention of a lot of
enough, the dialog is cluttered full, after the play’s 11th week on. potential customers*
with cheap wisecracks, several of* Broadway .
If ( and this is a big if )the agent
Mildred Natwick
them references in Yiddish to and Johnny. Stewart will have leads would consider the fact that loparts of anatomy, with % desperate in “Grass Harp.”
cations can’t be. covered or “held”
writing that
quality about the
Jim Hughes, who was out ahead unless the “sniper” can be assured
never even nearly approximates of the Met’s “Fledermaus,”
back Of weekly “coverage” by the travelhumor. Hectic direction and act- in New York
Carol Glassman, ing shows, theri he (agent) must
ing are also of no consequence and daughter
of New York show, biz be satisfied with CMO, If, on the
no aid.
dentist; Dr. J. R. Glassman, made other hand, an
agent (and this
Some attractive people do what her professional
bow in Noel Cow- would have to be an ATPAM
they can with this charivari, with ard’s “Hay Fever”
last week at
order)
would guarantee a full
Louis Sorin as papa, Adelaide Atlanta’s
Penthouse theatre-in-thepaper order, he would find that
Klein as mama, Allyn Joslyn, Erik round.
Rhodes and Rene Paul as the
most
“snipers” would have good
Richard Skinner, company manbrothers, and Gaye Jordan and ager
valuable locations squared.
for the
third comJames Gregory for the romantic pany of ?‘Moontouring
One
mOre thing. A great many
Is Blue,” was subelement, amiably dressing up the ject of
a long interview ih the De- agents order a three-sheet poster
Bron .
art gallery.
troit News last Wednesday (6), and from that copy expect every
after which referred to touring company piece.
Saturday
( Closed
(9)
Of billing to be copied. So
three performances).
managers in general as “usually What happens? They come up with
the forgotten men of show busi- a Vz-sheet card which carries not
ness.”
Only the name of theatre,: date of
William de Lys has leased the exhibition,
name of attraction and
Equity Library
Hudson Playhouse, Greenwich. Vilr star,
but also names of supporting
lage, N.Y., and after alterations
cast, Who wrote it, who produced
and renovations, plans to present
? s the
Tlie
a series of Comedy productions it, who directed it, who lighted it
and, if possible, how long it played
there, Opening in May or
(LENOX HILL. N. Y.)
likely next fall , Rita Allen, for- in New York or some -other large
Library
Equity
better
of
the
One
merly a legit investor, will be asso- city. The result Is that With so
Theatre offerings this season, “The ciated with Saint 'Subber in the much .copy, the type is so small
Play’s the Thing,” at the’ Lenox production of “Grass Harp.”
She that it can’t be read from any disHill Playhouse, N. Y„ is filled with has also formed a production
tance and, therefore, loses its
A variety nership with Archie Thompsonpartspirit if not with style.
and value.
of acting techniques upsets the is looking for musical and play
Chas. V. Turner.
delicate balance so necessary to scripts
Aldrich & Mydrs, .pro- ( St. Louis Local No, 5, Billposters
Molnar’s elegant trifle about in- ducers of “Moon Is Blue” in assoUnion)
fidelity on the Riviera. Leon Askin, ciation with Julius
Fleischmann
an actor of talent and ingenuity, and Otto Preminger, will partner
here sacrifices polish for extrava- with Gilbert Miller in the London N.Y.
PreppingMore
gance in the role of the prime- presentation of the F. Hugh Hermover playwright, Sandor Turai, bert comedy, probably next winter.
Operas in Concert
and runs the gamut in a manner They’d like to Use the original
Continuing the trend to concert
which seems more fitting to Mar- Broadway cast, but that’s all in- versions of operas arid musiclowe than Molnar. In contrast; in definite.
dramas in symphony programs, the
the less colorful role of his colManfred Hecht, baritone; An- N. Y; Philharmonic-Symphony will
laborator, Mansky, Walter Riemer drew Gainey, baritone, and Lloyd
open its 1952-53 seasori.at Carnegie
evokes humor with quiet under- Thomas Leech,, tenor, have replaying and excellence of timing joined the New York City Opera Hall, N. Y„ next fall with excerpts
from
MOussorgsky ’s “Boris” in conand intonation.
Co. for its new spring season startcert form.
GeOrge London, Met
Standout: contribution is that of ing March 20.
baritone,
will sing the title role,
Rudolph Justice Watson as the
Choreographer Frederick Ashaided by a chorus.
.•philandering actor, Alrnady,. whose ton arrived in New York over
the
deftness and style sustain the hu- weekend from Hollywood to begin
Conductor Dimitri Mitropoulos,
morous climax of the play-within- rehearsals for his new ballet,“Pic- who will present the MendelssOhn
a-play.
Karen Lindgren is pleas- nic at Tintagel,” which will be oratorio, “Elijah,” this Easter, will
ant and decorative as the wayward given its first performance by the also
Missa
offer
Beethoven’s
actress, while i the thankless role New York City Ballet Fkb.
28.
Solemnis during Easter Week of
of her disillusioned fiante. William
Hedgerow Theatre, Philadelphia, 1953. He’ll also present a concert
Tregoe is merely adequate. More will stage “The Gesturer,” by MexVcrsiOri of a modern Opera in the
acceptable are Conrad Bain in the ican playwright Rodolfo Usigli, al- ’52-’53
season. Mitropoulos is perprobably foolproof role of Mell, the though no production date is set.
harassed stage-manager-secretary, His “Crown of Shadows” will be forming Monteverdi’s “Orfeo”
Concert
style next Week at Carnegie:
and Sheppard Kerman as the but.

.
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Show

Thing

Play

more

.

.

Symph

Form

,

‘

teeveed

Sunday

(17)

on

NBC.

Claire Leonard agented both deals.
Direction by William Bryce CoW- ..
.
A. B. Shiffrih’s “Angel in the
en, Jr., evidences several isolated Pawnshop” now a hit in repereffective bits of business, but it tory at the Volkstheater, Vienna.
lacks what is more importantMary Dlveny is guesting with
unity.
Set designer MacGregor: Malcolm
Atterbury’s
Playhouse
Gibb provides an additional dis- Co. at Albany in “Miranda.” She
traction by attempting to crowd recently has been doing television
a realistic Italian castle chamber work.
Gaylord Mason, who apinto confines of doll’s house dimen- peared with the Albany stock comVene.
sions.
pany for five weeks in “Lady in
ler.

,

‘

Hall.

BALLET THEATRE

24G, TOR*
Toronto, Feb. 12.
in six
here
On
first visit
years, Ballet Theatre did a satisfactory $24,000 at the Royal Alexandra.
its

The 1,525-seater was scaled at
$3.75 top, including tax. The King
death dented

biz.

s

c-

,
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Chi Boxoffke

Stffl

‘Blondes’ Sock' $55,600

on Upgrade;

In

‘Cocktail’ $18,000,

Milwaukee Stanza

sin Theatre here, pulling a gross
of over $55,600 for eight performances. It "was a boff engagement

for both the show and the house,
the latter having switched from a
film policy for the single legit
booking.
Herman Levin-Oliver Smith pro?
duction is currently
Detroit.
‘

.

1

Philadelphia, Feb. 12.
Philly is down, as of now, to a
single active legit playhouse, but
another will re-light Friday (15)
,

and while “Dear Barbarians” winds
up its local stay- this Saturday (16),
two openings are skedded for Monday

.

Dark” up to now at this.l,500-seater.
second “Guys” stanza
Current
looks even stronger, shooting for
$48,000, which should give the
Show a total of $95,000 for its
Cleveland visit.

.

.

:

;

—

.

.

,

Ringing $27,600,

’Bell’

‘Moon’ Sad $9,700, Detroit
Detroit, Feb* 12.
“Bell, Book and Candle” grabbed
a big $27,600 in its second and
final week at the Shubert here.

—

OKAY

•

Winwood, Julie Haydon)—
Erlanger, Chicago (11-23).
“Curtain Going Up” (tryoUt)—
Forrest, Phila. (14-23).
“Darkness at Noon” (Edward G.
Robinson ) Biltmore, L. A. (11-23).
Estelle

FOR ITS THIRD LA. WEEK

1

Los Angeles, Feb.

12.

“Mr. Roberts” moved out of the
Biltmore Sunday (10) after three
weeks
and one day* with a total
“Dear Barbarians” (tryout) Walweeks.
tally of $49,000 to its credit. Final
“Moon Is Blue” took in a pale nut, Phila. (11-16). (reviewed iri eight-day. frame registered a pleasVariety
this
week).
$9,700 at the Cass,
Current pro“Gentlemen
Prefer ’ Blondes” ant $19,300.
duction is Cornelia Otis Skinner’s
Theatre, dark last night, re(Carol Channing)-—Shubert, Detsolo “Paris ’90.”
kindles tonight (Tues.) with “Darkroit (11-23).
“Guys and Dolls”—Hanna, Cleve- ness at Noon,” starring Edward G.
Sidney Kingsley play
‘Red Mill’ Fine $18,900
land (11-16); Memorial Aud., Can- Robinson,
ton (1-7-20); Paramount, Toledo is in for three weeks, first two. of
At St. Pete Operetta (21-24).
which ate on Theatre Guild sub“Little Evil” (tryout)
Plymouth, scription,
St. Petersburgh, Fla., Feb. 12.
‘The Red Mill” hit a fine $18,900 Boston (11-16); Locust, Phila, (18at Pat Hurley’s Operetta here last 23) (reviewed in Variety this week).
“Long Watch” (tryout) Shubert, Tattoo’ Dullish $13,400
week, for biggest take of the comNew Haven (13-16); Plymouth, Bospany s three weeks here.
ton (18-23).
In First St. Louis
‘‘Bittersweet”
opens
tonight
“Member of the Wedding” (Ethel
(Tues.), starring Victoria
Sherry
St. Louis, Feb. 12.
and J im Hawthorne with Robert Waters) Lyceum, Minneapolis (11(18-23).
Davidson,
Milwaukee
16);
“The Rose Tattoo*” with MauFeyti Kaye Connor, Stanley Carl“Merry Widow”—Metropolitan, reen Stapleton and Eli Wallach,
son, Yolanda Dennis and
Paul Best Providence (11); Bushnell Aud.,
disappointment in the first
featured.
Latter joins cast this Hartford (12); Court Square, was a
of a two-week stand at the Ameriseveral shows.
Larry Springfield (13); Fords, Baltimore can last week, as eight performBrooks, Robert Smith, Susan John(14-16); Shubert, Phila., (18-23).
ances copped an estimated $13,400.
son left company for New
York
“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews) Piece received fine notices, with
Monday. Burl Ives was here last
Aud., Santa Barbara (11); Aud., house scaled to $4.27. “The Hasty
week to talk on possible production
Pasadena (12-13); California, San Heart," With Lon McCallister and
of two musical
fantasies which he Bernardino (14); Aud., San Diegb
Carol Hill, wound up its one-week
has written.
(13-16); Paramount, Phoenix (18); stand at the Empress Saturday (9)
Paramount, Tucson (19); Plaza, El with only average biz, eight perPaso (21); Auditorium; San Angelo, formances grabbing approximately
Texas (23)
$ 8, 000
“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co.) Harris,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 12.
Joan Blondell in “Happy BirthChicago (11-23).
tees off a one-week stand today”
may
heralding this
“Moon Is Blue” (3d Co.)—Vicas we farewell
tour of “The Stu- tory, Dayton (11-13); Hartman, Co- night (Tues.) at the Empress.
dent Prince,” but after
continues at a $2 top.
House
what the lumbus (14-16); Hanna, Cleveland
d
P ® I,® nnial did- last Week at (18-23)
?i?f *T
they’re probably al“Mrs. McThing:” (Helen Hayes)
lpg U P next season’s
in Split
Waters
«U?
(tryout)—New Parsons, Hartford
te>
Prince” did a Sock $23,000
(11-16) (reviewed in Variety, Feb.
St. Paul, Feb. 12.
y
midweek,
it had devel?
6; ’52).
Waters, starring in “Memnto
SRO attraction, and
“Oklahoma”
Mi 1- berEthel
Davidson,
of the Wedding," drew a total
begging for seats. Low
waukee (11-16); Hartman, Colum- of nearly $17,000 in six performls believed to have helped
(18-23).
bus
ances last week between Spokane
S^^d^rably, show
selling
for
“Paris ’90” (Cornelia, Otis Skin- and here. The Carson McCullers
‘ hat £or the
ner) (tryout)— Cass, Detroit (11-16);
SrieSf'
drama grossed almost $8,700 in
Cox, Cincinnati (18-23) (reviewed two' evenings and a matinee Mon.currently has Olivia De- in Variety, Jan. 16, ’52).
day-Tuesday (4-5) at the Fox, Spolan d in “Candid 3 ” and then
Tattoo”—
American,
St.
“Rose
kane, and added $8,300 in two
tnere are four
consecutive Udl
dark
JL
Louis (11-16); KENT Theatre, Des
Tin tyiu VUUOCKUUVC
prospect . before Ethel Moines (18); Omaha, Omaha (20); evenings and a matinee FridaySaturday (8-9) at the local Audi1
Member of the Wed- Orpheum, Kansas City (21-23).
01ng c omes in on Marchtorium.
17.
“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,
Show is at the Lyceum, MinneWebb Tilton)—rShubert* Chicago apolis, all this week.
(11-23).
‘Evil’ $3,600 in
3, Wil.
“Student
Prince”—Blackstone,
Wilmington, Del., Feb. 12.
Chicago (11-23).
Skinner $19,400, D.C.
Evil,”
“Three Wishes for Jamie” (Arine
Henry HU11
Washington, Feb. 12.
drew unanimous pans Jeffreys, John Raitt) (tryout)—ShuSkinner’s new
Otis
Cornelia
local critics..
In three bert,. Boston (11-23) (reviewed in
uerynfmf
“Paris ’90” rang the' bell for a fat
performances.
Feb. 9-10 it eot a Variety, Feb. 6, ’52).
Gayety Theatre
take
at
the
$19,400
$3,6 °° in th ® 1>223 "S e at PlayhoSse
on.
Rise fStevens; Frances Magiies last week, before moving
Frederic March and Florence
here is the new and Pierre Sancan to appear in ref.A^ ar d Lindsay , .Russel Crouse cital at Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y., Eldridge opened last night (11)
° n e bright Day,” bowing
in for March 7, for benefit of the Nation- for a fortnight’s run of “The Auf
r
ipur
performances: Feb. 28.
tumn Garden.”
al Music League.
Current

presentation
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Despite rave -notices, plus fine
f 0 1 1 0 w u p s, “Dear Barbarians,”
which slipped into the Walnut last
nights and one matinee.
It was Monday (4) after
a three-day tuneOne of the attraction’s best grosses up in Wilmington and was immethis season.
At the same theatre diately ticketed as a likely sleeper
here last season, show pulled $40,- hit, hasn’t caught on at the b.o. as
000 for its. sixth engagement, play- expected. On the other hand,
ing eight nights and two matinees. “Venus Observed,” which got
“Member of the Wedding,”: with kicked, around by several of the
Ethel Waters, is current for a local Crix and aroused a sharp difweek, as the Theatre Guild’s third ference of opinion among playgosubscription season offering. It ers, was big in its second and final
will be followed immediately by week at
the Shubert“South Pacific” for. 11 nights and
Estimates for Last Week
three matinees at a $4.80 scale.
“Venus Observed,” Shubert (2d
week) ($4.55; 1,870). Fine biz in
face of numerous adverse notices
Current Road Shows
but not quite up to management’s
(Feb. 11-23)
hopes. Did $36,900 with a weak
“Autumn Garden” (Fredr i
added Friday matinee. “Merry
March, Florence, Eldridge) Gaye- Widow” here next Monday.
ty, Washington (11-23), (closing).
“Dear Barbarians,” Walnut (1st
“Bell* Book and Candle” iRosa- week) ($3.99; 1,340).
Got unanilind Russell, Dennis Price)— Cox, mous praises, but first stanza’s biz
Cincinnati (11-16); American, St. nothing to rave about, at $11,000.
Louis (18-23).
“Long Watch’’ next March 3.
“Candida” (Olivia de Havilland)
Nixon, Pittsburgh (11-16); Cass,
Detroit (18-23).
‘ROBERTS’
$19,300
“Cocktail Party” (Dennis King,
.

It was a testing week, with only
the solid sellouts holding even, but
some of the stronger draws registered relatively mild drops. Other
entries felt the tough conditions,,
however, indicating lack of potential staying power for the slack
period due in the late spring,
The total gross for all 24
shows last week was $683,900,
or 82% of capacity (for the
corresponding frame last season the total gross for the 27
current shows was $659,800, or
75% of capacity, a sag of 10%
from the. week before).
Week before, last the total
for all 25 shows was $746,800,
or 87
of capacity, a drop of
4% from the previous week.
Of the recent openings, Emilyn
Williains in a program of Dickens
readings drew a strong press and
made a moderate start at the boxoffice, but “Collector’s Item” was
walloped by the critics and did a
fast fold. “Jane” had a good but
not great first full week
Attendance was reportedly up a
bit at most shows Monday night
(11) and is expected to be better
through the week. It is figured

wk)

(C-$4.80;

Bel

bara

%

•

.

920;

Geddes,

$21,586)

(Bar-

Donald

Cook,

Barry

Nolson).
Nearly
(previous week, $20,600).

$19,300

“Paint Your IVagoii,” Shubert
(13th wk) (MC-$7.2Q; 1.361; $46,000) (Jatnes Barton). Exactly $41,000 (previous week* $43*500).
“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (6th wk)
(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,584). Almost
$39,800 (previous week, $39*900).
“Point Of No Return.” Alvin
.

wk

(D-$4.80-$6;

L331; $37,(Henry Fonda). Nearly $38,200 (previous week, $38,200).
“Remains to Be Seen,” Morbsco
(9th
924)

wk) :(D-$4.80-$6; 912; $25,Almost $16,900 (previous

(18th
700).

week, $19,300).
“Shrike,” Cort (4th wk) (D-$4.80;
1*056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer, Judith
Evelyn).

'

(18).

.

Cleveland, Feb. 12.
“Guys and Dolls,” with Allan
Jones and Pamela Britton heading
the road company, nailed Up a
steady series of sellouts, plus a
house-breaker take of $46,455 in
its first week at the Hanna here.
Scaled at a $6.15 top, the musical passed the b.o. record, held by
Gertrude Lawrence’s “Lady in the

down

Business was generally
again last week on Broadway. For
the second straight stanza, attendance was lighter Monday night
(4) and continued that way through
midweek, but rallied at the weekend.

‘

WITH $46,455 TAKE

Sellouts;

Milwaukee, Feb. 12.
“Gentlemen
Prefer
Blondes”
was sock last week at the Wiscon-

“Moon’

Chicago, Feb. 12. 4
While there aren’t any huge conChicago boxof- ‘Darkness’ $15,9Q0 in 7
town,
i
ventions
continues on the upgrade
fiee
In Three-Split Stanza
23
Closing of “South Pacific’’ Feb.
Kansas City, Feb. 12.
the musical back close
is pushing
“Moon Is
“Darkness At Noon,” Edward G.
to the SRO mark, and
“Student
up.
high
also
Robinson starrer, drew rave notices
Blue” is
at here, but only mild biz MondayPrince’’ opened yesterday Ul)
“farewell Wednesday (4-6).
Four performthe Blackstone for a
ances rang up $6,300 at a $3.66
“Guys and Dolls” takes over at top in the Fox Midwest Orpheum
the Shubert Feb. 28, and “Bell, Theatre,
Show did $1,800 in a single at
Book, and Candle,” which comes
brisk advance.
the Auditorium, Colorado Springs,
in Feb. 25, has a
Friday (8), and $7,800 in two SaturEstimates for Last Week
day at the Auditorium, Denver*
“Cocktail Party,” Erlanger (2d
Doing neatly for week’s total of $15,900 in seven
v-k) ($3.80; 1,334).
performances.
ith $18,000.
Jose Greco Ballet, Blackstone
Extra Sun(2d wk) ($4.50; 1,354).
day matinee helped; with $32,000. ‘Okla.’ Hits Okay $28,000
“Moon Is Blue,” Harris (41st wk)
Comedy is aiming
($4.80; 1,000).
In Seventh Mpls. Visit
year mark; with lush
for! the
Minneapolis* Feb. 12.
$ 22 200
Playing its seventh local engager
“South Pacific, “ Shubert (64th
Last weeks’ an*? ment, “Oklahoma,” at the 1,900wkj ($5; 2*100).
nouncemeiit hiking sales to fancy seat Lyceum, at a $4.20 top,
grossed almost $28,000 for seven
$49,800.
,

B’way Sags Again; Only 4

69

Over

(previous

$26,200

week, $26,700).

“South Pacific,” Majestic (147th
Wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha Wright, George Britton). Over
$44,800 (previous week, $48,700).
“Stalag 17,” 48th Street (40th
wk) (C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). Nearly
$14,600 (previous week, $16,000).
“Top Banana,” Winter Gairden
(15th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519:
(Phil.
Almost
Silvers).
$51,881)
$47,600 (previous week, $50*700).
“Two on the Aisle,” Hellinger
(30th wk) (R-$6; 1,527; $49,563)
(Bert La hr, Dolores Gray). Nearly
$25,500 (previous week, $32,000).

OPENING THIS WEEK

improve again next week,
“Venus Observed,” Century (CDbut is likely to slump thereafter.
$4.80-$6; 1,645; $42,000) (Rex HarUntil after the income tax deadrison, Lilt'.-'Palmer); Theatre Guild

due

to

March

line,

15.

production of Christopher Fry’s
success of last season,
staged by Laurence Olivier; financed at $65,000 and produced for$50,000 (excluding $15,000 in; bonds
cal Drama), O (Operetta).
and. small tryout profit) and can
Other parenthetic designations break even at around $25,000
refer, respectively, to top price ; gross; has approximately 24 theatre
( * indicates
using
twq-for-ones ) party, bookings; tryout reviewed in
number of seats, capacity gross and. Variety, Jan. 30, ’52; opens tostars..
Price includes 20% amuse- night (Wed, )*
ment, tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,
exclusive of tax.
'

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama). R (Revue),
MC' (MusicalComedy)
(Musi,

London

.

MD

1

“Affairs of State,” Music Box
(72d wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $26,874)

(June Havoc): Approached $14,000
(previous week, $17,000).
“Call
Me Madam,” imperial
(69th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847) (Ethel Merman). R e a c h e d
$48,400 (previous week, $51,800).
“Cleopatras,” Ziegfeld. (8th wk)
(D-$7.20; 1;628; $59,536) (Laurence
Olivier, Vivien Leigh). Repertory
of Shaw’s “Caesar and Cleopatra”
and Shakespeare's “Antony and
Cleopatra” is a solid sellout in advance, with a weekly gross of over
ate
but there
empty
$59,500,

‘Widow’ 11%.

Hub

,

Boston, Feb. 12.
Newcomers this week are “Three
Wishes for Jamie,” in for three
weeks at the Shubert, and “A

Little Evil;’’ here for one week at
the Plymouth. Immediately ahead
are “The Long Watch;" opening
seats at some performances when Monday (18) at the Plymouth for a
benefit organizations fail to sell two-week stint, and Ballet Theatre,
skedded for A week at the Opera
their party allotments.
“Collector’s Item,” Booth; (1st House, bowing in the same night.
(Estimates for Last Week)
wk) (C-$4.80; 900; $20,235). Opened
“Autumn Garden,” Colonial (2d
Friday night (8) to Unanimously
bad notices; closed Saturday wk) (1,500; $3.60). Wound second
night (9) after three performances week just under first week’s gross
with a gross of about $2,500 and of $13,700 House is currently
dark.
at a loss estimated at $50,000.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
“Come of Age,” City Center (3d
wk) (D-$3; 3,090; $38,000) (Judith Opera House (1st wk) (3,000; $3.60).
Anderson). Nearly $15,700 on the Sluggist returns for single-week
extra week (previous week, $37,- engagement; Near $15,000.
“Merry Widow,” Shubert (2d
closed Sunday night (10)
000);

wk) (1,700;
“Constant Wife,” National f 10th $16,000 for
wk) (C-$4.80-$6; .1,172; $31,000)
(Katharine Cornell, Brian Aherne,
Grace George). Topped $22,000 ‘JAMIE’
(previous week, $24,900);
“Desire Under, the Elms,” ANTA
Playhouse (4th wk) (D-$4.50; 925;
after 24 performances.

$3.60). Slipped to
final week.

about

CLICK $35,600

Ne“w Haven, Feb. 12.
Almost $11,000 (previPreem of “Three Wishes for
ous week, $14,100).
Jamie”
at
Shubert last week
the
Dickens Readings, Golden (1st

$27,000).

wk) (D-$4.80; 776; $19,195). (Em- was SRO from Wednesday on,
lyn Williams). Initial week’s regu- when word got around on show’s
performances drew almost click. At a $5.40 top, this meant a

lar eight
$11,600.

hefty
for
eight
$35,600
performances.
Current is break-in of “The Long
sica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Nearly Watch,” Anthony Farrell-Charles:
Coburn production featuring
$24,700 (previous week, $24,400).
“Gigi,” Fulton (12th wk) (C- Walter Abel, for three days (14-16)«>
$4.80; 1,063; $23,228) (Audrey Hep- Next week is dark for rehearsals
About $20,900 (previous of “Flight Into Egypt” (Paul
burn).
Lukas-Gusti Huber), which has its
week, $21,100).
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th St.. preeiii week of Feb. 25.
(64th wk) (MC-$6;60; 1,319; $43,904). As always, exactly $44,400.

“Fourposter,”

wk)

(C-$4.80;

Am

“I

a

Barrymore

1,060: $24,996)

(16th
(Jes-

Camera,” Empire (11th

1,082,: $24,908)
Almost $24,700 (previous week, $24;700).
“Jane,”. Coronet (2d wk) (C$4 80-$5.40; 1,027; $30,000) (Edna
Best. Basil Rathbone). Approached
$20:200 (previous week, first three

(CD-$4.80-$6;

wk)

$21,500

(Julie. Harris).

performances drew $9,200).

“King and

I,”

St;

James

(46th

.

$5.1,717)
(MD-$7.20;
1,571;
wk)
(Gertrude Lawrence). Over $51;500. with the two leads out sick
Miss
$51,400);
week,
(previous
Lawrence and Yul Rrynner returned Monday night (11).
“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (49th
.

.

1

in Hartford

Hartford, Feb; 12.
Grossing almost $21,500 in eight
performances last week (4-9) with
Helen Hayes in. “Mrs. McThing,”
the New Parsons had practically a
sellout for the tryout weok.

Show goes into
performance

part of

holdover
this

Week

a

the

fourlatter

(Thursday

received
It
Saturday).
mixed notices from the local press.

through

High-powered draw of Helen Hayes
accounts for the good gross.

Wednesday, February 13, 1952
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business. The jolder one, who lost
an arm in the war, dreams of success as a writer; the younger has

been on a three-months’ drunk
breaking his engagement.
“Three Wishes for Jamie’* left New Haven Saturday night (9), having
They are overdrawn after
The
mother invites the ex-fiancee successfully snipped approximately 20 minutes from its three hours-’
in the most gentle way, providing
oh a visit, hoping for a reconcili- running time. Show’s opening has been sliced considerably; one
London, Jan. 30.
song
that extra dash of light relief, but
having given no rea- (‘‘I’m Gonna Be Rich”) has been dropped* and general
English Arts Theatre Committee pres- not divorcing them from reality. ation, her son
tempo has been
son for the break.'/ It is then re- stepped up with consequent nearer approach to normal
entation, of drama In three acts hy Chriscurtain
Ronald
is
Directed
pattern
time
the
inAlec
Clunes.
Setting
topher Fry. Stars
vealed he is suffering from an
Show was well received but also reflected a tendency to be oversold
•by John Fernald;' settings and costumes, Squire’s performance as the amorcurable disease and has but a year
Michael Warre. At Winter Garden, Lonous grandfather, jplaying the dap- to live. But his girl convinces him comments iq numerous instances expressing a letdown after terrific
don, Jan. 20,' 52j $1.50 top.
An interesting point relating
,.>Ruth Troimcer per, aging lover with a refreshing that even short-lived happiness is buildup in reviews and word-pf-mouth.
Teusret
Barbara Everest touch, Then there is Peter Dyne- better than none at all. The other, to the possible effect of TV on legit boxoffice cropped up, as a result
Anath Blthlah. ....
Guard
.......... .Richard Walter ley,
Desmonde son, shamed by his brother’s brave of a portion of the score having its tele debut on a New York program
making Uncle
Denis Holmes
* ..
....
Kef
.Mafk Dlgnam slightly unreal .as. the traveling acceptance of his fate,, agrees to while the show; was still in its prebm status here.
Pharaoh..
According to prom ony Britton salesman, proud of his collection forego his pen and help rebuild duction associates, following. the video episode, there was a
Rsnidscs
m m
decided
Moses .......... v. ....... .Alec.. Clunes of burlesque girls’ garters.
And their firm’s stability. He also de- spurt in Boston advance sales on the show, and similarly the
Cyril Luckham
New York
Aaron
, ...........
Dorothy Reynolds finally, the wine-swilling; Uncle cides to wed. the young widow next demand increased at the same time.
Miriam ......
Hiqtty
to
Robert
Devine,
Shcndi
Louis, portrayed by
door, whom he loved but refused
1st Overseer. ...... ... .Norman Mitchell
him a warm and lovable to tie down because of his infirm........ .Richard Walter make
2nd Overseer

The Firstborn

caricature.
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Child .... ... ....
.Luck Todd, Jimmy White
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With the production of
Theatre
the
Arts
Firstborn,"
its bid to a wider public.
This Christopher Fry play inaugurates a season at the Winter Garden, open to the general public.
All productions are being staged
for limited runs of four to six
weeks* arid their transfer to more

makes

permanent homes

be depen

will

dent entirely or public response.
questionable
whether the general theatre-going
public would give prolonged support to this subject.
The initial venture is bold and
It has for its basic
ambitious.
theme the powerful, dramatic bit*
lical story of Moses' liberation of
the Israelites from bondage in
Egypt.
It’s a sombre, unrelieved
story, told without the incisive wit
with
the.
normally
associated
writer’s work.
‘‘The Firstborn" was one of Fry's
earlier play writing efforts. It was
first written before the war. and
has latterly been revised.
It is
still noteworthy for its magnificent
use of language, but lacks the brilliance and humorous asides of his
later works. The play reveals some
immaturity in stage technique,
with most of the more powerful
In

this

case,

is

it

:

'

character.

ity.

Individual triumph of the play
goes to young, Andrew Ray, who
first carrie into the limelight with
his screen performance in “The
With a tremendous
Mudlark.”
role, and bearing, the additional
burden of attemptirig a Frendh accent, the moppet gives a sterling
interpretation of the young boy
who is just becoming interested
The final
in the facts of life.
scene in which he has a heart to
heart talk 'with his father (superbly
played by Peter Finch)* is one of
the highspots of the production.
The women in the story are Very
miich subsidiary characters, with
the possible exception of Genevieve Page, who contributes a
charming study as the maid who
captivates .Uncle Desriionde. Rachel
Kempson finds some difficulty with
her Scottish accent as the mother,
while Ann Wilton is suitably
domineering as Louis’ wife, Patricia
Fryer plays the other juvenile role
with commendable authority. Lesser parts by Geoffrey Bayldon,
Michael Redingtort and Aubrey
Dexter are also in the exaggerated
key.

author plays the elder
brother and conveys all the twisted
self-pity associated with bodily afHector Ross, as the' gay
fliction.
drunkard, riioCks his irrespbrisible
way with convincing pathos, endeavoring to keep his tragic secret.
Dinah Sheridan, as the rejected

Decor by Vivienne Kernot, which
mainly concentrates on one setting, is quite adequate, while cosr
tumes are in genuine style 6f the

dramatic effects being conjured up

by noises

The

Moses returning

Pharaoh,

not

an

as

London, Feb.
to.

Egyptian

Hebrews,

provides Alec Clunes
with a powerful starring role. His
interpretation of the great biblical character may be opeii to question, but he plays the part with
moving sincerity.
Dorothy Reynolds as his sister, Miriam, invests
the role with an overdose of bitterness, thus losing much of the sympathy that should be accorded her.
Mark Dignam is inadequately
served by the author as Pharaoh.
His acting reaches a high standard, but his lines make him no
match for the inspired Moses.
Tony Britton .is in a happier position as his son, Ramases, who
makes a moving attempt to stand
'

•

........ . .Terence Alexander
i.v. ......... ... Gina Rohait
.yPhillp Howard

John

;

Wooley

Sir Francis

.. r. ... .Brenda Hogan
Anne More.
Thomas Egei-ton, ...... Nigel Clarke
Elisabeth Stanley .......... Gillian Maude
.

...

,

Sir

.

“John Donne" should be a vehicle
moving poetic drama. But
by J. A. Jerome, courageous though, it may be, turns
out to be little more than a conventional romantic drama in which
some of the poet’s own lyrics are
included as an added attraction.
Production has little commercial
for a

this effort

.

to his father’s tyranny'.

of

r

31, '52; $1 top.

Woman

prospect, but may/ appeal to intiHe is; mate strawhats in America.
victim
Laid at the beginning of the
when all Egyptian ‘‘firstborn" die
this describes the
during the plague. Ruth Trouncer 17th century,
of the poet who works as
romance
adequately .fills her part as Phaprivate secretary to Queen Elizararih’s
daughter,
but
Barbara
Seal and
Everest is not too sure of herself beth’s Lord Keeper Of the
Anne More, the latter’s niece. As
as his sister.
Cyril Luckham as
Moses brother Aaron, and Robert the girl’s father would not agree
Rietty as Moses’ son, fill other im- to marriage, they wed secretly. The
young poet suffers imprisomneht
portant roles with polish.
John Fernald has directed with before the legality of the iriarriage
imagination. His sound and light- vow is upheld.
There iare many moving inciing effects, which are vital to
the production, are expertly con- dents in the play, and the quota
trolled.
Settings and costumes by tions from Donne’s works are deMichael Warre are distinguished livered with commendable facility;
Production is on modest scale, and
and appropriate to the period.
decor is necessarily restricted. The
My ro.
small cast docs particularly well,
with a very tender portrayal by
Tlir
Brenda Hogan, as the girl. Terence
London, Jan. 31.
Laurence Olivier & Gilbert .Miller pro- Alexander does hot fit the title role
duction of comedy in three acts bv Sam- too comfortably, but there is a seauel Taylor. Directed by George Devine; soned performance by Nigel Clarke.

up

}

1.

Watergate Players, production of drama
in two acts by J. A-^Jerome. Directed by
John McCormick. Decor, Jefferson Strong.
At Watergate, Thiatre Club; London, Jan.
.

soldier, but as the liberator of the

.

Donne

Joint

offstage.

story of;

Myro.

period.

course,

the

principal

’

Happy Time

.

settings, Vivienne Kcrnot: costumes. Motley: musical direction. Herbert Mehges.
At St. James's Theatre, London, Jan. 30.
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Uncle Desmoit
Uncle I.ouls
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Andrew
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Peter Finch
.Rachel -Kcmpson
Ronald Squire

Mam an

Gandpere

Mienonette
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.
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.
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Ann Wilton

.Genevieve. Page
Patricia Fryer

Geoffrey Bayldon
Michael Rcdlngton
Aubrey Dexter

London, Jan. 31.
OTJonovan Theatres. Ltd,,
of drama in three acts by
Directed by Peter Copley.
Embassy Theatre* London, Jah. 30,

Desmond
production

ICen Marshall.

At

.

’52:

$1.50 top.

Mrs.

Ilankin

.Betty

who

Balfour

.’.
Hector Ross
Johnnie Hankiu
.Patsy Ann Hedges
Eddie Ilankin
Ken Marshall
Clifford Hankin. .......
;
inah Sheridan
Julie Manners
... ....
Barbara Lott
Brenda MacFadyeaii.
artlett Mullins
Mr. Griffiths
. ; ..;
.
...
Harry Fine
Charlie Fi'eeihan.
,

.
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.

.

.
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.

.
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of “The Happy Tii
simplicity, and. its success in London will depend, mainly
on the reaction of theatregoers

The charm

is !in

Ora in

Tlie Oolfleii

...... ....

.

Papa

Mr..

Myro.

$2 top.
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.

its

normally

more

expect

sophisticated diet from Broadway.

Although it may prove to be. a
modest hit, there is genuine doubt
as to its ability to repeat

its

U.

.S'."

a promising, but not
satisfying first play of a
mother with two problem sons, depicting the effects qf tlieir personal
tragedies on the lives .of others.
Despite a basically sincere and
plausible situation, the piece ait
times- lacks conviction, It is unlikely that a downtown or overseas
gamble will be forthcoming.
Chief interest centers on the return to the stage of Betty Balfour
after 30 years. Originally a revue
actress, she has been a top line

This
Wholly

iS

triumph.
The pleasant and artless story of
the Bonnard family in Canada is
reenacted with the requisite naive
sincerity.
There is no attempt at
subtle humor, but in a frank, good
natiired way, the yarn rates ample
chuckles by its restrained treat- screen comedienne for mariy years..
ment and the general underplay- She is not too well sen'ed by the
author in the role of the. mother
ing of the situations.
George Devine has directed the here, the character lacking the
piece to bring opt much of the requisite poignant emotion.
The two 30ns are shown neglectwarmth of the characters, drawing
them with a slight suggestion of ing to supervise their late father’s
.

.

;

The

:

4

sweetheart, gives a sensitive, moving performance, while Barbara
Lott is quietly effective, as the

widow anxious
for.

to find recompense
her loss in caring for another

Flurry of confusion- occurred in Boston recently When a local daily
a syndicated interview with Florence Eldridge, who was scheduled to open there a couple Of days later as co-star with her husband,
Fredric March, in the touring “Autumn Garden.”. The piece, datelined
Buffalo, reported that the actress was retiring froiri the stage as of th
close of that Split-week stand, so as to: devote more time to their t\v
children.
As a result, there were numerous phone calls frprn ticket
holders and prospective playgoers to the boxoffice. of the Colonial,
Boston, where the Kermit Bloomgarderi production was due to opert
two days later. Actually; tlm actress had told the Buffalo reporter, that
she Bright; retire when the “Garden” tour ends Feb; 23 in, Washington.
She played the Boston erigagement, and is completing the touv,
scheduled.
cairried

,

unhappy person. Patsy Anri Hedg-

Example of the thinking that characterizes many theatregoers was
offered in a Ietter-to-the-editor in the drarna section of last Sunday’s
(10) N. Y. Times.
Complaining about increased ticket prices* particularly for matinees* the writer concluded,,, “The ‘Clebpatra’ duo and
‘Venus Observed’ with $4.80 matinee tops, are sounding the' death knell
Theatre patrons must vehemently
to the reasonably priced matinee;
protest against this final infringement of their rights ’’ (italics ours).
Writer apparently isn’t aware of the fact that theatre ticket prices
have risen only a fraction as much as the general price structure, over
Tlic frying Iteviicv
the last 20-odd years, despite skyrocketing; legit production and operLondon, Feb. 5.
ating costs.. Incidentally, the Times itself has boosted its amusement
Irving Productions presentation of re- rate in the last
.10 years from $1.10 to $1.80 a line daily, and froiri $1.40
vue in two acts (21 scenes) by Peter Myers
and Alec Grahame. Directed by Michael to. $2.20 a line Sundays.
John
Music,
Anderson, John Regan.
.

an. attractive yriiingster, brings
a refreshing air of carefree youth,
as an adoring kid sister.. Bartlett
Mullins registers a neat little cav
meo as a conscientious Welsh
workman. Harry Fine is a boisterous, hard-drinking sailor, Clem.

,

es,'

:

-

Pritchett,

Norman

sketches and
dances, Betta

Ronald

Cass;

1

Dannatt, Ronald Cass;

Myers, Grahame;
lyrics,
St. John ; ; musical director
sets, Richard Cake; cos-

tumes, Hilary Virgo.
With Betta St. John. Michael Medwln.
Eunice: Gayson, Betty Marsden, Larry
Ilagman, Pamela Manson, Ronnie StevAt
ens, Dick Vosburgh,. Beryl Roques.
Irving Theatre Club. London, Feb.’l, ’52;
$1 top.
-

That this late-night revue, which
caters mainly to theatregoers on
their way home, from the theatre,
should /have a local Shaftesbury
Ave. appeal, is to be expected. It
needs, however, to be more biting

Ned Armstrong, advance agent for the touring “Rose Tattoo," is us-,
ing a novel method of bally the show. On top of the car in which he
is making the coast-to-coast trip, he has installed a painted sign calling
attention to the play and advising natives to watch their local newspapers for its coming arrival. In certain areas, however, he has run
afoul of local ordinances restricting advertising, and in a few instances
has been overtaken by cycle cops and threatened with arrest. As a
result, Armstrong had the show’s property mistress make a hood for the
sign, so he can now cover it if necessary and- avoid trouble.
.

.

•u
Collector’s Item,” the Lillian Day- Alfred Golden comedy which was
three-performarice flop last week at the Booth, N. Y., was tried
out last season on a tour of the British provinces. It was also telecast
in i half-hour version last year in New York.
Walter. Slezak arid Gerin its satire, and more venomous aldine Brooks played the leads in the latter version.
in its wit, to succeed in capturing
Chicago daily announcement ads for mail orders for “Guys and
the limited trade that can be atDolls,” which opens Feb. 28 there, have a “iO-week only” tag on them.
tracted to club theatres.:
There’s
been no definite plans for stops after Chicago, but it’s thought
Production is of particular interest because of. the promirient part perhaps that “10 weeks” would hike the advance sale.
played by Betta St. John, doubling
from her “South Pacific” engagement at the Drury Lane. Her charm
remains predominant. Easily one Lunts Set London Bo
of the better moments of the show
is the “Regency Belle” number; in
For Coward ‘Quadrille’
IN
PLAINS
which she is. principal dancer* In
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
The Sliuberts will present a seasome of the other sprite, her personality triumphs over an inade- currently taking a year’s' sabbatical son of operetta and musical comquate singing voice.. She was also from legit, will star in London edy stock this summer at tli
responsible for creating the dances,
next
season.
-new Noel County Center, White Plains, N. Y.
but the miniature stage offers litplay, “Quadrille.” They Although contracts aren’t actually
tle scope for spectacular routines. Coward
will.
go.
to
England in May signed, the deal is reportedly set.
Sketches and lyrics by Peter
start rehearsals, opening a proMyers and Alec Grahame have to
tryout tour in July arid Terms are understood to be libtheir measure of wit and topicality, vincial
arriving
in the West End in Sep- eral for the Shuberts, ^irice the
but overall standard tends to be
Westchester
County Recreation
erratic. Soirie are bright arid snap- tember. The plan 'is to bring the
Commission, which operates the
riy, while others are sketchy and show to New York after the Lon4,200-seat
house,
is anxious to get
unnecessarily prolonged. Michael don run.
some income froiri the spot for the
Medwin is a cast standout, with
H. M. Tennent and John C. Wilsummer
for an ice
period.
Except
Betty Marsden and Eunice Gayson son will present “QuadrilleV in
one
also making a good impression.
London, and Wilson will partner show that rehearsed there dark
year,
been
has
the
Center
Myro.
with the Theatre Guild in the U._S.
every
summer
last dozen or
for
the
production. The author will stage
so years.
the piece, which is described as
The Commission has recently
/
a romantic comedy set in England
taken over operation of the Center
and southern France in 1875.
for
winter concerts and has set up
Continued from page 3
Coward, who arrived in New
seaYork last week from London, has a series of bookings for nextdirect
a rather broad knowledge of disson.
Thus, it is going into
tribution during his tenure as gone to .his place in Jamaica, competition with Julian Olney, yet
SIMPP prexy and it is likely that B.W.I., where the Lunts will visit indie, concert manager who lias
him before proceeding to Europe
his u nderstandirig of industry proboperated in the area for 20 years,
lems would give him a broad arid for an extended vacation trip, and formerly rented the spot but is
Coward’s “Relative Values,” a curfair view of the majors’ as well
house.
rent London hit starring Gladys now using a local film
as the indies’ troubles.
Cooper, is tentatively scheduled for
Appointment of Arnall as a tip- New York presentation next seaoff on Mr. Truman’s plans was subson, Under the management of Wilject of a gag in industry circles
son and the Guild/
week;
the
.

a

'*

.
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Arnall-Truman

this

It

was

to

effect

the President had -assured
himself of the votes of the majors
by the recent Administration post
held by Eric Johnston, prez of the
Motion Picture- Assn, of Ainerica.
Naming of Arnall was to get the

Week

In

that

’52 Festival

Plans at Tanglewood
Lenox, Mass., Feb;

12.

Confi rmatibn Seen Certain

Washington, Feb. 12,
Ellis Arnall is not expected to
have much trouble winning Senate
;

as

Price

Stabilizer.

Appointment was approved today
(Tues: ) by. the Senate Banking and
Currency Committee.; It will report
to the full Senate Thursday and
okay is expected by Monday,
Arnall was nominated for the
post by Presiderit Truman last
week, after the Georgian had several times refused

to

tackle

the

Festival will corisist. of six corn
certs in the smaller auditorium,
the/ Theatre-Concert Hall, July 5-B,
12-13 and 19-20, with Munch conducting,
and three weeks of
concerts in the Music Shed July
,

24, 26, 27;

July 31, Aug.

Aug.

10.

.

9,

3;

Munch

and

will Conduct two Shed
concerts in each week, while Pierre
Monteux, rilaking his first appearance- at Tanglewood* will conduct
one concert each in sieries
and
B; o /I Leonard Bernstein will
conduct one concert in the final

He announced at his Atlanta
law office that he had “no riiagic
week.
formula” for the chore.

job.

7,

2,

A

12.

Olivia de Havilland’s “Candidft”
pulled in $7,800 for rour perform-,

ances

last

The Boston Symphony .Orchestra Hartriian

appear at the Berkshire
Festival at Tanglewood, Lenox*
next summer, under directorship
of Charles Munch.

of 1-Ni

Columbus, Feb.

.After

drew

week

here.:

will again

indie ballots.

confirmation

Munch Preps

leaving

ari

(11-13)

Top was

at

$3.75.

tli

,

here, “Candida”
$2,800 on a

additionail

one-riightCr Thursday (7) at the
Virginia, in Wheeling, and $3,000
for another Friday riight (8) at the
Colonial, Akron. " Show grossed ai-.
most $7,400 for. matinee arid ever
iiing Saturday (9) at the Palace;

Youngstown, bringing the total
take to $21,000 for the eight performances.

Met tenor Ferrucio Tagliavi
finished his ,U, S. season of 40 opera concert-air dates. with ah appearance on the Firestone TV show
Monday night (ID* and flew yes*
terday (Tues.) to Italy for an opera
date: at San Carlo Theatre, Naples,
.

tomorrow

(Thurs.)

.

:WESTHAMPTON,
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"Not ovon tho acting sparks sot off by Miss Tandy and Mr. Cronyn can
mako this two character trick seem anything more thanjn parlor charade.
The Cronyns, being Wise show people, will probably discover it is not lor
them and will leave it In the sticks after their eight week tour.M
4

.W*.

A

,

,

,

.

....

-

OCTOBER ill
w**"

®ILMINGTON,
...

.

doubtful box-office bet . . . while Tandy and
couple they can’t hurdle the obstacle inherent in

•v.v.v.w.

"

NEW YORK

BOSTON ocr.

ocr. 2s

performance. His rapture, his anxiety, his petulance
And his wonder over the
a woman is uproarious.”
-BROOKS ATKINSON, N. Y, Ti

are all vastly entertaining ...
diabolical complexity of

WASHINGTON,
tility.

NOVEMBER

2ft

in 6i weeks#
in recent legit history.”

‘“THE FOURPQSTER* is a two character play in which
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn complete the cast.
Frankly, no-one else is needed. Mr. Cronyn gives a capi-

“The

persuasive

Tourposter’ paying

quickest

tal

york.
. .

make b

concoction*”

NEW YORK

ocr. 25

"Miss Tandy and Mr. Cronyn are perfect,

D« C.

aug. 9

down

to the

-JOHN CHAPMAN, N.

.

BUFFALO

Y. Daily

Newt

july 24

Blanche as any could be and she brings it beauty, subtlety
and charm
Cronyn is exactly perfect as the self consumed male.”
-RICHARD L. COE, WwW ton Tost

“Miss Tandy, so sensational in the serious dramatic role
jn *A Streetcar Named Desire,’ here proves her equal

NEW YORK OCT. 25

Utterly beguiling pair.”

. .

.

facility

“Mr. and Mrs. Hume Cronyn
may well have last night
set a course for the rest of their acting careers . . One
. ....

.

suspects they can appear in this touching little sweetheart of a play as long and as often as they like.”

-WILLIAM HAWKINS, New

York World-Telegram

'<?'

with comedy

CALIF., from N. Y.oct,

. . .

She and Mr, Cronyn make an
-MARY NASH .Buffalo Evening News

make a two character play
absorbing.
The Playwrights’ Company has been fortunate indeed in having Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn

“It takes virtuoso acting to
.

sept,

h

,

CLEVELAND, OHIO
.

.

.

aug. ie

enacts her role with graceful fluidity

and looks constantly appealing. Cronyn injects vitality
and wit into his deft impersonation of an eccentric writer.”

-GLENN

.

de Hartog’s ‘The Fourposter’.”

a

C.

PULLEN,

Cleveland Plain Dealer

BALTIMORE

aug. 9

“Miss Tandy and Mr. Cronyn make the play’s characters
come alive complete with charm and occasional fits of
idiocy with a hundred little examples of actor’s art.”
-DONALD KIRKLEY,

of the charm of the evening is contributed by the
dual -in -the -sun playing of Hume Cronyn and Jessica

When

PHILADELPHIA

“As talented a pair of actors as you will find in the American Theatre ... one has the sense of watching a full com—DAVID APPEL, Philadelphia Inquirer
plement of players.”

S«i»

“Much

Tandy...

I

“Miss Tandy

NEW YORK OCT. 25

to co-star in Jan

HOLLYWOOD,

dec. i4

have been admiring Miss Tandy since 'The Matriarch’ it doesn’t surprise me to find her a charmer at all
ages. ..Mr. Cronyn suggested an Alfred Lunt without
glamor until it dawned on me he has a hilariously vulnerable brand of his own, Between them they capture not
just the gayety, the mettle, and the fleeting poignancy of
the play, but also its essential honesty and good taste.”
-CLAUDIA CASSIDY, Chicago Tribune
“As

smallest detail of the actor’s art.”

playing . . Miss Tandy displayed rare versaThis role is as different from Tennessee Williams*

finest

CHICAGO

ie

“Stunning virtuosity by Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn
who are not Only the stars but the entire cast—and what
a cast 1 They fill the stage with' a warmth and talent of
their acting and fill the theatre with laughter.”
-ELLIOT NORTON, .Boston Port

there are chuckles in the script they

thumbs and pull out the plums... They
manage laughter without vaudeville, tears without
stick in their

WASHINGTON, De

bathos, coyness without clOyness. This skillful pair could

probably manage bricks without straw.”

-LEE ROGOW.

WASHINGTON,

D. C,

Hollywood Reporter

auc. 9

“A

dazzling team', . . (The offstage and in this instance
onstage husband and wife team are responsible for the
success of de Hartog’s two character comedy) ...The
skill of the Cronyns is the evening’s greatest delight. ..”

-ERNIE SCHIER,

Timcs-Hcrald

Ce

SEPT. 20

a very good chance the two finest performances
of the coming New York season will be those given by

“There

is

Jessica

Tandy and Iiume Gronyn.”
-RICHARD

L.

COE, Washington

Post

PHILADELPHIA
KURT FRINGS
...CLEARY- STRAUSS i IRWIN

Motion Picture Representation
Public

R elaii

..

. . .

“One of the most accomplished husband and wife teams
on the stage ... Miss Tandy displays a wonderful flare
—JACK BRADY, Evening Bull
for comedy.”

LEGITIMATE
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Strangers in

Wednesday, February 13. 1952

Nashville. Feb.

Unusual Di°al Hikes

Kaycee’s Audi Making

College Plays
This World lighting helped along mounting
tension of snake handling scenes.

Sked Switches to Permit
Full

8.

Wks. for Roadshows

“Strangers in This World” is one
Kansas City, .Feb. 12.
of two home-grown productions on
Vanderbilt U. schedule this year.
Advisory board of the Municipal
Other will be a folk opera, also Auditorium has adopted a plan
with a score by Tennessee com- which is expected to make, the
Caldwell,. Mary Ann poser Charles Bryan, based on a
Cast:- John W.
2,562-seat Music Hall available
Hodge, William Fisher, Barbara Bryant,
Donald every other week for legit and road
Rosalyn. Kennedey, Paul Michael. BUI book by teacher-historian
James, Marianna Brown, Walter Noel, and Davidson. Opera, “Singing Billy/’
attractions, for a full week, Sunday
Art Paty,
is to be staged late in April.
through Saturday. Thempen weeks
Woolsey.
have been made possible by schedThe first playwrighting effort of
uling all music events and concerts
a southern novelist and newspaperinto one week ill the Hall. The
Still
man, “Strangers in This World” is
Orchestra next year
Philharmonic
Feb;
5.
Montreal,
drama
about
Unlike
a
faith.
most
McGill U. presentation of musical com* will play its concerts on Thurssuch dramas this one makes up its
in two acts, with book by Lionel Cap*
with pop conSaturdays,
days
and
mind where it is going— and gets edy
Ian, Irving Gubltz. Gerald Gross. Arthur
there;
Welntbal; music (and conducting). Saul certs on Sunday. The concert selyrics. Sol' Tolchlnsky, Lionel
annually
offered
by Mrs. Ruth
ries
The story is. simple., A Tennes- Honlgman;
Caplan. Gerald Gross.. Sandra and Saul
see mountain girl, wavering be- Honlgman. Produced by Welntbal, di- Seufert will be scheduled on Friby Robert Robinson. Choreography. days,, and that by Waiter Fritschy
tween spirit and flesh, yields to rected
Elizabeth Leese; sets and lighting. Hugh
blandishments of a “furriner” from King: costumes, Monica Fanaberla. At tentatively
set for Tuesdays.
outside isolated mountain commu- Moyse Hall, Montreal. Jan, 31. '52; $1.50 Fritschy as yet has not committed
top.
nity, repjrits and finds salvation in
himself to follow the plan.
the devout faith of her fellow
The plan of concentrated music
“Still Happy,” the annual Red
mountaineers.
and White revue, fails to measure programs was proposed for the MuOriginal score by Charles Bryan, up to previous years.
Current sic Hall last year, but failed to win
imaginative sets by Robert M. offering has occasional bright mo- adoption. Dorman O’Leary, memCothran, Jr., and intelligent direc- ments, but the usual sparkle found ber of the auditorium board, pointtion by Joseph Wright, Of Vander- in other shows is missing. Producer ed out the auditorium costs about
bilt University faculty, give this Arthur
Weinthal’s and director $365,000 a year to operate, while its.
basic story considerable voltage in Robert
Robinson’s
attempt
to
an “experimental theatre” type of branch put into a Broadway-Styled revenues are around $250,000.
Board believes that more shows
staging;
musical, has been a bit too ambi- will play the city-owned Music
From audience point of view the' tious. A lethargic book that never Hall now,: since many previously
high spots of the production are conies to life, and a, melbdie but
two scenes in which .real snakes slow-tempoed score, do not meas- bypassed the town rather than play
a part-week or short dates. Road
make an appearance in the hands ure up.
of the actors! Scenes are handled
What action there is revolves companies; however, have a choice
discreetly and in good taste. In around a television station run by of houses here now, since Fox Midfact, the author's respect for dig- a
haughty, domineering femme, west has been operating its deluxe
nity of mountain folk pervades the and. a still operated by a group Orpheum Theatre as a, legit spot.
of mountaineers whose principal Most of the road companies now
whole play.
Girl, “Virgie,” after brief love outlet is through the owner of the are playing the Orpheum.
The new plan for thC. Music Hall
affair with a big city reporter who TV outfit.
Julia Anne Holden and Cye is running into some opposition,
is in the community to expose a
snake handling cult, and after a Rosen are reasonably convincing as with opponents over-estimating the
struggle
understand herself, the. ydung lovers, despite the situa- difficulties, according to O’Leary.
to
marries the big man of her com- tions they are forced into; Gerald The orchestra management demunity, the preacher of the church Gross and Lionel Caplan give the clared it isn’t enthusiastic about
Where snake handling rites take revue a boost with their comedy, the plan, but is making no protest,
and the choreography by Elizabeth
place.
Leese, despite some heavy-f.ooted since it is a civic-sponsored body
“Strangers” is rooted in reality, hoofing,
manages to polish a few and uses the Music Hall, rent-free.
A bizarre sect of fundamentalists of the rougher
sequences.
actually exists in rural Tennessee,
Whatever the revue lacks in
Kentucky and Virginia; claims that imagination and direction, it morfi
God. fills true believers with power than makes up in enthusiasm and ’Evil’ Falls on the
to handle snakes without being bit-, determination.
The gals are all
ten fatally. States mentioned have lookers* particularly Claire Allard
Of
Name; El Foldo
passed laws banning the snake- as the television operator, who
does
“Little Evil,” Alexander Greenhandling but it is reported still be- well with her one song, “The
Great- dale comedy starring Henry Hull,
ing done.
est Thing Alive,” which establishes
folds next Saturday night (16) in
Play reaches climax when the her character to everyone in
the
preacher is “be-evilled” by doubts house.
Bunny Lerner exhibits Boston, where it is trying out. A
as to paternity of “Virgie’s” un- style
as the dancing lead, and Julia Philadelphia booking next week
born child and, lacking the Power, Anne Holden, despite
an over- and a scheduled Broadway preem
is killed by a rattlesnake bite dursweet wholesome appearance, i& Sept. 25 are cancelled;
ing snake handling ceremony.
Producers H; Clay Blaney, Viola
adequate as the country girl who
Finale of drama breaks away falls in love
with
city slicker. Malkin and Roy P. Steckler, in. asfrom the realism of previous eight, Her best number isa
“Thinking of sociation with Leonard Altobel,
scenes into a pantomime dance on a Song,” which
she partners with hope to reopen the play after
a towering mountain set. Girl reCye. Rosen,
script revisions, with Ezra istone
jects reporter-loVer permanently
Saul Honigman’s hefty musical taking over as director.
and accepts faith of her preacher- score (he composed 11
songs for
husband,.
the show) rates
Wright and the play’s chore- change of pace kudos, but lacks Kramm’s ‘Gypsies’
For
necessary for this
ographer; Joy Zibart, succeed re- sort of revue.
The sets never inlarknbly well with tough job of terfere
with the big cast, and the Barn Tryouts on Cape
turning cast of college students costumes, designed
“The Gypsies Wore High Hats,”
on
authentic-looking
into
mountain sack motif for the most a potato Joseph
Kramm’s dramatization of
part, do
Singing of chorus is
Vanderbilt V. production of a play with
fnitsic and dancing;
Book by Bralnard
Cheney; score. Charles F. Bryan; chore*
ography. Joy Zlbart. Directed by Joseph
E. Wright. At Vanderbilt University Theatre,. Feb; 6. '52.,

Happy

;

'

‘

.

.

*

Des Moines Drama Groun
In 1O0G Theatre Drive

’Dolls’

T(

Des Moines,

ompany

The

of

“Guys

The

has been getting
theatre
advantageous
unusually
terms in many stands, apparently
outdid itself recently in Toronto.
On a gross of $47;3QQ for the first
week of a fortnight stand at the
Royal Alexandra, the show made a
profit of $12,754.
The theatre’s share for the week

and Dojis,

Des

Drama

'••.dch

Moines,

S

-

of

m

,

was $10,610, presumably based on

<*

a sliding scale but averaging out
to 22.4% of the gross. Company
expense was $23,936, including only
$736 -for newspaper and billboard
$895- for" musicians
advertising,
iplus $300 for conductor); $134 for
stagehands and $246 for transfer
In most previous
and hauling.
boobookings the production has
had. straight 25% terms. In con-

self-supporting

since

its

:

.....

;

.

Ways

Same

ing that seats only 300. The,
new

customary deals for most Roosevelt Theatre would
shows give the house 30% of the
first $20,000 gross and 25% thereafter, with the show paying a con-

Local H-63

siderably larger share of the ad-

stagehand and

Conti

from page

Uations to force an

NLRB

fine.

sible nervous titters

little to

the

many good

United Paramount’s office staffers
have so far been cold to union organization, but H-63 has indicated
At Equity, Coast Spot Out that it is keeping an eye on this
Christopher O’Brien,, who was spot^and will move in “at the appropriate time.”
reinstated recently by the Actors
Since the demise of SOPEG, th
Equity council as an assistant exIA union has picked up the cleriecutive-secretary of the uriion, is
cal help at 20th-Fox, Columbia
expected to have that status more
RKO Pictures arid Theatres, United
or less indefinitely. However, it’s
Artists exchange, Loew’s exchange
Understood he probably won’t be
and Movietone News; Russell Moss,,
reassigned to the organization’s
biz agent of the Union, says H-63
Coast offices and won’t have a conhas
gained 1,550 new members,
tract, but may be .subject to disgiving the union a total of 2,800
missal on customary notice.

Although the matter

on
Newt.

from audience

by

skillful underplaying, thanks to Musical
Tent Prepped
Wright’s direction.
Cast got the help of a herpetolFor N.Y. ? s Finger Lakes
ogist, James Hodge, for advice on
Walter and Virginia Franke
snake handling scenes.
Hodge,
graduate student at Vanderbilt, Davis, former operators of the
joined crowd scenes in hillbilly Skanea teles (N. Y.) Summer Theacostume to keep restraining hand tre, will open a musical tent there
on three big bullsnakes imported this summer. The new venture,
from Florida for run of the play; to be called the Finger Lakes Music
Composer Bryan conducts the Circus, will replace the former
chorus and small (piano, percus- theatre; which was dark last sumsion,
tympani, guitar) orchestra mer because it was
too small to
for production.
pay off in the face of rising operCothran’s three movable sets-— ating
costs.
church interior, fragment of a barn
The operetta-musical comedy
(for frank seduction scene), and
interi
of Chattanooga beer tav- project has been capitalized at
ern were used in front of a per- $50,000, with provision for 100%
manent multi-level set represent- overcall. The. Davises and their son,
ing bleak, stony mountain. Good CBS television director David Davis, are general partners. The limited partners, most of whom are
residents qf the Finger Lakes region, all have relatively small into
vestments. Among the few from
New York are actor Judson Pratt,
$500; actor Richard Tabor, $250;
business manager Leon Spachner,
No more wires and letters
$250; Davis, also a Broadway actor,
$2,500; Mrs. Davis, $2,500, and Daunless you state specifically the
vid Davis, $2,500.
Open dates you have available.

Kramm

author of “The
Shrike,” current at the Cort, N. Y.

requests

BALLET THEATRE FOUNDATION
BLEVINS DAVIS, PRESIDENT

(

cal

Dram

O

21

“Golden
OLIVER SMITH

,

So pfcer> 630

Fifth Ave.,

N. Y.

Boy”

prod.; Clifford
Garfield,
tar.

)

“Women Of Twilight,” Plymouth,
3.

“Paris ’90,” Booth,

March

4.

“Three Wishes For Jamie,” Bellinger,

March

12.

“Golden Boy,”

March

ANTA

Playhouse,

12;

'

(D)—

Odets,

*

late

ANT A,

dir:;

Paramount.

Moss and his staff
O’Brien, whose contract as asare preparing a pact to present to
sistant exec-sec was allowed to
the Par negotiating committee
lapse Dec. 31. subsequently made
next week. Uriion execs will meet
a personal appeal to the council,
with committee made up of Ardenying Charges against him. The
thur Israel, aide to prexy Barney
governing body decided to rei Balaban; Jerry Pickman, pub-ad
state him, but has assigned him to
toober, arid Sid Blumenstock, ad
the New York office.
Willard.
chief.
Swire, also an assistant exec-sec,
has been transferred from the
homeoffiee to take charge of the
Coast branch, pending appointment
of a permanent successor.
Continued from pajje 7
at

!

shooting

daily

maximum

Shuberfs

schedule so that
can be ob-

efficiency,

tained.

interests in filmmaking, including
television pix plans, Minecontinues to supervise his
“Harmonica Rascals” unit which

Metopera’s touring “Fiedermaus,” for commercial Broadway

some

runs.

vitch

'

Although it is. common practice
for theatre managements to invest has long toured without him.
in productions, the Shuberts have
As for general industry condinot previously done so on such an tions in France, Minevitch pointed
extensive scale as they are doing oput that many films are. in work.
Currently, In the past, their activi- This fact, he added, by no means
ties in this direction have generally should be construed as a healthy
been limited to guaranteeing bond indication, for producers; “start out
money or waiving theatre guaran- With incomplete financing and,
tees.
Other theatre owners who faced with rising costs, they don't
back productions do so primarily know whether they can complete
as 'direct irioney-making thvestriierit their picture or not.
or, in some eases perhaps, for the
“Fete” preem at the. 55th St. will
sake of friendship with the man-: J>e for a French charity, with
agements involved.
French food and wines planed
For example, Farrell, now believ- from Maxim’s, Paris, the lure.
ed to be the most prolific investor
in the legit field, is motivated
HISTORIC
almost entirely with the idea of
making a profit. Louis A. Lotito,
Cherry Lane theatre
38 Commerce Street
manager of the Martin Beck, N. Y.,
and president of : City Playhouses,
FOR TERM LEASE
which operates the Moroscb, Fullit Suts,
Ideal for oR*r way Group,
TV productions, rehearsal studio*/
ton, 46th Street and Coronet, N. Y.,
Iralslln, Potter A Whaalock, Inf.
is also a frequent investor, almost
545 Fifth AVO;
MU 2-4110
invariably fori money-making or
.

:

“Flight Into Egypt,” Music Box,

(

;

\

I

John

.“One Bright Day”. (D)^HoWard
Linusay - itussol
Crouse,
prods.;
Michael Gordon, dir.
•

WM. FIELDS,

if s<?t

.

March

(Operetta).

“Curtain Going Up” (R)-Murvyn Nelson, prod.-dir.
“Flight Into Egypt” (D)— Irene
M. Selzniek, prod.; Elia Kazan, dir.

DIRECTORS— LUCIA CHASE

Theatre indicated,

March 13.
“One
Bright
Day,”
Royale,
March 19.
“Long Watch,” March 20.
“Brass Ring,” March 26.
Shows in Rehearsal
“Grass Harp,” Beck, March 27.
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
“Don Juan in Hell” (return),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), Plymouth,
30.
MC Musical Comedy) MD Musi- “How to March
Fly with One Feather,”
(

,preienti.

the

“Mrs. McThing,” Beck, Feb. 20.
“Dear Barbarians,” Royale, Feb.

PLEASE
1952-53 season.

is

Future B’way Schedule

LOCAL MANAGERS-

We are sv/amped with

late fall,

office.

arid the

actor.

—

for the

card-holders.
In contracts inked
since negotiations started in the,
he estimates that the union has obtained an average wage
hike of $5.75 per week f6r its ’membership or an overall increase of
$850,000 per year.
Union also has gained a foothold
In the publicists realm, winning
the right to bargain for the flacks

ostensibly
few details are believed to- be still in the
air.
such
factor
One
may be the,
staus of I. B. Kornbluin, who reportedly resigned as Equity legal
rep .on the Coast. He is understood
to have quit in protest against
O’Brien’s management of the Coast
is

settled for the present, a

While not carrying actual
Due
Continued from page 67
credit on “Fete,” he exCod Stone-Mike Sloane musical produc- producer
plained that he “safeguarded th
tion, “Top Banana” ($10,000); the
Albert H. Rosen-Lester Meyer pro- script and pointed the film toward
the Sylvia Golden hovel, “The duction of “Never Say Never” the international market.” Pic is
Neighbors Needn’t Know,” will ($6,600), and the Chandler Cowles- a Tati Film production
Segal
production.
probably be tried out this summer Ben
“Fancy “Monsieur Ulo En Vacation,”
at the Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Meeting You Again” ($6,400).
“practically fi ished.”
Outside Pitches
Mass., and the Falmouth PlayAlso indicating the Shuberts’
Minevitch, who plans to return
house, at nearby Coonamessett.
Both strawhats are operated .by unusually active interest this sea- to France within three weeks, exsori
in
getting
pects
tenants
to put “Continuous Performfor their
Richard Aldrich, who with his producer-partner Richard Myers, has theatres were their reported pitches ance” before the cameras and later
Will
to
take
over
shoot
“Roll the Drums Slowly”
such shows as the City
the play under option for next season on Broadway. Kramm is revis- Center revivals of “Anna Christie” in England and Cerinany. “Perand
formance”
“Come of Age,” the ANTA
was authored by John
ing the script, the leading part in
which calls for a star character revival of “Desire Under the Elms” Paxton. But despite his new found

figures

stage.

7

election

Indef Status for O’Brien

.

types,

seat 55o,

hauling expense;

.

Crowd scenes during snake-handling rites sidestep hazard, of pos-

‘

start

1919 as one of the, pioneer
com:
munity theatres in the country,
it
has outgrown the old church build-

trast,

vertising, musician,

tK

Roosevelt Theatre next season
T
theatre was purchased by the
ass
ciatmn
December, 1950, for S8o000 and the $ 100,000 is needed
pay off $45,000 owned on the to
pur
chase price and for nbcessary
r
modeling of the film house
This is the first time in its
33
years that the community
theatre
group has asked for public support
The. Kendall Playhouse has been

,

.

Feb. 12

Community

Assn., sponsors of
Kendaii
Playhouse, teed off a $100,000
raising drive recently, to make
possible the occupancy

!

March.

“Danger Signal,” late March.
sentimental reasons and rarely, if
“Salt of the Earth,” April 3.
“Dedee and the Brave,” early ever, to get bookings, for his houses.
Same is true of such theatre owners
“Of Thee I 'Sing,” week of April as Howard S. Cullman (Alvin,
N. y.), Harry Gould (Lyceum), Ben
13
Harden (Playhouse), Gilbert Miller.
“Candida,” April 14.
“Circus of Dr. Lao,” ANTA Play- (Miller), Leblang’s ticket agency
house. Abril 16.
(48th Street) and Irving Berlin
” week of April 2L
‘Five >
(Music Box, in partnership with
“Josephine,” April 29.
the Shuberts);,

EXPERT
SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Experienced

In

Manuscript*

(Legitimate, Radio/ TV, and
...;
Motion Pictures)
if Personalized Service
'

PLazo 7-6454

UTERATI

Wednesday, Fthrmry 13, 1952

month

same mag published

“Christmas Was Coming."
Beth Brown has authored “Adoptions Anonymous,” on the baby
H
adoption racket, as five-parter for
United Features syndication; She
Frank Scully
aiso has a book, “What Every Dog !
>
»444 44
Should Know,” about to be pubHollywood, Feb. 12.
lished by Winston,
Wanting
to see how the other half lives, I .recently devoted a; week
Wallis E. Howe, Jr., one of the
to being a Hollywood correspondent, j.g,
I did all the things these
organizers of Pocket Books, Inc.,
joining The New American Library correspondents do every day.
At every dinner, luncheon or card party I attended somebody gave
of World Literature, Inc., as direcNALWL publishes somebody else a gift as a tokeii. of esteem. Now, my self-imposed astor of sales,
signment over, I, too, am going in for giveaways, I give the. regular
Signet Books and Mentor Books;
The Bennett Cerfs meeting the correspondents the gift of gifts, I give them Hollywood, I .give:
Gardner (Mike) Cowles in Beverly them .its crumbling hills,: its flash floods, its feuding, its smog, fog
Hills Fep. 25 for the Look Awards and grog, its bent fenders,, its miles and miles of chicken/ mashed
dinner. Random House, of which potatoes, peas, ice cream and coffee. Thy goirig back to Ulcer County
Cerf is prez, just published Fleur and evaporated milk.
(Mrs.) Cowles’ book on Eva Peron.
There are supposed to be from 400 to 600 who cover the Hollywood
While Cerf is vacationing in La- beat. Perhaps 10% of them make a nice living out of it. Of foreign
Quirita, Cal,, Laura Z. Hobson is correspondents, I doubt if more than one lives wholly ori his foreign
dpirig his Trade winds column foi* valuta.
The rest eke out a living sotriehow. They augment their
Saturday Review.
strings, with- everything from bit-parts to baby-sitting;
Though Hollywood, has had to tighten its belt iri the last few years,
there Seems to be just as many banquets as in the days when every
garden party was a feast of reason arid a flow of flit. They serve the
on

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY’S

Book

Crocker's Hearst

Harry Crocker, who helps operate
Mike Romanoff’s new Beverly Hills
oreatery, since exiting the Hearst
ganization following the death of
of the
R.. has written a closeup
which yJacques
publisher
late
Chambrun is agenting. Crocker
^Hearst
-was formerly secretary to
"
and later a Hollywood columnist
but with the post-mortem shakeup
generally throughout the organizathe new
tion, he wound up With

W

,

1949, the occasion of the lQOth
anniversary of the poet’s birth;
When she later saw it at Poe
house, Mrs. Elkins was said to have
7,

here.

'This

belongs

really,

give it to you."
R. Sturgis Ingersoll, executor of
Mrs. Elkins’ estate, told the court
that Mrs. Elkins thought the Poe
House "a fine place” but didn’t
believe it was fireproof; She was
Romanoff’s which, incidentally is deciding between the Philadelphia
Museum of Art and the Library.
called
corporation
operated by a
He was surprised, upqn finding
Crocker, Ltd.
the manuscript, to learn that Mrs.
a
plans for Romanoff to open
site of the Elkins had .disposed of it by the
the
on
branch
Y.
N.
written notatipn.
old Duveen Bros, art gallery on
Judge Hunter will review the
5th Ave. and 56th St., would leave
testimony, arid if he decides there
opCoast
the
of
charge
in
Crocker
eration and the royal cheesecake is a substantial issue of fact, will,
between hand the case over to a jury.
commuting
dispenser
N- Y, and L; A:
I’ll

adult is it necessary to get? Can it
be that Mr. Wyler wants the code
loosened to the point, of allowing
pictures the same excesses as apIf
pear on the Broadway stage?
so, he courts the danger of reducing the massive audiences of hundreds pf millions to which the
screen caters throughout the World,down to the narrow margins enjoyed by most of the product op
the legitimate stage."

Picture issue idea was pitched to
The Goodkinds’ Tragedy
Holiday by photog Robert Capa,
^ Bobby Goodkind, 5, is now; livwho’s organizing the project and
ing
his uncle, Howard Goodwith
locally-placed
with
up
setting it
kind, executive editor of Prenticephotogs through his Magnum pix
Hall, following the Feb. 1 tragedy
agency.
in Rocky Mount, N. C;, when
a runaway trailer truck killed four
Ballantine’s Surprise.! Exit
members of the family.
Announcement by board of .diGilbert Goodkind; 37, exec secrectors of Bantam Books, Inc., that retary of the American Booksellers
Ian Ba]lantjne has withdrawn as Assn., was driving his parents,
president has raised eyebrows in his wife arid his son on to a
Ballantine, as 15% Florida vacation. All were killed,
trade.
tli
stockholder, has the largest single outright save the 7-year-old boy
stake in BB. Remainirig- 85% is who survived with a broken arm.
owned by Grosset & Dunlap and
Curtis Publishing. G&D, in turn,
Princess’ Big Assist
.

Little,

Scribner’s:

and

Book-OLThe-Month Club.
Executive direction of BB has
been assigned to John O’Connor,
chairman of the board.
.

Have Book, Will Travel
Laurie? Jr., co-author of
'Show Biz” (From Vaude to
Video), in emulating a show biz
axiom by barnstorming on radio
and TV as guester, has helped put
the Holt book up to No. 5 as a
national bestseller but also put
himself in bed for two weeks.
-Laurie's last hegira to L. A. and
Frisco, on a ballyhoo campaign
attendant to “have book, will
travel,” resulted in (1), an aching
back, (2), lost glasses (the comedian-author was. flying blind from
S.F. to N.Y. as a result), and (3), a

Joe

.

.

.

“I Live Again,”

tome

by.

Hiakri more.”
He said that if
there were a revision of the
code, even better pix than those
mentioned by Vizzard could be
made. If there is a movement on
the part of producer to bring
about a. change in the' present code,
Wyler said he would, gladly take
.

part.

,

Sarnoff-Folsom

Poe manuscript of “Annabel
Lee.” Claimants for the document
are the Free Library of Philadelphia and the Edgar Allan Poe
House, also iri Philly. The manuscript was part of the estate of
Mrs. Lisa Norris Elkins, who was
killed in an automobile accident
.

being

1

lifted; ditto on TV
on big-screen theatre

CHATTER
Frarik Scully helping vet burlesque producer Barney Gerard
with his memoirs.
Mabel Thomas celebrating her
30th anniversary as Variety correspondent in Honolulu,
Comm. Davis Lott has a short
stbry, “The Skipper Played It Safe”
iri Argosy’s February issue.

Groucho Marx’s comedy

letters

cued a
assign-

a

loved
last

one,

.

.

off

week;

Cobiria Wright, now on a goodwill mission to Uruguayan Film
Festival, will have her autobiog,
in August, 1950.
The manuscript,
|n a frame on ,the wall of her Rit- “I Never Grew Up," published by
tenhouse Sq. home, bore the writ- Prentice-Hall next Monday (18).
ten notation: “Property of the Free.
New York chapter of the NationLibrary of Philadelphia at my al Women's Press Club of Washington produced program for the
death.”
Valentine
dinner,
Col. Richard Gimbel; president organization’s
of the board; of Poe House, object- Monday (11) in D.C.’s Statler Hotel,
disposal, on the ground
Bill Ornstein, Metro trade conthat Mrs. Elkins had promised the tact, has story in current Amerimanuscript to the Poe House. Gim- can Jewish Times Outlook called
nei told Judge Hunter iri Orphans “Lena
and the Magician/’ L a st
.

.

.

—

Carmel Myers’ tome, “Don’t
Think About It," dealing With
emotional problems arising; from
of

,

.

will

death

.saluted

:

U.S.A.:

Doubleday presses

me up on the dais next, jo a
number from the Australian’ -press, I was invited to Speak and
these paratroopers of journalism who must sneak by studi
gates to get their news and then drop it behind Iron curtairis where
it is. equally unwelcome.
Except for Sol Lesser and a few other hep
producers, Hollywood has riot appreciated these people and what they
have, done to keep glamor among out highly profitable exports.Of course, 1 caught previews. Of most of them, if they had been
Broadway shows Variety would have, added the simple interment:
“Printed for the record.”
In between the luncheons, dinner, previews and shoptalk I caught
some radio and TV shows. I even appeared ori some, for I was pitching as well as catching, selling as. well as. buying, as who isn’t? One
mediums are now deemed inevi- of these shows was Art Linkletter’s “House Party,” llis PillSbury stint
table. The TV industry concurs that
over CBS.
it is, inevitable that Hollywood film
Though the show was. over before 1 p.rri., nobody invited us to
lunch.
The parking, fee was 80c, and cheap, too, as no fender was
smashed by an. attendant trying to back through a yard of cars at
miles
an hour.
70
Disks Vs. Vidpix
The Vidcologist’s Dream
Taking a cue from certain,
The next self-imposed assignment was out of this world. It Was at
strictly new faces and stars
Romanoff’s new eatery—a cocktail party and buffet dinner to usher
which the new TV mediuni has
in CBS’s Television City—a videblogist’s dream of a world without
showmen
pix-video
created,
as flexible arid as capable of exstrife, parking problems or ulcers
liken radio’s usage of marapansion as Buddy Baer's muscles. The architects showed us a series of
thon phonograph records to
lantern slides in water color which will transform Gilmore Island
TV’s potential use of vidpix;
from a football stadium and baseball park into a $35,000,000 factory
canned programExtensive
The
for the manufacture of coast-to-coast television entertainment.
ming in bothi instances is necarchitects’ fee, which is also flexible, isometric (and magneticallyessary.
propelled, I should suspect) will run to $1,000,000.
Records continuously make
The architects shilled quite plausibly for their product. Charlie
new .stars, many goirig on to
Luckman handled the outside pitch, and when the. production got innewer and greater heights (and
side, that is, down to the cables, girders, winches and wenches, Signor
these run the gamut from Bing
Pereira took over.
Crosby to Doris Day), and
They left you with the feeling that only architects have made any
similarly even now TV has
.our lifetime.
This is literally true.
Every other trade
progress
projected such new stars as Sid
and profession has practically stood still. Hence, ,we have fallen on
Caesar and Imogerie Coca,
the error of trying to build our way out, not think our way out of
Faye Emerson and Dagmar.
ment Messrs. Luckman and Pereira turn
current problems. But the
And While some may be more
Over the first flank of Television City to J, L. Van Volkenburg, et al.
lasting' arid others more fleetplace
wil become human.
the
of. CBS, next October,
ing, thus, too it is figured will
It was a suave public relations job and the place was overboard
vidpix, in due time, project
with correspondents.
new names.
The next day I lunched at Par. It was a quickie between takes of
“Military Policeman, ’’. starring Bob Hope, with Jack Dempsey, Marilyn
Maxwell and Mickey Rooney as added starters; The place was
studios must produce two lines of jammed with sportswriters, as well as Hollywood correspori dents.
goods: one for the theatres, and Hope was. in good form. Only the week before I had caught him at
one designed more economically FPA dinner; But at Par he was at his best. He said that Dempsey
“In fact, if it hadn’t, been for
for television. They liken it to any felt he owed a lot to sportswriters.
good business, a department store them, today we’d be celebrating Firpo Day,” he cracked.
for instance, where there’s the pop
priced line and the luxury models. from the east, whether live or film, Continuing powwows b e t w e e n
over- NBC's west coast boss John West
Certain NBCites incline to keep- is a definite plus not to be
arid
Joe McConnell, the NBC
ing TV, both live and the film comr looked.
prexy, have been .studying all
already
CBS
while
less,
the
None
ponents, in New York, despite the
Television facets arid potentials;
inclination of (1), certain stars to has its Gilmore “island”
The film thing assumes increaspreem,
close by their swimming City primed for an Oct. 1
stick
bought ing importance in that (the big liv.e:
pools; and (2), the fact that films NBC has added 20 acres,
seem capable of surviving
shows
the
to
Burbank,
pf
City
and Hollywood traditionally have from the
only via tanderii sponsorships.
been geographically synonymous. 30 acres purchased from Warner
that, or shows 'must be
Either
the
adjacent
to
is
Still, they feel, that because Of the Bros. The ground
weeks or
plant. NBC thus has the site scheduled on alternate
new .sight-sound medium,'; trie
once-a-mohth.
even
available.
verve and. efficiency of originating of a TV City of its own
Louis Gilbert of the Canadian' press set

luscious

.

merit;

the

.

tahs,

and more into vidpix producAnd with that Will come the
conclusion whether eastern TV
film production should not obtain,
rather than shift to Hollywood as
was the case with, radio.
Z Lines of Pix Merchandise’
NBCites .generally were impressed with the current Hollywood
attitude, as detailed. in last week’s
Variety survey, that the iheeting
and the mating of the pix arid TV
ket,

tion.

top editor since .1930, will still Glasgow.
Elizabeth Mandelkern, onetime
write for the mag from N. Y., with
new title of chairman of the edi N. Y. Sun columnist, doing a new
torial board.
Reviewers, arid co television and radio column, “Stop,
lumnists won’t be replaced; with Look and Listen,” for the N. Y.
occasional articles on the arts used Sunday Enquirer.
instead.
“News of the Nation,’’ PrenticeHall history of the U, S. in newsPoe ‘Annabel’ Ms. Tiff
paper form, edited by Sylvan. Hoff.A jury trial looms over, the final man arid C. Hartley Grattan, hit
disposal of the original Edgar Al- the bookstalls Monday (11).
lan

freeze

.

Along with that will Come a
clarification of the general econo-

to the princess’ mind many incidents and contrasts between life
here and abroad that otherwise
might have been passed over.

Alice Evans Field’s “Hollywood,
From Script to Screen”
be published Feb. 18 by Vantage Press.
Seymour Peck, film critic and
New Republic, as of March 1, as editor of the N.Y. Compass, moves
result of the latest switch in the to the Sunday staff of the N.Y.
opinion weekly’s N. Y. to D. C. Times next Monday (18).
moveover.
A year ago, editorEdward Radin’s “H e a d 1 i n e
owner Michael Straight started Crimes of the Year,” detailing 11
moving mag’s offices to Washing- top crime stories of 1950, due from
ton. Now, whole editorial side has Little, Brown tomorrow (Thurs.).
been moved down, causing various
Gordon Irving, Glasgow scribe
resignations and switches.
and Variety’s Scottish mugg,
Helen Fuller, with the Washingscripting radio program on 50 years
ton bureau since 1940, will now be
managing editor. Bruce Bliven, of show biz at Gaiety Theatre,

.

'

.

Conti tied from, page

Dorothy Kuenzli. Hinckley. Latter’s my; the concern about TV pricing
questions and suggestions brought
itself out of the. big live, show riiar-

Simon

New Republic Shakeup
Harold Clurman, drama critic;
Cecil Smith, music ed; Saul Carson, radio-TV columnist, and Robert Hatch, film reviewer and backof-book ed, have resigried from the

’

TV

Ilearia which Rinehart publishes
Feb. 28, was penned with a big.
assist from an American writer,

in a recent Collier's has
.& Schuster book

virus.

.

can

color,, ditto
in color.

Princess

.

Wyler agreed that some progress
had been made, but “I think we

'

Harper,;

.

;

.

.

to a single subject);

owned by Random Hbuse,

same cocktails, the sariie dinners, the same desserts, the same speeches,
go. you see the same smiling people. I get rin impression as of a convention of dentists, each trying to show their plates;
Oddly the best of the dinners I sat through was. put on by the
Foreign Press Assn., which took over the Del Mar Club in Santa
Monica arid awarded Henriettas to Alan ‘Ladd, Esther Williams,
George Stevens, Bob Hope, ’Jean Hershoity Cecil BY DeMille and
host of starletas. Newsreels, still photogs, stars and members of a
more domestic solvent press were all over the joint. And it was. all
presumably on the cuff of the members of FPA.
Well, how?
Normally, these people get precious little cooperation
from the studio flacks. But seemingly this time they broke- through
one rriore iron curt a i
Certain studios, sure to be among the prizewinners, took blocks, of tickets at $10 a head; The club took up the
tabs, of the press, arid the C. of C. added the drinks to its expense
account.
Press Relations Still No. 1 Problem
Its, press relations is still Hollywood’s No. 1 problem.
You* hearbeefing on every turn. Actually it’s a big league town, judging froi
the coverage it gets, but until it’s covered as Pearson, Dixon, Oth irian
and the like cover Washington, it will be rated a hick town among
those assigned to gather news.
-All I got out of this 20-iriile trek to Santa Monica was a badly
banged fender on a new car. The repair bill couldn’t be passed on
to anyone else because (a) parking attendants take your claim check
before delivering your car, thereby leaving you bereft of proof that
you ever parked there in the first place^arid.lb) .insurance companies
are not responsible for any damages under $50. So far as I was concerned the FPA dinner cost me a non-deductible $45. But it was
worth it, because whatever studio flacks may think of the alien
sources of. their breadrancLoleo, I think foreign correspondents ar
the. salt of the earth.
Paratroopers Of the Press
They are riot all of one piece, however, because within the week I
attended a luncheon of the Foreign Correspondents Assn.
This is
tiie original group.
They’re the ones who give Globes, annually as op-posed to the FPA’s Henriettas. They had their luncheon at Giro’s. It
was packed. I suspect Sol Lesser was picking up a good piece of the
tab, because the luncheon was in honor of Sol,, Lex Barker, Dorothy
Hart,- and a chimp named Cheetah, star, 1 suspect, of Cheating Chee-

And everywhere you

,

poster,’ ‘Sunset Boulevard’ and ‘All
About Eve?’ Vizzard asked, “How

.

;

Brown;

Code

Wyler

.Continued from page 5

Doubleday Staff Switches
Holiday's World Pic Idea
Isabelle Taylor appointed chief
Holiday 4 magazine, which had associate editor at Doubleday, in
planned an entire issue on Paris addition to present post of editorlor spring of 1953, may new substi- in-chief of the hpuse’s Crime Club
Donald B. Elder,:
tute, instead, an unusual novelty- department.
one complete issue devoted to pho- formerly chief associate editor, is
tographs, in a worldwide picture on leave to. work on a biog of Ring
story devoted to life in 12 selected Lardner.
Mag has
countries of the globe.
Samuel. S. Vaughan, ex-King
never ruri an issue without any ar- Features, has joined Doubleday as
ticles before, and if idea jells, the assistant to Bill Be/ger,. manager
Paris issue would go over for a of the syndicate department, arid
(Mag couldn’t will work on: syndicating the outyear, if not longer.
devpte more than one issue a year fit’s books to mags and newspapers.

is

* >

®y

Court, that Mrs. Elkins lent the
manuscript to Poe House on Oct.

remarked:
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out as a dance band maestro with

Broadway
J. J, Colby,

new Tony Desmond

Variety ad manager,

on an 18-day vacation cruise.
Meyer Davis to Palm. Beach

for

annual Kiwanls beifbAt Fob. 25.
Dinah Shore probably Returning
to William Morris agency* after

MCA.

exiting

Veteran comedian - author - producer Herman Timberg back in
.

Memorial Hospital.

Mark Stevens in from the 'Coast
to help plug his upcoming United
Artists starrer* “Mutiny.'*
Col. Fred Levy, Sr. !s sons birthday-presented hlnv with a HiUcrest
Club (Hollywood) membership.
Ellin (Mrs. Irving) Berlin finishing her new novel at the Nassau
winter home they have rented un-

distant

London

orch.

dal events for KNBC.

TV

producer

Henry

Caldwell

surgery.

commercial tele.
The Old Vic’s “Othello” com-i
pany leaving on South African tour
after they
April.
“Love of

•

wind their season

Four Colonels,”

in

CubjA

writ-

ten by rind starring Peter Ustinov,
reached its 300th performance last

here.
tect,

man

.

'

,

...

,

.

:

.

.

.

!

I

in the life of the

scrivener

and critic.
Daily Variety editor Joe Schoenfeld out of danger following a
coronary attack but still must take
It

easy

at

.

John’s

St.

Hospital,

Santa Monica. The original diagr
nosis exaggerated the seriousness
somewhat.
George Brown, ex-Par studio

AGVA

chieftain,

ublicity

whose

Le

hostelry, is
a Coast click, has acquired additional acreage for added bungalows and may also purchase an adjoining Cottages-hotel to merge
into an enlarged La Serena,

and

Pat

Koveler’s

Jerry

new

billing for their Roosevelt is now
the Riviera Hotel d’ Haiti, in PortAu-Prince, not because of any
political reasons but the femmes

(33 Bd. MontparTia.sse, Littre 7564)
Charles Trenet recitaling at the
Theatre de l’Etbile,
Hans May here to score Henri
Verneuil's picture “Three Aces.”

French TV got two cameras into
the Moulin Rouge ball for a live
telecast.

Sixteen-year old Clair Sombert
dancing at opening of Empire Ballets

despite doctor’s orders.

Jean Cocteau sold the performing rights of his “Bacchus” to the
think the Riviera tag “more roman- Kurt Desch Co. in Munich.
tic.” Koveler and Pat, his mother,
Cut in British allowance for
longtime residents in Haiti, are tourists likely to cost, France over
•

,

show biz.
and Mrs.

Amount was
$50,000,000
Eddie Cantor slashed in half.
Mr.
named co-chairmen of theatrical
Verlaine Theatre, b o ri g h t by
committee of Girls Town, Inc., Alexandra Roube-Jansky, getting a
non-profit, organization sponsoring facelift before opening, with a
model home in Westchester for revue starring Arletty.
emotiohally disturbed girls beParamount Theatre playing CIM
tween ages of 12 and 16. Dedica- production, “Paris Still Sings,”
tion dinner will be held at Wal- partly angeled by Roger Feral Who
dorf-Astoria Hotel March 13.
is important in Paris press and
Gertrude Lawrence is the 1952 radio.
chairman of the Mary Mac Arthur
Memorial Fund (National Foundation for Infantile Paralysislj .sucBarcelona
ceeding Gilbert Miller, chairman
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
for the last two years. The daughVet
legit
actor Rafael Calvo. lecter of Helen Hayes and Charles
MacArthur, who died in 1949 of turing at jCentro Gallego, Madrid.
Rigat
nitery
has the Argentine
•polib, already is remembered with
team Tito end Gogo and Maruja
a Mary MacArthur. Memorial Re- Coral.
search Center at Wellesley Hills,
Legit author Buero Vallejo proMass.; afid five either such Centers
are planned for Houston, Anri Ar- duced a new play, “La Tejedora de
w.k. in

yearly.

..

Ensuenos”
bor, Buffalo, L.A, and Louisville.
V

By Jerry Gaghan
Ross

Raphael,

Two-Four Club,

is

bandleader

at
off to Florida.

Accordionist Andy Arcarl is in
Jefferson Hospital for a foot op-

.

Teatro Espanol, Ma- tooting for terping./
drid.
RUmprs rife again that city will
Fuencarral Theatre in Madrid purchase Fox. Theatre for added
has the new musical play, “Oriente convention biz space.
y Oecidente” by Carlos Llopis and
Dong Kingman, top Chinese
Morcillo. It stars Mary Yilix.
water colorist, writes pic. review
Radio and legit producer Joa- of “Hong Kong” for S.F. Chronquin Soler Serrano opened new icle.
show, “Those Happy Times!” at
Bruce Howard, Anthony’, Allyn
the Victoria., It stars Gema del & Hodges* and the Rudenko Bros,
Rio, Emilia Claramunt and Pilar inked in for Feb. 21 opening at
Duran.
365 Club.
Arthur Miller’s “Death of a
CBS prexy Frank Stanton to be
Salesman” translated Into Spanish Press Club Gang Night guest of
by Lopez Rubio and produced at honor Feb 15, with Arthur Hull
the Lope de Vega Theatre, Madrid. Hayes hosting.
Pepita Diaz and Carlos
os
Dick Leonard, former news dihave leads.
rector of
YR, Denver, new asat

.

eration.

Dr.

Herman

Parris, songwriting
medico, has been named a member

of

ASCAP.

A new
made

its

recording company has
appearance here
Sam

—

Berul’s Carolyn Records.
Tony DeSitrione has branched

Lem

KM

Judy Canova

nit-

in the hospital for

a checkup.
Jacques Tourneur laid up With a
spinal injury.

Allen Rivkin to Washington for
research work.
Walter Brennan vacationing on
his Oregon ranch.
Frankie Laine to Miami to resume ' nitery work*

Helen Ferguson in town

after

three weeks in N.Y.

The Norman Taurogs
ing in Palm Springs.

vacation-

Jack Jungmeyer, Jr., out of the
ago, are now at the La Habana and hospital after a checkup.
have rejected offers from Spanish
Dick Haymes broke a bone in his
impresarios until the end of 1953. instep while loading his car.
Dancer Jose Toledano, back Betty Hutton taking shots for
from- the U.S., has formed a new her forthcoming trip to Korea.
.

.

company

of dancers* singers arid

Bob Hope

tossed

luncheori

musicians which has bowed at Te- Jack Dempsey on Paramount lot.for
atro Fontalba, Later it will go to
Bill Williams booked for ibacos
Teatro Sao Luis, Portugal.
in San Antonio, arid Fort Worth.
Mrs. Edgar Bergen recovering
after the. loss of her unborn child.
Paul Douglas bought a home in
Hollywood Hills from Melvyn DouBy Glenn C. Pullen
glas.

Ames Bros, .back at Daffy’s StarFred Ansel in town rounding up
dust Boom. .
talent for the St. Louis Municipal
PeirsOn Thai’s crew succeeding Opera.
Russ Carlyle’s unit at Bronze Room
Jacqueline Holt, to Chicago to
Feb. 28.
join the “The Moon Is Blue” legit
Harry Richman in Vogue Room troupe.
for two weeks, followed by RosgRoger Cormari joiried Dick Hymary Clooney. .
land agency to. handle writers and
Vera-Ellen in Monday (11) to directors.
plug her role and Metro’s “Belle
Ewing Scott planed out for
of New York” at Loew’s State end Alaska to shoot backgrounds
for
of month,
“Arctic Flight.”
George Duffy, Holleriden bandRichard Basehart and Valentina
master, recovered from illness but Cortesa switched from Famous
Earl Rohlfe, of WTAM, still han- Artists to MCA.
dles floorshows for him.
Edgar Bergen returned from 10T. W. (Tim) Grogan’s Country day tour of military hospitals i
.

*

Inn dropped Pappy Howard’s orch, Texas arid Florida.
replacing it with George Sterney’s
Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner
band and western, guest attraction. to San Francisco for the “Meet
Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom dou- Danny Wilson” preem.
bling between- Hanna’s “Guys and
Lt. George Marakas, USN, forDolls” and. the Alhambra Tavern’s mer Daily Variety mugg, upped to

midnight shows* with Patricia
Wilkes, appearing in his act,
Buenos Aires

lieutenant-commander.
Charley. Foy tossed a party to
celebrate Marguerita Padula’s 11
years of entertaining at his supper
club.

Robert Brown, son of the George
Imperio Argentina to tour South
America throughout 1952; winds Browns, now a Palm Springs
hotelier, teaching anthropology at
up in U.S.

UCLA. He was on a fellowship,
Sir Malcolm Sargent to conduct
Cambridge, and has been a Lonsymphony concerts here during at
don resident for the past two>
1952 season.
years.
George Brown last headed
Victor Sturdivant’s “Holiday on
publicity at Paramount studios.
Ice” show closed Buenos Aires run,
Miriam
(Mrs. Dore) Schary plam.
and planed for Santiago, Chile.
riing a one-woman art exhibit of
Maria Felix sailed
Italy
.

from

.

By Ted Friend
Louis Armstrong set for March
11 return to Club Hangover.
Norma Talmadge and husband,
Dr. Carvel James, to Florida.
Western Radio and TV Conference starts Feb. 28 at S.F. and
Stanford Univ.
A1 Williams,. Papagayo Room
boniface,
inaugurates. TV show
with food motif.
-Stan Kenton’s orch into Civic
Aud. Feb, .17 .for one night of

,

checkup.
Jane Powell to Miami for a
ery stint.

contract

in

cinemactor Carlos Thompson
Sought for role of Holofernes.

is

fill

film

her paintings next season in N. Y.

Her

Buenos Aires for Cinematografica Scharysister-in-law, Mrs. Lillian
(Paul) Small, who recently
Interamericana.
moved her antique business to
Tita Merello to open at Srnart
Bevhills, meantime is supervising
Theatre in March With legit prothe addition of a new wing to the
duction of “Men in My Life” by
Schary manse in West L. A. Mrs.
Eduardo Pappo.
Harry (Joan Perry) Cohn is anActor-Producer Narciso Ibanez other readying
for a .one-woman
Menta mapping legit production, show.
of “The Sword.” Producer’s wife
Laura Hidalgo to play Judith and

Charlie

San Francisco

songstress Maria de los

Jan. 28 to

(18).

Jamal; who owns the
Ankara^ off to Florida for couple
of months.
Reorganized Miriam Sage line
goes back into the Monte Carlo
Friday (15).
Tommy Carlyn’s band hooked
solidly on one-nighters for the
next three months.
Don Hall has bought, the Steel
City sOurid studios from Jaqk
Young and Art Becker.
Carl Brisson headlining Jackie
Heller’s Carousel this week, with
Paul Gilbert following.
Claire Lippert, singer (“Miss
itery
Pennsylvania”), made her
debut at Bill Green’s.
Ed Rosenbaum and George Atkinson in town drumming for
“Death of a Salesman.”
Nan Green, late of Day Dreamers, breaking in her new singing
single oil club dates here.

•

Angeles Santana :is the star of
“Tentation” a new revue' at Teatro
Madrid.
French songstress Monique Thibaut Off to Italy where she will
star in a revue produced by Remigio Paone.
Soledad Miralles, Spanish Ballet,
with Uruguayan dancer Ricardo Sole, starting a provincial
tour prior to going to U.S.
“Death of a Commercial Traveller” (’’Death of Salesman”) at
the Teatro Comedia; starring Jose
Taniaio, looks in for a longruri.
Carmen Morell and Pepe Blanco,
who left here for Argentina a year

.

.

1

g erena, Palm Springs

welfare fund.

By Hal Cohen
Harvey Stone possibility to folKen Hoel off for Canada on exlow Henny Youngman into Monte
Carlo Hotel’s Club Casino. Harry ploitation for “Ice Cycles.”
Phillis Azen added to Casino
Morton, quondam talent agent,
Theatre staff as assistant treasurer.
now managing the room.
Bill
Lawrence follows Bobby
Lucas into the Copa on Monday
Paris
By MaXlnie De Beix

Madrid
By Geeno Garr

\

;

theatrical

Joan Arden divorced Kenneth
Morrow.
Rita Beery hospitalized for a

!

.

Wprld-Telegram-Sun’s

HoOywsad

talked to British viewers Assn, on

.

week

manager of news and- spe^

Dan London, $t. Francis Hotel
European preem of “Greatest
Joe and Dorothy Pasternak dihead, and George* Smith, Mark
Show on Earth” set for Feb. 15 at Hopkins
owner, off to Santa Bar- vorced.
the Plaza.
Leo Carrillo recovering from
bara for state hotel meet.

Jolly Joyce ‘agency has taken
over the handling of Chris Powell
and his Blue Flames combo.
Radio exec Ben Gimbel has been
named to Mayor Clark’s Price
Stabilization Week committee.
Torty Bennett is booked for the
Earle stage, March 7. Johnnie Ray
is set for the house on March 20.
William Rodstein, former proprietor of Big Bill’s musical bar,
has set up as a theatrical booker

David Supowitz, theatre archi- Monday (11).
has been named vice ChairPlane trips to New York are
of Trade Council, fund-raisprizes in exploitation contest set
ing branch of Allied Jewish ApRKO Radio for “Two Tickets
by
peal.
to Broadway.”
Melvin Korn and Lawrence
back
Shelton, recently
Anne
Records
Victoria
Pleat,
whose
from an American tour, opens in
launched the tune hit, “Sin,” have
new radio program, “Double Top”
formed a new waxery, Merion
til March 7,
With Alfred Marks next month.
Metro publicist Tom Rogers and Records.
Joseph Pole, United Artists pubhis bride, Ceil Chapman, the fashdirector, authored a new.
licity
ion designer, off to Jamaica, BWI,
play. “The Hungry God,’* which
on a belated wedding trip.
Beach
preemed last night (Tries.) at the
“Q” Theatre.
Jack Forrester in from Paris,
By Lary Solloway
Reservations now being made
Former musicomedy juve is
Gene Baylris joined Vagabonds
- now
for the Sophie Tucker season at
Continental exec for World Com- Club show.
Bagtelle which begins May 5,
the
merce, global trading outfit.
Dean Murphy into the Saxony
on conclusion of her two-week.
Theatrical attorney I. Robert tomorrow (Thurs.).
stint
Palladium
BrOder leaving Saturday: (16) for
Toni Spitzer handling press for
Playwright Shirland Q u inn,
a month of combined biz and pleas- Monte Carlo Hotel.
ure in Mexico and Hollywood,
The Lawrence (“Meet The Press”) whose latest piece, “Here's to Us,”
opened at the New Bolton’s last
CBS legalists, (Judge Samuel I;) Spivaks at Roney Plaza.
*
Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin &
Hal Block joiried the show biz. week, undergoing srirgery in a
London hospital.
KayC, admitted/ Ambrose Doskow colony at Lord Tarleton.
Irene Hilda checked out of Lonand Seymour P. Lewis to the
Gloria DeHayen ticketed’ for
don over the weekend after 10
.
firm.
Giro’s to follow Joe E. Lewis.
king”)
months
in cabaret at the Pigalle
Louis
(“toy
Idella and
The Albert Warners at their
and Society to start rehearsals on
Marx naming their son, born, last Oceanfrorit estate fot season.
comedy in Paris,
musical
a
new
Wednesday (6); Bradley Marshall
Jackie Miles and Frankie Laine
Marx after Generals Omar Brad- open tonight (Wed.) gt Clover Club.
ley. and George Marshall, longtime
Jane Powell, Step Bros) Jackie
friends.
Kannoh into Copa City. Billy DanCBS publicity topper Dave iels held over.
Mrs. Benn Reyes in from CaliJacobsen back from the Coast
Buddy Hackett being paged for' fornia and Mexico trip,
after o.O.ing details attendant to date by Martha Raye at her Five
Don Wilson, Variety midwest
the preview party, for the new CBS O’clock Club.,
manager, back from Florida -vacaGil m b r e
City
Television
Miguelito Valdes orch closing at tion.
"island.”
Saxony Feb. 26 and head for South
Rhys Williams,/ film actor, in
George P. Skouras, prez of American tour.
town making pic for/ Wilding
United Artists Theatre Circuit, to
Frances Faye kept them coming
be awarded the New York City into Sans SoUci during two-week Studios.
Paul Montague, theatrical pressCivil Defense of Merit Flag in a run. Alan King followed.
agent, in Michael Reese Hospital
presentation at Skouras’ office this
“Greatest Show on Earth” for minor surgery.
morning (Wed.).
preems Paramount’s Florida TheaMonty Shaff, g.m. of “Guys and
Irving Maas* who. resigned at the tre and Brandt’s Rooselvelt today
Dolls,” in town for confab with,
end of 1951 as v.p. and general (Wed).
Gersori* Shubert Chi manaSam
manager of the Motion picture ExPublic relations toppers Carl ger.
port Assn., returned over the week- Byoir, David Gharnay, from New
Jose
Greco dancers moving over
end from a 4,000-mile vacation York, and Dr. Ernest Kelin, from to the Selwyn due to increased
motor tour through the south.
Chicago- at the Saxony.
“Student
b.o. at the Blackstone.
midFriday
Coward
departs
Noel
Jimmy Durante birthday-partied Prince” was booked at Blackstone.
night for his Jamaica (B.W.I.) re- at the Lord Tarleton over the
A1 Levey in as advance man for
treat at Port Antonio for three weekend, a flock of. top performers “Bell,
Book and Candle,” with
months. He’ll polish script of new attending, in addition to Durante’s Shepard Traube, its producer,
applay which; will star Lunt & Fon- own troupe.
pearing on TV arid radio guest
the
spring.
late
in
tarine in London
Georgie Price headed all-star
Ward Morehouse’s snappy pic- show for benefit Variety Tent’s shots.
ture story layout in current Col- Children’s Hospital at Olympia
lides on “Broadway After Dark,”
Theatre. Tent contribbed. $2,500 to
detailing a
vet N. Y.
perlpeiatic

.

:

By Lea Rees
Manny King featured comic

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves

at

Alvin.

Exotic dancer Carlotta into

St.

Paul Heinie’s.
Galli Galli in at Clover Club,
Shankeir. Ballet h e r e for oneRichard Tucker here for concert.
niter at Ariditorium.
Ditto Isaac Stern.
.

folded when city
renew license.
Duggan has signed Margaret
Truman for one-niter concert at

nelly into Augie’s.
Atlantis, underwater stripper* at

dis” as opener.

foregoing floorshows.

Pago Pago

council refused to
Bill

Jack Mitchell and Gerri Don-

Red Feather nitery.
Auditorium next month.
Hotel Minnesotan Panther Room
Virgil Faulkner getting his Liberty Theatre ready to go first-run has singer Dell Scott,
in. couple of weeks with “Quo VaSt.
Paril
Flame temporarily

Mary and George Amato off to
Bill McCurie
Quintet playing
Hawaii for three-week vacation return at Hotel St. Paul.
from their nitery, Harbers & Dale
burRose LaRose set for Alvi
currently headlining.
lesque, week qf .March 6.
Leopold. Stokowski guest conSymductor with Minneapolis
phony.
By Fred Woodress
Continentals
Jack.
Cathcart’s
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet appeared on concert series Tuesday playing a return at Hotel: Radisson
,

Flame Room.

(5).'

Eric Thorsen and Carlos
Barter Theatre to give “Merchant of Vehice” at U. of Alabama Linda holding over at; Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace.
Feb. 21,
Hugh deBose featuring cock
CUrly’s has comedieiine Ruth
fighting at his Mountain Brook Petty, exotic dancer Frosty WinLodge Friday nights.
ters* singer Betty Bryan and dancVaughn Monroe orch here Wed- ing Gavells.
nesday (6) at City Auditorium and
Mary Ward and; A1 Butler
plugged Heart campaign locally.
town beating drums for “Member
Irene Jordan, cbloratrira soprano of Wedding” and. “South Pacific*
and former Met singer, gave con- re p f*t v e 1 v
cert at Howard College Thursday
Diane Mann in from San Fran(7).
cisco to joiri comedian-husbana
Legit season here saddest in Jerry Manri who’s in “Oklahoma
years.
“Kiss Me, Kate” arid at the Lyceum.
,
“Death of a Salesmari” cancelled
Vic’s floorshow Includes comedy
dates at Temple. That leaves a re- singing act, the Characters, exotic
turn of “Mister Roberts” and pos- dancer Texas Lee and Harry Blons
sibly “Darkness at Noon.”
Dixieland band.
,

'

'

•

.

.

m
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NEWCOMERS

TIN PAN’S SIZZLING
*

Video version of the major talent*
which shook radio several
Yiddish Shows In
jrears ago will be auditioned on Irish,
the Coast this week. With the top
Cross-Plugs
Brotherhood
NBC and CBS echelons participatHartford, Feb. 19.
ing. NBC is out to snare Red Skelof
Irish
sponsor
an Irish' proton’s radio show, and still hasn’t
gram, and a Jewish sponsor of a
given up On Jack Benny for TV,
program,
on
WCCC here,
from the rival CBS. web. CBS,. in Yiddish
respective
cross-plugged
their
turn, is pitching to get Skelton’s
Sunday night TV show away from shows Sunday (17) to focus atten"Brotherhood
tion
on'
Week.’'
Phil
on
its
eye
haS
also
NBC, and
Matt Moriarty, an automotive
Harris, currently under contract to
and Video.
dealer and sponsor of “Echoes of
NBC, for both
NBC prexy Joseph H, McConnell Ireland,” and Sam Schwolsky, opplaned to the Coast Monday night erator of a kosher super-market:
and sponsor of “Hartford Jewish
< 18) to mastermind the maneuvers.
He was -joined by Video chief Syl- Life,” both asked their listeners to
vester L. (Pat) Weaver, Jr. ? who tune to the other racial show in the
Cut short a., vacation at' Sun Valley, future, to^ more fully understand
to hop to the Coast. Manle Sacks, 'brotherhood.

By ABEL GREEN

1

raids

,

.

AM

:

,

"New York via
RCA veepee,
Hollywood yesterday
train
for'
left

(Tues.), with a stopoff scheduled
in Chicago to pick up Benny today

(Wed.), both then Superchiefing
west. Comedian trained out from
N. Y. Sunday (17) but stopped
in Chi to visit his sister. CBS: prez
Frank Stanton is also on the Coast
{his week,
Aware that CBS board chairman
William S. Paley will attempt to
'

For

GOP

Votes

reprise his raids on
NBC talent which he
eral years ago, McConnell & Co.
Hollywood, Feb. 19..
a‘re determined not to let it happen,
Eisenhower backers, currently
again. They’re prepared to match rallying supporters via a touring
(Continued on page 20)
“Bandwagon Rally,” are mapping
the first use of vidpix as added

U.S., Brit., Paris,

Vidpic
pre-primary ammunition.
producer J. Donald Wilson, producer of the. “Mystery Theatre” series, is mulling an offer made for
12 telefilm shorts

from

five to 15

minutes in length, for telensing be-

Israel Dates to ’53 fore the Oregon, New Hampshire,
Minnesota and NeWisconsin,
Miami Beach, Feb. 19.
Sophie Tucker, current at Qopa braska primaries on tele stations
City, will play Israel this year as
the highlight of a solidly booked 12month period that stretches beyond
New Year’s, 1953.,
In April Miss Tucker plays a
fortnight at the Palladium, the
Club Bagatelle and a week each in
Glasgow,
Manchester
Liverpool,

Canton, O., Feb. 19.
of the State are considering closing the burley house, due
to slow business most of year, plus
edict last week from City Hall telling strippers to keep on more
clothes.
Gals previously had been
winding up acts au naturel.
Standard fare at State, one-time
cinema house, has been three to
five strippers and trio of come-

Gen. David Sarnoff, -RCA
board chairman, takes a dim view
of Hollywood’s sitting on its film
assets in not releasing quality
product now to television, for a
number of reasons. These include
the elements of (1), time; (2),
economics; (3), electronic progress.
With these go other envisioned
hurdles, such as the inevitability"
of TV in color and TV's lesser current standards as against those five
years from now.
Without wishing to go on record

on continuous two-hour bill.
Best b.o. this season have been Rose
LaRose and Princess LaHoma.

in
relation to the horizons of
“toll-vision”
(subscription television) Sarnoff feels that the nor-

Brig.

—

Owners

dians,

mal telecasting of choice Hollywood product into the home must
become less lucrative with the

passage of time. It is for that reahaving emerged in the, last couple
’s
son that he scoffs at statements
of months.
by certain Hollywood toppers, that
The tune sector of Variety’s
“we have $100,000,000 in our
“Scoreboard” is likewise loaded
vaults,” referring to the choice
with songs penned by newcomers
accrual of film product.
and published by relatively small
“With time,” says Sarnoff, “all
Except for revivals of the
firms.
this alleged wealth of film product
oldies, such as “Undecided,” “Gharwill become dated. Sure, they sit
maine” and “Tiger Rag” among
home and watch old ‘B’s’ but the
TV medium moves so fast that
the current bestsellers, the tyros
have, virtually chased Tin Pan * Judy Garland winds up the what is choice by today’s standards
the Broadway theatre’s .will, be less than ‘B’s’ perhaps,
Alley’s Double- A cleffing and pub- Palace,
lishing names off the hit lists. Par- first attempt at two-a-day in 20 five years from now. when we
alleling this development, Broad- years, this Sunday (24) by shat? have ultra-high \ frequency, color
cast Music, Inc., which has been a tering the house's record for long- TV and, above all, a more mature
haven for. the newcomers, has been evity and grosses. Miss Garland standard of acceptance. TV is still
giving tough competition to the will complete 19 weeks with an in the novelty stage. Five years
estimated $750,000. Palace Theatre from now we will have better gen(Continued on page 46)
execs feel she could have gone eral standards.
“Mind you, Holly wood-on-TV is
another 19 weeks just as easily.
Ticket sales were, very strong
(Continued on page 20)

Judy

Records

19 Weeks, 750G

the cream of
launched sev-

With

A

Canton, O., Burley May
Exit Too Much to Wear

At N. Y. Palace:

Planning Vidpix

.

Soph’s Red Hot Year,

Reflecting a longterm upheaval
the traditional Tin Pan Alley
pattern, the music business has become, and looks likely to remaip,
a wide-open arena for newcomers
in every facet of its operation. Once
dominated by an aristocracy of top
composers and publishers, the busi-.
ness has been taken over , in the
last couple of years'-- by rookie
writers and pocket-sized publishing firms along with new names in
the talent field.
Variety’s weekly “Scoreboard of
Top Talent and Tunes” graphically
spotlights the continuing trend. On
the talent side of last week's
(Feb. 13) chart, seven out of the 10
names have come to the fore in the
last two years, with the top two,
Johnnie Ray and the Four Aces,
.

in

Wilson will dein those areas.
cide this week.
Plan is to. supervise and edit the
entire series from footage showing the general both as a military

AGVA ‘Get Tough’
Drive on Benefits

Would K. 0. DJ’s

views on
The American Guild of Variety
domestic and foreign policy based
Artists, in its campaign to clamp
on newsreel clips shot when he down on all cuffo performances,
and Leeds before crossing the was Columbia U. prexy, and while includes gratis shows on diskchannel to play the Lido in Paris. stationed in the U. S. with the jockey programs. On another front
Miss Tucker will give concerts in Army.
the talent union is ending free
Tel-Aviv, Haifa
ahd Jerusalem,
contributions by names at shindigs
with’ coin for the dates to be turnand is screening benefit showings
ed back to Israel charities.
more carefully.
The Latin Quarter, New York,
The major development last
and Chez Paree, .Chicago, atid the
week was introduction of a resoNew Year’s period at, El Rancho
lution to be acted upon at the exec
Vegas, Las Vegas, follow.
NBC-TV is dickering with Rob? committee meeting which would
ert E. Sherwood for the playwright bah vaude talent from appearing
to script four original video dramas on deejay programs in cafes, unless
Back on Air March 2 per year, for the next three years. paid, whether or not they do an
Walter Winchell Will resume his Pact would not cover any of his “act.” AGVA regards a performer’s
ABC gabcasts March 2, commenta- previously-written material, which presence in an eatery or nitery
tor-columnist informed the web would still be available for TV
(Continued on page 50)
this week. Winchell has been tak- presentation 'on competing net work
mga rest from all activities on the shows.
advice of his physician.
While the deal has not been
Ji mmy Durante will pinchhit for finalized, NBC hopes to be able to
D.C. on the Gallop
the
arner-Hudnut newscaster this incorporate the Sherwood originals
RCA prexy Frank M. FolSunday (24), following guesters either in one of its .established TV
som, back from one of his
during the previous three weeks drama showcases, such as. the Sunfrequent trips to Washington
" y Stewart Alsop, Frank Sinatra- day night “TV Playhouse,” or else
ort company business* has. the
Jo Stafford, and Bing Crosby.
latest report on the nation’s
do a special show on each script.
Presumed Winchell resumes "his Web is prepared to present a full
capital:
syndicated column about the same hoUr-and-a-half show, if the Sher“It’s full of galloping con-

and

civilian figure, with

.

when announcement of the closing was made and zoomed to sell?
out propositions since.
Miss Garland’s final stanza is
expected to hit around $54,000 or
oyer, her highest in the run. Last
week, the theatre did $43,500.
House is sold out on the last week
and the final count will be determined by the number of standees
permitted under the fire laws. Previous high was scored New Year’s

TV

.

H’wood Overpricing Them
While some of Hollywood’s top
film producers are making
overtures to the tv networks to
sell their old feature product, and
while both nets and local stations
are eyeing such films avidly, this
apparently won’t be the year for
any such deals. Reason, according
to the webs, is that Hollywood is
asking impossible prices for its old
films, which TV cannot pay under
present conditions.
?
(Both Paramount Pictures’ prez.
Barney Balaban and Par produc-

averaged around

$15,000 weekly for her own share.
She headed the package and paid
the surrounding talent headed by
Smith & Dale, Senor Winces and
the Szonys.
In fact, Miss Garland’s ticket
sales Were sufficiently hefty »so
that the upcoming bill, headed by
tenor Lauritz. Melchior, is cashing

tion chief Y.

(Continued on page 50

W

_

.

date.

wood

original calls for that length.

fusion.”

QUIZZER, A LA

GROUCHO

For the first time in his broadcasting career Fred Allen has made
a deal with a. packager, GoodsonTodman Productions, for a new
audience participation format in

ducer in Hollywood

It will be a comedy quiz show,
designed to “give the comedian the
same ad lib comedy, opportunities
as Groucho Marx on his show/’

markets,
and G-T are cutting a kine- station

scope to test

it.

tes-

last

week, of-

fering him Six feature, oldies for
$500,000. Video topper pointed out
that, even if it were possible to
book a filth into all 63 TV markets,
could clear at the most only
it
$50,000. And, with so, many single

TV.

NBC

Frank Freeman

tified before the Federal Communications Commission in Washington this week that they’d be
willing to sell, their films to TV,
if
TV Can pay the price. See
story op Page 4.)
One top N. Y. network exec, for
example, revealed this week that
he had received a call from a pro-

WW

.

Eager

indie

.

week, $53,000.
Miss Garland

Nets, Sponsors

For Feature Fix, Bnt Claim

i

[

it

would be

(Continued on. page 18)
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Which

raids

shook radio

By ABEL GREEN

.

several

Reflecting a longterm upheaval
in the traditional Tin Fan Alley
pattern, the music business has become, and looks likely to remaip,
a wide-open arena for newcomers
in every facet of its operation. Once
dominated by an aristocracy of top
composers and publishers, the business has been takbn over, in the
last couple of yeafs by rookie

Yiddish Shows In
Brotherhood Cross-Plugs

Irish,

years ago will be auditioned ,ori
the Coast this week, with the top
NBC and CBS echelons participating. NBC is out to snare Red Skelton’s radio show, and still hasn’t
given up on Jack Benhy for TV,
from the rival CBS web. CBS,. in
turn, is pitching to get Skelton’s
Sunday night TV show away from
NBC, and also has its eye bn Pliil
Harris, currently under contract to
and video.
NBC, for both

Canton, 0., Burley

Exit—Too Much

May

to

Brig. Gen.

Wear

Canton, 6., Feb. 19.
Owners of the State are considering closing the hurley house, due
to slow business most of year, plus
edict last Week from City Hall tellrespective
cross-plugged
their
ing strippers to keep on more
shows Sunday (17) to focus attenhad been
tion on** “Brotherhood Week/’
writers and pocket-sized publish- clothes. Gals previously
Matt Morlarty, an automotive ing firms along with new names in winding up acts ail naturel.
one-time
Standard
fare
at
State,
dealer and sponsor of “Echoes of the talent field.
cinema house, has been three to
NBC prexy Joseph H, McConnell Ireland,” and Sam Sbhwolsky, opVariety’s weekly “Scoreboard of five strippers and trio of comeplaned to the Coast Monday night erator of a kosher super-market Top Talent and Tunes” graphically
on continuous two-hour bill.
(18 ) to mastermind the maneuvers. and sponsor of “Hartford Jewish spotlights the continuing trend. Oh dians,
He was joined by video chief Syl- Life,” both asked their listeners to the talent side of last week’s Best b.o, this season have been Rose
Princess LaHoma.
vester L. (Pat) Weaver, Jr., who tune to the other racial show in the (Feb. 13) chart, seven out of the 10 LaRose and
cut short a. vacation at Sun Valley future, to % more fully understand names have come to the fore in the
to hop to the Coast. Manie Sacks, brotherhood;
last two years, with the top two,
RCA veepee, left New York via
Johnnie Ray and the Four Aces,
Hollywood yesterday
trai'
for
having emerged in the last couple
(Tues. ) with a stopoff scheduled
”
of months.
in Chicago to pick up Benny today
The tune sector of Variety’s
(Wed.), both then Superchiefing
“Scoreboard” is likewise loaded
west. Comedian trained Out from
with songs penned by newcomers
N. V. Sunday (17) but stopped
and published by relatively small
in Chi to visit his sister. CBS prez
Except for revivals of the
firms.
Frank Stanton is also on the Coast
oldies, such as “Undecided,” “Charthis
Hartford, Feb. 19.

Irish sponsor of an Irish program, and a Jewish sponsor of a
Yiddish program, on WCCC here,

:

’

AM

Judy’s Records

,

At N. Y. Palace:

week.
Aware that CBS board chairman
William S. Paley will attempt to
feprise his raids on the cream of

maine" and “Tiger Rag” among

.

NBC

For

GOP

the current bestsellers, the tyros
have virtually chased Tin Pan

Votes

which he launched several years ago,. McConnell & Co.
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
are determined not to let it happen,,
Eisenhower backers, currently
again. They’re prepared to match rallying supporters via a touring
( Continued on page 20
“Bandwagon Rally,” are mapping
the first use of vidpix as added
Vidpic
pre-primary ammunition.
producer J. Donald Wilson, proSoph’s Red Hot Year,
ducer of the. “Mystery Theatre” series, is mulling an offer made for
With U.S., Brit., Paris,
12 telefilm shorts from five to 15
minutes in length, for telensing beIsrael Dates to ’53 fore the Oregon, New Hampshire,
Wisconsin,
Minnesota and NeMiami Beach, Feb. 19.
Sophie Tucker, current at Copa braska primaries on tele stations
Wilson will dethose
areas.
in
City, will play Israel this .year as
the highlight Of a solidly booked 12*- cide this week.
supervise
and edit the
Plan
is
to.
month period that stretches beyond
entire series from footage showNew Year’s, 1953..
'

Alley’s Double-A cleffing and publishing names off the hit lists! Paralleling this development, Broadcast. Music, Inc:, which has been a

talent

haven for the newcomers, has been
giving tough competition to the
(Continued on page 46)

1

*

ing the general both as a military
In. April Miss Tucker plays a
fortnight at the Palladium, the and civilian figure, with views on
Club Bagatelle and a week each in domestic and foreign policy based
Glasgow,
Liverpool,
Manchester on newsreel clips shot when he
and Leeds before crossing the was Columbia U. prexy, and while
channel to play the Lido in Paris. stationed in the U. S. with the

Miss Tucker will give concerts in Army.
Haifa and Jerusalem,

.Tel- Aviv,

with' coin for the dates to be turned back to Israel charities.

The Latin Quarter, New York,
and Chez Paree, Chicago, and the
New Year’s period at. El Rancho
Vegas, Las Vegas, follow.

WW Back on Air March 2
Walter Winchell will resume his

ABC

gabcasts March 2, commentator-columnist informed the web
this week. Winchell has been taktng a rest from all activities bn the
advice of his physician.
Jimmy Durante will pinchhit for
the
arner-Hudnut newscaster this

is

dickering with Rob-

ert E. Sherwood for the playwright
to script four original video dramas
per year for the next three years.
Pact would not cover any of his
previously- written material, which
would still be available for
presentation -on competing network

TV

r

finalized,

attempt at two-a-day in 20
years, this Sunday (24) by shattering the house’s record for longevity and. grosses. Miss Garland

complete 19 weeks with an
estimated $750,000. Palace Theatre
execs feel she could have gone
another 19 weeks just as easily.
Ticket sales were very strong
will

.

when announcement of the
ing was made and zoomed to

Would K. 0. DJ s
The American Guild

of Variety
campaign to clamp
cuffo performances,
includes gratis shows on diskjockey programs. On another front
the talent union is ending free
contributions by names at shindigs
and is screening benefit showings
more carefully.
Artists, in its

down on

all

The major development
week was introduction of a

last

reso-

updn at the exec
committee meeting which would
ban vaude talent from appearing
on deejay programs in cafes, unless
paid, whether or not they do an

lution to be acted

AGVA regards a performer’s
itery
presence in an eatery or
(Continued on page 50)

the Szonys.
In fact, Miss

Garland’s ticket
were sufficiently hefty *so
bill, headed by
upcoming
the
that
tenor Lauritz .Melchior, is cashing
sales

.50)

“act.”

D.C. on the Gallop

RCA

prexy Frank M, Folsom, back from bne of his
frequent trips to Washington
on company business, has the
latest report on the nation’s
capital:
“It’s

fusion.”

full
'

of galloping con-

“toH-vision”

the horizons of
(subscription televi-

to

Sarnoff feels that the nor-

sion)

mal telecasting of choice

Holly-

into the home must
lucrative with, the
passage of. time. It is for that reason that he scoffs at statements
by certain Hollywood toppers, that

wood product
become less

have $100,000,000 in our
referring to the choice
accrual of film product.
“With time,” says Sarnoff, “all
this alleged wealth of film product
will become dated. Sure, they sit
home and watch old *B’s’. but the
TV medium moves so fast that
what is choice by today’s standards

“we

vaults,”

be less than ‘B’s’ perhaps,
years from now, when we
ultra-high \ frequency, color

will
five

have

TV

and, above all/ a more mature
standard of acceptance. TV is still
in the novelty stage. Five years
from now we will have better gen.

eral standards.

“Mind, you, Hollywood-on-TV
(Continued on page 20)

is

sell-

Miss Garland’s final stanza is
expected to hit. around $54,000 or
over, her highest in the run. Last
week, the theatre did $43,500.
House is sold out on the last week,
and the final count will be determined by the number of standees
permitted under the fire laws. Previous high was scored New Year’s
week, $53,000.
Miss Garland averaged around
$15,000 weekly for her own share.
She headed the package and paid
the surrounding talent headed by
Smith &, Dale, Senor Wences and

(Cohtinued on page

relation

in

clos-

out propositions since.

shows.

While the deal has not been
NBC hopes to be able to
incorporate the Sherwood originals
Sunday (24), following guesters either in one of its established TV
during the previous three weeks drama showcases, such as the Sun" y Stewart Alsop, Frank Sinatra- day night “TV Playhouse,” or else
Jo Stafford and Bing Crosby.
do a special show on each script.
Presumed Winchell resumes his Web is prepared to present a full
syndicated column about the same hour-and-a-half show, if .the Sherdate.
wood original calls for that length.

W

j

Judy Garland winds up the
the Broadway theatre’s

Palace,
first

.

SHERWOOD ORIGINAL
VIDEO DRAMAS FOR NBC

12

NBC-TV

i

•

RCA

David Sarnoff,

board chairman, takes a dim view
of Hollywood’s sitting on its film
assets
in not releasing
quality
product now to television, for a
number of reasons. These include
the elements of (1), time; (2),
economics; (3), electronic progress.
With these go. other envisioned
hurdles, such as the inevitability
of TV In color and TV’s lesser current standards as against those five
years from now.
Without wishing to go on record

TV

Nets, Sponsors Eager

For Feature Fix, But Claim

H’wood Overpricing Them
While some of Hollywood’s top
film producers are making
overtures to the ^V networks to
sell their old feature product, and
while both nets and local stations
are eyeing such films avidly, this
apparently won’t be the year for
ariy such deals. Reason, according
to the webs, is that Hollywood is
asking impossible prices for its old
films, which TV cannot pay under
present conditions.
(Both Paramount Pictures' prez
Barney Bala ban and Par producindie

.

tion chief Y.

Frank Freeman

tes-

tified before the Federal Communications Commission in Washington this week that they’d be
willing to sell their films to TV,
if
TV can pay the pride. See
story .on Page 4.)
One top N. Y. network exec, for
example, revealed this week that
he had received a call from a pro:

For the first time in his broadcasting career Fred Allen has made
a deal with a packager, GoodsonTodman Productions, for a new
audience participation format in
TV.
It will be a comedy quiz show,
designed to “give the comedian the
same ad lib comedy opportunities
as Groucho Marx on his show.”
NBC and G-T are cutting a kinescope to test it.

ducer in Hollywood

last

week, of-

fering him six feature oldies for
$500,000. Video topper pointed out
that, even if it were possible to
book a film into all 63 TV markets,
could clear at the most only
it
$50,000. And, with so mariy single,
station markets, it would' be im-

(Continued on page 18)
.
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Royalties Dies Penniless

Implication that Hollywood Com-^
nuiriists influenced the content of
films stung the industry this week Scott, Lardner
into its bitterest reaction, to the
Activities
Uri-American
House
Contract Suits
Committee, Investigating group, it
Los Angeles, Feb. 19.
’was pointed out, has never been
from
evidence
able to draw any
Adrian Scott and Ring, Lardner,
witnesses that films, contained Red Jr., won their combined $90,000
propaganda, and has never been breach-of-contract
suits
against
able to point to any -pictures themand 20th-Fox in Federal
selves to support the contention.
Court., Plaintiffs will enter a for*
Charge against' Hollywood was mal petition With Judge Ben Harricontained in a report by the Com- son this week to set the final dam:
mittee to the House of Represen- age payments.
tatives over the weekend.' Further
Jury of six men and six women
burning- industryites was the fact ruled that Scott and Lardner did

Wip

906

.

RKO

charged Hollywood with not not violate the “morals clause" in
moving with sufficient firmness their contracts When they refused

that

it

Communist employees, the to testify before, the House Uncharge coming at the identical American Activities Committee in
time a California court found in 1947.
favor Saturday (16) of two employees who had been fired in 1947

against

•

,

:

,

a result of the
Activities probe.,

as

Un-American

Chevalier

'The Committee maintains

Back Into

By

richest women in Austria. She in--herited a reputed $2,000,000 in royalties from her brother’s operas,
“Martha”' and “Allessandro Stra.

Canada Gets U.S. Programs

Own

As Funeral Silences
della,” besides 30 others played
6ttawa, Feb, 19,
before the turn of the century,
some
“discovered”
Canadians,
I
left
World
War
after
The crash
'her virtually pertqiless, ana she U. 5. radio programs When CanaShe
and
most
painting.
dian
Broadcasting
Corp.
by
earned her living
lost her eyesight .in 1943, making independent stations went silent
of
funeral
the
poorhouse
for
out of respect
into the^eity
her removal;
"
* "
George VI. CBG aired London and
necessary,
funeral,
Ottawa descriptions of the
then both networks, Trans-Canada,
and Dominion,; went silent untii: the
next morning. Many* indie outlets
also went silent, but some replaced
all shows with continuous sombre
music, spotted by news broadcasts,
until midnight.
Boff reception, conditions permitted Canadian dialers to listen to
U. S. programs that evening (15),
and many newspapers, with no
local or web listings, listed <only
U. S. shows after giving furferal
Washington, Feb. 19,
Sen. Styles Bridges, Republican broadcast times.
;

|

,

'

.

j

.

in its

report that the industry 'has not

Vienna, Feb.' 12.
Bernhardine von Flotow, who
died in the poorhouse of Innsbruck,
Austria, last week, was the sister
of Friedrich von Flotow, whose
death in 1883 made her one of the

Paris Revue, 1st Time

sufficiently cooperative,"
serted a major company exec MonIn 10 Years, at Empire
think we have been high“We
day;
But if we. hadn't
Rene Fraday, producer for
ly cooperative.
the
Louis-Guerin, operator of
Pierre
in
which
report
very
been, the
Committee makes its complaint the Empire. Theatre, and the*- Club
Paris, Will fly back
verLido,
both
Committee’s
the
shows why
sion of ‘cooperation’ doesn’t pay Feb. 20 to start rehearsals to reas a revue house.
Empirecoope’ri
or
the
anyone
Why should we
off.
“Plein Feu” (“Full Fire") opener
operate?
of Maurice
return
particmarie
the
will
“Still hunting headlines—
ularly in an election year—4t makes Chevalier in Paris revues after 10
ones
years.
new charges and repeats old
Colette Marchand, who appeared
that are refuted by the very words
Of some members of the Commit- in “Two on the Aisle’’ on. BroadDon’t tell me that, it doesn’t way; Paul Godkih, Of the N.- Y.
tee'.
know better, either. If it can’t pro- Ballet Theatre, will also ' have
duce evidence to prove its points, prominent roles in the revue. One
it goes out of its way to invent of the turns, Warren, Latona &
things tO insure newspaper space.” Sparks, has been sighed for the
Committee members’ refutation Latin Quarter, N. Y., for late 1953
referred to above was on the charge or early ’5$, their earliest availathat Hollywood hasn’t worked suf- bility for the U. S.
The Empire, years ago, was the
ficiently hard to get rid of the
Communists. Chairman John S. ace Paris Vauder but latterly has
Wood (D,-Ga.) is quoted .in the been straight pix with an infreCommittee’s record of May 17, quent ballet or operetta revival.
New revue is frankly formed to
1951, as saying:
“I would like to make the state- buck the Folies Bergere, famed in-r
ment that I have gone to some con- ternational showcase.
A top feature of the Chevalier
siderable pains personally to advise myself as to the attitude of show will be a water cascade using
responsible producers in the; mo- 10,00(1 gallons a minute. Eugene
tion. picture industry, and I know Braun, of the Radio City Music
at this time they are spending lit- Hall, N. Y„ staff, is designing this
erally thousands and thousands Of sequence, and will cohrie in two
dollars undertaken to screen the weeks prior to the opening to work
backgrounds of all persons now on the show. The French, engineer
employed in essential positions in was already in N. Y. to study the
the industry, and they are exer- American techniques,
Guerin, with this show plans
cising a great deal of diligence in
that respect. I think it is only fair one of the more radical innovathat that be placed in the record tions in French show biz. It will
be a house policy of no tips to
at this time."
Committee report stated that as ushers and free programs, A*
1,500 franc ($4.25) top is planned.
(Continued on page 63)
New Lido display will open
May 20 with Frank Libuse in the
top spot, puppeteer John Bromienna Tax Collectors
ley,
and Rudy Horn, a young
at Film Ball German juggler Working on a unicycle will be among the featured
Vienna, Feb. 12.
acts. Singers will include, CatherThe film ball, held recently at ine Trevil and John Battles, latthe Konzerthaus, returned real ter worked in the legit musicals
profit for the tax collectors, to the “On the Town" and “Allegro.” Ah
sorrow of many attending. Know- innovation will be the intermission
ing that many artists seldom can show, an ice sequence, tO include
be reached at home, because do- John. Flannagan, Margie Lee and
ing guest appearances or working others.
out of town, the tax. office set out
Minimum charge at the Lido reto do some personal collecting,
mains 2,000 francs ($5.70)), which
No less than 40 men, some, “dis- includes a half-bottle of chamguised in tuxedos,’’ mingled with pagne, or two drinks. Checkroom
the dancing crowd. When spotting charges remain 25 francs (7c) for
persons owing taxes, they tapped •coat only and. 50 francs (15c) for
them politely, <pid asked them to hat ond coat. Fraday and Guerin
step into another room: Most of stress this as contrast to other
them had the necessary money, gyp-and-take notoriety given competitive boites.
on them to pay off.

been

’

.

.

.

.

,

.

leader, today (Tues.) slapped the
Office of Price Stabilization for
its practice
of “using Hollywood, stars and fan
itself.”
to
popularize
dancers

.

Back

to

Normal

•

.

cir-

In addition, several hundred thousand saw 16ni films; Exact figures
are not available on this because
only a handful of the 16m situations call for an admission tab from
the soldier or authorized civilian.
No count is kept on attendance at
the free theatres.
;

Major Joseph Hartley

2d, chair-

man

of the Alaska Armed Forces
Entertainment
Committee,
told
Variety, “Our coverage on movies
is just about; everything you can
ask for." This sentiment
pretty
thoroughly endorsed by .Major
John D. Maloney, chief of the
Alaskan Motion Pictures Services,

who

states:

After Funeral of King ment
London, Feb. 19.
Within a few hours of the Royal
funeral, and just as King George
VI would have wished, show biz
returned to normal here. Picture
theatres and legit houses, which
had been shuttered throughout the
day last Friday ( 15) reopened at
night while on the following day
the radio and TV services reverted

:

.

.

,

of new pictures is held up,
receive indignant telegrams of
complaint from the posts and
smaller out-stations.
“Last Christmas, for example,
.
the Military Air Transport service
Was Weighed down by unusually

we

hetivy air traffic.
There was a
huge volume of Christmas mail arid

a substantial movement Of person?
nel. The film piled up at the air
docks. Places like Cold Bay and
On Friday, radio and TV were Nak Nek (in the Aleutians) were
restricted to commentaries on the cut off from their supply of picfuneral procession. British Broad- tures. They let us know how they:
casting Corp. and overseas net- felt about not receiving new picworks had more than 100 commen- tures.
tators stationed along the route
“I understand the kinescopes of
While TV mobile units took up pre- network television shows are all
Complete going to Korea. I wish we got some.
pared vantage points.
telefilm of the procession was re(Continued on page 17)
peated on the program the same
evening; thus putting the TV reel
to advertised programs.

provided

their services via the platter promotion’ include Bob Jlope, Doris

Day, Dick Haymes, Gordon MaeRae, Jo Stafford, Dinah Shore, Bob
Crosby, Martha Tilton, Nat (King)
Cole, Dennis Day, Connie Haines
and Margaret Whiting.
“This is a new low for any Government agency,” Bridges criticized, inferring that the stars received ja monetary payoff for their
work. Other sourices denied this,
saying that the Government picked
up the check only on the costs
for pressing the platters, amounting to a little less than $28,000.
The radio outlets played, the rec(Continued on page 63)

,

24

ahead

hours

of

commercial

newsreels.
Since; the King’s death on Feb. 6,
newsreels have been rushing out
daily specials to theatres all oyer
the country, and the normal limitation on length was relaxed: Instead of the customary 750 ft. reel,

most topicals have been running
for 20-30 minutes and were elevated to a vital part of every program. Despite the outstanding pictorial coverage of events by the

i

national
news theatres
press,
throughout the. country recorded
turnaway biz, with big crowds Waiting in bad weather for admission.
Unexpectedly,, most cinemas and
theatres had a surprisingly good
week, due, it is believed, to the
complete inadequacy of radio and
TV, which has been subject to universal criticism by the press and
public alike. On the day of the

.

..

thriving.

doing the kifid of s.R.o.
biz, combined with sock popcorn
sales, which would gladden the
heart of any exhibitor.
Films are- beyond doubt the No i
entertainment of the meh in uniform. Last year there were upwards of 2,500,000 paid admissions
ini the 35m locations; bn the posts.
is

:

.

have

are

The Alaskan Armed Forces

“Films are in great demand at
the Alaskan bases. When a ship-

.

Make Hay

Show Business

Shifts

Bridges’ blast,: Which he delivered
On the Senate floor, followed by
a Single day the confirmation of
the appointment of Ellis G. Amall,
on leave as prexy of the Society,
of Independent Motion Picture
Producers, as OPS administrator.
Bridges
which had
Practice
steaming was the promotion of
price controls through recordings
by a number of- names which are.
in turn broadcast by about 200
radio stations across the country.

who

pictures

cuit

'

British

what he asserted was

Performers

HERMAN A. LOWE

Anchorage, Alaska, Feb. 19
Up here where television is just
a word and not a monster, motion

New Orleans, Feb. 19.
This old city on the Mississippi’s
levees is bulging at the. seams with
visitors for the annual Mardi Gras.
Fete got underway Sunday (17)
three
processions.
street,
With
Leading hotels are turning custom-, King’s death, the BBC ordered a
ers away for lack of accommoda- complete shutdown for the day
with the exception of newscasts,
tions.
Night
spots,
theatres,
bars, and from the following day until
lounges and the sightseeing tour the funeral, programs Were reoperators are doing hefty bifc. The duced to i single outlet, and mainly
niteries
have embellished their .comprised sombre music recitals.
Both TV, Radio Unprepared
floorshows, especially those in the
Obviously, both radio and TV
historic
French Quarter, which
teems with entertainment resorts. were completely unprepared for
Tomorrow. (Wed.) through next the eventuality, and the reshuffling
Tuesday (26), the big day itself, of programs had all the appearwill see colorful pageants nightly. ances of a last-minute rush job.
Rex, mythical monarch of Mardi The listening and viewing public
Gras, Who. called off his parade last was quite prepared for the elimiyear because of the Korean emer- nation of coniedy shows, but could
gency, will parade as usual at the
(Continued on page 17)
head of a pageant of 20 floats on
Mardi Gras Day. Other major parade krewes which cancelled last
year also will hold processions:
Mardi Gras is a big biz in this
Platter
to Juves
city; The parades and balls cost
Philadelphia, Feb, 19.
millions and are a year-around inJohnnie
Ray’s
re
dustry, The Chamber of Commerce
cording,
and Gin;” Has been
of the New Orleans area estimates “Whiskey
that the Mardi Gras will net the. banned at WIP, because of the
city more than $5,000,000 this year. singer’s large juve audience.
Dee jay Dan Curtis dropped the
Canal St., the town’s main stem,
is gaily decked out and indications platter from his show, and When
local
Okeh distribs squawked, propoint to the most spirited fete in
gram director Murray Arnold
years.
backed up his staffer and sent a
memo to all the station’s jocks,
forbidding the tune.
Lesser’s
Arnold said he thought Ray's
Legit producer Arthur Lesser plugging of alcoholic stimulants
has taken an agent unto himself would have
bad effect on the
for the first time;
impressionable age group. Cur.The William Morris office is han- rently at Chubby’s, in West Coldling his negotiations for TV pro- lingswood, N. J., Ray has drawn
duction, as a packager
as an one, of the biggest weeks in the
individual producer.
club’s history.
.

•

\
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Jo Stafford Set to Tour

Europe for State Dept
After London Palladium
Songstress Jo Stafford makes one
her infrequent vaude appearances starting April 7 when she
plays the Palladium; London, for
two weeks on the first leg of a European tour. Following her London date, she will tour the
Continent as part of a goodwill
stint sponsored by the State Dept.
Miss Stafford, who will be accompanied by her personal manager, Mike Nidorf, will do radio
shots and personals at youth rallies
iii England, France, Italy, Belgium
and Yugoslavia. The tour follows
in the Wake of her “Voice of America” weekly youth program, which
she has_ taped in Hollywood for
overseas use for the past year and
of

•

a half.

Nidorf is currently dickering for
Miss Stafford to play the Palace on
Broadway upon her return late in

May.

Remedy

for Nitery

Downbeat

B.O.: Wrestling

Minneapolis, Feb. 19,
Popularity of wrestling as an entertainment, if not a sport, is causing some Twin Cities niteries to
Spot the grunters as a special floor
attraction one night a week.
The Persian Palms nitery here
has been .using it to good b.o. and
now the Colony Club, St. Paul,
following Suit. Latter’s newspaper
aids state there’s dancing “before
and after the matches,”
One indie nabe pic house, the
Princess, has wrestling matches
added to its screen fare once a
week, and it has proved successful
as a stimulant.
Tony Stecher, promoter of one-a-r
Week wrestling cards at the Auditorium, continues to. prosper. This
is one form of entertainment that
hasn’t been hit by the past year’s
slump and attendance ranges from
5,000 to 9,000 for the matches.
Stecher permits prelim bouts to
be televised over WTCN-TV, but
fans must come, fo the -Auditorium
to see the main, ones. Such a procedure has helped to boost attendance greatly, he believes.
‘

)

.

*

'

Wednesday*

entertainment <
big-scale
First
inshows for theatre television,
pickups Of at least one

Unfathomable policy that has
marked the RKO studio operation
since Howard Hughes took control

Balaban Off to Florida

cluding

are expectBalaban,
Barney
Paramount
launched in March by
prexy, leaves N. Y. this week with
if the many
TV,
Network
Theatre
his
wife
for
vacation
their
annual
Worked
involved clearances can be
in Palm Beach.
various talent and
•

legit revile,

Broadway

*

4

out with the
There's some possibility the
TNT discraft unions involved.
exec’s sojourn south may be interclosed this week that clearances rupted by another call by the Fedhave been obtained from several eral Communications Commission
declined to specof the unions, but
ones have to appear at the Washington hearify a t this time Which
ings on the Par-DuMont tieup.
okayed cooperation with the bigscreen outfit;
reports
TNT execs confirmed
that they have deals in the works
for airing “Two on the Aisle” from
the stage of* the Hellinger Theatre, N Y;, prior to the end of its
Broadway run March 15, In addition to the union problems, the deal
a
is also dependent on whether
sufficient number of theatres can
the
to
make
together
linked
be
venture pay off for the show. It
had been reported that theatres
If there’s an. exodus of some of
taking the feed would be charged
75c per seat, against 60c of the Hollywood’s big wage-earners to

have been

set.

Also in the works is a projected
pickup of the opera, “Carmen,”
from the stage of the Metropolitan
Opera House, N.Y., which has been
tentatively scheduled for March 17,
In addition, TNT is offering the
middleweight title fight from San
Francisco March 6 between champ
(Continued on page 20 )
:

Fails to

Prove Roberto’s

Point

on

‘Stromboli’

.

finance their own production, neither the studio npr its independent
had' films before the
satellites

cameras.
What’s more, there appears to be
little or no production in prospect.
Aside from one studio film scheduled to go into york next week,
the RKO slate is devoid of Hughesapproved projects, either for production by the lot’s salaried producers Or the various indies, including Edmund Grainger and the
team of Jerry Wald and Norman
Krasna.
Wald and Krasna, wjio only a little over a month ago extended
their deal for a year on the RKO
topper’s promise that they could
make a half-dozen or so pix in that
time on which they could, take adbe vantage Of capital gains tax provi-

faraway places, it’s likely to
because of that quietly-adopted
new 18r-month tax gimmick. The
Revenue Act has been liberalized
i
such a Way that filmsters can
operate abroad, establishing residence on foreign soil for 18
months, and duck the Uy S. revenmammoth bite on topooers’
bracket income.
Gene Kelly, John Huston, Anatol Litvak and others who have
been abroad recent are said to be
advantage
contemplating taking
of the new tax proviso. Since it
about 35
of
aggregate
permits an
days to be spent in the U. S. durr
ing the 18 months, not too much
hardship is involved.
It’s understood that the measure
was promoted into the 1952 tax
,

San Antonio, Feb. 19.
Warner Bros, got a special
dispensation from the Motion
Picture Assh. of America board
to use the naughty word in the
title of its current “Retreat,
Hell!” because of the historical
nature of the crack by Maj,
Geri, O. P. Smith of the First
Marine Division. That wasn’t
sufficient however, f Or Charles
BaithtOpe, owner: and manager
of station KITE here;
He rejected the Majestic
commercials
paid
Theatre’s
until the house refined the
title to “Retreat, Heck!”

company almost four years
ago again mystified the trade this
week.. Aside from indies Samuel
Goldwyh and Walt Disney, who
of the

o d to be

TNT
gross after Federal taxes.
declined to confirm that report, or
to specify whether any charges

Heckling Hell!

sions,

are reportedly

up

in

,

Understood

May Be
In

in

signed by Judge Tom
Murphy in N. Y. Federal Court last
week opened the way for probing
by Loew s minority stockholders
into the company’s financial relationship with Louis B. Mayer for
the past 18 years. Action grew out
of the suit brought recently to

[

to Film Biog

force Loew’s and its board to recover from the former studio chief
the $2,750,000 he received in a contract settlement with the company
good in Egypt, but RKO last Dec. 14.
Move is significant in that the
up facing two pix on

The Bible’s Joseph appears to be
a front-runner for a biographical
film.
Not only is Louis B, Mayer
planning a pic on the Hebrew slave

who made

may end

& Exchange Act, under
which the action versus Mayer and
Loew’s Was brought, provides that
Securities

Joseph.
In addition, another indie, Floyd
Lewis, registered the title, “Joseph
and. Potiphar’s Wife,” with the Motion Picture Assn, of America last
week. That’s the same label that
Mayer registered last Oct. 23 and

drubbing that Roberto bill by the oil industry as a means
took on “Stromboli” in of making work abroad more atthe U. S. two years ago obviously tractive for technicians.
Jules
has the Italian producer-director Stein, board chairman of Music
still sensitive. At his insistence, an'
Corp. of America and close stuoriginal uncut version of the Ingrid
dent of tax law, is spotlighting it American Pictures, an RKO indie
Bergman-starrer was shown at the in film Circles to the extent of unit, .staked claim to three days
Critical
Rossellini

Museum

of Modern Art, N. Y.,
yesterday (Tues.) to prove that
“the butchered monstrosity” exhibited by RKO in the U. S. in
1950 bore no resemblance to the
pi- Rossellini claims 'he made.
The unusual screening had an
audience of 18, all invited guests
of Richard Griffith, curator of the
Museum’s film library. Their consensus was that the complete version was “jfust three more reels
of the same.” Rossellini’s intent in
“Stromboli” was said to be moreclear, but the audience added that
“he was still miles from hitting
the mark.”

The showing was arranged

suggesting that some of his clients
might take advantage of it.—
Under the broadened setup,
(Continued on page 12

—

IKE LEADS BY 2 TO

1

Eisenhower an

more than 2

advantage

the. print started

back to Italy
yesterday afternoon. No one was
sure exactly what had been proved.

Hollywood, Feb.

19;

of

to 1 over his nearest

rival,

Biz Continues Fairly Steady; ‘Quo Vadi$’ Back
Top, ‘Sailor’ Second; ‘Star/ ‘Stranger’ Next

made known

The
tives,

no political mobut conducted the project in
circuit had.

order to make the public more
vote conscious; Lawler explained.

:

.

I

lead and conduct the battle. The
two national exlilb organizations in.

COMPO-—Theatre Owners of Amer(Continued on page 15)

Mag

Life

Updating

From

Switching

’51

Life mag, Which last August hit
the film industry with a lengthy
piece labeled “Now It’s Trouble
Hollyin
Supercolossal
That’s
wood,” will carry an editorial this
weekLsald to be favorable to Holly-

West 40th

On

one of the most promising newcomers, being fast in L.A. and big in
Philly. “At Sword’s Point” (RKO)
is On disappointing side this week.
“Las Vegas Story” (RKO) looms

uneven, with robust session in L.A.
and dull returns in Baltimore.
“Return of Texan” (20th) looks
spotty this round, being fair in
Cleveland, okay in N. Y. and nice
in Detroit where aided by stageshow. “Viva Zapata!-’ (20th). continues fancy in second N. Y. stanza
after great first week.
“Sailor Beware” (Par), which was
“African Queen” (UA) shapes
champ last round, is a strong secsolid in L.A. on its extended-run.
ond this. week. “Lone Star’’ (M-G)
(M-G) is rated nice in
‘‘Pandora”
is holding onto third spot while
Buffalo; “I Want You” (RKO) is
“Phone Call From Stranger v (20th)
Toronto,
in
big
is pushing up to fourth from
“David and Bathsheba” (20th),
enth slot of last week.
starting on popscale runs this week,
is
(WB)
“Woman Is Dangerous”
average in Boston and disapis
again taking fifth money, with pointing in Philly. Martin-Lewis
“Girl in Every Port” (RKO) wind- team Onstage Is boosting ‘‘Unknown
ing Up. in sixth. ‘‘Death of Sales- Man” (M-G) to record week in
man” (Col) is i seventh place, Frisco.
week ago,
about the same as
“Snow White” (RKO), out on re“Room For One More’* (WB) con- issue^ is smash
Boston this
tinues in the top brackets to take round, it is due in N, Y. next
eighth.
week. “Green Glove’- (UA) looks
‘‘Bend of River” (U), “Red Skies Okay in Seattle.
“Detective Story” (Par) is stout
of Montana” (20th), “10 Tall Men”
and
Washington
in
(Col) and ‘Lavender Hill Mob” (U) currently
(Col)
Malone”
“Boots
round out the Golden Dozen in Philly.
shapes fair in Minneapolis.
that sequence.
“Strange Door” (U) looks good
“Aladdin and Lamp” (Mono) and
this
“Meet Danny Wilson” (U) are run- in Omaha and Louisville looms
“The Rivet” (UA)
frame.
ner-up films currently,
in Toronto.
“Retreat Hell!” (WB) shapes as okay in K.C. and steady
:

Benny* Calhern Set
For Writers Dinner Show

Jessel,

.

is

Tracy. It is the story of .a well-todo resident Of a typical midwestern town.
There is Said to be some interest
currently on Broadway in convertIn
* book to a legiter. Jonas
?
retains the dramatic rights, but a
further arrangement would have
to be made with .Metro
to delay
filming until the play Was launched.
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Hollywood, Feb. 19,
George Jessel will double at the
Screen Writers
annual
planned fourth
by Metro as a starrer for Spencer Guild Awards dinner,. Feb. 25, apBook, by Carl Jonas,

to

Hollywood 31
0311 Yucca Street
Washington 4

35G as Tracy Starrer
.Screen rights to the current best“Jefferson Selleck,” were acquired by Metro today (Tues.).
Price was reportedly $35,000.

meeting news on

further .publiask tax .fight opponents, “that
the film industry is in trouble? It
would only be pleading extreme
emergency that we’d have any pos:

Harold Erichs, President

Eisenhower swept every; theatre
with the exception, of three, two of
(Continued on page 20)

seller,

COMPO

“Do We want

.154

.

and

F Other
page 5.]

.

President Truman.
Executives of the theatre circuit
Although the current session was
the results last week,
expected to be way off prior to
after the balloting had been conBirthday, the two
Washington’s
ducted in 70 of the circuit’s thealeading grossers are ignoring any
tres in Missouri, Kansas, Illinois,
show better than
to
tone
offish
RKO
Iowa and Nebraska. Ballots were
Mild
them.
between
handed only to adults; details of $519,000
in several key
helping
As a result, the company a few the balloting were arranged simi- weather is
cities 'covered by Variety as is
days ago suddenly found oh its lar to that in a polling booth.
some new product.
doorstep an 11-reel version of
In the week of voting over 87,000
“Stromboli”
in
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) is back- in
English
with persons took, part, according to
French titles. Screening fqr the Senn Lawler, ad-pub chief for the first place, with some additional
little audience at the Museum was
encircuit and under whose direction openings at upped scales easily
legally witnessed and affidavitized,
abling it to- regain top position.
the poll took place.
at

the request of RKO. Stipulation
that it be held was contained in
the settlement contract ending the
suit brought by Rossellini against
the U. S. distrib 18 months ago
on the charge that
had ruined
the film by the excessive cutting.

),

complaining stockholders cannot wood.
question Actions of the company
Despite loud squawks from the
which took place before they ac- Council of Motion Picture Organiquired their shares.
zations and other Industry, sources.
Jeremy Holding Corp., which Life’s editors stood their ground
filed the suit, bought Its stock only last year. The current editorial is
later.
Judge Murphy’s order said to be an “updating” of last
last July;
Meantime,; M. Yona Friedman, permitted
stockholder,
another
(Continued on page 15)
Israeli producer and exhibitor, has Charles E. Singer, to join in the acbeen talking with RKO execs in tion. Singer lias held his Interest
New York on doing the same sub- in Loew’s for 18 years. Jeremy
ject in Technicolor in Israel, RKO owns 100 shares and Singer 300.
a few- weeks ago. acquired for reWith the March 15 deadline on
Israeli-made
Friedman’s
lease
payments looming,
tax
Trade Mark Registered
“Faithful City” and expressed a income
FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
(Continued on page 12)
desire to distribute “Joseph.”
Published Weekly by VARIETY, INC.

Kansas City, Feb. 19.
Results in the primary balloting
in the Fox-Midwest Theatres’ presidential poll gave General Dwight
D.

today (Wed
tomorrow.

COMPO

arms.

Technicolor

Race

New York

There’s a strong difference of
opinion on the wisdom of attempting a fight on the tax at this, time.
Main reason is that to have any
Chance: of success it would require
wide advertising of the sad b.o.
plight of many theatres.

’

they

Joseph’s Famous Goat

itv

will get to the issue

at all of convincing Congress that the tax should be cut—
especially when they’re looking i
Washington for every possible
source of a buck.”
Wisdom of making a fight now
is only one of the controversial
sides to the item on the
agenda. The other is some intramural bitterness over who should

Order

.

begins

sibility

• 'A •

have five
scripts awaiting Hughes’ approval
(Continued on page 12)
It’s

Whether to undertake an industry-wide fight for a reduction of
the present 20% Federal tax on admissions is probably tlie most controversial item 6n the agenda of
the annual membership meeting
of the Council of Motion Picture
Conclave, which
Organizations.

pearing in a specialty number as
well as emceeing.
Guild members have written special material to be enacted by Jack
Benny, Louis Calhern, Reginald
Gardiner, Betty.. Garrett, Edmund
Gwenn, Louis Jourdan, Joyce Holden, GroUcho Marx, Ann Miller,
Walter Pidgeon, Keenan Wynn and
Alan Young.

*
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W-K’s Musical ‘Raia’
Hollywood, Feb/ 19.

Washington, Feb.

19.

With indications that there
he more than 100 witnesses,

Wald-Krasna, who bought “Rain”
from Lester Cowan, will produce it
as a Technicolor musical under the
title, “Miss Sadie. Thompson/' on
their 1954 program at RKO. *
Play was filmed as “Sadie

^

will

Thompson’’ in 1929; with Gloria
Swanson starring, and in 1932 as
Rain,” with Joan Crawford.

Financial Mote
From Jack Lait’s syndicated

it’s

expected that the FCC hearings on
theatre television, due to start, in
three weeks, will; last several
The proceedings are
months.
scheduled to begin March 10, but
whether that date will be met, will
depend on success of efforts by
FCC members to get the TV freeze

Hearst-syndicated column in
the N. Y. Mirror
“The Wall Street Journal,
which gets around, reports that

by that time.
Magnitude of the

000,000

proceedings
was indicated here Friday (15)
when, the Motion Picture Assn, of
America and the National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee filed with the Commission aii
amended list of witnesses, This
brings the MPAA-NETTC total to
61 alone, and the list may still be
expanded.
In addition, dozens of witnesses
will likely appear for American
Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
which is expected to put up a strong
battle against giving the motion
picture industry exclusive chanWestern Union, National
nels;
Assn, of Radio and TV Broadcasters, RCA, CBS, DuMont, Sklatron
Oorp., Fair Television Practices
a
Committee (which is fighting to

,

.

.

It

Washington, Feb, 19.
Testifying yesterday at FCC
hearings on Paramount antitrust issues, Y. Frank Freeman, Par production chief,
said he hasn’t looked at TV
“I think I’ve got a
-much.
.

‘serious’ (we call itr ‘longhair’
in the land Of Variety) music
drew $45,000,000 last year, $5,-

lifted

Washington, Feb.
9
Freeman9! ‘Bad Set

bad

with a

more than did baseball

may suggest
W. S. J, if I

to the
the sale

of

a thought
note that
popcorn in- the

same period reached

said, and added
twinkle, “It’s a DuMont

he

set,”

set.”

Gag was

New

$46,000,-

Hollywood, Feb. 19,
record for overseas produc-

.

Germany, two; and one
apiece for New Zealand, Scotland,
Burma, Sweden,
Peru,
Spain,
Warner Bros, this week reported Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica,
Trinidad, Canada, Italy, Argentina,
tidy $792,000 boost in net earnMexico and the South Seas,
ings and an increase of 20c per
protect the home TV set owners
share for the three months ended
against theatre TV exclusives), and
last Dec. 1, 1951, as compared with
various craft unions.
the corresponding period in the Mpls. Suit Charges
20 Names Added
previous year.
The new MPAA-NETTC list adds
Profit for the new period amountConspiracy
.20 names to those previously sub- ed to $2,605,000, or 46c per share,
mitted to the Commission.
New. after provision of $2,500,000 for
Distribs Still Exists
Witnesses are Gael Sullivan of Federal income taxes.
This is
TOA; .Arthur Mayer, COMPO; J. against $1,813,000, or 26c per
Minneapolis, Feb. 19.
Robert Rubin, LoewCecil B. De share, after $2,000,000 for taxes
Disregarding the Paramount condecree
decision and defying
sent
( Continued on page 18)
and $200,000 for contingent liabilities for the 1950 three months. In the New, York courts, Minneapolis
film
distributors
are continuing
eluded in the operating profit for
restraint: of
the three months ended Dec. 1, their conspiracy I
‘Well’ Wins Approval
engaging
in trade
trade
and
still
’51, is a profit of $935,000 from
sales of^capital assets before taxes, practices Which the court ordered
in Ohio Following Its
alleged
in a
them
to
cease,
it’s
which compares with a corresponding profit of $167,000 for the three brief filed in Federal Court here.
The brief is that of Lee Loevenmonths ended Nov. 25, 1950.
in
had 5,619,785 common shares ger, counsel for S. G. and Martin
Ohio’s censor board last week
Lebedoff’s independent neighborgave its approval of “The Well,’’ outstanding at the end of the new
hood Homewood Theatre, and its
Harry Popkin production being fiscal quarter, compared with 6;
filing follows the two-month trial
released by United Artists.
The 821,600 in the preceding year.
Gross business totaled $29,558, of the latter’s suit against six mafilm; never actually banned, was
jor film distributors and the Parapulled a Week before its opening 000 for the new period; up from
mount circuit here before Federal
date in Cincinnati last October $27,926,000 in ’50,
Judge G. H. Nordbye.
when the board notified UA that
In its financial statement, which
Loevenger seeks fob his client
it would need more time to de
estimated $495,000 damages because of the alwas issued this week,
liberate.
that its net profit fortthe second
eged conspiracy to deprive the
Appeal was made to the board fiscal quarter, which ends on Homewood of its north Minneapolis
in Columbus last week by Bernard March 1, will be substantially less
first-run for a competing independM. Kamber, Popkin’s eastern pub- than the $2,014,000 earned during ent theatre, the Paradise, and also
*1 ad topper, and Jack Finberg, UA’s the corresponding period last year.
because of alleged clearance disCincinnati branch manager, and The full six months of the current
crimination in affiliated circuits’
the okay followed. Kamber and year should run about even, profitstheatres.
Finberg, loaded with reviews, news wise, with the first six months of
In the brief Loevenger also asks
Stories and 1 e t ters from civic last year, it was stated.
for an injunction to restrain disgroups, showed that film had retributors from continuing present
ceived critical acclaim and had
clearance here.
The court is rethe support of leading inter-racial
quested to mandamus the exhibi1,152,215 Shares Of
organizations.
tors to establish a plan of runs one
With the approval of the Ohio
Cancelled after the other so that henceforth
board, “The Well’’ now has nod
pictures would be immediately
of every censor board in the counWilmington, Del., Feb* 19.
available for the subsequent runs
try excepting those of Maryland
Cancellation of 1,152,215 shares after the completion, of preceding
and Vi.rgi ia. Rather than submit
runs.
„
to the many cuts asked in both of Warner Bros* common stock was
A brief filed by the defendants
these states, UA has withheld authorized today (Tues.) at the
showing of the pic in these areas. annual meeting of the company’s contends no conspiracy ever existed among them, let alone now.
Unlike Ohio, wnere a method of stockholders here.
Their counsel, headed by David
appeal exists without going to
Stockholders also reelected the Shearer, also argues that the syscourt, only direct recour.s e in
following directors for two years: tem of runs and clearance is equiMaryland and Virginia is court John E. Bierwirth, Waddill Catchr
table, and he denies any price-fixaction.
ings, Robert W. Perkins, Albert ing or damage suffered by the
Warner, Harry M. Warner and Jack Homewood, as charged.
L. Warner.
Johnston Takes Oath;
Cast iii favor of the election and
for the cancellation of the stock
were
4,283,497 shares,. Warners has
Senate Confirms Arnall

DuMont

med

tion by Hollywood film companies
will be» established this, year, far
surpassing the mark of 35 set in
1951. Thus far the 1952 program
calls for at least 50 pictures to be
filmed wholly or partially beyond
the U. S. borders.
England leads in Hollywood production with 10 pictures on the
schedule. Africa will be the scene
of six; India, five; Austria, four;
France; four; Alaska, three; Cey-

000 .”

directed at

counsel William Roberts’ needling questions to Par witapparently at
nesses; a i
forcing Par to dispose of its

25% interest in DuMont, which
FCC contends is the controllControl issue
ing interest.
prevents DuMont from getting
,

more

TV

stations.

WB

-

WB

WB Common

,

a total of 5,619,785 shares. Outstand-

Washington, Feb. 19.
ing.
Eric Johnston took the oath of

chairman
of the “Point 4“ program, whose
purpose is to help make backward
countries more self-sufficient. Job
is a part-time one which does not
interfere with his work as Motion
Picture Assn, of America prexy.
Johnston took the oath at the
State Department, where he will
have an office.
For the current fiscal year. Point
office yesterday (Mon.) as

,

,

^

producer in IJ.S/to Edit
•Hunter’ After Previews
Final editing on “Ivory Hunter,”
the J. Arthur Rank production
which Universal will release, Will
be done in the U. S. by British

Truman,

producer

Michael

arrived in

New York Monday

who
(1.8).

Pic, known in England as “Where
No Vultures Fly,” was
British
4 has $209,000,000 to spend.
Command Performance film.
Royal
The Senate yesterday (Mon.)

Truman has made other trips
unanimously confirmed Ellis Arnall
to succeed Michael DiSalle as di- here in recent years for the pur
pose
of final editing of pix. Films
Acrector of price stabilization.
are tested before American preview
tion Was by a voice vote,
Arnall won the unanimous approval of the Senate Banking and

Currency Committee

last

theatre audiences prior to deter
mination of the final versions.

week and

had bi-partisan endorsement
Mono Readies 11
his name was brought up in
Hollywood, Feb. T9,
the Senate. He is on leave of abStarting this week with “Arctic
sence as president of the Society Flight,” Monogram will make 11
of Independent Motion Picture pictures, including two in CineProducers.
color, before the end of spring.
so

when

IN SO.

AMERICA UPBEAT

Arnold Picker, United Artists
foreign department v.p., found the
South American market plenty up
beat for U. S. film companies in
his four- week swing of S. A. capi
tals.
He said in N. Y. yesterday
(Tues.) that many industries are
booming, new theatres are opening
throughout the territory and gen
era! economics are such that the
American film trade is certain to
show strong gains.
Picker returned from the trip,
his first, to the S. A. market, last
weekend. He said prospects especially are bright in Brazil, where
admission prices were increased
35% last Feb. 1 with the exception
o'f ,'Sao Paulo, where scales had
been tilted to that bxte t
previously.

member and production chief at
Par studios, told the Federal Communication! Commission.
Testifying ill day at resumption
of hearings on Par’s antitrust issues, Freeman was emphatic in de-

claring there’s no reluctance in
providing product for TV because
of any alleged “conflict in inter-

Par policy on sale of film is
one of the issues in determining

est.”

eligibility Of picture producers to
hold TV licenses.
Questioned closely by Commission Counsel Frederick Ford Free,

man

said that as a member of the
Par board, “I would vote for sale
of any picture we have made to
any individual or corporation, with

unrestricted right to use that nega-

any medium he desires—

the fcrice is in the best interests
of Paramount.” He said the price
of a hew picture would be based
on its potential earnings in thea-

if

tres.

.

To back

man

up,

his.

statement, Free-

testified that Within the last

few days negotiations were

Transfer of the ad-pub director’s
headquarters from the homeoffice
to the studio has its good points
but there’s small likelihood of a
trend in that direction beyond the
westward switch of Warners’ Mort
Blumenstock: and Gfoldwyn Productions’ David Golding.
In declaring they have no intenions of following suit,, other outfits'
ad-pub reps say that the department is so closely allied with distribution, which is based in N, Y.,
that the two must stay together
even to the extent of keeping the
ad-pub chief east. He can keep apprised of studio activities via frequent hops to the Coast for on-the-.
spot o.o.’ing plus the usual eastwest avenues of communication, it’s
reasoned.
Blumenstock and Golding both will
be making many trips east to coordinate the east-west operation;
Blumenstock moved to the studio
at the behest of Jack Warner. Latter felt that Blumenstock should he
on the production scene to con-,
sider pix in terms of promotion
long in advance of their completion, rather than awaiting the delivery of prints in N.-Y. Goldwyn
directed that Golding remain at the
studio for the same reason, but
specifically because of the. current
.

.

ly rolling
sen.”

“Hans Christian Ander-

con-

ducted for sale of three features
released since 1945 to TV, but that
a satisfactory price Was not offered,
He named the films as “Going My
Way,” “Bells of St. Mary” and
“Good Sam.” He also pointed out
that Par sold 30 Hopalong Cassidy
pix without restrictions, a series of

(Continued on page 18)

Jim Thnrber

Stories

Difficulty in raising coin to make
a full-length cartoon feature out of

James Thurber’s yarns
has forced United Productions of
America to relinquish its option on
the stories. John Rubley, superseveral of

vising director and v.p. of

UPA,

i

N. Y, on a 10-day visit, said backers were shying away because of
the “highbrow” tag associated with
the Thurber works. The feeling is,
he said, that the stories would not
have sufficient popular appeal to
recoup a $500,000 outlay which he
estimates

it’ll

cost to

make

the pic.

Columbia, which finances and releases the UPA cartoons, was approached and nixed the idea. Stanley Kramer, who has complete autonomy on- the Columbia lot regarding story choices, showed an
interest in the project, but evenually dropped put. Hubley said Columbia was still Interested in putting up coin for a full-length cartoon feature, if a more popular

Only other ad-pub department
head stationed at the studio is Universal's David Lipton. He treks to
the homeoffice about once every
month to map. campaigns with story were presented. UPA’s deal
Charles Simonelli, head of the de with Col is on a non-exclusive
partment in N. Y.
basis and if it can obtain financing
from other sources it can proceed
Waters Wants Last Word
on its own.

On ‘Wedding

9

Pic Role

'

1

Y. Frank Freeman, company board

tive in

lon, two;

Among

19.

Paramount Pictures would make
or sell films for TV immediately
if the media could pay the price

Minneapolis, Feb. 19,
Ethel Waters, appearing here in
“Member of the Wedding,” admitted that indie producer Stanley
Kramer is negotiating with her to
portray her stage role in the impending screen Version. But, the
star added, “I’ll, only do it if the
contract provides that the part will
be the way I want it and I can act

my own

manner.”
Miss Waters also declared that
other producers have also approached her with offers to film
her autobiography, “His Eye Is On
the Sparrow.” However, they don’t
want her to play herself, which
she insists upon doing.
in

N.

.

.

Y to

Jack Benny
Richard Brooks

L.

A.

..

Anthony Buttitta
Bonar Colleano

Howard Dietz
John Gibbs
Joe Glaser:
Col. Joseph M. Goetz
Henry Henigson
Arthur Jacobs

Mike Marco
Joseph H, McConnell

Europe to N, Y.
Henry Henigson
Euan Lloyd
Alicia Markova

Sandra Michael
Joel Preston
Manie Sacks
Marvin Schenck
Arthur Schwartz
Maria Tallchief

Shelley Winters

Sylvia

Worner

L. A. to N. Y.
Lex Barker
Claire Bloom
Johnny Mack Brown
Kay Buckley
Claudette Colbert

Arlene Dahl
Sydney H. Eiges
Lester Gottlieb
Graham Greene
Louis Hayward
.

John Hodiak
Sterling Holloway
Betsy Kelly

Arthur Kennedy
Davis Lewis
William Marshall
Alex North
Milton Pickman
George Rosen
Ned Saland
Dorothy Sarnoff
Sidney Sheldon

Don

Max

Siegel
E. Ybungstei
.

N. Y. to Europe
Richard Addinsell

Bloom
Andrew Cruikshank
Claire

John Fetzer
Jack Forrester
Harry Lewis
Vera Lynn
William Marshall
Carroll L. Puciato

William S. Roach

Frank Ryan
Elizabeth Taylor,

Norton Jf Wais

.

9
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UP TO DISTRIBS
Arthur L. Mayer, exec v.p. of
Orthe Council of Motion Picture
ganizations, will go into the matter
pubof financing the all-industry
in his opening
lic relations group
address at the ahnual membership
meeting today (Wed.) in New

Election of a prexy and exec
is the major problem facing
the Council of Motion Picture Organization’s membership at the annual meeting which begins in New
York today (Wed.). About 20 other
items are also on the agenda for
the two-day Hotel Astor conclave.

.

COMPO

First item to be taken

COMPO

that the
present system of exhibs voluncontributheir
in
mailing
tarily
if

and when

the, spirit

major companies;
The two theatre orgs

1

all

the

COMPO

payments Were received,
would have had an in-

come of about $600,000 a year.
That scheme quickly died when
discovered that the bills
it was
amounted in some cases to as little
as a few pennies and it cost more
to collect them than they were

One

Minneapolis, Feb. 19.

of the .alternatives

McDonnell to Japan

the past two years, coincidental
with the continuing boxoffice drop,
which started with the expansion

Try

Thaw Out

to

Latest evidence of the present

low evaluation put. on even the

downtown ^A”

first-run houses is
the notice served by Dale, MontCol. Richard T. McDonnell, of gomery & Rydeen on the Minne- the Washington staff of the Motion sota Amus. Co. of recission of its
Picture Assn. of America, leaves $150,000 deal for the purchase of
for Japan this week in an effort twb such St. Paul theatres, the
to thaw some $10,000,000 in U. S. Strand arid Tower.
Dale, Montfilm coin there.
There's a good gomery
Rydeen wants back
possibility McDonnell will become from Minnesota Amus. the $*75,000
the MPA A’s permanent rep in the it’s already paid for the two theaFar East.
tres, but indications are it’s not
Frozen yen accumulated in Ja- going to get it: without a court
pan since the war is in addition to fight.
about $5,000,000 worth already
The notice served by its attorfreed by the Supreme Command
ney, Benedict' Deinard, on
Allied Powers there. Until the end
states that the recession is effecof last year, Japan was serviced
tive as of Feb. 23, that it’s just

$10,000,000 Film Coin

.

.

which

.

,

*

&

MAC

it

could recommend

to.

the

membership when the election
Comes lip on the agenda, tomorrow.
It is understood that the group

.

volved/

found. itself in a tougher hole than
anticipated on the presidency situation, since it had been under the
belief that Depinet, in a pinch,
could be convinced to continue
holding the reins. The RKO prez,
who hasn’t been Well recently, reportedly has made clear in the past
few weeks that he does not want
to accept office again,
The executive vlce^presidcncyr^
a fulltime, paid job— is even hard-

With Mayer adamant
er to fill.
acaihst continuing, the membership must meet the problem, of
finding a Successor wlio will have
the confidence on a political level,
component
of all 10 of the
(Continued on page 15)

One-nigh t-a-week art film ex„
periment that Walter Reade. Theatres is conducting in New Jersey at
its
Paramount, Plainfield,
and
Hedy Another Indie
Carlton, Red Bank, has met with a
"very encouraging” initial reaction, according to a»Rcadc spokesSet at
as Krim
man. Test began Wednesday eveNegotiates -Story Buy ning (13) and will continue for
three more Wednesdays,
Further evidence that United
Series of screenings is tagged
Artists is reaching out to draw top "Curtain at 8:40” and is patterned
names into independent production after a successful tryout of a forwas provided this week with the eign film policy in a number of

COMPO

UA

of TV.

In

COMPO

fContinued on page 17)

that Mayer has in
for distribs to go,

'

the company.
Jack Alicoate; chairman of
election coirimittee,
called on Rodgers in
Florida, Where lie's Vacati
ing, in an attempt to sell him
on the post. Metro exec Was
firm, however, in stating that
he would not get himself in-

the

While all film companies favor
the principle of arbitration, the majority would rebel at including
rentals on the list of subjects to
be submitted to the conciliation
panels. This has been, recommended by Allied. Likelihood is that the

Current developments are emmind Would be phasizing anew the extent to
back to making which downtown theatres have de(Continued on page 12)
clined in the Twin Cities, during

worth.

will offer

Industry-ites incline to the belief
that the next couple of months will
tell once and for all whether an
accord can be reached oh setting
he terms for arbitration. It’s pointed up that if the fullscale effort
exerted on numerous fronts for setting up a system proves a failure,
there would be little chance for
revival of a pitch for arbitration at
a later date. It’s a case of do or
die, say observers.

presence’of newspapermen.

A

committee headed by Jack Alicoate, rep of the tradepaper publishers segment: of COMPO, has
wrestled for months with the task
of finding successors to president
Ned E. Depinet and exec v.p. Arthur L. Mayer,
Both men have
strongly stated they will not*serv
again.
Alicoate committee met as late
aS yesterday (Tues.) afternoon in
an effort to come up with a slate

liam F. Rodgers. Rodgers bowed out as Metro’s v.p; in charge
of distribytion at the end of
last year and is now serving
as V.p. and sales counsellor lor

meeting.

luctant to make a decision on;
the point, since some delegates
apparently feel stymied in the

moves

them is not working.
One of the alternatives that a
will
financing
committee
wrestle with is a Variation on the
method.
dues-collection
original
Under that scheme, the distribs
monthly for onehilled exhibs
tenth of 1% of their film rentals.
If
Distribs agreed to match this.

Among the men whom the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations has unsuccessfully*
sought as successor to exec
v.p, Arthur L. Mayer is .Wil-

their arbitration proposals to the
film outfits shortly with the demand that the companies set the
stage for actual negotiation, via
issuing a call for an all-industry

.

is

v.p.

Rodger* Nixe* Post

,

...

to throw* the sessions open to
coverage by the tradepress.
At some COMPO conclaves in
the past, reporters have been
others
at
admitted, while
they’ve been held outside and
briefed by an official followdiscussions.
the
day’s
ing
COMPO execs have been re-y

if it is to.
of supporting
go on. The one thing that Mayer

tions

up by

membership meeting in New
York today (Wed.) is whether7

none specifically.
That will leave to the. conclave
the problem of devising a method

make crystalrdear

egy

the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations at its » annual

York. It is understood Mayer will
for
suggest alternatives, but plump

will*

Effectiveness of distributor stratin dealing with tlieatremen
may well determine whether or not
a system of industry; arbitration
can be achieved. Both Theatre
Owners of America and Allied
States Assn, clearly are placing
the entire issue into the laps of the
.

Press Stymie

Marshall to Paris

Hemingway

disclosure that Hedy Lamarr was Canadian smalltown theatres. While
the actual purchaser of a story
the b.o, take was described as only
property Originally reported to "fair” for the Paramount and Carlhave been acquired by
prexy ton preems, the' management exArthur Krim. Krim negotiated the pects business to build on the basis
deal for purchase of ‘Xhe Story
of the plan’s acceptance,
of Esther,” by Frank "and* Doris
At Reade ’s Red Bank house, it
Hursley, in behalf of Miss Lamarr.
was disclosed, "some 75% of the
Purchase price was $25,000.
people attending were not recogThe star will produce "Esther” nized by the staff as ever, being in
as. an indie venture, possibly in
the theatre before.'’ Likewise, in
Italy, and doubtless for release
Plainfield about 60% of the preem

New York

.

UA

for

.

Paris

left

yesterday

(Tues.) in continued efforts to set

up a deal for filming Ernest Hem-

,

ingway’s novel, "Across the River
and Into the Trees.” Marshall and
Sam Marx for the past several
months have had in escrow $25,000
in "good faith rnohey” to obtain
rights to the book.
Marshall; and Marx have a tleup
with Benagoss Productions ( Henry

.

1

by UA.
audience were estimated to be newMeanwhile, Krim is continuing
(Continued on page 20)
keeping the theatres open until
of
in
pursuit
on
the
Coast
his
stay
that time to preserve their, good
Assn. There has been no overall
new deals. Still in the discussion
(Continued on page 12)
industry
the
since
rep there
stage is an arrangement with MuMPEA’s Charles Mayer returned
sic Corp. of America by which
home. Thus the spot is open and
some of the agency’s top-name cliMcDonnell is being seriously con- Towne Theatre Asks
ents each would appear in an indie
sidered for it.
formerly
He was
pic annually. Talks have been unaide to Gen.. Omar Bradley and
$1,500,000 More After
derway for such deals with Gregory
Extended Philly Runs
has lived in the Orient, much of his
Peck, Marlon Brando, James StewPhiladelphia, Feb. 19;
life.
Nipping Majors for 941G art, Alan Ladd and Cary Grant.
Judge Allan K. Grim, in U. S.
Meantime, another MPAA exec,
Chicago, Feb. 19.
District Court turned down, the acTed Smith, is in Indonesia for his
Attorney Tom McCorinell, right
tion for a preliminary injunction
fourth month on what was originlast week Spigelgass Reps MPIC
sought by Uie Sablosky family, opally expected to be a three-week after collecting $941,000
Milwaukee,
Theatre,
Towne
the
for
erators of four indie houses in Norassignment.
Smith is assistant to
international division chief John slapped the defendant major comas Late Sub ristown, Pa., and one in Bristol, Pa.
At
with
case
Towne
the
in
panies
The Sabloskys’ complaint deG. McCarthy and has been slated
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
clared that the extended first-runs
another action in Chi Federal
(Continued on page 12)
Spigelgass will rep the
Leonard
$1,137,000
for
asked
He
top product in downtown Philly
of
Court.
Motion Picture Industry Council houses would cause a serious login triple damages for period of
Picture
Motion
Of
Council
at
the
.In
1950.
jam of product, and that their theJuly 20, 1948, to May 15,
Chicago Theatre Sues
Organization’s annual membership atres, the Norris and Grant, would
addition, he’s asking single damtomorrow
York
meeting
New
in
be without filths by early March.
ages from May 15, 1950, to Jan, 25,
>|VVV^
(Wed.). Spigelgass is a last-minute
Seven major distributors were
1952, of $400,000.
Riykin,
Allen
for
Substitution
defendants in the injunction acChicago, Feb. 19.
Besides accusing the defendants
Setback suffered by the distribs of antitrust booking practices, he’s MPIC rep on the COMPO board. tion, whirikjs corollary to but docs
affiliation not
continued
MPIC's
Sabloskys’: suit
in the Brookside Theatre, Kansas also naming Fox-Wisconsin Theaaffect* the
With COMPO and its work in pub- against the same defendants asking
City, antitrust suit was followed tres arid the Warner Bros, chain.
will
not
Coast
the
on
lic
relations
this week by another action filed
$5,775,000 in treble damages, for
Attorney is also petitioning for
by 1670 Belmont Corp.
which additional fees of $50,000 cover- be affected in any way, the Coyn- alleged violations of the antitrust
resignation
the,
leases the local Belmont Theatre ing time from April 14, 1950, to cil’s execs say, by
laws.
Screen Directors Guild. $es-:
Judge Grim balked at a decision
to Kalahari Sc Katz,
April 28, 1952. April. 28 is when of the
B & K has been, operating the case is expected to go to initial sion with SDG officers, as a .mat- oil the clearance situation in an inter of fact,; Was planned by MPIC junction hearing, saying he did not
house since 1935. Plaintiff, seek- hearing.
execs tonight. (Tues.) in an effort "want to act as arbitrator for the
ing damages of $1,500,000, alleges
motion picture industry on deterto (compose differences.
that its rental for the house, based
No other MPIC units, Which in- mining the length of rims.” He
on gross percentage, was sliced by
‘Bing’* Thing*’
craft
and
talent
the
also saw no Conspiracy by the maclude all
the film companies’ refusal to proHollywood, Feb. 19.
unions, as well as reps of the stu- jors in. extended runs: "The fact
vide better product aiid clearance.
"Bing’s Things," company formed
Walkits
that three different concerns are
Circuit Court of Appeals, St. by Bing Crosby for merchandising dios, will follow SDG in
the
Louis, last week upheld damages Unusual items ranging froni toys to out after disagreement on policy, running strong pictures
toppers declared. Philadelphia theatres is evidence
Council’s
of $1,150,000 arid attorneys fees of apparel, will have a trade display the
competition exists.”
healthy
caused
a
that
action
SDG
the
Although
$100,000 iii the Brookside action. of its products in New York March
COMPO bead- The jurist in refusing th<* inju *Stockholders
of
the
theatre 3-5. Other exhibitions will be held some concern at
plaintiff had
claimed that the house was unable later in Chicago arid Los Angeles quarters because the MPIC's posi- tion stated that the
an im- shown no. danger of ’’immediate irto obtain product and
Firm is headed by Bing. Brothers tion on the Coast makes it public reparable damage,” adding that he
for this reathe
of
son it had to be relinquished to Everett and Larry Crosby are vee
portant component
companies "would
the Fox-Midwest chain.
relations organization, MPIC. mi i- doubted the film
Distrib pees; Basil Grillo, secretary-treas
as to leave Norrisdefendants are planning to take an urer, and Larry Shea, general man mized the effect of the SDG resig- be so foolish
town without pictures.”
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court. ager.
nation.

Pic Prod.

Producer William Marshall

|

jointly by the U. S; companies
through the Motion Picture Export

Rogers

;

Benjamin

and

Germaine

Gosseler) to make the pic.. Benagoss Would put up U. S, coin required and Marshall is trying to
line up a French producer to put
up francs for lensing to take place
in France.

While Marshall and Marx have
been working on a script and
financing, David O. Selznick has
also
erty.

shown

interest

in the

prop-

His attorney, Frank Davis,
been huddling with Alfred
Rice, Hemingway's lawyer, who
Marshall also
handles his deals.

•

has

'

before
taking off for Paris.
The $25,000 escrow does not restrict Rice from making another
deal. It merely gives Marshall and
Marx the right to state that they
have an agreerrient regarding the
If a deal is finalized, the
book.
$25,000 will be released to Rice
as .first payment against a guarantee or an alternate percentage

met with Rice yesterday

COMPO

arrangement.

.

Couple ‘Streetcar’ B’way

>

Repeat to Acad Awards

,

.

In anticipation of copping one or
Awards for “A
Streetcar Named Desire,” War
the pic for
skedded
has
Bros,
week’s re-engagement at the Warner Theatre, N. Y., starting March

more: Academy

,

The Tennessee Williams film
adaptation of his own Pulitzer
Prize-winning play chalked up lj
nominations for the Oscar Derby,
greatest number this year for
17.

'

S

^Produced by Charles K Feldand released by Warners,"
1”e
completed a
“Streetcar”
week run at the Warner Theatre
the
for
on. Nov. 21, 1951, a record
|WB showcase.
•

man

.

»

I
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Wltfe a $mg f p My Heart

Th«

(songs-hpolor)

(‘Jour de Fete*)
"The Big Day’* iJbui* de
Fete), French-made comedy
which opened yesterday (Tuesk

Drama with music based

oft

‘

/

career of Janie Froman. Strong
entertainment value*.

day) at the 55th St. Playhouse,
N, Y., was reviewed from Paris
by Variety in the issue of

Hollywood, Feb, 19.
Lamar Trotti pro*

25, 1949. Low-budgeter
was turned out by Cady Films
(Borrah Minevitch, Fred Oraln
and Jack Tati). Tati stars, directs and screenplayed.
Maxi opined that although

May

20th-Fox release of

Stars Stisan Hayward, Kory
David' Wayne; Thelma Ritter;
features Robert Wagner, Helen Westcott,
Una Merkel, Richard Allan, Max Showalter.
Directed by Walter Lang. Written
duetion.

Calhoun,

•

'

by Trotti; camera (Technicolor), Leon
Shamroy; editor, J, Watson Webb, Jr.;

the story is very thin; Tati’santics suffice to produce JiAple
audience laughs. Yarn revolves
around a French village on a
holiday. “Its very visual style
and practical absence of dia-

new songs, Alfred Newman, Eliot' Daniel,
Ken Darby; musical direction, Newman;
vocal

Darby;

direction,

Herbert

Hagen.

Earle

Spencer,

shown Feb. 14,
MINS.
Jane Froman.
John Burn

orchestration.

Trade-

Running time, 116

‘52r

.Susan

;

Hayward

Kory Calhoun

David Wayne
Ritter
Clancy
..
,. .Thelma.
, . .
G.f. Paratrooper. ...... . .Robert Wagner
Helen Westcott
Jennifer March.
Una. Merkel
istcr Marie
........
? he Tenor.
Richard Allan
Guild
Max Showalter
Lyle Talbot
Radio- Director;
Leif Erickson
General
Diplomat ................ Stanley Logan
U.S.O. Man.
...
Eddie Firestone
/

Don

observed,
“make it an international bet
a natural, for the foreign
pix circuit in the U. S.”

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

’

log,”

Ross.

the

critic

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

.

,

Texas

.

;

.

. . .

.

, .

.

Muleface

.

.

.

. .

.

. . .

...

Frank Sully
George Ofterman
;

....

.

.

U.S.O. Girl. .......... Beverly

The
ness'

story of one

courageous

—

of.

•

Thompson

—

show

..figures

busi-

Jane

Froman comes to the screen as
a drama with the. kind of strong
entertainment values that should
sell well in any situation.
It is
tops on songs, drawing from a
catalog that has become standard;
it
effectively performed with
is
great heart, and glossed with a
Technicolor coating that emphaizes the' presentation.
Miss Froman, a songbird who
started her rise to fame in 1936
as a penny-ante singer of radio
commercials, does her own chirping in this film version of her
career, much in the same manner'
that the late A1 Jolson provided
the necessary vocal magic to spark
the two releases on his life. The
vocpl wallop is there, coupled with
the thespian talents of Susan Hayward, to make the Froman story

good as a GI who figures in two touching; scenes With
Una Merkel preMiss Froman.
an amusing version of a
Richard Allan,
Catholic Sister/
singer-dancer working with Miss
Hnyward on the title number, and
Max Showalter, as Wayne’s former vaude partner, have their moments. Others in the cast add tro

Trotti has conceived a film story
that
follows
faithfully,
rather
though
telescoped,
the
actual
course of Miss Froman’s career.
In the first half, the pattern is
the rather pat one. of
unknown
coming into prominence; pat even
though factual enough; The next
60 minutes, however, have the ring
of sincere dramatics from the time
Miss Froman was nearly fatally
Injured
the Lisbon plane crash
of Feb. 23, 1943, while eriroute to
entertain
servicemen
overseas.
Her fight back to life and, even at
this late date, only partial recovery of the use of her limbs, the.
birth of a new love, the resumption of a career, to pay the enormous medical bills that Went, with
her injuries and successive operations, come over on the screen as
heartening drama that will touch
,

;

m

,

Wagner

is

presentation.
A careful, excellent job of TechLeon
by
photography
nicolor
Shamroy backs up the visual qual-

the overall

ity.
Alfred Newmah’s musical direction, vocal direction and orchesBrpg.
trations are all topnotch.

works

them

in

without slowing the pace, even
Ithough the 116 minutes of running
Ftinje is longer than it ha$ to be
for good story-telling.
Miss Froman sings 23 of the songs presented, starting with “That Old
Feeling”
and ranging through
such easy-listenefs as "I’rri Thru
With Love,” “Get Happy,” “Blue

Moon,” “Embraceable You,” “It’s
Good Day,” “I’ll Walk Alone”
and the title number.
A particular standout for emotional value is the Americana medley done when Miss Frbman, suf-r
a

recovered but still cripreturns overseas to fulfill
that GI singing mission so tragically interrupted in 1943. “America,
the Beautiful” starts and finishes
this sequence, done before hospitalized GI’s overseas, and ringing
through its 10 numbers are such
tunes as “Give My Regards to;
Broadway/* “California Here I

.ficiently

pled,

Come”

and

“Alabamy

Bound/’

^rotti’s

production
conception
cloaks the heart tunes with simand sells others with good
production
dressing,
chief
of
which is. the title number.
Susan Hayward responds to. the
Lang
direction
in
first-rate
plicity

Mutiny

f

-

“Woman in Questioii/* Brtfkh import which >preeme4

the rime of his popularity in Brit!

ish pix.

(18)
at Hie /park
Theatre, N. Y., was re-

Monday
Avenue

There’s little indication in “Ladv
a matter of fact, of
the virtuoso acting $kill that Mai
son has demonstrated in the past
He walks through the role (vith little animation and gets virtually no
support from Miss Havoc in her
superficial playing of $ difficult
part that would take the skill and
sensitivity of the best dramatic
actress films or legit could offer
Possessed,**; as

viewed from London by Variety in the issue of Oct. 18,
1950.
Jean Kent and Dirk
Bogarde star in the Anthony
Asqilith-Javelin Films produc-

Columbia Pictures

tion.

dis-

tributing in the U. (5.
“In its early stages,” wrote
Myrd,
’Question’
reviewer
showed promise of being a
thriller.”
bright,
intelligent
But, he added, the picture loses
its fresh slant after two or
three reels and deteriorates into a
“conventional murder
meller.” Critic felt that the
film isn’t strong enough, to

to "make it believable.

’

(COLOR)

War

Costumer about
okay for duals.

much hinge on *ny residuai
stttiiotloii in Mason’s name from

in Question

of 1812;

United Artists release of King Bros,
production. Stars Mark Stevens, Angela.
Lansbury, Patric Knowles. Directed by
Edward Dmytryk. Screenplay, Philip Yordan, Sidney ..Harmon, based on story by
Hollister Noble: music: composed and directed by. Dimitri Tiomkin; camera, Ernest

make an impact upon American audiences.
ent for the cast toppers, drawing
Alah Young and Dinah Shore from

radio

- television - records
territory
Lansbury and Robert Merrill from J;he Metropolitan
Opera, Of the trio. Young
Patric Knowles
Ben Waldrldge ...
Gene Evans comes off much the best and man.
Hook
.
Rhys Williams ages
Redlegs
. .
to spark what few genuinely
Osterloh
Faversham
. ... .
... , > .Robert
Peter Brocco humorous sequences the picture
Sykes
.Norman Leavitt has.
Hackett ...
; ,
.
Gene^Roth
(*'•
Potter
* * «,«.• r.* •
Walter Sande
Familiar plot concerns the bash-,
.. ......
Stone.
Peters
..... . ... .Clayton Moore
romance between Young, as
Radford
..... ......... .Morris Ankrum
Todd Karnes Aaron Slick, and his neighbor,
...... ; .
Andrews.
.Louis Jean Hevdt Miss Shore, in the farm community
Capt. Her wig.
,
. .
Robin 'Hughes of Punkin Crick.
...... ..
Lt. Vaughan
Miss/Shore, as
............ Crane Whitley
Col.. Rogers
.Emerson Treacy do so many farm maids, yearns
Council ‘Speaker
Chairman Parsons......-., Harry Antrim fpr life in the. big city and is en-.
abled to fulfill the yen when city
The King Bros, have gone to con- slicker Merrill and his gal-friend,
siderable trouble and expense to Adele. Jergens, buy her farm for
whip up this alleged incident from $20,000 because they believe it is
the War of 1812. But it’s just an- rich in oil.
other actionful nieller, 'done in
Bumpkin Young’s problem is
Technicolor. Mark Stevens, Patric concerned with getting Miss Shore
Knowles and Angela Lansbury may back on the farm and outwitting
spell a certain
amount of b.o. the slickers, arid he proves himdraught, but it still looms as a rou- self an inept, but -still adequate
tine grosser.
match for. big-city wits when he
“Mutiny” starts out to depict hits Chicago to!' save his gal; Film
how American patriots attempted runs a long 95 minutes, mostly beto transport $10,000,000 in gold cause of movement-stopping Song
bullion from France to use in fight- sequences! and a nqt-always-steady
ing the British in the war bf*1812. directorial pacing.
Unfortunately, after building so
Ten Jay Livingston-Ray Evans
elaborately to stress the. patriotic tunes are used but none appears to
yen. of Stevens and his daring in be sock hit material.
They are
setting out With a lightly-armed mostly situation numbers tuned to
boat to get the French gold, the the plot, although “Still Water,” a
story falls to pieces, Tale then sud- countiY church air done by Merdenly becomes largely one about, a rill and Miss Shore, listens rather
guncrew’s lust for this gold, with well. Best of: the rest might be
the first officer’s sweetheart soon “Marshmallow Moon,”- the gimjoining the band of cutthroats!
micked “Purt Nigh But Not
.-.

.

Leslie

... ..... .v.

.

.Angela
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Sew York

Tlie

(MUSICAL—COLOR)
Fred

Astaire,

In

Vera-Elleti

;

...

.

.

.

.

.

1

musical.

mildly entertaining
Spotty b.o.

Hollywood, Feb.

18.

Mc'tro release of Arthur Freed production. Stars. Fred Astaire, Vera-Ellen; Marjorie Main; feature* Keenan Wynn,.- Alice
.

Pearce, Clinton Sundberg, Gale Robbins.
Directed by Charles Walters. Screenplay.
Robert O’Brien, Irving EUn«on; adapted
by Chester Erskine from play by Hugh
.

camera (Technicolor), Robert
onck; editor, Albert. Akst; songs, Harry
W; ircn and Johnny Mercer; musical direction. Adolph Deutsch; musical mlmb('rs KtB«Cd and defected by Robert Alton.
'•'t-iM’/'-hown Feh. 13,
52. Running time,
-

Merton;
T>,

,

*

. .

;

/.

.

;

»

Ti,

her demented state of
mind and brtaks off the attach-

realizes

Mason plays the role of a vaude
This gives him the
opportunity to sing three tunes in
a kind of hoarse croon that is Obviously destined to give Crosby’,. Sinatra, et al, no fear of his busting
•

pianist-singer..

intq their racket.

While Mason’s vocalizing

,

Hannen and music\by Hans May;
“It’s You I Love,” by Allie Wrubel.
and “More Wonderful Thap These,’’
by William Spier and Kay Thompson.

:

Direction by Spier and Roy Keland one-dimensionai.
Production mounting is' good.
’
Herb.

lino is rapid
>

.Hoodlum Empire
Film version of Kefauver

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:.

,

.

.

Bowery Bum..
..... Dick Wessel
Bowery Bum. ..
Percy Helton
.
Bowery Bum ............
.Tom Dugan
.

.

.

.

’.

.

.

Only, a modest amount of musical diversion Is stirred up by “The
Belle of
York,” and it will

color for its business.
A film musical usually can get
by with the lightest plot if the
dance numbers and tunes are sock,
but “Belle” has an even lighter
plot than usual, .and the numbers
are just ordinary. It’s all done
pleasantly but not of a quality that
rates more than passing interest.
Score contains nine songs, most
of which are given some eye appeal
in production staging, although not
elaborately.
pleasing
is
Vora-Ellert’s “Naughty But Nice,”
which she sings and dances to fit
a story situation. Gimmick of dancin'* on air. which Astaire does to
“Seeing's Believing;” scores! mod-

Most

in-

vestigation; solid boxofflce..

;

Republic release of Joseph Kane production. Stars Brian Donlevy,- Claire Trevor, Forrest Tucker, VerS Ralston, Luther
Adler, John Russell; features Gene Lockhart, Grant Withers, Taylor Hblntes, Roy
Richard
Murphy,
Barcroft, - William
Jaeckel. Don Beddoe. Roy Roberts, RichDamian'
Pine,
Benedict'.
Philipard
O’Flynn, Pat Flaherty. Directed by Kane.
•

Screenplay, Bruce Manning and Bob Con-

story; camera, Reggie
Plumb.” and the rowdily-delivered sidine from latter’s
Landing; editor, Richard L. Van Enger;
“I’d Like to Baby You,” as sold by music. Nathan Scott. Tradeshown N. Y.,
Martha Stewart in’ a funny se- Feb. 18, ’52. Running time, 98 MINS..
.Brian Donlevy
Senator Bill Stephen*.
quence with Young.
Connie Williams ......... Claire Treyov
‘Miss Shore answers the acting Charley Pignatalll ..... Forrest Tucker
.. ....Vera Ralston
French sweetheart; Knowles con- demands of-, her country character Marte DufOttr,
.Luther Adler
Nicky. Mancani.
tributes one of his better perform- and is provided with some nifty Joe
..... ..John Russell
... .
Gray
ances as the first officer. -Gene costuming that looks good in Tech- Senator Tower
.... .. .Gene Lockhart
.......... Grant Withers
Evans ably heads the supporting nicolor.
Merrill's 'venture
into Rev. Andrews
.Taylor JHolmes
Benjamin Lawton.
cast while Rhys Williams is superb screen stardom will best wait an- Louie Draper..'.......;..-. Hoy Barcroft
in a small role. Remainder of cast other try in a better role, since he Pete Dailey...
William Murphy
Jaeckel
Richard
7
Dawson
.....
Ted
,
has
an
easy
is standard.
assurance, plus voice,
Don Beddoe
Senator Blake
A strong photography job is con- to carry off a stronger part. Miss Chief Tayla ................ Roy Roberts
'Benedict
Jergens
treats
...
Richard
Tanner.
...
the
eye.
Minerva
Wear.
tributed by Ernest Lazio.
^Phillip Pine
Urecal, Fritz Feld, a fresh head^ Louis Barretti
.Damian' O Flynn
Foster.
waiter;
.

,

-

:

.

*

VFrcncbic’s" Girl ....... .Meredith- Leeds
Lyn Wilde
"Frenchie’s" Girl. . . ... . . . ...
Judkins;
Roger Davis
. . , . . , . .
Roosevelt
Cub Driver
. . V. . . . .. .Buddy

as

is

unpleasant as the rest Of the film,
the tunes themselves are acceptable. They are “My Heart Asks
Why,” with lyrics by Hermione

.

ro MINS.
Fred Astaire
*
Charlie Hill
Vera-Ellen
Angela Bonflls
..........
...Marjorie Main
’"'s,. phlheas Hill.,
r
.Keenan Wynn
Tax Ferris.
...
Plot too. often telegraphs, future
F^'ic Wilkins.
Alice Pearce
developments. Stevens turns in a
C'lfvcd Splvak ...... . .. .Clinton Sundbcrg
tv .Vie McCoy
Gale Robbins forthright performance while Miss
"
renchic"
.Lisa Ferraday Lansbury
attractive and reads
Ci ncy
....Henry Slate
lines
as
Knowles’
crisply
"PrcnchfeV' Girl.
.Carol Brewster her
.

Sordid and unpleasant yarn is
designed as a psychological thriller.
Miss Havoc plays a femme who’s
driven somewhat off her rocker, by
the loss of her baby during childbirth. At about the same time, Mason’s wife dies. Miss Havoc and
her husband' moVe into the Mason
home, and Miss Havoc, in her hallucipated state, gets the idea that
the characteristics of Mason’s wife
have been reincarnated in her* She
throws herself at Mason and he is
on the verge of accepting her as a
lover, if- nothing else, when he

,

. . ;

;

•

i

•

•

.

. . .

. . .

. . .

.

.

'

New
almost any audience
Picture includes a wealth of Van heavily bn the names of Fred
songs, 26 tp be exact, and Walter Astaire, Vera-Ellen and. TechniLang’s, direction

Charles Walters’ direction of the
Arthur Freed production wasn t
inspired by the material so that,
while some individual sequences
get over okay, the overall effect is
mild. Plot was adapted to the
screen by Chester Erskine from
the Hugh Morton play and has
furbisbments
physical
suitable
that show up well- under the color
lensing of Robert Planck. Brog.

tured character of a nurse from Lazio; editor,' Frank Sullivan. Tradeshown
N. Y., Feb. 15; '52. Running ^ time-,
Flatbush who eases Miss Froman in
77 ..MINS.
through much of her trial. Robert James Marshall. ... ...
Marie Stevens

an earnest, moving drama, told; in
song and personal incident.
As producer- writer, Lama/

TihtMty 20, 1952

Werfftcgflfo

Woman

ha* no more thair ;a
walkori xs a girl in Astaire a life
before ho meets Vera-Ellen.

Robbing

.

.

.

.

. . .

...

. ...

.

,

. . .

.

. ..

. .

. .

. .

Veda Ann Borg, responsible
for a good, put-se-snatching scene

Aaron Slick From

Punk in Crick

with Young, and Chick Chandler,
complete the credited cast.

(SONGS—COLOR)

Robert Emmett Dolan handled

comedy with
screen
songs based on old-time play.
B.o. outlook not strong.
Mild

.

Hollywood, Feb.

the

musical direction, making it
listen as well as possible. Charles
B. Lang, Jr.’s-eolor lensing also is
~
good.

19.

Possessed

Paramount

release of William perlbergGeorge Seaton production; Stars Alan
Young. Dinah Shore, Robert Merrill; features Adele Jergens,.: Minerva Urecal,
Martha Stewart, Fritz Feld, Veda Ann
Borg, Chick Chandler.
Direction and
screenplay, Claude Binyon; based on play
by Walter Benjamin Hare; camera (Tech-

(SONGS)

:

Underdeveloped psychological

weak

thriller;

grosses

indi-

cated.

Lang, Jr,; editor,
Archie Marshek; songs. Jay Livingston
and Ray Evans; musical; direction, Robert
Charles

nicolor)!

B.

.

.

. * .

.

.

.

Mikkelson

.

.

>......

.

.... .Pat

Flaherty

last year’s .Kefauver investigation Republic .has fashioned
a topical .and suspenseful film in

Out of

Hoodlum Empire.”

Based upon

Bob Considine story and presented by Herbert J. Yates, the picture packs a wealth of exploitation
values and rates as a stout box^
office contender despite the lack of
top star names in its cast roster.
As screenplayed by Bruce Manning and Considine, the yarn
basically is woven around the efforts of racketeer John Russell to
go straight after returning from
a

Republic release of Janies Mason pro- World War II service. Although a
duction.
Stars James Mason and June nephew of gangland chief Luther
Dolan. Tradeshown Feb. 15, '52. Havoc;, features Stephen Dunne, Fay
and device is again used by Emmett
Compton and Pamela Kellino. Directed Adler and brought up in an at-Running time, 95 MINS.
Astaire and Vera-Ellen for a finale Aaron Slick. ........
Alan Young by William Spier and Roy Kellino. mosphere of organized crime; his
to the title tune.
Josie
Dinah Shore Screenplay, Mason and Pamela Kellino. army life snapped him out of the
Miss Kellino's novel, "Del Palma";
Other Harry. Warren - Johnny Bill Merrldew ....... ... .Robert' Merrill from
road
Gladys
..... ....... Adele Jergens songs, Hermione Hannen, Hans May, Allie evil past and set him on the
Mercer tunes are “Bachelor Din- Mrs.
Peabody ..... .... .... Minerva Urecal
jyiniam Spier, Kay Thompson; of good citizenship.
ner Song,” used as Astaire’s first Soubrctte
............ .Martha Stewart camera, Karl Struss: editor, Arthur RobRussell’s background and ultierts;
Headwalter
Fritz
Feld
music*
Nathan
Scott. Reviewed at
torpor with an assist from 12
disclosed by
Girl in Red
.Veda Ann Borg
Y F* b “•
Hu " nln * mate reformation is
beauts, including Lisa Ferraday; Pitchman
............ Chick Chandler uS“I"mi*Ss.
a series of five flashbacks made in
“Roby Doll,” “Oops!” and “Thank
James Mason the course of a senatorial probe
n
.14,
Y
Mr. Currier, Thank You, Mr.
Jlm * Havoc
Aaron
From Punkin
racketeering.
Slick
w i!°
S
’••• •••••• .Stephen Dunne into n a t i o n w.i d e
Tves,” sung and danced by the
n"
Brune
Crick” is
country-bumpkin as
.... ,Fay Compton Probe is held in New York’s Fedtwo stars, and “I Wanna Be a its. title and as old-fashioned
"
.Pamela Kellino eral Court House, and among those
as Dr.Stepanek.
c*
Daijcm’ Mari,” which Abjure uses the
.......
steVen Geray
well as
play from which, it Was de- Medium
...
...... .Diana Graves facing the TV cameras as
for a sand dance. Roger Edens
rived. The bucolic humor present- 5?^ Burr °YP'-..Odette Myrtil the solons’ interrogations are Adcontributed “Let a Little Love
Eileen Erskine ler, his underling, Forrest Tucker*
ed is of a mild brand, the... music
’iCome In” for Vera-Ellen.
•••• •• .John P. Monaghan
“cj'J
score that has been added to the
- fnld Mosier and Claire Trevor, an underworla
^r-ript by- Robert O’Brien and
Secretary
Osborn siren.
in-no Elihson has Astaire as an original play is fair! and while the Nurses: Costance ...Cavendish,j Udy
Alma LaWScript, moves along rather /Slowton, Anna Grevler, Tonyna Micky
earlv-New York playboy who falls performances are competent its
DoUy
..... .Hazal Frahklyn ly in its early stages, establishing
/or a Bowery mission worker, Vera- chances: in the general market are Matron
characters and laying the groundElTep. and changes his ways, even spotty.
The William PerlbergrGeorge
James Mason and his wife, Pa- work of explanation for the con-,
yett ng employment to prove he is
mela
Seaton
production
was
Kellino,
scripted 'and
financed by Repub- gressional investigation over which
worthy of her. pure, honest affecBut as
tion. Tunes ana. production num- directed by Claude Binyon, With lic, have put this indie production Brian Donlevy presides.
together
the
Walter
Benjamin
for
Hare
play
on
release
by Rep. A kind the drift of the plot becomes apbers are hung on that framework
accelerates to
to fill the footage but to 80 min- which the film is based reputedly of. .family, affair, with Mason as prq- parent, action later
the most frequently performed in ducer and also co-author With Miss a climax where Russell storms Adutes.
to avenge
T ineup for comedy includes Mar- the histoiy of the American thea- Kellino of the screenplay from her ler’s penthouse retreat
However, it has been done novel, “Del Palma,” with Miss Kel- the; murder of a clergyman friend.
jorie Main, as Astaire’s rich aunt; tre.
close in
cops
the
largely
lino
Simultaneously^
by amateur groups since
s ex-husband, Roy, as associate
jOrrin Wynn, lawyer who liv«
off the playboy’s escapades; Alice original travelling stock show pro- producer and co-director, it bodes to wrap up the pieces.
foreword,
pat
The
Film
duction.
laughs
little
industry's
probably
good
Pearce. Vera-Ellen’s mission aide,
for any of thern. Added
and Clinton Sundberg, mission come easier for its humor when to this is the fact that co-director “events and characters depicted
Worker who pines for Vera-Ellen. the cast and audience share a com- William Spier is the husband of hefein are purely imaginaiy
they’re all competent comedy mon community interest. However, costar June Havoc. It has. only mi- which generally accomPanies
_De
credits of every picture, must
handlers
but
haven’t much the outlook even in the rural areas nor grossing prospects;
chance. Miss Pearce. does, however, is problematical.
Mason is costarred with June taken With a grain of. salt insoiar
n
concerned.
Presentation goes afield from Havoc, while Miss Kellino plays a as “Hood-uni Empire” is
h-. vp
good moment doing a re
prise on “Naughty But Nice.” Gale regular film comedy-musical tal- featured, role.
18)
Marquee values
( Continued on page
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fashion,.
home in
ment to

While riot entirely at
the dancing accompani-

some of

production
numbers, she punches over the
straight
vocal - simulation
and
deftly handles the dramatic phases.
Rory Calhoun impersonates John
Burn, the Pan-American pilot who
helped save Miss Froman in the
plane crash and successfully wooed
her afterwards.
As screened,
character is secondary but welldone.
David Wayne plays Don Ross,
Miss Froman’s first husband, who
figured prominently in the first
portions of her career. As it comes
over on the screen it /'has. a father
formula musical-drama feel, even
though Wayne is able to give It
the

;

.

some
does

strength.
excellently

Thelma
by

a

Ritter
mianufac-
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Washington, Feb.

7

*

19.

film industry, including exhibitors, probably paid approximately $58,000,000 in. dividends to its stockholders last year, according to U. S. Commerce Department figures and estimates

The

issued Over the weekend.
Commerce said that a “preliminary” totaling up of publicly reported picture industry dividends showed a melon of ‘$34,800,000.
A spokesman explained, however, that there were a few more
precincts to be heard from.
On top of this, the Commerce Department estimates that the
publicly reported dividends amount to only 60 or 65% of all
dividends paid out. Hence the real figure of dividends would be
about $58,000,000
Publicly reported dividends for 1951 were about $2,100,000
short of the figure for 1950. Part of this is due to the. fact that
companies like Paramount and Warner bought in some of their
outstanding stock and so have fewer shares outstanding to receive
dividends. In addition, no report was received* from the Stanley
subsidiary which reported dividends of $904,000 in 1950.
Co a

United Paramount Theatres disposed of close to 900 theatres in
the past three years, establishing a
record in volume of theatre property transfers. This was revealed last
week as UPT moved in N. Y. Federal Court for an order postponing
for two years the present deadline

March 3, 1952, on divestiture of
ah additional 198 houses,
Dropping of theatres was in com:
pliance with the Par consent deof

.

Economic conditions in Britain
have a distinct bearing upon
renegotiation, of the- .current Anglo-American film agreement, ac-

will

Influence

Influence of film advertising
Was seen when the strike of
bagel-bakers in New York
Grocery
ended last week.
store named Gordon’s flaunted
a valance reading:
“Bagel’s back and Gordon’s
got ’em!”

cree in the industry antitrust suit.
Entire chain of 1,450 theatres, including those involved in partnership operations, was to be whittled
to about 650 houses in the three
UPT was
years ended March 3.
permitted to buy out partners’ inchains
but in
terest in individual
Hollywood, Feb. 19;
turn was called upon to sell a large
number of houses in these local
In a chiding mood, the Screen
circuits to third parties.
Writers Guild takes to task Warner
In its bid for more; time to drop Bros.’ studio flackery for the creathe remaining 198, UPT told the tion of “phantom'’ writers.
The
court, that day-to-day negotiations Guild’s February bulletin notes
looking to thei r sale have been that “it was with a fluBli of pleascarried on but the outfit simply ure that we read the lead item in a
hasn’t been able to consummate recent column by Hedda Hopper.
deals with potential buyers. The Not only was a writer’s name mentalks on selling will continue, UPT tioned side by side with the names
stated in its Court motion.
of two stars, but the item was clearHearing date will be set shortly, ly a studio press release and thereprobably for the first week of next fore the probable harbinger of
month, and at that time the De- Utopian Hollywood order in: which
partment of Justice will Seek to the screenwriter could move about:
'block UPT’s move for added time. freely and without apology.”
Department lawyers feel that the
The Hedda Hopper item, the bulthree-year period for the company’ letin says, declared th$t the Warto complete its realignment was ners were so pleased with “Room
sufficient and any additional con- for One More” that another picture
cessions would be in violation
Was being prepared for the same
the decree.
stars, Cary Grant and Betsy Drake,
UPT toppers likely will argue by writer Rudi Hopping. The Item
that they already have shown “good also included a synopsis of the plot
faith” in complying with the judg- “which was already taking shape
ment via divestiture of the 900 on the blazing keys of Rudi. Hophouses so far. They'll further con- ping’s typewriter.”
tend that the inability to drpp the
“Within the Guild walls,” the
(Continued on page 63)
bulletin continues, “once the first
excitement had subsided, there in-

WB

,

H’wood

;

Regular quarterly^ common stocks
dividends within the past week by
trio Of film outfits pointed up
the fact that with only a few exceptions there's been a- consistent,
payoff to industry stockholders,
despite the dowiislide in earnings.
Common stock divvies were set
by Warners at 25c. per share, 20thFox at 50c. and Paramount also

.

Par Gunning 11 Pix
In Next 5 Months

Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Steady flow of production is assured on the. Paramount lot with
11 features on. the program fpr the
next five months.
Nat Holt’s “Hurricane Smith’’ is
at 50c.
\
the first starter, followed by Hal
WB has been maintaining its $1- Wallis’ “Come Back, Little Sheba”
per-year rate since 1949 and may and Pine-Thomas’ “Tropic Zone."
up this to $1.25 in the current year.
Outfit already has laid out over
$15,000,000 in reducing the number
of 'shares held by the public and
is about set with the allocation, of
.

:

.

I

(

.

another $15,000,000 to farther cut

Thus, under the policy, a dividend cushion is established against any further drop in
earnings; that is, tfie current rate
can either be maintained or’ inScreen Publicists Guild’s New
creased because of the lesser num- York unit at Warner Bros, voted

-

capitalization.

ber of shares outstanding.
to strike as negotiations for a new
Twentieth’s stockholders have pact reached a stalemate Friday
been receiving $2 annually steadily (15). Pub-ad staffers, affiliated with
over, the past four years. The pay- District 65, Distributive, Processing
off hit a high of $4 in 1946, was and Office Workers of America,
cut to $3 the following year and have not set a date for an actual
walkout;, but apprised the Warner
set. at the continuing $2 level in ’47.
management committee of their
Par’s 50e. Rate
strike intentions Monday (18). In
Par has been declaring at the effect, publicists left the door open
50c. quarterly rate since it reached
for* a recall of this strike vote if
its Current status Jan. 1,1950, upon
Warners showed' an indication of
the divorcement reorganization of
renewing talks and meeting some
the, old Paramount Pictures, Inc.
of the union’s demands.
Latter also had maintained' the
Strike decision was the result
same rate. United Paramount Theaof ai culmination of events going’
( Continued on page 18 )
back to the opening of talks late
in November, 1951. According to
the unionites, no progress was being made in the confabs. On ThursWins
Salary
day (15) the Warner unit pulled a
work stoppage. The stoppage was
Scale on Indie Pictures
'halted when the company negotiators agreed to hold further talks
Released to television the following day. A two-hour

SAG

121%

Hollywood

meeting on Friday

Feb.' 19.

(15),

however,

>
brought the disputants no closer
of the Screen- Actors
agreement and the strike isGuild will eventually collect added to an
presented the staffers by
payment for their work in some 70 sue was
officials.
SPG
theatrical films made by member
security
on
Agreement
companies of the Independent Motion Picture Producers Assn, and clauses, which the union deems
iight of
the
in
important
subsequently sold to TV.
SAG extremely
Board of Directors approved the recent layoffs in the pub-ad departcounter-proposal made by IMPPA, ment, is the main issue Of contenbut various complications will detion between Warners and the SPG.
lay completion of the deal. *
18)
.

Members

,

(Continued on page

Agreement covers pictures made
Aug. 1, 1948, chiefly Mono-

after
grat

product.
Actors appearing
these films will collect added
payment of X2V2% when the pro-

PAR PAYS $16,000 FOR
PARIS LEGIT HIT

ducer gets less than $20,000 for the
T_V rights.
The ante is raised to
15% if the rights bring more than
$ 20 000
Through the agreement,
of
the most significant in recent years
,

Paramount
5,600,000

.

shelled out about
equivalent to

francs,

about $16,000 at the legal rate of
exchange, for the film rights to the
Paris legit hit, “La Cuisine
m the film industry, SAG estab- current
Anges” (“The Cooking of AnDes
lished two basic principles—recogAlbert Hussoh.
nition of the right to added pay- gels”), by
Gilbert Miller and a number of
nien ts when theatrical films Tire
have
used in TV, and establishment of a other Broadway producers
been, attempting to land legit rights
sliding scale of payments.
Pact and are being referred by Pararuns for seven years and provides
mount to the French owners. Millthat no film will be released
for
protelevision until three years after it er and Henry Sherek, Lofidon
ducer, are seeking to obtain the
has hit the theatre screens.
In rights for London and New York
Pictures that, fail to reach TV
'

]

screens, the actors get. nothing.

'

versions.

Produced in Paris by Andre
Complications delaying compleCertes, “Cuisine” is an offbeat comagreement are humer- edy of three convicts in a French
(Continued on page. 17)
penal colony in 1910.
.

tion of the

'

.

•

.

.

Sept. 30.

Commenting on other repercussions, Eckman indicated that British exhibitors “jump to conclu-

sions” by expressing fears that government renegotiation of the film

agreement would lead to. less Hollywood product. They have in
mind, lie said, the picture embargo
which grew out of the 75% ad
valorem tax in 1947, and think the
present government is contemplatr
ing something of a similar nature.
Turning to Metro’s production
in Britain, Eckman revealed that
the company has six or seven pictures scheduled to roll there this
year compared to only two last
They include the Robert
year.
Tuylor-Elizabcth T a y 1 o r starrer,
“Ivanhoe,” and “The Hour of 13,”
which .pro d u c e r Hayes Goetz

turned out.
Film

country is now covered by video,
there has been no serious effect
upon the b.o. take. Possible reason
for this, he added, is the fact that
TV is government-controlled and
.

compare

evitably began the lack-lustre office

doesn’t

stflndiirds

in good or bad
active or ashe, perhaps,

Was he an
member? Was

standing?
sociate

not even a Guild member, but by
his creative labors at that very moment qualifying for all the benefits
of Guild membership?
•‘Rudi Hopping was, alas!, none
of these things. By nightfall, the

B O. Okay

British fRm industry lias been
fortunate as far as TV is concerned, Eckman emphasized, for
although ail estimated 70% of the

chores that, are routine when a
writer begins studio employment.

Was Rudi Hopping

|

cording to Sam
Eckman, Jr.
Metro’s managing director
England. Other than that observation, the exec felt that “it’s very
premature to venture an opinion.”
Eckman, who is visiting the
company’s homeoff ice for the first
time in three years, disclosed in
New York Monday (18) that during his stay lie’ll discuss the implications of a threatened revision
of the pact with Eric Johnston,
prez of the Motion Picture Assn,
of America. Existing accord, which
permits Hollywood to remit about
$25,000,000 a ri n u a 1 1 y, expires

American

to

Although “worthwhile” films do
(Conti ued qn page 17)

’Sailor’

Way Ahead

Of Previous Pictures

By Martin

&

Lewis

Even gome of Paramount’s more
dejected office staff possessed only
No action has been taken yet by one indisputable vital statistic con- Optimistic execs are doing a douInof
the
ble-take
F.
Walsh,
prexy
at. the spectacular grosses
Richard
cerning Rudi Hopping. There was"
chalked by the new
ternational Alliance df Theatrical
no Rudi Hopping.. Aphrodite, the still being/
request
Dean
Martin-Jerry
Lewis comedy,
Stage Employees, on the
(Continued on page 12)
“Sailor Beware,” which Hal Wallis
by white collar employees at Pathe
produced for Par release. Comedy
Laboratories, N. Y., for permission
is drawing bigger returns than the
to call a strike. Walsh received the
QUITS
team’s previous two films, “That’s
request last weekend.
My Boy” and “At War with the
Walkout of the 40 office emDISSOLVES
Army,” and they were solid clicks.
ployees of Local H-63, Motion PicWhile, it moved into top spot in
ture Homeoifice Employees, could
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
cause serious delay In the printing
Herbert K. Sorrell, organizer of Variety’s weekly roundup of big
Of films f oi Warner Pathe News, the Conference of Studio Unions money-makers in the key Cities last
United Artists, Uniyers..l and for and stormy petrel of Hollywood’s week, “Sailor” seems even a bigvideo shows, since niembers of the labor circles, is retiring from the ger smash in the small towns, on a
percentage basis. Film drew over
IA Laboratory Technicians union union business,
would, in all probability, refuse to
Retirement followed the dissolu- $600 in its opening day in Lake
cross a picket line. Similar situa- tion of the CSU, of which he was City, la. That’s about 50% over
tion arose two years ago when president, and. the AFL Painters the initial day’s take for “My Boy.”
technicians refused to crqps a pick- Local 644, of which he was business New pic drew over $900 in four
days in Grinnell, la., which comet line set up by the office em- agent.
pares with over $600 for “At War”
ployees.
and about $700 for “My Boy.”
Strike action is being weighed,
At the Paramount, Wilkes-Barre,
according to Russell Moss, biz
Local H-63, Par In
“Sailor” racked up $11,150 in
failure
Pa.,
of
because
of
H-63,
agent
“At
four days, about $1,000
of Pathe “to bargain in good faith,”
Pact
Huddles
on
union’s
War”
in the same, house
down
turned
Company has
demands for a wage hike and a
Negotiations between Paramount corresponding period.. It’s,
union shop.
and. Local H-63, Homeoff ice Motion ord for the Par house.
New mark also wqs established
Picture Employees Union, for a
hew pact for pubrad staffers begins at the Kearse Theatre, Charleston;
W. Va., which drew $4,840 in the
today (Wed).
Opening of formal talks marks first three days. At the Denham,
the first time that the Interna- Denver, “Sailor” piled up over
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage $10,400 in three days, compared to
Paramount, is set to send nine Employees unit has repped the over $7,300 for “My Boy.”
The Hollywood The a t r e. L*
members of a homeoifice pub-ad
performers on the road for
$5,ries of personals and press and staff. Par unit pulled out of the Crosse, Wise.; raked in around
exhib meetings. Plan is part of District 65 Screen Publicists Guild 400 in a week with “Sailor/’ against
and in a recent National Labor Re- about $4,400 each for “My Boy”
an overall ballyhoo program.
BalSlated for the promotional push lations Board election selected H- and “At War.” At the Stanley,
about
are Anna Maria Alberghetti, Rose- 63 as its bargaining agent. Union timore, “Sailor” grossed
comdays,
four
mary Clooney, Audrey Hepburn, has already inked a pact for the $13,200 in its first
pared with $13,400 for a full week
Joan Taylor, Bill Holden, Tom Par clerical and typing help.:
Michael
Russell. Moss, biz agent of H-63, of “At War’:’ in the same house.
Morton, Peter Baldwi
Jerry
Business/ at numerous other spots
while
staffers,
the
rep
will
Don
Taylor.
Moore and
mammoth, clearly esPar’s idea is to switch from the Pickman, pub-ad v.p.j Sid Blumen- similarly is
Martin & Lewis as the
Israel,
Arthur
tablishing
and
topper,
stpek,
ad
.directly
normal flackery foi; films
mbo: in the big
Balaban, will Rottest Comedy
in favor of the buildup for the aide to. prexy Barney
league.
sit in for Par management.
players individually.

SORRELL
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HCTCltE CROSSES
*Las Vegas’ Dull $8,000,
Balto; ‘Sailor’ 156, 2d

‘

LA.

Slffl

Spotty Bid

‘Salesman’

Baltimore, Feb. 19.
Extra-heavy b.o. of p r e v 1 o u s
week’s product and a general marking time to accommodate big ones
coming, has this town on skids.
“Las Vegas Story,” lone newcomer,
is

lady Says’ Light 15G, ‘Star’ 19G, 2d
Los Angeles, Feb.

side.

Academy nom-

helping several exBest newcomer is
“Las Vegas Story;” which looks
sharp $38,000 in two theatres to

are
tended-runs.
inations

.

.

.

.

Hipprodrome (Rappapprt)

—

Grosses

only fairish for the huge Albee
great reviews.
“Sailor
Beware” continues to top the town
in second lively fling at Capitol.
Other newcomers, in slow to moderate tempo, are “Harlem Globe
despite

.

atres, chtefly first runs, includ-

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year

(2,240;

(

20-70) “Las Vegas Story” (RKO).
In clear field against plethora of
repeaters but dull ait $8,000, Last;

.

City

its

$15,700.

.

“Retreat, Hell!”
also is good With $30,000 in three
houses.

pace

Key

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .. ..$2,478,700
(Based on 25 cities, 222 the-

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 50$1.25)—"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (5th.
wk). Winding up run with fine
$12,000 following fourth round at

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
.$491,900
(Based on 22 theatres )
Last Year ....
$504,700
(Based on 17 theatres)

Cincinnati, Feb. 19.
is leader
of four new bills currently, but

“Death of Salesman”

Hipprodrome. Second

ley.

First-run boxoffice picture continues spotty here this rourid
although two of four new bills are

on the strong

at

Based on 24

Week

Trotters,”

$2,305,000

cities, arid

188

'At

theatres.)

week,

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 2070)—“Greatest Show On Earth”
(Par). Opens tomorrow (Wed.) after
.week of “Cimarron Kid” (U) got

mild $4,500.

:

—

—
—

Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)
Hollywood, Downtown, Wlltern
“Clouded Yellow” (Col) (2d wk). Last week, “I Want
(2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$L10)
(2d wk), $5,400.
Fast Dull $5,000. Last week, $6,500.
—“Retreat, Hell!” (WB).
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)
Last week, “Woman Is
$30,000.
“Woman
Is Dangerous” (WB) (2d
Dangerous” (WB) and “Steel Fist”
wk).
Off to $10,000. Last week, ‘Sailor’ Standout
(Mono) (2d wk), $17,600.

(WB)

.

;

-

;

Loew’s

(2,404;

(UA)
— “Lone

State,
Egyptian
70-$1.10)
1,538;

air $14,000.

Earle

(WB)

(2,700;

50-99)

—

“David and Bathsheba” (20th);
Star”
(M-G) and “Cloudburst” Disappointing $9,000. Last week,
(UA) (Loew’s only) (2d wk). Off to “Fort Osage” (Mono) plus; Larry
$19,000.. Last week, $33,000.
Steele’s “Smart Affairs of 1952,”
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,- nice $17,000.
.
Pox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)
70-$l)—“Las Vegas
752;
2,812;
Call
Story” (RKO) and “Harlem Globe- “Phone
From Stranger”
Robust $38,000. (20th). Brisk $20,000. Last week,
trotters” (Col).
Red Skies Montana” (20th) (2d
Last week, “I Want You” (RKO)
and “Hot Lead” (RKO). $15,000. wk), $11,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii
(F&M-G&S) (3,398; 1,106; 60-85)— 99)—“Lone Star” (M-G) (3d wk).
“Sailor Beware”' (Par) and “Bare Good $8,000 in 5 days. Last week,
foot Mailmen” (Col) (L. A. Par $14,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 90-$1.50)
only) (4th wk). Fine $13*000. Last
—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk).
week, $17,700.
Terrific
$40,000.
Last week,
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
60-$1.20)—“Tom Brown’s $65,000.
(1,430;
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50Schooldays” (UA).
Sad $3,500. 99)—
“Sellout” (M-G). Oke $7,000
Last week, “Latuko” (Indie) (4th
Last week, “Meet Danny Wilson^
Wk) (6 days), $6,000.
(U), nice $8,QOO.
Orpheum (Metropolitan) (2,213;
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 5070-$1.10) —“Japanese War Bride'
99)
“Death of Salesman” (Col)
(20th) and “Northwest Territory
(3d wk). Fair $10,000. Last week,
(Mono) (2d wk). Only $5,000. Last $15*000.
week, with Vogue, Uptown, Loyola
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)
(FWC), $20,900.
“Sailor Beware” (Par). Sock $26,Ritz, Vogue, Globe (FWC) (1,- 000. Last week, “Room One More”
370; 885; 782; 70-$l. 10)—“Caesar (WB) (2d wk), $12,500.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)
and Cleopatra” (Indie) and “Sey
enth Veil” (Indie) (reissues). Mild “Retreat, Hell!” (WB). Great $16,'
0Q0.
Last week, “Treasure Lost
$10,000. Last week, with Orpheum
United Artists, Four Star (UA) Canyon” (U), $7,000,
Trans-LUx
(T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)
90-$2:40)
“Quo
(2,100;
900;
“Detective Story” (Par) (14th
Vadis” (M-G) (12th wk).
Sturdy
Still stout at $7,500.
wk).
Last
Last week, $14,600,
$14,000.
Fine Arts (FWC) (677; 80-$150) week, $8,000.

—

—

—

18G,

W

Cleveland; Feb. 19.r
the word for local
boxoffice this week in most houses.
Strongest wicket reaction is being
registered by Alien’s “This Woman
“Invitation” at
Dangerous.”
Is

Average

State,

is

“Danny Wilson”

at

Hipb and
range

“Return of Texan”

at Palace

from mild

“Quo Vadis”

to fair;

13th stanza at Stillman

is

in

holding

stoutly.

—

—

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
“Harlem Globe Trotters” (Col) and
“Barefoot Mailman” (Col). Light
$6,000. Last week, “Lady' Says No”
(UA)
and “Cloudburst” (UA),
$5,500.

—

Keith’s (Mid-States)* <1,542; 55“For Men Only” (Lip). Mild
75)
$6,000. Last week, ‘Meet Danny
Wilson” (U), ditto.

—

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
“Hunchback Notre Dame” (RKO)
and “Gat People” (RKO) (reissues).

Mild $4,500. Last week, “Room for
Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)— One More” (WB) (m.o J, oke $5,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; .55-75)
“This Woman Is DangeroUs” (WB).
You” (RKO) Solid $17,000. Last week, “Room “At Sword’s Point” (RKO). ModerFor One More” (WB) (2d wk), live- ate $8,000. Last week, “Woman. Is
Dangerous” (WB), $8,200.
ly $13,500.

—

Hipp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700;
55-80)—“Meet Danny Wilson” (U).
Slow $9,000. Last week, “Obsessed”
(UA) and “Japanese War Bride”

With

‘Salesman’

(20th),

Fair 4G, ‘Door’

Oke 5G

Ohio

(Loew’s)

(1,244;

1

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 90-$1.50)
Vadis” (M-G) (13th wk).
at $8,000 or near following

—“Quo
Held

Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 54-75) $9,500 last chapter.
“Death of Salesman” (Col). LikeTower (Scheftel-Burger) (500; 55ly modest $4,000. Last week, “Fixed 80)—“Unknown World” (Lip) and
Bayonets” (20th) and “Hurricane “FBI Girl” (Lip). Dull $3,000. Last

—

Island”. (Col), $3,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75)— “Room For One More”
(WB) (4th wk). Final Stanza pull-

week got

In Hub, Hefty $31,000;

55-80)—

“Lone Star” (M-G) (m.o,). Second
downtown week, brisk $6,800. Last

Louisville, Feb. 19.

$90,000. This hurt some, spots.
Estimates for This Week

‘Snow White’ Big Noise

same.

“Sailor Beware” at Rialto is week, “Caesar;, and Cleopatra” (Inmaking the loudest noise this week, die) and “Seventh Veil” (Indie) (rewith turnaway biz over weekend. issues), $5,500.
Smash session looms. H. o’s. fourth
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80)—
week of “Room For One More” at “Return of Texan” (20th). Fair
Mary Anderson looks nice. “Death $8,509. Last week, “Red Skies
is
rated.
Kentucky
of Salesman” at
|ifim:an a ’M2b th),''$9’000*
modest. Polack Bros. Circus, which
State (Loew’s)" (3,450; 55-80)—
played the Jefferson County Armory Feb. 11-17, did the biggest “Invitation” (M-G). Mild $8,500.
Last week, “Lone Star” (M-G) (2d
biz ever this year. Gross on .13
performances indicates tremendous wk). $8,600.

week, “Hoodlum” (UA) and “Sec
ond Face” (Indie), $2,900.

Boston, Feb. 19.
Biggest noise this stariza is the
return of “Snow White” at Memorial which, after a seven yCar layoff, is grabbing boff returns via a
new generation of moppets. Other
newcomers, “This Woman is Dangerous” at Met, “Ten Tall Men”
at Orpheum and State and “Cat
People” at Boston are not so good.
“David and Bathsheba,” in return
at pop prices at Paramount and
Fenway, is disappointing.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 50-$1.20)
“Death Of Salesman” (Col) (5th wk)*
Holding only 4 days this week for
so-so $2,300.
Last week, mild

—

$5,000.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill Inc.)
/“Another Man’s
(682; 65-$l;20)
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Poison” (UA) and “Heir to Throne”
‘BEND’ 7G,
“Sailor
(Indie) (4th wk). Okay $5,000 folBeware” (Par).
54r75)
Sock $18,000 or near. Last week;
lowing $5,200 for third round.
Toronto, Feb. 19.
“I Want You” (RKO) $11,000.
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)
“Quo Vadis” is smash $40,000 in
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 90-$l. 25)—
first week here to set a riewLoeW’s “Cat People” (RKO) and "Hunch“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk). Good
house record, previously held by back Notre Dame” (RKO) (reissues).
$9,000 in 5 days.
Last week,
'Gone With the Wind.” It was set Sluggish $6,000 In 6 days. Last
$16,000.
Rest of town is week, “Girl on Bridge” (20th) and
Strand (FA)
54-75)— back in 1940.
(1,200;
Waterfront
Women” (Indie),
solid, with “I ‘Want You” and
'
“Strange Door” (U) and “Tales
World (G&S) (500; 50-99)
—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) .(6th
“Phone Call from a Stranger” $ 8 000
Wk)...
Oke $3,000.
Last week “Galloping Major” (Indie), So-so Robin Hood” (Lip). Oke $5,000 or standout. Holdovers such as “Death
* Exeter
(Indie)
(1,300; 60-80)
Last week, “Browning close. Last week, “Cimarron Kid”
$3,500.
$4,100.
of a Salesman” and “Bend of the “Browning Version” (U) and “Royal
(U) and “Sky High” (Lip), $4,000.
Beverly Hills (WB) (1,612; 80- Version” (U) (4th wk), $3,000.
River” also doing nicely for second Journey” (UA) (4th Wk). Slick $8,$1.50)— "Death Salesman” (Col)
700. House broke day’s record on
rounds.
(9th wk). Off to $4,000 in 6 days
Saturday following British King’s
Estimates for This Week
Last week, $4,500.
death, week being tall $10,p00.
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, MayWilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)
fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;
“African Queen” (UA) (8th wk)
“David
and Bathsheba” (20th)
1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)—
Solid $9,500. Last week,, Academy
“Giirimaron Kid” (U) and “Honey Return at pop prices no lure with
nominations boomed this to $7,500
average
shaping. Last week,
$5,000
chile” (Rep). Okay $13,000. Last
Rialto (Metropolitan) (840; 80week, “Son Dr. Jekyll” (Col) and “Japanese War Bride” (20th) and
$1.20)—“Streetcar” (WB) (8th wk)
“Secret
Flight”
(Indie), $4,200.
“Chicago
Calling”
Climbing to nearly $7,000. Las
(UA), $15,000.
(2d wk).
week, big $5,900.
Okay $14,000 or over.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
San Francisco, Feb. 19.
Eglinton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)—
“Snow
Dean Martin- Jerry. Lewis are Last week, Sock $26,000.
(RKO) (reissue)*
White”
“Death of Salesman” (Col) (2d wk).
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-90)— Trim $8,000. Last week, $9,000.
standout by a wide margin here
Personals by Adriana Caselotti,
Prov. Static; ‘Port’ Good
this week heading stageshow with “Callaway Went Thataway” (M-G)
Clarence
Nash and accor“Ducky”
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)—
“Unknown Man” at the huge Fox and “Lady Says No” (UA), Oke “The
dionist Tony Bruno plus school,
Backet” (RKO) (2d wk). Fine
Theatre.
Comedy
is soaring $11,000.
one to big
team
Last
week,
vacation
“Hong
pushing
this
Kong”
$8,500, ‘Room’ Trim
to record $101,000 or near on week, (Par)
and “Dark Man” (Indie), $13,500. Last week, $15,500.
$31,000. Last week, “Boots Malone’
Loew’s (Loew) (2,743; 90-$1.50)— (Col) arid “Family Secret” (Col),
highest at this house since opened $ 20 000
Quo Vadis” (M-G). Smash $40,000 $ 11 000 .
St; Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-90)
23 years ago. Pair cracked opening day mark with $18,000. “Girl “Woman Is Dangerous” (WB) (2d for new hguse record. Last week,
Providence, Feb. 19;
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-85)
'Westward Women” $4,900 in
in Every Port” is making, next wk). Down to $6,000 in 5 days. Last
“This Woman is Dangerous”
It is a fairly static week here
days,
(WB) and “Take it Big’! (Indie).
aboUts with nothing outstanding best showing With nice session at week, fine $12,000.
Golden
The
Orpheum
Gate.
Fox
is using
(No.
Coast)
65Nortown,
(2,448;
University
(FP)
Only
Last week,
were
so
overwhelmed
(959;
Most stands
90)—“First Time” (Col) arid “Ha- 1,558; 40-80)- “Phone Call. From “Sailorfair $1$,000.
during the lush free-spending war five shows daily with house scaled
Beware” (Par) and “Pan1.50
rem Girl” (Col
Colorless $11,000. Stranger” (20th). Fine $12,000. Last elled DoOr” (Indie) (3d wk), $15,000.
ears that they hate to admit that at $1.25-$
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “Meet Danny Wilson” week, “Japanese War Bride” (20th)
riz now is nowhere near those figOrpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-85)
Golden' Gate (RKO) (2,850;, 65-90) (U). $11,500.
$13,000.
Trade that was only fair
ures.
—“Ten Tall Men” (Col) and “Magic
United Artists (No. Coast) (1 ,207;
—“Girl
in Every Port” (RKO) and
five years ago, could be considered
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)— Face” (Col). Fair $14,500. Last
65-90)—
“Overland
Telegraph”
“Death
(Par). Nice
of Salesman” (Col) “Red
good under present circumstances
Shoes” (UA.) (reissue). Neat week, “Westward the Women
in 8 days.
Last week, (3d wk). Off to $6,000. Last week,
“Quo Vadis” is sporadic in its $17,000
$14,000. Film hoids house record (M-G) arid “Unknown Man” (Col)
“Hunchback Notre Dame” (RKO) fine $8,500.
here on first run. Last week, “Ten not bad $16,500.
fourth Week at Loew’s State. MaStagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)
and “Cal People” (RKO) (reissues)*
jestic is steady with “Red Skies of
“Rasho-Mon” (Indie). Hefty $5*506. Tall Men” (WB) (3d wk), $7,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
Montana” while “Girl in Every only $9,000 in 6 days.
Shea’s
(FP)
40-80)—
(2,386;
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— Last Week, “The Medium” (Indie)
“David and Bathsheba” (20th)
Port” looks good at Albee in six
“X Want You” (RKO). Big $12,000 Below average at $10,000.
Last
(2d wk), $3,000.
“The
Unknown
plus
Man”
(M-G)
days.
Last
week,
“Starlift”
(WB)
week,
Larkin
(3d
vaude
“Japanese War Bride (20th)
wk)
headed by Dean Martin and
(Rosener) (400; 65-85)—
Estimates for This Week
and “Secret Flight” (Indie), $9,000.
Jerry Lewis.
Record $101,000, “Browning Version” (Ind) (m.o.). $7,000.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— highest since house opened 23 Trim $2,600. Last week, “Marie
Towrie (Taylor (693; 65-$l)—
State (Loewis) (3,500; 40-85) r“
^
“Girl in Every Port” (RKO) and years ago; Last week, “Room One du Port” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,400.
“River” (UA). Steady $4,200. Last “Ten Tall Men” (Col) and ‘‘Magic
“Double Confession” (Indie). Six- More” (WB) and “Journey Into
Vogue (S. F r Theatres) (375; $1 week, $4,700.
Face” (Col)* Mildish $8,500. Last,
day run looks good $8,500. Last Light” (20th), 5 days, $7,500.
$1.20)— "La Ronde” (Indie) (13th
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)— week, “Westward the Women
week, “Japanese War Bride” (20th)
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656: 65-90) wk).
Near. $2,000,
Last week, “Bend of River” (U) (2d wk). Oke (M-G) and “Unknown Man” (M-G),
(Continued on page 17)
—“Across Wide Missouri” (M-G) bright $2,200.
$7,000. Last week, big $11,000.
$ 10 , 000 .
ing nice $5,500 after last
$5,800.

—

—

k

L’ville,

Week

75)

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—
Wilshire. It also is upping ‘‘Street“Hong Kong” (Par) (2d wk). StartPhiladelphia, Feb. 19.
‘QUo
car” to big $7,000 at Rialto.
Strongest product array in years ing Second round tomorrow (Wed.)
with is hypoing biz here despite a rainy after okay $5,200 preerii.
sturdy
continues
Vadis”
$14,000 in two spots while “Death Weekend.
“Quo Vadis” continues
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)
of Salesman” is in like category terrific in second week at the huge
“Phone Call From Stranger” (20th)
for ninth week at Beverly Hills.
Mastbaum.
Brightest newcomer (2d wk). Maintaining pace at okay
Estimates for This Week
is “Sailor Beware” with sock tak- $6,000 after getaway with $8,300.
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown, ings at Stanley, getting sensaStanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
“Retreat,
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719; tional weekend draw.
Sailor Beware” (Par) (2d wk). Go1,248; 70-$1.10)—“Lady Says No” Hell!” looms great at Stanton and ing extra big at $15,000 after $20,-.
(UA) and “Ft. Osage’” (Mono). may hold. “Phone Call From 600 opener.
Scant $16,000. Last week, L. A., Stranger” looks bright at the Fox
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
Chinese, Ritz, “Meet Danny Wil- but “David and Bathcheba” looks
“Fuller Brush Man” (RKO) and
son’* (U) and “Utah Wagon Train” slow on Earle popscale run.
“Start Cheering” (RKO) (reissues).
Estimates
for
This
Week
(Rep) (L. A. only),' $13,000.
Oldies not catching much at $4,000.
.

Men Only” and

(M-G), sparkling $14,500.
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55“Sailor Beware’’ (Par) (2d
wk). Holding ..town lead at lively
$11,000 after smash $17,000 bow.
Moves- to Keith’s for another fling.

(reissues) $4,900.

“Lady Says No”-“Ft. Osage”
looks light $16,000 in four situations. “Sailor Beware” still is fine
$13,000 in fourth week in two sites.
Oscar bids is jumping “African
Queen” to solid $9,500 or over at

“For

Sword’s Point.”
Estimates for This

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)
“Death of Salesman” (Col), Fairish
$10,000. Last week, “Lone Star”

“Hunchback Notre Dame”
(RKO) and “Cat People” (RKO)

deluxers.

Strong 11G, 2d

‘Point’ 8G, ‘Sailor’

sesh of “Sailor Beware” is maintaining an extra-fine pace at Stan-

-
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modest
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PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, February 20, 1952

‘Quo Vadis’ Boffo 28G,
Denver; ‘Aladdin’ $19,000

News in Chi Gant

‘Quo Vadis’ Big

Denver, Yeb.

B’way Spotty; ‘GirF-Vaude Good

19,

“Quo

Vadis,” as expected, is
running up a huge figure this week
at the Paramount: to pace, the city.
Naturally, it is holding. “Sailor
Beware” is. holding so well it will
remain a third week at the Alada”
din. “Red Skies of
shapes good in two spots.
Estimates for This Week
With few new bills to attract terday (Tues.). landed goQd $59,000.
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 404)0)
added business, Broadway first-run “This Woman Is Dangerous” (WB),
“Aladdin and Lamp” (Mono) and theatres are laregly marking time second Warner pic ever to play
“Hold That Line” (Mono), day-date this session awaiting; the arrival of Par flagship, plus Georgia Gibbs,
with Tabor, Webber, Good $8,000. Washington’s
(Friday) Billy Williams quartet, Buddy LesBirthday
Last week, “Meet Dahny Wilson” and the long holiday weekend. De- ter, Jerry Wald orcli, opens Feb.
(U) and “Great John L.” (Indie), spite dearth of new fare, several 27.
houses are showing strength. Rain
$5,000,.
Park Aye. (Readc) (583; 90-$1.50)
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1,200; 40- and snow Sunday (17) did not ap. —“Woman in Question” (Col).
80)— “Too Young To Kiss” (M-G) pear to hurt trade much.
Opened Monday (18). In ahead.
“Girl in Every Port,” with stage- “St. Matthew Passion” (Indie) (3d
(3d wk). Fair $7,000. Last week;
show headed by Polly Bergen, wk), dipped to $4,000 after $4,600
good $8,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-80) Gene Krupa band and Phil Foster, for. second week<
—“Sailor Beware’’ (Par), (2d Wk). wound lip Its first week at the ParaParis (Indie) (568) ($1.20-$2.40)
Fine $13,500. Stays; Last Week, mount with a good $59,000. “Meet
Me ih St. Louis”-“Babes in Arms,” —“The River” (UA) (24th wk). The
record $20,000.
Denver > (Fox) (2,525; 40-80)— reissues combo, is heading for fine 23d stanza ended Sunday 17) was
“Red Skies Montana” (20th) and $16,000, unsually strong for Oldies, $6,200 after sock $7,200 for 22d
This booking takes week.
“First Legion” (UA), day-date with at the State.
Radio City Music Hall (RockeEsquire. Good $15,000 or over. advantage of the unusually long,
Last week, “Room for One More” successful yaude engagement at the fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— "Great(WB) and “Cage of Gold” (Indie), nearby Palace of: Judy Garland, est Show on Earth” (Par) with
who Is starred in both films. Week stageshow (6th wk). Holding big
big $22,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-80)—“Red promises to be better than many with $120,000 in prospect this SesSkies Montana” (20th) and ‘‘First new pix that have played the house sion after $142,000 for fifth wedk.
Fifth stanza, .beat the fourth by
Legion” (UA), also Denver. Good recently.
“On Dangerous Ground” did only $7,000. Holds a seventh.. Circus
$3,000. Last week,
One
More” (WB) and “Cage of Gold” $8,200 in first session at the Cri- opus is holding so well the Hall
terion, and stays only two extra has made no definite plans as to
(Indie), $4,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-80)— days to open -Show White,” out what Its next pic will be.
“At Sword’s Point” (RKO) and on reissue, tomorrow (Thurs.).
Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2.092; 90“Shadow in Sky” (M-G). Thin $10,- “Return of the Texan” looms okay $1.80),— ‘Viva Zapata!” (20th) (2d
000.
Last week, “I Want You” at $6,000 on first week at the Holi- wk). Initial holdover frame ending
(RKO) and “Calling Bulldog Drum- day.,
today (Wed.) is doing good $38,000
“Viva Zapata!” is maintaining its after terrific $63,000 for opening
mond’.’ (M-G) (2d wk), $7,500.
.Paramount (Fox) (2,200; $1- strong pace at the Rivoli with $38,- week. Continues on.
$1.50)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G). Big 000 likely for second stanza, parr
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)—
$28,000. Holds, Last week, “Well” tleularly pleasing in view of slug- “Phone (Call From Stranger” (20th)
(UA) and “Sinner’s Holiday” (In- gish tone at most houses the mid- and stage bill headed by Johnny
“When Worlds Johnston, George Tapps (3d-flnal
die), nice $11,000 with n o r
a 1 dle of last week.
Collide” dipped to nice $13,000 in wk). Winding up with okay $54;scale
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-80)— initial holdover round at the Globe 000, aided by previews final day.
“Aladdin and Lamp” .(Mono) and after big opening week.
Second; week was big $84,000. “5
“Greatest Show on Earth” with Fingers” (20th), with Dorothy La“Hold Line” (Mono), also Aladdin,
Webber. Nice $7,500. Last week, stageshow continues very, much in mour, Florence
b n^i, the
“Meet Danny Wilson” (U) and the chips albeit down from previ- Szonys topping stageshow, opehs
ous frame. It looks to hit big $120,- Friday (22).
“Great John L.” (Indie), $5,500.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85)—
(Pike) (600; 60-85)— 000 in current (6th) week, and, of
“Moon and Sixpence” (indie) (re- course, is holding a seventh week. “Meet Me in St,: Louis” (M-G) and
“Sailor, Beware” still Is holding “Babes in Arms” (M-G) (reissues).
issue).
Pine $2,500. Last week,
“Ghost Goes West” (Indie, $1,900. its fast gait at the Mayfair, with First stanza ending tomorrow
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-80)— $37,000 probable for the third (Thurs.) is heading for fine $16,000,
“Aladdin and Lamp”* (Mono) and round. It stays on, naturally. “Quo unusually big for oldies and bet“Hold Line” (Mono), also Aladdin, Vadis” continues near recent smash ter than some first-runs have done
Tabor. Good $3,500. Last week, level with $23,500 registered in here recently. In ahead, “Invitation” (M-G) (2d wk-10 days), $11,“Meet Danny Wilson” (U). and 15th week at the ’Astor.
“Phone Call from Stranger,” 000
“Great John L.” (Indie), $2,500.
with Johnny Johnston and George
Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2)—
Tapps heading stage bill, looks to “Retreat, Hell!” (WB). Opened
wind up its third and final week at yesterday: (Tues.). In ahead, “Big
the Roxy with an okay $54,000.
Trees” (WB) (2d wk), $8,000 after
light $12,000 opener.
Estimates for This Week
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; $1.25$1.80)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (16th “Tales of Hoffmann’* (Indie) (9th
The eighth frame ended Monwk).
wk). Current session started here
yesterday (Tues.). The 15th week day (18) still was solid with $6,000
after
$6,800 for seventh week. Still
(7th of current, continuous-run policy) held close to recent pace with not planning on bringing in new
Indianapolis, Feb.

$70,009; ‘Boots’ Mildish 13G, ‘Star’

Plus Chaney 29G,
Chicago, Feb.

week

likely to hit giant $70,000.
is still

no word oh reopen.

both

ing of Palace and Grand,
shuttered due to union demands.
Both may light ub again if efforts
of RKO reps bear fruit. Roosevelt,
with “Boots Malone” and “Indian
Uprising,” should garner fairish
$13,000.

Of the second weekers, “Native
Son” and “Girl on Bridge” will
lead the pack at the United Artists
with a smart showing. .Right behind is “Submarine Command”
and “Silver City” at the StateLake with nice total. “Lone Star”
plus Lon Chaney at the Chicago
looks mild.

Montan

10G, 2d

4

19.

Loop is being hypoed currently
of
by the advance i>rice showingfirst
“OuO Vadis” at Oriental With
There

‘Commanf

59G, Garland Reissues Fine $16,000,

Estimates

Are Net

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i k e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U, S. amusement

.

.

tax.

0

of Salesman” at the
“D e at
Woods shapes up fine in t h i r d
round. “Tales of Hoffmann” at
Ziegfeld goes into last two weeks
with sturdy figure for fifth stint.
Estimates for This Week

Kansas

Two new

City, Feb. 19.

bills getting

big

“Room

money

here while remainder of city is
moderate. “Bend of River” is head-l
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)— ing for big session in four Fox
(2d
“Lone Star” (M-G) plus vaude
Midwest houses. “Sailor Beware”
wk). Modest $29,000. Last week, is sock at the Paramount for one
$43,000.
of top weeks there in months. “Ten

,

.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
--“Quo Vadis” (M-G).. Terrific
Playing
$70,000 for first frame.
five shows daily and six on Sav
urdays. Last week, “I Want You”

Tall

Men”

is fairish at

the Midland

and “Another Man’s Poison”

is

so-so at the. Missouri. “Lavender
Hill Mob” is winding its record
run at the Vogue after 14 weeks.
(RKO) with Connee Boswell onEstimates for This Week
stage. (3d wk), $21,000.
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 50Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)— 75) “Hunchback Notre Dame”

m

—

“Boots Malone” (Col), and “Indian (RKO) and “Cat People” (RKO)
Uprising” (Col). Moderate $13,000. (reissues). Slim $2,000 in 8 days.
Last week, “Harlem Globetrotters” Last week, .“Flame of Araby” (U1
(Col) and “Scandal Sheet” (Col); and
(20th)
“Girl
on Bridge”
(m.o.), ditto.
$ 11 000
State-Lake. (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)
Klmo (Dickerson) (504; $1.24Vog^e
—“Submarine Command”. (Par) $2.50)—“The River” (UA) (4th wk).
and “Silver City” (Par) (2d wk). Moderate $2;000, and likely will
Nice $10,000. Last week, $17,000. go a fifth week. Last week, $2,500.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55Midland (Loew’s (3,500; 50-69)—
98)—“Native Son” (Indie) and ‘Ten Tall Men” (Col) and “Corky
“Girl on Bridge” (20th) (2d wk). Gasoline Alley” (Col). Fair $9,Q00.
Smart $11,000. Last week, $17,000/ Last week, “Westward the Women”
(M-G) and “Bannerline” (M-G),
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
“Death of Salesman” (Col) (3d wk). moderate $11,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
Fine $19,000. Last Week, $25,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Small "Another Man’s Poison” (UA) and
Back Room” (Indie). Moderate “Crazy Over Horses” (Mono). Slow
Last week, “Woman Is
$3,000. Last week, “Man of Aran” $6,000.
(Indie) and “Edge of World” (In-, Dangerous” (WB) and “Diamond
City” (WB), $6,500.
die) (reissues), $3,000.
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;
Ziegfeld (Lopert) (434; $1.25^‘Sailor Beware” (Par).
$2.40)
“Tales of Hoffmann” (In- 50-69)
die) (5th wk). Trim $3,000. Last Sock $16,000, and holdover. Last
week, “Room for One More” (WB)
week, $3,500.
(2d wk), $7,500.
^
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra19.
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
Biz looks okay at most first-run
Mpls. Still Mild Albeit
700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Bend of River” situations here this stanza, mild
(U) and “Woman in Dark” (Rep). weather helping. “Sailor Beware”
‘Lavender’
$5,500; Big $18,000, and likely to move remains the hottest thing in town
over to Esquire. Last week, “Deci- with big second week at Indiana.
sion Before Dawn” (20th) and Personal appearances by Dennis
‘Boots’ Fair With
i'Tales Robin Hood” <Llp)r$14,000. Morgan 'helped “This
Woman Is
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85)
Minneapolis, Feb, 19.
Dangerous” off to good start at
Current offerings art suffering “Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (14th Circle. “Ten Tall Men,” at Loew’s,
with
Last
okay
Still
$1,200.
wk)..
from neglect, despite more relaalso is. nice.
tively favorable weather. Compara- Week, nice $1,500.
Estimates for This Week
tively mildest of three is “Phone
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50Call From a Stranger” at Radio
76)
“This Woman Is Dangerous”
City. “Lavender Hill Mob” at the H.0.’s Slough St Loo But
(WB) and “Galloping Major” (InWorld _is great. “Boots Malone”
Nifty $12,000. Last week,
die).
shapes fair lit. Orpheum.
‘Sailor’ Sock $15,000, 2d “Hong Kong” (Par) and “Darling,
Estimates for This Week
St. Louis, Feb. 19.
How Could You” (Par), $7,200 in
Century (Par) (1.600; 50-76)
Holdovers are predominant at 6 days.
Darling, How Could You?” (Par); mainstem houses here this week,
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—
W&n $2,800. Last week, “Lady with biz sloughing off somewhat. “Sailor Beware” (Par) and “ChicaPossessed” (Rep), $2,300.
“Sailor Beware” is grabbing top go Calling” (UA)- (2d wk). Hefty
coin again although In second week $13,000 after hot $19,000 opener.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
Red Skies Montana” (20th). Okay at the Missouri. It continues sock.
$5,500. Last week, “Light Touch” Of new films, “Bend of River,” “Ten Tall Men” (Gol) and “Crim(M-G), $2,500.
aided by neat bally, promises to inal Lawyer” (Col). Nice $10,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—“Fort do fine biz at the huge Fox, where Last week, “Westward Women”
Osage”
(Mono) and “Elephant it opened today; Initial day started (M-G) and “Lady and the Bandit”
Stampede” (Mono). Light $4,000. out big. “Lone Star” is holding (Col), $11,000.
50-76)—
(C-D)
Lyric
(1,600;
Last week, “Japanese War Bride” Well in second Loew’s round.
“Prowler” (UA) and “Hoodlum”
Estimates for This Week
(20th) and “Girl on Bridge” (20th),
week,
(UA).
Fair
60-75)
$5,000.
'Last
(F&M).
(3,000;
Ambassador
$4,500.
.

,

:

Desm

.

—

—

Wow

6G

—

—

—

.

$23,, 500

after big $24,300 for 14th

week. Stays on indef
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; 80-$1.80)
—“Cry, Beloved Country” (Indie)
(4th wk). Holding nicely at $8,000
after $9,000 for third week.

—

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80)
Opens
“African Queen” (UA).
today (Wed.).
Last week, “Lone
Star” (M-G) (3d wk-5 days), off to
$7 <000 after $19,000 for second
big
considerably below
round,

opening week:
50-$1.80)
(Moss)
—Criterion
“On Dangerous Ground” (RKO)
(1,700;

First Session ended Monregistered moderate $8,In ahead, “I Want You” (7th-

(2d wk).

day
200.

(18)

wk-10 days), $10,000. “Snow White”
(RKO) (reissue), opens here to-

morrow

(Thurs.).,

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80)
Worlds Collide” (Par) (3d
wk). Initial holdover, round ended

—

“Room For One More” (WB) and
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)
“r-Phone Call From Stranger” “Model and Marriage Broker”
Mild $9,000. Last week, (20th) (2d wk). Okay $9,500 folJ2pth).
Room For One More” (WB) (2d lowing big $11,000 first session.
Fox (F&M) (5,000- 60-75)—
wk), $10,000.
“Bend of River” (U). and “Finder’s
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (1,600; Keepers”
Opened today
(U).
40-76)—“Boots Malone” CCol). Fa(TuesJ. Last week, “Meet Danny
v r
yx feceiv®d but looks just fair Wilson” (U) and “Cimarron, Kid”
?
2^
at $6,000. Last week, “Woman Is
(U), okay $13,000.
Dangerous’* (WB), $6,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)— “Lone Star” (M-G) (2d wk). HoldScarface”
(Indie)
and ing at $10,500 after big $16,500
Boys of City” (Indie). Okay initial stanza.
$5,500.
Last week, “Hunchback
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
S°treT> a m e ” (RKO) and “Cat Peo- “Sailor Beware” (Par) and “Aladple (RKO) (reissues),
$6,100.
din and Lamp” (Mono) (2d wk).
‘

'

.

,

State

(Par)

S

£?

r

”

(2,300;

"<W‘G>

after

hefty

stanza

.

50-76)

—

(U

Wk). Fat
$10,000 first

Still sock at $15,000 following $20,000 for first chapter.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;

60-75)—“La TraViata” (Col). Still
oke at $5,500. Last Week, “Red
Shoes” <UA) (3d wk), $4,500.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60-75)—
of-njouth a I o n & with the erix “Hunchback Notre Dame” (RKO)
should help it. Wow $5,500 and “Cat People” (RKO) (reissues).
.Last week, “American in Mild $4,000. Last week, “Bright
4
E?G .G$th wk), -$3,000
Victory” -<U) Vtd TugltiV0 L«dy
(Rep)/ $7,000.
t

World

(Mann)

5&.

—

(400; 50-95)
(U). Nothing
I° r Ibis one and word-

^vender Hill Mob”

;

,

;

Monday

(18) held to $6,200 after
stout $8,500 opener.
Trans-Lux. 52d St. (T-L) (540;
90-$1.50)
“Ladj) Possessed” (Rep).
First week ending today (Wed.)
looks to hit okay $5,000. Holds,
in ahead, “Japanese War Bride”
(20th) (2d wk-9 days), $3,400.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 55$1.80)
“Death of Salesman” (Col)
(9th wk). The current round ending today (Wed.) is off a bit to
$12,000 after fancy- $16,000 for

—

—

eighth

week.

(Col) is

due

“Marrying

Kind”

in next.

‘Star’-Vaude Paces D.C,

—“When

last night (Tues.) held at $13,000
after $31,000 opening week. Stays
Straight-Film,
a third.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Washington, Feb. 19.
—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (19th
Mainstem biz is slightly off this
wk). The 18th frame ended Mon- week, with Saturday’s heavy rain
day (18) held at $6,800 after big resulting in a weekend dip at turn$7,000 for 17th week.
stiles. Sturdiest newcomer is “Lone
Holiday (Zatkin) (950; 50-$1.50) Star” plus vaude at Loew’s Capi“Cimarron Kid” (U) and “Pistol
-“Return of Texan” (20th). (2d tol. “Phone Call From a StranHarvest” (RKO), $5,800,
wk). First stanza ended yesterday ger,” at Loew’s Palace is disap(Tues.) hit an okay $6,000. Previous pointing, despite' ..favorable press.
week, theatre housed legit show.
However, it is towns’ top straightMayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 80- filmer. “This Woman; Is Danger$1.8p)^-“Sailor Beware” (Par) (3d ous” is rated pleasing at the WarSeattle; ‘Lavender’
fashion
in
smash
wk). Continues
ner.
with $37,000 after great $55,000
Estimates for This Week
Seattle, Feb. 19.
Too many' holdovers and Weak for second round. Stays indef.
Capitol (Loew’S) (3,434; 55.90)—
Normandie (Normandie Theanew product are hurting biz cur“L6ne Star” (M-G) plus vaude.
rently.
“Red Skies of Montana” tres) (592; 95-$l,80)-^“Pandora” Plush $26,000, despite pounding
shapes big at Orpheum, but best (M-G) (11th wk). Current week from drama desks. Last- week,
showing comparatively is being ending tomorrow (Thiirs.) is head- “Girl on Bridge” (20th) plus vaude,
continuing nicemade by ‘‘Lavender Hill Mibb,” ed for $4,500 after
$14,000, lowest in months.
in 1 0th frame.
with fancy takings at the tiny Mu- ly' with $5,2Q0
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 90$1.20-$4.80)
(RKO)
Palace
(1,700;
sic Box. “Green Gloves'* is rated
$1.50)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G.)*' (m.o.)
two-a-day policy
All-vaude,
okay at Paramount. “Bend of Riv(3d
wk). Still going strong in .
(19th wk).
er” still is sock on moveover at headed by Judy Garland
consecutive downtown week I
for bill topped eighth
Blue Mouse/ fourth week down- This is final session
$10,000 after big $11,000 1
fine
at
It began yesterGarland.
Miss
by
town.
last week. Holds.
day (Tues:). The 18th week was
(Lopert) (372; 50-85.—
Dupont
Estimates for ..This Week
$43,500 after big $39,500 for 17th “Rasho-Mon” (RKO) (2d wk). Very
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65- round..
steady $4,500 after hot $5,500 last
90)—“Bend of River” (U) and
70-$1.80)
Paramount (Par) (3,684;
..
and holds.
“Lady Pays Off” (U) (m.o.). Fourth —“Girl in Every Port” (RKO) with week,
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-85)—
downtown week. Solid $4,500. Last Polly Bergen, Gene Krupa orch,
Wilson” (U). Okay
Danny
‘Meet
Wpek, “See. You iai Dreams” (WB) Phil Foster topping stage bill (2d-,
(Continued on page 17)
'
final Wk). Initial round ended yesI
(Continued on page 17)
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Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453; 90$1.50)— “Magic Garden” (Indie) (3d
wk). Initial holdover session ended
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general release of Cecil B.

jd

GREATEST SHOW
Demme’s
0N EARtA”, originally planned for the
late fall of 1952, will

be moved up to

Inly, 1952, in response to

demands from

exhibitors and public. Its sensational

record-breaking boxoffice performance

engagements and

in its initial

whelming

over-

its

m.

mii

aecloim in the nation's press

fJjS

have determined Paramohnt^s releasing
policy- which will be welcome to show-

men everywhere who have emphasized
their need for big, big attractions

summer months,

the

Ifiitlii
'v

during

*•

'

V
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We

want this picture to reach your
theatre red hot and presold so that everyyour city, town or neighborhood,
one
from 6 to 86, will be talking about it and

m

clamoring to see

it.
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Cecil B.

De Mille’s “THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH” starring Betty Hutton

Exnmett Kelly

Cucciola

Cornel Wilde

•

Chai

andJames Stewart Produced andDirected by Cecil B.
n
Screenplay by Fredric M. Prank, Barre Lyndon and Theodore St. Joh

Antoinette Concello
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»ie Greatest
Show

.

Therefore, we are

,s
..

making

“THE GREATEST

Jtofartlf

SHOW ONEARTH”
ber of theatres threugn-

Be

E £P

out the country on a

atl0n Staff

Coli
/ i
Complete-Penetration

special pre’-irelease basis*

b

Vast

Preselling

Thus the greatest word-of*
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GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH”

;;

audiehce penetration obtained by the time

“THE GREATpTSHOWHN -EARTH”
is em Wazoned oh your marquee.

tomorrow
:

were available. Howevef,

this prerelease timetable-together with

•

;

the picture’s summer general release-

;
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prerelease engagements
We know
will be efIhd ntmoet ihiportance to
theatres hooking the picture

if it

m general
*•

wH! produce the maximum return

in dol-

lars and cents for all exhibitors.

And
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Urges Wider Theatrical

Theatre Values Decline
Continued from pace 5

MAC

doesn’t
willvalue, and that If
take hack the theatres by Feb. 22
and it’s apparent MAC isn't going to do any such thing—-they’)l

—

b6 shuttered.
If, as indicated,

MAC

does refuse to rescind the deal and take
theatres, Deinard says
he’ll bring suit to compel it to do
also on the grounds that
legedly misrepresented the profit
possibilities, of the two houses at
the time it sold them to his client.
In compliance with the Para-

back

the.

MAC

mount consent decree terms requiring it to sell two downtown
:Paul

theatres,

first-run

the

For the Week ending Tuesday

Made Under Sponsorship

consent decree, which the large
affiliated circuits opposed so vigorously, is turning out to be a
blessing in disguise for such companies as MAC, which already has
divested itself of many theatres

a “sponsored” documentary moves ah audience, it more

the

ABC.

Showing how

have,
field
exhibiting
changed, there was considerable
Competition for the theatres’ acNow noquisition at that time,
body wants them, apparently.
execuCharles Perrine,
tive, doubts if the circuit will take,
back the theatres. We sold the
two theatres to Dale, Montgomery

MAC

&

Rydeen

in

good faith to com-

ply With the consent decree,” said
Perrine, ‘'Even if we wanted, them
back now, which I’m sure we
don’t, I doubt if we’d be. allowed
to reacquire them under the Consent, decree.

Times Have Changed
“Times have, changed radically
since the theatres were purchased.
Business in downtown $t, Paul has
turned sour. If there had been an
uptrend since the theatre changed
hands, instead of the bo.ttoi falling out of the boxoffice, I’m wondering if the present owners would
have made this demand,” Perrine
added.
“We didn’t want to sell the theatres

when we

did,

but were re-

quired by the Paramount consent
decree to do so. We couldn’t foresee the current collapse any more
than the purchasers. There was no
misrepresentation. We didn’t know
that television and economic con.

.

tiiions

would affect exhibition

in

Paul so disastrously. The present buyers Were exhibitors of long
experience in St. Paul and were
anxious to make the deal. There

St.

Were other prospective buyers. At
the time, We felt we were doing
Dale, Montgomery & Rydeen a

when we sold to them,”
In Minneapolis,
more than
a year ago sold the 800-seat Aster,
one of its local first-run houses,
although not compelled by the

favor,

MAC

Paramount consent decree

to do so.

A

group of mostly experienced
film people formed a corporation
Id buy it. The corporation recently
Shuttered the theatre and being
unable to find a purchaser for it,
now has dropped it hack to MAC’S
lap after failing to meet the last
two payments ,on the purchase
price and the monthly rental for
which the big Paramount circuit is

P

^

bills.

MAC,

of

course,

.
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and can’t get an okay from him to 12,” “Exclusive Model” and “t Margo ahead on any of them.
ried a Woman.”
Meantime, RKO’s expensive and
In the backlog in the can are
efficient distribution organization, nine indie and six studio producfaced once again with, weekly op- tions. Former include “Big Story”
erating losses because of lack of (Winchester), “Clash, by Night”
product, has been going out oh the ( W-K ), “Korean Story” ( Grainmarket and taking indie product ger), “Robin Hood”
(Disney),.
for release.
It has gone so far “Androcles and the Lion” (Pascal),
afield as to take on “Rashomon,” ‘‘Rancho Notorious” (Fidelity ) and
Japanese pic with English sub- “Tarzan’s Savage Fury” (Lesser).
titles,
and. has been gandering
Studio-owned product in the Can
other foreign product.
includes
Pilot,”
“Jet
“Ragged
Edge,” “Montana Belle” ( made by
Other Outside Pix
Likewise acquired from outside Republic and acquired by RKO beto bolster the studio backlog of cause contract-player Jane Russell
is
starred),
“Half-Breed”
and
15 pix was the David O. SelznickSir Alexander Korda British-made "Macao.”
Distribution organization is be“Gypsy B lood/i-foi^Avlii£h $500,000
was advanced; M. Yona Friedman’s ing aided in spreading out availIsraeli-made “Faithful City;” and able product by several reissues.
Sol Lesser's British-made “Whis- These include “Hunchback of Notre
pering Smith Vs. Scotland Yard.” Dame,” “Cat People” and Disney’s
Ned E. Depinet, RKO prez, who '“Snow
,

often as mystified ax the rest of
the industry concerning Hughes’
motives and plans, is heading for
the Coast next week. It is assumed
he’ll huddle with RKO’S controlling stockholder and production
chief prior to proceeding a few
days later to Phoenix for a vacation,
Sol A. Schwartz, prez of
RKO Theatres,; who returned from
the Coast last week, is understood,
to have failed to see Hughes while
he was there.
There’s normally a slowdown in
production at this time of the year
because of the California tax on
negatives within the state as of
is

.

MPAA

COMPO

In addition to the U. S. pix,
there will be seven from Britain,
from France, three from Italy
and one from West Germany, plus
Latter will probably
nine' others.
’include one each from .Russia,
Sweden, Austria, Denmark, China,
Mexico, Australia, Argentina and
South Africa*
Indications are that the majors
Will get 65 of the U, S. import permits and indies 12, Tentative split
would give Metro and 20th-Fox 10
each, Warner Bros., Paramount,
Universal,
and Columbia six
each, and United Artists, Republic
six

!

RKO
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Mystery-RKO

Continued from page 3

exliib organizations take
it
Further, search of newspapers by
Latter, however, are equally
the Guild staff, the bulletin indiloathe to scrve_as collection agencates, showed that this was not a
cies.
They have plenty trouble
new studio policy, for in many
nailing members for their own
other columns “were found, many
dues, let alone collecting someone
phantom Rudis (no less quaintly,
else’s.
named) beating out many phantom
tinder the present system, explots (no less concisely synopsized)
hibs are pretty much on their
to plug pictures that were not only
honor tp make payments.
Actu- real but current.” Agreeing that
ally, practically the only coin that
there is no solution to the probhas come. in has been from a hand- lem, the Guild records its: displeasful of big circuits. Very few small
ure “that national publicity was
indie theatre ops have advanced freely accorded a miasmic, nonanything at all to COMPO,
dues-paying writer like Rudi while
Outfit has been kept going by it was denied the men of flesh
the circuit money and the Motion and blood who wrote a good picPictutre Assn, of America’s con- ture called ‘Room for One More.’
tributions. It.was also aided some
“The Guild,” the bulletin says,
what by the coin that the
“refuses to be so churlish. To Jacft,
provided
for
the
“MoVletime Rose and Mel Shavelson, thenU. S. A.” operation. Some of this members in
good standing and
went to
overhead, since opaque to boot-r-a low bow.”
the pubrelations outfit handled all
the detail of the Hollywood personnel tours and the. planning of

‘

atre divofcteniCrit
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UmVi.

oven

-

“Bi” house and a neighborhood
theatre.
As a result of the past two
years’ b.o. developments, the the-

<

...
...
..

Un. Par. Th..._.

the

McDonnell-Japan

two of them MAC owned, one

M

Republic

Warners-SWG

-

tres,

| 1

Rep., pfd,..

.

doesn’t

a RKO house and the other an independent. Dale; Montgomery &
Rydeen also owns a St. Paul loop

M

.

theatre. Even though the
Aster lease has only five years
more to run, the circuit may conContinued from page S
vert it into commercial property
in an effort to derive some revenue to go to Paris for the MPAA as
from it. Under any circumstances, soon as he returns from Indonesia,
the house Is unlikely to be rc where there’s a quota and remitopened.
tance problem. Smith's wife joined
MAC also has placed oh the mar- him in Jakarta last week.
ket for Conversion into commercial
property its lpcal 1,600-seat Cen77 U. S. Pix for Japah
tury, one of its top ‘‘A” first-run
Tokyo, Feb. 12,
houses, where “Quo Vadis” starts
American film industry will be
a rim of at least six weeks starting permitted to bring 77 pix into JaFeb. 27. Its sale would leave MAC pan, during the first half of the
only three^ downtown houses here next fiscal year, starting April 1.
among a total Of six; including the Government has set a total quota
two RKO and' same number of in- of 103 foreign film imports Tor the
dependent theatres, all bidding period.

;

RCA
RKO
RKO

20th-Fox,

Cooperation of the major comIn New York last week to hudpany salesmanagers would- be re- dle with M,. & K., Dickson dequired for such a procedure. They clared that he saw no reason why
are loathe to add duties to already pictures of less than an hour’s
overworked staffs, but it is thought running tihie should not receive
they might go for the scheme if wider audience acceptance* “It’s
no better way can be found.
silly to pad a subject,” he said,
The method has all the advan- “when its natural length is 30 or
tages that the original COMPO 40 minutes.”
plan '.-had and not the disadvantage
Picksdn’s agenda is a
Next
of the tiny bills.
Major plus fac- documentary for the National. Film
tor is that collections become autoTentatively
Canada.
Board of
matic. Second is that the amount
titled “Stigma;” the picture is inof film rental any exhib pays contended to bring about a wider pub*
tinues to be a Confidential matter
ihental
of
understanding
lie
between him and the exchange.
health.
A nother; alternative would be
for the distribs tb Send exhibs
quarterly, semi-annual or annual
bills for COMPO dues, so that the
amounts involved would be larger.
Continued, from page 7
However, that requires considerable extra work and it believed
foam-born, had no. stranger birth
COMPO officials would have a dif- than Rudi,.who came into being at
ficult time getting, the distribs to
a wave of a publicity department’s
undertake it.
wand for orite purpose, and one
Majors, of course, would like to
only; to secure a column break
get out of (the whole procedure of
for* ‘Room for One More,’ a WB
dues-collecting. They’d like to see
picture just going into release.”

want the

competitively for product. Under
present conditions, it’s pointed but,
there just aren’t enough boxoffice
pictures to keep that number operating profitably.
In St. Paul, elimination of the
Strand and Tower will leave only
four downtown “A” first-run thea-

|

O’-.O

Col. Pic.,,. ...........
48
50
Decca. ...............
Loew’s. . . ,
. .. ...155
Paramount , . . ....... , v. 100

plegics.

nationwide advertising..
Mayer has been against using
any of this money for general
QOMPO expenses, however, inasstill liable.
The estimated loss to the Aster much as it was provided for a spepurchaser, now without funds, is cific purpose and he wanted to prereported to be $20,000, including serve it for that.
payments on the $40,000 purchase
price.

*00

CBS, “B”

Strand and- Tower equipment and
It would be ish circuit following a successful
Dilih rental invoices.
leases to Dale, Montgomery. &
similar to the way sales tax is pre-release test in about a dozen
-Rydeen on Aug. .11, 1950, for
added on to. restaurant and other AB houses. It deals With- paraconditions
$150,000.
in
the

:

rinc

“The
Films arte
Undefeated,” made for the Min40*
the
and
istry of Pensions,
minute “David,” a story of Welsh,
life. Former won. a prize from the
British; Film Producers Assn, a nd
Was booked on the Associated Brit-

collections,

Net.

Change
week

for

N. Y. Stock Exchange

i

Continued from page 5

Tute*.

Close

100 s

or less automatically qualifies for
theatrical distribution, according
producer-director Paul
n compliance with it. The MAC, to British
Also an actor- writer,
ih;fact, has sold all of the theatres Dickson.
in moving peo“interested
is
who
which the Paramount decree reple on a dramatic level,” he turned
quired it to do.
for the British
featurettes
out two
government,, which Mayer & Kingsley are releasing in the U. S.
thte

(19)

Weekly Weekly Weekly
Vol. In
High
Low

When

but instead of
but separate bills for
MAC, a United Paramount Thea- sending
COMPO
dues, just add the onetres Subsidiary, disposed of the
lialf of i.% charge on to regular
St:

Amasement Stock Quotations

Distrib of Documentaries

•

Loew*Mayer
Continued from page 3

Mayer

faces something of a dilem-

ma as a result of the minority suit.
He must return the whole $2,750,000 to Loew's before that time or
chance losing the $715,000 capital
gains tax he must pay on it.
Internal

Revenue

statutes

vide. that in cases like this

pro-

the tax-

payer will not, have his Federal
levy returned to him if he is forced
by a lawsuit to give back to the
March 1. However, the RKO pro- company the income on which it
duction lull goes beyond that, par- was?paid. The best he can do is*’
‘Out’
ticularly in the apparent lack of use this “loss” in future years to
Continued from page 3
offset any income he gets from
filming plans.
This has given rise to much other sources.
money earned from foreign sources
abroad is excluded from U. S. trade, speculation, but no explanaLittle Chance of Coin Return
taxation if the person is present tion that really holds much water.
Little chance .is seen of Mayer
Always
in
the
back
of
the
minds
of
in a foreign country or countries
handing the money back to Metro.
.Streeters
and
industry
at least 510 nill days during! f8 Wall
Undoubtedly he will choose to
consecutive months, regardless of sources interested in RKO affairs chance winning
the court fight.
whether he is a bona fide resident is the possibility of Hughes selling Statute allows him until March 15
his controlling shares.
Why he to return if he chooses.
of such country or countries.
A should
stop production, however, is
star, director or producer, conseJudge Murphy last week also
unexplained except for the possiquently, could make films on forbility that he wants to build, up signed an order naming Gustave B.
eign terrain, travel about, and
Garfield and Charles Try nan, who
cash.
escape the U, S. share of the
brought the action for Jeremy, as
Dietrich’s Dickers
revenue.
general counsel for any stockholdHughes’
lieutenafit, Noah Diet* ers who choose, to join in the suit.
It‘s specified that the earnings
must be paid by an overseas com-, rich, has been negotiating recently This; was concurred ih v by Loew’s
cerri, but this could be arranged, on /selling 600 pix in the RKO and Mayer's attorneys, since it will
via payment by an American com- library for TV for around $15, Odd,
prevent a whole flock of lawyers
As far as is known, this deal from trying to get into the act to
foreign
pany’s
subsidiary,
it’s 000.
has now fallen through.
figured.
In any share in the fees which the court
Toppers considering the idea case, how or why it would tie up would grant- if the, minority group
with a production stoppage is pret- wins its suit.
are being cautioned to watch their
ty much inexplicable.
Counsel for Mayer, Edwin L;
residence in a single country; such
Only pix which have recently Weisl, has served notice on Garas. France, because that country
could nick* them for ah income completed photography at the stu- field of his intefttion to examine
dio are W-K’s “This Man Is Mi
,”
him before trial. Loew’s attorney
split..
But i setting up residence
in which Robert Mitchum and in the action is George Hazard
in some remote spot, and being
Susan Hayward are starred, and Gillespie of Davis, Polk, Wardwell.
free to travel on the Continent,
“Sudden Fear,”
Joseph Kauf* Sunderland & Kiendl.
the. filmiteS would pay only, a
man production toplining Joan
Jeremy suit charges that Loew’s
nominal levy, in the neighborhood
Crawford. Both are indie pix. wias not justified in paying the
of 2%.
Goldwyn’s “Hans Christian Ander- huge sum to Mayer, following pasAlso liberalized Was the condi- sen” is currently, in work on his sage
by Congress of a special provition on bonafide residents of a for- own lot.
sion of the tax law which permitted
eign country. If a person took; up
On., the schedule to begin next him to pay only the 26 vo. capital
residence abroad, say, on Jan. 1, Monday (25) is a Nat Perrin frontinstead of
gains levy on the coi
1952, and continued this to July 1, office production, “A Song For- normal
income tax.
1953, the U; S'. tax exemption ndw ever”
starring
Tony
Martin.
Payoff was made; by Loew’s to
applies to the entire period. Pre- Among pi
for which Wald and end Mayer’s right to a percentage
viously,
would Krasna are awaiting an okay on further income of all pix made
the
exemption
meantime, of course, drawing during his 27-year reign at the stuahply only to 1952, and not. to any
'
rjpgrt of 'the 3#55j
v
$2,700
pjf rqineke,figW»dio
t
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Flac* Trririwr Squar*

Mom to Prevent

Closes After 1st Act
Paris, Feb. 12,

A

London, Feb.

19.

performance of “Three Musketeers” here had to be cancelled
during the first act, and money
refunded because no understudy
was immediately available for an
injured comedian.
Jean Pierre
Grenier, the comic, was doing a
sword battle. scene,, when painfully
injured in the eye by another acBiz tor’s sword,
and had to be taken*

-

action with a
united voice, the British picture
an emergency
hold
to
is
industry
meeting within the next few" days
prevent cuts
to
campaign
a
plan
to
Hollywood
in the importation of

Sweeping

into

U.S.

Airmen Upping

Prestwick, Scotland, Feb. 12.
Choice of this Scot coast centre
Trade alarm folfilm into Britain,
as
a
recognized leave spot for all
lows the economy blast given in

(O'

a ^hospital.

The understudy was not on the
spot, and an announcement was
U.
S. airmen based on Europe is ex- made before the act closed regardthe House
pected to boost show biz. here, par* ing the cancellation.
bv the Chancellor
ticularly at nearby Ayr and in Glaschequer, and the. Board Of Trade
gow.
warning to the Motion Picture
Prestwick, where there’s also a
wants
government
the
Assri. that
USAAF air base, is planning a
an early review of the Anglo,
mammoth
Coney Island fun centre.
agreement.
film
American
With yivid memories of the crisis Airmen and their families will get
free
air
travel
to Scotland, and mil1947
economy
the
that followed
measures, when the government lions of dollars is expected to flow
into
the
country.
Cinemas, and the*
all
tax
on
valorem
clamped an ad
Imported product and Holly Wood atres at Prestwick, Ayr, KilmarLondon, Feb. 19.
nock
and
Glasgow
anticipate a biz
of
the
countered by a total boycott
“Bet Your Life,” Jack Hylton’s
British market, industry leaders upbeat.
new British musical, which, opened
are anxious to avoid any official
action which lead to a slicing of
last .night. (Mon.) at the Hippoimports from America.
Seen
as Rich
drome, looks to be souhd commerOn the initiative of the Cinematocial winner although opening night
special sesgraph Exhibs Assn,
’•RaT*
REP Committee
the
of
reception was a bit mixed. A few
sion
(Renters, Exhibs, Producers) is bedissident , galleryites marred the
ing convened to coordinate indusoverall warm reception. Colorfully
Theatre operators felt
try policy.
Paris, Feb. 12.
staged show, provides Arthur Askey
that ini view of the importance of
From mow
Germany can be a broad comedy role as the jockey
the question, it Would; be unwise considered as the choice market for who picks ’winners
his sleep
for them alone to send a memoran- their operations, say Continental while honeymooning;
to the chancellor, and will managers here. Although there is
da;
Julie Wilson scores a fresh hit
urge for joint representations to nominally no limit on the number as the frustrated bride and stops
the government.
of pix that can be brought in from the show with her duet with Sally
indifirst;
chancellor
'When the
the U.S., each one requires a per- Ann How,es, who made an imprescated that dollar expenditure on mit; Thus far, this has been no sive' West End debut, Brian Reece
films Was due for review before headache.
Even companies which,: also has an important role! Richard
the end of September, he revealed like RKO, used to sell there Out* Bird directed while; book is by
that U. S. imports Were Costing right, now have opened exchanges Alan Melville with music by Leslie
That implied for their product.
$25,000,000 a yearSmith and Charles Zwar,
that inceptive bonuses for producThe real difficulty is -that there
Show had been scheduled to
tion and. distribution had yielded are comparatively few
play dates open Feb. 14 but Was postponed
$8,000,000 over the basic $17,000,- available because, so far the. Gerin view of the King's death, It
000 permitted under the agree* mans love their own pix; In some
had a 10-Week provincial layout.
vent, and that at least 90% of
cases, this yen for native films is
American net earnings were being so great that even a German B
converted.
pic can be held three or four weeks
In the current year, the. net is
which blocks the booking of more ‘River,’ ‘Sliow,’ ‘Victory,’
expected to rise by about another
Yank product.
$1.00.0,000, which will probably be
‘Yankee,’ ‘Highway’ Yank
Even so, bi? is excellent. The
the share accruing to American- German
of

last month
of .the Ex*

,

.

’

;

.

.

‘

pix

under

the

.

organize and the
pace with which they have rehabilitated the theatres, leaves little
doubt, some distribs aver, that
more money will be garnered there
ability

by Yank

to.

S', tour closed Saturday
Bridgeport, but willTesume

(This

Preems

Gersten’s London Season
London* Feb. 12.
Berta Gersten’s East End season,
is for three months with op*
lion, opened Feb.^ 9 at the Grand
Palais with revival of the Jacpb
Gordon classic ^‘Mirele Efros.’^
Opening drew standees, Gerstenls
initial appearance
was well re-

"Penny
"Puss

Support by local cast was

"Summer end Smoke," Duchess

a

“Basche

Home,*’

(4).

"South Pacific/' Drury Lane (16).
"Third Person," Criterion (7).
"Waters of Moon," Haymarket (64).
"White Sheep Family/' Piccadilly (19);

Gersten’s. policy is to change
plays vyeekly, with W. Seigel’s “My
Judge and I” skedded to follow,
after which she will, stage Jacob

.

.

"Women,

of Twilight/' Vaudeville (18),
"Zip Coos a Million," Palace (18).
..

/'Midsummer, Night's Dr'm," Old Vic

"To DorothV,

a

30-year-old
classic revised by Jacob Mestel.

• Son," Garrick

OPENING THIS WEEK

"Two Gentlemen Verona," Old

Vic

"1st Parson Singular /' Duke Yorks'
"Red Letter Day," Garrick (21).
1

Madras, Feb,

ma

Assfi.of
as

Amet-

State?

(Week ending Feb.

2)

-

Jap Commies Try to Block
Leasing of Anti-Soviet
Pic, Nip

"Brlgadoon," Royal.
Borovansky Ballet, Empire^
"Ice Folia/' Tivoli,

"Peter

Pan," Independent.

Melbourne
"Kiss Me, Kate," His Majesty’s.

"Peep Show*," Tivoli;
"See How They Run," Princess.
"Merchant of Venice," Comedy,
‘

Adelaide
"Worm’s Eye View," Royal.

Brisbane

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par); (l,128-70-$2.15)—
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk). Still
attracting long lines and set for
prolonged run. Powerful $13,500
for 6 days of second round. Stays
iiidef.

Empire (M*G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)-r“Wild North” CM-G) .and stageshow
(2d wk). Not up to expectations at
below average $13,700. Stays anPrisdocumentary film, “I Was
other week With “Invitation” (M-G)
oner in Siberia,” being produced opening Feb 17.
here by Shu Taguchi for Toho stuGaumont (CMA) (1,500; 55dio. The producer claims Commu$1.70)—“Anne of Indies” (20th)
nist agitators tried to' prevent 400
and
“FBI Girl” (20th) (2d wk). Okc
former,
of war, who' had
.

.

.

prisoners
spent time in Soviet

POW

camps, $7,300 in

its

first

season

(6

days)

get $5,000 in its
from appearing as extras while the and held firmly to
Stays a third
second; weekend.
pic was on location in Japan’s isWith “Sailors Beware” (Par)
round
land of Hokkaido. He said they
following Feb. 21,
reprofire
which
to
set’
also set
a
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
duced a Siberian prison camp.
55-$1.70)
“Model and Marr
Later, Taguchi said; wheh a de- 1,753;
riage Broker” (20th) and “Golden
filmed
.

—

barkation scene

Was be jnjg

Fete

India

12,

—

.

it

BALLET

IFOR EDINBURGH

(19).
(20).

,

,

Sydney

Producer Sez

the Carlton and the Ritz, is still
smash with $19,300 at two spots,
second. Week.
“African Queen”
still holds firmly with $9,800 for its
fifth round at the Warner, while
“Outcast of Islands” looms pleasing $7,000 in third Plaza week.

Tokyo;; Feb. 12.
Japanese Communists are trying to block production of the semi-

ed run.
Because of the restricted West
SET
Y. CITY
End run, WB is hoping to set a
third booking at the London PaFETE vilion. However, this must be determined by the way “The Well”
London, Feb. 19.
opened there last Friday
The NeW York .City Ballet and fares. It
United Artists will not pull
(15).
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet (latto accommodate “Streetpicture
its
ter now touring America) are to
car” unless takings .fall below the.
take part in this year’s, Edinburgh
figure.
holdover
theatre's
Festival, AUg. 17 to Sept. 6, The
British, troupe will appear during
Priest
Executed
Biopic of
the; first week and the American
Mexico: City, Feb, 12.
company in the; second Week.
Blog of Father Pro, Catholic
At tHis year’s Festival,, German:
opera will be represented for the priest executed here in 1927 after
plotting the
first time with a performance by being convicted of
State Opera of- president’s assassination, will be
the Hamburg
Hindesmith’s “Mathis de Maler” the first- film of the producing
company, Industrial Filmadora de
arid “Fidelio.”
The repertoire of the N. Y! City AriahUac (IFA).

N

AUSTRALIA

12.

national Film Festival, Capra made
nis observations
during; the openng days of; the fetev
He is repping

).

(64),

(Figures denote preerri dates)
;

Indian producers should “stop,
copying Hollywood films,” American. producer-director
Frank Capra
told newsmen last week,
“and turn
out pictures with a
true Indian
background.” And these, he added,
snould emphasize the “common
man 'along with his. daily life and
drama.
A delegate to India’s first inter-

(

fill the gap.
Last night (Mom) Randle’s touring revue, “Randle’s Scandals,”
opened at the Metropolitan, Edgware Road, a nabe vaude house,
situated about three miles from
the Adelphi.

sufficient stature to

24,

CLOSED LAST WEEK

Sheba

!

,

u
(9).

"Relative Values/' Savoy (11).
"Reluctant. Heroes," Whitehall (85).
."Seagulls Over Sorrento/' Apollo (83).
"Sunset Knightsbridge," W’mlnster (4).

adequate,

classic,

Plain," St. Martin's (34).
oh Ice," Empress

.

.

(72).

In Boots

.

May

"Love Of 4 Colonels," Windham (40).
"Lyric Revue," Globe (21).
"Master Crook," Comedy (0).
"Much Ado Nothing," Phoenix (6).
"Peep Show," Prince of Wales (17).

.

Vyithotit

Hut/' Lyric

"Littl*

London* Feb! 19.
Jack Hylton’s experiment in TV*
vaude folded at the Adelphi last restricted.
Saturday (16). after a run of only
The results are particularly surtwo weeks. Show had been sched- prising because there was only one
uled, to run. until early April;
new bill and the lone one showed
It featured TV’s “What’s Your*
up unfavorably. It is the. BritishLine” and northern comic Frank made
“Secret People,”
modest
Randle,
Latter came in for ad$3,500 in four days At Odeon
verse press criticism and Hylton:
Leicester Square.
had decided to take him out at the
Several, holdovers, however, are
beginning of last week and constill attracting big money.
“Quo
It
tinue With ariother headliner.
Vadis,”
at inflated prices at both
was not possible .to get a star of

.

.

which

Gordin’s

Week )

Figures indicate week s of run )
"And So .to Bed," Strand (18).
"Bid* for Boy/' His Majesty's (64).
"Colombe," New (lO).
"Day's Mischief," Duke of York (10).
"Figure off Fun," Aldwych (18).
"Cay's tho Word," SaVille (53).
"Happy Time," St. James's (3).
"Hollow," Ambassadors (38).
"Kiss Mo, Kate," Coliseum (SO).
"Nights of Madness," Vic Palace (101).
(

‘Mirele Efros’

Run Lasts 2 Wks.

•

LONDON

The U.

after Lent.

ceived.

.

Trial

.

Shows Abroad

Sydney!

London, Feb. 12.
Although closed for a day because of the death of King George
VI; West End theatres had! a surprisingly good week. This is partly attributed to the general inadequacy of radio and TV, programs of which were di-astically

—

BAN ON FRY

various denomination chapels, was
taken off after a single performance in the Holy Trinity Church,

at

Madras, Feb.

than from any

distribs

Show

Girl” (20th) (2d Wk). Steady w itl*
at a Tokyo Waterfront, a few Comfor first frame arid a good
munists managed to get hired $7,000
among 250 extras and distributed $4,8Q0 in second weekend. Holds
India’s first International Film
third week with ‘‘Steel Town” (UI)
pamphlets denouncing the picture.
Festival, in which some 46 features
beginning Feb, 21.
IshigUro,
have been entered by 22 participat- He said actor Tatsuya
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 55slated for a feature role, declined
ing countries, not only is proving
$1.70)
“Home At Seven” (BL).
to appear in the pic because of
a means of displaying various
Opened disappointingly at $3,600.
Red intimidation.
techniques of filmcraft but is also
“The
(UA) opens Feb. 15.
Well”
The producer added; however,
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
showing the varied .cultural pur- that
8,500 feet of location filming
suits and Ways of life in film pro(2,200; 55-$l, 70)— “Secret People”
has been- completed despite ComModerate $3,500 in its
ducing nations.
Festival opened munist interference and pic is. now (GFD).
initial 4 days.
Stays usual three
here Thursday (7) after two weeks being completed at
the Toho stuweeks.
in Bombay.
dio. Film is skedded for local reOdeon,
Marble
Arch (CMA)
Keynote for the fete was struck lease in March and maiy be ex.50 - $1.70)
“Painting
(2,200;
by C. M. Agarwalla, chairman of ported to the U.S. arid Europe.
With
Clouds
Sunshine”
(WB) arid
organizing committee. “We
the
Film is based on a book by the “Tomorrow
Another Day” (WB) (3d
meet not in rivalry,” he said, “but same name written by Shizu Fujii,
wk).
Mild
$4,100.
“Hunted”
to appreciate each other’s art, skill former cameraman in Manchuria,
(GFD) takes over Feb. 14.
and progress.’’. Festival films are who was a prisoner of the Russians
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$.1.70)—
being screened here in five. city for three years in Siberia. Pro“Outcast of Islands” (BL) (3d wk).
theatres with the governor presid- ducer Taguchi was a prewar Metro
Strong $7,000. Continues a fourth
ing over the function as a whole.
cameraman here. In 1940, he joined week with “Greatest Show pn
imN.Y.
and
NeWsreel
was
^Nippon
Hollywood features entered inEarth” (Par) opening Feb, 16.
clude “The River’’ OJA), “Bright at the time of Pearl Harbdr.
Rialto (LFP) (592;. 50-$1.30)—
Victory” (U), “Magnificent Yan“Never Take No For Answer” (1FD)
kee” (M-G), “No Highway” (20th) ‘Streetcar’
Holding beyond hopes
(7th wk).
Preera
and -‘Greatest Show on Earth”
with $2,400 this round. Stays on.
(Par)..
Britain’s
films
include
9Q-$2.15)—
(M-G)
Ritz
(432;
lst-Runs
London
In
3
“Murder in Cathedral” and “Magic
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk). The
London, Feb. 19.
Box.”
Italy
has- “Messalina.”
Carlton scenes, daily repeated here
A triple West End preem here being near capacity, Handsomje
China submitted “Steel Fighters”
for “Streetcar Named Desire.” is $5,8Q0. Stays indef.
and “White Haired Girl.”
negotiated by Warners, and
being
Warner (WB) (1.735; 50-$ 1.70)—
Among other pix due for screenit materializes it will be the first “African Queen” (Indie) (5th wk).
ing .at the Festival are Russia’s if
pic ever to open simultaneously at Continuing solid at $9,800 'this
“The Fall of Berlin,” Czechoslothree first-run houses.
session!.
“Streetcar Names Desire”
vakia’s “Victorious. Wings,” Yugo.“Streetcar” is already set to (WB) set to follow, probably on
“Fra Brne,” Hungary’s
slavia’s
open day-date at the Warner and Feb. 28.
“Mrs. Dery,” Japan’s “YukiwariStudio One Theatres on Feb. 28.
Boy”' and
“Nile
soo,”
Egypt’s
But because of the extended run
Switzerland’s “Four in a Jeep,”
of “African Queen” at the former
‘FABIOLA’ HIT IN INDIA;
Indian industry submitted “Awara,”
house arid the pre-determined gen“Amar Bhoopali,” “Babla” and eral release of the hew opus. March
“Pathala Bhairavi.”
limitcan only be allocated a

Films

other territory on the continent.
Last y e a r Germany produced
‘PRISONERS’
about 60 features, which represents
“A Sleep of Prisoners,” Christo- about 200 weeks of playing time.
ph
Fry’s religious drama, has
Although speaking the same lanbeen banned for performance in guage, Austria
is an entirely difany Church of England churches in
ferent. problem, disfrib Officials
Australia,
according to reports say. Its overrun partly by the Sofrom Sydney. The play, originally
viets.
Apart from Its small size,
produced in a Church of England
the market cannot be compared
church in London and currently
with Germany. Operations hijaVe
completing a U. S. tour, including
resumed independently there.
appearances, in churches of various
sects, as well as in synaigogue and

(16) in

Hylton TV-Vaude

Commons

fmaticed British
Eacly fund.

IS

No Understudy, So Show

'

.

Madras, Feb. 12.
The Italian pid “Fabiola,” handled in this country by RKO, did
solid business fdr two consecutive
Weeks at Bombay’s Eros and Cal-

,

cutta’s

Lighthouse

opened

at the

new

theatres.
first-run

Pic

Roxy

here early !this month registering
trade opening week and is holding*

“On

the Riviera” (20th) did .surNew Globe, .where
.

prise biz at the,
holds a week;

it

’
Columbia’s “Rudolph Valentino
did vCry strongly, at the Minerva
and.
“Pandora.
While
for two weeks!

Flying Dutchman” (M-G now
second week, with trade at th
same theatre. A sudden pi mp
noted-in. the takings by English pictures playing here in the last few
months: “King Solomon's Mines
)

in

i
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THRILL-PACKED ”5 FINGERS”!
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AS THE FABULOUS SPY
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WHO

SOLD TO THE ENEMY THE SECRETS
OF THE TEHERAN CONFERENCE AND THE

AND

TIME

PLACE OF THE D-DAY LANDINGS 111

ALL TRUE!!

IT'S

FILMED

ON

THE STREETS OF

ANKARA AND

ISTANBUL!
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“5 FINGERS"

starring

JAMES

MA$0^

DANIELLE DARRIEUX • MICHAEL RENNIE
with Walter Hampden • Oscar Karlweis
Herbert Berghof

•

Producedby OTTO LANG

Directed by

JOSEPH

L.

MANKIEWICZ

Screen play by Michael Wilson
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Vfistneffr
Louis de Rochemont Sets

COMPO

Dilemma

Continued from page 3
The Council of Motion Picture Organizations* continuing effort to
public resulted Thursday (14) in lea and Allied States Assn. have
nresent the industry’s story to the
in
the
Hartford
Times
(Conn
)
written
editorial
guest
already
snarled ait each other on
the publication of
exec v.p, Editorial, published under a the point.
bv Arthur L. Mayer, COMPO's
page,
biog
editorial
was
a
short
prefaced
by
the
on
TOA Would Fight Tax Solo
two column headline
a two-column box, With Mayer’s picture on the
TOA board, recently asserted it
of Mayer. In addition,
the
to
editorial.
wanted an attack made on the tax,
paper’s front page called attention
that the ipcal film theatre has and If it couldn’t find anyorie to
In the editorial, Mayer points out
go along, it 'was prepared to emattained a- position of social and economic importance in its community.
Allied
“ ‘Going to the movies'”’ Mayer writers, “to the American family, means bark oh the fight itself.
came- back
but' to the local merchant it means almost Jmipddiately
recreation,
pleasant
of
night
a
With
less
a
somewhat
enthusiastic
To
greater traffic in front of his store and better business for himself.
endorsement of a tax brawl .than*
him the movie is more than a place of entertainment, it is- a magnet TOA’s, but
made it clear that if
that draws people downtown where they can see his wares
any battle ware to be undertaken,
the
invitation
of Francis S. Murphy'
Mayer’s editorial was written at
it felt COMPO* .should spearhead
editor and publisher of the Times.
!

it.

;•

.

—

.

Underneath the dirty looks the
two organizations were, .throwing
at each other on the issue were
memories of last year’s tax fight.
That Was all.but won when the outbreak of the Korean wav put a sudden finis to it.
In the Van of that attack and act-;
ing for COMPO was Abram F. Myers, board chairman and general
counsel of Allied, who makes his
,

...

.

headquarters in Washington.. His
near-success made him something
of an exhib hero, arid TOA, which
is; constantly vying with Allied for
theatre members, didn’t at. all like
the< limelight Which the tax issue
threw on the Allied official.

Nearly half the newsreel topics presented in American theatres last
year dealt with various aspects of 'the foreign scene, according to a
survey made by the research department of the Motion Picture Assn,

With this situation prevailing, it
is not. at all certain that no matter
what COMPO; decides to do, TOA
of America.
might not launch a campaign of
%
Through global facilities of the five newsreel companies, events its own. That might put Allied on
were covered in 69. different foreign areas. In extent df coverage a spot with theatremen— with inSecond
a teresting results..
abroad, Korea got most attention with 375 sequences.
topical source was Great Britain.
Cool heads in COM1JO fear a
campaign now might be bad pubCy Howard’s cinema acting career died aborning after a promising lic relations not only from the
teeoff which had producer* George Jessel of ’‘The (Sol) Hurok Story” standpoint of advertising the indusinterested in Howard to personate the Concert impresario in his youth, try’s hard times, but from the efat $2,500 a week, even before Howard’s .first picture for Paramount fect on the public of asking' for a
was in the can. For that; the TV-radia producer-scripter Was payrolled cut in taxes when everyone else is
.

‘

at $1,000 a
to re-shoot

ated

in.

Week for “Stalag 17”

until Par, at the last minute, decided

Howard’s scenes with Harvey Lembeck in the role he

-

the stage original.

Museum

of

film library.

Rochemont; “Le Jour se Leve ,” a 1939 Jean Gabin starrer; “Les Volon-r
de la Mort,” a film made in wartime. Japan showing training of
Japanese Kamikaze pilots; “The Baker’s Wife,” directed by Marcel
Pagnol and starring Haimu, and “The Joyless Street,” a 1925 Greta
Garbo starrer directed by G. W. Pabst. Quintet will all be screened
in the six-week period starting Feb'. 18 through March 30.
.

Fact that Walter Wanger is awaiting trial for shooting agent Jennings
Lang apparently hasn’t stymied his picture-making plans. He registered
with the Motion Picture Assn, of America last week the title “Mona
9
Lisa.’
Producer has a' deal with Allied Artists.

COMPO Prexy

Election

Continued from- page 5
organizations and at the same time
be capable of carrying on on the
operational level.

Robert W. Coyne, whose work as
COMPO ever

special counsel to
since its organization has

portant in holding

been imtogether, has
move up to the

it

eludes a report by Depinet, a treasurer’s report to }ie read by George
Dembow in the absence of treasurer Herman Robbins and a report

outfit, RD-pR Corp., has registered
four titles pertaining to the sub-J
ject.
They are “The Big Boss,”
“The Man to See,” “Secret Boss”
and “The Secret Bosses.”
Pic will be based on material assembled by. Lester Velie, who did a
six-part yarn for Collier's on political bossism.. According to Bor*,
den Mace, de Rochemont exec, deal
is in the talking stage to obtain
the rights to the magazine’s series.
Meanwhile, Velie is attempting to
work up a. screen treatment.
Since January a staff of LouiS de
Rochemont technicians have been
working in Burrria to develop a
documentary film program in the

Hollywood, Feb.

there were full exec'- committee representation on hand, there
v ould be a minimum delegation of
31>
This consists of a rep of each
of
the
10
component
bodies, plus seven additional delegates from Allied and seven from'
TOA and another seven, elected at
large by the board.
..If

COMPO

General membership is open to
any regional exhib organization,
Puis any group, such as equipment
that has an interest in the
industry. Board consists of a
rep of every organization admitted
to membership.
Actual policy control i§ in the
hands of the exec
committee. As far as the current
meetings are concerned, anyone
topping a bonafide film organizar group will be. admitted.
J?
COMPO’s
interest lies in broadenuig its base as
far as possible.
Agenda for today’s gathering in*

™%s,
mm

•

.

1

lic.
:

COMPO toppers fear that if
such a promise were made, it is not
at all Certain that exhibs throughout the. country now would fulfill
it.
In that case,. Very bad public
feeling would almost surely ensue

‘

’'

;

.

ers’

modern methods in the
health and sanitation.

fields

of

.

BUCKNER WINS SWG
AWARD FOR

the other hand, fact this

than during ensuing years.

Life

Mag

Continue^, from page 3

year’s survey. It points out, among
other things, that most of the major studios are involved in picture-

making for

TV

other.

in

Hollywood, Feb.

is

exposition,

one way or an-

19.

Winners of annual; Screen Writers' Guild awards for screenwriting
have been announced, following a
tabulation of membership votes.
Plaques and bound copies of. the
scripts wilj be presented to winners
awards dinner
at the annual
at the Hollywood Palladium, Feb.

Army and

25.

Robert Meltzer Memorial Award
for the picture best depicting the
American, scene, “Bright Victory"
(UI), werit to Robert Buckner; best
comedy, “Father’s Little Dividend,”

Metro, Albert Hackett and Frances
Goodrich; best drama, “Place in
the Sun,” Paramount* Michael Wilson and Harry Brown; best musical,
“American In Paris,” Metro, Alan
Jay Lerrier; best written picture
under $400,000 budget, “Steel Helmet,” Lippert, Samuel Fuller.

Threats by major company pubad chiefs of reprisals against Life
by withholding advertising, made
in the heated aftermath of the August article; were toned down during cooler moments. However, Life
is believed to have lost some film
advertising because of a general, K.C.
feeling among the pub-ad men that
it was Unfriendly. However, some

Firm Starts Drive

Ozoner Biz

.

•

,

.

move

to

exterid to

of the country a
other
morale-building scheme initiated
in the 53 Skouras-operated theatres in the New York metropolitan
Houses gave
week.
last
area
space in their lobbies for recording machines on Which wives,
sweethearts and mothers, of servicemen could make tapes for mailing overseas.
Between 6,000 and 7,000 fiveminute messages were recorded.
Revere Camera Corp. loaned the
machines, and Minnesota Mining
and Mfg. Co., makers of Scotch
recording tape, provided the magnetic ribbon free; Tieup with the
N. Y. Mirror plugged the “Valentine Day” message-makers in the
Skouras lobbies Cvety day.
Idea Was developed by the Public
Information Office of the 514th
Troop Carrier Wing at Mitchel
Field, Long Island, out of a scheme
Revere prexy Ted Briskin initiated

sections

stores handling his company’s
recording machines.

in

FILM COURSE, IN N.Y.

BALLY TIEUP, TEES OFF
Activities attendant to Organization of the Motion Picture Industry
of the City of New York’s tieup
With the Board of Education got
underway this week with the open-.
ing session yesterday (Tues.) of a
15-week course for high school
teachers and the issuance of the
first bulletin for teachers.
1

Course, entitled “The Motion
Picture, an Educational Potential
the School and Community,”
teed off with a lecture by Prof.
Robert Gessner, chairman of the
film department, of New York tJ.,
Who discussed “The Motion. Picture as a 20th Century Art.” Russell Downing, v.p. arid exec director of the Radio City Music Hal
repped the industry group, Or.
Franklin Heller, principal of High
School of Performing Arts, where
the: lecture was held, and Miss Rita
Hochheimer, assistant director of
visual education* served as coordinators. Following the opening. session, film group held a reception
in

To Boost
of the loss, if there was any, must
Kansas City, Feb. 19.
Undoubtedly also be attributed to ;a
to build ozoner biz
away
years
Movement
recent
in
move
growing
Among those expected at the
advertising by an intensive ad drive has again
meetings are Trueman Rembusch, from national magazine
coordiby Jack Braunagel,
of
launched
been
difficulty
of
the
olf Wilbur Snaper, Lau- because
Marc
..
head of drive-in operations fox
release dates.
ritz Garman, Nornian Glassnian, nating
Theatres. He has
behas
Commonwealth
which
TV,
Hollywood vs.
Sam Kirby, Julian. Brylawski, Aland window card
Herman Levy, Si come a highiy-popUlar subject with started a 24-sheet
Starr,
fred
ozoners and is
his
for
workout
a
Campaign
gets
Fabiart, Gael Sullivan, Harry La- publications, also
Daily inviting other operators to particiYork
the
in
currently
New
Rotus
Harvey,
mont,. Tom Edwards,
of Braunagel’s
result
a
corAs
Hollywood
pate.
Leonard Spiegelgass, James A. News. The tab’s
is doing
campaign last year 500 24-sheets
Mulvey, Jack Alicoate, Ellis Amall, respondent, Elorabel Muir;
states. A new
17
inin
posted
haswere
Harry Brandt; Maurice Bergman; a series on the subject. She.
Hollyvybpdites poster this year shows a family
Oscar A. Doob, Harry Goldberg, terviewed numerous
the catch, line,.
with
car
a
friendly
in
group
generally taking a
S. JL Goldberg, Edward Hyman, and is
“Let’s All Go to a Drive-In Movie
Erie Jonhston, Allen Johnson, Gun- point of View.
Miss Muir’s second article, ap- Tonight.”
ther Lessing, Chick Lewis, Ted
(Tues.)
For current campaign, Commonyesterday's
Mann, John O’Connor, A1 Pecus, pearing
a talk with wealth drive-ins are posting hum
Sam Pinanski, John Phillips, Rob- NeWs, was based onThe
20th-Fox
of 24-sheets and 2, 000 windreds
F.
Zanuck.
Darryl
ert J. Rubin, Charles M. Reagan,
Missduri arid
production chief opined that films dow cards in Kansas,
Fred Schwartz and Jbe Vogel.
as a start er. Use of billthe
Arkansas
light
of
in
off
badly
so
not
Also on. hand, of course, will be were
by
prompted
that tele is already boards obviously is
Depinet, Mayer, Coyne, arid Charles big troubles
exand Which appear certain fact that ozoner patrons are
E. McCarthy, COMPO’s coordinator having
clusively auto ow
for the future.
Of advertising and publicity.
,

Air Force units ar

considering a

SWG

England exhib.

W

Is

'

Jules Bucher, documentary cameraman-director, is general manager for the de Rochemont continHis aides include Victor
gent.
Jurgens, specialist in Far East film
against the industry.
journalism; Kay Norton, formerly
One reason that exhibs couldn’t with John Ford and Metro and an
be expected with certainty to pass ex-Navy photogrophic officer,, and
the saving on to patrons is that a
Nicholas Webster, a former Govcut of perhaps 5.0% in the tax;
ernment film service director and
would meah only a nickel or less in
many cases. It has been well es- editor.
tablished that such minor trim*?
mings of b.o. levies has no effect
It is also feared
cm patronage.
that the Washington solons will be
just as hep to. this point as exhibs

On

19.

Mushrooming vidfilm industry

threatened by first strike with 10
outfits belonging to the Alliance of
Television Producers facing a walkout tomorrow (Wed.) morning unless the ATP board changes its
stand and riieets contract .terms
sought by 16 basic craft unions of
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees.
ATP spokesman' said, producers
already yielded to certain IATSE
demands, adding “it’s a hardship
to give them that, but if they don’t,
Program, which accept, we. wori’t work.” Four of
Asian republic.
includes the production of films as the 10 firms in ATP— Ziv, Crosby
Frarik Wisbar and
well as the training of Burmese Enterprises,
currently
technicians, is part of the U. S. Screen Televldeo— are
shooting.
An ATP rep , said the
Government’s effort to furnish economic and technical assistance un- group offered a 5% pay hike
der the Mutual Security Act. Con- retroactive to Oct.. 25, but IATSE
the Alliance okayed
tract with de Rochemont provides wanted 109
another retroactive 5% hike yesterfor dollar costs of $260,000 to be
IATSE wanted
(Mori),
but
day
currency
financed by MSA; local
hike made 10%/
costs in Burma will be paid in second
in
dispute include
Other points
rupees by the Burmese Govern-,
merit and the Burmese private film paid holidays for casuals; demands
for contributions to union health
industry.
MSA dollars will pay for such and welfare fund, and changes in
Alliance
pay
setup/
costs as equipment and salaries for dismissal
personnel working on the Burma spokesman said it. feels it has been
contract. Among the local currency “more than fair” so far, “but can't
costs will be those of constructing go any further.’'
a central film .laboratory in Rangoon* for which the 'Burmese private film industry will provide
Army, Air Force Consider
one-half of the rupees needed.
Pact calls for the de Rochemont
firm to work With the Burmese

being forced to dig deeper.
Government for two years.. With
Likewise, industry execs feel the help of Burmese technicians,
line
selling
their
that they’ve lost
the U, S, outfit will produce four
That documentary films dealing with
as. far as the tax cut goes.
was last year’s pledge that the sav- Burma’s way of life, her culture,
ing would be passed on to the pub- and" her progress in developing

an election year is thought to make
it a propitious time foi* demanding
by Mayer. That will be followed a slash in the admish tap. Conby. discussion of “Movietime” tours, gress, it is thought, might, be more
“Movietime” advertising, a speak- willing to listen to reason i 1952

bureau, information library,
round, table, contests,
exisc v.p: post.
However, Goyne
was formerly associated with the cooperation with the Government
Theatre Owners of America, one (civil defense, recruiting, etc.) and
film
of the component groups, which a brief on essentiality of the
probably means that Allied States industry in regard to a manpower
allocations.
materials
and
draft
Exhibitors Assn., another compoTopics for tomorrow will include
nent, will not accept him.
Allied
and TOA are rivals in the national whether or not to go into a battle
against the 20% admissions tax, inexhib organization .field.
research proA minimum of 30 delegates is ex- dustry survey and
gram, industry shorts, methods of
pected at the parley. Actually, it
financing
and
dues
collecting
legally will be three meetings in
COMPO, election of officers, elecone.
First, it will be a session of
tion of ,the executive committee,
COMPO members; /second, it will admission to membership of the
be a meeting of the board, and,
Theatre Equipment Supply Manuthird, it will be a conclave* of the
facturers Assn, and the Theatre
executive committee. In corporate
Equipment Dealers Assn., participa
terms this is parallel to a simulta- tion in
a Health Week project and
neous session of stockholders, di- discussion of films for TV. Last
rectors and executive committee of
subject, has been included at the
the board,
request of Norman Glassman, New
been mentioned to

Also Program in Burma
Film dealing with iriunicipal corruption is being contemplated by
Louis de Rochemont. Producer’s

.

Modern Art, N. Y., has' acquired five new features for its
They comprise “Lost Boundaries,” produced by Louis de

tiers

(

Pic on Political Bossism;

—

*

Films on painting and sculpture many of them haying no live action but merely allowing the camera: to plajr on the works of art—
continue to pour onto the market- Tremendous number of them., both
short and feature lengths, have appeared in the last year, and
"more are on their way, despite the obviously limited market for them.
Pictura Films will send its second feature into release. in May, It
is “Leonardo da Vinci,” showing life and works of the artist in colon
Directed by Luciano Eirimer and Lauro Venturi, it was lerised in Italy,
France and the U,S. The outfit’s' first film; “Pictura—Adventure in
Art,” recently closed a six-week run at the Esquire, Los Angeles, and
is now in its second week rit the Clay, San Francisco.
A new 20-minute art pic, “Uncommon Clay,” has just been completed
by Thomas Graven. Narrated by Conrad Nagel, it pictures the sculpture of six Americans—Donald De Lue r Wheeler Williams, Paul Manship, Cecil Howard, James Earle Fraser and Laura Gardin Fraser.

15

at the Rockefeller Center Luncheon Club for Board of .Education
the
officials, industry toppers and

press.
Bulletin,

,

known

as

“Views and

Previews,” -was prepared under the
direction; „ of Mrs. Esther L. Berg,
an assistant principal on leave of
curIt lists a group oh
absence;
rent- pictures arid Outlines in... detail
how these films can be coordinated
with Classroom discussion.

FACTS ABOUT
M-G-M’s GOLDMINE

LONE STAR
It

is

called

’’treat

in! It

by

critics

another

!

"Honky Tonk,” the kind of

’em rough” love drama that the Gable fans adore him
is doing smash business from Coast to Coast.

PHILADELPHIA

— Biggest

M-G-M

five-day gross since

July 1949.
LITTLE

FORT

ROCK— Bes first two days since November 1949.
WORTH — M-G-M’s top five-day gross in three years.
it

CORPUS CHRISTI— First week
since May 1947.
DALLAS

—Running

Boat” in past

two

,

like you
going to kiss
more than one man

M-G-M

pictures

years.

highest six-day gross since

J ulie 1949.

isn t

AUSTIN

like this.”

And

IT’S

all

ahead of everything except ’’Show

SAN ANTONIO— Second
"A woman

tops

— Second highest six-day gross since June 1949.

imagine

this! In Kjioxvilley Peoria,

Los Angeles,

it’s

BOX-OFFICE COMBUSTION!

umteff
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‘STAR’ LOFTY $18,000,
Igloo Boll

PITT, ‘SALESMAN’ 10G

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 9)
in Dark’.’ (Rep) (3d

‘ROOM’ LIVELY $10,000,

OMAHA; ‘DOOR’JCE SG

“Woman

and

wkt, $2,500 in 4 days.
Coliseuni.VtEydrgreen) (1,829; 65qo)_“Red ^kies Montana (20th)
peep. South'- (BKO).
Girl in
$11,000. Last week.

Omaha; Feb.
Brightest spot in town is

£d

19.

still

the

Orpheum where second week

of

:

Beware" continues solid.
Big
Paramount, with “Room For One
Ever? Port" (RKO) and “Riders More;” is doing best biz for a new
Pony Express" (Indie) (2d wk), pic, With lively session. This is
$8,300.
the best Paramount take in weeks.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen)^ (2,366; State
had a fine week with
5_90)— “First Time" (Col) and
Strange Door” and “Purple Heart
“Harem Girl" (Col); Slow $7, 000.’ Diaryi” The Omaha is good With
Last week, “On Dangerous Ground
“Aladdin” and “Steel Fist.”
(RKO) and -‘Jungle of Chang
Estimates for .This Week
(RKO), $5,000.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90) 70)-r-“Room For One More” (WB).
—“Lone Star” (M-G) and “Light Smart $10,000, best here in weeks.
“Sailor

fi

.

.

.

Touch" (M-G) (2d wk). Off to

LasUweek,

500,

$7,-

Last week, “Decision Before

solid $12,800,

Music Box (Hamrick)

65-

(850;

90 )— “Lavender Hill Mob” (U).
Fartcv $5,000 or close. Last week,
“Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (4th
Wk), $4,300 at 50-$l scale.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 6590)

Good

—

.

Orpheum (Hamrick)

65-

(2,599;

90)— “Room for. One More" (WB)
and “Bushwhackers" (Indie). Fine
$10,500. LaSt week, “Bend of River’’ OJ) and “Lady Pays Off” (U)
(3d

wk)

;and
“Elephant
(Mono). Trim $10,500.

“Pandora” (M-G) and “Big
(M-G) (3d wk-4 days).
$4,500. Last week, $7,300.

Country"

Dawn”

(20th), $7,000.
Orpheum '(Tristates) (3,000;
70)
“Sailor: Beware” (Par)

wk-5 days); big $6,700.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-$l)
—“Hotel Sahara" (Rep) (2d run)
With Flo Ashe and burlesque revue
onstage. Big $10,000. Last week,
“Ten Tail Men" (Col) and “Japanese War Bride” (20th) (2d runs),
slow $3,000 at 45c-70c scale.

—

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,049;
65-90)
“Green Glove” (UA) and
“Tale of 5 Women” (UA). Okay
$10,000 or near in 8 days. Last
week, “Aladdin” (Mono) and “Steel
Fist” (Mono), $5,200.

16-

at its annual induction luncheon yesterday (Tue$.) at the Hotel

35,

More than 500 .film and
entertainment
Industry
leaders
heard Mayor Impellitteri and PoAstor.

Commissioner George P. Monaghan laud the industry for its
civic consciousness, and for the
Work of the Variety clubs in gen-

lice

(Col).

Okay

tures.

We

1

—

—

.

,Det.

16m show

loca-

Two downtown
this

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)— “Hunchback Notre Dame" (RKO)
and “Cat People” (RKO) (reissues).
Dim $5,000. Last week, “Dangerous Ground" (RKO) and “Yellow-

“Room For One More” (WB) and em

fin" (Lip), $6,000.

United Artists (UA)

.

and

(20th)

“My True

Story”

(Col),

and

“Woman

(1,900;

70-

95)—“Lone Star" (M-G) and
“Shadow in Sky" (M-G) (2d wk).

in Dark” (Mono)
Holdirig at $8,000. Last week, fine
Last week, “Aladdin $11,000.
“Flight to
(Col) and “Lady and Bandit" (Col),
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—
Ma£s” (Mono), $7,500 in 5 days.
$7,000.
“Death of Salesman" (Col) (2d wk)
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65Slipping to $6,500. Last week, fast

day-date with Paramount;
$5,000. Last week, “Ten Tall

Big Fair $8,500.

Men” and Lamp” (Mono) and

Men" (Col) and ‘Tickets’ Tasty 24G,
‘Lady and Bandit” (Col) (2d wk).
Mont’l; ‘FBI GirP 10G
Good $7,500. Last week, $9,000.
Montreal, Feb. 19,
„F ara m° unt (Evergreen) (3,400;
85r9Q)
New entries at nearly all delux
“Decision Before Dawn”
(20th) and “True Story" (Col), also ers are sparking biz here this week.
Oriental, Fine $.8, 000 Last week,
Two Tickets to Broadway” is sock
.Jted 'Skies Montana” (20th) and at Capitol. “Quo Vadis," in third
Elephant
Stampede”
(Mono), session, continues to draw although
same.
returns are down sharply from
Artists (Parker) (890; 65- opening stanzas. All theatres were
90)—“The Well” (UA). Mild
$5,500. closed last Friday (15) till 6 p.m.,
“
WGek
Pandora ”
(M-G), day of the late King’s funeral.
90)—“Ten Tall

—

;

’

$8 000

Washington
(Continued from page

9)

Last week, “Girl in
Port” (RKO). $11,000.
Onta^o (K-B) (1,404; 44-74)
Deteqtwe Story" (Par) (3d wk).
Strong $7,500; Last week, $10,000.
Holds.
.-Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)—
Phone Call Stranger" (20th). Dis|?.p00
,

wk), sluggish $11,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 55-$l)
/-• Woman in Question” (Col). Not
sp good $4,500 for American
preem'
of this British import.
Stays, Last
week; Great Expectations’’ (indie)
(reissue), okay $3,500.
r
ar"e r (WB) (2,174; 44-80)—
.

4.JJ

.

.lhis
e

Wpman

as n ®
*

£p
Room
-

for

is

Dangerous” (WB),

$13,500.

Last

week,

One More” (WB)

(2d

wki, above hopes
with $1 1 ,000.
..^"s-Lbx (T-L) (654; . 50-85)—

Jackets

Broadway" (RKO).
week; “The

Si®. $7,000.. Stays. Last
Well’ (indie), $3,000.

$11,300.

PROVIDENCE

(Continued from page 8)
(Indie), ences was spotlighted in distribuAttack"
and
“Suicide
tor circles this week. It was noted
$ 8 000
..Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
that Allied appeared to have en“Red Skies Montana" (20th) and dorsed rentals for arbitration only
“Chicago Calling" (UA). Steady when an exhibitor has a complaint.
“Woman Is
$8,000. Last week,
However, the Allied proposal
Dangerous" (WB) and “Man Bait” made nb mention of distributors’
(LipT, $9,000.
squawks on the amounts paid by
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,000; 44- exhibs for film licenses. It’s said
Estimates for This Week
Palace (C. T.H (2,661; 34-60)— 65)— f Room for One More" (WB) to be doubtful that a theatreman
“Too Young to Kiss” (M-G)* Good and J'fHo.ld That Line" (Mono). Would agree to arbitrate any distwoLast Week, “Close to Picking up to trim $9,000 with
$15,000.
day carryover to normal opening. pute arising from a film company
Heart” (WB), $13,000.
.complaint that it collected, an in/Opened Tuesday (12).
Capitpl (C. T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
State (Loew) (3,200; 90-$1.25)— sufficient amount of rental.
“Two Tickets to Broadway” (RKO) “Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk). Being
Socko $24,000. Last Week, “De- milked for fairly good $8,000. Third
Story”
(WB) ..(3d wk), week Was $12,000.
tective
$14,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
and
Princess (C. T.) (2.131; 34-60)—
(CGI)
Malone"
“Boots
Continued from page 7
“Double Dynamite” (RKO). So-so “Harem Girl” (Col). Opened MonLast week, “Silver City" day (18). Last week, “Sailor Be
$10,000.
Extras Guild Is
the
ous.
^ ware” (Par) (3d wk), nice $7,500. readying a Screen
(Par), $12,000.
demand for added payLoew’s (C. T.) (2,855; 90-$1.50)—
to atmosphere players who
k,
ments
Qub Vadis" (M-G) (3d wk). Okay
appeared in the pictures conLong-Boiling ^Kettles’
$30,00$ following solid $39,000 for
Another percentage deal
cerned.
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
second,
with the
Imperial (C, T.) (1,839; 34-60)—
Universal-international's “Ma and must be worked put
“FBI Girl" (Lip) and “Journey Into Pa Kettle at Waikiki,” currently Screen Writers Guild before the
for TV.
available
Night” (Lip). Gqod $10,000. Last in work, will not be released until pictures can be
Scripters originally demanded 15.%
week, “Barefoot ^Mailman" fCol) 1954.
with
negbtlatirig
(Col),
and “Whistle Eaton Falls"
“Kettle" and are now
Studio releases
$6 000
every year, Slated to go out this IMPPA,
the
act
Orpheum (C. T:) (1,048; 45-60)
into
Also ready to get
April is “Ma and Pa Kettle at the
“Big Night" (UA) and “Chicago Fair," completed more than a year are the Screen Directors Guild
Calling" (UA), Oke $8,000. Last
on
while “Ma and Pa Kettle Go and IATSE, which is figuring
week, “Midnight Kiss" (M-G) and ago,
recently .filmed, will be turning its cut into its. health and
“Toast New Orleans" (M-G) (reis- to Paris,"
welfare fund.
held back until April, 1953.
sues) (2d wk), $7,000.
,

.

.

.

.

.

,

*

,

Meirt-

and head

PAL.

of the

this, Eckirian explained,
that the white collar, people of
cost of livin the industrial sections bf the country,

Reason for
is

London are feeling the
ing more than workers

On the Whole, he said,
British business this year,
of last year’s.

Metro's
is

ahead

“Great Caruso" is doing as well
as “Mrs. Miniver,” Eckman disclosed, despite the competition of
TV which. “Miniver" did not face.
“Quo Vadis," which preemed Jan.
25 ,at the Carlton and Ritz Theatres, London, reportedly is doing
Arbitration
better than “Gone With the Wind.”
Continued from page 5
Success of the spectacle is espe^
since thecompanies at the start of negotia- cially notable, he feels,
of King Gporge VI nature
funeral
tions Will bring into discussion only
theatregoing.
ally curtailed
those items, such as clearances and
Eckman will remain in the U. S.
runs, for which there’s a known
until March 12 when he sails for
wide area of agreement. When deHe’ll take in the “Quo
Europe.
cisions are reached on these, rentVadis" conference scheduled to be
als, damage awards and other conheld in Rome March 23-29.
troversial subjects are expected to
be introduced..
Meanwhile, the extent to which
Allied’s p»itch for rentals as an arBiz
Bril.
bitration item could cause differ-

—

appointmg $16,000. Last week;
Decision Before Dawn” (20th) (2d

Ira

first assistant barker; William F. Rodgers, second assistant
barker; Saul Trauner, dough guy,
and Ed Lachman,. property master.
Other speakers included Fred J,
Schwartz, outgoing Chief Barker;
Marc X Wolf, head of Variety Chill
Internatidrial, and James P. Nolan,
N. Y, Deputy Police Commissioner

;

Woman

‘

German, chief barker;
hardt,

.

tiri onstage, $42,000.
42c for authorized civilians who
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; Work bn the bases.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—
Retreat, Hell” (WB). Opened to- 70-95)—“Sailor Beware” (Par) and
Hot buttered popcorn concessions
Broadway (Parker), (1,890; 65-90) day (Tues). Last week, “Hong “FBI Girl” (Lip) (2d wk). Fine at Which candy bars are often sold
—“Bend of River” (U) and “Lady Kong” (Par) and “Pancho Villa $18,(100. Last week, $26,000.
also are, operated at a number of
Pays Off" (U) (4th wk). Fancy Returns” (Indie), okay $12,000.
Palms CUD) (2.900; 70-95)— “This theatres by the Post Exchanges;
$9,000 in 6 days. Last week, great
Dangerous" (WB) and They are relatively as successful as
Center (Par) (2,100; 90-$1.25)—
$12,800.
“Finders
Keepers" (U). Fair $15,.“Greatest Show 'on Earth” (Par).
Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90)— Opened today (Tues:). Last week, 000. Last week, “Strange Door" their counterparts back in the
“Pygmalion” (Indie) and “Major 'Woman Is Dangerous” (WB) and (U) and “Cave of Outlaws” (U>, States. The sight of G. I.’s munching popcorn while standing in line
Barbara”. (Indie) (reissues).. Okay “Wooden Horse” (Indie), fine
$!$>- $13,000.
for tickets is common.
$1 ,7Q0.
Last week, ‘‘Medium” (In- 000 in 9 days.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)—

—

...

and 12 16m locations where

Week

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)— ‘Indian Uprising” (Col) and “Har
Girl" (Col): Fairish $9,500. Last
“Girl on Bridge” (20th) 2d wk-4 week, “Meet Danny Wilson" (U)
days) (m.o.). Excelled $4,000. Last and ‘Bitter Springs” (Indie), $E
,
week $6,300.
000
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 4090)
“Decision
Before . Dawn” 70)—“Red Skies Montana” (20th)

announced the club’s

houses are doing
week, others mainly are.
par. » Nat “King" Cole and
Georgia Gibbs topping stageshow
well up. “Return of Texan’’ to nic*
week at Fox. “Sailor Beware" is
good in second Michigan round.
“This Woman Dangerous" looks circulating
among, the posts. The He cited government figures which
fair at Palms, “Lone Star" is holdnew pictures normally start in the showed that in the 1950-’51 fiscal
ing in second United Artists stanza.
small, outlying, spots, with later year (April through April) gross
Estimates for This Week
playing time in the bigger bases b.o. receipts of. film theatres were
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1- with greater diversity of recrea- $101,528,000 compared to $102,$1.25)—“Return of Texan” (20th) tion.
096,000 for the preceding fiscal.
plus stageshow headed by Nat
Navy bases charge 12c admission. 12-month stretch.
“King" Cole arid Georgia Gibbs. At the Army and Air Force bases,
AttcndanGe is off more in LonNice $40,000. Last week, “Model the ticket price is 25c for adults don than in Birmingham despite
Marriage Broker" plus Tony Mar- in uniform, 15c for children, and the fact that both arc TV areas.

biz

die), $1,500.

chain,

undertaking in behalf of the PAL.
S. H. Fabian, of Fabian theatres,
Almost
served as toastmaster.
every top .film exec with N, Y.
headquarters was on the dais:
Inducted as new officers of the
N. Y. Variety Club were William J.

admission is charged. The 35m theatres operate seven- days a week*
Anglo-U.S. Plait
and the 16m halls ruq about four
flights each week, v
Continued from page 7
Each week, the. Army arid Air
noted',
Eckmari
business,
Force sends two prints each of good
four new 16m subjects and five nevertheless there’s been a slight
to six 35m subjects, Prints remain b.o. slide due to the increased cost
in Alaska about, a year and a half, of living arid a shortage of money.

Best in Sluggish Ruff. below
.

there are 62 free
tions

Detroit, Feb. 19.

‘Woman’ Strong $16,000,

nderprivileged

aiding

Brandt, of the Brandt theatre

.

Yellow’’

..

nice $12,500.

Estimates for This

;

eral
in
children.

get two or three a month
Last week, $2,500. Last
week; “Browning Ver- up here; The servicemen don’t, Want
smash $15,500.
sion" (U) (3d wk), $1,800 in 0 dajs. them.”
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)—
There- are currently 19 36m the“Girl in Every Port” (RKO). DisFavorite Spy" (Par). Thin $9,000. atres
at the various Army, Navy
appointing
week, Last week,
$5,000..
Last
“At Sword’s Point" and Air Force bases; four more
“Boots Malone" (Col) and “The (RKO),
helped by world preem
Family Secret" (Col), $7,200.
are under construction arid will
...
ballyhoo to $1 1.000.
Ohiaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)
be ready by April 1. One of the
Warner
50-85)-^
(2,000;
—“Aladdin and Lamp" (Mono) and “Room for (WB)
One More” (WB) (4th largest service theatres in Alaska
“The Steel Fist" (Mono), Good wk). Fine
the 1,000-seater at the Kodiak
$7,000 for What was supLast week, “The Well" posed to be
$6,500.
wind-up, but probably Naval base— burned down a few
(UA) and “Man With My Face” won’t be.
weeks ago for a $300,000 loss.
Last Week, $8,000.
[A), fine $7,800;
Kodiak is now showing 16m films
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)
at its gymnasium, With other 16m
“Strange .Door" (U) ;and “Purple
projectors iristailed in the barracks
Heart Diary” (Col), Good $5,000.
and messhall.
Last week; “See You in Dreams”
Ini addition to the 35m Situations
(WB) (3d wk), $4,000.

Paramount and Oriental.

coin

Adoption of the Police Athletic

League as its principal charity afctivity was announced by the Variety Club of NeW York, Tent No.

•:

(2d

Portland, Ore., Feb. 19.
Strong product is keeping the
rolling into first-runs here
this week. “Bend of* River" is still
packing the customers into the
Broadway for a fourth session, after three socko weeks. “Decision
Before Dawn" also looks fine at

$13,000,

Port; ‘Bend’ Fat 9G, 4th

Pittsburgh, Feb. 19.
“Lone Star" is the big new pip here. Some bases are frozen in
here this week, and it looks like a during the winter'* so that they
holdover at the Penn. “Death of don’t get new films for as much
Salesman" started off disappoint- as two to three months. If we could
ingly at Harris, but may pick up send in a supply of kinescopes
on strength of rave notices to nice with the films before the freeze,
session. “Rpom for One More" still it would give them a supplemental
w
is
strong at Warner in fourth supply of pictures.”
stanza and may hold again. “My
Although virtually all perform-Favorite Spy" isn’t, doing so well ances are sellouts, no matter what
at the Stanley.
the subject, the servicemen have
Estimates for This Week
definite
favorites,
according to
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—
“Wide Blue Yonder" (Rep). Thin Major Maloney, “They want anything
in color," he says. “Techni$3,500.
Last Week; “Model Marcolor. films rate first choice."
riage Broker"* (20th), $6,200.
Next in popularity, are musicals,
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50r85)
Death of Salesman" (Col). Nice with* girls', songs arid dancing.
Third
ape the epics, with the big
$10,000 or less. Last week, “Red
budget westerns a very close
Skies, Montana" (20th), $5,000.
fourth.
In fact, the Alaskan ComPenh (Loewis) (3,300; 50-85)
“Lone Star" (M-G). Sturdy $18,000, mand has received a nuinber of rebest in long stretch, and stays. quests for more paters for the post
Last week,
“Invitation”
And,
(M-G), theatres. Comedies follow.
$9,500.
says Maloney; “Down at' the bottom
Squirrel Hill (WB)- (900; 50-85)— of the heap, are the British pic-

Stampede” “Clouded

Buffalo, Feb. l9 r
Plenty of holdovers here this
week, with a batch of new product
h e a d e d by “Greatest Show on
Earth" being launched today.
“Pandora” is doing well enough to
win a holdover at the Buffalo: Best
showing was made by “Woman Is
Dangerous” With fine total in nine
days at the Center.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo; (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—
“Pandora” (M-G) and “Sellout"
(M-G) (2d wk). Holding, with week
starting today (Tues.). Last week,

‘Decision' Fine

Continued from page 2

.

.

i

Show

Continued from page Z
no, justification for the cancellation of several drama programs as well as some of educaLetters of protest
tional value.
poured into newspaper offices, and
many were printed in the ' London
and! provincial press.

see

The Lord Chamberlain’s order
for the closure of theatres on the
day of the funeral did not have
the same serious effect as the
earlier directive to close on the
day of the King’s death. FeW Lon-

don theatres have matinees on Fridays arid, therefore, they were able
to open at night without any loss..
The shuttering of cinemas until
6 pm. was a voluritary decision
by officers of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Assn., and it Was cpnsidered the most expressive way
for the

industry

to

pay

its

last

tribute.

Because

it

inappropriate

may be regarded
for.

as

the times. Odeon

have withdrawn “Royal Journey"
from its programs: This color rec-.
ord of the, recent Royal Canadian
tour had been booked as supporting feature in yesterday's: Moil. >
programs. Another casualty js the
legit production of “The Young
Elizabeth," which has been shelved
indefinitely: This had been due to
go into rehearsal immediately.
(

.

ncrvRBs

18

Wednesday, Fcbrfajgy 20,
j

"

'==f

affair that the blackmailer decides
to drop the thing;-

5

Hoodlum Empire

comedic

and sexy angles
Import

results.

is

a fair

clearly portrays Frank bet for art-type* operations.
Scripters Muriel and Sydney Box
recreates Sen.
Kef auver and Miss Trevor does* a tell about a family of Britons who
refUs’e
to relinquish their home for
Virginia Hill even doym to the
original camera-smashing incident a government project. This serves
While the flashbacks serve to tie as a springboard foFr the goodthe story together in a cohesive humored ribbing. Their barricade
whole,, writers Manning and Con- against public officials, plus the
sidine have almost abused this de- incidental byplay in the hk&fle,'
vice. For the film, as made, should draws chuckles on and off put
be seen from the beginning, else story needs more substance. Y v
In directing, Muriel Box gave
patrons coming in late will understandably be confused by the full attention to the subtleties in
jumping about. Performances of the whimsical material, which was
the lengthy cast realistically carry based on the play, “The Happy
Costello,

Doiilevy

.

'•*'

off the yarn under Joseph Kane’s Family,” by Michael Clayton Hutton. Tbe government’s high-handedable direction.
Donlevy endows the role of the ness- and clumsiness in seeking to
investigation chief with an. air of evict the family, and. the stubborthoroughness and sincerity, Miss ness of average Britons, are nicely
Trevor turns in a crisp portrayal exaggerated for. satirical effect. "But
of a gangland gal*, and Forrest it becomes overworked.'
Stanley Holloway and Kathleen
scowling aide
Tucker stores as
to Adler;
Latter walks, through Harrison are the heads of the
his chorea as the No. 1 racketeer family which Rebels when, asked
with ease. Russell does a surpris- to u proot themselves to make space,
ingly good job as a bigtime muscle-, for the Festival of Britain/: The
two leads and their screen subordiman who. -saw the light.
Vera '.Ralston credibly plays a nates handle their assignments in
proper tongue-in-cheek style aland
v^oos
who
French mam'selle
weds RUssell. after a wartime meet- though there are some instances
ing.
Others who stand out are of straining in the portrayals of
Gene Lockhart, whose use of sen- very, very British people.. Gene.
atorial rhetoric closely resembles
the style of Sen, Tobey; Grant
,Onc6 b Sinner
Withers, as the murdered clergy-,
(BRITISH)
man, and Taylor Holmes, as* the
racketeer’s mouthpiece.
Sexy meller starring Pat Kirk-,
Camerawork of Reggie Lanning
wood; okay for a few twin
represents topflight, tensing. Spebills.
cial effects in some simulated war
done.
well
scenes were especially
Productions release of John
Kane, who also produced, appar- A rHoffberg
gyle production. Stars Pat: Kirkwood,
ently had use of a liberal Republic .lack Walling. Directed by Lewis Gilbert.
David Evans, based on novel;
budget, and the physical* values in- Screenplay,
7
by Ronald Marsh; music, Ronald
corporated in the film testify as "Irene;
Binge; camera, Frank. Norths Len Harris.
Van
Tradeshown in N. Y., Feb. 14, '52. Runmuch. Editing of Richard L.
Enger and Nathan Scott’s music ning time, 71 MINS.
James ....... ..
Irene
.Pat Kirkwood
technical
other
are
as
are good,
.......Jack Watling
.John

DnnglitBr of the Sands
(Les Noces de Sable)

,

tions.

:

|

Disclna International Films release ..of
Studio Maghreb production. Features Denise Card!, Larbi Tounsl, Itto 'Bent Lahsen, Himmoud Brahimi. Directed by Andre Zwobada. Screenplay, Jean Cocteau;
based on story by Zwobada; camera, Andre Baa;: music, Georges. Auric; narrator,
Duncan Elliott. Tradeshown in N. Y.
Feb. 14, '52; .Running time, 43 MINS.
Denise Cardi
The Young Girl.
.... .Larbi. Tounsi
The Prince
Itto Bent Lahsen
The .Mad Woman
.

.

.

.

.

....

The

,

Texas Lawmen

Ellison

Bart Morrow
Steve Morrow.

Stab Jolley
.Lee Roberts
...
Mason ................. .Lane Bradford
Potter ................... Marshall Reed

—

briefness
the

Pic’s

running

plot

of

completely

Cast

54

when

this

goes sexy, but

it

sometimes

becomes

Humphrey Lestocq head a

fairly

good, supporting cast.

Lewis Gilbert’s direction seldom
is.
convincing.
Photography by
Frank North and Len Harris is a

:

Dream
School for Brides

(SOVIET)
Long-winded chronicle of technical progress in the Caucasus
region of Soviet Russia; mea-

Spicy farce done by all-British
cast; support for dualers.

gre

Hoffberg Production! release of Roger
Proudloek production. Features Herbert.
Lorn, Hugh McDermott, Ingeborg Wells.
Directed by John GuUlermln. Story and
screenplay, Roger Proudloek; camera, Ray
Elton. Tradeshown In N. Y., Feb. 14. '52.
Ruhhirig time, 73 .MINS.
Ford
.Herbert Loin
Dick Lawson
. .Hugh
McDermott
Janet Lawson .........
.Brenda Bruce
Jimmy Bradley .... . . .Humphrey Lestocq
Madeleine
.Ingeborg Wells
Pierre ... ; .V . . ;
,G. A. Guinle
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

. .

b. o.

'52.

Running time, 95 MINS,

Semyon Bondarchuk
Semyon Goncharenko .... A. Chemodurov
Lyubasheva ;
A. Kanayeva

Sergei Tutarlnov ...
Irina

i

“School for Brides,’’

known

in

.

:

.

.

.

. .

.

..

.

. .

.

. .

;

,

...

.

,

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

. .

.

Ragulin
Ostrodkhov.

.

.

..... .......

.y.

.

....

Ratomsky
Svetlov

,N.

. .

Artamashov
.

.,

...... ....
..

. , . .

.

Par Pix to

programming costs.
Major film company spokesmen;
course, have indicated that
they’ll open the gates on their features as soon as TV can pay the
his

TV

*

Dividend Payoffs
ssj-

...

Rubtsov-Yemn.itsky

...
.

.

Gritsenko
Pere verzev

... ;

..

•;

. .

.

. .

. . .

.

,

.

,

T...

product,, a distributor could force

a theatre to reduce

its prices.

It

:

knew

of no such cases.

Replying

invested

in

stories

which have never been produced
and. that he would not recommend
that any of them be sold to TV;
that
TV could unintentionally
jeopardize Par’s heavy investment
in a budding star but it doesn’t

Martin & Lewis, “Who Are
in Whatever They Do” that
18 of the 45 actors Par has under
contract- have TV Tights, usually
with limitations against appearance
during picture production.

•affect

Funny

Kayukov

;

WB-SPG

temporarily

’50*

RKO has been the least active
on the dividend front. The old pari
ent. corporation

hadn’t

paid

out

Unit

FGC Hearings
Continued from page 4

Mille and Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount; William. Goetz and John
O’Connor, Universal; Darryl Zanuck, Ray Klune and Peter Lava thes, 20th-Fox; Bryan Foy and
David Butler, Warners; Walton
.

Ament, Warner Pathe News; Ronald Reagan and George Murphy,
Screen Actors Guild; Mary McCall,
Screen Writers Guild; Robert Selig,.
chancellor of the U. of Denver,
exhibitor of
an^ Larry Woodin,

Wellsboro, Pa.
Previous list of witnesses, submitted three weeks ago, included
Eric Johnston of MPAA; Spyros
Skouras, 20th-Fox; Herbert Yates,
Republic; Barney Balaban, Par;
Jack Warner, WB; Jack Cohn, Columbia;
Abram Myers, Allied
States; S. H. Fabian, NETTC; Mitchell Wolfson, TO A; Trueman Remunit, SPG is also seeking pacts
busch, Allied; Nathan Halpern,
with United Artists,. Columbia, TNT; Paul Raiboum, Par; Ned De20th-Fox and Universal. At UA and pinet, RKO; and Hairy Brandt,
Col, pacts are near being finalized. ITOA.
Vincent B. .Welch and James L.
At 20th-Fox, where a strike vote
has existed for about a month, Fly, counsel for MPAA, and- Marcus
Cohn, counsel for NETTC; plan
talks were resumed this week,
to file a final revised list shortly
while at U confabs have been at
before the commencement of the
a standstill.
proceedings.
.

are

and
'

anrthing since 1948 when a check
no for 15c. per share was mailed out.
relationship between the emphasis The new RKO picture company has
on Technicolor ahd Par’s 50% in^ yet to set its first diWy, and RKO
terest in the Lawrence tri-color. Theatres has one payment of 10c.
Also, that he seriously doubts per share on its record.
any 1951 Par pic will be seen on
TV in. three years; that Par has

ssil

politics

\

Of profits increases was capped late
in 1951 with board action declaring
a divvy of 60e. per common share;
In view of the company’s continuing earnings upbeat, there’s some
expectation this might be even inU
creased jn the current year.
skipped divvy payments in 1949

in color; that there’s

Nosova

shelved, this entry adds up to a.
dullish 95 minutes.
Based upon a novel by S. Babayevsky/ the picture leisurely unreels
the story of a soldier who returns
from the wars to his native Kuban.
This is a region in the Caucasus
that’s primarily, devoted to agri-.
cultural pursuits, according to the
film.
It’s a picturesque, rolling

:

Freeman

(in Russian ; English Titles)
Continued from page 7
“Dream of
Cossack” Pates ILss
100% as far as its adherence to Union is adamant in seeking arthe party line is concerned. But
bitration of all layoffs, including
when appraised on its entertainment values the film hardly quali- those for economic reasons, and
fies at all.
For aside from an oc- in its demands for double severcasional, well-photographed rustic ance pay in case of firings.
scene and some native festivities
In addition to repping Warner

where

Despite the earnings slump, Columbia, late last year came through
with a 50c. cash, apd V/z% stock
dividend. Col paid out only the
same percentage of stock in 1948,
50c. in cash in 1949 and 75c.
cash in CO.
Loew s has an impressive divvy
record so far as consistency is concerned. Outfit has been shelling
out $1.50 annually to investors
since 1946 and promises to continue at the same. rate.
Biggest surprise of all was provided by Universal* U’s statements
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Kondratyev
.Boris Chirkov
Khokhlakov, ............ ;,P. Komissarov

England as “Two on the Tiles,’’ -Boichenko
Nenashev.
has enough humor and double Anfisa ,V.

Souvaine Pictures release of -William meaning passages to make it worthMaeQultty production. Stars Stanley Hol- while: for some twin bills, though
lowly and Kathleen Harrison; features there are no British names known
Nauntoh; Wayne, Dandy Nichols, Job*
Stratton, Eileen Moore, Shirley Mitchell. to U. S. audiences.
Directed by Muriel Box.' Screenplay, MuStory is of a sedate, married
riel and Sydney Box. At GuUd Theatre;
trip to Paris and how a
N. Y„ Feb. 13, '52.' Running time, 7.4 man’s
scheming butler in his household
."MINS.
......... Stanley. Holloway arranges to have his sweetheart
Henry Lord
.Kathleen Harrison strike.up ah acquaintance with the
Lilian Lord. . .
Mr. Filch. .. ........... .Naunton Wayne visiting
fireman In the Parisian
... Dandy
N iChols
Ada
The inevitable result is
Dkvid. . ... ...... . ... ..... .John Stratton capital.
Eileen Moore that the champagne flows too freeJoan
.'.
Shirley Mitchell
, .
.
Marina . . .
Margai et Barton- ly. At the same time, his wife,
A:nne .-,
, .
.George Cole decides to have a fling with a ship’s
Cyrll".Torn. Gill purser.
Maurice Hennessey .
Miles Malleson
Mr. Thwaites
With knowledge of philandering
Geoffrey Sumner
Sir Charles Spanniell.
..... . /.Laurence
Naismith by both members of the household,
CouncUlor.
the butler starts blackmailing them;
The mannerisms popularly iden- It is only when the hubby and wife
tified in the U. S. with Englishmen start comparing notes and the husare given a satirical workout in band tips off that the butler’s
,f
Mr. Lord Says No’’ with mild sweetheart went too far in their
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Holly-

of

Gilb.

$10,000,000

Artkino release of Mosfilm Studio production. Features Boris Chirkov, Semyon
Bondarchuk. Directed by Yuri Raisraan.
Screenplay, B.. Churskov, from novel by
S.
Babayevsky; camera (Magicolbr), S.
Urusevsky; music, T. KhreitnUtov.
At
Stanley Theatre, N. Y.,. week of Feb. 16,
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to
other questions.
testified: That he has 400
share of stock in Par and that his
The buffoon, incidentally, -leaps son also has. stock but
he doesn’t
around like a leprechaun.
Of the principals. Miss Cardi is know how much; that he always
mournfully attractive and the determined the length of Par pix
others are standard types. A tribal and their content; that .there’s ho
dance in Which she. participates such thing as a “pattern” in -Holly*
comes out as an attenuated shim- wood film-making, because, a
my that, withal, looks authentic. Certain picture succeeds but that
Technical credits are below the a trend in public taste may influmark, with the editing and transi- ence the type of picture made; that
tions especially poor. At best, the 14 of Par’s 24 pix to be made this
whole is a limited travelog that year will be Technicolor; that if it
needs sharp cutting.
Trait.
wasn’t for cost, 90% of the pix

Wear

highspot.

(BRITISH)

.

replacements,

good-quality features for the summer. -But, the net exec added, it’s
hardly likely that -a sponsor with
a $30 000-budgeted show now could
see his way clear to spending up
to $50,000 for a film oldie during
a period when he wanted to trim

trays a good-natured soldier-colleagde of Bondarchuk’s, Balance
of the players* are cast mainly as
minor Soviet officials.
Direction of Yuri Raisman is
heavy-handed and never succeedsin getting badly heeded pace and
movement into the footage. Perhaps, the best asset of “008300^'
is S. Urusevsky ’s Magicolor lens-

could happen/ Freeman conceded.
“It actually did happen, didn’t
it?”, Ford asked. Freeman said he

stilted.

Mr« Lord Says No

j

summer

he said there would be a .good mar-

Reportedly making his film de- wood would bring its asking price
Semyon Bondarchuk woddenly into line With reality. Barikrollers,
goes through t^e motions as the, recognizing the tremendous audiprodigal soldier.
A. Kanayeva ence pull of the films which have
displays, some wholesome pulchrir
found their way into TV, would
tude as the gal Who finds romance,
probably be eager to go along with
and A. Chemodurov capably por-

fact that this

'

comedy entry for the

this year as

but,

Ford wanted to know whether
Par ever acquired theatre chains
to keep out competition. Freeman
said he knew of no theatre being
closed for that purpose.
Ford
pursued a line of inquiry to show
that by refusing to sell first-run

Miss Kirkwood supplies the sex
lure in a neat flamboyant package
while Jack Watling is adequate as
the bank teller. Joy Shelton as
his fiancee, Sydney Tafler ahd

Production credits are standard
Bril,
for this type of fare.

“art” spots.

ihe

.

of wallop

terest.

Mild

said,

asking price.

ket for the old features

an allegorical treatment playing on
the Tristan and Isolde tragedy of
frustrated love; This is developed
via Denise Cardi, an unwanted
daughter of a tribal chief, smitten
with the son of a sheik who succeeds to the domain upon his
luptuous working girl, Pat Kirk- father’s death. The girl is reared
by
a gimmicked character called
wood. He overlooks -the obvious

any even

foregoes
distaff representation,
with not
even a femme Walkon role. Tale
revolves around the hunt for three
desperadoes, of whom two are
father and soil. Another son is
sheriff in the town, and he’s torn
between duty and family loyalty.
That conflict gives the yarn what
spice and suspense it generates.
Eventually the son, despite the
problem of his family ties, works
with Johnny Mack Brown, as the
Federal marshal, to knock off the
outlaws.
Brown, per usual, plays himself
In a manner that appeals to
aficionados of the pinto pix. Jimmy
Ellison acquits himself nicely as
the sheriff; and Stan Jolley is
properly weather-beaten and foxy
as the badman-father. There’s a
sufficient quota of stagecoach holdups, fisticuffs, gunplay and chases
through the canyons to sustain infrills.

he

'

;

minutes—strips

result,

’

The latter
comely femme, the “The Mad Woman;”
offspring of a fisherman With a unites the pair in death by killing
sheik
after
girl has
the
young
the
squalid background, is the mistress
This entry in the Johnny Mack of a counterfeiter, and he marries flung herself from the mountain.
Brown sagebrush stable is below her. When his job is jeopardized, Dragged/ in at the finish is a
par for the series. However, it’s she deserts him and returns
to her “miracle” of water gushing from
suitable for twin-billing in action
their twin grave after palms have
old life. It’s, all told implausibly.
houses.
The pic. carries a certain amount been Uprooted by the sheik’s jester.
.

.

As a

.

.

.

H

With a number of top-spending
TV-sponsors currently scouting for
low-cost programs they can use

frame.

“Daughter of the Sands’’ is a.
Jean Cocteau concoction titled
“Les Noces de- Sable” in thfc
French billing, but the Cocteau tag

Monogram release of Vincent M, Fcn- mingle with the lower strata, this
Stars Johnhy. Mack turns out
production.
to be a very thin English
Brown; features Jimmy Ellison. Stan JolDirected by Lewis. Collins; screen-, effort. It may do on the lower run
play; Joseph Poland from story by Myron of some twin bills if the audience
Healey;, editor, Sammy Fields; camera, can stomach the silly melodraErnest Miller. At the New York, N. Y„
week of Feb. 13, '52. Running time, 54 ma tics.
MINS.
Story concerns a chance meeting
Johnny.
.Johnny Mack Brown by a young bank teller with a voley.

Jimmy

—

*

,

neliy

.

markets.

.

.

Brown

...........

1

most revenue that could be hoped
for from those six films offered
would be about $200,000, which
far below the producer’s $500,000

immoud Brahimi

Buffoon.....:

Continued from page

possible for a network or national
advertiser to clear time in all 63

A

final

.

.

.

oater
passable for lower bracketing
on dual bills.

, t
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,
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TV Feafire Pix

In this bucolic settjpg the exsells the populace upon
building a power station and digging 'a canal.
flock of Soviet
committees give their official okay
and the Work. proceeds. 'There are
a few dissenters, but the minority
is squelched^in short order.
Some romantic relief threads the
ponderous theme. A comely dairymaid takes a fancy to the hero and
manages to wed him despite the
party, .protocol that continually
peps lip. It goes, without saying
that the engineering projects are
successfully completed before the

Army man

prices they think the product is
worth.
Inning up their attitude
against that of the networks, stations and sponsors, consequently,
Coiitlnued from 'pare 4
it looks as though the Rood of feawon’t mean much except in art
Zane Grey films, and a group of pix ture films into TV .won’t break,
houses, where it may have a fringe
chance. It’s a locationer filmed in to William Pine—^all for use on TV. until after the freeze, bn new stathe Atlas Mountains*' and Sahara He added that rights for use of the tions is lifted. While it’s unlikely
Desert, with cast mostly native,
Henry Aldrich character in TV that any national advertiser could
Outside of the fact that there
afford the tab at that time, it’s bewere also soldi
is no spoken dialog whatever, it
lieved possible that the films could
Freeman was questioned at length be spotted locally for participation
consumes about half its 68-minqte
'
footage
before
any.
significant on Par policies with respect to selling, and give the
producer a
sounds is heard. Then “Daughter” theatres owned, prior to divorce- chance trf make his money
out of a
gives- off some tribal chanting, ment and deals by which theatres
first-run booking on TV.
. .
prayers, etc. Narration all -the way were acquired. Ford also dug back
Ross
Joy Shelton is by Duncan Elliott, who has been into Par’s bankruptcy in the early.
Vera Lamb
Jimmy Smart. .,. ....... Sydney Tafler Weighted down with some pompous ’3bs, subsequent reorganization of
Mrs. James; ............... .Thora Hird
Lewis Canfield. .... .Humphrey Lestocq verbiage, a good deal of it inane the company, and disposition of
and childlike when not repetitious, theatre subsidiaries; Purpose of
This British underworld story is and often his contributions come the questions was to determine j'lsss Continued from page 7
in
at unexpected moments in a
a strange conglomeration of melowhether there were policies which
drama. In an effort to prove that mood film that is jumpy -and over- would reflect on the firm’s qualifi- tres. likewise is liolding to the $2
per. annum ior investors.
the upper-class gentry should not long.
Attempt has been made to supply cations for holding TV licenses.

,

Johnny .Mack

Sub-standard Sahara stuff with
outside chance in art situa-

.

.

credits.

to sustain interest

Apparently, several
more suggestive angles have been
trimmed by the censors but it has
not hurt. Herbert Lom is excellent
as the butler while Hugh McDermott makes a firstrate character of
the sedate husband. Ingeborg Wells
suffices as his Parisian sweetheart,
Brenda Bruce makes an innocuous
wife who. tries fitfully 4o sing the
same song twice, wroir Humphrey
Lestocq is okay as* $ fun-loving
purser. YS:
John Guillermin’s .direction is
nicely paced. Ray Elton has done
okay with_ the camera.'
Wear.
in this film.

For Adler

done

years faims.-

several

enough wry humor

ago, there is

s

Continued from pace f

made

Obviously

Film Reviews

where the soil-tilling is
by members of collective

country,

,
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Clips

theatres henceforth as a result of
decisions of Minnesota Amuse Co,
and Shelly Grengs to shutter one
bouse each to relieve what now is

From Film Row

a damaging overseating problem.

MAC
its

closes its

Cameo and Grengs

“Sunny Side of the Street/' Columbia has set them up as a packJay Wren, ad-pub chief of the age deal there for 20 nabe and suBeverly Hills, operated here
Paramount-Adams houses in New- burban theatres, where they open byThe
Rowley United Circuit, reark and Paterson, N,J., named city simultaneously Sunday (24)* Runs
The 800as, an art house.
manager of United Paramount differ from two to four days. Most opened
seater was completely refurbished.
Theatres* Tower, Nixon and Roose- of the houses set are members of
manhouse
Richard Alexander is

DALLAS

velt in Philadelphia.

Cooperative -Thea-

Bert Steam’s
Mike Simons, Metro’s exhib re- tres combine, and if the Cof deal ager.
While John j. Houlihan, branch
lations staffer, leaves N.Y. Sunday works out, other distribs mayar(24) to tour Minneapolis exchange range similar setups to get th eir manager of Republic, is hospitalized for three months, pinen-hitarea and address joint meeting of backlogs out.
the Rotary and Kiwanis Clubs in
Outdoor theatre will be opened ters from Dallas’ film row will man
Wausau, Wise., on Monday. Also this spring one mile from Harrison his office fox, him/v Fill-in manon his sked is a talk before Wau- City on Route 180 by Joe Warren, agers will, be Col.’ H. A. Cole,
sau’s Women’s -Club and the Illi- one of the original partners in Blue Claude C. Ezell; Henry Reeve, Wallace Blankenship, Mark Cole, H. J.
nois Federation of Women’s Clubs Dell Drive-In.
Griffith, Phil Isley, Julius Gordon,
in Chicago.
Ed Rowley, Rubin Frels, Johnny
Discina International Films inked
(

.

.

KANSAS CITY

a deal with Manhattan Films InConvention of the National
ternational of Los Angeles calling
for latter to handle sub-distribu- Drive-in Theatre Owners set. to be
tion of four Piscina pictures in 11 held here March 4-5-6. Meeting
will be staged by Allied Indpendwestern states.
ent Theatre Owners of Kansas and
Missouri. Previously was held in
May. Change to earlier date made
Sofer
named Lippert to precede reopening of outdoor
branch manager hem to relieve ail- season: Convention is being moved
ing Moe Esserman.: Gus Henrich, to Hotel Continental to provide
formerly with Columbia, succeeds ample space for the equipment
Neil Wylde as Lippert booker.
show which accompanies it.
Gerald Quick, Evansville, and
Kansas Missouri Theatre Owners'
John McGiffen, Vincennes, build- have changed their meetings,; set
ing new 500-car drive-in at Vin- for late February, cancelling out
cennes for spring opening.
the one-day spring meet slated for
Jack Frisclj, Universal sales Feb. 26, instead the spring meetmanager here moved to Cincinnati ing will be held May 20. The driveas Lippert branch manager, re- in meet will be Feb. 27.
placing Gene Tiinick who has
Lippert Pictures changed its settaken on Movie Sweepstakes fran- up in Missouri, both St. LOuis and
chise.
Kansas City offices being handled
Dennis Morgan here Feb. 14-15 by Bemie McCarthy, who headto spark “This Woman Is Danger- quarters in St. Louis. R. R. “Tomous’ opening at Circle;
my’’ Thompson had been handling
Manny Marcus trying “encoi'e” the office here.
week idea, by rising dates on douto
ble bills with dailj^ changes
_
stimulate biz at Zaring Egyptian.
Hearing on the Jeffrey Theatre clearance action set for March
3 before Judge Michael Igoe.
Harris Duddleson, Lippert midHenry Westerfield, city manager
at Trinidad, Colo., given the Clay- west divisional head, moving his
ton Long trophy, presented an- headquarters from Detroit to Chinually- for fine theatre operation cago next week, taking over fhe
by Frank H. Ricketson, Jr„ head Ed Spear territory.
Royal, Sheffield, 111., closing
of Fox Intermountain Theatres,
Harry Graham, of Graham Bros, Feb; 14 and will be converted into
Theatre Supply, still in serious furniture store,
Camille
Bagnola,
15-year-old,
condition at St. Luke’s hospital
gained $20,000 settlement from
where he has been two months.
.

INDIANAPOLIS

.

CHICAGO

DENVER

.

Ted Kirkmeyer, city manager
Fox Intermountain Theatres,
Ogden, Utah, left on a two-month
trip to Europe.
The Denver theatre owners aire
asking the city council to. enact an

for

&

Balaban

Federal

governments

anti-trust

suit against the Chicago drive-ins
set for April 24 hearing before

anti-gatecrashing ordinance.
Theatres' Judge. John P. Barnes.
Fox
Intermountain
Rex, Depue, 111. was bought by
given authorization to build a
1,230-seat theatre in downtown M. E. Hedges from Stella Biajone.
The Amaquion in Monaquion,
Denver, to replace the Paramount,
which goes to Harris and John 111,, sold by John Thurman to G.
s

.

Wolf berg March

1.

Construction E. Gooding.

LaRabida, Illinois Variety heart
of new $600,000 house starts at
once. It will be first major thea- sanitarium, was gifted with $250,tre built in downtown Denver In 000 by Albert Pick,
Illinois Drive-In antitrust suit,
20 years.
which was due to start hearings
April 28, has been postponed until
Sept. 29.
Japies Donahue, Paramount diJay Frankenberg, assistant manager for Manos circuit, named man- vision .manager, back at desk after
ager of circuit’s State in Union- touch of flu.
Ed Kennelly, Fon Du Lac, Wis.,
town, Pa,; succeeds Frances Stawon the senior division prize while
boulis; who resigned to marry.
Brown, Fowler, Ind. and
Bill Finkel, theatre owner here
and Chief Barker of the Variety Gene Derr, Garrett, Ind. tied for
Club, received a sweater and a the- junior prize in the Alliance
major “C” from Carnegie Tech for Circuit sales drive.
40 years of loyalty to that school.
Fred H. Cook, of Cook-Anderson
company’s four theatres in Beaver
W. R. Frank, independent circuit
Falls, Pa., is chairman and prexy
owner, in Hollywood for fortnight
for merged two Beaver County

PITTSBURGH
,

NBC Vs. CBS Raids
Continued from page 1

any

CBS

bid to hold on their own
and are cooking tip several

attractive

offers

against the

CBS

in their forays
personalities.

Ain

“THE GREATEST SHOW

ON EARTH”

placed on shipments to Greece will
probably hinge on Van Dee’s findings.

In any event, Americans haven’t
been hurt yet arid won’t be if
Athens permits the new duty to
remain unenforced. Ad valorem

are considered particularly
onerous by U. S, film men since
they must be paid in advance, arid
there’s no conceivable way of
knowing the b.o. value of a pi
before it has been played.
taxes

That’s when the rich Hollywood
may suffer in comparison
because, of the new standards,
avert Sarnoff.

has

‘fiolI-Vision,”

further

views
in

especially

Continued from page 3

on

them Negro houses,

In Kansas City,
which were, carried by President

rela-

ately

(1),

price standards,

(2),

h<wer was

NBC

42,304,

to.

for Eisen16,269 for

r lto y*
J y r
efa
V
Q
Q
7
L
n
rt
i^
qt^
and
£979
Jf*
sen - ad 4,101 Votes, and a scattering, of votes were divided between
Barkley and Vinson. Eisenhower
showed his greatest strength in his
home state, Kansas,' where he drew
21,662 votes to 6,093 for Truman,
in the other States the margin was
roughly 2 to 1 for Eisenhower,
The project proved to be an excellent public relations move for
the circuit winning prominent
newspaper and radio notice in
every town where the primary was
conducted. The Kansas City Star,
an avid Eisenhower supporter,
played the story on the front page,

^

Ja**

JS?

.

qual-

NBC toppers are pitching pri- ity standards, (3), “the public inmarily for Skelton’s radio show, terest* standards, and (4), With it
which is now riding the CBS air- must come some kind of regulawaves Wednesday nights. Key to tion on context. It may not mean
the intra-network maneuvering is censorship, but it’s the closest
Freeman S. Keyes, head of the thing to it, says Sarnoff.
Russel Seeds agency, who will dicThe radio pioneer also Wonders
tate Skelton’s future, operations about
what he feels is. Hollywood’s
sphere. Both Skelton and his TV lack of technological progress. He
sponsor, Procter & Gamble, are points to sound having come to
reportedly satisfied with results of the pix biz from
the outside. Ditto
his Sunday night Video show bn
Technicolor.
Told that Warners,
NBC, Which has climbed near the for example, was building its own
top of the ratings since it bowed in
Comedian reportedly has been
disappointed in CBS’ inability to
sell his Wednesday night radio
show to a single national sponsor,
and that’s the angle which attracts

The, vote

Truman,.

-

last fall.

:

Ike Leads

Danger of Gov’t Control
Sarnoff

Theatre

Wamercolbr, he wondered why it
Only this
wasn’t done sooner.

TV

Continued from page 3

month
awciivcii
awaken

:did
the
film
business
ui^ii^essLLy
an in
iu the
necessity ui
of di.
into
dustry-financed scientific research

Sugar Ray Robinson and challen-

Bobo Olson.

Fight pickup, of

?ourse ; wou id also depend on
institute.
Why wasn t this done whether
TNT- can clear the necessopner, Sarnoff wonders.
sary time oil the single- microwave
Nobody has the answer to these fink between California and the
problems/’
Sarnoff observes, east, which is now held by the TV
There will always be a market networks,
for good pictures.
There will alOutfit has aiso lined up a deal
ways be theatres. But maybe it with Madison Square Garden, N.Y.,
won’t be necessary to have 16,000 to feed theatres several tbp sports
theatres to show that many pic- events, including the National IriI don’t know.
I’m not in vitation
Tournament basketball
the picture business, but I do semi-finals and finals, and the Nanotice that soma of the film com- tional Golden Gloves finals. TNT
panies are going into electronics, emphasized that nothing has been
Why? Aren’t they sure of their finalized on any of the events,
Various unions involved in both
own basic business? They surely
have done all right with it over the “Two on the Aisle” pickup and
that from the.Metopera have been
the years.”

tures.

seeking a full week’s pay for any

performance televised either for
theatres or.

Reade Chain
Continued from page

5

„

;

EVERY PORT
MMX

pix. Whether there’s any possibility of a similar embargo being

is still

banks, the Beaver Trust Co, end
the Midland.
Jake Pulkowski, Film Row veteran, is back in town after being
discharged from the Navy. Pulkowski spent 27 years with the old
Miller
Poster
exchange.
Independent Display Co. and National
Screen.
the tax bite. McConnell is conTired of waiting for a first-run laide Duncan added to office staff.
“Sailor Beware” $et for Radio fident, however, that Harris will
break in Pittsburgh for two of its,
City March 7 immediately follow- remain with NBC. He’ll attempt to
new pix, “Scandal Sheet” and ing
Martin & Lewis personal ap- line up Harris’ activities for next
pearance on stageshow at house.
season during his current trip.
“Quo Vadis” run at Century,
Benny, meanwhile, will probably
starting Feb. 22, will be for mini- wind up doing a TV
$how orice^
mum of six Weeks.
month next year and Continue his
Because of a booking jam at the weekly
radio show, although he
two local RKO theatres, the Orpheum and Pan, those houses are finalized nothing during his talks
relinquishing the first-runs here on with American Tobacco prez Paul
GIRL IN
three import and RKO pictures A Hahn and with Paley during his
J5SJ22*
“Las Vegas Story,” “A Girl in -sojourn in N. Y.
Luckies and CBS would like him
Every Port” and “At. Sword’s
iQiyni
Point” to the Minnesota Amus. to go TV on an alternate week setWILSON
Co. (United Paramount Theatres). up, with the tobacco firm having
It’s the first time in years this has Optioned the Thursday night at 9
fort
happened. The RKO houses have slot on CBS-TV, in Which the curnever played a Paramount picture, rent Alan Young show has .canbut the independent downtown Go- celled, for that purpose, as well as
pher (Bennie Berger-owned) has continue his Sunday
night AM’er
IT 1 AIIO CITt MUSIC I
had a number of important ones each week.
Rockefeller Center
This proposal has been
on competitive bids. “Las Vegas
CICILJL OoMlUFS
nixed by Benny as “too tough.” He
Story” goes into MAC’S Radio City
and the other two are spotted for said he will continue talks with
Hahn via phone from the Coast
MAC’s State.
Eau Claire, Wis., serviced out and, if he can’t resolve the ImC«fer by TECHNICOLOR
passe that way, will return to N. Y.
of
this
exchange
center,'
will
have
Mu VBTMWM MMt MESHUTIM
three instead of five conventional in about a month.

A

ments to Britain in 1947. London
finally relented and withdrew the
tax to obtain the return of U. S.

backlog

under a lqngterm tion to Hollywood’s “needless”
“capital gains” pact with CBS, but Wooing of Government Control.
McConnell said that' the contract As the head of a corporation which
may have a loophole which could constantly deals with the Federal
make it possible, for. the comedian Communications Commission, he
to shift back to NBC. Involved feels he is an expert on Governin the negotiations * s Benny’s cur- mental regulatiqns.
rent impasse with both CBS and
Hence, if Hollywood product
American Tobacco, his. sponsor. On takes to the subscription basis
how much radio and TV he will do over the air, there enter iirimedi-

Benny

MINNEAPOLIS

.

—

.

McConnell. He cites the fact that
has been able to line up sponsors for their top comedians on
radio this year, such as Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, who are bankrolled under NBC’s “Operation
Tandem.” Because of the work involved in his films and his onceweekly TV shows, SkeUon has intimated he may bow "put of AM
in connection with his film produc- entirely this season, but McConing and TV interests.
nell hopes to lure him over to
Frank Anderson, former Para- NBC for AM.
mount salesman,. no\y covering
As for Harris, his longterm deal
North Dakota for Warner Bros.
Maxine Murphy, Warner Bros, with NBC winds this year, CBS is
said to have offered him a radio-TV
contract clerk, promoted to booker
to succeed Jay Lapham, resigned. pact which would spread his earnJoanne Kelso moved up, and Ade- ings over a long period to soften

Dean

Realignment of United Artists*
department
By. Govt in Greece
ad-pub
heads was completed at the weekAmerican distribs were waiting
end with the formal, appointment of this week tp learn what the impact
Roger H. Lewis as advertising man- would be of the import tax which
ager. Ad-pub director Francis- M, was slapped by the Greek governWinikus disclosed that Lewis, who ment on a long list;.6f products
resigned as v.p.- of the Monroe including films; Understanding is
Greenthal Agency early this month, that it is a 50% ad valorem duty
will move into thf post next Monwhich would mean a customs tax
day (25).
paid on the potential b.o. value of
The switching followed the move- a pic when it enters the country.
While the tax became effective
up of Max E. Yo'ungstein from ad:
pub v.p. to a broader role in ex- Feb. 1, it hasn’t been enforced as
ecutive management. Winikus took yet, as, far as Yank distribs could
over the ad-pub reins last week. A1 learn from their .Athens offices.
Tamarin* moved up from publicity They expect to have the whole
manager to assistant ad-pub direc- story within a few days as a retor. 'Mort Nathanson, who had been sult of the dispatch by. the Motion
heading promotion for Sam Spie- Picture Assn, of America' of its
“African Queen,” switched Italian rep, Gene Van Dee, to
gel’s
over as UA’s publicity head. Leon Greece to look into the situation.
.A similar ad valorem duty, but
Roth, serves as assistant publicity
chief.
Mori Krushen continues as amounting to 75%; caused the
American industry to pease shipexploitation head.

as South-central division, for theatres. I envision pictures
manager for Paramount here, Clark produced especially for television
is leaving following 31 years with as the real ’better entertainment’
the company at the end of Feb- of TV’s future, And if that comes
ruary,
Kane is former eastern- to pass, as I think it must, these
southern manager.
produced vidpix will
specially
prove: Hollywood’s stiffesf competition.”

Clark

Katz Theatres from in- next season.

juries suffered when she fell in
the Chicago theatre two years ago.
Suit originally was for $50,000.

Yank Distribs Study
ROGER LEWIS NAMED
Impact of New Tax
AD MGR. IN UA SHIFT

Long, William J. O’Dennell, Bob
Euler and Henry Hall.
Nearly 300 showmen, civic leaders and public offcials feted John
H. Rowley, yeepee of the Rowley
United Theatres, at the Adolphus
Hotel last Friday. He is retiring
chief barker of the Variety Club
here, Don Douglas was emcee of
Sarnoff
the program h on or ing Rowley.
Continued from page l
Speakers included Price Daniel of
Texas attorney-general and Robert
direct concern to us.
J. p’Donnell, a former chief barker of little
Our actual interest lies in making
of Variety International,
projection equipment
color
TV
A1 M. Kane will succeed M. R.

talent,

:

homeoffice

uptown.

NEW YORK

20, 1952

,

j!?

home

reception.

It’s

presumed, though, that TNT has
convinced them to settle for a lower scale 6n the basis that, bigscreen video is just getting started
and that eventually it can provide

reached mainly by direct mail and a lucrative added income for all
phone calls.
concerned.
“Curtain at 8:40,” as practiced In
Plainfield and Red Bankj calls for _
reserved seats, free coffee in the There;$ ONLY ONE
lobby and a tuxedo-clad theatre
staff. Whether the scheme will be
introduced in other Reade houses
MIAMI BEACH
depends upon how the experiment
4IM Ett
OCEAN FRONT *
shapes up following conclusion of
^OMPUmV Al
the complete four-week series.
Some 29 theatres in as many
RturuailiHtt ’Waller Jacob*
Canadian towns are now taking
part in “Curtain at 8:30,” a plan
which brings art product to smaller
OUTDOOM
Refreshment
communities.
REFRESHMENT,
,

|

.

'

Experiment is in its fourth week
and participating exhibs for the
most part report good grosses. One
Ontario theatreman stated that until the test he “never knew there
were, so
area.

many mink

coats” In his

SERVICE
fremCMUf
1

«• Coast
aver y4 Cantury

Service, for

DRIVE - IN
theatres

Wednesday, February

1952
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TV-FILMS

22

Switcheroo
.

Hollywood, Feb.

19.

Multitude of vidpix producers combing the Hollywood*
for angels were aghast last
.

week, when Snader Produc-

announced it was looking
for three series to angel.

tions

Hollywood, Feb. 19. -f
•
Television stations throughout; T
.
the country are faced with an in- I-XHIIS vjOlQStCHl JOITIS
cteasingiy «cuteshorugeof wsiity.
pictures, a shortage forcefully emphasizing to the video operators
that Vmovies are your best entertainment.” Although there are hundreds of B pix available, better pix
with top names and production are
becoming so scarce the price on the
few such pix available is leaping
beyond the ability of TV to pay:
Indie stations, not able to compete with nets program-wise and
lacking names to showcase, have
found'plx their best bets, that they
attract wide audiences. And networks, while in no need of top pix
the year ’round, are eagerly looking at today’s market with the idea
of Showing quality pix as summer
replacements. As a result of this
demand and the shortage in A pix,
prices of the good product is skyrocketing, so much so that indies
are nixing pix they want, because

Television Film Setup
Louis. Goldstein,
aging director for
tures International

^’'operaiore^oolf'wisUttUy^at^hC

major

studios,

whose

libraries. iron-

ically Would be a life-saver for television, but few. feel the lots are
apt to open the floodgates lnt° T V
until there are more stations. Mat-

VW

Germany,

in

to Join
Television Films, Inc., as a veepe*

years,

Goldstein had been the company’s

and

in •Argentina

chief

On

Brazil.

Prior to that he had inaugurated
the firm’s operations in various
other Latin-American areas.

MARKETS

WOOING
.

.

WNBQ,

Chicago, owned and' op:
outlet of the NBC web.
Series features - several top
balladeers,
recording
buckskin
such as Pee Wee King, Tennessee
Ernie and Bill Bailey, whose ap1

-

seeking

,

pearances heretofore have been
Entty of CBS-TV into the film confined to the! hinterlands. According to l)TP sales chief Aaron
busl "e s h » s resu1
they’ve
grosses
Beckwith,
the
f
necessity
.fn the webs anticipated
racked up in recent key city perto do business With a rival network, sonals have heightened; sponsor inCrawford Clothes has inked a long- terest in “Barn Dance.” He noted
term pact for CBS’ “Eddie Drake” that the booking of the “Grand Ole
,
_
*
Opry” troupe into the Hotel As,,
and “Jeffrey Jones" vidpix series. tor’s IN. Y.) Roof for 16 Weeks,
Unable to clear time on WCBS-TV, starting May 26, Will bring the ruflagship station of the CBS web iii ral revelry even into Manhattan.
N. Y., Crawford is slotting them
On WABDi key outlet of the Du

^

,

First television film company established to produce, finance ahd
distribute both feature product and

George Ellis, formerly general
manager for Ziv Radio-TV
Productions, named manager of
sales

Jerry Fairbanks Productions, N. Y.

Video Films, Detroit
division .
vidfilm outfit, has completed several additional. TV spots for the
Pfeiffer Brewing account, through
.

TV

BRACKEN PRODUCTIONS

prices.

V

P-

•

F.

BROIDY PRODS.

Sunset Studios. Hollywood

"CASK HISTORY" half hour telepix sebaiedon careerscJf leading doctors
shooting. Regis Toomey and Sara

the

now

I

Haden head;

cast.

Producer: William F. Broldy
Associate producer: Wesley Barry
pirector;

now

CorreU.

Gosden,

Charles

.

Director: Charles Barton.

Producer: James Fonda

BE FILMED ON

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.

Hollywood, Feb.

General Service

19.

Studios,

"OPERATION URGENT"

Schlitz is shifting to Hollywood
In April to have its Playhouse put
Nat Wolff. v.p. of Young
on film

Hollywood
skedded for

Feb. 20 start in "SKY KING" series of
half-hour vidpix for Derby Foods,

Rubicam, was dispatched heie
pierre Watson, Tod Kama,
from N.-Y. to get bids from teevee ^odu^:: ck^«rt^

&

Associate Producer: John Morse
producers.
PRODUCTIONS
While the filming will be farmed
General Service Studios, Hollywood
out, Y&R will retain supervision
half-hour
adventure telepix
Twenty-six
Under
scripts.
and
over casting
featuring Clyde Beatty. Shoot to March
stood while here that Wolff will 20
other
white,
Walter
producer:
confer with producers on
George Blair
teevee shows, Which may be moved Director;
to Hollywood for filming.
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pathe, Culver City
Y&R now has 29 half-hour units
Haif-hour adult drama series will rein television, topping all other
sume shooting .films Feb. 25,
agencies in volume billing on Executive!
producer: BasU Grlllo

COMMODORE
.

•

I

I

.

.

a.

has been Scouting the literary
.

Somerset Maugham.”
Although Gems has been making
vidpix for some, time, films have
consisted mainly of commercials
(Continued on page 37)

Authors League of America has
given the Screen Writers -Guild the
go-ahead to negotiate with indi
studios making vidpix on the

Stuart, Douglas Kennedy, Frances Charles, Simon Scott.
"MO NGAH R A" began shooting Feb. 19
for Revue Productions half-hour drama
;

^

John Hoyt, Gar Moore, Nick Cravat;
Frances Zucco, Mervyn Williams, Cullen
Campbell/ Strother Martin.
"THE WORD" skedded for Feb. 21
start. John Hudson and Betty Lynn head
Cast:

,

cast.

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn

6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
"RANGE RIDER" second half of series
of 52 half-hour telepix- how shooting.

600 Taft Bldg,, Hollywood

"LI PE WITH UNKLETTER," starring
Art Llnkletter in Series of 16 vidpix, halfhour audience participation show for
ABC web, shooting every other week for
26 weeks.
Green Giant sponsors.
Producer: John Guedel
Director: Irvin Atkins

MARK

VII

PRODUCTIONS

Moss

ODYSSEY PICTURES
666 N. Robertson Blvd., Hollywood
"TERRY AND THE PIRATES" 26 halfhour adventure telepix' slated for Mar. 1
start.

.

Producers: Douglas Fairbanks,
Lesser
Associate producer:- Barney Sarecky
Writers: Norman Hall, Arthur Pearson

LINDSLEY PARSONS PRODS.
KTTV

"THE PIX

Studios,

IS

.

Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy;
Finale
Rogers, Dale Evans topline, Pat Brady been definitely resolved.
In support. General western parts to fill, wrapup
of the jurisdiction issue
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV..
will be dependent on the reorganiProducer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack ‘Lacey
zation of the entire League struc-

Bob Walker

ture,

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood
"THE WORM AND THE APPLE" start-

ed shooting Feb. 16 for "SILVER THEA-

TRE"- series of half-hour drama telepix.
Cast: Ted deCorsia,. Leonard Freeman,
Mari Blanchard, Dayton Lumrais, Larry
Blake, Joe Bautista, Tony Hughes, Johnny Phillips.

oldies for syndication to TV stations around the country; Finalization of the deal awaits only com.
pletion of Mono negotiations With
various talent guilds for the necclearance.
•wary
Deal was originally dickered

.

NEW PAY SCALE BALKS

.

DICK TRACY PRODUCTIONS
California

HoUywood

Studies, Hollywood

IN" began shooting Feb.

When
Alms

TV
MPFT

bought

26

,

,

.

.

"ROCKY

DONLEVY CORP.
Republic Studios. North Hollywood!

ASSIGNMENT"

half-

hour adventure series Starring Brian
Donievy shooting two films a week, 32

-taw.
Director:

Mono

Bin Kara

JERRY FAIRBANKS

last year for approximately

$ 1 000 000.
,

ROLAND REED

"DANGEROUS

.

6052

Sunset

Blvd.,

Hollywood

"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE"

half-houf

JONES,

SPACI

RANGER"

half-hour adventure series with Dick
Crane, Crystal Reevei in set leads foiled
Feb. 14th.

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Axel Grueiiberg, Richard Irving,
Norman Lloyd.
"THE TIGER" began shooting Feb. 18

drama series.
Raymond, Burr, ..Ludwig Donatb,

for half-hotir
Cast:,..

on

shortly.

Hollywoodf, Feb. 19.
Hollywood. AFL Film Council
voted to withhold services of union
SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
craftsmen from all TV film proHal Rdach Studios, Culver City
"RACKET SQUAD" series of half-hour ducers who have not agreed to
adventure telepix skedded to resume Feb- install the new wage scales which
ruary 20.
went into effect yesterday (Mon.).
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.; Carroll Case
Director: Jim Tinling
New labor pacts;, recently accepted by the major film studios
TCA PRODUCTIONS
and
approved by the Wage StabiliHal Roach Studios, Culver City
hikes,
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO featured In zation Board, call for wage
series of 13 half-hour telepix patterned health benefits and holiday pay for
after format of their motion pictures daily workers. Most of the televiihow; Now shooting.
sion film producers have accepted
Executive producer: Pat Costello
Producer-director: Jean Yarbrough
the new rates.

FRANK WlSBAR

Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Motion Pictures for Television,
headed by Matty Fox,, has
optioned 26 Monogram feature

meetings

BLACKLIST THREAT ON

Vidpix in Pitt Preem

.

outfit

preliminary

which are to get under way

Producer; Gil Ralston
Director: Victor Stoloff

Republic Studios. North Hollywood
"DRAGNET" series of half-hour adven-.
ture telepix now shooting with Jack Webb
set lead. General parts to fillExec. Prod.: Stanley Meyer
Prod.: Mike Meshikoff
Director: Jack Webb
Assistant director: Marty

ROY ROGERS in four oater telepix' rolled
Jan. 7.

Director:

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.

Hollywood

Studio,

Assignment, which doesn't
cover N. Y. production, was made
with the proviso that the other
Guild,
ALA
groups—-Authors
Dramatists Guild and Radio Writnegoon
the
ers Guild—have reps
tiations committee.
This marks the first move by the
League towards; a pact cohering
writers of films for television.
League’s National. Television Committee is currently parleying with
the tele webs for a contract covering live video.
•Jurisdictional situation has not
Coast.

Randy

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS

SWG Talks With Coast

.

Oldies for Syndication

field

and is said to be negotiating for
the rights to the works of an author “of similar "magnitude to

,

"DICK TRACY" series of 39 half-hour
18 in "PILE OF JEFPREY JONES" Series .mystery drama telepix resume shooting
Director: B. GirardFebruary 20,
of half-hour telepix.
Cast: Don Haggerty, Gloria Henry, Vince Cast: .Ralph Byrd, Joe. 'Devlin set leads
DESILU PRODS., INC.
Director: Thomas Carr
Barnett, Tristram Coffin,
General Service Studios, Hollywood
Producer; Llndsley Parsons
"I LOVE LUCY" half-hour comedy- se- .Associate; producer: Warren Douglas
PRODS.
ries for QBS-TV, sponsored by Philip Director: George Blair, Lew Landers
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
Morris. Shoots to June.
."TO STAND ALONE" started shooting
Cast: Lucille Ball, Desl Arneu set leads
PRODS.
Feb. 18 for "FIRESIDE THEATRE" series
with William Prawley, Vivian Vance In
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City
of half-houf
support. Ne parts to fill.
"MYSTERY THEATRE" series of half- 'Cast: Williamdramas.
Fawcett. Myra McKinney,
.
Producer: Jess Oppenhelmer
hour adventure telepix to resume shootStanley Andrews. Dick .Reeves, Don
Director: Marc Daniels
ing Feb. 27.
Rockland,
Writers:
Jess
Oppenhelmer,
Madelyn Producer; J. Donald Wilson
Producer-director: Frank Wlsbar
Pugh, Bob Carroll
Director: .Howard Brother ton
Associate producer: Sidney Smith
Producer: Bernard: Girard

video.

cation business.
Outfit has been in the planning
stage for the last two years. It
goes into business with six vidfilm
packages and 68 -British-made features .Which, White said; can provide a total gross revenue of $1,870,000 if they’re all sold immediately. He predicted that PSI will
have sufficient new pr.oduct acquired for distribution, ownership
participation or outright sale by
the end of 1952 to triple that esti-

.

.

&

it

series.

Hollywood.

Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones in {Ixed leads.
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox

Frank McDonald

shooting.
Sponsored Blatz Beer.
Supervisors: Freeman

Melrose,

audience participation film productions, to
he made once a week, began Aug. 23 for
NBC. DeSoto-Ply mouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: I. Lindenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan. Bernie Smith

"AMOS 'N' ANDY" Hal Roach Studios.
Culver City series of character comedy

I

8451

,

CBS-TV

telepix

make

i

GROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour

rles_

I

15

FILMCRAFT PRODS.

•

.

WILLIAM

Klaus Landsberg said

bank asked from $6,000 to
says he nixed the
and
$8,000 a pic,
r
..
deal because the figure was too
high. NBC and CBS spokesmen
said the package was also offered
nets In N. Y„ but feeling of webs
at this time is also that the price
tag is too high.

•

_

Paul

Indication pf Screen Gems’ immany minent
entrance into telepix on a
the first "major”'
big scale is the reported hiring of
distrib outfit in the TV film syndiliterary adviser. New .employee
functions

Production

series resumes shootings Mar. 1.
Directors: Derwin Abbe. Arnold Wester

Sponsored by Contour Chairs. Series to
begin shooting Mar. 4.
u
Directon riobert s. scott*
Camera: Arthur Anderson

I

ly. Channels feel the bank, is offering them, secondary product at top

KTLA

iii

drama

9259 Bsveriy Blvd., Loa Angeles
NICK VOLFE stars In five-minute 'film
*>f
oi »n
an artist.
interpretations
uiwpmiuoiui
aeries
senes
about
bdoui
*-*_
_ «
a
/it. _ a
a—

.

,

Films

as of Friday^ Feb*

pert, is withholding such produc„
tions as “Arch of Triumph” and

decision

.

also

.
„
n
Body and Soul, apparently mtending to reissue them theatrical-

.

According to
ternational.
White, prez- of the firm, its

the MaxOn agency . . “Washington
Closeup,” new TV film series mate.
PSI /is' affiliated with Proekter
spoltlighting Washington commentator John B. Hughes, being re- Productions, claimed to be the sec
leased to TV stations this Week by ohd largest indie-radio TV package
(Continued on page 37)
United Artists TV.

TV

annoyed because the bank, which has been offering the pix through Robert Lip-

Gems’

parent company,

for all-out vidpix' production may
mark the beginning of Hollywood’s
new attitude toward TV, since
quarter-hour and half-hour vidpix United World Films, Universal’s
was launched this Week tinder the subsid, is also ready to launch telename of Proekter Syndications In- pix production.

*

time slot, And not only is there
a chance that the films c%n knock
some rating points off “Big Town,”
but the CBS press information de
partment was also forced to ballyForeclosed Pix for
hoo a rival network by putting out
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
a press release^ on the sale of the
has
which
America,
Bank of
films.
foreclosed on about ?Q pix, has
treatment
been getting the icy
from L A. video stations, to which
it has submitted package of eight
of the pix for bids, outlets figuring
>
the bank’s tab is too high.

quarters

ently augurs a complete separation
of the activities of Gems and the

.

,

enlarged office

and expanded studio space in New
York. Contemplated move of offices from 729 Seventh Ave., headquarters of Columbia Pix; appar-

erated

'

are

An expansion program, perhaps
heralding its entrance into vidpix
production on. a large scale, is reportedly being contemplated by
Screen Gems;- commercial films

19.
subsidiary of' Columbia Pictures.
two series of five-minute Move has been started for the exbeen pansion of its facilities
have
Go.
TeeVee
vignettes of
’BARN DANCE’ SERIES
both on the
sold to 22 markets, recouping all of Coast and New York.
the original investment of $50,KEY
Cohn,
Screen
Ralph
Gems top000* on the first series, plus a good
the big. city public’s hunk of Second series coin, accord- per, recently returned from an exIn line With
v
visit
to
Coast,
the
tended
where he
hopping on the hillbilly band- ing to Owner Gifford Phillips arid
consolidated the subsid’s studio
wagon, United TV Programs is exec producer Mate Frederic.
and
assertedly
facilities
received
finding growing acceptance for its
Pair is now prepping another,
“Old American Barn Dance” se- series of 26 Vidpix for an early assurances from the' parent comWhere the, start. Beverly Hills branch pf pany for cooperation on the matter
ries in key markets.
Of studio space for Screen Gems
vidfilm property Was sponsored Bank of California angels.
productions.
originally only on southern stations, UTP this week booked it on
In addition, outfit is actively

Coast Stations Sore

Stations

Two Senes

First

Hollywood, Feb.

Chairman of the board of
Motion Pictures for Television, is
in town now trying to crack the
ice of the majors, but on his last
trek here he was nixed by Columbia, UI and Republic.
David O. Selznick has been -seek- Mont Web.
on WABD
start
Series
will
ing for some time to sell some of
his pix to television, and while in- March 6, holding down the Thurs
37)
(Continued on page
day night 9:30 to 10 period. That
means, of course, that the show
will he directly bucking CBS’ .“Big
Town,” aired on WCBS-TV in that
At

ty

TeeVee Into Black
First

resignedlast week

.

.

^merly m o*T

r

’

Robert Snader and Bernard
Brodie are in charge of the
hunt for new vidpix series, in
TV’s “man-bites-dog” tale.

Two
hour

-in

St.,

Hollywood

"UNEXPECTED"

telepix. shoot in

series of half-

February. General

casting for all pictures.
"BOSTON BLACK IE," four telepix in
half-hour scries shoot in February.
Cast: Kent Taylor toplines; Lois Collier.
Frank Orth. Robert Spencer, Paul Keast
in support General, parts to fill.
Director: Paul Landres* Eddie Davis, So*
.

.

bey Martin

ated outlet in Pittsburgh. Show
has been hooked into a number of
other markets for a teeoff next

week.
Series stars Melvyn Douglas as
a private eye. First stanza co-stars

ZIV TV
5255 Clinton

“Hollywood Off boat,” new series
of 26 half-hour whodunit vidpix
being syndicated by United TV
Programs, preemed this week on
WDTV, DuMont’s owned arid oper-

Mary Beth Hughes and was scripted by Rip Von Runkle, former
•

Hollywood screenwriter. Exteriors
for the vidpix have been lensed on
the Coast, with interiors being
shot at producer-director Marion
Parsorinet's Long Island studios.
-

A

number of top

film stars

who*

*

have been prohibited from appearing on television via their studio
contracts, are expected to make
the break for TV starting next fall.
at

That,

least,

is

No

Growing realization by the networks th$t> radio’s greater speed
and flexibility in news and special

Decision

Sports fans

who tuned

into

CBS-TV’s “Schlitz Playhouse

the feeling of

(i5>,

events

must -have thought for a moment that CBS had its beer
accounts mixed up.
Ernest Hemingway’s “Fifty
Grand," a prize-fight story, was

wedge

staged on the Schlitz show,
with the commercials linked
directly to the boxing theme;
As- a result, they resembled
closely the blurbs for Pabst
beer on the Wednesday night

news

of

network programming toppers, who
believe the major film studios will

hold the line against video work
for their star talent as long as
possible, but will riot be able to
stem the TV tide much longer.
Web execs point to Clark Gable's
breaking the ice by his appearance
at the Eisenhower rally at Madison Sqpare Garden, N. Y.-, Feb. 8.
Even though Gable was under sus^
pension at Metro at the time, the
very fact that he agreed to go before the video cameras indicates
how the tide is changing, they said,
They conceded that it Would take
a personality with Gable’s boxoffice
value to chance the. ire of his studio” bosses, but cited also the fact
that M-G has beeri the most outspoken anti-TV studiff among the
majors, and yet has taken no recriminatory steps against their

Stars”

fights

Friday night

lic

on CBS-TV. One Schlitz

coming immediately after
a boxing sequence in the play,
looked as though Schlitz was
sponsoring a regular fight on

plug,

CBS.

Goodyear Tire has cancelled out
“Paul Whiteman Revue” on
ABC-TV and Cluett-Peabody (Arrow Shirts) is nixing the Herb
Shriner show on the same web.
Tire outfit’s, exit was expected,
since the show was in the 7 p. m.
Sunday period and Goodyear, added an alternate week backing of
“Teleyision Playhouse” on NBC-TV
a few months ago, thus giving it
two shows on Sunday night. It
Was felt that .after Goodyear saw
how its dramatic program was doing it would drop Whiteman.

stations, prodded by their reps,
may be expected, before too long,
to seek changes in the FCC rules
governing th
number of hours
that must be kept open for the

network

NBC

correspondents. Chain is also
signing up some name writers to do

.

he reserved' for CBS.

j

special,

is currently negotiating with Meyer
Berger, Pulitzer prize-winning feature writer of the N. Y. Times;
writer
John
“Inside
Europe”
Gunther, arid “Hiroshima” author
John; Hersey, about preparing spe-

possible.

At a meeting in Chicago Saturday and Sunday (16-17), Katz toppers attempted to get the 19 TV
stations represented by the agency
to guarantee all spot advertisers
that their time would never be
pre-empted for network shows;
They also Urged the Stations to
bring their local and national spot
rates into a position which Would
make them more competitive with
network rates. According to the
Katz execs, stations, can make more
money by selling local live or spot
film time, with the latter dependent
on TV films.

cial airers.

4
Voice Morgue’
In line with tlie hew news emphasis, the web has started a
’’voice morgue” of half-hour shows,
jeach containing taped excerpts
Cluett-Peabody is giving up the from speeches 7of a celeb, which
Shriner show, which has been hit- could be. rushed on the air in the
ting around a 16.0 rating in the event of his death or another big
9 p. m. Thursday spot, after the news break. A set of scripts in
April 3 telecast. Reason given is dramatic form
has also been
reallocation of ad budget, which propped on a dozen top news
!

•»

cuts into

Arrow

NBC-TV wrapped up sponsorship
its
Wednesday night “Kate
Smith. Evening/ Hour” this week,
with Anson, IriC;, manufacturers of
men's jewelry, Signing for the 8:30
to 9 segment of the show pit alternate weeks.
Outfit will replace
Norge, which is ^checking off the
program- at the expiration of its
current cycle in April.
Since Anson’s will be in on the
alternate week setup only, rotate
ing with Babbitt, the. outfit Will
be represented on the show for
only five stanzas through the end
of the season. First show will be
April 16. Grey agency handles the
a ccou rit. „ Deal, incidentally, indicates that NBC will probably delay
changing the format of Miss
Smith’s show Until next season, a
move which had been anticipated
because of the program’s failure
to crack the rating on the opposing “Godfrey and Friends” show
of

.

TV

names.

appropriation..,

shirt outfit reportedly

Network chiefs pointed out that
the many prpbhyns now confronting them" in clearing time on afCharles (Bud) Barry, rather than filiate stations for network shows
directly to. exec veepee Charles R. is due solely to the freeze; Once
Denny. Barry, who works closely more stations are permitted to take
and TV public relations the air, there will no longer .be a
with
number of single and two-station
v.p. William Brooks, can schedule
a special events show more quickly markets able to call the turn. When
time, comes, according to the
that
than in the past, since he’s in on
execs, the stations will need
the overall news planning, knows web
the
nets.
As a result, they said,
the shows that can best be' canthe stations Will be forced to make
celled, budgetary
considerations,
their minds soon, whether they
up
etc.
As a result, the old days
when public affairs and special want to operate on a strictly local
shows were relegated to midnight or on a network basis.
Webs also took exception to Katz
spots are gone, and the one-shots
statements that networks are neednow get prime time.
ed only to program sports and speEvery Tuesday and. Thursday cial events, which must feed a
morning a team gets together with number of outlets simultaneously
Barry to shape, up the hypoed news(Continued pn page 39)
special events plans. This comprises Ed Stanley, public affairs

was

Under the new setup, news and
special features chief Henry Cassidy reports to program veepee

willing to continue sponsorship of
the Hoosier comic: on a sklp-a-week
basis,
offer.

-

but Shriner turned down the

Young

&

Rubicam, GluettPeabody’s agency, has been bullish
on Shriner. and still holds an op*
tion on him. Agency is currently
working on a radio series for him,
and is planning a video show
around him for the fall.
There is a possibility that Goodyear may put “Greatest Story Ever
Told,” televersion of which it has
been giving some tryouts in the
Whiteman time, into that 7. p. m.

March 23.' While Y&R handles
“Whiteman” for Goodyear, Kudner
the agency for “Greatest.”

Exec Problem

Still

chief; Joe Meyers, -assistant newsspecial events chief; Jack Cleary,

Acute;

For Don Davis at CBS-TV

Ted Mack and the Original Amateur Hour staff train today (Wed.)
to Philadelphia to stage tomorrow
night’s (21) Inquirer Charities Fund
benefit show and ABC radio origination at the 13,000-seat Convention Hall'.

Event will be marked by observance of Ted Mack Day, as designated by a proclamation issued by
Mayor Joseph S. ClArk, Jr.
Two-and-a-haH program includes
_
25 amateur-winner acts and local
contestants auditioned at Philadelphia’s WFIL.
All boxoffice proceeds go to the Inquirer fund.
Six-week press and broadcast
mpaign. in the Philadelphia area
was augmented by Mack’s twiceweekly plug oyer both national networks carrying the regular pro-

gram from New York.

Trouble confronting the net- saleability angles.
works and agencies in finding exec
personnel capable of taking over a
number of top jobs opening up in
television, was further pointed up
this week with news that CBS-TV
has riot yet found a replacement
EXIT;
FALL
for Donald Davis as exec producer
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
in charge of dramatic shows. Davis
Alan Young cuts short his TV
takes over as producer of the web’s
“Studio One” upon his return from season March 27 when Esso, in the
a West indies vacation, replacing east, and Ford Dealers, oh the
Worthington (Tony) Miner who, in Coast, withdraw their sponsorship
turn, is moving Over to the rival of the comedy show, This will enable Young to meet commitments
NBC video web,
Person for whom CBS is prowling for three pictures this summer.
The CBS package, costing betwould be in complete charge of all
the half -hour and hour-long dra- ter than $25,000, is being offered
matic shows now aired by the web, by Music Cpl*p- of America for
including “Studio One.” Position is single sponsorship in the fall. Rea comparatively new one, having gional bankrolling is considered
been set up by program veepee un wieldly and hereafter unacceptHubbell Robinson, Jr., when CBS able to Young and CBS in view of
split down the middle into separate show’s latest Nielsen rating of 38.1
against NBC’s “Dragnet.”
and TV operations;

NEW

i

!

The

which Is
equipped with a 150kw ^jnedium
wave transmitter and two 35kw
shortwave units, was developed to

.gave notice

floating

station,

provide maximum mobility, carry
the “Voice” into areas not how
reached, and Combat Soviet jam-

ming operations.
The Courier, a 5, 800-ton vessel,
is a former Navy cargo ship.
It
will be manned by a crevv;.of 80,

Hazel Bishop lipstick will pick
up “Cameo Theatre” on NBC-TV,
alternating in sponsorship of the
Sunday 10:30 p.m. show with
Regent cigarets.
Regents last

week

.

Caribbean, following launching of
the U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Courier, containing the equipment, last
week at Hoboken, N. J.
The Courier will operate while
anchored at undisclosed locations,
using either land-based antenna, or
antenna supported by a captive
barrage balloon filled with helium.
The ship will carry a supply of
balloons 69 by 35 ft.

Un ’Cameo’ Skin-Week;

including 10 radio officers. “Voice.”
engineers will supervise operation
of the transmitters.

was trimming

it

backing of the Albert McCleery-produced allow to a skip-aweek basis. Agency for Hazel
Bishop is Raymond Spector.
CHI OFFICE
Lipstick firm, expanding its ad
Wally, Jordan, head of the Wilbudget, will also take “Cameo” on
a weekly basis in markets Regents liam Morris agency’s radio-TV operations, has hired Seymour L.
doesn’t use.
(Stretch) Adler to head up the
It’s also understood that the cosmetic outfit has .optioned a half- agency’s AM-TV operations in Chihour in the 8-9 p.m. Tuesday Mil- cago. This is a first-time midwest
ton Berle time slot when “Texaco focusing by the agency, which
13-week Wants a key man situated strategicStar Theatre” takes
ally in that territory to pon tact the
hiatus this summer.
Meanwhile, IIB is checking out many midwest clients and talent
its

DEAL

FOR MORRIS

1

.

'

of its alternate week sponsorship, buyers.
Adler was recommended by Kenof 30 minutes of “Stop the Music”
Eckhardt’s Bill Lewis. He
on ABC-TV. It has been backing, yon
(Ciney) and
the first half-hour of “Stop” al- comes, from

.

AM

grams transmitted from stateside
and beam them directly
The station
is now undergoing a test in the
facilities

into target countries.

Hazel Bishop to Pick

eastern program manager; Sydney
Eiges, ^public relations v;p.; Tom
Gallery,
newly - acquired sports
exec; Mitchell Benson, who handles
program packages, and Jake Evans,
promotion topper, who covers the

on CBS-TV.

TAKING OVER PHILLY

Washington, Feb. 19.
seagoing broadcast station
soon be put into operation by
the Voice of America, to relay prowill

AM

Sunday slot. “Greatest,” a fixture
on ABC -radio, was given showcasing both in vidpic and live format,
with another tryout skedded for

is

affiliation.

That an appeal to the FCC for a
reduction in the current maximum
nine daily hours of web option
tinie is in the offing, was seen
here last weekend at a parley
called by the Katz agency and the
19 video stations it reps. It was obvious that tlie station men present
accepted enthusiastically tlie socalled Katz concept of pushing
tele pix as the vehicle by which
the notional advertisers may bypass the webs in favor of spot
bookings. It was also apparent,
that should spot film biz expand
to the extent hoped by the rep
firm, the Individual plants will
become more and more stingy
about the amount of hours they’ll
allot to the networks.
New Option Standards?
More than a hint that as film
programming spreuds,. the stations
should work for a revision of the
FCC option standards, was
dropped by exec veepee Eugene
(Continued on page 38)

the pending lifting of the TV
freeze will put the nets in an even
more favorable position. Katz, as a
result, is trying to line up the
stations for ifs plan as soon as

documentary programs, and

!

Nighttime "Kate

of TV
eventually

ground rules

The advent of vidpix; increasing
the feasibility of spot booking, is
giving rise to hopes by TV station
managers for a degree of “independence” from the webs that
never prevailed in radio. And th

Evidence of the new speed and
was NBC’s quick dispatching
George Hicks to handle King
Launching of an all-out fight by
George’s funeral in England arid,
the Katz station .rep outfit to end
the special reading by Whittaker
Chambers of his “Letter to His the networks’ alleged domination
of television programming, apparChildren” last week. The New
Hampshire primaries, getting cov- ently isn't fazing the nets. Consensus among top network execs,
erage by all the major webs, will
as revealed in a Variety check, is
be reported by a team of three
that the Kata group realizes that

the

may

set of

fare.

mari,”

of

Same is true
who is under

.

interest in the elections.

new

for television networking.
Som
hint of the new pattern is already
beginning to emerge, pointing to
spirited jousting between the regularly constituted networks and informal bicycle lineups of individual stations pitching for national spot biz via filmed program

Cities Service “Band of
America” Jubilee, the NBC
man wired the Coast that th
program would include the
tune by “Edwin Frank O’Gold-

of pub-

upbeat

film

evolve a

flair

/Growing. List
execs also point to the growof star performers being
recruited from video by the majors,
and yet still permitted to do TV
shots. Mary Sinclair, for example,
recently bowed out pf her CBS
video coritract to sign an' exclusive
term deal with Paramount. While
Par also hag * tight ban against
TV, it is permitting Miss Sinclair
to do six video shows a year, all of

Video toppers cite two reasons
(Continued on page 37)

wake

NBC’s program

used to lend some front-page razzle-dazzle to the skein.

list

TV

coverage,, in the

staffer in

shows.

department unwittingly changed the nationality of the famed
bandleader who composed “On
the Mall” and btlier marches.
In a message concerning the

a

For the first tii
since John
Royal wore the programming mantle, NBC’s news-special events department is now reporting directly
to the program veepee. Under this
concept, shows in the Current
events category*, have become a
prime part of the network’s program structure, and thus will be

TV

6t Charlton Heston,
Contract to Hal Wallis
and has appeared in Par’s
“Greatest Show on Earth,” and yet
thesping jobs
does a number of
each year.

provide

in reasserting

eral industry trend to stepped-up

star.

wliich will

can

AM’s vitality,
is pointed up by NBC’s revamped
news setup. It’s part of the gen-

.

ing

coverage

A

j

Chicago, Feb; 19.
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Paul Brewer Adds 50

St.

By JAMES

Jacob Schmidt, St. Paul brewery, has bought Frederic W. Ziv’s
open-ender, “I Was ,a Communist
For the FBI,” for 50 markets.

CONNORS

L.

Schenectady, Feb.

made via Ruthrauff & Ryan’s
Chi office, is for 33 markets in
Minnesota, plus cities in North
and South Dakota and Iowa.
With 13 other markets added Jin
the past week, list, of stations
carrying the show was boosted to
317. Ziv is aiming for 400 outlets
Sale,

19.

WGY, one of the oldest radio
stations in the world, is this week
celebrating its 30th anniversary
with a series of special originstiorts, network salutes, studio visRations and sound, effects demonstrations.

Co. outlet
cant chapters in the history Of
broadcasting since Kolin Hager put
Feb 20.
it nn th* aif at 7*47 o
announcement*
the
?922
With
•'This: is station WCJY; W, the first
letter in wireless; G, the first letter
in General Electric, and Y, thO last

m

.

^
a

WGY

pioneering

by March

of

e

listeners.

He

j

described

tremendous force

wa y®yjj.e

'

in
.*

WXKW. ABC

its

In 66-a-Wk. Class

as “a

it

our American
*

.

A1
outlet in. Albany,
extended birthday greetings Sunin
to
a newspaper
advertisement. The 10,000-watter
offered "Congratulations for your
.

WGY

Bob Elliot and Ray Gouldihg
whose aftpmoon. time was taken
over by Ex-Lax for a soaper, have
been bought by Colgate for a morning striD on NBC. Show which replaces Colgate’s “King’s Row,” Will

played a violin solo.
one of four 30-year staffers par,

start early next month in the 11:30
a.m. spot, following the soap out-

tomorrow night (Wed.) in
an hour’s program dramatizing the

ticipating

“Strike It Rich” and preceding Arniour’s “Dial Dave Garrofit’s

Agency

way.”

William T. Mee-

Sherman-Mar-

is

quette.

riam, Supervisor of news;, Willard
Purcell, chief engineer; and
J.
A. O. Goggeshall, music supervisor.
Clyde D. Wagoner, of the GE News
Bureau; who on Jurte 30, 1930, Was
the. first to broadcast a voice around
the world; William Fay, one of

With the commercial bankrolling, the pair’s income will hit
around $6,000 weekly, which is a
came
Carter Products; which currently fast rise for the duo Who
has a participation on Drew Pear down from Boston less than a year
son s Sunday evening newscast, is ago. Eliiot-Goulding will hold on
WGY’s earliest announcers, and buying the columnist-gabber for a to their WNBC, N. Y. morning
stanza, their Saturday night NBC
now manager of WHAM, Roches- two-way AM-TV spread on ABC.
and Hager, former station
ter,
Carter wotild take over full show and their twice-weekly NBCmanager, will also participate, sponsorship of the Sunday, show •TV program, which Colgate feels
Voices of the late Calvin Coolidge, and add a video version. Latter wilt help build their audience.
Alfred E. Smith, Dr. Charles P. would not be a simulcast, but would
The association with: Colgate,
Steinmetz and many other notables be spotted on Saturday or else- with the soap outfit latching on to
during the pioneer years of radio, where Sunday. Carter products the zanies while they’re still relawill be heard.
are Arrid, Rise and Little Liver tively new and inexpensive, is figNBC Salutes
ured to bode well for their video
Pills.
Salutes by NBC, With which
Sponsorship on radio starts April future.. Since "Colgate also, hacks
Jan.
since
affiliated
been
WGY has
g, on the full web for 52 weeks. the “Comedy Hour” on NBC-TV,
oper- Agencies involved are Ted Bates Elliot and Goulding may* wind up
1, 1927, and by Which it was
Oct.
to
1,
1931,
and SSC&B. Most likely period on that rotating comics show next
ated from April 1,
1940, started Sunday (17) on the for the tele show is 11 p.m. on season.
Show.”
Big
“The
Sundays.
final half-hour of
Coincidentally, it was Colgate's
Fred Waring also saluted the staAM-TV exec Leslie Harris, who as
tion on his TV show Sunday* Moran NBC program topper last year
interested that Web in building up
(Continued on page 38)
the pair. The “Bob and Ray
Show” purchase Was Harris' secmajor recommendation at Col“Police Story,” new halMiour ond
crime documentary series for tele gate, first having been the soap
firm’s buy of “The Big Payoff”
vision packaged by Bernard J
.

*

.

i

ON WLW,

Prockter Productions, has been
Cincinnati, Feb. 19.
sold to CBS-TV. Show Will be a
Crbsley Broadcasting has desig- combination live-film production
nated the month of March for a similar to Prockter’s “Big Story,”
double anni celebration, marking and is expiected to get a nationa
and the ride on the CBS video web. Dea
the 30th anni of
fourth birthday of WLW-T, first was agented for Prockter by Mu
Ohio.
in,
tele station
sic Corp, of America.
To mark the occasions, Crbsley
Series is the property of Prockprexy Robert E. Dpnville ahd ter Syndications International, new
board chairman James D. Shouse vid film outfit affiliated With Prock
approved plans which include ter Productions. Latter firm, howhave
>
i
:n t. ^
..
..
four simulcasts, First will be aired ever, will handle the actual packag

WMGM

.

quizzer on

NBC.

WKZO

(Kalamazoo) prexy John E. Fetzer and his wife sailing on the
.Ed <& Pegeen) Fitzgerald, who had
S.S. Constitution today (20).
served in the British Army, sat up several nights listening to the British
shortwave In connection with the royal death and built two shows of
their Mr. and Mrs. palaver around his past and present findings.
Gordon Fraser subbing for ABC femme newscaster Pauline Frederick,
John Gibbs and frau Sandra Michaels
who is bedded with virus.
off to the Coast; due back March 10... Kay Armen on NBC’s “Big
Marking the silver jubilee of the Cities Service
Show” Sunday (24)
“Band of America” show on NBC, the web hosted a party before the
liour-long special broadcast at “21,” with CS tossing a fete after the
stanza at the Waldorf’s Rainbow Room, with VIPs iri tux at both affairs
.Irving Savings Bank using radio for the first time with two-minute
.
.James Webb Young,
weather reports cross the board on WQXR.
consultant for .Ford Foundation, is guest speaker at the Radio Execs
Albert M. Ottenheimer into “Wendy
Club lunch tomorrow (Thurs.)
Warren and the News” in role of Murray Bolen—which coincidentally is
he name of a Benton & Bowles producer he worked with over 20 years
.

.

.

.

Axings

.

.

.

*

.

i

.

—

...

ago.

'.

Muscarella; who manages. Tony Bennett and Al Morgan*
has partnered with flack Sid Ascher in R.G.M. Associates, Inc., handling
Paul Brown
talent personal management arid publicity-promfition.
named firm's promotion director. .Paula Stone'js fiye-week-old stanza
is now SRO, With Pequot Mills and Charles Antwell prodon
acts sponsoring.. *.U* S. Navy public, information office has been
getting an increasing number of requests from radio and television
producers for tars to sing on their shows. Navy has been tossing many
of the assignments at Harold W, Dundore, a boiler tender chief, who has
ex-WFDR publicity staffer Frana Klein
enored on various stanzas
goes to Work for Hoover Co. as assistant sales promotion director.
Actress Jan Miner signed for a stint on NBC’s “Big Show”
Emcee
Madison* Wis.. ..
Johnny Olsen has become a stockholder in
Florence Robinson has been added to the cast of “Stella Dallas”
Charles Webster has joined “Young Widder Brown.”

Raymond G.

.

*

WMGM

...

.

.

*

IN

.

.

WKOW,

.

HOLLYWOOD

Paul Bartlett of KFRE, Fresno, was narried prez of the California
State Radio, and Television Broadcasters Assn. His veepees will be
Lloyd Yoder, KNBC, Frisco; Bob Reynolds, KMPC, Hollywood, and
Copp Collins picked as sucLeo Schamblin, KPMX, Bakersfield
.The N.Y.
cessor to Harriet Crouse to drumbeat Mutual on the Coast.
boys “took over” last week. Clustered around Harry Ackerman's desk
in one ocular sweep were George Rosen of Variety, Lester Gottlieb,
Sid Garfield. and Dave Jacobson of CBS.
.Anne Nelson, assistant director of business affaire for CBS, radio in Hollywood, around again
after minor surgery.
.Regal beer bought eight broadcasts of Red
Skelton for a hookup of nine California CBS stations. . . .NBC’s press
chief, Syd Eiges, was introed to the press gang at a wassail tended by
Les Raddatz. ... Announcer Marvin Miller narrating “Flight tp. Israel”
for Carl Dudley.
Ariother radioite, moppet Norma Jean Nilsson, has
a featured part iri Warners' “Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima” ...
Jack Johnstone will be at the helm of Hollywood Star Playhouse, which
tees on NBC Feb. 24 for American Bakers Assn.. . .Prexy Frank Stanton dropped down from a Frisco speaking date to gab with the CBS
.

.

...

.

KTTV Economy

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WLW

as Wendall Hall, Henry Fillmore,
and the variety team of Gene and
Glenn. Current stars on the airer
include Ruth Lyons, Mel
Will
Martin, Marian Spellman and Dick

IN CHICAGO

,

WBBM

;

7

-

1, with an hour-long show
stars
including such oldtime

i.

WBBM

TV Drama Calendar

.

Noel.

As

.

.

toppers before returning to N.Y.
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
The past two months have seen
*
34 employees of KTTV discharged
in an economy wave, with 17 beFifteen-minute segment of WGN’s “Johnson Family” now syndicated
ing lopped off in the engineering on WCBS, New York, WTAM, Cleveland,
and WXYZ, Detroit, by the
department, and 15 in program.
Illinois Meat Co. .... Larry Alexander back on the
announcer
Among those axed were three di- staff. ... .Zenith Radio veep C. F. Parsons
new
chairman of the Electric
rectors. Two were given their pink Assn.'s
Radio-TV committee. ...Jim McEdwards is exiting his Chi NBC
ing.
slips in sales also.
network radio sales berth, to join Tatham-Laird as an accourit exec. ...
Mutual has pacted with the Chi Cubs for its “Game of the Day” package
....Chuck Wiley,
special events chief, and wife, vacationing
iri Cuba....WGN farm director Norman Kraeft off to East Lansing,
Mich., to record interviews with Michigan State College agricultural
specialists.
.WMAQ set to renew Jack Eigen for its nightly “Chez
Show” at next month’s option break. .C, Stuart Siebert has. resigned
(Feb. 20-March 1)
as head of the Chi J. Walter Thompson public relations department.
John Van Zant takes over.
Following is the lineup of hour-long dramatic shows on the
major television networks during the next 10 days;
Feb. 20
Kraft TV Theatre (NBC—9 to 10 p:m.). “The Mollusc,” by
Gene Klavan, WTOU-CBS radio-TV disk jockey, was. sole localite to
Hubert Henry Davies. With .Dortha Duckworth, Ernest Truex,
appear on the. Guy Lombardo benefit concert at Constitution Hall SatCatherine McLeod, John Newiand.
urday (16), before a topdr^wer audience headed by Mrs. Truman
Celanese Theatre (ABC 10 to 11 p.m ). “The Petrified Forest,”
Annual Jamboree of Advertising Club of Washington will be headed
by Robert E. Sherwood. With David Niven, Kim Hunter, Lloyd
this year by agency exec Alvin Q. Ehrlich, with WWDC’s Ben Strouse
Gough, Dari Matthews.
and WTOP’s Cody Pfanstiehl on committee .A \ Next Sunday's (24) “Air
Feb. 22
Force Hour” (Mutual) will highlight story of a B-29 crew who have
Schlilz Playhouse of Stars (CBS—9 to 10 p.m.).
“World So
riamed their superfort “Lemon Drop Kid,” at suggestion of Walter
Wide,” by Sinclair Lewis, adapted by Arnold Schulman. With.
Winchell, and who contribute to the Damon Runyon cancer fund after
Nina Foch, John Forsythe.
each Korean mission.
Feb. 24
;Philco TV Playhouse (NBC—9 to 10 p.m.). “The Tender. Age,”
by Joseph Liss. With Anthony Ross, Stella Andrew, Wright King*
Melvyn Douglas Series

,

,

March

.

Island, S. C.

A

•

.

.

.

U im e<* ^ ours
,^ U u^ !r
Pleasure,” which
radio brings

wel* as

CITY

John J. McSweeney upped to sales manager of WMCA, with Howard Klarman moving into the sales staff as account exec. Indie is
hunting for a new promotion manager to fill Klarman's old spot
,
Jack Poppele, WOR engineering veepep, kudosed with a silver plat. The late Elias I. Godter to mark his 30 years with the outlet .
ofsky» WHLI topper, was cited with posthumous Award from 'the
Hempstead Brotherhood Committee . . . Dynamic Stores has bought
a half-hour cross-the-board on WJZ, moving “Dean Cameron Show”
Hal Stock, ex-Radio Free
up. 15 minutes earlier to 4:15-4:45 p.m* .
Europe, named program director for American Committee for LiberaMerrill Mueller subbing for NBC’
tion of the Peoples of Russia .
George Hlcloi while latter is in England covering the Queen Elizabeth
sportscAster (as Bert
Bertram Lebhar 3d, former
story
.
Lee, Jr.), is now in boot training with the Marine Corps, at Parri
.

-Mayor called attention to the “val

.*».««

WLW

NEW YORK

IJV

.

ranks With the io
oldest a^d mos? powerful stations
4w f p nnnntrv
The teeoff program, of music ahd -lug* standards
of^ operation and
male
song, lasted $3 minutes.
ethics, which have helped make raquartet and a soprano sang. 'A
dio
America's
No.
1 entertainment,
Edward A. Rice,
pianist soloed.
news and advertising medium.
'heard regularly, on WGY,
still
luck.”
Best
of
He will be

station’s story.
Others Will be

30.

11'
by
nnnjyprsarsv was issued hv
JJ
Ma y° r Archibald C. Wempler.

wS

-

and

leadership

letter in Schenectady”
received by 300
'The message
amateur radio fans, the only persons with receivers in the area.

Today

io

-p-i,

The General Electric
has written many signifi-

^

317 Markets As

....

.

part of the anniversary
station, will beam
hoopla, the
the video outlet’s personalities, and
Vice versa. Other special programs
will fie staged March 12, 19 and
26; with other features to be carried throughput the inonth.

AM

IN

.

WASHINGTON

—

—

.

Friday to Fete

WOR,

30th Anni

N* Y., celebrates

its

30th

Anni Friday (22) With an all-day,
©n-the-air hoopla* The. Mutual key,
which preemed Feb. 22, 1922, with
a disk of A1 Jolson’s “April Show-

Philip Coolidge.

ers,” will reprise that record for
Another nosIts sign-on Friday,
talgic item will be using one of its
original mikes to give listeners an
idea of the progress electronics

Feb; 25
,
Lucky Strike- Theatre (NBC 9:30 to 10:30 p.m.). “Those in
Favor,” by Christopher Mayhew. With Raymond Massey, Michael

have made over the past three

Woman.” by Stephen Zweig, adapted by Worthington

decades.

With Melvyn Douglas, Viveca Lindfors.

John Gambling’s program will
play music of 1922 and the Barbara Welles airer will include a
^newscast” of news stories of the
day the outlet, was launched, jack
R. Poppele, the station’s first engineer, who spun the Jolson platter
In the station’s Bamberger depart-

ment store studios in Newark, is
now engineering v.p. and will take
part In several of the anni features.

—

Gorri-n.
S.tiidi

One (CBS—-10

to 11 p.m.).

“Letter

From an Unknown
L; Miner.

Feb. 27

Kraft
d

TV

(NBC— 9

Theatre

Daphne Du Maurier.

to 10 p.m.); “September Tide,” by
With Esther Ralston, Robert Pastene, Pat

Breslin, Leslie Barrie.
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse (ABC— 10 to 11 p.m.). “Melville. Goodwin, U.S.A.,” by J. P. Marquand, adapted by Don Ettlinger: With
Paul Kelly, Margalo Gillmore, Jayne Meadows.
]

Feb. 29
of Stirs (CBS-r-9 to 10

“Apple of His
Eye,” by Kenyon Nicholson and Charles Robinson, adapted by
Robert Presnell, Jr. With June Lockhart, Ward Bond.
Schlitz Playhouse

p.m.).

Grabbed by

Pitt’s

WDTV

Pittsburgh, Feb. 19.

New

telepix

suspense

series,

“Hollywood Offbeat,” starring Melvyn Douglas, has just, been picked
up here for
26-week spin on
WDTV. It will be bankrolled by
Spear's, downtown store, on alternate Thursday nights at 9.
Commercials are going to be
done live by Florence Sarido, local
TV personality, who moderates the
“Ask the Girls” panel for Sparkle
Markets every Tuesday and Thursday afternoon for half an hour on
Channel 3.

Susquehanna Waist Co. returns
CBS-

for another one-shot stab on

TV

Easter Sunday, as sponsor of
half-an-hour of the web’s Easter
Parade pickup; from Fifth Avenue,
N. Y. Blouse manufacturing firm,
jess Levine
through the Marvin
agency* has signed for. the 1 to l:ob
segment of the show, leaving the
1:30 to 2 part still open.

&

Susquehanna
sponsorship

bowed ..into
months

several

i r

when bought 15 minutes of CB>
“Frank Sinatra Show,” also on a
one-shot basis.
it
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Washington/ Feb. 19.
'Marking the 25th anniversary of unified radio regulation in this
Communications
Commission
last week looked
country, the Federal
back into its beginnings and noted a few changes that have taken
place since the Federal Radio Commission (FCC’s predecessor)
opened shop on Feb, 23, 1927*
The old FRC came into being, FCC recalled, because there was

f
Television actors have resumed
their griping about the “lack of
imagination” in video casting and
the continued use of “the same old
faces” on dramatic shows.
The beefing performers, while
admitting that those actors being
fayored on the video channels today comprise a different group
from that which had steady employment a season or two agp, complain that the casting directors are
relying on a relatively small stable

“bedlam’’ on the air, as broadcasters jumped their frequencies at
will regardless of the effect on other stations. There were 732
Stations then operating, but when FRC issued regulations to eliminate the chaos, 50 stations surrendered their licenses within four
months, and by 1933 the number of AM’s had decreased to 599.
Although commercial television is only a few years old, theCommission found in an old FRC report that as far back as 1928
“a few” broadcast stations were experimenting with video.
Since the FCC took over FRC in .1934, a lot has happened in' the
radio field. The last 18 years, the Commission notes, have seen the
and TV on a commercial basis, adoption of standards
advent of

AM

FM

FM

>

Show

Go On

According to this line of argument, those hiring talent are guilty

“un visionary” casting.
It’s
charged that 'actors are “typed” on
their superficial first impression
rather than chosen on the quality
of their acting, and that the casting
directors fail to understand the variety of roles individual actors can
handle. One actor, who was kudosed for playing a colonel in an.
Army training picture, complained
that he would never be given the
opportunity of doing a similar part
on a TV stanza, “because the casting execs are looking for the tall,
broad-shouldered
Army stereo-

Viewers were entirely
unaware of his, injury.

at 7:30.

of

What some actors are doing is to
“type” themselves. If the casting
directors generally spot them as
the business tycoon type, they
heighten that impression by wearing, for exam'ple, a double-breasted
But
coat with a black homburg.
they decry the need for such tricks
and the practice of. typecasting
from a surface view.
The “alarming repetition of the
same faces on TV” has prompted
George Foley, packager of “Tales

America*

Gargan Whodunit
By Lewis-Howe on NBG

omy moye.
On the Coast a

RWG

tiff started

with

statement that ft had
an
wired ABC prexy Robert Kintner
an ultimatum that Unless proposed
layoffs are rescinded, charges of
unfair labor practice will be filed
with NLRB. The union claims firings are a reprisal against the
union, contending they are now
engaged in pact negotiations, and
therefore it constitutes an unfair

Gargan show, currently aired at
10 p. m. Wednesday, shifts intb of Tomorrow” on ABC-TV, to
“Hollywood’s” Tuesday at 8:30 ^adopt the policy for his forthcomp. m. slot.
ing productions, of using One “unknown” in a featured part on every
“Every producer should
telecast..
recognize his duty, of giving a
chance to good talent,” Foley said.
,

“There
ent-just

is

no
a

scarcity of good talscarcity of known

secretaries Who shield the casting
directors from would-be auditioners. The troupers say they have to

The Hollywood group is asking for
negotiations at the national level*
All our other contracts are at the
local level.
can’t even agree
to the basis for negotiations. You
might say we are negotiating on to
how to negotiate. In any event,
we regret that the cutback Is
necessary, but the
is no more
affected than any other union.”

spend hours in anterooms, and
Plan to add. six more key market
even then may not get to the castareas to the microwave relay* link ing director.
With this problem in mind, two
in time for next summer’s political
and J ewconventions, is expected to result thespers—Allan Stevenson
el Hart—have joined with Cecile
probin further station clearance
A

We

We

RWG

^

to form a new service.
STW. will
“Spread the Word.”
notify producers of an actor’s acStevtivities and his availability.
enson said the reason for the new
service is that there are so many
shows every week that actors have
to notify casting personnel when
they can be caught.^ Further, with
6,000 thespers seeking work, casting directors need to be reminded
(Continued on page 38)

Morener

.

lems for the major networks now
trying to
down their affiliate
lineups for the event. American
tie

Telephone & Telegraph revealed
Over Burdening?
week that Miami, New Orleans,
RWG Coast v.p. Larry Marks this
Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth and
claimed “the layoffs cannot be
Oklahoma City will be interconcompensated for by any apprecl- nected by next June.
(Continued on page 38)
Acquisition of the important
single-station Pittsburgh market
last week by CBS-TV, via the deal
set by Westinghouse, CBS’ convention sponsor, for DuMont’s three
owned and operated outlets, was
.

WDAS is
to

launch

an.

all-night program.
From 1 to 8 ji.m. on Sundays and
from 1 to 6 a.m. on weekdays, station wilL offer longhair music, as
opposed to the pop tubes offered

on the long-running WIP “Dawn
and the recently launched
Barry Kay show on WCAU.
Commercials are to be kept to
e minimum and geared to the caliber of the? program, and will never
be permitted to" interrupt: a musical
work. Brad Thomas and' Gil Morris
are the commentators,

Patrol,”

.

All-night classical policy

is idea
the station's owner.
manufacturer,
founded the Philadelphia “Pops”
Orchestra in 1945, and .*
well
Known locally
a patron of music,
ine. an-nighter
increases WDAS’
ekl
quo *A
longhair music; to
?
7
u
* 71
hours.

Max Leon,

of

L,eon,

a

candy

M

i

’

'move

St. Louis,

>

.

!

1

AT&T

said.

,

ABC

program veepee. Re-

“Claudia”

show from Hands”

will also be brought back,
based oh its rating history in previous years as a commercial replacement. “Life” looks certain for
a permanent berth on the web.
Two important dramatic addimove is a cutback of “Schlitz Plajir- tions will be “NBC Theatre,” houradaptations of the world litlong
house, of Stars” on CBS-TV Friday
(Continued on page 39)
nights from an hour to a half-hour
show. Both Schlitz and: GF are

the

over to CBS video, Snd
franchise on the Sunday
night at 6:30 slot on NBC occupied
b;- “Claudia;” Also involved in the

NBC-TV
to

drop

its

handled by the Young & Rubicam
agency.

“Claudia”

will

wind

on

NBC

CBS slot and also bankrolled
by GF, will move into, the Friday
night 9:30 to 10 period, which is
being given up by the Schlitz show.
Last full hour show for Schlitz is
March 28, with “News” taking over
the second half-hour of its time
starting April 4.
While reasons for the GF reshuffle were not disclosed, it’s believed that, the available positions
for “Claudia” on each web partially dictated that show’s move.
night

Sunday night NBC airing,
the show directly
bucked CBS’ Sam Levenson show,
which came, up with a 22.8 fating

In; its

for

example,

time out. On CBS Monday
nights, on the other hand, “Clauwill
be sandwiched between
dia”
the high-rating “I Love Lucy” and
its first

Oklahoma and Texas.

.

Singer Joan Edwards joins the
of name disk jockeys on the air-,
waves, starting March 3, in a halfhour show to be aired cross-theboard on WCBS, key station of the
CBS web in N. Y. In line with
the new show’s preem and the resultant program shifting, the station has lined up several new sponsors, and is also recapturing the 4
to 4:30 p. m. strip from the network.
Several spot: advertisers have
signed for 52-week participations
on Miss Edwards’ show, which
moves into the 9:30 to TO a. m.
strip.
These include American
Home Products and Aerowax, with
several others expected to ink
Station has also
Within a week.
sold the “Cliff Johnson Family,”
which takes over the 4 to 4:15
p. m. period cross-the-board, to the
Latter show
Co.
Illinois Meat
originates in Chicago and is being
its
local
N, Y. airfor
transcribed
list

ing.

back to a half-hour format.
Ruppert Beer also parted with
Filming of the first In the series
WCBS this week to bank-roll a fiveexpected to start within the
is
minute news strip startihg at 9
next several weeks, but the initial
This will be followed by Billa. m.
stanzas won’t take the air until
Leonard’s! “This Is New York!*'
middle or late April.
which will, henceforth hold dowii
the 9:05 to 9: 36 period. Miss Edwards' show, from 9:30 to 10,
forces out “Tommy Riggs and BetFifth General Mills Show
ty Lou” which, in turn,: moves into
Radio the 4:15 to 4: 30 strip. Station has?
Set for
not sold the latter show.
inserting
Mills
General
“Whispering Streets,” daytime serial scripted by Margaret SangTed Lewis’ CBS Dicker
ster, into the 10:25-10.45 a. m. strip
on ABC, starting March 3. It takes
Ted Lewis is cooking a CBS teleover periods occupied by “Edward vision deal with the network. It
Arnold, Storyteller” and “Betty is one of Mario Lewis’ projects.
Crocker Magazine,” the latter dropThe “jazz tragedian” has done
ping down to the 4-4:15 p. m/ slpt several stints on the Ed Sullivan*
recently inked by the sponsor.
Mario Lewis package, “Toast of the
proNew airer gives GM five shows Town.” Mario Lewis, as exec
and vaon ABC radio: “Lone Ranger,” ducer for CBS-TV music
new
a
build
to
“Joe Emerson’s Hymn Time” and riety shows, wants
clarinetist*
“Silver Eagle,” in .addition to package around the
showman.
“Crocker/'
cuts

Miami. Feb. 19.
although both primary NBC affiliates, have not yet signed with
Wometco Theatres-Kiwhed WTV J,
either web.
only video station in the south
Of the six new markets being Florida area, will begin telecasting
rushed onto the microwave line in live .national network shows by
time for the conventions, only mid- July, according to announceDallas has two stations. Other five ment by Southern Bell Telephone
are single-station setups; meaning Co. and station execs Friday (15).
Lee Ru witch, station veepee, has
the webs will be forced to bid for
them also. All six were originally already begun arrangements to
scheduled to join the link by the last bring the GOP and Demo national
half of 1952, but AT&T revealed party Conventions here for the first
Previous-:
it’s" rushing, them through to meet of the cabled programs.
the earlier date. It was emphasiz- ly it had been reported that faciliwould
of
conprogramming
priority
for
sUch
that
ties
ed, though,
struction for national defense and not be completed until late in 1952!
comake
the
on
shortages
rushed
possible material
Work has been
it “impracticable at this time, to
axial cable from Jacksonville, howexpecting
dates.”
advanced
outfit
assure the
eyer, with the 9*11
Further extension of intercon- the July completion at same time
necting facilities to Tulsa and San as such facilities are made availAntonio will, not Jbe finished until able to New Orleans and outlets in
later in the year*

rewriting.

ries as

Y&R, meanwhile, confirmed this
week that the Schlitz show will
be filmed on the Coast when it

,

KSD-TV,

Going back still farther, Barry
will exhume the '“First Nighter”
show, which started some two decades ago. The “little theatre off
Times Square” show, which had
long been associated with Campana
Italian Balm, will have as stars
two of the original cast members,
Barbara Luddy and Olan Soule,:
plus its director, Joe Airiley. Many
of the old scripts will be used, With

In a general reshuffling of some newed interest in “E&A” stems
from its click as a regular segment
Of its major television shows, Genon. the “Kate Smith Evening Hour”
eral Foods this week decided to on NBC-TV. “A Life In Your

“Stqdio One.”

thought to be bringing the fight
for station clearances near an end.
Both NBC and CBS are still reluctant to disclose exactly which stathey have wrapped up,
tions
reportedly because both WTMJ -TV

Philadelphia, Feb. 19.
the town’s third station Milwaukee, and

ing reprised/ with a new cast (excluding Ezra Stone, who’s now doing
video production chores),' to put a
modest price tag on the series.

..j

To this
spokesman
stated flatly, “It’s not true.
are not negotiating with them.
:

warm-weather sked.
Program veepee Charles (Bud)
Barry is also putting stress on half-:
hour dramatics, with several old
shows being, taken out of mothballs. “The Aldrich Family” is be-

Also to be reprised is “Ethel and
Peg Lynch-Alan Bunce
half-hour
starrer, which will be
situation comedy, rather than the
15-minute strip form it had when
Barry was associated with the se-

March 23 and preem oh CBS in
Another beef voiced by thespers the; Monday bight at 9:30 period
get
to
is that it is very difficult
March 31. “It's News to Me,” curbehind the buffer assistants and rently holding down the Monday

ABC

1

has set its summer radio
schedule with emphasis on flexibility, to permit insertion of shows
geared to the Presidential elections. Key half-hours are being reserved for programs on the political race and: for purchase of. time
by the parties and candidates. It’s
the earliest the web has fixed its

"

talent.”

labor practice!

;

Due

NBC

some

‘Type’ Themselves

League

[

Reprise

25

Albert,” the

type.”

council has authorized the Radio
Picked
strike, in
Writers Guild to Call
its negotiations with the; radio networks for staff continuity and
Lewis-Howe, which is cancelling
Meanwhile the
news scribblers.
out on its “Turns Hollywood Thesituation became somewhat more
atre” on NBC, has picked lip the
tense following the dismissal of
William Gargan “Barrie Craig”
four writers by ABC, two in N. Y.
whodunit on the same web.
and two on the Coast, in an econ-

!

,

of

commissioners. Only one has served two full terms (12 years). He
is Paul Walker, one of the original FCC members, who took office
when the agency started Operations on July 11, 1934.

Biz Must

Clifton. Fadiman
switched
the old show biz axiom into
“This Is Show Business Must
Go On” Sunday night (17).
Fadiman suffered a slight
he
brain
concussion when
slipped in his home Friday
cancel
to
night, and was forced
out on. his .scheduled appearance as a panel guest during
ABC’s Metropolitan Opera airer Saturday afternoon. Deems
Taylor subbed for him“
On Sunday, though, Fadiman
appeared at the rehearsal of
CBS-TV’s “This Is Show Business” at 5 p.m. and took his
regular seat as moderator of
the show when it took the air

of thespers.

stations, radar, coaxial
for color telecasting, non-commercial
cable and microwave relays for TV networks, and growth in radio
“ham” operations.
In addition to .the 4,700 commercial and non-commercial broadcast stations now in operation, the Commission points out that
there are nearly 200,000 authorizations for non-broadcast radio staCollectively, these authorizations represent around 450,000
tions.
radio transmitters used in various forms of Communication.
In the 18 years of FCC’s existence, there have been 24 different

Authors

ies

9

rn>'

Now

ABC
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‘People Act’s’ Rating Payoff

27

Where There's a Will, There’s Tele, As

Unusually high rating for a pubservice Series has been racked
by “The People Act,” Ford
Foundation-backed
program on
CBS Radio. Stanza, which is beamed on Sundays at 10:05 p.ni., hit
a 7.1 Nielsen, with 33% share of

lic

up

Washington, Feb. 19,
Washington is watching TV neton makwork- and station policies

Dean Subs Schaefer On

political
ing ''time- available ior
campaigns; It is. keeping a legal
precipitated
eye open on practices,
TV, which may threaten the

WNBC, WNBT

Publicity

Wini Schaefer, publicity director
of WNBC an,d WNBT, N. Y., is moving into the
by
outlet’s ad and
“equal time” requirements of ex- promotion department, to work on
a special project
isting laws.
Philip L. Dean, exploitation diBoth the legislative aiid execurector of NBC, is leaving the nettive branches of the govemihent
are concerned that the high cost work flackery to take over Miss
of TV time does not weight state Schaefer’s post. Norman Pader will
and national elections in favor of head up the. NBC exploitation decandidates well heeled to pay. for partment.
They are concerned that TV
it.
may commercialize, ^ia sponsor>
i iit
i
ship, the American election,
Already one powerful voice has
for
charging
against
raised
been
political time by networks in advance of party conventions. Sen.

Sets

audience.
That’s better than a flock of
high-budget commei'cial shows circuiting the networks’ nighttime

Commerce Committee, which has

money?
The nets,

Fort Wayne,

it’s

FCC

has no direct
networks, it’s
has
it
power over
their Owned and operated stations,
and the agency requires stations, to
carry
balanced
programming.
Equal opportunity to candidates of
rival, parties must be given by all
licensees, the agency has held ini
several decisions.
And the mere
fact that opportunity is offered,
the .Commission has ruled, isn’t
enough. The broadcaster must aggressively take steps to insure that
both sides of ah issue are presented, the agency insists. It isn’t likely

over

pointed out here,

Commission

the

will

relax,

this

(Continued on page 38)

of sets.

radio -or tele stanza
will be drawn up for field-testing
in another city. In this manner
hopes to develop drives,
which have been, proven practica-

,

a proposed constitution for a possible
merger with American

TVA

Name

FCC

amalgamated union would be

of

American Federation! of Radio &
Television Artists. The draft will
shortly be sent out to members for
consideration.

AFRA merger. The TVA convenvoted that such a bi-lateral
wedding could take place, if the
five eastern branches of the As-

&

Artistes

of

America did not unite by July 1,
and provided that AFRA was not
the only union opposing a broad
merger. The resolution embodying
this plan was designed as a spur
to a fivgjbranch blending, and to
permit AFRA and TVA to get together in the event that the other
branches were stalling on merger.
Although the draft Was reportedly given unanimous
endorser
hient by the constitutional committee, it’s expected it may run into
some opposition., Onie source may
10s ® who favor
multi-lateral
unification asi opposed to the TVAAFRa nuptuais. They view the constitution as throwing a cloud over
a possible five-branch splicing, A
blueprint for the broad merger is
being planned by labor relations
specialists of Cornell and UCLA.
On the other hand, proponent
of the draft voice the
belief thi
-

.

.

j;]

-

the

TVA-AFRA

tie Will benefit th

performers in the field immed
ately, and that it
can be the firs
step to formation
of the “one bi
many performers desire.
On the Coast an AFRA tneel
ing was held Monday
(18) and
’

TVA

tofa

NBC

NBC

ble, for Its

key properties.

The concentration on exploitation as'Hn adjunct to publicity and
ad-promotion is part of the networks’ trend towards giving bankrollers extra support, as in the
merchandising aids which both
NBC and CBS are now offering.
NBC web. expects that competing
chains may be forced .to follow suit
with exploitation staffs of their

for the

new

bring in a signal. This is clone by
various methods, or a combination
of methods,
In some cases, boosters are used to pull in an. otherwise unobtainable Image. In others, high antennas are constructed
.

Minneapolis, Feb; 19.
Charlie
Johnson, Minneapolis
Star executive: sports editor and
director of the
Golden Gloves
tournament which it annually, sponsors, credits the use of TV, in part,
for a 30% increase in attendance
and gross this year, the .first time
any part of the event was televised.
Attendance at the tournament
had been steadily declining since
1948, and Johnson says he felt it
was at a crossroads. Where every
possible promotion and advertising
medium should be Used. WTCNTV was offered, the entire four-day
tournament, .but couldn’t obtain a
sponsor to foot the bill. Johnson
then permitted an unadvertised
telecast of one hour of the second
night bouts as an experiment.
Following the partial telecast,
there was a decided attendance
gain for the third night, "when the
quarter finals were held. The first
two nights’ attendance' gain averaged 25% over the preceding year.
That of the third night showed a
Johnson then
30% increase.
agreed to permit the telecast of the
finals on the fourth and final night,
five days later;
WTCN-TV lined
up a sponsor; and on the basis of
$10 a minute as the fee, paid the
Minneapolis Star $700, which was
velvet and a new income source
for the newspaper.

to

ALA

to Sift

overcome

line of sight obstacles.

Often, both devices are used. The
resulting picture has plenty of
“snow” but it’s a picture and the
sound usually is clear.

,

Lift

‘Partial’

RTMA

The

report reflects sev-

developments

during 1951.
the “partial” lifting, of
freeze by the FCC, which
permitted a number of stations to
substantially increase their power
and expand their coverage areas*
This may account for the shipping
of more than 5,000 TV sets into
Maine, whose southernmost point
is
beyond the normal reception
radius of any Boston station. In
previous
years,
reports
showed only a sprinkling of sets
shipped into Maine.
eral

One was
the

TV

Also believed to be influencing
distribution of sets in the non-TV
restates are advancements in
ceiver design, as indicated In ad-

vertisements by leading brands of
“long distance” tuning capabilities
Continuation of
of new models.
the treeze and “saturation” of markets in many, TV cities, have
doubtless stimulated the manufacturing industry to develop receivers to attract fringe area markets.
In some cases, establishment of"’
“community” .antennas

so-called

may have opened up new markets
for sets.

The RTMA report is based on
shipments to dealers and does, not

‘Screen Directors,’ ’$64’

necessarily, mean sales to consuthIn some
ers in the same states.
the nearest
cases, the dealer '/
source of supply for border state

In Hjatus Edition Of

‘Tandem Plan’ at NBC
NBC radio is setting up a sum-

customers.

mer edition of its “Tandem Plan.”
Shows on the participation plan

service.

;

.

.

Kansas

within the scope of the
of that responsibility.

exercise

Licensees do have an obligation, to
operate in the public interest, And
the Commission periodically reviews the overall operation of each
station, usually in connection with
renewal proceedings.”
,

Coy

“Any

added,.

specific

in-

formation which might establish
that a licensee has surrendered
responsibility for the operation of
his station would be relevant in
such review.’Stout said that when such specific information as defined, by Coy
was obtained, it would be referred
'

to the FCC/.:

’

’

’

''

,J

j,

Show

Radio-TV Broadcasters.
At a meeting with Lt:.

,

has been fighting to give
broadcasters a slice, of the military
ad budget ever since Congress singled out radio and TV last fall in
deleting fup^ ,fpf recruitment, a^i

t

f
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City Star staschedules of

any; Arthur Godfrey programs, last
week dropping “Godfrey and His
Friends.” Show is the second Godfrey stanza dropped by the station,
which earlier had replaced “Talent
Scouts" with the “Voice of Firestone” on its Monday evening
ter.

station, received

',

To

!

—

NARTB

'

its

.

Col. William Berkeley, publicity chief Of
the military personnel procurement supply division, it was agreed
that Army-Air. Force advertising
plans Will be completely reviewed.
Representatives of the Grant
agency, which is handling purchase
of space arid time for the Army
and Air Force, participated in the

verliSlngl

has cleared

First show Was dropped after the
complaints about
Godfrey’s choice of material and
remarks, according to general manager Dean Fitzer. Godfrey, replied
with
.verbal blast on his. radi
program. Station management then
Shifting
Pinza
decided it was not necessary to
carry Cither Godfrey show and
Coast for His Film Stint dropped the. afternoon session.
Station manager Bill Bates reEzio Pinza set for a lead
of both shows
role in 20th-Fox’s upcoming “Hurok ported that dropping
comparatively lHtle
Story,” his Friday night NBC tele- had brought
Godviewers;
from
repercussion
Y.
from
N.
Will
move
vision show
frey morning radio sessions are
to the Coast in April.
carried here by KMBC, CBS out“Hurok” rolls on the 20th lot let,
April 15, but Pinza must report to
the studio by April 3. As a result,
Art Linkletter,
New Orleans
his first Hollywood-originated TV host, of CBS’ “House Parly” and
show will be April 4. Show, spon- “People Are Funny,” will he guest
sored by RCA Victor; alternates here of Blaise S. D'Antoni,. presiFriday nights wiih the Dennis Day dent of the Standard. Fruit and

/

talent,, fall

City, Feb.

WDAF-TV, Kansas
tion,

Defense Dept. Coin

ing

<

.

1

|,

(

j

1

RTMA

.

.

tion

Actors

RTMA

It’s obvious from the
report that people are finding a way
of getting a picture on a TV receiver, if it’s barely possible to

Jo Dine, director of NBC press during the hiatus season will be
department, said that the field ex- the hour-long “Screen Directors
ploitation plan Was developed over Playhouse,” which has been off the
Specific Data on Outlets a period of months- as the best air for some time, going into the
Friday period; “$64
With the Federal Communica- possible instrument for hypoing 8:30 p.m.
tions Commission having turned audiences on a national scale. It Question,” which will go into a
down the Authors League of will cover both radio and TV and Sunday evening slot, and “Mr.
America's request that it hear will involve the active cooperation Keen,” which remains in its presallegations of blacklisting in radio of the affiliates’ ad-publicity staffs. ent Thursday at 8:30 p.m. spot..
Present “Tandem” plan, which
and tele, the writers group inis sold out with Whitehall, Liggett
formed the Commission it will
it
information
Myers and American Chicle, has
specific
&
send any
the final half-hour of the Tallulah
gets on the question to the FCC.
“Big Show,” a half-hour
Bankhead
In a letter to ALA prez Rex
of the Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis
Stout, FCC chairman Wayne Coy
layout, and “Mr. Keen.”
said he believes- the blacklisting
not properly the
During the summer, the web
matters "
Brian
Donlevy’s
continue
Will
subject of a general hearing by
i
d
the
s
a
Coy
Assignment” and Joel
“Dangerous
Commission/’
the
Washington, Feb; 19.
MeCrea’s “Tales of the Texas
“day-to-day. operation of a radio
Renewed, assurance that there; Rangers” as part of its “Minute
or television station is primarily
will be no discrimination by the
Man’ co-op plan.
the responsibility of the individual
Defense Dept, in the spending qf
busiof
Matters
.licensee.
station
funds for recruitment advertising
ness and artistic judgment* includto the National Assri.. of
selection of programs and was given

Hearing Bid;

The proposed constitution was
drawn up in the event of a TVA-

sociated

campaign for

own. The Chief problem anticipated is that many sponsors may ask

Rejects -Blacklist’

Even in Montana, whose nearest
point to a TV station (in Salt Lake
City) is 250 miles, 123 sets Were
shipped to dealers last year. There
were also from 40 to 80 receivers
shipped into Oregon, Idaho, Colorado and North Dakota; None of
these is within 100 miles of a’ TV
stall

wards

another

19.

station

indicates.
It shows that although
there are 15 states without video
outlets, receivers Wore shipped into
every state in 1951. This Was the
first year in which this has happened.

of bally that pic studios Have used.
Heading up the unit is Norman.
Pader, who before joining the web
was with Republic and United Artists, and who also did special campaigns for; 20th-Fox. Working with
him will be Bill Stein, who has
been a publicity writer at NBC,

airer, a pilot

TV

a

.

spent for purchase and servicing

Discussing the long delay in ending the freeze, Coy emphasized
that the allocation plan being developed will. set a pattern for TV
"I am proud of
for generations.
the fact,” he" said, “that the Commission has„ refused to be pressured by clamor from many quarters into taking the easy but shortsighted way.. It Would hav^been
Constitutional
committee
of
rigged up a jerryTelevision Authority, elected at folly to have
the TVA’s first national conven- built plan and sacrificed integrity
speed.”
for
tion last December, has approved

Federation of Radio Artists.

.

from the film
panies’ book, NBC is expanding its
exploitation department and will
put into the field Teams to give
its shows and stars, the same kind

and Kathleen Lamb Whalen, film
tub-thumper, Who is moving to the
network.
here yesterday (18).
Addressing
Exploitation team’s first job will
the Fort Wayne Rotary Club, Coy be a week-long
campaign in Baltisaid: “Our hope now is that we more on behalf
of the Ralph Edcan lift the freeze around the mid- wards NBC-TV afternoon stanza..
dle of next month.” (In. a speech Group left for Maryland yesterday
Jan. 28 in Cleveland, Coy. esti- (Tues.), Where it will work Closely
mated the freeze would be thawed with Tony Provost, head of the
“in a month or close to that”).
WBAL-TV affiliate, and Tom White,
Coy said he expects that process- WBAL flack chief.
ing of applications for new staThe unit will set up various tietions can start “around May 15 ups with department stores, civic
or June 15,” but pointed out that organizations,
newspapers,
etc.,
issuance of permits in larger cities using street bally, special events,
will be delayed, because hearings contests, window displays and simiwill be necessary to select the lar exploitation devices, The manymost qualified applicants. “Bear- sided campaign for the , Edwards
ing this in mind,” he saidi “I can- show, which will be field-tested in
not see how there can be more Baltimore, will be used as the
than from 10 to 20 new stations blueprint for similar drives WhicH
will be staged by the chain’s other
on the air this year.”
Coy predicted that eventually affiliates, based onothe practical experience in the WBAl market.
there will be upwards of 2,000 TV
Unit Will prepare manuals to aid
stations, and over 50,000,000 TV rethe local outlets.
ceivers in use. He estimated that
Following the push for the Ed$6,500,000,000 has already been

able.

While the

19.

of the freeze on television
will be delayed Several weeks, FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy - indicated

believed certain,
will have to give up any idea of
abandoning, their previous practice of giving time to political canWashington repercusdidates.
sions may force them to act soon,
this
possibly
week, to give assurance that free time will be avail-

jurisdiction

Feb.

Irid.,

End

Detroit, Feb. 19.
There has been a sudden rush
here for newspapermen to handle
news programs,, formerly handled
by announcers with little or no
newspaper experience.
Mark Beltaire, Detroit Free.
Press coluinnist, has been signed
by WXYZ for a news broadcast
nightly direct from the city room
of the Free Press.
Ray Giardin, veteran Detroit
Times crime reporter, got a similar assignment from CKLW.
.

a leaf

there’s

within reasonable distance for reception or not, there! apparently
are video aerials on housetops in
every one of the 48 states, A report issued by the Radio-Television
Manufacturers Assn, last week so

Demand as Gabbers

,

jurisdiction over' the FCC, told the
Regional TV Seminar in Baltimore
last Friday (15) he doesn’t like it;
If broadcasters are going to require payment for TV time, what
chance, Johnson 'asked, will there
be for the candidate without

Washington, Feb,

Whether

kilocycles.

Taking

Non-Video States

in
K

AM

EdiVin C. Johnson ID., Col.), chairman of the important Interstate

Mushroom

Steamship Cp., for J.he
festivities Feb.' $4-$ 6V

Mardi Gras

,

Wedaeoday, February 20t 1932

Of the

DAY.

SATURDAY

In the first reported

week

of 1952,

CBS Radio

again

broadcast more
top-rated programs

than

all

other

networks combined...
just as

it

has

every reported
since

March

when the

in

week

1950.

Nielsen

Radio Index

first

top-29 summary.

CBS RADIO NETWORK

Wednesday,

F<

REVIEWS

‘TRIEVISION

so

Ed Sullivart has had his work
cut out for him on TV this year,
through his “Toast of the Town'
via CBS^TV bucking directly the
super-budgeted* “Colgate Comedy
Hour” on NBC-TV. But, judging
from the “Toast” stanza Sunday
night (17), Sullivan and his Lincoln-Mercury sponsors, through a
'gradual upping of their budget, are

enough name talent and

getting

production *? values

own

to

hold

against any competition.

their

On

Sunday’s show, the columnist-emcee presented Chapter II of his
“Story of George White’s Seal*
dais,” spotlighting such performers as Harry Richman, Toni Arden,
Frances Williams, Richard Hayes,
Dale and, for a wrapup,
Smith

&

White himself. Sets, an expanded
line of dancers and general production accoutrements matched or
topped almost any which Sullivan
and. his co-producer, Mario Lewis,
have used on the show to date,
As with the original “Scandals”

_

stanza several weeks ago, Sullivan
didn’t present an actual story of
the erstwhile Broadway revues. Instead, Sunday’s edition was more,
of a straight vaudeo production,
with the “Scandals” theme used as
a peg on which to hang the various
numbers. Show opened for example, with a fast-paced DeSylva,
Brown & Henderson medley* spotlighting Richman, the Costello
Twins arid the line, all working on
a neatly-built show boat set. Whole
thing ran only 10 minutes', but was
entertaining all the way. Sullivan
ulled a funny fluff, incidentally,
gy referring to the set afterwards
as a Mississippi River “row boat,”
And it was apparently unintentional.
Danny Hoctor registered
in the opener with a fast tap
routine.
Rest of the show rail in equally
bright fashion, including Smith
Pale in the “Lost Flyers” skit from
the 1926 “Scandals”; MiSs Arden
.

&

dame was particularly, position to do a tremendous amount
of gqod by informing the public
Cantor’s other contributions in- of the Eye Bank’s function, but
cluded participation in a sketch in the show itself achieved a change
which he depicted a wealthy sail- of pace. The theme was changed
or, in which the laugh content to “Lights On” by George pal lop,
didn’t justify its long running time, and the program did a hit of edifiHis generous song turns, one a cation of the functions of. that inbaby medley, had various danc- stitution.
ers doing short bits, and the
blinded war vet, played by
finale medley was to the accom- Steve Hill, took the operation at
paniment of a small band.
the Manhattan Eye and 'Ear Hospital, where the Bank is located.
But despite the successful, surgery,
ABC-TV’s “Pulitzer Prize Play- he
.was unable to enjoy his newhouse” furnished an interesting found sight because of hatred for’
and well-staged documentary pres- the mart, who he, believed, caused
Korean war his blindness at Okinawa. Thomas
entation
of
the
Wednesday night (13) via “Hill Mitchell, a friend, ultimately con346.” Play; penned by Norman
vinced Hill that he had his restored
Lessing, was. based on the front- eyes on the Wrong goal.
line dispatches written by MarThe concentration on a philanguerite Higgins for the N. Y. Her- thropic’ endeavor in this
case was
ald Tribune, which wort for her one done in
a manner that reflected
of the 1951 Pulitzer awards for- credit on the sponsor
and network;
journalism. But, while the show Commercials were still
allotted
sustained interest throughout, it normal time, but storywise,
line
lapked impact because of Lessing’s was aimed at the institution. “Opoverplay on the philosophical as- eration Frontal Lobe” worked out
pects- of battle, which left little excellently for all concerned
at the
to
characters.
southern

cloying.
.

A

time

warm up

his

It

was; documentary enough, but without' the human Interest factors,
which would have made it a sock
presentation.

Miss Higgins herself, garbed in
her cOmbat correspondent’s Uniform, appeared before the cameras
to narrate, displaying an easy, at-

of the film clips to lead into the
climactic finale, a simulated live
action of the capture Of Hill 346
from the Reds. Staged entirely, inside ABC’s big
studio in N. Y,,
the battle scerie had all the ear,

TV

marks of

reality,

•

and

at

from one hill to tbe next. Philip
then “Walkin’ My Baby” with his
Bourneuf, as the company’s C.O.;
sailor straw and cane. His voice
Philip Coolidge as the wise serobviously hasn’t kept up with his
geant, and Vaughii Taylor, as a GI
showmanship savvy.
grandfather, scored impressively in
Miss Arden teed the. finale with the lead roles.
a bluesy arrangement of “Charleston,” giving way to the 12-gal and
Panel on CBS-TV’s “This Is
six-boy line in a fast, terp' rendition of the classic. Sullivan theri Show Business” Sunday night (17)
brought \yhite onstage f or the demonstrated how an apparently
windup, to jog through the steps delicate subject can be handled
which he had choreographed when with good taste by an adult group
the dance was first introduced. It of furisters, and turried into a suba warm, human interest stunt
and made for a socko denouement
and Sullivan’s promise t h at he
would present a third chapter, of
the “Scandals Story” in the near

was

Evidencing the speed of

future.

the show, Sullivan

still

had

tiihe

to interject his usual introduction
of audience celebs, in this Case
pole-vauiter Bob Richards and exOffice of Price Stabilization chief

Michael V. Di

Salle.

Sullivan also introed a couple of
new commercials for the ’52 Mercury and Lincoln. They were as
socko as the show.
If studio laughter is any criterion. then Eddie Cantor’s Colgate display of Sunday (17) was
However, to a home
successful.
viewer, it seemed that the comic
was beaming all his material to
the studio audience, composed of

gobs from the Long Beach naval
There Were many garrustation.
lous and unrewarding stretches for
the video audience. There was so
much gab on this gob show, that it

ject for uninhibited laughs.

my Davis, Jr., topping the Will
Mastin Trio as the major giiester
The younger
for the evening.
Davis is a performer who: excels in
many departments, including hoofAfing, singing. and impressions.
ter he made good, Cantor .announced that he would be repeated
on his next session.
Other outside turn was Reggie
Rymal, who continued the gab. He
.

exhibited

some

effective

paddle-

board tricks but was a bit verbose
in explaining most of them,
The “Maxie the Taxi” bit wasn’t
up to par. Bit was done with two
femmes, each of whom was visitlifjf 'iii Sailor at Long Bfciftll.J “The

The meaty portion

of

RCA

Vic-

tor’s “Ezio Pinza Show” over NBClast Friday night (15) was a

TV

story line as prelude to the basso’s
pairing with Met soprano Patrice

ditto circumstances.

It -was

good

clean fun with bright dialog.
Surrounding the half-hour stanza
Were some good songs. Pinza teed
off the display With a spiritual,
“Wanderin’,” culled from his concert appearances.
Spotting him
afront a fireplace helped the mood.
Pinza and Miss Munsel duetted
“All the Things You Are” for a
pleasant fillip, and * the soprano
soloed another aria. Midway plug
centered Tex & Jinx at the RCA
Exhibition Hall in New York, in
Which they did quickie interviews
of Dave Garroway, George Abbott
and Fred Allen for TV sets.

NBC-TV’s “Royal Showcase” reits original premise of
showcasing both new and experienced talent Sunday night (17), by
spotlighting comic George Hopkins and comedienne Beatrice Lillie.
Show, which is directed and
emceed by George Abbott, broke
away from that format the preceding stanza by featuring Fred Allen
arid Perry Como, neither of whom
can be classified among the “new”
entertainers.
Since Abbott has
verted to

groomed
Come- formers

number

a

of

tyro

per-

via his “Best Foot ForRoger Price posed as his ward,” etc.,
it’s
a natural for
“problem” his lamentable laek of
“Showcase” to spotlight the newsex appeal, asking the papel to adcomers. When it. does, it carries
vise him on projecting his s.a.
Moderator Clifton Fadiman, regu- considerable more impact than
when it’s just another vaudeo prelars Sam Levenson and George S.
Kaufman and guest June Havoc sentation.
Abbqtt, who’s participated in
took it from there, sparring for
several minutes on the subject some of the sketches Ori the show,
his
activities
Sunday
without getting vulgar in any way. confined
night to emceeing, introducing
And they drew real yocks.
Hopkins with a load of bop talk
Price, who starred in last sum- that
seemed slightly overdone.
mer’s “How To’’ on CBS, whammed Hopkins
impressed as an uninhibitacross his “lecture’ routine on the ed comic,
who could score with
inner workings of a video re- better
material and less reliance
ceiver. He displayed some bright,
on pratfalls to draw the laughs.
original humor and a good sense
His opening monolog was so-so, but
of delivery for a fine performance.
he clicked
Louis & Van opened the show personationson his caricatured imof current pop singWith some go.od precision tapping,
ers, demonstrating neat versatility
best feature of which was their
work on the small staircase props. in his miming of Frankie Laine,
Rosemary Clooney, as the third Billy Daniels, et al. Gordon Jenkins; and his orch, with a wellact, scored with her rendition of
George Gershwin’s “I’m Just a routined group of singers and

dian

‘

.

,

Little Girl,” with the fact that the
tune isn’t one. of the currently
overplayed Hit Paraders responsible for much of its lure. Producer
seemed that a dumb act, strategic- Irving Mansfield arid director
ally spotted, could have walked off Byron Paul introed a new tilted
camera angle; ori Miss Clooney,
a major hit.
which had little purpose but which
It was pretty much of a show was different. Hank Sylvern
and
belonging exclusively to Cantor, al- his orch, per usual, backed the

though he had the versatile Sam-

preem.

Munsel in the costumed Wedding
Scene from “Don Giovanni.” Pintractive personality;
But, despite za’s valet had trapped
him for an
her appearance and that of a con- appearance at an Italo benefit withtingent, of w.k. thesps and a Na- out informing the
star in advance.
tional Guard unit, it was the work Pinza Was obliged to
agree in order
of. director Lawrence Carra and
not to embarrass his servant, Who
his technical crew in staging the >ad slyly observed that
the affair
battle scenes which proved the star was a sellout.
Miss Munsel was
of the show. Carra made good use snared via her elevator man
under

including explothrushlng “Somebody. Loves Me” sions timed for the right moment,
from the ’23 edition, arid Miss Wil- suspense, wounded GIS, etc.
liams reprising “Pickin’ Cotton,”
Lessing’s play sharply underwhich she introed in the ’28 revue.
the strange character of this
Hayes belted across “My Song,” in scoredwith
war,
the men fighting spowhich he was backed by a Tearradic actions while the truce talks
screen projection device of a tropare going on. He gave full play to
Smith & Dale
ical beach scene.
enriui and bewilderment
returned to do the “Ambulance the
Chaser” sketch from the *26 “Scan- caused by months of waiting, then
the fear and revived courage
dals,” and Richman ran through
brought on by a return lo fighting
“Had to Be
a piano

You”

Vtdnwihy, Ftliruiy

PXtoit&ff

acts excellently.

dancers, socked across the midspot with a visualization of their
record click, “Skip to My Lou.”
Miss Lillie, per. usual, registered
solidly with her sketch about a
housemaid. Bit ran almost a full
quarter-hour but, with her pixieish,
antics and socko tinting* she kept
it
perking for a full quota of
laughs.
Ben Grauer handled the
U. S. Rubber commercials com*,

petently.

NBC’s “Lights Out” Monday
night
(18)
initiated
“Operation
Frontal Lobe,” the Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver idea in which a sponsor will devote one show monthly
for an educational or cultural idea.
The beneficiary of this Admiralsponsored show was the Eye Bank
for Sight Restoration, which is the
clearing house for exchange of
eyes willed to restore sight to a
blinded person.
In the case of “Lights Out,” the
virtual takeover by the Eye Bank
seemed an excellent idea. Not only
did- five show (sponsor pith itself in
>

i

20, 1$S2

pleasant
relie/
hausfraus checker which was not lost on the
for
who’ve sent their brood off to cognoscenti.
There is a hot minor around
school and are looking around foi
intra-mural
divertissement
not that, by creating “KFO,” Tillstrom
Connected with household chores, invented television. There was
Amsterdam didn’t pretend to take nothing on the Sunday block to
anything seriously, preferring to dispel this notion. Called upon to
pasquinades
on
household propagandize the Virtues of saving
do
hints, the weather, birthdays and to build up the nation’s economy
and
productivity,
anniversaries, etc,
the
puppet
DeLugg broke through with a troupe, with Fran Allison centered
few solo song-accordion items, as usual, probably did more to desoma band-backed, arid Miss Lane fine the function of thrift in downworked in two or three chantings to-earth terms than the most
fiduciary minds.
in traditional easy-going morning learned
That
style.
All three welded for some the research was supplied by the
august Brookings Institution probsheriahigans, with A hi s t e r id a
spread-eagling the whole with in- ably meant reducing it to TV
terruptions and. badiriage.
There English.
Actually, the principles behind
were a few of the regular gimmicks, such as dipping into the saving were enunciated by the
penny barrel after studio contest- least mentally endowed among the
ants identified songs, A GI guessed Players, the tender and sensitive
one number (“Slow Poke”) before Mercedes, the only, one of the
it was played, since Pee Wee King’s troupe with a bankbook. The others
hoarded their coin in such orthoname was linked with it.
There were plenty of giveaway dox places as sugar bowls, money
plugs, but the paid route seemed belts, and In the piano. This kind of
to be reserved for Robert Hall subversive activity was denounced
Clothes arid Broadcast Meats. This with “KFO” light-veined skill,
with
terrible
yearnings
kind of relaxed show can go on in- along
definitely.
No production to wor- (mostly Ollie’s) for such non-usables
as
cement
mixers, secondry about; no glamor; no early a.m.
hand escalators and helicopters.
artifice,
The idea hit home with terrible
impact.
Ernest Hemingway’s short story
Aside from the name roles, Tillof the prize ring, “Fifty Grand,”
strom’s
e nc
p a s >e d
was given a hard-hitting presenta- Fletcher parade
Rabbit* Madame Oglepuss
tion on CBS-TV’s “Schlitz play- arid
Beulah Witch. It all wound in
house of Stars” Friday night (15). a song by Miss AllisOn,
“Girls
Yarn, penned by Hemingway some Were Made to Take
Care of Boys.”
20 years ago, must have sounded NBC and the Foundation pitched
plenty modern to fight fans, as it a “POpular Economics’*
booklet
told of a middleweight champ at for the mail-pull.
the end of his career, who wanted
to give up the ririg but had to take
NBC-TV’s “Camel Newsreel
“just one more fight” to get out
celebrated its fourth
of debt. With Dane Clark starred Theatre”
as the boxer, to top a fine cast, anni Friday night (15) in a simple,
the action was slammed across un- forthright manner, bypassing the
der the sharp direction of Bill hoopla usually attendant on such
aq event to get down to reporting
Brown.
Prize-ring sequences were as that evening’s news. Commentator
good as many a legit fight seen on John Cameron Swayze spent, the
TV, and to those unacquainted first five minutes of the quarterwith the Hemingway story, must hour airer standing before a group
have, held just as much suspense of the many awards conferred ori
and interest. While Clark was ac- the show, to express his thanks to
tually in the ring, s w a p p i n g viewers, and to reprise some of
punches in full boxing action, the standout news events of the
Brown nonetheless utilized a cou- last three years which the show
ple of standbys for closeup action has covered. Particular emphasis,
to keep the thing moving.
This of course, was placed on the
was the only part of the show Jones twjns’ film footage from
which was overdone, since the ruse Korea, which won that- NBC video
was obvious where it should not Camera team its own citations.
have been noticeable. Otherwise,
Swayze then swung into the
the use of refereed Ray Miller to current news coverage with the
play himself, and of N. Y. Times’ usual trimmings, which have made
fight reporter Lou Effrat, also this show one of the top news proplaying himself, helped give the grams. on TV* There was a live
pickup from Washington* which
airer a welcome realistic flavor.
Story, excellently adapted by included a filmed interview with
Arnold Kenny, had the 33-year-old Attorney Gen. J. Howard McGrath
champ talked into his last fight by on Newbold Morris; still photos
his manager, also hard up for coin. radioed from England on King
Knowing his young opponent George’s funeral procession, which
would slaughter him, he was. will- had occurred that morning; a brief
ing to take the punishment for the summation of other news around
necessary moqla. Group of gam- the world by Swayze, and then the
blers put the fix on him, though, standard live pickup from Chicago
by leaking information to him that for the nation’s weather report. To
his opponent fwould take a dive. top it off, Swayze “hop-scotched
Champ then hocked everything he the world for headlines,” rounding
had to bet on himself. Only to out a concise, up-to-the-minute
learn at about the eighth round hews presentation, which has bethat it was a fix. He lost, but in come standard for this show.
so doing, won back his wife and
While Swayze -didn’t list by
teenage daughter, who had left name the many awards won by
him when they learned the fight the show since its inception, the
was crooked.
Friday night stanza evidenced the
Clark turned in a masterful per- care, thought and expense which
formance, both in the ring and in go into the cross-the-board series.
the straight thesping department, Most of the footage for the show,
making the characterization com- incidentally, was originally propletely credible. Ruth Ford scored vided by 20th-FOx, in a deal that
solidly as his long-suffering wife, marked the first entry of a major
Who couldn’t stand to see him tak- film studio, into any type of coing a licking. Anthony Ross, as his operation with the video networks.
manager; John Mariott, as his NBC’s regular news and special
Negro second, and Pat O’Malley, events department took: river withas his trainer, topped the uniform- in a year, to turn out a daily show
ly good supporting cast, although which not only is among the best
Nancy Devlin, as the daughter, on TV, but which, compares more
was slightly erratic in her acting. than favorably with any of the
Sets* camera work and other pro- five theatrical reels.. Camel cigarduction accoutrements were stand- ets has bankrolled the show from
out.
its inaugural.
Durward Kirby again handled
the
Schlitz
commercials,
tying
.NBC-TV’s “Goodyear Playhouse”
them intp the boxing theme via
Mexican
film, evidently lensed on the' same attempted tb delve into
history
Sunday night (17), via an
sets used for the show.
adaptation
Rodolfo: Usigli’s
of
“Crown of Shadows,” but the show
To tee off its new 39-week cycle emerged as too static and full of
stemming from the Alfred P. talk to carry riiuch weight. AppearSloan, Foundation (which has sup- ance
of Felicia Montealegre in the
plied a fresh boodle of $140,000),
starring role, as the Empress CarAmerican Inventory” put Its best lotta, helped pull
the play out of

m

.

v

om

.

.

'

Morey Amsterdam replaced Ed
Herlihy last week on the WNBT;
N. Y., 9 to 10 a.m. cross-board foot forward
last Sunday (17) at
“Breakfast With Music.” Locally 1:30 pm. over NBC-TV
by spotit follows NBC-TV’s recently in- ting
“Kukla, Fran & Ollie.” This
stalled “Today,” the Dave Garro- was a bit ironic,
as the
way & Co. 7 to 9 block. When Burr Tillstrom inasmuch
bundle out of
caught at finish of his first full Chicago some months
ago was cut
week Friday (15), the fast talking down to 15 minutes, and here it
comic-cellist seemed to be in good was showcased on the
Sabbath in
stride,
supported by mainstays its patently familiar half-hour
Milton DeLugg arid his small musi- groove. At mid-point in the
“Increw and singer Francey Lane.
ventory”
pitch,
titled
“Penny
The worst that Can be said of Saved,” one of the Kuklapolitans
“Breakfast” is that it was an in- remarked On the extra-curricular
nocuous hour. It offered’ 'sbriib extension,
shrewd n tongue-iht.

'

its

actionless

rut,

seemed beneath her
Usigli’s work,
told
:

frey Kean,

but

her role

talents.

adapted by Geofof the

Austrian

archduke Maximilian being set up
as emperor of Mexico in the 1860 5
by Louis Napoleon Of France, ana
how Napoleon allegedly doublecrossed him by withdrawing -his.
support. Whether history would
bear out Usigli’s characterization
of Maximilian as an idealistic bene(Continued on page 391
-
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fashion revue
With Freddie

20, 1982
LIFE IS

Bartholomew,

PSaRFETr
WORTH LIVING

Ar- With Bishop Fulton

J.

Rolling

Sheen

manda Sullivan, Brooke Dennis, Producer: Rev. E. B. Broderick
Director: Frank Bunetta
others
30 Mins.; Tues., 8 p.m.
Producer: Sid Robbins
Sustaining
Director: Lou Florence
DUMONT, from New York
Phillips
Writer: Robert
This shapes up as one of the
30 Mins.; Sun.» 11 p m.
most impressive religious stanzas
CHATEAU MARTIN WINE
Qn video, largely due to the perWPIX, New York
“Fashion Revue*' bowed Feb. 3 sonality of Bishop Fulton J. Sheen,
and was caught at the second out- who handles it solo, except for a
question-and-answer
seging (10) when it proved to be a short
half-hour commercial interrupted ment at the finale. The bishpp is
conducting
no
what
he
That’s
terms
a
“spiritentertainment.
no
by
gag: the only relief from continu- ual workshop,” in which he disous plugging was blonde Armanda cusses faith in God and in oneSullivan (ex-Miss Bermuda) in sit- self, the purpose of .life, the nature
down impressions of Katharine of the Deity and various metaphysiHepburn, Bette Davis and Mrs. cal questions.
His approach, he. announced on
FDR, The rest Was largely a succession of Brirbizon models show- the preem Tuesday (12), is to aping gowns, blouses arid suits from peal to the viewer’s reason, since
various N. Y. department stores the audience’s faith arid belief
cannot; be taken for granted. Yet,
and specialty shops.
Although Chateau Martin Wine of course, his discourse is based on
is the official sponsor, it shares the philosophical tenets of Cathothe honors with dozens of items; lic doctrine. He. uses ecclesiastical
some pf them areV ob.vious

tieups,

Virtually
Others are paid for.
everything worn ,by host Freddie
Bartholomew arid Miss-Sullivan, including watches and hair-dos, was
given a buildup. Cosmetics got a
big play. Bartholomew's jacket got
a big play. Everything in sight
big play. A viewer could
got
figure that any minute they would
down
to their unmentionables.
get
Along about the middle there was
a “fashion quiz.” This was a mailpull gimmick, idea being to identi,

Very tough—like
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphe Menjou. For
the correct answers they give away

fy a

photo.

still

arguments which have been hammered out for two millenia, clothing them with modern dress and
idiom. While consisting chiefly of
sermonizing, Dr. Sheen goes beyond the usual pulpit talk,; drawing
on visual aids. For example, he
used a blackboard illustration of
a wheel with many spokes to make
the point that “as we draw .closer
to God in the centre, we draw
closer to each other.” The simple
analogy -was aimed at demonstrating the thesis that love of God arid
love
one’s
neighbors
are
of
equated.
The bishop, whose manner was
generally serious, essayed a few
humorous touches, as in his. reference to a “commercial” for DuMont. Also, he emphasized that
he was eschewing a script, with
the story of a parishioner remarking about a preacher who read his
-

America. Considering the
motif,
the background
fashion
looked thrown together. Bartholomew did his best to act charming
and Miss Sullivan is attractive. The
fashion description Was by Brooke
Dennis, a chi-chi gal. This is bad
Trau.
TV.
sermons, “If he can’t remember
them, how can we?” At another
point, he quoted verse to underline
INSIDE OUR SCHOOLS
With Dr. Harry J. Linton, Ted parts of his message.
Bennett, Robert E. Murray*
Productiomyise the show was given
good trappings. It was lensed in a
Others
half of

r

15 Mins,; Tries., 12:45 p.m.

WRGB, Schenectady
New program, the second weekly
by the Schenectady public school system in its

feature- presented

awareness of television’s possibilibroadening the impact of
education, aims to. outline the aims
and procedure of such schools. Ted
Bennett, supervisor of audio-visumoderates the quarteral aids,
hour. Dr. Harry J. Linton, superintendent of schools, and. Rbbert E.
Murray,, his assistant, are somewhat regular panelists. An outties for

side interrogator guests.

John

Hume, Jr„ editor of
Schenectady Gazette, filled
on the teeoff.

N.

E.

the
this

role

The Electric City’s new school
building program was the subject
.discussed.
It
proved revealing
and newsworthy from the local
viewpoint, but did not pack great
appeal or significance for viewers
outside that area. The second telecast, on which “Reading”
be the. topic, and others, in

was to

until

NBC’s 5 ‘Emmys’
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
NBC won five of six honors at
the fourth annual Academy, of
Television
Arts
and
Sciences
awardls, while local outlet KNBH
took one of the three special
achievements kudos.
Only jjonNBC show to wi a major prize
Was CBS - TV’s “Studio One,”
named the best dramatic show.
Other
awards:
Best Actress,
Imogene Coca, “Show of Shows”;
Best Actor, Sid Caesar, “Show of
Shows’*; Best Comedy Show, Red
Skelton; Best Variety Show, “Show
of Shows”; Best Comedian, Skel-

commercial

(The Blue Express)
(The Cloak)
With Ilona Massey, David McKay*
With Robert Wcede* Elaine MalBoris Mosholoff, Alan Napier*
bin, Davis Cunningham, Margery
Jacques Aubuchon, Philip Tru-Meyer, Kenneth Smith, Michael
ex, Luis Van Rooten, Carl White;
Pollack, Jacques Artinian, David
Edward Vito, harp
Williams, Florence Forsberg
Director: Seymour Robbiei
Producer: Samuel Chotzinoff
Writers: Harry and Gail Ingram
Music director: Peter Herman 30 Mins.; Wed,, 9:30 p.m.

via his

NBC-TV show Sunday

night

Skelton said that he had
visited some friends during the
week and noticed that they had
turned down their video sets
wheh the commercial came on
the screen. He claimed such
action was Unfair to the sponsor, and pointed out that the
_ audience owes it to the adver^ser; during TV’s growing-up
days, to heed the commercials
and buy the products plugged.
Then, he said, as TV grows,
the sponsors will be able to
invest more money
the
medium and provide better
entertainment for the public.
Comedian kiddingly stated
then that, because his audience
had listened to him, lie .would
subject them to the “longest
c o m
e r c i a 1 on TV.” He
brought out from the wings a
(17).

.

Adler

TV

over Skelton

of a trilogy
heard,
one-acters,
is
rarely
is a pity.
(“Gianni Schicchi”
is the best known, and is heard
fairly frequently in opera houses.)
Yarn, the eternal triangle in its stainp .of foreign locale. Though
simplest setting, is thestory of a, Set in Paris, in what purported to
middle-aged, dour French, barge- be a chi-chi intimery,' it could have
captain,
his
loverstarved young been anywhere on the Continent
of

wife,

whom

and the young seaman with and, for that matter,
she’s

;

Captain

love.

at

moderator

Producer-director: Joe Browne
30 Mins.; Sat., 5 p.m.
Sustaining

NBC-TV, from Washington
“Youth Wants to Know” puts a
news figure, on the stand to face;

Miss Massey was represented as
having been engaged in World War
II underground work and, postwar,,
chanting in her Chez Nikki, where
newspaperman David McKay was
her newest darling. The murder of
Sorbonne exchange student Philip
Truex by Russian Boris Mosholoff
because the former recognized BriU
ish atomic sdentiht Alan Naoier (ri
traitor whom the Russky has in
tow), brought Miss Massey back
the picture as counter-espiShe frustrated the
Soviet spy’s attempt to scram: with
his atomic prize after a series of
slightly incredible incidents on a
train speeding to Switzerland.
into

onage agent.

Good performances helped th
action, with an especially neat couple of bits by Luis Van Rooten, a
Parisian hotel clerk on the take.
Miss Massey is about as videogenic
asr they come and she sang a few
numbers: with licr husky effectiveness. Decor and lenslrig were up to
snuff. Music score was punctuated’brightly by harpist Edward Vito.
While this wasn’t topdrawer
“international intrigue,” it measured a good preem effort arid may
rate sponsorship on the Massey
name and looks and the nice aci

1

WNBQ,

Chicago
This cooking, shew stacks up as
an okay additiorita WNBQ’s morning log, With chances: good for
viewer and bankroller attention.
ThC standard ingredients are present—a knowledgeable chef, a pleasant gal Friday arid an attractive
scullery set all wrapped up by the
Chi NBC station’s usual topnotch

have been desirable.

LesS^polite-

.

SHOPPING SHOWCASE
With Ruth Lawson Walsh, Peggy
Crockett
Director: Dennis Kane
30 Mins.,' Fr). 2:30 p.in.

WPTZ,

Philadelphia
Entering a living-room set with

a few bundles, Ruth Lawson Walsh
waves into the screen, sits down

talks directly to viewers as
she shows them her finds of the
Looking a little distraught
day.
after her round of the shops (although not meaning to) Miss Walsh
exhibits a collection of items enarid

Sustaining!'

tirely femme in interest: a musical cake plate, heart-shaped carrings for Valentine’s day arid a

WBZ-TV, Boston

the dual purpose of
celebrating the start of Brotherhood Week and the program’s first
birthday, this half-hour stanza,
which during the past year has
has. specialized, and tossed in a brought to the viewing public
couple of ristute questions himself. various Roman Catholic masses,
Serving

ketchup dispensing gadget, Peggy

.

Bril.

Ukranian and Albanian Orthodox
watch services, Protestant and
Jewish services, including a- bar
MARY HARTLINE’S PARTY
mitzvah, presented this special
With Chet Roble
Christian-Jewish service. Program,
Director: Grover Allen
highly regarded in both ecclesiasti15 Mins.; Tries, and Thurs., 5:30 cal and lay circles, is rightfully
p.m.
one of the station’s most popular
Sustaining
programs, and handles the touchy
WENR-TV, Chicago
religious issue in such manner as.
A fluffy concoction angled strict- to be inoffensive to any .creed.
ly for the moppets, “Mary HartTreated with the dignity befitline’s Party” may ring up some in- ting the subject and the occasion,
terest. It should meet with the ap- .the anniversary program brought
proval of those mothers who are before the cameras portions of
seeking milder video fare for their both Jewish and Protestant servBut whether or not ices. Although the clerics wore
kiddies.
there’s enough activity to hold the their ceremonial regalia, the proattention of the youngsters, is an- gram bypassed the more preten,

other question.

aspects

tious

of

religious

Crockett acts as a visitor who models hats- and dresses, within anybody’s budget.
A little more urbanization in the
placing of the “buys” ,is needed.
At. present it looks as if at some
previous time Miss Walsh had
thrown packages up in the air and
waited for the TV Segment to play
“hpt and cold” in finding them. In
the show caught she appeared to
be sitting on one of them. Show
has guest spot and interview subject on this program was a manufacturer of ladies suits—for ladies' 5 ft. 5 or under. Models displaying this product dressed up sequence. As a shopping service
viewers can send in cards requesting articles displayed. These are
transferred to the proper stores

COD.

arid Sent

Gagh.

BREAKFAST PARTY

cere-

who doubles monies, concentrating on brief
Hartline,
Miss
from her role as “Queen” on ABC- sermons with the accent on the
has a gra- singing of the Parkway CommuCircus.”
TV’s
“Super
p.m.
12:15
Mins.;
Sun.,
15
manner with the small fry, nity Church Choir and Winthrop
ALBANY PLAYHOUSE, JOSEF cious
without being too sugary. Work- Tifereth choral group. Appearing
YEZZI
Maurice Zigmond,
ing With her is pianist Chet Roble, were Rabbi
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
Who also has a heat knack for put- Temple Israel; Cantor Leon MasoProgram has undergone a change ting the grade schoolers at their vetsky. Congregation Tifereth Isin format since Josef Yezzi became ease.
The; sight of Roble, whose rael; Rev; Emory S. Buck, editor
co-sponsor for his Albany dress forte is jazz and the blues, pound- of Zion’s Herald and Chaplainshop and joined as fashion com- ing out hursery tunes; is amusing- Commander R. A. Curtis, USN.

BACKSTAGE WITH THE ATTERBURYS

Trau.

coutrements.

Director: W. Lawrence Baker
30 Mins.;\ Sun., 11 ri.m.

and more prodding would help
the airer’s showmanship.
Due to the illness of Ted Granik,
who usually moderates, the eincee
chores were ably taken on by Frank
Blair. Latter, for example, guided
the students to query the soldn on
taxes, in which field Sen. Carlson
riess

one of the

in

better N.Y; bistros.

catches seaman coming on board
late at night for. a rendezvous, and
kills him:, hiding him under hi$
cloak Until the wife arrives to confront her with him.
The Puccini score is dramatic,
pulsing, angry rhusic that sets the
mood right at the styrt and sustains it graphically throughout the
short work.
Samuel Chotzinoff,
Producer
music director Peter Herman Adler and TV director Kirk Browning combined with ri really fine
cast to put on a surging perform-;
ance of the work Thursday night.
The story is" so simple that the
opera seems a little padded out
This is not a
for its 50 minutes.
great flaw under the musical drive
of Puccini. Camera work was unusually fluid,, for vivid movement
within the limited-action framework. Cast performed like: skilled
actors, while musically they were
grade-A.

YOUTH WANTS TO KNOW
Blair,

last

which

least a foot, and who carried
a box of Tide. Giant then
spelled out the Tide singing

With Frank

start last Wednesday (13) as an
ABC-TV sustainer done in co-op.
with Jerry Layton Associates; Initialer was labelled “The Blue Express” (name of a train on the
Paris-Switzerland run), adapted by
Harry and Gail Ingram from a Joe
Graham original. It was standard
atomic spy stuff, with some cloak
and dagger flavor, arid enough deliberate movement to give it the

The work, one

(.14),

who
by

Y.

Ilona Massey’s new tele series,
“Rendezvous,” got off to a inodest

(“II
“The
Cloak”
Thursday night

one-acter.

Tabarro”),

m

towered

ABC-TV, from N

.

‘

character,

Sustaining

Kirk Browning

director:

50 Mins., Thurs. (14), 11 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV from N. Y,
For its fifth presentation of the
’51-’52
season,
NBC Television
Opera Theatre offered Puccini’s

.

giant-sized

31

RENDEZVOUS

the queries of highschool students.
Show,, which had been on the air
for some time as “American Youth
Forum,” is fed to the network from
Washington on Saturday afternoons
and kinnied, via WNBT, N. Y., on
Sundays at 12 noon. Qn the edition caught Saturday (16), the guest
was Sen, Frank Carlson, (R., Kans.),
one of the Eisenhower for President movement heads:
Robert Weede’s resounding bariThe: Senator made an articulate ton, as the husband; Elaine Malcleric’s study-library setting, with,
stained glass windows and other re- spokesman, giving answers suc- bin’s dramatic soprano, as the
ligious, motifs. Dr. Sheen, garbed in cinctly and to the point. However, wife,
Davis Cunningham’s
arid
episcopal robes, was on his feet iri several cases his replies were lyric tenor, as the lover, were fine
throughout, which avoided a static diplomatic, generalities which did choices. Sound wasn’t always too
effect.
He spoke r forcefully, pre- not face the issues squarely. Part well controlled, however, to give
senting his thoughts with vigor, ari- of the reason, of course, was the always effective shadings,
There
swering the queries (Why is there fact that Gen. Eisenhower’s views were also some offstage noises
evil? Is life pre-determined? How on several policies have not been heard intermittently during the
does Ged foreknow omnisciently?) definitely, announced. Sen, Carl- performance, which indicated carer
in a manner which revealed his flu- son said he felt Ike’s platform Was less mike pickup. But, again, these
ency with Catholic dogma.- At clear to him from the general’s were* minor flaws, in a fin® TV
times, however, he was overdra- speeches as prexy of Columbia U., operatic presentation.
Fast, too,
iriatic, conflicting with the rational but he also ridded the belief that that the show ran 50 minutes withEisenhower would return to the out an interruption, so that the risBril.
method he announced;
U. S. “in good time” to make a ing dramatic mood was unbroken,
Bron.
fuller declaration Of principles.
was also noteworthy.
HOME COOKING
Youngsters voiced bright quesWith Eddie Doucette, Loretta White tions,
Seemed
to be too ^easily OUR BELIEVING WORLD
but
Director: John Hinsey
satisfied with brief answers, when With Richard V. McCann
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-FrL, 10 a.m.
a more complete exposition would Producer: Thomas C. Sawyer
Sustaining

a series
June, presumably
wider span of interest,
especially for mothers.
The format is sound for, educational video. Dr. Linton, modera- production.
Chef Eddie Doucette obviously
tor and member- of many radio
panels and now a frequent televi- knows his way around the galley,
sion guest, talks easily and authori- buf could strengthen his appeal by
tatively,
and photographs well. editing such repetitious phrases as
Murray is articulate and photogen- “the idea is” out of his patter,
ic,
while Bennett adeptly keeps Loretta White, his assistant, hanthe questions and answers rolling dles the table decoration departsmoothly.
Hume, a good-looking ment, giving the program an added
chap, asked direct and searching facet for the hausfraus.
The chef showcased the preparaqueries, ably supported by Bennett.
tion of a buffet supper on stanza
Hesitations were minor.
WRGB and General Electric Co. seen (5), complete from appetizers
deserve praise for the amount of to main dish. The session could
time they are allotting to educa- have moved at a better tempo, With
tion and public-service television. more* advance organization, so as
'
to avoid bringing the proceedings
Jaco.
to a standstill while a utensil was
Dove.
being washed for re-use.

running

will have- a

With the Tide

Red Skelton put in an unexpected pitch for the persecuted

^ — television

1

TELEVISION REVIEWS
NBC TELEVISION OPERA
THEATRE

With Peggy Taylor, Jack Fuller,

.

Paul

Barnes,

Allen,

Bill

Hal

Turner
Director: Bud Palmer.
30 Mins.; Moii.thru-Fri., 10
Participating

.m.

WGN-TV, Chicago
(KtUtner & Kut trier)
Although populated by

some

friendly personalities, this morning
musical-gab attraction is likely, to.
mentator. All-over, this program, ly incongruous, but he’s a versa- each of whom spoke briefly on
generate only mild interest, begiving a backstage look at an Al- tile character.
ideals Of brotherhood, concluding cause of the heavy accent on the
bany stock theatre setup, has made
Session -as seen (14), features with a joint reading of a passage nearly-continuous string of blurbs,
noticeable strides in i n f or m,a 1 the usual run of participation from the Bible and a prayer.
Session viewed (13) followed the
smoothness since last, fall, al- gadgets, with the kiddies vying for
For windup the two vocal groups usual formula, with the commercial,
though the dual auspices has add- various prizes, such as drawing combined for singing “America pitches for the trio of participating
ed to the advertising promotion. valentines; and other party games; the Beautiful” with- coordinator sponsors interspersed with a guest
Yezzi discusses (while Women meman at-home Richard V. M’Cann giving a re- interview,, phone quiz, some bouse-'
ton.
Special “Emmys” went to bers of the stock company model) There’s a phone call to
and prise of the past year’.s programs. hold hints and songs; by warbler
Sen. Estes Kefauver for his crime their clothes for some productions. viewer, and Miss Hartline
delivering kudos to Peggy Taylor.
Roble
join forces in a ditty with a meanwhile
committee
hearings
on video; On other telecasts, he talks about safety-first pitch;
the station’s staff for the socko
The host duties arc shared by
American Telephone
and Miss Taylor and Jack Fuller. BothTelegraph fashions.r— again displayed. Yezzi
producing
preparing,
It's a harmless if slightly tepid job
tts microwave; Jack Burrell, is photogenic, well dressed and au-EHe.
Dave.
tensing the program.
endeavor.
were pressing a bit too hard on
.
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KNBH,

sobg s
for portable transmitter thoritative.
Chirper s
edition.
this
Malcolm Atterbury and his wife
lor remotes.
The Plains backed by Hal Turner at the orLubbock, Tex.
San Antonio-r-Doris Wright has
casual but pleasant.
Miss Coca, Caesar,. “Show of Ellen Hardies cover a wide range
gan, wer
of
KFYO.
owners
_
Cp„
Broadcasting
chief
continuity
were
Shows” producer Max Liebrrian, of legit theatre Within a. narrow been named new
the FCC for Bill Allen arid Paul, Barnes
KEYL-TV here. She formerly here, have applied toTV
Iu
and Sen. Kefauver expressed ap- time and space scope. Atterbury at
outlet es- on hand to help with .the P 2^;
to operate, a
hard sell
Dalton Dearborn closed one wrote the scripts for “Inside San license
and
all given
were
which'
h
e
.T.
$400,000.
cost.
preciation via long-distance teley
on timated to
telecast. With a well-played scene Antonio,” which was telecast
i-*
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TRUVISIOK BBVIEWS

SO

Ed Sullivan has had his work
cut out for him on TV this year,
through his “Toast of the Town’
via CBS^TV bucking directly the
super-budgeted “Colgate Comedy
Hour” on NBC-TV. But, judging
from the “Toast” stanza Sunday
night (17), Sullivan and his Lincoln-Mercury sponsors, through a
gradual upping of their budget, are

dame was particularly position to do a tremendous amount
of gqod by informing the public
Cantor’s other contributions in- of the Eye Bank’s function, but
cluded participation in a sketch in the show itself achieved a change
which he depicted a wealthy sail- of pace. The theme was changed
or, in which the laugh content to “Lights On” by George pallop,
didn’t justify its. long running time, and the program did a bit; of edifiHis generous song turns, one a cation of the functions of that inbaby medley, had various danc- stitution.
ers doing short bits, and the
A blinded war Vet, played by
getting enough name talent and finale medley was to the accom- Steve Hill, took the operation at
production ~ values to hold their paniment of a small °band.
the Manhattan Eye and 'Ear Hosown against any competition. On
pital, where the Bank is located.
But despite the successful surgery,
Sunday’s show; the columnist-emABC-TV’s “Pulitzer Prize Play- he was unable to enjoy his newcee presented Chapter II of his
“Story of George White’s Scan? house” furnished an interesting found, sight because of hatred for
pres- the
dais,” spotlighting such perform- and well-staged documentary
man, who he believed, caused
Korean war his blindness at Okinawa. Thomas
of
the
ers as Harry Richman, Toni Arden, entation
Wednesday
night
(13) via “Hill
Frances Williams,. Richard Hayes,
Mitchell, a friend, ultimately con346,” Play, penned by Norman
Smith
Dale and, for a wrapup,
vinced Hill that he had his restored
White himself. Sets, an expanded Lessing, was, based on the front- eyes bn the wrong goal.
Written by Marline, of dancers and general pro- line dispatches
The concentration on a philanduction accoutrements matched or guerite Higgins for the N. Y. Her- thropic .endeavor in this case was
topped almost any which Sullivan ald Tribune, Which won for her one done in a manner that reflected
1951
Pulitzer
awards
forand his co-producer, Mario Lewis, of the
credit on the Sponsor and network.
journalism; But, while the show Commercials were still allotted
have used on the; show to date;
sustained interest throughout, it
A$ with the original “Scandals”: lapked impact because of Lessing’s normal time, but story wise, line
stanza several weeks .ago, Sullivan overplay on: the philosophical as- was aimed at the institution* ’Operation Frontal Lobe” worked but
xlidn’t present an actual story of pects
of battle, which left little
the erstwhile. Broadway revues. In- time to warm up his Characters. It excellently for all concerned at the
stead, Sunday’s edition was more, was documentary enough, but with- preem.
of a straight vaudeo production, out the. human interest factors,
with the “Scandals’’ theme used as Which would have made it a sock
The meaty portion of RCA Victor’s “Ezio Pinza Show” over NBCa peg on which to hang the various presentation.
TV
numbers. Show opened for examlast Friday night (15) was a
Miss
herself,
Higgins
garbed in story line as prelude to
ple, with a fast-paced DeSylya,
the basso's
Brown & Henderson medley, spot- her combat correspondent’s uni- pairing with Met soprano Patrice
appeared
form,
before
the
cameras
Munsel in the costumed Wedding
lighting Richman; the Cost el 1 o
Twins and the line, all working on to narrate, displaying ah easy, at- Scene, from “Don Giovanni.” Pina neatly-built show boat set. Whole tractive personality. But, despite za's valet had trapped him for an
thing ran only 10 minutes, but was her appearance and that of a con- appearance at an Italo benefit withentertaining all the way. Sullivan tingent of w.k. thesps and a Na- out informing the star in advance.
tional Guard Unit, it was the work Pihza was obliged to
tilled a funny Buff, incidentally,
agree in order
of director Lawrence Carra and not to embarrass his servant,
Who
y referring to the set afterwards
as a Mississippi River “row boat.” his technical, crew in staging the ,had slyly observed that the affair
And it was apparently uninten- battle scenes which proved the Star was a sellout. Miss Munsel was
of
show.
Carra
made
good
the
use
snared via her elevator man under
tional.
Danny Hoctor registered
in the opener With a fast tap. of the film, clips to lead into the ditto circumstances.
It - was good
climactic finale, a simulated live Clean fun with bright dialog.
routine.
action of the capture of Hill 346
Surrounding the half-hour stanza
Rest of the show ran in equally from the Reds. Staged entirely inwere some good songs. Pinza teed
bright fashion, Including Smith
side ABC’s big TV studio in N. Y.,
Dale in the “Lost Flyers” skit from the battle scene had all the ear- off the display with a spiritual,
the 1926 “Scandals”; Miss Arden marks of reality, including explo- “Wanderin’,” culled, from his conthrushing “Somebody Loves Me” sions timed for the right moment, cert appearances. Spotting him
afront a fireplace helped the mood.
from the '23 edition, and Miss Wil- suspense, wounded GIs, etc.
Pinza and Miss Munsel duetted
liams reprising “Pickin’ Cotton,”
Lessing’s play sharply under- “All the Things You Are” for a
which she introed in the ’28 revue.
pleasant
scored
the
strange
character
of
this
fillip,
and the soprano
Hayes belted across “My Song,” in
soloed another aria. Midway plug
which lie was backed, by a rear- war, With the men fighting sporadic actions while the truce talks centered Tex & Jinx at the RCA
screen projection device of a tropExhibition Hall in New York, in
ical, beach scene.
Smith & Dale are going on. He gave full play to which
they did quickie interviews
the
ennui and bewilderment
returned to do the “Ambulance
of
caused
Dave Garroway; George Abbott
months
Waiting,
of
then
by
Chaser” sketch from the ’26 “Scanthe fear and revived courage and Fred Allen for TV sets.
dals,” and Richman ran through
“Had to Be You" at a piano and brought on by a return to fighting
NBC-TV’s “Royal Showcase” rethen “Walkin’ My Baby” with his from one hill to the next. Philip
Bourneuf, as the company’s C.O.; verted to its original premise of
sailor straw and cane. His voice
Philip Coolidge as the wise ser- showcasing both new and experiobviously hasn’t kept up with his
geant, and Vaughn Taylor, as a GI enced talent Sunday night (17), by
showmanship savvy,
grandfather, scored impressively in spotlighting comic George HopMiss Arden teed the finale with the lead roles.
kins and Comedienne Beatrice Lila bluesy arrangement of “Charleslie.
Show, which is directed and
ton,” giving way to the 12-gal and
emceed by George Abbott, broke
Panel on CBS-TV’s “This Is away from that format the precedsix-boy line in a fast terp rendition of the classic. Sullivan then Show Business” Sunday night (17) ing stanza by featuring Fred Allen
brought White onstage f Or the demonstrated how an apparently and Perry Como, neither^ of whom
windup, to jog through the steps delicate subject can be handled can be classified among the “new”
which he had choreographed when with good taste by an adult group entertainers.
Since Abbott has
the dance was first introduced. It. of funsters, and turned into a sub- groomed a number of tyro perwas a warm, human interest stunt ject for uninhibited laughs. Come- formers via his “Best Foot Forand made for; a socko denouement dian Roger Price posed as his ward,” etc., it’s a natural for
and Sullivan’s promise that he “problem” his lamentable lack of “Showcase” to spotlight, the newwould present a third chapter Of sex appeal, asking the panel to ad- comers. When it does, it: carries
the “Scandals Story” in the near vise him on projecting his s.a. considerable more impact than
future. Evidencing the speed of Moderator Clifton Fadiman, regu- when it’s just another vaudeo prethe show, Sullivan still had time lars Sam Levenson and George S. sentation.
to interject his usual introduction Kaufman and guest June Havoc
Abbqtt, who’s participated in
of audience celebs, in this case took it from there, sparring for some of the sketches on the show,
pole-vaulter Bob Richards and ex- several minutes on the subject confined
his
activities
Sunday
without
getting
vulgar in any way.
Office of Price Stabilization chief
night to emceeing, introducing
And they drew real yocks.
Michael V. Di Salle.
Hopkins with a load of bop talk
Price, who starred in last sum- that
seemed slightly overdone.
Sullivan also introed a couple of
“How To” on CBS, whammed Hopkins
impressed as ah uninhibitnew commercials for the ’52 Mer- mer’s
across his “lecture- routine on the ed comic,
cury and Lincoln. They were as
who could score with
inner workings of a video re- better
material add less reliance
socko as the show.
ceiver.. He displayed some bright,
on pratfalls to draw the laughs.
original humor and a good sense
His opening monolog was so-so, but
If studio laughter is any cri- of delivery for a fine performance.
he clicked on his caricatured imterion, then Eddie Cantor’s Coir Louis & Van opened the show personations
of current pop singgate display of Sunday (17) was with some go.od. precision tapping, ers, demonstrating
neat versatility
successful.
However^ to a home best feature of which was their in his miming of Frankie
Laine,
work
on the small staircase props.
Viewer, it seemed that the comic
Billy Daniels, et al. Gordon Jenwas beaming all his material to Rosemary Clooney, as the third kins and his orch, with a wellact,
scored
with
her.
rendition
of
the studio audience, composed of
routined group of singers arid
gobs from the Long Beach maval George Gershwin’s “I’m Just a dancers, socked across
the midstation.. There were many garru- Little Girl,” with the fact that the spot with a
visualization of their
tune
isn’t one of the currently
lous and unrewarding stretches for
record click, “Skip to My Lou.”
the video audience. There was so overplayed Hit Paraders responsiMiss Lillie,: per Usual, registered
much gab on this gob show, that it ble for much of its lure. Producer solidly with her sketch about
seemed that a dumb act, strategic- Irving Mansfield and director housemaid. Bit ran almost a fulla
Byron
Paul
introed
a
new
tilted
ally spotted, could have walked off
camera angle on Miss Clooney, quarter-hour but, with her pixieish,
a major hit.
which had little purpose but which antics arid socko timing, she kept
It was pretty much of a show was different, Hank
Sylvern and it. perking for a full quota of
belonging exclusively to Cantor, al- his orch, per usual, backed the laughs. Ben GraUer handled the
U. S. Rubber commercials comthough he had the versatile Sam- acts excellently.
petently...
my Davis, Jr., topping the Will
Mastin Trio as the major, guestef
NBC's “Lights Out” Monday
The younger
for the evening.
Morey Amsterdam replaced Ed
Davis is a performer who excels in night (18) initiated; “Operation Herlihy last week on the WNBT,
many departments, including hoof- Frontal Lobe,” the Sylvester L.. N. Y., 9 to 10 a.m. cross-board
ing, singing and impressions.
Af- (Pat) Weaver idea in which a spon- “Breakfast With Music ”' Locally
ter he made good, Cantor an- sor will devote one show monthly it follows .NBC-TV’s recently, innounced that he would be repeated for an educational or cultural idea. stalled “Today,” the Dave GarroThe. beneficiary of this Admiral- way & Go. 7 to 9 block. When
on his next session.
Other outside turn was Reggie sponsored show was the Eye Bank caught at finish of his first full
Rymal, who continued the gab. He for Sight Restoration, which is the week Friday (15), the fast talking
exhibited some effective paddle- clearing house for exchange, of comic-cellist seemed to be in good:
board tricks but was a bit verbose eyes Willed to restore sight to a stride, supported by mainstays
blinded person.
Milton DeLugg and his small musiin explaining most of them.
In the case of “Lights Out,” the crew and singer Francey Lane.
The “Maxie the Taxi” bit wasn’t,
The worst that can be said of
up to par. Bit was done with two virtual takeover by the Eye Bank
femmes, each of whom was, Visit- seemed an excellent idea. Not. only “Breakfast” is that it was an inbfgii sailor, at Long BfeA&lfJ “The dfil thfe show Isponsoripht itsdlf) in nocuous hour. It offered- 'sb/hfe
southern

cloying.
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faausfraus checker which was pot lost on the
relie/ for
who’ve sent their brood off to cognoscenti.
There is a hot rumor around
school and are looking around foi
divertissement
not that, by creating “KFO,” Tillstrom
intra-mural
connected with household chores. invented television. There was
Amsterdam didn’t pretend to take nothing on the Sunday block to
anything seriously, preferring to dispel this notion. Called upon to
household propagandize the Virtues of saving
on
do
pasquinades
hints, the weather, birthdays arid to build rip the nation’s economy
productivity,
and
the
puppet
anniversaries, etc.'
DeLugg broke through with a troupe, with Fran Allison centered
few solo, song-accordion items, as usual, probably did more to desome- band-backed, and Miss Lane fine the function of thrift in downworked in two or three chantirigs to-earth terms than the most
That
in traditional easy-going morning learned fiduciary minds.
style.
All three welded for some the research was supplied by the
august Brookings Institution probshenanigans, with
S t e r
spread-eagling the whole with in- ably meant reducing it to TV
There English.
terruptions and badinage.
Actually, the principles behind
were a few of the regular gimmicks, such as dipping into the saving Were enunciated by the
mentally endowed among the
least
penny, barrel after studio contestants identified songs. A GI guessed Players, the tender and. sensitive
one number (“Slow Poke”) before Mercedes, the only one of the
troupe with, a bankbook. The others
it was played, since Pee Wee King’s
hoarded their cobi in such orthoname Was jinked with it.
There were plenty of giveaway dox places as sugar bowls, money
plugs, but the paid route seemed belts, and In the piano. This kind of
to be reserved for Robert Hall subversive activity was denounced
Clothes and Broadcast Meats. This With “KFO” light-veined skill,
With
terrible
yearnings
kind of relaxed show can go on in- along
definitely, No production to wor- (mostly Ollie’s) for such non-usry about; no glamor; no early a.m. ables as cement mixers, second-

pleasant
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hand escalators and

The idea hit
impact.

helicopters.
terrible

home with

Ernest Hemingway’s short story
Aside from the name roles, Tillof the prize ring, “Fifty Grand,” strom’s parade en

com

s>e
Was given a hard-hitting presenta- Fletcher Rabbit, Madame pas
Oglepuss
tion on CBS-TV’s: “Schlitz Play- arid Beulah Witch. It
all wound in
.

house of Stars’’ Friday night (15). a song by Miss Allison, “Girls
Yarn, penned by Hemingway some. Were Made to Take Care of Boys.”
20 years ago, must have sounded NBC and the Foundation bitched
plenty modern to fight fans, as it a “Popular Economics’’ booklet
told of a middleweight champ at for the mail-pull.
the end of his career, who wanted
;

,

to give up the ring but had to take
“just one more fight” to get out
of debt. With Dane Clark starred
as the boxer, to top a fine cast,
the action was slammed across under the sharp direction of Bill

Brown.
Prize-ring

sequences

YWere

as

good as many a legit fight seen on
TV, and to those unacquainted
with the Hemingway story, must
have: held just as

much suspense

and

interest. While Clark was acin the ring, s
apping
punches in full boxing action.
Brown nonetheless utilized a cou-

w

tually

ple of standbys for closeup action
to keep the thing moving.
This
was the only part Of the show
which was overdone, since the ruse
.

m

NBC-TV’s ’’C a e 1 Newsreel
Theatre” celebrated its fourth
anni Friday night (15) in a simple,
forthright manner, bypassing the
hoopla usually attendant on such
ai\ event to get down to reporting
that evening’s news. Commentator
John Cameron Swayze spent the
first five minutes of the quarterhour airer standing before a group
of the many awards conferred oh
the show, to express his' thanks to
viewers, and to reprise some_of-s
the standout news events of the
last three years which the show
has covered. Particular emphasis,
of course, was placed on the
Jones twins* film footage from
Korea, which won that* NBC video
.

Was obvious where it should not camera team its own citations.
Swayze then swung into the
have been noticeable. Otherwise,
1

the use of referee!* Ray Miller to
play himself, and of N. Y. Times’
fight reporter Lou Effrat, also
playing himself, helped give the
airer a welcome realistic flavor.

current news coverage with, the
usual trimmings. Which have made
this show one of the top news pro-

grams on TV; Thete was a live
pickup from Washington, which

by included a filmed interview with
tfie 33-year-old Attorney Gen. J. Howard McGrath
talked into bis last fight by on NeWbold Morris; still photos
his manager, also hard Up for coin. radioed from England on King
Knowing his. young opponent George’s funeral procession, which
WOuld slaughter him, he was will- had occurred that morning; a brief
ing to take the punishment for the summation of other news around
necessary moola. Group of gam- the world by Swayze, and then the
blers put the fix on him, though, standard live pickup from Chicago
by leaking information to him that for the nation’s Weather report: To
his opponent %would take a dive. top it off, Swayze “hop-scotched
Champ then hocked everything he the world for headlines,” rounding
had to bet On himself, Only to out a concise, up-to-the-minute
learn, at about the eighth round news presentation Which has bethat, it Was a fix. He lost, but in come standard for this show.
so doing, won back his wife and
While Swayze didn’t list by
teenage daughter, who had left name the many awards won by
him when they learned the fight the show since its inception, the
was crooked.Friday night stanza evidenced the
Clark turned in a masterful per- care, thought and expense which
formance, both in the ring and in go into the cross-the-board series.
the straight thespihg department, Most of the footage for the show,
making the characterization com- incidentally, was originally propletely credible. Ruth Ford scored vided by- 20th-Fox, in a deal that
solidly as his long-suffering wife, marked the first entry of a major
Who couldn’t stand to see him tak- film studio into any type of coing a licking. Anthony Ross, as his operation with the video networks.
manager; John Mariott, as his NBC’s regular news and special
Negro second, and Pat O’Malley, events department took Over withas hi$ trainer, topped the uniform- in a year, to turn out a daily show
ly good supporting cast, although which not only is among the best
Nancy Devlin, as the daughter, on TV, but Which compares more
was slightly erratic in her acting. than favorably With any of the
Sets, camera Work arid other pro- five: theatrical reels: Camel cigarduction accoutrements were stand- ets has bankrolled the show from
out.
its inaugural.
Durward Kirby again handled
the
Schlitz
commercials, tying
NBC-TV’s “Goodyear Playhouse”
them into the boxing theme via
attempted to delve into Mexican
film evidently lensed on the same
history Sunday night (17), via an
sets used for the show.
adaptation
Rodolfo Usigli’s
of
“Crown of Shadows,” but the. snow
To tee off its new 39-week Cycle emerged as tori static and full of
stemming from the Alfred P. talk to carry much weight. AppearSloan v Foundation (which has sup- ance of Felicia Montealegre in the
plied a fresh boodle of $140,000), starring
role, as the Empress Car“American Inventory” put its best Iotta, helped pull the. play out of
foot forward last Sunday (17) at its
aptionless rut, but her role
1:30 p.m. over NBC-TV by spotseemed beneath her talents.
ting “Kukla, Fran
Ollie.”
This
Usigli’s Work, adapted by Geofwas a bit ironic, inasmuch as the
Burr Tillstrom bundle out of frey Kean, told of the Austrian
Chicago *80016 months ago was cut archduke Maximilian being set. up
down to 15 minutes, arid here it as emperor of Mexico in the 1860 s
was showcased on the Sabbath in by Louis Nappleon of France, ana
doubleits.
patently
familiar
half-hour how Napoleon allegedly
groove. At mid-point in the “In- crossed him by withdrawing hiS
support. Whether history .would
ventory”
Story,

excellently

adapted

Arnold Kenny, had

champ

.
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pitch,
titled
“Penny
Saved,” one of the Kuklapolltans bear out Usigli’s characterization
remarked op the. extra-curricular of Maximilian as an idealistic beneexteneiop,
shMfwtfn tongue-iht*
(Coritinued on page 391
’
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

2Q, 1952

WORTH LIVING

fashion revue

LIFE IS

others
Producer: Sid Robbins
.Director: Lou Florence
Writer: Robert Phillips
30 Mins.; Sun., 11 pun.

Director: Frank "Bunetta.
30 Mins.; Tues., 8 p.m.

Rolling With the Tide

With Freddie Bartholomew, Ar- With Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
manda Sullivan, Brooke Dennis, Producer; Rev. E. V. Broderick

television

Sustaining

:

‘

it shares
is the
the honors with dozens of items;
some of them are obvious tieups.
Virtually
Others are paid for.
everything worn by host Freddie
Bartholomew and Miss*Sullivan, including watches and hair-dos, was
given a buildup. Cosmetics got a
big play. Bartholomew's- jacket got
a big play. Everything ,in sight
got a big play. A viewer could

the philosophical tenets, of Cathodoctrine. He uses ecclesiastical

lic

arguments which have been hammered out for two millenia, clothing them with modern dress and

;

idiom. While consisting chiefly of
sermonizing,, Dr. Sheen goes beyond the usual pulpit talk, drawing
On visual aids. For example, he
;

used a blackboard illustration of
a wheel with many Spokes to make

figure that any minute they would the point that “as we draw closer
get down to their unmentionables. to God in the centre, we draw
Along about the middle there was closer to each other.” The simple
a "fashion quiz.” This was a mail- analogy was aimed at demonstratpull gimmick, Idea being to identi- ing the thesis that love of God and
fy a still photo. Very tough like love
of
one’s
neighbors
are
Mr; and Mrs. Adolphe Merijou. For equated.
the correct answers they give away
The bishop, whose manner was
half of America. Considering the generally serious, essayed a few
motif,
the background humorous touches, as in his reffashion
looked thrown together. Bartholo- erence to a “commercial” for Dumew did bis best to act charming Mont. Also, he emphasized that
and Miss Sullivan is attractive. The he was eschewing a script, with
fashion description wasr by Brooke the story of a parishioner remarkDennis, a chi-chi gal; This is bad ing about a preacher who read his
Tfflu.
TV.
sermons, “If he can’t remember
them, how can we?” At another
INSIDE OUR SCHOOLS
point, he quoted verse to Underline
With Dr. Harry J. Linton, Ted parts of his message,
Bennett, Robert E, Murray,
Productionwise the show was given
Others
good trappings. It was lensed in a

—

:

15 Mins.; Tues., 12:45 p.m.

cleric's study-library setting, with
stained glass windows and other religious motifs. Dr. Sheen, garbed in
episcopal robes, was on his feet
throughout, which avoided a static
effect.
He spoke * forcefully, presenting his thoughts with vigor, answering the queries (Why is there

WRGB, Schenectady
New program, the second

weekly
feature- presented by. the Schenectady public school system in its
awareness of television’s possibilities for broadening the impact of
education, aims to. outline the aims
and procedure of such schools. Ted

evil?

Is life

pre-determined?

How

Bennett, supervisor of audio-yisu- does Ged foreknow omniscieritly?)
al aids, moderates the quarter- in a manner which revealed his fluhour. Dr. Harry J. Linton, superin- ency with Catholic dogma.* At
tendent of schools, and Robert E. times, however, he was overdraMurray,, his assistant, are some- matic, conflicting with the rational
Bril.
what regular panelists. An out- method he announced.
side interrogator guests. John E.
N. Hume, Jr., editor of the
COOKING
Schenectady Gazette, filled this
With Eddie Doucette.Loretta White
role on the teeoff.
The Electric City's new school Director: John Hinsey
Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10 a.m.
building program was the subject 30
Sustaining
.discussed.
It
proved revealing
WNBQ,
Chicago
and newsworthy from the local
This cooking,, show stacks up as
viewpoint, but aid not pack great
appeal or significance for viewers an okay addition to WNBQ’s mornoutside that area. The second tele- ing log, with chances go o d for
cast, on which “Reading” was to viewer and. bankroller attention.
be the topic, and -others in a series The standard ingredients are presrunning until June, presumably ent a knowledgeable chef, a pleaswill have* a wider span of interest, ant gal Friday and an attractive
scullery set all wrapped up by the
especially for mothers.
The format is sound for educa- Chi NBC station’s usual topnotch’
tional video. Dr. Linton, modera- production.
Chef Eddie Doucette obviously
tor and member- of many radio
panels and now a: frequent televi- knows his way around the galley,
sion guest, talks easily and authori- but could strengthen his appeal by
tatively,
and photographs well. editing such repetitious phrases as
Murray is articulate and photogen- “the idea is” out of his patter,
ic,
while Bennett adeptly keeps Loretta White, his assistant, hanthe questions and answers rolling dles the table decoration departsmoothly.
Hume, a. good-looking ment, giving the program an added
chap, asked direct and searching facet for the hausfraus.
The chef showcased the preparaqueries, ably supported by Bennett.
tion of a buffet supper on stanza
Hesitations were minor.
and General Electric Co. seen (5), complete from appetizers
deserve praise for the amount of to main dish. The- session could
time they are allotting to educa- have moved at a better tempo, with
tion and public-service television. more* advance organization, so as
'
to avoid bringing the proceedings
Jaco.
to a standstill while a utensil was
being washed for re-use. Dave.
.

HOME

—

.
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WRGB

NBC’s 5 ‘Ernmys’

BACKSTAGE WITH THE
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
BURYS
NBC won five of six honors at
Mins.; Sun., 12:15 p.m.
the fourth annual Academy of 15
PLAYHOUSE, JOSEF
ALBANY
Television
Arts
and
Sciences
YEZZI
awards, while local outlet
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
took pne of the three, special
Program has undergone a change
achievements kudos.
Only non- in foniiat since Josef Yezzi became
NBC show to win a major prize co-sponsor for his Albany dress
was CBS - TV’s “Studio One,” shop and joined as fashion comnamed the best dramatic show".
mentator. All-over, this program,
Other awards: Best Actress, giving a backstage look at an AlImogene Coca, “Show of Shows”; bany stock theatre setup, has made
Best Actor, Sid Caesar, “Show of noticeable strides in informal
ATTER-

KNBH

.

smoothness since last fall, although the dual, auspices has added to the advertising promotion.

Shows”; Best Comedy Show, Red
Skelton; Best Variety Show, “Show
of Shows”; Best Comedian, Skel-

.

Yezzi discusses (While women members of the stock company model)
their clothes for some productions.
On other telecasts, he talks about
fashions
again displayed. Yezzi
is photogenic, well dressed and au-

ton;
Special “Emmys” went to
Sen. Estes Kefauver for his crime
committee hearings
on video;

American Telephone
for

&

Telegraph

microwave;. Jack Burrell,
KNBH, for portable transmitter thoritative.
Malcolm Atterbury and his wife
for remotes.
Miss Coca, Caesar, ‘‘Show of Ellen Hardies cover a Wide range
Shows” producer Max Liebman, of legit theatre within a narrow
and Sen. Kefauver expressed ap- time' and space scope. Atterbury
and Dalton Dearborn closed one
preciation via long-distance teletelecast with a well-played scone
its

i ,> ..-h&toi

cov>,

I

•

frenvj'JunflMtwm.”
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his

night
Skelton said that he had
visited some friends during the
week and noticed that they had
turned down their video sets
when the commercial came on
the screen. He claimed such
action was unfair to the sponsor, and pointed out that the
audience owes it to the advertiser, during TV’s growing-up
days, to heed the commercials
and buy the products plugged;
Then, he said, as TV grows,
the sponsors will be able to
(17).

This shapes up as one of the
most impressive religious stanzas
on video, largely due to the per“Fashipn Revue” bowed Feb. 3 sonality of Bishop Fulton J. Sheen,
and was taught it the second out- who handles it solo, except for a
question-and-answer
seging (10) when it proved to be a short
half-hour commercial interrupted ment at the fiftale. The bishpp is
conducting
what
he
“spiritterms
a
That's
no
entertainment
by no
gag; the only relief from continu- ual workshop,” in which he disous plugging was blonde Armanda cusses faith in God and in oneSullivan (ex-Miss Bermuda) in sit- self, the purpose of life, the nature
down impressions of Katharine of the Deity and Various metaphysiHepburn, Bette Davis and Mrs. cal questions.
His approach, he announced on
FDR, The rest was largely a succession, of Barbizon models show- the preem. Tuesday (12), is to aping gowns, blouses and suits from peal to the viewer’s, reason, since
Y. department stores the audience’s faith, and belief
various
and specialty shops.
cannot be taken for granted. Yet,
Although Chateau Martin Wine of course, his discourse is based on
sponsor,

commercial via

NBC-TV show Sunday

DUMONT, from New York

1

more money
medium and provide
invest

.

the
better

in

entertainment for the public.
Comedian, kiddingly stated
then that, because his audience
had listened to him, he would

YOUTH WANTS TO KNOW
Blair,

moderator

Browne

NBC-TV* from Washington
“Youth Wants to Know” puts a
news figure on the stand to face
the queries of highschool students.
Show, which had been on the air
for some time as “American Youth
Forum,” is fed to the network from
Washington on Saturday afternoons
and kinnied, via WNBT, N. Y., on
Sundays at 12 noon. On the edition caught Saturday (16), the guest
was Sen. Frank Carlson, (R„ Kans.),
one of the Eisenhower for President movement heads;

The Senator made an articulate
spokesman, giving answers succinctly and to the point. However,
in several cases his replies were
diplomatic generalities which, did
not face the issues squarely. Part
of the reason, of course, was the
fact that Gen. Eisenhower’s views
on several policies have not been
definitely announced. Sen. Carlson said he felt Ike’s platform was
clear to him from the general’s
speeches as prexy of Columbia U.,
but. he also added the belief that
Eisenhower would return to the
U. $. “in good time” to make a
fuller declaration of principles.
Youngsters voiced bright questions; but seemed to be too 'easily
satisfied with brief answers, when

a more complete exposition would

have been desirable. Lcssf politeness and more prodding would help
the airer’s showmanship,

DUeto

the illness of

Ted Granik,

who usually moderates; the emcee
chores were ably taken on by Frank
Blair. Latter, for example, guided
the students to query the solon on
taxes, in Which field Sen. Carlson
has specialized, and tossed in a
couple of astute questions himself.
Bril.

.

.

who

Producer-director: Joe
30 Mins.; Sat., 5 p.m.
Sustaining

50 Mins., Thurs. (14), 11 p.m.
Ilona Massey’s new tele series,
Sustaining
“Rendezvous;” got off to a modest
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
start last Wednesday (13) as an
For its fifth presentation of the ABC-TV sustainer done in co-op
’51-’52
NBC Television With Jerry Layton Associates. Ini?
season,
Opera Theatre offered Puccini’s tialer was labelled “The Blue Exone-acter.
(“II press” (name of a train on the
“The Cloak”
Tabarro”),
last
Thursday night Paris-Switzerland run), adapted by
(14).
The work, one of a trilogy Harry arid Gail Ingram from a Joe
of
heard, Graham original. It was standard,
orie-acters,
is
rarely
which is a pity. (“Gianni Schicchi” atomic Spy stuff, with some cloak,
is the best known, and is heard and dagger flavor, and enough defairly frequently in Opera houses;) liberate movement to give it the
Yarn, the. eternal triangle in its stamp of foreign locale. Thou gli
simplest setting, is the story of a set in Paris, in what purported to
middle-aged, dour French' barge- be a chi-chi intihiery; it could have
captai
his
love-starved young been anywhere on the Continent
wife, and the young seaman with and, for that matter, in one of the
whom she’s in love. .Captain better N.Y. bistros.
catches seaman coining on board
Miss Massey was represented as
late at night for a rendezvous, and having been engaged in World War
kills him; hiding him under his II underground work and,, postwar,
cloak until the wife arrives to con- chanting In her Chez Nikki,, wher
front her with him.
newspaperman David McKay was
The Puccini score is dramatic; her newest darling. The murder of
pulsing, angry music that sets the Sorbonne exchange student Philip
mood right at the st.art and sus- Truex by Russian Boris Mosholoff
tains it graphically throughout the because the former recognized Britshort work.
ish, atomic scientist Alan Napier (a
Chotzinoff; traitor Whom the Russky has in
Samuel
Producer
music director Peter Herman Ad- tow), brought Miss Massey back
ler and TV director Kirk Brown- into the picture as counter-espiing combined With a really fine onage agent. She frustrated the
cast to put on a surging: perform- Soviet spy’s attempt to scram with
ance of the work Thursday night. his atomic prize after a series of
The story is so simple that the slightly Incredible incidents on a
opera seems a little padded out train speeding to Switzerland.
Good performances; helped the
This is not n
for its 50 minutes.
great flaw Under the musical drive action, with an "especially neat couof Puccini.. Camera work was un- ple of bits by Luis Van Rooten; a
usually fluid; for vivid movement Parisian hotel clerk on the take.
within the limited-action frame- Miss Massey is about as videogcnic
work. Cast performed like skilled as they come and she. sang a few
actors, while musically they were numbers with her husky effectiveness. Decor and lensing were up to
grade-A.
Robert Weede’s. resounding bari- snuff. Music score was. punctuated
brightly by harpist Edward Vito.
MalElaine
husband;
tori, as the
the While this wasn’t topdraWer in
bin’s dramatic soprano, as
and Davis Cunningham’s “international intrigue;" it measwife,
lyric tenor, as the lover, Were fine ured a good preem effort and may
Sound wasn’t always too rate sponsorship on the Massey
choices.
Well controlled, however, to give name arid looks and the nice acTrau.
There coutrements.
always effective shadings.
were also some offstage noises
heard intermittently during the
performance, which indicated care- SHOPPING SHOWCASE
With Ruth Lawson Walsh, Peggy
less mike pickup: But, again, these
Crockett
were minor flaws in a fine TV
Fast, too, Director: Dennis Kane
operatic presentation.
30
Mins,, Frl. 2:30 p.m.
that the show ran 50 minutes withPhiladelphia
out an interruption, so that the ris- WPTZ,
unbroken,
Entering
a living-room set with
ing dramatic mood was
Bron.
a few bundles, Ruth Lawsori Walsh
was also noteworthy.
waves into the screen, sits down
and talks directly to viewers as
OUR BELIEVING
she: shows them her finds of the
With Richard V. McCann
day.
Looking a little distraught
Producer: Thomas C. Sawyer
after her round of the shops (alDirector: W. Lawrence Baker
though not meaning to) Miss Walsh
30 Mins.jv Sun., 11 a.m.
collection of items enexhibits
Sustaining
tirely femme in interest: a musiWBZ-TV, Boston
cal cake plate, heart-shaped earof
purpose
Serving the dual
rings for Valentine’s day and a
celebrating the start of Brother- ketchup dispensing gadget. Peggy
hood Week and the program's first Crockett acts as a visitor who modbirthday, this half-hour stanza, els, hats- and dresses, within anywhich during, the past year has body’s budget.
brought to the viewing public
A little more organization in the
various Roman Catholic, masses, placing of the "buys” is needed.
Ukranian and Albanian Orthodox At present it ldoks as if at some
and
watch services, Protestant
previous time Miss
had
Jewish services, including a bar thrriwn packages up in the air and
mitzvah, presented this special waited for the TV segment to play
Christian- Jewish service, Program, "hot and cold” in finding them. In
highly regarded in both ecclesiasti- the show caught she appeared to
cal and lay ciroles, is rightfully be sitting on one Of them. Show
one of the station’s most popular has guest spot and interview subprograms, and handles the touchy
:

.

subject them to the ‘‘longest:
c o mnve r'ci al on TV.” He
brought out from the Wings a
giant-sized
character,
towered over Skelton by at
least
foot, and who carried
a box of Tide;
Giant then
spelled out the Tide singing
Plug.

With Frank

31

RENDEZVOUS

(The Blue Express)
(The Cloak)
With Ilona Massey* David McKay,
With Robert Weede, Elaine MalBoris Mosholoff, Alan Napier,
bin, Davis Cunningham, Margery
Jacques Aubuchon, Philip TrnMeyer, Kenneth Smith, Michael
ex, Luis Van Rooten, Carl White;
Pollack, Jacques Artinian, David
Edward Vito, harp
Williams, Florence Forsberg
Director: Seymour Robbie
Producer: Samuel Chotzinoff
Writers: Harry and Gail Ingram
Music director: Peter Herman 30 Mins.; Wed., 9:30 p.m.
Adler
Sustaining
TV director: Kirk Browning
ABC-TV, from N.Y.

Red Skelton put in an unexpected pitch for the persecuted

CHATEAU MARTIN WINE
WPIX, New York

official

NBC TELEVISION OPERA
THEATRE

.

:

j

.

WORLD

Walsh

MARY HARTLINE’S PARTY
With Chet Roble
Director: Grover Allen
15 Mins.; Tues. and Thurs.,

5:30.

p.m.
Sustaining

WENR-TV, Chicago

A

ject on this program was a manufacturer of Jadies suits for ladies 5 ft. 5 or under. Models displaying this product dressed up sequence. As a shopping service

.

angled strictly for the moppets, “Mary Hartline's; Party” may ring up some interest. It should meet with the approval of those mothers who are
seeking milder video fare for their
But whether or. not
kiddies.
there’s enough activity to hold the
fluffy concoction

religious issue in such manner as
to be inoffensive to any creed.

Treated with the dignity

—

|
!

befit-

and the occasion,
anniversary program brought viewers can send in cards requestbefore the cameras portions of ing articles displayed. These are
both Jewish and Protestant serv- transferred to the proper stores
Although the clerics wore and sent COD.
ices.
Gagh.
their ceremonial regalia, the proattention of the youngsters, is an- gram bypassed the more pretenother question.
tious aspects of religious cere- BREAKFAST PARTY
who doubles monies, concentrating oh brief With Peggy Taylor, Jack Fuller,
Hartline,
Miss
from her role as “Queer!” on ABC- sermons with the accent on the
Paul Barnes, Bill Allen, Hal
TV’s “Super Circus," has a gra- singing of the Parkway CommuTurner
cious manner with the small fry, nity Church Choir and Winthrop Director: Bud Palmer
without being too sugary,. Work- Tifereth choral group. Appearing 30 Mins.; Mon.thru-Fri., 10 a.m.
ing with her is pianist Chet Roble, were Rabbi
Maurice .Zigmond, Participating
who also has a neat knack for put- Temple Israel; Cantor Leon Maso- WGN-TV, Chicago
ting the grade schoolers at their vetsky, Congregation Tifereth Is( Kutlner
& Kuttner)
The sight of Roble, whose rael: Rev. Embry S. Buck, editor
ease,
Although populated by some
forte is jazz and the blues, pound- of Zion’s Herald and Chaplain- friendly personalities, this morning
ing, out nursery tunes, is. amusing- Commander R. A. Curtis, USN. musical-gab attraction is. likely to
ly incongruous, but he’s a versa- each of whom spoke briefly on generate only mild interest, beideals of brotherhood, concluding cause of the heavy accent on the
tile character.
Session -as seen (14), features with a joint reading of a passage neariy-continuous string of blurbs,
the usual run of participation from the Bible and a prayer.
Session viewed (13) followed the
gadgets, with the kiddies vying for
For windup the two vocal groups usual formula, With the commercial
various prizes; such as drawing combined for singing “America pitches for the trio of participating
valentines and other party games, the Beautiful” With coordinator sponsors interspersed with a guest
There’s a phone call to an at-home Richard V. M’Cann giving a re- interview, phone quiz, some houseviewer, and Miss Hartline and prise of the past year’s programs, hold hints and songs by warbler
Roble join forces in a ditty With a meanwhile delivering kudos to Peggy Taylor.
safety-first pitch,
the station’s, staff for the socko
The host duties are shared by
and Miss Taylor and Jack Fuller. Both
producing
preparing,
It’s a harmless if slightly tepid job
Dave.
Efi
endeavor.
lerising the program.
Were pressing a bit too hard on
ting the subject

.the
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San Antonio-—Doris Wright has
been named new continuity chief
at KEYL-TV here. She formerly
wrote the scripts for “Inside San
Antonio,” which; was telecast on
'R&Ylfc <u

>*
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songs,
Chirper’s
edition.
this
The Pl a i n s backed by Hal Turner at the prLubbock, Tex.
pleasant.
iroadcasting Co.., owhers.of KFYO. gan, were casual but
Paul Barnes were
ere, have applied to the FCC for Bill Allen, and
with the plugs,
icen.se to operate a TV pullet es- J on, hand to help
a- ‘hard sed
given
all.
were
which
e
imated to cost, $400,000. Th y
D,av$,f
r-i
eak'.fhcUi^iebxQn ichanoql Np, fib ^qeatip$ril4
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Any system

of interconnected

lines,

spread out in the right places,

can serve as a net. The bigger

and the stronger

its

it is,

mesh,

the better a net works.

Of

all

the nets serving U.S.

advertisers, the biggest

and strongest

the radio one called Mutual.

is

Here are 550 connection-points
in 48 states (nearly double

any other

net’s)
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WORLD NEWS WITH ROBERT
TROUT

»

Ashley, others
Producer; Ed Chester

AND MRS.

MR.

'

•

With Trout, Erie Sevareid, Ned
Calmer, David Schoenbrun, Howard K. Smith, George Herman,
Larry Tighe, Bill Downs, Charles

Wc<lnet4«y< Fefonary .20, 1952

Vff
Radio Follow-Up

f

4444444+4+4444 4 4444 4+ 4

OPtfRA

(Empty Bottle)
With Martin Kalmanoff, Ruby Mercer, Rosalia Maresca, Sylvia Netson. Warren Gal jour. Thornton

In a period

Marker. Michele Vino; N. Y.
College of Music orchestra, Siegfried Landau, conductor
a solid clip, with a clever scripting Producers: Ted Haig, Miss Mercer
job by Ed Simmons and Norman 50 Mins.; Sun. (17), 11.10 a.m.
Lear supplying click material for Sustaining
Last Friday (15),. the WNYC, N. Y.
this stanza.
piece de resistance was a qyickie
For one of the features of
takeoff on the stage-film hit, “Born WNYC’s current annual American
Yesterday i” with William Holden Music Festival, Ted Haig and Ruby
guesting in the intellectuaTs role Mercer, impresarios of the station’s
and Lewis making like the dumb regular Sunday morning “Mr. And
blonde, It was a cute bit carried Mrs, Opera” program, presented a
by Lewis’ well-timed handling of condensed version of a new three-

Director: Ted Church
25 Mins.; Sun,, 5:30 p jo.

ADMIRAL CORP.

CBS, from New York
Wasey)
( Erwin,
Admiral Corp., is shelling out a
sizable amount of coin for this new
series, which picks up CBS radio’s
corps of foreign and domestic cor-

the string of gags.
Martin and Lewis also scored
with their reprise duet of “Little
Man, You’ve Had a Busy Day.”
The rest of the comedy byplay
was in this team’s standard payoff
groove. Martin’s solo vocalling of
a brace of standards and pop hits
was, as usual, highly listenable.
ratings.
The same, however, can’t be said
By and large, this follows the for the frequent, gratingly infanusual pattern for global pickup tile plugs for the sponsor’s headstanzas. Solitary innovation is the ache powder.
flying in to N.- Y. of one reporter
each week, which didn’t add much
Bling Crosby on' Sunday (17) was
to the initialer that a two-way assigned the job Of keeping Waltransoceanic gab could not haye ter Winchell’s 9 p.m. slot warm
accomplished On the preem Sum until the syndicated columnist is
day (17), David Schoenbrun flew recovered sufficiently to resume
in from Paris for a one-day stay, work.
before winging back to Lisbon for
Crosby, backed by a combo bathe NATO Conferences. Newsmen toned by John Scott Trotter,
brought along a taped interview skimmed through some top songs.
with Gen. Al Gruenther, Gen, It didn’t have the usiial flavor of
Dwight Eisenhower’s chief of staff, a Crosby broadcast, because of the
who said that Greece and Turkey fact that in 15 minutes^ the deliwould be added to the North At- cate balance between songs and
powers Would chatter couldn’t be. achieved. But
lantic group, Ike’
be expanded and more European for Crosby singing, that shot measirfields would be built.
ured up nicely.
After a quick summary of the
A tune that came off particulartop news bulletins, “editor” Bob ly well Was the jamming of “It
correof
circuit
Trout made the
Had to Be You,” with Red Nichols
spondents. Larry Tighe offered a providing the trumpet licks.
briefing from Tokyo,- followed by
George Herman from Seoul with
“The Big Show” dished up one
the latest Korean developments. of its faster editions on NBC last
Eric Sevareid covered the Wash- Sunday (17) although, on a 90ington Situation. Bill Downs, also minute
several
bumpy
stretch,
in D. C.. introed Ellis Arnall, new spots are bound to occur. Tallulah
chief,,
and Bankhead once again paced this
Stabilization
Price
Michael DISalle, outgoing price stanza with her f emceeing and a
.

:

.

.

.

>

ctflhi1i7PV

superlative

lerformance succeeded in generat-

from Egyptian Premier Aly Maher {ng a spine-chilling atmosphere.
Pasha, who said Egypt would co- Another high point was the needoperate with the West, a statement ling of video programming via a
that got some newspaper headlines Gilbert & Sullivan parody, in
Charles Ash- which Fred Allen took a .lead part
the following day,
ley gave an on-the-spot report -from as the “TV Mikado.’’ Allen showed
New his usual relish in belaboring his
upcoming
the
on
Concord
Hampshire primaries. Sports fea- pet aversion—television.
ture was a segment on the 01ymLeast effective segment of the
show was the burlesque of the
pics by Karl Lyche ill Oslo.
Airer failed to develop all the Wharton sketch with Allen, Joan
punch it might have had. The di- Davis and Portland Hoffa playingSalle generalizations could have a trio of ghosts. It was a tired
been deleted, the Olympics re- series of puns. Musically, however,
portage lacked interest for a gen- this stanza shaped up in topnotch
eral audience, and the background style,, with vocals by Jane Pickens,
Carmichael and Birtish
for the- Egyptian politico’s declara- Hoagy
Show would songstress Vera Lynn, plus a coution was missing.
ple
of
bars
by Miss Bankhead on
and
editing
sharper
benefit from
,

:

.

.

.

tightening up.

“I’ll

.

Commercials wore good, particularly the pitch that Admiral offers
“TV with radio at no extra cost,’’
and the reference to Admiral sponsorship of the convention election

coverage on

AM

and TV.

Be Seeing You.” Carmichael

registered strongly on a medley
of his own hits, while Miss Pickens was particularly fine in her
rendition of “Sometimes I Feel
Like A Motherless Child.”
,

Bril.

“Dial

THE BLACK BOOK

Dave Garroway,” 15-min-

ute, 'cross-the-board

show

in

NBC’s

Broadcast* was in the form of a musical documentary, with NBCnewscaster John Cameron Swayze ably backing Ford Bond,

Martin Kalmanoff and libretto by
Altra Baer (Bugs Baer’s daughter
and Kalmanoff’s wife). It’s the
third operatic offering by the duo
to get such an airing, and like the
.

other two, is Of considerable merit.
Opera concerns a Sicilian bandit
who has been murdered, and whose
friends and kin meet to mourn
him. Action, a little unusual in
opera, is told in flashback technique, as the bandit’s various
sweethearts reprise tfie past. While
there is little action in this method,the work doesn’t drag. The music
is listenable and substantial.
Although in conventional vein, with
evident Puccini influence; and also
reminiscent of Menotti, the score;
is varied and interesting.
The music is rhythmic, lyric and
dramatic in turn, with some engaging, light lyric arias (as Antonio’s
early one) in an essentially dramatic piece. Music is a little heavy
at times, but is never dull. Piece
is well orchestrated.
A well-chosen young cast gave
the work a superior performance,
with Rosalia Maresca, Sylvia Nesson and Warren Gal jour as impressive leads, and Thornton Marker as Capable narrator. Siegfried
Landau expertly guided the orchestra of the N.. Y, College of
Music through the new score, for

Saluting Edwin Franko Goldman, who conducted the preem
broadcast, the crack Lavalle outfit played the composer’s famous
“On the Mall:” Then, marking another, era when King Edward
abdicated and theatres were featuring Bank Night, an alumna of
the show, Jessica Dragonette, came on to do the lyrical “Valse

Huguette” from “Vagabond King.” A neat production ^fillip was
the old recorded excerpt of the Revellers Quartet doing “Dinah.”
Latter cufed the guesting of Jameff Melton, onetime member of the
Revellers (although he left the foursome before it became a CS
feature). Melton cutely, ad libbed to Ford Bond, “I like your first
name,” working in a plug for his own Ford TV stint, and followed
with a pleasant warbling of “Hello, Young Lovers.”
The nostalgic mood was underlined in the Gr^en-and-White
outfit’s version of the ”Whiffenpoof Song” and the band’s medley
of American folk songs. The dramatic section which covered the
rise of fascism, with the clip of one of Hitler’s ranting Speeches
and the episode? recalled from America at war, was effective. Tag
to this section was a new march by Lavalle, the “Cities Service
Triumphal March,” to portray the note of victory. And the finale,
“Stars and Stripes Forever,” with a medley of themes from the
various armed services’ anthems, was the brand of martial music
this program has made its ,foi^e.
Interestingly, Swayze’s concluding comments were a tribute to
radio as * powerful form of mass congnunication. it was also an
effective demonstration of the medium’s ad potency in building up
consumer loyalty by regular weekly visits to the home as a l<tog-

f

commendable accompaniment.

standing friend.

series

out the vocals, and. Charlie Andrews (Garroway ’s writer) contributed a sprightly comedy bit.
Musical group under Skitch Henderson’s baton provided fine backingredients
Withal,
the
ing.
meshed for top results.

selves.

Plot was! a familiar one, for

it

who
embezzler
concerned
thought he was committing a “perfect crime,” but slipped up on an
overlooked minor detail. About to
be exposed, the thief plotted to
murder his informer while a train
sped through a tunnel. But although he had carefully rehearsed
the knifing, he failed to note that
Rart of the trip was in sunlight.
Bright rays through the darkness
foiled his attempt and the cops
nabbed him.
Both Frees and Dehner managed
to develop ample mystery in their
inflection. Suspenseful mood was
further heightened by Leith Stevens’ score, which he himself con-

An alleged femme * co-worker on
got Bill Williams’ goat quite
obviously with a heckling note
about “cut the gab, play more records,” and the Howie’s (N; Y.) midnight deejay. went into a long diatribe that they come into this eatery
for palaver, not platters, etc.; furthermore it’s “unprofessional” for
a fellow-worker on the same network to purvey such notes. Williams was quite nettled and gave
the impression that his impending
exit from Howie’s on March 6 was
a personal cross that was bothering
him. He detailed that while biz is
good at this road company Lindy’s
he didn’t get the sponsors—-all of
For those dialers inclined which was not dull, if somewhat inmysteries with a quick delicate listening.
It became a

WJZ

.

,

ducted.

toward
solution,

•

“The Black Book”

is

their

running gag for a few nights!

ToO.

only 15 bad, too, because Williams is a litmeat Obviously,
minutes allotted, the point has to erate spieler, with a good combe reached in short order. Scripters mand of gab, who frankly states he
Meston 'and Bond easily ,-»•* "ed leaves the “controversial” stuff to
Barry Gray.
Gilb.
On that particular
that. goal.

with

Bril.
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YOUR VOICE OF AMERICA

ELMO ROPER

(Why

With Robert Denton, announcer

*fl»e

Voice Speaks)

With Gerald Mohr, others
Producer; W. H. Voeller
Director: Frank K. Danzig
Writer: Robert C. Vinson
.

Writer: Bill Callan
30 Mins., Sun., 12 noon
WNEW, N. Y.
For those whose musical preferences Are in the folk songspiritual groove, new series of
WNEW, N. -Y. indie, “The Weary
Traveler,” should meet with hearty
approval. The Southernaires, vocal
quartet, handle the song assignments in topgrade styling and their
tasteful vocal arrangements give
added impetus to the oldies.
Format of the show, however,
weighs it down, a bit. Songs are
introed via some hokey pseudoversed patter gabbed by William
Edmonson, one, of the Southernin a pretentious manner
aires,
that’s incongruous with the appealing simplicity of the tunes. Scripter
Bill Callah could serve the series
better if he sharpened the intro
banter and avoided the corny
cliche garnish.
The singing portions of the show
were a dialer’s delight. Combo,
Which has been on the airlanes for
more than 20 years, displays top

15 Mins., Sun., 10:45 p.m.
N. Y.

WOR,

WOR’s news and special features division has come up with a
sock stanza in its Sunday evening
lineup. Series gives the American
dialer his first opportunity to hear
the kind of material that’s being
beamed by the Voice of America
to foreign countries in the ''current propaganda war.
Although the initial show (17)
was no more thin an introductory
stanza on why and how the VOA
..operates, the 15 minutes packed
an unusual wallop. It was slickly
written, and. tersely narrated and
Gerald Mohr delivered
thesped.

—

.

.

THE CLIFF JOHNSON FAMILY
With

Cliff, Luella,

Sandra, Pamela^

Linda and Vicki Johnson
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4 p.m.

ILLINOIS

WCBS.

MEAT

CO.

N. Y.

(Arthur Meyerhoff)
Although “The Cliff Johnson
Family” has been around the Chi-

:

off-the-cuff, transcribed series that
has pop Cliff Johnson chatting

comedian Garry Morton,
bouncing on a cloud that he' had
apparently finally broken down Leland Hayward for a role in “Wish
You Were Here” (forthcoming
Broadway legit musical), and landed the jiart strictly because of his
“audition” over Gray’s mike from
.

Chandler’s, another N, Y. sandwichery, bounced over to Howie’s
to carry the glad tidings into the
night.
(Further examination by
Variety revealed that Buddy Allen,. manager for Gray, whom Hay'

ward had phoned, was told, “If
Morton does an audition, and we
it, he may get the role.”
This
was misconstrued that Morton got
the job. He had been doing a good
ad lib stint with Gray who, tradi-

like

cautions
acts
against
blowing their regular routines, but
of course can’t control any ad lib
interviews, which was the case
tionally,

.

with. Morton who was recounting
his disappointment in not landing a

audition program was aired instead of the skedded show. The
web made amends by broadcasting the right reel of tape later
that night. Such are the marvels,
and mishaps, of the electro-mag-

the explanatory narrative in a dy- netic era.

cago airlanes for several years, it’s
Stanza moved along at a leisurely doubtful if this homespun family
pace except in the overrwritten series will get a long lease in its
new WCBS, N. Y., outlet. It’s an
patter portions.
Gros,

night

Producer: Ed Stanley
Writer: Louis Harris
15 Mins.; Sim., 3:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from. New York
Polltaker Elmo Roper, who for
four years beamed his socio-political Nielsen ratings via CBS, has
launched a new series on. NBC. On
the preem,, Sunday (17), some
gremlins put the wrong tape into
the machine, and as a result an

Roper’s first essay started with
namic style; that hit home, Show’s
average
the
theme was centered on how the some miscellany
American
has eight pairsVOA fights “the big lie” with “the of shoes, femme
the average moppet,
big truth.” Stanza cited examples
week,
of Soviet lies and the VOA’s re- munches two candy bars a
28 galtaliation. Each segment was sharp- and the U. S. male downs
lons of beer a year. He went on
ly dramatized and narrated, and
to analyze our people’s chief worcame across with impact.
ries—the problems most of us
It’s one of the most pertinent
think the nation faces, and those
the
today.
Gros
shows on
air
anxious

11:45 a.m. slot, continues to move
along as a pleasant potpourri of

preemed with John Meston’s adaptation of a Nelson Bond yarn, “On
Schedule.” Program was unusual,
ihlihat. narrator Paul Frees , and
actor John Dehner handled the
meller’s three roles among them-

wrapped up for the occasion Monday

veteraq. announcer on the series. Unspanned the years since 1927,
when Cities Service launched the program from Carnegie Hall
(whence the special show originated), with a blending of dramatic
segments and musical interludes. The documentary portions reprised the mood of yesteryear with flashbacks .to the days of Al
Smith, Coolidge, Lindbergh, the depression, the New Deal alphabet agencies, etc., while the Green and White Quartet voiced the
spirit of the times with “I Hear America Singing” and maestro
Paul Lavalle led the CS band in “Strike Up the Band."

’

for only three weeks, the

a vocal TV-happy group

TV

“Empty Bottle/’ last
Sunday (17). Opus has music by

mike savvy in their song-selling.
They bring warmth and charm into
Dehner;
Leith Stevens, music; Clarence song and comedy. Stanza had its each offering, but vary the song
Cassell, announcer
origin as a 1949 sustainer tagged moods so that the 30-minuter holds
Writers: Nelson Bond, John Mestoh “Reserved for Garroway,” but Ar- interest throughout.
On preem stanza (17), SouthernProducer: Norman Macdonnell ~
mour & Co. has bankrolled for
15 Mins.; Sun., 4:15 p.m.
over A year now in behalf of its aires delivered a folk song-spiritual
CBS, from Hollywood
Dial soap and Chiffon soap flakes. blending which included “Joshua
In unveiling “The Black Book’’
Friday’s (15) session proved a Fit The Battle of Jericho,” “Rock
Sunday (17), CBS came up with a particularly listenable broadcast, My Soul,” “I’ll Take You Home
15-minute whodunit that had its for Garroway laconically r _*nade_ Again Kathleen,” .“Gonna Journey
moments of interest despite its with the small talk,, Connie Russell “Away” and “The Wiffenpoof Song,”
modest budget. Slated to be heard and Jack Haskell fetchingly dished among others. All were firstrate.
(On Schedule)
With Paul Frees, John

of-

As a testimonial, it could have bogged
flair and flavor.
But the airer offered had pace,
in rhetoric or small talk.
qualities that are the basic ingrenostalgia, drama, arid huma
dients of good showmanship, in addition to the topflight mu^ic
the show regularly presents.

Howard K. Smith reviewed the sketch adapted from an' Edith THE WEARY TRAVELER
King George funeral ceremonies Wharton ghost story. The yarn was With Southernalres
Ned Calmer, in not too clear, but Miss Bankhead’s Producer: Robert Hodges
from London,
Cairo, got an exclusive statement

the target

had

(18)

a

in

characterization,

Is

down

opera,

act

radio

tent job over the decades.
The program that NBC

;

respondents for direct reports. In
view of the increasing interest in
overseas and national news, with
the issues of war and peace and
the Presidential choices getting
hotter, Admiral has a good audiSlotting is excellent;
ence bet.
since there are no Sunday evening
papers, a Sabbath afternoon jou.rnal-of-the-air should generate fair

when

a standout show such as the “Cities Service Silver Radio Jubilee,”
marking the 25th anni of AM’s oldest continuously-sponsored program, is a welcome note, that puts the sound medium in its proper
perspective—a healthy sailing force that has been doing a consis-

The Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis
NBC radio show is still rolling at

tr

casually throughout the 15 jninutes
with wife Luella, and daughters
Sandra, Pamela, Linda and Vicki.
Show impresses as an intrusion of
a family circle discussion, and since
the conversation is in the dull,
folksy groove,’ makes the listener
uncomfortable and embarrassed.
In its first WCBS try, the Johnson family (the daughters range in
age from five to 11) gabbed about
high taxes, teeth-pulling; being
naughty in school and Valentine
quatrains. It was far from being
a bright patter session, and seemed
better suited to the confines of the
Johnson living room than on the
air.
An unnecessary sticky note
was added in the windup, with the
gals reciting a good-night prayer.
Cliff Johnson pitched the commercials in a quiet, unobtrusive
Vei
which was in keeping with
the rest of the stanza.
Gros.
.

,

.

we say we are personally
about.

As a national worry, the possiwar is the problem most

bility of

agitating over

40%

of us, followed

by inflation and the rising cost of

Next comes Communism,
taxes and Government spending,
foreign policy, and defense and rearmament. In the personal sphere,
the main worries- are job security*
debts and high prices, followed by
Korea and the draft and sickness
and health.
Communism, Roper
noted, was not viewed as a perliving.

sonal worry.

The show Roper intended
was a .statement of prin-

kickoff
ciples,

his

stressing

view that a

“free people must be an informed
people, and an informed people
must hold opinions,” and that polls
democratic
are
to
important
processes.

With the Presidential elections
uppermost in most minds, Roper
said, “If you want to know tn
outcome, you are going to have to
work as hard at it as we,” He said
his organization will spend mor
time on finding out what makes
voters tick, than precisely how
they will tick. That may be a kind
of hedging in view of the pollHowever,
sters’ bloopers of ’48.
.

his analysis of the. difficulties

of

—such, as forecasting
just wliich segments of the populaprediction

tion will 'trouble
sense,

Airer

is

to

vote—made

informative,

..

although

He’d also do.
well, to give more data on just

it’s

somewhat

diffuse.

Saskatoon, Sask,—Arnold Stilcoveted role with the Hayward- lin$, sportscaster at station CFQC how his results are gathered, size
Joshua Logan-Arthur Kober musi- here, has switched to the sports de- of sample, statistical and psychocal.
This inspired Hayward to partment of the Saskatoon Star- logical limitations, the effects of
phone in).
Phoenix.
different phraseology, etc. Bril.
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Just 30 years ago toddy, on February 20,
1922, in Schenectady,

*

r ^**itf^**"

New York,

to their ears

— and heard a miracle

. .

^the first program broadcast by a new radio station

WGY wasn’t the first radio station in America
broadcasting) but

new medium — a

cultural

•

.

Today; on

its

it

•

*'

— WGY.

(eight or nine others

had begun

quickly became one of the most influential forces in the

and technical pioneer.

*

Pearl Anniversary,

#

a few eager citizens

adjusted their crystal sets, clutched receivers

.

.

•

.

WGY is the Capital of the 17th State — the important
.
.

eastern

New York and western New England market which consists of

including 22 key cities, where more people live than in 32 other states.

powerful 50,000-watt voice has over

54 counties,

And WGY’s

% more listeners than the combined audience

of the area's next ten top-rated stations,
i

As WGY’s national spot sales
privileged to

representatives for the past twenty years, we’ve been

work closely with

this pioneer station.

We’ve watched

it

record of community service and establish itself as the only single advertising

build

an outstanding

medium

through which an advertiser can achieve complete, low-cost coverage of the 17th State.

j.

-j

»

v
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o
o
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On its 30th birthday we extend the happiest returns of the day to WGY and its owner,
the General Electric Company, We look forward to many more years

j

*

/V/

proud association with one of America’s truly great radio stations.

°V'
represented by
S ckana dady— Albany— Troy
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CAMPBELL ORDERS TWIN
'DOUBLE' AUDITION KiNES
Hollywood, Feb.

Double
’

1

j

;

**"“"•

"HI)'.

i

Baltimore, Feb.

19.
<L.

1

nh

‘

Vl .)l>

i

:

*

Miami, Feb. 19.
Green’s disk-jockey, show
Wood,* CBS Washington TV will be telecast from Miami’s
news and public affairs director, Clover Club, via the area’s only
about
WTVJ,
stati
said some good video programming video
is coming out of Washington, “but March 1.
Format calls for the vet recordmany agencies in the Capital are
not able to make effective use of spinrier and commentator to Work
the medium because their staffs from a specially set up lounge
lack the knowhow/ to unearth good three nights weekly, from 12 to 2
television items and bring them to a. m., With table and bar-side inThis is true, he terviews, guests at mike. On the
the telecaster.”
added, "even though a wealth of musical end, there will be breakmaterial is often right under their iris from the studios of Snader
noSes.”
telescriptioris, featuring the cream
Young people looking toward a of their output on orchs and vocalcareer in TV, said Wood, a former ists; Sponsorship will be on a parradio-TV chief for the State Dept,, ticipation Joasis; with five pay-offers
Bill

should hot /pass up ooportuhities already lined up
show.
.

.

Lee

;

the two-hour

fOr

CBS-TV Nixes

Kine, So

L.A. Won’t See Al Pearce;

Show

Originates There

Hollywood, Feb. 19/
Although the A1 Pearce TV strip
on CBS originates at the Earl Carroll Theatre in Hollywood, it will
Network ruled
riot be shown here.
against an early-morning kinescope
because of added expense. Series,
airing five days a week in 45-minute segments, is currently sus;

.

.

’51

program director
lining up other at-

Phillips,

10% Over

’50

.

the Yale radio outlet
Bob Edge pinchhitting for R u s s
Hodges on WOR-TV While the
fightcaster visits the N.Y. Giants'
training camp
Ruppert Beer has
Atari Funt’s “Candid
.r e n e w e d
.

.

Philadelphia, Feb. 19.

,

.

.

.

Camera” on WJZ-TV.

Local radio sales reached an allJudson Bailey upped to director
time high at WCAU in 1951 accord- of sports for the CBS video web by
ing to sales manager Jack DeRussy. Red Barber; sports counsellor for
Florence AnLocal billings increased 10% over CBS radio' and TV
glin set for a role- in Will am
1950, to account for: 56% of the Thackeray's ‘Rose and the Ring”
total business placed with the sta- Sunday (24) on “CBS Television
Workshop”
Wright King set for
tion, as compared with .48% in
a romantic lead ori NBC’s “Philco
1950.
Playhouse” Sunday night
CBSCredited with, the increase was TV has bought Chapter 14 of Krirt
a three-way plan 'of stimulated sell- Singer’s new book, “The World’s
ing, which included new concepts .30 Greatest Women Spies,” to use
in local programming, house-built the Pearl Harbor spy case on “Susshows tailored to specific advertis- pense” Tuesday night (26). Isaers
and accelerated promotion. bel Bigley 'guesting on WNBT’s
Another factor was the increased “Eve Hunter Show” tomorrow
(Thurs.)
Mort Abrahams, produsales staff and greater sales covercer of ABC’s “Tales of Tomorrow,”
age of local advertisers.
has worked a deal for the AmeriAccording to DeRussy, the entire can Racket Society*, to provide reconcept of bringing sales, program- search material, models and props
ming and promotion facilities for the science-fiction series.
closer to the. needs of the adverNBC’s “TV Recital Hall” moving
tiser worked out successfully. As into the Saturday 5:30 to
6 p.m.
an example, he cited the plans slot, following the web’s decision
made by the station last year when to return the Wednesday riight at
it became apparent the law forbid10:30 period, where the show had
ding the sale of colored oleo in been aired, back to local stations
Pennsylvania would be repealed.
Ralph- - Bellamy, stair of CBS’
Sales presentations, promotion “Man Against Crime” slated as
ideas and special local program- guest speaker ait the American TV
ming plans were all set well in Society lunch Feb. 28 at the Hotel
advance for the influx of oleo ad- Roosevelt ... Seaman Jacobs writvertisers, When the ban was lifted, ing s p e c i a 1 material for. Joe E,
stint as. sub for Arthur
WCAU landed approximately 80% Brown's
of the new business scheduled for Godfrey on CBS’ “Taleflt Scouts”
..Byrpn
R. Kelley, resident diPhiladelphi
,

midnight,

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

Baltimore, Feb,

19.'

Second Annual' Regional Tele
Seminar organized last year,
by Joel Chaseman, public relations

WAAM

director for

here, utilizing

station’s elaborate studio arid plant
facilities, attracted,

representatives

Seminar was sponsored by John of 16 colleges here last ‘week for
Hopkins, by American, Temple arid the two-day meet.
North Carolina U., video stations,
Also present arid participating in
in Baltimore, and the U. S.
Office of Education.'

New

WYBC,

who have had some

WAAM

or

decreed

M

for WTVJ, is
tractions for the station’s expansion in telecast time, for balance of
the weelri
Currently, the signoff
is at

19.

“Double

.

country.”
Questioned by university students on ooportunltiejs in government, Wood said he /thought the
most .eligible applicants are those
station; experience, rather than those just out of
school, it was brought out by
other speakers that abundant opportunities for gaining practical
experience will develop as hundreds of new Stations, many in
small towns, get into operation after the lifting of the freeze.
A preliminary survey, presented
by the National Assn, of Radio arid
TV Broadcasters estimated that
possibly 1OG.0OO persons may be
ernoloyed by TV stations by 1962.

been

-

.

in Federal agencies. “If they did a
good lob in a government career in.
TV information.'* he added, “it
real contribution tocould be
ward restoring a closer knowledge
arid understanding flf .the national
government to the people of this

for

by
York
Campbell.SQup for late this month
'in^N.i V>' Walter O’Keefe, who cur“Studio One” (CBS) bought
rreptly emcees the radio quizzer,
three scripts from Howard Merrill*
will audjtipfl one tele version, while
all adaptations. They are “Success
another personality will be used in
Story,” done Monday night (18);
Reason fqr the twin kines is that “The Wings of the Dove/’ the Henry
James novel,, for March 10, and.
NBC.
to
exclusive
is
O’Keefe
“The Lonely,” April
Should Ward Wheelock, agency for Paul Gallico’s
14.
on
time
better
Campbell, wangle
Helen Wheeler, formerly with
another network for its TV entry,
Robin Moore, indie packager, has
O’Keefe’s alternate would be used.
joined
/George Foley as production
He will continue with the radio assistant
on ABC-TV’s “Tales of
show, if riot for Campbell, then for Tomorrow.” Boris Karloff, guests
NBC and possibly another client.
on “TOT” Friday (22) ,, Michael
Browne, into “Crime -Photographer” on CBS-TV tomorrow
(Thurs. L
Martin Brandt featured
on the NBC-TV Robert Montgomery show
o n d a y (25) ;.Kota
Products will back John Wingate's
Sunday evening newscast On WORstarting March 2. ,Ne 1 so
rf* TV,
Case to address announcers of

riw.h

Federal Government is riussihg fthe bflat bri* TV for lack* of ?know*
how irt usihg 'the mecHiim to^teR: Ol
its sfc)ry to "the taxpayei^ ^a network official said here last week.
Speaking before the Second AnArt
nual Regional Television Seminar;
•*

,,kine

NQ.thiiw”

the, panels

Were

Bill

Wood, CBS-

Washingtori director of news and
public affairs; William j. Kaufman,
NBC-TV casting director; Edward
B. Roberts, BBD&O script editor;
John T. Madigan, ABC-TV director
of news and special events; James
Caddigan, DuMont director of programming and production, and
U. S. Sen. Edwin O. Johnson, chairman of the Senate Committee on

.

.

,

;

and Foreign Commerce.
Despite the fact that Philadelphia
employFollowing a panel
ment in TV, which pointed a^ poten- is 'one of the Ration's most active
television
markets, WCAU prostial payroll of 100,000- employees
Deby 1962, Senator Johnson detailed pects for f952 are tremendous,
Russy
declared. Radio listening in
the growing influence of video and
declined, only 7/10 of
Philadelphia
cited its potential influence in the
1% during the last year, in the face
elections coming up. This theme
Interstate

rector of the

Laguna

mer Theatre

the last two seasons,

.

from Madison Sq. Garden
carried by

to

be

WPIX.

,

.

2 NBC-TV
QUIT; TIGHTENING BELT
Two NBC-TV daytime

sponsors
Informed the web they were checking out this week, both reportedly
for reasons of economy. Minnesota
Mining is dropping the Sunday
afternoon “Juvenile Jury,” and
Peter Paul is lamming its Thursday
afternoon sponsorship of the Gabby
Hayes cross-the-board airer.
Botr shows have comparatively
high ratings for .itheir respective
time slots, and NBC sales execs
reported some hot prospects in
sight for both. “Jury,” aired Sun4:30 to 5, has been
days froi
averaging bet ween £f 9 and 10 rating,, vyhiie the Hayes; strip has been
getting about, an 11 in the 5 :15 to
5:30 slot, NBC how has three days
open on Hayes, incidentally, with
Quaker Oats retai ing its Monday
and Friday sponsorship.

high costs involved in purchasing
video time and the accompanying
problem of projection. Telegenic
qualities of candidates will play a
big role.
While Congressman Bolling maintained that- slick production arid
anyone,
knowhow could put ov
the majority of. panel members
public
would
be
agreed that the
quick to wisp- up to a phopy ex
posed to the TV screen. Fry and
Ingle indicated Wide use of documentaries in the coming battle,
Dr. Franklin Dunham, chief of
radio arid television for the U. S.
Office of Education, summed up
and announced a continuation of
the program next year.

^
.

NBC-TV Show, Returns
In

hour once-weekly nighttime
show, details ori which have not
been set. Agency is Young & Rubicam.
Reason for. axing the Goodwin
show is reportedly GE’s realization
that daytime video: does not serve

full

'

strong sponsorship on the Saturday

program

noon

had

been

ex-

.KHJ-TV

Manners’
Mats
tremely shaky.
Show is the leadoff on the web's
Hollywood, Feb- ID.
trio of early Saturday afternoon
Don Lee station KHJrTV has
Dallas—Terry H, Lee has been’ dramatic stanzas, and there was a signed Zeke Manners for a fcrrissappointed sales manager of possibility that, its cancellation
the-board afternoon show.. It will
WFAA-TV here. Lfee was' radio might have" had. an adverse effect air from 4 to
6 p.m. Monday
and TV supervisor of the Chicago
These are “Stars through Friday, with a pattern
ori the 'other, two.
offices of Young & Rubicam, arid
Over
bankrolled
by
similar
other
Hollywood,”
to
matinee
spreads.
prior to that, was assistant station
Manners has been an .early?
manager of KPRC-TV, Houston. Carnation from 12:30 to 1 p. m.
Tpni
morning
and
entertainer
on
ABC ras
“Grand
Central
Station”
He was also veepee and Commert

r

«iat

dicated Television Productions, afof KLAC-TV.
He r be r
.

Donna Gibson

to a

non-exclusive

pact, and plans to spot/ her in an
upcoming vidpix series at General

Service studios.. .Recovered from
an eye operation, director James
Tinling is prepping a new group
of “Racket Squad” vidpix to roll
this week at the Hal Roach lot /.

Frank G; King moves from KTTV
to KECA-TV, where he has beeii

named to the hewly-created post
of sales manager, a move in line
with ABC’s splitting the local and
net operations. Job was formerly

handled by Bob LaWs, who now
will concentrate on net sales.
I. D. Levy, c h a i r rii a n of the
board of Official Films, in town on
a business junket.
Elliott Hyman,
prexy of Motion Pictures for Television, due in town this week on
business
Bruce Cabot replaces
Michael O’Shea in “Briice. Bradley* FDA Inspector,” upcoming Edward Lewis Productions telepic to
be shot at Motion Picture Center
studios, Joel Judge directing.
Snader Telescriptions inked Jack
Teagarden for a series of briefies
...

.

.

to roll Feb. 22.

Chicago

fi

“The Bunch,” Chi’s sole contribution to NBC-TV’s morning lineup, is being scratched from the
network. The Hugh Downs-Belte
Chapel stanza probably will remain on locally via WNBQ
Kling
.

reeling

is

the

.

.

film

seg.

Zealand, has joined: WBKB
a trainee
Fred Giese and his
WGN-TV newsreel crew shot 2,400
feet of sound film of the civic anticrime meeting/ last /week. First
reels of the afternoon meeting were
aired on the 6:30 p.m. newscast
TV Tab, new video fan mag edited
by J. Ray Hunt, hit the stands last
week, bringing the town’s total of
listing books to three
Herbie Mintz, who last week was
cited by the city council for his 30
years in show biz, is taking a twoweek hiatus from his nig h 1 1 y
show, to catch some Florida sun. .Net sales of the Magnavox Co, for the final 1951 quarter
in
as

New

.

.

.

WNBQ

ad manager, Chet were $10,691,871. compared to

Electric’s

,

ments for Marshall Field’s “Pace
of Chicago’’ beamed on WBKB
Kirk Logie, formerly with the BBC

$15,-

575,083 for the same period the previous year
Spencer Allen, director of WGN-TV Newsreel, addressing the Illinois Federation of Women’s Clubs today (Wed.). .WENRTV’s “King Calico” leading its
5:45 p.m. competition by more than
10 ARB points, but its the only
“Space C'adet.”
sustainer in the segment /.Morton
Television Productions’ “This Is
the Story” bows on WGN-TV SunHolly
day (24) . Jazz pianist Chet Roble
Vincent Price inked for a series has rejoined the “Challenge” cast
Of half-hour vidpix, “Tales of Ed- on WGN-TV, now that the assigngar Allan Poe," by William Ksjy- ment conflict with his “Studs
.

.

.

.

.

CBS Radio felt relieved- this CBS-TV, which Was cut earlier this
year from an hour to a half-hour
week when Armstrong. Cork
Agency on that account
lie wed on a 52-week basis for its format,
“Theatre of Today” show. Arm- is BBD&O.
at

ern clinic at the Hotel Astor today
(Wed.),
feature will be a “Meet
the (Business) Press” show, modeled after the NBC-TV program.
BBD&O prez Ben Duffy and General

purpose, since it- doesn’t hit the
viewers who would be the best GE
customers.
Another part of the
GE corporation bankrolls the “Fred
Waring. Shovv” Sunday, nights ori

j

.

Marshall working in a series of
Rheihgold beer tele blurbs being
shot by Hal Roach, Jr:\ TransVideo Productions inked starlet

After mulling the situation for Lang, will be the targets of the
trac|e paper editors, with Martha
several weeks, General Electric has
Rountree moderating. .Val-Worth,
decided to d^op its “Bill Goodwin Inc.,
housewares distrib, is backShow,” aired Thesday and Thurs- ing the 90-minute “Twilight
Show”
day afternoons bn NBC-TV. In so on WOR-TV Sundays at 4:30 p.m.
doing, howeveir, GE revealed it will
Hank Sylvern is taking over
return to vid^o in the fail! with a the musical directing post of

its

Armstrong Relieves CBS

.

filiate

Sum- Studios

(Calif.)

has joined the CBS* video staff as
a director
Italian Swiss Colony
Wine pacted to bankroll one-quarter of all' jemairiing sports events

It was originally intended to take
the kine off the cable, in N. Y. and
ship the prints here for televising

be called in several hours before
their normal reporting time,- Figured it would cost CBS.around $1,000 a week over the regular recording cost.

, Cecil
B a r It e r
program-production dion business
George Ellis, formerly general
sales manager, of Ziv Productions
has been named manager of Jerrv
Fairbanks Productions’ N.Y. division. Bill Lechner and Jean Ruth.
Fairbanks pactees, planed to Chicago for personals at the annual
Chicago Automobile Show. .Phii.
dan TV’s new story ed is William
Hadzick; Ray Scott has been named
production and construction supervisorv and Alfred DeGaetano supervising ed... Margaret Field and
Gar Moore inked by Frank Wisbar
for leads in “The Seducer/’ comedy-drama by Robert: Harari, next
“Fireside Theatre” telepic to be
shot at Eagle-Lion studios. ‘‘Invitation Playhouse” vidpix series
produced by Rene Williams has
been sold to stations in Pittsburgh
Frisco, San Diego, Baltimore and
Washington,: for $37,830 by Syn-

instead

rector, skied to .Frisco

.

of a 30% increase in the number
Ex-“Miss America” Jean Bartel
was followed up by a panel includof video sets in use. The return of does a repeat date on the Herb
ing Kenneth D. Fry, TV chairman
full-scale defense production in the Shriner ABC-TV show, tomorrow
for the Democratic National ComPhiladelphia area is another factor (Thurs;)
Dave Apollon unveils a
T. Ingle, TV chaira week later, but this also wais mittee; Edward
in the increase of local radio sales new string instruirient, which he
developed himself when he sinabandoned. Pearce airs from here man^ Republican National Commit and the booming AM market.
tee, and Cong. Richard Bolling
gles on the Kate Smith, evening
at 7:45 a. m M arid a kine at that
show March 11
When Associated
early hour would prove a costly (D., Mo.) and Harold C. Ostertag
N. Y.), which made much of the
(R;,
Business Periodicals holds its eastventure, as a crew would have to

taining.

week

ABC-TV

-WWWlr

:

.

.

Wood

.

.

Place” role has been resolved, /with
Swed- the
latter show changing time ••/
Tony Parrish arid Vera Ward
working
the live blurbs on WENRcret Assignment,” in Europe in
about two months, shooting exter- TV’s Tuesday night feature film
iors in various cfontinental cities, sponsored by the ^Sampson Co.
interiors at Stockhblm studio
Broderick Crawford to N.Y. for
Londbit
guester on Kate Smith's NBC-TV
show Feb. 20. Ralph Flanagan
Norman Wisdom has a. new comand his band: work for scale when edy series, “The Way of Wisdom,’
they guest on Bob McLaughlin’s which tees off next Wednesday (27)
“Picture Album’’ on KLAC-TV With Eddie Leslie and Freddie
Feb. 22
Five Star Productions Mills
Guido Cantini’s “Til
canned flew tele blurbs for Tea Wanderer” has been adapted by
Council
Screen Gems’ new gen- Victor Rietti for next Sunday’s (24)
eral manager is Sam Lake
Jo- drama offering;
He also plays
seph Moncure March inked to name role
/Square dancing from
script American Petroleum Insti- the Lyceum was, teeveed Monday
tute’s half-hour video show for. (18) in the “Come Dancing” proScreen Gems
Nixed by Theatre gram
Edward, Chapman and
Authority on an all-night March of Cameron Hall have’ leads' in A|an
Dimes television show, Beverly Jenkins' “The Venus of Bainville

den and Arnold Belgard

.

.

ish director Tlior Brooks planning
to produce a series of telepix, “Se-

.

,

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

chapter

.

•

;
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.
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Gagers Okay for Indpls.

Prockter Expands
Continnei from pice

TV Setup

I

Web

TV, But Baseball Out

W

•

firnl

.in

series and others which the produwith White, one-time Eurocer may turn out.
eeneral manager for David

Jaeger said PSI will base the
prices on. its vldfllm properties on
the
Class
card rates in each marof the
chairman. Launching
ket. Price of the features, he said,
will be dependent on a number of
factors, indicating that PSI will
charge what the traffic will hear,
which is the way most features are
setup.
syndication
ueb of its film
sold to TV under current market
production
TV
itS
to
in addition
x
PSI conditions.
functions,
ind syndication
Company has set up a complete
tran_radio
package
Stans also to
film center on West 44th St., N. Y.,
properties ^hanscriptions on all
to handle editing and processing
be
will
shows
Radio
dles for video.
of all its film packages. In addition,
specifically for the major
the company is now negotiating for
areftill sans video,
markets, which
can studio space in both N, Y. and HolSen as Denver, in wh ch they
lywood for its own production.
the
for
trailers
serve as longrange
Sales offices will headquarter in
such cities get TV, N. Y„ with
•ffi, when
branches being estabthat
though,
White emphasized,,
lished in Chicago, Los. Angeles, Atr
considerable money
there is still
lanta and Boston^
the
said
in AM, and
to be made
to statranscriptions would be sold
throughout the country.
f,

la headSehnlck. as proxy, PSI
Prockter as board
by Bernard J.
outfit

A

’

•

’

’

'

.
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Pic Stars

oft

\

*

.%

,

.

ta

,

fctffSarssSf

^

y

Sved

Execs

Indianapolis, Feb. 19.
Continued from pace* 23
j
Sports fans got an okay on telefor the anticipated easing Of "the out; hot otlly unscathed; but with
casts of the state high school basfine audience reception and good
ketball tournament last week, but TV bans by the majors—the desire
a nix on prospects for Summer *1 the Stars to do TV Work and the
for the cross-plugging, those
baseball.
growing realization; amo^Lgc the. j|pa TV dramatic shows which now use
Harry M. Bitner Jr., general jors that video, like radio, “will Hollywood name performers whenmanager WFBM-TV, announced serve 1 as a good way to cefcpiug fevcr possible, are glad to let the
negotiations had been completed to
performer toss In a closing referthe stars’ current feature nuns.
films
televise^Saturday games of sectionMajors
ence to his latest film.
,
al tourneys and all games of re- On the first score, a number of top found such hitchhikes to pay off
gionals, semifinals and finals here. Hollywood performers who at one handsomely on radio, vi
“Lux
Biggest sports show of year in time were afraid that TV was not Theatre" and other shows, and are
state, it takes a month to run off. technically good enough to do them starting to realize that TV, with its
Associated Distributors, RCA-Vie- justice, have now seen some of 15,000,000
services
sets,
now
tor agency, will sponsor, with Dick their top-name colleagues take the enough, of the public to make such
Pittenger announcing.
plunge into the medium and come plugs equally valuable on TV.

?

,

;

tions

TV

PSI
Rare
Fix
two nationallyWhite
de- IS555 Continued from page 22
known banking houses.
their identity at dustryites want
clined to disclose
the product badly
said that, his com- they feel Selznick’s
this time 'but he
self-financing,
In addition to

is

being backed by

ss

figure, reported

against
pany has guaranteed them
to be around $2,000,000, is much
up collateral' too high. But his package, includany losses by putting
Money ing such pix as “Since You Went
investment.
th
against
into the firm
has also been poured
Away” and “The Paradine Case,”
private financiers is one of the
by a group of
few still around with
Loewinthan,
lined up by Leonard
top names, and production.
counsel
PSI veepee. and general
Banks have a number of quality
cqmand chairman of its finance
pix, as a result of foreclosures, but
provide a
littee. This group will
here again the price sought thus
special money pool for bankrolling far has been beyond the reach of
production and acquiring existing the TV stations. Only last week

Noting they formed the it was learned that Bank of Amercompany set up to finance vid- ica’s feelers in trying to sell six
specifically, White predicted quality pix are running into a
they may become a new factoring “cold, cold heart” sentiment beand financing unit in the film in- cause the bank wants from $6,000
dustry,
to $8,000 a pic, and local outlets
Distrib Fee Setup
can’t touch those figures.
by
Eight quality pix have been foresupervised
be
will
PSI sales
Andrew P. Jaeger, former chief of closed by the Security-First NationHe
al
bank, but until title is cleared on
operations.
film
DuMont’s TV
revealed that the company will these pix, the bank won’t put them
properties.
first

pix
I

of

distrib fee

a standard

charge

indie-produced films.
If a producer can finance an entire
series of 13 or 26 pix by himself,
though, PSI may trim its distrib
fee to the point where the producer can recoup his entire proPSI is preduction costs soonerpared to offer an indie producer,
with as few as three stanzas com-

35% on

pleted,

all

financing of

up

to

75%

for

Multiply this

501,900 times

on the market. In N. Y. several
banks, including Chemical Trust,
are known to be readying release,
of some pix to teevee;
_i_
This critical shortage is the reason for the court fight by George
find James Nasser to pry four pix,
which they produced, from United
Artists. The pix, with b.o. names
and repping original investment of
$4,000,000, will get at least $200,-

the remaining 10 in a series, providing the producer; has the scripts

000 from television, their attorney,
George T. Goggin, says.

ready for tho balance. PSI will
charge 6-10% interest for the loan,
in return for first refusal on that

tion,

Overshadowing the entire

situa-

with libraries now figuratively
gold mines, the studios arc playing
a game of watchful waiting. While
it’s generally felt the majors will
hold out for more markets, some of
the studios have already taken the
leap. Monogram and Republic have

Detroiters are as accessible to
advertisers in their cars as they

been selling to TV for some time,
but Republic hasn’t sold any of its
top pix, and Mono product is not
the.

type

now

are in their

so scarce.
1

Col’s Vidpi
Continued from

page 22

ered by

and of shows made to order for
specific companies or advertising
agencies; One series* Hollywood
Newsreels, has been dropped. However, Gems’ Disk. Jockey telepix
shorts is beginning to win acceptance and have been spotted in 10

CASTING DIRECTOR

AVAILABLE
after

March

15tfi,

VO Years Experience
Stage, Screen, TV.

Peply Box
Y«ri.*y,

V

.

through

WWJ,

Detroit’s most-

listened-to station.

Add

the 1,262,500 radio

homes

WWJ

that to
in the

primary coverage area—

at

dramatic shows for sale on the
open market, and it’s believed that

ONLY

a conclusion of the contemplated
deal will launch Gems into this
field in a big way. Of course, the
most serious .snag facing the subsifl
is the greenlight from Columbia

why
And

fearful of
execs,
arousing the ire of exhibs. Howexpansion
proposed
Gems’
ever,
plans are perhaps an indication of
a lessening of this fear on the
part of Col production and distrib
toppers. In addition, a separation
of the physical headquarters may
be considered as somewhat removing the video "curse.”
factor perhaps, influencing
Geriis’ entry into the making of
vidpix shows for speculative sale,
is the company’s Close ties with
potential sponsors and advertising
agencies. Outfit has already turned
out on order films or commercials
for such corporations as* du Pont,
Studebaker and Schlitz. It is presstill be’

homesA-and yotPli

WWJ

so economically, also

cause

realize

sells so effectively*

WWJ’s average

.

.

.

be-

cost-per-

thousand listeners in the Detroit
'

market

is

-t-

«

14.5% less than the

average cost-per-thousand for
radio time in Detroit.

A

21552

1M W. 4«k

N.w York

.

.

radios.

,728,000 of which are radio

markets.

who may

homes

That’s the bonus audience deliv-

1

Company has made no attempt

501,900 auto

St..

34, N. Y.

ently working oii two Technicolor
sales filihs for the auto- company
and is also making a half-hour pic
for the American Petroleum Institute.' For du Pont, Gems produced
and' filmed the Cavalcade of Amer;

*
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wouldn’t have to shell out a- com*
mission: if they werr hired for a

Continued from page 24

Continued from pan 23
Those complaining admit that
the tasting personnel should con- Katz. He tolfpthe 37 station execs
iqt the- talent agencies for the present;
“The FCC- regulations governanie Stars dnd featured players
who are 'Uhder contract to the tal- ing option time Were designed for
ent ^KoiiSfcSi But for the smaller instantaneous interconnected net,role&; 'according to this contention, work relays. If networks do most
the Casting directors should tap the of their business on film., and use
pool of Yteblahce talent not signed option time allowed them for the
purpose of selling live simultaneby Any of the talent agencies.
On the other hand, it’s pointed ous hookups, for this different
Out, the lesser roles are frequently purpose; for the purpose of film
handled by actors paid Television placement,, then you will have
Authority minimums. TVA rules grounds for renegotiation of netbar performers from paying com- work option clauses, or for seekmissions on jobs Which pay scale, ing redefinition of the FCC’s reguor from paying commissions that lations, or both.”
A broad “suggestion” that the
would bring their net remuneration below the scale fee. Thus* it’s stations, individually, should: be
answered, the talent houses are not less liberal in granting option time
taking a cut from actors working was also dropped by Gebrge Brett,
director of Katz sales policy. He
for the minimum.
told the execs they “are now in a
position to resist network pressure
;

!

‘

tttogram for .TepeWfori/at. l^atlonaf
Electric Liglit AsSif., Atlanta City,

Salqtes fr<HR. star? no\R jiirJIalM
wood to the 22 cities hi Eastern' •March 16^ 1922; specfad program
Marconi
New York and Western New Eng- for reception by Senator
route from
land covered by the station, are aboard his yacht en
June 25,
being turntabled during the week. New York to Albany,
Bob Hope, Groucho Marx, Douglas 1922; full-length stage play, EuWolf,” direcFairbanks, Jr., Waiter O’Keefe, gene Walter’s “The
H. Smith, Aug.' 3,
Herbert Marshall, Brian Donlevy tion by Edward
weekly
drama
on WGY, be1922;
and The Great Gildersleeve made
ginning Sept. 11, 1922; use of the
them.
T

<

.

‘

Condenser microphone, Aug, 7,
today 1923; use of portable, shortwave,
(Tues.) dramatized the kidnapping low-power
transmitter to relay
of the six-year-old son of Dr. E. F, services
from
Schenectady
W. Alexanderson, GE scientist and churches, Oct. 21, 1923; broadcast
one of the foremost inventors in of Barnum & Bailey Circus menagelectronics, the child’s recovery’ in erie
from old Madison Square GarMay, 1923> at a camp hear the St. den, New York, April 10, 1924;
Lawrence River being attributed to '’Billeted,” first network play
broadcasts by WGY. This Was the broadcast, May 13, 1934; and many
first recorded instance of the exothers,
tension of radio’s arm to such a

FBI

“The

In

Action’’

;

proach

public service and

human

FDR

interest

'Fireside’ Start

Incidentally, President
RooseEdgar Hoover, heacF of
the FBI, will be heard in a special velt’s famed “Fireside Chats’’ grew
salute on the half-hour show. Its out of a series of Monday night
ninth anniversary coincides With reports Which FDR made over
WGY from the executive mansion
the 30th year celebration.
in Albany when he was N. Y. govDr. W. R. G> Baker, whose ini-,
ernor.
He was one qf governors
tials form' the cali letters of WGY’s
from
10 states to air via WGY.
television sister, will be guest
With the money, and sciWGY,
speaker Wednesday night on the
WGY Science Form, 16-year-old entific resources of GE to back it,
been a solid station,
always
has
program that ranks among the top
J.

'

The first
educational? in radio.
ir discussion Of atomic energy was
voiced on the show in 1936 by Dr.
Lewis Tonks, director of research
at the GE Knoll Hills laboratory,
and a regular panelist.

neatly balancing network, regional
and local contributions and"“ requirements.
It has been usually
most spectacular, in the areas of
the technical, and public service,

and has succeeded

in being both
powerful arid friendly. The present studios, dedicated July 9, 1938,
the
Guests are also slated for
and patterned after NBC’s New
Farm Paper Off the Air, the Farm York setup, rate with the best,
Forum, (both iri their 27th year),
Robert B, Hanna, Jr., appointed
Earle Pudney, Martha Brooks, The
manager of GE’s recently-estabChanticleer (Charles John Stevenbroadcasting stations delished
son) and Boh Bender shows. Mayors
partment (supervising all the comand newspaper editors of six cities
pany’s AM,
and TV operations,
Will be included in Wednesday eveand five international Bhortwave
ning pickups. Dave Garroway, a
stations), is the fourth man to head
native of Schenectady, is schedThe late Martin Rice was
uled to extend greetings to,
the first; Hager and G. Emerson
on “Today,” NBC video two-hour.
Markham
followed. Hanna, a capboasts of many firsts in
in the Signal Corps during
Among them are the i- tain
radio.
World
War
II, was appointed Statial remote broadcasts, from Union
tions manager in 1949, after a caCollege gymnasium, by Gov. Nareer with GE beginning in 1929.

Guest Shots

.

FM

WGY WGY

1

.

WGY

‘

pan 25
existence when he

sales topper urged a “modification
network time
of
clauses, to assure advertisers more

RWG

1

.

mum

company.”

ABC

To

this the
clared- that “aside

.

Full Rate Card
spokesman deThe rep outfit grants that video
from the fact networks will continue to occupy
.

we

are not yet iii negotiations with
are negotiating at the
present time with the Publicists
Guild,
Insofar as overburdening
the staff goes we don’t want that,
and there are adequate provisions
iii the present contract to correct
this if it proves staffers are overburdened. If we find the men are
being overworked, we’ll put men
back on the staff.”
While the union is protesting
the two firings in, N. Y., the beef
is going through the usual grievance machinery. Cbast Unit doesn’t
have a similar grievance setup.
Talks with the three webs in
N. Y. are currently in a state of
suspended animatiori, although not
formally broken off.
Union is
awaiting word from the management representatives on its demand that the New York parleys
should be national in scope.

RWG, we

.

^

•

taining that they can only deal on
a local level.

is

Eyes

sell” boys know
they have to talk loud to: be
heard in Philly’s hotly competitive market. These wise birds are
telling each other that WFIL’n
voice penetrates all the vast
14-County Philadelphia Retail

The “hard

-

*

„

“ m m u - » . J .

interesting

Westinghouse, DuMont, et al., sponsorship of party conventions as a
possible forerunner to commercial
sponsorship of Speeches by candidates.
The Corrupt Practices Act

<Tilf

reveals.

Engineers, both sales and electronic, agree that WFIL— 5,000
watts at 560— is worth 20 times
the power at double the frequency

boosting rates
It’s

time.

measures to give the FCC jurisdiction over networks and others amplifying the “equal opportunity”
provisions of the Communications
Act. Any of these might be dusted
off arid amended to cover the
rent situation.
Washington is also Watching, the

far beyond.

Trouble is, say the marketwise , too many people think of
Philly radio only in terms of the
city. They forget that half tli
sales, half the profits show up in
147 towns outside city limits, but
still comfortably within Philly’s
trade area— WFIL-adelphia.

broadcasters from
for. political

such a bill was offered
by former Sen. J. Howard McGrath,
now Attorney General.
There have also been perennial

Trading Area and reaches

BMB

to

to note that

^r
W

Jtu'imrfi

sentatives of
Electric

RCA, DuMont, Genand

Westinghouse,

on the

will join in a panel

subject.

In addition, several papers on UHF
transmitters and signal character-

RCA

be given by

will

istics

top-

pers.

Advancements in station
ment will comprise much

equipof the
subject matter of the conference.
Papers will be given on improvements ‘ cameras, film reproduction, studio lighting, audio consoles
and amplifiers.
/ Engineers Will get a glimpse of
foreign TV operations through a
talk being planned on the installation of the first TV station
'

an important place in the national Argentina.
picture, because some programs,
Conference, to be held March 31,
especially In the special events April 1-2
being planned by a
category, must be beamed simul- committee consisting
of E. M.
taneously. But It’s the contention Johnson of Mutual; Orrin
Towner;
that an ever-increasing proportion WHAS; Raymond F.
Guy, NBC; A.
Of shows will be filmed Which can James Ebel, WMBD, Peoria,
111.;
be booked oh the individual spot James McNary, consulting engineer
market.
This means, of course, of Washington* and Neal McNaughthe stations would receive full rate ten, NARTB.
’

;

,

.

.

card for the spot billing rather
than th£ 30% from the Web feed.

— Al

Dent

You Make

Movi

Rock

Little

joins

With this uppermost in their RLRA, Little Rock, as early mornminds, the reps of the 19 Katz sta- ing announcer.
tions agreed to the principle of a
’

52-week protection against preemption for their spot national ac-

B«for*

counts.

for Screen or TV, Saa

Charles curran
Tima* Square Productions,

Inc,

145 West 45tb St., Now York If
Telephone Circle 4-4443

TV DIRECTOR

handling

Formerfilm producer and

which may
be made for campaign purposes
and it would be up to the Dept, of
Justice to determine whether such

S't.iricn

limits the contributions

director

Ixtenilve, cuccecsful career In TV
direction, now In
capacity in
rtialor atatlon.
Desirous of making
chance.
Box 229, Variety, *12 N.

and to reflect the
savings resulting from the absence
tolls,

Mm#

•'

Mlchiian, Chlcato 11,

legislation could be
guarantee that TV does
not give one candidate an advantage over the other.
Could such
legislation, it is asked, be so written as to provide a floor on free
time?
*
Many members of Congress believe in a legislative approach to
the problem.
Several bills have
been introduced which come close
to it.
One measure would prevent

'w/

Of a symposium; in which representatives of WJAC-TV in Johnstown, Pa., and WGrAL-TV in Lancaster, Pa., miay participate.
UHF, of course; will get plenty
of attention/
Several prominent
consulting engineers and repre-

of cable costs.

how

C

Small-town TV stations which
are expected to spring up in the
next few years wifi be the subject

same minimums as Gotham staff- tion they keep their rates below
ers.
The webs have been main- discounted net rates, to cover film

Another thesper gripe is that
the casting directors are not bookD. C.
ing thespers directly, but instead
Continued from pace 27
are calling the bigger talent agencies.
These in turn call for free- policy because
some candidates
lance thespers outside their regular haven’t
the means to buy TV time.
stable, from whom they collect the
Floor On Free Time?
usual percentage. The actors are
The big question being asked
irked, because they feel that they here
is

-

of the National Assn, of Radio and TV Broad*
casters convention, starting March
31 in Chicago.

RWG

framed

Two-thirds of the radioequipped homes seem to have
their dials stuck on WFIL, says
BMB. WFIL, with 5,000 Watts,
yanks in more regular tuners
than 50,000 Watts in most of
this $6 billion market area;

tive agenda of the Engineering
Conference Which will precede

management sessions

They also voted to seek
the broadening of the spot biz base
by encouraging dual sponsorship
of programs,
No on-the-record stand was
taken on the Katz recommendation
that the stations implement a 52wants parity' in pay scales be- week rate guarantee for national
tween its various regions, with Chi accounts. The execs likewise took
arid L. A. scripters upped to the no formal position on the sugges-

1

;GAC

net-

able cut in the Work load.
The
TV
result will be to overburden restaffers with, an Unfair free choice and protection against
work load. Since
is the only network unilateral rate decisions.”
major radio union now involved He reminded the operators that the
in contract negotiations with ABC, nine hours of daily web time perit can only view the drastic lay- mitted under present FCC rules
offs of Guild members as an act are a maximum rather than a ministandard;
of reprisal on the parts of the

.

Dintti

of

maining

Continued from

of an. actor’s
“at liberty.”
Indirect Booking

work
The

Continued from page 25

renegotiation
contracts.”
to*

19.

New development* In TV station
operations, following lifting of the
freeze, are reflected in the tenta-

and to devise an entirely new ap- eral

.

field.

Washington, Feb.

1

'

.

To Eye Freea Changes,

r

1

,

Engmeermg Confabs

Chi

Ka(z Meet

part directly by the network casting director,

WGY

Network Salutes to

III.

Albany—Walt Sheahan, chief announcer for WROW, has resigned
to enter the .insurance business
Here.
He will .continue, however,
to do “Shamrock Lane,”. Sunday
program, and to emcee the TV
“Memory Lane” over WRGB, Sche-*
nectady.
Alan Leafer, onetime
band leader, has taken over Shea
han’s “590 Club” morning show

on

for
7

136

and

apt. hse.- prof,

67th

St.

rosld.

i»i

$275.00.

MU

WROW.

WJBK

E.

opt., 3 hatha, largo rms.
Elov*
fireplace.

rut*

wood burning

54521

Goods

delivers the

soop mops. .
*"* SALES a

PUNCH

Here's. Sponsor identification with Im-

pact!

The “Twin Movie Party,"

rledyia WJiK-TV for Twin Pinos Dairy,
Is a.

brand new Saturday feature! After

only throe weeks, -Milky," the Twi
Pinos magician-down who. handles the

commercials, appeared at a Mother-

Son school party.

'

Without fanfare or
appeared oh the

Introduction, “Milky"

The

stage.

.

kids,. In

a

single voice,
4

roared

.

.

.

“It's

Milky!"

.sponsorship involves contributions.

Albany—Edwin
,

Graham has

G.

WPTR

resigned as news editor of
here, to join the public information
division of Albany- District Office
of Price Stabilization, at an annual
salary of $4,205. He entered radio
as a news reporter for WOKO.
Graham served with WP.TR for two

'and* half

V

3
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RABIO-TELE VISION

39

Working Pressmen Form

Comment

Tele Followup

Coatiaui* from page

New York AM-TV

M

New

Group
& TV

organization, Radio

Working Press Assn., In<?. wJiich
factor of the downtrodden peons, is Longines shows on radio and TV, will promote
the welfare of radio
Akron* O.—C. W. Green has been
secondary to the fact that the TV introduced the guests and handled and tele
newsmen and phptogs in appointed general manager of
version* where it could have been the Longines blurbs in his usual
New York, was formed at a meeting radio station WHKK, Akron, to redignified style.
documentary,
fell
costume
good
a
in
CBS headquarters Monday
work
flat. Production and camera
place Russell W. (Bud) Richmond.
night
(18). Professional group,
Were good and the acting* for the
which
will riot get Involved in Latter has been, made executive
the
but
standout,
most part, was
labor relations, is open only to head of the United Fund Drlv
show never pulled itself out of its
meriewbo cover the news directly;
talkiness.
t

NBC Summer

Miss Montealegre etched a fine
characterization of the willfully
dominant empress,- making her
second-act curtain speech a zinger
as she broke under the strain »of
Napoleon’s double-cross and went
insane! Leslie Nielsen was acceptable as the emperor, and Harry
Andrews turned in a nice, albeit
Antony
short, bit as Napoleon.
Eustrel, Robert Carroll, Frederick

whether with mike, recorders or
Saskatoon*
Sask.— A $40,000
terary classics, and “Screen Direct- Cameras, and will exclude news- building
permit for construction of
ors Playhouse,” which \$ also be- room scribes.
studio,
a
been
issued Radio
has
Panel
of
temporary
officers
was
ing brought back in 60-minute forPrairiq Nord, which plans to open
mat. Web has not yet 'decided elected, headed by Chester F. X. a French-language radio station
Burger,
of
CBS-TV,
as
prexy.
Other
whether Eva Le Gallienne, who last
here soon;
Another French-.ariyear handled the femcee role on pro. tem officers are Fred Dieterich, guag'e station is being built at
Tele-News,
veepee; Jack Fern,
“Theatre,” will be inked again.
Gravelbourg, Sask.
Mutual, secretary; and David B.
Budget includes an appropriation Tullen, CBS-TV, treasurer.
Second
for a new eomedy series. The nod meeting will
Minneapolis
With two Twin
be held at 9 p/m.,
may go to Phil Foster, following March 18, in the Mutual newsroom.
Cities TV stations already in operathe latter’s favorable reception in
tion and applications for three
his “Big Show” appearances with
more pending, still another group,
Tallulah Bankhead. Also in the huthe Minnesota Television Public
Service Gofp., has tossed its hat
mor department, the Goodman Ace St. Louis Police Board
into the ring. The corporation is
arid Bob Elliot-Ray Goulding stanheaded by St. Paul contractor Robzas will be continued.
Meeting Gets KSD-TV
ert Butler and Minneapolis brewer
The Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., starAlvin Gluck and advertising agency
rer, “Silent Men,” will move into
president Quentin David, Its appliWilliam Gargan’s 10 p.m. Wednescation filed with the FCC asks perSt. Louis, Feb. 19.
day time when “Barrie Craig”
For the first, time in the history mission to operate a TV station on
takes the 8:30 p.m. Tuesday slot for of
Radio station KYSM,
the local police department, pro- channel 11
Tunis.
t h e
ceedings of the Board of Police Mankato, Minn,, received
Northwest Radio News Assn’s first
A1 Goodman’s orch will have the Commissioners were telecast,
a la
award for news and community
10 p.m. Monday period, replacing the Kefauver crime
hearings. Last service,
“primarily for its outstandMario Lanza, who riiOves over to week
the

.

.

—

Rolf and Edmopd Purdom topped
the supporting cast.

CBS-TV’s

“Chronoscope,”

.

Continued from paice 25

like

other public affairs panel
is dependent for its value
.
almost solely on its guests. And,
with a guest like California Gov.
Earl Warren, making, his first
eastern TV appearance since announcing his candidacy for the Republican presidential nomination,
the show Wednesday night (13)
seemed much too short. It’s only
a 15-minute airer anyway, and with
the interviewers asking incisive
questions and Warren answering Fridays at 9 p.m.
Most of the shows are modestly
them the same way, the show
seemed to race to' its conclusion. priced, in the $2,000-$3,000 brackFrom a political standpoint, War- et, and all are in the under-$5,000
ren displayed a warm and pleasant bracket, except for “Screen Directpersonality, which should stand ors,” which has a higher nut. The
him in good stead during the up- pricing is based on Barry’s conviccoming campaigning.
tion that low-cost radio is bound
Interviewers on this show were to pay off for the advertisers!
Williani Bradford Huie, editor of
At the sairie time, Barry stresses,
American Mercury, and Don Rog- the lower tags on today’s packages
ers, political editor of the N. Y.
don’t mean that the shows do not
Herald Tribune. While they didn’t
stanzas
the quality of
try too hard to put Warren on the match
spot, they tossed plenty of leading of a few years back. Everybody is
questions his way, all of which he taking, less coin—-talent, scripters,
answered as fully: as possible; Most packagers, networks, etc. but the
interesting of these was. his ob- standards haven't been lowered, he
servation that any attempt to arm feels. It’s only in the Case of the
the Chinese Nationalists, in the high-priced, comics, Barry said,
hope that they could recapture that there is strong resistance to
their homeland from the Chinese cuts. On the other hand/ in the
Reds, could only lead to our be- dramatic field, topflight entries can
ing drawn into full-scale war with
be brought in very reasonably
the Reds. Statement was a direct
and at prices that are ridiculously
rebuttal of that made the preceding day by Seri. Robert A. Taft, low in comparison with TV costs,
Barry said.
also a GOP candidate.
Frank Knight, who works all the

most
sh

where he handles radi
and TV copy arid production.
BUI Ryttingf husband of U. S;
Olympic skier Susie Harris Rytting, has beeri added to the sales
staff of K ALL.
He was formerly
with J; A. Hogle Investment Co.
Station has also taken on a new
spieler, Dean Buchanan, recently
ageriey,

.

.
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[
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KDYL-TV.

with

Keene,

N,

II.

—Rev.

A.

Allen

MacKerron has resigned as pastor
of Sturtevarit Chapel in this city
to become assistant to the executive secretary of the New England
Fellowship
of
Evangelicals
Boston.

In his new post, Mr. MacKerron
will direct the "Fellowship Hour/’
a lialf-hour daily program broadcast over radio station
in

WMEX

Boston and over WBZ there on
Sundays.
He will also supervise
the
booking
of
gospel
films
ilUoughout New England.

Temple, Tex.
has;

joined

ty writer

— A. H.

KTEM

Holt, Ji\

here as continui-

and disk jockey.

,

AM
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Alaskans’ N.Y, Office
The Midnight Sun Broadcasting
Co., which owns and operates stations KFAR, Fairbanks, arid KENI,

BILLY NALLE

Anchorage, In Alaska, has opened
own New York* sales office.
Ci Fletcher, Jr., is head of

its

PIANIST*

James

•ORGANIST*

the office.

KFAR

and

with NBC,
Lee.

KENI

ABC

are afffiliated

and Mutual-Don

...

.

—

—

.

.

KDKA

.

Monday

(25).

TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER. PENNA
station
rich

m

station

seen

—

in

—

only TV

this
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KLAC-TV, COAST INDIE,

.

large,

Pennsylvania market area

Hollywood, Feb.

desk March

at his

1

iNow starring on NB£'a

Salt Lake City— J. Richard Andersen, former head of production

19.

amounting to $10,500 a at KALL, has given up his own
week were racked up by KLAC-TV agency and is now with Gillham
in one day last week.
Liberace, who 88s for a halfhour a week, was bought by Citizens National Bank of L.A. for 13
Crawweeks, at $2,000 a week.
Market inked "Phantom
ford’s
Ranger,” Gary Goodwin’s juve
cross-the-board slot, at $2,000 a
week for 13 weeks,
Dodge-Plymouth dealer H. J.
Caruso was given a pitch to pick
up half the tab on the $5,000
Horace Heidt show, but found it
too rich for his blood and bought
Bob McLaughlin’s “Picture Album” instead, f of $1,750 a week.
Other new deals: Mike Roy’s
“Banquet,” Amana Home Freezer,
$1,000 weekly; Sam Balter, three
five-minute strips weekly, Farmers
Insurance, $600; “Candid Camera,”
year’s', pact, Beki
.$900 a week;
"Dude
Leo
Carrillo’s
Ranch.

&

Varieties,” half of tab, O’Keefe
Merritt, $1,400; Timmy O’Toole
cross-the-board. Outlying Dairies
Assn., $500.
In addition, 13 new participation
spots Were sold on the Eddie Albert show for another $1,000 weekSince A1 Jarvis ankled the
ly.

I

n

Wednesday

'

Sdn

Frtfitttcb

*

bfe:'

sponsored’ by

‘

Gen^) ;£lw$si

Fire and Casualty Ins’urariee Co.

in

the country

ty->

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

KEYL-TV

'

market which has highest

the

.-'come per family

Playboys,”

nr ftd* Abates

EST

William Morris Aftncy

Wilmington, Del

Repr e sen' ed
on
seen
currently
for a half-hour each
night, under the sponsorship of the Frank Klein Appliances Co., will expand to a full
hour Feb. ,27. Last -half-hour will

Mflt.t

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

San Antonio—“The Texas Star

NewC York

ALL STAR RBVUB
Saturday's 1-9 p.m.,

Billings

afternoon show, KLAC-TV has lost
one sponsor, according to general
manager Don Fedderson.

Represented by

after undergo-

ing operation for ulcers.

HAS KHG SALES DAY

information service featuring Bill

Watson, information director for
the Maryland Tidewater Fisheries,

Only TV

Don’t Fear

Continued from page 23

.

Baltimore—-W A AM will inaugua five-minute daily weather

Profitable

Webs

They, claim that stations in- all but
board’s
president, ing coverage Of the Minnesota river
Maurice. C. Roberts, gave the green- floods last spring.” Second and single-station markets must rely on
the nets even during the freeze
light to KSD-TV, the only TV sta- third
places
went to KROX, to provide shows that can buck
tion in this town, for the telecast. Crookston, Minn., and, KNUJ, New
the competition. “What would hapThe occasion was the result of a Ulm/Minn.
pen. to a station that had to buck
hassle between the five board
the Milton Berle show,” a top CBS
members over the
wholesale
Houston
A new forum series
shakeup of higherups in the de- has made its debut here on KTRH. exec asked! “if our network didn't
provide the Frank Sinatra show in
partment, 17 captains and lieu- Aired each Friday evening for a
opposition? Could that station pull
tenants haying been ordered to dif- half-hour, it’s known as the "Uniany kind of an audience against
ferent districts than those in which versity Forum.” Regulars include
Dr. Louis Kestenberg, nr. Otis'. M. Berle with a local program, or
they are now serving.
4
Roberts countermanded the or- Walter and John Schwamvalder. with a TV film?”
An NBC exec, on the other hand,
der issued by three of the board Moderator is Schwarzwalder, memmembers, Nicholas Reidy, Charles ber of the radio department of the questioned whether local stations
U. of Houstori and newscaster on \yo.uld have sufficient top-quality
G. Ostertag and Daniel G!‘ Church,
KTRH. The forum has been heard pfogniiriming available to fill, their
and was supported in his stand by on the school’s outlet,
KUOII-FM. entire day’s schedule If they
Mayor Joseph M. Darst, an ex-ofbuiriped off some network shows.
ficio member.
Pittsburgh
Pair of guest shots For the immediate present, he
Reports are current that, polipointed
out, there arc not enough
ticians and gamblers are seeking to on "Perfection Time” has wbn
singer Jimmy Confer a regular vidpix to go around. Reason is that
“soften up” several police districts
berth on the local Monday night few indie entrepreuners have sufin which dice games and the numteevee show . . Hilary Bogden has ficient funds to finance a complete
bers racket might be set up. Be- picked up a new
sponsor, a furnace series of vidpix. And, the NBC exec
fore the meeting began Friday (15), company, for his 7:15 morning
pointed out, it’s extremely unlikethe three members who voted, for news on WJAS .
Westinghouse ly that the stations themselves will
.
the transfers issued a written has renewed Paul Long’s 6:05
ever get together to finance vidfilm
statement in which they declared news Tuesdays, Thursdays and
production to meet their programthe hassle should not be aired in Saturdays on
for another 13
ming
needs;
public and then disappeared from weeks
“Coffee 'With Carol”
police headquarters and. were riot (Mansfield), daily morning quarterhour
on
solid
WDTV,
again
sold,
Representatives
in the telecast.
of the Chamber of Commerce and with peddling of the two remain-,
other civic organizations attended ing open segments to Hazel Bishop
Ray Snyder, chief anthe meeting and their oral support lipstick . .
nouncer at WWSW, just celebrated
of Roberts and the Mayor was telehis
anniversary with the staThe 60 minute show was tion 18th. Pittsburgh
cast.
Ad Club sponrecorded in film and re-cast later soring a series of courses in radio
in the evening.
and TV advertising conducted by
Marjorie Thoma .
Jimmy Mur.
ray, manager of KQV, will be back

rate

at 6:55 p.m.,
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24-Honr Heart Marathon
Salt

WE
Washington, Feb. 19.
last week, ruli^. |n
thfi purchaser of %
radio station is not required to
carry out the contractual obligations of the seller with a labor

The

FQ0

effect,

that

Lake

City* Feb. 19.

Bruce Vanderhoof, KNAK defesomething of an ironman
record here last- Wednesday and
Thursday "(12-13), when he did a

jay, set
-

24-hour stint to
Utah Heart Assn, in its

for funds.

the
drive

help

solid

'

first

Demos

*

After completing his regular
Boston, Feb. 19.
two-hour grind Wednesday after-*
New England branch of AFRA noon, he moved over to the H0te\
The agency's decision Was on a
petition filed by the International has elected the following officers Utah, and started his pitch that
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, for the ensuing year: Viri Maloney, ended Thursday evening. During
which asked for reconsideration of WNAC, prez; Lindy Miller, WBZ, the session, he aired about 400
the transfer last November of first v.pi; Bill Hahn, Jr., WNAC, records, and pourdd forth words
station WINX (now WOOK) to second v.p.; Joe Grant, WMEX, by the thousands.
and Wally O’Hara,
United Broadcasting Co., headed treasurer,
waived all commercials,
by Richard Eaton. IBEW had WEEI, secretary.
Board members chosen were and Vanderhoof stayed with the
claimed that the rights of former
Music
Heart
Fund
all the way.
technicians at WINX were disre- John Day, WHDH; Jack Chase,
garded in the sale of the station, WCOP; Ken Mayer, WBZ; Jay Mc- was; broken up with interviews
with
local'
medicos.
for
Appeal
despite a contract with the previ- Masteer, WMEX; Bob Clayton,
ous owner (Banks Independent WHDH; Bill Ryan, WORL, and funds wks supplemented, with a
deal
with
the
Ute
Cab
which
Co.
Broadcasting Co.) which carried Nelson Churchill, WNAC. Robert
protection in the event the sta- M. Segal continues
executive agreed, to send a cab to anyone"
with money for the fund; about
tion changed hands.
secretary.
75s university coeds who got after
The union appealed to the FCC,
pedestrians, arid a big barrel in
contending that the agency had
the hotel lobby where guests could
jurisdiction to withhold a station
toss their money.
transfer in order to protect emLocal record distributors helped
ployees involved. United countered
that there was no basis for. FCC
out in supplying the latest disks,
intervention, and that if there was
and Vanderhoof had no .trouble in
a legitimate grievance, the case
keeping the musical ball rolling.
should be taken to the National
KDYL-TV also kicked through
Labor Relations Board. United also
Washington, Feb. 19.
With a 90-minute program titled
pointed out that either the emnetwork program package, for “Have a Heart," featuring local
A
ployees at its
station (then all-night radio stations, has been
talents from 10:30 p,m. to 1- a.m:,
in suburban {Silver Springs, Md;) brought out here by its two owners,
or those at WINX would have to Charles Morris and Dick. VoorhiSi which was reported to have collected nearly $2,000 towards the
be displaced, and that it felt its of Phoenix, Ariz.
30G fund goal.
obligation was to its employees.
The new show, tested successWhether it was Vanderhoof’s
(United has since, moved its fully for several months at station
former Silver Springs station to KOY, in Phoenix, is called, steady pounding of the mike or
had technical difficulRockville, Md., where it is Using ‘‘Gear Jammers Jamboree,"
It not,
Is
a combination “of music, ties immediately following his
the WINX call letters).
marathon,
and
was forced off the
comment
and
advice
for
truck
In denying the IBEW petition,
and late - hour motor- air for over an hour.
the Commission said that it con- drivers
ists,
its
underlying
motive
and
is
it
sidered the labor contract when
acted on the transfer of WINX and to create good will for the overalong with the-road truckers. The plan is to
that it concluded,
other factors, that the public in- tie in with the Mutual network.
Morris and Voorhis, after winterest would be served by approvning the approval of the Arizona
ing sale of the station.
union.

Conn. Stations Giro

Tune Vs. Eisenhower Talk

•.

KNAK

v.

Hartford, Feb. 19.
Connecticut radio
including seven in the

Twenty-two
stations,

Hartford area, last week were
forced to give a half-hour of radio
time to a spokesman for the Democratic Party speaking in behalf of
President Truman’s renomination.
Situation resulted when all the
stations cleared time for a speech
by Gov. John Lodge. All failed to
check the reason for the speech,
assuming it was a customary “fireside chat" enjoyed by the state’s
top head.
Too late they learned the subject of the Governor’s talk, It was
an endorsement of General Eisenhower as Republican candidate for
president.
All the stations gave
equivalent time on Tuesday and
Wednesday (12-13) to the Demos,
a week after the Governor’s talk.
,•

.

KNAK
.

,

Motor

Transport Assn., brought
platters here for the consideration
of the American Trucking Assn,
Last Weekend the association’s

KECA-TV ASSURES TIME

Washington, Feb. 19.
executive committee gave the proOpponents of Transit Radio will
gram all the blessing it felt it legit- argue before the Supreme Court
imately could, commending the March 3 that music as well as compublic relations value of the idea mercials should be banned from
as good for the trucking business. the trolleys and busses in this city,
Walter Beltzen, ATA pressagent, In this respect; the opposition
said later “it looks like
good wants the high tribunal to go even
deil” and explained that the limit- further than the U. S. Court of
ed endorsement is as far as ATA Appeals of the District of Columcan go. He said more specific ap- bia, which held only that the anproval must come- from the various nouncements on music-as-you-ride
state trucking associations affiliated were in violation of constitutional
with ATA.
rights of passengers. The lower
On the basis of the endorsements court made no ruling as to the
so far, and others they expect from music.
various state organizations, Morris
However, for all practical purand Voorhis hope to sell time seg- poses, the lower court decision is
ments on a national and regional regarded as the death-blow to TR
basis to manufacturers of tires, if it is upheld by
the Supreme
gasoline, trucks, trailers, etc.
Court. Sponsors of Transit Radio,
including station WWDC, which
holds the franchise here, have so
CHI
AIRING
conceded.
The opposition to TR, which is
led by the Transit Riders Assn.,
revealed its position in’ its brief
Chicago, Feb. 19.
The baseball season is getting an filed with the high court last week.
The Riders asserted that “music, as
early start on the two
stations,
WCFL and WIND, which will air well as words, infringes liberty in
the White Sox and Cubs games. violation of the Fifth Amendment,
WCFL, as the Liberty affiliate, by interfering with free use .of a
will carry all the regular Sox con- person’s faculties."
Brief contended that “when these
tests, and has pacted two bankwords or music
inrollers for coverage of the com- programs
fringe the freedom of attention of
plete
exhibition
schedule
that
objecting
riders,
there
is
an
unstarts March 8.
WIND' will air a
10-game “grape-fruit league" Cubs constitutional taking of their property—their attention itself and the
slate of weekend games. Indie will
again cover all the regular season free use of their time.”

TO REBUT REV. FIFIELD
Hollywood, Feb,

19.

KECA-TV manager Phil Hoffman said yesterday (18) that the
station will grant time to anyone
seeking it, to give ‘‘the other side"
to questions of controversial na.

ture which might be raised on a
series of telecasts being

by the Rev. James

launched

Fifleld, Jr.,

who

shifted over to the channel this
ankling
week after abruptly

KTTV.
Fifield’s ‘‘non-political" telecasts

have stirred considerable controversy locally, and as late as. Friday
he didn’t know whether he was
going on KECA-TV. After having
okayed the deal, the station -notified him it was certain it could
clear time, according to Hal Conner, of the ad agency repping
Fifield.
Situation was finally re-

/-

.

BASEBALL
DUE FOR EARLY START

solved
when the station told
he could go on only under
sponsorship of Freedom Clubs, not
via First Congregational church of
Fifield

AM

as he had previously.
Fifield must submit blurb

LA,

copy
to the channel, and tell it what
subjects he plans to discuss each
Week. Hoffman, terming the affair
a
‘‘misunderstanding,"
said
he
viewed several Fifield telecasts and
thought they were ;“pretty good,"
and not controversial.

—

'

—

-

tilts

NABET Threat to RWG

for Chesterfield.

The week-day Sox

™

spring- train-

ing games,
will be sponsored on
8
For Chi
Scribes WCFL by Allan Terman, with Robert Hall Stores picking up: the tab
Chicago, Feb. 19.
for the weekend contests.
Bob
Staff news writers at NBC and Elson
will work the wire recreaABC here will vote next Tuesday tions.
(26) on union representation, The
National Labor Relations Board ordered the balloting after hearing a K.C. Newscaster Lauded
petition from the National Assn, of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians, claiming bargaining rights
for the writers. Also on the ballot
Kansas City, Feb. 19.
will be the Radio Writers Guild,
New community centre in Trailer
which likewise claims jurisdiction. City, housing refugees of the July
currently in- super-flood, last week was named
With the
volved in negotiations with the net- for Randall JeStee, program diworks in New York for a national rector and newscaster of WDAFpact, the Chi election is particu- TV.
>
Longtime TV and radio newsman
larly important. A swing tc NABET
here would seriously impair RWG’s here, Jessee pitched' in with his
hopes to maintain national bargain- late evening session oh WDAF-TV
•and helped the sponsoring Sorontiing rights.
NABET, which recently lost out mists raise over $16,000 to build
at CBS to the International Broth- the
v..~ recreation centre for the more
children living in the
erhood of Electrical Workers, reps than 1,000
1,0
,.l
at
engineers; an<K
NBC
trpUec
technicians
"
’

wcA

News

DEEJAY SIMON BACK ON
CHICAGO AIR VIA

WENR

.

Chicago, Feb. 19. ,
Deejay Ernie Simon returns to
Chi radio after an absence of several months, sighing an exclusive
pact last week with WENR.
Several stations had been dickering for Simon, since he ankled
WJJD last November to. sign a
managment pact with Balaban &
Katz.
Starting - March 3, gabber will*
Work a nightly disk session froth
10:30 to 11:30. He’ll continue his
nightly “Curbstone Cutup’’ tele
.

I

on WGN-TV.
That was
pulled a couple of months ago.
Pirie Scott took a daily
Carson
Chicago, Feb. 19.
half-hour stip on WNBQ for a trial
First definite steps toward the run last year, but bowed out.
The
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.’s Fair Store yanked its “Tele Shopfootball video plans for this fall. per" off WBKB at the end of JanWill likely come out of a meeting uary.
with network and agency reps to
That’s why Field’s “Pace" is
be called in New York shortly by being, watched closely.
UnforAsa S. Bushnell. Bushnell, commis- tunately, the path of the show has
sioner of the Eastern College Ath- been anything but smooth to date.
letic Asjfn., was named last week to Field
set up a special budget, resucceed Edwin Reynolds as direc- portedly $500,000, for its 100th annl
.

tor of the NCAA's controlled -TV hoopla.
big chunk was set aside
package for the upcoming grid for the video series. Because of
season.
a variety of reasons, “Pace" so far
Last year, the bundle of 20 has failed to come up to the standgames put together by, the
ards expected of the prestige
as an experimental tele p'ackage store. Its future beyond the first

A

NCAA

was sponsored on NBC-TV by West- 13-weeks; is unclear.
inghouse. Although it’s understood
Field has always served
that Westinghouse.has a tacit “first
refusal" on the 1952 season, lVs
believed unlikely it will pick up
the games, because of its splurge

anq ARC.

"

i.

sas
City*
gasJCftjr

Kan,

t

>.

via

WBKB.

Should its current video venture
end or cropper, itfs recognized, the
may have lasting reverbera-

The

Chi

tele

masterminders

wrestling with the overall depart-

ment

store situation admit they're

faced with a two-ply problem.
a store uses the medium on
a primarily institutional basis, such
as Field is doing on “Pace,” and
Philadelphia, Feb. 19.
has traditionally been done on
, In a special service to advertisradio, frequently such a venture
ers, WFIL has arranged a merchanfails to provide the specific and
dising exchange With Food Fair
measurable sales data so necesStores, Inc,, providing point-of-sale
sary to convince the ad execs of
displays in 35 retail outlets serving
tfie worth of the medium.
more than 500,000 customers a
Participation Problems
week.
On the other hand, when the reUnder terms of the pact, the grocery chain agrees to furnish weekly tailers use TV for hard-selling
shelfextender displays for products pitches, with a low level on enterof WFIL advertisers in all stores tainment content, the show fails to
within the station’s primary cov- grab off a rating, .despite the conerage aree. Stores are located- in crete evidence measured in store
Philadelphia, Chester; Coatesville, traffic or phone calls that video

When

Such
Bryn Mawr, JenkintoWn and Nor- can move merchandise.
Pa.;
Camden, Collings- projects also ofttimes use the coWood, Trenton, Atlantic City and op tie-in, with name brands buying
Vineland, N. J„ and Wilmington, participations* It’s argued that th
participation formula isn’t necesDel.
In addition to preparing the dis- sarily bad in itself, except that it
plays, Food Fair agrees to use doesn’t really get the store itself
wherever practicable point-of-sale into video. There’s a case cited of
material and displays, furnished by 3 major store dropping its show,
the advertisers.
The merchandis- when it had to dip into its own ad
ing services is - available to all account to finance the affair when
present and future time buyers it lost a couple of co-op “accounts."

ristown,

using three participations a week
on the station’s “Mary Jones”
show, for a minimum of 13 weeks.
Half-hour program runs Monday
through Friday at 1:30 p. in.

WGN-TV

Ties

Up Both

Houston, Feb. !?•
At a conference at his Shamrock Hotbl here, Glenn McCarthy

announced that he will build a Tv
outlet in Guatemala within 60 days
after permission by the minister
McCarthy
of
Chicago, Feb. 19.
communications.*"
As expected, WGN-TV again would sink $1,500,000 into the
latched onto exclusive video rights* project. In addition to the TV
for the White Sox day home games. outlet, on which McCarthy will
The tab was not revealed, but it’s sell time, he will also have a fran-

Chi

Teams

in

Sox Deal

.

expected understood the price for the 57sta- game package paid by the station
which was in the neighborhood of $75,000.
The signing of the Sox gives
includes Jackie and Eddie Hubbard’s •ihterview show from the WGN-TV for the first time an exShangri-La restaurant from 11:30 clusive on both Chi major league
p.m. to 12:30 a.m., and the follow- ball teams.
The station earlier
.Riic", Vvindup 60- pacted with the- Cubs for nil home
games.
mioutfe platter show.
Addition of Simon

as sort
of the State St. bell cow, setting
the
lead
for
its
competitors.

thi^ summer on CBS-TV’s political effects
convention coverage.
tions.

‘

show

Field Loner

show

By AM

RWG

.

Currently, there’s only a single
State St. store using a major bite,
of local television. That’s Marshall
Field, with its “Pace of Chicago"
half-hour weekly nighttime show
on WBKB.
Heretofore, Goldblatts was aboard with a daily hour

WOQK

.

Chicago, Feb. 10.
After nearly four years, Windy
City television stations are still
seeking the way to State St. it’s
not a matter of geography, but of
economics. The street is one of
the most important retailing main
stems Jn the country. And the
quartet of video plants still are
hunting ways and means for staking opt a major claim on the lush
advertising accounts
along the
thoroughfare. There are signs the
search is becoming a little panicky.
There’s some thinking that unless the formula is found soon, the
department store lode niay be
closed to TV for a long time to
come/ It’s generally conceded that
radio/ in the main, missed the
State St. boat many years back by
failing to properly sell the medium
to the retailing execs.
Video
salesmen are admittedly fearful
that their ad vehicle may be bypassed too, despite reams of evidence underscoring TV's merchandising potency.

is

ABC

to strengthen the Chi
tion’s late evening lineup,

‘

chise for TV sets. It was understood that the tiein would be made
with RCA, for the transmitter and
receivers.

McCarthy also announced that
he had signed Eddy Arnold and
the Oklahoma Wranglers f° r a
.series at, TV muaicaV shqrts to be

made on

the* Coast.

)

!

OBcnBsnusjwvTsic ^

tthufar. Fchnury 20, 1958

Despite thfc absence of one standout hit number on a national
publishers have been racking up consistently healthy sheet
music: sales in the last couple of weeks. Pickup has been felt
across the board, with about three times as many songs showing
activity than in the comparable period last year when “Tennessee
Waltz’* was running way out in front.
Sales from various areas indicate the existence of numerous
territorial hits currently with, top numbers being ‘‘Cry,” “Slowpoke,” “Anytime” and “Tell Me Why.” None of these tunes, how*?
ever, has taken a commanding lead over the rest of the held.
basis,

on
Paralleling the current revival
of interest in jazz on disks, the
Dixieland and “progressive” music
spots around New York are now
enjoying their biggest boom since
the heyday of the swing era about
15 years ago. The flock, of established and newly-opened hep joints
in the Broadway and Greenwich
Village areas have been once again
able, as a result, to supply ernployment to the top jazz sidemen at

Washington, Feb. 19.
As members of .the House Judiciary subcommittee began deciding
on whether to repori the KefauverBryson jukebox royalty bill favor*?
ably to the full committee, opinion

Deejay Janies
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
Next music name to make
the switch from etching plat-

in some Congressional circles has
begun to veer towards a substitute
amendment to the Copyright Act
which would raise the 2c. statutory

.

ters to spinning therii also will

be Harry James.

NBC, for whom trumpeter
now has a video show on

KNBH

here,

include

.

As a

make

panded

Columbia Records,

of
its

talent roster last

ex-,

week

with the parting of Hadda Brooks
approached Columbia and other arid
two vocal combos, the Angelic
major diskers with an offer to sus- Gospel Singers and
the Dixie Humpend their business and turn over riling Birds.
platters
for
pirated
their stock of
Danny
Kessler, chief of the

destruction;

Okeh

operation, is due to head out on
With the heat on, the bootleg- another southern junket next week
gers are now eager to duck out in search of additional talents

of sight as quickly as possible with
a minimum of additional money

damages. All indications point to
Columbia’s action as the harbinger
of a new situation which, will make
further bootlegging risky and UnThat was Columbia’s
profitable.
objective in faking the industry’s,
lead in its actioii against Bolletino,

The

collections.

Another facet of the situation,
also indicating Col’s precedental
victory, is that retailers with bootleg stocks have become frightened
over their possible, implication in
subsequent legal actions. Some of
the retailers have already moved
to destroy their inventories of
bootleg platters.

Capitol

Budgets 500G

;

Downbeat

Club, slightly north of the 52d St.
nitery belt, has also been riding
on the crest of the jazz Wave. This
spot is featuring such topflight
artists- as Buddy De Franco and
the Billy Taylor trio. Birdland on
Broadway has also been holding
up and has booked such highpriced names as Sarah Vaughan
(

Continued on page 47

Lombardo Grosses

local has called several Jazz
spot operators on the carpet to
explain how the tapings were made
on their premises in the first place.
It’s known : that Lou Terrassi, operator of a midtown jazz spot, and
Bob Maltz,> promoter of jazz concerts In the Stuyvesant Casino on
the N. Y. lower eastside, have been
questioned by the local’s exec
board about the situation.
Neither Terrassi nor Maltz has
been implicated in the pirating,
though the taping was done on
their preririses. It was pointed out
that the bootleggers had misrepresented themselves as working for
the “Voice of America” broadcasting agency and. thus were able to
bring in the portable recording
equipment. The “Voice” and other
musical broadcast agencies had
never given their okays,
Via this ruse, however, the pirates have been able to wax some
of the top Jazz artists in the country.
The pressings have been issued on obscure, fly-by-night labels
in a way that: has made the tracking down of the involved parties
virtually impossible.

Promotional Publications
With Music News, Capitol Recthe magazine
field being prepped for distribution
next week, diskery’s annual coin
ords’ latest entry into

outlay for its publishing ventures
hitting the $500,000 mark. Other
of Cap’s mags, which are used to
hypo relations between the company and dealer-distributor-con-

is

are Record News,
Record and Pickups.
Diskery has already lined up
dealers for 140,000 copies of the
new monthly Music News. Dealer*
shells out 2c per copy' and uses it
as a giveaway hypo.
It’s a slickOutlets,

.

by the RIAA’s board, comprising
the chiefs of the major disk companies. In his new post he will

Embarking on the first leg of his
orch’s 60-date concert swing across
the country last week, Guy Lom-

$300,000 for the tour.
Top grossing "stand was at

ettes.

Record News, a monthly supplement for dealers, is distributed
cuffo. Cap runs Off about
500,000
es mo nthly. Record, a weekly
,

edition, is also given free to dealers.
Company prints about 4,000

stitutional Hall,

New
RC A Hillbilly Format

Spike Jones will experiment
a new format on his next
Victor release; which will
feature a straight instrumentation

Wb

RCA

jn a hillbilly vein.
To distinguish
this style from his zany
City Slickers output, Jones*
group will be
labelled as the Country

First

Hollywood,: Feb. 19.
steps leading to-

definite

ward a merger of Los Angeles
American Federation of Musicians
‘OSCAR’ TUNE DERBY Local 47 and Negro Musicians LoThe Big Three (Robbins,. Feist & 767 on the Coast have been comMiller) will be represented by four pleted and memberships of the loConcals will now be asked to vote on

Washington, D.

|

song entries at the Academy Award
fest March 20. Only other tune up
for an Oscar is a Paramount Music
copyright. Five numbers were selected in a poll of 5,000 members

C.,

of the

consolidation. Currently, Local 47
has approximately 13,400 members,
Local 767 has about
650 card carriers. Committee headed by vet bandleader arranger
Benny Carter spearheaded the
move, winning an okay from 767
execs before taking it up with
Local 47, the entire board of directors of which promptly began
working on the “one big union”
idea. Once memberships ratify the

none Negro.

Motion Picture Academy of

&

Sciences.
Big Three tunes are “Kiss to
Build a Dream On,” from. Metro's

Arts

,

1

Named

ducers and indie TV stations is expected to top the agenda of the
Coast annual spring meeting of
the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers at
the Beverly Hills Hotel, Beverly
Hills, Feb. 27.
Also due for discussion are
various proposals for amending
the current payoff plan.
ASCAP prexy Otto A. Harbach,
board member Jack Yellen and
comptroller George Hoffman will
make the trip from New York to
The
the Coast for the conclave.
Coast meet will precede the N. Y.

Spike Jones in

To End ‘Jim Crow’ Setup

“The Strip”; “Wonder Why,” from
Metro’s “Rich Young and Pretty”;
“Never,” from 20th-Fox’s “Golden
Unlike last year. When he trav- Girl” and “Too Late Now,” from deal, AFM boss James C. Petrillo
Other will be, asked for. formal approval
elled with the Ames Bros, in a M-G’s “Royal Wedding.”
concert package, Lombardo is mak- contender is “In the Cool, Cool, of the merger arid dissolution of
ing this trip only with his orch Cool of the Evening,” from par’s 76j7’s charter.
and will work with various name; “Here Comes the Groom.”
Don
singers in different locales.
“Kiss” was penned several years Bill Simon
Mgr.
Cherry, for Instance, has been pen- ago by Oscar Hammerstein 2d, the
Of Charles K. Harris Firm
cilled in to accomp the oirch on late Bert Kaltriar and Harry Ruby.
Iri a move to cash in on the inits swing through Texas.
Sammy Cahri and Nicholas Brodcollaborated
on ‘‘Wonder creasing number of U. S. hits; of
szky
Why,” while Alan Jay Lerner and foreign origin, Southern Music is
Orleans Deejay Burton Lane wrote “Too Late augmenting its subsid, Charles K.
Now.” Eliot Daniel and Lionel Harris Co., to develop firm’s EuroNew Orleans, Feb. 19.
Delaney,
Joe
who chucked a lu- Newman tunesmithed “Never,” and pean properties. Bill Simon, curChildren’s Record Guild
crative job with London Records “Cool” is the work Of Johnny rently
publicity director, has been named
in New York, is the newest mem- Mercer and Hoagy Carmichael.

A rundown on the status of impending deals between film pro-

Freeman.

To Vote on Merger in Move

BIG 3 FIRMS LEAD

Saturday night (16), where 3,000
persons shelled out $9,500. Profits
of this date, which was attended
by President and Mrs. Truman,
were given to the United Cerebral
Palsy Fund. The following night, at
Richmond, Va., Lombardo played
to 4,400, with a $9,300 gross, while
on Friday (15) he pulled 3,200 customers and $6,500 in Johnstown,
Pa.

weekly.

Pickups, a monthly operation, is also cUffoed to dealers at
the rate of 20,000 an edition.
Publication Division is under
supervision of Lloyd Dunn, Cap
veepee. Mags are edited by Bud

Coast Musicians Locals

supervise the association’s research
and legislative activities, as well as
compiling vital statistics about the
disk industry.

bardo has opened with the same
pace that grossed over $500,000 last
year on a similar tour. In his first
three dates, Lombardo pulled over
10,000 payees for a $25,000 take.
Lombardo, as usual, is working on
heavy guarantees against 60% of
the gross, which should earn about

.

paper, pocket-size mag which includes pix and info of Cap artists
as well as some, of the other disk-

.

opened

reminiscences about
platter background,

.

The

Annually for Flock Of

sumer

newly

the recently-concluded
hearings on the K-B bill to force
juke, ops into licensing arrangements for their uSe of platters, sev-

eral House committee members indicated that they felt a higher
statutory rate would be a more
equitable solution to the problem.
It was suggested that a 4c. or 6c.
per side payment by diskers would
provide adequate compensation to
the copyright owners.
The disk industry can be expected to fight such a proposition to
the bitter end. Disk spokesman opposed the jukebox licensing amendment strongly because it would cut
into the coin machine market, representing 20% of their total sales,
or 50,000,000 platters annually. The
diskers contended that they and
The recently-formed Record In- the. Juke ops contribute to the weldustry Assn, of America is expect- fare of the writers and publishers
ed to start fuliscale functioning by making the hit tunes.
shortly following the appointment
Reps of the American Society of
last week of John W. Griffin as Composers, Authors arid Publishers
exe6 secretary. Latter is the; new also are riot enthusiastic about uptrade outfit’s key administrative ping the statutory royalty rate as a
post around which a full staff will substitution for the jukebox -licensbe organized.
ing arrangement. While their writA vet figure In the disk business, er and publisher members would
Griffin had recently been inactive benefit by such a deal, ASCAP
following his resignation from Cap- would derive no additional income
itol Records* board of directors as a collection society. Publishers,
several years ago. He entered the who stand to gain one way or anbusiness in 1923 when tie. founded other if any amendment is favorthe Haynes-Grlffln Music Shop in ably acted on, are going along with
New York, remaining with that ASCAP jn continuing support for
company until 1933, when he the Kefauver-Bryson bill.
Some observers see the switch
joined RCA Victor and became,
eastern sales manager. He later towards an upped statutory rate as
joined the American Record Co. in ducking an unpleasant issue in; an
1938, and rernained with it a year election year; Both the coin maafter it was taken over by the Co- chine operators and the composers
lumbia Broadcasting System and and publishers represent fairly
transformed into Columbia Rec- large numerical groups. Either side
ords. Griffin* Incidentally, sold his would be hurt by pro or. con action
major ownership share In Haynes- on the K-B bill. As a result, the
Griffin
in
1949 to Robert D. idea of hitting a relative handful
of diskers with upped royalty rates
O'Brien.
Griffin appointment was made is considered a safer political bet;

Feb. 22,

In face of efforts of the iriajor
wax companies and publishers to
crack down on disk bootleggers,
the pirates are coming up with new
twists and dodges in avoiding the
letter of the law, The latest tactic
of the “Captain Kidd” diskers has.
been the unauthorized taping of
legitimate jazz concerts with their
subsequent release on Either longplay of shellac disks.
Local 802, N. Y. wing of the
American Federation of Musicians,
has stepped into the picture to halt
the exploitation of their members.

mu-

During

celebs.

'

.

for the publishers, who is pressing for treble damages in royalty

rate for mechanical usages of
sical compositions.

dickering with

is

general music gab and interviews
industry
With
tune

'

whose Jolly Roger label has been
wiped off the market. Latter now
faces a supplementary crackdown
by Harry Fox, agent and trustee

hit

.his

future commitments. With
the present pickup continuing at
a steady rate; the ops are gaining
confidence and signing up top
names with a relative degree of
certainty
that
they’ll
still
be
around when the dates come due.
Indication of the firm ground on
Which the jazz spots have been
building recently is that the Embers;* N. Y. east side boiteji is rolling into its second year with an
uninterrupted jazz policy, Experimental at the outset, the policy
has been paying off solidly at the.
Embers, with jazz now extended
down to the dinner hour, a period
formerly believed poison, for this,
type of music. Teddy Wilson’s
quartet and Red Norvo’s trio have
been regulars at this spot, with:
Erroll Garner due
bow here

Okeh Records, blues and rhythm
subsid

.

him for a half-hour weekly
wax whirl spot. Format would

higher scales.
For the first time, moreover, the
jazz spots are booking their names
far in advance. Heretofore, busi-,
ness had been too uncertain to

result of Columbia Records*
successful action against Dante
Bolletino, head of Paradox Industries, other pirates in the disk
field are r frantically running for
In the last week, several
cover.
bootleg operators have voluntarily

«i

New New

1

r
manager of the Harris firm. He
ber of the disk jockey fraternity
takes over March 1.
here.
Delaney; who is attending
M-G-M
to
Dave Apollon
Meantime, Jack Carlton, SouthTulane U. as a law student, conCousins
into
on the Victor disks.,
Dave Apollon, vet comedian- ern’s Coast manager, planed
ducts a daily deejay show on
for a“Series of huddles with
Initial sides in deadpan
WJMR titled “Joe’s Record Rack.” mandolinist, has been parted by N.Y;
country
general man*
pubbery’s
and
Simon
style will be
disk
special
for
Records
He was also associated with M-G-M
“Down South” and
'
ager, Ben Selvin.
Gadabout’*
assignments.
membership meeting by a month. Coral Records at one time.
-

:
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43
Best British Sheet Sellers

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

(Week endinr Feb.

By MIKE GROSS
the Gorjo Stafford; “A-Raund
nei’’-“Heaven Drops Her Curtain
the
Down” (Columbia). “A-Round
item
rorner” is a click novelty
Tune
Shich should get big returns.
cornSaia captivating tilt ana itsmarket
fits into current
Slvric
11 iyi
ha
e+*.flf«T./i*c iively rengroove. Miss Stafford's
enhances its values and
ditidrt
jock and .juke POgives it a solid
Thrush gets a 'spirited'; a&
Teil iai
£t from the Paul Weston orch and
.

.

Norman Luboff

the

She

choir.

balchanges pace on the reverse, a

appeal:
lad with limited

“Sunshine” is belted out with a
hragsy drive while she slows up on
the Hip to develop the niood quality. Miss Gayle does ari interesting job on both but she should be
armed with stronger material before returning to the femme disk

sweeps

.

of the
“Bridge,” an offbeat ballad
“Nature Boy” genre, is strong
and
jock
the
monopolize
enough to
come.
iuke market for some tim^ to
philosentimentally
its
Although
teensophic lyric is a bit vague, the
aome
age trade’ll probably .uncover
hidden pertinence. “Forgive Me is
another mood number, With a more
conventional lyric. Which Edwards
sells effectively.

“Jump Through
! Could Writes Book’

Martin:

Tony

the Ring”-

4

Tony Martin has two
(Vidtor).
.with
solid ballad items to work
but his renditions
coupling,
on this

(Coral).

Don

.

usual Martin spark and
doubtful if this platter will be
an entity in the probable breakthrough of 'Ring,V,big,ttumber,
lack the

,

.

(Continued on page 46)

office.

.

.

.

.

.

.

My

Liberty

Charmaine
Wish I Wuz.
Too Young

Wanna

.

.

Dash
Keith Prowse

Belle
.

.

I

I

.

.

...

With orchsters Charlie Barnet arid
Charlie Spivak and inked screen
thesp David Niven for special iddisk assignments. In line for Niven
are an Easter and ri Christmas
album. Actor will recite the sea-

Ray Bloch Pacted

By

Coral Records

sonal children's stories to a special-

Orch leader Ray Bloch, active in ly corriposed Orch backing..
radio and video on several major
Etchings by Barnet rind Spivak
shows; has been Inked by Coral are being prepped for early reRecords to a term pact. Bloch

will

leases.
Don Reid, who’s been the
label’s artist and repertory topper

cut his own records as well as supply becking to other Coral artists.

for the past four months, is also
currently dickering for; the buyout
of an LP classical catalog.

Bloch Was formerly in the Mercury Records stable.

its

OF

Charlie Barnet Oifch: “Cherokee

job

instrumental

label is a

good

for

plays in the rhythm and blues
strongholds; “Trial” offers some
moments of typical
interesting
Barnet inspiration and should be
an important factor, ini rebuilding

Abbey
him in the wax market.
flipover is a class rendition of the
standard.

Compiled from

brochures and bqllroom promotion
on the importance of developing
Psychological
the dancing habit.
tactics are being pushed with the
importance of dancing qs a per-

Report# of Distribution

Statistical

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

sonality builder, a means to meet
new friends and as a help in de-

Sheet Music

Retail

veloping social grace are doming
iri for a big play.

.

,

for

WEEK ENDING FEB.

..

Oswald, Ousted Head

—

:

Vienna, Feb.

<

>.

TALENT
This
week.

Last
week;
1

TUNE

Johnnie Ray (Okeh)

Little

White Cloud
Sun

[Please Mr.
.......

....

(Tell
.

...

•

,

,

.. ...

.

.

•

..

Me Why

-garden

irrthe/Rain

.

4

5

5

6

cal

arrangement. “Following You,”

7

extension of a jazz riff, is given
* topflight choral workover.

$

9

9

10

10

7

0

4

,

.

.

»*. t*.

•

. .

»
•

•Howard (Mercury) .........
Les Paul-Mary Ford (Capitol)
.

.

;

.

....

. .

..

H/lp

I

Loved

You”-“Lonely” (Victor). “Once I
Loved You” is a good ballad Which
Bavaar enhances by his warm

Nico
Stolz, Alois] Mel ich ar,
DostaI, Ludwlg Rbhmidseder, Aldo
Von Pinelli arid the heirs of rRich-

Why

ardStraUss and Franz Lehar/have

Sin
Tiger Rag

.

severed., their

.

.

Bell Sis.-H.

Rene

(Victor)

Jo Stafford (Columbia)

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

...

. . . .

. •

. .

‘

.

.

... . .

.

.

...

,

.

. .

.

. .

.

; . .

.

.

. .

.

•

,

solid

commercial potential. Bayaar’s workover of the flip is also
topgrade but he can't seem to
bring it to life. It's too slow and
tedious to invade the jock and
juke market successfully:
Jeanne Gayle: “A Bundle of
Southern Sunshine”-“A11 Night
Long
(Capitol).
Jeanne Gayle,
who heretofore has been limited
some duet assignments with
Bob Crosby and Clyde McCoy,
steps out solo on
this coupling for
only moderate results. Thrush displays powerful piping
in the bluesy

jskiwV^ce^
Bermuda
Shrimp Boats

TUNES
Last
week*
1

Cry

2
3

Tell

4

4

9

5

9
7
8
9

0

.

hn^^H^ooula

catch on.

She's

nampered^ here, however, by unoistmguished
material
whichTl
her impact Oh the market.

10

!?

8

PUBLISHER
.. Mellow

TUNE

1
2
3

«

Me Why r

Little

*

V

»

••

•

•

•

•

.»•

n

*•

*
.

.L

.

.

• •

.

.......

.

.

.

s

»

.

.

.....

....

.

. .

.

*

•

-

Signet

.

White ClOlld That Cried

Blow Poke 00 4
Anytime
Bin brie • rsri a •
Shrimp Boats .*••••*•**•*.
•

'•

.

Ridgeway

•

•

Please Mr. Sun.'.
Drince M6* Loose

•

.

•

i

•$

•

•

•

.

•

Hill-R

.

Algonquin
Disney
•••••
Weiss-B
.

• •

•

• »

. . .

.

.

Erwin-H

:

Bermuda

.

much

.

POSITIONS
This

AKM.

thereby ' causing the .loss
foreign currency to the
Austrian government.
The head of the court referred
to this loss and said Austria could
not afford the luxury of such a
He mode an atdisagreement.
tempt at reconciliation which
seemed agreeable to both parties.
Oswald’s ouster stemmed from
charges from the AKM. board that
he did riot confer with them on
important decisions. Oswald denies
the allegations, declaring that he
had been directing the AKM for
the past six years in a way that
had previously met the board’s approval.
of

vocalihg.

Singer, brie of Victor's
newest additions, briosts his stock
With this side. Tune's sentimental
lync is nicely complemented by
the soft melodic line, giving it a

with the

society,

0086

Arthur Godfrey (Columbia)

tiql|

Most of'lhesri composers* are now
being represented by a German

Slow Poke
Blue Tango

Wee King (Victor)
Leroy Anderson (Decca)

.Pee

|

an.

Tony Bavaar: “Once

AKM

ert’

Fddie Fisher (Victor) ..»...«••••

for a rebirth of the Larry Clinton
novelty.
Group belts it out with
an appealing zest in a firstrate vo-

time and should build acceptance

AKM

.

ARTIST AND LABEL

Four Aces (Decca)

14.

The split inside the Austrian
Composer*
Society of Authors,
and Publishers (AKM) reached the
courts lrist week as Emil Oswald,
general director, filed
ousted
suit for damages arising from an
Osalleged: breach of contract.
wald claims hi& pact With
diran to 1956. The present
rectors asked the court for si
weeks to present ihei^ case.
Oswald’s ouster, the result of a
membattle between oldline
bers and newcomers, has resulted,
meantime, in a considerable loss
of prestige for the sodiety, Numerous vet .composers, including Rob-

AKM
AKM

(Cry

.

.

Sues for Damages

POSITIONS

The Modemahr.es: “The Dipsy

Doodle”-“I’ll Always Be Following
You” (Coral).
Modemaires’ version of “Dipsy Doodle” is one of
their best Waxing efforts tn^sOme

,

"

16

NOTE : The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales Outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
ivith Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines )#
and three ways in the case of tunes ( disks, coin machines, sheet music).

and should fare moderately well
with the platter spinners, Bottom
slice is also representative of the
lush Mantovani styling but its'
mate will steal the play.
...

Currenf issue

as Published in the

'

1

1

1

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Book” (Decca).

orchestral rendition which skyrocketed his “Charmaine” into the
top brackets, side lacks the appealing flavor of the- latter entry. It’s
a delightful rendition,
however,

Hassles over lowering guarantees
and reducing percentages are on
the wane and the op usually buys
a bapd at the agency quoted figure .
Agencies have also noted that they
can now make longr&nge pltins for

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

4

Pair of Oldies,
comeback
currently hitting the
trail via Wide diskery coverage, get
a push up the revival road by the
Lombardo workovers. Tubes are
top examples of old-school tunesmithing (Richard Rodgers and
Lorenz Hart penned both), and
Lombardo treats .them With proper
respect hut it’s, doubtful if - the
sides’ll stand up against the strong
opposition renditions. Bill Flanagan's vocal Work on “Heart” fails
to come alive, while Kenny. Gardner's piping on “Book” is pleasant.
Mantovani Orch: “Dancing With
Teats, in My Eyes”-“Dear Love,
My Love” (London). Although
Mantovani gives “Dancing With
Tears in My Eyes” the same rich

by

efforts

creasing number of riioney-making
orchs available has glso eased the
jam caused by the ops refusal to
buy anything; but the four or five
top orchs around.
Stress is being placed via agericy

j.

Quy Lombardo Orch: “With a
Song in My Heart”- ! Could Write
a

Pespite

arid orch leaders to
hypo a date via a heavier
get rips
coin outlay, most of them balked
Now, howat extra expenditures.
ever, they’re ordering larged ad
mats from the agencies, stressing
radio spots and covering their area
with posters and three-sheets, and
it’s paying- off at the b.o.
Agency men claim that they’re
meeting with less resistance from
the rips on price arrangements.

The promoters are calling in far
advance for future, bookings, resulting in a well-planned road tour
The forced hapfor the orchs.
hazard routing, with long,, expensive hops between cities, is becoming a thing of the past. The in-

Things”
Trail” - “These Foolish
Charlie Barnet’s initial
(Abbey).
hep

Terbiz.
approaching

band

are

in

pretation.

Abbey

operators

their ^upcoming engagements with
an optimistic attitude- In the past,
the ops would brush off a date
with a minimum of advertising and

their orch properties.

<

sock
or 'the comeback of Book,
item from the “Pal Joey” score.
seems^too
“Ring”
of
workover
His
indifferent for pop consumption,
while “Book” gets a casual inter-

etching for the

Rash of defense coin, re-establishment of army camps arid revival of the dancing habit are but-

promotion.

.Sterling

.

LP Line

Niven; Eyes

Sun

Say. Hello;

,

Abbey Records, indie label,, agency men
augmented its pop roster last week
to

Maurice

. .

.

upbeat in band one-

'

pery

.

-

b-6.

niter datjes arqurid the country is
changing; pattern, .of the biz dh the
prqmoteri rind..agency level. ^ Top
grosses heing racked up by the
orchs on their crbss-coUhtry treks
have, redeveloped the seller’s market which fell apart during the
sluggish postrWar years.

tressing the 1952

.

Allentown Jail
Bourne
Black and White Rag F.D.&H.
Oodles of Noodles
Cox
Little White Cloud.
.'Lennox

Cornell's initialer for

.

branch

head the new

Will

.

.

.

wh

Jerome

Irv

.

it

,

Chappell

.

Rosaline
Reine
LovC’s Roundabout Cinephonic
If. You Go
Maurice.

“I'll

the Coral label -since his mOveover from; Victor gets him off to a
good start, “Walk Alone,” a 10year-old entry
ich is herided
for a big Wax coverage because of
its display in the 20th-F0x filmusical, “With a Song in My Heart,”
gets an appealing going over via
Cornell’s piping. He’s got a solid
wax savvy and handles the lyric
with care. Norman Leyden, another Victor alumnus, supplies a
fine orch hacking. Reverse doesn’t

.

.

Second 12

Walk Alone”“That’s the Chance You Take”
Cornell:

.Disney

..New World
.

t

Further, strengthening its distribution setup, Capital Records last
week operie'd a branch" in Newark,
N. J, For. the past three years the
Newark area had been combined
with Cap’s N./Y. division.

-

...

.

.

.

Cap’s Newarlc Brai^ch

:

Feldman

......

Shrimp Boats
1 Love^Sunshi
At End of Day

“Tears,” a firstrate ballad engets a fine sendoff via the
Mills Bros, etching. Tune's charming lilt and above par lyric should
skyrocket it into the top brackets.
Side is importantly plussed by the
effective
Mills’
vocal . grouping;
Sure: bet for the platter spinners
and the coinboxes. Combo’s treat-

Don

.

. .

Down Yonder

ca).
try,

coupling;
best hit potential in this

.

.

battle.

Recent'

. ,.

.

v Mills Bros.: “You're Not Worth
My
Tears”- “High and Dry” (Dec-

Edwards: “The Bridge”“Forgiye Me” (MrG-M). Tommy
Edwards, who’s been oh the edge
big-league waxing since .his ment of “High and Dry” make
of
the Game” click, has his. sock juke fodder.
4?f t *s All in

Tommy

6)

London, Feb. 12.
Loveliest Night Year .F.D.&H.
Always Our House. .Connelly
Mistakes
Wright
Why Worry
.Maomelodies
Enchanted Eve,
Williamson
Longing for You. ... .Sterling
Domino
,
Leeds
Because of You ......
Dash

........

Merc’s Carlton to Coast
Carlton, Mercury, Records
repertory: topper, headed
for the Coast yesterday (Tues.) for
a series of waxing session dates,
Eri route Carlton will, stop over in
several midwestern cities to visit
key disk jockeys.
He’ll be gone about two weeks.

Joe

artist

and

t

VeJnes4*y, Fchraaiy 20, 1952

OBCBJESTBAS-MUSIC
Nippedfor$5

Ellington

By Texas liquor Curfew

"

‘

news

San Antohio, Feb. 19.
Pulce Ellington, here on a oneengagement

nlgji^.jdfface

Club

at

and offers a plentltude of Ameri
can ’and Latunes.
Band opened
on an othenvise quiet Thursday
night and did a nice job of filling

paid*a $5 fine for liquor

on Thursday

violations here

t^Cttuf^Ader was caught in a raid
Silver Slipper, local nite
Islington pleaded guilty to
spot.
chairges 4h order to leave to fulfill
a band engagement at El Paso.

6

the room.

jonq.

WILBUR DE PARIS RAMPART
STREET RAMBLERS (6)

:

1

Savoy Cafe, Boston
Dishing out a solid brand of jazz
Wilbur De Paris and his group are

j

consistently pulling soqko biz into
this bistro and indications are that
they’ll be here for a lengthy stint
Reason for the group’s popularity
is its versatility, mixing up standard Dixieland fare, with novelty
numbers, delying into the files to
come up with such usually bypassed numbers as "Yacka Hula
Hicki Doola,” "Too Much Mus-

tard,’

r

"Battle

Hymn

of Republic’'

and .the society faVe, "Just One of
Those Things” played as a march.
Also essay a bit of. community
singing Via "Li’l Liza Jane.”
In addition to leader-trombonist

De Paris, who emcees and paces
the sets for top results, are such
w.k. sidemen, as his brother Sidney, trumpet;' Omer Simeon, darinet; Freddy Moore, drums; Don
piano' and Danny
Kirkpatrick,
Use of banjo inBarker, banjo.
stead of. bass in this type combo
is a deviation from' the current
instrumentation,
accepted
but
.

Barker’s plunking fits into the pattern jin okay style. In addition to

strumming,

banjo

latter’s

spotlighted
Chant; "E’

vocalizing

a

he’s

Creole
has

La Bas p which

caught on to such an extent that
majority of patrons join him in the

work

the unit is
well-rehearsed and routined, it
does not detract from the spontaneity uf individual soloing and
general overall spirited performance.

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based
copyrighted 'Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research Inc., Dr, John Gray Peatman,
,

Director. Alphabetically listed.

A

Kassner

Weaver Of Dreams

Always.

v

i

..

. .

.

®^
Hill

li

•

j

Intermission pianist, Joe Battagw.k.

Hub

jazz stylist, has re-

n

lia,

turned to the spot for an
nite stay with the current

A Rn

.

. .

.

.

that

indicates

„

......
..... . ... ........ ... Morris
Goday
.... . . . . . •
Bermuda
Charmaihe ....... ... ................ .... < .. ...... Lion
Mellow
.....
Cry .. ...
Dance Me Loose ............. .
v> f . . . ... ..... Er.win-H
.•*.
Anytime
Be My Life’s Companion

....

i

•

•

•

•

Elie.

1

Morty Palitz, Decca’s chief of
artists and repertory, returned to
N. Y. from the Coast Monday (18)
after, three weeks in Hollywood.

•.

Domino ...
Down Yonder

.LaSalle

We Know

Fbr All

Pickwick

.

.

t

.Feist
.Life

, .

............

Glorita.

Grand Central

Station

,

.

.

;

.

.

Harms

.

How

Close
I Could Write a Book— *"Pal Joey”
...... .
*“Paint Your Wagon”. . ... ...
I Talk To the Trees
Life Is a Beautiful Thing
... . ...

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Life

.Harms

.

.Chappell

Famous,

.

White

Cloud,, That Cried.
.Manhattan— 1 "Two Tickets to Broadway”.
Little

My

Spier

.

Love
Never Before

Paramount

Please Mr, Sun
Retreat, ...
....
(It’s No) Sin
.

.

.Marks

, .-.

»

................... ... .... Life

. .

.

MERCURY

Weiss-B
... ........

...

indefi-

parlay,

stacking as tops for this season.

:.

1

;

While the ensemble

vocalizing.

Survey Week of Feb. 8-14

.Porgie

.

........ ... ... ... .Algonquin
Slowpoke
..... . , ................ . .. ... ... . Ridgeway
Take. Me Home
......... Remick
Tell Me Why ......
Signet
Trust in Me. ......... .....
Advanced
, , .
Tulips and Heather
.
.Shapiro-B

ARTIST

.

•

•

.

.

*

Undecided

Current/}

On four

Leeds
Leeds

•

(Anema E Core)

Until

Is

;

Second Group

A
A

Garden In the Rai
Kiss

To Build

Blue Tango.

Strip”.

.

.... .‘.Miller

*

.

Come What May.
Green Sleeves
I Wanna Say Hello .........
If

I

Melrose

Dream Ohi— i "The

a

;.

,

i’.

....

Rilil

Mills
.Shapiro-B"
.Republic

I

Johnston-M

._.

You Go
$ee You

.Pickwick
In My Dreams— t"See You In Dreams” Feist
Itrs All In the Game
Witmark
Love. Is Here To Stay
... . . . DeSylva-B-H
...
Neither Am„I ............ ... . .
Valando
Night Train To Memphis ........... .... .......... Peer
Oop&—f'Belle of New York”...*
Feist
-Poof Whip-Poor-Will ............................. Gallico
Silly Dreamer. ,
... ... ...... .. ............... . ..Witmark
Shrimp Boats.
.Disney
Sweetheart Serenade
; . . . . . . . ....... Duchess
Swiifgin’ Down the Lane . . .... ... .... . . ..... . ... Feist
Unforgettable ...
.... . . ... . . . , ... . Bourne
Would You— 1 "Singing In the Rai
Robbi
.

I’U

...

;

.

1

.

<

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

WAYNE

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Current Rtliast 1$
Thc Btst Version of
America's Newest Hit

Top 10 Songs On TV
Be

My

Companion.

Life’s

.

.

. .

.

..... .. ..........

.

.Morris

»
• ............. .4'. ......* ? Mellow
Cry
For All We Know. ....
.............. ... . . . . .Feist
.Spier
Little White Cloud That Cried.*.
(The) Old Soft Shoe.. . . . ........ «. . * • •
••••»•• Shapiro-B
Singin In the Rain ........................... »» .Robbins
Slowpoke
.. .'. ... . . ........ .:. ... . .'. i .i. . . .. . .Ridgeway
.

.

.

.

.

.

...

*

.

.

«

.

,

•

•

...

.

Tell

Wmoweh

mgw
GENERAL AIT1STS CORPOItATIOW
fKM.t «

MCMU.MI4M

5

Coupled with

.

Me Why... .

Undecided

rtCOR°

•

»

. . . .......... . ... . » . .'*. V . .'* . V. '. • Signet
.... » • • • . ....... • • • ... ... .. • . • • • • • .Leeds
Folkways
...... ... . ....*«•.*.»• i

“HEART OF
A CLOWN”

. . • *

.

*

«i

FIVE TOP .STANDARDS
Charleston

•

»

•.*.

...

Love You
My Funny Valenti

I

.

. «r

*

./» ?

.

FilmUslWl-

.

.

-.

i.

.

....... .

.-a

....

R[arms
.Reist

0.
.

.Chappell
^
...
...
... Nbjls
.»• ........................ Feist
'*

.

. .

^

^

.

(The) Sheik
Tiger Rag. .
.t.

..

.

• •

.. .

• • . • .

>

I

.

. .

.Wtififii

R.cord Ho. 577? ond
5779-X45

s

.

)

j

1

..

MCHST|U»-MDS1C

Tm

Coatta««* from ..gaga l

JWWM
The fo. Si a#d JPMs X* W«8i

yett (Hter«a?ie»«xlt*i

s.^uthor^Jf

Pittsburgh

:

drycleaning

establish- nessee

Watyz,”

in

field, is

publisher.

CRY

3,

LITTLE WHITE CLOUD

I*

ANYTIME

I*

iSL 6VjT

(Signet)..

(7)

.

'

.

i

<fl) (Spier)..,....,..,.....,....,

(H1U-R) .....

(5)

,

•

.

. . 1

. 1

. 1,

,

it « •

, , • , •

,

S*

TQKE (15) .(Ridgeway) ......a,,,.....*,.,......,...
Tiger rag (2) (Feist)
,,
»

7.

sii» (14)

.

. . . . , • , ,

.

, . .

, .

, .

(AUonquln) .........

I ,

„

.,

, .

,v

(

*<>

v <l

iVPorl

.

.
.

w-..

HEAR A RHAPSODY

*;

.

i

9,

It.

...

BLUE TANGO (Mills). ...
GARDEN IN THE RAlN (Melrose), 7.>
......
CHARMAINE (Lion)
A WEAVER OF DREAMS (Kassner) .......
COME WHAT MAY (Shaplro-B) ....... .. ...

. .

...........

;

.

,

. .

UNDECIDED (15) (Leeds) ...
....
. ...
AT LAST (Feist)
...
A KISS TO BUILD A DREAM ON (Miller),
BE MY LIFE’S COMPANION (Morris).
... ... .... ...
PLEASE MR. SUN (Weiss-B)
BROKENHEARTED (DeSyiva-B&H)
DANCE ME LOOSE (3) (Erwiri-H)
..... ..... .... ....
JEALOUSY (11) (Harms).
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

. .

*'* ,

. .....

.

,

BERMUDA

.

....

. . .

by LaSalle, a Southern Music siib- Teddy Phillips orch has a good
These' tail-end numbers are juke bet in “I Am Sorry I Got in
sid.
Sonny Burke
more typical of Tin Pan Alley’s old the Way” (King) .
pattern and stick out as exceptions orch builds “MamBb On My Mind”
into a solid entry for Decca
in the current market.
George Wright’s organ workover
The influence of the new talent of “Blue Moon” on the King label
has given a hit-or-miss character is tops
Fred Waring’s workto current music business opera- over of some Of the tunes from the
tions. Publishers are being forced Walt Disney pic “Snow White”
to gamble- on the new writing (“Heigh Ho,” “Whistle While You
talent, little of which is producing Work” and “Who’s Afraid of the
.

I

POTINTIAL

Bok atards
( CherlCi*- Cash
honors to Red Foley (Dec.) for "a
winner that should oatch its share of coins.”
Billboard predicts Foley* s diso has "best
potential." Other strong versions by Reece
Shipley (Kingsport) who introduced the ditty.
Tiny Hill (Mer*) and Harry Adams (Kentucky)
are contenders*

MILK BUCKET BOOGIE

HITS

-^Builseye-*

,

THE SWEETHEART SERENADE (Duchess)
Freddy Martin. (Vic.),
HONEY LIPS (Hollis)
fith M®TV Griffin on the vocals, delivers a
d9^H?d«fearr9ll®d sock item. Both tunes rate
acclaim from Cash Box t Billboard and Variety.
•
* -*
g w w
MORI; THAH LOVE (Marks)— "Best Bet" from Cash
Box Roes to the Xavier Cugat -Richard Hayes
4
(Mer. ) disking of this "dynamic tango*" Bill board likes the Ralph Flanagan ( Vi c • ) version
where Harry Prime clicks on the vocal adaptation of the great "Tango of Roses."

SOCK

—

-OyNAMIC
TANGO"

>,

YOU’RE NQt WORTH MY TEARS (Marks
—•"Could be a sleeper," says Cash Box of Jack
Richards* (King) warm treatment and gives disk
a "BEST BET. "

“•1ST
lit"

BIG

1IAGUI

WATCH
THIS

J
Y

ME TIME (Regent )

.

.

SALTY

DOG RAO (Forrest)—Red Foley’s

.(Dec.)

version hits a Cash Box "BUL1SEYE" and is Bill seieotipn asT"C A W Record to Watch,"
board
Bill Darnell (Dec*) gives the novelty ditty
his own twist with good pitas t •
*

;
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MGM

. .

.Mercury
.

.

Cordi

.

..Capitol

.

,

Rene .......

tains”

Dave,
.

.

.

(Capitol)

.

.

Victor

10.1

. ... .

.

Red

v

River.

"Budded Roses” (M-G-M)
Orval Prophet, “I’m Going

Back to Birmingham” (Decca)
Johnny Hodges Combo, “A Pound
of Blues” (Mercury)
Delmore
Bros.,
“Steamboat Bill Boogie”
(King)
The Keys, “Barefoot
Days” (M-G-M).
. .

.

.

..

.

.

.

tries for

600

.

.

;

,

Continued from page 43

come

off too

well

despite

Cor-

neirs efiorts.

Bob Lamm-John Maddox: “WaitFor the Robert E. Lee”-“That’s

ing

My

Weakness

Now”

(Dot).

Dot

Records joins the growing list of
small labels to come through with
strong pop entries in its release
of “Waiting For the Robert E.
Lee.” Oldie, whiGh is a L. Wolfe
Gilbert collaboration, has a good
chance to repeat the click of his
other tune, “Down Yonder.” It’s
givCn a brilliant honky-tonk keyboarding by John Maddox while
Bob Lamm’s exuberant vocal
hypos appeal. Reverse lacks the excitement of the tops side but is
still a good rehash of a vintage
Ivory
Joe
Hunter:
“Laugh
Though You Feel You Want to
Cry”-“Where Shall I Go” (M-G-M).
“Laugh” is another one of those

mood ballads that has a
scoring potential.
With a proper
jolt it could be a potent
factor in sustaining the new pop
vogue to blues and rhythm offshoots.
Ivory Joe Hunter looms
as an important exponent of the
blues-pop blending trend via his
convincing lyric rendition; Bottom
slice is a throwback to the pure
blues and rhythm groove which’ll
find its market in the hifiterlands
rather than in the urban areas.
left-field

dee jay

PENNSYLVANIA

.

Ella Mae Morse has a standout
cut of “Blacksmith Blues” on the
Capitol label . * . Mary Mayo has
a possible click in “Oh, To Be
Young Again” (Capitol) .
.
Pair of jazz platters on the indie
Monarch label (“Swinging on Cen-

backed by “I’ll Never Be the
Same” and “Laguna. Leap” backed
by “Black MOrket Stuff”) is * Solid
tral”

bet for the hep crowd , •
Lester
Young orch has a fine slic in
“Thou Swell” (Mercury)
.... Leroy Holmes orch does an okay
job on “Would You” (M-G-M) * .
,

INC.

PITTSBURGH,

number.

.

•

...

....

,

'.s'

.

«

De oca

Facelift
Big Bad Wolf”) are pleasant en- Trianon in
Decca
Dick Hayman
Regina, Sask., Feb. 19.
orch g$ts fair results on their
Trianon ballroom here, damaged
etching: ‘of “For Sentimental Reaextensively by fire just before New
sons” (Mercury)
“I Hear a
Year’
is being renovated at a cost
Rhapsody” gets an excellent casH
ing in Ray Anthony’s side for of approximately $60,000 and is
expected to open mid-March.
Capitol.
Ini
addition 'to house storage
The newcomers, however, have
Standout folk, western, blues,
religious,
proved to be more responsive to the rhythm,
polka,
etc.: space, dressing rooms and manWesley
Tuttle,
"Call
ager’s
office are being built.
of
of
public
the
pattern
Mounever-shifting
tastes with its current appetite for
new sounds and lyric ideas:
Whether a group of consistent hitmakers will develop of this new
crop remains one of the keys to the
music industry’s future.

the solid catalog type of material
which will stand up over the years,
factor
property
an
important
which typified the output of the
Irving Berlins, Cole Porters, Ose r teins, Richard.
a
car
Rodgers, etc.

- In the Great MITCHELL Fashion COUPLED WITH

im

Platter Pointer*

— Jeri

Southern (Dec* j
rates Billboard ’a "excellent "for dee j ay spinning and says , thrush comes thru with another
blg-league reading of a pretty new Alec Wilder
ballad."
GIVE

.

(

*
•"•ULLSSYI''

.

.

London

weeks song has been in the Top

of

;.

,

Bell Sis.-H.

number

..... .Decca

,

Decca
Rosemary^ CloDney .. . .Columbia
Johnnie Ray
•Columbia
Johnnie Ray
..... ,. Columbia
Arthur Godfrey , . .. ..Columbia
Frankie Laihe ...... Columbia

(Goday)

[Figures in parentheses indicate

.

.

. . . .

. . . . ;

.

. * . . .

. *

.

.

Ray Anthony
Louis Armstrong

.

.

.

.

Arnes Bros.-Les Brown

. .

... . .

..

Page

Patti

..

......

.

....

Billy Eckstine

.......

.....

.

.... . .

Leroy Anderson
Four Aces
. .
Mantovani

.

. . . , .

.

.

w

BMI ) —Frank Sinatra (Col.)
captures a B illboard "PICK" for a "stylish
Revival of the tune via the
performance
Krasha-Wald flicker "Clash by Night" has "big
Billboard re compotential" says Variety.
mends "other, good waxings " by Arthur Prysock
(Dec. ), Dick Brown (King) Helen Humes (Deo.)
and Ray Anthony (Cap.).

IIO

I

j

., ...... .Columbia
[ Jo Stafford
SHRIMP boats
ft>) uiianey;.
(ntanev)
huais» iw
aiwinr
^ D 0 0res
Dacca
STOLEN LOVE (1) (Parliament). .......... ............... Eddy Howard
Mercury
WHEEL OF FORTUNE (1) (Laurel) ......
Kay Starr
....... Capitol

8.

mm

THE BLACKSMITH BLUES (Hill & Range) •*. Ella Mae
Morse (Cap.) rates a Billboard "PICK* for *a
souindie with a oianking anvil glmmiok and a
swinging reading • # • looks like it 'a headed
for some hefty action • " Cash Box gives, a nod to
Bill Darnell (Deo>) while equally strong versions by Art ("Best Bet") Mooney (MGM) and Sy
Oliver (Dee.) also earn review honors*

Decca
.Okeh
Georgia Gibbs ....... .Mercury
Johnnie Ray ...
Okeh
Eddie Fisher ....*•••••., Victor
Fee Wcc King
« •Victor
Les Paul-Mary Ford. , .Capitol

Ray

Johnnie.

•

•

*

PICK

20, 105*

Four Aces

.«,.«•«

(Mellow)

ifft)

,

’'Shrimp Boats" No. 7 and ini the
Tell Me* Tells Same Story
The No- 2 song, “Tell Me Why,” synthetic folk-song groove, was
written
by another newcomer, Paul
This entry
tells the' same story.
was defied by A1 Alberts* lead Mason Howard, with Columbia’s
singer of the Four Aces, singing Coast recording chief, Paul Westeam, and the combo's arranger, ton. Disney, one of the few imMarty Gold, unknown before their portant firms to be represented on
breakthrough on “Sin," the No. 6 the hit lists, is publishing. This
number written by a No. 8 tube, “Dance Me Loose,” is
hit-list
couple of Pennsylvania tenderfoot another hokey Minnesota Dutch
tunesmiths, George Hoven and folk item, written by Lee Erwin
Chester Shull. “Why" is published and Mel Howard and published by
by Signet, the Four Aces’ o^yn firm, their own firm, ErWin-Howard.
while “Sin" is another Meilin prop- Arthur Godfrey, a vet name in
erty being handled through his. show business but heretofore not
particularly prominent on wax, has
BMI affiliate, Algonquin Music.
The No. 3 song, “Little White broken through with this song for
Cloud That Cried," is another case Columbia.
in point, having, been written and
The No. 9 and 10 positions are
recorded by Johnnie Ray, who held down by two oldies, “Undepreviously defied several of his cided," written by Sid Robin, and
compositions on Columbia’s blues- Charlie Shavers, and published by
and-rhythm label, Okeh Records. Leeds; and “Down Yonder," the
Larry Spier Music, reactivated last L; Wolfe Gilbert oldie published
.

TELL ME

2.

(

.

*

sive firm, v is publishing.

WHY

1*

collaboration

ment. who originally entered It in with another folk tunester, Shelton
an amateur songwriting contest Price. King’s own firm, Ridgeway,
several years. ago.
The number was formed to publish this tune.
finally broke through when an- “Anytime" is another backwoods
other newcomer, Johnnie Pay, ballad, written by Herbert “Happy”
cut it for Columbia Records and Lawson and Clicking on the basis
developed into the diskery’s hottest of young .Eddie Fisher’s slice for
wax property,
Bobby Mellin’s RCA Victor. Hill & Range, one of
Mellow Music, a small but aggres- the powerhouses in the country

ilLLBOARO

I

fwhwfty, FelwwiHT
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Pan's

B

.

.

Connie Haines has a cute side in
“Oohl What You Did” (Coral) i *

Both with Orchestra and Chorus under the
Direction of

—

71

PPM

39663

MIT6H HILLER
'*

45

RPM 4-39663

.
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.

.
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:
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Survey of retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
from leading stores' in 12 qities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last meek.
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a

and Publisher

‘Slow Poke” (Ridgeway):
v
-Cry” (Mellow)
.

.
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.
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Rating
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(Hill-R).

I

Me Why”

'“Tell

(Signet).:, .......

“Shrimp Boats” (Disney)
Down Yonder” (Southern)
“Sin? (Algonquin)
...
“Dance Me Loose” (Erwin-H)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

5

Bermuda”

(Goday). ... ...
“Undecided” (Leeds) ...
“Domino” (Pickwick)
,1
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11
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.
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.
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.
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.
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“Channaine” (Lion). ...
.....
“Wheel of Fortune” (Laurel)
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GAC

pacted Lola Amechee to the
Norm Dygen has been
held over at Lookout House, Covington, Ky.
Ronnie Eastmen
does a two-weeker at Basil's, Kokomo, Ind., Feb. 20.
Harmonica ts inked for the Park
Lane, Denver, March 15, for two
office

On

the Upbeat

.

i

Hollywood’s

Top Coniposer-Coiiductor-Arrunger

.

,

George Hotel, Toronto, March 3
Fay Mirty, M-G-M Records stints and three stanzas at the
Roosevelt, New Orleans starting
Archie Levington, Midway Music Buffalo distributor, in town for
April 3
Art Hodes switches
sales huddles
Illinois Jacquet
topper, in from Chicago headquarorch into the High Hat Club, Bos- his dixieland outfit from Helsings
CarlJack
Cy18
ters for a few days
ton, tomorrow (Thurs.)
The to Silhouette, Feb.
go into Helsings, March 5
ton, Southern Music’s Coast man* Modernaires,
vocal combo, open at clowns
Dinah Washington sings at
ager, headed west Sunday (17) af- Jung Hotel, New
Orleans, today
with: Ben Selvin, (Wed.)
ter huddling
Donn Tibbetts, disk the Blue Note May 2 for two weeks.
Southern’s General manager
jockey at WKXL, Concord^N. H.,
Eddie Heyward Trio opens at the inked
The Harmonettes, vocal trio,
Pittsburgh
Blue Mirror, Washington^ Friday 'to a personal management
pact ...
Ella Fitzgerald Bull
(22) for 10 days . .
Moose Jackson orch into the
Wally Ginger band out of Unioninto the Paramount Theatre, N. Y.,
Apollo Theatre, N, Y., Friday (22). town, Pa„ will make its PittsSinger Anita Ellis
March 12
burgh debut at West View Park’s
begins
engagement at Prince
Ziggy
Danceland on March 1
Bella Trio has replaced the Dave
Chicago
RooseHotel
Lacy threesome at
Bobby Wayne has dropped Lou velt’s Sylvan Room
Guitarist
Capone as his personal manager Frank Natale and Joe Skaro, acFlorian ZaBach fiddles at the cordion, are furnishing the music
Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland, start- for Wayne Lacock’s local tour to
ing Feb. 25 .
Ivory Joe Hunter the Mardi Gras in New Orleans
plays the Club Trocaveria, Colum(/
Ross Hall orch has had its opWyoma Winters tion picked up at the Monte
bus, March 24
chirps at the Colony Club, Ottum- Carlo
Tommy Carlyn band
Tiny Hill hooked solid around here on onewa, Iowa, Feb. 21
up to Detroit at the Four Dukes nighters during March, April and
March 6 for three frames . . Ray May ... Gardens dickering with
Anthony down for two weeks at the Patti Page-Frankie Laine unit
June for a pne-nighter late in April,
the .Aragon, April 12 .
Christy is resigning from the voXavier
cal field to await baby
Cugat cut four sides for. Mercury
last week
. v Fee Wee Hunt held
Record No. 1180
Dixie
over at Chase Hotel, St. Louis
Red Ingle has bought act; the^
Contnued from page 41
Silhouettes, and is bringing out
and the George Shearing quintet
new act with the group.
Frankie Laine invades Dallas for the next couple of months.
with booking at the Baker Hotel, Another midtown spot which has
March 21 for a week . ; . Nellie caught on is Lou Terrassi’s resLutcher hurries over to Ranch taurant, which regularly features
Don Carlos, Winnipeg, March 1 jazz by such instrumentalists as
Sophie Tucker is etching an- Buck Claytpn, Hot Lips Page, Bus. v .
Ken ter Bailey and Sol Yaged.
other LP for Mercury .
Griffin inaugurates new policy at
In Greenwich Village, Eddie ConMarch
Iowa,
Swisher,
Ranch,
the.
jeri Southern don’s still continues 16 roll as one
*
17 for a week
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and His Singing

Strings
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KEEP A

.

LIGHT IN
YOUR WINDOW

From

MGM

,

Picture 'lnvitatloll

.
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THEME FOR LOVE

.

;

TONIGHT

.

.

.

.

Docca 27965 (78 RPM) and 9-27965 (45 RPM1

.

Doom

.

.

.

.

The Incomparable Satchmol

T

WAKELV
a^tot

.

.

M. M.ColoPttbRi|iiigCo.

.

does a repeat at the Main Street, of the country’s leading Dixieland
Cleveland, Feb. 29, and then goes haunts, In certain respects, this
into the Town Casino, Buffalo, spot in unique since it has b een
March 10 . , . April Stevens is doing good business even when
inked for two at Houston Sham- Dixieland couldn’t be given away
rock April 1 . . . Pat Lombard of for nothing.
In the same area,
Nick’s also has been feeling the
standout busidone
pickup, having
ness with the recent stand of the
Muggsy Spanier combo.

RCA-VICTOR RECORD

WEE

On New York’s east side, meantime, the Central Plaza and Stuyr
vesant Casino jam sessions are
still drawing capacity audiences on
Siiccess of these
Friday nights.
ventures has cued spotting of jazz
here at additional, times plus the
fact that outlying spots in Queens
and Brooklyn are also beginning
to copy this once-a-week, giyerib

KING’

"SLOW POKE"

146

Agent

— KEYS MUSIC

W. 54th

New

Street,

Merc PacU Joe Thomai

,

All Stars

BIO BUTTER
Dacca 27931 (78

AND EGG MAN

RPM ) and

9-27931 (45

SINGLE RECORDS SSc (pin

RPM )

tax)

Augmenting its ryhthm and blues
Mercury Records has pacted
Joe Thomas’ orch to a long term

America's Fastest

fold,

pact.

PUBL.

York City

Sheet Music Available

and The

all-you’ve-got Jazz riots.

Another tMI Hit Song
FUMJSHkD IY BLUB BIVKBS0N6S
*M7 SUNSET IOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD. CAM*

Selling
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,

SILVER and GOLD’
‘PEE

,, *

;

.

Meantime, Bob Shad, diskery’s
on a threer

r.&b. topper, heads out

Week tyjut of the grassroots areas
Monday (18) in a .search for talent
and materiaL

< Selling
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JOHNNIE KAY
“Cry”-—6840

2

4

FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Tell Me Why”—27860
JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)

3

2

"Little

4

3

“Anytime”

.

12

5

for Deeiay Tour
Les Paul dnd Mary Ford head
out on a two-week disk jockey trek
of the south and midwest March 7.
Coin for the tour, which is budgeted at $3,0% will be shelled out
by the combo and the publishers of
their latest Capitol Records platter, "Tiger Rag" and “It's A Loner
some Old Town/’ Feist published
the former while Bourne published
the latter tune.
It's understood
that Paul-Ford
footing two-
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Tango”—40220
LES PAUL-MARY FORD
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SIS.-H. RENE (Victor)
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Me Why^—20-4444
ARTHUR GODFREY (Columbia)
.

Heaven.”'
Taiigo dance rhi^hms for a long
time had been confined either to
chi-chi hotel rooms or specialized
dancehalis, but orchesters and ops
are now bullish about its return

,,

4

.
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on a mass

23
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,

4
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Leonard de Paur’s Infantry
Chorus, a 35-Voice Negro group
which has been cutting sides for
Columbia Records Masterworks

(London)

“Charmaine”—1020

9
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.7
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7
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7

10
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division, is being moved over into
the pop field as a result of its longhair, click. "Columbia tested the
group’s pop response by issuing a.
couple of sides from one of its
regular albums to disk jockeys.

9

-

15 A

19

“Mother

at

Feet Kneel”—968

.

FOUR ACES

15B

16

(Decca)
“Garden in the Rain”—29860.

.

8

...

6

,

8

GEORGE GUETARY

16 A

viice-

prexy.

,

.

16B 17

Norman Chase namied managing

(M-G-M)
“Stairway to Paradise”— 30400

,

LOUIS ARMSTRONG (Decca)
Dream On”—27720

“Kiss Build

.

.

...

Chorus, Which worked together
during the war as part of the 372d
Infantry Division, will debut pn the
pop label with “Eight Days in. a
Week” and "The Continental Sol-

.

4,

.

.

.

.

:

'

director of Urania Records, indie
N.> Y. longhair diskery,
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level.
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ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col)
“Be My Life’s Companion”—39631
BOBBY WAYNE (Lbndon)

14

expanding

operation in all major, cities.
Teachers Will be licensed to set
Up authorized SchilUnger schools.
The outfit is headed by Schilliriger’s widow, who recently married

.

and

(Victor)

“Tell

MANTOVANI
13

..

...

“Slow Poke”—39032

12
Inc.,

5

.

PEE WEE KING (Victor)
“Slow Pohe”—21-0489
LES COMPAGNONS (Columbia)

Ml

designed to
promote .the: books and teaching
methods of the late musicologist,

.

“Dance

EDDIE FISHER

11-city hop.

9

8

...

(Columbia)

Loose”*—39632

8

thirds of the. tab.

Dick Linke, Cap’s pastern publicmanager, will accompany the

Me

6

8

(Mercury)

ARTHUR GODFREY

also,

Breton, who returned to France
Friday (15), said tango music already has established itself in postwar Europe. Southern Music is also
readying a push On “Usted,” top
Mexican hit by Gabriel Ruiz,
which was given English lyrics by
Bernie Green and will be released
under the title of "Tonight I Am in

(Cap)

“Tiger Rag”—1920 ...
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Please Mr. Suii”-~39636

8B

is

retail _ disk

E. B. Marks is prepping a drive
on “Tango du Reve,’’ a copyright
which it acquired last week from
Raoul Breton, French publisher.

(Decca)

6

.

Number

operators.
clicking on the

1108

sheet market.

“Blue

EDDY HOWARD

by Mills Music.

'

6

7B

click in front.

lished
to

6

.

Decca

Tune's pubAccording
diskery execs, the initial releases got off to a good start witii
top action coming from the juke-

.ei

(Victor)

—20-4359

LEROY ANDERSON

Tab

2

.

White Cloud"—6840

EDDIE FISHER
Paul-Ford, Pubs Split

...

Spearheading the. revival drive
Leroy. Anderson’s “Blue Tango,”
which already has been covered by
several majors with AAderson’s
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edition of ASGAP’ "Biographical .Dictionary,” meantime,
is being prepared for April release
by Thomas Y, Crowell, book publishers. Revised edition will run
over 500 pages. Dan McNamara,
ASCAP director of public relations,
has edited (his and' previous com-

Joseph

>*

lishing firms are dusting off their
catalog items for a new push of
their Latino songs.
Disk companies, too, 'are stressing tango
music in their current orch re-

•v

A new

SchilUnger,

<s

a «i
to

the cleffer ranks, during the last
year. Recent count puts the number o# ASCAP publishers at 2,50p
and the publishers fat 450.
The writer-members include deceased ASCAP-ers whose estates;
still share in the coin distribution.
Among the new members is circus
owner John Ringling North.

ity

20. 1952

With reports coming in from
orch leaders’ and baU^oom operators of a tango terp upbeat, pub-

The *ihembership roster of the
American

team on the

February

AMERICAN IN
PA *> S
Hollywood C«t

GUYS AND OOIIS

KING AND

Hollywood Cost

Broadway Cost

GLENN MILLER
CONCERT

M-G-M

Decca

Victor

M-G-M84

DA-825

LPT-16

K 84

9-203

WPT-25

9-260

E 559

DLP-8036

P-25

DA-878

SHOWBOAT

M-G-M
E-93
K-93

M-93

V
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dier.”
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Broadway Cast
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Decca
DL-9008
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Ousted Maestro Wins 5G
In Action Vs. Texas Tooters
Johnnie Ray’s current clicks on wax have earned him a prominent
lobby display at the Criterion Theatre on Broadway, where he’s being
featured in a short subject; Two-reeler was made some time ago as
part of N. Y. News columnist Danton Walker’s series oil New York
night life, but Ray’s appearance in the short cued a new promotional
angle. The Columbia Records singer only does a brief number in the
:

Semoii-had asked, for $8,000 in
damages which represented money
has composed several that he
could have earned if he
marches, and cut several disks uncould have continued as a musician.
der the Bandland label, which he
owns. He also waxed hfs "Hail,
Detroit,” adopted by
Marvin Fr^nk to Marks
Council last week (12) as the city’s
Maryin Frank' w^s. named ‘public
official marching song, composed relations
director of E. B. Marks
for Motor City’s 250th birthday.
last week. In addition to his press
s
Purcell
recently
completed a duties, Frank will rep the pubbery
,
coast to coast tour with "Skating in some record contact assignVanities of 1952,”, which is sched- ments.
uled to sail on its fourth annual
Frank, who recently returned
European tour- March 6. Purcell from a European trek, was forwill continue to handle some Ui S. merly publicity head of the noW
promotion work for “Vanities.”
defunct Musicraft Records.

Ifi Muilc by

Smith ConcertHand Under
Pat Purcell Mgt. for Tour
Detroit,' Feb. 19.

Yastarday’*

iMMim
MERCURY ^1751
HARMONICATS
(Mills Music)

soloist.

New York

19, N. Y.

He

'1

Common

Purcell is’ organizing a nationwide
trek Under civic; industrial and' educational auspices:
Smith, formerly featured with
the Edwin Franko Goldman Band
and first trumpet with the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra, is a cornet

Avenue,

.

*

.*

Leonard B. Smith Concert Band
of Detroit is going out. on toUr under management of Pat Purcell,
al
fresco
promotion specialist.

Fifth

against the American Federation of
Musicians Local 466. The local
expelled Senion five year^j ago because they believed he was not a

ROBBINS V

J'

C

CCRPORATiO-'i

United. States citizen.

pic.

Program today

El Paso, Feb. 19.
Robert Semon, former concert
master of the El Paso Symphony
Orchestra won a $5,000 judgment

.

»
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SAXIE

will to mo Saint Patrick'*

Soon

Whan

Day

songs art pfdyorff
Hero’s hoping you will keep in mind
Irith

“SAINT PATRICKS
DAY PARADE’’
Rocordodby

Dennis Day

Bing Crpsby
DECCA
By johnny

Larigo

RCA-VICTOR
and Hy Haath

Vfritsrs of

.

"Clancy Lowered the Boom
BULL'S-EYE MUSIC, INC.
6526.Soinia. Avo.

DOWQLL MM-WbO

Hollywood 28,

Calif.

Itcord framotiMi
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art

over American
latest hassle
Guild of Variety Artists insurance
of the Latin
closing
may force the
Quarter, N. Y., unless some agree-

,

is

estimate of the

No

up

amount

to be
However,

available.

is

So

biz is like a drug. Once
it gets into one’s system, there’s
no quitting it. Even those who retire from active show biz, still hold
on to it in some other capacity
in Great Britain. An example is

Jack Hylton* formerly one of the
ace band leaders here, who is now
one of the top show producers in
e st End, with his agency biz
(full partner in Reeves
Lam-

the

W

Dept, on the legali-

Presents

my

MC A

hair attractions of

and Jascha Heiftz stamp,
though he admits he woijld first
have to create a $3.-4 cover charge

chior

to

feet."

take

name

and Raya Sisters
"DANCING DOLL-USIONS”
Cloning

Cl IIO'S
Hollywood
;

Personal

Phil

the reopening, other organizations
f&iled to chip in and the fair committee felt that not enough time
would be available for teeing off
Buildings from the last
in June.
three annual expositions will be
torn dowii, although utilities will

AGENCY f%

GRAE-Phil COSCIA

1501 Breadway t N. Y. C.
‘

/
g

$5,000-6,000

770

course,

V

the

r

stumbling

big

or afford

its

gate

.Other dates will be lined up.

tariff.’’

4 •

o o *

prospect

of

allowing

Direction

MCA
-

.
F'VJEASVi

JAN

PATRICE

HELENE aid HOWARD
Currently

Concord & Novillo
Dir.:

Por. Mgr.

C.C.'s

M.C.A.

TOM

SHEILS

Houston.
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Just Concluded 3

WEEKS

~

BROWN HOTEL,

Louisville, Ky.

RECENT ENGAGEMENTS
BELLEVUE CASINO, Montreal
TOWN CASINO* Buffalo (3rd Time)

RECENT TV GUEST APPEARANCES"
JAMES MELTON’S "Ford Festival”

CAPITOL THEATRE, Wash;, P. C.
PARAMOUNT THEATRE, Buffalo
PRINCE GEORGE HOTEL, Toronto

THIS IS SHOWBUSINESS

(

Roturn Engagement

V-Ww/M'

KEN MURRAY SHOW
w*

MEL TORME SHOW
CAVALCADE OF STARS

Direction—GENERAL ARTIST

CORPORATION

(

the

*

•
o

i

of Price Stabilization’s un-

%

• • <

k

i'

i $ i

;

tel,

2

Melba admits, would be the

|

Room

*

ll

attiactions.

the Pierre/ the idea being that
hotel nightclub audiences would go
for longhair attractions on shortterm deals. Mimi Benzell, for one,
played the Cotillion Room for eight
weeks her last trip there after doing six weeks On her first date.
partially pacified him by promising be left in place.
The Cotillion Room is Currently,
If the fair is held in 1953, offihim some special name attractions
doing near-sellout business’ with
and cooperation in staging an all- cials estimate that more than Hildegarde after more than two
star concert in March to compen- $1,000,000 from share of racetrack months.
The chan tobsey closes
special taxes will be in the kitty. there March 9. The trouble is, says
sate for the one called off.
Essick is still burning over the
there
aren’t enough hotelMelba,
“fast switchabout Clooney deal”
type performers around of her type
and what he described as a “lack Jack Carson’s Validates to warrant a year-round hotel-room
Jack Carson has been signed for operation unless they go in for
of .ethics among hookers dealing
With jukebox-label acts.” There a pair of vaude dates between his the ‘‘different” type of booking.
monthly
tele shows. Comic, will go
would not have been any conflict,
he claimed, since his pop concert to the Casino Theatre* Toronto,
Blackburn Twins & Pam Cavan,
was designed “to draw teen-agers March 13, and follows with the Robert Maxwell and Henry King
who could not attend the; Vogue Seville, Montreal, March 20.
orch are current at Shamrock Ho-

MCA

E

of the

boost. Melba has already spoken
to a number of name longhairs who
have agreed that they would be
amenable to working a class hotel
room like the Cotillion Room of

year’s hiatus, is definitely off for
Although several depart1952.
ment stores each pledged $50,000
toward the $1,000,000 needed for

concert after, her nitery date, but
professed he had nothing to do
with the cancellation of her scheduled appearance for Essick.
Latter, whose family owns an important, circuit of nabe film theatres* threatened to bring legal action against
at first. Agency

MORRIS AGENCY
AGENCY, PARIS

care

weekly salaries that he would probably have to dish out for these

Jacobs openly announced he
would not book her if she, did a

NOW ON
CONTINENTAL TOUR

THE WILSON

;

(

Room.

Nevada
Management

Acts which have quit the acting
for agency Work are Lew
former dancer; Bernard

Delfont, his brother, also a former
Leon Kimberly (Kimberly
and Page); Charles L. Tucker,
Because of the great dearth of Burton Brown
DerrickSon arid
name cafe performers, Stanley Brown), and Billy Reid, who bev
Melba, entertainment director of sides agenting also composes;
songs
the Hotel Pierre, N. Y., is seriously and publishes music.
considering a departure for hotel
Among current vaude stars, who
cafe rooms. In line with his idea
have other biz interests, are Bud
of booking “different” types of per-

chain of Epstein Hotels,
Of
was accused by the promoter of
block,
Chicago, Feb, 19.
putting the heat on MCA, after he
Chicago lakefront f a i r, which Office
pencilled the “Come On-a My
likely
House’’ canary into the Vogue shpwed signs of revival after a

Reno;,

additional gravy.

Would

In Cafe Talent Dearth hoofer

filiated

Opening

probably because they have been
paying their 10% for so many
years they want to try and get
some of it back. Maurice Winnick,
another topper among band leaders, favors the agency biz as well
as producing radio shows for the
British Broadcasting Corp, Others
Who rely on the 10% touch are
Jack Payne ahd Ambrose although
the former is shortly embarking
bn West End show producing for

Grade,

Merle Jacobs, who handles entertainment for Hollenden and af-#

RIVERSIDE HOTEL

But generally^ former British
vaudevillians favor the agency biz

side

rium, sighing several acts, including Russ Carlyle’s orch from Hotel
Cleveland's Bronze Room, he* said,
MCA “pulled the carpet from under

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON.

American Rap. WM.
T A V E L-M AROUANI

&

Stanley Melba

.

Walters as to whether he will pony
up or fight the levy. Walters’ legal
counsel are studying the situation
and are querying: the New York
State Insurance

,

Show

open and many of the spots that

tip

12.

promoter by singer’s
and Hotel Hpllen- tivity. Another example is New
the Beverly Coun-.
den’s Vogue Room, where she is Orleans, where
try Club " was forced to shutter.
now appearing.
Essick claimed he had. a verbal Spots in the West End and Asbury
contract and prior rights^for Miss Park, N.J., haven’t bought imporClooney’s services in an all-star tant talent in a long time.
Curious factor in most situations
program at 3,000-seat Public Music
Flanagan, who has
vaudeville
formers, he’s giving thought to one
Hall for Feb. 24. After he had gone
agency, specializing in circus acts;
(Continued on page 52)
or two-week bookings of top longto the expense of renting audito(Continued on page 52)
the Lauritz Melmanager,

no word has come from

far*

al.,

port agency) as a part-time occupation.

,

union has told Eddie Risman, LQ
managing director, that closing
action can be staved off if cafe
would make a payment of $2*006
pending a full accounting.

HARRY REGENSBERG
London, Feb.

did
couldn’t
continue.. Atlantic
For ‘Squeeze’ on Clooney City has been a deadbeat without a
nitery for many years since
mpjor
Cleveland, Feb, 19.
Jack Essick was finally squeezed operators had to cover dp the
out of his proposed pop concert green felts. The Kentucky clubs
starring Rosemary Clooney When in the Cincinnati area have cut
pressure was allegedly put on the down the talent budgets in the
wake of clampdpwn on casino acindie show

LQ.

paid

By

is

Burning at MCA, et

forthcoming.
Union says that premiums are
due on insurance from Walters’
now defunct Gilded Cage as Well
as

Is still to

The talent agencies are preparattempting to get sup-/ ing to chalk off Miami Beach as a
port from other theatrical, craft major
stop for next season. Feelunions before clamping, down. In- ing is that
should the resort conternational Alliance of Theatrical
tinue on its Kefauverization kick,
Stage Employees and American
town will be spoiled for big-league
Federation of Musicians have been
acts.
Percenters theorize that as
contacted in this regard.
soon as gambling is forbidden, resorts that -have relied on it go to
seed entertainment-wise.
They point to Saratoga of last
season when the major cafes failed

AGVA

reached by Sunday (24).
Union claims that in August, LQ
signed a deal with
Walters
op Lou
AGVA which specified insurance
payments for the entire cast. Union
alleges that insurance payments;
effective last Sept. 1, have not been
made and has sent a wire to Walters, now in Florida, threatening to
shutter him unless the coin is

ment

ty of the impost, which
he ruled upon.

(3rd Time)

"

*:
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London’* Harry Morris
Due in
for Act O.O.

NX

9

ludy s Palace Records

Harfy Morris, operator of the
Colony and Astor niteries in Lon-

o4Unncd from page
y

&£&

H flllCilftmilflllMI

than anticipated,
Afl this. came at a timS

IMS

^JoBSMOS

VAqdflWldl

^*dN^iwE|il9

-Of-

prestige, and

boxoffice.

Even

Miss Oakland was aduhiousboxoffice factor in

the U. S. despite
her spiash at the Palladium, LonThe
don.
impact that Miss Gar•

land made at her opening last
Oct. 16 was probably the most decisive in Vaude history. It proved
that two-a-day vaudeille can be
* j aa
•.

1 -i

i.

sold at $4.80.

I

'

—

little

room upon which to

progress.

Quality wise, another look at her
this week
virtually the

performance
that

it

is

discloses
sai
as
....

the opening night when she got top
critical acclaim.
Repertoire hasn’t
changed materially and the recep?
tion is of

mAcimum

pitch.

In fact the house is sufficiently
hot to make it forbidding to most
other tdpliners.
The bill coming
in Tuesday (26) is designed to cool
off the house somewhat.
It’s a top
vaude bill, but Stem opinion holds
that-,
comparatively, it's “just a
gobd show.” Besides Melchior the
running order comprises Five Fays
(ex-Billy Wells & Four Fays), Leo
De Lyon, Andre, Andree ,8c Bonnie,

Kaye,

Jimmy

Durante, Jack Benny

successful engagement
in Palace histoiy will wind up in a
gala Sunday, predicted to provide
one of the most colorful closings!
HoWever, nothing special is planned
because of the opening the folldwing Tuesday.

Three Rhythm Dancers and Serge
Flash.

Miss Garland’s amazing run at
theatre gave impetus to the

this

exhibitor stance that

if

money

act’s

weekly

salary,

can be niade away from pix, then
Kayo to NVA Benefit Too
There's hardly* a pix
so be it.
Also stopped from getting a benhouse that will not run special at- efit was the National Variety Arttractions.
Ip these days of video ists, which had been running a bencompetition, new rules have to be efit for the past 16 years to aid
Written- or old show biz dusted off the organization’s needy. An AGVA
Jean Carroll, Compagnons de la as was proved in the case of Judy spokesman declared that the NVA
Chanson; after intermission, Chan- Garland’s two-a-day.
now admits laymen from all fields
to membership and it’s no longer
purely a theatrical charity. Fact
that NVA would also have a promoter working on a percentage ar-

Now

Playing

—

with ORIGINAL MATERIAL
by DORA MAUGHAM

ity at its recent convention ruled
that all performers had to be paid
usual salaries, thus the
show, part of the Sunday night

AGVA

ELSA LANCHESTER
-BLUE ANGEL, New York

MARGARET PHELAN

m

lililili

By Happy Benway

it
*

it

before

licen-

the

State

the license holder;
The new: bill might "prevent
recurrence of the recent situation
in which, for instance, the Latin
Quarter, New York, temporarily
lost the right to sell liquor because
three 15-16-year-old girls, looking
older, had been served.

,

Cotillion

Hypos N.O. Scene

With Names; $20 Cover
New Orleans, Feb. 19.
The swank Cotillion Room of the
enlarged Jung Hotel on city’s main
stem opens tomorrow (Wed.) with
name acts and orch policy. Featured on preem will be the ModEddie Peabody, the King
His Ladies* and Tony Pastor

erriaires,

&

orch.

a Jung recently completed 400room- annex for total of 1,200
tic import who can come back any rooms, and adds a class entry to
Spot will
time. Winning the approval of the the local nitery scene.
first-night audience was his dis- change shows every two weeks.
carding of the stage mike as some- Cover charge for opening is $20,

thing unnecessary. From there on,
with -his patter and songs, some
of the lyrics, of which were verging
on the indigo .but just stopping
this side of offense, Trinder Was
in for swift begoff approval.
In his revue, throughout Which
he works as compere in the West
End tradition, .Trinder has surrounded himself' with a number of
acts that all got over to tumultuous -applause in an opening-night
session that was notable for audi-

including tax.

Szonys to Roxy, N.Y.
Szonys,

current at the Palace,

N. Y., have been signed for the
Roxy Theatre following their Judy
Garland-Palace run which ends

Feb. 24.

The

.

ballet

duo

will rejoin Miss

Garland April 15 in Los Angeles.
Terpers cut their run at the Roxy
before joining the Palace show.

off.

is

Also up on the applause decibels
JoSef Locke,, the Irish tenor

Colimbla Records

whose Columbia records are such

KEN

GRIFFIN
CnrreRtly

Washlngton-Youree
Shreveport,

Mutual Entertainment Agency
203 N.

Wabash

Chicago

1#

<>a
III.

IN THE HEART OF CHICAGO'S LOOP
near the Oriental, Palace, Chicago A
Erlangor fhaatraa it's ths

HOTEL
RANCROFT
W. Randolph

19

Franklin 2-4740

St.

Spsclal* Rates for

Nawly Docorated

'.

.

Hotel
Louisiana

MILO STELT

Direction!

Show Folk

New Managamant

..

1

Walters,

Atlantic

City

manager, rated his first good clinic
since his major operation, which
now ups him twice weekly for pic-

i

-CHICAGO THEATRE,

+

argue,

rently,. the Authority has only to
prove the person was “actually or
apparently” under age, to penalize

Saranac Lake, N. Y„ Feb. 19.
Saranac Lake held its first Winbboked the unit, with former planter-Carnival in over 20 years, five ing
over to catch opening night.
big days of hilarious celebration.
McStay.
It Was one of the biggest blowouts
that the Actors Colony has witnessed in years.
Eugenia ' (RKO) Meo took her
observation: period seriously and
rated an ace clinic that upped her

Frank

-CHASE HOTEL, St.

tp

Liquor Authority that the boy or
girl “looked” older than 18. Cur-

Three Hellos, two men and ai girl,
for their trick cycling act, topping
with triple headstarids.
Whole show requires greater production value, particularly staging,
lighting and pit musicianship. Lew
& Leslie Grade assembled and

Saranac Lake

for meals.

I

;

success in Britain. Lad opens
Coigate-Palmolive-Peet series, had a
with “Violetta,” his top-selling platto be cancelled. Strategy, it’s figter across the pond, and then into
ured, will be to get tough with ‘‘Take
A Pair of Sparkling Eyes,”
all organizations which will posChristopher Robin Saying His
sibly ask the Associated Actors & Prayers”
and “Come Back to SorArtistes to look into the situation. rento”; a couple of marching
songs
Then, it’s expected that AGVA will and a smash “Galway Bay,” comask for a reciprocal deal which plete with professional charm.
would allow AGVA performers to
Rey OverbUry also over neatly on
participate, in benefits in which all his musical novelty act, but stays
4 A union welfare funds can profit on too long and can cut out his
in return for allowing AGVA’s dance bit. Over oke are the Elkins
Sisters for their opening acrobatics;
teevee show to resume.

Chicago

-SHERRY NETHERLAND,

*

.

in th

The change would permit
sees

:

ence cordiality. Alan & Blanche
Lund, dance stars pf Tririder’s rerangement militated against grant- cent London production of “Fancy
ing permission for. the show unless Free,” received a terrific reception
for their opening ballroom number,
acts Were paid. One-seventh of their
their novelty square dance routine
usual weekly salary.
and their gay ’90s dance medley,
There’s
considerable' , feeling complete with graceful leaps and
around that the union is embarking spins. This is a dance act that
on the “get tough” policy as one shows fresh choreography by a
means of forcing its own tele show team obviously enjoying their
back on the air. Television Author- work. The Lunds too had to beg

. .

-PALMER HOUSE,

Canada,
cockney

comic, scored a rousing audience
reception as prelude to his crosscountry tour of more than a score
of Canadian cities with his “Royal
Command Music Hall Varieties,”
Though his advance reputation was
known only to World War vets
and Britishers now making a new
home over here, Trinder is established as a comedian who has long
been a favorite of the royal family,
With several private command performances to his credit in addition
to those London Palladium and
Coliseum headline appearances.
Walking on cold and ribbing
latecomers, the comic does a hefty
m.c. stint throughout, this lacking
in obtrusive interference with the
other acts on the bill. When the
initial lengthy stanza Of his banter
and songs, closed the first half
this rating a bellylaugh begoff—
it was easy to see why this com.
edian is one of the U.K.'s toppers.
He has a* refreshing cheekiness,
takes delight in deflating political
stuffed shirts,; and exhibits exquisite timing in his ad-libbing.
That the house was sold out
opening night, with the rest of
the Week big, establishes him as
a fine comedian and a trans-Atlan-

ABC

law, making the prohibition against such sales to minors
read, “actually and apparently"
under 18 years of against, instead
of the present “actually or apparently.”

*

On his first visit to
Tommy Trinder, the

would change one word

It

state’s

11, '52; $3.50 top.

this

.

The Garland run of 19 weeks is
almost twice the length of the previous record holder; Kate Smith
Went 10 weeks in 1931,. A few
weeks after that, the bill with
Eddie Cantor and George Jessel
started on Oct. 31 and went until
Jan. 3 for a nine-week run. Others
on latter layout included Burns &
Allen, Benny Meroff, Janet Reade,

Blanche Lund, Rey

as. an At Royal Alexandra, Toronto , Feb.

.

The most

“Ease’ Sides to Minors

Overbury & Suzette, The Three
Hellos, Elkins Sisters, Jose Moreno.

lies
in the fact that
boniface Lou Walters of the Latin
Quarter, N. Y., long has been campaigning with the union to do
something about the late dee jays
operating from cafes. Walters, especially since it was evident that
his other cafe operation, the Gilded Cage, would fold; has been fulminating against late hour disk
jocks. He claimed that acts Who
appeared-,on these .shows are keeping customers out of cafes which
give employment to acts.
Late
business in many clubs has diminished since the deejays caught on
as a late hour divertissement. The
AGYA resolution is aimed to protect niteries, it’s claimed.
The, other development was the
stoppage of a show last Friday (15)
of the Press Photographers Ball at
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,. N, Y.
AGVA organizers appeared after
the show started and insisted that
all those appearing be paid. Among
those ..who had already worked
gratis Were Milton Berle, Harry
Hershifield, Marguerite Piazza and
Dave Garroway, Victor Borge and
cast members of “Guys and Dolls”
were waiting to go on When it Was
announced that the show couldn’t
continue because of union’s demands. Photogs ponied up $3,075
for talent that had been used, at
benefit rates of one-seventh of an

Jut
The

&

Amendment

Albany, Feb. io.
Places selling liquor would have
greater maneuveurability in defending themselves against loss of
license for' selling to minors, under
a bill introduced by Assemblyman
J. Lewis Fox, Queens Democrat.

Toronto. Feb, 13.
Toronto Tent 28, Variety Clubs

Locke, Alan

—

situation

as well as others,

neW

1

Trinder9 !

international, present* cross-Canada tour of British vaude unit starring Tommy Trinder; with Josef

However, another facet of

rehabilitated herself, in pix. nothing has been set as yet.
Last week, the nearby Loew’s theatre currently is experiencing
State opened a twin bill of Judy labor trouble with the operators
Garland oldies, “Meet. Me in St. um on,
There had also been some talk
Louis” and. “Babes in Arms.”
Business there has been better that Dean Martin 8c Jerry Lewis
than it has been in months.
might do a short stint at the N. Y.
Miss Garland established her- house, but under- their present
cold, at this. time,
If as one of the top attractions schedule* it’s
in the talent field at a time when Schwartz also talked with Danny
plsp

AGVA

featuring deejay originations
implied cuffo personal.

<

Chicago, for her.

‘Tough’

Continued from page

t« And’

To NX liquor law Would

Varieties
(ROYAL ALEXANDRA
TORONTO)

Morris, who spent some time in
the ILS. latter part of last- year,
will go, after moderate-priced acts.

1

At the same time, Miss Garland

she was sick physically and ailing
mentally. Several times during her
engagement she dropped out for
a few performances at a time. She
started out playing 12 performances weekly and wound up with
eight
Saturday and Sunday matinees but no Monday performance;
However,, this week, she’ll
be ..doing 11 shows.
Artistically, Miss Garland had

TtMMy

d<«; Is planing to New York shortdra-Kaiy^DSnfiiji. ’Pth BIUe iiia ly for a tident-buying trip;

Metchibr tfiwinfc tne^hotf/ ''Ufc.
*<>&&& MfefcQP**a trijdf is
as one "6f thtf’leaditig Wagheriah
singetA. >Tbis will mark hie Jtedt
*’•*'
N.* Tfi vatideappearance.
v
This bilf Wd$ cooked ’lip in New
York after a nationwide talent
search, Sol A. Schwartz, RKO Theatres vrexy, went to the Coast
where he sought b.o. toppers. Talks
were initiated with Betty Hutton,
but she has expressed herself as
“afraid” of coming into Ne^y York.
^rk ama
1 h aC* iMn4fi11tnM"itifA.a.i1aif
There’s 4talk
of installing two-a-day

Or

Unit Review

Loais,

PLAZA 5-0087
NEW YORK

tures.

Chicago

Mo.

* +
*
-

“
it

The Rotary Club held its annual “Variety Revue” at the Pontiac Theatre here. Eddie Vogt directed and emceed and. Walter
McGoryen produced.
William Butler shot in from
Long Island to chat with his Wife,
Hattie, .whose progress is good.
Joe
Fennessy,
oldtimer
and
former straight man with Johnny
Dooley, was floored with a stomach
ailment and is now under care:
Ditto your columnist who is strictly in bed during an observation
period and awaiting results of
; S'.3l

it&m

Currently

SILVER SLIPPER
‘

;; ?

Hotel Last Frontier. Las Vegas
Than, to MILTON DEUTCH

Direction:

214 N. Canon

special treatment.
;

THE

Dr..

JACK KURTZE AGENCY
CR 45403

Beverly Hills

Wednesday, February

i

VAI7BEVIULE

Ruby Takes Over
Bob Wills’ Dallas Spot Mpls. license TifF

Jack

’Skating Vanities’ Loses

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Injunction Plea to Henie

New York

Dallas, Feb, 19.

Jack Ruby, owner-operator of the

In Toledo Court Tiff
Johnson signed for
Fran
Riverside, Reno, June 26 .
Toledo, Feb; 19.
Warren into Chubby’s Camden,
Temporary injunction sought by
March 24 ... Billy Williams QuarSkating
Vanities, Inc., New York*
tet set for .the Paramount Fe]b. 27
Carl Ravazza pacted for Co- to bar presentation of the Sonja
.
coanut Grove, Los Angeles, March Henie ice show in the* Sports Arfcria,
Rose Murphy tapped for Toledo, scheduled to begin Jfriday
13, ,
Seville Theatre, Montreal, Feb. 28 (22), has been denied by Common
Frankie Laine inked for Co- Pleas Judge John Q. Carey.
coanut Grove, L; A., June 10
“Vanities” charged that Sports
Singer Lily Cavell and songwriter Arena violated a 1951 contract
Phil Charig teamed for a cafe- which set aside Feb. 12-17 for its
vaude act. Ray Golden is routin- show and which allegedly banned
ing them
Singer Luciano Ta- the booking of any other
skating
jolL Italian import, doing a series performance In the
Arena during
of one-nighters in Canada and will
make his N. Y. bow at the Brooklyn six weeks before and four weeks
Olsen

Me

Silver Spur, local nitery, has purchased the Bob Wills Ranch House,
Wills’ film, recording and stage
dates forced him to quit the club.
Ranch House has a capacity. of
3,000. Ruby said he plans to operate both spots and book top bands.
Minneapolis, Feb. 19.
He will continue at present with
The Minneapolis city council’*
his two-band feature at the Silver health and hospitals committee has
Spur
western style arid Dixie- delayed until Feb. 27 a decision on
land.
whether or not to recommend re-

.

.

.

Atlantic City, Feb. 19.

.

..

.

.

.

Gravatt,
Phil
Commissioner
whose department supervises this

and public reladepartments, estimates that
approximately $750,000 will be expended here this year for promoThe city will spend nearly
tion,

resort’s publicity

tions

j

:

-

—

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.
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Blackstone Returns Vaude

vocation of the licenses of Curly’s,
one of the largest local niteries. It
held a hearing on the matter after

Meyer (Makey) Gordon,

in

whose

$232,000 and hotelmen will shell
name the liquor and other,
Loew’s in Canton, 0., wife’s
approximately
rest
the
permits are held, pleaded guilty in
out
Academy of Music, March 7 . .. after those dates. “Vanities” is a
$100,000 to boost winter business' Ruth Austin to Castle Harbor Ho- roller revue.
municipal court of keeping the
In 25th Anni Nostalgia place open after hours and was
However, Virgil Gladieux, prez
and some $400,000 for individual tel, Bermuda, as special guest for
fined $100.
hotel advertising and promotion Washington’s
Birthday
costume of Sports Arena; said he had no
Canton, O., Feb. 19.
year.
the
written
With
BerContract
“Vanities”
throughout
Police had charged he was sellball.
Proceeds go to sending
Blackstone the Magician brought
for the dates involved. He said
ing liquor 50 minutes after the 1
An appropriation for special fea- muda athletes to the Olympics.
vaude back,
Loew’s this week
when the Henie show was booked, for a four-daytostint
a.rri. closing hour when they made
tures and promotions is increased
beginning Sun“Vanities” was notified and atfrom $5,500 to $8,000 which will
day (17), to help the theatre ob- their raid following complaints. A
tempts to arrange other bookings
city ordinance provides mandatory
be used for research on the 1954
serve its 25th anniversary.
for the show were rejected by the
liquor license revocation for willcentennial, twb or three
Opened in 1927, the house cost ful violation, but if it is ripn-wiilJob Vs. Mayor’s Ire; roller outfit;
events, an antique auto parade and
$1,000,000 and was. the first Loew fuly the license may be suspended
In
denying
the
for
request
a
prizes.
other
and
fishing
theatre in Ohio outside of. Clevefor G.M. Berth temporary injunction, Judge Carey land, Its initial bill; combined Art at the council’s discretion.
The promotion bill is the big
said “Skating Vanities” was not enThe outgrowth has been a city
bite, taking $179,150 of taxpayer
Landry’s
Toronto, Feb. 19.
Victor Recording Orches- council move to force disclosure of
titled to such relief, but could sue
Of this sum $120,000,
money.
Over the objections of newly- the. Sports; Arena for damages of tra with blues singer Peggy Eng- any hidden multiple ownership or
same as last year, goes for news- elected Mayor Allan Lamport, who
their contract with the Toledo firm lish and dancer Rita Owen as the interest In iteries and bars in viopaper and magazine space and pro- charges that the post is a “political
stage attraction, Harry LaRos at lation of state law. The proposed
had been breached.
motional advertising.
McCallum,
Hiram
the organ (long since silent), and ordinance would put a number of
plum,’’ exrMayor
shows,
including
line whom Lamport defeated in the last
Radio
“The Waning ^ex,” with Norma large niteries and their reputed
charges, will ebst $3,500 as against: civic ..election, has been appointed
Shearer and Conrad Nagel, on the owners in hot water with possible
Chi Blackhawk Preps
$11,000 last year. Mall Dodson, in to the new job of assistant manscreen.
license revocations.
Because of , a
charge of the. press advertising ager of the city-owned Canadian
It was the 358th theatre built by liquor law violation when he own*
Revue With
Cast
bureau, said his survey Shows the National Exhibition.
He will be
Marcus Loew, and was opened by ed another spot, Gordon isn’t eliglarger appropriation will not be groomed
Elwood
succeed
Chicago; Feb. 19.
to
Col. E; A. Schiller, then Loew’s, ible to hold Curly’s license himneeded
Blackhawk
Restaurant
here, Inc., veepee, and his then-assistant self or be connected with it.
Hughes, present CNE g.m..
Others mentioned for the newly- which has had two longrun book Joe Vogel, now Loew’s g. m. and
The resort will expend $8,200 on
orchestral concerts this year as created post had been O. J. Silver- revues during the past two years, vice-president. First manager was
V*. jerry Lewis
against $7,500 last. The city’s con- thorne, film censor board chair- is preparing another for April 9. Russell Bovin, now heading Loew’s
Boston, Feb. 19.
vention bureau, operated by local man; Lambert Powell, head of the Original book and score will be in St. Louis. Present manager is
Danny
Lewis,
father of Jerry,
hotelmen, is again allotted $5,000. CNE publicity department, and written by team of Dick Adler & Harry Klotz, aided by John Mauhas been inked to appear in Copley
Final action bn the budget will Ivan Brodie, CNE space manager. J erry Ross. Choreography will be eieri.
Square
Hotel’s
Music
Box during
No salary has been set for Mc- by Herbert Ross.
be taken by city rulers next ThursStill with the theatre are chief the week of March 6.
Casting has been practically com-;
Calluio, but Hughes receives $18,day (28).
projectionist Charles Swain, stageIt Coincides with stage appear000 a year plus a liberal expense pleted with most of the youngsters hand Harry
Lane, and night super- ance of Martin & Lewis at MetroSaid. Mayor Lamport: from
allowance.
Broadway shows.
Kenny
politan Theatre.
Hoosler Hot Shots set as top at- “This appointment is payment of Bowers, last seen in “Best Foot intendent Margaret Geisinger.
traction at Seattle Auto Show,
members
other
by
political debts
Forward”; Barbara Cook, frorn,
March 29-April- 6.
of the CNE board of directors,”
“Flahooley”; Grant Eastham; Pat
Carroll, Rutian Bleu, songstress;
Vicki Barrett, Ed Bagley, formerly
SAY LA VIE!
Lena Horne’s Israeli
of Jack Cole dancers, and Franca
Variety may be the spice
Baldwin and David Le Grant.
of life but La Vie has become
Show breaks in for two weeks at
Europe
Concerts,
For Return Engagement Within
the spice of showbusiness life
the Lake Club, Springfield, 111.
Lena Horne has been signed to
Odr “Who’s Here” is the
.
Weeks
Opening Feb« 28
Israel
in
do a series of concepts
“Who’s Who*’ of showbusiness
Singer will con- Branower’s Acts to
starting May 1.
leading the parade to “THE
MIRACLE
Chicago, Feb. 19.
54TH STREET”; certize with the Israeli Symphony
Orchestra and will return to Paris
night after night ,
David Branower, attorney, w-ho
Everyone
after the tour there.
wants to know “Wha Hopperi?”
also has been active in the agency
Miss Horne will open at the field here, is confining his efforts
l Beauty and the Least)
... We’ve got the greatest
NIGHT LIFE audience on earth London Palladium June 2.
to personal; management.
,
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Sumac for Pierre, N. Y.;
London Mulls Hildegarde

Eve

&

(Block
Sully), from (Mitzi)
Green to (George) White, from
the Fat Man (Jack E. Leonard)
to the Thin Man, John Carra-

Yma

(“Top Banana”)
(“Bottoms Up”)
from Hollywood to

London

to

May

a gander at the
gal,

TIME, LIFE and
Dorothy Dandridge,

1

J

Oh the strength of his featured
performance in the legit and screen
versions bf “Detective Story,” Horace McMahon is getting a flock, of
TV, vaude and cafe dates, some In
connection with the picture and

Sullivan,

some on

his own.
Current vauders lined are the

Comerford Capitol, Scranton, Feb.
28-29, and the Comerford house in

.

.

.

Wilkes-Barre, March
ing a comedy single.

Mont
.

.

.

Title:

MCVT(

l

flash

He’s do-

6-8.

Montmartre Fire
fire

Montreal, Feb; 19;
in dressing rooms

damage

fottiR'*

Mont-

to

martre Club Sunday night
.

“THERE’S NO
BUSINESS LIKE SHOWBUSINESS. BUSINESS M”

Please

A

,

did about $5,000'

.

.

19.

McMahon’s P. A/s

.

Leonard. Lyons,
Earl Wilson, Louis Sobol, Jose
Ferrer, Jimmie Stewart, France Qt
Tope, Barbara Payton,
Dana Andrews, Bob Weitman,
Johnny Johnston, Lee J. Cobb,
Lex Barker, Arlene- DahL Dolores Gray and: Barry Gray,
Mike Todd, Vivian Blaine, Robert Alda, Olga San Juan, Jackie
Miles have all made La Vie—the
Place to Be *
Curtain at 9,
12 and 2 ... Cast: Dorothy
Dandridge, Carl Ravazza and
Robert Clary
Producer:
Monte Proser
. •Music:
Phil
Moore and Van Smith . .
Seats: Reservations Suggested,

follow

will

.

LOOK

and the gals to get a
at
Carl Ravazza, who’s been giving
females the TIME of their LIFE
. . Eddie Cantor, Milton Berle,

Ed

NAT DUNN,

—

Paris,
coming by train,
Shrimp Boats to get

plane and

LOOK

rfgt.:

his acts

11, establishes a rarity if not a
returning to the same spot
first
within the same season. Miss
Sumac opened the room last fall.
Deal is on for Hildegarde to
play the Casino de Paris, London,

}

Broadway, from Maine to California, from
the guys; are

who

Branower is turning over
Music Corp. of America.

Hildegarde into, the Cotillion Room
of the Pierre Hotel, N. Y., March

dine, from Phil
Silvers to Ted

Saucier,

Sumac,

to

(17)

but

failed to stop the last show. Emcee
and comic Jean Raffa, dressed as

firembn, did impromptu ,show following the incident.
Quick job readied spot for opening of French chirper Anny Flore
last night (Mon.) to okay reception.

ROBERT W. DANA
New York World-Telegram

arid

Sun

X£gmgm
In the many years I’ve covered night-club
shows, I’ve never seeri a comedy pantomime
am
act with 'the element of suspense arid sUrprise of Fedi arid Fedi.
which
pondering
folks
had
Fedi
and
Fedi
member of the puppet-like act was real, the
man or woman, as they went through the
jerky motions of darice patterns. I warrant
there’ll be some betting on this score and.
winners will come out about even* A wonderful visual act in the Lou Walters tra-

Cogert Heads K. E; Agents
Boston, Feb.

Henry M. Cogert was

IN

BOSTON Me New

COPLEY
47

SQ.

HOTEL

HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Horn* of tho

MUSIC BOX

'

Ratia to
Buainaaa

Show

19.

elected
president of the Theatrical Agents,
Inic., of New England at the annual balloting, Harry Drake was
named veepbe, Jacy Collier/ treasurer, and Peg Norton, secretary.
Board of directors are Billy WalDanny
and
Jack Ford
dron,
White, together with the officers.
the retiring
James Kennedy
* -- •
.w-'

—

•

Q UARTER

L ATI N

NEW YORK
After

26 Months

Person ol Mgr.: EDDIE

at

CASINO DE PARIS,

SMITH

H»7

Broodway.

New

Paris
York City

1650 Broadway, N. Y.

.
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Karson Plans to Stay

Names

British Vaiide
1

*«•

*:

*

1

1

*

•

•

’

-1

London, Feb.

19.

/hose stageshows at
Leicester Square,
end of this month,

1

,

Brtitf&h;

the Radio City in New York several
seasons ago, could stop yodelling
and still do okay from his market
produce biz.
Gracie Fields Has Hotel Stake
Gracie Fields only works because
she loves it because her hotel and
club business in Italy reputedly
,
could provide her with all the com„
#
Trinder Has Aussie Properties
fQrts necessary, Occasional com.
Tommy Trinder doesn’t care mercial broadcasts mean extra coin.
whether he gets another week’s Nat Mills and Bobby, who make
their pantomime
work or not because
of ms
his income enough during
worx
Depause ot
® ar to Keep
^een mem
them
from his eaxtensive properties in season every year
Australia and income from big happy, can now rely on their vaude
agency.
shareholding in football club. TrinOf the smaller name folks, Jack
der maintains he onlv keeDs working so his agent Sydney Burns can Daly, who has been raking in his
have a regular income. Another top vaude income for years, is now a
English comic, Max Miner, also has realtor. Leon Cortez, _who has been
murdering the English language

living on his textile business left
him by his father, Others are Kenneth Borne, also a radio name, who
has a soap selling biz; and Al Read,
country .comic, who was unknown a
year ago, now asks $2,800 per week
and doesn’t care if he works or not,
since he has a big sausage factory,

who was

ducer,

vacationing

in

Spain when the decision was made

with gaming crackdowns. In fact,
there are maiiy more hitting the
resorts, but it’s hot a spending
crowd. There are enough people
in Atlantic City during the sum.
mer to support a tremendous

Empire

shows, returned here last week, several days
ahead of schedule
A 8 currentlv ®envisaged
bv Karn
tost age ~*an
P ^
1”’
°
r [£fn revue^ with in A nelothe

halt

to

.

Lvt

tw

Be

Globe, A.C, to

Rebuilt

,

•

S

^

^

is

Max* Bacon, who dbe&’bookmaldnN t enou^' Yfa>h<ey Cdtnlngf iii frofti
as sideline; Fbrsythe and-Seamow] proi&itt;y: In J|rI^Ktprf*to’_;inalre
who have music pubbshingMbiz; and
Al- Btirhett’; one of the ’/top ‘riitery
owners/ ’There alsbis peittr

mi

Continued; from page 49
T _ „
„ Chicago, Feb. 19.
that many who woul<J never
Partner
_^uCk,?H8se veeP€e
enter a gambling hall automatically of the Mutual Entertainment Agenstay away from resorts once there’s cy, Chicago’s largest independent
a crackdown on gaming, It’s felt booking office* is resigning.
He’s going to devote his time exthat the casinos bring at lofof color
and colorful characters to a town. clusively to video and will sell his
stock in the, organization, which he
It’s a more interesting place to be
in when the fast-money boys are helped form eight years ago, to
Bookie Levin and Milo Stelt, other
around.
toppers in the/firm.
More Crowds, Less B.O.
The flow of visitors doesn’t stop

s===ssssss

Continued from page 49

’

„

•

‘No Gambling’ Bines

In London; Mulls Revue,

Atlantic City, Feb. 19,
The Globe Theatre, which plays
burlesque during the season, will
be* rebuilt and ready for operation
gambling is inoperative. The same this summer. The house was
one
is true of Miami Beach, where
of many structures badly hit by
most cafes are on the financial the $4,000,000 fire of Jan. 7.
ropes.
Hirsch Enterprises, of PhiladelLas Vegas, Reno, Havana, and phia, owners of the theatre,
inmany stops in the Caribbean would formed Mayor Joseph Altman over
fail to lure were it not for the the weekend of their
intentions to1
provide
A resort can
gambling.
rebuild.

amount

,of

cafes

and

theatres.

But

axiomatic that a nitery using
names cannot flourish there when
it’s

na

?
in §
.

y

^

ew or k to view subjects
determinfinally oeiermin.
talent before
taient
Deiore nnany
of the production
the scope
‘
.
ni h
D e ^pendentt on theatre

yisit tQ

.

•

J™y

„

'

Meantime, Karson

.

.

is endeavortogether the basic ele-

irtg to kefep

mehts orthe company that he has
developed at the Empire during
waters,
health - giving
scenery,
the last two years, He is currently
sports and a Burton Holmes recfor years, could, settle down and negotiating a European tour for
when
word
is
but
ommendation,
enjoy his farm but he can add to the Empire dancing line and other
passed around that there’s! no gamhis income via Doreen Harris’s in- members of the cast.
Continental
Commerce
of
Chamber
the
ing,
big dates might be followed by vaudetake from her gown shop,
too much.
money maker for his wife,
ville
engagements on provincial can’t do
ei
Gladys Hay does riot have to circuits,
broadcast because her guest house

JAY

1

,

now profitable while Stanelli
standard in America years ago as
and Douglas) finds his,
nitery. a better proposition than his

LATIN

is
(

CASINO
Philadelphia
Mg».:

MARK

Leon

J. LEDDY
Newman

occasional broadcasting,
Payne & Hillyard, English standard vaude act, which toured the
U. S. in the Keith-Albee days, have
a sideline in the manufacturing of

popcorn, having two factories, one
here and another in the provinces,

——

—
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COMEDY MATERIAL

-

.

Alifrv Durneuc
KlirnAtfo Fat
rdl
HUiry,

FUN-MASTER

rHt ORIGINAL SHOW BIZ GAO NIC
(The Service of fhi Stars)

ISSUES $25

35

First 13 Files $7.00. All 35 Issues $25.00
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only

1— No Skipping)
PARODIES' par book $10 •
•
$25 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
BLACKOUT
BKS.,
#a. bk. $25 •
• 4
(Baginning with No.
Bks.

3

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(ralssua), $3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA

OF GAGS,

$300.

Worth ovor

NO

a thousand

In

Circle 7-1130

RESTAURANT AND BAR
W. 44 St.. New York LU 2-4488

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS' MEETS
*

TALENT CONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
:

Shrine

Bros.

Circus

if,

1*2^

used for charitable activities. Circus openbd four weeks ago in
- A
A hefty
h«ft v $11,600 gross was
wS'viLnrolled Fij n t Mich., and went from here
up by Gene. Autry, Smiley Burnette t0 Chicago for a 17-day stand un& Co. for two matinees on Satur- der the Medinah Temple,
day (16) in the 4 865-seat Mosque.
opening AerialoVelies. pertormHouse, scaled at. $2.50 top (half- j n g in unison on Spanish webs, are
price for children), was near-sellout members of the Ward-Bell Flyers
for both performances, at 2:30 and and the Wallenda-produced Karrel
6:30 p. m.
Troupe, Peterson’s Jockey Dogs
are paced through a smooth routine on horseback. Followed by the
nl . ,
T>
K.0. Myron Duo, a unique double-deck
Elizabeth Crash
risle y act in a skilled exhibition,
Ypsir
Mice Qmitli
»
^
Francis Brunn, German juggler,
Mildred Joanne Smith may not i s sock with his ball juggling,
be able to work for a year because With the litheness and speed of a
of spinal injuries sustained in last ballet dancer, Brunn garners salweek’s plane crash -tragedy in Eliz-vos by. skipping rope while jugabeth, N. J. The singer is still in gling a ball with his feet;
Other acts on the shbw are
St. Elizabeth’s Hospital there.
She was on her way to open at Spiller’s penguin and seals; Therein
Havana. Family, a real array of talent bn
Nacional,
Casino
the
Monica. Boyar was hurriedly sub- wheels, hit being Esmeralda, child
cyclist; and the Wallendas, highstituted.
wire performer^, who thrill with
Py ram ^d as closer of
being
Fleming
Rhonda
Flimsier
nr
g “ a“ ^
submitted for vaudates by General
Second h^lf .opens with, the HerArtists Com
P

——

.

May

Professional Engagement

.

A

4W

*

.

,

•
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Oupllciti Prism AeardiS la lh« Cai* al T|ai

manos Ibarra across on horizontal

‘

an outstanding turn which

bars,

TRAM POL DON ES

The

I

• Comedy Trampoline

Novielty

•

draws hefty mitts. Turn is followed by Joyce’s Camels, reputed^
ly the only trained camels extant.
Karrel Troupe, ladder performers,
register with the customers. Pack’s
Elephants score, as do the Gautiers
with trained pooches.
Les Garaldos, barefoot adagio
aerialists, working without a net,
are agaih in the lineup after a long
layoff

ltf

.

•

$

due to a

ONC

'

8

Waaks
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4

Wookt

London... ... ... .3

Wookt

London.

Savoy Ho»ol.
Empira

ABC

.

Tfcoatro, Parl«..

French

Riviera;/.....

&

WHEN

BOSTON

IN

thG

It's

HOTEL AVERY

,

Avery A Washington

the

Home

Sts.

Show

of

Folk

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

.

It’ll be the comedy team’s first
Minneapolis appearance. Previously .scheduled to appear at. Radio
City, they cancelled out with only

three days’ notice last year, due
to Lewis’ illness, The current appearance is to make amends for
that cancellation.
It’s reported they’re to receive
50% of the gross from the. first
dollar, supplying the entire show,
which will' include Helen O’Connell, Barr & Estes, Mayo Bros, and
the Dick Stabile orch. The pic will
be “Reunion iii Vienna.”
.

Whittemore P.M.’ing
Jack Whittemore, who recently
resigned from the band department
of
General Artists Corp., has
opened a personal management office in ,N. Y, He’s signed fiddler
Florian ZaBach.

(Personal Opinion)

0/0

IVAN CHARNOFP
Chicago

FOR SALE OR LEASE
NdHoaally famous summer theatre.
100 miles from
Capacity 540.
New York City. Box V-21352.
Variety. 154 W. 44th St.. New
York 34, N. Y.
‘

YOUR CHANCE
TV end VOQVIL Is es good es anybody's If you have the right goods.
To get the MOST of the BEST comedy
material for the LEAST moneyj. be
sure to send for a copy of COMEDY
In

ROUTINES and BURLESQUE—$3,
A. GUY VISK
Writing

12 Liberty Street

Enterprises
Troy, N. Y.

They smash

fall.

drops.
Fofir Whirlwinds, roller skating
act, 'mdke use of luminous cost
tumes, and their speedy whirls and
spins
has the crowd gasping.
Closer,
Ward-Bell
Flyers,
are
graceful in rhythmic and split-second flying-returns. Clown alley is
headed by “Bobo”, Barnett.

Including
..

Palladium

Minneapolis, Feb. 19.
scaile ever charged

The highest

for a vaudfilm show in Minneapolis
has been set for the Martin
Lewis engagement at 4,000-seat Radio
City here starting Friday (22). For
the first time in local pic theatre
annals there’ll be no price concession for children and the teen-ager
reduced admission also will be
eliminated.
Scale will be 85c. from 10:30 a.m.
opening until 1 pjn., $1.20 to 5 p.m.
and $1.50 to closing, including tax.
There’ll be six stage shows on Friday, Saturday and Sunday and five
on the other days. Minnesota
Amusement Co. envisions a gross
of from $65,000 to $75,000 for the
stanza.

!

After a Woncffrful

YEAR Tour

Casino,

over with their barefoot coordination aloft, delivering a terrific exhibition of high trapeze work and

RETURNING FROM EUROPE

MARCH

Town

iuffalo, N. Y.

,

rise to $100,000 when all returns are in. Show this year has
several outstanding imports, and
local Kosair Temple will share in

10

.

Grant’s Riviera
58

Polack

Ciirrantly

ended a seven-day run at Jefferson
County Armory Sunday (17), playing to an estimated $90,000 which

Two Richmond Shows

f

Appearing with Tad Lawii

Louisville, Feb, 17.

•

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
W. 54 St.. New York 1 9 Dept.V

200

1

1 1

.

For All Branches of Theatrical!

G LA SON'S

THE COLLEENS)

Polack Bros. Circus

may

h

•

.

Circus Review

Stanelli

8 Wookt

Bee Carsey is musical director;
Wally Newbury, organist; Rex
Ronstrom, drummer, and Arthur

4 Weeks

Springer; equestrian director, with
latter also, the announcer.

wouldn't want to loavo Europe,
without saying Au Rovolr and Sincere Thanks to

FOSTERS AGENCY, London, England
MAROUANI A TAVEL, Paris, Franco

Variety, PALLADIUM, LONDON—
"The Trampoloortles, American acrobatic duo making their debut here,
get big laughs with a Boisterous
springboard act . .
builds in Impressive way."

Availabl*

Shows,

for

for

JUANITA
Currently

with

Fairs, Intimo Spots,

TV and

Guy Lombardo

$ilont Pictures

=
5th

York 14,

Week

MERRIEL ABBOTT REVUE

MAX ROTH & BERNARD BURKE
New

CONCERT TOUR

let

Just,

Concluded

£

surci-flre.'?

Exclusive Representatives:

Street.

Clubs,

Variety, EMF*IRE, LONDON— "The
renowned TRAMPOLOONIES display
knockabout routine with slick timing
and obvious comedy angles: that

make

4$ W. 48th

and

.

and Many More

We

:T:Ti

I

N

-

Y.

12

SMASH WEEK

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL
s'

.

Now York— Mdx

.

'

Novalle-McConkey
:v

Xhjeago-^Sidno'y Page Agepcy-

New

York

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Wednesday* February 20, 1952

adding to what amounts to a solid
Hotel St. Regi *9 N. V. appearance in this room. Miss
T8*
Hotel
cash-register for Jack Goldman,
Bright has been fortified with some
(MAISONETTE)
(PERSIAN ROOM)
who, this season, seems to he the
fresh writing along with her
Juliana Larson with Rud Gregg; staples, for
roan Sablon, Andrea Dancers boniface with the bookings that
top returns. The new
J* %ck LaSalle und'Mark Monte pay off, thanks
Milt
Shaw
and
Horace Diaz orchs; material is as laugh-provoking as
to his combos,
$2-$2.S 0 cover.
and $2.50 cover.
crclis;
anything Miss Bright has dong
Addition of Maurice Rocco helps $1.50
previously.
Her Miss Rheingold,
1941 this plenty. The talented 88’er, in the
in another era there was a vogue Edith Piaf satire, and a Russian
in Variety June 11;.
comment on. teeoff solo spot, belts them' with of “blue blood blues singers,” as ballerina
reviewer’s New .Act
are top-echelon stuff.
his rhythm and rock vocal accomps.
had
that
He
observed
rL n Sablon
Variety dubbed them# which was Miss Bright has a warm projection
the Keeps the- mitts mounting with his Only a slight misnomer in that the
-more or less gumshoed Into
and a knowledge of her characters
succession: of tunes familiar to the
husky socialites did go in for the that give her offerings top showvXilles (N, Y.)” but* that hepsters attending.
Bing Crosby'
jazzique
stuff along with their casing,
Site ^the French
Miles makes for a new comedian
clears all the jumps
billing Sablon
This date marks Miss Bright’s
in a town where he’s been seen so “sophisticated” lyrics, Juliana Larspare.”
with plenty to
much before, and in a club where son is in that idiorii. She has back- first stand since a recent storking.
long
come
a
has
Thc'chanteur
he’s been featured plenty often. As ground, a ^ good voice, a classy Her opening ivas postponed several
throws away in owner Goldman put it, “He’s my chassis, a knockout wardrobe with days because of the death of her
way since; As he
where, but asa luck piece.” Miles earned that with jewels to match) and; in singing father-in-law, Abram Bluniberg, of
his -small-talk
November a melange of new gags anent his for her supper at this nitery; she the Brooks Costume firm, Her
singer, could he spend
December in Cairo, and wife’s, minks influence of TV on contributes, a multiple impact.
preem, however, went off Without
in Athens,
York.
A tave
Miss Larson evidences that she a hitch and she made her strongest
the household, a screwy and yockwinter in New
in the raising elephant
South America, as wall as
routine, arid a is no dilettante,, despite a laryngitis impact at the spot since she started
cfates his Persian Room date is weird twist on the standard golf condition opening night. She seems working there.
The story that winds up in howls. The of operetta background but her
New Act on the layout is Ray
now an annual booking.
authoritative male thrush knows demanded racetrack story and transition into the more popular Hyson. Downey and Harold Fonhow to mix up h}S French versipns hotel bits also contain some new medium has been done with intelli- ville beat out some excellent twin
Yank pops and introduce twists that keep the howls coming gence arid showmansbin. She sings. pianologs. Hazel Webster does the
0
rhythm songs along even from the jaded types who’ye Spanish songs, in English, and lull Ivory ing.
"Unrtiniciue

V*

Pli«h

Blue Angel, N. Y*

j

Elsa Lanchestert Harry Belafontt
ally Coi\ Marti Stevens
Ellis Larkin Trio, Stuart Ross;
$4.50 minimum.

The Herbert Jncoby-Max Gordon
emporium looks like it’s in for
another siege of healthy business.
is now showcasing Elsa
Lanchester, filin character actress
and wife of Charles Laughton.
Balladeer Harry Belafontt', song*
stress Marti Stevens and comedian
Wally Cox provide other assists in
one of the more ambitious Blue
Angel undertakings.
Miss Lanchester, who essays
periodic nitery stands, is ,a warm

The spot

.

.

.

<

‘

Vilh his Gallic ballads.

many

seen him

times.

Works

in

He runs the gamut from Rodgers smooth, easy and deliberately
Hammerstein (in French) and timed fashion for a Wrapup.
in a Gallic
Laine,
his spot; belts them
•‘Top Of Old Smoky”
.

,

».

‘

conception to

hillbilly

Mon

fcoeur”

'

"Mome

de with array of tunes he’s made recording Hits, And introes some hew
:

own composi-

(his

like
“Le patterning, via patter between
and other numbers that sets well. Rbprises
an authoritative his “That’s My Desire”; a newie,
performer, trim and slim and best ‘What Did I Do?”; “I Can Dream,
described as “debonair” in dinner Can’t I?”, and the poiinded-for
jacket, clipped black mustache and “Lucky Old Sun.” Return has “Cry
the works; He ddesh't overdo furn- Of The Wild Goose,” “Jealousy”
ing-on-the-personality stuff; if any. and “$hine”— all called for and
all adding up to another begoff,
thing, he plays it in reverse.
Production by Arden-Fletcher is
Opening Andrea Danders, two
males and a slim chick whom they a sprightly one; with an orb appealthrow arid twirl in amazing manner, ing line and top terp interps by
are an effective entr’acte. Hand- Joy Skylar to make for bright insome gents are distinguished by terludes between feature" spots.
one looking more, like a legit than Tony Lopez and his orch back in
a terper— distinguished gray hair top. manner. Carl Fischer, Laine’s
and all. They know how to handle accomp, earns a tribute from the
the babe, and she combines the songster on his assists.

standards
arid
Fiacre,” “J’Attendrai”
ti

He

surefires.

is

.

1

daring throws with effective repose;
It’s a tiptop turn for any class or
Hotel Klailisson, llpls*
mass nitery, vaude or video—and
(FLAME ROOM)
that just about omits nothing.
Minneapolis, Feb. ,16.
Per usual the Dick LaSalle and
Jack
Cathcart’s
Continentals
orchestras
do
their
Mark Monte
(5), Arthur Ravel Orch (8) $2.50Both are now $3.50 minimum.
stuff with eclat.
Hotel JPlaza staples, LaSalle is a
the
musicianly' accompanist for
The Continentals impress even
show, a phis on the accordion for more than they did a year ago
the atmospheric French chansons, When they played this plushy
room
besides dispensing the main dansa- for the first time and
scored a
pation. Monte’s Continentals make smash. They
work smoother and
much music despite their few .num- deliver more- finished entertainbers
in the relief groove.
3
ment.. The’ customers gobble lip
Abel.
their
streniious
and
brilliant
;

•

(

)

efforts.

London
Quintet are more than a, male
singing group. They qualify as topLondon, Feb. 13.
(3), with Bob drawer performers whose diversiDixon;
Edmui\do Ros Rhumba fied routines sparkle with originaliBandy Arnold Bailey’s. Swingtet; $5 ty. Embellishing their vocal numminimum.
bers with novel pieces of cleverly
conceived business and interlardBeneath a veneer . of sweet ing the proceedings with interpresimplicity, the Beverley Sisters are tive. dancing and clowning Which
dishing out more and more sophis- lend satiric touches to the songs,
ticated tunes. Last season, when they set a consistently fast enterplaying, in vaude and cabaret, they tainment pace.
garnered national publicity after
After an intro; they’re off to the
a Sunday paper columnist had at- races with a
comedic conception,
tacked their routine. If the same of “Fiddle Faddle.” A medley of
standard of criticism is to be ap- Gershwin numbers show them at
plied, their current stint would their singing best. They inject some
qualify for banner headlines.
foreign language shenanigans to
Trio open the act innocuously “Bird’s Tree,” a Ukranian folk
with a current pop number, "I song, to the audience’s delight.
wish I Wuz,” done in. a pleasing Zany mugging and funmaking with
l e/reshing
way. That standard whistling interludes and flings at
holds for the second number, “It’s French lyrics
highly acceptable
A Cruel, Cruel World,” which they during their astonishing renditions
popularized some time back. One of “Persian. Market,” alma mater
of their
accepted hits has been football songs and “Jattendria.” A
their specialty song, “It’s So Nice,” salute to the
Lone Star State,
out this time they
put it across “Eyes of Texas,” makes an enerwith a new. topical and provocative getic and effective finale.
lyric. In the same
The Arthur Ravel orch accomps
vein are other
songs, including “What Are
You the Contintentals and plays for
Gonna Do?”, “I like To Do Things customer dancing in pleasing manLike That” and “She
Rees
Ought To ner.
Bagatelle,

Beverley Sisters

,

’

1

The

lyrics are often

er

l]°

n

1

y

Vs

en

*

to

be a

out of place
competent vocal trio who
el
r'! ?P e <i an ingenuous harmony
leehnique during their prol»
5ged
11Can t0Ur a couple of years
s

f«

?i

little

.

back

Bailey aggregation
at the keyboard

Bph Dixon

W

j)

rst>rate

accompaniment,
is on

a V* Edimirido Ros outfit
fland
for the, rhythm music.

Myro.

»w Club. Miami
-v.

fl

Miami, Feb! 18;
„
»h a:ine with Carl F$sicher;
Maurice
Rocco,
Wen -FI c teller Line,
with Joy Skyn
Orch ( 10); $3.50
2?
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bombast and djmamism.

Though Merv

Griffin,

.

Hank D’Amico Orch; $1.50, $2
not a looker, she has a good, ex- covers.
pressive face that readily adapts
As yet she
itself to song moods.
.With Guy Lombardo pulling out
does not seem to have reached the of this spot for his annual onetiming, interpretation and depth niter
swing around the country,
which mark the top artist, But Freddy Martin’s band will bivouac
gal is well on her way and looks
here
for eight weeks, offering the
like she’ll fall Into her stride soon
replacement for
,

'

:

Her best numas a personality.
bers are her Calypsos, which she
socks across vocally and bodily.
Tops are “Pull Down Your Shade,

Wom-

Marie” and “Man’s Smart,
an’s

She

Smarter.”

two

does

good French numbers in fine diction for the Gallic crowd.

strongest possible

Lombardo

this

room

1

programs,

etq.

His stuff

This booking, incidentally,
the first time Martin has played
this hotel since 1935, a couple of
years after forming his band. Since
then! Martin has been mostly on
the Coast, although during the last
year he has been active in the
east both in hotel locations and
teevee work. He will return to the
Coast during the summer.
Why this orch is one of the few
vet organizations to remain In the
forefront of the band business is
'

.

is

.

.

..

afresh after Susan Miller opened

at these two Berkeley Sq. spots
in which some of her standard
hits failed to get the same customer
revamp of the act after
reaction;
the opening should rectify this

A

fault and insure a healthy Season.
An attractive, sophisticated gaV
tastefully gowned and with a coyly
style, chanteuse has a
captivating
could supply.
marks clear and pleasirig voice which she

in this room.
This, is a well-drilled outfit with
extreme- a versatile attack and plenty of
ly Gallic in hurinor and nuance,
Mari
Eddie Davis, who has been bonl- but even those who don’t dig the reserve power. For this spot,
tin is accenting the sweet arid
facing and entertaining at this
irigo can get something from his lucid dance beats with a setup, of
stand for nearly a quarter century, skill.
Annabel, ex-mbdel; rounds six ..reeds, .five brass, three fiddles
remains, ohe of the creative nitery
but the show with some typical and three rhythms in smartly
When French
owners in the business.
ballading. She lacks .color tailored arrangements that Cover a
there’s promising fledgling talent
and delivery but gets by here with full book of standards, current
around, he’s one to spend many
her following arid rep, Voice is pops, novelties and special muterial
to
walk
them
how
teaching
hours
passable, with looks way above; av- items.
on stage; take bows, what to. elimi erage.
The end result is a topflight
hate and what to accentuate.; Con
Benny Bennett orch provides show band that can deliver entersequently, most acts get better
good darisapation. Champagne is tainment values beyond its excelbreaks in this, spot than could
riot obligatory arid drinks run the lent dansapation sounds. Besides a
usually be obtained else where.
general cabaret price of 700 francs complement of first-rate sidemeri,
But no matter who’s bn the show,
Biz SRO when caught.
($2);
this crew features two standout
the major entertainment is still
Mosk.
vocalists in Merv Griffin and MurDavis. His catalog is freshened up
ray Arnold, latter doubling from
periodically and there’s something
the piano. Together they carry any
FIfth Av(*., Y,
new for each repeat visit. Davis
Patricia Bright, Ray Hyson, Bob type of song with occasional backstill expends a terrific amount of
ing from the Martin Men,, a vocal
Hazel
FonviUe.
Harold,
Downey
.his
across
and
getting,
,
energy In
combo recruited from the instruefforts are always appreciated in Webster; no iover or minimum.
mentalists. It’s the unusually strong
this spot.
library arid the ace quality of the
operat
been
who’s
Downey,
Bob
The current exhibit has a batch
vocalists that give this orch. its
of new performers who include Pen- ing this lower Fifth Aye., hospice
flexibility and strong commerical
of
roster
a
years,
many
has
for
&
ny Copper, Roma Prima, Argo.
impact..
Faye, reviewed under New Acts. performers to call upon for insurIf anybody can draw, biz here
Al Deliay does a pleasant job in ance of both entertainment and
Lombardo, the Martin band
besides
art
acof
the emcee slot and belts out a boxoffice. Combination
small
cepted turn plus, one new act has should be it. Hank D’Amico’s
time acceptably.
adequately lit the re
serves
combo
spot.
this
at
off
been
paying
The June Oliver line (6). has
the
during
assignments
lief
J£te
.diseUy is
it ,<disi
,
Hfadliri*p Jpr ^prijejit
some picturesque routines and cos-?
- - - - - ,--»f w.-- •
pwking. beg #igWhJ Jioura.. . - - * - •
.
l
- * . . .
Rfc

uses with good effect. Weaknesses
in the act, as stated, are in choice
of songs. Throwing a beam by a

mirror is an outmoded gimmick
here and generally not too popular,
and although -her table-hopping
number is done with a good
enough vehicle in “Whispering,”
it is put over too archly,
Miss Miller is at her best with
the light comedy stuff, clicking particularly with an amusing parody
of. “Just One of Those Things”
and a hearty rendition of “Vamp
of Savannah.” Also registers with
“It’s So Much Fun To Be Bad;”
Contrasting tunes provide balance
to the prograrn, but there is a
decided public inclination for more
of the lighter Stuff. ...
On opening night at the Colony,
cafe was doing good average biz
in the circumstances, bearing In
mind that many regular patrons
may Consider it improper to ari
te hid public places of entertainment
in view of the: national mnurnirig:.
Myro:
.

Copa
,

Davis- Marilyn

Jane Powell is playing a retur
engagement (10-day limit) in this
biggest nitery in the. area arid clicking again, as she did around end of
'51 with her charm and easy technique iri selling the song? she es-

.

.

,

jays.

The Metro

1

W&-

produciio n,

Taylor

David Tyler Orch; $3.50 and $5
minimuriis,

,

1

illy, Miami lli*iu*h
Miami Beach,. Feb. 1$.

Jaiie Powell; Billy Daniels, with
Benny Payne; Jackie Kami on, 4
Step Bros., Walter Long, Benny

Y

One

with his coflsideKhu fe
n
Showing
hereabouts. Plus0
the
weekend withh
?“,
./|q .qppllpgw\ tjyw.

London

:

.

Ort;

major portion lured

.

f

'

of Lena Horne in
oldes
mainland spot was a
tnif
Dl,
ugh
assignment, with the comaround adding to the questinn
11
Miles and Laine
''i

ih£

.

..

)

.

;

.

Her

i

A

loaded with

and the. customers seem
humor, Notwithstandhowever, some of them SpotUghters; $3.50 minimum.

variety.

.

Well heard are “C’ est Si Bon”
and “Pourquoi,” She finishes with
good rendition of standards “Ain’t
“Man I Love”
Necessarily So,’
L^on
Eddie’s* N» Y.
and “Begin the Beguine.’*
Eddie Davis, Al Deliay, Penny
Jacques Baudoin, an
comes
Next
Copper, Roma Prima, Argo & Faye,
ingratiating comedian, who gives made amply clear
June Oliver Line (6), Waner Orch, timely parodies
politics, radio

imely cracks, have their full meas-

ure of wit

She

personality.

intelligent

has aimed her appeal to literates
arid has attempted to fuse her
longi.sh
turn with a degree of

She doesn’t succeed entirely.
attempts at variety seem
hardly adequate. Much of her material is English .music-hall Stuff.
Her song nortraits have a ameGershwin in French. She sings
4
of de’irieation and character'^
native pops in Anglais, but also Sontliorii
K. C . hess
considerably
rises
ization.
-She
mixes in enough German; Italian
Kansas City, Feb. 14!
above ..ihe mediocrity of her .maand Gallic stuff togivelier entire
Pat Hutto, Billy Rayi\, Billy le rial, but it’s evident that
repertoire pace and distinction. She
has good snecial adcdiirvp in Bud Williams Orch 8 ; $2 minimumy Wholesale rewrite is riecessai'y.
:MUs Lanehesfei* essays a mor
tegg at. the ivories, .and in the
Entertainmerit in this lineup is dramatic piece with her bit ori a
rnain Milt Shaw band, with its
lonely
gal in the Texas moonlight.
good
against
marquee
sprightly conception of “society”
moderate
dansapation values, she also has a values. It’s a coriibo of song and Writing-wise it has -much conimevsavvey orchestral backup,
comedy with lively pacing arid cial apoeal, but the work is out of
her metier. Despite sonic inherent
Miss Larson is no name how holds customer interest through- faults, she is warmly received.
but should fast become known in out most of the. 40 minutes.
The strongest point on the bill
Pair of acts is not the. usual is Belafontc, accomped
circuit
as an
the- slick saloon
bV a guipolicy in the Mansion,; but song- tarist,. Who has progressed; considauthoritative personality!
Perhaps her strong socialite draw stress Pat Hutto and comedian erably since he bowed as a ballhdwas best evidenced at her opening Biily Rayes make a coupling of ist at the downtown Village VanThey work guard a few. months ago. He’s in
in face of Jean Sablon opening at capable performers.
the Persian Room and Odette hard throughout, arid pretty well position to develop into ari upmaintai
between
vocals town draw. Ilis bal lads have style,
a
balance
Myrtil at the S her ry-Ne th erla nd s
class and feeling! The tunes are
Carnival Room: for the supper and fun.
n c l u <1 e American
Rayes lends off With a li
of mixed and
show, anyway, Miss Larson pulled
chatter with both jokes arid accent themes' as well ns Brazilian and
the strongest turnout.
Calypso
items.
With a widening
English
in
the.
rnanner,
the
while
Along with the Shaw dansa panattily twirls and manipulates catalog, he’ll be able to assui
tors, Horace Diaz’s orchestra "con- he
concert stands.
derby.
Shortly
brings
Miss
a
on
tinues as an equally slick alternate
Another' entertaining item is
Hutto, attractive brunet, who gets
Abel.
combo.
right into warbling “Sometimes Marti Stevens with' her sophistiI’m Happy” in full-voiced fashion, cated delivery. She’s a singer who
Le iifroirK. Paris
Stormy Weather” on torchy side, can cOmpctie with other tunesters
Paris,. Feb. 13,
and “Bad Girl” in standard presen- since her catalog generally comJosephin e P r c m i c e Jacques tation!
prises entries that do riot conflict
with others on the bill.
Baudoin, Annabel, Benny Bennett
some,
kidding
with
There’s
Wally Cox, who. like Belnfonte
Orch (10) no cover.
to
Rriy.es; and Miss Hutto resui
and others, was developed at the
do a throaty “Wonder Why,” a Vanguard before, .moving uptown,
This small chi-chi club, though snappy “Sing Went the Strings of
no longer the spot where the smart My Heart” and a. torchy “Don’t scores with his shy comedies.
This trip he doesn't come up with
set meets! gets a big play from
Take Your Love from Me,” ail well much new material, but. What li
the tourist and French nitery received.
shows still holds up nicely. Jose.
Set
crowd.
an intime atmosIn his own session, Rayes mixes
phere, it has One headliner , and chatter, juggling and impressions
two fillers, plus an orch for danc- —Bette Davis, Karloff, a fan Colony
Astoiv
ing.
London, Feb, 13.
dancer— and tosses in a terp while
Josephine Premice tops the bill he manipulates three balls. Final
Susan Miller, Felix King Orch,
with a verve and energy that con- bit is “Last of the Disk Jockeys,” Santiago Lopez Rhumba Band;
Her linguistic
trols the crowds
$5 minimum; Astor: $3
routine of blowing, whistles, Colony
know-how helps her get across as twirling hoops, juggling plates, minimum before 11 p.ni., $3 cover
she kids them in English, French hoofing and varied chatter and an- thereafter.
small
and Spanish. She uses her
tics to satirize a frustrated recordstage space to good advantage. Her spinner.
One of the problems facing firstCloses to a good hand.
dancing experience aids her in
timers in London cabaret is the
Qui
reaching down to the aud in an
End audisuitability
for West.
eye-catching, lithe manner.
ences of material that may have
Y.
Hotel ItooNevell,
Chantoosy is well coiffed -and
( 17")
with\ been cTicko on the other side of
Martin
Orch
Freddy
arises
Question
gowned and sells her songs on
Murray Arnold the Atlantic.

.

An Oscar.”

Hove

and

i

t-

W

(2),

1

m
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Krtrtfo Orch
(3). Polly Bergen, Phil FosAces; ''Girl in Every

ter

with a stepped-up arrangement nf “If I Could Be With You

galleriei

Fwr

reviewed in Variety
Port” (RKO),
'51.
Dec, 28*

stage layout is
best- paced
one of the sharpest and
in some
house
the
play
bills to
WUh considerable name
time,

New Paramount

One Hour

piny Bergen and Phil Foster, it
should help draw the customers
who might not otherwise be lured
bv the film, which wasn’t treated
dtfily critics.
too kindly by the
Four Aces get top billing With
Krupa. They probably rate that

A

quartet of
on their disk dicks.
young, fresh-looking harmonizers,
with
a
diversified
solidly
score
they
group of tunes, emphasizing, of
course, their trio of best-selling recordings, “Sin,” “Garden” in the
Bain” and “Tell Me Why
well-routined,

They're

he gets.
Rounding out a disk bill are the
Four Fays, 'femme acros, with
Wells their male partner. This is:
an unusually bright act, fact and
flashy and a topdrawer pace-setter.
Lowe.

“My Hero” from “Choco-

Actc could be
Soldier;”
trimmed one tune, which would
wanting more,
audience
the
leave
more. On this show, the time saved
This time could be turned over to
Krupa, who does only two nurii
bers. ( Decca prexy Milton Rack
mil, incidentally, appeared onstage
at the show caught (13) to present the Aces with a gold disk,
late

,

membership

in the
their

for

class

Krupa and, orch get the show
rolling at a fast pace with a sock
one of his oldies,
Band, comprising five
reed add three rhythm
(including the leader on drums),
features the oldtime swing arranger
ments and, judging from the frontier enthusiasm, can still get the
bobby-soxers jumping. Band does
“Drum Boogie” for its second solo
midway, this ohe featuring that,
light atop the drum which throws
*a dual image of Krupa on the dark
of

rendition
“Lover.”

brass, five

.

Miss. Bergen, Who came to notice
couple of Dean Martin-Jerry
Lewis, films, already has played
some of the plushier supper clubs
.

,

around the country. She shows in
this booking that she can handle
the big hbuses; just as easily. Attractively gowned in black, she displays a sexily husky voice and
plenty -of stage knowhow to score
with her diversified tunes.
She
sounds best on the ballads, like
“And So to Sleep Again,” but also
registers with a novelty, “HOnkyTonki
Topper is a socko “Black
Magic,” on which Krupa and his
crew give her a weird, modernistic
•

backing.

Foster takes care of the

comedy

assignment by himself and whams
across his nostalgic routines about
his boyhood Brooklyn gang. Much

humor

the

of

is

reminiscent,, of

Levenson but, where Levenmight come . from the •more
refined Flatbush, Foster is right
out of* Greenpoint. His characterisations are roughly
caricatured,
Sarii
sori

,

but they’re also easily recognizable.
That closing bit on a Brooklyn
Dodger fan can become a classic.

Edwards Bros., acro-balancers, are
reviewed under New Acts, Stal.

Capitol,

Wash.

&

Wells
(M-G).

Star”

Tins

an

is

4

Fays;

“Lone

animated, lineup,

,’ffy varied and. swiftly paced;
with Capitol currently doing socko
packed
house
responds
throughout the Show.
Cy Reeves, bean pole comic,
whams his - •deadpan' drolleries
across to headline
enthusiasm: Tees
oit with.,
a succession of medical
otes some above the heads
ot.the moppets ,in
house, but they
alon g with their elders! His
qv
gfPnen Foster, medley—Brooklyn
^’ sio o—-is a little rough in spots
f
family audience; but, again,
hero s .sock reaction. Walks
off to
mitt after his zany verS1 pn of
Old Man River.”
m£hantoose y Sylvia Froos garners
'

.

;

oiore

moderate response with her
e °* P 0 P and novelty tunes.
rwr^
„5yPlte a warm personality and a
se
of pipes, Miss Froos is
J,
not the fashion with
Jukebox
crowd, who prefer
w.
-

t

nes in
^
Gal st

more

stylized ver*
slowly, with such
as
Son £ in My. Heart” and
•?{{
T
e
Life’s Coriipaniori.” Builds
>lfl J*y
1 ‘‘He cFoomised
f> .\i any Me, ». and finally gets
the
a

rirts

,

.

,‘
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Continued from pat* 53

Cop*

.

way of its tour. Throughout
more than two hours the show
.

:

its

re^

(Col).

Change of pace for the Apollo
this sesh offers an okay lure for
the uptown trade. It’s a nitery revue trimmed to vaude house limitations. Most of the “Smart Affairs”
Company appeared in town before
at the how-defunct Sugar Hill.
Show is a well-paced, mixture of
song, comedy and dance that’s kept
in high gear throughout the 78
minutes. It’s a generally.: young
troupe

that

projects

plenty

of

hold, them for the duration.
The coriiedtenne, of course, leans
toward her native France in her
songs. Her voice,, despite her advancing years, can measure up to
most of the younger singers
around today on breadth, phrasing
and salesmanship. She does special
material,
straight
numbers,

recent heir.
Tableholders bring
her back for versions of “Mr. rhythms and ballads, all with equal
Snow,”
and facility, and she does comedy numffom
“Carousel,’!
“Love Is Where You Find It” for bers best of all.
A turn with the Jiddle is inevithe wrapup.
Young Jackie Kannon liiakcs for table, and towards the close of her
40-minuter
she trOts it out for a
in
a pleasant laughmakCr, though
a tough spot in opening the pro- vocal-instrumental of “Piny, Gypceedings.
Guy has a good bit of sy,” Which she did in “Countess
newies, plussed by twists on fa- Maritza” on Broadway in the ’20s.
With some sage advice, sOme betmiliars.
Looks to keep hitting up
via an assured approach, and top ter material and a little re-routinaud reaction to his styling, Lad ing, Miss Myrtil is a good bet for
works like a vet and knows his any intimate spot. She certainly
milking on the gags. Topper; with has the showmanship, elegance and,
earthiness to
a lush blonde adds to overall im- at the same time,

accomplished specialists, a well-knit ensemble, and
Miss Henie in half a dozen routines. It’s done, with a fine hand
all the way, makes the most of its
handsome accoutrements and big
cast, and generally keeps customer
veals: a roster of

,

ment.

in. an act that is notable for her
soigne appearance and captivating
charm. Miss Myrtil’s material needs
a little discipline here and there on
routlriirig and choice, but there’s no
denying that she can get an audience with her walkon and then

m

.

Fontaine
Bros.
3
(2),
Chocolateers, Marian Bruce, Butterbeans & Susie, Flick Montgomery,
Rose
Hardaway,Conrad
Pringle,
Hoftense Allen, Beige
Beauts (12); “A Yank In Korea”

Miami Beach

City,

simplicity approach, wins them
quickly. Assortment of tunes keeps
the attention, with the build in reaction coming from the full .ranging lyric soprano encompassed
the tiny, albeit lovely, figure.
Miss Powell tees off with “It’s
a Great Day,” follows with “Tenderly” for adept change, of pace,
continues build with “Falling in
Love With Love,” “Maids of Cadiz”
to reveal the high range attained
easily. Then in warm patter dedicates “Curly Headed Baby” to her

N

V.

55

.

Henie troupe
the biggest to
in here with its own rink,,
operating on 80x160 layout, Since
the town no longer has a ready- pact, to make him a slow-starting
made ice rink, this unit more or but solidly finishing comic 'here'.
less replaces “Ice Capades” and
Daniels, held oyer, sets, his song
others which formerly made an an- ideas with the listeners in the denual stand here. It’s a fair trade livery they love; the cupped ear,
for the citizenry, and the Henie the groans, the interweaving harcompany should be a welcome pre- monies from accompanist Benny
sentation here each year if it so Payne. And as per usual he walks
chooses. This one was Miss Henie’s off with sock mitts.
Lary,
first appearance here in m an y
years, but she proves a good draw,
.V.
as per the 6,000 who turned out at SlieiTv-IVetlierliind,
opening. In its nine performances,
(CARNAVAL ROOM)
at a $3.66 top, the show likely will
{with
Roger
Odette
Myrtil
top a $90,000 gross,
Adams), Hugo Pedell's Band, Jan
Opening number is taken by the Brunesco’s Tzigane Orch; $1.50big line, boys and girls working 2.50 cover after 9:30.

come

please

all tastes.

Hugo Pedell’s zirigy small outfit
handles the straight darisapntiori,
with Jan Brunesco’s Tzigane unit
as the supplement.
Kahn.

IKiiImn nieu, N. Y.

.

Ellen Hanley, Ronnie Graham,
Bibi Osterwatd, Rino Sentieri, Th
McCormicks (3) & Bill Jacoby,
Norman Paris Trio; $3.7 5 minimum;.

.

N

This eastside room has one of its
biggest layouts. with a sock five-act
parlay that should spark hefty returns,
Although a trifle heavy
vocally, singers offer enough styb*
ing variety to sustain lively pace.
Doubling from her role as Bloody Julius Monk emcees neatly:
Mary in Broadway’s “South PaBibi Osterwald, a Ruban Bleu
cific,” Odette Myrtil points up that
perennial, sells a flock of tunes in
three decades on the American
a rorisingr boisterous manner that
scene continue to see her grow wins the tablers.
Opens with
in stature. The comedenne, whom standard “Casey Jones” and moves
Ziegfeld brought over .front Paris into "A Baby’s Best Friend” arid
.

their choreography to a series of
pop dance tunes. Some comic at-

mosphere

Lamb

is

&

added by Rogers,

Miller as clowns in a semiacro turn. “Jewel Ball” is production number bowing in Miss Henie,
and in this one she literally fell in
her first trip across the ice. A bad
spot in the ice brought her a belly- more than 30 years ago, is still a “One
Stinking
Magnolia”
for
whopper, but, though obviously sock perforpier, as indicated by her smash impact.
Vamps to “Ilardperformance. Hearted Hannah” arid winds with
shaken, she carried, on without a o n e - show - nightly
miscue. It was one of the f e w She’s the lone act on thp bill.
"There Must Be Someone for
their featured solo terp stints-.with times
With her son, Roger Adams, as Me,” a fair item which she builds
such an incident has occlass,
number; curred in her career, and game
Big
production
her piano accompanist, Miss Myrtil for a big mitt.
“Rhythm of the Drums,” i$ color- finish brought her a sock hand.
who
is probably confounding those
Ronnie Graham, comedian who’s
fully staged with erotic overtones.
Midway in the first act, Miss would witness her performance as also done several dates here*
Ballet-terping of shapely Hortense Henie
performs rhythmically in the sloven, ribald native of “South scores in his solo patter bit.
Allen gets plenty of whistles.
“Early ’20s,” blade versions of the Pacific,” and then catch her here
— Graham’s a fey guy whose impish
— —
Jimmy Tyler’s orch cuts the show Black Bottom and Varsity Drag,
charm gets the femmes as well as
sharply and comes in for two solid and closing the first half she is the
He works his gab
via. his their escorts.
keeps
laughs
building
the
instrumental assignments. Orch’s centre of a “Tulip Time” as the
and patter songs for top results.
comprised of six rhythm, three mechanical Dutch doll, a colorful impreshes, plus plenty of new one- Impreshes of pic previews nab
line howis. Had them all the Way
brass and three reed.: Maestro’s production number set off by mafor sev- yocks ns does his “and then I
saxing sparks the. band in a stand- genta effects,. Rounding out the act and took solid reception
wrote” bit, which is a song satire
eral bows.
“The.:
Tyler is “Crinoline Days’.’ as a skating
rendition
of
out
He dissiCo-topliners, the DeCastro Sis- on. current pic titles.
Boogie.”
bit for three teams, and a tramp
ters, are familiars here who click pates effect of closing monolog by
pair
of
terpsters,
Fontaine Bros,
and cop comic bit by Ken Lamb with their mixture of Latino arid dragging it on far past its climax.
are effective in their highly stylized and Bob Miller,
Former Also subject matter, a discourse
special-riiaterial harmoriy.
dance turn. Boys move with grace
First half also is highly embel
tendency, to overclown has been on benzedrine users, seems a poor
and get good mitt. Marian Bruce, lished by Narena
Norris via j eliminated to make for better ef- choice for any sort of wry Jjariter.
slim songstress, offers a pleasant slick bit of: adagio and lifts. "On fect.
Ellen Hanley clicks with her
They’re slickly gowned and
songalog for fair results. Thrush Parade” military number is the coiffed arid
Clear,
stay with, the fast tem- showtune-oldie songalog.
projects an intimate style in ‘T Get best work of the ensemble, ably po set
piping erihances each
melodibus
by preceding acts to make
A Kick Out Of You,” “My Foolish led by Betty Atkinson in a baton for roundout
Best of the lot are
Of one of the best offering.
Heart” and “Glory of Love,” but twirling, turn. Youthful Buddy La- balanced bills since house re- “Speak Low,” “I Could Write a
of
it seems more suited to a nitery Londe in a sequence as the man
turned stage shows some weeks Book,” “This Year’s Crop
from space gives a thrilling speed- ago. LCs Rhode and house orch Kisses” and “Fascinating Rhythm.”
than a presentation house.
tasteand
Three Chocolateers. click in a slap- jumping exhibition.
attractive
slim,
is
Brunet
handle the show-backs adeptly.
Gros.
Second act begins with “White
stick turn, making up for the
fully clad.
Lary.
dearth Of good material with lots Elegance” ballet by the line, fol7
Butterantics.
lowed
wild
Joan
DeWitt
by Jean &
in a
of noise and
B4niiovar<l 9 Elmli’frt, X.Y .
beans & Susie, vet vaude turn who precision-acro combo. “Hawaiian
9 Detroit
Mark Stevens, with The Four of
recently celebrated their 35th year Paradise” mid-aot proves a terp
Detroit; Feb. 18.
Us; George Hopkins, Wendy Waye,
on the boards, win house with their workout for Miss Henie displaying
Nat (King) Cole, Georgia Gibbs, Marilyn & Ashour, $1 cover,
hokey guy-gal bickering. It’s rou- her now famous “Hilo Hattie Hula” Calgary Bros., Marino Sisters (3):,
how
with the musical backing of the Roxanne Giles; “Return Qf Texan”
tine patter, but team knows
The Boulevard is an unusual
to get the most out of. it. Show Hawaiian quintet and set off by (20th).
operation inasmuch, spotting talent
winds spectacularly as entire com- fluorescent lighting. Number wins
three days weekly and on those
pany joins in a frenetic orch-terp her a smash: hand. “College CapTwo diametrically opposite days this barnlike structure is genGros.
ers” is a colorful display for the schools of song—-that practiced by erally well filled. It plays some top
jam session.,
line, arid the McKellens (Tuffy and Nat ( King ) Cole and the one supnames, during the season its talent
Gil) follow in their standard turn ported by Georgia Gibbs
give this roster looking as impressive as that
of pantomime, slow motion and stage presentation life and interest.
Casino, Toronto
of the key Manhattan niteries.
aero flips, drawing a solid mitt.
Toronto, Feb. 15.
The old saying that opposites atThe Boulevard is an unusual
Quin,
tract certainly is true in this case operation in other respects as well.
Ink Spots "(5), Bud & Cece Robinson, Eddie Heywood Trio, Buddy
as both performers receive equal On night caught, the house was
appreciation.
Lewis, Cycling Kirks (2), Jimmie
loaded because of the banquet, by
Olyii)pia 9
Cole, flanked by guitar, bongo, the eorinty Democratic organizaCameron, Archie Stone House
Miami, Feb. 15.
bass fiddle,* and with
Orth; “Mr. Peek-a-boo” (UA).
DeCastro Sisters A3), Florian drums, and piano, sings “Unforget- tion. The performers were cooling
at
their heels and tempers in the bar
ZaBach, The Dunhills (3) Rudy hiriiseif
table,” “Route 66,” “Walkin’ My. in front of the house while the
Frank. Kirk (Cycling Kirks) took Cardenas, Jack Durant, Les Rliode IBaby Back Home,” “Calypso Blues,”
politicos orated. Show was to have
Woman
Is
on
“This
Orch;
uriicycle
House
his
from
tumble
a
and a medley of ‘‘Nature Boy,”. gone on about 10 p;m., but teed off
opening day here, and broke his Dangerous” (WB).
“Mona Lisa” arid. "Too. Young.” closer t6. midnight.. It’s a wonder
necessitating
this
wrist,
right
Response, is
most of the cast hung around.
lively lineup on tap
There’s
team’s return tq, New. York. Kirk,
;Misg Gibbs, working with treNet result was that the show
however, played night’s concluding here this week, with accent on acts .mendous energy and a surety of ^ent. on to an audience that had
local
the
w.orking
but
that,
been
have:
in
cast,
wrist
performance with
rhythm, chants “I’m' Gonna Live been sitting for about four hours.
was warned by his doctor of dan- bistro belt!
Till 1 Die,” “Cry,” and “Manhat- Another item that put performers
i alters,
First brace of acts sets
ger and decided to bow. out for
disadvantage, was that the
tan Towers” for a parallel click.
at
No- replace^- with the Dunhills wrapping up vi
rest of engagement.
The Calgary Bros., experts at politicos were unconsciously funtapology, topped by their, aero
mdtit of act.
pantomime comedy, do an uproari- nier than sortie top comics. Had
CarRudy
finish.
tw'ists
for
sock
Spots
Neat package has the Ink
involv- any comedians cared to. listen, he
ously funny drunk routi
jamming the customers in for denas’ fast juggling keeps the milts "ing perfect timing and coordina- ( would
wmuld have come away with more
standard pops, including their new mounting as he works his spheroids lion,, complete with sk)w motion, saUric material than he could use.
standard^with "the
0
“Please, Mr. Sun” and the inevita- rimf otherTtems"
house.
r
the
down
bi'ihgs
The lineup for this occasion .was
It
is 'fa?
V
1
*nvhowpver
ble “If I Didn’t Care,” all over to fiSiA ilk
The Marino Sisters are a lively headed by film i.te Mark Stevens,
v
a b ove stlfn dard ,p
dI ussed
a by
Dy showbegoff returns.
tumbling. who asserted himself despite th
.acro-dance trio whose
Also over big are Bud & Gece
Bill audience and. walked off. the winFirtrian 7*n*rh gets show off to & fast start.
Acts.,
Robinson for nifty taps; Buddy
^ emceed by a: Detroit model, ner. More of him under. New
sctMvell
Hapdsorne sumg rtpg i
veil. llaLsom^
LeWis in his screen star imitations; set
oi j others, on
winner
the session includi d
Giles,
Roxanne
bruri6t
and the Eddie Heywood Trio (pir er mixes the straight with the trick a Jeanne Crain model contest. For Wendy Waye and Marilyn «
all
the
ano, drums, bass) for relaxed ap- to keep them interested
wears a cos- Ashour." both of whom also ar
it
-ind each appearance she
and
ana
u
Hop
proach and performance that, de- way. Patter adds to overall
duplicated from Miss Crain’s under New Acts,.. and .George
spite tricky variations, never ob- enthusiasm.
the, Malkins,
and
a, promising
‘!Mp(jel
wardrobe
Ip.
clot
|
v
f
ml
Jack Durant, in the comedy
matt
is
scures the identity of the melody,
need
Ajor
ekav.o
hos
r t:r » a 2© Brpker.7 i&lflr does*
/
jw
frfisf- hiag©
u,v
i
eametenf c emefees; i ?x-c beets' them from fiiv4 Wit’lV his 'V?isf
;
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Fox

;

Washington, Feb. 17.
Cy Reeves, Sylvia Froos; Ray
Malone,

Kansas City, Feb. 14.
Sonja Henie's presents her “ Zee
1952.” Stars Sonja Henie;

Revue of

interest high. Opening night the
Apollo, V Y.
pace showed some spottiness,,
“Smart Affairs of 1952,” with could be expected to smooth but
out
Larry Steele, Jimmy. Tyler Orch for balance of the week’s engage(42-

REVIEWS

(SONJA HENIE ICE REVUE)

.

Larry Steele hosts in an amiable
manner, interspersing his gab With
an occasional song. Piping is used
to back the production numbers,
so it’s comparatively unimportant
that he doesn’t sell too strongly.
The dance numbers are staged with
imagination and the 12 Beige
Beauts display good hoofing technique. Flick Montgomery, Corirad
good staging Pringle and Rose Hardaway handle

curtain behind. It’s
arid gets the right response. Band
backs the other acts excellently.
in a;

allPilt response

showing

they wind with a neat ren-

signifying their
1.00D, 000-seller
“Tell Me”)

tossed' off in

,

.

sellers,

1

.

.

Auditorium* K. €.

features Ken Lamb, Bob Miller &
Rusty Rogers, Buddy LaLonde,
Narena & Norris; Betty Atkinson
Jean St Joan DeWitt, Tuffy St Gil
McKellen; with Charles Hhin &
Boys (24), Janet Van Sickle Sc
Girls (24), Ken Stevens, Four Hits
bellringing
anecdotal
numbers Sc a Miss; Hawaiian Unit, Eddie
which set a new style. His letter- Bush, George Ku, Dan Stewart,
writing routine, tapped out on a Sam Raupuni, Sam Koki.
chair, is smooth. Though customers
like the “Dr. Jekyll” finale, it
In the pattern of established ice.
impresses as Overdrawn, with too
shows, Sonja Henie has a lavish,
much accent on novelty and too colorful
and talent-filled revue in
little .on terping. Malone is a welcome newcomer here who rates the her current edition, how past mid-

plenty of animation and stage savThey tee off here with a
vy
rhythmic “All of Me,” follow it
with “Garden” and then swing into
a pace-changing “Begin the ,Beguine.” After their other two bestdition of

Tonight,'

varying tempos and dressed up
with patter,
Terper Ray Malone has a bright
act Which clicks throughout. Nimble footed and personable, with,
the same type of horn-rlmmed
specs appeal as Russell Nype, lad
works hard for good results, Besides straight tap, he has some

Gene
value in the Four Aces,-;
Ki upa orch and, to a lesser degree,

,
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hade Stin—Legft
Presence of Harold Clurman in
Hartford last week as an “interested spectator.” at the tryout of
the -AftTA production it' Mary
Chase's “Mrs. McThlng” is understood to have been a.'euphemism
to explain his virtual replacement
of Joseph Buloff, whose relations
with the cast; Headed by Helen
Hayes, had reportedly reached the
Sterling
barely-speaking point
Holloway, Lou Gilbert and Lenka
Peterson have joined the cast, already including Mildred Natwick,
.

.

.

Johnny Stewart, Russell

Collins,

Georgia Burke, Ruth-. Nelson and
Alice Pearce, of “Grass Harp”
A second payment, amounting to
.

was made last week to
backers of “Top Banana;” bringing
$43,750,

the total return to $78,750 thus
far on the $219,000 production
“One Bright Day,” the hew How.

.

co-cfirector of the Theatre Guild, figures that one
David Hellweil has leased the advantage of a multiple-production setup such as that of his organiza209-seat President Theatre, N. Y„ tion, is that it keeps hifri too busy with new shows to allow him time
In the case of the recent
for a series of stock tryouts start- to brood over the failure of past ones,
ing-March 17. Initial production at “Legend of Lovers,” he explains* the critical pans and the play’s quick
the off-Broadway house will be fold were a keen disappointment, particularly since the production had
“Dark Legend.”
been more or less a personal project for him. Instead of taking the
With a reported bankroll of $30,- severe notices to heart* however, he had to throw himself immedi000, Heilweil figures on being able ately into preparations for the upcoming productions of “Jane” and
,
to put on at least three shows. “Venus- Observed.”
With those two shows now running and the Guild’s 1951-52 season
He has received concessions from
completed, Langner is already starting preparations for the summer
various unions.
season at the Westport (Conn.) Country .Playhouse and making preliminary plans for the 1952-53 production lineup for the Guild. Largely
on the latter account, he goes to London in a few weeks to look oyer
the current legit crop. Meanwhile, he’s busy with the Guild radio
series for U. S. Steel* the subscription drives of the Guild-American
Theatre Society and Council of the Living Theatre, as well as with
his private law practice and the affairs of the National Inventors?
Council, plus occasional playwriting stints/ He's not concentrating
particularly on his proposed Shakespeare Memorial Theatre at Westport at the moment. But he’s working closely with United Paramount
Chicago, Feb. 19.
Theatres on a proposed full-scale entertainment project for big-screen
Jose Greco parted company With theatre television.
the Shubert management last week
Failure of the Olivier-Leigh repertory of “Cleopatra” revivals to sell
here Over booking hassle, which
has the Spanish dance artist start out last week at the Ziegfeld, N.Y., apparently has a complex backing to set his own tour. Shuberts ground, with the involved theatrq party, setup a factor. - Because some
wanted the tour to end in the of the organizations which had hooked benefits failed to dispose of
Windy City last week, but the their jicket allotments, mostly at prices considerably above the regular
dancer felt that Iri view of the ex- $7.20 top, many seats were returned to the theatre with the plea that
cellent take here/that dates should they be sold at the b.o. at scale. Although it was not obligated to do
be extended. Producers felt that so, the management has been selling the tickets over the window
Greco should go out early next fall rather than have the charity organizations stuck with them. This rearid hit the western and midwest- sale of seats for imminent performances, is figured to have supplied
towns, Dancer said the Black-, some of the demand, from late applicants and thus has reduced the
stone grosses here of $32,000 the pressure for tickets for the latter part of the engagement. So, despite
second week, arid $22,000 the first, the fact that the management has recently been taking display ads
were an indication of what he announcing available seats, the sale has suffered. Last week was the
could do iri other spots. He set him- first time the show has had actual imsold tickets, but for the previous
Selwyn, a smaller week there were some empty seats representing locations, the party
self in the
house, with one week definite and organizations had taken but been unable to 'dispose of, even at regular
two weeks on options, and is wait- b.o. scale at the window. In Monday’s (18) dailies the management
ing word from his attorney, Arnold began placing shallow two-column ads to provide ail extra boxoffice
Weissberger, before setting other hypo.

Lawrence Langner,

verdict, but this is believed to be
the first instance of an aisle-sitter
doing the reverse switch ,, . Arhur Schwartz trained Sunday (17)
or the Coast to write the nwsic
.or Mete<>’« new Fred Astaire' picture. Howard Dietz, who’ll do the

few days

went

yrlcs,
ley’ll

'earlier,

‘be gone about, four weeks,

TV appearances Celeste
reading scripts for a pos-

Between

Holm

is

sible

Broadway Show next season

’

and is discussing a proposed picture deal, but she has no plans for
and no interest in a strawhat tour
next summer ... Russell Dennis is
planning a production nekt season
of “Mardi Gras,” by Norman RosThe play requires a femme
ton.
Arthur Lessei, producer
star
of “Two on the Aisle,” has acquired the musical rights to “Seventh
Heaven,” the Austin Strong hit of
1922-23, and hopes to get Cole Porter to supply the sorigs for a production next season.
Efforts are again being made by
ANTA to arrange a U, S. tour next
fall for the Jean-Louis Barrault.

...

ard Llndsay-Russel Crouse produchas
bought participating
sponsorship on disk-jockey shows
on WMCA, New York.
Playwright Padraie Colum, formerly of the Abbey Theatre, Dubfrom
lin, won the 1952 fellowship of the Madeleine Renaud company

tion,

.

the Marigny Theatre, Paris
“Red Edward Choate is business manrying a grant of $5,000
Two,” drama by James E. Michael, ager of “Venus Observed,” with
about a carrier-based aircraft dir David Kentish moving over from
vision in the Pacific in World War the Olivier-Leigh “Cleopatra” reII, will be presented by the Mas- vivals to be production stage manuers of Amherst College Thurs- ager . . . Brooks Atkinson, trapped
3 ay night (21) through Feb. 26 at n a center-section seat Friday
the Kirby Memorial Theatre, Am- night (15) at the “Pygmalion”
The touring opening of; the Equity Community
Mass,
herst,
“Darkness at Noon,” earned an op- Theatre project at the Bryant High
erating profit, of $7/784 (plus $205 School, Queens, N. Y„ had to readjustment for payroll taxes) for main with the rest of the audience
five weeks ending Feb. 2, reducing through the onstage meet-the-ac?
to $26,413 the amount still to be tors session after the performance.
recouped on the: $100,000 producJose Greco Ballet/ in middle of
tion, which has thus, far repaid a Chicago run, is lowering top
Bob price from $4.50 to $3.80 .
$60,000 to the backers
Edstops. Terper would like
Ganshaw, recently admitted to die Scanlan, company manager of midwest
possibly land
membership in the Assn. of The? Greco group, ill from touch of to play westward and
iri Hollywood for some film work
atrical Pressagents Sc Managers,
Mr. and Mrs. Os- early in June,
Chicago flu .
.
will be associate to Barry Hyams,
car Hammerstein, 2d, Mr. and Mrs.
Move to the Selwyn was necesp a. for the ANTA productions of Joshua Logan, Dick Rodgers, John
“Mrs. McThing” and “Golden Boy”
moving in of
Fernley, all in. for final lookover sltated by the
has
Anthony Buttitta, who
.
Pacific” another Shubert property, “Student
Chicago
“South
Of
the
been out ahead of the La Jolla
Selwyn
Blackstone.
at
the
Prince,”
company before it tours again after
touring edit i o n of “Cocktail
is also a Shubert house.
run.
Party,” h.n s been shifted by Lewis 67-week Chi
“Bob Ryan, stage manager of
Young to pressagent their “Hap
py. Time” road production starring the touring “Cocktail Party,” was
Reginald Gardner, with: Helen backstage at the Shubert, Chicago, Final Tidings’ Loss Hits
Hoerle taking over the former one afternoon recently to observe the handling of a matinee
stint.
$36,107 Instead of 25G;
Dorothy Stlckney will star, With performance of “South Pacific”
ffl O C
iL 1
Cy Feuer and Ernest H. MarJean Dixon and Margalo Gillmore
to
featured, in William Marchant’s tin, producers of “Guys and Dolls,”
rights
the
musical
acquired
have
“To Be Continued,” which Guthrie
Glad Tidings,” Harald BromMcClintir will produce and direct to the French film, “The Baker’s ley’s production of the Edward
... . Cy Feuer and Ernest H. Wife,” and plan a Broadway pro- Mabley comedy, involved a loss of
Martin, producers of “Guys and duction next season, with Bert $36,107. According to a closing
Lahr as star.. Abe Burrows Will
Dolls,” recently forced the - Thun
statement just issued to the backderbird, Las Vegas, to cancel a adapt the book and Frank Loesser ers,
there has- been a return of
“miniature” version of the musi- is being sought to supply the
$12,500 on the $50,000 investment;
same
proThe
lyrics.
arid
music
feahave
been
to
was
which
cal
The
deficit on the show had pretured in connection with Martha ducers are also still readying a
Stewart’s appearance at the nitery musical comedy with a French lo- viously been estimated at $25,000.
with
titled
“Can-Can,”
cale,
be
to
Although the play had a nuniMiss Stewart, Who played a lead
in “Guys” on Broadway last, fall songs by Cole Porter . . . Irving her of weeks of profitable busiduring Vivian’s Blaine’s absence Jacobs, already planning a fall pro- ness, presumably with numerous
for a picture assignment, went duction of Mary Chase’s “Berna- theatre party bookings a factor,
ahead with her singing of songs dine,” has also optioned Edward the last five Weeks at the Lyceum,
from the show, but any use of Chodorov’s “Monsieur Lautrec N. Y„ involved an operating loss
production, etc. and William McDowell Stucky’s
situation,
plot,
of $16,570, plus $1,244 closing exwas forbidden by the producers “Preacher Boy” for next season
Producer Alexander John Hodiak and Kim Hunter will pense. The house guarantee was reattorneys
H. Cohen and costume designer be in the Jose Ferrer-Miltori Baron duced from $4,000 to $3,500 arid
Jocelyn (Mrs. Cohen) left over the production of Horton Foote’s “The then to $3,000 for one week. Howweekend on a motor vacation-tour Chase”
Alice Halee, 7, daugh- ever, for the latter frame the
of Florida, to he gone about three ter of Rebekah Cauble, legit-radio gross cariie to only $2,782, and
Leblang’s ticket agency actress, and Roy Halee, TV actor- there was an operating deficit of
weeks
sold tonight’s (Wed.l preview o' writer, has been appearing *as the $5,216. Receipts picked up a bit
“Dear Barbarians” at a $3.95 top child in “Madame Butterfly" per- the ensuing, final two weeks, but
(including all tax, fees, etc.) re formances
the Metropolitan nowhere near the break-even point.
at
peating its precedent-setting, pre Opera, N. Y.
She’s also in the
Although the statement indicates
opening performance sale for Met ballet corps.
a return of $12,500 capital, it’s
“The Shrike,”
John Chapman, N. Y. Daily News Understood that not all this
Jule Styne has agreed to write drama critic, who lectures for the
the score of a musical for Rita Clark H. Getts office, will speak
Allen and Archie Thompson. He’ll at the U. of Miami (Fla.) during
decide soon whether to use one of special ceremonies at the college in to invest their share in Bromley’s
several plays they’ve suggested, or April
Brenda Lewis, last on presentation of ‘Anna Christie’ at
.
one of several show ideas of his Broadway in “Regina,” will make the Lyceum after its takeover from
Lewis Harmon, recently her Metropolitan Opera, debut in the N. Y. City Center. With the
own
the associate of pressagent Sol N. Y. next Tuesday (26) in “La commercial run of “Anna” a failJacobson on the N. Y. City Center Boheirie,” as Musetta. She toured ure for more than, its budget, this
drama season, switched this week for the Met earlier this season as alternate venture was a total loss,
to become James Proctor’s asso- lead in its
special “Fledermaus
The “Tidings” backers have been
ciate on “Shrike,” “The Chase”
troupe.
informed, however, that there may
and “Brass Ring,” Jacobson, meanRosqul, juvenile In the tour- be a London production of the
Tom
while, continues as p;a,. for “Con?
-ing “Cocktail Party,” has been play
and that'lhere 'is film interstant Wife"
Scott Merrill has
drafted, and leaves at the end o
est in it. Also, Bromley is reporttaken over the male dancing lead
the Chicago run this week . Chiedly trying to arrange a second
in “Paint Your Wagon,” succeedcago company of “Moon Is Blue
ing James Mitchell, who withdrew
season’s strawhat tour for the
starts
”early-bird” performances
because .of a broken bone in his
on Tuesday, Ma^chi 18, at 7:30 pm. comedy.
foot.
Olga. San Juan, featured
H
a
r old Lang, title, player iri
femme lead in the show, is reportedly seeking a release from “Pal Joey,” will be guest soloist
in Rehearsal
Sunday night (24) with the N. Y
/ner contract, in order to return to
Keys'. C (Comedy), D ( Drama),
her family on the Coast, A suc- City Ballet, of Which lie is a former member. He’ll appear iri the CD ( Comedy-Drama R (Revue),
cessoi is being sought.
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Leland Hayward, on a recent vacation trip to Nassau, Bahamas, met
Yul Brynner, who was recuperating there from a cold before returning
to his leading part in “King and I.” The actor, who keeps his head
closely clipped for his role -of the Siamese monarch in the RodgersHammerstein musical, persuaded the producer to submit to a similar
barbering job, with. Brynner handling the_clippers. Hayward, who had
already been sporting a Crew cut, was so pleased’ with the close trim,
that when he returned to New York he decided to keep his hair that
way. He sent a* member of his office staff out to buy clippers, and
after an intensive search a pair of the proper kind was finally located
in a dog shop.
The producer is now clipping his own hair, but he
figures he’ll have to do some dumbbell and Indian club work before
he?s ready to understudy Brynner.

Dear Barbarians,” Lexford Richards edmedy opening, tomorrow
night (Thurs.) at the Royale, N.Y., was tried out under the title of
“Alexander” two years ago at the Playhouse, Albany. Donald Murphy,
who has the male lead in the Broadway production, played the: same
part in the original stock, edition, while other cast members included
Reginald Mason, Gloria Hoye, Leatrice Joy and Grace Kelly, Gant
Gaither, producer-director of the present version, staged the tryout arid
co-produced with Malcolm Atterbury, operator of the Playhouse.
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PHOENIX BREAK-IN FOR
‘HAPPY TIME’ TOURER
Phoenix, Feb; 19.
The Lewis & Young touring edit ion
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Indianapolis, Febi
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reportedly; Balanchine ballet, “Symphony iri MC ( Musical Comedy ) MD ( MusiAnderson;
Judith
Voytek Dolinski, an 11- cal Drama)* O (Operetta).
burning at the critics who panned C”
revival
of
“Come of year-old Polish boy who arrived in
recent
the.
“Flight. Into Egypt (D)
Irene
the
U.
S. a month ago, will play a
Age,” is quoted as being especially
M. Selznick, prod.; Elia Kazan* -dir.
incensed at Walter F, Kerf, whose leading role in •Flight into Egypt,"
“Golden
(D)
Boy”
ANTA,
his
stage
appearance
Bill
first
notice in the N. Y. Herald Tribune
Butler, who directed the recent prod;; Clifford Odets, dir.; John
Was the worst given the show
Garfield, star.
In his review of “Venus Observed.” Princeton Triangle Club show,
“Grass Harp’’ (D)—-Arnold Saint
Richard Watts, Jr., of the N. Y. “Never Say Horses,” goes to MontPost, specifically stated that his real this weekend to stage the Subber, prod:; Robert Lewis, dir.
“One Brigh^Day” (D)—Howard
notice contained no definite yes or Opera Minute productions of Meprods.;
no opinion, but it seemed pre- notti’s “The Medium” and “The Liridsay^Russel \ Crouse,
Michael
Telephone”
Olivier
Gordon, dir,
Laurence
so
ponderately negative and is
“Salt
Of The Earth” (C)
fated in Variety’s records.' There reveals that Christopher Fry is
nave been numerous cases of the writing a play, “Curt Mantle,” for George Nichols III, prod.; Alfred
Aritics insisting th*t no-opinion him. "based on titei Jife ot Hemiy> Drake, dir.; Teresa Wright, Kent
>
Smith* stars.
Mosque Theatre March
ireview* actually txprejjlad a clear IL
.

Will

will be pro-

duce<* an<^ Plsy a break-in engageIndianapolis Theatre Assri. has
men t next week at the Soiribrero dropped plans for a starlight Musicals
series at the state fairPlayhouse here, with Reginald
grounds this summer with view to
Gardner, Frances Dee and Maria finding a permanent location and
building an ojitdoor theatre here
Pa,
in time for operation in 19531S rehearsing here this week under
Group has eye on several locathe direction of George Somnes,
president Mel
ant* will continue tuneup sessions tions in city parks,
said. Idea is to get the city
Ross
in the setting next week between
to go along With the project, at
Performances..
This is the first
of providing a
Sombrero production to go on a least to the extent
site,
he explained. Both Mayor
subsequent tour.
Alex Clark and the park board
The local stock spot, operated by have expressed Willingness to help,
Ann Lee and Richard Charlton, is according to Ross, but so far have
currently presenting Una Merkel made no definite commitments.
iri “Come Back, Little Sheba,” with
Professional summer operetta
John O’Connor, John Dutra and started here in 1947 Under park
William White featured. For the board auspices in another adminweek of March 4. the bill Will be istration, to celebrate the lOOtn
‘Lady iri. the. Dark,” starring Nor- anniversary of municipal charter.
ma Terris, with Walter Coy, Miss When it gave Up after a political
Lee and possibly Willard Parker ^change two years "later, Starlight
iri
the parts they played in the Musicals was. organized on a cooriginal Broadway production. Mu- operative basis to carry on, niusisic for the show will be Supplied cians, stagehands arid other loca*
by two pianos
working for
participants
wages.
Nancy Kelly starred last week in guarantee of their regular
guarantee tunq
small
of
a
Last
her original part in “Season in the
to
used
was
Suri,” with a cast: including Coy, left over from 1948
which Boss
O’Connor, Don Porter, Peggy Con- cover the 1951 deficit,
i
moving
verse, Jacqueline Paige, Cora With- attributed to cost of
quarters a
erspoon and former nitery chorine and out of temporary
fa
the fairgrburids. This, plus
Pat Wray.
conthat Starlight didn’t control
lea
fairgrounds,
n
Ballet Theatre will give three cessions at the
set on plans .
performances in the metropolitan the decision to get
before
N. Y. area during week of March 3, a' permanent location
decla
with one performance at Brook- ing more funds, Ross
six weexs
lyn’s Academy of Music March. 6, Starlight Musicals gave
come
Djiusical
and two performances, at Newark’s of operettas and
,
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coincidence cropped up in production of “The

kin d of gag (along the George Spelvin line), author Morrie Ryskind
stat ed it was just one of those quirks that sometimes happeri,

.

.

name

Long Watch,” which preemed in New Haven last week, Script carried
* character called Wolf Blankenship (spelled with an s). Technical
assi Sn me rits fdund sets, lighting and costumes in hands of John Blank?nc hip (spelled with a c). Asked if use of the unusual name was some

.
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oddity in
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,
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last

summer.
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Gerson to Retire As

Sommer Tent Idea m Snarl

Chicago Shubert Head
Sam

Despite Kelly Win; Threat to Dell?
Philadelphia, Feb, 19.
A summer tentr theatre won. apRecreation Coproval of the city s
ordination Board after long wranry
gling between factions headed ;
Recreation Commissioner FredriC
Kelly, vice
B,
John
andMann
r
chairman of the Fairmount Park
Commission,
Success of move, after conces^problematisions and dickering, is
The board stipulated that top
cal
admission for the tent shows, to
Plateau, in
be situated on Belmont
Fairmount park, should not exceed $2.

The

Commission

Park

season in

making a

Will

summer

weigh four proposals for a

final selection.

Behind the fight against the tent
theatre is Mann, president of the
Robin Hood Dell Assn., which last
summer enjoyed its first season in
the
the black in years. Mann fears?
tent shows, especially the operetta
into
the
variety, would cut heavily
Dell concert series, also held in
Fairmount Park. Backing the theatre plan is Kelly, father of actress

Chicago, Feb. 19.
Gerson, in charge of Shu-

bert operations here,

is

reportedly

the current season. After 30 years
on the job, Gerson has told friends
that he intends to quit work and Philip Barry, Jr.,
just sit around enjoying the sensafi°n of having; nothing to do. BeB’way Production
fore going to work for the ShuPalm Beach, Feb. 19.
berts, he was a newspaper man.
Philip Barry, Jr., manager of the
I£s not known who, if anyone,
Playhouse
here, is planning to enis in line to succeed Gerson.
ter the Broadway production field
next season, and is mulling two
scripts with that idea. He also inFilene’s, Ballet Theatre
tends to operate! the John Drew
Theatre, East. Hampton, L« 1., again
Tieup Cues Dept. Store this summer, possibly in partnership with someone else, Son of the
Promotions Elsewhere late., playwright recently obtained
a corporate charter at Albany to
Boston, Feb. 19.
conduct a theatrical business in
Tieup worked out in Boston this
New York. Capital stock is 200

Maps

O
Season

A|*ii
otlll

•

|

in

Bow

UOUDl

Pittsburgh, Feb. 19.

Status of the outdoor operetta

company here

this,

year

is still in

doubt, although a definite decision
will be reached March 1. By that
time, sponsors expect to have back
a comprehensive report from three
tpp committees now pushing to a
1952 season in different directions.

One group is trying to line lip a.
of patrons; a Second is going
after guarantors and another is
contacting big industrial firms in
an effort to sell them blocks of week (18-23) between Ballet Theatickets for their employees.
Sue- tre, at the Opera House, and Ficess of these three committees will lene’s, top Hub department store,
mean musicals again at the Pitt not only opens up other valuable
Stadium.
tieups with that store for shows, in
Otherwise, the project is likely similar department-store cooperaeveryte be dropped until the Civic tioh with show busi

list

'

....

Thompson* president
Park Commission, would not
on the various proposals, nor would Kelly or Mann.
Charles L.

pf the

express himself

Pro-Mann board members felt that
the tent shows should not be allowed to start until after the end
of the Dell season, which winds
up July 31. This point was left undecided at the meeting. Another
(Continued on page 60)
.
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Equity Seeks Barn Welfare Fund;

planning to retire at the end of

Grace Kelly, and head of Philly's
leading theatrical household.
Feeling over the Dell’s classical
music stranglehold on Fairmount
Park became so acute that the new
was
administration
Democratic
forced to hold the discussions bepress
with
the
hind closed doors,
barred.

VJEGIXVMATB

..

Extension of the Equity welfare

fund setup to summer theatres is
reportedly about to be ‘demanded
by the union* It’s expected that
the. idea* involving

w

either benefit

performances' of a
straight percentage of payrolls,
will be proposed at the next meeting between Equity' representatives
and the Stock Managers.
Assn, committee.
Thus far, Equity has kept the
plan carefully under wraps, apparently with the intention of springing it on the barn operators without giving them an opportunity to
s t

xa

li

a

t

up a protest campaign against
However, the rural theatre

stir
it.

men have

learned of the move,
and a violent reaction Was spreading
managerial
ranks
through
this- week.
There will uhques-*
a winter-stock policy with guest
shares,

The

no par value.
Playhouse

local -

is offering

tionably be bitter opposition to
such a proposal.
At a preiminiary meeting last,
week, Equity revived its demand

stars.

Light Opera Assn, can build its where.
own amphitheatre, which is curArraingement was
'

made by Berby Government nard Simon and Nathan Schenker,
advance agents for Ballet Theatre,
and Stacy Holmes, promotion head
of the store, and involved the
store’s High School Fashion CounChicago, Feb. 19.
cil;
Latter consists of one bobbysoxer from each high school in
Novel ticket distribution setup,
greater Boston, 20 in all^elected by using 200 local Western Union
her classmates and regarded as an offices in. the greater Chicago area,
honor, like being chosen Miss has been arranged by producers.
Rheingold.
Cy Feuer and Ernest H. Martin for
Promotion consisted of » 360- the: engagement of “Guys and
Sylvia Siegler,
who as •.£,
president
®
.
..
.«
v line ad in Sunday: papers, paid for Dolls,” opening. Feb. 28 at the Shuof the Show-of-the-Month Club
by Filene’s, to say how the Fash- bert here. The system has been aplias recently been tangling legally ion Council was on its toes with: proved by the Shuberts, who operwith the Shuberts, was last Week excitement because they were all ate the. theatre.
ballet opening
^°
Under the new arrangement,
slapped by them with a $6,118
judgment in N.Y. Supreme Court. Monday night (18 and special pub- which will be announced in display
The- award represents unpaid thea- licity photos taken of the kids ads in the 'dailies in Chicago and
tre rental, plus interest, for the meeting Ballet Theatre stars Mon- nearby towns "this weekend, any
short engagement of “Let’s Make f? y af,te moon these- photos getting prospective theatregoer can go into
an Opera” last season at the Shu- bl « Play as publicity in papers, a local telegraph office, use a spebert-operated Golden Theatre, N.Y. coming from the store s publicity cial form wire for “Guys” ticket
The show was co-produced by Miss department,
orders, and get a return message
Siegler and Peter Lawrence, who
giving conformation and seat locarecently filed a $75,000 petition in
tions for the performance sought.
CHICAGO ‘MOON’ TROUPE Cost for the two messages Will be
bankruptcy.
about
$1-$1,50, payable by the playSuit by Miss Siegler alleging the
Shuberts had violated an agree- FIGHTING OFF FLU BOUTS goer.
ment to give her tickets to “Top
According to Monty Shaff, gem
Chicago, Feb. 19.
Banana” was recently dismissed,
Company of “Moon Is Blue,” eral manager for the producers, It
but will probably be appealed. playing an extended engagement at will be possible to get good locaMeanwhile,
Show-of-the-M o n t.h the Harris here, has been stand- tions through the wire setup, It’s
Club has been unable to obtain ing off a wholesale onslaught of planned to allot 50 pair of tickets
tickets for other shows at Shubert illness lately.
Thus far, however, for each price range (except sechouses.
balcony) per .performance,
there’s been only one substitution. ond
Another suit, this one against
Biff
McGuire, who regularly which means a total of 300, or 15%
Miss Siegler, charging breach of plays the young architect-hero, was of capacity. However, the setup
agreement for the purchase 0 f outlast week because of flu. His won’t be suitable for last-minute
tickets to last season’s “Make a understudy has been subbing and orders, which are generally figured
Wish,” will also be appealed after getting favorable audience corn- to be from out-of-town visitors and
being tossed out of court. This was ment. Maggie McNamara, ingenue normally go through the brokers.
brought by Jule Styne, Harry Rig- lead, has also been under the
Victor Leighton, who has been a
by and Alexander H. Cohen, pro- weather, but has been going on company manager in New York
ducers of “Wish,!* based on Miss every night, while understudy Jac- and on the Coast, is in active
Siegler’s alleged stop-payment on queline Holt has been standing by. charge of the system for Feuer and
a $17,500: check covering tickets Leon Ames, playing the iriterfer- Martin.
for the musical.
ing neighbor from upstairs, has
also been on the verge of flu, but
has been able to keep playing*
Miss McNamara is understood
to have asked for a week's Vaca-

blocked

rently.
regulations.

.

,

for .the controversial five-day rehearsal requirement.
This proposal, which was originally approved by the strawhatters and
was adopted by Equity, was subs

sequently opposed and was then
by the union.
Mana-

dropped

.

.

gerial opposition to it is now believed virtually unanimous.

The proposal, which is aimed to
improve* the quality of barn performances by eliminating lastminute appearances by stars for
local engagements; would likely
cut in half the

number

of dates:

any name player could take. Thus,
because he would have to rehearse at least five days for each
appearance (unless he travelled
(Continued on page 60)

Real Swinuning Pool
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Chi Audiences Giving

Brush to Their Critics;
’
‘i
t

Chicago, Feb. 19.
playgoers appear to be
making a habit of ignoring the
After reversing the aislecritics,
sitters by making a boxofflee hit of
the Olivia de Havilland “Candida”
here recently, the public is how.
With
procedure
repeating
the
Significantly,
“Cocktail
Party,”
perhaps, both shows were scheduled for limited runs.
In the case of “Cocktail” the
cross-up of the reviewers has hot
been as extreme as with “Candida,”
Local

i

but it’s definite enough. Although
the La Jolla Playhouse edition of
the T. S. Eliot play took. a. critical
shellacking, with most Complaints
stressing the alleged inferiority of
the performance to that of the

Broadway cast, the show
drew a profitable $17,600 for its
first week, climbed to $17,900 on
the second and reached $18,400
last week; It’s expected to do even
better on the current closer*
In the case of Miss de Havilland,
having read the almost
personal tone of abuse in
the reviews of the film star’s per
formance in the Shaw revival, ,the
public flocked .to the show and,
subsequent developments indicat
ed,
gave it favorable word-oforiginal:

comment*
It was figured that the grosses
for the first two weeks, $19,900 and

taouth

;

she could fly to Florida,
or the Coast for a warm weather
rest.
However* the management
nixed the idea, although it offered
to let the actress take the week
off to rest at her hotel here. Idea
was that with McGuire already
out of the cast, it would be too
risky to have Miss McNamara
away, in case her understudy might
suddenly become ill.

tion

Boff With $73,800 Take
San Antonio, Feb. 19.
The San Antonio Grand Opera
Festival wound up Sunday (17)
with an overflow audience for
“Bartered Bride.” Eighth annual
festival comprised four presentstions, “Tosca” (Feb. 9)* “Faust”
(10), “Cavalleria Rusticana” and
•Pagliacci” (16), and “Bride” for
Attendance for the
the finale.

m ml Maynor

probably re- over the 73G budget set for the
Last
take was
jected the fact that the production
Was on Theatre Guild subscription. $73,000.
But the $21,600 take for the final
Fest Was given with imported
week, when the show Was on its stars, most from the N. Y. Met, a
pwn, was rated a clear decision for local chorus and ballet, and the
the actress over the critics, “Cock- San Antonio Symphony* with the
tail” was not on subscription
at all, orch’s director, Victor Alessandro,
and had a relatively small advance conducting
the series for his.
sale as “insurance.”
opera debut. The^ Symphony SoThe local aisle-sitters were no- ciety of San Antonio sponsored
tably effective a couple
of seasons the two-weekend event. Anthony
a
L. Stivanello Was stage director.
f°.,m closing the touring “Anhe _
~
..
Tr
w the Thousand Days” and “Lost Dorothy
Kirsten, Walter Cassel
m the Stars,” both Broadway suc- and Mario Dei Monaco sang
cesses, after abortive
Chi engage- “Tosca” leads; Eugene Conley,
Frances Yeend - and George _ Lonments.
Ramon. Vinay
don did- Faust

Breaks DAR Tabu
In Constitution Hall Bow

$21,100, respectively,

-

Washington, Feb, 19.
time in mpre than
a decade, a Negro artist performed

For the

0 n the stage of Constitution Hall

Sunday (17), when soprano
Dorothy Maynor sang here with
National!

.

,

..

;

Ijei[)nard

has resigned from
Morris agency legit
department.
Duties will be assumed by Charlie Baker,
In another resignation,
Esther
Mrus left the agency’s literary department, where she was in charge
w magazine submissions.

Orchestra,

lutiort

,

I
1

own

the hall*

He r appearance backs up the inmade several
promise
ormal
months ago by the DAR, that it Was
its ban on the apqU i^tly lifting
------

Cincinnati* Feb. 19.

Anderson

cal.

Instead,

the

July at the Imperial, N, Y.
.

The swimming
be

pool, which will
in center stage, but when not

in actual use will be covered by a
flpor on which the regular show
will be played, will be 22 feet long,
eight feet wide and six feet deep.
It will cost approximately $4,900,
exclusive of setting up charges, etc.

Fact that the swimming pool and to
a lesser extent the basketball court
Will play a key part in the show*
will probably involve some casting
difficulties.

Another notable angle, on “Wish

You Were Here”

is

that the title

song may be given intensive plugging In the show, as has been done
successfully in

many

cases in films.

Cincy zoomed Theatre Guild sub- The entire score will be published
by Chappell, but no deal has been,

scriptions from 2,900 to 6,000 in a
spirited drive last week on a four-

play package. Accomplishment is
a standout and erases the “worst

roadshow town in the country”
dubbing attributed to J, J. Shubert.
„

set for
rights.

the

original-cast

album

which
is based on “Having Wonderful
Time,” Kober’s straight-play click
of 1936-37. Leland Hayward will
produce. The production is budgeted at $250,000, probably with no«

Logan

will stage, the show,

Sam McDowell supervised the
Theatre Guild and Council of the
Living Theatre subscription series
campaign. Committee of 400 women volunteers lined up 1,600 sub- provision for overcall.
scribers and 800 mdre responded*
blanks in ®xne
advertising
via
Eight Women Who sold
dailies.
most subscriptions will be preVISIT
sented prizes this. week on the Cox
stage, where Cornelia Otis Skinner
Lawrence Langner, co-director of
is starring in “Paris ’90,”
the Theatre Guild, left Sunday
Shows in subscription series are [17) to attend a meeting Of the
“Moon Is Blue,” eek of Feb. 25; Inventors’ Council in Key West.
“Member of the Wedding,” March B’bllowing the two-day meeting he
10, “South Pacific,” April 7, and and Armin a Marshall (Mrs. Lang“Darkness at Noon,” April 21. ner, 'Guild associate director), head
Scale, including federal and city tor Nassau, Bahamas, for a: 10-day
tax, was from $8.55 for last seven vacation and a visit with their son,
rows of balcony to $16 for or- Philip, co-producer of the. Bahama
chestra.
Playhouse there.

LANGNERS PREP LONDON
ON SHOW HUNT

.

fused to permit a concert by MarjOn-

Rome musiproduction will

Joshua Logan-Harold

have three weeks of paid previews
and then open in late June or early

Both -Miss Maynor

Davidson Inks Sullivan

Some tinie in A.pril, the Langners: are: slated to go to London to
look over the West End shows, some
of which ate figured possibilities

Metropolitan Opera tenor Brian
Sullivan, who went from Broadway for Guild presentation on Broadenough, although Negro (“Street Scene” and “Show Boat”) way next season. While there,
Oddly
Salvatore Baccaloni starred in
a posto the Met, will be managed by Langner will also discuss
artists were hot permitted to per
“Bride.’'
of his,
form lii the big auditorium, the James A. Davidson Mgt. for 1952- sible West End productionWearing
of
Importance
“The
53*
reout
rejoined
tried
Dino Yannopoulos has
Plans call for a coast-to-coast con- Clothes,” which was
to be
the Metropolitan Opera. His first for every part of the house
Bolton s, a
tour. Met appearances, and cently at the New
assignment will be “Die Meister- sold to Negroes for any affair a cert
playhouse*
radio-TV guests shots next season. subscription club
Constitution Hall.
singer,” due later this season.

"CavaUeria’
BbunsetfU? w e r
leads, and Jarmila Novotna and
1

u

Symphony

Daughters of the American Revo-

.

.

first

i as t

,

*v^ V,?.,
the William

so

Fact that a swimming pool and
basketball court will be used as
part of the show will prevent a
tryout tour for “Wish You Were
Here,” the new Arthur Kober-

i

m
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Vedneiday, Febraary 20. 1952
Pirandello ‘Characters’

Play on Broadway

Get Opera Treatment
Hugo

Weisgall,
whose short
the iourpuss foot- opera, “The Tenor/' was tried out
Curtain Going
reformed housebreaker last week at the Peabody Music
Philadelphia, Feb. 15.
^hcfee knack with, a Jaddl^-saves institute, Baltimore, is working on
Mervyn Nelson presentation of revue in
Eun or&iJfto
cotncuy m tht«e acta ((our «^ne»)
Duke s Mfe. After « red-blood- a full-length operatic treatment of two acts, with musical numbers by Miby Christopher Fry. StariRex Harrl
~
~
chael
Graham, Edward Hein,
Brown,
LiUi Palmer; features John Williams, ed performance for one act, John ruaauwiu
Pfr'andfello’s
“Six Characters in Bart Howard, Irvin
»
"
-**
*
'
Charlotte Kent, Arthur SieClautUaMorgan.EUeen Peel,
gel; sketches by Max WHk, George AxelthorneaJTohn Merlvale, Jjtmet

Venus* Observed

comedy

man,

Theatre Guild production (by arrange

Up

bit of

a

^

too long, but final curtain
fell at
approximately 11;03 which
indi.
cates that the problem before nra.'
lu
Hhaai* Mervyn
.
ducer
Nelson is notr so
much one of cutting, as getting

*

{

1

Stuarpgurge, Hard HatfitUL
Laurence QUVitfr; 'productiu
6 er
u se
en
?„
n Elder;
v.I / music, Herbert
hTMlf„l^
Menge.; Miss
don

il

HL

Palmer’s costumes, Valentina;
iha; Other costumes, Mildred Trebor.
At Century,
N. Y.. Feb. 13, '32; 94.80 top ($0 Friday,
Saturday nights; 97.20 opening).
Duke of Altair. ........... Rex Harrison
..
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new
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SiedbJfk:;

wfitt
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........James Westerfieid
Reedbeck's Son. ........ .. .Hurd Hatgeid
11
U
*
Rosabel Fleming V*.
jmm Hj?ytho?ne
Butler.
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*.

Jessie

mu

Hilda

Tayior-Sneii
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.
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Perpetua

,
•

EUeeiv peel

Palmer

...LiUi

Broadway
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entry,

Venus p5served/
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teemed word pyrotechnician

language-happy, expressing his pixie
imagination and darting wit in a
deluge, of words.
This time, however, the author
Is

,

Tim
«?

Road Tourposter

.

—

.

:

.bjr
,

Ckk-

r
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A
Some

r
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of the twists and angles to

the yarn are, to put it conservatively, a bit puzzling. For instance,
for a not sufficiently apparent reason, the girl is presented as having

TV

w'
>

tion^. at^

fans,-

doesn't let

-the /Waves, but

to like everything

^ 35
—authorandtheCronyns,weareanx--to
a bit on the bored side and inclined merely scratches the surface m a
s o m ewhatroutinemanner.
sit on its hands for manyofthe
tous to send out a. touring edition show's items. Among Storch's conThere is little likelihood of this
as *lu, oWy as possible.
tributions ate; several- of his ini- one’s being a solid click, but it
as

personations (familiar on TV, and. can become fair enough entertaintopped by his mugging of a, British ment if properly expanded. Its
sports commentator at a prize- main hope along that line is a posfight); a rather funny waiter skit, sible buildup of dialog and situaand participation, always on the' tions, as its premise is too familiar
helpful side, in a hilarious bur- to cause riiuch of a stir per se. It’<s
le'sque of “Death of a Salesman” the tale of the; stern commanding
ana slightly less amusing sketches officer (In this case a femme), Supdealing with ,a psychiatrist’s office, posedly a pill to the erilisted perlI;zzll Borden’s historic. Fall River sonnel, who turns out to be a great
murder, and as an “idea man” in guy after all.
something called “Indian Giver.”
Told in terms of the woman’s
Phil Leeds teams with Storch in angle, story has Wave Lt, Lerinox
.
1
s
several of his comedy interludes in charge of an alb-girl, air-sea
and is deserving of a special hand rescue communications outfit in

and

Gary

Merrill, were reportedly interested in starring in the .play,

w
Ken^lf ^n^his

iitijr 6n “thiTrSS*
BiSu&av’
but the actor is understood to have
fiiS
tq
assignments, so the project fell
through. It’s said that most major

names have asHed
etaiiy terms,

prohibitive. ifion-

I

and are generally re-

^

UHlHpie.lU
comparable
to pixDU— cost of sending out
^..4- .
a new produc-

*

$L20 and 90c a ticket, with a
reduction on subscriptions to

10%

.

.

Audience^bMk*to* leait bv of- luctarit to commit
themsOlves for
1
feung professional ^ivj
14
produc9 j 0 ng enough period to justify the
ourii

^^

. . . . . . , . .

.

to iFollow
mad A to
to* withhold release of Stanuiiyn made
tw
version of the
**
The Equity Community Theatre
11
h a
H
project
in Queens was successfully fjfi ,llrn
Forrest seemed
_
ii^tif Siv fn i

Community

.

Somewhere in. the annals of
World War II there is a distaff
,
,
in his stride, he sparks the comedy equivalent of VMister Roberts.”
angle of the revue from first to but “The Long Watch'* is not it
by
a
substantial margin. What tli
last
Tonieht's (15) audience at the former- was to the, gobs; the latter

^£

fwlnf a

11

i

-

to radio arid

laischel
f
!•
n
<19
Pvcmahon
a
3
J Siuaiiuu !, u

•Will

nlwm

-

: ;

"

Joint effort of th« Division of
tne
Education
of
Board of Education and Equity
Nearly always it. is saved by Har- Library Theatre, the Queens six, s ««* 9
mnun«»tir. eiueidntinu
»er- week, four-play geason IF an- exj:
rison’s
magnetic,
elucidating performance in the principal role. So
“VeriUs” comes across as an interihm
a
runi'nn
esting and enjoyable, if not always nfJh
completely- comprehensible, eve-

-

.’

.

:

:

i-j-

.

•

an ostentatiously dressy volve the problem of finding acOn the show's credit side (and Kr
;
:
^ IsiSET*
gown for Miss Palmer, aren’t too be
the management shouldn’t miss a Lt. Tex Connoiy .. ....... r James Wyler
ceptable replacements to continue
Dorgan
coming.
Kobe.
Walter Abel
trick ln pegging the fact) is the Capt._Mike. Dorgan......
the original production on .Broad- work of Larry Storch as featured a5tSPas&-.UVr.Vr^ ,
. ®?'-aSSj^
eu
shore
Patrol
but
it
figured
that
way,
might be comic. Chap, known here - for—his
....
s.
.; Arthur Oshlag
‘Ann Sutton....... .....; ...Lois Harmon
a simpler matter,
night-club stints and jdso familiar

passion tend to overcome the al.
%r v
u
most incredible wordiness and the Long Island City, N.; Y., Friday.
obscurities of “Venus/' Although (15), with a two-night, near-sellout,
ilie author repeatedly takes off into stand
of
Shaw’S “Pygmalion ”
ornate
and frequently elusive

-

—

.

ticularly

’

According to the author, “Lady’s
Not for Burning” was a play about
spring and “Venus” is about autuirin, No doubt. In any case, “Venus” deals with a middleaged Duke
who, after a life devoted to daillance and astronomy, In that order,
determines to marry one of his former loves^to be selected by his son.
At the critical moment. .|however,
a pretty girl arrives on the acene,
-scene,;
whereupon the Duke is off to the
chase, only to have her choose the

-

•’*

V.S? nSS

“Lady’s Not for Burning/’
“Sleep of Prisoners,” etc,, is writing in a more general frame of ref
erence and, thanks to an adroit and
generally direct performance, the
play seems the most intelligible
and entertaining he has had in the
U. S. It’s still a somewhat specialized dish of caviar, of course, but
with the help of the Rex HarrisonLilli Palmer boxoffice draw, should
have a satisfactory run; It’s limited to 16 weeks.
Even more than; with his previous works, Fry’s infectious gai-

ning.

k
An
UR
New Hawn
^^w

"

Hume

of

verse, the general sense Of the
story is fairly simple and reasoribly clear.
ably
/

....

—

a

t

.

—

;

'

j

a..

Morgan

....... ...ciaudia

..

material and rearrangement

Additional sketches, Mel Brooks, of some of the
present batch.
Charles Scheuer. Features Larry Storch,
couple-' of solid song hits
Barbara' Ashley, Marilyn Cantor. William
Sanctimoniously moral youth, but
“The Tenor” drew respectful miiard, Gloria Eiwood, Ruth GUbert, Phil wouldn’t hurt this one, as well
^Sterfield, is lost behind
Leeds. Jack E, Mann, Alan Ross, Royce more comedv material
maie ^lal * Doth for
'Wallace,
Staged
Nelson.
Choreby
bombast and an incredible red notices in the Baltimore dailies.
V
,
ography, Paul Steffen; sets and lighting, tne talented Larry Storch and for
makeup as a high-strung butler.
Peggy Clark; costumes. Frank Thompson; those who try SO valiantly to carrv
orchestrations. Don Walker; musical dl- on wnen
Laurence Olivier, ‘ doubling from
hen
hp’s nnt
armmH
.ne..s
around,
not
rector. Milton Rosenstock.
hi » acting stint in the twin “Cleo
With Michael Brown, Larry Storch, Erv
Waters
patra” revivals, has staged the perFoster. Phil Leeds, Skeet Guenther, Ethel
Martin. Budd Thompson, Patricia Hamformance with welcome emphasis
merlee. Jack E. Mann, Don PoweU, Alan
WmS-aI.
R-M
tv alCll
bn movement, and has apparently
Ross. BUI MUler, Myrna BeU, Marilyn
Can^Uie,
brought out the meaning of much
Cantor, Gloria Eiwood, Valerie
7
xiaven, Vah
reb. ia
14.
Rita Charlse. James Alex. Charles BasUe,
„
0 f Fry’s dialogic cartwheels (inciWilliam Dillard. Mary Martinet, Royce ^'Anthony B. Farrell Gn association withdentally, he played the Duke in
Wallace. At Forrest. Philadelphia, Feb. Charles Coburp) production of comedydrama in two acts (12 scenes) by Morri
15, '32.
Ryskind and Harvey Halslip. Features
With
»>>»« apparently
Walter Abel. Directed by John Larsonai
This new revue Philly’s first Of settings, lighting. Costumes. John Blarifteuunobtainable for a touring company
f_
c
the 1951-52 season-:—possesses a , j),ip At Shubert, New Haven, Feb. 14 ,
* 3,fl ® Wp.
®
observatorv^and°a
sum^ of “Fourposter,” their current star- reasonable number
of assets, butr it
the Duke’s observatory
and a sum„. p
n
h i 30 " '
1
Albert Bergh
mcr house on the estate, are suit- ring vehicle, Jessica Tandy and is
going
to take a major operation [Bianqhe KeUey”*
*
'
'
*’
’ 1
"
.%*.*
'
ably handsome and seemingly au1}
-chSune white
Cronvn are now considering to fuse them and add the- -necessary suVie TMakeTI'' •••••
p* trTi(; ia Engiund
thentic. The Herbert Menges back/other ingredients to make “Curtain
^
ground and bridge music adds at- going on their road with the com Going Dp” a.serious contender for JitV.
Ensign Jane Hilton
mosphere. But the costumes, par- edy themselves. That Would in- big-league rating.
Anne Mgacham
rod.

tion.

Although Cronyn and his wife
four plays,
would prefer to play out the “FourWhile the DeWitt Clinton the
a tre in 1950 opened to a weak
.
24% capacity, this Queens pre- Siii" „ ®
rep ^ a•cel en ^s
0^
niiere
HUVAG saw the
It
bliv
97fl-seat
Bryant
W | iraCRt 0AJA1U
,,
^
1
n
?,
1
,
c,t®
?ver th
pver
the
orlginal
ordinal
production.
Since
Hiu^ School au
High
auditorium
ditorlum playing
Dlavineto
to
?
95% capaci ty with, advance sales 5! ey £ et * sixth of the profits^ from
counH n - for ->/ of the business the show (plus their salary of J5%
th* Vnnri
sale was
wah of the gross) it might be to their
One reason for the
good sale
attributed to intense promotion financial advantage to make posdrive carried on mostly by the sible a touring company while
Bryant
school which corralled aid therc ifi still time. Also it might
y
of iocal newsDrpers r a d i o TV help establish them as an acting
team in films as well as with the
speakers norariub,
HbrarlSI chwchOs
enurenes, ciuos
clubs
j
k,i_
“hools. OoMilnf n^ht guest void public.
stars
were Blanche Vurka of
Even if a second company can-

for his

all

S

L

•

An

,'

•

yeoman

f

Annoyed because

the Pacific area.

aid.

attempt has been made by she -thinks soriieone in -the ranks
is trying -to frame her by stealing
a code book, for which she is responsible, she restricts all libe*^.
liberty.
Orie Of the girls, who has jiist married a radioman about to go out

the authors of “Curtain” to maintain at least a thread Of continuity
for the revue-—as a riiatter of fact,
vny threads
blUbRUO are employed, VUG
two
one Iniu
volving
olving a selection of “Miss RhineV
stone,” which finds the leading
contestant a: complete teetotaler
and unwilling to even sip the firm’s
brew (Ruth Gilbert deserves a
hand on this one), and the other
having to do with a bridal couple

on a rescue, mission, slips out to
spend, a night with him and returns to duty so weary, she falls
asleep on watch; Episode results in

failure of an important message
to go out. Rescue crew is responjams* on sible for saving l5 men floating on
raft but their own plane conks
Manhattan’s side streets and spend
served a prison term in the U. S
j
killing all on board. Girl who
a good part of their honeymoon in out,
le<
ny
t« .at,tr°y
tlwir car there. The tag ot this one slipped up on message teels re*55
!
j£
™f
object that displeased her. Then
^the gal’s inclusion of a baby|sponsi|)le for her husband's death
norse, leaps to her
dormitory.
——- —
"
MV**vp V*
MX kVX OVVUtVU AUIIIIIGA All IUG W AAUII5 |HRI1
a
*
m
a
dies and a feeling
r ia S b > y £
of guilt unnerves Lt. Lennox, who
Low
operating
hut
is possible which ^the comedy would play key it did in playing.
the acti?n t a ke 8 Dla cS on Jfn Hat
tn
cit
Outside
®
s
b
°
vV
stands
of
these
until
two
not-too-sucrelease
F
°f -thepost.biit
of
the
.
low’sEve and theDuke’s iuests 1 hr ou g h union “concessions ar- screen version.
tt
cessful attempts for continuity, a hard-boiled
Navy captain who
ranged through the Fact Findinu
taken
’‘Cuitain"
has
over
the
station snaps
is
typical
revue
in
form
Committee Union staci hands (if
and belongs in the Vintimate" catei her out of it, and curtain finds her
comoanv
trM.in-.r-.
.

who are caught

m

traffic

’

.

|
|
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the ex-aweetie who, after moping ticketet taker, wardrobe attendant
about the premises like a muddled and musician all work at per diem
Lady .Macbeth, bums down the ob; rate (1/7 or V& of weekly minimum,
h re ?ul d fuU wee
t.
f* do
1
¥^
SSKSSWS?
neaily roast^him and the
girl alive, minimum).
Students
an assist
dn shei,n f and minor backstage
y
somehow makes these points rela- WQrk
tively inconsequential and, fortuAudience averaged 40% high
nately, he’s onstage most of the
evening. Whether or not he fully school and college students; 55%
understands everything Fry* is get- middleaged, mostly couples; 3%
ting at, he gives the. impression of over 65, and 2% grade-schoolers,
«
.
j
,
doing' so. And, what’s more impor4l
n
f0Und
tant, he gives a playgoer
the illu- Bethel Leslie s wv
Eliza ^
Doolittle sym*
anon, however temporary, ^that he pathetic and stage-siire;
Addison
Powell’s Henry Higgins humorous
J??,
S and
en
ag
^ ng;
an^
6rman *
^
niav
,nt,,
P
y sen s Ml s< Hi SS ins unintelligible.
inc of 1lasf
sca^on
Beli Book and
an d
aSQn
Hell,
?
”'
Favorite was Donald Somers’ amirandifh
abl « dustman-philosopher,
Alfred
Arthe
Pirl Mi«
Pnlmpr iS’Stun’ .r****~'*
as
ine
tne gin,
giri,
iviiss ruimer
maimer
is «tunr n«.iuTr
n r .....
ning looking, charming and reso- Doplittl^ Play was directed by

RoUnDS'

SetteVeChorurVemtemof •S’SwkS!"*

‘Ballade’ PaleS

•

do i lot of rinnhlinu anH'
Plav
(there’s no doubt about this) work far as

-

NV

both

*****

4'

generally well written as
it goes, its present status
being too firief. The>e are a miniher of good comedy lines, and an
act one that sets a favorable pace
which, however, is not matched in
the followup stanza,
Setup affords opportunity for
some competent performances,
° ve a ^ 0 0 d cast carrying
ri 1)(^ 1
the ball well
Walter Abel scores
handily as Capt, Mike Dorgan, batis

At
Pitv
Rlllof Raw
'"
*7“—
very. hard. Unfortunately, except
The N. Y. City Ballet opened an f6r Storch, most of them are not
imposing five-week winter-spring too happy with their material.
season at City Center, N. Y., rather
Gloria Eiwood and Alan Ross are
inauspiciously last week (12). Five the honeymooners, and take part,
ne w works by noted choreogra- both singly and as a pair, in sevPhers are to be preemed during the era !. of th tJ«Y uels song and dance
season.
First one, Jerome Rob- ^? u ^\nes ®4jlie Cantoris daughter
bin’s ‘‘Ballade
tn n0 K 11C c,, Marilyn, making her legit debut,
^sn’t got
as the
mSsic 'preSfiered
iniereci last
m«
wst lnurscldy nro^rRiti as much material
hnf qVia Haag tie-scarred scadcR whose initial
Score ( Six Epigraphs
aversion to having a flock of
one^^nice
u es ^ ?s mood music, and the tion gal. impression bit as an audi- femmes under his wing gradually
The sepia team of William
Aj5{J3
3
ood pi e Choreogra- Dillard and Royce Wallace
mellows.
Sonia Sorel plays Lt.
^
score
Timagination, but idea ls moderately, but no more,
m
with a Lennox efficiently but, in striving
in c°mplete m execution.
Built couple of vocals, and Dillard gives f°r stern authenticity, has a tenaroun
th * Harlequin-Colombine out with a red-hot trumpet con- denev to become mechanical. Lloyd
?,
duo, the ballet is elusive, frag- tribiition in > number called “Four Knight impresses as a good comedy prospect; Balance of roles,
w ‘ t h -tanet Reed playing
.Barbara Ashley is assigned most ‘Wally ^lstabuted as to .impor,
doll
intensity mis sU thh ^conwdy
the than subtle comedy, and setting by
tance, get generally okay interpreof
the
show’s
with
sawdust
Vocals,
“including
heart,
has
some
part and, except for .her scenes Wyman Kane employed to good eftation.
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with Harrison , she gives the im- feet a folding, centerexit screen
pression of having ner mind on' upstage, which reversed
something else.. Although possibly two scenes; the ubic
not ideally suited by temperament school stage drapery.
Pirate and interesting props. BackSSSS tonum are good. the
manager, John Williams
estate
Vene,
gives an engaging comedy portrayal.

Claudia Morgan is at least cheeras the amiable one of, the
Duke’s three ex-mistrcs^s, but of
the others, Eileen Peel seems to
havO ice-water in her veins and
Joan Haythoriie is somnambulantseeming as the love-smitten arsonist.
None of them appears calculated to arouse a placid man’s
ful

passion.

Stuart Burge, making his U. S.
stage debUt> italicizes the juicy

|

sdmething called “Swamp Boy,”
which also includes a weird dance

meaning.

son, a Negro.

"
This was his first ap- ballet.
troupe. The
Tire score which is attributed
to no less than six composers, is
entirely on the brassy, jivey side,
and might get a better play from
the younger generation than from
the r Parents. Something should
J
certajnly
n
be done about some of
« aiy a
ess iyrics Paul
j^ as
^i.
e “ en has done5 a .serviceable, if
t^
mean
cai s “‘Spired,
mspired, job as choreP°.
“i rap
“'Y“
£ e ni e on the right
e
?^ ^ ru -Q ^ t lyhowever^
is^the
? i(Jedf be

S

NY

^

^r

iw

'

'

WU

.

-

^

*

:

is

a bit intricate as

of communications

.

N. Y. City Ballet has already had
a Negro in the company, in Arthur
Bell, \vho danced in “Illuminations” in the 1950 spring season,
This troupe, as far as is known, is
the only U. S. ballet company
comoanv to
use Negro dancers, in line with the
(Feb. 18-March 2)
liberal policy of the parent City
Center of Music and Drama
“Blithe Snirit DeWitt ri intnn center
The
(22-23)* ^ryant
H.b.,
Bronx N.Y.
S Bionx,
N Y (22-*23),
Brvant adjunct N. Y; City Opera Co for
ea^ions
h^ h ad4
enter* Q * S geyeraf
Negroes in its ra«;t n « Jl? inX
(29-1 V
N,
‘‘i adv
in Th*
t #»nnv
1 a
and Lawrence
Hill Playhouse,
tiLhincew
v (27-2). Len0X wiSSS
Hill
N.Y.
Winters.
Brou.

H

Production,

;

;

room and

lieu-

te ™»nt£ office, Js. well designed
f
of
an ^ offers good interplaying

scenes. Staging makes
of available material.

—

good use
Bone
.

manager
Jimmy Nederlander,
--

the

Lyceum, Minneapolis,

of
tke

is

latest to quit sniping. In its place

Nederlander
boards.

more

Bernafa

Is

He

using eight-sheet
this will prove

feels
effective

Simon

advertising

has

two

.

•

•

more

ginat{
ai
tricky lighting weeks to go for Ballet Theatre—
i.Y®
i?
wJ?^th Which
Peggy Clark has all near N. Y. now— and then will
adorned her colorful settings;
settle down again in his Gotham
Show’* first act ran altogether office.
in

,

.

,

.
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Sad $8,500, St. L.;
Blondell-'Birthday’ 13G

‘Tattoo’

‘Cocktail’

Big $18,400, ‘Student’ I6G

Chicago, Feb. 19.
“South Pacific,” ending its 67week run here this week is spark- ‘GUYS’ $48,483, CLEVE.;
grosses.
le fine Chicago legit
‘•Moon Is Blue,” Jose Greco, dance
and the
croup, “Cocktail Party”,
Prince” are
revival of “Student
Cleveland, Feb. 19,
.
doing nicely.
,
Two weeks of “Giiys and Dolls”
*
The incoming lineup includes piled up. about $95,500 for the Hannext
Candle,”
Book and
“Rell
na, with seepnd stanza stacking
Monday (25) at the Great North- $48,483 into its till last week, markat
ern- “Guys and Dolls/ Feb. 28,
ing the top gross for its current
the Shubert,
and
Blackstone. season. With Allan Jones
about March 1 at the
Pamela Britton topping the ComEstimates for Last Week
pany, tuneshow did virtually ca“Cocktail Party,” Erlanger (3d pacity trade throughout , engagewith ment, almost, selling out 10 days;
wk) ($3.80; 1,334). Continues
in advance.
Second round Was
•excellent $18,400.
Jose Greco Bailed Selwyn (3d stronger than first, which knocked
Moved over off around $46,500.
($4.50; 1,000).
»vk)
and
Tuesday (12)
Following current
“Moon is
Jo smaller house
per-, Blue,” Hanna has. inked Olivia de
had bright $10,000 for six
Havilland’s “Candida” and then
S
a
f0
^M oon Is Blue,”. Harris (42d Ethel Waters’ “Member of the
W k) ($4.40; 1,000). Still sock with Wedding;”

NEW THEATRE RECORD

H

.

.

^.‘W***!*"

St. Louis, Feb. 19.
Tennessee Williams’ “Rose Tattoo” wound up second of two-week
stand at American Theatre here
With poor $8,500, First stanza had
grossed $13,500. Top was $4,27.
•

.

Piece and cast copped plaudits
from the crix.
At the Empress, offering a stock
policy at $2 top, Joan Bloridell
drew a fine $13,000 in “Happy
Birthday.”

Rosalind Russell and Dennis Price,
opened a one- week stand at the
American last night (Mon.) with

house scaled to $4.27. Good advance was reported, “Castles in
the Air!" with Edward Everett
Horton, opens one-week engagement tonight (Tues.) at Empress.

^

.

^“South Pacific,” Shubert (66th
Great at over
wk) ($5; 2,100),
week.
next-to-last
for
$51,100
(23).
Saturday,
Closes this

$36,000

Due

Canton

in

Feb, 19.
is the exMore than
pected gross, for “Guys and Dolls”
in a four-day stay, ending tomorrow
at new Memorial. Auditori( Wed.)
um here! Over 50% of sales before
opening were to out-of-town fans,
including mail orders from Clevelanders unable to get ducats for

Canton,
$36,000

'

shows

week

.

$670,000,
(for
last

Boston, Feb.: 19.
Hub legit fare this frame con- formances.
‘ROBERTS’
sists of “Three Wishes for Jamie,”
Walnut
Barbarians”
“Dear
in second staunch' week at Shubert, (2d Wk) ($3.99; 1,340).
Comedy
and the newcomer “Long Watch,” bettered its initial week’s take, but
Plymouth.
two-weeker
at
in for
lack of name hurt despite generSan Diego, Feb, 19,
Also current is Ballet Theatre, for ally favorable audience reaction.
“Mister Roberts,” playing nine a week at the Opera House, LatOkay $12,500 for final stanza.
performances' iif five stands, last ter two bowed in last night (Mon.).
week, piled up a gross of almost]
Estimates for Last Week
The stanza opened with
$36,500.
SPLIT
“Little Evil,” Plymouth (1st Wk) ‘MOON’
a tike of $2,300 for a single performance Sunday night (10)' at'the (1,200; $3.60). Tryout took a shelsingle
crix
wound
lacking
from
and
ending
a
Biltmore, .Los Angeles,

drop of 5 %<

engagement

week

with

meager

"

(5 th

wk)

(D-

$4.80; 1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer,

Receipts looked better Monday
night (18) than the previous Monday (11) and the Improvement is
expected to continue all this week.
As usual, trade should be good at
the Washington’s Birthday matinees, ahd since the holiday falls,
on a Friday, there may riot be the

Evelyn).
Nearly $26,000
(previous week, $26,200).
“South Pacific,’! Majestic (148th

Judith

wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha Wright, George Britton). Slightly under $43,200 (previous week,
$44,800).

“Stalag

17,”

48th

Street

(4lst

customary letdown at that night’s wk) (C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). Nearperformance.
ly $14,300 (previous week, $14,600).
Indications for the next few
“Top Banana,” Wiriter Garden
weeks aren’t clear, There’s some (16th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.2Q; 1,519;
expectation that immirience of the
$51,881). (Phil Silvers).
Almost
income tax deadline, March 15, $45,800 (previous week, $47,600).
may be a negative factor. How“Two on the Aisle,” Hcllinger
ever, the records show that for the
(31st
wk) (R-$6 1,527; $49,563)
corresponding period of 1950, busi- (Bert
Lahr, Dolores Gray), Topped
ness held abdut even, Last year,
$23,000 .(previous week, $25,500);
-

.

trade actually increased a

far this year, tfie boxoffice
.

bit.

-So

closing

is fol-

March

15, to tour;

“Venus Observed,” Century (Is
Wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,645; $42,000)
(Rex
Harrison,
Lili
Palmer),.

lowing a similar pattern, except

.

Opened Wednesday night (13) to
four favorable notices (Chapman,
News; Coleman, Mirror; McClain,
Jourrial- American; Pollock, Compass) and four unfavorable (Atkinson, Times; Hawkins, World-Tele’

readings also wavered
gram & Sun; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Watts, Post); first six perEstimates for Last Week
formances
approached
$27,700,
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), plus about $9,000 for two previews.
CD (Comedy -Drama), R (Revue),
OPENING
THIS
WEEK
( MusiMC .( MusicalComedy )
“Dear Barbarians,” Koyale (Ccal Drama) O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic designations $4.80; 1,035; $27,000). Gant Gaither
refer, respectively,' to top price; production, of p la y by Lexford
two-forones) Richards; capitalized at $50,000,
(* indicates
using
number of seats, capacity gross and cost about $24,000 (excluding a
Price includes 20% amuse- small tryout deficit and $8,000 in
stars.
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e., bonds and deposits) and can break
even at, around $11,000 gross; tryexclusive of tax
“Affairs of State,” Music Box out reviewed in Variety, Feb. 13,
(73d Wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $26,874) ’52; opens tomorrow night (THurs.).
“Mrs. McThing,” Beck (CD-$4(June Havoc). Over $13,000, (previ$4.50;
(He 1 e n
1,214;
$32,000)
ous week* $14,000).
Me JVfadam,” Imperial Hayes). American National Theatre
“Call
(70th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,- & Academy production of play by
847) (Ethel Merman). Slightly. un- Mary. Chase; cost abdut $18,000’
(previous
week, and can break even at around $10,der
$43,000

Williams

—

slightly.

,

MD

1

,

WK.

-

,

Monday
there.
Columbus, O., Feb. 19.
Folded here Saturday
the Auditorium, Santa $7,000.
Third company of “Moon Is
Barbara, drew. $5,000; three per- night (16).
Blue,” with Hiram Sherman, Mar“Three Wishes for Jamie!” Shu- cia Henderson and James Young,
formances Tuesday - Wednesday
$4,80-$6).
(1,700;
(12-13) at the- Auditorium, Pasa- bert
(1st wk)
grossed over $17,500 last week in
dena, added $11,000; a single show Nice reaction to new musical, with
a split between the Victoria, DayThursday night (14) at the Califor- slick $35,800, for first Week.
ton, and the Hartman here.. The
nia,
San Bernardino, picked; up
F. Hugh Herbert comedy drew $8,$4,600 more; and three showings
800 in four performances MondayFriday-Saturday
the
(15-16)
at
Wednesday til-13), ifi Dayton, arid $48,400).
Auditorium here, brought an addi“Cleopatras,” Ziegfeld (9th wk)
ridded $8,700 in four more times
tional $13,600.
Thursday-Saturday (14-16) locally. (D-$7.20; 1,628; $59,536) (Laurence
The Leland Hayward production
Repertory
Olivier, Vivien Leigh).
Top was $3.75.
is splitting
the current week be«Minneapolis, Feb. 19.
Robert F. Boda, manager 6t the of Shaw’s “Caesar and Cleopatra”
tween Phoenix, Tycson, El Paso
of the Wedding,” Hartman, announced last week that and Shakespeare’s “Antony and
*nd San Angelo, Tex.
third Theatre Guild subscription he had leased RKO Palace, down- Cleopatra” had some unsold tickets
offering of the season, was handi- town first-run house, for the week at the midweek matinee and at one
grossing
performance,
capped here last week by being of March 31 for “South Pacific.” evening
Darkness’ Mild $14,500
week,
(previous
spotted in between “Gentlemen Musical comes here ahead of its nearly $58,200
Prefer Blondes” and “Oklahoma” appearance in Cincinnati. “Okla- $59,500)...
“Constant Wife,” National (11th
on the one hand and a return en- homa” is playing this week at the
gagement of “South Pacific” with Hartman, with “Member of the wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $31,000)
Los Angeles, Feb. 19.
advance sale Wedding” booked for four per- (Katharine Cornell, Brian Aherne,
Only mild biz Was achieved by a $50,000 mail order
Grace- George). Approached $20,on the. other. Nevertheless, the formances starting Feb. 28.
arkhe ss at Noon” last week on
.P
200 (previous -week, $22;O0O).
opus came
starring
the first stanza of its three-frame Ethel Waters
“Desire Under the Eirils,” ANTA
$16,400 for six
stand at the 1,636-seat Biltmore. through with a good
(5th wk) (D^.SO;. 925;
the
Playhouse
in
matinees
nights
and
two
Tally was. over $14,500 for the five
$27,000), Almost $7,200 (previous
1,900-seat Lyceum at $3.60 top.
nays* Edward G. Robinson
starrer The Saturday matinee topped the
Sunday
closing
week,
$10,900);
having opened Tuesday (12).
night (24).
engagement. There were raves for
°* ^e take came from
Toronto, Feb. 19.
Readings, Golden (2d
Dickens
Tui
Miss
Waters.
theatre Guild season subscribers,
British comic Tommy Trinder wk) (D-$4.80; 776; $19,195) (Emlyn
“South Pacific” Is due Feb. 27
current frame also is on the Theafor 11 nights and three matinees and his “Royal Command Music Williams). Nearly $11,300 (previtre. Guild
subscription season.
after playing 10 nights and two Hall Varieties,” making a first ous week, $11,600).
“Fourposter,” Barrymore (17th
matinees here last season, It’ll be Canadian visit, were a coiriplete
Ballet Theatre $28,500,
followed by a week of Ballet Russe sellout for $25,100 last week at wk) (€-$4.80; 1,060; $24,996) (JesseatHouse,
Alexandria.
the
Royal
Tandy, Hume Crony n). Almost
sica
horizon
de Monte Carlo. On the
With $23,600 (previous week, $24,700).
Montfeal-Ottawa
are. “Rose Tattoo” and “Darkness ing 1,525, was scaled at $3.50
tax. This was the start' of the star’s
“Gigi,” Fulton (13th wk) (Cat Noon.”
six- weeks’ charity tour.
$4.80; 1,063; $23,228) (Audrey HepJjffiet Theatre did more than
wu.uoo for six performances at His
Lew Grade, who assembled and burn). Just topped $19,100 (previMajesty s last week at
booked the troupe,: flew over from ous week, $20,900).
$4 top.
London for the. opening, accompa“Guys and Dolls,” 46th St. (65th
Performance at the Capitol,
in
Richmond, Va., Feb. 19.
nied by Dave Martin, Australian wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904). As
0tt wa last Monday (11) drew
!L
hear
Arthur Treacher, guest-starring theatre-chain owner, who signed always, $44,400.
$8,500.
in “Clutterbuck,” brought ln\a Trinder here to a six-months’ tour
a Camera,” Empire (12th
“I
gross of $3,200 ini seven perform- of that country, starting May 2 in Wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908)
Theatre last Melbourne.
ances at the
Hayes $6,500, Hartford
(Julie Harris). Approached $22,990
week, playing Monday night (11)
(previous week, incorrectly, reHartford, Feb. 19.
through Saturday matinee (16).
T
ported; actual gross was just un-.
Merry
vyfce day (four perform- Play is the first of six, given as ‘Widow’
der $23,600).
ace) holdover,
Thursday-throughIn $6,500 Balto Split
“Jane,”: Coronet (3d wk) (Chaturday .(14-16), “Mrs; McThing” the Playgoers’ Guild Series, and
$4.80-$5.40; 1,027; $30,000) (Edna
Baltiriiore, Feb. 19.
weak $6,500 at the New Par- inaugurated the first Winter stock
to
play
here
decade.
in
a
wns here. Previous
Three-day booking of the.Shu- Best, Basil Rathbone); Bettered
week, in eight
House, scaled at a $2.50 top,, has bert’s “Merry Widow” into Ford’s $18,500 (previous week, $20,200).
Performances, the Helen
Hayes 1,276 seats.
“King and I,” St. James (47th
here last week dtew a mild $6,500
operated at near capacity
$51,717)
(MD-$7.20;
1,571;
estimate for the four performances. wk)
entire weekfor a gross of
O ver
Lawrence). Back to abPR0V.
(Gertrude
BALLET
RUSSE
but
700,
currently,
|5,
deck
Nothing
on
$23,800.T o p was $4.20 for the
h v
“Cocktail Party” is due March 10, solute capacity, over $51,700 (preProvidence, Feb. 19.
the two leads out
. P^k this week, the New Parsons
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo with “Candida” and “A Member vious Week, with
Jiights^next Wednesday (27) with ’grossed a nice $5,700 in a one- of the Wedding” following on stic- ill, *51,500),
^*®'a tre *or f° ur per- nighter Wednesday (13) ifi the cessive, weeks.
“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (50th
All will be on
formanc
wk)- <C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (BarGuild subscription.
2,200-seater RKO Albee.
night. (11) at

wk)

ous week, $ 1 6,900).
“Shrike,” Cort

.

;

17iG

to Be Seen,” Morosco
(D-$4.80-$6; 912; $25,Trifle under $14,900 (previ-

“Remains
(19th
700).

that the level is higher.
Of the new openings, “Venus
Observed”; drew a Split press and
a fast b.o. start, with the
mpde
drew
“Jane”
played up good features of show large advance sale a factor.
off a bit, despite Theatre
while disapproving as a whole. eased
Emlyn
Guild
subscription.
The
Got nice $10,000 for three per-

“Can-

run

$38,200).

.

—

three-week

’

before).

pacity, a

Shubert

“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (7th wk)
(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602). Clean at
all times again, with a party commission limiting the take to $39,700 (previous week, $39,800);
“Point of No Return,” Alvin (10
wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,924)
(Henry Fonda).
Over capacity
again at $38,000 (previous week,

before last /the corrected total for all 24 shows
was $682,800, or 82% of ca-

.

,

Week was

of capacity

Your Wagon,”

“Paint

(14th wk) (MC-$7,20; 1,361; $46,000) (James Barton). Almost $36,500 (previous week, $41,000).

Week

Philadelphia, Feb. 19.
Cancellation of “A Little Evil,”
due to script troubles, leaves town

.

Cass; Current at 'the house is
dida,” in for a week.

last

82%

corresponding frame

.

'

$19,300).

the
year
the total gross for all 28 current shows Was $662,100, or
72%, a drop Of 3% from the
or

With only one opening this Week,
“Merry Widow” at the Shubert,
Blackstone
Prince”
“Student
One other pnK
for a fortnight.
notlces
Nix
1,354),
($4.20;
wk)
(1st
is on the boards this week,
duction
and stiff scale aren t helping;
“Curtain Going Up,” at the For$16,000.
rest, which bowed in Friday (15)
and got better critical reception
two-Week stand, at Hanna. Booking than expected. “Dear Barbarians”
picked
up in its second frame at
was by LCL presentations, owned
of mouth
by Harry Laschinske, Myron: Chase Walnut, thanks to word
and
critical praise.
and Stanton Luntz, With Lew Platt
The future lineup includes
manager.
Next auditorium booking, also three openings for x March 3, inLCL import, is six-day stand for cluding “Three Wishes for Jamie,”
“Roller Skating Vanities.” Nelson at the Shubert; “One Bright Day,”
Eddy Will sing one-nighter Mar. 24. at the Walnut, and the Olivia de
'Detroit, Fob: 19.
Havilland “Candida” at the Locust.
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” did
The following night, March 4,
a strong $40,400 in' its first of three
“Long Watch” is due at the F6rweeks at the 2,025-seat Shubert.
rest.
Capacity at the $5.40 top is $55,000,
Estimates for Last Week
with standees.
Forrest
“Curtaih Going Up”
Cornelia Otis Skinner’s solo
Preemed
(1st Wk) ($4.55; 1,760).
’90”
production picked up*a
"Paris
Friday night to capacity house and
$12,000 at the 1,482-seat
pallid
generally mild notices, which
.

Geddes, Donald Cook,
Barry Nelson).
Just a whisker
under $17,400 (previous week,

bara- Bel

Grosses took another skill larit
week' on Bro&dwayl
Nearly all
felt the slow-down, only
three, going clean at all performances and one other topping capacity with the help of standees.
The slump was sharp in some instances and the general attendance
level decreased, but the fact that
two low-grossing productions of
the previous week’s list had bowed
out tended to hold the percentage
of capacity approximately even.
The total gross for all 23

Book and Candle,” with shows

“Bell,

000;

,

engagement limited

to

two

weeks; tryout reviewed in Variety.
Feb; 6, *52; opens tonight (Wed.).

-

M

,

“Member

Wow $28,009,

.

Cincy B.O. Record

.

inLA.

Cincinnati, Feb. 19.
Rosalind Russell. ,and Dennis
Price, co-starring in Shepard Traube’s touring edition of, “Bell, Book
and Candle,” cracked the straightplay rebora at the Cox Theatre
here: last week, chalking up a $28,-'

.

,

009 gross for eight performances at
$4.31 top. Previous straight-play
mark for thri 1, 370-seat house was
$26,136, set by “Harvey.”
Cornelia Otis Skinner: with her
one-woman show, “Paris ’90,” is
current at the Cox.

.

,

Week

Oiivia-‘Candida’

A

,

Am

WRVA

and started slowly, blit
with each performance and
ended with enough to show a satisfactory profit on the engagement.
Berry Kroeger opened in the
role of Burgess but was replaced
Tuesday night (12) by Bramwell
Fletcher, and reports on the latter’s' performance as the heroine's
father were: excellent, Kroeger had
built

Ker

1

.

notices

Not So

I

Week

Pittsburgh, Feb; 19!

’Olivia deHavilland in “Candida”
did a fairly good $18,500 last week
at the Nixon, mostly on the star’s
personal draw. Show got mixed

’

'

18£G

In Rising Pitt

:

turned in his notice some time ago
undergo a throat opera-

in order to
tion.
I

1

.

in

Nixon is currently dark and wiJl
probably stay that way until Member of Wedding” arrives March 17.

•>
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’ELEKTRA’ IN PULSING
Here’s to Us

especially

In Impressive Debut

number

“Jenny”

the

Shift next

week of

Phyllis

An-

Richard Strauss’ “Elektra,” not
done at the Met since the 1938*39

than as Miss Elliott, the career
London, Feb. 12.
There is no reason why. derson* script head for .the Theatre
Ndvllle & Peggy Armstrong production woman.
of corticdy in three acts by Shlrland this career gal could not have been
Guild, to the play department of
Quinn. Directed by Basil Afllnrtore. Set*
business’ suit,
a

in
plain
ting, Kenneth Lawson, At New Bplfcon'fl dressed
is part
without looking repulsive as she Music Corp. of America,
Theatre Club, London; $1.50. top.,
Bruce AicAllistalr ......
ArCItte ’Duncan did at the Nollendorf Theatre pro- of a wholesale expansion program
Howard Todd ............. Olar Pooley duction.
Phyllis
planned by the agency.
.Helen Horcpn
Kit Tremaine ... ......
The failure of this, the first BerAnna Turner
'Philippa Rose
Robert Beatty. lin production of a Broadway musi- Blum Jackson, formerly' with the
Francis Drlnkwater
.
Lionel Murton
"Chick'* Crouse
...
Columbia
of
story
departments
the chances of another
.... David Hutcheson cal, nixes
A Stranger
such production in the near future. and Metro, was hired by MCA last
in week arid additional personnel will
This easy-going comedy, with The Berlin version of “Lady
r the department
leanings toward farce, is enlivened the Dark” did not help the prestige be engagement f°
Weill
had
said
if likely prospects can be found.
paper
(one
Weill
of
by bright dialog, somewhat forced
Enlargement of the play departbut amusing .situations and some become too “Americanized”) nor
It makes the,, second
very good acting. It is an encoiir^ Broadway
ment has been planned, for some
aging start for the new manage- Broadway musical to get unfavor- time by Kay Brown,
play
ment at this club theatre. Although able reviews from leading crix.
head, and was recently approved
first one, “Oklahoma” with
it Will do well for its, limited, sea- The
presiagency
Lew
Wasserman,
by
cast,, got mixed reson, this may not be strong enough the Broadway
blame for the dent. Idea is that scripts, and writto overcome the opposition if it ception but much of
ers are the key factor in all
moves to the West End. Shirland poor reviews was credited to the branches of show biz, and. that
Bill.
Quinn has brought together a language barrier.
any agency with a strong staff in
bunch: o\ rather unlikely people
that department^ should he in a
and put thorn into an equally unL’Orn
strategically advantageous position.
likely situation, That matters dit(Money Madness)
Besides being script head for
tle as she succeeds in keeping the
Zurich, Jan. 22.
chausplclhaUS production of coniedy the Guild,. Miss Anderson was asrun moving and the interest susin two. parts by Silvio Gloyanlnetti. Ger* sociate
tained,
producer ori the Guild’s
DiWentzel.
man adaptation, Marianne
Helen Horton, an. unbusinesslike rected by Werner Kraut, Set by Hannes production of “Come. Back, Little
business i’gent for authors and. Meyer; choreography, Rosa Strehler; techr Sheba,” and she has been parAt.
Ferdinand Lange.
Writers,; is heavily in debt and hav- nleal director;
ticularly identified with the work
Sch.'tusplelhaus, Zurich,
ing “temporarily borrowed” some
of young authors. Before joining
of her event’s royaltie. she is perThis play by Italian newspaper the Guild she was head of the
suaded by her lawyer to take A critic and playwright .Silvio Gio- drama department at Erskine Collodger.
At that moment Robert
from Milan is one of the lege, Boston, and then had a simiB e a i t/j appears, having been vanirietti
most unusual comedy yarns seen lar spot at Radcliffe.
thrown out of 'his club. A deal is iri recent years. It has good U.S,
made whereby he has the, apart- chances, With an Outlook for Holment by night arid the girl has it lywood: Novelty lies in the fact ‘Long Watch’ So-So $7,500,
by day. Inevitably, romantic. com- that every player has an “underTryout
plications follow, but it doesn’t
4-Time N.
study," symbolizing his thoughts
end in the conventional way. N
New Haven, Feb. 19.
Which are often contrary to his
Basil Ashmore’s slick direction
Preem of “The Long Watch’’ at
acting and reveal his real way of
gives the production pace and gets
Thursday-Saturday
last
thinking. This is highly amusing, Shubert
the best from the small cast. Beatty
and, as play only last two hours, (14-16) drew only, a mild b.6. relively and boisterous as the
is
At $3.60 top, the g r o s s
it never gets dull. Lines are sharp sponse,
lodger whl'e Miss Horton combines
And witty, proving the author’s reached $7,500 for four perform.
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femme know-how on stage dialog..
agent,
David Hutcheson, who
Plot concerns an elderly, antique
doesn’t appear until the third act, dealer who only worships one thing
conies across
charm and

vivacity as the

<

with, a rollicking contribution.
Olar Pooley is appropriately staid as the lawyer while
Archie Duncan raises a few chuckles as a very Scottish janitor.
Anna Turner clicks in a smaller
roJe as the other girl. Lionel Murton is suitably voluble as the
agent’s erring husband.
Myro.

life— money, Aided by his beauyoung wife, he carries on
dubious money transactions, smuggling foreign coin and jewelry out
of the country, backed by another
in

tiful

questionable financer. When hi$
wife gets, caught' at the. border,
loaded with, money and jewels, lie
and his partner work out a plan
to make it appear as if his Wife
With a
had walked out on lvii
VorflonTie Lied
lover and stolen the money from
(Lady in the Dark)
jealtortured
by
Although,
him.
Berlin, Feb. 8.
Rnlph Lnlhar production of musical ously arid, the inevitable result of
comedy in two acts by Mpss Hart. Music, being ridiculed as a deceived husKurt Weill. Directed by. M. A. Pflugmaehcr. At Theatre Am Nollendorf Platz, band, he consents just to save his

Dus

.

,

Berlin, Feb. '7, '52;

Dr.
rooks
Miss Bowers
Llzu Elliott ......
Miss Foster ...
.
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.

Randy

$3
.
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top.

.Kurt Waltzmunn
Marta Mllde
.Vera Salvottl-Stroem
,
Uily Reich
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Sawade

The first Berlin production of
a Broadway musical preemed here
at the. Theatre
Nollendorf
Platz When Ralph Lothar presented
Kurt Weill’s “Lady in
Dark.” with Swedish chirper Vera
Salvotti-Stroem as Liza Elliott.
Weill, who was born some 50 years
ago in the city of. Dresden, until
1933 had been very active in Berlin show biz with his Works in all
leading houses. It is unfortunate
that Weill was not around Berlin
in the last few weeks, to supervise the production of “Lady” be
cause a couple of important factors
were involved ini case the production Was not so good, and that is
just what it Was.
That the musical is a good one
which could go for a long run and
make ' a few marks has already

Am

money which is even more important to him than his wife.

The

Schauspielhaus.

perform-

ance, obviously inspired by Giorgio
Strehler’s production at the Piccolo TeatrO di Milano where it was

did the
a real standdirection is
masterful, marking this as one of
the most memorable legit events
of this season. All the players are
firstrate from the stars down to
the extras. Major parts are bril-

worldpreemed

(his

choreography here),
out.

wife

is

Werner Kraut’s

taken by Kurt Horwilz,
Ernst Ginsberg, Anneliese Roemer
One set, unarid Rolf Henniger.
changed throughout the play, by
Hannes Meyer is excellent. Special
liantly

credit is also due to technical diMezo.
rector Ferdinand Lange.

New Songs,

Slated for ’Three Wishes’

.

‘Okla/ $25,600,

MVkee

Milwaukee, Feb. IS.
“Oklahoma,” playing a repeat

engagement

last

week

at.’ 1,

496-seat

air con*

Davidson here, grossed a passable

R. Bello,

$25,600.

ilo.

2,

The Theatre Guild production is
Hartman, Columbus, all this

at the

week.

.

ing Elektra; with a stentorian, ringing soprano and powerful stage
bearing. Elisabeth Hoengen made
a.
startling re-creation of the bedeviled, murderous queen, Klytaemnestra. Walburga Wegner was
a little less effective as the weaker
sister; Ghrysbthemis,
Set Svanhblm arid Hans Hotter had the relatively lesser roles of Aegisth and

tended the sessions On Tuesday and

Wednesday nights (12-13) at
Palm Garden, N. Y.
The audiences, specifically

the
ex-

cluding driama critics, appeared to
take the affair with Utter seriousNearly everyone present
ness.
turned in a card containing script
comments, and a number of lengthy
letters with detail observation and
Orest, respectively.
opinion were received i
the enThe opera isn’t a pleasant one, suing few days.
nor the music pretty, in; the conThe workshop production, withventional sense. But the work is out scenery or costumes, was
revivid theatre, when well done, as hearsed three weeks under the
diit
was. Monday.
Fritz
Reiner rection of Felix Jacoves, and inWhipped proceedings up manfully volved an all-Equity cast including
with this: batoning in the pit,, keep- Maury Tuckerman, Dorothy Joling the opus at a pulsing pace.
liffe, Patricia Jenkins, Helen. DonBrdn.
aldson,
Eunice- Anderson, Jack
Klugman, Amelie Barleon, Adele
Forti
and Ray Boyle. General
manager for the showing was Halsey Melone, with tuckerman stage
manager, alid PCggy Rope and
Continued, from page ,57
Norma Stewart assistants. Staff
joker in the proposal is the fact for the New Dramatists Committhat the fire code prohibits erec- tee included Michaela O’Harra,
tion of a tent for more' than 30 director, end Eugene Lem er, MeAlthough aimed primarily lone, Beverly Rittner arid Barry
days.
.
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.
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privately
“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews)
“Dear Barbarians,” Royale, Feb. operators. HowevOiy it’s
"
observed that if such a ruling
(18); Para- 2L
mount, Tucson (19); Plaza, El Paso
the manage“Women Of Twilight,” Plymbuth, should be applied
(21); Auditorium, San Angelo (23);
ments would simply refuse to
Texas, San Antonio (25); Para- March 3.
quote rates dr would specify ones
“Paris ’90,” Booth, March 4.
mount, Austin (26); Melba, Dallas
that were safely, high.
(27-28); Majestic, Fort Worth (29“Golden Boy,” ‘ANT A Playhouse,
The SMA reps submitted sev1 ).
March 12;
eral proposed rules changes of
“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co.)— Har-.
“Curtain. Going Up,” March 6.
Orie would permit
their
own*
ris, Chicago (18-1).
“Flight Into Egypt,” Music Box,
smaller barns to make exceptions
“Moon Is Blue (3d Co) Hanna, March 13
of Equity and
70-30
ratio
in
the
Cleveland (18-23); Cox, Cincinnati
Bright
“One
Day,”
Royale,
(25-1). ;
non-Equity^ players employed. It’s
March 19.
“Oklahoma”—Hartman, Colum“Long Watch,” Holiday, March suggested that a special committee
bus (18-23); Palace, Yourigstown 20
be formed to decide such cases.
(25-26); Palace, South Bend, Ind*
“Three Wishes For Jamie,” HelApparently With the idea of.
(27-28);
Keith’s, -Grand
Rapids linger, March 21.
avoiding repetitions of last
(29-1).
“Grass Harp,” Beck, March 27. son’s contractual walkout by Mar“One Bright pay” -(tryout)
“Don Juan in Hell” (return), garet O’Brien at that time not an
Playhouse, Wilmington (28-1).
Plymouth, March 30.
that
“Paris ’90” (Cornelia Otis Skin“How to Fly with One Feather,” Equity member, it’sr proposed
a clause be added to all contracts
ner (tryout) Cox, Cincinnati; (18mem-,
a
specifying that the actor is
23); American, St. Louis (25-1).
^Danger Signal,” late March*
“Rose Tattoo”—KENT Theatre,
her of the union in good standing,
“Salt of the Earth,’’ April 3.
Des Moines (18); Omaha, Omaha
“Dedbe and the Brave;” early The managers also: asked that the
(20); Orpheum, Kansas. City (21- April.
.regulations be modified to permit
23); Phipps Aud., Denver (26-27);
“Of Thee I Sing ” week of April a letter of agreement or a
Capitol, Salt Lake City, (29-1).
13.
from an actor’s agent accepting,
South.; Pacific” (Janet B 1 a i r,
“Candida,” April 14.
an engagement be filed with tne
Webb Tilton)-—Shubert, Chi. (18“Circus of Dr. Lao,” ANTA Playunion and constitute a binding
house, April 16.
23); Aud., St. Paul (25-26); Lyceum, Minneapolis (27-1).
“Brass Ring,”- Lyceum, mid- deal.
“Student Prince”
Blackstone, April.
for
“Fire Sale,” week of April 21.
Chicago (18-1).
Violinist Joseph Szigeti left
la,
“Three Wishes for Jamie:” (Anne
“Josephine,” April 29.
a nine-month tour of Europe
for
back
be
He’U
“Of Thee I Sing,”—May 1.
Jeffreys,
night (Tues.).
John Raitt) (tryout)—
“Wish You Were Here,” Im- an extensive American tour in mm
Shubert, Boston (18-1) (reviewed
*
perial,. mid-June.
November.
in Variety,. Feb. 6, ’52).

—Paramount, Phoenix

.

FOR RENT OR SALE

‘Starfish’ Session

and carnivals, Wharton.
Next on the Workshop schedule
tent theatre season could operate with an assurance of only 30 will be Melone’s “KG,” to be presented March 12-13, with John Mardays.
One of the four proposals came ley staging* Tentatively slated after
ances.
that is Theodore Anstein’s “The
House’ is dark this week for re- from Therori Bamberger, who had
Illusion,” directed by Peter Fry;
hearsals of “Flight Into Egypt,” originally planned to put- on tent
opening next Monday (25) :for a shows in the park for himself. Bamweek’s stand. Ballet Theatre does berger proposed a 12-week season,
single, day,
two-performance, with a $2 top for evenings and a
a
stopover Sunday, Mar. 2.
As an al$1.50 top for matinees.
ternate, he offered to manage the
Continued from pag« .57
project for the Commission' at an
with a full company, which would
Current
equitable salary.
presumably be prohibitively ex(Feb. 18-Mar. 1)
St. John Terrell, who runs the
pensive); the star could play only
Lambertville Music Circus, in near- alternate
weeks,
“Autumn Garden” (Ft e d r i c by Lambertville, N, J., proposed an
On thb b£sis, it’s figured, the top
March, Florence. EldridgeV— Gay- eight-week schedule ( July arid AuHollywood names, would be little
ety. Wash.. (18-23) (closing).
with
seats
at
$1
and
$1.50.
gust)
to sign for strawhat tours;
“Bell, Book and Candle’’ (RosaHe also proposed holdi rig shows at inclined
their
potential
earnings
sirice
lind Russell Derinis Price )—Amerthe Dell after the close of the seaican, St. Louis (18-23); Great
would tend to be cjit in half. The
son.
Northern. Chicago (25-1).
only alternative would be foy the
Hedgerow Theatre, of Rose Val- stars to raise their, terms; which
“Candida” '(Olivia de Havilland)
—Cass, Detroit (18-23); Hanna, ley, Pa., offered to put on pro- are already generally agreed to
Cleveland (25-1).
ductions at $1.15 and 85c scale; have reached a limit,
“Cocktail Party” (Dennis King, Under this plan, Hedgerow would
Salary Increase
Estelle Winwood, Julie Haydon)
be paid $4,000 weekly. The fourth
Equity also, served notice on the
Erlanger, Chicago (18-23); Cass, proposal came from George Schaefcommittee
last week that it
Detroit (25rl).
fer, artistic director of New York
wants an increase in the minimum
“Curtain Going Up” (tryout)—
City Theatre JCo., Who offered to
actor salary from $50 to $60
Forrest. Phila. (i8-l), (reviewed in
stage the shows for a stipulated
Variety this week).
week.
Such a boost would have
>
“Darkness at Noon” (Edward G. weekly salary.
little practical effect Oji the larger
Robinson)—-Biltmore, L.A. (18-0.
since
claimed,
Silo
spots,
it’s
“Flight Into Egypt” (tryout)—
nearly all of these already -pay
Shubert, Nevv Haveri, (24-1).
"Garden’ $17,300,
over scale for all except appren“Gentlemen Prefer. Blondes”
However, the
tice
promotions.
Washington, Feb. 19.
(Carol
Channing)—Shubert, DeFredric March and Florence El- added expense might be a key. factroit (18-1).
“Guys and D o 1 1 s”—Memorial dridge did a fair $17,30,0 for their tor to the secondary corncribs,
Aud., Canton. (18-20); Paramount, first stanza in “Autumn Garden” which would presumably have to
Toledo (21-24); Shubert, Chicago at the Gayety Theatre last week. close or go back to non-Equity
They are expected to better the status.
(28-1).
“Lbng Watch” (tryout) Plym- figure during this second and last
An Equity suggestion that strawouth, Boston (18-1). (reviewed in sesion,
hat managements be held responVariety this week).
Lillian Hellmari drama ends its sible for obtaining board for resi“Member of the
tour here Saturday night (23),
dent or contract players at what
(Ethel Waters) Davidson, Milwauthey (the managements) have indikee (18-23): Murat. IndianaoOlis
cated, are prevailing rates, or pay
(25-27);' Hartman, Columbus (28-1),
Future
Schedule
the difference to the actor, will
“Merry Widow”
Shubert,
probably be opposed by the barn
Phila. (18-1).
( theatre
indicated
set

'

Deer Lake, Penna., 520 «eats,
Itioned, fully equipped. Write
1003 Commercial Trust Bldg.,
Penna. Phone Lo 7-1358.

)

Wilh

season, had a stirring revival at the
Workshop showing last week of
Broadway opera emporium Monday William Noble’s
“Starfish,” the ininight (18).
Cast for the stark, tial such project by
the Elinor Morvivid drama of classic murder, hate
genthau New Dramatists
and revenge was well chosen, able was even more successfulWorkshop
than anto hold its own in the main against
ticipated, according to those presthe powerful; angry music in the ent.
Audience of about 450-500
orchestra pit.
including numerous names from
Astrid Varnay proved an impos- Broadway production
circles, at-

—

Choreography

Boston, Feb. 19.
been demonstrated by its BroadA new song, a solo for Anne
way success, in pictures and on the
Jeffreys,
to
be
spotted
in the first
German legit stage at Kassel last
year.
The Berliners expected act of “Three. Wishes for Jamie,”
“Lady” to be socko and the morn- is being written by Ralph Blaine
ing papers were all a bit disap- and Will probably be ready late
pointed at the production here. this Week. It’s not yet titled. AnTaking into consideration that other number, “Magic Tree,” prethis was a “first time” for any viously taken out because it wasn’t
Berlin company to produce a musi- suitably placed, is being put back
cal
With numerous changes in in a more likely spot this week.
scenery, Tin Pan Alley songs, and It’s a solo
for John Raitt.
spectacular dance numbers, hardly
Major revisions in the: Albert
anyone expected to see a great
arid Arthur Lewis production are
Broadway version. However, it is
doubtful if anyone expected to see in the choreography, however, with
such a abortion as performed on Herbert Ross supplying a number
of new routines.
He joined the
“Lady” ’last night.
The main weakness was the sup- show here last week, taking over
porting cast.
Some people Were for Eugene Loring and Ted Gappy;
actually lost on the stage with the Meanwhile, Abe Burrows is conchorus girls constantly turning tinuing to lake minor book revitheir heads around to see where sions, besides handling the stagthey were.
The dancing girls ing.
were anything but graceful, and
“Jamie” closes .its engagement
the boys were .not much better.
next Saturday (23) at the Shubert
The leading lady, Miss Vera Sal- here, after which it goes to Philly
Votti-Stroem; was vivacious enough
but lacked the. personality to pull for two weeks prior to its schedMarch 21 preem at the Helthe whole cast through. She was uled
"
N. Y.
much better in the darice scenes,

SUMMER THEATRE

Dramatists Workshop
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LITERATI

the San Francisco Chronicle, has
joined the women’s feature staff
of the N. Y. Herald Tribune, but
continues to write” New York per;
ii
sonality stories and interviews for
the Chronicle.
::
::
“Eidolon,” first novel by J, David
Frank Scul ly
film production.
Foreword—is by Stern, former owner-publisher
of
Will H; Hays.
Gene.
the Philadelphia Record and 'N.Y.
Thcijglji.l am. fairly tall, l admit l. can’t, see above my own head,
Post, will be issued March 2Q by and s.tf, due .to /this ^limitation, I cari’t seri royalty.
I mean I can’t
^
Teenage Book on Radio
Julian Messner. Book is a science- .se^Ui'eni
'like Shy4ock;/if ‘you prick them do they
A new teenage book about what fantasy
stealing with a newspaper not bleed?
goes on behind the scenes in radio publisher, reporter and
l
scientist;
The same limitation. :pn my pai't;:^pnR0$ to stars of stage, scf’een,
will be published this fall by LongRalph Dietrich. ex-RKO and
radio and television;
mans-Green. It’s, by Pearl Buck- 20th-Fox film producer, has named
There are- exceptions of course. Elizabeth
lin Bentel, former continuity head
his new Palm Springs hostelry Taylor and Elizabeth II aTe two Outstanding examples of youth
at
in
arid Random^ House, and
Pittsburgh
has invited being served.
scripter of, “Happiness Ahead,”, a RH
Pageantry plays a large part i
all their lives; and many hardprexy Bennett Cerf, ;now vacadaytime dramatic series that used tioning in nearby La Quinta, Cal., working people behind the Scenes make a living out of keeping
to be carried by “WCAE in that to o.o. the hotel of the same
name. these shows alive. That probably is more true of London than Holcity.
George F. Gaal, longtime Va- lywood, but riot much.
The author’s agent, Betty J. BusHollywood royalty is admittedly new blood, whereas the royal
sell of Chicago, once went to New riety mugg in Frankfort, and also
Brighton, Pa., high school with. with the United Press there, now courts, notably London, are the last remaining strongholds of What
used
to be called bluebloods. This, of course, today is nothing more
in
the
U.
S.
under
the
Displaced
Mrs. Bentel, and hadn’t seen her
There is only one kirid of blood, though it
in all the intervening years. Then Persons Act, with an eye to acquir- than a figure of speech.
His has four types, and none of it is blue. It is quite possible to match
one day, while on. a visit to Pitts- ing American citizenship.
burgh, she heard a WCAE program mother "still resides in Hungary. ari Aryan kirig’s blood With blood from a Zulu slave arid Save the
penned by Mrs. Beritel, and per- Gaal connecting with UP in N. Y. king’s life with it, Whereas the kirig’s own brother might have a
suaded her to write a tome for
Babette Deutsch, Who teaches blood that would kill him. Though this is a fact of science, it probyoung people about the inside of modern poetry at Columbia Uni., ably will take hundreds of years for it to be accepted on social levels
the broadcasting business.
has authored “Poetry; in Our Time” and may never reach those whose mission it is to perpetuate the
for Holt publication in April. Same idea that royalty Is a race apart.
pub also bringing, out “Fabulous
Brotherhood Week Kit
Wee Georgie Wood Vs. Wee W. Peeler
Special publicity kit has. been Bawd: “The Story of Saratoga,’ by
But just because it’s being contended that; they are: not a race
prepared by the Newspaper Com- Mel Heimer, who does “My New apart
is
no
reason
for portraying them as something less than dirt.
syndicated
column for
mittee for Brotherhood Week to York;”
help various publications push ob- King Features. Holt also publish- The current prince consort, for instance, has proved himself a singularly
gracious
fellow
Recently portrayed by
in a very trying spot.
servance of the week. This year it ing a Hollywood novel by Stephen
will be held Sunday (17) through Longstreet, “The Beach House,” in Pegler as “the dumb Duke of Edinburgh,” protocol offered him no
May.
weapon With which to strike back personally, but he had his deSunday (24) and will be keyed
Itving T. Marsh and Edward fenders nevertheless.
around the need of sharing civilian
edition
Ehre
have
edited
their
8th
Wee. Georgie Wood wrote a piece in News Of the World defendblood with the U. S. Armed Forces.
Edited by Frederick Woltman, of of “Best Sports Stories” (1952), ing the Duke’s silence as a virtue and explaining that in welcoming
the N.Y. World-Telegram
Sun’s With the. aid of Frank P. Adams, Sinatra, Gardner, et al., to a charity performance he was not going
Chamberlain' and Quentin out of his way to approve of their, way of life. If Pegler had perstaff, the kit contains editorials, John
cartoons, statements and story sug- Reynolds as judges, arid Dutton is formed, the Duke would have welcomed him in much the same manner.
gestions.
Brotherhood Week is publishing in May. Marsh is asst,
Wee Georgie. had done this once before when Bob Considine saw
sponsored by the National Con- sports ea of the N. Y. Herald fit to play fast and loose, with the Duke.
On both Occasions "the
ference of Christians & Jews and Tribune, and Ehre teaches English
Duke
wrote Wee Georgie a letter of thanks and in his most recent
Was founded i 1934. It’s antici- at Port Washington (L. I.) High
handwritten communique was warm as Well as gracious in his expated that more than 6,000 com- School.
I saw the letter at Floyd Christy’s in North
pression' Of gratitude.
munities throughout the world will
Hollywood last Week. He had gathered some old vaudevilllans, notably
participate in the event.
Wee, Georgie,; Owen McGiveney and Tessie O’Shea. The letter was
Well written, literate, and highly legible, Which can hardly be Said
Science Fiction Contest
of many people on any, level including professors of English literature.
Shasta Publishers and Pocket
Continued from page S4
Only the day before I had run into: Dennis Hoey on the Par lot
Books, Inc., are joining in a conI hadn’t seen him in
test to uncover new talent in sci- Warig in public favor, although his where he was playing in “Caribbean Gold.”
He
ence-fiction writing.
First prize Style leans slightly " more to the 20 years arid invited him up to tea, which be gladly accepted.
in
Australia,
was telling me of an experience
which Shows how actors,
Will be a $4,000 grand awa£d for macabre.
Marceau offers a two-hour pro- as Well as royalty, must be ever on the alert.
the best novel in the field submit„
gram of varied quality commencing
ted to Shasta by Aug. 31.
A reporter asked him what he thought of the Australian accent.
A .still undetermined number of with depiction of the everyday This was one of those trick questions that could easily end in picket
$2,500 awards will be made to run- things of life—walking, mounting lines.
Hoey, being half Irish and half Russian; isn’t dumb in any
ners -up.
Preferred
manuscript stairs, cycling, riding, hewing direction, so. he parried the question by saying as far as he could
wood, foot racing and a wobbly, in- hear the Australians spoke the King’s English and What was good
length is 60,000-100,000 words.
experienced tightrope walker. The
enough for the King was good enough for him.
best of the first half is a presentaCHATTER
The King’s English Imported?
tion of adolescence, maturity, old
King Vidor’s autobiography, “A age and death conveyed within a
Now it so happens that the royal family does speak an English,
Tree Is a Tree,” will be published matter of seconds through facial more Australian than Oxford, and this was notably true of the late
by Harcourt Brace.
and physical maneuvers. In gome of King George VI, All of the family Was trained in breath control
William H, Conlan, Variety the items Marceau is assisted by and articulation by an Australian teacher, and because George VI
mugg in U. S. zone of Berlin,
Gilles Segal, who also scores an in- stuttered he had more training than the rest of them. Thus his acturns to N. Y. next month.
frustrated cent was more Australian than the others.
dividual success as
Hoey demonstrated to
Saul Carson appointed radio-TV watchmaker.
me the difference between Australian, Oxford and Cockney accents.
editor of the N.Y. Compass, as of
The second portion of the em
Monday (18). He resigned his New tertainment consists of character Of the three the Australian is nearest, the American and all of them,
after all, are just local issues to a Saucerian ambassador like me.
Republic post.
sketches of Bip, a clown with
Almost anybody who frequents top niteries could claim a higher
Sam Katzman closed a deal with whom
the artist’s name is asso- average of royal friends than I could, since, it has been my lot to
King Features for another .series ciated ori the Continent. As a
of films based bn the- newspaper pseudo-blind beggar cherishing the meet most of the great on the downbeat. This included King Carol of
Roumania and his cuties, and Grand Duke Alexander and his lonestrip, “Jungle Jim.”
gift of a ring, then handing it over
London correspondent of the to a genuinely afflicted vagrant, he liness.
Sunday Graphic, H. Maclear Bate, conveys cunning, gloating and penI have never met (he Great Lovers, which in itself is a distinction,
has authored “Report From For- itence. He prances as an amateur but I never could understand why an empire tottering under changmosa” for Dutton’s in April.
ing
world .conditions and anxious for all the American help it could
painter, a guest at a party, a standee
N. Y. Times’ European press in a subway, a tragedian and a sea- get would ‘consistently give an American girl the brushoff because
chief Drew Middleton is having sick passenger with impeccable ar- their King wanted to marry her.
You could hardly get a more
his “Defense of Western Europe” tistry. There is all the humor arid typical American, since she was attractive, rich and divorced.
published by Appleton in April.
pathos blended in the clown’s perThe fact that she and the King, Who stepped down from his throne
With Ernest Lehman called to sonality, and the artist leaves no
to marry her, are still together after 15 years, may take some of the
the Coast on a Paramount writing effect unexploited.
Clem.
latter-day American character off this alliance, hilt it should be a
Time’s new pix critic, Ezra
stint.
cause for approbation in circles where the old order still obtains. InGoodman, has sublet his 55th St.

SCULLY’S

Kay Brock’s

4

‘Expose*:

Back from a book-writing stint
"Brock planed mid'
In Bermuda* Bay
west last week for lectures, TV and
radio in Chicago, Colorado and
Oklahoma. En route he’ll Work on
his book covering .the FBI,
While in Bermuda, Brock wrapped up “Blood, Oil and Sand,” for
April publication by World, down
for 10,000 copies in first printing.
Tome reportedly will name names
and things responsible for the
“threatened debacle” of the U. S.
and its allies in the ^Middle East.
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Cincy Enquirer Sold
Long-rumored purchase of the
Cincinnati Enquirer, morning and
Sunday paper, by the Cincinnati
Times-Star, weekday p.m. sheet,
took official form ^Thursday (14),
with signing of agreement in
Washington. American Security
Trust Co., in that city, is trustee
for the John R. McLean estate,
Purchase price
Enquirer owner.
was reported as approximately
$7,500,000, and does not include
the Enquirer building.
Transfer is subject to court approval and action was filed Friday
in U. S', District Court in Washing-

&

ton.

Hulhert

Times-Star ‘pub-

Taft,

stated that some months
pass before the deal is approved, and that he plans for both
papers to continue their separate
news and business staffs, but that
the Enquirer will be moved into
the Times-Star’s modern building
lisher,

may

and plant,

.
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.

:

&
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a Guide to Pix
“Hollywood, U, S.‘ A. (from
Script to Screen),’’ (Vantage, $3.50)
represents a thoroughgoing and
well-organized guided tour of filmmaking, acquainting the onlooker
with the assorted and inter-deendent crafts and professions in
'H’wood,

,’

imagery. Alice Evans Hughes authored the work, drawing from her
role of women’s clubs rep of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
plus an apparent abundance of research arid inquiry.
Clearly and simply. Mrs. Hughes
conveys the responsibilities of the

producer through to editing, musical scoring ana the critic’s final
evaluation..
Wider coverage of
thespian artistics and color photography might have provided furBut
ther insight for the reader.
nonetheless it rates as a valuable
asset for students on the prowl for
the creativeness and /mechanics in
•

writer

Don Newell knew

the loots about

oil

Paula's

murder ••• So he turned the
murder into a great TV show
•

• •

became

and

Suspect No.
tense,

Murder

. . . In

1

frightening

this

story

of

New

’
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ROMA PRIMA

apt.

Agnes Underwood, city editor of Dance
the L. A. Herald and Express, was 7 Mins.
presented with the Golden Flame Leon & Eddie’s, N. Y.
Roma Prima, Viennese import,
Award by the California Assn, of
has an act which mixes exotic and
Press Women.
ballet
terping. In its present state
Barney
Lester Praskins and
situations.
Slater, authors of the screenplay, it’s for specialized
Miss Prima is a well-built looker,
“It Grbws on Trees,” rewrote it
and a flair
movements
lithe
shows
as a novelette and sold it to CosJose.
for interpretative work.
mopolitan mag;

superb suspense by one of

TV and

Acts

Usa

radio's top writers.

*

author at
T he Big

£m

Mm
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GLASS

Sullivan, is profiled by RichGehman as ‘‘TV’s Miracle
in Coronet .for March. Mag
also has a picture story on “New
Stars Over Broadway.”
S. N. Behrman’s “Duveeri,” which
appeared as a six-part profile of
the famed art dealer in the New

ard B.

WB

Man”

SEALED*

novel of auspense

At

all

,

•

baakitarai

$2.50

Yorker

last fall, is

.

SS&

work

Jf’

^

book

1
Way
lbuBlnes*
*

.

VANTAQg PBEM,

'

publisher* whose
new or unknown'
* Publisher

INC.,.

Maw York

echotarlj
or experience*,

230
It

W.

ARGO & FAYE
Songs
10 Mins.

Leon &
Argo

41

St.
*

Eddie’s, N.. Y.
Faye are a

&

who pound

new

terp-

oiit some promisThis goodchoreography.
ond printing March 4 by L. C. looking couple have a good base
Page & Co., after selling out with- for an act than can take them .into
ii
cafes arid vaude. They’re still to
three months of issuance.
Viking this month releases “A develop some flashier routines that
History of Jazz in America” by will excite midterm applause;
The male /.tes: some solid hoofBairy Ulanov, editor of Metronome, and “Grand Right and Left,’’ ing at times. Girl is proficient but
comedy-of-manners novel by Louis lacks the color that could help the
KronenbCrger, drama critic of pair make a deeper dent. Turn is
Time mag.
well-dressed and has good musical
as
Jose ;
Denise McCluggage, formerly of background.
.

,

.

Jo kln* for
£
,hort

memoir*

.

twain

Within You” being rushed into sec- ing
,

# *>®ur«*e

Jose.

:

be refunded.

d

pipes

and energetic projection, can peneintrate large rooms as well

.

“The Glob,” a story of evolution
for moppet readers, penned* by
can read page ! through 162 and
Walt Kelly, creator of the “Pogo”
resist breaking the seal that comic strip,
and John O’Reilly, of
binds the last 48 pages, return the N.Y. Herald Tribune, has been
the book to your bookstore with published by Viking /press.
The Mary Martin edition of Tolthe seal unbroken and your,
stoy’s “The Kingdom Of God Is
money will

®„Et* bll * he

One Fifth Ave., N. Y.
Ray Hyson, with polished

,

hav^ .to finish reading once
you’ve started it, we’re sealing
the climax of the story. If you

i

12 Mins.

due from Ran- timeries.

dom House

IMONEY BACK-IF: Since we’re
sure SPIN
THE GLASS WEB is a hook you

bade

Songs

Hyson’s magnum opus, at show
presses next month.
Lowell Bennett left post as chief caught. Was an ambitious “Soliloof Berlin public relations branch quy” from “Carousel,” which he
Of office of U. S. High Commission- delivered with feeling and shower for Germany, then .assigned to manship. He has a good song
Nuremberg as public affairs offi- catalog arid can handle assignments
in plushy as well as mass spots.;
cer.

HARPER & BROTHERS

NO LUCK

RAY HYSON

cidentally, it is pretty ironical that a British King had to quit his
job because he wanted to marry a divorcee when it was a British,
king who established the right to marry and divorce at will and set
himself up as the head of the church, the same church the present
royal ruler heads.
Walker Ribs a Queen
'Jimmy Walker once told me that while he was decorating Queen
Marie of Rouriiania, she told him to be careful. The Queen Was a
pioneer among royalty to see that by stooping to the hotdog-ievel
of the American way of life, tottering crowns in Europe could be
secured.
An ample-bosomed matron, her warning was justified.
Jimmy pinned the medal on her, murmuring, “It would be an honor
to Stick a Queen!’
The story gets more ribald from there on, but I
don’t intend to detail it.
Stepping down a peg froin royalty to nobility, I once, had occasion
to be entertained by Lord Halifax at a supper party in the outskirts of
Washington during the war; All I remember of it now is that there
were hundreds ,of people there, arid a table wag reserved exclusively
for His Lordship, His Muggship, and two lovely gals. It was a buffet
supper, and Halifax most graciously carried my food to the table because, though I aril no acrobat, I Walk on my hands (I use elbow
crutches;).
When we sat dowri I saw that he had a shriveled hand, so
I cut his meat.
This to me is what civilization is all about. We’re all handicapped
in .one way or another, and it’s our job to help each Other over
difficult situations where one or the other may by God’s providence
be more, able to handle that situation than ariother. This doesn’t
make anyone any better than anyone else, and I don’t believe it’s
been good for the human race to allow itself to be saddled with any
ideas to the contrary. Europe has blowri hot and cold on the royal
idea over centuries, and merely because the British have held ori
longer than, any other nation means just that and nothing: more.
Their interest in show biz is better than average, and it is not to
be forgotten that the dead monarch saw an Arnerican perform
“South Pacific” as one of his last acts before he joined his ancestors.
That Elizabeth and Philip will ever get down to “Liz arid Phil”
among headline writers I doubt, but I wouldn’t be surprised if after
a suitable period of mourning they .made a tour of the U. S. and included the magic land of make-believe in their Itinerary.
To us Irish, all descended from kings; we .wish them go&d health
with a minimum -of turmoil to mar their reign. It’s an expensive way
isafree
to run a country, but the British like it that Way, and if this
frailties
World, let’s prove it by being as tolerant. of the other guys

:

,

we hope he

is

of ours.

.
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Wednetday,
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for the date; both
worked well together at the WornLondsi
Broadway
tin's Press Club in Washington last
Ludmilla Tcherlna to Paris on a
Barry Gray to Israel on a holi- week.
24-hour junket, taking part in a
day next month.
French gala show.
Wally Jordan, head of the Wil.
Vic Hyde booked for the second
Ulam Morris agency’s radio-TV
Palladium bill Of season, scheddept., bedded by virus.
Loew’s State manager Sam PearlBrMnjdme de Beix
uled to open March 24.
man in Caledonia Hospital* Brook- (33 Bd. Montparnasse; Littre 7584
peter Ustinov featured in a
lyn, for ulcer. treatment. •»;
Lacy Kastner back from Italy* broadcast version pf “The TempStage Managers Club cocktailAlbert Cornfield back at his est,” to be aired in World Theatre
partying William Ross, org’s first deslL
aeries next Wednesday (27).
irez,
in
the ANTA Playhouse
John B. Nathan went to Spain
"The Gift Horse,” for which
founge.
and Portugal.
Sonny Tufts was brought over
Director-producer William WyPierre Brasseur seriously ill in from Hollywood last year, has
ler trekked back to the Paramount hospital here.
been renamed “The Sea Urchin.”
lot after two weeks of homeoffice
Cynda Qlehn went to London for
Carol Reed planed to Amsterconfabs.
two TV shows.
dam
and Paris for; continental
Virginia Davis leaving for FlorJacques Deval back from vacapreems of “Outcast of the Island”
ida Sunday (24) for a week of sing- tion in Font Romeu.
ing dates at Boca Raton, Palm
Solange Terric, scenarist and before attending the opening in
N, Y.
Beach, etc.
playwright, propping a trip to U. S.
Rehearsals start in London next
James Sauter has been appointed
Jesse Gross cx-variety mugg,
radio and TV chairman of New now in the U. S. Army, here on week on “The Innocents,” a Stephen Mitchell production, starring
York City’s Red Cross 1952 $6,- leave from Germany.
Catholics taking exception to Flora Robson, peter Glenville is
700,000 March campaign.
Jack Forrester, ex-show biz, now Jean Cocteau’s play, “Bacchus,” director,
head of World Commerce in Paris, which is one of current cycle of
Frank Randle out of cast of
sailed back on the Queen Mary anti-religious plays.
Jack Hylton’s “Tele-Variety” show
Big squabble in the French press, at the Adelphi and now touring
with his boss, Frank Ryan.
Champagne supper party last because Cinema Administrator Mi- again with his own production,
night (Tues.) at Bruno’s new Pen chel Fdurre-Cormeray fired one of “Randle’s Scandals.”
& Pencil for Dorothy Lamour be;- his assistants who belongs, to a po- Ruth Clayton,: who recently
litical party, which wants him reinfore her opening at the Roxy.
filled cabaret dates at the Colony
C)aire Bloom, who costars with stated and the administrator fired. •and Astor, and Alicia Markova;
Tourism Commissar Henri In- among, the passengers on the
Charles Chaplin in the recently
completed ^ “Limelight,” sailing grand writing the British that the Queen* Elizabeth sailing for N. Y.
action in cutting allowance down
home to London today (Wed.).
Earl of Ancestor hosting cockEuan Lloyd, publicity chief of for Britishers traveling abroad is
tail party at the House of Lords to
J. Arthur Rank’s General Film Dis- going to kill biz in Europe. Howlaunch
the preem of David E.
tributors, due in from London next ever, the French cabinet also is
at the
week on his first trip to the U. S. cutting the allowance to French Rose’s “Saturday Island”
Square, next
Leicester
Odeon,
Eddie Cantor’s becoming grand- travelers abroad.
month.
father. of a boy yesteray (Tries.
Winner of Sami Goldwyn's 4 T
was pagerohed in N. Y. and WireWant You” competition, Mrs. Fred
service news, all accenting, “It’s a
Roberts, who arrived in London
grandson.”
By Jerry Gaghan
last Thursday, has been reunited
Ed (Sc Pegeen) Fitzgerald call
Gay Crosse took two local men with her GI husband and is being
themselves “the 5 o'clock shadow”
for
his
band—
Specs Wright, drum- taken on tours by reps from RKO’s
(on the TV screens) since their
office here.
WJZ video stint was shifted to the mer; and John Coltrane,

of

•

.

Shelton Brooks, Archie
Johnny Meyer's wife filed suit
Gottler combine to headline Last
Frontier opus opening Friday (22). for divorce.
Martha Scott vacationing in
Palm Springs.
Barris,

I

Hedy Lamarr filed

San Francisco

Ernest Staufer:

By Ted Friend

‘.

The Ray Miliimds in*
John Wayne doing the seven
hills.

The Herb Caens to Mexico for
honeymodt.
Robert Lippert up from L.A.
for conferences.,

Albert Lewin, “Pandora” produFairmont; Hotel.

cer, at

Chronicle

cric

Bill

Hogan

to

Art Tatum’s new trio at Ciro’s
Arthur Caesar resting OK at the features Slam Stewart on bass
Motion Picture Country Home and Everett Barksdale, former
hospital, following his leg amputa- Louis Jordan guitarist.
Bob Horn, WFIL disk jockey,
tion, made necessary because of a
has taken over personal manageheart attack.
June and Joe Laurie, Jr.-^the ment of Jackie Brooks, singingoldest Junior since John D.-—have pianist at Calais Musical Bar.
Tommy Dorsey and Jimmy Tya double-feature Big Day next Sunday-(24). It’s his* 60th birthday and son in town (14) reportedly trying
to
line up a TV network show for
their 30th anni.
Hall Bartlett, producer of “Na- Dorsey’s orch, to originate locally.
Lynch has returned from
Jack
vajo” which preems at. the Reade
chain’s new Baronet Theatre to- Miami Beach, where he managed
day (Wed.), returning to the Coast the Beachcomber, to take charge
again at his Zodiac Room in Hotel
the end of the Week.
While Rudy Vallee was dining at Warburton.
Bill
Farrell planed in from
a W. 49th St. restaurant Sunday
Cleveland to substitute for Ella
(18), his French sax, props, hats
Morse
Mae
at the Rendezvous (13)
and amplifier were thefted from a
when illness forced cancellation of
friend’s car parked outside.

Smith.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway
Buddy Hackett into Five O’Clock
Club tomorrow (Thurs.),
Vaughn Monroe orch at local auditoriums past weekend.
Veronica Lake' in Palm Beach
to appear in legit stock at Playhouse.

“Holiday on Ice” returns to
Coral Gables Coliseum’ for annual
run beginning Friday (22).
Lena Horne okayed return to
Clover Club next season, after
three-week click in the Goldman
mainland cafe.
Lew Parker and his wife vaca$hing at the Robert Richter before
of comedian’s return to New York for

the heels of their click as a singer’s appearance.
Stockholders in Academy
team in -the Persian Room, just
closed, pantomimist Jimmy Savo Music, town’s top concert hall, his new TV deal.
have
been asked if they’ll surrenand planolpgist Roily Rolls may go
Variety Tent (33) annual “Show
der shares in return for a lifetime of Shows” at Olympia Theatre
out on a concert tour as’ a team.
Songstress Vera Lynn returned ticket to all Academy events.
raised over $12,000 for their Chiltraffic detail of six policemen
A
to Britain yesterday (Tues.) on the
dren’s Hospital operating fund.
Queen Elizabeth after a. series of was needed to handle the crowd
The^ Lord Tarletdn’s Walter
U.S. radio and TV dates. Accom- of teen-agers when Johnnie Ray Jacobs birthday-partied Jefry Lesmade
appearance
WPEN’s
guest
on
panying her is her husband, Harry
ter over the weekend, guests inmatinee
disk
show;
950
Club,
Lewis.
Billy Krechmer, proprietor of cluding Jackie Miles, Alan King,
Dorothy Stewart, songwriter and
Frhnkie Laine, Gene Baylos; Jack
N. Y. rep for J. C. Williamson Jam Session, has formed own Carter, Henny Youngman arid Jane
record
company to put out limited
Aussie theatre chain, to St. PetersFroman.
burg last Friday (15) for two album editions of his Jam Session
Sandy Scott, associated With
weeks’ recuperation after recent Trio. Masters are to be destroyed
Ciro’s, and who produced legit
waxings.
after
300
surgery.
Marty Kramer has organized a series at Copa City two summers
Paul Raibourn. veepee of Paramount pix, addressed the East Young Musicians Committee of ago, dickering for site of former
Side Forum on Public Affairs, 100 to work in coming elections at Music Circus on Treasure Islarid,
N. Y., last night (Tues.) on “What Local 77. Group is pledged to Op- with a stock-under-canvas idea for
Is the Future of the Entertainment pose any candidate not pledged to March and April.
clean out “old guard” union execs.
Thelma Ritter here for preem tor
Industry?”
night (Wed.) of. “With a Song in
Mrs. Julian T. (Rose) Abeles
celebrated their 35th St. ValenMy Heart,” Jane Froinan biopic.
Nassau, Bahamas
She’s at Lord TarletOn along with
tine’s anniversary sans her attorney-husband who had to fly over
Singer Tony Bennett and bride Miss Froman. Others from show
biz! at L. T. include Jerry Lester,
to London suddenly on Metro and here on honeymoon.
20th-Fox film business,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Davis, of Vera-Ellen, Sophie Tucker, Tony
Harry W. Reiners, in advance of. CBS-TV, here for a two-week Bennett and Jack Carter.

On

Howard

Hill’s

picture,

“Tembo,” vacation.
Alan Napier arrives
end to star in “Libel”

was stricken Friday (15) with a
heart attack and will be bedded
for the next .four weeks at the
Georgian Terrace Hotel, Atlanta,
Ga.
Joel Preston, former New York
film flack, has joined forces with
Coast press agent Arthur Jacobs
on the Coast and will headquarter
at the latter's Beverly Hills office.
They had previously had a work*
ing deal.
Judge. Jonah J. Goldstein did the
St. Valentine’s nuptial act for com-,
edy, Joey Adams and showgirl
Cindy Heller. Invitation to Danny’s
Hideaway reception for the couple
mentioned “Joey gets custody of
the jokes.”
Story, on William Morris, Sr.,
late founder of agency bearing his
name, in Reader’s Digest for April,
authored by William C. White who,
incidentally, is married to Ruth

this weekat Bahama

Playhouse.

Producer Vinton Freedley sojourning at Cumberland House until

March

decree

Fontaine

her

finalized

from William

of divorce

Golden Hotel closes today (Wed.) Dozier.

Billy Gray r ie c o v e r i n g from
throat ailment requiring minor
surgeiy.
Virginia Mayo and
ichael
Terry Tru dancers at Golden*
O’Shea vac ati onin
in Palm
Riverside Starlets competish.
Mapes drops Skylettes, chorus "prings.
Phil Carlson bedded by flu, deline which, had been featured for
laying work on Columbia’s “Asa year.
With highways 40 and 50 again signment—-Paris.”
Don Porter planed to Phoenix
open to the Coast, clubs are befor role in “Season in the Sun" at
ginning to fill up.
Louis Armstrong plays one week Sombrero Theatre.
Nicholas. Ray returned to his diat Riverside, followed by comerector chores at Paramount after
dienne Irene. Ryan.
treatment
for tetanus.
Yma Sumac, during Riverside
George Murphy toastriiaster of
engagement, hired cigar counter
film industry dinner for Cedars
girl as personal secretary.
Matt Derinis pulls out of Town of Lebanon Hospital fund.
C. Kenneth DeLand appointed,
House for Palm Springs where he
opens at Hotel Del Taquitz tomor- business manager of the Oscar
Derby for the seventh time.
row (Thurs,).
Erpest Priirim files suit against
city commissioners* to show cause
Why he shouldn’t be allowed to
build casino across from fabulous
Harold's Club.
By Hal Cohen
Edward Komperda elected chairman of Playhouse Guild.
Tominy Edwards plays quick rePortland, Ore.
turn at Copa week of March 3.
By Ray Feves
David Brown, Jr., son of the
Pago Pago shuttered due to loss Screen Guild salesman, enlisted in
the Marines.
of city license..

for enlarging.

Buddy Rogers headlining show
Mapes Skyroom.

at

M

.

,

:

.

Moe Silver,- WB. zone chief,
Lenny Gale in at Clover Club
back on job again after fishing
for two-weeker.
Gigi Stephanie, in as manager of vacation in Florida.
Warner Bros, gang gave, deClover Club, replacing Jack Lawparting Joe Feldman farewell dinler.
Woody Herman orch set for one* ner at Williarii Penn.
Pittsburgh Symphony, with Paul
niter at Jantzen Beach Ballroom
Paray conducting, off on fourFeb. 23. •
Margaret Truman inked for one- week tour of .the south.
John Walsh, Fulton manager, up
niter at Civic Auditorium March
to Newport, R. I., to spend a few
23 by Bill Duggan.
Nick Lucas headlining new show
Amato Supper Club. Ferdinand
Jerry and Dennie & Cameron
also on bill.
George and Mary Amato returned from three-week trip to
Hawaii and brought back orchid
at

&

leis for

employees.

days with

-his

mother.

Rosemarie Magrill held over for
week at Carousel and there
now with Paul Gilbert.
Mimicmen headlining Monte
Carlo along with Colleen O’Grady
and Miriam Sage Dancers.
third

Howard

Baer, Pitt artist just re-

turned from three years in Paris,
here arranging- for one-man show.
Couple of local showmeri dickerCleveland
ing with estate of late Pete Myers
Gray Wolf Tavern near Sharon.
for
By Glenn C. Pullen
TV singer Colleen Delaney back
Violinist Emery Deutsch back at from
her honeymoon with Frank
Settler’s Cafe.
Dempsey, Chicago Bears footRosemary Clooney into Vogue baller.
Room for current week.
Bill and Dorothy Baltz, who hanOlivia de Havilland’s “Candida” dles
Pittsburgh
for
publicity
inked for legit Hanna next week.
silver
their
Opera
celebrated
George Atkinson on lecture tour wedding anni.
here: for “Death of Salesman” film.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Dave Ennis orch, off a month,
returned to Alpine Village with
By Bill Willard
Chinese revue.
Fred Soly of Monte Carlo casino
A1 Sirat Grotto’s 23d annual
By Les Rees
now has an image.
circus doirig extra-strong biz at
Richard Tucker here for concert.
Xavier Cugat package set for Civic Auditorium.
Tom Bodkin bade with “Member
March 7 at Last Frontier.
George Sterney appointed CounKay Starr chirps Flamingo fort- ty Inn’s new house bandmaster, of Wedding” at Lyceum.
Jimmy Dorsey played Prom Ballaugmented by western guest stars.
night opening^ toriiorrow (Thurs.).
Pop concert by Four Aces, Paul room one-nighter scaled at $1*80.
Little Theatre casting for “DarkHotel Radissori Flame Room has
Cavanaugh and several other acts
ness at Noon” March production.
for. a
at Public Music Hall was a flop, Jack Cathcart’s Continentals
Lynne Gilmore skies back to drawing less than
second
engagement.
500 persons in
Gotham after vacash at Desert Inn. two weekend perfoririances.
Carmen del Carmen, ballet dancer, and singer Kathleen Kowles
Pearl Bailey, Billy Vine share
into Red Feather nitery.
honors in currerit Desert Inn fling.
Northwest Golden Gloves finals
Gene Murphy now flacking for
at Auditorium here drew $19,2UU
Desert Inn after Howard Mayer
By Florence S. Lowe
gross, largest since 1948.
exit.
Chantoosey Dorothy Shay curComedian Sonny Howard and tap
Stanley Church, mayor of New rent click at Hotel Statler’s Emdancer Estelle Sloan into Hotel
Rochelle, N. Y., poking around bassy Room.
Nicollet Minnesota Terrace.
spots.
Jimmy Stewart in town Monday
Builders Show at Auditorium has
Mario Lanzas are weekending (18) to beat the drums for Univer- Sportsmen quartet, Los Gatos, Nip
with Andy Kussells at £1 Rancho sal’s “Bend of the River.”
Nelson and Glorianna Dancers,Vegas.
Eric Johnston principal speaker
Flairie nitery has two bands. Boo,
Jack Carson tops El Rancho at Tuesday night’s Brotherhood Davis’ Latin Moods outfit and Percy
Week
dorior dinner at Hotel Shore- Hughes in lieu of floor .entertainVegas pyramid which includes
ham.
ment.
Honey Bros., Marion Colby.
Playwright Lillian Hellinan in
Although Shipstad & Johnsdn s
Earl Wingard, Minneapolis Trlb
town past week during first round “Ice Follies” isn’t due at Arena
reporter, holed up in town, polishof local tun of her “Autumn here until April 3 for 19 -riajr
ing off novel with -show hiztheme.
Garden”
engagement, and. “Ice Capades
Town becalmed slightly followDenise
Darcel,
Rosemary doesn’t come into St. Paul Auditoing “Las Vegas Story” preeni hi- Clooney and Lisa Kirk skedded to rium until March 1$ for six-day
Jinks, but biz excellent all casinos. highlight town’s Auto Show next visit, both have been running large
•Fenny Singleton makes nitery weekend.
Sunday ads in bids for mail orders.
.

16.

:

Irying Berlin back from N. Y.
and Los Angeles to visit for two
weeks at his home on Cable Beach.
Philip Langner, co-producer of
the Playhouse, back from a checkvisit to the New Parsons, Hart-

up

ford.

Stage and radio actress Dorothy
Steele and husband here at Fort
Montague Beach Hotel, continuing
Caribbean cruise.
Author-playwright John P. Marquand expected here next Week to
spend balance of season at his
home on Treasure Island.
Martin Manulis, Playhouse producer-director, has
returned to
N. Y. to resume, his regular duties
as a Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

Morris, Morris, Sr.’s daughter.
N, Y. Publicists Guild, Broadway tem TV director.
p.a. group of 100, teeing off once“Blithe Spirit” at Bahama Playmonthly luncheon get-togethers to- house last week did best biz of
morrow (Thurs.) at Rosoff’s, where season so far. Coward comedy
the Drama Desk (group of N. Y. starred Zachary Scott, with Kathdrama editors) also convenes. Name arine Bard, Marta Linden and
speakers invited for 5-minute off- Queenie Smith featured.
the-record talks.
John Dali, Margaret Phillips,
Hildegarde, who closes March 9 Romney Brent and Gordon Mills
at the Pierre and doesn’t open at here for several weeks’ engagethe Cafe de Paris, London, until ment at the Bahama Playhouse.
May 19, may fill in two Weeks at First appearance is in Aimee Stuthe Palace. Paul Hartman, is also art’s comedy, “A Case of Scotch.”
.

.

Joan

Reno

.

,

.

for a personal appearance.

,

.

.

suit to divorce

Zsa Zsa Gabor recovering frorii
minor surgery,
Gunther
Lessing to Mexico City
*
*
for Walt Disney.
Pete Smiths celebrated their
33d wedding anrii.
Bob O’Connpr signed with the
Jack Donaldson agency.
Alexander Hall fractured two
ribs in an auto smashup.
Dennis Morgan to Indianapolis

Howard Dietz in town for two
Hollywood for studio looksee.
Barbara Hale and Jeff Donnell weeks of Metro conferences.
Claude Dauphin in from N.Y. to
here for opening of “The First
report for work at Warners.
Time.”
Patrice Wymore to Eureka for
“Darkness at Noon,” with Edward G. Robinson, to relight Geary, Coast preem of “The Big Trees.”
Lisa Wilson granted an annulMarch 3.
ment of marriage to Clifford

.

late aft.

MM

Feter Shaw became a U, s. citidowntown SI Cortez zen.
Hotel expected when ex-Last FronSidney Blackmer planed In from
tier veep William Moore purchases
*.
N. Y/
from J. Kell Houssels, Sr,
Composers Gus Araheim, Harry „ Marilyn Nash* divorced Philip
Yordan.
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Hollywood
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debut In three-frame Thunderbird
showcase a tart ing tomorrow
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63
former mezzo-soprano, died
films for more than New York Feb. 14.

San Gabriel,
had been in

Cal., Sanitarium.

He

76,

in

Woed

3Q years.

Mrs. Ida Judd, 93, monoIogi£t,
Previously, Evans had appeared
musicomedies in New York and died in Ossining, N. Y., Feb. 14,

‘Defense’

'

in

Continued from page 2

London.
'xqsult of investigations in .1^47
it had. conclpdfid Bbfis
hacPI notr taken, over the industry
but 'hadeVdorift fairly wpll,” on, the
testiinonyJofra for-mer,*.nnidpntifiqd

.a:

GEORGE MATAUSCH

GEORGETTE HARVEY
Harvey, 69, Negro
r.porgette
York
Mress-singer, died in
apl7 Her last Broadway

DR.

42, a member of the Flying Otaris, died Feb.

George Matausch,

BfitfTHS

ALFRED EINSTEIN

\
musi-

Dr,

'

,

1

.

<

,

and 1951,

Alfred Einstei
Yl,
Mi>
son,r
cologist and cousin of physicist Nbw Yotk, 'Feb. 19." ‘MotHeP is
New
16 while performing with the Dr. Albert Einstein, died Utt El Janet Cantor,* youngest- daughter
feb
Lost in the Hamid-Mortbri Circus at the Mu- Cerrito, Cal., Feb, 13 He penhCd Of Eddie- C&ntdiy and'ex-aide'dd nain
nea ranee was>
nicipal Auditorium, Memphis; He many tomes' and mag articleS 'on tional administrator of Amertcin
stars” in 1949.
her show had climbed down the rigging at the history of music.
Guild -Of 'Variety*. Artists ?. fethdr is
'Miss Harvey began
the
matinee show and collapsed in
of
the
Wife and daughter survive.
a. TV actor.
turn
the
at
business career
show. She full View, of the audience. The
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Moss, son,
opntury in a minstrel
SHELTON
MARIAN
Greenville, S. C., Feb. 5, Father is
singing duhrtet, other members of the act, his
a
,
organized
then
a brfef brother, Alfred and William; and
Mrs. Marian ‘Douglas, 34, f ormer program director and sportscaster
rreole Relies, and after
Snearance in New York took the his sister, Nina, continued with ballerina known professionally as for WESC, Greenville.
Aftfer several the night performance. /
Mr, and Mrs. Carmen Capalbo,
Marian Shelton and wife of pic digroup to Europe.
Inadditionhis two brothers and rector Gordon Douglas, died in daughter; New. York; Jari. 27.
the
Sars of touring the Continent,
Mother is Pat McBride, formerly
disbanded, But Miss Harvey sister, another brother, Frank, a Hollywood Feb, 13.
retired Rerialist, survives.
/ In addition to her husband, a with the N Y; City Ballet; father
is stage nianager of Emlyn Wildaughter survives:
LAKE REYNOLDS
liams' Dickens Readings.
Mr. arid Mrs; Jimmy Blairie,
Lake Reynolds, 63, stage; screen
MRS, EDITH GREAVES
out..
Ridgewood, N, J., Feb.
broke
daughter,
in
and
radio
Feb.
9
actor;
died
Revolution
,
Mrs. Edith Greaves, 63, known in
On Broadway she appeared in Hollywood. Star t i n g as a boy the early days of yaude and radio 8. Father is a Singer on “Stop The
as Strut, vaudeville trouper in Texas, he apmusicals
and
Music,”
TV
stanza,
plays
such
“Running -Wild,’ peared with A1 G. Fields: Minstrels as Molly Malone, died in HollyMr. and Mrs. David Karp, son,
Mibc
Lizzie,”
wood Feb. 15.* She also appeared New
York, Feb. 10. Father is
Jporgy,” “Five Star Final/’ ‘‘Sav- and other blackface shows and
"Porgy and Bess^ later toured the midwest with his in bit parts, in silent pix.
scripter on the “Aunt Jenny”, radio
age Rhythm,”
Her husband survives.
was_an of- Own tab, “Cute Little Devils.”
show.
and “Stevedore.” She
Actort Guild.
Mr. arid- Mrs. Maurice Seymour,
numerous
Reynolds played, i
ficer oF the Negro
Mrs. Yvonne Lux Storni, 46, son, Feb; 11, Chicago. Father is Clii
westerns and spent several years
JOHN J. SHEEHAN
with Tom Murray and- his Holly- Mary Pickford’s traveling, compan- theatrical photographer; mother,
ion for 12 years; died in Los Apr Helena Dudas, is operetta and
John J. Sh^ehan^ 6$, stage and wood Hillbillies on the air.
geles Feb. 15. Before her associa- musical corriedy singer.
Holscreen actor/ aied" Feb: 16
tion with Miss Pickford, she had
Mr. arid, Mrs. Larry Schwartz,
J. H. CORWIN
\vuuu.
filled similar positions with tjie daughter;
New York, Feb. 13.
Sheehan’s stage, career began
J. H. Corwin, pioneer irndie exlate Faniiy Brice and novelist Zoe Father is head of Wexton Adverkib in Lbs Angeles and- father of Akins,
tising Agency.
Sherrill Corwin, operating veepee
Mr. arid Mrs. John Bond, Jr.,
of Metropolitan Theatres Circuit,
Father
Robert G. Breeze, 71, ex-ama- son, Hollywood, Feb, 13.
died in L. A. Feb. 17.. He estabtennis champion in the north- is an assistant dance director;
In Memoriom
lished an indie circuit in L. A. 30 teur
advertising director grandfather is LeRoy Prinz.
former
west,
years ago and later was a partner
Mr. and Mrs. Bob WoolSon,
with Fox West Coast' and Principal of the Oakland Tribune Who in reCent years had been in charge of daughter, Feb. 8, Chicago. Father
Theatres.
theatre 1 a Chi, ABC producer.
In addition 'to his son, two grand- makeup and specialized in
Mr. and Mrs. Wright King, son,
and circus layouts, died in Oakchildren survive,.
New York, Feb. 8, Mother; Jurie
land, Cal., Feb. 12.
Roth, is former WQXR, N, Y., inHENRY J. BECKER
TV
Mother, 69, of Jerry Mahn, co- die, staff Writer; father is
March 1, 1951
Henry j. Becker, 47, business median, arid sister of Joe Weber setdr,
agent; for the Albany musicians (ft Fields), died in Los Angeles,
Mr, and Mrs. Donald Curtis, son,
union, died Feb. 14 in that city af- Feb.
14.
(Mann returned to N. Y., Feb. 10. Mother is Helen
ter a long illness. At one time he “Oklahoma” iri Chicago, after at- Keane,, of Music Corp. of America
Mary and Bill Garqan
had his own orchestra and also tending funeral 'on the Coast.)
TV department; father, is film-TV
played the drums in Charles Capactor.'
pellano’s band.
For some years
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Elliott,
Charles McCarty, 46, theatre
he had doubled as a chauffeur in manager, died in Yoakum, Tex., son, Calgary, Alta,, Canada, rein
companies
the city engineer’s office.
with Oliver Morbsco
Father is RKO branch
Feb.‘ 11. He had been associated cently.
His wife, son, sister ana five with various theatres there for 30 riianager in Calgary.
San Francisco and Los. Angeles.
Later he moved to N. Y. where he brothers survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ettinger,
years.
appealed in ‘‘Good News,” ‘‘FolJr., son, Hollywood, Feb, 14. Father
COL; H. T. JAMES
low Through,” “Indies Night” and
J. F. “Doc” Witt, 68, oldtime is a publicist.
For a time
other stage successes.
Mr. arid Mrs. Jimmy Starr, son,
Col. H. T. James, 101, pioneer bandleader, died in Tyler, Tex.,
he played in Shakespearan reper- of the film industry, died Feb. 12
Father is a
recently. At one time he played Hollywood,. Feb. 14.
On the in HollyWood.
toire with Nance P’Neill.
syndicated Hollywood columnist.
and
the
Sousa
band
cprriet
with
vaude circuit he teamed with
Kranze,
Donald
Mrs.
Mr.
arid
retireof
came;
out
James
Col.
the A1 G. Fields Minstrels.
Walter Catlett for two years, 1906- ment
daughter, New York, Feb. 15.
30 years ago to operate the
of
07, and later with his. wife, the for- Chester Bennett Film Laboratories,
director
assistant
Father
Vogelsang,
pianist
Frederick
His last later sold to Consolidated Film
mer Blanche. Roberts,
Motion Picture
with orch in Albany for many Army Signal Corps
Broadway appearance Was in 1950 industries.
Later he established years, died in that city Feb. 10. A Division and son of B. G. Kranze,
in “School for Brides,” „
International Lab, which was taken Son, daughter and three sisters exec assistant to United Artists
His motion picture career, startveepee William J; Heirierrian.
over by Pathe.
survive.
ed in 1917 with the old American
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jack PalFilm Co. in, the east. He moved, to
aneg, daughter. New York, Feb. 7.
LESLIE
S. KERR
10
for
A.
Whitman,
Elsa
53;
Hollywood in 1929 and appeared "
is the former Virginia
Mother
Leslie $, Kerr, 52,.20th-Fox Ca- years, private secretary to Fred S.
in more than 100 pictures..
Bak4r, legit actress; father is film
Wife, daughter; son and grand- nadian exec, died Feb. 11 in St. Meyer, industrial relations direc- and legit actor.
had
12
in
John, N. B. For 25 years he
tor at 20th-Fox, died Feb.
son survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Giuseppe Di Stebeen' on the 20th staff at the St. Hollywood.
fano, son, New York, Feb. 16.
John exchange; chiefly as booker.
HUGO FREY
Met Opera tenor.
Father is
Survived by his mother, widow
John L. Kruger, 50, former busiHugo Frey, 78, composer-ar- nf Syd Kerr, a film exhibitor; a ness manager for Mary Pickford
ranger and one of the founders of brother, Ronald, formerly a film
and other Hollywood notables, died
American Society of Composers, distributor; a sister, and an uncle,
of a heart attack Feb, 10 in HollySen. Bridges
Authors and Publishers, died in
G. Spencer, a veteran exhib.
wood.
New York Feb. 13. F ir e y, who fF.
Continued from page 2
joined Robbins Music in 1921 as
Arthur
(KathDAVIOT
GORDON
Father, 74, of Mrs.
an arranger-editor, was associated
ords arid the stars, .offered their
Elizabeth- Mackintosh, 55, play- ryn) Murray, TV show- hostess and services gratis.
wright who -used the pen name, of wife of. the dahCe studio topper,
Nate Colwell supervised the
Gordon Daviot, died in London died in New York Feb. 15.
production end of the* program for
Feb. 14. She wrote “Richard of
the
OPS, having switched from the
Arthur J. Jacques, 62, who opBordeaux,” “The Laughing Wom.Brown, Jr.
where he oran,” “Queen of Scots” and “The erated motion picture theatres in Treasury Department,
for
H.,
Bristol and Ashland, N.
ganized the platter drive in behalf
Stars Bow Down.”
She also wrote detective stories many years, died in Laconia, N. H., of U. S. Defense Bonds.
1911-193*
Sen. Homer Ferguson (R., Mich.)
under the name of Josephine Tey. Feb. 9.
took sides with Bridges, questionLouis Sthaefer, 89; pianist-vm- ing whether Congress looked into
ELI RESN&K
linist who played with theatre arid
the “propaganda” policy of the
Eli Resnick, 78, owner and Opwith that firm at the time of his
hotel orchs, died in White Plains,
erator of the Greenway .Theatre,
OPS. He said it looked like the
death.
N. Y., Feb. 13.
died
in
nabe,
Philadelphia
West
was a step in getting the
program
After touring the U.S. as a vioPhiladelphia Feb. 15,,
linist
with the Bernhard ListeBarker,. 82, life of the OPS extended at least
Bailey
Frances
Mrs.
business,
film
pioneer
in
A
the
It’s due to, expire
year,
niann String Quartet and as pianorganist with the Boston another
Resnick had operated the Green- former
ist with
the Red Path Grand ConSymph. Orchestra, died in Fram- next Juiie 1 bujt Congressional acsince 1922. His wife, two sons
way
cert Co., he began
17.
Feb;
ingham Centre, Mass.,
tion for an extension is regarded
arranging for and two daughters survive.
Publishers and producers in. 1902.
as a foregone conclusion.
He also started
forDouglas,
72,
George Albert
penning songs,
Bridges^ who’s also a top-rankGEORGE K. TURNER
among which are “Havanola/
mer actor and dancer with several ing member of the Senate ApproGeorge Kibbe Turner, 83, film N.Y. stock companies, died in ElizMoney Blues,” “Calicoeo,” “Rockpriations Committee, also called
15.
in
Feb.
Miami
in
writer^
died
the Boat” and ."‘Sarah from
abeth, N,J., Feb. 13.
for an investigation by Congress
Sahara.”
Among his screeriers were “Those
and Arndll.
Among those, for whom he ar- Who Dance,” “Held in Trust” and
Wife, 45, of Londo Gran, general
ang d and scored were Joe Web- “Street of Forgotten Men.”
manager of Standard Theatres of
i
f u
«r, John Cort
As a staffer on McClure's mag in Wisconsin, died in Milwaukee Feb.
and Henry Savage.
1909 he exposed the link between 10
‘
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Report said Communist influence had prompted Hollywood contributions totaling some $1,000,000
and thus the film community was
perhaps the party’s greatest, financial

angel discovered to date.

Committee added that its Hollywood probe should serve as a. warning to the television industry to
its guard up against an organized Communist infiltration, explaining “it is logical to assume

keep

Cqmmunists will endeavor
to infiltrate television on a large
scale because It is rapidly becomthat the

an important entertainment
iri the U. S.
Johnston, Rivkin Lash Out*
Eric Johnston, prexy of the Motion: picture Assn, of America, and
Allen Ritfkiri, president of the
Motion Picture Industry Council,
bqth lashed out Monday (18) at the
Committee. Johnston, calling the
report “misleading and unfair,”
asserted the industry “has taken
many positive and determined,
ing

medium

.

steps.”

“For

example,”

he

“the

said,

Committee knows that the leaders
of the industry voluntarily agreed
in a statement of policy in 1947
that; they would not knowingly
employ Communists.. This policy
has been adhered to unswervingly.
Many have been discharged. The
policy has. resulted in our members
being sued in courts for large sums,
and suits are still in progress. This
has
not deterred us arid it will not.
*
“We have made repeated efforts
to have the committee name any
picture that contained subversive
propaganda. We have offered to

show the committee any film, it
wanted to see. The committee in
1947 reported not a single picture
,

of ours that contained

propaganda.
since.

It

As there

Communist

has reported none
no un- American-

is

ism in our pictures, the committee
should do the fair: and honorable
thing and stop this accusation.?’
Rivkin, in a personal statement,
pointed out that the* Committee
report “condemning employers for
riot discharging Commuriists” canie
on the heels of a local jury decision
that “a -motiori picture producer
cannot fire an employe for unpopular political activity.” Rivkin
was referring to. the jury verdict
for Adrian Scott and Ring Lardner,
Jr., in their $90,000 breach of contract suits against RKO and 20thFox.
“The gentlemen of the House
Committee should meet the gentlemen of the jury,” Rivkin com-

.

..

mented.
“This is doubly ironical,” he
added, “in view of the fact that
the Hollywood producers appeared
to be the only management group
in America that risked legal con-'
sequences as far back as 1947 by
discharging men regarded by the

House Committee as Communists.
Speaking for myself, it seems clear
committee’s report mistakenly has omitted any recognihighly
tion whatsoever of the
successful steps taken by Holly-

that the

wood guilds, uriipris
ment, groups since
picture industry.”

marriages
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:
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max figman

jA

Iax ,^igman 85,
r
in New

^

>ctor died
nis last

Veteran legit
York Feb. 13,

politics

and vice in-ihat period.

FRANK HEIDERICH

UPT

.

* Father of Harry Brown, manager
of the Oriental Theatre, Chicago,
.

’Decree’ Houses

CoiiUnued from page t

ss

manage-

arid

1946 which
brought defeat and failure to the
Communist plot against the motion

Grade

Fields* to Boris Alperoof Capri, Feb. 18. Bride
British stage and screen comedi-

vici, Isle
is

enrie.

Cindy Heller to Joey Adams,
York, Feb. 14. Bride is comedienne; he’s a comedian.
Pat Harris to Lbs Strand, ChiShe’s a trade recago, Feb. 10.

New

porter; he’s a jazz pianist.

Pat Brand
Chicago, Feb.
in national

!

Chtis Robinson,
Both are players
company of “South
to

17.

Frank. Heiderich, 67, vet film ex- died in New York Feb. 12.
balance of 198 properties “was due
and owner of the Lyceum
to circumstances beyond our corir Pacific/Barbara Lane to Walter Berrithat
died
Orleans,
Wiggin,
forin
Theatre, New
Mrs, Mae Macnaiir
trol,”
steiri, N.Y., Feb/ 19. He’s a. radiocity Feb..;J5 after a long illness. mer assistant casting director for
TV
scripter arid novelist.
Survived by his^ife, a brother CBS, died in New York Feb. 12.
Grant UPT Exception
Benay Venuta; to Fred Clark,
and sister.
N, Y, Federal Judge Henry W.
"•
Bride
Sister, 68, of Irving Berlin, com- Goddard signed an order Monday Santa Monica, Cal., Feb. 16.
ALTGLASS
Newark, N. J., (18) granting United Paramount is a singer; groom’s an actor.
poser, died
if,;
Elaine Fleishman to Sol Davis,
Feb.
12.
Met
retired
its
Max Altglass, 66,
Theatres the right to dispose of
Pittsburgh, Feb. 9. Bride is the
Opera tenor, died in New York
Jefferson Theatre, St, Augustine,
who
Michael C. Byrnes, 66, former Fla., by razing it for a non-thea- daughter of Harry Fleishman, Pitt.
Feb. 13. Altglass sang in concerts
owns the Brighton, Theatre, in
III.,
Louis,
St.
East
Ibsen repertoire. He also and operas throughout Europe be- manager of. an
Bennett,.
trical purpose.
Tony
to
Beech
Patricia
Reared in “The. Man on the Box/’ fore and after his Met debut in theatre, died in that city Feb. 15.
UPT told: the court that despite New York, Feb. 13. Groom is a
1
vS
? Jane’s Pa,” “Kiki,” “The 1924. He retired in 1940.
efforts” it had been un- singer.
®>ond
Harry Ullock, 58, stage manager “diligent
King,” ‘‘The Studio
Surviving are his wife and son.
Gilbert to Herb Cadi,
Sally
able to sell the Jefferson under
nl and. “The New
at the Palace Theatre, Marichester,
Moon.”
Brides.
decree. Circuit’s other Mexico City, Feb. 14.
of
the
terms
rvi
N. H., died in that city Feb. 14.
are his wife,, actress
HERBERT EVANS
San. Francisco ExI
^t
groom’s^
Matanzas,
model;
St; Augustine house, the.
0bertson; a *°n an<1 a
Herbert Evans, 69, screen charaminer. columnist.
diig gte^
a. product limitation
to
subject
is
Sawmelle,
Mrs. Cyrille ^feilner
acter actor, died Feb. 10 in the

"as in

important Broadway role

“The DuBarry” in 1932.
ystom. started his career under
Augustin
management and
^ter switched to
Charles Frohman.
was a member of the Madison
$***: Stock Co. and for seven
rs was leading
man and direcWith Minnie Maddem Fiske,
PPeanng in “Becky Sharp/’ “The
Unwelcome Mrs. Hatch” and her

hibitor
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Much of the
finishing touches.
dialog is said to be taken from
actual court, records.
Joseph Heidt, pressagent for the
Theatre Guild, production of
“Jane,” is negotiating with the
authors for an pption, with the idea
of a. fall presentation on Broadway.
.
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t
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As Campaign Film

niscent

of

radio, is causing widespread alarm
.

within the industry.
It’S the prevailing feeling that the
networks, notably NBC and 'CBS,
by perpetuating an evil that is

film on Eisenhower to be used as
the official campaign, film, TwenSpyros P. Skouras is one
of the primary show biz personalities in Eisenhower’s corner.
Film, to be produced by Tex McCrary, is designed primarily for
tieth prez

sending talent costs spiraling to
new highs, have learned little from
the hues and cries when radio was
in full bloom; instead of investing
Coin in experimenting with new showings before political and civic
program ideas and formulas to clubs around the country and for
It will have no thekeep a medium alive, they are television.
channelling their energies and atrical release. The “Elsenhower
bankrolls toward a handful of per- Bandwagon Rally” is bankrolling
the project entirely.
fears are predicated

on the N. Y.-to-L. A. skywas in high gear last

week, with the CBS vs. NBC network echelon contingent setting up
Holly wood-Beverly Hills headquarters during some frantic jockeying
to resolve the future status of (1)
Red Skelton, the newest No. 1 man
on the TV polls; and (2). Jack
Benny, top man in -the Nielsen
radio sweepstakes. In between, the
NBC delegation put out the fires
in the hot bidding on the part of
Washington’s
Birthday,
CBS tQ wrest Dinah Shore and Phil
1952,
may well go down in film annals
Harris out of the NBC camp.
For several, days it looked as as “Fabulous Friday.” Despite TV,
though NBC and CBS were putting the barbs of Hollywood critics, the
up the “Main Entrance” sign at predictions of sudden death for
of the nation’s theatres and
Hollywood’s Sunset and Vine, with 75
NBC prexy Joseph. H. McConnell, the anguished cries of. a b.o. downTV chieftain Sylvester L. (Pat) beat, the Feb. 22 holiday this year
probably racked up an aggregate
(Continued on page 36)

Fix Biz Not Dead

•

Miami, Feb. 26.
Florida solons, unfeazed by previous abortive attempts to make
production
their
state
a
film
centre,' are now pitching to turn
it into the TV film capital of the
nation. Carrying the ball for the
movement is Fred F. Frink, prez
of Ball TV Productions of Miami,
who has Spearheaded a successful
drive to line up $5,000,000 of Wall
Street coin to bankroll the project.
Movement has the full backing
of Gov. Fuller Warren, and the
State Chamber of Commerce, as.
well as most of the local' politicos..
As one of them declared: ‘‘We
missed the boat 30 or 40 years
ago when we let California take
the motion picture business a Way
from us. With the invention of
television,
we've got a second
chance, and we don’t intend to
let it slip away from us again.”
Frink started three years ago as
'

-

i

Act of Stripping for Video
.

Tex McCrary, one of the leading
backers of Gen, Dwight D. Eisen-

hower's
Presidential
candidacy,
has requested and been granted a
leave of absence by the National
hower’s Republican
Presidential Broadcasting Co. until after the
campaigning, 20th-Fpx’s Movieto- Presidential elections so that he
news will len£ a special 12-minute cart, devote his full time to Eisen-

personalities, remithe “golden era” in

The current

/

mow Mops Up

CENTS

•Pointing up the show business interest in Gen. Dwight D. Eisen-

weeks for top

shuttling that

Strippevf Scrips

As CBS

be-

tween, the two major television
networks over the past couple of

chiefly

‘

'

20th Doing Short on Ike

sonalities.

,

<

The fancy-priced jockeying

Being Propped for B’way
The Alger Iliss trial is the bpsis
for a new drama, “The Unclean,”
on which Robert O’Byrne and Edward Qilmore are putting the

,

night *show prer
sented a, peculiar parlay of cir-.
eumstances.
In the first” place
more than 50%' of the house had
seen the show before. House cop-,
fained many black ties and the audience included Joe Louis, Phil
Silvers, Barry Gray, Faye Emerson & Skitch Henderson, Shelley
Winters, Ben Blue.
Laiiritz Melchior came to observe just how
to operate during his first N. Y.
faude engagement. He opened at
that house yesterday (Tues.) with
(Continued on page 63)
—
-•

By GEORGE ROSEN

Drama

Alger Hiss Trial

A

The Sunday

25

By BOB STAHL

Judy Garland’s closing perform-*
ance at the Palace, N. Y., Sunday
(24) will remain one of the more
memorable experiences in the hisloaded house
tory ef t\fro-a-day.
in a sentimental mood sent Judy
off stage in tears with the mass
It
singing of “Auld Lang Syne.”
ivas one of the warmest tributes
4
New
ever given a headliner in
York.
Miss Garland’s Palace run made
show business history firstly by
proving that two-a-day can be a
top boxoffice medium and that the
Palace name is still an important
entertainment landmark. It heeded
a Judy Garland to prove* that
Vaudeville can still be sold at' $4.00
and that a performer of Miss
Garland’s magnitude can run indefinitely on that basis,
It's generally conceded that Miss Garland
could have remained another 19
The
weeks had she so desired.
bill grossed approximately $750,000 in that run of which $50,000
came the final week with 11 performances.
It’s more than was
ever grossed by any other vaude
bill.

PRICE
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Yet—Last Fits

.

hower’s
campaign.
Move was
taken to preclude NBC’s being accused of partiality during the politicking season. McCrary’s wife,
Jinx Falkenburg, will handle their
shows on WNBC and WNBT,

TV

NBC’s flagship radio and
stations in N. Y,, until after Nov; 4.
which McCrary’s
campaigning put NBC was pointed
Position

Into

up

last week, following his tiff
with Sen. Robert A. Taft on DuMont's “Author Meets the Critics”
show. On his WNfiC show the following morning, McCrary reiterated his claim that, he had not
called Taft a liar, as charged.
Since the networks must give
equal time to ail political candidates, Ted Cott, general manager
of WNBC and WNBT, wired Taft
an offer of five minutes free time
tj answer back.
Taft, however,
turnpd down the offer.
This incident created some trade

comment that NBC may have
asked McCrary to give up his

radio and TV shows until after
the elections but Cott told Variety
yesterday (Tues.): that the request
for the leave had originated with
McCrary and not with the network. McCrary informed his TV
viewers of the move last night
cross-country gross as big as any (Tues.), stating, “I’m appreciative
(Continued on page 54)
previous single day in industry his-

%

tory.

Martin, Lewis May

Dallas, Feb. 26.
Showcasing rif Divena (Nanette a producer of TV commercials and
Dean Martin and Jerry. Lewis
“This Is Show Busi- spots. After getting the politicos'
with
David
backing,
a
deal,
he
set
are
being
sought
as stars of a legit
CBS jTV on Sunday (24),
resulted in am unusual national Christianson and Norman Bauch, show as the feature attraction of
Spotlighting for. the tank novelty. Miami merchandising and distribu- the State Fair here next Oct. 4-19.
It clocked 181 calls directly after tion consultants, to create a vid- Plan is to produce a legit revile
the show, of Which only seven got fijm distrib outfit, known as Film around them. It would play the
through .to Playhouse 50 (old Ham- Syndications, Inc., to handle his State Fair Auditorium, whose staff
Money obtained from would probably handle ..the promerstein Theatre), and these were product.
Wall Street investors is to he used duction.
from agents, bookers and
itery:
ops in Buffalo, Circleville, O., and
(Continued on page 63)
Deal reportedly hinges on finanDetroit. They saw an ‘‘underwater
cial terms and arrangement of the
ballet;” and though the act was destars’ film commitments, but is said
igned originally as an aquamarine
to look promising. C h a r l e s R.
Burton Holmes Retires;
Striptease for home-consumption, it
Meeker, Jr., managing director' of
Was an effete swimming exhibition
the Auditorium, is dickering with
Soule Takes Oyer Gabbing the comics’ agents. Music Coirp. of
with none of the striptease overtones, Divena wearing an ordinary
Chicago, Feb. 26.
America. Proposed setup calls for.
swimming suit.
Burton Holmes, dean of the lec- the show to play 24 performances
Act got $1,250, an unusually high ture circuit for the past 40 years, over the 16-day span. That’s the
'f? r the show, but almost half and who preemed the travel film,
same schedule on which “South
W e *it for the tank setup, has retired and Will live in Cali- Pacific” pulled a total gross of
cw
ahow
s producer, Irving Mansfield, fornia.
$320,000 two years ago, and “Guys
got the idea to use. the act
upon
Thayer Soule, who has been as- and Dolls” drew $269,000 last fall.
recalling the flash of the old Hip- sisting Holmes for the past few
Because he was already in negopodrome (N. Y.) tank acts as a kid, years, takes over his podium duties, tiation for the Martin-Lewis deal.
When he first saw Annette Keller- with Walter Everest, Holmes’ old- Meeker passed up a chance to book
mann and Odiva.
time biz associate, becoming gen- “Call Me Madam” as the Fair atBooking called for a number of eral manager. Headquarters will be traction at the Auditorium. The
(Continued on page 18)
in Chicago.
(Continued on page 14)
*

Rarker)' on
ness,” Over

.

Whopping biz continued through
Saturday and Sunday, although not.
up to the level of Friday. And just
to convince theatremen that the
millennium had not really arrived,

,

TV and Press Coverage
In Oslo Just

a Lot Of

Monday’s grosses slid off badly,
but that’s normal following a big
Olympiad Smorgasbord
h o 1 i d a y Weekend. Nevertheless.
By LT. COL. BARNEY OLDFIELD
Broadway film grosses, as totalled
Oslo, Norway, Feb. 22.
by Variety came to $733,800 for
The busiest people in this town
the week, as compared to a normal
have been opticians:
of about $500,000.
Friday's massive surge to the
Half the Olympics mob have,
b.o. was in part easily explainable. been carrying skis over their shoulBut as in all such moves either to ders, and the other half got their
or away from film theatres, there’s eyes poked out by them.
(Continued on page .14)
A Boy Scout Wouldn’t have had
a chance with his good- deed,
He couldn’t have gotten an old
Norwegian .lady safely, through the
Jim Thorpe Set For
cramped traffic without getting her
skis tangled up with a couple; of
Bel-Op y.idpix Series streetcars- going in opposite direcand a fish truck trying to
tions,
as
regarded
the
Jim Thorpe,
greatest American athlete of ail complete a forward pass from the
'

.

:

time, has been pacted for a series
of vidpix to be produced by BelOp Productions, headed by Dr. M.
Moser and Kenneth Belinker.
Indian athlete, story of whose

.

life was recently brought to the
screen by Warners in “Jim Thorpe
—All American,” will be presented
In a format covering both Indian

folklore and modern sports, calling
for Thorpe’s personal appearance
in alt productions.

offshore
spread.

nets

to

a

smorgasbord

Carrying coals to. Newcastle has
been a time-honored term, but carrying snow, to Norway's ski runs
has moved it over. It was no joke
to the Olympic committee, when
snows fell in France, Germany,
Denmark, and even England, but
they couldn't manage to get here,
ip quantity enough to insure, the
(Continued on page 54)
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ScotGolf OfficialSez
Bing, Bod Are Welcome
Glasgow,

Fefe; 20.

Criticism by golfing scribes of

Boh Hope and Bing Crosby’s possible entry Into British Amateur
Golf Championship

While Eric Johnston in public*
statements has definitely promised
the support of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America in .the Gelling
case,
major company attorneys
specializing in censorship problems
are not fully convinced of the wisdom of a Supreme Court appeal.
They are fearful that an adverse
-

opinion by the tribunal would be
disastrous.

Only seven states now have blueacts. A number of others have

nose

to time considered them.
Industry legislative experts have

from time
.

warned the majors that a Supreme
Court decision upholding the constitutionality
cause states

of

censorship could

on the brink of cen-

sorship laws to pass them.
has. defiMeantime, the
itely

Blame Commie Unions
For French Pix Woes

i

Fa9s to Win Over Studio Chiefs

glossed over
by the civic authorities here. They
say- a hearty welcome awaits the
stars if they decide to com** As a
result of the criticism, however,
Crosby expressed doubt about coming in a'lettei' to J.“fC. Wilson of
is

Capra Scores for UJL

St.

erations.
Specifically, the issue
•‘Miracle” suit is that the

in

the

Board of
Regents nixed the Italian-made
Roberto Rossellini pic on the basis

picture’s

secondary,

of a statute that permits it to interpret the word “sacrilegious”—
which it applied to the film. Attorneys think that Burstyn may well
win, but merely by a decision that
•^sacrilegious” is too loose a criterion as used in the statute.
Thus, there’d be nothing gained
from an industry standpoint other
than that “The Miracle” would be
permitted to play in New! York.
From the stahdpoint of getting a
basic decision 6n the constitutionality of censorship under the 1st

(freedom of speech and press) and
14th (due process) amendments, the
lawyers would rather save the ammunition for the Gelling case.
Gelling and ‘Pinky’
In that, William Gelling, manager of a theatre in Marshall,
Texas, was fined $200 for showing
“Pinky” contrary to the orders of
local censors. It is thought to offer

•

Although at present, all production is subject to an okay before
filming, and is benefiting from
government subsidies, the minister
a nnouheed his desire to divide pro-

Graham Greene Would

OK Reds on Pix, Providing
‘Messages’ Don’t Seep In
Graharii Greene, British novelist,
screenwriter and a leading Roman
Catholic layman, believes there is
no harm in a 'Communist writer
working on a film as long as no
Red propaganda is Inserted in the
content. He pointed out that, despite all the probes and revelations, the House tJn-American Ac-

the possibility of a clear-cut, un- tivities Committee had not uncovcluttered test of the constitution- ered a single case where Commuality of film censorship. In contrast, nist doctrine had been inserted
“The Miracle” case is mixed with into a picture.
a religious issued since the princiGreene, in New York on a short
pal protest against it came from visit following visa difficulties With
Cardinal Spellman of New York.
the State and Justice Departments
The court decision in either casp because he had been a probation(Continued on page 14)
ary member of the Communist
Party in his youth, has undertaken
a personal, crusade against What he
“an inquisition without
Mull Lolly Parsons
terms
basis” in the U.S. In contrast to
the fear, caution and “reign of
terror’ he said he encountered in
Hollywood, he emphasized that
‘Big Show’ Interval
nothing remotely similar exists in
Colgate, which has bought, Lou- England, where the political beliefs
ella Parsons for a Hollywood Sun- of the film workers are not scrutiday. evening newscast, may put the nized >as a condition of employshow into a five-minute ’’intermis- ment. As a result, Greene noted the
sion” on NBC’s “Big Show.’’
fear psychology and the conditions
The Parsons stanza may be which have given rise to “informskedded Sundays at 7 p. m., thus ers” and “unemployables” in Holbreaking up the Tallulah Bank- lywood are problems alien to the
head-starrer’s
90-minute
span. British film industry.
NBC, which is considering the
The British author, interviewed
idea, has also broached the alter- in the offices of his publisher, Viknative of integrating the Parsons ing Press, deplored Hollywood’s
capsule as a segment of the “Big surrender to the House Un-AmeriShow.”
“It’s
Colgate has also been can Activities Committee.
dickering with CBS for a. 9;30 not the Idea of America that Eup. m. slotting on Sunday, but the ropeans used to have,” he asserted.
NBC period has the edge at pres- Concerned about the “ruthlessMiss Parsons, until two ness” with which people have been
ent.
months ago had been on ABC fol- discharged from jobs because of
lowing Walter Winchell at 9:15 pro-Red charges, Greene noted
p. m. for Jergens.
(Continued on page 14)
.
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qualities

emphasized,

^
*
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:
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:

and riding breeches, or. tieand coat-less, and young
femiries in blouses and slacks, haye
been sprinkled among the standees,

shirts
less

termissioris

to

-

with the
evening gowns,

mirigle

direct steps to prohibit,

knows the economics

of

the film industry too.Well to expect
us to fall for that reasoning,”
company prexy declared.
“I nv
sure he doesn’t expeejt us to take
steps that Would* put out of business theatre customers that give
headway.”
Asked whether Hollywood has iis a million or two a picture for
medium
that offers $25,000.”
run out of ideas, Capra declared
Pic toppers acknowledged that
that ideas cannot run out. “Maybe
fllm§in the vaults might depreciate
the well has dried up*” he added,
in value for TV* but most of them
“but it will spurt forth dgai
thought the pix would be worth a
Capra, who successfully beat
lot more than now
the
down attempts of the Russian dele- diminution sets in. If before
there’s any
gation to inject propaganda into thought of selling
to tele at all—
the festival at Bombay, again and most company heads
are frank
scored with Vhis outspokenness at o admit it is inevitable—the
logithe local inaugural. Native audi- cal idea tp them seems at
least to
ence brushed off the Soviet chief be to wait until there
many
delegate, M. N. Semenov, when he more stations.
tried to infuse a political tinge.
“Why shouldn’t we .at the
In contrast, they, greeted Capra: very minimum wait until, we see
with loud applause*
the possibilities of Phonevision,
Telerneter, Subscriber-vision and
such subscription tele devices?”
the top operating exec of a Little

.

.

.-“Sarnoff

and

doing sock biz
Scores of officers, officials
and others had arrived here late in Jessel’s Caricature
January because the parley .originally was set for Feb; .2. With little to do when the confab was postDinner of Writers Guild
poned, these visitors invaded the
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
gambling rooms, restaurants and
Premature announcements having
in
Estoril.
taken
cabarets here and
the edge off the surprise
The managements retained all element of the awards, goodthe acts they coiuld. and arranged humored hi jinks, became the keyfor extra ones for the occasion. note of the Screen Writers Guild’s
At present the smartest places are fourth annual awards dinner at the
the Pigalle, where Angelina Conti Palladium last night (Mon.). Conactors’
techsings Italian and' Neapolitan songs tract negotiations,
and comic Victor Lima, billed as niques, entertainment trends and
the Portuguese Danny Kaye, is foreign pix all came under the
doing Well with his song and- dance satiric spotlight in the entertainact; and the Tagide managed by ment program guided by toastmasFrench singer Mireille Robert, ter Gebrge Jessel, an honorary
who came here some time ago to SWG member.
Top award, the Robert Meltzer
fill a contract and was persuaded
to stay on and put some life into Memorial Award for the picture
best
depicting the American scene,
the place. Spot has French songwent to Robert Buckner for
stress GinCtte Wander, arid is: do"Bright
Victory”
(UI).
Other
ing very well.
awards were best Cdmedy: “FaThe Monte Carlo,
restaurant ther’s Little Dividend,”
Metro,. Alon the top of the hill dominating bert Hackett and Frances
GoodLisbon and Estoril, has taken ad- rich; best drama, “A Place
in the
vantage of the boom and gone for Sun,” Paramount,
Michael Wilson
all-night dancing with an orch and Harry
Brown; best musical,
formed of accordions, mandolins “An American in Paris,” Metro,
and guitars. Novelty is attracting Alan Jay Lerner, and best written
plenty after ‘midnight.
picture under $400,000 budget,
The Variedades has a folklore “The Steel Helmet,” Lippert, Samgroup from Spain called the uel Fuller.
Spanish Kids; the Maxime has
jessel, whose “oldest living exadded The Three. Batams to its hibitor” caricature sparked last
show; the Arcadia has the Ballet year’s festivities, came up this sesMaruja Herrero and the Cristal sion with Alfredo Pellazi, boresome
has a new hit in Eugenia Boca, a brother of the gruesome genius,
young Spanish giri who sings and Vittorio Pellazi, whose “Aiidare
dances.
Alla Lunga” won the SWG award
as the best foreign film. He was
accompanied by another brother
(J. Carrol Naish), the family cameraman.
“My job,” Alfredo explained
Running Midst Met Mink, proudly in accepting the plaque, “is
to getta the finance an’ to arrange
for
shooting wherever Vittorio
The staid Metropolitan Opera wants to shoot. I also know how
to plug into the city electric syshas been having its Emily Post tem so we don’t have to pay
power
problems with standees all this sea- bills.”
“We use-a the whole family*” he
son,
at- least with the teenage
added. “I understand it’s the same
fringe that scoffs at decorous fashhere in Hollywood.”
ions..
Yourig men in open sport
Acceptance speech was accom-

more

Regular Subscription Rates

he

that; “if Indian

:

ermines, minks,
white ties and tails. Some of the
boys and girlSi tired from standing,
have even trod the corridors shoeless, in stocking feet.
Met officials
have visibly frowned, but taken n&

Name)

,

154 West 46th Street

•

(20), Lis-

here.

.

Street

week

spilling over into, the lobbies, at;

Years

To
(Please Print

the

last

technical

film* were
purely Indian in outlook and portrayed Indian life against a -background of her past tradition and
Culture, they Would make much

added

ever possible.

Thanks

-

better open their film vaults quickly to TV or face the prospect that
their. backlogs will* greatly depreciate in Value.
RCA hoard chairman’s remarks were seen merely
as a -pitch toi gbt pix for tele as
are’ quickly as possible;

19.

Important thing in a. film is its
content according to producerdirector Frank Capra, one Of several U. S. delegates to the fnterhatlonal Film Festival here,
A

'

Gne
ductions into tWo classes.
would abide by the old supervision
aid
government
from
and benefit
while the other which: would be
entirely
be
unrestricted and would
financed by the producer without
any governmental support.
At present, conditions are such
that many firms which would be
glad to supply foreign coin for
production here, but are hesitating
to do so because they never know
What they -will have to face.

Madras, Feb,

,

MPAA
of the industry. The minister eviinformed Ephraim London, denced a desire tp free the industry from such restrictions when-

attorney for Joseph Burstyn, that
it will take no part in Burstyn’s
appeal to the high court on J‘The
Miracle” ban In New York. Court
has already, accepted the case for
argument, hut film attorneys are
fearful that it will limit Its decision
to the narrowest possible consid-

With Rtfssos

In Joust

r

Andrews, his. opponent in. the
The poor economic copdlwbd of first round of the 19 jO tournament.
the French picture industry has
Provost F„ M. Milligan. Of jPrestcaused jean Marie Louyel, French wickl Scot coast ahd golfing spot,
minister for Industry and Energy* Where the contest takes place this
to explain what the government year, stated:
“We in Prestwick
policy will be regarding pictures.
know that both Bing and .Bob are
Currently the industry is said to good golfers and fine sportsmen.
be ridden by the Commie elements They may be wisecrackers in their
Which control all key positions profession, but we know enough
through the unions which are de- about them to realize they take
livering the working permits still their golf seriously.”
^
required from technicians, cameramen, and practically all- branches
Paris,

Major film company execs admitted thjs week that they were
somewhat amused at the suggestion of Brig. Gen, David Sarnoff,
in an interview in last week’s
Variety, that picture studios had

.

company

Three,

rhetorically

“If our experience with
queried.
the Phonevision test in Chicago
last

year was any barometer

at

all,

the moneymaking 'possibilities are
a thousandfold beyond what television is
Still

now

offering.”

another company chieftai

reflecting the

generally-held idea,
per picture; is about
the top to be expected from TV
now* pointed out that it was easy
to get considerably more than that
by reissuing any quality film.. A
TV playoff is seen as eliminating
all possibility of reisSue coin.
SarhofFs suggestion that the
Coming of color video would reduce the value of black and white
films in the vaults virtually to
zero was also scoffed at by the picThey see the coming
ture men.
of the tint age to tele so far multiplying the already considerably
programming problems of the medium that it will be years before
,

that' $25,000

,

•

TV

goes all-color.
“In all the years of the film industry we still aren’t economically
able to support a program of all
pictures in color,” declared the Lit“Wait
tle Three company exec.
'

television gets into that headalready are
ache. * Advertisers
finding the cost of TV getting
How does
resources.
their
beyond
Sarnoff expect them to finance hig.
of
production
the
shows in color or
special films in color?

till

“Whether

TV

has turned

itself

into a rainbow or not, they’ll still
be just as happy as now to play our
And I
films in black and White.
don’t think Sarnoff is right in predicting that TV shows will be so
much better in five years that old
The
films won’t be attractive.
shows may be better, but television
will find exactly what we did—
public taste arid demand advance
faster than the available talent.”
Only aspect, pf the RCA board
ents that filmites
chairman’s c
were willing tJ^go along with was
his criticism of the pic industry
over
for not spending more coi
,

omm

the years for research, Execs admit that they may have been living
on Easy St. so long that they failed
thought to the
panied by clips from “previous to give sufficient
day when technological advances
smash films;”
to existence.
key
the
be
might
“This,” Jessel explained as the
first shot appeared on the screen,”
is the opening scene from Vitto:
Musical,
rio’s picture,. “Dar Parola,” what PaskmafrFriml
he make in 1942. It was big suc’34
Latter’s First Since
cess in Italy but in New York—
nothing. All of the critics say. he
Daily Paskman, who dramatized
is imitating American pictures—so F.i Scott Fitzgerald’s “This Side ot
since in Italy we only makes pic: Paradise” for Theatre Guild of the
tures for New York critics, Vitto- Air for Richard Widmark and Nina
rio knows he has got to do some- Foch some time ago, plans tp
thing different.
Two years later, produce it as a legit play. Part oi
he make ‘Dere Al Cocchiere’ and his Coast trip this weekend
he uses same opening scenes. Here be to interest proper “name castyou see how Vittorio starts to be- ing for the projected legit version.
come a genius; He has theory that
Paskman is also huddling with
to create suspense arid interest you Rudolf Friml in Hollywood on

wm

Condition ties up with a situation in France last week, when a
Paris court ruled that golf knickers—-or as the dispatches had it,
“a black and white golfing ensem- must puzzle audience. This he did new legit musical which they, are
ble” constituted “careless attire,” —because with this scene nobody polishing. It would be the vet
inadmissible for the Paris Opera. know whiat it was. About this pic composer’s first work in some time^
A dentist turned away for wearing ture Bosley Crowther say ‘Vittorio He Was last represented on Broausuch a getup, lost a suit in court to Pellazi has achieved the ultimate ,'way with “Music Hath Charm m
recover expenses for that night.
1934.
(Continued on' page 54)
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If COMPO is made to stick, as it how appears to have a good
chance of doing, it may upset some of the nOn^COMPO menwho long gave the Council of Motion Picture 6rgahizations
the fish-eye. But many more cheered for the No. 1 COMPO
his exit, as the president and
mentor—Ned Depinet—who*
guiding spirit of the organization, rates more than a casual
bouquet for the patience, guidance, and astuteness in perpetuating a cause for the past three years.

I

.

tors

Depinet has .been prez of COMPO since its founding and none
can insist further on his services in view of his desire to step out.
He. did a good job of keeping cohesive an organization torn from
within. The trade, with full awareness of the principals who
wouldn’t cooperate because they couldn’t beJn theJcfijLRpsltions,
knows that the very continuance of COMPO is no small victory
In itself. His official acceptance is not yet in* but for the good
of the industry he' should—and probably wUl-^accept.
.

,

Spyros Skouras, the new president, is a wise Choice to perpetuate the now-likely prosperity of COMPO. He is an able administrator, a dOyen; of the business with vigorous and far-seeing
approach to all problems.

A big plus to further achieve the necessary fraternal spirit
so important to the furtherance of
is the natural kinship now effected with Charlie Skouras ahd his potent Theatre

COMPO

Owners of America group. Not always do the Skourases see eyeto-eye on all matters, much as the Schencks (Nick apd Joe) are
competitive in their Loew’s and 20th-Fox operations, but the
happy groundwork that augurs well for
relationship here is
.

the

.

TOA-COMPO

ties.

minimize the kudos due Depinet and his chief
Mayer, Bob Coyne and Charles E. McCarthy.
Mayer particularly fought the good fight despite coercion and a
constantly taxed patience. COMPO too often has been at the
crossroads, but ijt may well be that now, for the first time, it
Will get out of the crawling stage.
*Abel.
All this doesn’t
aides, Arthur L.

t

Film industry’s changing economics are indicated in an analysis
of production

costs

the

of

four

companies that have to date issued
their financial statements for the

1951 fiscal year.. While the, two top
majors that have reported so far

show an

inclination to reduction of
picture budgets, two lesser- companies have hiked their costs.
This is a reflection pf efforts of
the big studios to get everything
possible out of their budgets and,
at the same time, of the recognized
need of the lesser lots—which cus.

tomarily operate on

an economy

—

basis to turn opt a better grade
of product.
With only top pix
proving moneymakers in the current market, the smaller companies
are raising their sights.
The two big lots that have filed
reports to date are Metro and Warner Bros. The lesser ones are Universal and Republic,
Both M-G
and
show a decline from the
previous year in the amount of coin
invested in films, before the camera
when their annual reports were

U

made.

and Rep have both

in-

creased.

Metro had $29,937,744

up

tied

in

films in production at the 1951 reporting date’ (Aug. 31 J> compared
with $30,396,935 in 1950.
as of
(Continued on page 13)

Who Wants

department of

problem, now is a lack of indie
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Musipomedies will be produced
film-makers of .sufficient stature to
merit angeling. Nevertheless, prexy by telepix company formed by
Arthur B. Krim and his associates Boris Petroff and William Lehave- lined up a sufficient number Baron. LeBaron is former producof producers they feel make the tion chief at RKO and Paramount
grade, to provide what they hope studios, and move marks his entry
will be at least six pix of extra-big into television.
Pair plan to tee off with series
proportions in 1953.
UA has at its command a total of 13 vidpix, to be directed by
Petroff.
of $2,000,000 to spread around
among indies. This, of course, will
give the distrib a piece of the pix
which the money is. invested.
Past managements at UA have
accepted warnings that company
ownership of shares of the films it
is handling is bad policy in that

UA

might.be charged with favoring such pix over those of other
producers. The Krim group, howagrees with the counsel of
distribution men that a releasing company’s only chance for
long-term financial stability is via
the acquisition of film equities/

outfit

last

and wouldn’t want anything
In what’s hoped will prove one
of the most extensive “planting”
jobs on recprd, the heads of all
trade groups across the country
thiij week
were called upon to
drumbeat for newspaper editorials
on the industry’s reply to the
:

Un-American

Activities

Committee’s report bn
in Hollywood.

Communism

House

week.

“But one protective shot we

Eidophor developments.
insiders feel Skouras
will succumb to th
persuasion,, but not until he has
(Continued on page 14)

latest

COMPO

eventually

shooting an ^entire musical
sequence.”
“This Was once necessary,”
said Hicks, “because a foreign
censor insisted the bosoms of
a group of chorus girls were
too prominently displayed. It
is now imperative for the director of any musical film to
call on the international de?
partment before he starts
shooting a chorus number. One
of our jnen then dashes over.,
to the set with a yardstick to
measure the height of the
bodice and the extent of the

'

news-column and editorial attention. Heads of other regional outfits,
including Western Theatre
Owners, Inc., Metropolitan Motion
Picture Theatres Assn, and the Independent- Theatre Owners Assn.,
pledged their support in the campaign at COMBO’S board meeting

*

‘

(Continued on page 18)
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week.

in N. Y. last

As a means

Published Weekly by

of further; widening

(Continued on page

154
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1

Llewellyn Narration

For Old Fairbanks Pix
Hollywood, Febl 26.
In a unique experiment in the
1

i(

re-presentation”

of

old

films,

Douglas Fairbanks; Jr., and Sol
Lesser have set author Bichard
Llewellyn to write the narration,
for “The Iron Mask,” first of a. series of Douglas' Fairbanks, Sr., pix
which will be sent put this year.
Mask” is being re-edited down
to around 90 minutes, and
is expected to go out into general release in July or August. Elimination pf subtitles alone has pared 20
minutes from the. original 120 minutes of running time.
AIL will get re-editing and narraUon, but no decision has been made
~ as
vet as to Who will voice the
-

‘

narration.
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L Mayer Slaps Execs

A.

all-industry resolution, for-

;

try to avoid because of the expense,” he revealed, “is; re-

cleft.”

Goldwyn,

who

con-

fabbed with a quartet of United
Coip which UA has available for Artists execs on the Coast last
investment comes from a revolving week, promised them he’d make
fund provided by, Walter E. Heller no other distribution commitment
& Co., Chicago financing house. UA until 'again talking with UA prexy
directs into which pix the money Arthur B. Krim.
Huddle was on

r

to in-

terfere with this project.
He has
been in Zurich the past 10 days
to keep immediately posted on the

ever,
hiost

goes, and it gives Heller a 100%
guarantee of recoupment. Heller,
for this money, gets a piece of the
pix iii which it is invested and UA,
in turn, likewise gets a chunk for
obtaining the Heller money for the
producer/
Percentages held by
UA and Heller vary considerably
*
( Continued on page 14 )

resisting all

COMPO

Loew’s Inter-

New York

in

He has been

.

bids becaiise, he said, he’s plenty;
wrapped up with the Swiss
Eidophor theatre television system,
rights to which are held by 20th,

mally adopted by the Council of
For
Lip Service*
Motion Picture Organizations last
week, brands the House probers’
findings of continuing Red influArthur L. Mayer’s stinging comence in the film capital as “unfair
and unjust,” Prominent irt the res- ments on the absence of adequate
olution is the. declaration that Rep. support for COMPO drew such a
John S. Wood, chairman of the full round of applause at the outHouse group, last summer com- fit’s New York board meeting last
mented that responsible producers week that Mayer’s associates wonwere virtually doing all in their dered if his audience actually savpower to bar Communists from es- vied his address. The retiring exec,
sential positions in the industry. v.p. in his valediction told the
Allied States Assn, and Theatre industry leaders point-blank that
Owners of America both sent tele- the whole idea of trade unity
grams to toppers in their respec- through COMPO should be abantive local units, advising of the doned unless they're willing to
united industry’s stand and urging loosen up their pursestrings.
that the field men seek the widest
Mayer complained that every-

national Corp., at a meeting of
the Assn, of Customers’ Brokers

COM

.

The

Protection

“Protective shots’’ are frequently edited into Hollywood
pictures when released in for-,
eign countries, declared Orton
H. Hicks, director of the 16m

With coin available to finance
for one of the few
times in its history; United Artists’

,

WB

WB

production

Election of Spyros P. Skouras as
president of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations was voted by
the COMPO board without assurHollywood, Feb. 26.
ance from the 20th-Fox topper that
Pore Schary’s $1,250,000* libel he would accept the job, according
suit
against the Wage Earners to insiders, Curious as it appears.,
Committed was endorsed by a they insisted that Skouras was
Vote of the Motion Picture Indus- about the last one to know he was
try Council. Action is similar to named and: this was via a number
the one taken by MPIC ih ‘Stanley of cables sent to him in Zurich, folKramer's suit.
lowing the N. Y, board meeting
Schary’s Suit charges the com- last Thursday (21) ( Other
mittee with falsely linking him PO news on page 5),
with subversive organizations.
COMPO toppers since ha Ve followed up with additional cables
arid trans-Atlantic calls but, as of
yesterday (Tues.), Skouras had yet
to unequivocally state whether or
not he would take on the responsibility, of. guiding the all-industry

Chicago

Week Booms

11

612 No. Michigan.' Ave,.

‘Show’ New Great
Champ, ‘Vadis 2d, ‘Queen’ and ‘Bend’ Tie for 3d

Holiday

Trade;

WC2

London
8 St.

Martin’s Pf. Trafalgar Sq.

?

Biz is soaring nation-wide currently, with the long holiday Weekend starting with. Washington’s
Birthday (Friday), favored by mild
weather in numerous keys, spelling terrific trade. This session is
easily the biggest one since last
New Year’s Week and one of greatest Washington’s Birthday' weeks
in the memory of many exhibitors.

the possibility of Goldwyn switching his release to UA from RKO.
Producer’s five-year pact with
the Howard Hughes company expires June 30.
It has hot been
unusual for him as a 'bargaining
gambit prior to starting renewal
talks with RKO to show interest Result is the top eight grossing picin other companies, but he is tures will show a total of $1,587,000
known to be at least semi-serious on the week.
this time.
With “Greatest Show on Earth”
While the UA-Goldwyn heart-to- (Par) playing in nine keys covered
heart last week never got to the by Variety this stanza, the Cecil
stage pf specific terms, Krim and. B. DeMille opus is easily taking
his associates made no secret of oyer No. 1- spot nationally With
the fact that they’re plenty anxi- better .than $390,000 total gross.
ous to land the doyen of indie It
playing at upped admissions,
producers and thus are ready to generally with a $1,25 top, and this,
offer extra-fancy terms. Goldwyri’s naturally is contributing to the
being
high
totals,
affiliation with UA would give fantastically
great prestige to the year-old \Krim racked up in individual cities. “Quo.
management group and provide ef- Vadis” (M-G), now. out in the big
keys for over two months, still will
( Continued
on page 13)
manage to fi ish second.
Third money is being split by
“Bend of River” fU) and “African
Harry Warner, Other
Queen” (UA), being initial week
Officers Reelected for extensive play dating for both.
Harry. Warner, president; and all These two epics are Tunning neckother officers of Warner Bros, were and-neck right down to the wire,
reelected by the. board at' a meet- with little to choose between them.
ing in N. Y; yesterday (Tues.).
Both are uniformly big to smash.
“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) Will take
Directorate also named Walter
Meihofer assistant controllers
over fifth position with generally
:

;

WB

Washington 4
1292 National Press Building

National Boxoffice Survey
stout to big showings. “Sailor Be-

ware”

(Par),

now on extended-run

SUBSCRIPTION
Foreign..,. $11
25 Cents

Annual.. .... .$10
Single Copies.

in many keys, still is strong enough
to capture sixth spot. “Lone Star”

ABEL GREEN.

(M-G) is finishing seventh, with
“Phone. Call From Stranger” (20th)

Editor

No. 12

Vol. 185

eighth.

“Room For One More” (WB) is
winding up ninth while “Gjrl in
Every Port” (RKO) is 10th. ,7 Srmw
White” (RKO) (reissue) and “Las
Vegas Story” (RKO) round out the
Golden Dozen in that order, ‘'Death
“Detective
(Col),
of Salesman”
Story” (Par) and “Pandora” (M-G)
”
are.
runner-up
films
that
sequence. “Story” is getting added
dates with lower scales.
'‘Viva Zapata!” (20tlr) looms as
a strong new entry, being fancy
and very big in two spots. “Belle
of New York” (M-G), another newcomer, is disappointing in Detroit;
“Green Glove” (UA), also new, is
fine in Philly.. “Big Trees” (WB),
nice in Portland arid Seattle, looms
slow in Frisco. “Woman in Question” (Col), big in N. Y., is okay
in Washington.
“I

Want You” (RKO) shapes

in Pittsburgh

and

big
heat in Toronto.

“Wild Blue Yonder” ,(Rdp) is good
in Portland. “For Men Only” (Lip)
looks tidy in Chi..

Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8*9 )
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Stanley

Hollywood, Fob. 20.
film version of
"If that’s their Idea cl friendly, Heaven help ua If they write
an unfriendly editorial/* Arthur L, Mayor, exec v.p. of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations, commented yesterday (Tues.) on
the followup in Life mag last week to Us article of last August
Mayer's remarks resulted from Life’s editor’s own appraisal of the

be released ih N. Y. itatil next October, a year after its completion.
Producer has selected this pic,

Pix Riled at

its *

recommended

N. Y. yesterday

in

plait

ft

(Tues.).

Top man

in the system* holding
the post of national administrator,
would be selected from a list of
five names submitted with the approval of the* Motion Picture Assn,
of America and the national and
larger regional trade associations.

Candidates must have no connec-

Spoofing

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Feeling that television has
gone too far in some of its
burlesques of pic prodUfct&frir

annual compensation and would be
appointed by the U. S. Secretary
of Commerce. Theatre Outfit circulated

TV

dustry figures are quietly* fiMilling a plan to halt video’s ridicule of pi
r
Notable examples in recent
weeks are the satires of
Named Desire"
"Streetcar

and

distributor, defendants

and

ber wiU be an advantageous time

FikChiefe toleet

’

.

(M-G).

i

THEN TNN* FILM

.

mission systems,"

Commercial operation of subTV, Zenith said, involves
questions Which should be fully exself, Warners having never done plored at public hearings;
Comso. He produced the legit musical pany said it will offer evidence to
originally in London and later in establish that pay-as-you*see would
New York.
be in the public interest, that it
would provide " a needed and desirable service supplementary to
Lerner
scription

.

to Coast For

existing services," and that Phone‘Brig* Talks vision offers "desirable and feasiLyricist Alan Jay Lerner left for ble" methods of providing such
the Coast over the weekend to hud- service.
dle with Metro producer Arthur
In support of its request, Zenith
Freed on the upcoming filmization offered to demonstrate to the comof his “Brigadoon" legit musical. mission various forms .of Phone-

Freed

vision, "including a variety of cod-

ing techniques and methods of disseminating decoding information
to subscriber receivers, with particular emphasis on the feasibility
of concurrently using a variety of
methods of distributing the decoding information for a particular
program to meet the exigencies of
Broadway musical, 'Paint Your the local conditions."
Wagon."
To make subscription TV permissible,
Zenith suggested that
commission rules be amended to
Broder’s N. Y. Conclave authorize TV stations to telecast
Jack Broder, pres and board programs "from time to time" in
chairman -of Realart Pictures and coded form and to use only a sysJack Broder Productions, arrived tem or systems "specifically apin New York from the Coast Mon- proved" by the agency.
,

.

day (25) to preside over a threeday conclave with franchise-holders. Meet gets underway Saturday
(1)

at the

Warwick

Hotel.

Sessions will also be attended by
veepee; Jack
veepee in charge of
sales, and Carro?V.Puciato, veepee
In charge of exchange operations.
Latter is expected back from Europe in time for the event after
being abroad several weeks to set
distribution and production deals.

Budd Rogers, exec

Schlaifer,

.

Films included "A .Streetcar Named Desire" (Jack Warner), “A
Place In the Sun” (Barney .Balaban. and Y. Frank Freeman), “De(Balaban and Freeman!, "Desert Fox" (Darryl F,
Zanucfc, Joseph M. Schenck and Spyrbs Skoiiras), “Born Yesterday" (Harry Cohn) ahd “People Will Talk" (Zanuck; Schenck and
Skouras).
Mayer also took, the ma£ to task for repeating its statement of
last August that 3,000 theatres had closed. Life, he said, had been
repeatedly apprised that the figure Was only half right, since more
than that number of drive-ins and other new houses have opened
Only the National Production Authority ruling is preventing further building, Mayer said.
Most of the widespread bitterness in the industry against the
“friendly" followup resulted from the paragraph in the editorial
quoting the unnamed “top director-writer". Following his remark
that 75% of all present theatres Would be closed in five years, he
added: “And a fine thing, too. For 20 years now, every time a
theatre put in new love seats or a Corinthian men’s room, it got
charged -to studio overhead. The exhibitor’s been the biggest
enemy the creator’s had out here. If he could find something to
run in his theatre that would pay more than movies, he’d dump us
in a minute. So the hell with him. It’ll take time, but we’re going
to move over to a new outlet. Wait till there are
a couple thousand telecasting stations in action. A good picture could get its
production costs back in one night. Oh, brotherl”
That paragraph brought Life a number of protesting letters from
exhibs, most of them not designed to help industry public relations.
They took issue with the producer-director, not the mag, and
pointed up. intra-industry wrangling. J. J. Rosenfield, operator of
Favorite Theatres, Spokane, wrote to Life, -for instance, “His (the
quoted director-writer) observations could be regarded as humor118 were it not for the indication of warped
al
thinking brought about
by the many easy years of fabulous salaries, mansions, swimming
pools and other unwarranted and unearned luxuries that
were enjoyed in the production end of the business."
A a .counteractor to Life, its competitor. Look, comes out this
f
week with its annual Hollywood awards number, containing many
pages of high praise for the industry's achievements.

tective Story”

done and doesn’t heed outside help.
Washington, Feb. 26.
Zenith Radio Corp, yesterday
(Mon.)
petitioned
the
Federal

.

Present plans are for the picture to
be produced in Scotland, with Gene
Kelly starred.
Composer Frederick Loewe, with
whom Lerner collaborated on the
score, joins him on the Coast in a
few weeks. They’ll also talk with
Louis B. Mayer, who recently
bought film rights to their current

COMPO

:

,

Zenith told the commission that
results of its three-month .test
early last year in Chicago with 300
families "demonstrate a public deLEGIT,
sire for and acceptance of subscripParis, Feb. 26.
tion television employing Phonevia Erik Charell, who. is negotiating
sion." Test also showed, company
the repurchase from Warner Bros, said, that use of
a coded signal is
of the film rights to "White Horse "compatible with the use of teleInn,’’ is currently readying a muphone facilities for normal commusical production, “Fireworks," to
nications purposes."
premiere late in March at the TheIn addition to its use with black
atre Marigny here.
Deal for the screen rights, which and white TV, Zenith added,
were sold to. the Hollywood studio PhoneVision "is believed convensome years ago, is being handled iently adaptable to the field-sein. New York by the producer’s quential color system recently aubrother, Liidwig Charell, an art thorized by the commission and
dealer. Contrary to a recent re- to a Variety of other color transport, the producer himself is not
and never has been in the art
business.
Charell plans to film "Inn" him-

L^ioh To

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Pic industry toppers will meet
with American Legion, brass during the latter’s Coast visit in the
next few weeks, to discuss sporadic
attacks on the pic biz and individuals in it by Legion posts
around the country.
Industry will point out it has
cleaned its house of Communists
to the best -of its ability, Legion
post activities, plus recent article
in the Legion magazine, have been
interpreted as signs of definite policy by the national yets organization. Industry wants to make it
clear if has done what could be

(WB) on "Show of Shows"
(NBC) and Milton Berle’s
lampooning of "Quo Vadis"

.

,

Aiiii^r.

Mull Industry Raps

-

.

tually certain.

editorial as "friendly".
The piece drew* another letter of 'disapproval to Life from Mayer
as did last August’s. He .pointed, up sharply a number of inconsistencies. One was Life’s comment that b.o. receipts ceased falling in 1951 and "recent months have seen a steady stream of successful pictures," as against the mag’s later quote from an unnamed
producer-director that "within five years 75% of. aU movie houses
will he garages* scooting galleries or contested insurance claims."
Mayer said he didn’t see how the two points meshed.
Further, the
topper asserted, Life in. one paragraph
castigates the "timidity" of Hollywood’s "elder statesman" and i
another praises a number of p& as having been made “with a
decent respect’’ for the Intelligence of the American public. All
the pix named, Mayer pointed out, were, made by studios controlled by the industry’s “elder statesmen”.
,

Wfth

Regional arbiters, would collect
determined by the national
topper with the maximum: set at Communications System to start
$50 per diem plus traveling ex- proceeding* to permit commercial
penses.
operation of subscription TV. ComTOA plan was drafted by its gen- pany, which has developed the
eral counsel, Herman Levy, and
Phonevisioit pay-as-you-see system,
amended and approved by the out- requested that the commission aufit's board of directors. Arbitrable,
thorize TV stations to provide proit states, Will be "any matters arisgrams for subscription TV audiing out of, or in connection with,
ences and to transmit video signals
the film contract, or any matters
in coded form which can he uninvolving clearances, or runs, or
at the receiver.
any controversies concerning com- scrambled
It was believed the commission
petitive, bidding.” It’s not specifically stated whether or not differ- Will defer hearings on Zenith’s reences on rental terms may be sub- quest until tests of other methods
mitted to Conciliation.
Also not of pay-as-you:-see have been comspecifically stated is whether Cash pleted,. namely Paramount’s Telemaster coin-operated system and
awards may be given.
TOA's approach exactly followed Skiatron’s card system. Consolithat of Allied States in that, the dated proceedings to receive evidence on all three systems are vir(Continued
page 14)
fees

'

for its Release,

in-

tervenors, and the third ,by the
national administrator,

ture as his entry in next year’s
Oscar Derby and figures that Octo-

1

tion with any phase Of film or theatre operations.
head-*
administrator,
National
quartering in Washington for a
five-year term, Would set up regional tribunals in exchange areas
to the extent to be determined by
the. number of theatres in each
territory atid the volume of business, Three arbiters would be selected for each proceeding, on the
basis of one selected by the complainant, the second by the exhib
.

Anti-Rod Bally
Continued from page J

the coverage, the COMPO directorate decided that an industry
figure will appear before all five
newsreels shortly to read a portion
of the resolution.
Writer-producei* Leonard Spigelgass, representing the Motion Picture. Industry Council, chaired the
the
drafted
which
committee
trade’s answer to the House investigators.

...

Committee members,

appointed by retiring COMPO
prexy Ned E. Depinet, were Eric
A. Johnston, Gael Sullivan, Trueman Rembusch, Oscar A. Doob,
Kenneth Clark and Herman Levy.
Attacking the House group’s
comments on subversive propaganda in films, the resolution stated:
“The facts are that not a single
scene; not a single word of Communist propaganda has ever been
‘Jet
shown or spoken in Our pictures.
N.Y. CRITICS
Anybody who bas followed the
American screen should know that.
New York film critics are reHad the committee not consistently portedly peeved at the growing
rejected our repeated invitations to day-before-opening preview policy
screen our product, it would know being adopted by Broadway thea"Jet; Pilot," figured by RKO to
that the insinuations in its report tres. ^Scribes are weighing move to:
are baseless."
publish their reviews on day after shape as its top grosser in a nut
her
of years, has been set by the
the previews instead of holding
their comments for the day follow- company for Aug. 16 release to
Mrs. Bosley Crowther
catch
the Labor Day playdates:
ing
the
officially
announced
It’s the final item on a release
Film Entrepreneur opening;
schedule
of 15 pix between now
Last Tuesday (19), day before
Mrs. Bosley (Florence) Crowther,
wife of the New York Times film announced preem of United Ar- and mid-August;
critic, has turned entrepreneur in tists’ “The African Queen," CapiHoward Hughes production in
a tieup with David Mavity, opera- tol Theatre ran a series of pre- Technicolor, "Jet Pilot" stars John
tor of the Pix Theatre, White views throughout the day. Scribes, Wayne and Janet Leigh. Another
Plains, N. Y., for a series of Sat- ih effect, regard, this policy as tan- top pic on the RKO slate is “The
Big Sky," made by Howard Hawks
urday morning children’s shows. tamount to an opening.
Usually theatres have run pre- with Kirk Douglas starred and
Schedule of nine sugarcoated educational film lectures tees off Sat- views as late evening shows. Spe- scheduled for April 5 release.
urday (1) with William Bridges, di- cial pre-opening showings, coupled
Lineup also includes “The Korector of publications of the Bronx with the outgoing first-run pic, rean Story," an Edmund Grainger
Zoo, talking on animals and show- have served as powerful b.o. stimu- production with Robert Mitchum
lants, often upping biz 30 to 40%
ing 16m color pix.
and Ann Blyth for the marquee.
Tap for the series is $12 per kid, for the night.
It
is
set for May 31. "Gypsy
including tax.
Critics so far have shown no Blood,” Jennifer
Mrs. Crowther,
Jones-starrer cowho is billed as “arranging and objection to the preview evening produced by David O. Selznick and
supervising" the series, sees it as showings, but regard the all-day Sir Alexander
Korda, has been put
ah important step in making the affairs as blatant jumping of the down for
May.
theatre,
a
“community centre." gun and feel that their readers are
Other pix. on the schedule are
Idea occurred to her after the entitled to immediate notices. In
Crowthers moved to White Plains the case of the special big-splash "Rancho Notorious," Fidelity unit
and she discovered a lack of the evening preems, critics have in- entry starring Marlene Dietrich
Saturday educational facilities for variably conferred among them-* and Arthur. Kennedy, which opens
her own moppets that exist in selves and set the dates for re- next Week in Chicago; “Tarzan’s
Savage Fury" (Lesser), March 15;
Manhattan.
lease of their reviews.
and “Androcles. and the Lion."
produced by Gabriel Pascal with
Europe to N. Y.
Jeaq Simmons and Victor Mature
L. A. to N. V.
Marjorie Clark
toplmed, March 22.
Brandy Brent
Lorraine Clewes
Also “Macao," with Robert .MitJack; Broder
Suzanne Cloutier
chum, Jane Russell and William
Antoni Clave
Betty Ann Davies
Bendix,
due April 19; Wald*
Herman Cohen
Joan Forrest
Krasna’s "Clash By Night," starPat De Cicco
Anthony. Hawtrey
ring Barbara Stanwyck and Paul
Morton Downey
Arthur jacobs;
Douglas, May 3; “The Half-Breed."
Jack Elliott
Miriam Karli
in Technicolor, with Robert Young,
Matty Fox
Lynda King
Jack Buetel and Janis Carter, May
Sid Garfield
Mary Matthews
17; “Montana Belle," starring Jane
Walter Hampden
Mary Merrall
Russell, George Brent and Scott
William J. Heinemaii
David Pelham
Brady, June 7; Walt Disney’s liveIrene Hervey
Jane Pickens
action “Robin Hood” in TechniSam Kerner
Carroll Puciato
Arthur B. Krim
color,
June 21; Wald-Krasna’s
Carol Reed
Irving Manheimer
“This Mari Is Mine," starring SuGwendoline Watford
Patricia Medina
san Hayward, July 5; “The Ragged
GWynne Whitby
George Murphy
Edge,” with Ida Lupiho and Robert
June Whitfield
Ryan, July 12, and Joseph KaufA. H. Pollock
George Vogel
Milton H. Rackmil
man’s “Sudden Fear/’ starring
Sidney Sheldon
Joan Crawford, July 19.
N. Y. to Europe
Nancy Sinatra
Company has closed deal Jot
Mike Sloane
distrib rights in Western HemiGeorge Balanchine
Leonard Spigelgass
sphere jif Warwick Productions
Claudette Colbert
Barbara Stanwyck
“Red Beret," to be filmed in EngHarry Kosiner
Jule Styne
land in mid-April by Irving Allen
Eva Le Gallienne

PEEVE

Not’

Set

As

A

.

...

N. Y. to

L

Harry Archinal
Johnny Mack Brown
Edward Cash man
Martin S. Davis
Ned E. Depinet
Shirley Eder
James A. Mulvey
Dailey Paskman
Cole Porter
Shelley Winters

.A,

195*

Kramers

"The Four-Poster,* coatarring Rex
Harrison and Lilli Palmer. will not
Topldck in the industry arbitration system which has been pro-,
posed by the Theatre Owners of
America would* receive $25,000 in

27*'

Margaret Webster

I

Gloria Swanson

and Cubby Brocoli.

FAwiwy

WSI

*7i

PICTURES

S

*

Survey conducted last Week among some board members, of the
Council of Motion Plctiire Organizations disclosed that the areas
where business has been hit the hardest all have three factors in
common: heavy television penetration, double feature policies,, and
multiple runs. The roundup of opinion was informally taken and
not too extensive. However, veteran Observers said that the results of the canvass were consistent with their own personal find-

’

.

ings.

.

Hurting about the hardest, according to the survey, was theChicago .territory, where admission tax figures Were offered as the
The figures for 1951 were 40% 'under the
boxoffice barometer.
1949 level.

Theatreowners offering the duals insist that they're demanded
by the majority; of customers. But they also concede that doubtless
a significant number of potential patrons are discouraged from
theatre attendance by the twin bills, particularly at night, when
the lengthy program means arriving home too late.
As for the multiple runs, One industryite related that he has
found on occasion only three different programs in all theatres
within a 10-mile radius from his home. This situation developed
in various parts of the country as theatremen insisted On moving
up to earlier runs, with the result, that, many in the same area
began offering the same program at the same time.

United Paramount Theatres’ petion for a two-year extension of the
deadline.
divestiture of 198

.

Cinema Amiis., Denver,
Awarded 100G Damages

houses met

Stiff opposition from
Department of Justice attorneys
yesterday (Tues.).
In an answer
attacking the UPT bid. filed in
N. Y, Federal Court, the Department demanded that the 198 theatres, including wholly-owned operations and others held in partnership with affiliated exhibs in
•the field, should be placed in trus-

Denver, Feb. 26.
hours, a
After deliberating
Federal Court jury awarded Cinema Amps., Inc., $100,000, to be

U

'

trebled, for damages claimedt for
inability to get a proper run or
film for its Broadway during 69
weeks in 1945-46. The trial lias

Members

tion

of the Council of

Mo-

Picture

Organizations this
that the outfit’s new system of assessing and
collecting dues has a full share of
inequities but the plan has been
unanimously accepted because of

week acknowledged

its

simplicity.

COMPO board last week scrapped

the previous system whereby exhibs paid one-tenth of 1% of their
film rentals and distribs matched
this dollar for dollar. New formula
been on since Jan. 7.
is on a per-seat , basis, jsimilar to
Defendants, RKO, Loew’s and the setup which the American
teeship. The trustee would direct
Sotrial.
sale of the properties and dissolu- 20th, are asking for. a new
ciety of Composers, Authors and
tion of the partnerships, under the
Publishers had when it collected
Department’s proposal.
music public performance rights
Tribunal has set March 7 as the
fees from theatremen.
hearing date for the UPT-Govern-.
COMPQ’s collections now nr
ment row. Theatre coporation, In
at the rate of $10 per year for
^asking the additional time, told the
every theatre seating up to 500,
court that it had successfully dis$15 up to 750, $25 up to $1,000,
posed Of its interests in close to
$50 to 2,500 and $100 for over 2,500
900 houses under terms of the
seats. Drive-ins are set at $10 up
Paramount antitrust consent deto 300-car Capacity, $15 to 500, .$25
cree. UPT further said that it has
to 600 and $50 for over 600-car.
been carrying on day-to-day negocapacity.
tiations looking to sales and pard
While there was no assurance bn
Paramount Pictures completed^
splitups
the number of exhibs willing to
the
198
of
spots
remaining
its second year of independent opWith Broadway business continubut iii these cases deals have failed
contribute,- past experience indi?
eration with gross income of $95,- Parks Pic for Metro
ing tO become more and more
cates that a total of close to $200,to materialize.
500,000, representing a handsome
to weekends and holiFinally Into Release
UPT was to have completed the restricted
000 per year could; be realized froi
increase over, the 1950 -total, Also
days, the Stem’s showmen this
entire
divestiture
and
partner“Love
is
Better Than Ever,” coon the financial front, the past
week were busy, with a bevy of book- exhibition. Distributors sti I! are
week brought disclosures that starring Larry Parks and Elizabeth ship severance job by next Tues- ings aimed at the next big holiday pledged to meet the theatre Vi olWarners’ gross income for the first Taylor, debuts March 6. at N. Y.’s day (4), representing three years period. That’s Easter, which falls ledtiohs dollar for dollar, each c^nfrom entry of the original decree. on Sunday, April 13, and is fol- pany contributing a percentage of
quarter Of its 1951-’52 fiscal year Trans Lux 52nd Street Theatre.
‘Unclean Hands’
Metro completed the film about
is well ahead of the corresponding
(Continued on page 13)
lowed by a week’s school holiday.
Justice Department’s answer aspreceding period. Columbia’s net two years ago and has had it. on
The Capitol has nabbed Paraserted
that
UPT had come into mount^
was down in a new half-year re- the shelf ever since. M-G appaSon, John” in a
“My
port,
and Republic’s gross in- rently feels a sufficient “cooling court with* the added time request flurry of new booking deals.
Intended Buy of Its
Chain has
crease but its net profit was off in off” period has passed since Parks “with unclean hands,”
“John,” Helen HayeS-Van He fl inidentified himself as a onetime qot shown diligence in its efforts
its full fiscal year.
Robert Walker. costarrer, follows
to
reorganize
holdings
in.
its
comHas Wall Streeters
Par’s total take for the year Communist Party member in testithe current “African Queen” at the
ended last Dec, 31 compared with mony before the House Un-Ameri- pliance with the decree, it was Cap.
said.
$81,825,000 for 1950. Final returns can Activities Committee.
Snaring
Stock
on Big Scale
Par’s “Something to Live For”
Ju sti ce Department recomare not yet in on the’ year’s net
Warner Bros.’ announced intenmended the trusteeship in the (Joan Fohtaine-Ray Milland-Teresa
income.
Earnings for' the first
event that UPT fails to dispose of Wright) is headed for the Music tion of buying up more of its outnine months of; 1951 amounted to
the wholly-owned properties in 60 Hall, probably to fill in between standing common shares has Wall
$4,205,000. Par’s gross has been on
days and the partnership locations “Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)” St professionals acquiring the
the climb steadily; fourth quarter
and Metro’s “Singing in the. Rai
stock on a large -scale on the premin 90 days.
of ’51 brought a total take Of
If the N. Y. court turns a deaf Which will be on the Hall’s^ Easter ise that they just can’t lose, Worst
about $25,800,000, Compared to the
program.
that
can happen to them, the tradear on the suggested trustee ar$21,300,000 Of the final threerangement, the Department recomColumbia's “My Six Convicts” ers believe, is that they’ll break
month period of ’50.
even.
in
Roland.)
is
mended, as an alternative, various (John Beal-Gllbert
WB’s total take for the three
policy of retiring
WB, with.
restrictions oh breaking up with line as the Astor^s new tenant, folmonths ended last Dec. 1, which
pards and on sale of theatres. lowing the current “Quo Vadis.” shares into the treasury as rapidly
period started its- new fiscal year,
These would restrain UPT from Universal’S “Bend of the River” as available resources permit, has
climbed to an estimated $32,000,moving up the run for any houses (James Stewart-Arthur Kennedy) indicated it will repeat last year’s
000. Corresponding period in the
is set for the State, probably fol- operation of asking stockholders, to
previous year brought total rev(Continued on page 14)
Detroit.
lowing M-G’S “Belle of N. Y.“ tender their shares to the company.
enue of- $29,000,000.
Editor, Variety:
Astaire), The maximum price at which tend(Vera-Ellen and Fred
Rep, in its report for the year
It was indeed a pleasure last
which Opens at that house next ers were accepted then was $15.
ended last Oct. 27, disclosed net Saturday evening when we attendWednesday (5). “Bend” had been Wall Streeters hope that,, with the
income of $646,404, against $760; ed the Studio Art Theatre. As Pix Sale to Video
considered for the Cap originally. improvement in the market value,
574 for the previous year. . Gross Usual, we. had to Wait
30 minutes
Par’s “Anything Can Happen” this year’s tender, will be at $16.
climbed to $33,409,612 in the new before obtaining a seat.
Top Spot
Such is
Stock recently has been selling
(Jose Ferrer-Kim Hunter) is earyear, up from $30,310,748 in ’50.
the case at the. luxurious Coromarked for Brandt’s Mayfair. It on the New York Stock Exchange
The differential in the net income net and Krim Theatres. Our
July
Seminar may follow Par’s “Sailor BeWarc” at 14%. Much has been bbught at
art
was accounted for in that $960,000 houses are making a very
profitFilm-makers’ policies on sale of (Martin
Lewis), now current, that figure..
Since the holders,
(Continued on page 18)
able business out of their present their product to telecasters will unless 'Brandt succeeds in reeling while awaiting the tender, will
repolicies.
Coming ’home from the have a top spot ort the agenda for in Republic's “Quiet Man” for the ceive a regular 25c dividend froi
Studio, we passed by the ,
the- the all-industry seminar which is spot. Various of the" N. Y. first-runs
.
(Continued
on
page
.18)
. Theatres
atre. A sign on the marquee said:
set for next July in Hollywood-- un- are bidding for the Rep film, which
“Lobby for Lease as Retail Store. der the Council of Mbtion Picture John Ford directed with John
Will Remodel.”
This filthy the- Organizations banner.
‘Orphaned’ in Tiff
Wayne, Geraldine Fitzgerald and
atre deserves to close!!
We Were
Exhibitors’ concern about the Maureen O'Hara in the leads.
Par’s
“Hong Kong” (Ronald
Over
Recession terribly insulted when we attended possibilities in T.V-ing standard
They Hollywood pix was intensified last Reagan-Rhonda^ Fleming) is down
that theatre last summer.
INSTITUTE
Minneapolis, Feb. 26.
earned for themselves a very bad week following Paramount presi(Continued on page 13)
With the Minnesota Amps. Co.
Idea of organizing the film inreputation.
Thus, instead of rais- dent- Barney Balaban’s appearance
flatly refusing to take them back
dustry
behind
the
establishment
of
lazy fingers to probefore the Federal Communicafrom circuit owners Dale, Mont- ing one of their
a scientific research institute was
vide for their promoters that at- tions Commission. He said Par
gomery
Rydeen, who bought
further pressed by Gael Sullivan^
Distrib
Realart
them Aug. 11, 1950, two of the mosphere of distinction found in would sell films to TV when the
exec director of Theatre Owners of
the art theatres, they closed up.
five leading St. Paul downtown
medium can afford to pay the
America, at a meeting of the N. Y.
Foreign Pix Film
"A” first-run theatres, the Strand This is the case with about 20 other “right price.” Norman Glassman,
Board of Trade last week.
houses
in the Detroit area. When,
and Tower, have been disowned
New
England circuit op, asked for
Realart Pictures, principally a
Plan was proposed by Charles P.
will they learn?
as well as shuttered. And with
a showdown on the subject with distributor of Universal reissues,
Skouras, Rational Theatres presiI definitely do not blame peoDale- Montgomery
Rydeen filing ple for refraining from such the- producers’ reps at the COMPO may add more foreign-made films dent and TOA board chairman, at
suit against
meeting in N. Y. last week. to its product foster. Carroll L.
in Federal Court
the TOA directors meeting on the
atres.
And you theatre people board
here, it will devolve upon the
This was voted down when Gael Puciato, veepee of Realart and Jack
Coast early this month. It’s now
blame- such incidents on the telecourt to decide wha still actually
Sullivan, exec director of the Thea- Broder Productions, planed, from
apparent that Sullivan will seek
vision industry. What a laugh! ,1
own*, the now-orphan showhouses.
tre Owners, of America, pointed out New York for London, Paris and
support of it in his numerous talks
admit, television might play a
do
In the complaint asking for;, rethat the sale of films to TV was Rome on a six-week trip to scout
before meetings of exhibitors and
hand in it, but is hot actually a part in
cession of the purchase contract
the nature of a trade practice fresh foreign pix and discuss joint
other industry groups.
(Continued' oh page 13)
and a return of the approximately
and as such could not be taken up production deals with European
At the Board of Trade session
$75,000 of the $150,000 purchase
film-makers.
by COMPO.
Price already paid to MAC, the
Already on the Realart release last week, Sullivan' declared that
It was decided instead that the
“a
rtew daring, a new ingenuity, a
plaintiffs, through their counsel,
imports
as
the
Italat.
such
the
are
spotlighted
slate
would
matter
be
Defers Hearings
Ben Deirtard, allege that they
upcoming Coast conclave when ex- ian-made “Sky Is Red” and the new scientific approach must come
to
bur
industry before it dies clingbought the theatres on misrepreCleopatra.”
join
British
“Caesar
and
hibs, distribs and producers
ing to phony slogans and the old
sentations as to the 1949 and 1950
in a roundtable discussion of vari- Latter was picked up from United
hokum
that won’t work. We ha ye
n$t revenue. What the $150,000
Puclato’s
joint
Eric
A.
last
August.
Artists
Washington, Feb. 26.
ous film trade problems.
a tremendous market awaiting us*
purchase price included were the
Federal Communications Com- Johnston, president of the Motion production talks are in behalf of
theatres’ leases, still having a year mission today (Tues.) postponed Picture Assn, of America, told the Broder Productions. While abroad that can only be approached and
and a half to run and with an the theatre television hearings COMPO-ites that he would under- he’ll also work out distribution won by a -modernization of techoption for an additional period at. from the scheduled March 10 to take to lihe up full producers’ sup- arrangements on several of Bro- niques in production and selling.”
an advanced rental, plus the showThe research center which
der’s Hollywood-made features.
May 5. Mo'tion picture industry port for the July meeting.
houses’ equipment. Inasmuch as reps had recently discussed postElsewhere on the foreign film Skouras and Sullivan are plugging
At the first such Session, which
primarily
Dale, Montgomery
Rydeen have ponement question with FCC.
set up last year, only thea- front SouVaine Selective Pictures would have for Its aim
find paying -the rent and
still
Two-month delay may mean FCC tremen and producers sat in. It’s acquired U. S. distribution rights the perfection of third dimension
and more
js on. the leases, the
latter will won’t be able fo lift freeze oh TV now been decided to widen the to a Paul Gallico feature, “Never films in sight and sound
have to, fork over, the monthly pay- station
of merchandising
construction
until
late July meeting Via invitations to dis- Take No for an Answer,” from In- effective means
films.
(Continued on page 14)
dependent Film Distributors.
tribution toppers.
March or early April!;
.
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WB, 20th HO.

Although,
staffers at

homeoffice

pub-ad

Warner Bros, and

20th-

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
In the upcoming drive to repeal 20th Skeds Pic
the 20% Federal admissions tax,
Sinking of Titanic
it looks as if the film industry will
Hollywood, Feb. 26;
withdraw its pledge to pass the
Sinking
of
the White Star liner
benefits of any taxtslicing on to the
public. The present' ticket prices Titanic in 1912 With a loss Of 1,500
lives
Will
the basis of "Nearer
form
with tax included will remain the
same, even though the tax is cut. My God to Thee,” slated as a high20th-Fox.
budgeter
at
Trade toppers now reason that
Charles Brackett will produce,
theatres refrained from boosting
scales anywhere near as much, as With Richajrd Breen and Walter
the prices generally on goods and Reisch working on the screenplay.
services have gone up oyer the Clifton Webb is the only member
past few years. They need a tilt at of the cast named thus far.

On

20th Seeks to ^ens
j
Tncideiit’ in Yugoslavia

Fox have signified their intentions
of going out /on strike Tuesday
(4), the N. Y. Screen Publicists
Guild and the companies are continuing to hold talks in an effort
to bring about a last-minute settlement of the Contract hassle which
has been taking place since 'NovemMeanwhile, there was some
ber.

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Twentieth-Fox is seeking permission to shoot part of "International
Incident”
Yugoslavia,
background of the novel by Neil
Patterson.
Story deals with a
travelling circus troupe and its escape from behind the Iron Curtain.
Anatol Litvak and Robert L.
Jacks will coproduce the picture
in Europe. Litvak is currently in
Paris trying to get the nod from this time, as an economic must but
Yugoslavian authorities.
fear the public would balk at it.
Consequently, theatremen feel that
their only chance of increasing net
income is via the reduction in ad-,
missions tax without a commensurate cut in overall ticket price.
In its campaign to eliminate entirely or slice the Federal levy
*

indication that staffers at Universal may vote for a walkout.
flacks met last night (Tues.) to discuss the issue.

U

.

Following a meeting with U neMonday (25), when company and unionites failed to see
eye to eye, staffers walked put in

gotiators

burn.
A management spokesdeclined to comment on the isAs far as could be ascersues.
tained, however, company reportedly offered the staffers a pact
which the SPG-ers regarded as inferior to one that expired Oct.
31', 1951,
At Warners, despite the Strike
vote, the situation appeared more
encouraging, Reaching a stalemate
with the edmpany-assigned negotiators, the staffers succeeded in
bringing the talks to a higher echelon and held a long session with

man

.

Tough for Small
Indies-Chadwick

scheduled to be changed, inasas it won’t concentrate on

much

exclusively.

Eternal will release at the rate

two-a-month starting in March,
Seidelman revealed,, principally in

of

the

16m

non-theatrical fiela. He’ll

(Continued on page 18)

PAR PUBLICISTS

Agreement oh a hew pact for
N. Y, pub-ad staffers at paramount
apparently will be concluded by
the end of this week. Motion Picture Homeoffice Employees .Union,
Local H-63, and the company have
reportedly reached an understanding on basic issues.
It appears that the Par staffers
Will receive a $10 across-the-board
increase,' a union shop, and an up-

Majors have been too liberal in
wage increases, he charged, com- years has been

long-rarige plan by the film industry to revitalize itself.
Independent Exhibitors disclosed
its views following a suggestion
recently made by a Philadelphi
circuit exec that the majors market "package show.” as a. means of
bringing about a "new and greater
era” of industry prosperity. Plan
,

•.

Klleman

among

recommended,

.

distribution sys3. Stunt man's daily minimum industry’s existing
increased from $55 to $70, with no tem, which would afford the lndi
in selling
latitude
greater
producer
change in weekly minimum Of
his product, Was predicted in New
$300.
film
veteran
by
week
this
York
picture players”
4. Multiple
weekly minimum increased from exec Sam Seidelman.
is going
business
picture
“The
$175 to $250.
change,” he
5. Singers increased from $55 to through a tremendous
TV.”
$70 per day, witli innovation that said, .“not only because of
choral singers may be called for For the time isn’t far away when
long-term
on
tie
won’t
up
indies
four-hour sessions at $45.
They’ll make
distribution deals.
6. Singers mouthing to playback

a leader of Allied

States.

Named by Depinet as committee
circuit ops Morton
Thalheimer, Trueman; Rembusch,
Nate J. Yaihins, Harry Brandt, Abe
Berenson,. Robert Livingston, E. D.
Martin and Rotus. Harvey. Additionally, Allied and TOA each will
name six other members, Western
Theatre Owners, Inc., will appoint
members were

two others, and two each

will be-|

their arrangements on a revenue
named by the Metropolitan Motion upped from $25 to $45.
If the
basis, Seidelman declared;
Picture Theatre Owners and the
7. Airplane pilots increased from
Independent Theatre Owners Assn., $90 to $100 per day at. studio (non- return falls below a certain aver-:

Abram

L,

Myers and Herman

Will serve as counsel Julian
Brylawski will act as Washington
contact, Metro’s Henderson Richey
was named secretary, and Oscar
Doob, Loew’s exec, will function
as coordinator.

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Golden Globes were awarded, to
Fredric March and Jane Wyman
as the best dramatic actor and ac
tress of 1951 at the 3.0th annual
annual dinner of the Hollywood
Assii.
Correspondents
Foreign
March got the nod for Stanley Kramer’s “Death of a Salesman’’ and
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Miss Wyman for Wald-Krasna’s
Steve Cochran and Frank Love“The Blue Veil,”
Awards for best performance in joy will costar in “Gown'of Glory,”
musical comedy went to Danny produced by Henry Blanke at WarLeo G. Carroll and Lisa
.
Kaye for 20th-Fox's “On the Riv- ners
featured roles in
iera” and to June Allyson for Ferraday drew
of Kilimanjaro” at
"The
Shows
“Too Young to Kiss.”
Champion will
John
20th-Fox
the.
Paramount’s “A Place in
produce “Man Without a Country,”
Sun” was adjudged the best Holly- with Charles Marquis Warren diwood-produced drama, and Metro’s recting, for Commander. Films ...
“An American in Paris” won a Hayes Goetz drew production reins
Globe as the best Hollywood-pro- on "Bonanza” and; "Apache Trail”
“The Day the at Metro while Henry Berman was,
duced tunefilm.
Earth Stood Still/' a 20th-Fox pro- assigned to “Gyp Circuit”
duction, took the Globe as the best Faye Roope sighed for a spot in
promoting international UI’s "Ma and Pa Kettle at Waikiki”
picture
Sol C. Sierel starts; "Darling,
.
understanding.
Other awards were: Laslo Bene- I Am Growing Younger” March 3
dek, best director, for “Death of a; with Cary Grant, Marilyn Monroe
roles.
'Salesman”; Peter Ustinov, best and Charles Coburn in top
Alfred E. Green will direct "Insupporting actor, "Quo. Vadis”;
American
Kim Hunter, best supporting ac- vasion, U. S. A,” for
Streetcar Named De- Pictures, replacing Harold Daniels,
tress, "A
Sinister”
sire”; Robert Buckner, best screen- who is busy on "Port
Vincent Minelli to
play, "Bright Victory”; Pier. An- Metro -assigned
he comwhen
"Brigadoon,”
direct
geli, best supporting actress, "Tepletes "Tribute to a Bad Man” and
resa”; Robert Surtees and William
"I Love Louisa” . . . Leon ShamLee Skall, best color photography, roy signed a three-year cameraman
"Quo Vadis”; Frank Planer, best ticket at 20th-Fox . . . Alexander
and white photography, Hall resumed work on "Because
black
"Death of a Salesman”; Vict6r You're Mine” at Metro, following
Young, best musical score, Hal his recent auto accident
Agnes

8.

tive Jan.

Loves”
"The Winning Team”
the new tag on "Alexander, the
Big Leaguer” at Warners.’’
Richard Greene drew the top
male role in "The Black Castle/’
.

*

picture,

back and exploit

wher-

it

money

ever else he could get his
back.”

Emphasizing "we have to look
for new markets,” Seidelman asserted that when a legit show isn’t
a financial success it hits the foad.
Likewise, with a picture, the point
will have to come where a producer will “go in any hall where
overhead is practically nothing.”

SPECIAL SYNC ILLUSION

,

VIA

NEW DUBBING

New method

CO.

been
developed by J. D> Trop, former
Mary v.p. and general manager of Harry
starting March 15 at UI
Plckford finally contracted to star Sherman Productions, and Irving
for Stanley Kramer In "The Li- Schecter, film editor and sound
Hal Wallis bought “Key technician.
brary”
Known- as Tru/Sync,
West,” authored by. John Lucas, as the method reportedly brings about
a costarrer for. Charlton Heston
perfect synchronization and creates
CanEddie
Scott
and Lizabeth
that the voices Were
tor will play himself in Warners’ the illusion
specially recorded at the time th
“The Story of Will Rogers/)
photographed. Develpicture
was
Billy May’s orch will screen-debut
in a musical short at UI, with Will opers have applied for patents.
Schecter have OverTrop
If
and
Cowan producing and directing
Lesley Selander to direct UI’s “The Come the two prime faults of presRiding Kid,” with Richard Conte ent dubbing—prohibitive rates and
and Viveca Lindfors in top roles, poor results—^insiders believe that
Robert Taylor, and Stewart Gran-^ a new lucrative market will be
.

.

.

.

.

of dubbing has

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

age, he noted, “then the producer
should have the right to take the

is

.

:

1952}
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(Continued on page 18)
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contract beginner miniincreased from $60 to $75

per week.
9. Basic wage rate to be effec-

.

.

on

to $130

Term

mum

.

.

from $120

flying) and
location.

both N. Y.

Levy

WYMAN, MARCH WIN
FOREIGN SCRIBES’ KUDOS

ping in grade for several staffers.
Issues yet to be resolved. Include
new basic miriimums and the question of "double severance” in case
of layoffs.
Wage hike; reportedly
will be retroactive to Oct. 31, 1951,
expiration date of former pact
with another union.
Negotiations with Par mark first
effort by the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em- Wallis’ "September Affair.”
Of
ployees on behalf of publicists. the 16 Golden Globes, "Death of a
Par is the only pub-ad outfit the IA Salesman” won four and "Quo
ion reps.
Vadis” two.
.

its'

tre Enterprises.

Win Boosts To

,

REACH UNDERSTANDING

in

last

j

H-63,

group points out
current bulletin,, should be

tion of solo bills,

marked by "balanced programming” by exhibitors along with a

•

1

is

.

membership
throughout New England. Adopwide

with

zation

,

Hollywood, Feb. 26.

.

TV

urged by

«

ing at a time when grosses have
been decreasing. It's especially
Of Religious Shorts damaging since scales negotiated
Sam Seidelman, foreign chief of by the majors apply all down the
Eagle Lion Classics before the line to the smaller iqdies.
The only chance of survival for
company was acquired by United
Artists last year, disclosed forma- the Indies, Chadwick added, is for
tion of Eternal Film Corp. in New concessions to be made on Scales
York this week. New outfit, of for low-budget pix, plus recogniwhich he’s prexy-general manager- tion of the .producers' right to retreasurer, has taken over exclusive- lease in all fields, including video.
worldwide distribution rights in all Without restrictions in the form
gauges to. a series of 18 30-minute of added payment to workers and
subjects titled "Christianity—Thru talent.
the Eyes of the Masters.”
Filmed in Kodachrome in and
around the Vatican, the shorts'

Italy. Distribution deal was made
with All-Nations Television Corp.,
headed by William Aberson. AllNations financed the series with
a reported investment of $1,365,000
as of the end of January., ^leantime, the corporate* name of ANTC

is

other things, use of a, top feature
with at least two b.o. stars, a feadesigned to appeal, to
turette
women if the main picture had a
masculine pitch or Vice Versa, a 15
New campaign is described as
to 20-minute subject of "racial or
"educational,” that is, to acquaint
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Congressmen throughout the counScreen Actors Guild and major religious” nature and a Color cartry With the economic difficulties film lots have signed a new con- toon with comedy material suitable
which many theatres across the tract running to June 1, 1958. Both for either adult or juvenile audicountry are now experiencing. parties have the right to. reopen ences.
Allied-affiliate emphasizes that it
Scope of the push is reflected in discussion of wage rates on June 1,
the fact that 33 circuit men from 1954, and June 1, 1956, With all readily agrees with Klleman that
the
double bill should go, "but we
to
apvarious parts of the Country Will salary increases subject
be active in the drive.
proval by the Wage Stabilization also seriously question the advis(Continued on page 13)
Before he bowed out as COMPO« Board.
Following are 12 highlights of
president last week, Ned E. Depinew pact, announced by
net appointed Robert J. O'Donnell, the
general manager of Interstate The- Charles Boren, representing the Predicts Realignment
atres, Dallas, and Hairy A. Cole, producers, and John Dales, Ji\,
head of Texas Federated Theatres, representing, the actors:
Of Distrib System For
player
minimum in1. Day
also Dallas, as co-chairmen of the
industry's tax committee. O’Don- creased from $55 to $70.
Benefit of Indie Prods.
nell is one of the Theatre, Owners
2. Weekly freelance player mini-,
A possible realignment of the
of America toppers arid Cole for mum increased from $175 to $250.

a

were produced by Samuel Bronston during a 22-month stay in

Exhibitors, Inc M
exhibitor organi-

year, industryites told
legislators that the public would
gain via reduced charges at the b.o.

sales v.p.

Takes Over Distrib

program

Independent

Allied-affiliated

was submitted by Paul Klleman,
general manager of W. & R. Thea-

'

early

The current round of Wage increases granted various unions and
Reportguilds hikes production costs of
edly, the feeling following this
low-biidgeters at least 18% and
confab was fhajt the company and
"will soun.d the death knell of
the Union Were not so far apart
smaller independent producers/'
that some satisfactory agreement
I. E. Chadwick, prez of the Indecould not be reached. Kalmenson
pendent Motion Picture Producers
ordered the company negotiators Assn;, has charged. He pointed out
to resume talks with the staffers
particularly
increases
are
that
and to report directly to him on harmful now, since income is down
(Continued on page 13)
15% frqm a year ago and continues to recede in Smaller houses,
which are the biggest customers
of Indie product.
Sam Setfelman Co.
Ben Kalmenson,

.

single-feature

j

.

ger assigned to costar in "AIL the
Brothers Were Valiant,” to be produced for Metro in the South Seas
by Pandro Berman ... Ellen Corby,
from India,
returned
recently,
checked in at Metro for a key role
. Charles
in "Fearless Fagan.”
Mae Niles, Calypso singer, signed
for a specialty in Columbia’s "AfCarleton
,
.
fair in Trinidad.”
.

.

.

Young signed

for two Metro pic-

available for foreign pix distribs.
Distribs have a plethora of lingo
films on their shelves Which have
already played out the sureseater

market, if pix can be dubbed acceptably and inexpensively, distribs
can go after the gerieral-run houses
which have heretofore shunned th
linguals With the English subtitles.
In addition, distribs can unload
considerable product to a waiting
TV market; Up to the present TV
hag been reluctant to accept the
language pix because of the diffi;

,

"Mr. Congressman” and
"Eagle on His Cap,”
Goldstein drew producLeonard
Moorehead joined James Mason
and Moira Shearer in "The Jealous tion reins on "The Greatest of culty of licking the subtitle probauthored by Fred
All,”
Them
in
episodes
Lover,” one of the
lem,
Metro’s "The Story of Three Brady and Hans Jacoby, at UI
.

tures,

;

"Show' Terrif $27,000,

D.C. Stats; ‘Bend’ Sockeroo $18,000,

Buff; ‘Queen’ Fine.ll

Rousmg 226 in 2d

23G, ‘Retreat’

Buffalo, Feb, 26.
Biggest thing here thisweek j*
“Greatest Show on Earth" with
sockeroo session at the Center.
Also very strong is “African
Queen" hut not getting nearly as
much coin in the larger Buffalo

Estimated Total Gross
.... $733,806'
This Week
(Based on 23 theatres)
Last Year
...
.$516,600
.

.

(

.

.

(2d

ally

in-

Clnicnnatl, Feb. 26.
is hopping this round.

Film front

M

Stdpehdpus^faw
ShowonEarth at

Capitol

andbig

ti n?nn
$iu,ouu..

^

_
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 90$1.25)—
greatest bnow
isartn"
Show on 'Earth”
$i.JS5)-v“Greatest
(Par), Colossal $30,000 and house
high for several years. Ternf ad
wu^aigii,
front q..u
and
campaign, jycuw
-Special theatre
ureauc iiimj
.

“Cloudburst”

Vegas

*

.

recorded ballyhoo
recorded

Indef
helping indef
of 50c. for juves
Storv" (RKO) and “Harlem GlobeStory”
trotters” (Col) (2d Wk). Good $23,- was shaved to 35e. for early-bird
screening opening day. Last week,
000. Last week, sock $38,000.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para- “Sailor Beware” (Par) (2d wk),
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,430; 60- $11,500 at 55-75C. scale.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
$1.20)—“Detective
(Par)
Story”
and “Old West” (Col) (L.A. Par “Retreat, Hell!” (WB) and “Hold
only).
Nice $23,000, Last week. That Line" (Mono). Sturdy $10,000
Harlem Globe
L.A. Par, “Sailor Beware” (Par) or near. Last week, ’/Harlem
larefoot Mailand “Barefoot Mailman” (Col) (4th Trotters (Col) and “Barefoot

Admish

stretch.

'

.

wk), $6,600; Hollywood Par “Tom
Brown’s School Days” (UA), $3,500.

Natur-

-

man”

Colombia

“Harem

and

Wow Oeve.

226,

—

.

^

^

,

;

•

,

—

—

0 hio (Loew’s) (1,244; 55-80)
Light $4,500,
“Sell-Out” (M-G).
Last week, “Lone Star" (M-G)

“united Artists (UA) (1,900; 7095)—-/Belle,
York” (M-G)
“Belle of New York
Fair
(Mono).
“Highwayman”
lg IW yman
ono)
and “Highwayman”
JAl
2??«n?
i
*
week,
e ^ “Lone
Lone Star”
0, Last
L
$11,000.
firiS?
nnA
skv"
and ,)o
(M-G)
“Shadow in Sky”

A%

’

4I\

>

Reno
Martui-Lewis Up
*
706

(2,296; 80-$1.50)
(UA) (9th wk).

Rialto

(Metropolitan)

(840;

80-

‘Show’ Frisco Standout,

30G; ‘Bend’ Sharp 24G,
i

4.4.1

*

i '

"

I

With a scale af $l;25$150, “Greatest Show on Earth” is
23.

&

*

l

I

—

From

v

_

Trees” (WB) and “Steer Fist”
(Continued on page 16)

•

.

-

*

$14,

'

1

-— ^
uou |«uii urn mvavaaav^ vu vmv
•-*
lession at Orpheum despite “Show” until Martin
Lewis arrived.
Competition. “Retreat, Hell!” also
Estimates for This Week
Is big at Paramount ,where strong
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76)
results. “Las Vew
bally ^
is spelling f
Stranger”
“Phone
A XIVU&.
Call Mi A V 111
gas Story” also shapes nice at {20th> (m.o ). Well liked pic hurt
Golden Gate.
by weather on its initial Radio
Estimates for This Week
Catching up a bit
City stanza.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65- here.
Last week,
Mild $4,000.
95)—“Las Vegas Story” (RKO). “Darling* How Could You?"
)U?” (Par),
Nice $14,000. Last week, “Girl In $2,600
50-76)
Every Port” (RKOl^and “Overland
Gopher (Berger) (1,000;
0; 50-76)—
days, sjiio.ouu.
anaie;, o
(Indie),
$16,500. VRe«
Telegraph”
Teiegrapn"
8 aays,
Montana” <20th) (2d
“Red Skies Montan
M
m A B tAV
i A AA 4
Al> AA\
(l*«l J.
First
Irst week;
'Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—“Big wk). Light $3,000.
)00.
•

Fik

;

biz snapping back quickly here af-

on Feb.

Top

“The Sellout’’ (M-G) and “Shadow
+
currently lead to
in
rtjatis
Sky” (M-G). Tepid $4,500.
Mpst roads
„ Most
City where Martin & Lewis Last week, “Fort Osage” (Mono)
Radio
L..
a«9A
M«M AaLImW Am J IID1amLam4> Q4a«MMA/1
An aI
(Mono),
heading stageshow are smashing and “Elephant Stampede” i'hft
c fn
in city by a $3,500.
all boxoffice records
wide margin.
margin. Their first time in Radio City (Par) (4,000; 85Minneapolis, the team is boosting $1.50)-—“Reunion in Reno” (U)
“Reunion In Reno" to a terrific with Martin & Lewis heading
cofirse, film doesn’t
Such a huge gross Is stageshow. Of course,
$70,000.
$70,000..
made possible by the fact that six mean much with this combo on the
shows were used daily Friday stage. Will chalk up biggest week
through Sunday with five-a-day re- by far ever registered by ainy atmainder of week, with $1.50 top at. traction here. No price reduction
for kids* Stupendous $70,000. Last
night.
important week,
“Phone
uiunu vaii Stranger”
only two
iwu im^uAiuuv
are uiuj
There
AiiciC aic
film newcomers, “Bend of River" (20th), light $8,000 at 50-76c scale.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
heading for big Orpheum week de(U).
of River”
spite, tough Martin & Lewis op- 40-76) —— “Bend
position.
It’s the second week Plenty of praise for this one and
Stev
starred it is
downtown for “Lavender Hill with James Stewart
neglet
even though
Mob,” still big. A sudden return not being neglected
?•

,

>

15 .351
San Francisco,/ *Feb. 26.
^
settlement of one-day
Sudden
transit strike of last Saturday saw

‘Bend’

$4,500.
1

Lyric

(Par)

(1,0
(1,000;

50-76)

—

Auuiuat

vv/ux/,

RKO-Pan (RKO)

(1,600;

ISlfi,

fll(l>

.

>

^flC %|AW
OflOW 94(3
OUU,

?fl

.

•

*

*

,

AAH

m

p
> A 1
OP
K.Cj
OaiUiy Only '8G,
8G,
K.C.; ‘Dasny’
*
..
,
n A.
StAUf
LO
K1U, 2d
11G,
‘Sailor’
Stout llG
“WW iHVUI
«r

Kansa? City, Feb. 26.
Kansas

Major play here

m

-Sailor
oanor Beware"
ueware __ in

is

going

to

shapes nied.
Estimatei for This Week
Estimates
50-90)—
(1,200;
Astor (B&Q) <1,200;
UnMontana" (20th).
“Red Skies Montana”
,,
Daath;
excitlhg $7,500. Last week, “Death
days),
S^ILuSman"
wk-4
(5th
(Col)
Saiesmaii
of Salesman”

W^V**™*™*^'

umn $2300
(Beacon Hill) (682;
B
BcaCn Hill
„
ti om
“Another
Man’s Poison’’

wees
secona wee*

Paramount,. Others are moderate

Throne’ ’(Indie)

although •'Bend of Elver” on
ffSSt
ed by
gt’wkh
moveover to Little Esquire Is doing 'S
nnn after ?7>uuu
fi7 000
for fourth
Ior
well. “Browning Version" at art
film Vogue opened nicely and will round.
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
get extra time.
“At Sword’s Points” (RKO) and
Estimates for This Week
Fair
(Indie).
Scarface”
“Young
50Esquire
(Fox iviiuwcst/
Midwest) vo^u,
~„ 7
iuirc ir-UA
(820; i»uup,,
:
week. Cat
“Bend of River” (U) and $13,000 for>8 days. Last“Hunchback
and
(RKO)
People"
“Woman in Dark” (Rep) (m.o.).
Trim $3,000. Last week, “Hunch- Notre Dame" (RKO) (reissues),
back of Notre Dame" (RKO) and $6,000 in 6 days.
BaAmIaD /iilT
EI^aA'Am /Tm*]! A
n4
(RKO) (ttAlAfiinAAl
(reissues),
(r<
“Cat
People”
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
aud
Version”. (U)
days,
$2,200 in 8 days.
“Browning
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; $1.24- “Royal Journey” (UA) (5th wk)*
$2.50)—“The River" (UA) (5th Wk). Still good at $7,500 following nice
Mild $1,250. Last week, $1,600.
$8,500 for fourth.
n
.40-85)-“
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500.; 50-75)
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—“Lone Star” (M-G) and “Purple “Room for One More” (WB) ana
$5.5uu,
Heart Diary” (Col). Bright $16,000, “Steel Fist” (Mono). About
and possible holdover. Last week, neat. Last week, “David and Patn“Ten Tall Men” (Col) and “Corky sheba” (20th), at top prices, tepia
of Gasoline Alley" (Col), $8,000.

$4 200
40-85)Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—,
\xuw/ (3,000;
lucuiunai (RKO)
Memorial
-.r
\ui vvw
..fijs
\av.kwy.-. (2d(RKO) (reissue)
“Las Vegas Story" (RKO)
and “Snow
V) emu
vvilitc. uww;
OUUW. White”
^
“Chain of Circumstance” (Col), wk). Strong $24,000 following tali
“/
Slow $6,500. Last week, Another $30,000 for first.
A
Q
-V
Man’s Poison” (UA) aiid ‘‘Crazy
“Crazy : Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; .40*85)
Stars
Over Horses” (Mono), $6,000.
00.
.“Viva Zapata!” (20th) and
‘

.

.

Paramount
uiaxui

•

40-76)—

uaoi

(Tri-States)

—

State
(Par)
50-76)
(2,300;
“Invitation" (M-G). Slight $5,500.
"Lone Star”
Last week, “Lone
Star
(M-G)
(2d wk), moderate $5,000.
World (Mann) (400; 50-95)
"Lavender Hill Mob"- (U) (2d wk).
Has demonstrated real strength.
Strong $4,500. JuksJt
week, great
Jukst .week,
$5,100.

—

—

and Guitars” (Rep).

(1,900;

OAK

K&aut axu.vuVi

-Below.. hopes-

\JLIlUiw* ipxvivvv«

.a

.ac\^

(3,000; 40-85

Orpheum (Loew)

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-

un
“Lbne Star” (M-G) and "Son ofLast

and “Chicago nada (Fox Midwest) <2,100; 2,043;
Calling” (UA).
Wobbly $4,000. 700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Meet Danny
A VUMg UVOl
Last week,
AJ|WV
TIVVAi “Young
Scarface”
i.HVV
(InAU Wilson” (U) and “Here Come the
die) and “Wild Boys of City” (In- Nelsons” (U). Moves out after
\

-t

!

’

.

“Big Night” (UA)

die), $5,000.

9

lXr

fl

SS &i

$1.20)—“Streetcar" (WB) (9th wk).
Sturdy
w
$7,100.
^ $6,000. Last week,

,

*

at

1

to Record

MinnA
rmlic Feb
26.
Minneapolis,
Feb. 26

M

Fine $8,300. Last week, $9,200.

Mpk;

T$

-

vial

Is^

»

.

W

^Q|«ir

Adams

'

*

Hu!)! ‘Za pata’
“

-

Boston, Feb. 26.
“Snow White” in second frame
(Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)
Memorial continues to pace
“Death of Salesman” (Col) (3d wk). at the
“Viva
stanza.
nnwirt??
week ^ke
oke the city again this
t0 f 3 500 Last week,
Zapata" at Met is not up to exE?J&
0UU
5
*
pectations; neither is “Red Skies
of Montana” at Astor. “Room for
two spots.
One More" looks tall in two
RrmWf fiO,UUU,
€1 A
Dlar DllgllC
“Lone Star” at State and Orpheum
wk), $9,700.
(M-G) (2d
<2d Wk),

:

—

*

If

90-

,

^

•

.

—

•

f

,

Benr

—

-•

(1 174;

Girl”

(G&S) <1,108; 60-85)— —“Sailor Beware” (Par) (m.o.). ( m .o.), $6,000.
“Sailor Beware” (Par) (5th wlc), Hotsy $8,000. Last week, “For Men
(RKO) u.duu,
(3 300* 55-80) _
Palace <KKU>
1
Neat $4,000. Last week, $5,200.
Only’ (Lipl. $4,500.
“Bend of River” (U). Smash $17v
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro(RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
Ljrric
000 or close. Staying. Last week,
politan-WB) (2,213, 1 ,612, 85-$150) “One
(indie) and “Return
in Tropics" (Indie)
“Onfe' Night teYropicS”
Texan" (20th), $8,500.
of TexInVT20rh)7$8.500:
“BetonTl
(Par).
r)
Ea
rth (P
G
n
55-80)
(Indie)
(reisMy
Sarong"
°*
“Pardon
"Pardon
Sarong”
state (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80^
7T
f $57,000. Last4 week,
^rt
l
week
OrpheOrphe
Great
Great
Great
sues ) split with “Bride of Gorilla” “African Queen” (M-G).
rid
0th (Indie) and “Night Horrors” (InumJ
ar
$22,000 or under. Last week, “Inf/ Ji?
?
and “Np rthwest Temtory" Mono) die)
so-so $4,500.
Last week, Citation” (M-G), $9,500.
«
(2d wk), $4,900; Bevhills, “Death
Hunchback Notre Dame” (RKO) Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 90Salesman (Col). (9th wk-8 days), and “Cat People” (RKO) (reissues, $i.50WQu6 Vadis” (M-G) (14th$4,300.
$4j300.
ditto.
final Wk). Fine $9,500. Last week,
/rnrw «
’
(RKO) (2
600; 55-75)— $8,500.
Palace (RK6)
(2,600;
88^* "*7M* “70
loT-^David^
10?
^‘Davi^’and
^Tid
; Burger), (500;
V
Smash $18,Tower (Scheftel(UA).Smash$18,African Queen" (UAL
SSv "African
CnQ\?f cftnnf?"
ulth.S**
Dame
55-80)—
Notre
“Hunchback
in
more
year.
here
than
a
°*
Best
00
000.
o
rfetwSi
Hypoed by lobby diamond search and “Cat People" (reissues). Good
'.ImliG). and
na SGVfinth
nm
“ aie; stunt
th Veil
Gndie)
VVeU
U
* !1 (Indie)
chinf and'
onH contest
pnn^cf tiein
tipln with
witK Pmaf
Unknown
ek, _“Unknown
week,
we
Post, $3,500.
Last
and
^i.a§Xa
lr^«n'^
«in9hft
re S
Last week, “At Sword’s Point" World” (Lip) and ‘FBI Girl (Lip),
aJhIS. FAiir
iT AiJS
F
S lar /tta\ (HKO). mUd
e
ja
)°^Q

v^

(Loew's)

week, “Indian Upris-

'

(Col), $6,000.

uo
is
(MtG) (13th wk-5 days. Final 5
days continuous-run at UA and HJf
d
at Fo
s u r Re ver s
rttn u^ s at .^e r h ou s e o ^y
$12,000. Last week, $13,300;

four wall deal for
week, big $26,000.

$1.50)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (m.o.)
Fine $7,000 for this
(4th. wk).
Detroit, Feb. 26.
of run and will probably go
stage
(Col), same.
t
Biz is off from previous, two another Week. Last week,
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40'
hypoed by $&,000.
2/3? Want YoU” OeScO)’ and weeks which were
(Lopert) (372;. 50-85)—
Dupont
Dup<
snn stageshows. Only downtowner do« Ste,„i
$8,500.
Mildish an
ei Fist” (Mono). MtiHicii
is. “Rashomon” (RKO) (3d wk). Fine
i?8_biz_that
biz- that rates superlatives _ls
Montana’ ing
Tast week,
week. “Red Skies Montana
Last
the Madison where “Greatest Show $4,000 second consecutive week.
On Earth” is living up partially Holds.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-85)—
to its title. “Phone Call Stranger”
is not ringing any bells at the Fox. “Bend of River” (U). Whani $18,000
"Sword’s Point” is fairly sharp at to top town. Holds. Last Week,
the Palms. ‘‘Belle of New York” is “Meet Danny Wilson” (U), $7,500.
taking no prizes at- the United ArtOntario (K-B) (1,404; 44-74)—
“Sailor Beware” is. steady in “Detective Story” (Par) (4th wk).
ists.
third week- at the Michigan.
Tops last weeks $7,500 with $7,«
Estimates for This Week
700. Stays;
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)—
“Phone Call Stranger” (20th) “Viva Zapata!” (20th). Fine $17,,
iand “Cage of Gold'* (Indie). Slow 500 or near, but not up to hopes
_
,
na
Cleveland, Feb. 26.
$20,000. Last week, “Return of despite raves from crix. Last week,
Kingpin of first-runs here this Texan” (20th) plus stag^e show “Phone Call from Stranger” (20th),
like “African Queen” headed by Nat “King” Cole and slow $13,500 for 9 days.
week
'•
Playhouse (Lopert) -<485;. 55-$D—
at the State- Palace also is smash Georgia Gibbs, $40,000.
(4,000; “Woman in Question” (Col) (2d
Michigan (United
with - Bend 0 f River." Both pix
“ Detroit)
“
“
'
and
(Par)
70-95)—
Beware”
likpiv
eet
“Sailor
getho
id.
the
two
films
wk). Okay $4,000 after $4,500 last
like iy will hold,
ting big turnovers. Allen’s “Re. “FBI Girl” (Lip) (3d wk). Sturdy week. Moves.
$16,000. Last week, $19,000.
Warner (2,174; 44.80)—“Retreat,
tref t Hell’” looms biff,
70-95)
IA.3UU;
(UD) (2,900;
Palms
raUHS IUJLI/
^*.«,
*«#**
w..*.
Hell!” (WB). Big $17,000 for war
VdlmatM
(At inis
Thl« Week
ior
^Estimates
wees
“Sword’s Point” (RKO) and “Worn- pic Last week, “Woman Is Dan3 00
Allen ( a n r
Fair $13,000,
$13,000. gerous” (WB), okay $13,000.
an In
(Mofco). Fairln Dark” (Moho).
ti «
c
^ l(WB). Big
$16,000
’Retreat, Hell!
week? “This Woman Dangerweek,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 50-85)—
Woman Is Last
or over. Last week,
ous >» (WB) an d “Finders Keepers” “Two Tickets Broadway” (RKQ),
Dangerous ’ (WB), $16,500.
(U), $15,000.
Fine $7,500; topping last week’s
90-$1.25)— $7,000. Holds again.
(1,900; 90-$1.25)Madison (UD) <1,900;
Hipp (Sch eftel - Burger) (3,700;
55-80)
“Death of Salesman” “Greatest Show on Earth" (Par).
(Col). Not too cheerful at $15,000 Great $28,000. Last week. “Hunchor near. Last week, “Meet Danny back Notre Dame” (RKO) and
“Cat People” (RKO) (reissues),
.Wilson” (U), droopy $9,000.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-75)

^

a

Theatre,

Loew’s.' Last

t”

Hawaii

(FWC)
—Wilshire
“African Queen”

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 55-90)—.

$27,000, big-

many months.

Loew’s Palace Is falling short
hopes with average biz.

“Lone Star” (M-G) plus vaude (2d
wte4 days).; Nice $15,000, and
moves on to make room for threeday run of Sadler's Wells Ballet

(Basil) <3,000; 40-70)--

$9,000. Last
(Col)
ing”

(UA) (Loew’s only)
ir) (3d wk-5 days).
About $11,000. Last week, okay
$17,000.
(2,taees (RKO) (2.Hillstreet, Pantages
752; 2,812; 70-$l)—“Las

’

Of

doing a second session;

Lafayette

-“Lone

9%fml:40
(2%t
/Tur_nv

at

round -looks ta| i

Initial

wk).

gest here

STSJrrSv

and

theatres .)

wind up with nearly

Palace are. piling up tall overall
take. It is best Week for morie than
Estimates for This Week
a year at both houses.' “Retreat,
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown; Hell” at Grand, and “Las Vegas
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719; Story’’ in Albee, are pleasing new1,248; 70-$l. 10)—“Phone Call From; comers. “Sailor Beware’*' continues
Stranger” (20th) and “Dark Man” hefty in third downtown seshl
(Indie). Good $29,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
“Lady Says No” (UA) and “Fort
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)— “Las
Osage” (Mono), $14,700.
Ve
as Story” (RKO). Nine days.
e
WiRem
boimtown.
HoUvwood
Moderate $12,000, Two-day exten(WB) (2 756**1 757* 2 344* 70-tl
? 10)
to Dean Martin- Jerry
—•Retreat Hell”’ (WB) (2d wk) s ^ on
toS
vino $22,000.
nnn
r
t2Q mn Lewis personal onMarch 1-3. Last
week, $29/>0Q.
Nice
Last
week
“DeAth
e
Death of
of Saleqmfln^*
of>
Salesman (Col)
(Col),
State,
Egyptian OJA)

(M-G)

trim $12,500.
Center (Par) (2,100; 904135^
(Par)
“Greatest Show on Earth
.

Based on IB theatres)

at lower prices starting tomorrow.

Star”

ing N. Yi)
Total Gross Sam# Week
.$2,415,006
Last Year
( dosed on 26 cities, and 206

(Col) and
“S ca n dal Shee
“Clouded Yellow” (Col). Modest

rated good $23,000 in secafter sock opener. “Retreat, Hill!" is fine.. $22,000 in second round, three spots. “African
Queen" is excellent in ninth week
while “Streetcar” also is sturdy in
“Quo Vadis” Winds 13
ninth.

70-$1.10)

"Paramount (Par) (3.0Q0; 40-70)“Flamirtg Feather” (Par).
today (Tues.). Last week, “Retreat,
Hell!" (WB) “The Hideout” (Indie),

Opens

.

K

atres, chiefly first runs, include

X6 days), $15,000.

is

1JJ38;

boxoffice a welcome
shot in the arm, with most of the
big bouses enjoying a weekend
boom. Busiest turnstile is rko
eith's, where “Bend of. River”
is smash and best since “Alice in
Wonderland.” “Retreat, Hell!” at
the Warner, launched* by a fancy
preem, also Is solid. “Viva Zapata!"

Estimated Total Gross
$2,935,656
This Week
( Based on 24 cities, 215 the-

'

ond frame

Loew’s

mainstem

City Grosses

.

Of the holdovers, “Las Vegas

(2,404;

,

Key

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—
"African Queen" (UA).-Fine $1^500. Last week, “Pandora” (M-G)

spots..

Story"

Washington, Feb. 26.
Washington's birthday gave

/

Los Angeles, Feb. 26. 4
First-run boxoffice here is dominated by “Greatest Show on
Earth," which is shooting for a
great ’$57,000 or near in two theatres.
Biz is generally being
helped by long holiday weekend.
*Phone Call From Stranger" looms
good $20,000 in four houses but
this is rated disappointing for a
holiday, week.
Pop-price run of “Detective,
Story" is heading for nice $23,000
In two sites.
“David and Bathsheba,” also on popscale, is getting
nowhere with about $6,000 in three

1M

“Retreat’ Lusty 176, ‘Zapata’

Jekyll" (Col). Nice $20,000.
ana
week, “Ten Tall Men” (Col)
“Magic Face" (Col), $19,700. 4°*85)
700
(lj^j.
1
(NET), (
days, lean $8,000 or better. Last
Paramount (NET)
ana
One More” (WB)
week,
wcca, “Bend
sciiu ujl
lur wus
of River”
ruivei
and —“Room
ivugin for
(U) auu
*7 enn
I

“Woman

$19,000.

in

Dark”

(Rep),

—

*

;

*'

sock “Steel Fist” (Mono). Fawy
Bathshcba
Last week, “David and Batnsncud

.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85)— (20th), $9,500.
An
40-85).
<3,500; 40-85)
“Browning Version” (Indie). Good
State (Ifoew’s)
(Tfoew’s) (3,500;
iJr.
at^r.
of
“So_n afDr.
$2,200. and will hold.
hold Last week,
week. "Lone
“Lone Star"
Star” (M-G) and "Son
$2,200,
Last
ra
$10,000.
“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (14th wk), Jekyll” (Col). Neat
ana
a
(CoD
Men. (Col)
closed record run with $1,200, week, “Ten Tall Men“
(Col), $10,000.
Okay.
“Magic VnnA**
Face” TCol).
.
.

.

.

—

—
feJae^yi.FJwair^ 27/1952

UJiJait
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FICTU1IB GROSSES

V aaiii

'

-VoiiiiiA

‘Snow White’ Paces Pro*.,

Wow

Ringed $50,000, ‘Bend’ Smash
•

Chicago, Feb. 26.
Washington’s birthday falling on
school holiweather,
good
Friday,
day and nice product all are sendto its best
boxoffice
Chicago
ing
“Quo
in recent ihohths.
level
Vadis,” in second week at Orienexcelwith
field
the
tal is leading
“Room for
lent $63,000 showing.
One More” at the Chicago, backed
with the Gene Nelson and Herb
Jeffries onstage, should do best biz
that house has seen lately with
'

$50,000.

...

.

State-Lake should do well with
“Bend of the. River’! and “Lady
from Texas” with smash $30,000.
“Pandora and the Flying Dutchman” and “Close to My Heart” at
United Artists might garner smart
$18,000.

“Phone

Estimates

Are Net

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; 1. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however; as indicated,,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

is

Call

next

.

From

in

Stranger,” also

smash. Loew’s State looms fair
with “Lone Star.”
Estfchates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

and “The Guest” (Rep). Hot

$12,-

$40,NO,

looks neat.

m

Philadelphia, Febi, 26.

65)—“Room for One More” (WB)
and “Hold That Line” (Mono) (2d
wk). Fairly, good $5,000. First sesh,
okay $8,000.
44-65)
State (LiOew)
(3,200;
“Lone Star” (M-G). Fair $12,500.
Last week, “Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th
wk), good $8,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)

Long holiday weekend and^per- —“Death of Salesman” (Col).
Opened Monday (25). Last week,
“Boots Malone” (Col) -and- “Harem

fect weather are sending boxoffice
receipts soaring here this round:
‘‘Greatest Show on Earth” is easily
topping town at Boyd but number
of juveniles in holiday audiences
sliced take a bit, “Bend of River”
started out swiftly at Goldman
with terrific round likely for this

Girl” (Coll, fair $7,500.

n

<ni
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
i—“Quo. Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk).
Building better matinee trade with comparatively small house. “Sailor
sock $63,000. Last week, $70,000.
Beware” continues great in second
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)— Stanley
session being only a step
“Man Bait” (Lip) and “For Men behind initial week* “Quo Vadis”
close,
or
Only” (Lip). Good $13,000
also still is socko in third Mastr
Last week, “Boots Malone” (Col) baum stanza. “Green Glove” looms
Omaha, Feb. 20.
arid “Indian Uprising” (Col.), $12,trim at Midtown.
On Earth”
“Greatest
000
Estimates for ThisWeek
opened to smash business from the
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)—
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)— moment the doors opened at Para“Bend of River” (U) and “Lady
from Texas” (U). Stewart fahs are “Girl in Every Port” (RKO); Okay mount despite $1.25 top. Looks like
building to sock $30,000 or near. $7,000: Last week, “Clouded Yel- a near-record $17,000. Reviews of
rave* variety and fine public reacLast week, “Submarine Command” low” (Col) (2d wk), $5,000.
(Par) and “Silver City” (Par) (2d
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-$1.50)— tion and word-of-mouth are help.

Show

.

wk), $10,006.

“Greatest Show on Earth” (Far),
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55- Mighty $40,000. Last week, “Wom98)— “Pandora)’ (M-G) and “Close an. is Dangerous” (WB) (2d wk), off
Bright $18,000. to $10,000.
to Heart” (WB).
Last week, “Native Son” (Indie)
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—“For
and ‘‘Girl on Bridge” (20th) (2d wk) Men
Only” (Lip) and “Stronghold”
$ 10 000
(Lip) drab $6,500. Last week,
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)— “David and Bathsheba” (20th),
“Death of Salesman” (Col) (4th
Ending four-week stay with $7,000.
wk.)
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Phone
okay $14,000. Last week, $15,500.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Titan” Call from Stranger” (20th) (2d wk).
Pleasant $3,000. Off to $13,000. Last Week, brisk
(Indie) (reissue).
Last week, “Small Back Boom” $20 000
(Indie), same.
Goldman (Goldman) (l,200f 50Ziegfeld (Lopert) (434; $1.25- 99)— “Bend of River” (U). Giant
$2.40)— “Tales of Hoffmann” (In- $23,000. Last week, “Lone Star”
die) (6th wk).
Up a bit to $3,500. (M-G) (3d wk), $8,000 in 5 days.
Last week, fine $3,000,
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 90-$1.50)
—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d Wk). Solid
$37,000. Last week, $40,000.
1

,

ing.

Omaha

.

Broadway

first-run business is
this session, the Street
in one of the strongest
Washington Birthday weeks In recent history. Combination of new,

soaring
turning

strong product and the long week-

has

is

mostly

light.

The
The

“Room For One More”

Story.”

Estimates for This

Paramount

Week

(Trlstates) (2,800; 50-

$1.25)—“Greatest Show on Earth”
Massive $17,000 or more.
(Par).
Last week, “Room For One More”
(WB) smart $9,500.
'

State (Goldbergl (865; 25-75)—.

“Lone Star” (M-G).

Socko

$7,500.

Last week, “Strange Door” (U) and
“Purple Heart Diary” (Col), good
$4,800.

Pittsburgh, Feb. 26.

Downtown got a break over th<
weekend with some nice weathei
for a change, and it is helping ev
erybody.
“Phone Call From i
Stranger” will get the' Harris bad
in the money again; “I Want You’
is doing well enough at the Fultor
to rate a holdover and “Retreat
Hell!” looks good at the Stanley
Second week of “JL,one Star” holding up well at the Penn and “La!
Vegas Story” is not doing toe
badly at the Warner.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—“:
Want You” (RKO). Best thing thii
house has had in some time. Fin<
$9;000.
Holds. Last week, “Will
Blue Yonder” (Hep), $4,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)Phone Call From Stranger”. (20th)
This one was rushed in at last min
when “Death of Salesman'
Col) skidded.
Fast putting thii
product-starved
house back it
Jughagjii , Ought to get fast $10.
°QQ.
Stays on. Last week, “Sales
..^an was a bitter disappointment
only $6,500.
Penn (LoeW’s)
t
:

(3.3(H);

50-85)-

Lone star” (M-G) (2d wk). Oi
holdover, should grab fine $12,000
Last Week, great $17,500.
Sta n, ey (WB) (5.8Q0; 50-85)<(o
Retreat, Hell!” (WB). Nice cam
.

paign and the war story combinlnj
£}- start this rolling big. Tal
$15,000. Last week, “Favorite Spy'
.

<Par), $9,000.

^Warner

(WB)

(2,000;

50-85)-

Last week, “Room for On'
More. (WB) (4th wk), oke $5,000
one of house’s most successful run
in long time.
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)Clpuded. Yellow” (Col) (2d wk)
ont. after this session, weal
$2,000. Last-week, $2,500.
JJ-000,

—

..

old. Film smashed the
four-day mark for. the Criterion in
the first four days.
“Retreat, Hell!” is pushing up to
socko $30,000 at the Warner, best
opening week there since “Streetcar.” Showing was made in the
face of obviously strong opposition.
“Woman in Question,” also new,
did nicely with $10,200 opening
week at the Park Ave. Same is
true of “Navajo,” with $5,500 at
the bandbox Baronet.
Upswing pushed “Girl In Every
Port,” with Phil Foster, Polly Ber-

But

.

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 6590)—“Room fox* One More” (WB)
“Bushwhackers” (Indie) t(m.o.).
and
lead town.
Both, “Girl in Every
Portft at Indiana and “Phone Call Big $5,000. Last week,. “Bend of
(U) and “Lady Pays Off”
River”
From Stranger!* at Circle are only
(U), sock $5,000 for foiiith week
fair.
downtown and first here.
Estimates for This Week*

However,

»

Circle (Cockrill-Dolle)

50-

'

Coliseum (Evergreen)

(1,829: 65-

(2,800;
76)—“Phone Call From Stranger”. 90)—“Red Skies Montana” (2Qth)
(20th) and “Highwayman” (Mono). and “Drums Deep South” (RKO)
Moderate $9,000; Last week, “Wom- (2d wk). Good $7,000, after $11,600

an

Is Dangerous” (WB) and “Galloping^ Major” (Indie), $10,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—
“Girl In Every Port” (RKO) and
“Man Bait” (Lip). Mild $10,000.
Last week, “Sailor Beware” (Par)
and “Chicago Calling” (UA) (2d
wk), nifty $13,000;
Loew’s (Loew’s) <2,427; 50-76)
“Lone Star” (M-G) and “Purple
Heart Diary” (Col). Stout $12,000.
Last Week, “Ten Tall Men” .(Col)

and “Criminal Lawyer” (Col),
$ 11 000
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—“Dangerous Ground” (BKO) and “Hot
Lead” (RKO). Pulled after 4 days
with slow, $2,000, Last week, “The
Projyler” (UA) and “The Hoodlum”
(UA), Oke $5,500*
,

.

last

week.

Fifth

(2,366:
1

Passable $9,000.

“First Time” (Col)
Girl” (Col), $6,800.

(25)

The 19th round ended Monday
pushed up to $7,000 after nice*

—“Cry

big $10,200.

hit

ahead.

In

Matthew Passion” (Indie)
$4,000 after two nice

i'St.

(3d Wk),
sessions

dhcfid*

Paris (Indie) (568) ($1.20-$2.40)—

“The River” (UA) (25th wk). The
stanza ended Sunday (24)
climbed to $6,800 after good $6^200
for 23d round.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel24th

80-$2.40)—“Greatest
<5,945;
(Par) with stage(7th wk). Soaring to great
$132,000 in current round, with
lers)

Show on Earth”
show

Washington’s
Birthday
helping
here particularly. Stays an eighth
round. Sixth week was big $120,*
000 but low mark for run here so
:

.

Hall

far.

the

finishes

it

know how

expects to

much longer “Show”

will

eighth week.
Rivoli
(UAT-Par)

Cotninues

the

of

the

(20th)

90(3d

big

this

very

frame with. $36,000,

of

(2,092;

$1.80)—“Viva Zapata”
wk).

run after

part

first

slightly

ahead

$34,000 registered in
Stays indef.

the

second week.

Roxy

(20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)—
Fingers” (20th) plus Dorothy

“5

Lamour, Florence Desmond, the
Szonys heading stage bill. Initial
round ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks to hit terrific $125,000, great*
est here in many weeks. Holds,
natch!
Last week, “Phone Call

from Stranger” (20th) with Johnny
Johnston, George Tapps topping
stageshow (3d wk), $54,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,450: 55-$1.80)—
"Meet Me in St. Louis” (M-G) and
“Babes in Arms” (M-G) (reissues)
Initial holdover frame
(2d wk).
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is push-

(5th wk). Still showing big profit ing up to nearly $15,000 as com*
with upturn to $12,000 after nice pared with nice $14,000 opening
week: “Belle of New York” (M-G)
$8,000 last week.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 74-$1.20) opens March 5.

—“Navajo” (Lip) (2d
week ended yesterday

wk). initial

Warner (WB)

(2,756);

85-$2)—

“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) (2d wk).
play Opening week ended Monday (25)
ed solid $5,500.
In ahead,
this remodeled house, formerly the landed smash $30,000.
“Big Trees” (WB) (2d wk), $8,000.
AfCAC|iA
90-$1.50)—
(R&B)
Sutton
(561;
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80)
---“African Queen” (UA) (2d wk). “Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (10th
ended yesterday ^k). Ninth stanza ended: Monday
stanza
Initial
25) held at. trim $6,000 after $5,800
(Tues*) hit terrific $80,000 or close,
or eighth week.
biggest straight-film here since
Trans-Lux 60th St (T-L) (453; 90“Quo Vadis” opened here last fall.
“Magic Garden” (Indie)
1:50)
Great crix reports contributing to
Third frame ended
1th
wk).
“Lone
Star”
big trade. In ahead,
ffonday (25) still sturdy at $4,800
(M-G) (3d wk-5 days), $7,000.
fter $6,200 for second Week.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)

Film

(Tues.) land-

is first to

.

Avenue (Evergreen)

65-90J—“Phone. Call Stranger’
(20th) and “Wooden Horse” (In*
die).

JBill

wk).

.

$5,000.

is stout to

Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—Fine
-Lavender
Mob” (U) (20th

—

'

—

30% in some schools.
“Lpne Star” at Loew’s

(Par)

.

Hep 200

Bops

Collide”

’

the holiday trade enabling it to top
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16- the second week with a sock $36,99)—“Las Vegas Story” (RKO). 70j—
“Weekend With Father” (U) 000 for third Rivoli session. HowFair $16,000. Last week, “Death of and “Finders Keepers”^ (U). Fair ever, strongest extended-run apSalesman” (Col) (3d Wk), $10,000. $9,000.
Last week, “Sailor Be- pears to be “Sailor Beware,” which
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)— ware” (Par) (2d wk) and “Elephant roared ahead of the third week by
“Sailor Beware” (Par) (2d -wk). Stampede” (Mono), good $10,000.
a substantial margin at the MayWow $24,000. Last week, $26,000.
fair. It looks to reach giant $43,000
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
ini current (4th) stanza.
“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) (2d wk). Off ‘Vadis’ Record
“Quo Vadis” Is pushing ahead of
$35,000,
to $8,000. Last week, great $16,000.
its previous round with a big $28,Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)
000 in the 16th. Astor week.
Seattle; ‘Sailor’
‘Detective Story” (Par) (15th
Estimates for This Week
wk). Tidy $7,500. Last week, $6,Seattle, Feb. 26.
Aster (City-Inv.) (1,300; $1.25800.
Mills Bros, heading stagebill is
“Quof,Vadis” (M-G) (17th
$1.80)
boosting “Flaming Feather” to sock
wk), Current round started yestersession at Palomar this stanza here.
Flu
Indpls.
(Tues.). The 16th week (8th
day
But the real news is terrific biz
9
current continuous-run policy)
‘Star Stout $12,000 being done by “Quo Vadis” at Mu- of
pushed up to sock $28,000 as a
'
sic Hall, new r ecord take, and
Indianapolis, Feh. 26.
result of Washington’s Birthday lift
Biz is off at first-runs here this “Sailor Beware,”, smash at Para- after $23,000 for 15th round.
stanza, 'partly because of flu epi- mount.
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; 80-$1.80)
Estimates for This Week
demic which cut school attendance
Beloved Country” (Indie)

“The Steel Fist” (Mono),

“When Worlds

(4th wk). The third session held
at solid $13,000r same as second
week’s figure.

is

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
“Las Vegas Story” (RKO). Okay
$6,000. Last week, “Girl in Every gen and Gene Krupa band heading
riage bill, to good $64,000 in secPort” (RKO), $5,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100: 16-70) ond Paramount week. This bill
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50r
For One More” (WB) ave the Par flagship Its biggest
99)—“Green Glove” (UA). Snug —"Room
Last week, f eb. 22 in eight years.
(m.o.). Modest $7,000.
$7,000. Last week, “Sellout” (M-G),
“Viva Zapata!” held in fine style,
“Aladdin and Lamp” (Mono) and
$7,000.

—

producing easily the big- $6,800 for 18tn week.
week since the first of the
Holiday (Zatkin) (950; 5041.50)
Upbeat toppled many old
marks.
Broadway total gross for —“Return of Texan” (20th) (2d
the week will be an estimated wk). Held at $4,500 after modest
$5,200 opening round. “Brief Rap$733,800;
ture” (Iiidie)) opens today (Wed,).
Pacing the field of newcomers
Mayfair (B r a^:t) (1,736; 50“5
Fingers” and
is the Roxy, .with
$1,80)—
“Sailor, Beware” (Par) (4th
stagebill headed by Dorothy Lawk). Huge $43,000 in round windin
is
$125,000
mour.
A terrific
prospect for the first week, with ing up today (Wed.) to top third
the house figuring on four weeks week’s $37,000, Stays.
Normandie (Normandie Theabased on the teeoif round, Open(592;
95-$i.80)—“Pandora”
ing day, Feb, 22, topped any open* tres)
ihg day in the theatre’s history (M-G) (12th wk). Present stanza
Weekend ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks
three-day
the
while
period was the. house’s biggest like good $4,000 or near after $3,Saturday was ex- 500 for 11th week.
such weekend.
ceeded by only a couple of plx
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.20-$4.80)
ever to play .the Spot.
All-vaude, two-a-day headed by
Ace straight-film is “African Lauritz Melchior, Ben Blue. New
Queen” at the Capitol with a prob- bill opened yesterday (Tues,). In
able mighty $80,000, greatest open- ahead, same policy headed by Judy
ing round fpr the Cap since “Quo .Garland finished 19-week run SunVadis” was launched ait house last day (24) with giant $50,000 after
Vaude
fall. Rave reviews gave the pic a $43,50ff for 18th round.
pickup after opening last policy topped by Miss Garland paid
fast
Wednesday. Business Washington’s off, in spades*
Birthday „was one of highest for
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.80)
Feb. 22 at the Cap*
—“Woman Is Dangerous” (WB),
“Greatest Show on Earth” with with Georgia Gibbs, Buddy Lester,
stageshow, is soaring to a terrific, Billy Williams Quartet, Jerry Wald
$132,000 at the Music Hall though orch on stage. Opens today (Wed.).
in seventh week. It cracked the Last week, '“Girl in Every Port”
old Feb. 22 mark at the Hall while (RKO), with stage bill headed by
Saturday (23) was the biggest Sat- Phil Foster, Polly Bergen, Gene
urday of the run.
Krupa orch (2d wk), edged UP
“Show White/’ launched Thurs- ahead Of initial week with good
day at the Criterion, got a terrific $64,000 after okay $58,000 for openbreak the following 'day, Washing- ing session. Final round helped
ton’s Birthday, and Saturday from by previews of “Woman” yesterjuvenile patrons. It Is climbing to day.
smash $40,000, greatest at house in
Park Ave. (Reade) (583; 90-$1.50)
months. Showing is particularly —“Woman in Question” (Col) (2d
astounding since picture Is about wk). First week ended Sunday (24)
days,
gest
year.

on moveover and looks modest.
Brandeis is okay with- “Las Vegas 15 years

.

,

Other biz

State “Lone Star” shapes sock.

80G,

*

“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue). end starting Feb. 22, coupled with
Long school holiday giving this a favorable weathet for the three

great $18,000, unusually sock for
an oldie. Last week, “Girl in Every
Port” (RKO) and “Double Confession” (Indie), $8,500 in 6 days.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44*65)—
“Phone Call From Stranger” (20th)

Wow

‘Queen’

with

line

000. Last week, “Rea Skies Montana” (20th) and “Chicago Calling”
(UA), steady $8,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

.

.

$12,500 Terri!
$125,000,

‘Star’

Providence, Feb. 26.

With a long holiday weekend to
boost it, “Snow White” at RKO
Albee, is best here with an amazingly sock week for an oldie,
Majestic

There are only two holdovers,
“Death of a Salesman” at the
Woods, which is okay for fourth
frame: “Tales of Hoffmann” at Ziegf eld in next to last (7th) stanza
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98.)-?*
“Room for Orte More” (WB) plus
Gene Nelson and Herb Jeffries in
Last
Smooth $50,000.
person.
week, “Lone Star” (M-G), plus
vaude (2d wk), $25,000.

B’way Whanmo; ‘fingers’-tamour

$18,000; ‘Stranger’

Hot 12G,

30G,

9

9

Last week,

and “Harem

Liberty (Hamrick) (850; 65-90)—

“Lone St a r” (M-G) and “Light —“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue),
Touch” (M-G) (3d wk). Still okay Big from start, this is heading for

Last week, $7,300.
great $40,000 or near, unusually
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65- terrific for an oldie. It hit a new
90)—“Rashamon” (RKO). So-so mark for a four-day period in first
$4,000. Last week, “Lavender Hill four days, Tilted admissions for
Mob” (U), $4,500.
kids, with fluctuating scale for
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 90- adults, helped. Biggest thing at
$1.50)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G). Ter- house in months. In ahead, “Danrific $35,000, new house record. gerous Ground” (RKO) only $8,200
Last week, “Pandora” (M-G) and in 9-day week, very thin.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80)
(Continued on page 16)
[
at $6,000.

'

—

Trans-LUx 52d St. (T-L) (540;
0-$1.50)—“Lady Possessed” (Rep)
First holdover stanza
wk).
nding today (Wed.) held at $4,000
fter okay $5,000 for opener.

2d

Victoria

(City Inv.)

(1,060;

55-

1.80)-^“Death of Salesman” (Col)
The 10th week ending
oday (Wed.) is lifting to trim $13,00 after $12,000 for ninth week.
Marrying Kind” (Gol) is sched10th wk).

led to open

March

13.

-
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INTERNATIONAL
Sets 4

Bills

London* Feb. 19.
With the Palladium’s vaude season set to open March ’3, Val Par-

British Exhibs

Want

to

11

Know Where

nell has inked the headliners for
the first four bills. As in previous
,

Madras, Feb.

years, the accent will

feet on American names, although the opening

19;

for facilitating regular exhibition of films from 'counthe U. S. and
than
other
tries
may be established in
Britain
of
the current
result
a
as
India
International Film Festival. Some
in
participating
are
countries
23

An agency

.

Chief, Cleared of

Fraud

London,. Feb. 19.
After a trial lasting five days,
the
Old
Bailey
Recorder
asked the
the month-long event which opened
jury to stop, the trial against Samwith a one-week program in Bomuel Seeman, former managing dibay, moved here for a similar
period and will; also be held in rector of Capital and Provincial
New Delhi and Calcutta before News Theatres, and he was acquitted of charges ..Of alleging
winding tip.
Reportedly so impressed with fraudulent conversion of approxi,

makes of these pictures for native
audiences. At the same time Indian
distributors are also negotiating
with French producers with a view
toward importing Gallic pix.
Among French and Italian pix
shown during the meet are “Miracle in

Milan” and “Monsieur Vin-

Festival, in addition; may lead
to a greater use of India as a locale for filmmaking. Russian dele-:

some

Meantime,

five

Madras

theatres where the Festival screenings have been held throughout
the week, have drawn capacity
houses. Schedule of performances
called for one foreign picture to

run off each day for three
shows with grosses exempt from
be

-

the entertainment tax. An open-air
theatre also was. utilized for the
function.

Loew’s Inti

Go

to All

16m Films

World Markets,

Miller, supported by the BerBros., Max Bygraves, Anne
Shelton and Michael Bentlne, is
booked forthree weeks, On March
24, Billy TJanfels takes over as
headliner, with this bill including
Vic Hyde. Two weeks later, Jo
Stafford heads, the cast, to be followed in a fortnight by Sophie
Tucker.

The Recorder; Sir Gerald Dobson,
said that Seeman had given explanations of the essential points
raised by the prosecution. He was
trusted by his fellow directors who
left the affairs of. the company Entirely in his hands, Seeman stated
after his acquittal tfiat he has
issued a Writ against John Diamond (chairman of Capital and
Provincial) claiming damages for
alleged libel.

Zurich, Feb. 12.
Nazi director Veit Harlan’s first

postwar pic “Undying Lover,”
which has brought numerous protests and demonstrations in Germany, is beginning to stir up excitement here. A Zurich exhibitor.
0 W n e r of the Scala, local firstrun house, booked the controversial film a couple of years ago.
However, he now refuses to allow
the pic shown in his theatre after
reports of unfavorable comments,
and public demonstrations against
it..

The

distributor, the Swiss firm of
Elite-Film Zurich, which:: bought
the film for distribution in Switzerland, insists the contract be ful*

Elite-Film claims that other
Harlan pix, with the exception of
his “Jud Suess,” also have been
shown in Switzerland during and
shortly after World War II Without any steps being taken to ban
them. Most of them were great
boxoff ice hits here.
special Committee to prevent
filled.

Growth of Metro’s 16m business
point, where
the
has reached
“scarcely a corner of the globe—
except for the Iron Curtain—isn’t
screening at least one of the comThis
pany’s films each week.”
claim was made by Orton H. Hicks,
A
director of Loew’s International
Corp.’s '16m department, in an the showing of .“Undying Lover”
address before the Assn, of Cus- has now been formed here. It in'

gauge;

London, Feb. 26.
the government decision to provide the National Film Finance
Corp. with a further hypo, to the
tune of $5,606,000, will enable the
Films Bank to continue in business
for some time to come. Unlike the
original
grants
of
$16,800,000,
which came from the treasury, the
extra, coin is to be borrowed from
private sources,
A bill providing
the NFFC with the necessary borrowing powers is expected to be
introduced in the House of Commons before Easter.
Announcement of the impending
legislation In the House of Commons last Wednesday (20) by the
Board of Trade prez Peter Torneycroft
intrigued financial, circles
here,' it being felt' that this decision indicated an attempt to restore the confidence of banking
houses in British production as a
reasonable investment.
In breaking the news to the Commons, the BOT topper acknowledged appreciable improvement in
the industry’s prospects,
Since the formation of the NFFC
late in 1948, when more than half
of the original capital was loaned
to British Lion to provide emergency finance for the Korda group
of producers, the Government has
given, a new fillip to British, production by providing an oblique
subsidy through -the Eady Fund,
which yielded $3,000,000 in its first
years, and is reckoned to provide
around $9,000,000 in subsequent
years. Additional revenue for producers, equal to approximately
34% of the distribs’ gross, removes
many production hazards and reduces the demands on the Films
,

TOPS

).

MEXICAN MARKET

.

"*

.

year,

deals.

The

Hollywood contributed 243.
were 18 French, 16

cithers

Spanish, 10 Italian, six Argentinian, three British and one Chilean,
The big month for U. S. product

when

Were
was
IN OVERSEAS
<
screened, while the slowest was
14
were
exhibited.
When
London, Fein. 12.
February
Because of a rise .in operating
The government report showed
costs,
the British Broadcasting that 112 Mexican films were exCorp. is making drastic cuts in its hibited in
1951, although recent
overseas radio programs in Europe estimates were that 108 Mexican
and Latin America, and about 130
pix were shown last year.
staffers are to be axed. Programs
which are designed to penetrate
•

PROGRAMS

November

24

«

the Iron Curtain are, however* being maintained at full strength and
steps are being taken to overcome

jamming from Eastern Europe;

Offices of the BBO in Latin
America are to be shuttered, and
BBC recorded programs issued to
the webs in that territory are being

Rome, Feb.

12.

Enzo Furlani, president of a company composed of Italian picture
producers and business meti in

Milan, has revealed that new film
studios are planned in that city.
discontinued. The actual service
Cinedelphia, as the new studio will
ls Joeing seriously reduced..
four large
On the continent, broadcasts to be called, would have
v
Belgium and Luxembourg: are sound stages.
being completely cut and many
Furlani, who said that land .has
morning and afternoon shows to been purchased for the project;
Western Europe are bring discon- estimated it would cost more than

"Reluctant Heroes," Whitehall (86).
"Seagulls Over Sorrento," Apollo (86).

"Summer and Smoke," Duchess (5).
"South Pacific," Drury Lane (17).
"Third Parson," Criterion (8).
"Two Gentlemen Verona," Old Vic (1).
"Waters of Moon/' Haymarket (65).
"White Sheep Family," Piccadilly (20).
.

"Women
''Zip

Of Twilight," Vaudeville

(19).

Goes a Million," Palace (19X

(CLOSED LAST WEEK)
"Kiss Me Kate," Coliseum (51).

"Master Crook," Comedy (10).
"Day's Mischief/' Duke of York (11).
"Sunset Knightsbrldge," W'mlnster (5).

(OPENING. THIS WEEK)
Figures denote preem dates)
"To Sot Ourselves," Arts (26),
"Nightmare Abbey," Westminster (27).
"High Bid," New Boltons (28).
"Under, the: Skin," Embassy (26),
"Navy at Sea, " Comedy (26).
"Klhg Laar," Old Vic (3>.
"The Vortex/' Lyric (4).
(

.

'

ATfST TtAT.TA
(Week ending Feb.

tinued. The
v e ing sliced

European service is
by 37 program hours

$3,000,000.
It is reported that some Americans have invested in the studio.

1

by Anglo-U.S. Co.

itors,

some

of

whom

believe the

extra coin is being used to bolster
London, Feb. 12.
but not production, They
A new play, “Wide Boy,” by Rex dividends,
have asked their representatives on
Rienits, which is currently being
the board of the British Production
filmed on an Anglo-American co-op
Fund, the company that operates
basis by Anglo-Amalgamated Pic
the Eady pool, to request the intures, has been dropped as unsuit.

formation.
Since the

able for British radio listeners.
The play was rejected on the, personal instruction of Kenneth Adam,
controller of the British Broadcasting Corp. Light program, after it
had been accepted by the drama department. As the author had already been paid and the cast was
under contract, the play will be re-

\
introduction

Eady scheme

of the
in September, 1951,

exhibs have been complaining that
the additional seat tax, which they
have to collect as a subsidy for
British production, has not led to
any marked increase in output,
theatres are still falling behind on
their
quotas because of inadequacy
corded and may be used on another,
of product, and at the General
wavelength at a later date;
Council of the
Cinematograph
The BBC objected to the theme Exhibs Assn, the view was ex*
and treatment* which describes 3 pressed, that the
fewer the films
youth who graduates from selling
the greater the share for each.
nylons to blackmail.
In its first year of operation
which, for administrative purposes
finished last Aug. 5, the fund netted
around $3,000,000, blit the extended
scheme which is currently in use is
expected to treble revenue in subsequent years. All pix eligible for
British quota, including reissues,
are entiled to their pickings, with
its present income, the fund is paying a divvy of about. 34% of th
London, Feb. 26.
,

:

To Stay

at

As producers and exhibitors are distrlbs’ gross.
Popular exhib viewpoint was put
agreed that approximately 70 British pix will be available for ex- by Sir Alex B, King, top Scottish
hibition during the year beginning independent, who felt there would
Oct. 1 next, it is now believed be greater confidence between procertain that the British quota will ducer and exhibitor if the exhibs
remain static at 30%. A recom- know where, the money was going.
mendation to this effect is expected He hoped the Eady cash would not
at the special Films Council meet- be used in a stampede for quantity
production in order to fill a fictiing called for Thursday (28).
Almost

certainly, too, there will
a counter-proposal front the
technicians’ rep, George H. Elvin,
who is known to favor a return to
the 1948 peak quota of 45%. It is
possible that Equity may be persuaded to favpr this figure, but the
other labor spokesmen are expected to side With the producers and
exhibs.

SYDNEY
"Brlgadoon," Royal.
"Prasent Again," Independent,

MELBOURNE
"Kiss Me, Kate," His Majesty’s.

"Peap Show," Tivoli.
,
"Merry Wives of Windsor/' Comedy.
"Lucia Da Lammermoor," Princess.

BRISBANE
"The Kiwis/' His Majesty’s.
''Why Go to Paris?," Royal..

tious quota.:

be

Commie Ban on Russian
Zone Be-Boppers Sends
Dancers to W. Berlin
Berlin, Feb. 19.

Latest

Commie move

to decapi-

There is a feeling among some talize the East Germans is the issuindependent theatre Owners, that
ance of strict orders to hotel, night
even the 30% quota is too ambiclub and dance hall operators to
tious,
and that the percentage forbid the exhibition of “any type
should be sliced by a nominal 5%,
of U. S. cultural barbarism in muAlthough statistics could be pro- sic
add dancing.’'’ The Nazis issued
duced to support the contention, a similar order worded in more or
any further reduction in quota less the same language in 1941. It;
would be unacceptable to the is expected that the order will only
Board of Trade prexy, Peter Thor- increase the already vehement reneycroft;
Films Council recom- sentment against the Stalin-domimendation has to have the con- nated regime in the East zone of
firmation of both Houses of ParGermany.
liament, and a reduced quota would
During the last 12 months, the
be unpopular in both houses.
West Berlin night clubs have been
When the quota was confirmed patronized by the wealthier East
last year, for the second time, at
Germans on an ever-increasing
30%; Harold Wilson, who was then scale. One important person in the.
the BOT prez, hoped it would re- Russian-controlled DEFA Film stumain static for at least three years dio spends two or three nights of
in order to provide some measure every
week in West Berlin night
of stability for the production industry. That hope is now likely to
be realized.

He

clubs.

Is

not exactly a hepcat,

but he did try to cut a rug the
other night When the band played
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band,”
The Soviet Secret Police always
KING’S
1ST
has been on the lookout for jitterbugs they consider have indulged
SCOTS to excess. Last summer one group
Glasgow, Feb. 26.
of youngsters from Dresden fled
Scotland saw its first TV pro- to Berlin after they had been argrams on, the day of King George’s rested for the second time for hold-

FUNERAL

TELECAST FOR

funeral.

The new transmitter

at

ing

jam

sessions.

Now

that the

Kirk o’ Shotts was launched with new order has been issued, the
low-power transmissions of the pressure is on, and the youngsters
Royal funeral, reception in most are looking to West Berlin for enparts of Scotland being excellent.

TV

will

March

be
14.

officially
Initial

boosted sales of

TV

tertainment.

West

Berlin

jive

launched here joints have reported an Increase
showing has in patronage from the East already.
sets threefold.

U nion has
refused permission to the British
Broadcasting Corp. to televise the
Calcutta Cup. rugby match between
Scotland and England at MurrayThe Scottish Rugby

TOP POST

IN ITALY

Two promotions and an appointEdinburgh, on March 15.
ment to Metro’s foreign staff were
Rugby sponsors say they have not announced this week by Morton. A.
had sufficient time to consider the
Loew’s Interfield,

matter.

Pop Radio Show Signed
For Blackpool Hipp

23)

.

;

In Prod,

.

Swiss
political
several
cludes
Formation of the firm’s narrow- parties, Jewish and Christian assodivision, Hicks disclosed, ciations, the Swiss Film Assn, and
stemmed from the association of others. These protests against the
Loew’s International prexy, Arthur .film puts the Zurich police authori- Bank.
Loew, with the U, S, film indus- ties on the spot. According to the
try’s wartime experience in bring- law, they are not in a position to
ing $50,000,000 worth of free pic- prohibit a film prior to its showShows Abroad
tures to GI’s. Shortly after the ing if it does not violate rules of
war!s end Loew set up. the 16m morals or political freedom.
This
LONDON
department “modeled after the is not the case with “Undying
(This Week)
Armed Forces’ distribution sys- Lover,” It can only be forbidden
(Figures indicate weeks of
n)
tem,”
-"And So to Bod," Strand (19).
after the film disturbs public order
"Bluo lor Boy," His Majesty's (65).
Development of this new. sales and leads to demonstrations.
"Colombo," Now (11).
market, Hicks pointed out, was not
"Figure of Fun/' Aldwych (10).
"1st Person Stngulor," Duke York (1).
without its problems. _ Chief of
"Cay's tho Word," Saville (54).
these, he said, is collection of rent- U.S. FILMS STILL
"Happy Tima," St. James’s (4).
als.
"Hollow," Ambassadors (39).
Some South Seas exhibitors
"Nights of Madhoss," Vic Palace
tried to pay in cocoamits. But this,
"Little Hut,' 'Lyric (73).
IN
he added, was a minor difficulty
"Love of 4 Colonels/' Windham (41).
"Lyric
Revue," Globe (22).
Feb.
12.
City,
Mexico
compared to the company’s trouble
"Much Ado Nothing," Phoenix (7)..
U. S. films continue far in the
in trying to convert frozen funds
"Poop Show," Prince of Wales (18).
"Penny Plain," St. Martin's (35).
into dollars in a number of other lead in Mexico. Government fig"Puss in Boots on lea," Empress (10).
areas. These, however, have main- ures show that of the 297 foreign
"Rad Letter Day," Garrick (1).
ly been solved by compensation .films playing in this country last
"Raiatiy# Values/' Savoy (12).
tomers’ Brokers in N. Y. last week.

26.

of

nard

mately $87,000.

that
the
indicated
gation
has
U.S.S.R. Would be ready to help
the Indian film industry with technicians and other facilities for
joint production of pictures in
India for release in the Soviet and
elsewhere. Hollywood, of course,
lias made Several pix here and is.
scheduling others,

London, Feb.

Demand for a detailed analysis
who gets the Eady moneys—and
for what—is being made by exhib-

British

comedian.

'

French and Italian Festival entries,
Indian filmmakers are weighing
the possibility of bringing out re-

be Max Miller,

star is to

Seeman, Ex-News Houses

London, Feb. 19.
Torii Arnold and Jack Taylor
have signed “Life With the Lyons,”
the big radio feature here, for summer season at the Hippodrome,
Blackpool, opening June 28 for 12
weeks.*.

“Lyons” will play twice nightly;
with a big supporting vaudeville
cast J Fosters’ agency was responsible for the deal.

Spring, first v.p. of
national Corp. Lee Kamern, how
manager of India, will be transItaly,
ferred to the top post i
which has been vacant since the
death of Armando Massimelli last
November. Kamern, one-time manager of the N. Y. Astor Theatre,
has been a member of M-G’s
ternational staff since 1945.

Stepping into Kamern’s post i
I ndia will be Leon Feldun, currently manager of Israel. Feldun's
position will be filled :by Bronislaw.
Landau, who before the last war
was Metro manager in Poland. He
recently was in North Africa.

,
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MAKING
LONG-RUN HISTORY!

-
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5&?/*5 of Engagements

jm

Time

MONTH

NEW YORK C/4j/o»0
PITTSBURGH
CLEVELAND

3rd

5 th

4th

||
jM&g-,

f

EHHMj

\*^

(2 Theatres)

MONTH

WASHINGTON, D.
7 th
6th

p*

I

j}/

{in addition to simultaneous
8 week run at the Capitol)

LOS ANGELES
ST. LOUIS

"A
li^fy

I

C.
^

Week Toledo
Week Baltimore, Syracuse
Week New Haven
Week Worcester

A
ft!

LONG RUNS COMPLETED

‘

Months San Francisco
Months Boston (2 Theatres
2 Months Kansas City, Indianapolis
6 Weeks Buffalo
5 Weeks Norfolk, Atlanta, Memphis,
3

2

New

f

Orleans, Providence, Rochester
4 Weeks Akron, Nashville, Richmond
3 Weeks Canton, Evansville, Touisville,
Springfield

,

'•/M

IT IS

4th
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PICTURES

Amosenent Stock Qootatioas

as Film

/

I« the Weak erniing T«eoday(20

Coatlnuod

lOOf
N. Y. Stock Exchange

ABC,

..

29

CBS, “A''.....
CBS, “B".*,.. .......

>•

57
40
0
33

Col. Pic,,.... ........
«.

-119

4V9

204
b6

4V*

. .
,

•

« , • »

•

1

22
09
72
33

...
..
.

Univ,.

.

,.

•

•

.4
. .

355

N. Y. Curb Exchange
Monogram.

12
38

.

Technicolor.

.

,

.

.

.

8%

156

64

.

Republic
Rep., pf

12H

.599

».
...

•

im
36
36
12

17
2
243/4

•

RCA.

im

sm
37^4

.

m

loathe

UA

...

»

f.
.•

.

>

• • •
.

4

.'

27

10

10

18%
19%

12V£
58/s
15^4

lit/

18%
19%
12%

58

58

147/s

15%

3
2234

227/

m23

i

.•

* * •

•

3%

Bid

Ask

2%,

3%
5%
6%
8%

•43/4

• • •

5%
7%

i.i
TL

furnished by Dreyfus

+1

%

+

,

+ %
-r

%

-^

%
%

—%
—%
—%

fiscal year in the amount
Cincinnati, Feb. 26,
ready cash and Government
frof
Heady action by throe employees bonds they had on hand. The four
was credited with averting a dis firms-—Metro, Warner Bros., Universal and Republic—that have isaster Wednesday (20) when a third
sued financial statements for the
of the ceiling at the 900-seat Boose
12-month fiscal period report a
velt Theatre collapsed' and 67 of
300 Negro patrons were rushed to composite decline of almost $14,000,000 in cash and securities.
hospitals for treatment.
Police
Far from auguring trouble, howand firemen said the victims Were
more frightened than hurt. Only ever, the drop: represents good

^%
—

remained

five

night, three
condition.

reported

m

debentures and in every Way reduce indebtedness.
The four companies reported
He
the
lights, but that at the
turned
on
house
end of their fiscal years
Continued from page 5
choking clouds of dust and. falling they had in cash and Government
the total on the basis, of its domes- wool insulation, obscured vision of bonds
$75,003,146 in 1950 and $61,-

C0MP0

+ %
—
Va

%

& X?0.)

hospitalized over financial policy in setting houses
in serious in order to face whatever the future brihgs. The; coin has been
used to buy in common stock, cut
Collapse occurred at 5:45 p.
down the amount Of preferred outwhen patrons were mostly women standing,
prepay bank loans and
and children/

:

4 %

tic

:

Dues

Walter

Willis;, projectionist, said

the collapse

gross business.

came Without warning

customers.

Favors Big-Revenue Bouses
system was immediately seen favoring the big revenue-producing houses. A 1,000-seat
first-run operation, for example,
will pay $25 although its Weekly
gross runs over the combined income of ‘perhaps five nabe houses,

Henderson

William

arid

Benny

New money

Big Lots’ Prod. Costs
Continued from page
ih

Williams, ushers, opened side exits
and lessened a near-serious panic.
Jack F. Goldman; Who operates the
house, estimated damage at $2,500.
He told authorities $50,000 was
spent for remodeling three years
ago,
oldest
Roosevelt is Cincy’
each%of the same size. Each of the theatre in the West End and is on
site of the forriier Havlin’s Opera
nabe runs also pay $25.
However, there’s not likely to be House, and Lyceum Theatre, whic
flourished through the early’ roa

Down

S

companies in pix being lensed as
of their varying reporting dates
was $47,924,584 in .1951, compared

taking. That consisted of eating into story properties that had
been piled on shelves over the
years.
Universal thus reduced its
scenorio. and rights inventory to
$1,158,283 from $1,525,173.
cut to $1,311,258 from $1,346,874.
Composite for the three ..companies of value of rights arid scenarios on hand felj to $6,243,857 in
1951 from $6,591,547 in 1950.
reversal of this downward trend is
anticipated in the 1952 reports.
From what has occurred in the
past few. months, it appears that

any squawk. This

pointed up by
new system, was show and melodrama
proposed by Trueman Rembusch,

WB

former president .of Allied States
Assn., whose members for the most
part are nabe operators who will be

A

WR

Goldwyn-UA

Big

-

dif-

ferential was represented by several big musicals, which have gone
into distribution since the Aug. 31
date of the report.

fective

bait

for

attracting

other

top independents,

UA

&

.

RKO

ings

1

UA

m

’

^

.

'

;

^
_

.

.

fell

$22,-

485,550 the following year.
On
Continued, from pane 7
paying as much as the rich firstthe other hand, land, buildings,
runs. Another important angle, pf
ability of the so-called ‘package equipment and leaseholds Was rep*
course, is that the amount Of
five reasons resented at only $126,953,037 in ’50,
money involved for each house is deal’.” Bulletirixites
compared with $135,383,453 in ’51.
why it differs, They are:
so relatively small that it Could
took the most precipitous
T.
show
exhibitor’s
entire
“An
hardly cause any bickering.
drop
in cash-On-hand and Governbe at the mercy of a
Rembusch headed the budget should not
ment bonds, going from $39,346,package deal,
committee, which had been at work
802 to $29,795,228 in a year. Rea2. “It. is possible that first-run
on devising the new method of
son for that is very clear, however
building up COMPO’s treasury. showings would prove the package in that the company was engaged
Other members of the group Were wrong; or
in buying up its own common
Sam Kirby, Arkansas circuit op;
,3. “That the package deal would shares
and retiring them to the
Harry Brandt, head of Independent preclude the second-run house treasury. Policy is aimed at cushTheatre. Owners Assn.; Rotus Har- from picking up a few customers ioning the coming divorcement of
vey, head of Western Theatre Own- after the first showing by an exact theatres from production-distribuers, Inc. (formerly the Pacific Coast duplication of program in the B tion,
Fewer the number of shares
Conference of Independent Thea- house.
outstanding, the less the company
tre OWners), and Ben Kalmenson,
4. “That
Hollywood, generally must earn to continue the same
*
Warner Bros, sales chief.
has not shown itself to be the per- rate /of dividends.
Local exhibitor committees will fect judge of ‘Proven Pictures’ in
Also as part of this policy,
be named in each exchange area the past, so why all of a sudden was the only one of the four reportto guide the theatremen’s contribu- should it be given the entire pro- ing cpmpanies to show a decline in.
tions to COMPO. They’ll be author- gram responsibility, and the ex- land, buildings and equipment, It
ized to ask the help of film Sales- hibitor’s function in the booking went from $151,090,880 in 1950 to
men if any problems develop. Also, of such programs reduced to almost $150,760,813 in 1951; Its aiim has
been /.to get rid of all possible
the Rembusch committee will re- nothing?
physical assets and use the coin
main in existence to serve as liai5. “There is no guarantee that
son between the exchange commit- the so-called featurette of 30-40 for buying in stock.
Republic’s cash and Government
tees and the
headquarters minutes would be of any greater
in N. Y.
value to a program than the ‘B’s’ bonds account moved from $2,790,in ’50 to $2,451,466 during the
901
Additional revenue for COMPO and ‘C’s’ of 60-70 minutes that we
next 12 months;
Its land, buildwas seen, via a board resolution have today.”
ihgs,
and equipment item hiked
inviting two equipment Outfits to
from $6,330,868 to $6,646,278.
become members at an initiation
Universal, despite a policy of acfee of $500 each and with annual
celerated retirement of its out2011a Publicists
dues to he determined later. They
standing
preferred, showed a subare the Trade Equipment
Supply
Continued from pocf 7
stantial upturn in its cash and
Manufacturers Assn, and the Trade
bonds
account.
It went from $5,the progress. One session was held
Equipment Distributors Assn.
Monday (25) and another is set for. 689,913 to $6>768,324. At the same
it
time,’
sank
almost
half a million
tomorrow (Thurs.). At 20th, too,
talks have continued and another dollars into facilities, upping its
land,
buildings
and
equipment figis slated for later this Week.
ures from $9,434,290 in 1950 to $9,r
Issuds separating the SPG, af>age 5
Continued from page
J
917,441 in 1951.
filiated with District 65, DistribuIncrease in most of the comfor the Globe at an unspecified tive, Processing and Office Workpanies’ figures for land, buildings
date, and the same' film company’s ers of America, are mainly conand
equipment ih no sense reprebased
“Encore,” three-part feature
cerned with security clauses. The
on Somerset Maugham short Warner dispute revolves around sents general inflation, of the country’s
economy; All the items are
Norstories, is skedded for the
the
“double severance”
clause
mandie at the end pf March. Par which has been in former SPG carried oh the books at cost, ..although
in each case’ depreciation
the
for
is aiming for a lush preem
pacts. Unionites feel that the comMaugham film, with the advance pany’s adamant refusal to grant and amortization must’ be applied
against
them;
frequent
promotion to include
double severance” is an indicaSince many of these physical asearly-morning and midnight screen- tion that more firings arg contemings for the press arid other pub- plated, The 2Qth-Fox unit Is seek- sets were acquired When costs Were
much lower than now, the upped
licity-builders.
assurance
that
the
work Of values represented by inflation are
ing
Oil the offbeat, “Las Olvidados” the homeoffice advertising departnot reflected.
(retitled;
“The Young and the ment Would not be transferred to
Danined” for the U. S.) will follow the company’s ad agency, a move
M-G’s “Love Is Better Than Ever” the company is reportedly weigh- Metro Preps 2
at the 52nd St; Trans-Lux. Spanish- ing.
In
Ansco Color
languager, produced in Mexico by
Although talks are continuing
Hollywood, Feb. 26,
Oscar Dancigers, will. ..be the. first pending the strike, date, reps of
NeW Ansco Color process, first
foreign film to play the house. It the Warner and ,20th
pub-ad staffs
copped the award for best direc- have been conferring On strike used by Metro in the filming of
“The Wild North,’’ Will be utilized
tion at the last /Cannes festival.
'strategy.
or two 'more pictures on. the Cul“Kisenga,” J; Arthur Rank film
Artists
and
United
Columbiaver
City lot this year;; First will
is
Which International Film Corp,
of
members
the SPG, be the Jack Cummings production,
releasing in the U, $., opens at staffers, also
summer.
reported
near
an
agreethis
have
been
Indian
Village,’’
the Holiday, early' next month. It
in
was Tensed, in 'British East Africa ment With their respective com- Second, still, untitled, will start:
weeks.
panies
several
Howfor
autumn.
Phyllis
With- Eric pprtnian and
years
of
10
PrpceSs is the result
GarVert starred. Rank’s “Man in; ever,* there has been no official
by Metro
release starring signing of a pact Delay,* it’s said, cooperative experiment
^re- White Suit,”
It has been
AlecGuinness, debuts at the Suttpri | has been caused by the constant and Ansco technicians.'
the filming
since
improved
greatly
proposfals
by
the
the
of
going-over
of
following the current “Tales*;
of “North.”
attorneys for both groups.
Hoffmann.”.

WB,

RKO

.

bond account
from $27,175,530 in 1950 to

COMPO

WB

UA

Government

.

WB

1

Single Features

assets figures have to be weighed
against each other, particularly in
the case of Metro.
Its cash and

WB

Goldwyn’s 'Best* Deal

Goldwyn already has the best
backlog, smallest of the Big
Five companies, was more in line distribution deal in the industry,
paying
RKO only 20% for hanwith that of
and Rep. It was
probably
only $4,015,220. That was a slash dling his product.
couldn’t
beat that jn actual terms,
from $5,631,009 in 1950. Univerbut could make an attractive pitch
sal’s completed but iinrelegped
inventory was $5,345,824 in 1951, a by offering 4o defer all or part of
its share of the income until Goldrise from the $4,991,053 of the
forjner semester.
Rep at the same wyn had recouped his costs. That’s
time cut down on its pix in the can the kind of deal that’s known to
^„$ 3 .144,620, compared with $3, be in the minds, of both parties.
Producer and his distribution
097.647 in *50.
° ne pf the reasons for the low chief, James A. Mulvey, president
stock of unreleased Rims is of Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
made clear in "another category of will begin talks this week with
the picture inventories listed in
on renewal of his pact. Multhe financial statements.
at the vey planed to the Coast Monday
time of its report (Oct. 31) had al- (25) and Ned E. Depinet, prez of
most $3,500,000 more pix in re- RKO, left last night (Tues.) to parlease than at the parallel
date the ticipate in the negotiations.
previous year. It was the only
Goldwyn has been with
one
Of the four companies
that showed since 1941. His original deal spiled
® tilt in the cost of
for
pix it was
a 17%% distribution fee. That
They jumped from was raised to 20% in the most re$6.90,880 in *50 to $10,401,495 in cent contract, which was inked, in
51.
1947.
One of the compensations
Retrenchment Trend
for the increase was a provision,
The other three companies clear- by
Goldwyn had an option
which
ly showed the
trend during 1950 to call off or renew the agreement
to cut costs. Metro’s
figures for at the end of each of the; five
released
productions
at
cost years that the contract ran.
J^pus amortization were $24,378,meeting With the proAt the
707 in 1950 and $21,632,449
in 1951. ducer last week were Kyim, Matty
Universal had $10,536,173 worth
of Fox, partner without portfolio in
pix in release on the 1950
report- the
management group; Wil's date as against $8,468,476 the liam
Jv Heineman, v.p. in charge
follawmg year.
Rep’s*
figures of distribution, and Max E. Young;
e d fr<>nii
* 2 911 ’705 t0 stein, v.p. in charge of publicity
$2633 o 24
Totals for the four companies of and advertising.
What they have their eye on at
ln relrase were $44,730,555 in
?i?A
c °mpared with $42,585,440 in the moment, of course, is “Haris
inS?’
Christian
Andersen
the Danny
1951
Backlogs, on the other hand
(mostly represented by Metro’b big Kaye-starrer, now in production.
At /about $4,000,000, it will be the
$34,419,688 to
biggest arid, most - expensive picj-18,749,513 in composite for:
the
four, companies,
ture / Goldwyn ever made.
The
Metro was the only one of the pitch to him last week was on the
t n ree
cpmpanies reposing (Repub- basis of “what UA .cOUld do in the
lie doesn’t
Jbreak down, the cate- way of special handling of the
gory) that added to* its
stock*: of Technicolored .spectacle.
With 'the... .conversation along
ts ai«i scenarios.
It had
»<5,tt74;316 pf them oh
handincom- general lines.Coldwyn assured "the
Panson* with $3,719,3*#
party % op it$ departure that hi/
¥*^versai andWB follovved^mqre WOUld 'riot sign*vvith EKO/or^anyclosely the pattern which
mostof Orie else until he hadgiveri Kj:im
me other studios were known
to a chance to present a specific offer.

WB

u

t

eras.

500.568 in 1951,
In addition to slicing indebtedness, three of the four companies
improved their physical plants and
upped the quantity of land, buildings and equipment they owned.
That, of course, represents some
of the decline in cash reserves.
The physical assets item for the
four firms totalled $302,707,985 as
of the 1951 reporting date, coi
pared with $293,809,975 in '50.
The cash-on-hand and physical

WB

—

,

is

the fact that the

With $49,162,369 in 1950;
No perceptible trend is noticeable in amount of coin tied up ih
backlogs by the four companies. the
majors-^particularly Metro,
Metro took
tremendous hike in 20th-Fox and 'Paramount
have,
the money represented .by pix in again been acquiring
important
the can but unreleased, while
story and legit properties at* an
took a substantial drop. U, on the increasing pace.
This is again a
other hand, also went up, while reflection pf the demand in
theaRep went. down.
tres only for piX of top quality.
Metro's $26,000,000
Metro’s report on these productions completed but not released
shows it had $26,243,849 worth of
them in 1951 in contrast to $19.Continued from page I
799,979 the previous year.
;

;

.

same date had $7,847,425 on be

the budget books in *51 production,
as against $9,352,687 the previous
year. Universal, on the other hand;
for the year ending Nov. 3, increased to $8,398,572 from $8,219,623J
Rep as of Oct. 27 went to
$1,740,843 from $1,193,124.
Total investment by the four

While the .major companies continued to improve their long-range

67 Hurt as Ceiling Falls
financial positions, reports to. date
show there was a large drop during
In Cincy’s Roosevelt the
1951

understand how the leading film
companies cab rent out their films
to the filthy holes, that are found
in our city! If I were an investor
arid owner of an organization, I
would insist rriy; product be sold
where peoplo Would be apt to buy
it
I’d much rather watch television than sit in a scum hole watching a triple feature program for
30c.
The art houses have cleaned
house and' kept it that way, Why
cannot others?
Kenneth R, Campbell,

4%
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Outfits
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237/a
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there’s a good film in
theatre, they'll sell their
Television and motion
pictures are in competition with
each other how true.
But, the
motion picture industry had better do something about its downfall’bjr insisting on the clean type
of theatre. .Relieve -meT I can’t

Net.
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Street was Walt Disney’s reissue
of the 15-year-old “Snow White,"
Criterion had a. line of youngsters
stretching from Broadway an en-

Skonras-GOMPO
Continued from page 3

moire time for further consideration. He’s due back in N. Y.

bad

looked for at that

tinie.

One participant at the board session related he had an “indication”
that. Skouras would take the presidency. But this was said to be far
short of the guarantee usually sor
licited in advance of an election of
the type.

COMPO

cabled the -complete text of thC elaborate election
resolution. It praised the work of
itself

retiring, prexy Ned E. Depinet and
stated that Skouras more than
meets all qualifications for taking
over; The 20th-Fox prez has fully
demonstrated his dedication to the

principle of industry unity,

it

was

Resolution was read at the
said.
board meeting by Leonard Spigelr
gass, "delegate of the Motion Picture Industry Council, acting in
behalf of the nominating commit-,
tee headed by Jack Alienate of

COMPO’s

trade press unit.
Cables: also w'ere sent to Skouras
In
by- all other member groups,
effect,

in

they

the

pledged

expressed

confidence

COMPO

prexy apd

new

full support.

Criticism

Some

criticism

of

,

the

election

procedure Was Voiced this week by
They
other COMPO delegates.
pointed up the dilemma which
COMPO doubtless would face in
the event Skouras {refused to take
over the reins after having been
This was said to be conelected.
ceivable in view of the amount of
time Which he has been devoting
to Eidophor in addition to helming
It would be
20th’s other affairs.
plenty tough to come up with another COMPO prexy if Skouras
*

it WaS said.
The Alieoale committee, decided

ixes the job,

TOA Arbitration

Continued from Hit
tire block back to Sixth Ave.
Almost equally sensational results plan was presented directly to the
200
Were being recorded in the
film companies which, in turn, were
was asked to call a meeting of all
New England houses that
saturating with the reissue.
groups. Also, following the Allied
Universal, with “Bend of the pattern, TOA said its negotiating
River” in about 300 engagements* committee was “authorized to comalso hit magnificent biz over the promise language (of its proposals)
Par, in addition to wherever necessary,” Allied's reps
weekend.
“Greatest Show,” smashed with ant similarly have the okay to act at
other, the. Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis their own discretion.
comedy, “Sailor Beware,” at the
Under the TOA plan, complaints
Mayfair on BroadWay and in some Will pay a filing fee of $25 and de*
350 cross-country dates.
liver to the national arbitrator the
Metro’s “Qpo Vadis” in a large names of all interested parties, and
number of engagements and Belle they, in turn, will present their
of New York” in about five spots choice of arbitrators, Entire maalso hit the b.o, jackpot.
chinery, under the setup, is deEven more encouraging than the. signed to provide hearings and deroster of available hits that were cisions in minimum time, apparentpiling up top coin Was the com- ly within a matter of a few months
ment of oneMlstrib that “evert the from institution of a case.
<

RKO

from Zurich next week and formal
announcement of his decision is

-

Fthnary 27, 1952

Series of “goodwill" shorts to be inade hy the organized film industry will be patriotic in flavor, unlike „the group of one-feelers of a few
years ago which acquainted the publie with the various arts and crafts
1

in film-making.

This was indicated this week, following approval of. the project by
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations last 'week. Specific pro*
gram Will be mapped by COMPO tpppefs shortly. * v
The fund of $40,000 left over from the initial* serieswill be tapped,
subject to the, trustees’’ okay to partially cover expense’ for ’the upcoming institutional shorts. Distributors will handle the’ new pix gratis
and exhitas will share only in the actual costs for production; prints and
pressbook. This is the same arrangemefit which thre trade -adopted for
•

’

first series.

.....

.. ..

'

the

•
_

have full cooperation of the* Department of
Albert Zugsmith
Civilian Defense iii the filming of “Invasion,- U.9.A;”' Department is
providing him with footage, hitherto unrejeased; 'showing the effect of
atomic explosions photographed by Goyernmeht -cameramen during
Picture calls for the destruction' of New York
tests of nuclear fission.
v
City, the Golden Gate Bridge; and the Bpulder Dam;
a
rider on a
ZUgsmith, American Pictures prexy, feels* like’
merry-go-round in his search for a title for his* next film; Yarn started
out as “Port Royale” but that title was already registered. Next was
junk was doing business,” That
Plan sets forth that all awards “City Beneath the Sea,” also registered. Third was “Sunken City,”
applied to a flock of lesser product,
will be binding; on the parties, they also preempted. Fourth is “Port Sinister," and .Zugsmith. is. wondering
which for Washington’s Birthday,
may be represented by counsel or if it will stick.
at least—appeared again to; have
others, each party will have the
developed the old b.o. magic.
right to examine or cross-examine r N: Y. Times business writer Robert H. Fetridge devoted most of his,
all witnesses, and witnesses' shall Sunday (24) financial column to Universal's prexy Nate J. Blumberg,
testify under oath. Losing party who is marking his 40th year in- show biz:
pays all costs, including arbitrators’
Fetridge wrote, in part: “In- 1988; Universal’ Pictures, a' victim of the
fees. There’s no provision for ap- depression along with many others in the movie field, was listing
Continued from paffe 5
peal.
dangerously, The Laemmle interests had sold out and a new captain
was needed. Nate was elected president and, in his early 40s, assumed
which the outfit will be permitted
the burden of rehabilitating the bnce-mighty concern.
in areas where it must
to retai
“That ''extra touch of know-how gained from his early experience
also dispose of some .holdings. Also,
Mpls.
supplied the needed touch. He has been described as a man endowed
UPT would be enjoined from
with both creative vision and solid common sense,”
Continued from page 5
changing any of its policies in
disputed areas In a manner, which
While Don .Hartman, head of Paramount production* is interested i
would hurt independent competi- ments for the next year and a half
it’s successful in pre- the Jimmy Durante biog, “Schnozzola,” by Gene Fowler,* there are other
tors. Final alternative restriction, even though
would prevent UPT from retaining venting the theatres from being studios still bidding. Deal with Par is by no means closed. There are
a number of factors, among them a desire by Abe Lastfogei, William
any theatres from local partner- tossed back in its lap.
At: the same time that the legal Morris agency topper, to get a percentage deal for Schnoz since
ship chains which must be disMAC,
“Durante had hut one life to live, and if he’s' gonna live it for Paraoh
served
were
papers
action
solved.
Justice Department’s action came the plaintiffs mailed the theatres’ mount, or any other; major studio, He should get a good chunk of dough
G.
Ellis
by
blast
for
his biography and his personal services.” There is general studi
exof
a
MAC
Wilson,:
heels
theW.
G.
keys to
on
Arnall, on leave as president of ecutive in charge pf realty. After inclination to go along with that but details have to be worked out.
Motion
Independent
reiterated
of
Society
Wilson
the
filing of the .suit,
Though it's not a new idea, a highpoint in intra-industry harmony
Picture Producers, against what he his denial that the theatres had
termed continuing monopolistic been misrepresented to the plain- has .developed in Philadelphia, where theatre circuit operator William
practices in the ’industry.. The new tiffs, pointed out that the pur- Goldman has advised the public, via paid-for advertising, to catch the
In an “open letter" which he inserted
Office of Price Stabilization ad- chasers, were experienced, success- show at a competition house.
ministrator, in a letter to Attorney ful St. Paul theatre circuit owners in the Evening Bulletin, Goldman sang the praises of 20th-Fox’s “With
General J. McGrath, asked that the at the time they bought the houses a Song In My Heart,” the Jane Froman biog, and urged the customers
Department exert full effort in see- and w ell cognizant with, the situa- to see; it at the Fox Theatre.
ing that the UPT motion is “suc- tion there, He declared the thea.will

.
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Theatres

'

.

;

,

to postpone nomination of a sue-,
cessor to Arthur L. Mayer as
COMPO’s exec v.p. until Skouras
has been consulted. Consequently,
it’s expected that Mayer will remain on the job for about another cessfully thwarted and resisted,”

l

-

books had been thrown open
Arnall further said that the to, and examined by the plaintiffs
month despite his anxiety to bow
concerned before they closed the deal, that
He's already booked to ap- S1MPP is “increasingly”
out.
of court
MAC wouldn’t have sold the houses
pear at the Federal Communica- about the lack of policing
film monopoly except that the Paramount consent
tions Commission’s hearings next decrees in various
Continued from
“infurnish
to
offered
and
cases
decree’ compelled it to do so, that
month on the industry’s bid for
Mayer’s fu- formation as to collusive - trade six other parties sought the thea- from deal to deal, hinging on many eral other producers will turn out
special TV channels.
the industry/’
smaller pix in color ,.for UA and
tres at the time, and that MAC factors.
ture plans include a trip to Europe practices’ within
One aspect is the extent of the provide their own financing.
considered it was doing the plainin April.
Theatres
Jersey
5
Drops
WB
writer
and
director,
After a long period when it was
Herman Robbins* president of
tiffs a favor by giving them the deferments of
Newark, Feb. 26,.
player salaries the producer has operating well in the black last
preference.
National Screen Service, Was electGovernS..
U.
the
with
In line
If this is year, UA, as anticipated because of
beefi able to negotiate.
He has
ed COMPO’s treasurer.
of divesUire, five
small, the Heller money may con- dearth of big releases, has been
held the post pro tern since last ment’s decree
comparted
have
theatres
stitute as much as 75% of the bud- running close to the. break-even figSidney Schreiber, coun- more
August.
the Warner Bros, circuit
get, and so the financiers get a big- ure recently, with /gross weekly
Greene
sel for the Motion Picture Assn, of pany with
Jersey, Effective
ger piece of the pix. If the defer- billings under $300,000/ However,
America, was named secretary. in Northern New
page 2
; Continuedfrom
Castle, Irvington; Sathe
Feb,
20,
ments are large, Heller coin com- with “African Queen” now in rejob
this
Schreiber has handled
Newark; Playhouse, Dover, that Eric Johnston, prexy of the. prises a smaller portion of the bud- lease and other new product shapsince Francis Harmon, MPAA -v.p,, voy,
United States, Hoboken, were Motion Picture Assn, of America, get, and the percentage to it would ing up well, company in a few
retired from the industry last year and
taken over by the S. M. P. Thea- had attacked the committee's, find- be proportionately reduced. In any weeks expects to be recording bigbecause of illness.
tre Corp., headed by Maurice Stahl, ings, but, on
the other hand, has case, the financing generally pro- gest billings since the present manand the Central Theatre, Passaic, agreed in principle to such firings. vides aU the cash required* since agement took over.
alternately film and legit house,
“The Ripper,” low-budgeter proWith his latest book, “The .Lost banks are. still being plenty tightwent into the hands of S.M.H.
duced by Jules .Levey (not to be
Not
fisted in putting up first money.
Amus. Co., of which Maurice Miller Childhood and Other Essays,” succonfused
with the film importer
Major Coin Committed
cessfully launched, Greene is curContinued from page 1
is president.
and former distrib of the same
good bit of the $2,000,000 fund name) and Arthur Goodscn, has
Mayfair, New- rently revising a^play which he
A
the
on
lease
The
"an element of mass psychology inAs yet, he is now committed. Part of it is been acquired by United Artists
Warner, theatre, will be recently completed.
volved that will always leave show- ark; also a
assumed on March 4 by Albert C. said, no production plans have been going into the deal by which Bena- for release; Deal was made with
men— and probably the psycholo- Rachlin,
set
for
the
known
as “The goss Productions is sharing in the
work,
large
a
connected with
UA by Sol Lesser, who bought into
gists themselves- baffled.
Living Room.”
financing of Anatole Litvak’s “Girl the film.
family.
Obvious reasons for the big b.o, North Jersey realty,
Two of his most recent novels, On the Via Flaminia.” With Gary
Pic was originally titled “WithFriday were a combo of the long
“The End of the Affair” and “The Cooper lined up to star, that, inci- out Warning.” Work of the proweekend (always a favorable facHeart of the Matter,” are being dentally, is one of the big pix on ducers, both comparative youngtor), fine weather throughput most
Pix
counting for next sters, so impressed Lesser that he
readied for film production. Deal Which UA
of the country and a plethora of
lias been set with David Lewis for year.
gave them a hefty advance for a
strong, entertaining and well pubContinued from page 2
may
star in another pic split in the profits, He’ll handle
the
Cooper
former,
and
Greene
said
actual
licized pix.
The sheer mass of
that the top production plans will be announced into which U A. is sending Heller all problems of distribution, advergood product available on a single would be the first time
on film censor- shortly. Zoltan Korda is prepar- coin.
That will be based on a tising and sales.
day-^-and that a school holiday— tribunal has ruled
has ex- ing the screenplay for “Heart of’ story from one of James Michener’s
Film, a murder suspense yarn,
was probably the most important ship since 1915. Johnston
a the Matter,” and pic in all prob- books on the South Pacific and is was shot on the Goldwyn l°t with
by
shared
desire
the
pressed
bigger
to
point.
Contributing
of the film industry ability will be made by London to be produced by Mark Robson. a cast of unknowns and Arnold
grosses last Friday than any pre- large segment
Once and for all Films.
Robert Wise, Robson’s partner in Laven directing.
vious day were admission prices that the court
films should enjdy the
Sales v.p. William J. Heineman,
Although films on which he has Aspen Productions, will, also make
close to the highest in industry rule that
blueofficial
from
freedom
same
personally prepared the screenplay a pic .in which UA will have a who accompanied ‘Krim to the
history;
other
Coast, is expected back in New;
(“The Fallen Idol” and “The Third piece.
Bellwether of the potent b.o. pencilling as do the press and
Krim, now on the Coast, is at- York today (Wed.), Max E. YoungMan’.') have been his most successthroughout thq country was Para- media of communication.
Court* in other cases, has indi- ful, Greene announced that, he is tempting to get on paper a flock stein, pub-ad -y;p., returned last
mount’s Cecil B. DeMille epic,
the
of
some
least
at
that
of
other dealS in time to return, to Thursday (21).
givihg up screen Writing -because
‘‘The Greatest Sh’pw on Earth.” In cated
justices hold this to be true. How- he doesn’t “like rehashing my oWn New York oyer next weekend, The
its seventh week at the Radio City
majority
He
Music Hall, for instance, it pro- ever, since in a number of
work/’
declared spoofingly company is readying .art announcenew Washington’s. Birth- decisions, the court has indicated that the only thing that would ment of the new' acquisitions and a
vided
Martin-Lewis
what many call a “questionable” at- bring him back;, to film writing release slate for the remainder of
day house record with $29,000.
with “Five Fingers” titude toward civil liberties, some would! be a. satirical film exposing this year at that time.Roxy,
The
Continued from page 1
wiser
might
be
it
feel
attorneys
Krim disclosed yesterday (Tues.)
(20th) .and a stageshoW headed by
McCarthyism. This was a rap at
until the
LindsayDorothy Lamour, did even bigger to wait a few more years
Senator Joe McCarthy. He added, a new three-picture deal with the: Irving. Berlin-Ho.ward
on
Court
It composition of the Supreme
than the M. If. money Wise.
however, that he thought it would King Bros. Two of the ’films will Russei. Crouse show, current
changed.
Mer
ma n
has
bench
Broadway
Ethel
with
be
in
Technicolor
and
all
will
be
the
through
swung: almost $31,000
be better if such a film were writWashreluctance
of
Despite a certain
delivered before the end of the starred, goes to the National,
tills Friday, for the biggest openten by an American.
both MPAA member compani es
year.
They are “Camel Corps," ington, for four we e its in May.
ing day in history of the house.
Greene, who returned to EngBig noise among the straight pic and Jefferson Amus. Co., operators land Saturday (2), arrived in N. Y. from an original by Harry Essex; With Elaine Sttitch succeeding
Gelling
which
Texas
house
the
of
“Indian
Fighter’.’ from ah original Miss Merman as star, the LCland
Capithe
houses on the Stem was
managed, to seek the Supreme early last week after a short stay by Philip Yordan; “The Syndicate," Hayward production then jumps to
tol with United Artists’ “African
He
had come which will be the black and white, the Coast, where it- plays- Civic
in Los Angeles.
apparently
too
they
are
Court
test,
Queen.” It snared a magic; $19,000
from Saigon, Indo-China, where he
and will do about $80,000 for the deep in it now to back out. Robert had gone to. gather material for from an original by John Higgins. Light Opera subscription engageOne of the jdeals Krim hopes to ments in Los Aligeles and San
week, just slightly below what” Park, counsel for the Jefferson cir- magazine articles.
cuit (operated by Julius Gordon),
have in the bag is with Music Francisco.
Par&mount’s “Place in the Su
be
to
his
20s,
47-year-old
now
the
papers
in
the
is
preparing
While
Corp.
of America for pix by five of
Meanwhile, Meeker hopes to obdid thfere in the initial stanza last
author had been a member of the its stars: MCA is arranging financ- tain the rights to “Madam” for
Labor Day; Labor Day is ordinari- placed before the court;
recently
for
in
Texas
Party
four
Appeals
court
Communist
ing
weeks.
of
these
so
Heller
money
production
films,
as part of his Starlight
ly better at th» b.o. than Washingconverted
to
Roman will not be required. Edward series at the State Fait Auditorium
upheld the power of the town of He was
ton’s Birthday,
»»
in
1926.
Catholicism
Small, Nassour brothers, and sev- this, summer.
Ayem and matinee smash of the Marshall to ban
1
tres’
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Film Reviews

HEND’ FANCY $6,200
Portland, Ore., Feb. 26.
Biz continues brisk at all first-

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 9)
“Big Country” (M-G) (3d wk-4

‘Show’ Tops Balto At
Big $30,000; ‘Bend’ Boff

days), $4,700.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,599; 6580)—“Big T*ees” (WB) and “Big

14G, ‘Queen’ Fat

18G

Night” (UA); Sturdy $10,000. Last
Baltimore, Feb. 26.
week, “Room One More” (WB) and
Release of potent product is be“Bushwhackers” (Indie), $11,200 in ing reflected -in cutrent- ^iguitos
9 days.
here with entire downtown sector
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-$l) showing sjome improvement over
“Flaming Feather” (Par) (2d recent sessions.
"Greatest Show
Mills
onstage.
run) plus Mills Bros,
on Earth” at $1.25 top,- is building
outfit responsible for great $12,000. to smash total ii. first Keith week.
(UA),
Sahara”
“Hotel
week,
Last
Estimates for This Week
plus Flo Ash and burley show onCentury (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20stage, $9,600.
70)—“African Queen” (UA).' Big
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,049;
or near. Last week, “Quo
65-90)— “Sailpr Beware” (Par) and $18,000 (M-G) (5th wk), at $1.25
Vadis”
“Waco” (Mono). Giant $20,000. top, $12,200.
Last week, “Green Glove” (UA)
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
and “Tale of 5 Women” (UA), $9,- 20-70) “At Sword’s Point” .(RKO).
300.
Last week,. “Las
Lean $5,500.
Vegas Story” (RKO), $6,700.
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 50“Greatest Show on Earth”
$1.25)
(Par) (2d wk). Starts second sesh
(Wed.) after mopping up
tomorrow
ST. L.: ‘BEND’ BIG
with smash $30,000 on getaway.
St. Louis, Feb. 26.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
“African Queen” and “Bend of
Starts
Flaming Feather” (Par).
River” are running neck-and-neck tomorrow (Wed.) after “Man With
for top' gross laurels here this My Face” (UA) did slight $4,000.
huge
week. Latter is big at the
New: (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)
Fox while “Queeb” looks slightly David Bathsheba” (20th). Back
better at Loew’s. “Sailor Beware” at. pop prices, fair $8,000.
Last
looms lusty on moveover to the week,
Stranger”
Call
“Phone
Ambassador after two big weeks (20th) (2d wk), $5,400.

—

—

—

170

—

'

•

“Phone Call From

Stranger” is only fair at Missouri
.
Theatre.
.
Estimates for This Week

(WB)
Beware”

Stanley
Sailor

25-75)*—

(3,280;

(Par)

.

(3d

,Wk).

—

.

(F&M)

(5,000;

60-75)

—

SAN FRANCISCO

—

'

—

I

.

Prize” (Indie). OpenSt. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.25ed today (Tues.). Last week, “La $1.50)— “Greatest ShoW on Earth”
Traviata” (Col), $5,500.
Huge $30,000 or over- Last
(Par).

75

90)—“The

Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60-751—
Closed. Last week, “Hunchback
Notre Dame” (RKO) and “Cat People” (RKO) (reissues), oke $4,000.
Shady Oak (St. L. AmuS.) (700;
St.

“Woman

week,

Is

Dangerous”

(WB)

(2d Wk), 5 days, $6,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 6595)— “Bend of River” (U) and “As

You Were”

Great $24,000
75-90)—"The Prize” (Indie).
Last week, “First Time”
close.
ed today (Tues,). Last week, sub- (Col): and "Harem Girl”. (Col),
sequent-rim.
$ 11 000 .
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
65-95)—“The River” (UA). Good
‘Dawn’ Bangup $15,000,
Last week, “Death of
$10,000.
Toronto ; ‘Vadis* 27G, 2d Salesman” (Col) (3d wk), $6,000.
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)—
Toronto, Feb. 26.
wk).
(2d
(Indie)
“Decision Before Dawn” and “Rasho-Mon”
“Hong Kong” are topping the new- Strong $4,500, Last week, $5,500.
65-$l)—
(Rosener)
Clay
(400;
currently
returns
big
comers with
Holdovers also are still strong, "Pictura” (Indie) (3d wk).. Held
notably “Quo Vadis ” setting new at $3,000. Last week, nice $3,300.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—
house record for Loew’s and
town’s smash grosser on second “Browning Version” (U) (2d wk).
Last week,
big at $2,200.
Still
stanza":

Open- or

(Lip).

,

>

-

$2,600.
Estimates for This Week
Vogue (S, F. Theatres) (375; $1Downtown, Glendale, May- $1.20) “La Ronde” (Indie) (14th
(Taylor)
(863;
Scarboro, State
Last week,
wk). Held at $1,800.

—

Crest,
fair,

—

1.059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)
Mailman” (Col) and
“Barefoot
“Captain Blood” (WB) (reissue),
Last week, “Ciim
Light $15,000.

maron Kid”

(U)
$14,000.

(Rep),

,

L’ville

and “Honeychile

’

(FP)

(1,080

Lags Albeit

“Lone Star” at Loew’s State
leads the town this week. Nice biz

is being turned in. by “Las Vegas
Story” at Strand, but otherwise
the downtown biz is on slow.
Estimates- for This- Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100: 54-75)
“Death of Salesman ” (Col) (2d
(RKO) wk). Not setting town* afire, pale
$3,500; Last week, $4,500.

—

.

— —

Last week, “The Racket”
(2d wk), $12,000..

4G

Louisville, Feb. 26.

1

.

(Indie) and “Major Barbara” (Indie) (reissues),; $1,600.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)
“Bend of River” (U) and “Lady
Pays Off” (U) (m.d.). Fancy $6,200.

Last Week,

“Room For One More”

(WB) and “Girl On Bridge”

(20th)

(4 days) (2d wk), $3,800.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 6590)^-“Big Trees” (WB) and “Cap r
tain Blood” (WB) (reissue), daydate with Orpheum, Nice $5,200
in 8 days. Last week, “Decision

Dawn” (20th)
(Col), $5,000.

Before
Story”

and “True

Orpheuni (Evergreen) (1,750; 6590)—“‘Big Trees” (WB). and “Captain Blood” (WB) (reissue), also
Oriental. Fine $7,300. Last week,
“Ten Tail Men” (Col) and .“Lady
and Bandit” (Col) (2d wk), $7,700.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
65-90)—“Double Dynamite” (RKO)
and “Whip Hand” (Indie). Mild
$7,500. Last week, “Decision Before Dawn” (20th) and “True Story”

‘Star’ Lofty

$19,000 In

—
—

of these artists as possible, it also
involves a Cook’s tour of Paris that
holds production value. With the

top song names this,-eeuld do for
-

dualer situations or special slotting in the U.S. Film has primarily
rather than pic appeal and was
<

TV

made

be sliced into sections for

to

.

,

.

.

. . , . .
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.Z.

Baldova
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This is a brilliantly conceived
odyssee of the terrors and degrada“Quo Vadis” is repeating vir- tion of the concentration camps in
tually its initial week’s take at Czechoslovakia. Though somewhat
the Paramount and has dug in for downbeat and relentless in its exsix weeks;
Both “Girl in Every position of brutality, the film is a
Port” at Broadway and “Lone stirring condemnation of inhumanStar” at Orpheum are doing so ity. Film might be late for groovwell they are set to hold over to ing into public taste having been
“Model and Mar- proceeded by others, but if caresecond round.
riage Broker” also looks good in fully placed and. handled, word-oftwo spots.
mouth and crix should give this a
boost for art house and sureseater
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-80)— patronage.
Film starts with ah ironic mon“Woman Is Dangerous” (WB) and
“Captain Blood” (Col), day-date tage of the Hitlerian group mouthwith Tabor, Webber. Good $7,500. ing their hysterical demands for
Last week, “Aladdin and Lamp” progress counterpoised by the
(Mono) and “Hold Line” (Mono), Nazi atrocities. The film follows
the fate of a Jewish .f amily in
$ 8 000
Prague through persecution, the
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1,200; 40- ghettos and the concentration
80)— “Girl in Every Port” (RKO). camps.: Segregation starts oven beLast week, fore the fall of Prague.
Holds.
Nice $9,000.
Then, with
“Too Young to Kiss” (M-G) (3d the capitulation, the deportation is
wk), $7,000,
started. The daughter gets a reDenham (Cockrill) (lj750; 40-80) prieve by marrying a non-Jew,
but
"Sailor Beware” (Par) (3d wk). the rest of the family is deported.
Last week, fine'
Off to $8,000.
Technical aspects are on a high
$13;500.
order with tensing and editing outr
Denver (Fox) (2.525; 40^80)
standing- in building this indict“Model and Marriage Broker” ment of man’s, inhumanity to man.
(20th) and “Chicago Calling” (UA), Alfred Radok bleeds imagery
with
day-date with Esquire. Good $16,- a creative use of sound for excel000.
Last week, “Red Skies Mon- lent results. Film has Some
memtana” (20th) and “First Legion” orable scenes such as the
half-mad
(UA), $15,500.
lament of an old Jewish scholar
40-80)
Esquire (Fox)
(742;
in a cluttered pawn shop, the ani“Model Marraige Broker” (20th) mal conditions of the ghetto, the
and “Chicago Calling” (UA), also arrival of a group of children
Denver. Nice $3,500. Last week, headed for the gas chamber and
“Red Skies Montana” (20th). and the hysterical race of a young girl,
“First Legion” (UA). S3, 000.
when liberty is at hand, to tell the
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-80)
ghetto. Nobody appears until she
“Lone Star” (M-G) and “Sellout” starts pounding hysterically on the
(M-G). Big $19,000. Stays. Last skeleton of a dismantled piano.
week. “Sword’s Point” (RKO) and
Alfred Radok has Obtained the
“Shadow in Sky” (M-G). $10,000. utmost from his players and from
Paramount (Fox) (2:200; $1-$1.50) leads to bits all are in character.
—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk). The use of drums for counterGreat $27,000. Stays. Last week, point, a macabre jazz band gotten
record $28;000.
op by the Nazis to play as Jews
40-80)— ?tp matched, off to their deaths
Tabor (Fox) (1,967;
"Woman Ts Dangerous” (WB) and supplies an eerie note.
Mosk.
“Captain Blood” (Col), also Aladdin, Webber,.
Good $8,000, Last Paris Gi!*ajite
Toiiiours
week. “Aladdin and Lamp” (Mono);
(Paris Still Sings)
and “Hold Line” (Mono), $7,500,
(FRENCH—SONGS)
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-80)—

Denver, Feb.

Nous Irons a Monte Carlo
(We Will Go to Monte Carlo)

26.

(FRENCH)
(Songs)

.

:

.

,

.

—

:

—

the

much with the business of getting
gs many approved standard songs

.

.

—

.

Though

.

Mother.

Denver, ‘Port’ Trim

—

.

artists.

and often strained
manages not to interfere too

story is slight

.

nearly $51,000 in first three heats.
G u 1 1 d (Parker) (400; 65-90)—
“Passionelle” (Indie) and “Torment” (Indie), nights only.. So-so
$1,300.
Last week, “Pygmalion”

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
Loew’s (Loew) (2,743; 90-$1.50)
Is
Dangerous”
Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk). 54-75 )—“ Woman
Hefty $27,000. Last week, $34,000. (WB). Average $5,000, Last week, “Woman Is Dangerous” (WB) arid
Nortown, University (FP) (959; “Room For One More” (WB) (4th "Captain Blood” (Col), also A 1 adCal wk). $5,500.
40-80)
“Phone
1,558;
din.
Tabor,
Nice $4,000. Last
Nice
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Stranger” (20th) (2d wk).
“Aladdin and Lamp” (Mono)
5V75)— "Phone Call Stranger” week,
Last week, $13,500,
$12,000.
“Hold
Line” (Mono), $3,500.
and
(20th);
Light $8,500. Last, week,
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)
“Decision Before Dawn” (20th). .“.Sailor Beware” IPar), solid $18,Film Setup
Last week, “Red 000
Big $15,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)—
Shoes” (UA) (reissue), $9,000.
Yog Film Corp. has been formed
40r80)
“Lone Star” (M-G) and “Calling by B. L. Garner to. produce feature
Shea’s (FP)
(2,386;
“I want You” (RKO) (2d wk). Bulldog Drummond” (M-G). Lead- films. He was formerly associated
Neat $10,000. Last week, $12,000. ing city with tall $12,000. Last with publicist Noel Meadow in Vog
week, “Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk),
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)
Film Co., a distribution outfit.
“Bend of River” (U) (3d wk). Big big $9,000.
Vog Film Co. was dissolved
Strand (FA) (1,200; 54-75)—“Las
$6,000. Last week, $7,500.
about a year ago. At that time
40-75)
“Trail
Story”
(RKO)
and
Vegas
Victoria (FP) (1,440;
purchased the company’s
Meadow
Nice G u id e” (RKO). Healthy $4,000.
(Indie).
Saint’*
“Citizen
Last week, “Hunchback Last week, “Strange Door” (U) assets. These included such pic$6,000.
“Lucrezia Borgia” and
tures
as;
(RKO) (reissue), and “Tales Robin. Hood” (Lip),
Notre Dame”
“Jenny L’ Amour;”
$5,000.
$6,900.

—“Quo

Music Hall
It

future tele use.
A defunct actor leaves a codicil
mawkish moments. On occasion, in his will that jhis two adopted
the pic tries to go musical by children, a pretty boy and gal who
means of some nitery scenes. And dislike each other, must collab
there is an attempt to become with each other in getting autospicy via a scene where the gal ls graphs of the outstanding French
sunbathing on a high seashore rock chanteurs and chantoosies. The one
Who gets the most in the least
in the altogether.
Vittorio Gassmann d b e s very time, inherits all the coin. Interwell as the war correspondent fering in the chase is the sinister
while Fiorella C. Forti is excellent Raymond Souplex who is to get
most of the time, as the singer. the mqney if the kids fail. After
Cameraman Q, Lombardi has been a series of chases across Paris the
unkind to her in some closeups boy and gal finally fall in love
though in the better lens jobs she for the happy ending after all the
shapes up as a looker; Both Bechi singers have had their chance.
The street numbers have a sponand Gigli, of course, are great in
the operatic sequences, latter also taneity in presentation. Songs of
showing up as a firstrate actor, Con- high caliber are Edith Piaf’s “I
stance Dowling is effective as the Love My Man”; the ihgratiating
Yves Montand version of “A Parloser in the battle for Gassmann’s
is” and the spirited George Guetaffection.
In many scenes, she
-ary warbling of “A Day In Paris.”
looks more attractive: than Miss
Other singers come off well alForti. Nino Pavese heads a solid
though all the production numbers
supporting cast.
Music from such masters as Mo- are of little visual value. Direction
of Pierre Montazel keeps the chase
zart, Bellini and Donizetti insures
moving most of time when things
plenty of appeal for lqvers of class
begin to bog down, there is a song
ical music.
to keep interest, Pic can stand
some pruning on some of the proGhetto Terexin
longed chase dead spots. Lensing is
(CZECH)
fine and editing helps blend the epiParis, Feb. 8.
sodic yarn, Clement Duhour is stiff
Czechoslovakian Film release and production.
Features Blanka Waleska, O. as the boy while Madeleine Lebeau
KreJka, Victor. Ocasck, Z. Baldova. Di- gets life and verve into her agirected by Alfred Radok.
Screenplay, tated thesping as the girl. Ray?
Mojmir Kolar; camera, Josef Werner; editor. Erik Kolar.
At Les Reflets, Paris, mopd Souplex adequately portrays
Jan. 15, '52. Running time, 94 MINS.
himself and LuCien Baroux gives
Hanna;
.Blanks Waleska the pic a good, sendoff as the deAntoine
O. KreJka funct thesper.
Mosk.
Father
.......
Victor Ocasek

-

‘Star’ $12,000, ‘Story’

—

40-80)
“Death of. Salesman”. (Col) (3d
Last week,
Steady $5,500.
wk).
$ 6 000
Hyland (Rank) (1,355; 75-85)
“Long Dark; Hall” (U) (3d wk)
Oke $4,200. Last week, $4,500.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)
“Hong Kong” (Par). Neat $14,000.

Eglinton

big $2,000.

Yonr

'

(UA), $5,500.

“Sword’s Point” (RKO) and "Con(Continued from page 8)
Opened to d a y
(UA).
goliere”
Drab $12,000 or near.
(Tues;); Last week, “Bend of River” (Mono),
Man (M-G)
(U) and “Finders Keeper” (U), big Last week, “Unknown
headed by Dean Marvaude
plus
$17,000.
tin and Jerry Lewis,* record $101y50-75)
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172;
000, with $1.50 top.
‘‘African Queen”. (UA). Sock $18,Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)—
000. Last week, “Lone Star” XM-G)
Fair $16,000.
“Pandora” (M-G).
(2d wk), $10,000.
week, “Across Wide Missouri”
Last
60-75)
Missouri (F&M) (3,500;
./
wk),
$14,500.
(M-G)
(2d
“Phone Call from Stranger” (20th)
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)
and “Japanese War Bride” (20th).
“Man
and
(WB)
Hell!”
“Retreat,
Fair $13,000. Last week, “Sailor
Last
Big $21,000.
Beware” (Par) and “Aladdin and Bait” (Lip).
Thataway”
Went
“Callaway
week,
Lamp” (Mono) (2d wk), $16,500;
(M-G) and “Lady Says No” (UA),
(1,000;
Amus.)
L.
Pageant (St.
only $11,000.

Continued from pace •

A

Volee ln
Heart
runs this week. Nearly all downtown spots have new products. wounded (via some old newsreel
clips)
the
warfare
in
between
the
“Bend of River” moves over to the
Mayfair after four record-breaking Jews and Arabs, and he is missing
time.
While
for
this
condition
a
weeks at the Broadway. “Lone
Star” looks bright at United Ar- exists, the correspondent's older
tists. while
“Wild Blue Yonder” girl friend two-times him by allowing the ballading wife-to-be to
shapes good at Broadway.
think he has walked out on her.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90) He finally returns just in time to
—“Wild Blue Yonder”' (Rep) and see his sweetheart, now a new
“First Legion” (UA). Good $10,000. operatic find, achieving stardom on
Last week, “Bend of' River”" (U) the operatic stage (hence the servand “Lady Pays Off” (U) (4th wk). ices of Gigli and Bechi).
Yarn is loaded with cliches and
(6 days), $9,000 after racking up

Maintaining surprisingly strong
pace at $11,000 after $14,400 for
Ambassador (F&Til) (3,000; 60-75) second week;
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
gnd
Beware” (Par).“Sailor
Socko
(Mono) —“Bend of River” (U).
“Aladdin and Lamp”
Last week, “Fuller Brush (Col), $8,200.
$14,000.
week,
Last
Big $15,000.
(m.o.s.).
“Room For One More” (WB) and Man” (RKO) and “Start Cheering”
United Artists (Parker) (890; 6590)—“Lone Star” (M-G). Bright
“Model and Marriage Broker” (RKO) (reissues), $4,300.
(20th) (2d wk), $9,000.
Last week, “The Well”
$10,000;
.

Fox

.
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‘STAR’
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New Vog

Paris-, Feb.. 19.
Cocinor release of CLM production.
Features Clement Duhour, Madeleine Lebeau, Raymond Spuplex, and Edith Piaf.
Yves Montand, Tino Rossi, Georges Guetry, Tean Sablon, Luis Mariano. Directed
w
^
” y Pierre
Montazel. Screenplay, Roger
I'.eral, Jacques
Chabannes; camera, Armnnd Thirard; editor, Paulette Robert;
music, Raymond -Legrand. At. Paramount,
^aris.

RiikI
Gilbert*

Running time. 100 MINS.
•
.

.

.

. . . .

.

...Madeleine. Liebeau

Clement Duhour
.Raymond Souplex
..
Lucien Baroux

... , . . .

Souplex
Clondor,
Model ......... i...
.

.

JO-'ette

.

.

.

.

.

,

And songs
„
Gc ojmes
.

.

.

by

..Praline

..

Pierrette

Yves

Souplex

Montand, Edith
Guetary. Tino Rossi, Jean
Sablon, The Nine Companions of Song,
Andre Dassary, Line Renaud;.
:

Film promise

is

.

a gimmick used

ta string together some song reby a group of popul at* Gallic

Paris, Feb. 12.
'Corona release of Hoche production.
Features Philippe Lemaire, Danielle Godet, Andre Luguet. Jeanette Batti, Henri
Genes, Audrey Hepburn, Ray Ventura
Orch. Directed by Jean Boyer. Screen*
play, Alex Joffe ; camera, Charles Suins
editor, F. Mazlm; music, Paul Misraki.
.

1

At

Running time, 104 MINS.
Philippe ... v. ... . ....... .Philippe Lemaire
Jacqueline.
Godet
. ; . . . ...... .-.Danielle
Antoine............,,.;.,... Henri Genes
Minette. ..... , .'... ... .. . ... .Jeanette Batti
Melissa.
... . . .
.
.Audrey Hepburn
Manager
Daiio
Berlitz, Paris.
.

.

.

.

.

Ray Ventura

Max

Elloy

.

.

.

.

....
,

.

... .

.'

Himself

.Himself

This film was made in two verFrench and English, with
the English version tagged “Baby
Beats The Band.” It is an attempt
to follow up the success of “We
Will Go To Paris,” which was one
of the top grossers here last year.
However, this lacks the simplicity
and breezy structure of the former.
Film devotes too much time to a
contrived comedy of errors about
a misplaced baby that involves a
sions,

series of chases, mistaken

identi-

and double entendres. Music
ordinary except for one catchy
ditty. Numbers lack the zing. While
unpretentious this might get by in
lower case spots or some dualer?
in the U.S.
A grandson left with the drummer of Ray Ventura’s band causes
all the trouble.
He is not really
the grandson but the son of an es-..
ties
is

traiiged Hollywood couple. Here
the problems begin piling up. The
drummer leaves the baby in Ventura’s cabin, with a note that it
belongs to one of the band. It is
adopted and. fussed over by the
whole band and then the plot gets
racing. The separated parents are
each out to get the kid, the girl
who delivered the wrong baby is
out to get it back, the paternity is
blamed on various members of the
band and used to bring the crooner
together with his love whose father
objects to having his highborn
daughter, cavorting with a singer.
All ends on a well paced, moving
finale in the search for the real
momma that shows that the pic
could have been a real pleaser if
kept on the same, light, airy
ventive plane.
One ditty stands out, “I .Love
Only You” with the others standard; Philippe Lemaire is too coy
as the crooner and the dubbing of
songs is off. Henri Genes is fine as
the comic manager.. Jeanette Batti is
good as the scatterbrained
nurse trying to steal back the baby.
Ray Ventura's orchestra play well
while Andre Luguet supplies some
scenery chewing antics as the stuffy
father. For the U.S. the film will
have the names of Jules Munshin
and Michele Farmer in the English-speaking rules done by Henri
osk.
Genes and Danielle Godet
:
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PICTURES

It

banned pictures and other forms of
entertainment.

public

Until Hie

law

M
NEW YORK

» + e»+t 4-t-»4-

f

ly “Bank Night,” also will present
a united promotional front. StartDeCosterd, realty ing Feb. 24, the 33 theatres will
Skouras Theatres, admit children up to 12 years of
manager
leaves March 1 to- open his own age free when accompanied by
real estate office in New York. De- .adults. The houses also will launch
Costerd has been associated with two to three promotional stunts
Skouras interests over 21 years. monthly devised by a committee
Prior to this, he handled realty for headed by circuit owner Charles
Fox Theatres in Detroit.
Rubenstein.,

Gabriel

C.
for

Continued from gas* 3 Sas

r-

Although -Paramount has adapaying lip service' td mantly refused to sell pix to tele“but few pay more.” He vision, company has shown no reluctance to use the medium for
added: “If you don’t believe in the
the exploitation of pictures. .Wherbenefits of united action, let’s call ever possible company has
arit off. Gall it Off forever. We have ranged for plugs ahd spotted playmore than enough money in the ers on TV for promotion on behalf
treasury to pay off everybody, to of “The Greatest Showon Earth,”
our *bills and to settle and according to Par, “never besettle
fore has the tremendous' publicity
COMPO.”

Hall Walsh, Prairie District manager for Warners here, discharged
from a St. Louis hospital after a
major operation.
Civic leaders in Kansas, 111., are
negotiating with the owner of Kansas Theatre there for purchase of
house that was shuttered last November when Delbert Bell, lessee,
ceased operations.
The Lowell,' a unit 'of Kaimann
Circuit in North St* Louis, darkened for an indefinite period.
Quest for a Missourian who has
never a t t e n d e d film theatre
launched by Howard Pearl,
exploiteer from, N.Y, AVhp has gone
into backwoods of the Ozark mountains to find such person. Peart
and also Jack Goldstein'; also, a UA
drumbeater from N.Y. are grabbing ciiffo space in local dailies as
part Of sock campaign for ^‘African
Queen” due soon at Loew’s State.
Goldstein is visiting 17 exchange
eities ballying the pic;

s

COMPO,

.

•

and exploitation potential of tele"According to observers, the pro- vision been realized * to Such
an
duction, distribution arid exhibition extent
and with such telling
delegates at the board session effect*”
possibly took the attitude that
Charlton Heston made 1$ ’teleMayer couldn’t have been referring vision appearances and producer
to them- In any event, unanimous Cecil B. DeMilte was; Spotted on
and enthusiastic applause greeted two network video stanzas—the
Mayer at the windup of his 35- Kate- Smith and. Ken Murray

'

PHILADELPHIA
Abe Sunberg, Who

LOS ANQELES

recently was

William

general manager. - of
Greenfield chain, is setting up an
Indie chain of his own; Opened his
first house, the Adelphia, recently.
Walter Wood, former press agent
for Pennsylvania Military College,
Chester* Pa.* joined RKO publicity
staff at homeoffice In New York.
Jack de Waal, homeoffice rep
who has been stationed at local
:RKO exchange, is slated to return
to N. Y. soon.
Allied Booking and Buying will
now book for Floyd Scheib’s 300car Triangle Drive-In, Halifax, Pa.;
.the County View Drive-In, Barnesville, Pa.; Laurel, Theatre, Laurel-?
dale, Pa.; Majestic, Mt. Penh, Pa.;
the J. Schade’s new Temple DriveWilliamstown, Pa.; Marvin
In,
Sand’s Wysock Drive-In and Larry
Woodin’s Drive-In near Wellsboro,
Pa.
I.

DALLAS
Walter Penn named manager for
Pictures. He is "a former

Tower

'

theatre
Carl

manager and

>

Charles P. Skouras called a four,
day meeting of National Theatres
executives for March 24-27 to" discuss circuit operation under divorcement.
Realart Films will reissue' two
old Universal productions, “Frankenstein” ahd “Dracula” in March.
A s t p r Pictures is rereleasing
“Lady of Burlesque,” f ormer
United Artists release, as “Strip
Tease Lady.”
Metro will release three - Pete
Smith shorts and three cartoons
*
during the next six weeks.
Monogram, with a backlog of: 12
films, will release three during
March: “Rodeo,” “Wild Stallion
and “WagOns West.”
Lep Miller resigned, -effective
Feb. 29, after 12 years as West
Coast buyer-booker for Warner
Theatres Circuit.
RKO will handle western hemisphere distribution of “Red Beret,”
to be filmed in England by Irving
Allen and Cubby Broccoli, in association with a British company.

film salesman.

Kunkel, Jr., leased the
Vogue at Skellytown and took oyer
operation of the house from Harold
Leonard.
Charles L. Root, James F. Kelley, George Witten and Sherman
L. Hart opened new Sun Drive-In
at Comanche, Tex.
Mrs. R. E. Sterbenz took over

>

'

as film’s

title.

MINNEAPOLIS
Charlie Weiner, former, local UA
salesman and Selznick branch manager, named manager of Essenjay
Pictures San Francisco branch.
The fact that jobs in January
were at an all-time high for the
month here, according to Minnesota Employment Service, is believed helping biz.
St. Louis. Park, deluxe indie suburban house, nOw actively bidding
competitively for first 28-day runs

Paramount

the States’
plan.”
.

industry

arbitration

B&K

circuit is trying premium
nights in three of its houses and
expand the dishes to other
ays off. Premium offers

will

Ted Mann, North Central Allied

ia.

Prior to July 4, Paramount will
release “Greatest Show ort Earth”
only in territory’s eight biggest

key

spots.

Lorraine

Sicago’

.area

have

been

Hearings in the Trinsley vs.
United Artists have been adjourned
for a week. Start again March 3.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
appointed Ralph as district manager and switching Dolph Lain to
the ‘Oregon territory.
I. Baldeserce has reopened the
Rose in Roseland.
Jones, Linick and Schaffer reported negotiating for sale of the

Homewood, Homewood,

award of

111.

$1,300,000*

BOSTON
5%

Proposed

bill to bdd a
tax to
ozorier ducats received an unfavor
able report from the state committee on taxation last week, with
the proposal has been
result,
scuttled.

Another bill, forbidding the construction of drive-ins within 2,000
feet of a school, church or hospital,

Mane new Lippert was approved by

St.

James Stewart were available for
promotional activities, but par
combined to spotted them only on radio
shows.
hamper COMPQ’s efforts to get off Eddie' Cantor TV show, emanating
the ground with a constructive and from Coast, also carried a “Greatmeaningful program. .He stated est Show” plug.
that the industry could raise milRKO also has no qualm about
lions if a shortage of raw stock using TV.
Films of the recent
were threatened or a closing of preem hoopla for “The Las Vegas
theatres were indicated by legis- Story,” held in Las Vegas, were
lative action. The industry’s exis- photographed especially for TV
erice is threatened today, he con- and seen Monday (25) night over
tinued, “but the defense can only the ABC-TV network during “You
be described as pitiful and picayune Asked For It,” iri.c.’d by Art
compared to. the physical and finan- Baker.
cial resources at our disposal and
the emergency which confronts us.”
Scuttling COMPO would be "a
terrible
colossal blunder and
commentary, for all the world to
Continued: from page S
read, on our lack of leadership and
was set aside In .’51 for taxes and
lack of statesmanship,” *he asserted.
contingencies, c o m a r e d with
But it would be less of a disaster $825,000 the previousp year.
to all of us to maintain an industry
Part of Rep’s gross improvement
organization, ineffective and sig- was attributed to upbeat activities
financing which have

Theatres

takes over control of the Los Angeles Paramount Theatre March
18, at the expiration of the lease
held by Fanchon & Marco for 20
years. When the house was first
leased by
it was. owned by
Paramount Films but later Shifted
to UPT under the divorcement
ruling. In recent years there was
legal hassling between lessor and

,

F&M

but FdtM succeeded in
keeping control until the lease ran

lessee,

out.
:

work only the New York, New JerWashington and Maryland
sey,
.

ST.

ft,

MOIO

IUI—

(ITT MUSIC
.

.

“THE GREATEST SHOW
ON EARTH”
Color by

TECHNICOLOR

plus SPECTACUMW STAC6 PRESENTATION

constantly of

its subsids,. Consolidated Laboratories and Consolidated- Molded
Products. Latter makes industrial

parts.

the

legislative

LOUIS

Were

produce
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Kaufman’s “dare”

to.

dive into the tank, was a partially

comp

a re d with
$500,000.
Due td its stock dividend, Col’s

month period,

WB’s Buy

outs t a n d i n g common

shades

climbed to 670,706 as of last Dec,
29. At the end of the correspondthe company, that reduces the. price ing period in the earlier year 654,to 14%, they figure.
311 shares were out.
If the WB tender is at $15, the
Continued from page 9

three-eighths of a pdint differential
between that and the buying price
will just about cover brokerage
fees and transfer taxes. Thus the
speculators will come out even.
However, if the tender is at $16,
they have a $1 profit and have
taken an absolute minimum risk
which is a welcome opportunity on
Wall St. at any time.
last year appropriated $15,
000,000 and bought up slightly over
There has been
1,000,000 shares.
no indication as yet as to when the
next tender, will, be announced ‘or
how many shares will be sought,

about
Negroes.
er-turned-comedian doing a dive*
The Amy this, owned by Barney
Levenson, an expert /swimThen
Diamond, relighted since its shut
mer, divested himself of coat and
because
o
Xmas
tering before
shoes and did it on the show.
projectionists striking.
There are three Divenas playing
of the popul.i
More than 50
dates nationally, including a coltion of Marissa, 111. (pop. 1,600)
mermaid. Turn has played but word is expected almost moored
particiLouis,
St.
from
44 miles
Meantime, the stock
pated in a special election and by mostly niteries. The act is booked mentarily.
Rayburn
through has been acting very stably in anCharles
by
a vote of 593 to 251 repealed
Greenhut.
John
ticipation of the move.
Sunday blue law of 43 years that MCA’s

’$

ONLY ONE

MIAMI BEACH
OCCAM FRONT . 40rtit« 4 l«t <«•.

COMPlcmy

Rwnwt toft*

AIR«CONDiT(ONEO
•

Walter Jacob*

WB

Rockefeller Center

CECIL B. Dm MIUCS

hand,

He
television
successful.
said that Hollywood Television
Service, Inc., a wholly-owned subContinued from page 1
sid, will
26Vfc-minute
ready in the field sales force are
or TV,, in addiRabbit Marariville, ex-major league
of^ employment. f!^ ms
10. Preference
/.
distributing and leasing
on
shortstop, and Chick Meehan, one- for professional actors employed
,
^
'7Rep’s features to tele.
time collegiate football coach.
by the day.
ct ‘
^2 V
Company’s religious „filih pro'
11. Minimum term for term con£ ntSf
gram, Seideimah said, will be sup tract players, after first year, set $ 33 00 ° in released productions at
;
1
comparc
C0
Z atl0 n
1
s
plemented by production of a se at 20 weeks out of 26.
,?L
:5
.
.u
,?
previous
with
In the
$2,911,000
ries of 27-minute subjects designed
12. Separate bargaining to be
4
for TV release. They’ll be based held for separate contracts for acnon"^"™
upon travels of an American sollm * "l4de SpeC,alIy f0r
dier In different countries during televis?on*
the war. Bronston will also produce
a full-length color feature in Rome the legal right to cancel its con-p
^
lL- , 0,1.
and Israel. It’s due to roll this
regarding
year.
Studio releases lor television any
eny bank indebtedness. Outfit owed
uv*
$1,805,000 aUthe end of the new
eriod , compared With $3,086,100
the Guild an agreement for addi- P
t the finale of the 1950 fiscal
tional payment to the actors in
year
SU
Continued from page 1
S?
Col’s net for the 26 weeks ended
.
,,
>
Contract was in the nature of a
or 45c
innovations, including4 backstage compromise. Salary increases were Dec 2 6, fell to $437,000,
with
oer POmiT on «hare cortinared
compareawitn
manipulation. Divena has two male about 75% of what the actors
aides, one a midget who works the asked.
Their original dm,mds
iSttS
the tank carries its called for retroactive pay starting
lights, si
OpefaUng profit
previous , e
own dimmer board, the other engi'bstead of Jan. 1, for the new period amounted to.
neering the whole operation.
W52. They also asked a two-year $572,000, compared with $1,160,000.
The tank took five hours to set contract but settled for six years
provision for Federal taxes was
up. It Weighs 4,000 pounds, requir- with reopenings every second year,
listed at $135,000 In the new six-

rehearsed ad lib. The playwright
The Uptown, a west end iridie kidded Levenson and guest-panelowned by A. L* Matreci, changed ist Arlene Dahl before the show
policy and now is admitting
it
the ex-Brooklyn schoolteach-

«>»*•

in

Inc,, and sales offices will
i
Chicago, Dallas and
San Francisco by September. Al-

George

EVERY PORT
MMIE WILSON

hat

be opene V

A

WUUMKNMX

nificant,

begging for support, neither honored nor respected in its own ranks
and consequently without honor qr
respect in the ranks of others.”
report,
read by
Treasurer’s
National Screen Service sales v.p.
George Dembow, disclosed that

Prexy Herbert J, Yates, in his
report to stockholders, disclosed
that Rep has acquired Major Film
Laboratories, a small plant in
N. Y., to provide rush lab work for
television.
TV also necessitated
expansion of Consolidated’s Coast
Catholic population of 28,634,000. tion of the all-industry outfit, it plant, he added,
Regarding the $tudio’s own TV
He pointed out that the country was anticipated that the budget
which would be about $600,000 annually, activity, the Rep prez asserted
ias
15,J33 parishes, of
11,000 reportedly screen pix at Disbursements
18 that in the latter part of 1951 “our
during the
efforts to effect the removal of
regular intervals.
months came to $182,059.
restrictions which had prevented
Eternal’s physical distribution
us from releasing our pictures to
will be handled by National Film

areas at first.
Initial theatrical
date for thq series will be at one
of the United Artists theatres in;

committee on mercantile affairs.
hnnlrpr IiIpfp
However, the bill must nbw p^ss ing reenforced flooring, and utiMill City Theatres, a group of
the house and senate before be lized 435 gallons of spring water
33 local independent neighbor- coming effective*
The metropolitan New York water
hood and suburban exhibitors who
Independent Exhibitors of: New
banded together for a joint week- England plan . to sked regional supply usually clouds up and is not.
spring- water.
opalescent
meetings throughout the area, Furthermore, spring water is more
starting this spring, in an effort to
permits
for more
and
buoyant
solidify the indie exhibs into a
graceful pirouets while immersed*
more unified organization;
element
is also necessary
time
The
Eng
SternbUrg,
New
Robert
M.
,
land Theatres district manager, for heating purposes*- the tank
again volunteered to direct produc must be warmed to 80 degrees.
The comedy topper, when Sam
tion of the annual show for benefit
GIRL IN
Levenson accepted
- panelist
of the Jewish Memorial Hospital.

CMUCHOMMX

.

dormant in recent years.
FilmRck Trailers has put out a
special Catalog for drive-in. promoCarriers,
tions and advertising.

^

president, set up annual convention here for May 1-2.
Harry B. French, Jr., Minnesota Amus. Co. executive, and
Wife visiting relatives in Califor-

shows.
In addition, the Milton
Berle TV-er employed the “Greatest Show” as the theme for an
entire program. Betty Hutton and

branch manager, off with his Wife
Los Angeles this, spring.
on Caribbean cruise.
Seidelman expressed confidence COMPO’s total receipts for the 18Harry Brown, manager' of the
Oriental, bedded with flu at Illinois that the pictures will return good month period beginning Aug, 1,
Masonic Hospital.
grosses on the strength of the U. S. 1950, were $205,619. At the iricep-

V

Back from

I

Chi

ranks.

Riled for Long Time
Mayer for long has been riled
over the red-tape and insufficient

LOS ANGELES
United Paramount

blast at the apathy within

COMPO’S

Sam

Judge William Campbell sustained Tom McConnell’s request
meeting of ' Allied
to examine United Artists books
States’ directors, of which he is a
in the Trinsley-United Artist case
member, Bennie Berger, circuit in which
UA is asking for a third
owner, expressed hope, “film comof profits in the Towne Theatre
panies will see the light and accept

in its area.

minute

CHICAGO

operation of Follett Theatre, FolHarry
arry Balaban chosen head of
Her husband, who formerly the Chicago Red Cross amusement
lett.
operated spot, is now Working for drive.
Boeing Aircraft plant, Wichita,
Bob Allen,

Kans.
All-Texas preenf of Wafner’s
“Retreat Hell!” will be at Majestic
Theatre here Feb. 21 with'Maj.
Gen. O. P. Smith, Who commanded
the First Marine Division in the
bottle of the Chosift Reservoir and
breakout to the sea at Hungnam in
North Korea, as guest of honor.^A
native of Menard, Texas, he is
credited with the expression used

UA

Theatre is due for extensive remodeling before it ‘reopens under
the management of Jerry Zigmond,
current UPT district manager in
Somewhat brighter note on local San Francisco.
first-run scene with reopening of
three houses, Midway and Ark,
Gallos circuit theatres, which have
been shuttered for six months,
Seidelriiait
have lighted again. The Eastside
Continued from pate 7
change d hands and also went back
to pix.

PAR USES TV FREELY

A. L. Mayer

election Marissa was the only city
in the state that had such a blue'
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TV.

29 MARKETS TO CARRY
NBC-TV’S ‘ASSIGNMENT’
Number

markets
“Dangerous

ment,”

vidfilm

first

Lever Deal on Dig Town’ Keys TV

carrying

‘of

NBC-TV’s

Assign-

series

Hollywood, Feb. 26.

pro-

duced by the web, was upped to
29 this week. Latest to sign was
Turn Keene Series
Philadelphia, where the pix will be
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
bankrolled by Plel’s beer.
Detroit, Feb. 26.
StaTom Keene, onetime star of tion hasn’t been selected, but it’s
WXYZ-TV- has announced what
westerns, has Seen himself on teleit terms “the largest single purexpected
the
series
will
wind up on chase of motion picture films In
vision so often that he decided to
do something about it. He’ll make WCAU-TV, which is the primary Detroit TV history,” at a cost of
some new ones. With Sidney Ross CBS-Ty affiliate in Philly.
over $250,000 for 1,200 films.
and Robert Vignola, director of
The features include “Story of
Of the 29 markets, the only
the Marion Davies silents, they’ve NBC
owned-and-operated station to G. I. Joe,” “Open City,” “Street
set up an outfit to make 39 outcarry the series is WNBT, the Scene,” “The Chase,” “City Limdoor pictures in color.
web’s N. Y. flagship:
“Assign- its.’’ “Trocadero,” “Rain,” “As You
Keene, in the silent days, made ment” preoms t h e r e March 10, Like It,” “Desert Victory;” “Turntaking over the, Monday night about,” “The Iron Duke,” “The
Meanwhile, the Authors League more than 50 westerns.
10:30 to 11 period currently occu- Greeks Had a Word for It,” the
of America, and its affiliated guilds,
pied by another vidfilm show, “Topper” series, and “The Battle,”
solidly backed SWG demands for
Alliance of Television Film Producers, already beset by strike
threats from the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Screen Writers 'Guild,
faced new labor difficulties yesterday (Mon.) when the Screen Actors Guild announced it will strike
if necessary to' obtain sdided coin
for actors appearing in vidpix
re-released after first
which
screenings on stations. Negotiations
and the SAG are
Alliance
between
scheduled to get under way shortly.

negotiations
covering
contract
united
writers with Alliance.
at
a
meeting
of
front was voted
the western branch of National
Television Council, attended' by
reps of AFL member guilds—‘authors, dramatists, radio writers and
has threatscreenwriters. The
ened to strike March 10 if Alii-

Frederic W, Ziv’s “Boston Blackie.”
In Chicago, where NBC has
an o.&o. outlet, the series is aired
on ABC-TV’s WENR-TV, arid in
Washington, also an NBC o.&o.
market, the. station has not been

A

(Continued on page 36)

been sold to Dynamic Stores.
In what’s claimed to be the longest-term talent contract inked by

an Indie production firm, Prockter
Syndications
International
has
signed Morey and Hope Bunin,
creators of “Foodini, the Great,”
to a 20-year pact.

Hollywoqd

PSI

Deal

for

calls

to syndicate half-hour vidpix

“Racket Squad" vidpix series re- featuring the Bunin puppet charsumed at the Hal Roach lot last acters on a local and regional
week. With William Beaudine di- basist as well as to co-produce
recting the Hal Roach Jr. series,
them, according to PSI prexy Paul
and Reed Hadley topping cast
Abby Berlin d i re c tin “Rocky White.
Pact also includes all CommerJdnes, Space Ranger," half-hour
pilot telepci, for Roland Reed Pro- cial sales and licensing of “Foodiduction,.' with Richard Crane and ni” merchandise. PSI has set up
.Louis an affiliate company to handle the
Crystal Tteeves in le^ds
Marlowe of Oak Parks, ill., in town by-product merchandise, which will
to set talent for two sevem-reel com*: include comic "books, records, toys,
mercial and telepix he will pro- etc. First 26 half-hour films have
duce and direct... Guy Thayer, been completed arid are now being
.

.

.

of Roland Reed Productions, pitched to stations and agencies.
skied to N.Y. to supervise Gotham Additional
shows are. being readied
scenes for 100-min. color production for Westingh o u s e
Gar for production at the Fletcher
Moore inked for starring role in Smith Studios, N. Y. According to
Revue Productions’ “Mungahara,” White, the series can also be conlength
quarter-hour
South Seas melodrama to be shot verted to
as part of Chevron Theatrevidpix where desired.
series. .Birig .Crosby Enterprises
v.p.

.

.

.

two more “Rebound” telepix,
“The Honeymoori," with Gertrude
Michael, and “The Guest.”. .Robrolls

TV

.

t

ert Forrest set for additional scenes
in “Public Prosecutor” series for

same company

nolds’

“Foreign

.

Intrigue”

series

renewed by Ballantine Beer for
additional 26 weeks.
Snader Sales is releasing “Kid
15 -min.
Magic,”
series
vidpix
produced by Aladdin Television
Productions, and starring Frank
•

Kay Kuter and David

Scanriell,

look as

gram as possible, on the assumption that that’s one way
they can overcome the alleged
“spontaneity”

factor,

live

in.

producers,
Several
indie
for example, have reportedly
told their cairieramen. arid directors to look, for spots in
the script where they might
deliberately cut an actor halfway out of the picture, of
where they can bring the
mike boom down into the pic-

Producer: Earle Dumont,
Director: Robert S. Scott
Camera: Arthur. Anderson

WILLIAM

o—

KFMB

under which he’ll handle all
production fpr Fairbanks in the
In return, Fairbanks will
produce any shows lined up by
Lawrence which must be lensed on
Reeves; the Coast.
latter

east.

22

Jerry Fairbanks
6052

Sunset

..

"AMOS 'N* ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,
Culver City series of character comedy

Production manager; DickL’Est range

Hollywood

Blvd.,

THEATRE"

resumes shooting Mar. 1.
Derwln Abbe, Arnold Wester.

FILMCRAFT prods.
Melrose,

8451

REVUE PRODUCTIONS

half-hour

series

Directors:

Sunset Studios, Hollywood

Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred In 39 half-hour

audience participation film productions, to
be made once a week, began Aug. 23 for
NBC.. DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: I. Llndenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bern!# Smith

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS

Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
Half-hour series of adult drama*-- telepix resume shooting March 3.
Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Axel Gruenberg,. Richard Irving,
Nofmain Lloyd.

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
G.oldwyn

Studio,

Hollywood

Producer: James Fonda

Mona

Freeman,

Jan.

7.

Roy

Vidpix are half-hour each.

Rogers, Dale Evans topline, Pat Brady
In support. General Western parts to fill.
Sponsored 'by General Foods for NBC-TV.

"SILVER

Adolph
Menjou, J, Carroll Naish, John
Payne, Frank Sinatra and Robert
Stack
Pathescope Productions
has opened a new midwest office
.

in

.

Bob

Cleveland.

Polatsek, for-

merly with the Fuller, Smith &
Ross agency. Is in charge. .“Duck
arid Cover,” first moppet-slanted
film on the atom bomb, had its TV
preem Saturday (23) on WCBS-TV,
CBS flagship station in N.Y. Ten.

nainute

was

film

produced hy

Archer Productions

in cooperation
with the National Education Assn:
Milt Blink, exec director of
United TV Programs, is on the
Coast, for huddles with UTP prez
Jerry King , H e r b e r t Marshall
inked by Rheingold Beer as bar•

•

.

rator for

WNBT

its

Director: Irvin Atkins

COMMODORE PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios, Hollywood
Twenty-six half-hour adventure telepix
featuring Clyde Beatty. .Shoot to March
20
;

,

Producer: Walter White;
.

THEATRE"

series

half-

of

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKOrPathe. Culver. City

shooting half-hour
adult dramas. Untitled film winds Feb.
27, screenplay by Carl Leo Gass and Jack;
;soni( Stanley, Irving Bacon; Kitty McHugh;
Edwin Max heads cist.; "Chair, on the
Boulevard" skedded for Feb, 20 start.
Story by Leonard Merrick, screenplay by
Claude Dauphin- and
Walter Doniger.
6sa Massen' head cast.. "The Henchmen"
begins shooting March 3. Myles .Wilder
did the story,: Don Martin screenplay.
Robert Osterloh and Jim Hayward cast..
Executive producer: Basil Grlllo
Producer: Bernard. Girard

N.Y.),

“The Unex-

pected:”

>

B. Girard

.

666 N.. Robertson Blvd., Hollywood

"TERRY AND THE PIRATES"

26 half-

hour adventure telepix slated for Mar.
Producers:
.

Associate producer: Barney -Sarecky
Writers; Norman-' Hall;, Arthur. Pearson

LINDSLE Y PARSONS PRODS.
KTTV

Studios,

"SQ U EEZEP LAY"

Hollywood
to

Shoot

Feb,,

.

Dorothy Arnold.
"I LOVE LUCY" half-hour comedy se- Producer: Lindsley Parsons:
ries for CBS-TV, sponsored by Philip Associate producer: Warren DouglasDirector: George Blair,. Lew Landers
Morris. Shoots to June.
Cast: Lucille Ball, Desl Arnet; set leads
Service.! Studios;-

1.

Start.

Lesser.

Hollywood

son.,

Evans, Ruth Terrott, Betty Blythe, Joe

Bailey.

rank Wisbar
Producer-director:
Associate producer: Sidney Smith
.

:

Brian

.

Cross, will present a feature

film show which will be used to recruit blood for Korea. “The Story
I. Joe,” has been chosen as.
the lure to get video viewers in
front of their sets and receptive to
pleas to pledge blood for the fighting men In Korea.

Rose Jewelry Co. will turn its
commercial spots over to Alvan
Macauley, Jr., chairman of the Red
Cross chapter here, Gov. G. Mennen Williams and other outstanding persons, who will take pledges
over the phone from visitors. The
public service program will be presented Friday (29) at 11:15 p. m.,
regular time for Rose Jewelry’s
“Motion Picture Academy” show.
'

Foley on Coast to Talk
‘Tales’ Switch to Filins
ABC-TV’ “Tales of Tomorrow”
may be the next network show to

bands and Masland carpets.
While on the Coast, Foley will
Picalso huddle with ColUmbi
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
tures on a possible feature film
"THE IMPOSTER" skedded for. Feb. 25 for theatrical r e 1 e a s e based on
start in "Fireside. Theatre" series..
Cast:- Joan Leslie, Craig Stevens, June “Tales.” He was accompanied by

,

starring

WXYZ-TV

Red

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.

1

hour -adventure, aeries

Co., in cooperation
arid the American

with

Cast: Ralph Byrd, Joe.
Director: Thomas Carr

..

gan Shooting Feb. 22.

Detroit, Feb. 26,

Rose Jewelry

convert from a live to a film basis.
Packager George Foley left for
the Coast over the weekend to
California Studios,- Hollywood
wrap up a deal for filming the
I'CR TRACY" series of 39 half-hour
series. Show is sponsored alternate
mystery drama telepix resume shooting
Friday nights by Kreisler watehMar- 3.

Series is a Ziy package.
NBC film syndication salesman
ZIV TV
H, Weller Keever left Monday (25)
5255 Clinton St;. Hollywood
for
a
swing through western
with Wiiliaih Frawley, Vivian Vance In
REED PRODS.
ROLAND
Two
in. "UNEXPECTED"’ series of halfmarkets
Joseph S. Salzburg,
support.; No parts to fill.
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City
hour telepix shoot in February. General
formerly production manager for Producer: Jess Oppenheimcr
"MYSTERY THEATRE" series of lialf- casting for all pictures,
Marc Daniels
Motion Pictures for TV, has set Director:
"BOSTON. BLACKI E," four teieplx In
Madelyn h'our adventure telepix -to resume shootWriters:
Jess
Oppehheimer.
Feb.
27.
half-hour series -shoot in February.
a new editing outfit to service
ing
Pugh, Bob Carroll
JjfP
Cast: Kent Taylor -toplines. Loift Collier..
TV and commercial film producers
Producer: J. Donald Wilson
Frank Orth, Robert Spencer, Paid Keast
Director: Howard Bretberton
DONLEVY CORP.
Dan Cherkoss, formerly with
in support. General parts to fill.
"rocky Jones, -space ranger,"
Republic Studios. North Hollywood
MPFt, has joined the NBC film
irector: Paul Landres, Eddie Davis, Sobe*
telepix
adventure
of
series
halt-hour
half"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT"

syndication sales staff.

Pix

DICK TRACY PRODUCTIONS

for "File of Jeffrey Jones" series.;
Cast: Don Haggerty. Gloria Henry, Vince
Barnett, .Tristram Coffin, Brad. John-

DESILU PRODS.* INC.

General

TCA PRODUCTIONS

odyssey Pictures

TV

As Blood Donor Come-On

Caso

Republic Studios, North Hollywood
series of half-hour advenHal Roach Studios, Culver City
ture telepix now shooting with Jack Webb,
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO featured in
set lead. General parts to fill..
Series of. 13 half-hour telepix patterned
Exec. Prod.: Stanley Meyer
after format of their motion pictures
Prod.:' Mike Meshikoff
show, NoW. shooting.
Director: Jack Webb
Executive producer: Pat Costello
Assistant director: Marty Moss
Producer-director: Jean Yarbrough

.

riew vidfilm Series on

(NBC,

PRODUCTIONS

Jr.; Carroll

"DRAGNET"

series

.

Director:

VII

Producer: Hal Roach,
Director: Jim Tinling

,

Director: George Blair

"REBOUND”

MARK

Det. Sponsor’s

ROY ROGERS in four oater telepix rolled of G.

Producer: Roy Rogers
6920 Sunset Blvd!, Hollywood
producer: Jack Lacey
"RAlNGE. RIDER" second half of series Associate
half-hour telepix now -shooting. Director: Bob Walker
Charles of 52Mahoney, Dick Jones in fixed leads..
Jack
SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox
Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood

now

shooting,
Sponsored Blatz Beer.
Supervisors: Freeman
Correll.
Director: Charles Barton.
telepix

Karn

Director: Bill

Richard Crane, Crystal
Scotty Beckett, Maurice Cass, Robert
Carson, Leonard Penn. Ralph Brooke,
Robert Lyden, Don Peters.
Producer: Roland Reed Prods.,
Director: Abby Berlin
Cast:

United Jewish Appeal has comJOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
hour drama telepix resumes shooting
JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
pleted a series of 12 TV film spots,
March 22.
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood
General Service Studios; Hollywood
Gil Ralston
each 20 seconds long, for distribu"LIFE WITH LINKLEYTER," starring Producer:
"SKY KING"' series of half-hour vidtion to stations throughout the pix for Derby Foods resume shooting Art Linkietter in series of 16 vidpix) Half- Director: Victor Stoloff
for
show
participation
29.
audience
Feb.
hour
Woman”
“Designing
country. Making the appeal for with
PRODUCTIONS
SHOWCASE
for
week
other
every
shooting
Ron
ABC
Gloria
Winter,
web,
Kirby
Grant,
funds are William Bendix, Eddie Cast:
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City
26 weeks.
Hagerthy, set leads.
-Green Giant sponsors.
Cantor, Jack Carson, Joan Caul- Producer: Jack Chertok
"RACKET SQUAD" series of half -hour
Guedel
John
Producer:
adventure telepix now shooting.
field,
Kirk Douglas, Ralph Ed- Associate Producer: Johh Morse
wards,

organization to set up his own vidfilm operation in N. Y.
New outfit,
labeled Robert Lawrence Productions, has taken a long-term
lease, on studios on W. 54th Street,

Ray Wilson, program
San Die*
director of KSBW, Salinas, has re- Manhattan, and will preem producsigned to join the announcery of tion within the next two weeks.
.(& TV) here.
While the outfit will have no

they’re

Donlevy shooting two films a week, 32
to be shot ‘to June..
Producer: Harold E. Knox.

drama

M&A

New York

OPERATION

Anancial ties with Fairbanks, Lawrence has worked a deal with the

"HOLLYWOOD

BROIDY PRODS.

F,

.

“Renfrew of

had announced a total allocation
of $1,000,000 for the vld pic production.

Such camera fluffs hapall the time on liveshows,
they said, and if that makes

about interpretations Of an artist.
Sponsored by Contour Chairs. Series to
begin shooting Mar: 4.

..

the Mounted.”

N.Y. VIDPIX

pen

spontaneity, then
all for it.

System marks a new way for TV
sponsors to beat the rap ori mounting production costs and card rates.
As a. result, it’s expected that a
steady stream of network bankrolled will follow the Lever lead. Under the soap company’s deal, it will
share all coin from subsidiary
rights on the “Big Town” films with
the vidfllriT producers, Jack Gross
and Phil Krasne. Besides the subsequent run revenue, moreover,
Lever has also pacted with United
TV Programs to syndicate the plx
on a first-run basis in all current
markets in which Lever does not
sponsor the show,

Franklin Adreon producing.
Robert. Lawrence, formerly eastStudio allocated $100,000 for exern production chief for Jerry FairYates
ploitatiori, and promotion.
banks, has split from the Fairbanks

ture.

for

lay via subsidiary rights revenue*
was disclosed this week with news
that Lever Bros, will follow that
process on Its “Big Town.” Show
is now aired Thursday nights on
CBS-TV on a live setup, but
switches over to film starting
April 3.

.

production*

series'

.

distribution rights to

any

to

make their shows
much like a live pro-

lengths to

.

.

go

work
show

,

8259 Beverly Blvd.. Lot Angeles
NICK VOLFE stars in five-minute film

Kasday, offering 39 episodes
“CASE HISTORY" half hour telepix. seMike Nidorf to Palm Springs to ries
based bn careers of leading doctors
join I. D. Levy, chairman of board now shooting. Regis Toomey and Sara;
head cast.
Haden
of Official Films, on business
.
.
Producer: William F. Broidy
William Morris Agency packaging Associate producer: Wesley Barry
telepix series toplining Tom Keene. Director: Frank McDonald.
Alexander Productions
CBS-TV
acquired telepix production arid
.

producers

Films in Production

BRACKEN PRODUCTIONS

Sheldon Rey-

.

apparently

will

Deal whereby a television net*
advertiser, by switching his
to film, can recoup most of
his original time and talent out-

r

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Fulfilling prediction by prexy
According to UTP sales chief
Herbert J, Yates that Republic Aaron Beckwith, his company has
would be the first studio to enter the right to sell the show in noritelefilm production, Rep’s subsidi- Lever markets, immediately, 'proary, Hollywood Television Service, viding it’s sold to a non-competing
began lensing “Commando Cody— sponsor arid is not aired ori ThursSky Marshall of the Universe,” day nights. UTP will get Its standfirst in series of 39 scientif lotion ard distribution fee for handling
vidpix.
(Continued on page 36)
starring
Judd
Each teleplc,
Hoidren and Aline Towne -arid featuring William Schallerf, has a
three-day schedule. Fred Brannon
is directing, with Mel Tucker and

Live*

film

as of Friday, Feb.

Jerry Fairbanks Productions. Lon
Lilly named production supervisor
of

‘Make Like
Television

1

.

.

although the show has

selected,

SWG

1»

bey Martini

attorney John C. Holahanj,. who
was recently elected a veepee of
the Foley outfit,

—

Milwaukee Breta Griem, who
conducts the daily “What!s New
Kitchen” television program
over WTMJ-TV, has been selected,
for the fifth year to. serve as
superintendent of food service for
;

in the

food .
state-operated
all
sioris at the .1952 Wisconsin State'
Fair.

IMW'

a>

'

!I

vxmm

l«W

w,

tost

Cleveland, Feb. 20.

a pretty low ebb, opined Federal CommunicaCommitfioner Paul A. Walker In a speeeh here last week
and broadcasters .aren’t doing much about it. Said Walker: "It is
the natural state of man to be ignorant, self-centered and beligerent. All too often we do not overcome these immaturities of infancy, Men grow up in years, but often their mental and emotional
development does not advance beyond the tantrum stage. Associated with and as an outgrowth of these immaturities come all the
neurotic fears, prejudices, fanaticisms, unreasoning hates and devotions with which many are afflicted,
"The problem is further aggravated by the demagogues and the
hate mongers who feverishly fan the flames of passion and prejudice, The tragic result is that so much of the productive power of
man is never realized. Instead of being used in cooperative and
constructive efforts for the common good, it Is often wasted in irrational and destructive conflicts of all kinds,
"It is regrettable that .much of what we hear on the radio and
v
see on television today does not help this situation. ,
Civilization Is at

tlenfl

A

Hew drive is being ma<ie by
advertisers and agencies on the
radio rate front, this time to bring
nighttime rates down to the daytime

level.

The pressure

is

*

crumble.
In the spot field, the move for
equalized daytime and after-dark
time charges is typified by a pitch
being made by General Mills.
.

of its agencies,

Knox-

Threat?

In the call for all segments
industry, both on
of the
the spot and network levels, f t
to hold firm, the broadcast!!!
point to the - current wave of

AM

being

directed not only against the webs
but also against local stations with
push on spot announcement
costs. In answer, the broadcasters
are spreading the word that the
industry must “hold the line everywhere" or the rate structure will

Through one

TVV Overrated

;

;;

.

;

cancellations in TV
increasing program
costs in video.
x

Bud the
and time

The TV program axings and
cutbacks
alternate-week
to
sponsorship, they stress, make
tele less of a threat today—
and radio a more attractive
buy. With that in mind, they
aver, there’s no reason to
yield to the rate-cut pressure.
.

ReevCs, the big spender is going
to local stations with a. proposition
for five spots daily, seven days a
week, over the period from April
15 to Aug. 1$; Bankroller says it
will buy the package for 50% of
the one-timp daytime spot rate.
Generally speaking, a big package of this kind would earn a spot
advertiser a discount of 30-35%,
rather than the 50% General Mills
is seeking. What is further angering some of the outlets approached
;

TV as Whipping Boy?

ESTHER RALSTON
Movie Star
Starring; aa' "Stella"

in

Chicago, Feb. 26;
Television, in its relatively
career, has been plastered with so many charges
that many in the industry are
beginning to suspect that in
some cases video is being used
as a whipping hoy to grab off
space in the daily press for
Various conventions and organizations.
Latest blast comes from
Thomas L. Sidlo of Cleveland,
chairman of the American. Bar
Assn.’s public relations committee. The spokesman for the
board of governors meeting here last weekend said his
committee believes that video
westerns, are giving the kiddies a peryerted notion, of. law.
and order.

SEPTEM-

young

BER TIDE by Daphne du Maurler
piakes her TV debut on KRAFT
THEATRE to-night, Wednesday
Feb. 27th, NBC (channel 4) 9 to

,

_

Knox-Reeyes is trying to
NBC-TV has lensed a special 10 P.M.Personal Management
base the compensation on the daytime rate, while four-fifths of the half-hour film interview show with
ALEC ALEXANDER
Lord Bertrand Russell in England,
SUsquehenna 7-5400
spots will be scheduled in evening
which it plqns to use as part Of
availabilities.
Its "Operation Frontal Lobe" setup.
Advertisers in the network field
are similarly trying to remove the Web’s programming department is
also working out a series of six
differential between evening and
daytime shows. Some of the pres? separate programs on the overall
subject of "Man" in/ cooperation
sure, according to network sources,
comes from Procter & Gamble, with the American Museum of Nawhose block of Evening shows tural History, N. Y. Question, of
earns ratings not far .above its how or when these shows will be
What PAG integrated into NBC’s program
afternoon soapers.
lineup has not been determined.^.
does in network, radio will be
is

that

watched closely* Currently it is
radio
entire
its
reappraising
budget, determined to trim costs
whether on time or programming.
P&G’s Lowell Thomas (ranging
from a 6,0 to 9.0 ratings on various
nights of the week), "Beulah"
<7.0 to 11.0) and the Jack Smith
show (6.5-9.1), all carried in the
6:45-7:30 p m. span, don’t stack
up as strongly as they once did
vis-a-vis P&G’s 3-4 15 p.m. serial
lineup. Latter shows, "Life Can Be
Beautiful,” "Road of Life," "Pepper Young’s. Family," "Right to
Happiness" and "Back Stage Wife,"
run from a 6.0 to 8.0.
While the chains admit that the
spread between daytime and eve
:

(Continued on page 36)

Russell, in the special film, presents to TV viewers his own
philosophical ideas on life. Pic was
set up, according to NBC execs,

something

as

which

might

be

played on the day Of the philosopher’s death. Of course, they pointed out, that doesn’t necessarily mean
they’ll hold it until that time. Web
intends to set up similar filmed
interviews
other
with
leading
philosophers throughout the world
for "Frontal Lobe" presentation.
Execs said they would like to have
one of their regular sponsors bankroll the pix as part of the "Lobe"
idea, but realize that sponsors may
not go for anything so "cultural."
Series on "Man" will deal with
such subjects as man's physical
nature, as a psychological and
social being, the ocean in relation

One such device which has generated a great deal of interest has
come out of Harry Kopf’s NBC
shop, .WNBQ. It’s a new "personalized” station break service put
into operation last week. At no
increase in price a staff announcer
can now be used on the 20-second
breaks for a live on-camera pitch.
Th§ live, blurbs are currently, available from sign-on to 5 p.m. but the
idea is catching on so fast Kopf
plans to extend it soon, over the
entire
schedule.
Also, the plan, which was first
suggested by
program director George Heinemann, is due
for an adoption by NBC’s other
owned stations as soon as the details can be worked out. It’s something of a feather in the local boys’
caps to reverse the usual direction
of ideas in the web’s inter-family

man, his land environment, man
and -the universe and communicabetween man and man. First
five are to be hour shows, while
the sixth, on communications, will
be a half-hour. Pete Salomon, exec
producer of NBC-TV’s upcoming
series on the history of the NaVy,
will produce the show on man and

William Dozier,

who

joined CBS-

> dramatic

ocean,

the

while Ernest Walling

will handle the
tions.

one on communica

WNBQ

shows by program vee
pee Hubbell Robinson, Jr. He’l
handle the two assignments concur-

rently until the web names a sue*
cessor for him in his original post.
Dozier, who came to CBS from
the Coast, where he was an indie
producer, replaces Donald
.film
Davis in the exec producer job.
Davis is taking over as producer of
the web’s "Studio One," succeeding Worthington L. (Tony) Miner
who, in turn, is joining NBC-TV.
Mario Lewis continues, as exec producer. in charge of musical and variety programs.

WNBQ

,

Post for Amer. Tobacco
Trend Of big spenders adding executives to keep a tighter rein on
their

ping

broadcast activities is stepwith Karl Schullinger,

up,

operation.

manager of AM-TV production for
Young & Rubicam, joining Ameri-

Besides providing more intimacy
than the usual slide or film spots,
the live plugs are much more flexible as to copy changes and product

can Tobacco on Monday (3). He’ll
go into a new ad department post,

managing radio and tele activities,
which Albert R. Stevens created because of the ciggie
ing

TV

scope.

outfit’s

Kopf points out. And there’s
a significant element, of economy.
For example, one advertiser reports he’s paying out about $54,000
shifts,

expand-

v

had
previously
American Tobacco ads.

Schullinger

UPSTATE NEW YORK

worked

-on

1937-40; as senior producer
for Lord & Thomas, he had pri <
cipal charge of Lucky •Strike shows,

including "Hit Parade" and the
Syracuse, Feb. 26.
Survey conducted by WSYR and Kay Kyser slibw. Subsequently he
here found that radio is was account exec bn the AT billfar from dead in television homes ings and L&T’s NY. program chief.
After a trick with Foote, Cone &
In upstate New York.
Sampling 1,467 homes by tele- fielding he went to Pedlar & Ryan
phone turned up these statistics: ini .1946, as manager of P&R’s Coast
AM listening averages 3.07 hours AM department. He’s also an alumper day in TV homes, while TV nus of CBS and NBC.
viewing averaged 4.52 hours; radio
.

WSYR-TV

listening in non-TV homes averaged 4.4 hours per days; combined
and TV dialing is
average* of
7.59 in tele homes, showing that
is supplementing but not replacing radio; there are 2.4
sets in TV Koines as against 2.1
sets in non-tele homes; and two

AM

TV

(Continued on page 36)

From

AM
AM

Reichhold Chemicals has exits station lineup on AfiCTV’s "America’s Town Meeting,"
adding 15 new outlets.

panded

Show; beamed Sundays at 6:30
been aired on sev6n

out of three hotnes in Syracuse

p m,, had

have video.

stations,

:

CBS-TV as Sustainer
With Esso

set to check off CBSTV’s "Alan Young Show’’ after the
March 27 broadcast, the web is
mulling the idea of keeping the
series on the air as a sustainer for

the duration of the season.
Young’s Thursday night at 9 slot
has been optioned by American
Tobacco for Jack Benny's projected
new series ini the fall.
Since
Benny’s video plans are still very
much up ip the air, however, CBS
may have to program the time
some other way. If Young stays
on until June, the web can still
slot a new show for the 13 sum-

mer weeks.

declared'Paul A. Walker, member
the Federal Communications
Commission, in an address here
last week before the' Temple Men’s
of

Club.

Speaking

on the subject,
and Human RelaWalker said it's "easy” to

"Broadcasters
tions,"

criticize the

broadcasters for poor
fact is, he asnetworks and stations
"have been looking for a formula
which would hold the attention of
the greatest* number of people and
to a large extent the average level
of radio and TV programs reflects
our immature wants and interests
quite as much as it fosters them.
"If radio and TV, as well as
other public opinion media, are
going to be most effective in promoting good human relations, there
must be cooperative effort on the
part of all important elements and
forces in our society. Public opinion as expressed by the community
through its citizens and. public
spirited
organizations can have

programs.

But the

serted, that

the

greatest
effect.'
Listener
councils, educational institutions,
churches, civic organizations, and
(other) groups . . . have a part to
play i
this cooperative move-

The

result has been that
the sales toppers have been devoting much attention to new methods
to entice the advertisers and to
bring the heretofore alien accounts
into the medium.

involved.

tions

last fall as story editor and new
talent chief, has been named exec
producer in charge Of the web’s

"The Lone Ranger" and.
"Hopaloiig
Cassidy"
were
singled out as shows that
“glorify a self-appointed guardian of justice who takes the
law into his oWn hands."

Chicago, Feb. 26.
Despite Its youth and because of
its costs, television on the local
level is already casting aside standpat concepts and experimenting
with new selling techniques. In this
four-station market, anyway, there’s
been a rather pronounced leveling
off of local bankroller enthusiasm
for teevee because of the expense

to

TV

ABA

Cleveland, Feb. 26.
Television isn’t doing mych to
man above the "immaturities of infancy," but the blame
should not be put on the broadcasters alone.
The viewers, too,
must share the responsibility. So
elevate,

ment.”

Walker credited cooperative efbetween broadcast stations
and community organizations for
DuMont Is planning what it some of the better programs on
claims' will be television’s first self- the air.*-. He praised the work of
contained mobile unit to provide the Radio Council of Greater Clevespecial interview and color shows, land, the Wisconsin Assn, for Betfrom the political conventions in ter Radio Listening, the National
Chicago next summer. Plans are Assn, for Better Radio and Telenow on the drawing-board for such vision, the American Assn, of Unia studio, which will have its own versity Women, and other groups.
Cites Constructive Shows
power plant, lighting facilities, etc.,
While TV stations devoted less
and so will be able to operate from
any point in Chi within line-of- time last year to educational and
sight of WGN-TV’s transmitter. informational programs than the
(Latter station is DuMont’s primary year before, Walker said there are
Chi affiliate.)
(Continued on page 28)

Wrapup

in Chi

forts

.

.

Network, of course, is tying in
on the four-network pool to feed its
o.&o. outlets and affiliates with
the regular coverage from the floor
of Chi’s International Amphitheatre. In addition, Westinghouse has
pacted to feed all parts of the conventions which it bankrolls via
CBS-TV to DuMont’s three
o.&o.ers (in N. Y., Pittsburgh and
Backers of Gen. Dwight D." Eis‘enWashington), as well as to WGNTV. Mobile unit, consequently, will hower for the Republican Presiprovide the special shows, such as dential nomination will strike out
interviews with the candidates or on a nationwide offensive for the
their backers, which each network first time tomorrow night (Thurs.l
is planning to program, on its own. via a speech by Sen. James Duff
DuMont program chief James L. (R.-Pa.) to be carried on the NBCCaddigan said the web would prob- TV network.
\
Eisenhower National Committee
ably make such shows available for
sponsorship, since they would not has ordered the 7:15 to 7:30 time
be included in the Westinghouse on the web for four consecutiv
deal. He said it hasn’t been deter- Thursday nights starting tomormined whether the web will send row, and has asked for the entire
its own staffers, to Chi to create NBC station lineup from coast to
and narrate such programs, or em- coast. Whether the web will be
ploy some, outsiders for the job. able to clear the time; which is
Regardless,, the shows will be pro- local option, hasn’t been- deterduced in full cooperation with .the mined.
It’s expected that other

WGN-TV

leading Eisenhower backers will
staff.
Caddigan revealed that DuMont follow Sen. Duff before the NBC

is

also planning a film operation

video cameras.

the conventions, to provide
Time is occupied by the "Bob &
shows pf particular local interest Ray Show,” Which is sustai ihg
to local
sponsors, for sale in and so can be cleared with no addEisenhower
local time. Non-interconnected out- ed pre-emption costs.
lets, in particular, he said, will forces are the second to order a
Harfollowing
have available only newsreel cov- TV network Spread
for

erage of the conventions arid pro- old E. Stassen’s three quarter-hour
local Saturday night purchases on the
needs should provide them .with DuMont web during the last four
the <necessary added coverage.
weeks.

grams grooved to meet their

a

,.,
.

.

)
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The Mutual Story
Miami, Feb. 26.
Mutual network's board of directors assembles jhere Thursday
meeting
which
is
expected
two-day
to have far-reaching
(28) for a

implications in resolving Tom O’Neil's kingpin status.
O'Neil, who now controls 58% of Mutual via his acquisition of
WOE, N.Y., and Don Lee interests, will submit his "Operations
Future" plan to the stockholders. Whethey they buy it or not is
the all-important pre-meeting question. It reportedly entails
proposal for O’Neil’s taking over the voting stock of the remaining
stockholders and, in effect, abolishing for the first time, since
Mutual’s founding, the system of stockholder stations and their
#•
conversion into affiliate stations.
These would include WON, Chicago; the three Cleveland Plain
Dealer-owned stations ini Cleveland, Columbus and Akron; WIP
Philadelphia, and CKLW, Detroit. This in turn will probably cue
a change in the board setup;
Also coming up is the question of prexy Frank White's new con^
His present pact expires May 1. indications are* that a retract.
newal is on tap, since White’s initial regime has generally been
viewed with considerable favor, with Mutual moving into a new
sphere of affluence.
Pre-conVention temper among the stockholders is reported as
good—in contrast to the factional strife and bickering that prevailed in past years.

v

By GEORGE ROSEN

'

Los Angeles and Hollywood areas
—is the "new show business’’ of
the Coast,
It is the Columbia
.

1

—

TV City
structure of concrete,
steel and (eventually) cable, which
in its present stage is 30% com-,
plete, with an Oct. .1 deadline set
for an official opening.
Broadcasting System’s

mammoth

For the most part, the major film
studio chieftains are taking their

Sponsors Mull Copy Switch as Survey

cue from Joe Frisco’s oft-told gag
anent TV, i.e.; "If you don't look,
maybe: it’ll quietly go away," and
as such they prefer to ignore it.
But the talent within Hollywood’s

Fact that 50%. of the baseball^
audience is composed of
Women, teenagers and children, as
shown, in a survey made by WMCA,
N. Y., may cue an increased spon-

confines know differently. As TV
City takes more definite shape and
already suggests something akin to
the "eighth wonder of Hollywood,"!
they see the giant structure as a
symbol Of a hew pattern and a new
way of life for them.
As already exemplified by the
multiple CBS Coast TV originations, including such major entries
as the Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz “I
Love Lucy," the Marie Wilson-

,

sorship interest in this traditionally ‘'men’s market’’ as the diamond
season nears. Already Robert Hall,
clothing outfit, is switching the
copy angle on its spots following
the N. Y. Giants, to a femme pitch
33% of the time.

WMCA

study, based on an analythe 1051 Giants audiences, is
comprehensive report on audience composition for ballcasts. As
such, it’s likely to have an effect
on the more than 1,000 stations
every
play-by-plays
carry
that
spring and summer.
These outlets, which generally
have picked up beer, tobacco,
men’s wear, razor blades, and simisis of

a

CBS’ 8 out of 10
CBS Radio knocked off eight
of the top 10 spots in the laNielsen network ratings.
Report, an extra Week roundup by Nielsen, covers the Jan.
13-19 period. Following is the

.

15.0

.

.

.

15.0

.

.

.

13.9

’

.

is
"show businesswhile-you-wait."
The the Columbia top talent roster that has embraced west-to-east microwave television, or. for that matter to the

11.4
11,0

...

10.6
10.2

10.2
9.7

.

Mariie
chief talent impresario for the
NBC-TV web, guests as a panelist: on CBS-TV's "Songs for
Sale."
Sacks, of course, Was
artists and repertory chief for
Columbia Recqyds prior to
joining the RCA-NBC combine,
but has never before guested
on his alma mater’s networkrating
Special
Trended
taken on "Songs" last Saturday night (23), incidentally,

week after resigning as chairof the FCC, will share in other
stations which Luce! reportedly is
seeking to build his own TV empire.

Luce has been reported several
times during the last year to be
priming his own lineup of radio
and TV stations. Time-Life held a
substantial, stock Interest in the
ABC web about eight years ago,
which was subsequently sold, and
Luce is said, to feel that, with the
upcoming lifting of the freeze on
new stations and the opening of
the ultra-high band, now is the
time to reenter broadcasting. KOBTV, the only station in Albuquerque, is owned by the Albuquerque Journal. Sale. to. Luce
would, of course, require FCC ap-

on NBC included “Show of
Shows" with a 28.6, and "Hit
Parade’’ with a 28.4. CBS attributes the steady climb on
"Songs" to the revised format.
Under which the winning songs
every five weeks com pete, for a
top prize of $750 on the sixth
:

proval.

week.

"Operation

Frontal

Lobe," designed to raise the geri:
eral cultural level of television pro-

Groucho Marxes, gramming, has actually been funcCoast-berthed
Dinah Shores, Eddie. Cantors, Jim- tioning since last October, the Web
my Durantes; Jack Carsons, etc., revealed this week. Web execs
who are in the NBC-TV camp, or to claimed that 27 different shows
the mushrooming vidpix companies have been aired since. Oct. 1, which
that dot the landscape from L.A. fall under "Lobe's" overall cateto Beverly Hills, the. TV chips are gories of Culture, education, etc.
down with a "from here on in" In addition, a number of others are
finality.
in the works for presentation in
the immediate future..
‘Telescoped Show Biz’
As originally conceived by NBC
They’re sold on the "new way
(Pal)
of life," a transition into a "tele-: video chief Sylvester L.
scoped show biz” that’s far re- Weaver, Jr., the ’“Lobe" project
web’s
the
physical
of
bad
each
sprawling
was
to
have
moved from the
accoutrements of the film studios sponsors bankroll one educational,
spread-it-out-over-months cultural or public interest show a
or
the
philosophy that previously dictated month as. part of its regular scries.
their Conduct of life. Whether live As it’s turned out, though, the web
or film, the TV techniques that has succeeded in interesting virhave cued, a new set of standards tually its entire: production staff in
As a result, several
in their living habits, have an ex- the project.
citing fascination for the stars who shows, such as Robert Montgomhave staked their future in video. ery’s dramatic series and Fred

Lawyers* Plans
Time, Inc., has been represented
here since last spring by the radio
law firm of Pierson & Ball, but,
Theodore Pierson said he has received no instructions to file for
TV stations. Much will depend, he
thought, on the allocation plan to
be adopted when the FCC lifts
the freeze and on markets where
channels are available.
It’s expected that Time would
probably file for UHF stations arid
most likely in areas where applications could be granted without
the necessity of hearings. Coy is a
strong exponent of UHF, On various occasions during the color TV
hearings, he sounded out industry
engineers on a proposal to put all
TV stations in the UHF band.
It’s

airers,

can

develop

their baseball

a

"valuable

hew source of sales for foods, fashions and staples,’’ according to
promotion chief Howard
Klarman. Gotham indie is making

WMCA

findings
broadcasters.
its

available

to

other

While 50% of the ball, games
were listened to by men, women
comprised 33%, teenagers 10% and
children 7%. Although night games
drew bigger audiences than day
games ( with an overall audience
increase of

28% after dark), the
of women listening was

proportion
no smaller in the evening.
At the same time, it was stressed,;
ball games have a strong male pull.
Although 26 men per 100 homes
tuned to radio generally in N. Y.
between 1-6 p. m. Giants games

(Continued on page 24)

prospective
several
Although
sponsors are reported to bb* in the,

market for the services of Milton
.

Berle for next season,
possibility

To Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz,
show next season, despite the the “pattern of three-day s-a-week reThree^year hearsal, with a fourth day for acupped asking, price.
pact is over at the end of the sea- tual shooting of the filmed "Lucy"
son.
series, and a Friday night continu-

the

.

There’s
tiations.

on April

6.

which has been in Cor
lumbia’s 9 p. m. slot on Sundays
and has been bucking ABC’s Wal"Corliss,"
.

a

Texaco may Stay with

still

considerable

gling to be done on the

ABC has succeeded in prying
"Meet Corliss Archer’’ from CB’S,
where it. has been a fixture for
many years.
Situation comedy,
backed by the Electric Companies
of America) Will move over to ABC

there’s

hag- ing

run-through of all .the sebefore a live audience,
represents for them a tempo and
excitement not previously encountered in show business. From Friday night to Tuesday, they’re on

new nego- quences

For example, Texaco

is

reported unwilling to stretch its
weekly budget to what may be the
$100,000 mark for time and talent,
as may be likely if Berle is to
continue on that Stanza. Also being discussed is the possibility of
Berle taking a breather once every
four weeks.
William Morris Agency is reported to be buttressing its bargaining
position for Berle by discussing
the comic with Other sponsors.
However, none of these are on a

their

own and

ter Winchell, will, soon be inheriting the gabber’s audience by going several weeks
maestro
Into the 9:15-9:45 p. m, period. Roth walked aWay from the show
"Corliss" had been getting around 20 minutes before curtain in a disfin 8.3 rating, vs. Winchell-s 10.4.
pute with Hank Ladd of the KudMarlene Dietrich’s "Cafe Istan- ner staff, who. handies the show.
bul'’ is Currently in the 9:15-9:45 Ladd demanded that Roth correct
period, having taken over recently Some items in the commercial beafter the demise of LOiieila! Par- fore tackling anything else. Roth
son's. Jergen lotion stanza.
The wanted to Continue working on the
Dietrich airer will be moved to a scores of the performers. Heat that
weeknight at 8 p. m.; possibly was generated was sufficiently inThursday.
tense to cause Roth to take a powThe electric utilities group is go- der. He Was prevailed upon to pick
ing into the vidpix field with "Elec- up the; baton again.
tric Theatre."
Meanwhile, Berle is going away
The tele version of
Corliss"
remains on CBS-TV, from all this starting April 1 for
where it is beamed Saturday eve- a two-week vacation, pick Powell is
ning, as a sustainer.
subbing on both stanzas.

’

’

ABC radio has cancelled out an
hour cross-the-board of network

Young

&

it

was suggested,

on.

page 31

Rublcam agency

this

Schbtz Beer
account, with Lennen & Mitchell
picking it up starting May 25. Ac-

week

lost the lucrative

count represents $7,000, 000-$8, 000,000 in annual billings. Schlitz new
Ed Self,
manager,
advertising
reportedly dictated the agcricy
switchover.

Sponsor is currently represented
on CBS.-TV with Its Friday night
"Schlitz
Playhouse of Stars," hourAccording to NBC execs, the only
series. Show has aK
reason the project has not. been long dramatic
set to switch from live
ready
beeri
represented on all program series
to film production on the Coast and
is that no way has been found yet
to cut back to a half-hour Weekly.
to fit it into certain formats.
It’s expected that Y&R will conDavidson Taylor, NBC-TV geri- tinue to handle the show on a live
eral production exec Who’s super- basis, with the film series probably
the
that
vising "Lobe," explained
not starting now uritil L&M takes
(Continued on page 31)
over at the end of May.

Coe’s "TV Playhouse" have come
up with a number of "Lobe" shows:

free.

And having established a topNielsen niche in TV, with a Philip
Morris-sponsored $30,000 weekly
packages, they pocket approximately $7,500 a week between them.
Similarly the patterns, though perhaps! in each case different, that
have been evolved for Burris &
Andy, Jack Benny,
Alien, Amos
firm basis at this time. Chesterfield “Irma," etc.; have for the stars a
and Ford are said to be interested. peculiar, fascination of a steppedThere has been considerable tif- up tempo and alternating, leisure,
fing oh the show. For example/
(Continued bn page 30)
Alien
ago

possible,

(Continued

.

lar bankrollers 'for

it’s

last!

showed the show jumping from
an 11.1 to a 20;2. Opposition

NBC-TV’s

was learned

man

Luigi"—this

12.2

.

it

tion,

Cathy Lewis "My Friend Irma,"
the Burns & Allen show, the Amos
’n’ Andy show, "Corliss Archer," or
again the projected Eve Arden
"Our Miss Brooks” and "Life With

4ineup:

’

KOB-TV, Albuquerque,
this week. In addiexpected that Coy, who
joined Time-Life as
consultant

quisition of

when RCA vefcpee:
Sacks, who serves as
8,

'

test

Jack Benny (CBS)
Lux Theatre (CBS)
Amos
Andy (CBS)
Charlie; McCarthy (CBS)
Suspense (CBS) .....
Talerit Scouts (CBS)
Our Miss Brooks (CBS).
Dragnet (NBC)
Mr. & Mrs. North (CBS)
Groucho Marx (NBC) ...

March

in blocks of the heavily-congested

:

dialing

and
It’s going to be full
friendly cooperation between
networks
video
two
rival

Farmers Market and located with-

.

Washington, Feb. 26.
Wayne Coy will become an equal
partner with Time-Life Publisher
Henry It. Luce in the projected ac-

No Sad Sacks

Hollywood. Feb. 26.
Taking shape on Gilmore Island
—which is not an island at all, but
a large tract of land bordering the

TIME

MAG 8TH SPONSOR

TO SIGN ON FOR ‘TODAY’
NBC-TV

Also involved is NBC radio’.
"Halls of Ivy," an NBC house package aired on that web Wednesday
nights at 8 under Schlitz sponsorship.
Show will remai on the
when L&M takes over the account.

week wrapped up

this

the eighth sponsor for

its 7-9 a.

m.

edwards DAYRMER

‘.Today,”
show#
with Time magazine signing on for,
STRIP IN
the 8:20 to 8:25 a. m. segmerit on
Time’s buy-in
Thursdays only.
NBC-TV will probably expand its
raises the total number of publica- Ralph Edwards daytime show to a
tions bankrolling the show to three, full
operation,
cross-the-board
since the Satevepost and Kiplinger when General Electric drops its
newsletter had previously picked Bill Goodwin afternoon show next
up segments.
month.
Web had considered reTime, through the Young & Ru- tailing Goodwin in the Tuesday
bicam agency, had offered, its re- and Thursday time as a ^ustainer,
cent "Current Events Quiz” in pam- but may nix the idea in favor of
phlet form to any viewer who expanding with Edwards.
would write in for it. Bankroller
Goodwin is now aired Tuesday
reportedly drew 10,800 requests arid Thursday from 3:30 to 4, with
from the single spot on the Show. Edwards holding down the s-vme
As a result, it bought the time.
slot Monday, Wednesday and Frise-.
Other sponsors! include the Flor- day. In dropping the Goodwin
ties,
GE. said it! needed more ot a,
ida Citrus Asstf. (only one to sign
was available
for a cross-the-board representa- male audience than
hours. Advertion
so far). Excello, Kemvell during the daytime
an hour-long
Paint, Ahahist and Doeskin Prod- tiser is now seeking
next season.
for
nighttime entry

cross-the-board...

feed to the central time zone. Previously the: (central zone was the
only area getting 17 hours of programs daily, with the other regions
getting 16 hours as called for in
the web’s contracts with affiliates.
The hour dropped, from 11 p.m.
to 12 midnight (CST),/ consisted on.
ucts*
dance band remotes*

AS

;

.

NBC-TV

—

,

*AMO-imBTOSI4IN
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Liberty’s 512,800,006 Suit

Wcflw&tday, February 27, 1952

Seen As

George F. Foley is pitching
“America Speaks," si 15-minute
weekly tele stanza starring pollster, Dr. George Gallup.
William Lydgate, associate diretcor of the poll, will supervise
the show, which would cover
opinion trends on the Presidential
candidates and issues.

Antitrust suit seeking $12,000rf
000 damages, died by Liberty
Broadcasting System in Chicago
Campana’s
Exit
last week and naming, 13 major
Campana this week decided to
league baseball teams* the presito
check
its
5:55
6
p.
m. Sunoff
dents of the American and National league and baseball commis- day news show on CBS radio, but
CBS
the
time
to Adhopes to sell
sioner Ford' Frick as defendants*
may prove a test case for exclusive miral, which has the preceding 25
broadcast rights contracts in the minutes on the web for Bob Trout’s
world news roundup.
Admiral
sports field
Should Liberty win its court test, would then expand the Trout show
the pattern of radio and tele cov- to a full half-hour,
erage of athletic events could be
Campana reportedly thought it
upset at a time when the sports unwise to spot a five-minute news
promoters are
tighter show directly after Trout’s 25-mi
putting
curbs on admitting mikes and ute program. Its show spotted Ron
cameras into their arenas add Cochrane as the newscaster.
parks.
LBS’s case is being handled by
attorney Thomas C. McConnell,
who won the famous Jackson Park
anti-trust suit against the major picture companies.vThe case; started
in U.S. district court for northern
Illinois, has been assigned to Judge
John P. Barnes, who last year
awarded over $1,000,000 in damChicago, Feb. 26. *
ages in the Towne Theatre suit
Liberty Broadcasting S y s t e m,
against the major film companies
which last week entered a 312,in Milwaukee.
Gordon McLendon, prexy of 000,000 damage \siiit against OrLiberty, charged last week that or- ganized baseball, is on the. receivganized baseball is engaged in a ing end of a breach Of contract ac“ .itinuing -conspiracy to monopo- tion filed yesterday (Mon.) in Chi
0 in Federal Court by WOPA; in nearlize and restrain competition
v
broadcasting and re-creating play- by Qak Park.
by-play accounts of the pro diaOn the grounds that it has a
mond games. Calling these “vio- three-year affiliation pact with
lations of the Sherman and Clay- Liberty signed In March, 1951, giv*
ton antitrust acts," Liberty says ing it first call on Liberty shows
they have cost it $4,000,000 and is in the Chi area, the suburban indie
seeking triple damages.:
is seeking a restraining order to
The LBS topper said his web is prevent the web from using WCFL
being forced to drop in ’52 the as its Windy City outlet.
.‘Game of the Day” broadcasts
After being notified of WOPA’s
which it has beamed since 1948, intention of taking the matter to
“inasmuch as access to the various court, Liberty pulled its wires
parks controlled by the corporate from the station Saturday (23)
defendants has been denied, de- night, according, to station manspite the fact that Liberty has been ager Egmont Sonderling.
ready, willing and able to pay more was using between eight and 10
money for broadcasting rights than hours daily of Liberty feeds, Sonany Other broadcasting system, sta- derling reports.
tion or stations."
Main point at issue Is Liberty’s
Mutual. Continues Series
pact with WCFL, whereby the Chi
Mutual network this year will station is to carry the White Sox
continue its “GOTO" series; which baseball games. Sonderling claims
he’s been trying for the past six
it has been beaming since 1948.
MBS this year has made pacts with months, with no success, to find
It out if the web Intends to permit
nine of the 16 major clubs.
will be able to beam games of all his station to air the SOx games.
An interested observer of the
the majors, since it can -pick up a
club which it hasn’t inked when WOPA-Liberty hassle is Dee Coe,
the team visits a ballpark which is general manager of WWCA, the
network’s affiliate in suburban
(Continued on page 30)
Gary, which also hopes to air the
White Sox schedule. Coe, too, is
awaiting word from the web, on
whether or not his station will be
included in the Sox station lineup.
Despite the fact that Liberty is
shelling out $1,225,000 a year for
broadcast rights under its threeyear contract with the Sox, the web
is only being permitted to feed the
games to a skein of. some 30 staChicago, Feb. 26.
Radio producers at NBC and tions within the team’s so-called
ABC Chi headquarters, notified the promotional-area. Apparently the
webs yesterday (Mon.) they have individual outlets for the games
voted to shift from the Radio- are being selected by the Sox front
Television Directors Guild (AFL) office.
to National Assn, of Broadcast Engineers &. Technicians (CIO) when
their current pact terminates
'

CBS

budgeted

“Bobbin,”

about

at

.

,

advertising.
last

week

it

Food outfit announced
was moving its “Clau-

dia” show from NBC to CBS, and
switching its “It’s News ,to~ Me”
show from Monday nights on CBS
to Friday nights on the same web.

HASSLE

VS.

WGN-TV

Chicago, Feb. 26.

between WGN-TV and
the American Federation of Radio
Hassle

sound men must be used in

the video operation.
Under the present AFRA-Television Authority setup, the radio
guild retains jurisdiction over its
on-stdff

members who double

into

AM-TV opWGN and WGN-

teevee work at joint
erations such as

TV.
station’s

'

-

-i

31.

is the lineup of hour-long dramatic
television networks during the next 10 days:

Following

shows on the

The TV producers remain

RTDG.

NABET

Kraft

TV

Feb. 27
“September Tide,” by
td 10 p.m.).
With, Esther Ralston, Robert Pastene, Pat

(NBC— 9

Theatre

Daphne Du Maurier.

Breslin, Leslie Barrie.
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse (ABC 10 to 11 p.m.). “Melville Goodwin, U.S.A.,” by'J. P. Marquand, adapted by Don Ettlinger. With
Paul Kelly, Margalo Gillmore, Jayne Meadows.
Feb. 29
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS—9 td 10 p.m.). “Apple of His
Eye,” by Kenyon Nicholson and Charles Robinson, adapted by
Robert Presnell,- Jr. With June Lockhart, Ward Bond.
March 2
Goodyear TV Playhouse (NBC—9 to 10 p.m.). “Treasure Chest,”
by Robert Alan Aurthur, based on “All Done By Kindness,” by
Doris Langley-Moore. With Cyril Ritchard, Pat Crowley;
March 3
Johnson’s Wax Program (NBC—9:30 to 10:30 p.m.).
“Happy
Birthday, George,” by Thomas W. Phipps and Robert W. ShackleWith Gaby Rodgers, Ann Jackson, Faith Brook, Halliwell
ton.

—

has brought charges from other
unions that it has been “raiding.’’
In a recent National Labor Relations Board poll, engineers at
CBS o-and-o Stations, who for 20
years had been repped by the AFL
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, decisively voted
against switching to NABET.

,

'

WGN-TV’S BRACE OF

BASEBALL SPONSORS
Chicago, Feb. 26.
WGN-TV wrapped up a brace of
bankrollers for its exclusive telecasts of the Chicago Cubs and
White Sox home games. Liggett &
Meyers (Chesterfields) and the
Theodore Hamm Brewing Co. will
split the tab on the entire package,
with each game being divided between the two sponsors.
The diamond bundle includes all

Hobbes, Margerie Maude.
Studio One (CBS— 10 to 11 p;m.). “10,000 Horses Singing,” by
Karl Tunberg, based on story by Robert Carson, adapted by Worth:

.

77 Cubs games and all White Sox
day contests. Jack Brickbouse will
handle the mike jehores.

ington L. Miner.' With John Forsythe, Catheri
McLeod.
March 5
,
Kraft TV Theatre (NBC—9 to 10 p.m.). “What Anne Brought
Home,” by Laity E. Johnson.

Celanese Theatre (ABC
Philip Barry, adapted

—10 to

li p.m.). “Animal Kingdom,” by
Jr; With Wendell Corey,

by Philip Barry,

Meg Mundy.
March

.7

Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS—9 to 10 p.m ). “Haunted Heart,”
by Arnold Schulmau, with songs by Arthur Schwartz. With Wil-

liam Eythe.

Teen

Club’’

reaching
effects,
and
should
achieve further results as it begins
to branch out nationally with its
work for the country’s youith.

On

Saturday night

(23) the Free-

doms Foundation of Valley Forge
signally honored the Whiteman

There is an idea behind what
otherwise might become just another talent-quest for ambitious
teenage talents. The entire package Is Whiteman’s own, and stems
from something he put into operation for the kids in the small town
of Lambertville, N. J., where his

Judge Grim, a devotee of football both on TV and at the scene
of play, declared that he wanted
the case to be heard without de-

The Government has

i

r

virtu-*

ABC

launching

is

its

second

Pyramid Plan,” with “Pyramid
I”

on the verge of SRO status.
“Pyramid II;” as now shaped up,

will include a portion of “Stop
the Music” on Sundays at 8, “Newsstand Theatre” Tuesdays at 8 and
a dramatic stanza on Thursdays at
8 p.m. Due to the fact that the
For
N.Y., as Birdland
chain has had to eschew cigaret
biz on the first Pyramid participaBuys
Its 3-6
Strip tion plan, an alternative Sunday
Birdland, a Broadway jive spot, show is being pitched to potential
has bought the 3-6 a.m. strip “Pyramid” Users. Other possible
on WJZ, N. Y., which gives the Sabbath airer is Don Gardner’s
ABC key station a “99% SRO “Monday Morning Headlines,” at
status’’ from 11 p. m. to 8:55 a. m., 6:15 p.m., following Drew Pearaccording to general manager Ted son.
Previously, ciggie outfits couldn’t
Oberfelder.
Birdland, which had
previously been on the outlet with buy into the “Pyramid” because
the post-midnight “Symphony Sid” the Sunday Show, “Stop the Mushow originating from the nitery, sic,' 1 has a segment backed by Old
will use a studio program with a Golds, and the Thursday show,
“Hop Guy,” precedes OG’s “Origidisk jockey, Bruce Wendell.
WJZ’s late-night-through-break- nal Amateur Hour.”
“Pyramid I,” ABC’s counterpart
fast commercial bonanza has the
to NBC’s “Operation Tandem,” on
11 p, in. to midnight strip of Vince
the last few rating reports has
Williams occupied with participations.
The 12-3 a. m. block has been proving a more economical
“Tanbeen bought by the Sherbrooke listeners-per-dollar bet than price
dem,” which has a higher
restaurant, followed by the Bird-?
tag. However, the cost-per-thousand
land program. Phil Alampi, at 6figures fluctuate with the Nielsen
6:30 a. m., is almost completely
reports.

Claim ‘99%

SRO

Status’

WJZ,

AM.

Up

taken over by participations, while
Herb Sheldon, who holds forth
from 6:30 to 8:15, is filled up com-

News shpws Which spell
Sheldon at. 7 and 7:45
m. are
booked solid.
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald, who
occupy the 8:15-8:55 a. m. strip,
have a waiting list.
From 8:55
a. m. until 12: 30 p. m., the. outlet
takes the ABC morning lineup,
which is sold solidly.
However,
there are some open station^ breaks

mercially.

in that block.

.

.

-

(Saturday 8-8:30 p.m., over ABC
net) is an experiment in human
relations that has already had far-

1

contention
that the AFRA sound men did not
have jurisdiction in the tele side.

was the

It

voted

With

“TV

Whiteman’s

Declaring television is only a
sideline and that its major business is staging football games, the
Football
Professional
National
League filed an answer in U. S.
District Court here (23) to Govfarm is located.
ernment charges of violation of the
Lambertville bad the highest
Sherman Anti-Trust laws.
rate of juvenile delinquency in the
Counsel for the League in their
country,, when Whiteman decided
answer averred that it is not en- to do something for
the teenagers
gaged in interstate commerce or
in that community and provide
trade as defined in the Sherman
them with entertainment to keep
Act, therefore is not violating the
them out of mischief. This work
act by restricting broadcasts dr
was incorporated into a film short
telecasts of its games. The League
called “The Lambertville Story,”
contends that its principal business
produced by Justin Herman and
is putting on football games and
distributed by Paramount.
anything else, such as TV or radio,
Whiteman said he thought the
is wholly incidental.
The League’s practice of “black- Lambertville idea might be carried out on a large scale, and
ing out” local telecasts of grid
games led to the Government fil- came to Philadelphia, with idea of
TV program to spur the younging charges last fall, which accused a
sters* competitive spirit. That was
the football association of antithree years ago, in March, 1949, and
The League petrust violations.
the ex-bandsman put the TV show
titioned the Court Jan, 8 to throw
on in an armory. After the proout the case, but Judge Allan K.
Grim, after listening to argument, gram, the orchestra stayed on and
the
youngsters danced. Since then,
gave the defendants 45 days in
( Continued on page 36)
which to file an answer to the Government charges.

...

ing.

:

has been moving into
fields other than the technical
staffers it originally covered, which

Philadelphia, Feb. 26,

Stage hands as sound effects men ally
served notice that if it wins
has been ruled in favor of the the case it will make definite atunion by a three-man panel of the tempts to end telecasting restricAmerican Arbitration Assn. The ar- tions on other sports, including
bitration award stipulates that the college football.

AFRA

Not content with merely creating an entertainment package, Paul

lay, because of its importance to
over the station's use of the Whole field of sports broadcast-,

Artists

.

Philadelphia, Feb. 26.

“TV-Teen Club” program with its
gold medal award.
Kenneth D.
Wells, president of the Foundation,
made the presentation for what he
called the program’s “outstanding
achievement in bringing about a
better Understanding of the American way of life.”

got socked with another

$15,000 weekly, is a Young & Rubicam package. Show was set by GF
last fall to replace “Aldrich Family,” which»it bankrolled during the
1950-51 series in the same Sunday
night period on NBC-TV. “Aldrich”
was subsequently picked up by
Campbell Soups for, a Friday night
airing on NBC.
.It’s believed that the inability of
“Bobbin” to come up with a highenough rating to make the weekly
time and talent outlay pay off,
dictated GF’s decision to drop the
Show. Program has been averaging
between a 12 and 13, as compared
with the" 32s and 33s chalked up
weekly by “This Is Show Business,”
aired at the same time on the rival
CBS video web.
GF’s move is the latest in a major reshuffling of the sponsor’s TV

WOPA

major

Earlier

slot.

.

tion.’’

Up

major cancellation this week, when
General Foods decided to check off
its “Young Mr. Bobbin’’ show at
the end of the season. GF is dropping the Sunday night at 7:30 time

.

Six producers at each network
unanimously to c h a n* g e
unions, charging the RTDG with
“lack of aggressive representa-

Gets

A-

NBC-TV

*

May

WQXR

With breakfast-time radio showing greater commercial potentials,
WQXR, N. Y., will sign on a half
hour earlier, at 6 a.m. weekdays,
starting Monday (3), “Bright and
Eariy,” the longhair outlet's earlybird stanza, will be extended from
60 to 90 minutes, with George Edwards continuing as disk jockey.
On Sundays the N. Y. Timesowned indie will continue to start
beaming at 8 a.m.

.

GAGHAN

By JERRY

Chi

Bank Buys

‘Impact’
Chicago, Feb. 26.

WENR-TV‘S “Impact” news show;
beamed

cooperation with the
Chicago Daily News, was bought
this week by the City. National
in

'

Bank here.
The half-hour show- starts Monday

(3).

•—r

Roller

r—r-

—

'

'

1

Derby—AM

Style

The Roller Derby, a sport catapulted nationally via coverage by.
video, is being carried by WWRL,
N. Y. radio outlet, which has exclusive
rights in the metro,

AM

politan area.

Derby is being aired Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 10:30-11
p. m,
George Douris, ex-sports
scribe and currently flack for the
skate event, will., handle mike
chores, with Dick Broderick doing
the color.
will beam the
derby for nine weeks and has OP*
tion on an additional five-week
span. At present afternoon games
only are being televised on CBSTV. Indie
outlet is promoting
its rollercasts via ads in Gotham
and Long Island dailies.

WWRL

.

AM

Wednesday, Fctimry 27, 1952

RABIO-THLEVISIOW

OVER

23

VIDEO ?

I
Chicago, Fob, 26.
Fear of edging too close to the
returns ha?
diminishing
point of
prompted video web execs and
to forego
managers
station
indie

WOV, N. Y., which has been
the traditional spring rate increase beaming in Italian and English,
is
WONexception
Single
year;
this
will become a tri-lirigual Outlet
TV which puts a. 20% boost into
However, since next week when it adds a French
effect March 1.
WGN-TV bypassed a rate increase hour six nights a week. Show will
last fall which was taken by the be slotted after: the indie’s daily
other three Stations, the March 1 Italian language block.
raise only brings the Chi Tribune
"France on Review" will be
outlet more nearly on a par With aimed at a class audience, with
its competitors.
Marcel Mindux as disk jockey,
A 15% hoist Was mulled by NBC nightly feature will be five minutes
stations but has of news from France and intero.&o.
for its
shelved the move for the time views with Gallic celebs and offito central division cials.
according
be ing,
Program director Arnold
veepee Harry Kopf. It’s also re- Hartley figures that in addition to
plans to hold the the Franco-Americans \in the city;
ABC
that
ported
line on rates during the spring the. airer will draw high listener‘

.

«

A

cycle.

John Mitchell, general manager
of indie WBKB, is definitely op
posed to a boost this spring and
says, it’ll likely be another six
months before an increase is con-

ship from language students.

sidered.

The new WGN-TV rate card
the Class A hourly rate
from $1,000 to $1,200 With a proraises

portionate increase of approximately 20% for Other time categories
and spot rates. NBC’s and ABC’s
Class A hour tab is $1,500 and
WBKB's is $1,300. WBKB, incidentally, has the highest spot card,
charging $325 for a 20-second announcement in Class
time.
To a limited extent the traditional argument that rate increases
may be again in order to reflect
the expanded set circulation still
holds. According to various surveys
there are about 1,250,000 sets In
the Chi area, with a minimum of
20,000 new seta sold monthly. However, it’s recognized that a certain
percentage of the current installations are replacement sets which
do not increase the total circula-

A

With the w^ve of cancellations
the networks during the
last few weeks indicating that even

•

hitting

Washington, Feb. 26.
Five Montana, Idaho and Utah
radio stations joined in urging the

FCC

to revise its

to allow seven

TV

of five, to be owned by one licensee, Stations also urged that
and
limits be fixed at
seven.

AM

FM

Stations suggested that commission consider theatres equipped
with TV as “neighborhood TV stations" and therefore competitive

ness. Consensus amorife execs of
the webs, as well as agencies and
sponsors, is that the Upcoming
lifting of the freeze and TV’s recog^
nized selling impact will continue
to zoom the medium.

Network program

chiefs

recog-

no longer possible
group of top-name
performers and parade them before the cameras in order to get
a rating that will satisfy the spon
sors. “If We’rC going to charge
them, a lot, and we have to do
that because we can’t cut prices
any more, then we're going to have
to give them a lot," one top pro-,
gram exec declared. “We must be
creative and original, trying for
shows that we can' budget as low
as possible but which will still
have enough entertainment values
to attract an audience and sell the
nize that
to round

bill to permit broadcasting and
televising of important House debates
and committee hearings.
Other protests against the ban
were voiced in the House and

ceiver

'Hot Kine

ABC and. DuMont, stations
did not suggest any limit be put
NBC,

Too

on

VHF

Senate.

a

sponsor's product,"

mended
kept at

-

five.

KGEM

KOPR

Coast repeat on CBS-TV’s "Doug
Edwards and the News" has been
cancelled
by
Oldsmobile,
the
show’s sponsor, presumably because it was too costly.
Instead,

Olds

is utilizing a "hot kine'’ procunder which the show is kinescOped in Los Angeles as received
via microwave from N. Y\, and put
on the air on- the Coast several
hours later.
Originally, when the new micro
link opened to the Coast, Edwards
and his crew did a separate show
at 11 p. m. nightly, which was. fed
to Los Angeles. Under that procedure, Olds was forced to pay not
only for the micro facilities but
also for the crew’s doubling.
In
the new "hot kine" system, the
bankroller pays only for the micro
link to provide its Coast feed.
Show is still aired on the Coast
a t 8 p. m. nightly. But where Edwards might have presented later
news to L. A. under the original
setup, because of the three-hour
time differential, the Coast view-!
er$ are seeing the same show as
is seen in N. Y., but three-and-ahalf hours later.

KUTA

ess,

Minnesota Mothers Get

KSTP-TV

‘Valentine’ Pic

Of Sons on Korea Ship
Minneapolis, Feb. 26.
Enterprising KSTP-TV stunt resulted in what the station called a
“.Valentine Special" for mothers of
Minnesota area men serving on the
cruiser St. Paul in Korea., It comprised a film showing shots of
them, including closeups, and in
groups at work, recreation arid
meals, etc; For a finale, the entire
crew held Up a huge valentine that

read “To Mom."
KSTP-TV conceived
...

the

stunt

November, arid at that time
sent the raw film to the cruiser
last

with instructions to take the shots.
The coiripleted film arrived from
Korea the afternrion of Valentine’s
Day and was shown that night after

Dick Harice, station staffer, made
30 long-distance telephone calls to
inform the mothers of each of the
Carter Products is mulling the men about the program:
fate of its "City Hospital," Mel
Program already has brought nu-

ON TV

‘CITY HOSPITAL’

Ruick-starrer

on ABC-TV.

Carter,

which just bought. Drew Pearson
for an AMtTV spread on the network, may pull out of "Hospital’!
or shift it to a new time slot,
“Hospital" currently Is beamed
Saturdays at 12:30 p, m. on an al-

ternate

week

basis.

in set-

among members

tling a dispute

of

House Un-American Activities
subcommittee as to whether heara

.

ings in Detroit could be televised.

Subcommittee

members were split
Minneapolis, Feb. 26.
2-2 on partisan lines, arid under
Insertion by P4,bst Brewing Co.
House rules the question was reof quarter-page ads; in all Twin
ferred to Rayburn;
Cities newspapers deploring its im
Issue on use of TV and newsreel
ability to. bring its telecasts of
fights to the area every Wednes- cameras and radio in the House Is
now
up to the full membership,.
day added fuel to the fire stirred
up when WTCN-TV started alter Rayburn Interpreted the present
rules
of the House as not allowing
nating “Celanese Theatre’/, with
the bouts, respiting in a flood of their use.
protests from the public.
Rayburn’s ruling drew protests
The ads, resented by station offi from several stations and the Nacials, had the intended effect of in- tional Assn, of Radio News Directtensifying
the
hassle,
bringing ors:. John S. Hayes, prexy of
more public heat down on the sta- in Washington, called on radio and
tion.
and stimulating additional TV stations to urge the House to
pressure from set owners.
The vote a prompt reversal of Raypropriety and ethics of Pabst ac- burn’s “discriminatory’’ ruling.
tion in making a newspaper issue,
Ben Strouse, veepee of
out'- ..of the
matter with the ads In Washington, urged "Rayburn to
wCre questioned.
reconsider his ruling, saying that
Ppinting out that WTCN is an radio coverage of House committee
ABC radi affiliate, F. Van Kofi- hearings is a legitimate servic e
yenberg, the station’s general man- which listeners have the right to

WTQP

WWDC

receive.

The Radio Correspondents Assn,,
whose members represent networks
arid stations on news coverage from
Washington, will meet today (26)
to consider action.

A

formal pro-

test is expected.

ability of shows; sold to particlpat-

ir j

bankrollers.

Numbers

of spon-

was pointed out, desire, com-:
sponsor identification with
their shows. As a result, it’s expected that these might cut down
from an hour show to a half-hour,
or from a half-hour to 15 minutes.

recomVHF be plete

Joining, in recommendation were
in
in Butte, Mont,;
Boise, KIFI in Idaho Falls, and
KLIX in Twin Falls, all in Idaho;
in Salt Lake City,
and
Three of. stations have TV applications pending and others are planning to file.

Rayburn invoked the ban

,

Sales execs of the various webs,
that
are
confident
is Still a large reservoir of
haven’t
national advertisers, who
entered TV, but. who can be tapped
support the medium. They
to
agreed that it’s up to TV to develop more shows for participating
sponsors, who would be able to
pay for* a top-budgeted program
where a single barik-roller might
not be able to afford it. In that
way, they claimed, TV can compete for the advertisers who are
now using magazines. Bankrollers, ager, says
by telling their salesmen and re- sideration

meanwhile,

sors, it

stations. Networks
that ceiling on

.

it’s

up

with stations, thus reducing eleWTCN owes it first conBut despite a leveling off of re- ment of concentration of control!
and feels obligated to
sales over the past
Raising limit on TV stations, the
18
months, it’s the. realization the me- broadcasters said, will, promote de- tailers to tie in merchandisewise comply with the request to prodium may price itself out of the velopment of UHF as it is "highly with the. TV show, will have a gram “Celanese Theatre," an ABCmarket that’s apparently put the probable” any person owning seven much better selling point than with TV show. The Pabst bouts are carried by CBS which also supplies
brakes on a further rate hike now. stations will have to go into at least; mag ads.
Various execs interviewed, inci- some of the WTCN-TV programs.
one. UHF operation.
dentally, differed on the advis- But CBS has Its own Twin Cities
Unlike previous proposals by
radio station, WCCO. The latter,
tion.

TV broadcasts of House of Representatives hearings, has temporarily affected a number of network
and station news programs based
largely on the use of sound and
film recordings, Ban Also prevents
use of newsreels. Repercussions
of the ban may crystalize tli
whole issue of televising Congressional proceedings.
Rep. J. K;,
Javits (R., N, Y.) today urged th
House to act immediately on liis

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
the top-spending sponsors are be
Phil Harris' pact with NBC coin
ginning to feel the pinch of skyrocketing production costs and mits him exclusively to the network
relatively low circulation, many in for radio and television for the
the trade are Wondering if the TV next 10 years.
Next season he’ll make eight
honeymoon is over.
Top network brass* however, re- guestints on NBC-TV shows. The
following
year he’ll head h,is, o\vn
fuses to concede that TV has even
approached the stage where it teleshow in which he will have a
story
line
format.
might be pricing itself out of busi-

monopoly rules there
stations, instead

Washington, Feb. 26.
Ruling yesterday (25) by Speaker
Sam Rayliurn, banning radio and

>

however, is without TV, accounting for the fact that WTCN-TV has
a Columbia as well as ABC television hookup.
Previously ABCTV has stepped aside voluntarily
and permitted the Pabst bouts substitution for "Celanese Theatre,’’
with WTCN-TV running the other
Camels and Gillette are due to
ABC-TV Wednesday show that conflicts with the Pabst fights, "Pulit- sign this week for the five-minute
zer Prize Playhouse," by kinescope warmup and .five-minute summary
flanking Mutual’s “Game of the
Saturdays at 9:30 p. m.

In addition, the alternate week setup, which a number Of sponsors
have adopted recently as a way of
cutting costs, may be the answer
for such sponsors.
Agencies, for their part, claim
Van Konyenberg admits that a
they have not been hit so hard portion of the public is up in arms
by the cancellations as the net- in consequence of the. programworks. They haven’t actually lost ming change, but, commenting on
billings when a client trimmed a the Pabst ads, points out that
show from an hour to a half-hour,
(Continued on page 24)
because a half-hour program at
this time costs almost as much as
a full hour did at the start of the
to Radio: ‘Don’t
season. Pointing up the agencies’
is
continued bullishness anent
Sell America Shor*
th„* situation at Young & Rubicam,

TV

hardest by
the sponsor check-offs. Instead of

which was probably

hit

ballcasts.
Both spon s o r s
backed the shows last season.
Mutual has wrapped up nine
teams for its “GOTD" series
he American League’s Chi White
Sox, Cleveland Indians, Detroit
Tigers, St. Louis Browns; and the
National circuit’s Boston Braves,
Brooklyn Dodgers, Chi Cubs, CinYoung
cinnati
Reds and" Philadelphia
Phillies. Web has gotten a couple
of turndowns, but talks are on
with other clubs and another twb
pacts are expected this week with
On Editorial Content’ the
possibility two or three more
Radio’s chief problem today is may come in shortly.

trimming its staff, Y&R last week
added two new producer-directors
that of editorial content, James
in the persons of Dick Saunders,
who came from CBS-TV, and Tom Webb Young, veteran adman and
consultant to the Ford Foundation,
Ford: from ABC-TV,
told the New York Radio Executives Club last week.
Young, appealed for both radio
Venard Elected Prexy Of
and television to raise their cultural and public service level. “We
may be selling Americans short in
Lloyd George Venard, for the the average level program content
past two years New York veepee —just as motion pictures Sold them
of O. L. Taylor Co., has been short,” Young said.
elected prexy of the station rep
Discussing the role, of the Ford
firm. O. L. (Ted) Taylor was elected
Foundation’s TV-Radio Workshop,
board chairriian simultaneously.
Venard's, promotion is part of Young said,; “We are not interested
the rep outfit’s expansion. Recently in producing; window-dressing susHoward B. Meyers, ex-sales man- tained. We are not interested in

programs
ager of WMAQ, Chi, was appointed so-called ‘educational’
merous appreciative letters from western sales manager in the Chi featuring people who talk about
and
haven’t
appeal
audio-visual
the servicemen’s mothers to KSTP. office. Michael Sweeney, formerly
One of. them, Mrs. Myrtle- Gano, with ABC and Frederic W. Ziv, and any. We are interested in the acid
ratings
and
commercial
of
test
Pipestone, Minn., wrote: "It came Winston Kirby, ex-ABC* were
that will
as a real thrill to see my son and added to the N. Y. office sales sponsorship for shows
~
peoenlighten
arid
interest
both
Before joining Taylor,
the ship in action, a grand valen- force.
so far are
tine and one I’ll always remembwr. Venard was with the Edward Pelry ple.” He said results
“distinctly encouraging."
rep firm.
Thanks to you for calling."
;

Day"

—

Series, backed by Falstaff beer
and co-opped in nori-Falstaff markets, gets under Way March 8 with
major league exhibition games. It
will be aired seven days a week,
running through Sept. 28.
On
days when no major league frays
are skedded, minor league contests

VjU be picked

up.

Al Heifer will handle the playby-plays, assisted by. Gene Kirby,
With Dizzy Dean making frequent
guest: shots behind the mike.

Grass Exits Frisco
Gayle
charge

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
ABC veepee

Gruss,

radio-television operations in Frisco, has tendered hi
resignation effective March 15 to
join Fort Industries, Detroit, as an
administrative exec.
of.

Fort operates

many

.radi

TV

(

—

nuvHMW hbwews

II the combined boxoff ice pull of
films and
can boost a performer
to the general show, biz peak,

TV

Danny Thomas should be way up
there this year. Comic, currently
riding the crest of his new-found
film popularity as Star of Warners’

See You in My Dreams,” has
been improving on TV each time
out this season, and hit his video
peak Sunday night (24) on NBC’s
*'I’ll

^’Colgate'

Comedy Hour.”

Show

was one of the most imaginative
productions yet staged on the Colgate series and the guests lined up
by Thomas for the stanza, including Carmen Miranda, Grace Hartman and Beatrice Kraft and her
Dancers, all contributed heftily to
its generally socko standards*
Show was basically a revue, but
Was expertly tied together by Miss
Hartman, Who came on stage from
the studio audience in the guise of
the prexy of the ’’Associated
Women's Clubs.” Giving full play
to her standard but always-funny
Helen Hokinson clubwoman character, she led into each skit via
"announcements” to the club-

women.
Standout camera work
aided, by dissolving directly from
each of her announcements, mainly
about books to be reviewed, directly into each act. Thus, the lenses
faded from the jacket of a book
on East Indian dances into a background set for Miss Kraft and her

two male assistants, and from a
book on the Borgias being held up
by Miss Hartman into a sketch on
the Borgias’ poison factory, with
Thomas and Adele Jergens spotted.
Technique pointed the way to how
TV can escape the stilted legittype staging to strike out on its

own.
Best of the sketches was a parody
on a group of the more popular
operatic arias, spotlighting Thomas
as Romeo and Escamillo, Miss
Miranda as Juliet and moppet
Bunny Lewbell a$ her kid sister.
Lines and action" drew yocks, with
the payoff being a natural segue
into ‘‘Shrimp Boats.’’ Thomas also
socked across his work in the other
sketches and wound the show with
his comedy monologging, this time
against
bookstore
a
backdrop.

Miss Miranda scored solidly in her
solo bit, doing one of her jet-paced
Brazilian sambas, and came back
for a Portuguese version of ‘‘Piano
Roll Blues.
Miss Hartman, too,
registered in one of her comedy
dances on “One More for the
Road.”
It’s a
variation of the
comedy "dancing master” act she
has done for years with Paul Hartman..

Thomas’ entire crew rates equal
credit for this one, including his
writers (Jerry Seelen, Phil Sharp,
Schiller and Danny Shapiro),
producer-director Leo Morgan and
TV director Ray Thomas.

Bob

Robert E. Sherwood’s "Petrified
Forest” emerged with top impact
on ABC-TV’s "Celanese Theatre”
Wednesday night (20), due almost
as much to the work of a standout
cast' as to the inherent drama in
the play itself. Slotting of David
Niven, Kim Hunter and Lloyd
Gough in the three lead roles,
marked one of the better casting
Jobs on the series this season by
producer - director Alex .Segal.
With a generally fine supporting
cast to match, Segal reined them
sharply through, the yarn about
the appearance of a cold-blooded
killer in their midst affecting a
group of varied personalities.
Niven registered solidly as the
lost idealist, Alan Squier, who
finally found himself by sacrificing his life for his new love. His
big scene in the final act, in which
he found a kindred spirit in tbe
criminal, Duke Mantee, was socko
TV. Miss Hunter turned in a
poignantly sensitive characterization as the young girl, Gabby, who
tlso found a new direction for her
{ife under the threat of Mantee’s
guns.
Gough, as the killer, was
superb.
He projected his brutish
but equally sympathetic personality in a way to dominate the screen
Dan Matthews, as
completely.
the young football-minded boy;
Joe Sweeney, as Miss Hunter’s
aged grandfather, and Maurice
Burke and BevCrly Roberts as
the Wealthy Babbitt-type couple,
.

Wt&Mtiuy,

were top drawer stuff and La Swan- before venturing on. She handles
son helped tremendously by falling ballads nicely, Bert Parks, the
conferencier and comedy song
Into the spirit of the stanza.
Miss Swanson made her first im- delineator on this stanza; as well
portant dent by doing commentary as Betty Ann Grove* are the confor the running off of scenes from tinuing vets.
a few of her silent pix, but her
big moment came in her love
Getting away from an estabscenes with - the comic. There was lished format lan’t necessarily poor
a good deal of physical comedy in policy. Just the same, the U. S.
this section of tne program. In all, Rubber Co.’s “Royal Showcase”
Miss Swanson measured up to the seems to she getting into a rut,
tradition that. Durante puts on his coincident with jettisoning of the
top shows when there's a leading original pattern, under which stars
lady of stature around to aid the and promising but obscure pros
proceedings.
were displayed. Last Sunday’s
The windup with the Club Dur- (24) show over NBC-TV in the
Ed Murrow on CBS is proving ant sketch with assists from Candy 7 p.m. slot may* of course, have
once
Candido and Eddie Jackson also suffered because Eddie Foy, Jr.,
what RCA’s David Sarhoff
accented in an exclusive Variety hit top response.
could not appear due to the death
interview—that the best things in
of his wife Sunday' morning. Bert
TV, of the future, will come from
who was on the preem
“Toast of the Town” launched Lahr
current events, special events, hews its two-part treatment on Cole show was rushed into the breach.
and general communication of in- Porter last Sunday (24), but Thus, the program was an obvious
formation. Practically every Sun- showed little of the genius that patchwork.
day, on the competitive network, emcee Ed Sullivan ascribed to the
Lahr’s only contribution was his
Murrow is making this come composer numerous times through- old winner, “Song of the Woodthrough: This past weekepd was out the hour-long CBS-TV’er. Sul- man,” always good for chuckles.
’
particularly socked with the both livan was guilty of irritating repe- Ezio Pinza teed off matters In a
the Chinese ex- tition.. He made two or three ref- duet from ‘‘Marriage of Figaro”
coasts” pickup
U. S. Intelligence officer, barred erences to Porter having joined with soprano Hilde Gueden, firstfrom a home site in a Frisco resi- the French Foreign Legion after season member of the Met Opera.
dential sector because "it would his 1916 turkey, "See America Pinza in tights, and making with
hurt realty values,” and the east First.” Ditto the top songwriter’s the amour, is no big treat anymore.
coast, a pickup of Emma Lazarus’ 33 operations after his 1937 fall Miss Gueden was offered fine opclassic poem at the base of the from a horse. Ditto the fact that portunity, but this was a bit short
Statue of Liberty with its legend, the show was being unfolded at of a real showcaser for her pipes
"Give me your tired, your poor, the CBS theatre known previously and personality.
For the as Maxine Elliot’s where "See
your homeless,” etc.
If the first portion of the 30 minsnapper— "and only last week we America First” preemed. There utes
was so-sO, the last half was
celebrated Brotherhood Week.”
were other such reprises made to strictly script malnutrition, George
Kefauthe
of
Closeup
quickie
dialers.
order for fidgety
A
Abbott
tried to give it. the old
vers at home in D. C. was another
On the production side, the tal- hometown
touch (Hamburg, N. Y.)
slick exposition of video showman- ent was certainly high calibre.
at turn of the century; via his
the
ship. Without overaccenting,
These Included musicomedy’s Lisa essayship of the town’s mayor
TV pickup in the Kefauvers’ home Kirk, ex-Met soprano Mimi Ben- handling
Cmcee duties for the
gave a double-exposure of the ac- zell. Met tenor Brian Sullivan, "Hamburg
Music Society.” True,
tion in actuality—only it had to dancer Helen Wood, ballroomolo- this
Was mock corn, but it wasn’t
traverse from D. C. to N. Y. and gists Pierre De Angelo & Ana, plus good
enough
as lampoonery.
back to the Capital for. impact. The William Gaxton, Dolores Gray Pinza’s “Asleep in the Deep”
bastopper-offer were the case histories and Monty Woolley. Latter was a
so.-ing in Napoleonic stance has
actual
GIs,
from
wounded
of three
classmate of Porter’s at Yale.
been
done
better
by
barbershop
evacuation in Korea, to the more
What the show suffered from soloists. An instrumental quartet
comfortable base hospital in Tokyo; mostly, was too much terping too in an
overture Was poor culling
then the flight to Hawaii with the closely spaced, plus the. incessant from the stalk. Orchster
Gordon
hulas and the leis for atmosphere, Sullivan punctuations. Best of the Jenkins’
piano trickery was mild.
for
and psychological pepper-upper
showcasjngs from the Porter
When Pinza, Abbott, Miss
the disabled soldiers, and finally larder was by Miss Gray and Gaxthe States-side hospitals prior to ton, with '‘You’re the Top/’ Gax- Gueden and an unbilled hefty
the boys being evacuated to base ton introed it with Ethel Merman femme took off on "Sweet Bye
hospitals nearest their homes. The on Broadway. It’s a surefirer to and Bye,” they found themselves
human touches were effective; the begin with. Miss Kirk drew noth- finishing it after the commercial.
Producer Joe Bigelow could have
reportage by correspondent Bob ing from "Kiss Me, Kate,” in
Pierpont and lenser Leo Rossi which she earned, stardom; prob- done worse than hook this parmasterful; the matter-of-fact, he- ably to save ’em for her repeat ticular show around the Erie
.roism of our GIs, the equally next Sunday (2). Miss Benzell and County Fair In Hamburg where
the Sullivan operated on "Wunder Abbott’s father was the manager
underplaying by
effective
nurses doing the big job they are Bar” from "KMK.” Then Woolley for many years.
The Sunday
doing—all this added up to the end was spotted in ‘-Miss Otis Regrets,” frame gave large evidence that it
wasn’t Abbott’s kind of thing; nor
result, a pitch for more nurses. which was pale.
First production stanza was built Bigelow’s. It is possible that lastMurrow’s intent that "these pictures make more meaningful the around "Old Fashioned Garden” minute revisions attendent upon
hardships of our GIs in Korea” and centered De Angelo & Ana in the Foy cancellation threw the
came through like a Niagara. This an attractive nostalgia terp. Miss whole show off.
is the standout Sunday afternoon Kirk Was a poor choice for “My
play,
fine
excellently
wood’s
adapted by Norman Lessing, with
the fine thesping' would have carried the show off. .Such minor
production fluffs, as having a
machine-gun outside the room raking the windows with no resultant
breaking glass, were noticeable*
but probably couldn’t have been
helped.
Celanese commercials were up
It still
.to par for this series.
would seem like a good idea to
bring the players back for some,
type of curtain call after the show,
in place of that final blurb.

:
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video program.

Heart Belongs to Daddy,” since
her pipes are too weak for the
upsweep. passages of the old click;
Miss Gray would have been a
wiser selection. Then came another
dance stanza with De Angelo-Ana
working on "Love for Sale” that
included a mixed ensemble. Miss
Benzell gave a fine workover of
1

Toni Noonan & Pete Marshall
not be Martin & Lewis, to
which they allege being odiously
compared, but "This Is Show Business” was an effective showcase for
the riitery comedians. Their stuff
is original and leavened with a
fresh approach, and while their
’'problem” the M&L comparison
may be slightly spurious, the
format of the show has now been

may

"In the Still of the Night,” and
then another dance, but this time
a sizzler by Miss Wood as the orch
medlied some Porter pops. Miss
so well accepted that it is futile Gray was exactly right for “Night
captiousness to dwell on that fur- and Day.” Sullivan introed Porter,
ther. Withal, it adds up to a solid who sat atJthei piano, to be cued
half-hour of Sundays. While the into a stilted “advKetb kids.” Sulacidulous
George S. Kaufman livan often handles his "salute”
sometime sacrifices verity for levity toppers with too much reverence.
such as the brushoff to M&L
the antidote came loyally from the
Gov. Ellis Arnall, erstwhile head
beauteous Arlene Dahl. And she of the Society of Motion Picture
is a Dahl spelled in any language.
Producers* now the new price conGood showmanship, of the elec- trol chief, succeeding Michael Ditric kind that made for the old Salle, was a good subject on "Meet
Hippodrome days, came via Divena the Press.” He had authority and
(Nan Parker) with her "underwater good humor under the barrage of
ballet.” Diyena is a looker in or the Savvy quartet of journalists.
out of a Jantzen; the closeup on Best line by Georgia’s Cx-Gov.:
her water tank was a sock interlude "Inflation is taking a heavier toll
for the lookers. Equally socko was out of the taxpayers than the taxes
the buildup to r Sam Levenson’s themselves.” Per usual it’s one of
acceptance of Kaufman’s "dare” to the better Sunday aft shows in

—

—

.

—

dive into the tank. Opener was pert
violinist Maria Neglia whose prime
"complaint” was that the boys
liked the lines on her Strad more
than on her period. Withal Irving
Mansfield did a daring and tiptop
production job this week, particularly with the tank act.

Jimmy Durante habitually

knocks
NBC-TV

off masterpieces in his
series. The Schnoz pro-

vided one of the more delightful
shows in this Saturday night session with Gloria Swanson guesting.
The program had pace and the
Durante hallmark of personality
and comedy plus some outlandish
gimmicks such as. the dolly mike
moving in to scrub Durante’s back
the-round presentation. Resultant in a bathtub scene and a quartet
camera movement compensated of Schnozzolas forming a vocal,
for much of the show’s lack of duet.
Productionwise, the display hit
physical action. Even without that,
though, the combination of Sher- high gear. Writing and scoring

each scored.
Production

and camera - work
With
were likewise top-drawer.
most of the action taking place
inside the small eatery on Highway 66, Segal had his cameras
•hooting from all four sides of the
set, making it almost a theatre-in-

.

a

wellproduced item with primary stress
on listening. Effect of change of
director to Gil Fates wasn’t perceptible at the first hearing, but
it's fairly evident that the high
standards of the show continue.
Musical director Harry Salter continues to maestro these proceedings
in top level.
Jack Haskell* long with the Dave
Garroway show out of Chicago, is
a familiar item to network viewers.
It’s

still

.

is a pleasantly mannered style
that will hold viewers. He’s expressive and can work out on the
musical plots that the show concocts
every once in a while. Other new-

comer Is June Valli, who appeared
on the nitery scene for a short time

by the captain of the fishing craft
ynwdling to be charged JfftftKl
death of someone whom he
believed to be aUve, he located the
the iad s difficulties in such a
wav
y
that he could start life anew.
Fault of the jtoy was principally
.
111
?Lwas too rambling
and took too long in establishing
characters as well as reasons
for
the youth’s mental unrest. Per-

formances were 'good under producer Fred £oe’s direction. Anthony Ross did a moving job as the
Probing skipper, Wright King was

sufficiently moody as the youth
as be^t he
could with the unsympathetic part
of the doctor-father. Philip Cooling* and Stella Andrew, among

and MelylUe Riilck did

others,

were

roles.

fine

in

supporting
°

.

Although ^several sets were employed
e bour-long drama
Jbey failed to get much movement
into the script. It Would seem that
a story of this nature would take
on a more lucid quality if greater
use of film stock shots were made.
Scenes of the party boat sinking
a survivor swimming for a lighthouse, etc., would supply some
badly needed pictorial action.

?

DuMont’S "Rumpus Room,” a
midday cross-the-board

half-hour*

show, continued in its usual, relaxed vein.-last week despite the
absence of hosts Johnny and
Penny Olsen* who were Vacationing
Jamaica.
Subbing in the
conferencier
spot
was
Jerry
Wayne, vocalist-guitarist on the

m

same net’s "Broadway
wood” airer.
,

to

Holly-

,

With the studio audience mainly
comprising middle - aged house-

wives, Wayne easily qualified as
their matinee idol- on the basis of
the sheepish and fluttering eyelashes seen on Thursday’s (21) edition. Aside from his overall affability with the femmes, he also
scored with an occasional tune;
But while the emcee admittedly
welds the layout into a cohesive
whole, the actual star of "Rumpus
Room” is the flock of loot distributed to the gals as various audience participation game payoffs.
Products run the gamut from compacts to electric dishwashers. The
Olsens, incidentally, resumed their
chores Monday (251.

Baseball Pull
Continued from page

21

ss

were heard by 82 per 100 homes,
Pulse found.

Yet the diamond has such appeal
"The Great- for distaffers that' play-by-plays
est St6ry Ever Told,” which Good- draw almost as many femme dialyear presented in the “Paul White- ers as top-rated women’s shows.
man Revue” period on ABC-TV For every 100 fraus listening to
Sunday (24), was an effective job. WOR’s "Dorothy and Dick,” topVehicle was “Blessed Are They rated women’s show in Gotham, 70
That Mourn,” which was based on were tuned to
the Giants.
part of the Sermon on the Mount.
The equal male-female interest
The story was that of a rich merchant who had cast out his s6n In baseball airers was- shown by
for marrying a woman he disap- the ’51 Giants-Dodgers playoffs. Alproves of. Later he refused to give though WMCA split dialers with
the grandson an education, unless WMGM (the Dodgers’ flagship),
the boy lived in his house. When WMCA drew an estimated at-home
the child died, the merchant was audience of 565,000, including 250,stricken with remorse and guilt. 000 men and over 200,000 women.
However, the Apostle John, by An average of 283,813 fans tune the
taking him to hear, a sermon by thp Giants
programs every quarter
Master, convinced him that true
homes*
mourning consists of helping hour in an average 171,767
Pulse reported.
others with their grief. To that end
.

the old man decided to educate
several of the poor boys of the
town.
'

Mpls. Pabst Beer

It was a simple story with good
emotional values and a message

of comfort for those in despair. It

light,

His

17, 1952

First live telecast of

was played with dignity by Kermit
Murdock as the merchant, Karl
Weber as the Apostle, Edgar Stehli
as a town elder, Scott Tennyson aS
Joshua and Bobby Nick as the hoy
Jonathon. As is usual "'on “GreatNBC.
est,” production and acting credits
were omitted to maintain the illuCast substitutions in -'Stop the sion
of reality. Henry Denker was
Music” (ABC-Thurs.) haven’t effect- writer - producer with
BabC11e
ed the strength *of the show to any Henry directing,
degree.

Fihfwu

Philco Television P I a y h o u
dished up a confusing drama

NBC-TV Sunday

Continued from page 23

WTCN

hasn’t

attempted to

shift

any of the responsibility, but has
assumed it in full. The Pabst policy, he feels, is "its own business,”
as far as insertingr-the ads was
concerned, and "it devolves upon
Pabst to do what they prefer in
publicizing our present difficult po*
sitipn.”

"We’il be reducing the number
of fight telecasts from 52 to 32, not
as the Pabst ads state,” exse
"because
on plains Van Konyenberg,
ABC has agreed that whenever a
26,

(24) in "The Tender Age,” an original by Joseph champion appears on a bout we
But after the final scene faded will be allowed to have its. telecast
into the commercial it was fairly in place of “Celanese Theatre.”
clear that the moral of the piece
“It’s difficult, situation and, we
was "face one’s problems instead hope, it eventually will iron out.
of running away from them.”
We always have and will continue
Story revolved around a youth to attempt to program in the inwho saved himself from a fishing terests of the greatest number of
boat wreck, yet preferred to be
people, consistent with good taste
listed as a victim of the disaster.
of entertainHis interest in losing his identity and proper balance
stemmed from differences with his ment.”
KonyenVan
It was indicated by
father as well as the disappearance
berg that WTCN-TV will not yield
of his wife.
Situation, however, was adjusted to the present pressure.

Liss.

"
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

hashing makes a gbod television show, then "Author
Meets the Critics” last Thursday (21) Was smasho on WABD, DuMont flagship In N.Y. The book under scrutiny was all but forgotInvective and accusation, attack and counter-attack took its
ten
personalities, involving, on the
-ulace. It was an evocative play of
A, Taft
pro side, Republican presidential aspirant Senator Robert
(“A Foreign Policy for Americans”) and Hearst political columnist
Tex
McCrary. In the
George E. Sokolsky vs. Eisenhower champion
unenviable position. as moderator Was Faye Emerson. A vociferous
one
studio audience In the Adeiphi Theatre had itself a picnic,
group going so far as to produce a .“New York for Taft” banner,
along
on the subject, finally played
A camera* previously timid full
text of its message was in view.
with the unfurling until the
This was but one of numerous sidelights to a half hour in which
often because of statements he
overwhelmed^
seemed
McCrary
himself had. made. The show Was only a few minutes old when it
Emerson to make one of a series
Miss
caused
This
hind;
got out of
if vivid

of pleas for audience discipline, in addition to trying to get the
Miss Emerson Was visibly frightened by the
panelists info line,
turn of events, so much so that she was caused to orate, to the
she couldn’t moderate things. Coming
woman,
effect that," being a
from a star of the species, it sounded bizarre. On the other hand,
times
two to control the free wheeling
Job
it would have taken
forensics.

Turning to a page in the Taft book, McCrary led with what he
figured was his Sunday punch—that Taft Was hot truthful when he
stated that President Truman had not discussed Korea With Congress until several weeks following outbreak of hostilities there.
Before Senator Taft got an opportunity to reply on this pciint, the
ball was carried back and forth between McCrary and Sokolsky,
with Miss Emerson in the middle and the audience responding in
their own why to the Various charges hurled. Sokolsky said if he
were Taft he’d scram the premises forthwith, since McCrary had
Thereupon Taft called for Withcalled the legislator a ‘liar-’’
drawal of the statement from McCrary, who countered that the
all, but that “careless with the
applicable
at
Wasn’t
word
nasty
truth” and “distortion” were nearer to his charge. It was obvious
were
punctuating the ozohe. Anyway,
circumlocutions,
of
lot
that a
Taft’s answer was that a committee of 14 Senatorial leaders with
conferred
did not .constitute Congress
President
had
whom the
itself.

McCrary accused the Senator of scuttling or voting against a lot
of important' legislation’* notably Marshall Plan appropriations,
Senator Taft had a holiday on this and similar charges, insisting
that seeking reduction in the appropriation did not add up to a
negative vote. McCrary’s introduction of a recording from a Taft
speech on foreign policy seemed better as showmanship than logic.
However, McCrary thought so much of the excerpt that he had it
reprised. The repetition didn't help his case.
Sokolsky ’s main function seemed to be to laugh off McCrary as
too involved With supporting Gen. Eisenhower to be objective
about Taft; The latter seemed to get a good deal of satisfaction
out of the fact that McCrary had made a reference to a wrong page
number in the book.
It was the second of three blocks on Presidential candidates.
First off was Harold Stassen. Coming tip this Week (28) is Senator
Estes Kefauver. Although “Author Meets Critics” is designed for
some stirring Up on the books and writers involved, there is no
doubt that when it comes to candidates gunning for nominations,
,

the issues and personalities apart from literature will get the play.
From a showmanship and viewer perspective, this makes sense. If
-had bloodthirstily planned the pyrotechnics, it couldn’t
have been better; it might have been worse.

WABD

At the finish, when Miss Emerson thanked the participants; the Ohioan said: “Miss Emerson, you
have been most courteous and polite.” He accented the “you.”
last

word.

Trau.

PAUL DIXON SHOW
With Dotty Mack, Wanda Lewis
30 Mins.; Mon., Wed.* FrL, 11:30

am.
ABC-TV, from Cincinnati

WEWS

—

informality
doesn’t stand

and adlib
quality Mary Simmons as Magda Sorel,
up with higher-priced carrying the vehicle throughout.

On

layouts.

the

edition caught
mime Dotty Mack
job On “Stormy
Weather,” with production trappings including a wharf scene with
waterfront skyline backdrop. Thun-

Wednesday

did

a

der sound
flashes,

(20),

clicko

effects

of the sink
effective bit.

spray used, was an

“Cook, Cool Kisses” Was cutely
done with cartoonist Wanda Lewis
and Dixon as bickering husband
and Wife in a disheveled kitchen
aet.
Final clinch behind a washdraped clothesline was a comic
Windup. “I’d Like to Baby You”
number, with Dixoh in raccoon
float and porkpie hat, and the gals
chemise dresses and flapper
cioche^chapeaux, also appealed.
While adlibbing has interest,
Dixou should keep a tighter check
on himself.
Some of his gags
.

.

.

m

.

flat

and

his

repetition

of

wnaddeesay, whaddeesay?” grated,
iakeoff bn commercials, for the
imaginary “All Rlghtee Ro” sponaiso^ lacked point, With the
®?f.’
striving for satire coming
over as
Weak slapstick. Hand-waving to the
letter writers could
be trimmed
credit should be given to the
vocalists -whose records are panto

oumed.

With Jascha Heifetz, others
Producer: Rudolph Polk

Director: Frank Jacoby
Writers: Ted Bebr, AI Wallace
38 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 10:38 a.m.

Sustaining

30 Mins.; Sun. (24), 10:30 p.m.

NBC-TY, from N, Y.
All,” for many
years a radio staple, has branched
out into video, and with some for-

“Winner Take

mat changes can meet the demands
of this medium. Bill Cullen, who
skippered the radio show, is similarly at the helm of the tele edition. He has a good video personality, can give away merchandise
entertainingly, has a ready and
glib line of gab, and can spar With
the contestants without offending.
The major fault, as revealed on
the opening day of the show, indicates that the program designers haven’t taken the video aspects
into too much consideration.
In
its present format, it’s merely having the lenses trained on the radio
show. There aren't enough attributes to perk up visual interest,
-

The pictures

aren’t sufficiently interesting at this point. Some gimmicks must be devised. There’s
no doubt that Cullen can carry out
visual comedy,
He has the personality and merchandise tp do it.
Jose.

IT’S

A PROBLEM

With Fannie Hurst, Ben

Gratier,

guests
Producer: Phyllis Adams
Director: .Howard Davis
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.,
12:30 p.m.

NBC-TV, from New York
After a run of a few months on
N. Y., “It's a Problem’’
to NBC-TV, parent
(25). It's a top, adult,
panel
show
informative
that
should catch oil with the hinteranders as it did with those who
were within range of the New

WNBT,

.

moved over
web, Monday

.

York

outlet.

Series Offers well-integrated discussions of topics selected from
viewer mail. The subject matter
pertinent to our time and
s
usually gives the panelists plenty
of meat for a 30-minute gabfest.
Ben Gfauer moderates the series
and. his prompting of the- guests
.

with thbught-provoking queries is
Program
important plus.
an
selects guests who are in some way
associated with the’ subject under
discussion and they parry With the
Fannie
panelists,
regular
two
Hurst and Helen Parkhurst, who
alternate throughout the week.
On the network bow stanza
dealt with the question of “What
DO Clothes Mean to the Adolescent?” Miss Hurst, Dr. Margaret
Mead, anthropologist, and Alice
Thompson, publisher - editor of
Seventeen mag, carried the ball

Bril,

REGENT CIGARETS

NBC-TV, from N. Y.
(

& Dorrance )
as
got
probably
it’s been yet with the
installment of Henrik Ibsen’s
“Peer Gynt” Sunday night (24) on
NBC-TV’s “Cameo Theatre.” But,
despite its so-called longhair aspects, the show emerged as good
entertainmentful viewing. Producer-director Albert McCleery departed slightly, from his theatre-inthe-round technique via the utilization of more ambitious sets, more
props and a larger cast than he's
used previously on “Cameo.” In.

Television

esoteric as

initial

,

doing,
however, he caught
much of the flavor of the Ibsen
original and certainly pushed TV
several steps further up the road
to more qualitative programming.
so

Abrams

as the Secretary;.

THE INSIDE STORY

^

Sunday’s edition, the first of
three which are to cover the entire work, dealt with Peer’s wild
youth, including his abduction of
the beauteous Ingrid on her wedding night, his tryst 'with the
daughter of the troll king and his
finally falling in love with Sol veig,
only to have the troll king's daughter foul up the romance. Douglass
Montgomery, in the title role, projected the character with full dramatic values, to lead a generally
fine cast through their paces under the deft reining of McCleery.
Show carried, some, sexy overtones, which were none too subtle,
in the; scene between Montgomery
and ClairC Luce, as the troll princess.
But, after all, it was an
adult program designed for adult
viewers.
Miss Luce was a fine
choice for the role, scoring solidly
Other diswith a difficult pari.
taff leads were equally good, including Rita Gam, as the young
bride;
as
Leonore
Shanewise,
Peer’s mother, and Frances Reid,
as Solv.eig. Sympathetically-scripted adaptation by Guy de Vry contributed its full share to the success
of the project, along with the other
production credits. McCleery used
parts of Edvard Grieg’s “Peer
Gynt Suite” for background music.

Regent
cigarets,
incidentally,
which sponsors “Cameo,” only recently began using a middle commercial oh the show.
If ever a
sponsor could have dohe himself
and viewers a favor by eliminating
that middle plug, this was it. But
the commercial was in. there on
completely disrupting
schedule,
Stal.
the mood.

Charles

is

tape-recorded for radio, too,

Its;

attest to its success.

Mowat

Jimmy Valentine is a good-lookpersonable, breezy chap who,
assistance,
Smith’s
Fred
with
keeps the proceedings going at a
fast Clip; He’s quick on the retort
and handies the feminine .contactfully.
and
neatly
testants
With the fair sex out front and on
the platform, his nifty appearance
and amiability are decided assets.
Show's appeal to the non-studio
watchers lies principally in the
fact th&t people invariably prove
There are
a source of interest.
plenty of them in evidence during
its 30 minutes, and Valentine, in
addition to quizzing them, elicits
personal data which give an insight to their lives and character,
providing good listening fare.
There are two contestants at a
time, chosen from the audience on
the basis of some such consideration as having bought a new hat
the most recently or having been
a champion of something or other
They’re paired
at one time, etc.
against each other on the platform,
on each side of Valentine, Who
tosses a number of general questions at them, with money prizes
Rees .
to winners.
ing,

HARRIGAN MOTORS
WGN-TV, Chicago

.

( Grossfeld)
“Inside Story” is another pundit
panel affair designed to provide a
looksee into the background of national and international affairs.
The premise is laudable but the
lacked
(21)
installment viewed
sufficient pro and con conflict to
excite dialer interest and to give
the necessary balance to the dis-

cussion.

Topic under Investigation was
the. current British-Egyptian dis-

excellent supporting pute, a complex subject that most
in
with Lee doing a particularly experts would agree is not easily
boiled down into black and white
Production-wise the stanza Was terms. "Unfortunately, guest Momarred with a bit of camera ginger- hammed El Kpuhey, counsel for
breading with too much dissolving the Egyptian embassy, and regular
in the parting song-scene with panelist Robert F. Hurleigh,
John Sorel. TJie dramatic incident news chief, discussed the conflict
could have earned Without the in those terms with the British poconstant maneuvering of camera sition ending up completely black.
shots. Production slipped, too, at U of Chicago prof Charles Mowat
the show's close when Dorothy attempted to defend the English
Fuldheim introduced, and had a stance but because he was less dogmoment’s chat With Frederic matic the two-tone color scheme
McConnell, director of the Play of the discussion was only slightly
House, and Dr. Benno D. Frank. diluted. Northwestern prof KenThe interview scene would have neth Colegrove, while not openly
been more effective at the opening. for the Britons, questioned the
Mrs. Fuldheim, however, did tie- legality of Egypt’s attempt to disin the scenes with her competent lodge by unofficial force the British, troops in the country to guard
narrative ability.
crew the Suez Canal under the terms of
Engineering-wise,
Moore,
A.
George
the 1936 Anglo-Egyptian pact.
Keyes,
Earl
of
With the panelists given to
Walter Strauch, Edward A; Baumoel, Harry Sykora, Steve Derry phrasing their questions in the
and Jim Murphy turned in valuable form of lengthy statements of their
oderator James
Sets were designed by own views,
assets.
Frederic McConnell and George McBumey did little whistle blow
DembO; Piano team of Lillian ing.
Low pressure sponsor plugs
Husak and Marjorie Markley along
Harry
with musical direction by Harold were ably tong tied by
Dave.
Mark.
Christians;
Fink were top billing.

roles,:

effective hit of legerdemain.

WGN

v

WEWS

m

•

,

JAMES LEES
NBC-jTV, from New York (film)
(D’Arcy)
“Meet the Masters” is, by and
large, a welcome addition to video
program fare, offering such artists
as Jascha Heifetz, Artur Rubenstein* Marian Anderson, Andres
Segovia and Gregor Piatigorsky in
solo performance^.
Chief Virtue
of the World Artists’ production is
presenting the longhair greats in a
vidpix format aimed at revealing
them as human beings and not
merely as disembodied, ethereal
•

talents.

On

the initialer Sunday (24) afternoon, Heifetz was the subject.
Show, lensed at Fairmont Junior
College on the Coast, opened with
Heifetz strolling across the campus;
then being called by the dean, to
speak to some of the students in
the auditorium. The violinist answered the undergrads’ queries,
expressing himself articulately and
also with wit and humor. He was
then Shown in an impromptu concert of Mendelssohn’s ‘‘Sweet Remembrance,” a Brahms scherzo:
Brahms’ ‘‘Hungarian Dance No. 7;”
Glucks'
“Melody;”
Prokofleff’s
march from “Love of Three Oranges;” VWieniawski’s “Polonriaise”
and Denicu’s “Hora Staccata.”
>:
While the “book” on Which the
feature was pegged seemed a bit
forced, it avoided the phoniness
with which Hollywood has presented some musical names. And since
Heifetz has given such off-the-cuff
recitals to GI and college groups,
it had a plausible ting,
Further,
the vehicle caught the vigorous,
down-to-earth arid charming qualities of the Heifetz personality. Upcoming films include some shot in
the artists’ homes..
Musically, of course, the stanza
was sbek. Selection of numbers
liued to a good middle ground, appealing to a broad audience without watering down the airer with
'

,

pot-boilers.

approach.,

:

night

Hotel

here

(23)

Sat.

when he was presented

the

club’s annual award as the “outstanding television personality of

1951.”

Previous recipients were Milton
Berle,

Abe

Emerson.

Burrows

Bril.

your pet Show
With Mike Nuzzola, others; Charles
Mountain, emcee
Producer: Jack. BucHoltz
Director: Pete Molnar
30 Mins.: Sat., 5 p.m.

FLAG PET FOODS
N. Y.

Warren, Jackson &
Delaney)
This show, designed to teach
dog-owners how to train their pets,
had an 18-week run last year on
the N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX.
Judging from the stanza caught in
(

William

,

the new series (23), the station
acted wisely in reviving it. Show
is an informative and entertaining
half-hour, interesting not only to
dog-owners but to any pet-fanciers.
Show is staged in cooperation
with the Flag Dog School, with
trainer Mike Nuzzola putting the
pups and their stnallfry owners
through their paces. Oh Saturday’s
show, he was teaching the animals
to lie down at a spoken command.
His inability to get one of the
pooches to cooperate helped punch
up~ the action. Way the cameras
followed not only the dogs but also
the reaction of their young owners
was a nice bit of showmanship.
Series is bankrolled by Flag
Dog Food, and the commercials,
of course, tie In nicely with the
format. Station should attract a
fair quota of viewers with -this one.
-

Stal.

SPORTS EDITION
With Tom Rogers
10 Mins.: Sat., 6:10 p.m.

HOHENADEL BEER
KYW, Philadelphia

Interview and sports news make
for a fast and balanced -segment.
Rogers' new show “Sports
Editions” gives a quick runrthrough
of headlines and bylines, providing
not only scores ana race results but
on basketball, the
information
Olympics bnd boxing.
Gabber even takes time put to
editorialize, with a plea for those
who make money out of the fight;
game to set up. a fund for. the
boxers who are forgotten, the boys
who made the money and lost it,
or had it taken from them and
wind up in abscurity. Initial guest
Was Lew Tendler, once one of the
World's greatest lightweights and
now the Runyonesque proprietor of
a midtown Philly restaurant, Which
Is the meeting place for the sport?
•
.
Ing fraternity,
it
Tendler contrasted the present
TV and radio-happy crop of pugs
With boxers in the- old days. Former fighters. trained much harder,
according to Tendler, and kept In
Gagh.
better condition.

Tom

.

,

s
Baltimore, Feb, 20.
Garry Moore was given a homeby the Baltimore Ad
welcome
town
Club at its annual banquet at the

Emerson

.

Lensing was generally good, and
the closeups were particularly effective (as when they concentrated
on Heifetz’ face or on his dextrous
fingers in the intricate passages).
Commercials for the carpet company used a tasteful institutional

WPIX.

With Robert F. Hurlelgh, James contestants and audience comprise
neverH. McBumey, Mohammed El women. Its longevity and
Kenneth Colegrove, failing ability to attract sponsors
Koiirhey,

Director: Barry McKinley
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.

Director: Irving Reis
alt. Sun;, 5:38 p.m.

38 Mins.;

...

Brooke, Smith, French

.

added to the superimposi- turned

the viewers in on how the rain
illusion was created, with a shot

e“

Shirley

Jack Lee, magician; Michael Sandry as Mr. Korner; Edgar Powell,
secret agent; Joan Newman, Anna

Gomez; Harriet Eells, .Vera Boronel;
Phyllis Braun, foreign woman, and
and lightning Salvatore Collura as John Sorel,

tion of a steady downpour, helped
get over the torchy mood. Letting

?,

MEET THE MASTERS

(Cameo Theatre)
With Douglass Montgomery, Claire
Luce, Leonore ShanewUe, Rita
Gam, Frances ReM, others
Producer-director: Albert McCleery

through an interesting session. FUN FOR YOUR MONEY
Grauer kept the femmes on their With Jimmy Valentine, Fred Smith
THE CONSUL
With Zelma George, Mary Sim- toes with his leading queries and Producer-director: Valentine"
kept them from straying too far 33 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., IQ a m.
Edgar
mons, Salvatore Collura,
Participating
Powell, Shirley Abrams, Michael afield.
The camera was alert all the way KSTP-TV, Minneapolis
Sandry, Jack Lee, Phyllis Braun,
This is one of the Twin Cities’
Harriet Eells, Joan Newman; and Howard Davis’ direction kept
the show from falling into a static oldest locally-produced quiz shows.
Dorothy Fuldheim, narrator.
netoriginally had as its star Randy
impressive
It
an
It
was
groove.
Director; Earl Keyes
Gros.
Merriman, now a NBC-TV network
work debut.
60 Mins.: Sun., (17) 4 p.m.
out of New York, and
personality
Cleveland
WEWS,

Paul Dixon, Who does a six-day sWeekly stint for WCPO-TV, Cincinnati, and a weekly evening show
for ABC-TV, has added a cross-theboard half-hour for the web,
replacing the Dennis James frauAdaptation of Gian-Carld Meslanted stanza.
The new entry notti’s lyric drama for television
seems like a stronger audience- gave
viewers one of the
getter.
The variety format -r- more dramatic productions to be
although it’s all pantomiming by offered locally in many a moon. It
Dixon and his two femme helpers marked the station’s second major
to popular vocal disks
should showing of a Menotti production;
provide a good lead-in to the Don the first being “The Medium.”
Ameche - Frances Langford hour
Members of the TV cast were the
which follows.
same ones now appearing in the
This type of program is more Cleveland Play House production.
suited to the daytime schedule It was a socko performance with
than nighttime spotting. Where its Zelma George as the mother, and

,

PEER GYNT

With

Bill Cullen, others
Producer: Peter Arnel

This Is a LMerary Discussion?

The Senator had the

WINNER TAKE ALL

and

Faye

'

.

.

,

26
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HOUSE

Radio Follow-Dp

1

With Howard Tupper, Kolin Hager,

A

f

I

AMERICAN RAKERS

NBC, from Hollywood
(Foote, Cone k Belding)
NBC has lined up some

which was penned by Les

Crutchfield, was a standard meller
of suspicion and near-murder hut
was constructed with the accent on
clicko pace and tight dialog that
Miss Wyman
sustained interest.
played the role of a second wife
who believed that, her husband

the listimes, what
Despite this flaw,
was- going on.
Borge clicked neatly with his
piano, impressions Of various longhairs * improvising on the “happy

Gros.

It left

at

.

CITY OF ACHIEVEMENT
With Edward H. Wallace, narrator
Prod.-Director-Writer: Wallace
30 Mins,: Feb, 19, 11:30 p.m.
Sustaining

birthday" refrain,
Robert Merrill and Kay

Armen

filled the singing, assignments for
sock results; Miss Armen’s rendi-

tion of Cole Porter’s “Begin the
Beguine” was excellent as was
Merrill’s workover of the Prologue
.

.in

**
•

Comedy

bits

by Phil Foster,

Ed

Gardner and Gertrude Berg were
Foster
highpmnts.
Stanza’s
the
grabbed solid yocks in a Brooklyn
tickled
Gardner
monolog;
vintage
the risibilities via an Ameche-conversation with Duffy arid Miss
Berg offered some warmly humorous philosophy in her attempts to
get La Bankhead married.
Meredith Willson’s orch supplied his usual excellent backing
throughout.

enjoyed by any major community
U. S, Steel originated its “TheaBesides on - the - scene illustra- tre Guild on the Air" .dramatizations, Wallace brought into his tion Sunday (24) from Washington,
script testimony from civic, reli- for the. opening rally of the 1952
gious arid political leaders. In this, Red (Cross drive. Program was a
Robert L. Beda of the Cleveland sympathetic presentation of the
chapter of the National Conference, Dickens classic, “Oliver Twist,"
offered invaluable service. Among which had a good deal of appeal,
those who were heard in the pro- despite a somewhat literal radio
gram were James L. Meyers, adaptation and telescoped quality.
president of Cleveland Graphite Producers lined Up a bunch of
Bronze; Frank Baldau of the Com- Britishers to play the leads, and
munity Relations Board; the Rt.- they gave the drama for all its
Rev. Nelson Burrows of the Ohio worth, with cockney accents a dime
Episcopal Diocese; Rabbi Armond a dozen, and all varied.
E. Cohen of Park Synagogue; the
Basil Rathbone was a surprisingRt. Rev.
Msgr. John J. Krol, ly strong and effective Fagin, comchancellor, Cleveland diocese; Dr. pletely disguised in heavy, thick
Everett
R,
Clinchey,
National speech as the master-thief. Boris
Council Christians and Jews, and Karloff .was good as the evil Sykes,
Mayor Thomas A. Burke,
and Leueen MacGrath very affectWorking with Wallace in the ing as the soft-hearted Nancy, who
tried
to befriend Oliver., Melville
production of the program was
Lawson Deming. The 30-minute Cooper was a prpperly-pompous
Bumble;
David Cole a facile Artful
stanza was a. top quality job of
editing and producing. Script writ- Dodger, and Martin Friend an aping and narrating made for well- pealing Oliver. Supporting bits*
were all A-gradc.
integrated, easy-to-follow stanza.
Eric A, Johnston made one inMark.
termission pitch for the new drive,
and George Hicks subbed his usual
Steel commercial with another Red
ROBERTS AT RANDOM
With Howie Roberts, Norm Pierce, Cross fund plea.
.

[

ping around for something other
than the morning network shows
and the platter routines on the
other indies. This strip starts out
With two things in its favor.
In
Howie Roberts it has an emcee
with a good touch for zany gab
and devices and in the Mello-Macs
It has a Well-knit musical group,
With Roberts assisted by Norm
Pierce and both doubling busily,
the gab portions of the edition
heard (22) gave the. impression the
studio was crowded with characters.; The pair did a biting take off
1

on “The March of Time" which,
they
dubbed “The March of
Grime" and they lampooned the
current science fiction fad With a
sequence on a mythical show called
“Silver Space” featuring the antics of a Capt, Audio.
It was all
good fun done
the broad

manner.

The Mello-Macs. came through
with a covey of Sprightly ditties
well-tailored for the casual mornEspecially tops was
their ride on ‘'Clarinet MarmaDave .
lade.”
ing audience.

.

.

.

,

5%

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WMGM

sales staff ,
Gagwriter
to the period since 1935, probably ... .H. D. (Bud) Neuwirth* added to
lessened the program’s appeal to Art Henley fired the opening gun on “You and Humor,” CBS’ weeklong
Doing jury duty are
younger listeners, although it is series, with analysis of radio and tele comedy
operations director Lyriian
understandable why the pioneer CBS news director Ed Chester and
period should be emphasized. The Clardy
Joy Geffen is new “Siri" on ABC’s “Against the Storm.”
very sparing Use of music seemed
.

.

.

.

questionable

judgment*

it

.

.

.

.

.

WCBS

,

.

.

HOLLYWOOD

under-

IN
lined the program’s talkiness. Announcer Howard Tupper registered
Bill; Baker, who prexies Benton & Bowles, stopped over to see the
solidly as barrator and moderator. gang and then pushed on to San Ysidro ranch for a holiday from his
historical
Willet Brown packed up for the trek to Miami where the
Broadcast started in an
labors
pattern^ recreation Of life along; Mutual board will be sessioning
AFRA actress Gail Boniiey got to
“Clinton’s Ditch” or the Mohawk Hawaii on a windfall and day after she returned there was a call for
Canal, astride of which the' pres- her. to play the lead in NBC’s “Windfall”
...Art Linkletter asked his
ent WGY modern studio buildirig partner, John Guedel, for a pair of ducats to the Groucho Marx show
This episode was surely to accommodate some out-of-town friends. “Sorry.’ ol’ boy, every
stands.
ticket
handled. A surprisingly clear reHe finally did wangle'
is gone for the next eight weeks,” he was told.
cording of Kolin Hager’s voice, as
are
such
a
from
Horses
novelty
in
but
JG.
Hollywood—
pair
not
a
he put WGY on the air. at 7:47 p.m.,
Feb. 20, 1922, opened a series of away from the tracks— that when the Budweiser Clydesdales pranced
notations and vignettes of station down Vine street it was announced on the loud speaker in the Brown
.Frank Mullen, onetime
Highlights included: Derby, where only humans are announced;
milestones.
snatches of a 1922 Christmas Eve NBC executive veepee, has opened a consultant service in Beverly Hills
program of Pallophotophone re- for radio, TV and business management. He was also named TV concordings of greetings by Vice- sultant to Republican National Committee .... Sellg Alkon started a
President Calviri Coolidge, Geii. saturation campaign on local radio stations for Perfume Sales Co. He’ll
John J. Pershing and others in also open an office here for the Rand agency. Citing radio’s pull, he
baseball spring- said that last year $700,000 was spent in radio and less than a thousand
Washington;
training commentary by the late in TV
Never was a network more radio-minded than CBS last week
Bill McGeehan, sports editor of 'when Lester Gottlieb, Guy della Cioppa and Sid Garfield
through
New York Sun and WGY’s first Columbia Square beating the drums for their medium. roved
... ABC radio
recallings
iriiker;
sports
first
and
TV
directors had their pay boost approved by- Wage Stabilization
by Lola Sommers and Florence
Board. Mi imurii is $110 a week and $120 after first year.
Sanford, of the WGY Players, radio’s first regular drairia company,
on Aug. 3, 1922; and a recorded IN
, ,
sorig by the Harmony Twins, Bill
J. Hugh E. Davis, Foote, Cone 8c Belding ejfec veepee, emphatically
Fay and A. O. Coggeshall.
.WGN sports chief
David 'Kroman doubled effec- denying a printed report he’s.ankling the agency.
tively as a second narrator and' Jack Brickhoiise leavirig March 9 for a pre-season looksee at the major
.John Burns, ex-WGN salesman, new account,
spokesman for listeners who grew league baseball teams.
up with andunder the influence of exec at the ABC radio network sales department ... Matty Brescia,
WGY. The script contained beau- Liberty flack, here for the filing of the web’s suit against the major
tifully turned phrases of praise for leagues^. .Jim Rohrs has moved from the John E. Pearson rep firm
the power of WGY in raising ra- to Harrington, Richter & Parsons as account exec.
BMI's Glenn
dio’s standards and of that nle- Dolberg checked into the Chi office for a. quickie visit last week..,.
dium’s contributions to a better Jack Shefrin, former program, director at WOAK added to the radioAmerica. Chronology was not al- TV staff of the John Kaye agency, Kansas
Gity
Chi CBS chief enways observed, but the all-over gineer George Sherman dispatched to
web’s 1(1. Y. headquarters to head
projection ‘was nicely maintained.
up the tape pperations crew.
.John M. Smyth bankrolling a Saturday
Wisely avoiding stuff-shirtism,.
Dr. W. R. G. Baker (head of GE morning 15-minute Nornan Ross disk show on WMAW. . .Mutual prexy
WLS general
electronics division),; Chester H. Frank White in for Central Division huddles’ last week.
WBBM account exec
Lang .(v'.p. for public relations), manager Glenn Snyder vacationing in Arizona
Clyde D. Waggoner (News Bureau); Clem Lowden shifted to same post at WCBS, N. Y.,. ;. iWCFL tempo.
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Indie

George
and Adele Jaworowski marking the 22d anni of their “Polish Early
Birds” strip on WGES, .'. .Radio version of “Down You Go” .op Mutual
drew 18,077 pieces of mail the first week after its Feb, 9 debut;...
Thomas Adams named sales manager for Zenith Radio of Canada
Mutual’s “Man On the Farm" cited in the Congressional Record by
Congressman Charles Price on its 15th birthday.
NBC-f arm commentator Everett Mitchell leaves next week for a month-long Latin America
tour
NelsOn Bros, bankrolling first half-hour of Harry Campbell’s
Country Hour” On WBBM;
.Russ Gunderson added to the: Chi CBS
.

shot and still with station), and
others talked informally, nostalgically, and amusingly of the birthing days, and attending mishaps.
Jaco.

.

.

HOUSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

.

.

With Efrem Kurtz, conductor
30 min., Mon., 9 a.m.

.

rarily shutting down at 1:30 a.m. for transmitter revamping.
expects to be back on round-the-clock operation next y^eek.

(chief engineer), Ed(vloli ist on teeoff

ward A. Rice

CST

.

.

WOAI, Ban Antonio
One of the three

IN

leading symphony orchestras of the state, the
Houston Symphony is presented
each week in a concert which
should do much to acquaint music
lovers in other sections of Texas
with this group under the direction
of Efrem Kurtz. It’s a topflight
musical program series with a min-

,

.

.

.

.

news writing

TEXAS GULF SULPHUR CO.

Mello-Macs

Chicago

,

.

in the nation.

WCFL,

.

Back at their CBS desks are Les Gottlieb, following two weeks on the
Coast, Joe Ream, after vacation at Daytona Beach, and Lou Hausman,
> WOR; is setting up a 20-year club,.,
after three-week Mexican holiday
Selvln Donneson,
of its staffers eligible to join
with about.
sales manager, elected board chairman' of Queens Children’s
1

With visual byplay.

Here’s a welcome addition to the
local ether for the listeners shop-

WOR

;

.

.

Wendell Niles emceed the Stanza tener wondering,

Participating

.

.

gear thespirtgv

Producer: Lee PetrlUo
30 Mins.; Mons.-thru-Fri. 9 a m.

.

ABC

became a little garrulous, sprawl- WWRL
Thomas H. Lane, McCann-Erickson veepee, named AM-TV
School
Show” continued in ing and uneven.
“The
.Joan Edwards’
bigtime groove Sunday (24) v Too much attention to the early chairman for American Cancer Society’s ’52 drive.
its
With a flock of name acts that con- days, and too little consideration new disk jock show on WCBS is 50% sold.before its preem Monday (3)

...

.

.

....
and Frederick Sheehan upped to news ed£ors at
currently, running its fourth “Martha Deane” consumer panel, testing va. Joe
Weeks, staff announcer for CBS
rious products for three days.
radio for the last 10 years, resigned to take a job as news editor at
KCSJ, Pueblo, Colo;, , .“Front Page Farrell” has added Cora B. Smith.
Berel Firestone, Nelsoii Olmstead, Eleanor Sherman, Ed -Prentiss arid
Katherine Emmett ... Natalie Core and Lewis Whiteman, have joined
Jack Lemmon into “Lorenzo Jones.”
“Romance of Helen Trent”

Big.

-

This 30-minute documentary was
.weil-rounded illustration of why
Cleveland was named by the Nar
tional Conference of Christian and
Jews for its Brotherhood Award.
In weaving together the dramatic
highlights of this cosmopolitan
area, Wallace touched: into the
heart of the racial, social and
religious groups.. He wove together
the musical, economic, nationality,
and politic cords that have, for the
past years, given this city one of
the most harmonious lining strains

CITY

Sid. Garfield, CBS Radio exploitation director, back from Coast
portfolio
on top comic interview material
with
loaded
Joe Sacco added to William H. Weintraub copy staff r ..Malcolm Allen

—

had murdered her predecessor arid
was planning to do away with her tributed handsomely to 80 minutes
in the same manner.
Although of listening fun. Femcee Tallulah
her warm screen personality didn’t Bankhead knit the show together
come across On this aireiy Miss with her sock pattering and each
Wyman managed to bring an ex- guest proved an excellent foil for
citement to the part that was re- her acid quipping.
warding.
Her supporting players
Victor Borjge offered his keyenacted their roles in a heavy- board-gabbing turn and although
handed manner that sloped up the a good portion of his routine was
tersely-penned drama. Jack John- aimed at the dialers, he seemed
stone's direction stressed the low- to appeal more to the studio aud

NBC, from Cleveland

NEW YORK

IN

.

top

Screen personalities to fill Out its
“Hollywood Star Playhouse 0 series
and it should nab a hefty dialing
contingent via the marquee lure
alone.
Series, Which will feature
the stars in half-hour dramas, teed
off Sunday (24) with Jane Wyman
ih a suspense item, “A. Letter
Prom Laura."

\
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.

O. Corgeshail,
William Fay,
William T. Meenam, Willard J,
Purcell, Robert B, Hanna, Jr„
Jimmy Durante, the latest in the
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, others
string of top show biz names to Writers: Edward. Langley, Irma
pinchhit for Walter Winchell in the
Kroman
Sunday Producer: Miss Kroman
ailing columnist’s ABC
night spot, was in top form Sun- 65 Mins.; Wed, (19), 10 p.m.
<
day night (24) and belted across a Sustaining
Crackerjack 15-miriute song ses- WGY, Schenectady
The Schnoz delivered three
sion,
alternately played soft and
WGY
special material numbers to fill the stirring motes on the heartstrings
stanza plus some, brief comedy of memory, as a large cast narrated
chatter in front of each tune. the 30-year-history of the General
Durante rs exuberant vocalizing, Electric station Wednesday night
however, was enough to make this (19). Dramatization consumed the
the standout Winchell substitute first 33 minutes. Reminiscences,
show, For the finale, Durante was in a roundtabjer with GE \ex<pcjoined by his oldtime partner, Ed- utives arid staffmen of. the early
die Jackson, for a knockdown duet days, rounded but the remaining
on “Rufus Rastus Johnson Brown" 27 minutes of a scheduled hour’s
in addition to soloing “If You Start broadcast- it— ran ejght minutes
Each Day With a Song" and pis overtime, when the personal recstandard ‘‘Patron of the Arts."
ollection theme took hold, the show

Niles,

announcer, others.

in top style.

WtdneMyf

J#TH ANNIVERSARY

PROGRAM

.

Director; Jack Johnstone
Writer;. Les Crutchfield
30 Mins., Sun., 5 p.m.

Script,

,

.

.

POBBBFt
WGY

HOLLYWOOD STAR PLAY<A Letter From Laura)
With Jane Wyman, Wendell

.

.

.

staff.

WASHINGTON

U. S. Steel tossed its annual press-radio party before past Sunday
night’s Theatre Guild on the Air Red Cross kickoff. Stars Basil Rathbone, Boris Karloff, Leueen McGrath and Melville Cooper, as well as

ALAN LEAFER SHOW
60 Mins.; Sun-thru-Sat. 12 m
BURDEN LAKE CASINO
WROW, Albany
A new voice on the airwaves imum
here, is Alan Leafer, co-proprietor

Eric Johnston, who riiade Red Cross pitch,, greeted newsmen between
dress rehearsal and broadcast .... Phil Wilson, a native son, joining
announcing staff of WMAL-ABC after a Broadway stint and a d.j. spot
on WLEE, Richmond
Jerry Strong,
d j., pictured' on sheet
music version of new pop time “Doesn’t Make Sense to Me" as discoverer of ditty .... Students of local elementary school being featured
on new safety series over WOL-Liberty, with
Art
sponsoring

WMAL

of commercials.
Series originate through KPRC,
of Burden Lake Casino and erstHouston, and ate aired oh Mondays
while New York bandleader. Leaf- on
A A, Dallas KGNC, Amarillo; Brown, WWDC-Mutual ayem man, being welcomed home from Florida
er, also broadcasting on a
KRIS; Corpus Cristi,
WOAI, via a special, drive for crippled children
morning show, does the mid- here; on Tuesdays and
LocaT stations doing pickups
Ori
KTBC, and show from current Auto
nighter from the night spot which Austin and KTRE, Lufkin,
Show at National Guard Armory
Westbrook van Yoorhis, March of Time narrator, added to schedule: of
he and ‘brother Nate operate back
On
program Caught music was Liberty,
of Troy.
web, originating at WOL, local outlet , Felix Grant,
It is announced as an
of wide range bringing out the
all-request
recorded hour, but orchestras brilliant tones of its announcer, added to foster of Variety Club.
.Following radio reps
comments indicate. Leafer selects various sections, especially the named to committee to plan welcome for Netherlands’ Queen Juliapa
some of the numbers. First week's Strings. Program included Haydn’s April 2;
boss, Ben Strouse,
v.p. John Hayes,
comoriginations
revealed
points' of Overture to “Orpheus arid Eury- mentator Bryson Rash and Eugene
Jiister.
strength and weakness: the former;, dice"; the Fourth Movement from
lack of the smoothness; resonance Beethoven’s
Symphony No. 2;
and projectibilit.v of more experi- Rossini’s “Barber of Seville” overReig to
enced dee jays; the latter, sound ture.
Schenectady, Feb. 26.
knowledge of popular music and
Introductions, comrnentary and
Howard
Greensboro, N. C., Feb. 26.
Reig,
announcer and
orchestras, a fresh note in the evi- commercials are handled by HampWBIG, silenced for a day arid a
for two years
dent desire to please and in a ton Keithly who combines dignity newscaster on
persuasiveness.
The soft style is with smoothness in his remarks, and prior to that announcer-disk half four weeks ago when its 14
for six years, technicians and announcers went
also different.
Commercials are held down to a jockey^actor. on
Casino plugging becomes too in- brevity showing the part products will join the NBC network staff in out on strike, was off the air again
Feb. 19.
sistent.
Interviews heard with of sulphur play in every day life New York March 3.
The trouble this time,
patrons have no great .point, Leafer and are basically public relations
He won the H. P. Davis award however, was reported by the stawisely includes a
heart story in their approach; His intros to for the best announcer on an NBC tion management to be technical.
about a song, vocalist or bandsman; each of the selections are also station a few years ago,
Gilbert M, Hutchison, general
orchid award to oldest dialer; given in a minimum of words.
manager of the North Carolina
salutes to outstanding area peoTexans should go for this show
Broadcasting
Baltiinore
Co., which, operates
Vince Bagli, local,
ple (viz., retiring rural postman); which proves that there is some- sportscaster, has been
appointed the station, said that the interrupappeals for mail, to servicemen, thirig besides fiddle music they go member., of WBAL’s sports staff tion of broadcasting was, due. to
etc.
Jaco.
for.
''I announced
today.
trouble at the station’s transmitter.

AAA

WF

WROW

;

.
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.
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WWDC

Howard

WTOP

NBC

.

WHGB
WGY

I

—

.

-.

WWDC

.

WMAL
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FCC’s
Sylvia

Femme Appt

Washington, Feb. 26.
Kessler was today

D.

(Tues.) named chief of the FCC's
office of opinions and review, vice
Parker D. Hancock, who resigned
to join law firm of Hogan & Hart-

Washington, Feb. 26.
Plans for establishment of noncommercial TV stations, following
will be
the lifting of the freeze,
discussed by college presidents and
nublic school leaders at a five-day
seminar to begin April 21 at State
College, Pa. Project, underwritten
for
by the Ford Foundation's Fund
Adult Education, wa^" .announced
Arthur*
S.
Dr.
by
week
here last
Adaius, president of the American
Education.
Council on
Seminar, to be known as the
Educational Television Programs
Institute, will be directed by Dr.
Newsom, Associate
V,
Carroll
Commissioner for Higher Education in the N. Y. State Education
Dept. Chairman of the Institute
.. ,
Committee, a policy group which
will guide the project, is Milton
of Penn State
S. Eisenhower, prexy

son. She’S only woman in the FCC
now heading up a division. Other

highranking distaff ersare Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock and ex-

Harold Fair, Bud Johnson
Exiting

WHAS,

aminer Fanny

FCC

L’ville

’also

Litvin.

named

Walter

R.

Powell chief of renewal and
Louisville, Feb. 26.
pro transfer- division of broadcast
Harold Fair,
bureau, vice Dwight D. Doty,
gram director, is leaving the sta- Ibureau,
tion, as is Bud Johnson, radio pro- 1 resigned,

WHAS-AM-FM

joining the
Record, local
church newspaper. Ris job will be
taken over by Dick Van Dyne, lateiy with WAVE in continuity and

ducer.

Johnson

is

staff of the Catholic

production.
Don Davis,

WHAS

farm

pro

gram

director, leaving to take over
post of publicity, director of the
Indiana State Fair.
Long time represented nationally
by Ed Petry organization.
radio is now repped by Henry I.
"
In a move to latch on to more
College.
Split in radio and
Christa! firm.
The Institute e^pCcts to have on TV rep setup brings in Harrington, local and national spot billings on
Parsons ns exclusive its owned-and-operated tele statechnical WHAS-TV national representative,
rtling and consultants in tecnmcai,
tions, ABC-TV on Saturday (1) will
financial and others phases of video
operations.
set lip a completely separate sales
While the Institute will be priOrganization for TV spot biz and
marily concerned with the “prac
Previis adding new' personnel.
tical problems” of non-Commercial
ously the web’s five oi-and-o outlets
stations, Dr. Adams said it recogpeddled
had
departments
Which
nizes that “educational organizaboth on the local and national
tions have opportunities to coopspot levels.
with commercial telecasters

—

WHAS

^

‘A

presenting educational programs
over commercial outlets/’ He exChicago, Feb. 26.
pressed belief that the Institute
The Chi local of Radio & Tele
rela
.Working
closer
will promote
negotiations
Guild
vision
launches
.
tionships between educators and ne xt month on new radio pacts
industry on matters of mutual in- with Chi NBC, CBS, ABC and indie
terest.
WLS and a new tele pact With
Dr. Adams emphasized that the WBKB. Bargaining will be handled
Joint Committee on Educational by attorney Sanford (Bud) Wolff,
Television, which spearheaded the
RTDGlast week installed a new
move for educational channels be- slate of officers, elected for a twofore the FCC, has cooperated in year period. Prexy is Alan Fishdeveloping plans for the Institute bum, free lance. Dan Schuffman,
and has gwen its eothmastic supb C TV »as Ulectsd vice prexy
Po rt
arid Louie Perkins, ABC-AM, secrer
„
,
X A
Plans for the Institute grew out tary-treasurer. Fishburn and Groof a conference on educational TV ver Allen AB C-TV, were chosen
programming- called by the Counmembers,
.
national board morr»w«
.
,
„
cil last June. Sessions} will include
Local board members are: Hooactual demonstration of TV equip- per whitC( CBS; Bill Joyce, WLS;
ment and production of educational Dave Br0Vvnf NBC; Scott Young,
programs. It is expected that a WBKB; James Jewell, freelance,
handbook on educational TV, based ind phil Bowman, Young & Rubion the Institute arid studies under- cam.
taken by the staff and consultants,
will be prepared. Part of the. staff
will carry on after, the seminar
.

,

•

ments, blit said that video accounted for the entire increase. On

NBC

.

,

,

.

.

.
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to facilitate effectuation of

Pioneer, Passes in

BA;

Six

Washington, Feb. 26.
faces ^will be seen at

new

meetings of
Assn, of Radio and

the National
Broadcast-

board

TV

ers as the result of elections last
week of 12 directors to fill twO
year terms on the radio board.

.

^S om
-

,
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AM

Hired Evita as Singer
Buenos Aires, Feb.

^“Uer.

^ager

’

•

—

.

DeSoVpiym^

governmental body, with Yankelevich remaining at the head
a

of the operation.

Several years ago the Lati American Re^earchWreau report Robert Hall Expands
American broadcaster hired Mme.
20.9 network ratSpots to ISO Markets
Eva Perori as a singer, and it was gives the show a
ing Which, according to Barry-EnWhile she was on Yahkelevich’s
Robert Hall Clothes, largest retail
second highestthe
it
makes
right,
programs
that
she
first
met rated Sunday afternoon show in user of radio spots, will expand its
Argentine President Juan D
present station lineup from 150
TV.
Peron.
Yankelevich
reportedly
Stepped-up sked
outlets to 180.
once fired Evita, but she always
plugs the opening of 18 new stores
respected; his ability and judgthe chain’s
boosting
cities,
in 11
I

’s‘

ment.
Last year Yankelevich; Was in the
U. S. negotiating for the purchase

total to 130 branches.

.

of television equipment front International Telephone
Telegraph.

&

l*

t

‘Stage Entrance,” aired Sunday
wcu With
uuiuuut web
UIC DuMont
on the
l.niKXHp
nights UI1
i
i i
only tele c biumnist Earl Wilson starred, has

on the air last October.
He earned a reputation as a
showman, pioneering in the impor-

tation of big. acts for B. A. theatres,
restaurants arid radio.

Schwerin Ups Kalan
William Kalan, sales chief of the
Schwerin Research Corp., has been
ypped to the new post of veepee
in charge of client relations.
At
the samp time, Raymond K. Maneval, formerly production
chief, was
ripped to the: new post of produc-

|

Jerry Bess, v.p. of Frank B.
Sawdon agency, just returned from
Detroit where he set lip a campaign,
tcic spot, plus
filmed tele
yi
of Jiyc
live fliiU
and iiiinjcju

Coverage on AM, Video
Philadelphia, Feb. 26.

under AM-TV v.p.
David M. Segal, Clinton, Mo. He is
Donald H. McCollum, formerly asking for a 500-watter on 1,280 kc, Douglas.
L evi n h;as been aissociate d, jj}n1
manager, was named Segal now owns five stations, inmanager of the Sales department eluding KDKD in Clinton and four past with Ted Bates and Kudner
:

others in southern states.

agencies.

WCAU-TV,

local

CBS

affili-

_

ates.

,

of Music.

Co. of Shenandoah, Neb., has purchased a 15-minute transcribed
program, “Edith Hansen Kitchen
Club,” featuring household hints,
for 52
recipes, etc., over

The 1952 Forum theme; “Year of
Decision,” will feature discussion
of many of the issues in this year’s
presidential election by such personalities as Sen. Estes Kefauver;
of
Seri:' Margaret- Chase. Smith,
Maine; Sen. James Duff, of Pennsylvania:
Paul Hoffman: Asspc.
Justice William O. Douglas: Walter
Reuther, and Defense .Mobilizer
Charles Wilson.
t
Show biz figures will include
Maurice Evans: MVrna Lpy. repreenting the U S. National Commission for UNESCO: Al Capp, Robert
Montgomery, Pfc Eddie Fisher and

weeks.

Bill

;

u.

WCAU

and

TV

.

James

the widest broadcast coverage of
any event of its kind. Arrangements are being handled through
the Bulletin’s own stations,

Educ’I Director were moved

.

•.

The Philadelphia Bulletin’s sixth
annual Forum, March 3-4, will get

audience, the Forum programs
this year to Monday
and
Tuesday, in order not to interPhiladelphia, Feb, 26.
fere with the Wednesday and FriKaarney,
cO-ordinaMargaret M.
day night boxing telecasts. Antor of radio and television activities
diocesan other change, brought on by heavy
Philadelphia;
thO
for
seat requests,
has moved the
school system, has been named eduForum this year from the Belle vuecational director of the WCAU raV
Stratford ballroom to the Academy
djo and TV stations.

WCAU

j

assistant sales

Kalan.

Wide 25-Station

later editing.
Extensive television coverage .of
the major speeches will be given
bv WCAU-TV; In a nod to the

announcements on five " AM staShow had been tions, for Robert Hall. Bess said
been dropped.
A former dramatic director of
he firids “radio is still a very potent
Sponsorless for some time.
in; those cities .which the University of Pennsylvania arid
Replacement has not been -set. force
Web is mulling the idea of pulling today are considered primarily TV the Savoy Qpera Co, Miss Kearney
adver- has also produced many educaits earlier Sunday evening shows markets by most national
tional programs for Philadelphia
down a half-hour to fill in tern- tisers.”
For several years she
stations.
which would put’ the.
porarily,
acted as special consultant for the
Georgetown Univ. Forum, previErwi
summer
Levin
to
Education’s
of
Board
ously broadcast from 6:30 to 7, in
director of com- Workshop.
Michael Levi
the 7 to 7:30 slot held by Wilson.
production;
mercial creation and
. «...
_
for Ward Wheelock, has, moved
Detroit—Tidy House Products
Kansas City—Application to es-- AV . r .. TTVwin Wa<ev asiencV as

tion veepee.

to succeed

Set for

Joseph C. Connolly, WCAU radio
program director has set up a total
of three hours of network radio
broadcasting by the major chains,
extensive coverage by 25 stations
in this area, and worldwide broadNew members will take office at casting of speech excerpts by the
Voice
of America, which will put
30-April
NARTB convention March
the entire proceedings ori tape for
2 in Chicago.

,

'

chairman,

.

Yankelevich, who emigrated to
the Argentine from Europe some
oc
25 years ago, opened the republic’s
finoi- nnilt*
T> J. > Tl ^1^
^^
first radio outlet, Radio Belgrario,
in Buenos Aires shortly after comj^here, He built it up into anetwork which was later purchased by

a

of all

for a total of $17,010,000. Of this,
$13,857,000 went to the common
stockholders.
Sarnoff and RCA prez Frank M.
Folsom, after expressing confidence
in the future of electronics, revealed that the company’s backlog
of Government orders at the end of
1951 was about seven times greater
than, at the beginning of the year.
They said that, despite the scare
buying which, caused “costly adjustments.” RCA nonetheless “manufactured substantially, as great a
volume of commercial production
as could be made from the basic
materials allotted.”
Report detailed RCA’s advances
in color TV both for home and theatre reception and also in the development of the ultra-high frequency transmission band. Cost of
UHF experiments to date exceed#
$2,500,000, the report said;

(

trol.

mu

49.2%

j

26.

Jaime Yankelevich, 58, Argentine
radio pioneer and showman, died
here yesterday (Mon.); after a long
illness.
He was administrator of
this country’s.broadcasting stations,
which are under government cOri

nntiaf
ouuet, f
went

said,

$255,993,600 Assets
David Snrnoff, RCA
listed the company’s total assets at the end of
1951 at $255,993,000, as compared
with $209,959,000 in 1950. Company
paid out $3.50 dividends per share
on preferred stock and $1 per
share on common during the year

hoard

HIATUS FOR

Yankelevich, Arg. Radio

.

’

,

JURY’

recom-

mendations adopted.

„

(Buzz)
Chapin, ABC-TV orand-o stations
v.Pm who just returned from a
three^week junket to effectuate
the revamp, the setup of independent spot and local units will permit them to concentrate on their
respective spheres. Both local and

it

Brig. Geri.

Slocum

to

radio,

shows aired during the year were
sponsored, while on; TV, 75.1%
were sponsored.

spot biz has been booming, with the
First-timers on the board are E;
network realizing a considerable R. Vadeboncoeur of WSYR, , Syraportion of its income from the o- cuse, N. Y„ who succeeds William
and-o operations,
A. Fay of WHAM, Rochester, N; Y.,
“Tht* national sDot field in tele for District 2; Henry B, Clay of
/'
KWKH, Shreveport, La., who suchas
P
ceeds Harold Wheelahan of WSMB;
told V ARIE,tv this week. “Separa
tion of spot from local sales de- New Orleans, for District 6; Stan_
sU ley R. Pratt of WSOO, Sault Ste:
partments giving us oui own sia
tion representative force in five Maria, Mich., who succeeds RichM. Fairbanks of WIBC, Indiancities, will also help us bring irito ard
for District 8; E; K. HartenTV new advertisers. At the same apolis,
bower of KCMO, Kansas City, Mo.,
time, we are augmenting bur local
who
succeeds William B. Quarton
stafts
s ? le
of WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, for
?
As a result of the reorganization, District- 10; Albert D. Johnson of
Don L. Keafney has been upped KOY, Phoenix, Ariz., who succeeds
to national manager of TV spot Calvin J. Smith of KFAC, LOs
sales, and will also head up the Angeles, for District -16; and Lee
‘JUVE
N. Y. spot office. In Chi, Roy Mc- W« Jacobs of KBKR, Baker, Ore.,
Laughlin will manage the midwest who succeeds Patt McDonald for
spot sales office, with Bill Larimer Small Stations.
NBC-TV’s “Juvenile Jury,” Which heading the Los Angeles office,
Elected to second terms were
has been dropped by Minnesota Dave Sacks heading the San Fran-. Harold Essex of WSJS, Winston
Mining, may be the 13-week sum- cisco office, and Joe Henry taking Salem, N. C., for District 4; Jack
mer replacement on both NBC the Detroit post. Henry will also Todd of KAKE, Wichita, Kan., for
video and radio for. DeSoto-Plyrii- cover radio, since ABC’s Detroit District 12; William C. Grove of
and TV sales, departments KFBC, Cheyenne, Wyo., for Disouth’s Groucfyo Marx show.
Jr.,
trict 14; and A. D. Willard
Under terms of the deal set with aren’t separated yeC
NBC by Barry-Enright Produc- T n thp lnnil ^ales field Joe Fisher of WGAC, Augusta, Ga. for Medium
Stations (director-at-large).
tions, which packages “Jury,” the j
WENRfor
manager
new sales
S
web has the, right to pull it off 'TV^Chi; F^ik/King, formerly With
for
Elected
director -at -large
the air for 13 weeks a year. As a
L. A., was riairied sales Large Stations was Paul W. Moris
new
result, unless a
for KECA-TV on the ency of WTIC, Hartford, Conn., a
immediately to replace Min- p rtnc *? v:
found
.,
Coast; Vince Francis; sales man- veteran board member, who suc...
nesotaJoining on its current!Sun
ager 0 f KGO-TV, San Francisco, ceeds James D. Shouse of WLW,
been upped to station manager Cincinnati, who was ineligible
show^wUl be dropped until has Wl11 contmue to handle the following two successive terms.
and
win preem
time «
it will
June
that ume
June. At inai
Elected, director-at-large repreTrevor Adams,
portfolio;
for Marx. gales
aga i n as the replacement
*
"O
__
_
WJZ-TV, N. Y. station manager, senting FM stations was Michael
Present plans call for the show
also heads up sales for the Gotham R. Hanna of WHCU-FM, Ithaca,
filling the unkey. In Detroit, WXYZ-TV man- N. Y., who has been
expired term left vacant by the
Audio portion would a S er John Pival continues to handle resignation of Frank U. Fletcher,
SDOt on T y
saies.
then be taped for playing back the station’s local
Hannah now enters on a full twofollowing Wednesday on the
the fniinwiner
year term.

A

-

According

reported net profits of $31,-

.

erate

in

RCA

193,000 for 1951 in its annual yearend statement released yesterday
(Tues.), which showed a dip from
the peak net of $46,250,000 recorded by the company the previRCA
which
ous
New $50,000,000 loan
year. Earnings this year Were
negotiated last week is to be used equivalent to $2.02 per share of
mainly to finance defense produc- common stock, as compared With
tion. RCA pointed out that, the $3.10 for 1950.
armed services don’t advance
Decline In- the net was attributed
money now for defense contracts to a levelling-off of consumer deas they did during World War II. mand, following the so-called scare
As a result, the loan is to be used buying of 1950. Gross income was
for working capital on such con- up for yeur, hitting a new high of
$598,955,000, as compared with
tracts.
Money was borrowed from in- $586,393,000 for 1950. Company
paid
out $62,389,000 in taxes durLeh
vesting institutions through
?
man Bros. Under the deal, RCA ing 1951, which represented, more;
than
double the net profits. Taxes,
will issue to the investors a total
promissory amounted to $4.49 per share of
of,
of
$50,000,000
common.
notes on or before June 30, 1953.
NBC network, Wholly owned by
Notes will carry 394% interest,
maturing May 1» 1977. New coin RCAV racked up $137,156,000 in
sales during 1951, up 48% Over the
raises RCA’s. long-term loans to
preceding year. Report did not
$150,000,000, of which $100,000,000
break down the earning statement
in 3% notes is due May 1, 1974.
of NBC’s radio and TV depart-

RCA’s $50,000,000

CKLW

.

,

Henry.

.

.

a

.

Miw.nmreis»ow

VeJneaday, FcbinaCry 27, 1452

¥

hospital this week . Ramsay Wil- cette’s “Home
liams set for a feature role on strip on

WNBQ

NBC’s “Big Story” Friday

Television Chatter
“Date

Neyy York
singer Barry

Radio and Television Directors
tonight Guild voted to rescind special $1

Broadway”

on
<

.

;

.

*

.

j

.

.

.

.

.

?

.

,

KNBH ...

•cast of his

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Eddie Albert took

Red

KLAC-TV show .to

Cameraman

.

.

'

WOULD PROBE BRAZIL’S
RADIO NACIONAL IN RIO
Rio

De

Janeiro, Feb. 13.

National deputy Tenorio Cavalcanti has asked Congress to investigate the income and disbursements of Radio Nacional, govern-

ment-owned broadcasting

station in

Rio.

In

the bill presented, Cavalcanti has the government to

on NBC’s “Today” oh WNBQ
Russ Reed’s “Top O’ The Weather” port:
currently SRO on WENR-TV with
1. The total income of Radio Nathe Triad Window Co. buying the
cional during the past year.
after six weeks as manager of pro- Tuesday and Thursday segments;
6.
2. Amounts paid as salaries to
First Fed- Iron Fireman bankrolls the other
duction operations
eral Savings and Loan picks up three days of the strip .-j Dr. W. D. its directors.
of
London
University
tab on Ed Lyon News, on KLAC- Wright,
3. How many persons figure as
Cross Blood Bank to pitch five
hours for blood donors, with channel removing all blurbs from show
Richard Grey ankled KTTV
.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

’

TV

..

.

KLAC-TV’S

Cliffie Stone,

Tennessee Ernie and “Hometown
Jamboree” crew to Victorville
Army Air Base for benefit show
Vincent Price
for airmen
inked to star in “Count Von Lustig,” Chesterfield sponsored show
airing March 6 on NBC-TV
Broderick Crawford in from N. Y.

prof, to discuss color teevee at the
Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers* conclave Fri-

directors.

-

day

Where did Radio Nacional get
Auto merchant jim the money to build a new station,

(29)

4.

Moran has renewed his “Courtesy- Radio Excelsior, already authorHour” variety show for another ized by the government,
Yves Joly,
cycle on WENR-TV
did Radio Nacional
5. Where
French hand puppeteeer, guesting get the money to begin operations.
on WENR-TV’s “Studs’ Place” tothe total of the payWhat
is
.Philip
morrow night (Thurs.)
after TV guest shots there
Zsa Zsa Gabor and Yma Sumac Morris, effective March 25; will roll and what are the 10 highest
salaries
paid.
guested on Frank Sinatra’s CBS- sponsor Clifton Utley’s WNBQ
5:50 newscast three times weekly
TV show this week.
Meanwhile the Assis Chateau.

.

.

.

-

;

.

.

.

.

*

.

.

.

Herbert. Bull, formerly with briand chain of newspapers which
McCann-Erickson in N. Y., shifted also owns 10 radio stations in BraNeedham, Louis & Brorby as zil, trained its heavy guns on Radi
Tony Parrish'
TV art director
Nacional, charging that the governhandling announcing chores of
outfit
was paying
Fields’
“Pace of Chicago” via ment-owned
Walton Rug and Fur- “princely” salaries with public
WBKB
niture Co. will slot a feature film funds, damaging independent stain the 11 p.m. Thursday spot on tions.
WNBQ next week.
Diario da Noite, a Chateaubriand
paper, said the tactics were the
same as used by Argentina’s President Peron to take over the na.

.

Chicago

•

'

.

TV Initiation fee as of March 1,
restoring standard initiation fee of
$50, as result of Wage Stabilization
Board’s okay'of upped wage rites
at

.

Rockar back at WGN-TV after
completing, a hitch in the Army
Signal Corps . . . Indie packager
Hal Tate putting together a fiveminute tele show featuring Xavier
John Bry.
Curst’s sketching .
son subbing on WENR-TV’s nightly newscast while regular gabber
John Carmichael covers the major
league spring training camps . . .
Herald-American bankrolling Len
Connor’s 8:55 a,m, local news cutin
Bill

(29).

.Hollywood

(Wed.) and “It’s News to Me”
Belafonte March 3
Cliff Steward and
guesting on ABC’s Frances Lant- his San Francisco Boys guest on
ford-Don Ameche show Monday. Sam Levenson's CBS-TV stanza
Sunday (2) ... Charles A. Hender(3)
.
Benton & Bowles hosting son added
by NBC-TV as special
the first annual “Captain Video” assistant to Pete Salomon on the
air safety awards lunch at the “Victory at Sea” navy vidserles,
Vet character actress Lily Valenti
Hotel Biltmore today (Wed,)
Burroughs Prince upped to edi- stepped into CBS-TV’s “Studio
torial, supervisor on NBC’s “To- One” ’Monday night (25) after beday,”
with
Paul
Cunningham ing called late that afternoon to
replace a fumbling actress.
named overseas news editor
Mike Greben, formerly with Gen-NBC-TV Hollywood exec Noreral Artists Corp., has joined the man Blackburn in for a quickie
Milton H. Blaekstone TV agency hoipeoffice visit this week. He’s
Alan Anderson; legit director heading for Detroit today (Wed.)
and one of the founders of ABC’s with sales and operations veepee
“Celanese Theatre” project, joined Ed Madden and account exec Bob
World Video as veepee in charge White for huddles with DeSotoof program development ....
Nan Ply mouth execs before returning
Marquand, production assistant for to the Coast
Dorothy Danradio and TV,, has joined the dridge, originally pactedJp guest
Weirttraub
staff
agency’s
on CBS “Toast of t!fe Town”
Betty Garde set for a featured March 9, will appear this Sunday
role on CBS’ “Man Against Crime” (2) instead ... Rex Marshall, who
Friday (20).
narrates or delivers the commerWOR-TV launches new. thriller, cials on several TV shows, is re“Terror,”
ton i ght (Wed.) at cuperating from a flu attack and
7:30 p.m., with Harvey Marlowe will be absent from the shows
."
Authors about. 10 days
producer-director
Bob Wahl; ABC
,
foreward to’ new Crime Club mys- producer-director, staging “Kind
tery, “Death in a Million Living Lady” at. the Connecticut PlayRooms,” by Pat McGerr, cites help makers theatre in Old Greenwich
by ABC-TV’s Tony Leighton and the next two weekends
Sid
Bert Schwartz who checked video Caesar’s wife, Florence, and their
Coleen Gray guests on new son returning home from the
details

Folk

Cooking” scullery

WNBQ

to

program director George

Heinemann named TV

director of

the Chi American Cancer Society

William Dooley
Film Productions
Kroger Stores
latched onto the Tuesday and
Thursday stanzas of Eddie Dou-

fund campaign

.

joins, Academy_
as sales director

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

tion’s broadcasting stations.

numerous programs which do

credit

to the broadcasters. Among those
“designed to educate and to improve human relations,” he mentioned “The Church of the Air”
on CBS, “Faith in Our Time” on

With

Mutual, “University of Chicago
Round Table” on NBC, “American
Town Meeting of the, Air” on ABC,
and “People’s Platform” on CBS.
The last three discussion programs, Walter said, “provide the
listener with a better understands
ing of the public issues that create
stresses
Upon himself and his
neighbors so that, he and they may
be governed by reason rather than
emotions, in their activities and relations.”

its

Bishop Fulton

J.

Sheen

religioso show having drawn critical plaudits, the DuMont web is
now lining, lip a full-hour religious
news show for Sunday evenings.

As

explained by web. program
the show .will cover the

execs,

“week

in religion” and be, similar
to tire weekend religious sections
in the daily newspapers.
Present plans are to slot the
show Sundays from 6 to 7 p.m.
Each of the three major denominations, Protestants, Catholics and

Jews, .will have 20 minutes each
Sunday, with the three to rotate

Among other worthwhile programs, Walter cited NBC’s “AmerForum,” “Meet the Press,”
“American Youth Forum” and “National Farm and Home Hour”; Columbia’s “Invitation to Learning”
and “You and the World”; Mutual’s
“Northwestern Reviewing
Stand” and “College Choral Series”;
ABC’s
“Negro
College
Choir”; and DuMont’s “John Hopkins Science Review.”
Walker also paid tribute to the
University of Oklahoma program,
“Family Life. Radi
Forum”; the
religious programs broadcast by
Washington, D. C., radio arid TV
stations; the educational TV programs carried by WHAS in Louisville; and the programs of stations
operated by educational institu-

in each position.

ican

Top

ecclesiastical

groups from each sect are cooperating with DuMont in -the project.

‘Howdy’s’ Radio Sponsor
Chicago, Feb. 26.

Shoe

International

has

Co.

bought into the Saturday morning
radio version of “Howdy Doody”
on NBC. Shoe company will bankroll the first 15-minute segment of
the hour long- show starting March
22.
During the summer, sponsor

•.

NBC

lineup
will use a 83-station
but will add 40 more in August.

&

Henri, Hurst
agency.

McDonald

is

the

tions.

By and large, Walker observed,
the stations do “a good job” in
the Country and the American system of broadcasting on the whole
“far surpasses” that of any other
nation. However, “a lot of improve-

Thtn’s tils a change . .
•ince the turn of the .century great changes have taken place in

ment” can be made.

America—

The metal
About

same time the purveyors

was then a major medium

of nostrums were being

newspapers and magazines by legitimate

of advertisi

grew in stature as advertising medi

advertisers found a

new way to talk

to more people

more often. Radio demonstrated that people sell better than paper*
Today, the impact of television— newest medium of all—has changed the living habits of

To

the change

ftf

is

to this

WLW-Land— 1/lOth of America—

lesta.ieea

Ml

new combination.

O N’l

Reasons
foremost

TAT ION A N D

I

T S

TV

S E R V

I

C E

i

I

Uni-

New York

2.
3.

Strong audience impact
Inherent listener loyalty
-

4, Potential

buying power

Send for a copy of

‘WHO’S

WHO ON WEVD’

Henry Greenfield, Mon. Dir.
WEVD. 117-119 West 44th St.
Now York 19

versity of Michigan, was in recognition of the “University of Michi-

gan Television Hour,” an educational telccoprse presented by the
station as a public service.
'

'

'
•

•

;

brated
(22).

CBS.

its

The

.

r

—

N. C.
iWWNC cele25th anniversary Friday
station was saluted on

Asheville,

local

Top adult programming

i

Award

by. the

and

Jewish Market
of Metropolitan

WWJ

•

Why

useWEVD year after
year to roach, the vast

1.

WWJY Freedom

notional

advertisers

their great instruments “to the task
of overcoming ignorance, self-indulgence, intolerance and racial
and religious prejudice.”

The award, shared
I

4
Th*

Detroit, Feb. 26.
For the third consecutive year,
was named a recipient of a
Freedoms Foundation award for
its contribution to a better understanding of freedom;

Television

THE NAT

\

.

radio and television together form an unparalleled advertising combination.

reach more people more often, and more economically in

crime

erhood Week, Walker concluded,
that radio and television devote

milli

of people and the advertising technique of thousands- Of businesses.

WLW-Land,

citi-

disturbed

of

the overcommercialization of many
broadcasts.
The Commission receives a lot of mail with respect
to unjust attacks and caricatures
of minority racial and religious
groups.”
It is fitting in this World Broth-

crowded from, the pages of

advertisers. Publications

Then came radio. In this mass coiqmunication media

In

are

number

sign in this once typical scene

this

“Many

by the large
and horror
stories.- Many object to programs
which border on the vulgar, and
zens

changes in living— changes in advertising.

M«t.:

NBC-TV
GUMMO MARX

(Formerly

MAX GORDON)

%

Wednesday, F^rtiiiy 27, 19$2
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STRANGE ADVENTURE-fifty-two
different fifteen-minute

dram

adaptable also to twenty-six half-hour.

Programs ."mystery and suspense
guaranteed
of their

'

to

keep viewers on the edge

seats,

HOLLYWOOD ON THE LlNE-t^entysix quarter-hour simulated telephone

interviews using the big box-office

appeal of twenty-six big Hollywood
stars to attract audiences for y our
sales messages.

the range moERr-fifiy-two

half-

hour films of the early Am
frontier starring movie heroes JacJc

Mahoney and Dick Jones
and waiting

. , .

ready

works for

to shoot the

your product.

VIENNA PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA—
thirteen concert

and

programs of classical

semi-claSsical

music played by

the world-renowned Vienna Orchestr

hlmed in Vienna and. Salzburg.

half hour action dramas starring the
greatest Western hero of them, all..,

cheered by critics as”one of the hottest

film packages in

TV” and ^wonderful

news for TVfans. 99
1

WORLD’S IMMORTAL OPERAS—
seven popular operas carefully edited

You ought

to pack your customers

And

in.

if

you'd let us put you (and your sales

,*
.

message) in on^ of the

CBS

©

for half-hour programming, with

'

Television Film Sales pictures at the light,

ym will

internationally famous voices}

many

•

programs with commentary by
Olin Downes.

Because

all

of these pictures— created especially for television with top-quality

BETSY AND THE MAGIC KEY- two-

programming and production— assure you of a huge audience ... at a

cost even

hundred-sixty quarter-hour film
fables with marionettes which open

'your accountant

will

applaud.

the door to
stories

And

if

CBS

you are looking

for the one picture that will best reach your paying public,

you as wide a variety as you wid

Television Film Sales offers

a world of light-hearted

and songs and of

lovable,

bright-eyed people.

find anywhere.

holiday IN PARIS— thirteen

half-

hour musical variety programs

CBS

But see

for yourself. Just ask the

you

a private showing. Since each

produced in Paris especially for

Television Film Sales representative nearest

television,

for

series is subject .to prior sale in each

we suggest you ask soon.

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES

star

Dolores Gray as the leading lady.

!

market,

with continental and

Broadway musical-comedy

1

i

.

CASES OF .EODICDRAKE^(h'W^»
Offices in

New York, Chicago;, Los

Angeles, Memphis, San FrOncisco

half-hour mystery programs with

Don Haggerty (“Command
**

'

Decision/*

Canadian Pacific”) as rough-and-

ready Eddie Drake and Pat rici

Morison as his

girl..

Available-soon:

FILES

OF JEFFREY JONES

Ve^ctdty, Febr—ry

BAMO-TELEVIRION
more and more

shows prepare for

the etst-to-westheglra,
Sail
Currently, for example, CBS
.
originations are at best a sprawl#
Contta *,e * fr«m
ss
ing undertaking, with TV veepee
Continued from pen* M
Harry Ackerman on a continuous under contract.
Mutual has sold
roundofblcycling tofhe HalRoach «qqTD” to Falstaff beer for a
coupled with equally top-bracketed Milton Berle, even today the RobAmos 'n* Andy .
ihsoh-Ackerman , thinking is*, to studios (where the
remuneration,
numberw of markets (except
series is being filmed), to the Gen'the show in its entirety and
scrap
Building With a ‘Format’
(fo*- “Lucy”) to on the Coast), and will co-op the
Studios
Service
eral
in a
And significantly, CBS, through develop Sinatra (possibly
Jackie Gleason) with- Earl Carroll's Theatre for the A1 ballcasts in non-Falstaff markets.
the architectural auspices of Wil- teamup with
framework. The Pearce cross-the-board originations
McLendon also charged baseball
liam L. Pereira and Charles Luck- in a more intimate
House
Art Linkletters
“illegal conspiracy” because
as it currently exists, (with
show,
man (ex-Lever Bros, prexy), had Sinatra
also pencilled in), or to
last flirting with Party
^he so . ca ii e d 50-mile rule. LiBweb’s
the
be
may
blueprinted its TV City to meet the
Stu(now
building
Lee
theex-Don
ap“spectacular”
said this rule bars starty
chief
e
so-called
of
this the
exacting
requirements
the tions from beaming a major league
dio D) for .Corliss Archer,
“show - biz - while - you « wait/’ and proach.
and
Healy
Lind
Hayes-Mary
Peter
curdeal
is
a
example,
ame west of the Mississippi River
While, for
more particularly for the almost
«Trmn
men- g
Not to men
originations. Not.
Irma” nriuinflUnttfs
for a Cass Daley
an(j south of the Mason-Dixon line
stylized
formula rently being set
programming
the
from
emanating
shows
tion
the
debeing
is
it
except by approval of both major
through which CBS hopes to' stake revue-type show,
at CBS league prexies.
Within this area,
signed as a personality show with converted radio studios
its claim for top-dog supremacy.
the for- Building.
known as “league territory,*’ no
The CBS formula, which repre- the iiitime approach. That off With
similar distress signal is Up broadcasts can be authorized to
A
has paid
thus
far
mula
sents a blending of top Hollywoodcoin is evidenced at NBC where the “bicycle circuit” any station within 50 miles of a
berthed personalities with “format’' some fabulous
The. majors
the Blatz Beer sponsorship of also prevails in trying to resolve minor league park.
values, is almost in complete juxta- from
But aiau
situation.'
a difficult
Andy, Cavalier cigaret’s ,
iu auiuuntc
authorize balluaxialso agiccu
agreed nut
not tp
— t studio
r
7 ,
i
position to the “let's-plax^pr-a-hit” Amos
less fortunate in ca g^ s outside a 50-mile radius of
of “Irma” (which in turn ISfBC is somewhat
•pickup
t( iini1ni«
MMAiAAritirt
nnn i»Anfv
•
ideology of full-blown productions
some dickering by the projecting its “under one roof its own park by any station broad
cued
has
in
spectaculars
and
encompassed
plans; since some NPA production Casting within a 50-mile radius of
client to latch on to the;
the NBp thinking, Just as years same
if the present commitment curbs have been tossed its way, and any other major or minor league
back in radio, CBS hewed to a for- version,
Ennds
can be resolved satis- have 'thus far stymied the net game being played.
with
mula which called for a more intioption on; the work’s plan to move forward on
The effect of this rule has been
mate type of programming, which factorily), Colgate’s
“Miss Brooks,” Philip its elaborate Burbank TV centre. to keep “GOTD” broadcasts out of
brought in its wake a cycle of low- upcoming
Shift
Population
'Morris' claim on “Lucy,” Carnation
Cue
May
the
north-east quarter of the U. S.,
budgeted, high-rated shows, today
Alinvestment in Burns
That the emergence of TV- City the sOrcalled “club territory,’’
the Hubbel Robinson, Jr.-Harry Milk’s
L.A.’s popu
on
bearing
len, etc.
have
a
may
where
the major league teams are
Ackerman TV philosophy adheres
lation-industrial shift, certainly a concentrated.- Mutual, for exam?
$12,000,000 Monument
to the same pattern of shooting for
TV’s
fu- pie, feeds its “GOTD” to its B Netin
determining
barometer
qualitative situation comedies and
With the completion of TV C|ty
in the work, in the south dhd west, while
vxestihg their video personalities in October, this country will, boast ture sphere of influence
scheme of Hollywood things, is evi the northeast section of the coun*
and shows with warmth and in- Its first exclusive video tejnple
that already
timacy.
a structure being built not for dent from* the fact surrounding try. takes a non-baseball feed from
its’ A Network.
In the long pull, CBS sees the this or iie*t year, but designed to assessment values on
Besides protecting the major
“Irmas,” “Lucys,” “Miss Brooks,” meet the ever-expanding program- property are skyrocketing. Only a
“Luigis,” “Corliss Archers,” Burns ming concepts of a decade hence. couple blocks away is the gigantic teams, from networked ballcast
Allen and Amos 'n' Andy as the In terms Of its immediate value, Metropolitan Life housing devel- competition, the rule protects the
in the minor league clubs from networked
Ultimate answer to established, hits. It will not Only take precedence as opment, one of the largest
And while CBS has made excur- a $12,000,000 monument to the world,' thus pre-guaranteeing a ballcasts of the majors. At the
studio minor league confab last DecemCity’s
TV
sions into the “NBC technique,” “show biz of the future,” but will hefty segment of
ber, George N. Trautman, prez of
6uch as with the current Frank alleviate a Coast Studio situation audiences.
embrace
City
will
Initially, TV
National «Assn. of Minor League
Sinatra hour showcase opposite that grows increasingly acute as
15 acres of land and ultimately Teams, who was. also named a cocover 30 acres. The plant is being defendants, said the minors’ gates
built around a core of four gigantic had slumped due to broadening
studios, with sound Stages matching major league broadcasts.
Later,
the best in the Hollywood film em- at their convention, the majors repire. Two of the new TV studios scinded rule 1-D and put the quesWill be equipped to seat audiences tion of selling broadcast rights up
of 350 persons each. “Flexibility’' to the discretion of the individual,
is the key to the whole plant opclubs.
In response to Trautman's
eration, for the walls separating request, and presumably because
both the audience and non-audi- most of the majors have farm
ence studios caif be moved, so that teams among the minors, several
the size, shape and number of of the big team cut down on their
stages can be readily changed broadcast contracts.
whenever required.
LBS brief also lashed out at the
Everything is on the “produe- fact that Mutual has bexclusiyity on
tioh-llne production basis,” with World Series ballcasts. f with itssixarm’s length access to set design year pact extending through 1956).
facilities, carpenter shops, paint Liberty also charged that ballgames
shops, set storage rooms, property, can’t be re-created by a broadcast
rooms, etc. There’s a ramp circling er who does not use a Western
he entire studio area, plus tremen- Union wire report of the play-bydous freight elevators for vertical play from the ball park. Re-creamovement, to permit speedy haul tion involves the simulating of an
ng of sets and equipment. Within actual on-the-spot description by
steps of the massive studios will an announcer expanding the skelebe dressing rooms, rehearsal halls, ton bulletins coming in over the
even a “TV Green Room” recrea- ticker,
tion centre for writers, directors,
producers, acting talent, etc. Every,
thing is geared to an “economy of P|TT C
Ilf Cl
If
14
if I/I f 41$ .zLyvIi
space" philosophy not because' 4

WLIB'SNEGRO-SLANTED

Uberfy’s

H’wood: ‘Video-While-Y ou-Wait

SHOWS NOW SYNDICATED

M

.

.

.

Morris Novik, Indie radio conand prexy of WLIB, N. Y.,
is syndicating the Indie station’s
Negro-slanted shows, .offering them
to outlets In the 54 Negro markets
for the cost of dubbing and distribution. Idea is to provide the stasultant

.

— —

.

i.

*

* •

AM

&

some of

tions directing
grams to the

their pro-

Negro dialers with
well-produced airers and at the
same time to attract more prominent guests to the WLIB programs
with th« lure of a national hearing.
Series involved are Charlotte
Hubbard’s “Washington By-Line,”
weekly quarter hour; “Poppy Can-

.

V

19S2

387,

non Presents,” weekly show featuring the wife »of Walter White,
National Assn, for Advancement
of Colored Peoples Chief, available
in 15- or 30-minute editions; and
the cross-the-board Ruth Ellington
James show.
All shows will be open-ended,
and WLIB will not participate in
the proceeds in the event any of
the stanzas are sold.

'

'

;

—

;

&

>
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Coast Brass Chib
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Industry leaders in Hollywood
have organized their own Executives .Club and named John. K.
West, NBC division veepee, as its
first president. Club meets twice-amonth and guest ‘Speakers will
have the freedom of talking off the

record.

Veepees serving with West are
Willet Brown, prez of Don Lee net-?
Glenn Wallichs, prez of
Capitol Records, and Neil Reagan,
who heads up the Hollywood office
for McCann-Erickson. Represented
in the organization are toppers in
radio; television, ad agencies and
recordings.
WOrk;

.

.

.

Worth— Series

Fort

“Pot

titled

a Thursday afternoon feaWBAP-TV. It features
Armand Jones as m.c., with Wiliam Barclay, staff organist, and
Johnny Hay, comic cartoonist. Inaddition to requests by listeners
or music, Jones, answers behind-

uck”

is

ture on

.

TV

concerning

questions

the-scenes

and programs.

artists

,

|

,

U/HTU

there is a shortage of space, but
because of TV’s exacting assemblyline requirements of a telescoped
operation.
In keeping with the “flexibility”
pattern, even the TV City building
walls, some of them glass, are being hinged on irbn connections at
each supporting point on the 'structural frame, s6 that 4hey can be
moved outward as much as 300
feet, and more buildings a'dded.
Thus TV City will expand horizontally and vertically as expediency dictates.
Not generally known is the fact
that, while Pereira & Luckman
contributed -immeasurably toward
the ultimate design, some of the
basic and major planning of TV
City was the combined brainchild
of Dick Redmond (no longer with
'

7 DAYS A WEEK-

A.M.-MIDNIGHT
BASE “A” HR. RATE

A

27.6%

$1100

NET B

15.7%

$900

NET

WIND

*250

13.0%

CBS), Frank Falknor and Adrian
Murphy, including the new-type
“sandwich loaf” building which
comprises; the initial unit. A fourstory administration building will
ultimately be expanded to 16 sto-

_

-

-

Pittsburgh, Feb; 26.
Cancellation, by Duquesne Brewing Co. of an hour of wrestling out
of Chicago every Saturday night at
1 over WDTV, and substituting
of a new vidpix series, “The Unexpected,” for half that time has enabled Channel 3 to take “My
Friend Irma” locally.
It’ll
be
shown every other Saturday night

Flock of other reshuffles in

Channel

3,

Wednesday nights

at 9,

9.5%

$90O

8.1%

$338

it

IND C

5.9%

$300

D

3.0%

IND

$240
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C

A.

Photography

in

MURRAY K0RMAN
W. 57th

37

St.,

New

York

PLaza 8-1807

Save on fovr Income Tax
Specialist for the Entertainment Field

'

FEDERAL AND N.

Y.

STATE

DONALD B. HILLIARD
Public Accountant

?97 Eighth Ave., New York If. N..Y.
Circle M347
Bet. 48th & 49th Sts.

OPEN EVENINGS

the.

Coast studio problem licked, Stan
ton’s: new concern is resolving the
situation in the east, where he ultimately envisions a similar TV City,
perhaps in Westchester county,
N. Y., which he feels should invite
the creation of a TV community,
just as Hollywood was born of pix
making.

.
|

Thanks STEVE ALLEN,
AL SPAN and RAY SACKHEIM
for * swell IS WEEKSI

-y—

—

and Joo Ganglar (Hand lor)
Just Conclndod 15 Wooks

STEVE ALLEN

SHOW

CBS-TV

Station *i

4

•
400 N. MICHIGAN AVI., CHICAGO

M.

COMPOSITES

G
"The Most Homes Per Dollar

i

its

hit WDTV in the
week. “Celebrity Time,” which
has been alternating with Red Skelton, has been cancelled out altogether and “Philco Playhouse” will
be shown, on rotating Sundays, 10
to 11. This means .couple of local
sponsors, Northside Packing and
Pennway Sales, with quarter-hour
film programs on Sundays 10:30
to 11, will go on an every other
Sunday' basis now;
Philco had previously been on

with “Celanese TheaCBS prexy Frank Stanton came tre,’.’ and it’ll be replaced every
out last, week for his first gander other Wednesday by the Pabst boxat TV City’s progress and to give ing

/

Pirtdi

ast

alternating

With

GOODWIN SHOW
-NBC-TV —

Coral Recording Artist

programming has

$900

blessing.

BILL

at 11:30,

10.2%

his official

Eileen

.

NET C
NET D
IND B

ries.

BARTON

.

11, ILLINOIS

AM RADIO SALES CO., REPRESENTATIVE

Houston—“Your Personality Is
Showing” has made its debut here
on KPRCrTV as a quarter-hour
feature Thursday evenings.
Programs feature Walter M. Casey,
sales analyst add lecturer, showing
how personality can be used in
business and daily contacts.

P.S.:

Catch

March

mo on STUDIO ONE

4th: (I'm

working

(CBS)

straight).

SONGS FOR SALE— MARCH

8th

Mgt.: Milton H. ilaekiitona

TV ATTRACTIONS

MS

Kfth Avo.. N.

Y..

ELdorado 5-1540

•

Wednesday* iFebmary

27,*

BABlMELBVI$ION

1952
oped, is an “insurance” plum in a
basket which will include other
fruit.
It's expected the ex-FCC
topper wilt soottv acquire an interest in a broadcast or newspaper
property, most likely in his home
s
state of Indiana.
There was nothing in his job
with Time, it was said, which would
have prevented Coy. from staying
on with the Commission to sign
the forthcoming left-the-breese 'allocation report. But it was pointed
out that Coy was unwilling to enter
into, other negotiations while with
the Government.
Coy would not divulge terms of
his contract, but it reportedly
called for three years* duration at
$25,000' per annum. His salary as
chairman of the Commission was
‘

Washington* Feb. 26.
Resignation of Wayne Coy as
chairman of the Federal Communications Commission ‘has set the
dopesters to speculating on his successor*; It's recalled that last sum*
mer, when Commissioner Frieda
Hennock had planned to leave the
agericy, it was expected that Robert
administrative aide to
Bartley,
Speaker iOf the House Sam Ray*
bum (D.-Tex.), would fill the vacancy. Bartley,: a nephew of Rayi

.

burn, is said to have *ihe inside
track for v the next .commissionership.

;

---

RADIO* TV FEMMES
Detroit, Feb. 26.

Women

Continued 'from page

21

Radio & web considers
in that category only rently working on scripts for drasecond an- those
shows in which a regularly- matic presentation of the trial and
nual convention here April 4-6, scheduled
death of Socrates, the communal
series turns over its ‘enexperiment in the Plymouth colWith 700 femmes in the industry tire
program to the t>roject. NBC, ony, the distortion, of education in
expected to attend.
he said, has also given play to cul- the Soviet zone of Germany and
The
Grocery
Manufacturers tural and educational themes in others.
Even such whodunits as
Assn., Tea Bureau; Kellogg Cereal, other shows, either via special “Martin Kane, Private Eye” and
Leaver Bros., Shoe Guild, Ford Mo- events or as integrated parts of series such as “T-Men in Action”
tors, National Greeting Card Pub- regularly-scheduled programs. Latand “We, the People” are expected,
lishers, Assn., Shoe Guild and other ter would include the frequent use to have “Lobe” presentations, with
firms and industrial groups are of classical ballet and concert art- okays haying already been granted
scheduled to play host at various ists on Kate Smith’s shows, Howdy by their sponsors pending NBC’s
AWRT events. The McCall. Mike Doody’s recently-inaugurated pitch coming up with a suitable script to
Awards, citing the 10 outstanding for KID CARE, etc. These; how- work into their formats.
$15,000.
femmes in the industry, will be ever, do not fall under the “Lobe”
Taylor emphasized that ail these
Coy’s fellow members on the presented on April 6. Among the classification.
shows must have sufficient enterCommission joined in a Unanimous various sessions planned1 is one on
As illustrative of what “Lobe” tainment values to. hold an auditribute to him yesterday (Mon.) on sales problems and a report on the shows are designed to be, Taylor
ence, qi* even to, draw a new audiTelevision will hold

in

its

,

Truman

Walker

Now-

Don’t Look

SET DET. CONCLAVE
American

But whether the President would
appoint Bartley for the chairman- the occasion of his resignation, in distaff audience’s preferences,
a letter entered on the, permanent
Edythe Fern Melrose, of WXYZ,
it's likely
ship is another thing;
minutes of the agency, they de- Detroit, is masterminding conventhat demands would arise for* a
clared:.
tion arrangements.
AWRT prez
“Your resignation' brings to an Edythe Meserand, of WOR, N. Y.,
end a career of service
which will preside at the sessions.
Sees
has been -marked by the highest
Washington, Feb. 26.
conception of duty, by tireless inFCC vice-chairman Paul A.
Another Park Fast 1-Shot
dustry and by conspicuous leaderWalker, who has been in
ship.
During your term as chairPark East mag, which last month
charge of the Commission
man, the Commission has been con- sponsored a one-shot telecast on
since chairman Wayne Coy
fronted by some of the most com- WJZ-TV, N. Y., has bought time
last'
week, today
resigned
plex technical and policy problems for another special show on the
called on President,
(Tues.)
of its entire history.
In the solu- ABC-TV outlet next. Tuesday (4)
He no-commented
Truman.
tion of those problems you have at 11:10-1 1:30 p.m.
queries on the interview.
made a contribution that will f orTitled “Paging Park East,” show
White House Call cued speceyef reflect credit upon your com- will feature Maggi McNellis as
ulation Truman might appoint
petence and devotion to the public f emcee with Bartley Crum as
Walker as chairman, and fill
interest.”
guest. Bob Wahl is producing.
the vacancy with a new com.

$1

,

.

.

'

cites Montgomery's New Year’s
Eve program, “Class of '67” and
his “Rise Up and Walk,” which
dealt with polio in dramatic format.
Coe has produced a factual
story on Robert Vogeler end his
bioplay on Louis Braille, among
others.
Herb Swope, Jr., staged a
show on his “Lights Out” series
last week about the Eye Bank. 'Albert McCleery teed a three-part
“Peer Gynt” series Sunday night
(24)
on his “Cameo Theatre”
.

;

series.

But, he said, the audience
reception accorded those done so
far has proved that subjects of
reality, when presented on TV, can
be much more interesting than on
radio.
And, h.e added; such subjects are almost inexhaustible.
ence.

Milwaukee--WTM J-T V, Milwaukee. Journal Station, has scheduled
five “Voters’

telecasts

in

Guide” public service
cooperation with the

Milwaukee League'
Voters. The programs

of
Women
will present

“Lobe” would also include one- candidates for important city,
shots, such as Gian-Carlo Meiiotti’s county and state offices. They ar
Christmas Eve opera, “Amahl and scheduled both before the primary
the: Night Visitors,” or the Arturo election March 4 and the final
.

Toscanini broadcasts.

Web

is

cur-

spring, election April

1.

missioner, rather than bringing in an outsider as chairman
over heads, of those who’ve
served pu FC.C,
.

more prominent

figure to take the
top job at the agency, especially
TV
assuming'
such importwith
One name frequently menance,
-

tioned, in this connection is Telford
Taylor, chairpaait of the Small De-

fense Plapts agency and former
general counsel of the Commission.
Taylor has become identified with
TV since he presented the case for
the Joint Committee on Educational Television for the set-aside
of channels at FCC hearings last
year..
He has since written extensively on the subject.
Whoever the President names to
the post isn’t likely to have easy
Sailing for confirmation, judging
by the present mood of the Senate.
And with Republicans hopeful of
a change ' in administration, it’s
possible that no Democrat would
be confirmed at this time:
By
keeping the seat open, the Republicans, if successful in November,
could have four members of their
party on the Commission,
The
present membership is composed
of three Republicans, three Democrats (including Coy), and one independent.'
It would therefore not be. surprising if a liberal Republican
were named to fill the vacancy.
But whether or not- the present
3-3-1 balance is maintained, the
next President selects "the chair•

man.
Pending the appointment, Commissioner Paul Walker will be acting chairman of the agency.
He
would doubtless continue in that
capacity if Coy's seat as a commissioner

is

ceivably,

not

filled this year.

he could remain as

ing chairman even

if

another

Con
act-

com

missioner is named to fill the
vacancy.
In the event of a Republican victory, it’s expected that Commis
sioner Robert Jones would Stand
a good chance of becoming chairman. If Sen; Robert Taft should

Anyone

be elected, Jones could have the
job, it’s believed, if

he wanted

for football...

it.

Both are from Ohio. Jones is a
former member of the House of
Representatives.

Everyone
w^ith

is

anything to

thing about
Continued from page 21
that

Time may get .into

TV

via the
purchase of existing* stations or
through both the purchase and applications for permits.
Maximum
number of stations would probably
be sought. However, it was doubted that Time is interested in' starting a network. Company was represented as not anxious to get in

for football. That’s

it.

sell

. . *

So get

and
Set

bigger audiences with All
exclusive films of

why football is definitely for anyone

thts is definitely the

time to do some

now to make your play

*

for faster sales,

American Gain® 0f th® Week

1952 games between standout teams

•

like these.

contests for

1952 .. every play covered by four cameras to catch
all

^

the package

Here

is

will deliver to

All

Amoricarr Game of the

you with hot-off*the-gridiron Speed

“deep” in TV.
Time’s interest in TV has developed through its production of

Bayipr, Indiana, Michigan State, Northwestern,

Oklahoma,

Nebraska, Stanford, U.C.L. A., Columbia, Yale, and

and a Rose Bowl Preview. 13
For

S.M.U.
U.S.C., Washington, Alabama, Tulane, Kentucky, Texas,

others.

games for
Exclusive? Absolutely. Only Sportsvision can film these
football
you. 30-minute. wrap-ups of the greatest inter-collegiate

full

information on All

solid

Week

next season's

weeks to

sell solidly for

you

American Game of the Week,

Sportsvision,
including a prinrof a typical All American film by
Van Ness,
at
Sunset
office:.
sales
nearest
wire or call our
}

Hollywood 28,

MU

HO 9-6369.

25 Vanderbilt Avenue,

m division

New

York 17,

MI

2-5231..

6-7543, 612 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 11,

“March of Time” films for theatres
and, more recently, for TV. Magazine publishers are interested in
the medium as a market for other
films it plans to produce.
Coy’s. ‘Insurance’
Coy’s job with Time, it devel-

...

Review*
eleven top football games plus the Season's Highlights in

:

Army, Michigan,Notre Dame, Navy, Ohio State, Illinois, California,

all

.

of the rock-and-sock action with close-up intensity,

of the color,

Productions, Inc
of Consolidated Television

.

.

*
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Home

Just Like

Fears of agency execs that
their clients might
to 9 ami.

NBC-TV’* 7

—

Bill Line, Negro disk Terminal Tower with James E,
Detroit
has moved his show. LaMarr, vice president in charge
jockey*
has added four new sales
•‘Swinging Dowu the Lane," to
from WJBK, His pop record with Marcus Agency placing the
spinning begins .Saturday at 3:30 O’Pine Disinfectant on the Bill
Before coming Gordon disk program; Gerst, Syland last an hour,
0
Walsh buying the "Danny
to Detroit and ' staying a year at vester
WJBK, he had performed over Landau” night disker for Meehan
.

.

.

WHK

WJR

&

WMRP,

Motors; Tapco is sponsoring a. twohour nationality through GriswoldEshleman, and Howard Grider signing "For Women Only” for Cop-

Flint.

been appointed farm program
for

rector

WEAL

di

erbright.

.

.A. L,

HammOrschmidt

and

stations
in Baltimore.

.jas been assigned to an adminisr
tratiVe position with NBC-TV and
In addition to supervising agri- will be succeeded at
by
cultural broadcasts,- he has his own William A. Howard as supervisor
TV program, "Town and Country*” of television technical operations^

WBAL-TV
over

WBAL-TV

WNBK

Thursdays,

Columbus—Total

—

—

In other changes,
associate directors Charles Carey,
Frank Chirkinian and Frederick
O’Neill ware named staff directors.
Bob Horn, WFIL disk jockey, has
added the role of newscaster with
an across-the-board (Monday
five-minute
Saturday)
through
news series at 11 p.m. “Bob Horn
Bandstand” follows the newscast
(11:05 to midnight). "Paul Whiteman TV-Teen Club,” telecast over
the ABC network from Philadelphia’s Town Hall every Saturday
night, was cited this week by the
National Conference of Christians
and Jews, for "outstanding contributions during the past year to
mutual understanding and respect

WMCK

the sales staff of
go into the Service and >Jay
left

to

Gould

has resigned his announcing berth
at

Packaged
Gino Come, former

that station, to join

Programs
head technician
,

.

.

at the Playhouse,
the production coordinator
of Dennis Day’s new teevee show
"Perfecfrom the West Coast
tion Time’s” all-girl orch has to
replace three key musicians, violin-

now

is

.

Margie Steen and Ruth
Behringer and bassist Laurine
Sarin, for four weeks >while Pittsburgh Symphony is^on tour
WCAE has put a week-end4ine in
Johnny Brown’s Club in East
Liberty to carry music of Art
Farrar’s band for half an hour on
among American religious* racial Friday and Saturday nights.
and national groups,”
ists

,

^Miller,

farm service and program director

of WRFD, Worthington, "Ohio’s
rural radio station” run by the
Bureau, was selected the
finest farm service program in the
Taft, managing
nation at the recent annual meetCincinnati; Inc.
ing of the National Farm Cooperastation in 1940.
tives in Chicago.

Farm

Nashville—^Recent WSM-TV telethon for Middle Tennessee Heart

ended as heat bit of audience survey for station. After 7V£hour session ended, at 5 a.m. Sunday (17), station discovered that
25% of pledges telephoned came
from outside Davidson county
(where Nashville is located). Alservictf,

most entire roster of WSM pop
entertainers and Grand ole Opry

NBC

—

own

.

would

on bouts were

.

...

WDGY

WARC

.

Previous
direct

have been

experiments

to determine

if

signals sent

WDGY

.

.

from Lawrence, about 40 tage of the

citizens of Charlotte;
certain that

-

miles West of Kansas City, could
be received at the transmitter here.
Signals were picked up here, but
the microwave relay is figured the
best equipment to insure this tele-

reasonably

feel

I

most radio people who read

the,

article will realize .that our facile
ties are of Course available to all
recognized political parties, on an
equal; nonpartisan basis. On the

cast..

other hand, since Variety is reSd
Interest in the game is at fever
by others than radio and video lipitch iii this* area, as it may be the
censees—people who are not fapayola to the Big Seven title, with miliar with general' practices withK. State now in first place and in the industry^—the story, as

26.

KNXT

will K. D. breathing down its neck from
station
worded, could cause us some emtelevise amateur bouts, staged in second placel The teams have met
barrassment. v_ As a matter of fact,
its oWn Studio; if Dave Koffman* a twice
previously, and each has
two -of our largest clients here,
fight and rassling promoter, is suc- taken one contest. K. State Is
both of them Eisenhower supportcessful in obtaining a license from ranked No. 2 nationally, Kansas
ers, have already expressed surthe State Athletic Commission, No. 7.
prise that, as they put it, "we are
Fights would be staged on Saturofficials expect the so commercial minded, we refused
WDAF-TV
day nights and the Simoii-pures
evenf to draw the largest video to take the program until th
would be paid only expenses.
audiences on record here. Stations money was on the line;’*:
It was original intent of Wilbur
figure there are 190,000 receivers
Commercial Feature
Edwards, station manager, to have
in its telecast area,
You and I know; of course, that
an audience of servicemen on
this show was an NBC-TV feature,
Weekend and
leave
over the

Columbia’s

NBC

I

;

KNXT

be moved to Saturday two clubs.
Under the arrangeihejtit with the
night
to escape the scourge
^ of the
o
Gillette-sponsbred fights on Friday Wrigley ownership of the Angels,
.'one-third of the $76,000 payoff will
night.
be “kicked back” to the station in
time sales to promote the games
Earl Giland Wrigley’s chicle,
more, owner of Stars ball park, accepted half of the 75G after making a demand for 75%. A suit Was
Columbus, Feb. 26.
filed to contest his but but was
More than 450 radio and TV pro- called off.
grams have been entered for the
Entire package of 180 games is
16th annual appraisal of radio-TV being offered for $425,000* which
educational programs, Dr; I. Keith includes time and pickup costs.
Tyler, of Ohia State U., announced For half the games the price is
last Week.
one-third,
for
and
$225,000
The. exhibition has been ex- $160,000. No caller of the games
panded this year to include local has been picked yet but Sam
and regional television airers, in Balter, who did some of the games
addition to the usual network last year on KLAC-TV, is the leadshows. The yearly exhibition, held ing candidate.: Mickey Heath, exin conjunction with the Institute ballplayer
and recent resident
for Education by Radio-Television, from Milwaukee, will broadcast the
consists of programs aired over Stars
games on KFWB.
Bob
both U. S. and Canadian radio and Kelley is KMPC caller of Angels
television stations the past year.
Contests.
The 22nd annual Institute will
be held at the Deshler Wallick Hotel here April 17-20.
The awards
will be announced ^pril I4»

the* display will

WTCN

WDOK

stint

Station will use a micro relay
unit for the remote, in a special
deal Worked out by its technicians.

made

effect that

management told the Eisenhower backers in Charlotte that
they "would haye to buy the time
if they wanted the show” could possibly imply to some readers that
we were anti-Eisenhdwer, or at
.least that we were taking advanthe

on'

Hood joined

c^levise Golden Gloves finals
until 6:15 p. m. on the evening the
staged. This was part
WXEL... Ralph Wallace, formerly of deal for rights
Hal Searls,
news, is leaving to become
of
announcer,, switching to
... George
sales
manager
Condon, radio-television editor of WMIN, and Jim McGovern,
the Plain Dealer, leaving for COast- news director, will take over former’s "Let’s Talk Turkey,” nightly
writing trip at end of month
Jerry Fairbanks Production has interview and disk show from loop
opened an office in Cleveland's cafe.

TV

tenor, also taking a

Jay B$rringtonr
your statement to the
do the play-

WKRC

-

stars did stint oi\ telethon.

Cleveland—-Bob Whalen,

7.

.

KSTP-TV staging
studio wrestling matches
With admission free. Show has a
brewery sponsor. Station had been
unable to obtain telecast privilege
for regular Minneapolis and St
Paul auditorium cards, competitor
WTCN-TV landing the local shows
and the KSTP fight with its technicians’ union ruling 4t out of St.
There
Paul public buildings
was ho newspaper notice and
7V itself didn’t announce It
Minneapolis

its

fund drive began as public

Assn.,

March

sports announcer, will
by-play.

gratised for the scraps but there
would have to be an exception
made to the Commission ruling
that an admission must be charged
for leather jousts.
Hollywood, Feb. 26,
Licensed fight clubs are fighting
the move, having already been
Don Lee’s KHJ-TV acquired
Cihcinnati^-Roy Battles,
badly hurt at the wicket by bouts video rights to the home games of
has
farm director, has been reelected televised from the, east.
Stars and Los
Ohio
two or three sponsors interested in botli the Hollywood
secretary-treasurer of the
Natural Resources commission .... the tab. KECA-TV, the ABC sta- Angeles Aiigels; Deal involves 180
Hubbard Hood has been upped tion, will carry the American Le- ball games of the Coast League
from account executive to local gion fights in Hollywood. After teams and cost the network
by David years of carding the knuckle dussales manager of
equally between the
Friday night, the mayhem $150,000, split
director of Radio ters
.

Line

the

Bob

.

Exclusively (or

WLW

Col u m b.u s—"Over
Fence,” conducted by

Kansas City, Feb, 26.
Facilities Open to All
A Big Seven Conference athletic
Charlotte, N. C.
event will be telecast direct from
Editor, Variety;
the campus for the first time by
I have^read with touch interest
WDArf-TV, when it covers the your story captioned "Eisenhower
College
Garden Rally Airinff Cost Backers
Kansas U. vs. Kansas State
at Lawrence 20G; Charlotte Buyr Time Too.”
classic
basketball
The thought occurred ta me that
station

To Stage Tyro Bouts
Hollywood, Feb.

it Ike Rally Coverage;

IN

of $21,842 was.

Philadelphia Richard A. Schle- raised for the Damon Runyon Megel has been named operations morial Cancer Fund at the WLWmanager .at WCAU-TV. Schlegel, Television Wrestling Tournament
Who was formerly with the State finals held Feb: 9. at the State
Dept, and was active in rebuilding Fairgroiihds Coliseum here.
German radiO' after World War II,
came to WCAU-TV in 1949, and
Pittsburgh Bill Sutherland has
was made assistant operations man-

ager last year.

buy into
"Todays

show,
which would mean
they’d have to be at the studioby 6 s 4n„ were allayed this
week by the web.
NBC revealed that lt-has set
aside for the agency men a
room complete with TV set
and fireplaces, and with all the
comforts of home', including
soft rugs, comfortable chairs
and low-key lighting.
Web
said the room offers every inducement to sleep, but claims
nobody ever does, not even
during the commercials. NBC,
of course, also provides the
Agency guyS with plenty of hot
to
help them stay
coffee
awake.

available—-as I understand .ifc—to
several stations from Washington
north. Our first indication that the
program was desired in this area,

came from Eisenhower

supporters,

who

how much

as

inquired

WBTV

to

would charge

to carry the

Since the program was an
NBC' commercial feature, I informed them simply that we had
no order from NBC, and that as
far as price was concerned, .this was
something Which would haye to be
negotiated between the Eisenhower-for-President people apd NBC.
In answer to their further i

show.

•

qqiry, I informed- the local group
make the prothat should
gram available to us, we Would accept it on the usual Ijasis^-oqr
payment for station-time on. this
Eisenhower Rally to be made
,

NBC

-

through the regular channels and
not via the Eisenhower Committee;

WBTV

has no intention of endorsing any candidate or any party.
We will simply make it our business, in the public interest, to see
to it that all recognized candidates
and recognized parties have equal
use of our facilities.
Charles H. Crutchfield,
(WBBT V P., Gen. Mgr.)

I

t

,

Breakdown by program

classifi-

—

The Plains
Tex.
Liibbock,
of
operator
Broadcasting
Co.,
KFYC, has filed application with
built
be
the FCC for a TV outlet to
here at an estimated cost Of $404
Outlet would Operate
558.
Channel No. 5.

Your Top TV

cation reveals that 68^are cultural

broadcasts

TV Audience

Profitable

(art,

science, literature

music), 61 deal with personal
and social: problems, and 59 on
public issues.
Cooperative. Judging centres located in various cities throughout
the natftm will evaluate the radio

arid;

1

exclusive with

entries*'.. AU TV shows will
graded by a committee here.

be

WWSW Goes Whole Hog
On

Gagers Tournament
Pittsburgh, Feb. 26.

LANCASTER, PENNA

Indie-owned WWSW, town’s leading Sports station, Will, follow un
defeated Duquesne University basketball team right through the National

on

!

TV

v

Nation
rich

s

—

ei' n

New

in

this

Invitation

York.

large

Pennsylvania market area

wire.
He’ll

C

r

Represented

'

1

ct

r

R.

Tournament

WWSW

have

another

Bernardino, Calif., covering the
Pittsburgh Pirates’ training camp.
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ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

I

by

—-Latest

Son Francisco

Chicago

N-

monthly

tele

area served by
WTMJ-TV shows a total of 313,January
384 sets as of Feb. 1,
set

Los Angeles

In

assistant,

however; since Bob Prince; who has
off
spelled
Tucker during the
Dukes’ regular schedule, is in San

;

Milwaukee

New York

Wilmington, Del

in

Joe Tucker, sports director of
who has been
calling them all season at home
games, will go to Madison Square
Garden and do the play-by-play accounts for Pittsburgh via a direct

m — only TV

station

tally

set sales

in

this

were

7,847.
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salesmen!
When the chips are

down.. .the

of a good producer is

his satisfied customers.

real proof

For more than thirty years... National
Screen Service has been filling every selling need for motion picture producers
and exhibitors .with short, punchy, ad. .

44

graphy” and eye-catching ACTION!
when Television calls for the
Today
and the
“know-how”, the “facilities”
.

m
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jgWmafei^ ..
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Why

'

vi

.

“craftsmanship” of this film-wise organization .
the agencies and advertisers
who have been using National Screen’s
**showmanship- on-film ”. . . have joined the
others in singing pur praises.
don’t you join the chorus

letting us estimate your next

Commercial?

.

.

..

by

PmtVTr
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Inside Staff-Radio

New Troables
Continued frojn pare 1*

Chicago, Feb. 26.

New York City would be authorized to levy a tax or not more than
the costs to the sponsor of a radio or television program origiance didn’t agree to commence ne- 5% on
nating there, under the terms of a bill introduced in the Albany Legisgotiations by March 17.
lature by gen, Mario M, De Optatis, Brooklyn" Democrat.
An all-out battle appeared in
It reads that notwithstanding any provision to the contrary, a city of
prospect between the Alliance and more than 1,000,00(1. population “i? authorised and empowered
to adopt
the SWG* following Alliance adop- and amend local liw$ to impose in any «u$i *ties a tax not
in excess
tion of a resolution demanding of 5% of the gross costs to the sj£Onsoi* thereof of that part
of a radio
SWG present proof that .it’s certi- or televisiori program, ’any portion of which is used an an advertising
fied to negotiate with the group be- medium, which originates in such cities, and which the
legislature has
fore any negotiations can proceed. or would have the power and authority to impose.” Effective
date
SWG prexy Mary McCall, Jr., “immediately.” The proposal is hew to Capitol Hill. Passage is notis
replied there can’t he any question considered likely, Senator De Optatis. being a member of the minority
of the Guild’s right to rep televi- He also is sponsoring a measure authorizing New York to collect a 5%
sion writers, that, this was resolved tax on admission to sporting events.

*

The board of governors of the a Week, and three day* in New
American Bar Assn, placed itself York, to handle the greater numon record opposing the televising ber of contestants Ini that area.
of Congressional investigations and Producer of the show is Skipper
courtroom proceedings. The action Dawes, veteran *tggeir"of WFIL*
came at the ABA’s midwinter projects. Art Stover is the direcmeeting here last week, when the tor, with the assistance Of Johnny
board recommended the adoption Wright, choreographer Jay Daslv
of a special committee report which and Marie Carlisle, choral director.
delved Into the legal aspects in- Bernie Lowe is the musical director Feb.
;

-

.

11 in N. Y. at. a meeting of
volved in the telecasting of such in- and orchestra leader.
the Authors League of America,
vestigations as the Sen. Estes Ke'the nod was given SWG to go
when
fauver crime committee last year.
ahead With such negotiations. RaThe. committee, headed By John
Writers
dio
Guild okayed that resoDavis of New York,, agreed that
lution.
video and radio- coverage of? such
Continued from pace *
SWG strike call came the same
events could be of value in focusRCA’s talent veepee im day a strike call by IATSE was
ing public attention on govern- Weaver,
Sacks, CBS prexy temporarily Settled, when the AlManie
presario
issuesV
national
mental affairs and
Stanton, veepee Larry Low- liance agreed to. a 10% hike retroBut the group is opposed to the Frank
man, CBS Radio president Howard active to Feb. 18, when a 30-day
airing of judicial and semi-judicial
among others, variously period to negotiate issues of retro
Meighan,
hearings which may endanger the
involved in a cross-pattern of ma- pay to Oct. 25; health and welfare
private rights of the witnesses.
the talent raiding benefits, and dismissal pay,
Whether the televising or broad- neuvering as
season flared wide open.
Labor, pains of the vidpix procasting of an unwilling witness is
that
nothing drastically ducers resulted in expulsion of
The
fact
an unlawful violation of his rights,
least as of how, is
altered,
at
was
Frank Wisbar, producer of “Fireis a matter on which the commitbeside the point. Whether Skelton side Theatre” telepix.
Alliance
tee said it’s still undecided. Howor
to CBS
NBC
moveS’
with
stays
contended he had been seeking
witness’s ’’very unwillingever,
is still in the laps of the Procter &
agreement with IATSE independness to consent, might be treated In Gamble bankrollers; Harris re
ently, because of the strike threat,
•certain' quarters as an unfavorable
mains an NBC personality; Benny
which would have resulted in shutsymptom,’’ the report states.
has still to resolve his ’52-’53 radio
“These unfavorable aspects be- TV status, with some qapitul gains down.
the
the

TV’s

W

Broadcast Advertising Bureau, takes

'

more, true, where
or broadcasting is cpnon selected witonly
centrated
nesses or- incidents not calculated
the prorepresent
or intended to
ceedings as a whole,” according to
the committee.

come

all

mumbo-jumbo
decision.

likely td ;cue a final

Dinah Shore remains un-

despite the blandish-'
ments from the CBS William S.
Paley camp, What is more to the
point is the fear that the major
networks are reprising the perpeturadio’s
ation of an evil that,
heyday, sent talent costs spiraling
to stratospheric heights. Thfe talent
was in *a position to dictate its own
terms. Came the inevitable
network recession and. the Bing
Crosbys, Bob Hopes; et.al., are now
facing the client’s firing squad.
but
It’s the same story in TV
in spades. The client is the one
who is taking it on the chin, for

disturbed

'

‘Pops’

Whiteman

Continued from page 22

the

Whiteman TV show has moved

into Philly’ s Town Hall, but the
dances are still held after the
show, and draw an even bigger
crowd than the television program.
The free dancing and the refreshments, which Whiteman sells
at a loss, are powerful draws, and
have entertained approximately
600,000 Philadelphia' juves in the
three years. The “TV-Teen Club”
idea proved a success in Philly,
with Whiteman taking as many as
60 kids a week to his farm during
the warm weather. The organiza
tion is just starting to branch out
nationally with formation of
N. Y. chapter.
Latest gimmick sponsored by
Whiteman is a “One World Talent
His co-sponsors in this
Project.”
are the. American Assn, for the
Dutch Airlines.
U.N. and the
Contests are promoted in Euro
pean countries to .send gifted
youngsters to America for an ap
pearance oh the Whiteman show.
Contestants on the local leve
are entered from high schools and
Whiteman keeps a staff
colleges.
of five permanently at WFIL-TV to
Auditions are
set up the shows.
held in Philly, at WFIL, one day

KLM

AM

,

—

already program-time costs have
reached such astronomic proportions that advertisers are retreating in fear. As a last expedient and
cdme-on, performers are getting

what amounts to lifetime guarantees and commitments. The networks, obviously, must get off the
hook, and are forced to peddle
their shows arid star performers at
ridiculous scales. Milton Berle at
$100,000 time-and-talent per single
hour next season, NBC’s asking
price, is indicative of what’s in
store as an offshoot of fabulous
deals when present top-rated performers are inked to near-lifetime
pacts.
It’s

felt

that by expending the

same energies, same imagination,
same drive toward patterning the
-video of the
dissipating it

instead

future,

some

nipulation so that

tax-belea-

guered performers can find a D. C.
out, would make a lot more sense
in an era that cries out for belief
in TV’s still untapped potential.

They Know What’s

W att

an

:

Combs on Post-Midnight
Des Moines, Feb. 26.
Show, Vice Turkus
In just. 13 hours after it went off
George Hamilton Combs, com- the air at 11:05 p.m., WOI-TV,
mentator on WMGM, N. Y., will be Iowa State, college, Ames, was disinked to handle the post-midnight- mantled, moved two blocks and regab session on WJZ, N. Y. Combs, built. Moving of the equipment,
who will start the second week in valued at $130,000 was done by 30
March, will handle the 12 midnight persons, mostly inembers
of th
to 3 a.m. show that was to have
engineering staff.
been taken over by Burton Turkus,
Equipment included, four Duformer chief assistant district at-

WJZ

Avenue

“introductory

offer,”

manager John Mc-

half the available
off the first
three days of the offer.
The on-capneffa spot work by the
spots

eatery, which exitedi Sun(24), two weeks ahead of
schedule, due to a dispute between
the station and the eatery. WJZ
is filling the period for a fortnight
with staff disk jocks.

day night

World’s ‘Chapel’ Series

.

V

James Peterson,

Continued from page 20
:

Philly area

o„

-

;

significant tb the sales- wise.
Here are 4,400,000 men, women,

(Tilf

and minors. Every year they soak
Up $4 billion worth of detail

illinium

1J

ning audiences has been closing
up, they feel that, the recent 10
16V£% cuts that were made by

!
i

l!

c

l

’J

1 1

i

.1

5't.inon

goods. Their effective buying income is valued at $6,638,759,000.
ripe for the picking,
. .

Stations, Hoo, argue that radio is
sold short and stress the
audiences of out-df-home

beirig

dialers,

the
I

:

V

'

t

etc.

Privately they score

moves by some' operators, such

as WCPO’s Mort Watters in Cincinnati, who recently pared his
evening rate card to parity with,

daytime.

Mflf.:

15-minute

ESf

William Morris Agoncy

Before You. Make a Movie,
for Screen or TV, See

CHARLES CURRAN
Times Square Producti

WosM5Hi

St,.

Now

Tolopkowo CittlR

,

Inc.

York 19

M443

cross-the-board entry.

the webs more than compensate
for such losses in listeners, as-they
occurred.: Further, they point out,
reductions in the Costs of programs
and production are giving the
bankrollers the lowest possible
cost-per-thousand figures of any

bonus

Saturday's l-f R.m.»

145

“Chapel” will be

!

medium.

.and the
plus abigbbnus area
ladder to the top of the tree has
“560” written all over it. It’s an
engineering fact that WFIL’s

Now starring on NBC's
ALL STAR REVUB

were grabbed

“Chapel By the Side of the
Road,” religioso starring actor
Raymond Massey, will be released
staff-gabbers has been okayed by
by World Broadcasting System to
Television
Authority,
with, the its subscribers on March 24. Show,
spielers getting an extra $7 a
designed for local sponsorship, inspot.
cludes hymnals by World Chapel
Singers, with Frank Raye and
Gwen Williams as soloists and or
gan solos by Wilson Ames and

—not the city alone— that is most

Schedule WFIL.

“Newscasters actively and regularly employed in broadcasting news
on radio or television” would be exempt from N. Y. jury duty under
the terms of a bill introduced by Sen. William S. Hults, Jr., and Assemblyman Joseph F. Carlino, Long Island, N. Y., Republicans. The
measure extends the present exemption granted editors, sub-editors,
reporters and copy readers. It would take effect immediately.

TV Sheds

to sales
Partlin, over

why more and more

5,000 watts, operating at 560
kilocycles, give coverage equal
to 100,000 watts at double the
frequency . . • 1120 kilocycles.

WGN

Mont studio cameras,' a G.E, film
torney for Brooklyn, who cracked
camera, a flying spot picture scanthe “Murder, Inc.,” iqob.
Show ner, a kinescopic film recorder, and
will
originate
froi
the Shera fast, hot processor.
brooke, Park Avenue restaurant.
Turkus couldn’t take the assignment due to pressure of other
Chi
work.
Continued from page 20
Stanza will replace Rill Wilyearly on production costs for his liams’ talkfests from Howie’s Sixth

ing

of them are turning to WFIL,
Philly ABC net voice, whose 5 ,000
watts actually outpull 50,000
watts in 11 out of 14 counties
in America’s third largest Retail
Trading Area.

A plum

Chicago’s Cliff Johnson, who has parlayed the breakfast table antics
SRO daily 45-minute
airer, lost no time i
introducing the newest member of his clan to the radio audience.
Cliff, Jr., made his radio debut a little more than 24 hours after hi*
arrival last week,
A -special line was run into Mrs. Johnson’s West
Suburban hospital room in the obstetrics ward for a brief play-by-play
account of the post-delivery activity of the infant.
The youngster’s chatter was somewhat limited. Not so with the
Johnson’s four daughters whose ages range from five to 10. Their discussion on the show of Juniotfs birth displayed a knowledge of obstetrics considerably beyond the birds and bees stage.
of his family into a

however,

WNBQ has set up a five-for-one
deal until April 1 for its 20-second
breaks from 7 a.m. sign-on to 1 p.m.
The station is selling five breaks
across-the-board for $145. Accord-

who’ve taken a good

And it’s the whole

said,

that they favor film since it will
give them a chance to get out of
the confines of
studio, and so
broaden the show’s scope.
Number of other network advertisers, of course, are using film but
none has set up a deal similar to
the Lever one on retention of subsidiary rights.
Original “Fireside
Theatre” series for Procter &
Gamble, for example, has reverted
back to Bing Crosby Enterprises,
which filmed it. Schlitz is converting its “Playhouse of. Stars” to film
in the near future, and is expected
to follow the Lever Bros. lead.

As

look at the Philly radio market
know one thing for sure— it’s
not just the power, ifs the
selling power that counts.

That’s

19

the syndication. Same outfit will
also syndicate the show on subse
quent runs, starting six months after the completion of the first-run.
Lever is reserving the right to preempt the markets in which it is not
now represented on eight weeks’
notice, to the local station. Ruthrauff & Ryan handles the Lever
Bros, account On the show.
_
Pix, currently being lensed on
the Coast, will be budgeted at upwards of $20,000 for each half-hour
stanza.
This
previous
refutes
claims that it might be less expensive, to shoot the show on film
than bring it in live, since the live
show costs only about $12,500.

Agency, spokesmen

dailies

Some local stations are drumming up business from grocers by giving sales staffs copies of an article from the National Grocers Bulletin
which says “radio can be a wonderful salesman for you.” The article
telling the food stores “you can no more ignore radio than you can
newspapers,” adds that “radio has a cleanout advantage because it
operates on the basis of the spoken word^-a perfect substitute for your
sales clerk who talks to Mrs. Housewife across the meat case.”
In its specific advice, the grocery trade journal warns against jamming too many products into radio copy. Prices can be quoted to good
effect, the trade paper observes, but the number of prices mentioned
should be limited to five in a one-minute spot. It adds that women can
be appealed to during the day and that the husband should be wooed
at mealtimes, when his attention is on food.

film spots.

Down
Ad men

of

on high finance ma-

lever Converts
Continued from page

pro-radio swipe at the

Foundation and. Daniel Starch, who make continuing studies of newspaper reading for publishers..
The AM promotion;;buteau has also launched a new service to help
members drum' up new business. Late marketing information is being
released in the fofrri of one-page fafet sheets, each on a specific product.
Eight 'sheets will be. released each month. First group includes air
conditioners, beer, clothes dryers, hair shampoos, mechanical refrigerators,, baking mixes, toilet soap and watches;

.

television

a.

new promotional booklet, “Newspaper Advertising Readership
The tome contains data showing that high percentages; Of newspaper
readers do not read a single word of advertisements carried in the
papers. Figures are from published reports of the American Research

ni a

*

RELAX!

GAIN!

SHORT COURSE TO GLAMOUR *
DAILY VISITS FOR

TWO

WEEKS, |20

Includes Electric Cabinet, Blanket Pack,
and Body Massage, and; Alcohol Rub.

Face,

st.

• i*o
BETTY
UfcHIl V judson 6-9007 or COlumbus 5-1435
1 I DEMI’S"™”

There

is

a large and responsive audience

waiting for your "Sales message at the
start

of the shopping day on

vision’s "TODAY.’’

/

ARB

NBC

Tele-

results
cial hits

start the

day your

family, before the shopping

day begins.

For instance, the
prices

start as

low as -$2,200 for a

parti-

national rating figures represent:

129.000

18.0

commer-

the air and is seen by the entire

cipating sponsor; as
1.

first

average daily viewers

cost-per-M per commercial minute

markets are reached on a national scale,
with 30 stations in the eastern-midwest
areas already taking the

show

as $29,000 will

buy a network TV campaign

weekly cumulative rating

$ 1.94

little

live.

for 13 weeks!
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CASE CUES ASCAP SHAKEUP
A ?reak in New York’s longthe
play disk price structure faced
industry this' week in the wake of
moves by major retail outlets to
meet competition by offering subwax
stantial discounts on their
merchandise. Situation, has' been,
brewing for some time as a result

The publisher-members of the
American Society Of Composers,
Authors and Publishers felt the

a I*..

.

Armstrong
®

Ott

Tfftlir

1VU1

l*Nlte

man

for Honolulu
for. a one-niter

took

unit,

off

yesterday (Mon.)
Faced with dwindling clientele, tour of the islands; Joe Glaser, his
several class retail outlets are mull-; manager' and booker, is accomping
8
move the troupe.
ing the possibility of an early
e
It’s known
__
discount field.^
into the
me- U.WVW'*W*
imu
Ul
/
-Whiln
in
Unnnliiln
niscop
11
Glaser will
win
in nonoiuiu,
Honolulu, yiaser
While in
-••wnue
Shop, majorVh7t
T ibertv Music
Hia y shop' is^Considering such a decide whether Armstrong will
Play the theatre-n^ery circuU in
“It’s
said,
One^Liberty'oxec
^ep
Ja P an Armstrong has been dicknniv a rumor at the present but
outlet.
outiet.

‘

.

•

S
'

retailers and department stores
can be expected to follow any such
move by Liberty.
iiig

meantime,

diskers,

are

n

f

Levy Denies He $

VF
r Ul

L ,S

«f

P

7wl

solution.

The danger for the industry in
the discount practice is that: many
of the smaller retailers are not
able to. operate with such a srtiall
markup. As a result, they are cutting out the handling of long-play
platters completely. This is ailready
N, Y. metroid the N,
prevalent around
pplitan
area and threatens to
spread to the country at large.
cfphJpitfpQ
SUCn»CltieS
such.cUies
21l6r^ in
1H sucn»cuiea
Several Key
kev retaUers
retailers
several
Chicago and
as Chicago
feeling Goody s

pressure, via, lus

immediate

effeot -of

dte-

sharp risie in
a
disk companies' are
afraid of wipirtg out their longterm
supports— the
bread-and-butter

counts

is

but

sales,

neighborhood retailer. The latter
‘

TjS® Ja

has been caught in the middle- artd click.
all attempts by the
retailers to
Levy,- who heads Leeds -Musks
date to organize and stop the price- a j s0 par tners
publishing firm
cutters have failed.
*
via .Biosoiuor
with the Andre ws*$isters
/vs piatcia via
ieyy .was divorced
Continuation of the prejsent jsitu-. som Music.
Levy
«
«
A
«r
4
J
*
ation is seen leading to a poyit from
Andrews, several
Maxi
where the major companies will years ago.
have to cut back the list price of
.
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'

the

while

platters

40% margin

maintaining

to retailers. It’s

with lower list prices,
Goody and other price-cutters will
not be able to offer substantial
discounts since their annual dollar
volume would ‘be too low for a

felt

other club in the industry’s hands.
It’s expected that most retailers
will shy away from any suspect
platters if the bill should pass.

Chances for the bill’s passage
are held to be excellent by indusIntroduced by two
observers.
try obscrv
nmminent Republican legislators,
prominent
the bill Is hot expected to meet any
Following a series of disputes opposition in the committee bearover the auditing of publishers’ ings since none of the bootleggers
books, the Songwriters Protective can be expected to step forward i
Assn, is slated to meet with a com- defense of his operation,
mittee of top publishers this week
j lie bill; meantime, is getting the
in an .effort to reach a broad oversuppprt of the newly-formed

AnHitlYKT \lUlH
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that

agreement on procedure. Move Rcc0 rd Industry Assn, of America,
R s ^be first concrete action by
the riaa and can be expected to
"fi™
Se £ t be pattern for similar actions
on the legislation affecting the disk
Since the RIAA’s new
industry.
publif
None of the major publishing
exec secretary, John Griffin, was
rrgl
to named after the bill had been
l’s right
firms is opposed to SPA’s
under the basic pIac ed into, the hopper, Mortimer
check its books
At
however. Frioictpin rnnUnl Rpporf!«j attorcontract
Differences
Wr-o
nri'e/m
at
r>hni»» nf
of n ey is repping the dha
have arisen as to rpa'c
SPA’s choice
RIAA on this
TraUbne? and Dave Blau as Suestion
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“Eisenhower, the Man of the
Hour,” by Mann Ilolmer.
Iloliner artd
and AL
AL-:
Knitio
a
U a hopes
U aaa<x 4to
berta Mi/iLaIi*'
Nichols, tiiliiAU
which he
get endorsed as the official GOP
-song, when and if the General
chooses to run.
The other song is “Strong Men
of Steel,” by Paul Cunningham,
and Leonard Whitcup, who authored “I Am An American,!’ and
which gets a big United Steel
is
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Pioneer lias been inactive recentdue to the illness of Mayer;
Mayer, incidentally, also owns a
piece

of

Music Dealers Service,
Y. sheet music distrib.

Jimmy
ists.

Hilliard, Coral Records
and repertory topper, left

for the Coast
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Johnnie Ray
Johnnie Ray
........ Victor
Eddie Fisher
Les PaubMary Ford .... Capitol
Kay Slarr ............ Capitol
Leroy Anderson ....... Dacca

(Spier)

ANYTIME (6) (Hill-R)
TIGER RAG (3) (Feist)
WHEEL OF FORTUNE (2) (Laurel) .....
BLUE TANGO (1) (Mills)
STOLEN LOVE (2) (Parliament).......
.

10.

SIN

(15)

Decca

Okeh
Okeh

•

...

....... Mercury
Eddy Howard
Mercury
Eddy Howard
Savannah Churchill ..... Victor
Mercury
Patti. Page
.

[

(Algonquin)

.

COME WHAT MAY

(Shapiro-B)

(1)

.

.

SLOW POKE (15) (Ridgeway)
SHRIMP BOATS (6) (Disney).
GARDEN IN THE RAIN (Melrose)
CHARMAINE (Lion)

.

.

.

..Victor
vng
Pec Wee King
........ Columbia
[Jo Stafford
/

AIR.

.

.

.
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.
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BERMUDA (Goday)
DANCE ME LOOSE
BROKENHEARTED

.
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.

.

,

.
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.
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.

.

.
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.
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London
,

Ames

Bros.-Les

Brown

.

MGM

Coral

...... Capitol

Ray Anthony
.Vidor
Belt Sis.-H. Rene. ,
Arthur Godfrey ...... Columbia
Columbia
... ....
Johnnie Ray
Columbia
Frankie Laine
Columbia
Rosemary. Clooney
Louis Armstrong ....... Decca
.

.

Decca

.

. *

.

.

......

(Erwin-H)

;
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JEALOUSY (11)
BE MY LIFE'S COMPANION (Alorris)
A KISS TO BUILD A DREAM ON (Miller)

.

.

.

m

.

...... .'.Columbia
Johnnie. Raff
Billy Eckstine

.«-•

(DeSylva-B&H)
(Harms)

[Figures

Dolores Gray
y

Four Aces
Mautbvani

.

SUN (VVeiss-Bl)..
A WEAVER OF DREAMS (Kaesner)
UNDECIDED (15) (Leeds) ....
AT LAST (Feist).
PLEASE

American symph wax with the parting of the Pittsburgh Symph. The
Pitt Orch is the first American

symph
since

Wax

to

the

undeir the
inception of

Cap

label
diskery’s

classical division three years ago.

The Rochester Orch, under- the
direction bf Erich Leinsdorf, will
start pressing for Col sometime in
April. Orch formerly recorded for
Victor.. Mercury toppers are
,

RCA

currently lirting up a waxing schedule for the Minneapolis Symph
which'll be conducted by Antal DoThe Pitt Symph etching will
rati.
be under the direction of William
Steinberg.

.

,

•
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*
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company owned by Max Mayer,- is

•
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is

Four Aces
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term.
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not a MiOftAIT I
V IV
disinterested party, since he is a 1 lllllvl
publisher in his own right besides
Workers of America sendoff at the repping a group of Coast cleffers.
union’s convention May. 15 at the SPA has insisted on Traubner as
Mastbaiim Theatre, Philadelphia, their auditor since they contend he
Song is officially linked with the is hep to all the intricacies of pubSteel Workers, has Philip Murray ij s her operations.
R;ecord companies are prepping a
r*
v ’* w
the
_
on the title page (probably
big splash in the classical field
-first time a likeness, other than
In
with American symph orchs.
publisher,
R ejr“ Connelly.W British
Reg
*_
A hHAfAKOIAn
A 1 AIM
mil AlAI A M
—
_
professional
a
singer -.AM
or musician,
recent weeks three major U. S,
t 0 Britain March 5 after a
symphs were pacted by diskeries.
(Continued on page 42)
two-month stay in the U, S.
Columbia augmented its longhair
fold with the signing of the Rochester Philharmonic last week, while
Week of Feb. 23 Mercury nabbed 'the Minneapolis

TELL ME WHY (8^ (Signet)
CRY (9) (Mellow)
LITTLE WHITE CLOUD (12)
.

4.

arrangements.
The deal was to be wrapped up
parly this' week, With,
A, substantial
sum of money changing hands. Pibueer’s catalog Contains some of the
industry’s top copyrights, including
Sidewalks of New York” and
Banks of the Wabash.” Many of
+
t ie firm’s
/tunes, however, are in
tlie second
half of their copyright

—

their auditors. Some publishers,/^
notably E. H. Morris, have refused

Capitol recently stepped into the
1.

profitable operation.

reportedly selling out to Fred Warihg.
Latter also owns Shawnee
Press, which specializes in choral

>

^

'

Paull-Pionder, oldline publishing

I

for top-echelon confabs on both
sidess was made to avoid the possis
bility
b
y of legaT action by either the
sides over a
writer or publisher
p
technicality.
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edge of their source. Although nb
major dlskery is planning to take
any action against the retailers who
have been ; handling the pirated
merchandise, the provision is an-

.
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all

week- after the
circulating last week
Sisters signed with MuCIO
IhPI^H
kSdAmerica and hired
Corp. Af
of .AlYlAY*102>
S1C r^APlS
r 0 Roos
Bo
rqos as their business man.ager.-l,ev3r;..howevei*,- arranged thehookup for booking purposes,
staged,
Levy, incidentally, has
lighted and- directed all of the
major^ European and A.ipeiripan cngaments of, the sister team for
the past- 15- years,- or since they
broke, into thp /bifitinje with tbeir
193V “Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen”

adopting a discount policy.

also

J

Ike, Steel Union
Jack Robbins is playing a. politiployer of the Andrews Sisters,
co and labor union parlay with
Ruinors of the breakup began two pops he has just tied up. One

Andrews

-

•£*
J2 I

(Continued on page 40)

The-Bar Ranch Corp. which was
set up seven years ago as the em-
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months, Levy

Boston have been
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for the last couple of
is still operating as
their personal rtianager and retains
his 259& interest in the Eight-Toexisted,
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Uonal’ Bro^casti^
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third party. Saul Bourne, chairman
of the ASCAP publisher ciassiAca««n system, argued against ?outh-
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Bill was sponsored in the Senate
Sen?
by Sen. John D. Bennett, chairman
of the Code Committee, and. by
colm WHsoh, chairnian
•“pi(mW ParSe”^ will star Art
a similar committee in the AsTatum F.rrnll Garner and the se,,lui
Bill; provides that the pi-;
r
yJnhnrin sembly.
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BMksdale, guitar
and Ev
4tt Barksdale
Garner will be assisted by John
Another key provision in the bill
Wil
Simmons, bass, artd Shadow Wilsimmons
retailers can also be
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to provides that
Package expects t<
son, drums.
ui av a tnppial college
liable to
o criminal prosecution if
rnllege tour in the
th<
pi a y a special
play
*
they sell pirated disks with knowl-

i4 case before the arbitration
panel. The arbitration board con.
sisted of Jay Gorney, an ASCAP
writer; Adolph Vogel, ASCAP publisher, and Thomas Belviso
Na-

teu-tvvy, hbvg split up
j i.i. 1
have been flatly, denied by Levy,
Although strained relations between the sister act and Levy have'
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For the past several years some
trade execs have complained that
Goody has been running the disk
di^
widesprrad^ dishis widespread
industry
inilii^try by
Attempts to block
a
count
COUn activities.
Go6dv
Goody
reaching
from
merchandise
courts.
have been nixed by the courts.
1
I
O*
the major
As a result, many of the^
I If
flffllfpiATC
stopped fighting
llllUl vTT
companies have stopped^
with
hixn instead w^h
joined him
Goody and joined^
deals. Sevvarious merchandising deals,
Persistent Coast reports that the
eral companies, however, halve, been Andrews Sistef is and their personal
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of the major
beefs of the smaller
smaller^ASCAP
ASCAP firms,
which formerly
formerly had no recourse

industry gathered additional steam
week with the introduction Of a
bill in the New York state Legislature making such an operation a
isdemearior.
Pirates have been
or less tree
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when an arbitration panel awarded
Southern Music a substantial hike
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San Francisco, Feb. 26.
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been in the Top 10

Ballard’s

ASCAP Firm

Pat Billiard has been
publisher-membership in

granted

ASCAP

due to the catalog of kiddie songs
lie recently took over from E. H.
Morris. Some 32* of the moppet
tunes have been waxed by Precision Plastics, Philadelphia manufacturer, urtder the “Little John
label, and sold exclusively through
the syndicate stores at 10c, the
lowest price disk on the market.
%

have
songs
of
the
Several
stepped out in sales, particularly
Pony,
Pink-Ear’d
‘Tortoni, The
which has also garnered several
tieups with toy and book manufacturers.
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»Bf HERM SCHO
Frankie Laine: "The Gandy Dan- ery in front of a fine choral and inBall"-"When You're in Love" strumental arrangement should
"Ball,” written by the help this bouncy ballad take off.
same team which turned out It’s a solid jock and juke bet.
"Shrimp Boats," is another lively "Little Man," a cut novelty rhythm
folk-styled number which Laine item, also gets solid projection
charges with his usual excitement. by Miss Haines and the Tom Mack
It’s more of a talking than a vocal orch with the Jud Conl.n choral
stint but it's handled imaginatively group.
Xavier Curat Orch: "The HillUnder the baton of 4hiul Weston.
It should create lots of noise. billy Mambo Band’’-<‘The Acapul"Hillbilly
"Love" is a contrasting slow ballad co Polka" (Mercury).
with a good melodic line. Could Mambo" is the cleverest piece of
build slpwly and take the play material that Cugat has had in
away from the more colorful re- some time and will rate plenty of
spins. Sharp handling of the counverse side.
Jo Stafford - Frankie Laine: try and Latin tempos in challenge
"Hambone"- "Let’s Have a Party" style makes it a standout side. Dick
This vocal team-up Thomas and Abbe Lane handle the
(Columbia)).
dias had moderate clicks with its vocals competently. Reverse is in
previous sides, but "Hambone" a more conventional polka groove,
6h0uld be the biggest yet. It’s a vigorously handled by the Cugat
clever novelty with a fresh rhythm crew
Doris Day: "A Guy Is a Guy"-.
sound attuned to the current
cers*

(Columbia).

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
Coin Machines

up solidly.
Four Knights:
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WEEK ENDING FEB. 23
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NOTE : The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed, hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from under sources, which are exclusive
with Vajuety. The positions resulting from these' findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

TALENT

V4

*The Doll With

More I:
With Somebody Else”

the Sawdust Heart’’-"The

Go

Sheet Music

Retail

for
*

#

Feeling”-"Purple Reverie" (MerBuddy Charles is the latest
young vocalist with
solid potential.
Charles is a distinctive
stylist, In a blues vein, and knows
how to belt across a number with
maximum dramatic effect without
hoking up the rendition. His workover of "Feeling" is potent and
should get the juke spins for its
rhythm kick. "Reverie" is in a
slower tempo but just as effectively
handled.
Roy Rogers: "Egbert the Easter
gg’V’Peter Cottontail" (Victor).
fhis "Egbert," one of the two
same-titled numbers on the market,
Is a cute Easter season entry With
ood, potential in the juve market.
ftoy Rogers projects the jogging
tune and melody with, suitable simplicity.
The standard on the reverse also gets a pleasing rendition.
#»- Connie Haines: "Ooh! What You
Did"-" Where's the Little Man
Coin’ " (Coral). Although this ver-

Retail Disks

as Published in the Current Issue

Who Who" (Columbia).
pursuit of new sounds.
It’s the "Who
superlative backgrounding on this "Guy" is on the same kick as
side which sells. This cut, inciden- "Sweet Violets" and Miss Day
tally, is a dead carbon of the orig- gives this old street tune a snappy
inal blues and rhythm etching ‘by ride. The original lyrics hjlve been
Red Saunders’ orch for the Okeh sapolioed for general consumption
label. On the Columbia reverse, although some of ther double en"Party" doesn’t stick Out as im- tendre is still evident ^It’s
juke
natural. Reverse is £ bright rhythm
pressive.
Buddy Charles: "I’ve Got That entry, Paul Weston Orch backing
cury).

Reports of Distribution

Statistical

(Capitol).
"Doll" is a barber-shop
ballad with a good idea underlying
the lyric. The vocal combo handle
it with a smooth sentimentality for
possible commercial impact. Handling of the standard on the flip is
okay but nothing standout.
Dave Brubeck Quartet: "A Fog-

POSITIONS
This
week.

Last
week.

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

Cry
fCi
Johnnie Ray (Okeh)

{Li
Little White Cloud
Mr, Sun
PI
Please

Four

[Tell

2

Ace<? YDecra)

/

gy Day’’—“Lyons Busy" (Fantasy).,
Dave Brubeck, a Coast jazzman
who has fronted variously sized
small combos, has been turning out
consistently tasteful
sounds on
wax. This coupling continues Brubeck’s fine work. "Foggy Day" is
a persuasive ensemble piece while
"Lyons Busy” showcases Brubeck’s
excellent keyboard style.
Crew
comprises piano, sax, bass "and
drums.
Dolores Gray: "Frankie"-"Beware” (Decca). Legit musical songsion of "What You Did" Is a bit stress Dolores Gray is likely to
(Continued on page 43)
late, Miss Haines’ excellent deliv-
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Eddie Fisher (Victor)
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Les Paul-Mary Ford (Capitol)
Leroy Anderson (Decca)

Me Why
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(London)
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.
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Mantoyani

Rag
Blue Tango
Wheel of Fortune
Tiger
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Fddv
Eddy TTowarrl
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(Mercury)
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(Victor)
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ing.
It’s understood, moreover, that
the arbitration panel’s decision, will
affect the /definition of the term
.

Up

"availability.” '
to now
ability has been a tag to

.

avail-

denote

the importance and prestige of
catalog numbers, even if they
weren’t performed frequently.
The arbitration panel, it’s understood, based its decision in the
Southern case on . performance
basis. In short, the availability of
a prestige song was rated according
L

to its

performance chart.
Such a pattern form fop future

arbitration decision is seen nullifying the meaning of the availability
One result of the decision
may be to revive the proposal for
Attorney's wbrk on behalf of Sia 100% performance payoff for
belius resulted In TeOsto’s decision
publishers. At present, the pubto employ him as its American
lisher coin is divided into three
counsel.
pools, 55%. for performances, 15%
for seniority and 30% for avail-

71

••

k . •

factor.

them.

11153
R 11153

.

4 • • • « i

• •

of the major publishers are
considering appeals to the arbitration panel in an effort to win higher ratings. As a result, the whole
structure is due for an overhaul-

UA

ASCAP in

attorney, has been named U. S. rep
for Teosto, Finnish composers’
copyright bureau, which is similar
to ASCAP. His principal chore will
he to restore to Finland’s composers maximum copyright protection in the U. S., which became
fouled iip as a result of the war.
Murray served as coimsel for Jan
Sibelius and was successful in obtaining a proclamation by President Truman to protect the Finnish composers’ copyright and renewals. Sibelius has received no
regular royalties from the U. S.
since before the war and Murray
is now engaged in efforts to collect

M6M

....... .Mellow

some

Rep

F. Murray, Jr.,

•

......

—

Down Yonder

James

... . , * «

•

f

Shrimp Boats.

Furnish

.

Cloud That Cried.

Anytime
Slow Poke
Wheel of FortunG<

to

.

».-

Little White

James Murray

.

lOtR

s
.

j
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.

N.

WEEK

FLAMINGO HOTEL
US

VE6AS

WILL OSBORNE
ORCH
•JLC.

ability.

ASCAP Shakeiip
Continued from page 39

ern’s petition
tion board.

before the arbitra-

While the amount of coin involved in Southern’s case is not
-

substantial, since availability represents only 30% of the ASCAP
published kitty, the precedent-setting arbitration factor in the situation is seen sure to shake up the
whole classification system. Even

America's Fastest
"Selling -Records!

TriM«<W

>
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Best British Sheet Seders
(Week endtarFeb.16)

Ob

London. Feb. 19T
Loveliest Night Year.F.D.&H.

Always Our House
Mistakes
In a

move

to eliminate tangles

ranges from' . $20,000 to
$30,000 on the average in addition

over name-player commitments in disk,

album
original-cast
major diskeries are

deals,

the

now becom-

ing increasing wary about putting
up coin for musical shows. In virtually all cases from now on, the
the prou diskeries will demand that
ducers deliver the full case on any
wax set, regardless of existing disk

company

to the original straight investment
in the show, which is required to
get the first refusal rights.

,

,

angel
are
tending to dry up, and thus producers will bend every effort to
insure continuing diskery interest
in legit musicals.
The diskeries, on the other hand,
are finding that their investment in
cast-albums is too heavy to warrant
not getting their full* money’s

important

source

of.

money when other channels

.

. .

the Upbeat

New York

.

•

Bloom

Abe

bringing in tea sets on Saturdays
and alsa eliminating

minimum and
Southern cover charges for
Students Friday

exited

Music’s contactman staff last week nights. Spot, is also putting in disk
Mary Mayo opens at the Arena, jockey show on
Saturday
afternoons.
. Elliot
Holyoke, Mass., March 9
TedJLewis set for month at BevLawrence orch booked for a four- erly ffiHs Country Club, March
28
week engagement at the Hotel at Newport, Ky.
Buddy
Shrimp Boats
.Disney
fills in at Blue Note, March
7
Statler; N. Y., beginning June 2
Griff
Williams
moves south to the
... Barbara Hodgkins, former asSecond 12
Hotel,
New Orleans
sistant editor of Metronome irtr»g, Roosevelt
Loye’s Roundabout Cinephonic
joined Virginia Wicks’ publicity April 3 for three frames
Ted
Weems into the Martinique. March
... Sarah Vaughan into the
Little White Cloud .... Spier
office
If You Go
Senator Hotel, Philaadelphia, Fri- 19/ for three weeks
/Maurice
Gene
Oodles* of Noodles.
day (29) for 10 days
.Cox
Ammons orch opens at the Show
Allentown Jail. ...... .Bourne
Dallas
Rollin’ Stone
Boat, Philadelphia, March 3 for
Kassner
singer Bobby
Rosaline
Ray Anthony is scheduled for a rethree weeks
Reine
Slow Coach
Wayne signed personal manage- turn engagement here at the Skv
... Sterling
Black and White Rag F.D.&H.
ment pact with Sid Ascher and Club on March 30, if the band
Lester Young leader foregoes his vacation
.
My liberty Belle
Paul Brown
Dash
Unforgettable
orqh Opens at the Club - Troca- Hal McIntyre booked for the Skv
.Bourne
March 3 Club, March 16, and Ralph Flana.Ohio,
Columbus,
Only Fools
......
veria,
.
Sun
... Irving Fields Trio booked into gan is due back for third appearthe Thunderbird Hotel, Las Vegas, ance at- spot May 18
Pappy’s
for five weeks beginning April 24 Showland negotiating for local anPaul Gayton orch into Mid- pearance of Xavier Cugat band
Nielson
Sets
7
March
Louis,
St.April
20.
Hotel,
Arrangements also being
town:
Continuing expansion of its pop
made for Ciigat’s appearance at the
Fort Worth Casino April 19
operation, Remington. Records, a
Chicago.
Tony. Pastor is due for a one nightlow-priced long-play diskery, has
Bob Porter replaces Larry Bur- er at the Sky Club March 6
appointed Tawny Nielson to the rell as WIND “Night Watchman” Jan Garber band inked for oneleader
orch
York,
Frank
nighter at the Sky Club March 23.
post of pop artists and repertory d. j.
at Sherman Hotel, cut two sides
head.
for Tower Records. He’s been at,
Miss Nielson until recently the hotel 17 months . . . Sunday
Pittsburgh
headed London Records pop air Smith inked for Towne Room,
Baum’s band picked up
department.
March 4 . . Blackhawk bistro is at Howdy
Bill
Green’s through Easter
.

.

.

WGN

,

.

! .

.

.

.

.

*

.

.

.

Jack Robbins

.

;

.

Continued from pare 39
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tum more
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with the exception of national
heroes like Presidents or the
American flag, ever adorned a pop
sheet music copy), and the back
page is devoted to a capsule history of the. union. Murray is prez
of USW, as well of the Congress
of Industrial Organizations,
“Strong Men of Steel” becomes
the official marching song of the
union which numbers 1,250,000
members and, according to the
back page legend, aims for a
000,000 membership within a Score
of years sihee its founding in the
inid-’30s. A 40-voibe gleb club wiii;
feature the number at the', convention.

.;

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Tawny

.

.

.

.

.

.

first

as

a*

“theme song” among unions. Even
the successfql “tins and Needles”
musical, staged under ILGWtf ^(International Ladies Garment Workers Union) auspices nn Broadway
spine years ago didn’t produce anything that was in that idiom.
Incidentally, Hpliner and his
wife. Miss Nichols, aire ASCAP
• uniform Wax allegiance.
vets and have been working on
For the legit producer, the disk- a musical, fantasy, “Cross Your
ery coin represents a sizable in- Fingers,” for Broadway production.
vestment delivered in time to get HolinCr gave up a radio produca show off the planning boards. It's tion job With an ad agency to rean

. .

Because of You ....... Dash
Why Worry
.Macmelodies
Down Yonder ...... .Feldman
Enchanted Eve. .Williamson
Longing for You.
.Sterling
I Love Sunshine. .New World
At End of Day ...
Chappell
.

contracts;

Precaution is designed to avoid
occurred in * the
tixe. confusion that
recent "original cast’' album version of the “Pal Joey” revival by
Capitol. Latter company made the
set with the full cast minus the
two leads, Vivienne Segal and
Harold Lang, whd had previously
“Pal Joey” album for Comade
lumbia Records. The absence of
stars on the Capitol
Joey"
“Pal
label figures* to hurt the set*s sales.
A similar hassle developed more
than a year ago. when RCA Victor
wrapped up a ,cast-album deal for
"Gall Me Mndam” but couldn’t get
the musical's star, Ethel Merman,
due tb her Decca commitments.
With the producers required; to
deliver a cast in -toto, it's likely that
Casting of any musical show Syill
be affected by a deal with any speExcept in the case
cific diskery.
of a. .few top stars whose value to
a show transcends all other con-/
siderations, the producers will now
have to line up a talent roster with

. ...

.

,

Domino

packaged on one 12-inch long-play

Connelly
.Wright
...
....Leeds
,

.

actively to writing.

Victor Boosts Blood Bank
v
Philadelphia, Feb. 26.
Fimployes of RCA Victor’s Camden, N.J., plant contributed 1,346
pints of blood to the Red Cross
this Week, or 48.9% of their- 1952
quota of 2,750 pints.
worth via the full original cast.
Contribution was; the largest sinThe cost of making an original- gle blood collection ever made at
cast album set, which is usually an industrial plant in this area.

.

.

.

.

...

Week

Week

Survey

of Feb. 15-21

top 30 songs of week ( more in case of ties) . pased^bn
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index A Audience Trend Index,
Published by Office of Research. Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman
Director. Alphabetically listed.
.Miller
. .
.
“T “The Strip”
A Kiss To Build a Dream
Berlin
Always.

On—

.

.

.

.

Cliarmaine

Cry
Dance Me Loose
Grand Central Station
I

.

.

.

*

Erwin-H

.......

.

Harms

Close,

—

outfit

at

Brooks,

singing

Benny
Edgewater

the

the

.

»

Alyce

pianist,

has

.

.

. . . Sammy Walters band hired to
play for all-star Hillel Academy
benefit show at .Syria Mosque Sun*

day

(2).

*

Life

•

i

Could Write a Book— *“Pal Joey”
...
Hear a Rhapsody.
Talk To the Trees ’•‘“Paint Your Wagon”

I
If

.

.

.

....

.DeSylYa-B-H
...... Lion
................ .Mellow

Broken Hearted

How

.

......

is

Strong

Beach Hotel in Chicago

nighter at the Gardens, April 25

,

.

now with

player,

Goday

•

.

.

Pittsburgh Symphony

.

.Harms

.

;

.

.

checked in at the Blue Moon,
where she alternates with the Del
Monaco foursome . . Baron Elliott
booked for Duquesne University
Kappa Sigmat Phi dance at Syria
Mosque, April 16 . . Patti Page*
Frankife Lain# unit plays a one-

Bui ® “
Anytime
>
Baby Doll— i “Belle of New York”. .............. Feist
MOrris
....
......
Be My Life’s Companion.

Bermuda .......
Bewitched— * “Pal Joey” .........

.

will lose three first-chair men to
Paul Paray and the Detroit Orchestra next season:, clarinetist
Herbert /Couf, oboist Arno Mariotti and harpist Edward Druzlnskl
. ... Hershey
Cohen, local trumpet
.

The

I

Harms
.Broadcast
.Chappell
.Pickwick

;

,

.

. . . .

.

You Go
See You
.

In My Dreams— t “See You In Dreams” Feist
Life Is a Beautiful Thing—1“ Aaron Slick”. ...... Famous
Little White Cloud That Cried
...... Spier

I’ll

.

.

.

.

Never Before
Please Mr. Sun
........
Shrimp Boats ...
.

Dreamer

Silly

.

Paramount
rr.

.....

,

.

/Disney
... .....

.

Slowpoke
Take Me Home.
‘

....

.

Me Why.

Tell

.

....

Trust In Me.

Undecided.

Weiss-B

v

.

.

...

.

;

..

i

...
.

...

Witmark.v
Ridgeway

Remick

.....

.

.

...

.

Signet

.Advanced

.

.Leeds

,

.

E Core) .........
........... Leeds
You Work— f “Snow White” .......... Bourn#

Until (Anema
Whistle While

.

XAVIER

Second Group

A Weaver

Of Dreams

.

Domino

...

Glorita.
It’s

.

;

.

...Life

Finburgh

;

Raining.

Marshmallow Moon— t“Aaron Slick” .„ .V
./>••.
Mountain Laurel.
JJy

•

•

'

'

Mills

Famous
;

.

.

.

.

.

.

......

.

.Piccadilly
Life

•

One and Only Love
Tram To Memphis

JJy
Night

Sheldon
Peer

.

Ndodlin’ Rag.
....
.... BVC
.O0PS7-+ “Belle of New York”....
Feist
Silver and .Gold ..........
Ridgeway
Singln’ Im the Rain— f“Singin’ In the Rain” ....... Robbins
Tulips and Heather.
Shapiro-B
Unforgettable
.,
.
Bourne
Wheel Of Fortune.
. .......
,
... .Laurel
;

A

Let s Have
with the
with PAUL

NORMAN

.

Party

.

Wishm

....

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.v,

,

...

his

ORCHESTRA

CARL FISHER at the piano

Appearing

in

Person

$CH BOEDER HOTEL
Milwaukee
and
Breaking All Records

at tha

Any Time.
Beware
Cry.

.

.

;....

.....

•

... . , ; . . ... . i . ,

...

.

Central'i Station.

.

.

. ,

,

le of

® l
Shrimp Boats.

, ... .

i
.

• *

*

.........

. .

Tell Me Why.. . , . .
Ti ust In Me. . .......

... ...

...

v. •
.... ....
• •

•
,

• •
.

.. v

...

..,.

.

<

,

.

.

.

.

.

. . . , . ,

..Spier

. . . . , ,

...Disney
.Signe.t

.

t

.Advanced

Five top standards
v
Lovely To v
Look
:*.

i

v
At.

.*,*

•'

.*

• «

t Filmu&lcal.

“AY-ROUND THE
CORNEIT

.

.

.

M

Current Hitt

.Harms

:»
... «>••... . ... . . « • . .
. .Harms
Pretty Girl Is Like S Melody..
... ......Berlin,
Steppin Out With My Baby
.Berlin v.
You ust Have Been a Beautiful Baby. . , ..... . Remick
.

Last Frontier
LAS VEBAI

Feist

.
.

......

.Bemick

. .

...

.......

.......
.

&

.Hill
R.
.Bpier
..... Mellow
, . ,

,

. . . . . . , . . . . , . . .

New York”
...

,,

. . . . . . . , . . . , , , , , ...
.

.

White Cloud That Cried. ......

Be

rpm 4-39472

I*

at tha

Opening Yoon

Little

•. 45.

and Hit Orchtstra

Midway

LUBOFF

WESTON and

79 rpm 39472

.

CUGAT

.Williamson

I”.

........

Wanna Love You

.LaSalle

,

.

.

I

Kassner
Pickwick

....

.

.

Down Yonder.
Getting To Know You— The King and

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•hegit musicgX.

.

Record No. 5113 and
5I13-X45

.

.

.
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lers Lower Iron Curtail’ on Time

BETJUL SHEET BEST SEUEBS

Info to

Ms to Protect Exclusives
Growing number.of leaks

Survey of

retail

meet music *

6

on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week*

P O
I i j

tales, based

•a

3

o
•tx.

New

6

=S

I

Morty Krause, pianist in the
cocktail lounge of the Iceland,
N. Y. nitery, has .been appearing there lately for one reason
or another,
schedule.

i
Q

4)

>*

£
W

J
.

National
Ratine
«

Thia Last
wk.
wk.

Title

m

a

I

O

P

I

j

co.

ii

7>

I 3
£ £

and Pnbllshcr

Si

rt

CO..

to
tail

.2

.

“occasionally in the Cocklounge.”

O

releases,

pany’s

-*
3
5 ;'/$

8

2

on an irregular

The management has altered
the sign outside -to read from
“now in the cocktail lounge”

a

in the

on information about futu;
is spearheading a
by several record company
to lower an “iron curtain”
around its waxing activities.
In
current market, exclusivity and
quick breakaway has been pointed
up by the diskery toppers as the
key to getting a disk off to a good
start. Info leaks on who’s cutting
what and how it’s being done has
been taking the edge off the comtrade
disk
drive
execs

Switch

new

issues.

Execs have been steaming at artmanagers, especially, who* get
away with advance copies for disists’

Lombardo Tour

Pulling

tribution to select disk jockeys.
Early plays generally force the
companies to revise release schedules so that other diskeries won’t
$65,000 in Nine Dates beat them out. They’ve also noted
Getting
off to a fast start on his that the pre-scheduled airings give
“Little White Cloud” -(Spier) ...
60-date swing through the south the rival companies opportunity to
“Anytime” (Hill-R). ...
and mid-west, Guy Lombardo is copy style if the disk has an un“Please Mr. Sun” (Weiss-B) .....
racking up solid grosses in the sec- usual gimmick.
10
fr
Artist and repertory toppers are
ond week of the trek. In the initial
“Down Yonder” (Southern)
8
nine dates orch already has grossed also clamming Up on Info to pub5 10
,.
''Shrimp Boats” (Disney)
lishers.
They’re not telling them
$65,000.
6
“Dance Me Loose” (Erwin-H).
10
5
In Norfolk, Va.» Feb. 18, Lom- whether or not one of their songs
is
being
cut and they’re especially
10
..
bardo
8
playing
to
*
grossed $6,500
2,500 payees. The following night secretive about what artists they’ve
10
...
10
6
“Sin” (Algonquin). .....
10
7
8.
in Raleigh; N. C„ band drew $9,600 assigned to the songs. Diskers
6,
“Undecided” (Leeds)
12
playing to 3,000. At a dance date claim that the pubs have been us...
10
5 10
Domino” (Pickwick)
..
in Darlington, S. C., Feb. 20, he ing this information as a wedge
pulled 1,500 for $5,460. In Chat- for other recording commitments.
6 ...
“Be My Llfe's Companion (Morris) 9
Diskery personnel as well as retanooga, Tenn., on Friday night
9
8
“Channaine” (Lion) /.
14
(22), he racked up $4,625, and on cording date musicians have been
cautioned
about sticking to the
the next night in Birmingham.
tol’s cast album Of “Pal Joey” is pianist Mary Loti Williams, Bar- Ala., he grossed $5,975. In Augusta, “top secret” line.
minus the two musical’s stars, Vi- bara Ann Carroll and Billy Taylor. Ga., Sunday (24), Lombardo drew
vienne Segal and Harold Lang, but All flashy modern
sounds by expert 2,750 payees for a $5,235 gross.
Martin
two solid substitutes- have been
Lombardo plays non-commercial
irciai
Continued from P*f* 40
found in Jane Froman and Dick instrumentalists . . . On the same dates at Armed Services installaan®Pittsburgh
Beavers for the’ lead' parts. Miss label, a set of 'tunes by Mabel Mer- tions on Thursday nights while air® Ir "
break through on wax with the Froman is standout with her rendi- cer does not register
Pittsburgh, Feb; 26.
at all
ing his “Hit Parade” radio show.
;
right material. She has fine pipes, tion Of “Bewitched” and “What Is
William
Martin, who came here
TOni
Harper and Harry James join
distinctive and can project on wax. a Man” while --Dick Beavers comes
from concert bureau work in Los
It’s
doubtful, however, whether across with an impressive baritohe on a good version of “Blacksmith
Angeles a year ago, has been
(It
these sides are designed for the on “Do It The Hard Way,” “Happy Blues” (Columbia) .. ... Kenny Robnamed manager of the Pittsburgh
viAfi
pop market. “Frankie” is an ex- Hunting Horn” and the title song. erts has a fair Easter tune in
Masters for Piano Series
r,cs Symphony Orchestra,; to replace
cellent oldie but not likely to come Miss Froman and Beavers also do “Benny, The Magic Bunny” (Coral)
In a move to augment its “KeyKey- Edward Specter, who resigned last
Danny Scholl has a melodra.
back now; while, “Beware” is a big a neat duet on “In Our Little Den,” .
"
ballad in Latin tempo with some- plus working with other cast num- matic side in “The King” (Victor) board King” series, M-G-M Rec- week after 25 years' service.
ords last week bought up masters
sters
Specter himself brought his suewhat better chances.
bers on the Rodgers and Hart with fair chances. . . . Deep River
augh cessor here from the Coast. MarBoys have a good tune in “Truth- waxed by the Page Cavanaugh
tunes.
fully,” tailored for the current Trio for release under its label,
el.
tin will take over in the fall. SucPlatter Pointer*
market (Beacon) . , . Guy LomJane Froman-Dick Beavers-Helen
M-G-M’s piano album series now cess of the Pittsburgh Symphony
Gallagher-Patricia Northrop-Elaine
Atlantic Records has packaged a bardo orch hits with a pleasing ver- includes George Shearing, Walter has been largely credited to SpecStritch: “Pal Joey” (Capitol). Capi- series of keyboard albums with sion of “Blue Tango” (Decca).
Grods and Teddy Wilson.
ter.

“Slow Poke” (Ridgeway)
.

,

3j
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Top Crosses on 1st Leg;
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1
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Jocks, Jakes

Named Manager

;

Of

.

M-G-M Buys Cavanaugh

.

..
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DETAIL DISK DEST SELLEBS
5

Survey of retail disk best
based on reports ob*
tabled from leading stores in

tellers,

12

Washington, Feb. 26.

With the kelaiivoroBryson jukebox royalty amendment now kicking around in the House Judiciary
Committee following the recent
hearings, supporters of the bill are
making every effort to get it ret
ported to the floor at the earliest
possible moment;

There is some concern that the
amendment, Which would require
juke operators to pay performance
fees on disks will be held up a)ong

ditiks

and showing com-

and

week

last

Week Ending

1

“Cry”—6840

2

2
4

“Anytime"-—20-4359

4

7

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Please Mr. Sun”—39636.
JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)

5

3

“Little

EDDIE FISHER

9

duct a music publishing business
in New York. Capital stock is 200
shares, no par value.

8A

10

8B

.

1

1

(A

*5.

±
1

<•

a
£

a

W

CA

rial.
Such South African-inspired
tunes as “A-Round the Corner’’
and “Snow Bush” are beini
prepped for n big disk drive.
“Wimoweh” was Waxed initially
by the Weavers on the Decca label
and Columbia followed up with
Jimmy Dorsey orch workovera
Platter, and sheet sales are
eur^
rently riding high. “A-Round the
Corner” was recorded by Jo Staf.
ford tot Columbia while “Snow
Bush” is getting a Doris Day treatment on the same label. Publish-

jm

.

«

9

S

1

2

3

...

1

2

4

..

6

4

10

6

9

.

.

2

o
6

2

...

5

1

...

.

4

6

.

3

..

who are quick to sense a trend,
are working out deals and tie-ins
for additional South African ma-

ers,

1

• ;

Blue Tango"—4Q220 ...........
PEE WEE KING (Victor)
“Slow Poke”—21-0489.
LES COMPAGNONS (Columbia)

3

9

1

“Three Bells”—4105F.

8

.

•

3

.

10

1

2.

.

..

7..

2

>.

terial.
According to one pub, the
South African kick Is expected to

6

..

(Decca)
. .

...

9

.

..

5

.3,

9

5

..

9

8

2

.

•

reach the proportions of last year’s
song trend.
Diskers expect to cash in on
their South African song-styled releases via the publicity the coun-

.

.

Israeli

8

...

••

•

try is getting In three current motion pix, “African Queen,” “Cry,

4

(Capitol)

“Wheel of Fortune”— 1964 .....
.

LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Cap)
“Tiger Rag”—1920 ........
BELL SIS.-H. RENE (Victor)

9

6

10

7

11

11

“Tell

12

..

“Be

13

13

“Channaine”— 1020

.

5

.

“Bermuda”—20-4422
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

Me Why”—20-4444.

6
...

.

.

.

3

5

..

7

....

..

..

.

..

9

8

....

.

2

8

5
.

10

. .

..

4

3

9

.<

..

••

4

..

..

4

..

.

..

9

7

33

1

20

...

3

•

the Beloved Country” and VThe
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riqan folk tune, that country
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emerged as still another spot in
the global search for song m&u.
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Fred E. Ahlert, former proxy of ;
the. American Society, of Composers, Authors and Publishers,, is
staying on in Washington to keep

Benbor Music chartered
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track of the bill's progress ana
supply
Congressional
members
with any needed data. ASCAP, of
course, is 100% for the bill. Which
is being opposed by the juke ops
and disk companies.
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this presidential election year.
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GUYS AND DOLLS

Hollywood Cast

Broadway Cast

CONCERT
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M-G-M84
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ALBUMS
MERCURY #5756
HARMONICATS

Groat

c...

«IENN

KING AND

MILLER

I

Song!

PATRICK'S

DAY PARADE”
Recorded by

DING CROSBY

DENNIS DAY

By Johany Lange and Hy Heath
Writars of

“Clancy lowered the Boom”

Hal Cook, Capitol Records veepee, planed to the Coast last week
for a series of huddles with Cap’s

(Mills Music)

Irish

<

1

Program ToJoy

BUtL’S-EYE MUSIC, INC.
6524 Selma. Avo,

homeoffice brass.
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‘SEVER and GOLD’

Recorded by

Published by BMI
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Agent
W. 54th
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Maa Mor*a
Art Mooney

Ella
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Hugger Tarns Crooner
t)anny Winchell, Paramount Mucontactman, exits the firm this
week to launch a singing career.
His assignments Will be taken
oyer by Tommy March.

•
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: ;: :::
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.(Columbia)
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How New
OK if

it

originates

from a

studio; then

it’s

publicity.

Cleveland, Feb. 26
novelty acts enjoyed brief one-evening runs
at the Friday weekly Cleveland Press Club ‘*Mellowdrink

anything smacking of a star personating in a nltery, or even
an eatery (“Luncheon at Sardi’s”) disk jockey or just interviews is suspect of being tantamount to a quasi-‘‘behefit.”

—

One act featured Harry Rich-at the piano’ accompanying Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom
who did a takeoff on .Richman.

By JOB

man

is

Antagonists of the AGVA proposal, Who were equally vociferous on the night of Foster’s exposition of the Guild’s aims, felt
that these nocturnal periods of “relaxing” in a show biz environment was a plus jn their favor for several reasons. Apart
from the atmosphere/ the food and the fraternal spirit, when
they appear, at familiar haunts like Howie’s (Bill Williams),
Chandler’s (Barry Gray); or the Copacabana lounge-bar (Kal
Ross) they' take ‘th A position that it's good publicity.

The second short-lived run saw
Buddy Greco leaving the microphone to accompany Sonny

Agai

discounting the pros and cons on the

,

AGVA

proposal,

in the backyards'nf'

everybody’s kilocycles.

showmanship

Basic

calls for some illusion..
There
The fain mags and the Broadway

is

very

Hollywood, Feb. 26.

respective

Miami Beach between

AGVA

public..

that

to Irving.

“STUNNING!”

•

“ZING!”

•

“chiseling” percenters, the Crump
would nave the net effect of
reducing by at least 50% the
come of virtually every talent
office in the state.

bill

The chief objection by agency

men

lies in the posting of fees,
as the filing of such
schedules would bring to official
attention the fact that the state is
permitting violation of a law that’s
been on the statute books for some
time. Law in question forbids employment agencies to charge more
than 5% of the salary as a fee for
(Continued on page 52)

inasmuch

ployment; of dance acts via proposed action against terp-teachers

these tutors take up a stand, all
types of dance acts are out; A
comedy act, with dancing, is regarded as a confliction, according

either, about all this technical intra- trade palaver. But actors
should care. Preservation of what little glamor there Is left is
an obligation they should wear with better judgment. Abel,

Despite the innocuous wording,,
presumably designed to eliminate,

Liverpool.

Foster later recognized that perhaps this was something for
which actors should hire a hall and air their views, and not in
It was made everi more extraneous by the admission
Gray and Ross, because they featured more “controversial”
and “political” discussions, did not depend as much on actors
as Williams did at Howie’s.
So all this public to-do over .one
lone deejay, And besides, he has since lost his spot and the job.
Maybe Williams didn’t care. Maybe the public doesn’t care,

ule of fees charged by them.
Failure to comply would mean revocation of the license by the N; Y.'
Dept, of State which *lso has the
power to grant the license.

American Guild of Variety Artists is attempting to widen emoperating but of hotels in the resort areas. Just what action is to
be taken will depend bn results of
a conference to be held March 3
in

national administrative secretary
Jack Irving and the dance tutors.
It’s

the union’s contention that

spme arrangement

will

have to be

with the polka-pedagogs, inas employment of regular

asmuch

dance acts is immediately cut off
in any installation where a dance
teacher has taken up residence.
AGVA also declared that wherever

COHEN

that threatens to upset
the equilibrium of the N. Y. State
talent agency biz has been introduced in the Assembly. Provisions
of the bill, sponsored by Assemblyman Elijah L. Crump (D„ Manhatbill

tan), would require date diggers
to secure a N. Y. State, license at
an annual $25 fee, and file a sched-,

mer.
Miss Stafford bows at the Palladium April 7. Miss Horne is due
June 2, after playing dates in
Israel and Europe, and will be
followed by Stone. Laine, who’s
set for an Aug. 18 Palladium stint,
also will do four weeks in Manchester, Glasgow, Birmingham and

made

•

east

over the weekend after helping
establish the Coast offices of Lew
& Leslie Grade, Ltd., and lining
up such acts as Lena Horne, Jo
Stafford, Frankie Laine and Harvey Stqpe for London Palladium
dates during the spring and sum-

contract

of it by now."
columns
have long since made show biz privy to the masses, who are
nuances
argot
and
of the trade as any Variety
as hep to the
It is true that “everybody has his own business and
reader.
show biz,” but some line of demarcation becomes necessary. The
glamor, spuriodfc as it is, that redounds around a performer was
completely stripped on the Foster broadcast, which continued
for almost two hours, with considerable heckling from the
Howie’s customers to the degree that Williams peremptorily
played a record just to compel decorum.
little left

Stone Set for London
Lew Grade headed back

Despite socko applause, acts
disbanded when stars went off
to their
corners.

A

Horne, Laine, Stafford,

GaW

;

which a free ballot /alone Will ultimately determine, the one
thing most performers overlooked—excepting Foster, who finally
became aware of it-Mvas this airing of intra-show biz laundry

Forces Duo to Eschew
‘Topsy-Eva* in Coast Act
Hollywood, Feb. 26.

Duncan

Sisters*

who open

to-

Joe E. Lewis Vs. Ted

night (Tues.) at Arthur Lyons’
Saddle & Sirloih spot in the San
Fernando Valley, won’t be reprising "Topsy & Eva” for paying customers although a packed house
of guests saw their traditional turn
revived Sunday.
Contract with
Paramount,, whose bloplc of their
career under “Topsy & Eva” tag
will star Betty Hutton and Ginger
Rogers, provides -they can’t do
Topsy in blackface till 10 days
after film goes Into general release.

Pittsburgh, Feb; 26.
Pittsburgh will see a battle of
the Lewises week of March 17
when Joe E. Lewis comes to the

Carousel downtown and Ted Lewis
plays the Vogue Terrace, 1/ 00seat theatre-restaurant on the outIt’ll be Joe E.’s first enskirts.

gagement in this city, and he’s
booked for a fortnight at Jackie
would
be
lost
Unionization of the hoofery inHeller’s club at biggest salary
structors may upset prevailing con- if Topsy is. sans makeup, so rou- room Jias ever paid a single.
ditions in the field. In many cases tine probably won’t be used at .all.
Ted Lewis’ Vogue Terrace date
the teachers, pay a fee to the opwill be a year to the day after his
erators for the privilege of picking
Dorothy Lamour will head the last engagement there. He was in
up pupils. It’s likely that the union anniversary show Match 17 at for two weeks at that time, but
would demand minimum payment Glenn McCarthy’s S h amrock was able to give the spot only one
from the terprofessors.
this season.
Hotel, Houston.
Sisters feel impact

“INGRATIATING!”

“SHOWMANSHIP!”

•

“CHARM!”

•

“DEVASTATING!”

THORSEN
r

PfiRIEtY

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1952

February

1952

13,

s;.

Eric

Charms
By

Hotel Nicollet, Mpls.
TERRACE ROOM

Thorsen
Statler Diners

GLENN

C.

Eric Thorsen’s stunning singing percurrently hitting the right
. .
entertainment spot with, plenty of zing in
this plus room. It’s a show with no let-

PULLEN

formance

Eric Thorsen, the Statler’s new headliner, whose growing legion of fans insist upon calling him the “new crown
price of Viking troubadors.”

it keeps the customers happy.
Minneapolitan who has made the
supper club grade, Thorsen returns in
fine fettle after an absence of nearly
three years. He’s tall, blond and handsome, possessor of an excellent set, of
pipes, an ingratiating personality and superior showmanship. His big weapon is
in being able to fork out highly enjoyable fare arid putting the customers in
a: romantic
inood.
He has the femi

.

bord type of baritone. His .singing is
by a youthful natural charm
seemed to devastate the Terrace
Room’s dowagers and the younger femi-

fortified

that

set.

Blond Thorsen looks sartorially splendid in blue formals when he melodiously
strides around ringside tables with a
portable hand microphone.
His excellent song repertory covering a great deal
is

A

tablesitlers ga-ga.

of territory.
It

.

downs and

Ruggedly handsome enough to stand
out in any supper club or the big woods,
he brings an ingratiating, rich schmorgas-

nine

imbued with warming intimacy,

from his moonlight-touched “Dancing i
the Dark” to a eheerful swaggering “Top
Hat” and
droll “Hilda Swanson From
Wisconsi
done in a Scandinavian ac-

Currently Starring -

HOTEL STATLER Chain

Into such songs as “Younger than
Springtime,” “The Whiff enpoof Song”
“Enjoy Yourself” and his pop medleys,
Thbrsen puts sincerity and deep feeling.
His visit to the tables tp pin carnations
on “fortunate” females and his excursions into comedy add to the pleasantry
He also/ comes through with a Swedish
dialect number, “Yah, Sure; Y’Betcha,”
-

:

cent.

For novelty effect, he slips in some
good impressions of Bing Crosby and
Nelson Eddy, as well as “Because of
You,” voiced smoother than many cur-

Guest Starring

4

"Texaco Star Theatre"

L
Exclusive Personal

MARCH

MILTON BERLE’S

rent favorites.

Management

45

Hour.”

the burthen of the proposed new edict by
Variety Artists, to k.o, or control benethe American Guild of
In an endeavor to do so, the midnight dee jays are threatfits.
extermination.
When Bill Williams, the WJZ
sudden
ened with
(N Y.) platter-chatterer, asked ardent unionist Phil Foster if
this would apply also to midday programs originating from
Sardi’s, and the like, the comedian said yes. The fact that everybody in the restauranW-waiters, barkeep, hatcheck, et al.—
profit because of the vicarious glamor imparted by show biz performers who appear gratis at the mikes is deemed by AGVA as
another subterfuge in the “benefit racket.”
All of which is commendable, in the effort (1), to perpetuate,
employment for actors; and (2), allegedly not to give’ away
something which is their stock in trade.
That, in short,

VAUDEVILIJE

BiH in N.Y.

Two new

But

r»

Acts Are Born
.

It’s

rw ~

1

A LLE N

HERMAN

Rees,

right in order here.

NBC-TV
118 West 57th

Street,

New York

19,

N.Y.
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TO:

Ned Schuyler and Murray
Daniels

FROM: Billy

C.

Gee,
lieve

—many, many thanks

folks
. . .

. .

/but
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hard to be-

being held over for eight fabulous weeks
at
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OPENING—March

24th

PALLADIUM
To All
Will

ii

My Loyal Friends—
New Yi

Be Seeing You at

COPACABANA

in

the

fall

.
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WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Management:

Direction:
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N.Y, Bill Would Require
Darcel’s N. Y. Waldorf Bow
Denise Darcel has been signed
Empire Room of the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., starting
May 8 for three weeks. On the
bill with her will be harpist Robert
Maxwell.
stagehands, musicians, teamsters
It’s Miss Darcel’s first date in.
and other American Federation of this class hospice.
Labor craft unions would recognize
It
that a labor problem exists.
meant that the circus would have 2 N.Y. STATE BILLS

Liquid Capacity Marking
Albany, Feb. 26.

for the

The American Guild

of Variety

claimed a major victory
in the outdoor field last week when
the Bob Morton Circus signed an
agreement with the union which
be
performers
that
stipulated
signed with AGVA and for the
circus to pay premiums of $3.50
Weekly for all those in the show.
Contract was signed by circus
Artists

Waive Bonds
The AGVA agreement waived
posting of a bond by the circus,
inasmuch as the union agreed that

CAFE DISCRIMINATION

Albany, Feb, 26.
forbidding discrimination
in the show’s many years of opera- in service to customers by liquor
tion, there was never any question licensees has been sponsored by
that the acts would be paid off. New York State Senator Harold I.
There was no discussion of mini- Panken (D.-Man.). A companion
mum scales since it Was also recog- bill was introduced in the Asnized that acts hired for this show sembly by Ludwig Teller,
were paid above prevailing miniNightclubs and bars would be
mums.
It reads that
/affected by the bill,
The major fight centered around a person licensed to sell liquor for
Hamid had on-premises consumption “shall not
the insurance issue.
fought the union on the ground discriminate against or refuse to
that the -insurance, program, did serve, or to delay service to, any
not meet the requirements of the person on account of race, creed,
outdoor fields. There, was no pro- color or national origin.” Denial
vision for injuries during rehears-: Of a license would be the penalty
als and setting up of rigging. Ham- for failure to comply.
In addition,
id had campaigned against the in- no application, for renewal showing
surance before the convention of a license granted on or after Sept.
the international Assn, of Fairs 1, 1953, shall be granted unless the
and Expositions which, in Chicago applicant states “under oath” that
last November, nixed the union he has not at any time during the
plan in a resolution.
year
discriminated,
preceding
The pact indicates that the union against anyone.
will now tackle other major outfits
In an action for a violation, the
in the outdoor spheres, The con- owner shall be deemed to have pertract also removes a field of pres- mitted the discrimination alleged
to have been committed, by a sersure against 4he insurance program
vant or employee, unless he has

head Bob Morton in Memphis and
pact was forwarded to Kansas City
for inking by. union organizer
Barry.

ON

difficulty in operating.

Don

A

bill

The Bob Morton Circus is asserts
edly one ^of the names used by
Hamid-Morton Circus. It’s
the
AGVA’s contention^ that the Morton and Hamid-Morton Circus are
one and the same outfits and that
provisions agreed to in the Morton
contract will also apply to situations where the outfit is billed as
the Hamid-Morton Circus;;
The pacting culminated one of
the fiercest battles that AGVA entered into in the al fresco field.
Resolving of the hassle came after
George A. Hamid, head of. the
agency of that name and partner
with Morton in the operation of
the Hamid Morton Circus, went
on a South American cruise.
Union had threatened to picket
the circus opening in Kansas City
Match 3 under the auspices of the
Police Dept. AGVA had reportedly
obtained the support of the Central that might have developed into ma- specifically instructed
Labor Union, which meant that jor opposition on more fronts.
not to discriminate.

Every container and glass used
State for serving at retail,

in N.Y.
for on-premises consumption, whiskey, rum, wine, beer or other alcoholic beverages, would have to be
“plainly marked” as to the number of ounces or fraction thereof,
of its liquid capacity.

Kansas

City, Feb. 26.

Sonja Henie with her “Ice ReVue
of 1952” set a record for blader
grosses here in a six-day engagement in the arena bf
Foregoing is embodied in a bill Auditorium. The eight Municipal
performintroduced by Assemblyman Wil- ances, with a top of
$3.66, racked
liam J. Butler (Rep., Buffalo).
up $100,000, “several thousand”
better than any previous ice show
take.

Foster Loses to Bloom

On

Erskine Butterfield

$

Suit brought bv agent Bill Foster against Walter Bloom over the
management of Erskine Butterfield
was dismissed last week by Justice
Thomas A. Aureiio in N. Y. Supreme Court.
Foster and Bloom had been partners in the operation of a cocktail
talent agency until several months
ago. Partnership was formed after
Bloom had been acting as Butterfield’s personal manager for. many
Upon dissolution, Foster
years.
sued for an accounting of the profin management of the. pianistsinger.
Court found for Bloom, stating
that “It clearly appears that the
its

personal management by defendant of Erskine Butterfield was
specifically excluded from the partnership arrangement between the
parties and was so regarded and
acted upon by the parties throughemployees out all the years of the partnership

leer actually gave nine performances, but the Saturday night house
was given cuffo to the Shrine convention. Without this usually lucrative night, show’s figure is even
more standout. Show was handled
locally by the John Antonello office.

Miss Henie carried on without
missing a number or a performalthough she suffered two
cracked ribs in a fall her first few
minutes on. the ice opening night.
Her last previous engagement in
K. C. she also took a header; that
Was several years ago.
While playing here arrangements
were completed for the show to
play Havana for four weeks, beginning late in April. Date there will
be irt the Teatro Blanquista, 7,500seater.
Following Kansas City;
show plays Toledo, Baltimore and
New York. It Will close after the
Havana date and return to Hollywood.
ance,

'

Harris, Johnson O’seas

relationship.”

To Gander

Ice Talent

Pittsburgh, Feb. 26.
big skating shows,
of “Ice Capades,”

Owners of two
John H. Harris,

and Oscar Johnson, of
lies,”

“Ice Fol-

Clippered out for Europe on

Sunday

(24) to scout talent at the
championships in Paris

world’s

week. They'll be gone a week,
returning to this country on Mon-,

this

I

I

day

(3).

Harris was accompanied by,

his

Donna Atwood, star of “Ice
Capades” who’s temporarily out of

wife,

I

I

I

J

I

the cast with a sprained muscle;
Jerry Mayhall, musical conductor
for the icer, and Rosemarie Stewart,

I

chorus

its

The

director.

Harris

party was to go to London first for
a look at “Brigadoon,” which will
be condensed and incorporated into
the 1953 edition.
The showman also had an audience scheduled yesterday (Tues.) at

&

Clarence House in London with
Prince Philip to receive the personal thanks of the Queen’s husband for charity work in England
of Variety Clubs International,
which Harris founded here in 1928.

Don Chema
A

Tex. Benefit
San Antonio, Feb. 26.
special show is skidded for

Saturday night (1) at Teatro Nacional with a lineup Of Spanishspeaking stage and radio stars aug-

mented by

local talent.

Show

will

comedian, who is a patient at Texas
State Tuberculosis Sanitorium, at
Sanitorium, Tex.
Among those billed to, appear are
Pepe Arratia, Lalo Astol, La Chata
Noloesca, Bella Areau and Lydia

Don Chema,

be a benefit for

.

America’s

Mendoza.

Premiere

Comedienne
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Thanks, Harshey Martin
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Pross Relations:
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LEW

GRADE

and LESLIE

HAVE PLEASURE

IN

ANNOUNCING ANOTHER

LINK IN

WORLD-WIDE ENTERTAINMENT SERVICE

WITH THE OPENING OF THEIR WEST COAST BRANCH

LEW and LESLIE GRADE LTD., Inc.
<747 SINSET BOILEVAIB

HOLLYWOOD

40,

CAUFORWA
Telephone*:

Viee-Pretfdenf in Charge

CRESTVIEW 4-3755

Cable:

HAL GORDON

"GRADAGE," Hollywood

CRESTVIEW 4-3855

REGENT HOUSE
235-241 Regent Street

250 WEST 57th STREET

NEW
Cable:

YORK, N.

LONDON

Y.

"LEWGRADAGE," New

Cable:

W

1

"GRADAGE," London

Telephone: Regent 5821

Telephone: JUdson 6-4190

6 RUE CARDINAL MERCIER
PARIS 9
Cable:

"GRADAGE,"

*

Our

Telephone: TRinite 86-59

Pari*

Sincere Appreciation to All

*

*

Our Friends

in the

United States of America

for Their Wonderful Cooperation

BRANCH

OFFICES:

DUSSELDORF,
MILAN, OSLO, COPENHAGEN, ZURICI+, AUSTRALIA,

STOCKHOLM, BRUSSELS, AMSTERDAM

J

.

VAUBEVUXB
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Danny Walden Reads
AGVA’s Grievance Unit

Philadelphia,

27,7 '-19S2
**

111

Latin Qurter’s

.

Insurance Coin to AGVA
Danny Walden, of the Radio City
Music Hall, N. Y., Glee Club cast,
has been named chairman of the
sing
American Guild of Variety Artists
Latin Quarter* N. Y., staved off
Grievance Committee. Group has its possible closing by the
Amen,
no voting power, but will act as pan Guild ot Variety Artists
with
advisors to the executive commit- payment of $573.12, understood
to
tee in the matter of taking up be the amount covering
insurance
various peeves.
costs from September to January
Union had charged that LQ
Committee comprises 14 mem-

Feb. 26.

Injuries have forced cancellation
of the Latin Casino headliner for
The Ames
*
viously, if the police figured an two straight weeks.
Philadelphia, Feb. 26.
Bros, were forced to exit rtheir
Nitery ops here were hoping to act was improper, they moved, booking for Thursday (28) when
right in and locked up all parties.
pee daylight ahead after a con- Commissioner Gibbons said he one of the boys in the quartet sufference between newly appointed planned in the future to have these fered a broken leg, Mindy Carson
Police Commissioner Thomas J. Investigators first' make Out a re- substituted.
bers.
Last week, the auto accident sufGibbons and Leonard Propper, port on the alleged obscene act,
and then headquarters would fol- fered by the DeCastro Sisters
counsel for the Gafe Owners Assn
low through.
while driving north from Florid#*
of Philadelphia*
Even more important to the prevented them from opening .at,
A series of police raids in re- Philiy nitery men is the matter the Latin (21). Owner and booker.
cent Weeks in West Philadelphia of the Saturday midnight- closing. Dallas Gerson brought in Jen Neland North Philiy spots stunned the The- deadline varies in different son, vocalist.
cafe industry. Police descended parts of the city,, depending upon
in
suddenly on cafes and if they found the inspector or police captain in
Cleveland, Feb. 26.
minors in the place; raided the charge/
The Saturday midnight
club. Checking on minors is rou- clampdpwn
on liquor sales is
Rosemary Clooney sang “Come
tine in all clubs, but in some spots unshakable, being controlled by
Oma” at the wrong house, said the
bars
’the
musical
( particularly
state law and all cafes come under
backers of Cleveland Concert Atwhen a name disk act is playing) the. direct supervision of the State
suing her last
tractions, Inc.,
the under-21 fans sometimes slip Liquor Control Board. The quesweek for damages, of $6,500 in a
through in the throng.
tion of continuing the entertainbreach of contract to-do.
Propper explained the difficul- ment after the midnight- hour is
Singer refused to live Up to an
of
local
optiona
matter
ties to Commissioner Gibbons, who purely
agreement to give two performtold him that operators, unless in this case, police discretion. Easances at Public Music Hall Sunday
they made a flagrant practice of ing of the entertainment deadline,
(24), following her one-week enwould be which Commissioner Gibbons is
minors,
to
catering
gagement at Hotel Hollenden’s
consider
favorably,
said
to
would
to
put
future
clear
the
warned in
Minneapolis, Feb. 26.,
Vogue Room, according to Ray and
underrage; patrons, instead of the be a big boon to the bistros, ‘perThe wildest and most exciting jack Essick, who filed suit.
previous practice of hauling off mitting them to give two and demonstration ever attendant upon
Two Essick brothers, who operpossibly three full shows on the
everybody in the paddy- wagon.
any local theatrical event greeted ate habe film houses in a large
week’s biggest night.
Lewis at Friday (22) chain owned by their father, Perc
Martin
New Jurisdiction
opening of seven : day stand at 4,000-' Essick, claim they completed a
Another bright prospect for the
r
Music Corp. of America deal almost
cafemen is the removal from the
Dance of ilie Month' Club, Inc > seat Radio City Theatre;
a month ago fa* Miss Clooney’s
district or divisional commanders’ chartered to conduct an amuse- / With schools closed because of
in two pop Concerts here.
Washington’s Birthday, youngsters services
hands of such matters as determin- ment, enterprise
in New York. CapThey said they went ahead and
large
ing the lewdness of an act.
by the thousands swamped the
3,000-seat Public Music
leased
the
ital
stock
is
100
shares,
no
par
number of Philly’s musical bars
showhouse for the first of the day’s
Fred M. "Samotin, New six shows, despite the low tempera- Hail and inked a band as Well as
and clubs feature “dance divertis- value.
several other acts for the shows,
sements” of varying order. Pre- York, was filing attorney.
ture and the fact that adult prices
Although songstress allegedly
bf 85c up to 1 pi m. prevailed for
r e f u s e d to fill the commitment;
the children; and teenagers.
plaintiffs assert she accepted a
When the ropes Were let down Vogue Room, contract made at a
and the surging, screaming mob later date and also appeared in a
made a mad rush to get front Saturday (23) matinee pop concert
seats, kids were knocked down and for teenagers, sponsored by the
on, but no serious
trampled
Hotel Hpllehdeh’s n it e r y. Miss
ENTIRELY
squad of police Clooney’s business managers and
juries resulted.
helped the ushers maintain order. bcokfhg agency were also named

.

operator

Lou Walters,

after signing

an agreement which called for payment of insurance premiums on
the cast, had failed to do so. spot
was given a Sunday (24) deadline
Insurance, check came in shortly
before that and accounting is now
being made to determine amount
fully owed as premiums.

1

*

Pittsburgh, Feb. 26.
Pitt area nitery is openacts, on top of two others, Rill Green’s and Ankara, which
have restored shows for the winter season after first deciding to
go it until spring with music alone.
Latest is the Twin Coaches, located
on Route 51 at nearby Belle Vernon, about midway between here

m

Mark

Another
ing up for

and Uniontown.

Twin Coaches, being booked by
local agent Joe Hiller, is" going in
for some names.
Rudy Vallee

&

opened there

last night (Mon.) for

week along with dance team

of

Blair &; Dean. Ames Brothers had
been booked to follow, but had to
cancel out because of the illness
of one of them, so Bobby Breen

A

;

comes in instead,

1

,

NEWEST IDEA IN SHOWBUSINESS
IS NEWEST HIT ON JMA

‘

’

UNDER WATER
ON STAGE

ANY
STAGE

A

Beginning of the show was the
signal for the noisiest demonstration: ever heard in a theatre here,

in suit.

and ^hen Martin &' Lewis came
on the screams* shouting, whistling
and applause exploded deafeningly,
causing Lewis to hold his fingers

Clooney a Double Lure
In Cleve.; Milk for Teens

Columbia Records

KEN

Cleveland, Feb. 26.

Rosemary Clooney drew boff biz
Opening day’s gross hit $12,800, at the Hotel ‘Hollenden’s Vogue
the largest by far for any vaud- Room last week at $2 and $2.50
Demand of the younger
film show in all Minneapolis an- covers.
to his ears.

Five attendants, instead of
the usual one, were kept busy at
the candy and popcorn counter..
Pair did six performances Saturday and Sunday as well as Friday and five shows daily are scheduled for the rest of the week.
Comedians share 50% of the
gross from the first dollar and provide the show. It looks now as if
gross may soar to $70,000.
The duo arrived here CarryThey had never
ing golf clubs.
been in Minneapolis before and
didn’t know anything about the climate. Temperature was below zero
as they alighted from the t'rai
Well, anyway,” remarked Lewis,
“we might go. out and hit a few
snowballs.”

nals.

Scorns on

Lucky

Strikt'i

“THIS IS

SHOWBUSINESS”
CBS- TV
Coast to Coast
Sunday Nite

.

.

Charles Rayburn'*
Original

Saranac lake
By Happy Benway
World's Pramiar

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Feb. 26.
Birthday salutations are in order
fqr Jean Ellis (Interstate circuit),
Jbe (UA) Phillips and Bob (WB)
Pasquale.

ballerina
thanks to
Irving Mansfield

Byron Paul

and MCA’s

Herb Rosenthal
Johnny Greenhut

Uawin Rowland, ex - Broadway
production manager, drew a good
medical clinic but will have to do
another three months in the obr

servation department as
guard possible setback,

a

Glenn Phillips (Phelps

&

safe-

Phildefinitely beat the rap here,
rolled up his dancing mat and
left for Boston for a short vacation

lips)

He

before resuming work,
As per his yearly custom, Jerry
Vogel song publisher and prez of
the Jerry Vogel Foundation, Inc.,
.

saw

to it that every, patient of this
institution received a nice allow-

Units

Avai»3ble for

Supper Clubs
Club Dates
Theatres
Niteries

ance of candy.
S, Coleman Hoiiff, technician of
Pitt-Roth theatre circtiit, Fredricksburg, Va., in and put of general
hospital
After
overcoming the
effects of a serious operation.
Ann Ducey shot iii from N. Y.
for a bedside chat with Grace
Davidson (ABC) whose progress is

GRIFFIN
OPENING FEB. 2t
4 DUKES
SUPPER CLUB
DETROIT* MICHIGAN
Direction: MILO 8TELT

set for the singer cued the hotel*
management to switch their special

teen,”

matinee, “Youth Cam
show from the small Vogue

Room

to the large ballroom.

Saturday

The

Mutual Entertainment Agency

teenage concert drew 650 payees
at $1 per head;

203 N.

These teenage concerts are proving to be sock public relations pitch
for the hotel and are probably the
first time they’ve been tried by
a major Hostelry. Kids are served
cokes and sandwiches at modest
prices from the hotel’s special milk

SV/2 Minntos of Humor, Novelty,
Dancing, Satire, Monologues, also
entertainment.

Chicago

Wabash

1*

III.

bar.

MERRIEL ABBOTT
REVUE
CONRAD HILTON HOTEL, CHI

Go
Former Owner

3 Hull, Que., Spots

Back

to

'Ottawa, Feb. 26.
Standishall Hotel, Chez Henri Hotel and Chaudiere Golf Club, all
across the river from the capital,
in Hull, Que., have been sold back
to previous owner J, P. Maloney,

Hull

lombe

hotelman, by Charles Couof Montreal. Latter had

purchased the trio from Maloney
in

1949.
Standishall, one of the district’s
top niteries, was partly destroyed
by fire last summer in which a
Louis Armstrong musician lost his
life.

Guy

4TH

WEEK

New

York— Max

t

Chicago—Sidney Page Agency

?T2 _
and Raya Sisters
"DANCING DOLL-USIONS"
Currently

Mitchell heads the bill

in the hotel’s Circle Room, which
Was not damaged in the- blaze. Maloney says the hotel will be rebuilt and renovated, work to begin this spring.
Chaudiere will return to private
club status after three seasons as

nitery under Coulombs. Chez Henri
continues as food-and-drink spot.

Bh

Novelle-McCpnkey

Artists

RIVERSIDE HOTEL
RENO, NEVADA
Personal

Management

THE WILSON AGENCY
Phil GRAE— Phil COSCIA

A
/

1501 Broadway, NL Y. C.

THANKSLATIN CASINO, PHILA.
For Return Engagement Within

a special item.

Kenneth Derby, formerly of
Paramount pix distrib department
and recently co-owner and man,

,

ager of the Security Theatres, in

from Los Angeles for the observa-

Fairs

tion period, his second venture at
the cure.

Write to those Who are

ill.

kSGIJ

Mgt.:

NAT DUNN,

1650 Broadway. N.

Y-
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to
London, Feb.

The Wiere

By

HERMAN

A.

before going to the Army.

LOWE

Ralph
with
Charlie Ventura's Band, and now
former

Russell,

20.'

Anchorage, Feb.

drummer

:

sang at eastern niteries a cou- Schwartz, onetime radio announcer
ple of years back. Among others at Aberdeen, S. D.
in Army khaki at Fort Richardson
Nitery and Longhair

Among

those turned

up

at .Elmendorf Field, headquarters of the:
sons of repertory legit in Frisco Alaskan Air Force, are the followand who was a bit player at Colum- ing in the Air Force powder blpe:
bia Fix when Unde Sam tapped Millard Anderson,' formerly with
him. Craig Cedar, who played in
at San Angelo, Tex., and
Warner Bros.’ “West Point Story” KGFL, Roswell, N. M*; and' stepson

A1 Sherman, who* played two

sea-

:

KGKL

of Billy Rolls, vaude comic of a
Andersen now
generation ago.
manages the Armed Forces Radio
Pfc. John
Station at Elmendorf.
McDonald, station engineer at Elmendorf, formerly with KJMA and
KIT at Yakima, Wash- In his civil
ian days, .McDonald also played in
a 16-piece dance orch. Lowell and
Lyle Peterson, twins who sang on
station WDAY, Fargo, N. p., and
also warbled in night spots in and
around Minneapolis* Corp. Jo"
former pianist ana
Williams,
trumpeter at Nashville; Tenn., w
the Johnny Long and Ray McKinley orchs. Bud Davis, formerly in
Alaska at the Elmendorf radio station, was with the “Grand Old
.

:

Opry”

radio ..show

back

in

the

Some interesting longhair talent
turns up at the big Kodiak Naval
Base, on Kodiak Island.
Jules Radinsky, manager of the
Civil Service Club at the base,
was a vaude afid nitery musician,
up and down, the Pacific Coast,’
and also is a former conductor of
the Seattle Summer Pops Orches-

"Artistry In Ballet
Currently

LATIN CASINO
Direction:
1650 Broadway

Cornell

MARRY W. LAURENCE
^

NOW York

lO.

N.Y.

Circle i-6439

Bill

Continued from fifi 45

obtaining jobs, Fee* at most office*,
except those governed by Actor*
Equity; begin at 10%. Agencies are
permitted to charge more for club
dates and one-ntghters, and profits
on packages may result in more
than a 10% fee*
Irked at Usual* Tag
Introduction of the bill brings to
light the fact that agencies have
been attempting for many years to
get theatrical offices out of the
category of the usual employment
agencies. For example, the Condon-Ostertag bill proposed In 1042
sought to eliminate the. 5% limit
in show business. However, theatrical unions lined up to defeat the
proposed measure. This was done
so that the unions could exercise
greater control of agents and set
up schedules which could; be enforced by law.*
As the situation now stands, percenteries are able to operate at
more than 5% by consent of the
unions involved. Strict interpretation of the law now on the books
would mean that 'Virtually every

,

2.

Vandein 18 Mos.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 26.

Rr6*7

tfarjner

petty

chief

Albright,

officer in. Special Services, is an exviolinist With the Los Angeles Sym-

phony Orchestra. Richard Avare
Was a concert pianist and composer. He is in the Special Servives section at Kodiak, and manages the base radio station and
A1 Riley
theatre group*
little
played in Seattle dance bands. Bill
Lee played with stage bands.

year and a half ago.

by

star,

and

will feature

Adkins' orch, the house band
here off and oh for years, will be
back;

Stanley also has a package head-

M

;

mm*
mmb v
111®

•'

\.i
-r

'

that contracts, originally
okayed by the CNE board of directors, were later changed from a
straight contract percentage of the
gross to fiat sums, this amounting
to considerable loss in revenue to

Pme:

Professional Eng agontorit

Cm

at

S.

*

TUi

7\
/

:

lliii

-•V.V.NV*'

The “Steel Pier block,” directly
Opposite the big boardwalk amusement spot, has been sold to an un-

CNE.

the city-owned

Mayor

"Sotiricdlly yours”

DIANE HAYES

Atlantic City, Feb. 26.

Lamport's

pre-election disclosed New York city investclainr was that, despite more than
ment syndicate for a price report2,000,000 attendance at «50c for
fortnight’s annual show, plus ex- edly in excess of $1,500,000.
Seller, coincidentally the former
hibition floor space rates, plus a
nightly sellout of the 24,000-seat owner of Steel Pier, Frank P. Gragrandstand performance at $3, top, vatt, is vacationing in Miami. Bewith such stars, as Olsen
John- sides the pier; Gravatt at various
son, Danny Kaye and Jimmy Du- times controlled or Was interested
rante, the annual is “bleeding to in such beachfront hotels a* the
death with red ink” and the city Traymore, which he disposed of a
received some $150,000 while “cre- year ago, and the Shelburne, which
ating midway millionaires.”
was also sold a short time ago for
approximately $3,000,000.
included in the block just sold
is the Howard Johnson restaurant,
Vaude, Cafe Dates
snack bar and cocktail lounge, and
what was once a nitery known as

FRANK BROOKHOUSER,
Philadelphia Inquirer—

"Diane Hatfes—You may have ,,seen
het on TV « , . (me of the best.
•

Permanent Address:

W.

234

48th

St.,

Hew

w

York, H. Y.

Circle BB000

.

:

Ext. 517

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON,
Presents

New York

the Aquarium.

NOW ON
CONTINENTAL TOUR

,

——

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL-MAROUANI AGENCY, PARIS
mmm

Amorlcah Rep.

—a——

Bryant being feted by
Civil Defense League at the CapiWillie

i

tol Hotel,
.

,

.

JAY MARSHALL

.

Closes

LATIN CASINO

*

PHILADELPHIA

Ops

Duplicate Prize, Award.# In the

:

•

made

also

.

TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS

dancing

Fran Warren,

Max

N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.)
Gil Lamb set for the Carousel,
Pittsburgh, March 3 * .
Senor
Atlantic City Spots
Wences starts at Latin Quarter,
Miami Beach, today (Wed.) . . ;
Atlantic City, Feb. 26.
Bobby Lucas to the Latin Casino,
Three-day Washington’s BirthBilly
this town, before being recalled to Philadelphia, March 31
Daniels sails for Europe on the day weekend lured crowds so large
duty as a Naval reservist.
Queen Mary March 14 for a open- that amusements and restaurants
ing 10 days later at the Palladium, did a much greater volume of business than was expected.
Elect London.
Ontario Aud.

*

be headed

Borrah Minevitch’s Rascals, with
Johnny Puleo, and Skating Macks.

formation” in connection with agencies in connection with fees
atnusement contracts including the and other conditions.
midway attractions. Ticket takers
also are involved plus heavy electricity lighting costs that should
N. Y. Syndicate Buys
have been charged to amusement
concessionaires, hut were reputedly
Atlantic City Block
absorbed by the CNE.. Charges are

former stock company and radio
actor. He also played bit parts on
Broadway, He moved to Alaska
as a civilian, became program man
ager of station KJ0NI, in Anchor
age, and founded a little theatre in

*

It'll

Gene Nelson, WB’s

.

:

Lieut. Frank Brink, Public
Information Officer at Kodiak, is a

RESTAURANT AND BAR
1 $• W. 44 S»., New York III 2-44*$
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

da.

.

Navy

Grant’s Riviera

downtown

luxer, the Stanley is getting it*
first stageshow week of March
T
since Martin A Lewis played it a

&

tra.

Philadelphia

Fftbrjary 27,. 1952

ed by Johnnie Ray pencilled in for
week of ay 2. Town is getting a
rush of flesh after; a long void, with
rival Loew’s Pehn bringing in a
unit headed by' Tony Bennett and
Toronto, £eb. * 26.
Toni Arden on March 21* House
A drastic- shakeup of Canadian
had this show set for week earlier
National Exhibition personnel apbut decided to postpone it rather
than risk the competition that time
peared likely after a meeting yesterday (Mon.)' in which complete
from the Shrihe indoor circus at
checkup on books and amusement talent agency would have to close Syria Mosque and “Ice Follies” at
contracts was premised by, Robert shop. But, since it's bben impos- the Gardens,
H. Saunders, first* Veepee, with im- sible to remedy, the situation
through legislation, an extra-legal
mediate suspensions imminent.
Following election challenge of solution has been arrived at wherenew Mayor Allan Lamport in which by provisions aren’t enforced in
he called; for a complete exam- regard to talent agencies..
The right of states to govern
ination of CNR operations and financing, Saunders' said that “Quite employment agencies is contained
in
a 10-year-old decision of the
a nasty situation developed and a
full investigation is underlay for U. S. Supreme Court which, -in the
Nebraska Flour Mill case, ruled
our meeting Thursday” (28).
Much of this involves “misin- that the state may regulate such

States;,

PADDY
WING

Now Ywk

26.

are dou-

bling a cabaret date at the Embassy
Club with their engagement in Vai
Parnell's “Peep Show” at the
Prince of Wales, have been signed
for a four-week engagement in
Stockholm next April.
Deal calls for payment of $3,000
per week for the trio and their asr
After
sistant, Mildred Seymour.
they conclude the Swedish engageAmerica,
ment they will return to
and have made air reservations for

The Army, Navy and Air Force a drummer with the 43rd Army
Dick Remberg, trombonist*
In Alaska boast a fair sprinkling Band.
of show biz people, ranging from with Woody Herman and Elliot
in his pre-Alaska days.
Lawrence
playHollywood
band musicians to
ers 'and radio station personnel.
Owen “Tubby” Nelson,
Also,
No official survey has ever been erstwhile alto saxman for Les May
made by the Armed Forces, but Brown. Gordy Loffgren, who was
Variety Checked the situation jn-- an arranger for name bands in the
formally at the largest Air, Army States, before he became an arand Navy bases in the territory ranger for the 43rd Army Band.
and found these people from all Sgt. Tom Belcher, who was with
parts of the nation.
NBC-TV in Hollywood; and who
The Richard Krause who is vocal- now works on soldier shows at Fort
ist with the crack 43rd Army Band Richardson. Dan Schwartz, former
at Fort Richardson, biggest Army member of the Mutual Broadcastpost in Alaska, was known as Dick ing press staff in New York, now
Allyne when he won an Arthur in the Press Information Office at
Capt. Robert
Godfrey Talent Scouts contest and Fort Richardson;

are:

who

Bros.,

1

Opens Tomorrow

Hotol Radisson
MINNEAPOLIS

Niteries

Toronto,. Feb. 26.
G. Simpson, of the Masonic

took advantage of the
with"the 500 club offering
Pat Cameron and Jan Wynn in a
floorshoW with Jessie Barber as
emcee.
Rick’s Hialeah stuck To
Bob O’Neill, one of the best draws
here in years. Margate casino had
Kay Karol and the Angie Trio,
with other spots depending on sea^
sonal talent. Hotels offered dancing in their grills with some having
other entertainment.
Boardwalk
motion picture houses skedded
midnight shows.

Chicago

influx,

Auditorium here, was .elected presiVine Gardens back on six-day
dent of, the Auditorium Owners p b ii c y due to increased b.o.
and Operators Assn, of Ontario, Billy De Wolfe swings east to
with C. H. Kendall, Brant Inn, Bur- Town' Casino, Buff alo, March 10,
and then up to Casino Theatre,
lington, named veCpee.
Toronto, .March 20. Comes back
AOOA directors will comprise to
Elmwood, Windsor, Ont., March
London;
past prexy H. Law, Arena,
returns to U*S. with two-weekMrs* M. Marshall, Alexandra, Ham- 31,
ef
at Schroeder, Milwaukee, April
ilton; W. White, Palace Pier, To15, then to Jung Hotel, New Orronto; D. Ivey, Sunmer Gardens,- leans, April
30, and Baker Hotel;
Port Dover; W. T. Way; Hylands, Dallas, May 8
Dave BranowGalt; T. W. Jones, Wonderland, er, personal manager, out of the
London; G. Dunn, Dunn’s Pavillion, hospital after minor surgery.
One of the big draivs was the
Bala; ,0. Dutton, Wondergroves, Harold Minsky, after s e v e r a 1 ruins of the $4,000,000 fire of last
and J* Cantini, Paradise Gardens, weeks’ illness, back at helm of month.
Guelph.
RiaAo
Lyric, Indianapolis, brings
back “Little” Jimmy Dickens and
the Grand Old Opry show, with
COMEDY MATERIAL
Lonzo & Oscar, April 17. .Van De
for All Branches of Theatricals
Velde troupe headlining at ChiGLASON'S
cago Auto: show. .Allan Thomas,
who quit Associated Booking office
TH£ ORIGINAL SHOW BIZ 6X6 Hit
act department, has opened his'
<The Service of f ho Stars)
.

.

.

,|

*

'

>

.

.

Booked by

MARK LEDDY Who
PlMRktd

Geography

.

WHEN

IN
It's

BOSTON
tho

.

FUN-MASTER

.

1 Washington Sts.
The Hama 6f Show Folk
Avery

J

:

own

DENTON
JACKGREATEST
COMEDIAN
WORLD'S

(Fsrionaf Opinion)

HELENE anl
Currently

TOWN

IVAN CHARNOP*
ChlceRo

JAN

PATRICE

P,r.

CASINO, Buffalo
Dir.: M.C.A.
Mgr. TOM SHEILS

New show

:

No*1—

opening

at Colony
Club last night (Tues.) features
Tomba Sc Tieda, Frances Hite, and
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Melody, comedy m e. being
held over for additional Week
Marla
Makay,
songstress,
has
opened at the Flamingo cocktail
bar, San Antonio, after a stand at
Aquarium lohnge in Riloxi, Miss..
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.
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
Miaul

opener, "Love," showing Latin Cojmi City,
n»ia*rf’AiMrl«, N. Y. With
Beaeh
undertones,
Jerry Pedersen and
Miami Beach, Feb. 23.
uairmB.KooMK
Joy Walker duoterp with Loiiise
NatBrandwynne’s
Sophie
Tucker,
with
Ted
Shapiro;
Boroe,
Victor
Burnett trillings
Ted Fito Rlto Jack Carter Tony Bennett; 4 Step
Orch, Mitcha Borr’s Latin Band; orch has quite
bit
to
cue
Of
bit
a
Bros., Walter Long , Benny Davis$2.50 cover after 9:30.
master, but several shows should June Taylor
Production, David
stitch everything up tight. Will,
Tyler and Rey Mambo orchs; in
Victor Borge, after an unsteady
his
whipped
night,
Black Magic Lounge, Tony Benopening
nett; Steve Gibson Redcaps, with
comedy pianistics into a consistent
Club,
Damita jo, $2 and $5 mininxums.
laugh-getter at the Empire Room,
where he is the lorte, act on the
London, Feb. 21.
smartly
There’s a continuing aud-atbill The Danish comedian,
Wiere Bros., with Mildred Seyattired in tails, has a flock of new mour; Claude Merchant's “Tropi- traction build in the show here
New
York
last
his
since
for
next two weeks with the rematerial
cal Rhythms,” ioith Kathleen Stancafe appearance ( at the Persian ford, Ted Bardett, Charles Moore, turn of Sophie Tucker (complete
off-handed
manner
Room) and his
Marina Biliingsby, Berne Byers .tc^-iiew gowns, hairdo—a poodle
of delivery, coupled with what the Ruth Ham, Joan Smith. Chore- yet— and all riew material), the
cliche set calls "the Continental ography, Marchant; musical direc- fast laugh stint purveyed by Jack
charm," is something to tickle the tor, Luis Cardenas Billy Spbud's Carter, plrissed by Tony Bennett’s
;
songalog impact. The four Step
risibilities of any smart audience.
Orch, Don Carlos Samba Band;
Bros, arid solid production break
There are a couple of pieces of $4.50 minimum.
routinings
via Benny Davis musicBorge needs to
that
material
lyrics arid staging of June Taylor.
straighten out, but it’s mostly a
With
this
proIt: all adds up to as potent a packdouble feature
matter of playing out the kinks
gram, to provide two separate half- age as this biggest room in the.
rather than eliminating them enhour diversions, the ^Embassy Club area has seeii all season.
tirely. The opening "talking piano”
boldly takes the initiative in West
Miss Tricker returns with her
bit, in which the steinway ostensiEnd cabaret standards, In money usual dazzling gowns and an array
bly introduces Borge while at the
value <the bill is costing $3,000 per of material that is shrewdly gauged
same time "insulting” him, is
week) arid entertainment the show to. earn maximum mitts from her.
clever though it needs refinement
is the biggest nitery draw in town
tremendous; following built iri anand a brisker pace. The encore
and measures a brave attempt to nual appearances at this arid other
satire on TV commercials could: be
keep
business
at
pitch
at
high
a
a
plush dribs in the Miamis, Walkon
edited and speeded considerably;
tithe When national mourning is
Otherwise, Borge has plenty ma- affectihg trade at most late night Was to a long ovation. She worked
in sock accomp Ted Sharpiro for
^
terial that apparently can keep an spots;
an early bow, then got down to the
audience entertained for a couple
When
job
the
Embassy
inaugurated
“How Can I Grow Old,” the
he
At show; caught,
of hours.
its new policy of -slashed prices and "Tucker
School
For Red Hot
worked an hour, doing such as” plenty limned with new
bigtime
Mom
Cabaret
ago,
month
the
a
sorted comedies as a satire on the
sole attraction was/ Claude Mar- laugh lyrics; a straight and listened
a
paraphrased
masters,
old niUsic
charit’s Afro-Cuban dancers. Book- to "Life Is A Wonderful Thing/’
reading of Tchaikovsky’s .alleged
ed for a month, they have been so (Which could be titled "Tucker:
biography, which is a good throwaway and a change of pace from successful that they are being held Looks At Life”) for change of pace,
over. The Wiere Bros., who had Adds another newie on an income
the musical portions^
been pacted to follow, are now tax expert that contains blrieish
For the first half hour or so, added to the bill as a further at- tinges only la Tucker could get by
Borge only Casually indicates his traction.
with, for bowls, /Reprises a new
longhair facility at the keys, with
Currently
playing in
."Peep set for the latter-day patrons,; of
snatches of music, but he finally
Show” at the Prince of Wales, the old hits she’s been, associated with,
does play straight—eight minutes
Clover,” "After
Wieres have developed a top re- viz: ‘‘Four Leaf
” "Nobody
of excellent fingering,* without any
Loves A
putation as a comedy team since You’ve Gone
clowning, Of Tchaikovsky’s ConcerFat
Girl,”
into
looked
and pounded
they opened in the Palladium last
to in B^flat Minor. Eight minutes
fall, arid their big London follow- for "Sonr*' Of These Days” for the
of straight longhair music can be
ing should play a major part in wrapup. Revives, with new lyrics,
death for a performer in a cafe,
hypoing biz during their current her "Sophie Tucker For President”
hut Borge has built his audience
for more table-pounding; With the
club stint.
to a pitch at this point Where it
topical lyrics adding to impact.
Their act has everything to gain
does accept the classic With rapt
Jack Carter sets solidly iri the
attention. Following this are the from the more intimate club sur- comedy slot. The frenetic lad belts
TV commercials number and con- roundings arid- their precision them with a steadily building arcluding bits of comedy banter and Clowning, both with and without ray of fresh and always yock-maktheir fiddles, merited thpir rave ing ideas. Works in a more delibpiano satire.
Nat Brandwynne’s orch plays a reception. They Were twice called erate/tempo than before to allow
neat accomp behind Borge, and back for more, and even so, the for the laugh build. His waggery
Mischa Borr’s orch is, as usual, customers were reluctant to. let on TV ideas make for smart leadoff
them go.
ditto for the Latin dansapation.
into screwy satirization on local
Incidentally, With the Waldorf’s
Several hew routines have been hotel and Miami Beach costs.
tradition for swank and elegance, added to the Marchant repertoire, Keeps working in those fresh lines
someone ought to. run a dust cloth but the company remains as alert that have a hep arid howling all
v'vT.' Borge ’s. piano once in a while.
and vital as ever with its. impres- the way, into trip to Continent; to
Kahn.
sive array of native dances per- London, Paris and Italy, for conformed with grace and vigor. This tinued returns.
,

,
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Embassy

London

,

,

.

‘

,

’

arid then
revue
pro-*
based on ‘‘Show Biz,” anthology of absence of some 17 months to
amusement trade by Abel Green vide a 30-minute songalog that
for
hard-pressed
pleases.
She’s
and Joe Laurie Jr., Was
ex- peak
plaudits, however, by Mary
cellent grosser. Latin maestro Returned and now; for the first time Raye & Naldi, whose ballroomology delights from the first step.
here alsp; management has brought
Dance team opens and wins solid
in Carl Brissori.
through fiv
fast numThe Great Dane is tailor-made attention
bers,
carefully
Routines
are

for this large room. Singer usually
has been inked for the small May-

thought out and piftily executed
and they get an assirt from unwhich he projected usual arrangements nea/ly handled
strongly with his deft mannerisims.
by the Eddie Bergman house orch.
Here, even in the tiers of the
Team works with an effortless
fair

Room,

in

ripperdeck, lie socks across with
his superior showriiahship. There’s
no gainsay iriv that ex-boxer has
grown a bit older, but it’s only the
silver ip his hair that gives a hint;
He’s still light on bis feet, tripping
froiri table to table greeting all
the sitters-^arid many by name.
There’s a, bit. of /a jig, jumping
aitop chairs and the piano, and
running up and down stairs that

would

tire

younger men.

All,

in

time around is new. It’s all good
save perhaps for "End ojf a Love
Affair,” which, isn’t exactly her
forte.
Such ballads as "Sin” and
“Bewitched, Bothered and Bewildered” get top treatment arid
there’s a gag "production” finish
to "Birth of the Blues” that embellishes the oldie effectively.
job that, lets him roaril. He does
Bergman crew, in addition to proa brace of tunes from /‘‘Song of viding
top showbaeking, continues
Norway” and the customers ap- to do a good job on. the dance
plaud reprise of his hit tunes. Esne- chbres.
Kapi
a marathon of 40
compote of Danish
tunes is all
the light vein, and
interjecting English words for the
unwary makes them palatable for
the whole room. After his first
‘‘Hello' There” b
dispenses with
the standard mike arid uses a lrarid
it’s
quite
minutes,. His
all,

i

.

cially big are his/
for a Blue Lady”
I

Saw

"Pink Cocktails

"Last Time

rid

Las Vegas, Feb.

Ricardo & Norma, are a youthful
team With u nusual skill in their
terp offerings. Svelte blonde is an
admirable vis-a-vis for handsome
male. He does some socko lifts,
several one-handed, and shoulder
spins sans hands. Timing is sharp
and pair get a very heavy mitt.
Zdbe.

Alan Gilbert, Arden-Fl etcher. Dan8), Carlton Hayes Orch
11);.
no cover or minimum.

cers

lion ^ioiK X. Y.
Kirkwood, & Goodman, 3
Mae Barnes, Jimmie Daniels,
Nor one Tate. Garland Wilson] Irene

night.

Pearl Bailey’s active inertia spicing ditties is always good for

;

pushing up

Give You Anything But Love” and

I

volume

be heard everywhere.

salvos.
Billy

Vine reveals polished craftsmanship while going about his
puckish Comedies. Makes himself
at home from outset, kibitzing with
ringsiders lighting patrons’ ciggies
and carrying on general palaver:
Drops sly jokes building Into boffo
j

"steam room” belter. New material
variation on his w.k. crying
drunk, this one a "wolf drunk”
waiting for dame. Gets loaded to
pour combined belligerence, With
maestro Carlton Hayes the foil,
and weeps windup.
is

Vine's
:

mugging

take,

are great.

“Jolson Cavalcade” essays two-way
con with Rie liman intro’ ng display,

Danny

of nriw-timers JUckie Miles,

Thomas, Zero Mostel. Ta biers keep
burning palms for more, but time
limitations nix. encores.
Bolian na-Ivanko Quo-let,

aero-

adagio combo, Were viewed this
snot during a midsummer Lou
Walters’ package. Change in personnel brings forth a new gal to
be tossed about by husky male trio.
She’s
cute brunet, hut is not'
qu;te as sure; of the flips and flying
as her qredeccsfor. More workouts
will bring ease as lads fling her
from one side of stage to the other
in high parabola. Hand-swinging
in circle with two males hurdling
brings Ohs and ahs, with top thrill
skip-rope trick cl i oiling for kudos.

.

m

Arden-Fletcher chicks received
person to person tuition, these
;

routines frOm Ron Fletcher, with
noticeable improvement being
Shown, Femmes work harder, look

*

,

•

to

Hilarious portion is further heightened by insertion of oldtime bawdy
blues fragments. "Laz’cVt Gal in
Town” is solid payoff lor peak

.

•

from chuck-

"Woman’s Prerogative.”
Stance
against proscenium frames "Birth
of the Blues” with scrioso intent
that’s filled with meaning. Followups are' all lor laughs, with "Toot
Tootsie”
Toot.
interwoveri
with
terps; “Not hing,” cleverly purred
and timed. "Diamonds Are a Girl’s
Best .Friend” is casement for. la
Baiiey to mix, with
abte-sitters,
thrusting int ime patter, with enough

EdgcuafcrRcacli*

•

risibiJitic,

les to yocks. Ambling gait propels
her. about as she drawls "Can’t

.

&

(

(

With Pearl Bailey and Billy Vine
unloading their assorted brands of
humor, current carton is putting
everyone in fine stale of mind. Biz
will be plentiful throughout fort-

-

w^

19,

Pearl Bailey, Billy. Vine, Bolian na-Ivanko. Quartet, Lloyd Phillips,

.

;

Lhn Vegas

Ili k N€k rl liiii.

Paris,”

Spielman

.

the best
the act

ballads to special-material stuff,
She's st;iil using her "Never Underestimate the Power of a Woman,”
but evei’ything e se show *ased this

i

•

•

\ss

...

.

^

‘

'ellMiss Moore*
stint is
paced, consistently attractive, song
turn that covers werytbing from

,

.

The

respect;

attention it gets
indication of the sue
scores here.
rp pt

...

Y

Commands

grace that

Rancho* igs

Ylennese

L A*

Amb»«qador

part of the show makes a spectacuAnother new bit is his car park- Williams,. Herman Chittison Trio;
El
Vegiis
lar finish to a topnotch entertain- ing problem for additional wham, $3-$3.50 vnnimnms.
Las Vegas, Feb, 20.
ment.
and
tops; with concise takeoffs.
Jack Carson,. Honey Bros (3),
This Greenwich Village version
His standard closer is the newsreel
Marion Colby, Jerry Pedersen, Joy
signoff. The pace is fast, furious of the uptown Ruban Bleu and
Walker, Louise Burnett , El Rancho
and funny all flip way and guy hit Blue An eel, as Well as the Village’s
Lantern,
N,
Lancers (9) Ted Fio Rito Orch
One Fifth Avenue, continues to
Fred Spielman, Michele Daily, begoff.
cover or minimum.
(10).;
Tony Bennett is new here, and score neatly with a slightly differHerbert Faconi; Charles Albert,
ent format: from what the others
set
well,
iri a difficult spot
though
Paul
Mann,
Loew;
no
Max
cover or
Jack Carson package with Honey
in following local fave Billy Dani- offer. Acts are similarly presented
Bros., Marion Colby, is bringing minimum.
els; Bennett’s song stylings are on in continuous, fashion, with about
in droves; of revelers to put this El
vigorous projection side and 20-minute breaks between, but
Homey upper eastslde mitery/ in the
Rancho Vegas layout up in winner’s
add much to his impression On. ta- emphasis is on Negro bluesy type
the schnitzel and schiagober secircle..
bleholders. Personality is an easy warblers and music?, with one or
Carson’s brash attitude, fall-guy tor, has .a pleasant hour’s enter- one and relaxes them for versions two other spotlighted, turns.
mannerisms, find more than agree- tainment to while away dining or of his disk bits, mixture of tunes
Current show boasts Kirkwood
able reactions as he works at em- drinking hours. Owner Max Loew for smart change Of
pace including & Goodman, a pair of comics
ceeing, amongst acts, and his own has lined up some gemuhtlich enwho’
ve clicked nicely in the upnew compositions as well as oldies.
spot; Has a fair set of pipes to put tertainment, and acting as his own Standout
on' latter are "Sing You town spots and the only ofays, inover a sprig.
Following warmup emcee, affably presents them in Sinners;”
cidentally,
on the current hill.
"Blue
Velvet”
and
" Equally sock are the Three ..Riffs
set filled with odds and ends of brief, effacing fashion.
"Boulevard of Broken Dreams
jokes which are well applauded
Composer-pianist Fred Spielman, Had to come up with "Because of with their smart, original parodies
and yocked, he warbles special back from the Coast, holds chief You” for encore department, fol- on popular singers and tunes.
Aside from the fine Herman
‘Rather Be in. Vegas.”
Intros spot with a series of varied song- lowed by "That Old Gang of Mine.”
piano, bass and
chirp Marion Colby who cruises pianologs, all his own. They’re Voice is a frill ranging One and de- Chittison Trio
in for "Get a Kick Out of You” and light and easy to take. Opener is livery highly effective.
guitar)* which provides interim
End of a Love Affair.” Brunet look- an amusing patter song about his
Production numbers contai
a music and background for some of
er settles into best bleat via "I’m wanderings front his native Vienna Benny Davis - June Taylor staging the turns, rest of the show is
in Doubt About the Gentleman,” to New York, the Coast and back; for the teeoff in a bright new Davis mostly filler to maintain the "concontaining
humorous
passages. Second number is a wistful, rather composition; "My Dancing Heart,” tinuous entertainment” policy. Sequencing of the turns appears bad
I m in a Dancing Mood”
is inter- appealing ballad, with a whistling featuring the; able' dance and song
larded with terps to Wind up sesh. motif, "Shepherd Serenade.” Fol- of Walter Long and the boy-girl on the surface in that the better
Balance between thrash and lowing number, another patter line,
Middle spot is retained apd ones are bunched instead of being
orch was way off at show Caught, song on the difficulties Of pub- worth it, "Nothing Like An Old spaced, but thaf s probably a wellangle from the standpoint
Fi
Rito’s tooters drowning put lishing and selling a trine, is in- Timey Song,” for additional color, figured
many of the Colby measures.
teresting but a little overlong. again featuring the artful da neol- of table turnover and drink consumption.
Honey Bros, send customers into Closer is an illustrated musical les- ogy of Long. Held over four Step
Mae Barnes, an overweight
ire nzy w it h hoofing, aero knock- son on learning German, with au- Bros., in the teeoff solo slot, get
of hot tunes, is the
a bouts,
them fast with their solo, duo and saleswoman
lloiighhouse stuff slam- dience participation,
entertaining among the warmost
banged by trio has guy in middle— works hardest on this one, to challenge steps. All of it adds up
blers. Irene Williams is billed as a
Phil Honey—target for slapstick- least effect.
to the best drawing combo this
"song stylist’’— which is in keepe
Good support comes from other key club has^ had in a long line of ing with the popular gag on use of
-T* „ Carson struts on to case the
act, falling heir to
brothers’ Wild main act, French chahteuse Mi- well-balancdp'shows.
that terni to explain away a chirper
antics;
David Tyler arid his orch rate without a voice. Norene Tate Is
They push comic on floor chele Dany. a saucy minx with a
to engage in hokum hand: arid neat dramatic soprano and a wav kudos
show-backings,
for their
unusual looking and st tractive; but.
hnger balancing exercises.
Tie- With a sprig. Neatly coiffed and Steve Gibson and his Redcaps, even the aficionados of this tvne of
grabbing gag with hoist might start highly presen tables femme puts a plrissed by zingy songstress Danuta stylized ballad treatment will get
dangerous
well as music Jo. remain a strong lure for the little kick out of her.
game, around these lot of appeal,
parts.
Honeys are showstbppers, quality, into a more-or-less familiar Black Magic Room, With Tony BenJimmie Dap ’els makes a pleasant,
sending ringsiders into furore.
group of French songs, like “C’est nett doubling iri from the main m.c., but with, the abundance of
Lary,
Carson stays on to riffle through Paris.” "Est-ce iria faute?,” "La room*
voealizers
and his own
other
Mer,” "Parlez moi d ’amour” and
limited talents in that direction,
"Pigalle;” There are good-touches
stick to his irijo
better
would do
Till
'
A ^
troing;. Garland Wilson provides
oacK nome ims of showmanship throughout; the
e
Summer”
accorrtpanirnent
istic
(MARINE ROOM)
pi
has patter gab typed turn.
skillful
llnes °f Danny Thomas’ "ToChicago, Feb. 22,
for a number of the turns;
Facile Norbert Faconi holds a? i?,
a ke s
Carl BriSson;Ricardq & Norma,
Pnly sans bpffo material, violin solo spot with a schmaltzy
Bon Soil; riiana^ement
l 8ht
moaning; of "Melancholy but high-grade rendition of "Clair Beriny Strong Orch (13), with one serious operational mistake in
Baby
has breakup with Honey de Lune, and plays obbligato for Jean ffovis, Lenny Carson; $3.50 permitting waiter service during
Bios, in Jong underwear underProfits from
the performances.
a couple of Miss Dany’s numbers. minim m, $1 cover.
going silly bit that brings
whatever added drinks are sold—
down Paul Mahrii at. the piano, has a
house.
Edge Water Beach Hotel; swank if any—can hardly compensate for,
Com|c then duets with solo Spot, while Charles Albert
???rin Colby in "East vs. West” doubles from piano to accordion northside inn.has had a longtime the annoyarice to patrons and perpattering.
policy
of name orchs during the formers. There would seem to be
Finale is twangy hoe- for various chores; Trio does some
riown
What Do They *Do in superior playing, especially Fa- summer for its famed Beachwalk little excuse for -the investment in
Aikansas” with Honey Bros., lined cony; as they serve up a medley and during the winter season; With such pleasant decor and entertainit by a
{Jri. w ifh
Carson
Colby.
Com- of Fritz Kreisler trines, for their rare exception* sticking mainly to ment, only to detractoffrom
a common
stuff gets laugh reaction and own spot/ Their musical work dur- production. However, this season* j rudimentary breach
iritime bo’tes;
in
such
practice
ovation.
has
Hild
Dorothy
room
bopker
ing the lulls Is also standout
Herb.
El Rancho Dancers take it away
been scouting for names and has
Bron.
,

53

pulled some top moneymakers out
Hefol 9
of the hat. Business here has been,
(COCOANUT GROVE)
in contrast to most clubs elsewhere
Los Angeles, Feb. 21.
in the country, amazingly good.
Constance Moore, Mary Raye 9$
So good, in fact, that* although
Naldi,
Eddie
Bergm n Orch (16);
Xavier Cugat, who jpst closed,
played only a five-day week to con- $1.50, $2 cover.
form to local union regulations,
A piity layout; though lacking
the take was so large that Miss
Hild. would like to have him back any real name voltage, this threeprovide
week
offering
shou’d
after the current show. This after
Lifted pinky set
Cugie also had an engagement last profitable biz.
won’t
a-clariiorln’ for seats*
come
fall.
Parade started off with Hllde- but trade should reach sufficient
garde who, never before this time volume to keep all concerned
..
appeared at any other than Pal- happy.
Top-billed Constance Moore is
mer House arid she broke a record.
after an
back
hometown
the
iri
Cugat followed
a

!

sharper in "Have You Met Miss
Jones”/ starter. Fluff Charlton’s
solo is neatly terped; "Luck Be a
Lady” slices Vine and Bailey: for
good effect. Gals are swathed
sleek shimmering gowns, cleavage
and slits showing nice amount Of

m

,

pink.

Will..

"

,

.

.
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Ltbuse

The

WEEK OF FEBRUARY

27

coiini$tIon with bill*

whtthir

NEW YORK
Music Hall

CITY
21

(I)

Charles Lesley

MOxellos

Wally Cox

Green
Gene Nelson.
Herb Jefferies

Marti Stevens
Harry Belafonte
Stuart Ross
Ellis Larkin Trio

Anthony Makas
Stanley Kines
Rockettea

Regal <P> 29
Larry Steel Rev
Jimmy Tyler Ore

Corps de Ballet

Marlon Bruce

Sym Ore

IS Biege Beautg

Palace (R) 24
LaUrltz Melchior

Butterbeans

Andre Andree

Ben

Susie

<».

A

Laila

Sofr.

-

A

Carl Ravazza
Dorothy Dandridge

Goodman
Mae Barnes
Jimmy Daniels

A

A Tito
Steffen

Cortona

Ralph Young.
Ebony Stevens
Pamela Dennis'
Le Vie En Rose

Iren Williams

Kirkwood

Twins

Costello

-

Phil -Moore Trio
Lo Kuwait BloU
.

Fontaine Bros
Rose Hardaway

Three Riffs
Norene Tate

Ronnie Graham
Ellen Hanley

Leo De Lyon

Patterson

McCormicks

ean CarroU.

Jpckson

Cafe Society
Josh White
Lenore Konrtan
Chsteau Madrid

It

Bonnie

A

i,ea Compagnons

Conrad Pringle
Flick Montgomery
Chanson
Chandra Kaly Dcrs Janet Sayre
ROCKFORD ILL
Wells & 4 Fays
It

Ben Blue

Palace.

3 Trojans.'

Yvonne

DeCarlO
Harry Savoy
Paul & Roberta
Brady

(P) 27

Billy Williams 4

Georgia Gibbs

Buddy

Lester'

DunhOls

Roxy (I) 2V
Dorothy Lamour
Tippy & Cobina
Vieras

G It F Szony
ANDERSON

•

.

(S C)
Criterion (P) 4 Only
Asylum of Horrors
ASHEVILLE (N C)
Plaza (P) 29 Only
Asylum of Horrors
CHARLOTTE (N C)

Broadway

MIAMI

.

Olympia

CHICAGO

Penny Copper

Appletohs

AUSTRALIA

A

Bentley

Dunn
Harry Snow
Elaine

Durso- Ore.
Marti Ore
El Chice
Roslta Rios

Ruth Vera
RamOnita y Leon
Los Xey
Vizcano

there, the agencies covering
the Olympics had to negotiate, too.
First tap on the TV and newsreel
people Was for $75,000 to put a
As for critics advising show biz lens to all events, but they eventupersonalities that they should not
ally gdt in for 3G. Reps on the
mix into politics, McCrary pointed ground tried to recoup in odd Ways,
out that he himself had been, chief one of them being "outright gameditorial writer for the N. Y. Daily bles on seeded gold medal winners
Mirror “when some of these same,, like Andrea Mead. Lawrence and
critics were still in. kneepants.
Dick Button, the slalom arid figure
And Fred Waring; Irving Berlin skating U. S. combo. These events
and others who appeared at the were crewed arid only the one inrally are successful businessmen, dividual shot in action, which saved
as well as being successful show a lot of film. It also calls for iron

A

Cohen

Emil.

Harry Rogers Ore

Julia

arid

Man and Boy

bizites.
As a result, he said, their
campaigning is as legitimate as that
of any other private citizen.
In answer to the crix blast at
his emceeing of the shQw, McCrary
said he took .over the job only at
the last minute. He had previously
attempted to line up Arthur Godfrey, Milton Merle, George Jessel,
Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny, Herb
Shriner and Ed Sullivan for the
job. Each of them, her said, backed
out/ for various reasons. He noted
that, at Gov. Adams request, he is

nerve in competition ris keen;
this, where an icy pratfall can ruin
time, or bum ice
expert’s precisiori.

..

CHICAGO.
Ricardo A Norma
Benny. Strong' Ore
Conrad Hilton Hotel
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Gloria Marlowe

Don
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failed to appear because of a mixup in signals,
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Latin Quarter

Darvas

.

F

^
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Ray. Hyson
Bob Downey.
Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster'
Old Knlck
Dick Bemle
Doily Dawson
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Jerri Talbot
Old Roumanian

M

Geneve Dawn

Dave Tyler Ore-

No. 1 Fifth Ave
Patricia Bright

Redheads

,

Marilyn Ross

.

.

Faye
Oliver Dcrs

Sadie Banka

Alan Drake

Bobby Colt
Monica. Lind

|

.

Liberto

A1 Checco
Bobo Lewis
Larry Lawrence
Martin Kraft
Tegsi Carrano
Eleanor Luckey

Henry Brandon
Chez Paree

Arnold Shoda
Phil

Romayne'

Terry Brent
Three Reporters
Andrea Kekesy
Or,c

Jay Seiler
Scotty Marsh
BoUlve-dears (B)
Orrin Tucker O

One

tamper With an

most harried agency
men on the press side was sometime Variety contributor Bob Musel,
of UP, who came straight
through a pattern of the ransomed
USAF airmen from Hungary, tugwallowing off Land’s End with the
of the

Flying Enterprise’s Capt. Carlsen,
10 days on the funeral of the King
of England: and then into Oslo to
taking a four-day rally up to New ride herd on a UP Crew of some
Scotty Graham
Havana-Mad rid
Park
Sheraton
LaO A. La Minerva
Bela Kremo
this weekend.
But be- eight national origins
40 days
Irving Fields
Harriet Lane
M Abbott Dcrs (8) Hampshire
cause of the recent ''unpleasant- without a rest, but lots of change
Mimi Warren
Don Reynolds.
Carl Brisson
Eddie O’Neal Ore
Ernestine Holmes
Duffy Dcrs
ries,” he said, Jinx Falkenburg of pace,
Psnthouse
Reyes Ore
LOS ANGELES
(Mrs. McCrary), will, femcee the
Paul Taubman
Hotel Ambassador
AP went heavily in behind Ted
Two Gutters
Jules Lande Ore
events.
Arens Rane
Ambassador Hotsi Dassie Bros (2)
Hotel Blltmore
Smits for the AMs, and Ben PhleDuke Art Jr
Elena A Anatole
Constance Moore
Michael Kent Ore
McCrary said that kinescopes of ger for the. PM papers, laid 110
Hal DerwIn Oro
Eli Spivak
Kaye A Naldl
Hotel Edison
he rally were flown over to Gen. miles of telephone connections
Eddie Bergmar Orb
Henry Jerome Ore Mischa Usdanoff
Clro’s
Michel Michon
Sisenhpwer the following day by around Norway, with 18 termiBar of Music
Hotel New Yorker
Rivera Quintet
Kostya Poliansky
Lillian Roth
Teddy Powell Ore
Jacqueline
Cochran, his co-chair- nuses, had nine news arid six photo
Dick Stabile Ore
Versailles
Dick Gale
Rookies
Bobby Ramos Oro man. Eisenhower was ‘‘deeply im[Dick Drake
Adrian Rollinl Trio Carmen Torres
men on top of the. eight local hands
Bevcrlee Dennis
Mpcanibe
Felix Decola
Nadine A Ray
by
the demonstration of plus three traffic punchers to get
pressed
Arthur Maxwell
Schramm.
Benno Rubinyl
Billy Daniel
the
support,
people’s
”
he
said,
addConstance Towers
Manuel Del Toro
Johnny David. Ore
Lita Baron
out the 1 7, 000-word daily yardage
Gene Rowlands
Hotel Pierre
ing that the general repeated that filed.
Eddie Oliver
Blitmore Hotsi
Two Shirts A Skirt Don
Hildegarde
Latin-Aires
Rico
reaction after he read the reviews
Bill Norvos A
Chico Relll Ore
Austria’s Pix- Looker-Skiier
Upstarts
Stanley Melba Oro
on the show. And that, McCrary
Geo Hale Revue
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Hotel Plaza
Dagmar Rom, the Austrian lookpointed out,, was one of the priEmile Petti Oro
Jean Sablon
Alan Gilbert
Flamingo
Panchlto Ore
er
Andrea Dcrs
and film queeri, was the sole
mary reasons for staging the rally
Arden-Fletcher
Village Bern
Kay Starr
Mark Monte Ore
entrant in events who has a kleigin the first place.
DanceH
Lancers
Celia Cabot
Dick LaSalle Ore
Orb
Hayes
Carlton
light
background, and this, among
Peggy Norman
Flamingo Lovelies
Hotel Roosevelt
McCrary also claimed that forces
Thunderblrd
Sharon Dexter
Freddy Martin Ore Bill Parker
the ski hangers-on, was
mark
Penny Singleton
Bourbon A Baine
of Seh. Robert A. Taft had loaded
Hotel St. Regis
Sheri North
Chaz Chase
Zeb Carver Ore
WiU, Osborne Ore
Juliana Larsen
the studio audience for the contro- against her. Before the games
Bernadette-Phelan
Pete Rubino
Milt Shaw Ore
some
of
them
expressed
themLett Frontier
Dancers
versial “Author Meets the Critics”
Village Venguard
Horace Diaz Ore
GUs Arnheim
Kathryn Duffy
John Carradtoe
Hotel Statler
show Thursday night (21) via the selves as doubting whether she had
Harry Barris
Dansations
Earths Kitt
Tex BenekC Ore
Archie Gottier
Johnny O'Brien
DuMont, web. He admitted that as much time for her slats as for
Hotel Taft
George Hall
Christina Carson
Clarence Williams 3 Shelton' Brooks
Vincent Lopez Ore
he was angry when the show start- her autograph pencil, but she slid
The Encores
A1 Jahns Ore
Hotel Warwick
Waldorf-Astoria
in right behind “Andy” Lawrence
Buster Shaver A
ed, hut said that this was due to
Jack Martin Five
Three Suns
Victor Borge.
to shut up her, detractors..
Olive
Normandie Boys
Latin Quarter
Nat Brand wynhe .O
the
fact that a group of teenagers
Jean Devlyn Girl
El Rancho Vegas
Sarnia Gamal
Mischa Bort Ore
Skater Dick Button, ori his winin the studio audience were “reRevue
Jack Crirson
Joey Bishop
Wlvel
Gene Nash
Honey Bros
Sal Noble
Fed! A .Fedi
hearsing their booing and hissing ning night, illustrated how hard
Bob Millar Ore
Marlon Colby
Bob Lee.
Trio Basslr
of me” during the pre-show warm- it is to.be right In everybody’s
Desert Inn
El Rancho Dcrs
Pearl Bailey
Jerry Pedersen
up.
He reiterated his claim that eyes. He delayed skating to the
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Billy Vine
Joy Walker
he had not called the Senator a photogs, with whom he stands skyBolianno-Ivanko 4
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Jackie King
Albion Hotel
Sam Bari
Chuckle Fontaine
liar/’ as charged, pointing out that high for cooperation, to do the
Gaby DeLahe
Rose Gallo
Taft himself did not take tip that usual close-in spin for theiri to
Babe Baker Revue
Bar of Musis
allegation until several minutes make shots. His refusal was beBill Jordan
Deauville
David Elliott
Hughie Barrett
after columnist George Sokolsky, cause he did not want to detract
Guy Rennie
Martinique Hotel
Who opposed McCrary on the show, with a battery of flashbulbs from
Arne Sultan
Allaihl A Diard
Continued from page 1
'
Beth Chalils
the performer, who. was following
Helen > Aimee
had referred to it.
Harvey Bell
Manolo A Ethel
him in the figure skating events.
Beachcomber
of NBC’s willingness to grant me
Danny Yates Ore
Thelma Carpenter
When he went to the photo circle
Mother KellV'e
this leave and during this period
Rose Hardaway
Pat Morrissey
afterward there was an audience
Luis A Leonora
Bobby Sherman
Jinx will carry on. I’m looking forripple about teriiperament, a perRajah Rahold
Jessel’s
Caricature
Arne Barnett 3
Norma Parker
Salvador Munoz
sonal characteristic he lacks enward to my return to the shbws
Toni Bari
Johnny A George
Continued from page 2
tirely.
Kirby Stone 3
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Lenny Kent
Tonya A Biagi
-
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Dolores Marshall
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Bobbie Martin
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Jackie-
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<WR> Walter Road#

Numaralzln

was to have been delivered by
Judge Robert F. Patterson, but he
was killed in the Elizabeth plane
crash a few days earlier. Patter*
Continueg from page 1
son’s wife, McCrary said, had sub*
aequently offered to record a Olympic courses without suppleher
husspeech to the effect that
mentary hod-carrying.
band would have backed RisenAlthough headlines in the newshowever, but the emotional strain
under which she was suffering pre- papers have been concerned with
Gov. Sherman P. negotiations about' European Army,
vented this.
Adams of New Hampshire was also new adherents to the North Atlanto have spoken at the rally but he tic Treaty, and a few loans here
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radio arid TV critics, acconv
plished its primary purpose of im
pressing Gen, Dwight D. Eisenbower with, the fact that he has
his
public support behind him i
Republican Presidential candidacy.

frdrii

|

Declaring that he Was hot try
ing to apologize for anything hut
only to set the record straight, Me
Crary took particular exception to
the opinion of some critics that
Gen. Eisenhower would be better
off if he took his campaign out of
the hands of the show bizites and
turned it over to professional po,

O

.

liticos.

He

said

that

the

entire

speakers than
Clark Gable, Irving Berlin,., etc
Irving Grossman
Crix had stressed the point that
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Sen.
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Jackie

N.
Y.,
McGarden,
co-chairmanned the
reemphasizes that show
event,
biz personalities have as much
and duty to mix into
right
In addi
politics as anyone else.
lion, he asserted that the rally, de
spite the lambasting it received
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Like Picasso, he
Striking back at the critics who in film-making.
Eisenhower has created a masterpiece which
recent
the
Bandwagon Rally at Madison perplexes and confuses arid makes
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serious

political

you ask What

Is It?”’

Gerhardt Stindt, NBC-TV's crew
chief, wori the unscheduled event
of the Olympics, climbing 900 feet
up the side of a mountain carrying
100 pounds of assorted camera
.

Succeeding Pellazi pix brought equipment. He was adjudged high
encomiums from Crowther, point man for carrying the most
weight, to the highest point, and
Jessel reported.
squawking the loudest about it.
“But his next picture,” he promMemories of the Olympics must
ised, “Will be the greatest of his
include: The 400 Norwegian solcareer.
Besides no actors and, no diers Who combined a military
script, this time he is going to use training maneuver with carrying
no film. w Tonight in Salerno he is snow to the slopes which the warm
weather - tended to either make
waiting for the word, from me to slushy, or
to bare entirely. One
begin! this great, picture—because of the
staunchest supporters for
Vittorio has hot got pecuhio finallo Norway’s
defense
increases
in
r-orT-as you say in English end should now be the. members of
money.
Also him no got start the Olympic committee.
The
money. That- is why I aril here to- 200 rail cars, which Were pulled
night.
I understand in Hollywood out of
traffic,
normal Norwegian
Tay-Vay is beating out" your brains. to haul snow here there and everyThere is no Tay-Vay in Italy, so where, in a country, which last
the investment possibilities are tre- year had to dig out of 21-foot
mendous. For every dollar you snows so the; same rail cars could
invest you will giet back at least find a track
The
to run on,
89c— do I hear pledges? . . . Dore great difference TV. has made i
Schary, 500; Darryl Zanuck, 750; filming activities, the TV men havsimilar

—

.

-

.•

Sol Lesser, 5,000 frozen
Cohn, same as last
wishes.”

lire;

Harry ing to stay up until 2 and 3

year—best

Richard Haydn conducted an acpanel in which Alan Young
explained the. technique of the
“pebble kicker,” Edmund Gwenn
tors’

disclosed the art of chin-chucking,

Lloyd Bridges illustrated twitching
and kicking, and Dari Dailey carboned the new “Marlon Brando"
school of acting in which the thesp
must “live like i bum be dirty—
talk so nobody unnasians ya—
never finish a sentence.”

—

.

ami.
daily after events, insuring their
film was packed and airmailed to
make the next night’s screens in
the U. S. .
. The fact that nearly
everybody in the press corps somehow managed to gain about four
pounds, even under the pressure,
.

what with smorgasbord starting, at
breakfast..
. Arid Marvin Stone’s
.

.

(INS) final quote: “'Now I’ve done
everything. Written hew leads in
shorts, skiboots, pajamas, my regular
flash

mid once dictated a
through the bathroom door.’

clothes,

,

,

,

Wednesday* February 27, 1952

Rtxy, hr. Y.

The Roxy

is

Spider, the miming duo who re
City*
cently made their London debut
Minneapolis, Feb. 23.
in cabaret, and who make tbe same
Lcomedy impact in a big theatre as
Martin & Lewis, Helen 0*Conin the more intimate surroundings Lnell, Mayo Bros. (2), Bart h Estes
of a aitery. With their, energetic Dick Stabile & Radio City Qrch PENNY SINGLETON
routine which accents the lighter (18), with Lew Brown and Ray Songs
23 Mins.
side, the team click to a boff re- Tolahd; “Reunion in Reno” (U),

MpU.

Radi*

Dorothy L>amour, Florence Desmond, Tippy a Cobina with the
(2), Paul Ash
Vieras: Szonys
Orch » Roxyettes H. Leopold spitalny Chorus; “5 Fingers” <20th),
reviewed in Variety Feb. 13, ’52.

'

apparently reinsti- ception.

tuting an old policy launched under
the. A. J. Balaban regime when
the house expended the largest
talent sums in history during its
“glamor period.” With David/Katz
now the house head~^nd^Sammy
Rauch booking the theatre, it’s
likely that the wraps will be off
the budget for a time.
has been made with
Start
Dorothy Lamour. Gloria De Haven
comes in next- and under discussion is an influx of top packages
representing diverse fields of entertainment. Miss Lehiour is playing her first N. Y. theatre date in
many years. She apparently counts
both boxoffice and entertainment-

Between the two acts, the regular ballet feature is included and
the current item, “Gay Blades,” is

.

a simple but somewhat overlong
routine which doesn’t quite measure up to previous productions.
The colorful climax, however, puts
things right, with the vocalists in
a western setting, the dancers in
“Injun Rhythm” and the entire outfit doing the square dance to close
the show
and the season
in sock fashion.
Myro

The wildest and noisiest ovation
in this 4,000-seat theatre’s history

&

greeted Marti
Lewis from ah
audience preponderantly yourigsters=3on -opening day’s first of six

shows. With every seat filled less
than
hour after the doors
opened, the pair’s initial Minneapolis stage stand got off to a tremendous start... The fact that they
had to pay the steeply boosted admission of 85c. to 1 p.m. ($1.20 to
5 p.m. and $1.50 thereafter)
the
Chicago, Clif
Usual lower children and teenager
prices being eliminated for the
Chicago, Feb. 22.
Maxellos
Jackie
Green, current week—apparently proved
(4),
no deterrent to attendance.
wise. The opening house (22), was Herb Jeffries Gene Nelson with
The boys lost no time in demonloaded, biz continued strong after- Frank Perkins; Louis Basil Orch;.
“
strating why they’re just about
wards and she scores in the song Room -For One More” (WB).
showdom’s hottest attraction. Beddepartment.
lam broke loose when they made
Miss Lamour has a carefully seAfter floundering with semi- their entrance. The
lected catalog. Numbers are tailor-:
juveniles out
name talent for the past few. weeks, front almost
ed to give added lustre to a voice
berserk, screammanagement has come up with ing, shootingwent
and whistling deafthat isn’t essentially loaded with
strong bill, which if opening day eningly.
Everything the pair did
color. Her special, material is well
is any indication, should prove to
brought howls of laughter and
constructed. An autobiographical
one of the best moneymakers Martin’s warbling
tune leads off to ingratiate her bh
“sent” the mopfor the. house
the last two pets
with the customers, “Cry,” alcompletely.
mionths.
though Well performed with chorus
The
rest
of
the
show doesn’t
Gene Nelson is making his start
backihg, starts
parade toward
of 10-week tOur here and gets a seem to matter, of course. Even
the exits.. However,' she holds and
rousing reception (he’s reviewed so, although two of the other three
Scores on subsequent tunes,
A under New Acts). Rest of the bill acts are dancing turns, it passes
change into the sarong Added extra
moves swiftly and builds, with muster, Dick Stabile brought along
interest, although it must be admitHerb Jeffries also coming off his pianist, Lew Brown,, and drum-,
ted that Miss Lamohr looked better
mer Ray Tolahd', but otherwise
strongly on honors.
in her bouffant gown;
Maxellos open well With .their fronts a local pickup stage band
The rest, of the bill is of ex- deft
footwork, tossing the two and docs if well.
tremely strong calibre. Florence
In the opening spot, Barr &
back and forth in some
Desmond, originally Slated to start femmes
aWing somersaults and one-foot Estes have a comic coating for
on the last parlay, brought in a
catches. There’S A rapid spinning their eccentric arid aero dancing.
highly entertaining set of impreswheel effect for a staunch finale. Girl member of the. team is quite,
sions: Miss Desmond is probably
Jackie Green has some fine phys- a looker.
the best femme, practitioner of this
ical and vocal carbons, of Cantor,
Personable and attractive Helen
art in the business. Her material
Jolson and. Durante, the. latter one O’Gonnell socks home “Taking a
is good, her takeoffs give indicaof the best seen. He also does some Chance on Love,’.* “Slowpoke” arid
tion of fidelity both in looks and
dialect comedy bits, some of Which a “Tangerine” medley.
Working
voice, and there’s sufficient adult
fail to come off for the kiddie on a small platform/ the
two Mayo
entertainment in her turn to make
audience.. Impressionist, should be Bros, score with some remarkable
deep audience dent.
little more careful in judging his rhythmic arid precision
stepping
Another comedy act of high a
seatholders.
routines.
calibre is Manuel & Marita Viera
Herb Jeffries is alsO making his
Who now take second billing to first
Martin & Lewis work for about
theatre appearance here and
their monkeys. Tippy & Cobina.
30. minutes arid they labor hard
the tall sepian singer
across
It’s one of the
and
more delightful ohe song atop another. socks
Most of his turns.strenuously for their big returns on the boards. The simians
LeWis’ familiar mugging,
tunes
are on the upbeat side such
are natural performers and their
pouting,
cockeyed bewilderment
as “Basin Street Blues,” ‘‘Baby,
comedy
arid highpitched gabbing keep the
values
are
carefully Baby”
even “Old Man River.”
and
brought front and centre by the
aud
in stitch es^
When they’re not
The beat ending on the latter, how- engaging
proddings of the Vieras. The apin lunacies, Martin sings
ever, destroys a very effective
plause results are high.
solo or in duet with Lewis. The
job; it’s better done straight.
The Szonys have been making a selling
former easily hits the bull’s eye
He; really sexes up his top disk
career of New Yorlf for about a
with “I Wonder Who’s Kissing, Her
seller, "Flamingo,’.' and then has
year. After a long run at the
Now” and other numbers. Lewis
the juves pounding their palms as
Latin Quarter, they moved to the
takes one of his whirls at clownhe
“Jump
Joy.”
rocks
out
For
Roxy in October and thence, into
ing when he leads the band while
Louis Basil orch does its Usual
the Palace and back to the Roxy.
his partner sings,
Slapstick and
job
With
bright
the
accompaniment,
Their ballet-ballrooms work has
zany body gyrations puffetuate the
especially in the tricky scoring of
been on a high level.
They’re the Gene Nelson and Herb -Jeffries proceedings.
given careful production dressing
Their lampooning impressions
books.
Zabe.
that adds considerably to their
also corne under the heading of
presentation.
nonsensicalities. They, wind up with
The Roxyettes and vocal group
Olympia*
a takeoff on a pair of oldtime
generally enhance the proceedings.
vaude hoofers, tossing their strawMiami, Feb. 23.
It’s one of the better all-around
hats off into .the crowd at the finConnee Boswell, Lew Parker, ish; As a gimmick for emptying
bills set into this house.
Jose.
Billy Romano, The Rwieras (2>, out the
youngsters to. permit a
The Sunnysiders (4), Les Rhode large turnover, they express
reEmpire*
House Orch; “At Swords Point” grets they haven’t hats for everyLondon, Feb. 19.
( RKO )
body,
but
invite
the
kids
to
come
Empire Girls (24), Empire
back to the stagedoor and receive
Ballet
(20),
Choral Ensemble
Lineup on tap this week is a autographed photos.
Rees.
(12), DoOdles & Spider, Jackie,
mixture
pleasing
with
enough
one,
n
George Melachrino Orch; Invitato make for the variety that lures
tion”
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gene nelson

With Frank Perkins
Songs, Dance
Thunderbird, Las Vegas
20 Mins:
Penny Singleton; With major Chicago, Chi
background of films (“Blondie”),
Gene Nelson,, who for the last
is. appearing before her first nitcry
three years has been making picaudiences for a favorable reaction. tures at Warner Bros., is a sock,
Blonde Comedienne is attractive bet for stage work. Blond terper
and has an easy presence ori the has charm arid does a terrific sellfloor,
ing job, backed by a boundless enSpecial material tube, “Most thusiasm in addition to his dancing
Photographed Model

iri

Town,”

ability.

is

a clever springboard for lightly
Garbed in tux and tophat, expiped “Honeysuckle Rose.” Trib- revue dancer crimes out tb strains
ute to show biz luminaries, “Big: of “Lullaby of ^Broadway” to start
Show in Heaven Tonight;” is a the bobby-soxers yelping iri full
curtsy to May Irwin, Eddie Leon- pack. There’s, a bit about type of
ard,
Fanny price, At Jolson, shoes necessary for different:
George M. Cohan, and Marilyn moods, which enables him to get
Miller; Tendency to go overboard a breather. With most anyone else
on the gab iriArs delivery some- it might Create an awkward lull;
his straight gab at the/ seatholders
what.
Breaks away for brassy salute to overcomes this.
He does, another bit from “Lull“Solid South” by sailing into a
“I'm Criming, Virginia,” “Deep iri aby;” using a small upright upon
the. Heart of Texas” medley, with, which he leaps for some real sock
assist
from production chanter stuff. “Laura” is really i
the
Johnny O’Brien and Normandie mood field, \vith the femme atBoys. Dries mild taps during lat- tachment g i vi n g out with the
ter and between choruses of earlier moans and groans as lie dances
“Honeysuckle,” showing versatility. with the imaginary partner;
Breaking the set, he brings upMiss Singleton knows how to deliver.
Right; now she should mas- stage Frank Perkins* who conducts
ter tendency to go overboard On the orchestra while he’s on, to do
nostalgia.
With that done she several, of the tunes leader comwill have a diverting act for many posed, most, fariious of them being
.

J

cafes.

“Stars .Fell on Alabama.” Composer gets^a neat hand for his ef-

Will;.

BOBBY COLT

forts.

Songs
8 Mins.

Nelson switches to linen jacket
and: sport shoes for comedy rendi-

Old Romanian, N. Y.

tion of

.

Miami

.

•

,

London

Women and

Song,”

s'.

.

A

spotting.
few more hideaways
are indicated before he rriajors;,

ALAN DRAKE

Trau.

Comedy

.

.

“Wine,

Bobby Colt has a nice, set of getting off: some fine 1 e a p s. He
pipes and good feeling for. a ballad. verges strongly into the ballet for
In this offbeat showcasCr he tees his impressionistic c l o e r, “St.
off suitably with “GonnA Be Great Louis Blues,” which registers, boff
Day” and does right by pace- and forces him back for curtaiil
changing “Because of You.” For speech—an unusual plea for; blood
his third and boWoff item he gives donations.
a fair ride to “Sorrento” in Italian
While his contract probably proidiom.
hibits teevee, he’d be a cinch for
After solo stint he functions as the newer medium and, of course,
production singer for another six he should do top drawer business
minutes. It’s obvious that he’s just in the better hotels and theatres.
about making the transition to solo
Zabe.

25 Mins.

MONICA LIND

Old Romanian, N. Y;
The long stint unfolded by Alan
Drake
at this downtown "kosherOld Romanian, N. Y.
Monica Lind gives evidence of cabana” is rid indication that he
luxuriates
in material. Nice-manbeing inhibited by a small floor.
Ballet soloist has a striking,
mc- nered comic is of the orthodox type
merely
lit a bit of stretchengaging
what detached facial expression
Some of the Jokes, when not
that seems to say she’s held in ing.
check by the area.
Goodlooking of vintage type, even those ip the
brunet is a long-steinmer whose homegrown idiom, are obscure.
<

Ballet
5 Mins.

i

'

toe
10th:

His
mock milking for yocks,
show discipline,
It’s
she essays "Slaughter on bringing in cued arpeggio exerAve.” that, for all the fine cises from orch pianist, has a poten-

whirls

When

rotary stuff; the
the confines.

After

her

meaning

own

is

tial,

— —hoked
Lad

lost in

breaks away from patter for
version of “Sunny Side of
Street,” which with snappers on
cliche adages represent his best
efforts. Although he took too long
to warm up, he was nicely rewarded at .finish when caught.

she
weaves in and out of two production
numbers, being especially
nifty in a flamenco. She is tastefully garbed, smartly coiffed and
.spotting.,'

a

shows promise technically.
Trau.

Trait.

.

(m-gy.
vaude regulars.
Connee Boswell, always a. fave
With the decision to abandon
here,
repeats her annual impact
the Empire stageshow policy at the
conclusion of the currreht pro- on the stubholders. Gal is as
gram, this, review takes the form adept as ever at winning palms
of an obituary notice which la- With her charm and song-spinning.
ments the passing, through eco-: Adds newies such as “Little White
npmic circumstances, of an enter: Cloud” to the standards they, extainment which has given immeas- pect and wraps them up with a
urable pleasure to cOUntless Lon- sock afterpiece with aid of Lew
doners for more than two years. Parker, who marks: himself an able
The productions, under the direc- guy With a clever/ partner to work
tion of Nat Karson, have consis- with.
tently maintained a high standard
It took Parker time to build in
and the two dozen Empire terpers his solo spot via some offish pathave set a new high for. precision ter,, but earned solid reaction when
routine, which has earned top- he Came up with the orb-appeal
ranking acclaim from press and ideas on “eating” types, spelling
public.
Wealthy expectancy on his new TV
Final show in the series, Which series.
]s
slated for only two weeks,
Openers, the Rivieras, make for
follows the standard formula which V
fast pacemaking duo who earn
has been the pattern for most of a
the mitts via their twists on Apache
the presentations. Teeing off with
ideas, the femme making with the
Jue Overture, the Melachrino •com- roughhouse.
Novelty, plussed by
bo hold the stage for close to 10
minutes with a Fred Astaire med- some gasp-making splits, rates
them a better spot than teeoff.
.

Casino* Toronto

“ The

Squared Circle ” (Mono).

complete

With

quarter-rnile

found-the-block

lineups, Johnnie
undoubtedly break the
Casino house record; set in January by Gordon MagRae.
Latter

Ray

will

grossed a smash $22,180 for the
top week in showsliop’s 16-year
history.
For first time, Murray
Little has also dropped his grind
policy and, With Ray doing six-a,

day,

throwing ori the house
“everybody out” stage
pi

lights,

is

announcement

a. Boy,” follows With the dullish
“After Hours,” but recovers nicely
with a zippy “Mean to Me.” Slow
ballad tagged "I Ran All the Way
Home,”; and “Perdido,” get her arid
the show off to solid palming.
Session otherwise is rounded out
by “BUllmoose” Jackson’s band*
hoofer Peg Leg Bates, comedy
turn of Patterson & Jackson, veritro act of Sammy Hinds & Eddie,
and the OIVerAs, ofay man and
woman perch team. Latter tee off
the bill, scoring handily^ with the
leriime swaying and rotating atop
the pole balanced on her partner’s
head.
Sammy Hinds & Eddie, making
thirdf
appearance at the
their
Apollo, mop up with songs and

What

the customers are waiting
however, is his "Cry” and
White Cloud,” backed by
the Four Lads (Jimmy Arnold,
Frank Busseri, Bernie Toorish,
Con Codarini), formerly choir boys
at St. Michael’s Cathedral, Toronto, who left for the U, S. because
they were too young to be permitted to enter even a Canadian
nightclub (you have to be 21). Notable, too, that Toorish, 20, wrote
the arrangements of “Cry” and
“Little White Cloud.”
On their
own, Four Lads also do a terrific
‘Sit Down, You’re Rockin’ the
Boat” from “Guys and Dolls,”
Also over sock on audience appreciation
are. Clifford
Guest,
Australian ventriloquist; Adriana
& Charly in their nonchalant trampoline act, complete with triple
twists, hand and shoulder catches;
Nita & Pepsi for their clever tumfor,

Toronto, Feb. 23.
Johnnie Ray, The Four Lads,
Adriana & Charly, Clifford, Guest,
Nita & Pepi, Jimmie Cameron,

Archie Stone House Orch;

own piano dozen numbers iri her familiar
accompaniment and palm-pound- throaty style. Opens with the
ing of the baby grand’s top.
rhythmic ‘‘You’re Not the Kind of

agony, together with his

.

arid plea for consid-

"Little

.

eration of outside lirier-uppers.
With housfe seating .1,120 and
Jimmie Cameron, as singbling,
customers buying out in advance
ing m.c., expertly skippers the 65by 10:30 a.m. for the "
shows, minute stage session.
MeStay:
plan calls for no admittance except
at commencement of stage; arid
ley as a tribute to the last;: star
Apollo, N. Y.
Big palm-earner is Billy 'Romano screen shoW and then the house is
to play the old Empire (i
“Lady
“
emptied.
Coupled with those
Bullmoose ” Jackson Band (13)
e Good”) when it was.
"legit With his balloon manipulations;
?
house. The Empire choristers; with Works the thin rubber spheroids lengthy lineups, the Johnnie Ray Sarah Vaughan, Peg Leg Bates
Pe ter Morton / again as soloist, into “sculptures” that keep the engagement is an amazing phe- Patterson & Jackson, Sammy Hinds
follow in their accomplished style arid, in all age brackets, pounding nomenrin of mass hysteria, inside Sc Eddie, The Oliverds (2); “Jigthe house arid out; with sellouts at saw” <UA).
with. a pleasing rendition of “One for more.
for My Baby.” They cue entry
The Sunnysiders, three guys and every performance.
of
the dancing line to chalk up
With songstress Sarah Vaughan
Ray sings With a sob in his throat
femme
Who
in
lowere featured
an- a
other success in the last of their cal niteries for some weeks before and tears iri his eyes, admits that topping the bill, Harlem’s vaude
of capacity
?nd polished routines.
this engagement, look Okay in a he is a “very demonstrative and flagship carried a cargo
the two imported acts, first varider. They mark themselves a affectionate guy” who knew he business on Washington’s Birthday
is
Holiday preem audience
Jackie, a balancer who spe- bet, not Only for presentation would be a star some day;, arid, the (22»;
cializes in a variety of headstands houses but for video with their pitch sends the bobby-soxers into proved a warm and friendly flock
during one. of which he plays, well staged groupings and appear- squeals and/or moans of ecstasy, of stubholders who not only gave
simultaneously, a miniature har- ance While essaying their harmony With a voice that a blend of every the recording star a sock salvo but
monica and a ukulele. It’s a well ideas. Ring up heavy mitts and song-stylist, he gives With “When extended their copious blitting to
planned routine which registers well rate them. Les Rhode and Whippoorwills Call,” “All of Me.” the balance of layout.
solid customer approval.
Spotted iri closing groove, Miss
house Orch are okay, as per‘ usual, and “Broken-hearted,” all complete
The second act is Doodles it on th,e showbackings.
with body contortions and facial Vaughan, breezes through a half)
,

,

.

'

.

,

j

patter.
Hinds cleverly Works
Eddie, his alter-ego.
However,
after copping hefty returns for his
brisk routines he shouldn’t have
stepped back for a weak encore.

& Jackson, a robust
tri Apollo reguDespite their weight, ..the
boys register with snappy terping
arid also click with gags that are
relished even though some are well
Patterson

twosome, are w.k/
lars.

aged/

Peg Leg. Bates, the monopedic
practically a vaude inHis agility and grace
have timeless qualities

dancer,

‘

stitution.
appear to

for they’re just as potent today as
In uncorking his
10 years ago.
"lesson in tapology” here, he nets
arnple applause.

“Bullmoose” Jackson’s combo
dishes up several tunes on its ow
and backs the show nicely. Outfit
comprises three rhythm, five reed
“Bullmoose” hanarid four brass;
dles the vocals okay on such numbers as “Hey, Good Lookin’.”
Gilb.

.

upmun

56

Frfwwry 27,

1952.

hdimU.
er
Freddie Schader, an. auxiliary weeks prior to Itc London proIndianapolis, Feb, 26.
advance man for the touring “Guys duction,
Stage premiere of Gian-Carlo
Dunlap,
recently
Florence
who
and Polls’' until he broke his
TV opera,
original
returned from c Jour of South Menottls
ankle in a fall on an icy pavement Africa in “Oklahoma," is doing the “Amahl and the Night Visitors,"
in Detroit late in December, re- Grace George role in “The Velvet and world preeih of Walter Kaufturned to New York lakt week arid Glove4* at the Albany <N« Y.) Play- mann’s short three-acter, “Parfait,"
expects to be up and around in house, Show opened last night (26) were given by the Indiana U..
a few more days * , With the clos- for two weeks.
Opera Workshop at Bloomington
ing of the “Sleep of Prisoners''
Trudy DeLus, BUI Blotsem and last Thursday (21). DoUble^biU
Rettery
T.
pressagent
Ralph
tour,
Sam Kirkham (last-named going continued nightly through Sunday.
far has returned to Chicago and into “The Chase"), are leaving cast
“Amahl," Menotti's opera about
is again concentrating on his blog of
“South Pacific" in Chicago,
Louis They’re being replaced Mildred Christmas, was staged by Hans
of the late A1 Woods
Lissner will be company manager Slay in, Pat Tolson and Don Swen- Busch with Eugene Berman's origof the Lewis & Young touring edi- son; Bernice Mass! and Claire La- inal costumes. Role of crippled boy
tion ot “Happy Time,” in which flamme also replaced Trudy Gerini was played by Ronald Jennings,
Lloyd Corrigan, Warren Berlinger, and Kathie Kirk In the same cast recruited from nearby FarmCrsJoe E. Marks, Francis BCthencourt
Ross Bowman and Nick Mayo, burg. I.U. School of Music stuand Patricia Wright will appear, assistant stage managers with "the dents took other key roles. Ernst
with Oliver Cliff the only retainer national “SP" have penned a film Hoffman conducted, with the Iv U.
from the original Broadway cast.
Doris Philharmonic Orchestra in the pit.
script called “Menace.”
Margaret Webster sails today.] Franklin has been subbing for Settings' were desighed by Robert
(Wed. for England, to remain sev- Irene Bordoiil as '“Bloody Mary”, Bums Stevens.
eral months. While in London she with latter bitteri by the flu bug
“Parfait," by Kaufmann, conducintends to find a femme star to . . Janet Blair flew to Bahama for
Winriepeg Symphony,
play the title part in the Theatre a two-Week rest, with Eugenie tor of the
is a comic opera set in a smallGuild production of “Saint Joan" Baird taking over for the Mirine^
town drug store, with, the middle
St. Paul “SP”
on the road next fall, and to cast
act a dream sequence in which a
“Purple Dust,” Kermit BloomGerman-type sorcerer brings
garden's scheduled production of
.

The term “religion*, charitable, scientific, literary or educational*1
be construed to- apply to “any employer whose primary ac-

shall not

the producing Of plays, musicals or otherwise for the entertainIn exemptions from unemployment insurance, according to a bill introduced in the N. Y. Senate by Sen. John H. Hughes,
Syracuse Republican, The present statute exempts municipal corporations and other governmental subdivisions, as well as organizations operating exclusively for religious; etc., purposes. The Hughes measure,
to which a companion has been introduced in the assembly, would take
tivity is

ment of the public,"

effect iinmediately.

1
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*
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Guthrie McClintic. sent to Malcolm Atterbury's Playhouse. in Albany
the original/ costumes used in “The Velvet Glove," which opened there
Tuesday night (26). Last season Kermit Blooingarten loaned the original scenic production for "Death of a Salesman” to Atterbury for the
three-week stock run. At the end of the erigagemerit, Blooriigarten
new and sriialler unit was
gave the actor-manager part of the sets.
then being designed frit the fall tour of fhe drama. Atterbury, in a
broadcast (21) over^ WPTR, Albany, praised New York producers arid
stars for their “Interest in what we are doing at the Playhouse/*
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,

‘

)
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Sean O'Casey drama
the
by Harry 1
Sabbath;’*
“Witches’
Granick, has been optioned by
Mark Marirtri, Cyril Endfield and
Nyman Lisbon for London production this spring, with a possible
Broadway production later. EndFields Fishbein
field will direct.
agented the deal. The play was
tried out at Syracuse U. early last

tailor’s dummy to life and leads
the hero quite a chase.
Don Vogel, who doubled: later
as Balathasar in “Amahl,” played
Toronto, Feb. "26;
the druggist to whom it all hapLeighton K. Brill and Ben Kams? pens.
Marilyn Crane and Eliza*
ler, co-producers of Melody Fair,
beth Wranger were other leads,
planed in from the Coast over the with Una Boardman and Constance
weekend to set the second season We ism an in support.
here of their threatre-iri-the-round
summer.
under canvas, Setup of 1;650 armreNBC-TV,
of
Simpson,
Gary,
chair seats, scaled at $3 top, in midortedly plans to produce “Winter town Dufferln Park, will tee off
Sill,” by Coast author Steve Fisher, June 2, With ex-Met soprano Irra
for a strawhat tour next_sutrimer,
Petina starring iri “The Merry
with the idea of a Broadway presnight is already
entation in the fall. The piece was Widow,” (First
tested on the Coast several years sold out. to B’nai B’rith.)
Boston, .Feb. 26.
Twelve-week season will close
ago, with Robert Aida as l e a d.
Warners owns the screen rights, with two weeks of “Annie Get
With the Hub’s legit season now
but has never filmed the yarn
Your Gun.”
past the halfway mark, prospects
The Princeton Theatre Intime will
for the balance of the season apopen its season Match 4 with Girpear
somewhat brighter than the
audoux’ “Trojan War Will Not
spotty first half, which was active,
Take Place,” continuing it through
but not too staunch, product-wise.
Robert Downing Is the
March 15
While the musicals, “Top Banana,”
new editor of The Promptslde,
“Paint Your Wagon” and the curManagers
Stage
the
publication of
High- rent “Three Wishes for Jamie,”
Great
“The
Strindberg’s
Dorothy Sarnoff returned
Club
Paulson,
by
Axvid
translated
way,”
Monday night (25) to her featured will have its U. S. premiere at the and the dramas, “Point of No Return” and “Remains to Be Seen,"
role in “King and I” after a fourr
week leave of absence for a film Pasadena (Cal.) Playhouse, March were smash, the folderpos were nuRun
is skedded for four weeks.
27,
assignment.
Included iri the latter
merous.
will be staged by Bobker beri
Were “Never Say Never;” “Child pf
Saturday night (23) in Columbus, Play
Ali under supervision of Gilmor the Morhing,” “To Dorothy,
“Moon
of
night
closing
a
after
0„
Brown, with sets by Christine Son,” “Fancy Meeting You Again,”
Is Blue,” critic Samuel T. Wilson
Dailey.
gave
a
of the Columbus Dispatch
“Month of Sundays” arid the reparty for 25 at his home in honor
Opus is. described as an abstract cently demised “A Little Evil."
of “Moon’s” company manager, play, allegorical and symbolical,
While it’s anybody’s guess as to
Richard Skinner, and the troupe, part prose and part lambic, free
newWilson and Skinner were class- verse. Paulsori, ex-Broadway legit the ultimate 'outcome of.
comers
booked ahead, Hub theatremates at Harvard, class of 1922.
actor, who has translated Ibsen
goers can look forward to skedding
Elaine Strltch, featured in “Pal and other Scandinavian dramatists,
of such proven- fare, as “Affairs
Joey” and standing by for Ethel owns the U. S. Tights to “HighMerman in “Call Me Madam,” will way.” He read some scenes from of State," due. at the Plymouth
for four weeks, starting March
Irving
succeed the latter when the
the play over WNYC, N. Y., during
Berlin-Howard Li li d s a y-Russel the 1949 centenary of Strindberg’s 10* “Two on the Aisle,” at the ShuCrouse musical goes on tour this birth, “Highway” had a gala per- bert, March 13 ; “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,” an April 7 unveiling at
summer. Her “Joey” replacement formance at the
Royal Theatre, the Shubert, and “The Cocktail
.Robert A. Willey was
isn’t set
for
arid
Stockholm,
the
centenary
general manager of “Dear BarbarParty.” set for the Colonial, April
ians,” with David Llpsky and Phil- was in the theatre’s repertory all 14. “Bagels and Yox,” bowing into
pressagents, Samuel that season.
ip Bloom
the Shubert next Monday (3), is
Lift stage manager) arid Len Bedreported grabbing lively boxoffice
Harold Kusell is Dietz, Lunt Likely
sow assistant
reaction via the interest of- many
manager of “Mrs.
organizations.
McThing,” With Fr e de rick de
For
‘Boheme’ local Jewish
Among the newcomers due here
Wilde (father of the play’s feaMetropolitan Opera manager are “The Grass Harp,” Truman
tured moppet, Brandon de Wilde)
Rudolf Bing apparently plans to Capote’s new play skedded for a
as stage manager, and Robert Sagcontinue
borrowing
Broadway 10-day stint at the Colonial,
alyn and A1 Saxe assistants. Background music for the show is sup- talent for his Met needs. Howard March 13; “Salt ot the Earth,” at
songwriter
and
Metro the Wilbur, March. 17; Olivia de
plied by Mischa Tulin on the ther- Dietz,
veepee, has made an English verHavilland’s pre-Broadway engage\ emin.
of
sion
Puccini’s
“La
Beheme,”
Robert N. Winter-Berger and
ment of “Candida,” at the Colonial,
which
the
Met
will
probably
use
associated
Darren McGavin will be
March 24; the long-postponed reBing is also after vival
with David Hellweil in the pres- next season,
of “Shuffle Along,” at the
entation of a series of stock try- Alfred Lunt to direct the work.
Colonial, March 31, and the new
Together with Garson Kanin, Sally Benson play, “Josephine,” at
outs at the President, N.Y., open-'
ing March 24 with Helene Fraenk- Dietz "did the new libretto for the an unannounced date in April at
el’s “Dark Legend,” based on the Met’s big hit last season, Strauss'
On the immediate
the Wilbur.
Frederic Wertham novel about “Fledermaus."
Lunt made his horizon is George Tabori’s “Flight
psychiatry. Morton Da* Costa Will Met bow as stage director this seaInto Egypt," due next week for a
6tage the initial production ... Ed- son, with another hit, MOzart's
ward; Clioate, business manager of “Cosi fan Tutte." Puccini’s pub- fortnight’s pre-Broadway tUneup.
the Current “Venus Observed” arid lishers, G. Ricordl
Co., commisthe returning “Don Juan, in Hell,” sioried Diets to do.
the new
has optioned “Michael and Lavirt- “Boheme” version,
in a free adaptaromantic comedy

Three men associated with Katharine Cornell’s current revival of
“Constant Wife,” at the. National, N; Y„ were associated with the original production of the Somerset Maugham comedy in 1926-27.
They
are Frank Warner, property Irian for the company; Peter.. Mason, doorman of the theatre, and Willie Harris/ treasurer. Warner had a similar
assignment with the original edition. Mason was at that time an assistant in 'the Frohman office, which presented the Play, arid Harris was
boxoffice man at the Maxine Elliott N. Y„ where it had a 295^perforinance run extending into the 1927-28 season.
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Picture layout arid story on the recent opening of the Theatre Guild’s
production of “Jane” was included in the so-called “country" edition of
the N. Y. Sunday News mag section (24) devoted to the Broadway
theatre,, but didn’t appear -in the city; edition.
Also, scene pictures
from the Olivier-LOigh “Cleopatra” revivals, “Remains to Be Seen,"
“I
a Camera,” “King and I,” “South Pacific,” "Two on the Aisle"
arid “Call Me Madam,” all in color in the city edition, were iri blrickarid-white in the early-deadline edition. The issue devoted exclusively
to the Broadway theatre is an annual feature of the News.

Am

Touring troupes of the moment are leading a sort of Emily Post life,
due to the energetic activities of the Council of the Living Theatre. In
addition to the usual travel and eight shows a week, casts are currently
in great demand for lunches, teas, buffet suppers arid after-theatre
parties being given by local big wheels in connection with promotional
subscription drives.

Backers of “Collector’s Item " Lillian Day-Alfred Golden comedy
produced on Broadway recently by Roger Clark arid Lloyd Isler, included Mrs. James C. Black, of OU City, Pa , Clark's mother-in-law,
$1,600; Louis Black Clark, his wife, $800; Isler, $5,000,, and Clark him-

The production was capitalized at $33,500 and is reported to have been a total loss. The show played four performances.

self, $21,000.
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New Metop

.

A

costume
by
John F. Mathews. He plans a fall
Claude Rains will
production
•tar i|i “Jezebel's Husband/’ Robert Nathan comedy to be produced
In the fall by Roger L. Stevens and
William Fields, in association with
Die Playwrights Co. .Barnet Biro,
last seen on Broadway in “StreetCar Named Desire,” is due for release March 4 from the Navy.
John Tyers, who was on tour
With .the special Equity company
f “Fledermaus," Will join the Met,
8 ebuting Saturday March 8 in the
lame opera; Tyers is flying home
'or the debut from London, where
• had joined his wife, Helena
ia,” a

.

.

..

.

.

Ogden, Utah, Feb. 26.
West,” music-drama
about the hardships and accom-

George Balanchine, Broadway
plishments of Utah’s Mormpn piodance stager and fr. Y. City Ballet
neers, presented
last

summer

iri

Ogden’s outdoor stadium for three
performanceis, will be presented
here again July 19-20-21.
Baritone" Igor Gorin, starred as
Brigham Young in the original production, has been signed to repeat
the role.
Present plans Call for
making it an annual feature of
Utah!s summer outdoor music season, with possibility of presentation

Lake City as well.
Composed by Roland Parry pf
Weber Music College, with lyrics
by Helen Talmadge Parry, “All
Faces West” has been recorded

in Salt

and released by Pargo Records of
Ogden, With capsulized narration
arid solos by Gorin, backed by an
orchestra and chorus.

Flagstad’s

Net

‘Alcestis’

To Mark Diva’s Farewell
Kirsten Flagstad, will make her
first appearance of the season at
the Met Opera House, N. Y., next
Tuesday (4), in Gluck’s “Alcestis.”
Work hasn't been done at the Met
since; 1942, and. will be heard for
the first- time in English.
Opera

Use (Kate in the London “Kiss
a, Kate” compariy) following conclusion of the “Fledermaus” tour.
“The Gay Dog” is title of a new
comedy by Joseph Colton, to feature Wilfred Pickles, which will
ppen In Manchester, England,
March 31* Piece will tour for six ing drama there, directed

Friday
Milan, where he will stage
his choreographic work, “Ballet
Imperial,” for La Scala Opera Co.
artistic director, is leaving
(29) for

Work

will

be given end of March,

for the spring season.

Director will then go to. Paris,
prep for the engagement there
in May of the N. Y. City Ballet.
He'll join the troupe for the opening of their tour in Barcelona April
10, and stay with them, for the
four - and -a- half-month European
trek. He’ll return to N. Y. in the;
fall for the City Center ballet season and for his Met Opera stint,
staging the U. S. preem of Igor
Stravinsky’s
“Rake’s
Progress."
This will bq Balanchine’s first Met
stage-directing job, although he
was with the Met, as ballet master
and choreographer of its dance sector, from 1935 through 1938.
to

For its second week of the current winter season, the N. Y, City
Ballet presented premieres of two

George Balanchine works

at

the

City Center, N. Y., last week. “Caracole,” set to Mozart music, which
opened Tuesday (19), is an impresWill have about five performances sive work, utilizing the troupe’s
in the few remaining weeks of the five top ballerinas and its ..three
chief males iri an abstract, classic
Met season.

These

five

Stiff, ugly arm
movements and midriff gyrations

performances, there* set of patterns.

will mark Mme. Flagstad’s
farewell at the Met, as the diva has
fore,

announced her retirement from the
tion.
operatic stage with this work. (She
had planned to quit the Met last
American Theatre Wing's pro- season, but was prevailed
on by
at
fessional training program' i$ regeneral manager Rudolf Bing to
viving two courses, sketch writers
Albany, Feb. 26;
come back for one iriore season, if
“The Happy Medium," a farce workshop, and workgroup, taught only briefly;)
comedy about television, will be by the husband-wife team of
The March 3 week (17th week
given a tryout at Malcolm Atter- Sondrai and Jay Gorney. Writing of the Met’s current season)
will
bury’s Playhouse here as the final course will cover the various musi^ also rnark
the final performance
production of the season, opening cal-play forms, including sketches, Of Strauss’ “Fledermaus,”
SaturApril 15.
It is written by Allan moriologs, revue iriaterial, special
day (8). Brenda Lewis, as Rosa
Sherman, a scripter of special ma- songs, boHok shows, etp„ for legit, linda, arid' Lois Hunt, as Adele,
terial for video, and Eugene O’Sul- television, vaude and nitery perwill be appearing in those roles
Work-group, aims at
livan, Playhouse director. Opus is formance;
for the first time, while John
the first stage work of the youth- helping performers develop a dis- Tyers will make his
opera house
ful authors to be" presented pro- tinctive personality through pardebut as Dr. Falke. Tibor Kozma
ticipation iri sketches, acts and
fessionally.
will also appear
the house for
Sherman, however, wrote a musi- pantomimes.
the first time this season as concal, “The Gpideri Touch," which
ATW school is also revising a ductor.
was under option by various pro- course on radio and television staducers for three years, but had tion. management, which will coyer
Martha GrahariDi will make a speonly a college staging, at Loyola U. creation and sale of programs', cial scries of appearances with full
audience
Chicago,
program
measure
in
trends,/
O’Sullivan, then teachsympaoriy orchestra at N. Y.’s Juil.

in

“AH Faces

.

;

militate

against
complete lyric
beauty of dance style, however,
and though the ballet got a very
favorable press, to this observer
it seemed as if Balanchine were
givirig his troupe more of a work*
out thaii a work.
“Bayou," set to Virgil Thomson's
film score for -“Louisiana Story"
arid

which preemed Thursday

(21),

a much less pretentious work,
arid not very important. ButitJs a
light, wistful piece, with appeal.
is

Bfdn.

'

M

it.

ment, advertising economics,

etc.

(Feb.

25-March 9)

“Blithe Spirit"— Bryaint Youth
Adult Center, Queens, N. Y. (29-1
“Lady, in The Dark”—Lenox Hi
Playhouse, N. Y. (27-2); DeWi
liard School of Music, April 22*27. Clinton H, S., Bronx, N. Y. (6-8).
:
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Batson Tryout in Fla.
Winter Park, Fie., Feb. 26,
Constance Bennett will star in a
tryout of “A Date with April/’
comedy by George Batson, author
of “Ramshackle Inn,” opening tomorrow night (Wed;) at the Cen-

With the scheduled opening*
March 19 of “One Bright Day” at
the Royale, N. Y., Howard Lindsay

Dallas, Feb. 26.

“Porgy and Bess,” the Blevins
Davis-Robert Breen revival of the
George Gershwiri folk opera, will
probably be the opening bill of the

Drama

tral Florida
Festival in the
local high school auditorium. The

and Ruisell Crouse will have
three shows in the same block in
West 45th St., pushing Rodgers &
Hammerstein, and Jose Ferrer, for
multiple legit honors.
They're already represented as
authors of the book of “Call Me
Madam,** Leland Hayward's musical production at the Imperial, and
as authors of “Remains to Be
Seen” Hayward’s comedy presen-

Edmon Ryan, Rock
Jason, Joanne Palmer; Helen Raymond and Marjorie Peterson.
John T. Sloper has staged the
production, which plays through
Saturday night (1).
Festival is
managed by John Huntington, who
operates the Spa Theatre, Saratoga, N. Y., every summer.
cast will include

Hamilton, Bermuda, Feb. 26.
The Bermudiana Theatre, in >the
Bermudiana Hotel here, reopened
last week for its second season.
Producers are Bruce Yorke and
Michael Sadler, who operate a
strawhat theatre in Canada every
summer. They succeed William
tation tin which Lindsay was a Miles, Who did not return this seamember of the original cast) at the son. Miles has managed the BerkThey are producing shire
Morosco*
Playhouse,
Stockbridge,
“Day,’* scripted by Sigmund Mil- Mass., for some years.
ler, with Lindsay doubling as male
Opening; bill at the Bermudiana
lead.
Was Fay Bainter in “O Mistress
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham- Mine.”
Next week’s offering is
merstein, 2d, are co-producers and Burgess Meredith in “Silver Whisco-authors of “King and I,” at the tle,” and subsequent productions
St. James, N. Y., and co-authors will include Edward Everett; HorWith Joshua Logan and co-pro- ton in “Springtime for Henry” and
ducers with Logan and Hayward “Nina,” Zachary Scott in “Second
*
of “South Pacific, 'at the Majes- Mari,” Sylvia Sidney in “Arms and
Also, the Man” and “Black Chiffon,’*
tic, directly across 44th St.
Rodgers Wrote the music for Jule Florence Reed in “Royal Family,”
Styne's revival of “Pal Joey,'' at Uta Hagen in “Tovarich” Ruth
the Broadhurst, next door to the Chatterton in. “Little Foxes,” VeMajestic. “Music in the Air** With ronica Lake in “Curtain Rises,”
book and lyrics by Hamme .stein, John Pierre Aumont in “Design
played a Broadway engagement for Living,” Gene- Lockhart in
earlier this season and the Rodg- “Grumpy” and Sarah Churchill in
ers-Hamiherstein “Oklahoma** had a play to be selected.
a return run on Broadway last
A resident company of 15 Equity
summer and is currently on tour. players supports the stars,
Ferrer, producer* director and
co-star of ''The Shrike,** at the
Cort, N, Y., Is also producer-director of “Staiag 17,’* at the
48th Street Theatre directly opposite, and is about to produce and

.

:
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Harvard Prez Plea For

Show

Biz Fellowships;

!

-

.

Starlight Operetta season at the
Chicago, Feb. 26,
State Fair Auditorium here this
Shubert subsidiary, Select The- summer.. Also being sought for an
atres here, has filed unfair labor appearance is Sir Thomas Beechcharges against the American Fed- am as conductor of his version of
eration of Musicians with the Na- “Bohemian
Girl/* Which he ditional Labor Relations Board, on rected
last summer at the Edincharges of featherbedding. Pecu- burgh Festival and repeated in
liar aspect is that the Shuberts London
The batorier is currently
made similar charges several years making guest appearances With
ago, but dropped the matter after various U. S. symphony orchestras.
huddle with music officials.
Plan is to produce “Porgy and
Among the points charged is that Bess”
here and, following the regthe union forces theatres to hire
ular two-week engagement at the
six musicians for non-musical., or
Auditorium, ship the show tri
dramatic shows; that standbys are
Europe for* dates in Berlin, at Varineeded when recordings or musi- ous festivals
on the Continent and
cal sounds are used, and that unlimited runs in London and Paris.
necessary men are added when
The production Would then be
traveling sidemen are used. Case
brought back to. the U. S. for a
is currently being investigated,
Broadway ruu and a national tour.
Details will probably be set this
week when Wilva Davis, co-producer Breen’s wife and his
si stall t when he was executive-secretary of the American National
Theatre &. Academy, arrives here
from New York for confabs with
Charles R. Meeker, Jr., Auditorium

Setup of show biz fellowships at
Harvard U„, similar to the Nieman
Fellowships in Jourrialisrii, is suggested by prez James B, Conant
in his annual report for 1950-51,
recently sent to alumni. All that
would be required, prexy says, is a

$2,000,000 endowment, arid a theatre for legit and pix.
1

-

“The success of the Nieman Fellowships in Journalism and the Advanced Management. Program

in

the Business School,” has led to
the suggestion that a somewhat
similar scheme might be estabHollywood, Feb. 26.
lished for young men and women
Bobby Clark arid Mitzi Gaynor
stage,
the
are
concerned
with
who
may be starred in “Judy arid the
screen; radio and television. This
Genie,” musical comedy with book
would riot imply the founding of a by
’E, Y. Harburg and Fred Saidy,
school Or department of the draina.
music by Sammy Fairi and lyrics
Indeed,
might be considered as by Harburg,. which Edwin Lester
a move in a contrary direction, just is
reportedly seeking as one of the
as the decision to proceed with the
direct “The Chase,** which will
productions of his Civic Light
Nieman Fellows meant the rejec- Opera season in Los Angeles and
preem at the Playhouse, in the
tion of the idea of founding a
same block. In addition, he staged
San Francisco this summer. The
school of journalism at Harvard.
the Playwrights Co* production of
show is a rewritten version of
“FoUrposter,** current at the nearKiss Me, Kate,” which recently
“Two essential coriditioris Would “Flahooley” by the same authors,
by Barrymore, N. Y.
folded after a one-week return en-. have to be fulfilled before any Which was produced Unsuccessfulgagement on Broadway, 'has since scheme of fellowships connected- ly bn Broadway a year ago by
paid a $20,000 dividend, bringing with the dramatic arts and the Cheryl Crawford.
the total profit distribution to $1,- media
mass communication
of
Clark has been mentioned as
As of Jan. 31 could be successfully launched at. star of a revival of ‘‘Sally,” but
032,000 thus far.
there will be additional undistribut- Harvard. The first would be an Lester is understood to have pered profits of $5,353, wfci&h are ex- endowment Of at least $2,000,000; suaded him to appear in. “Judy and
Imported for Ringling pected to be increased by further the second would be the construc- the Genie/’ in an expanded role
return from the British edition and tion of a theatre building to serve played by Ernest Truex in the old
Sarasota, Fla., Feb. 26,
other sources.
as a focal centre, Indeed, quite “Flahooley.” Miss Gaynor is unOne of the most unusual music
The accounting on the closing of apart from, such an enterprise, the der personal contract to the prostarttakes
place
events of the year
the> original Saint Subber-Lemuel university’s need for a theatre has ducer, and he has been trying for
ing tonight (Tues.)j as an opera
Ayers production shows that it long been recognized.
some time to find a stage vehicle
festival in miniature gets Underway
“Harvard is the only great uni- for her* He’s recently had her on
grossed $23,749 for a loss of $5,803
in the tiny 18th century Italian
for the Week ending Jan. 5 at the versity without such a theatre. The loanout to 20th-Fox.
opera house recently imported and
is
anxious to encourage
Another offering in the Civic
Opera house, built Taft, Cincinnati, and grossed $11,- faculty
set up here.
816
for a further loss of $15,487 those many undergraduate organi- season will be Leland Hayward’s
in 1795 in the castle of the Queen
on
the final week ending Jan. 13 at zations that regularly produce Broadway production of “Call Me
of Cyprus at Asolo, near. Venice,
plays; their efforts are now greatly Madam,” with Elaine Stritebrin~the
the Broadway, N. Y.
and later owned by Eleanora Duse,
hampered by the total lack of ac- Ethel; Merman part. The Irving
whh performed in it, had been
ceptable facilities. What is required Berlin - Howard Lindsay - Russel
stored lately in a Venetian wareis a modest theatre, adequately
Crouse musical will open June 23
house. Last year it was bought for
equipped for the performance of at the philhanrionic Auditorium
the Ringling Museums in Sarasota
plays and the showing of motion here and July 28 at the Curran,
With aid of the State Of Florida,
pictures, together with at least one San Francisco. Following the latbrought here and restored; It seats
Columbus, Feb. 26.
small studio for producing films. ter stand of four weeks, the show
200
In order to mak^ way for “Gen- To those who feel that in this tense will revert to Hayward’s manageMusic festival, under joint spon- tlemen Prefer’ Blondes” on his period of rearmament the univerment for a national tour.
sorship of the state and the Ring- stage March 17-19, manager Harry sities
are devoting too much attenThe local Civic season will open
ling Museums, will present two
Palace here tion to the natural and social' sciSchreiber of the
April 21 with a vaude date by
miniature operas, Pergalesi’s “La is revamping his whole theatre, ences, such
a project may appeal Judy Garland, followed by a reServa Padrona” and Mozart’s “Bas- which hasn’t played a big producwith special force.”
vival of Lester’s original productien et Bastienne.” Laszlo Halasz,
tion in more than a decade. Palace
tion of “Song of Norway.”
until recently N. Y. City Opera Co. is one of four downtown first-run
In the quickest repeat date in
director, will conduct the opener,
houses.
‘Jamie’
In
the organization’s history, Civic is
with Richard Haggerty batoning
will be
work
month’s
Nearly
a
bringing back “South Pacific” for
the other performances, which will
a minimum of four weeks, startbe given Feb. 27-28-29 and March required to take care of “Blondes.”
torn
ing July 28, as a feature of its 15th
1.
Eugene Berman has done the Orchestra pit’s floor is being
Boston, Feb. 26.
being
is
lighting
The Chicago
anniversary year.
sets.
Singers are “Dorothy Mac- out and lowered,
“Three. Wishes for Jamie,” con- company, standing Janet Blair,
2,000show’s
the
meet
to
up
juiced
Neil, Richard Wentworth and Wesits pre-Broadway tuneup
is be- tinuing
house
requirements,
ampere
two years
on
Coast
started
the
ley Dalton, from the N. Y. City
at the Shubert here, is still under- ago.
Opera Co., With dancer Peter Ham* ing re-charted and new ticket slots
“My
song,
going
A
new
revisions.
are
rooms
dressing
16
built, and
ilton also taking part.
Heart’s a Highway,” went into the
being refurbished.
fitst act at last night’s (Mon.) per- ILLNESSES
‘GARDEN’
All this Work Won’t go just
formance, as a solo for co-star
for the one production, however,
production
a
Anne
Jeffreys
and
since Robert F. Boda, manager of
number. Another number, “It Must
the Hartman, city's only legit
Air
Washington, Feb, 26.
Be Spring,” also a Miss Jeffreys
house, has leased the Palace Ipr a
solo,
has been moved to a new spot
Washington, Feb; 26.
“Autumn Garden,” winding up
Week, starting March 31, to present
and restaged. A third tune; goes its tour last Week at the Gayety
All airfields were notified .to be- “South Pacific.”
into the Second act Thusday night here, ran into a epidemic of illgin hunting for potential thesps for
(28).
“Magic Tree,” a solo by co- nesses, but managed to avoid shutthe cast of “Flameout/* new jetFor
star John Raitt, was respotted and tering ahead of schedule.
Most
plaiie
play by Alan Mowbray Official D.C.
restaged last week.
serious from the standpoint of the
which will be produced by the. Air
‘Faith’
of
Year
Another
Force in its first Venture into
The Al and Arthur Lewis pro- play’s performance Was the absence
Washington, Feb. 26.
straight drama production.
Oneduction, with book by Abe Bur- from the cast of Florence Eldridge
wrangle
officials
setter will tour air bases, starting
C.
While D.
rows, who is also staging, and sorigs from the Wednesday matinee for
in the spring, with cast of 11 males here over whether to have a third by Ralph Blane, moves to Phila- the* balance of the Week,. She had
and one femme, all recruited from year of the Paul; Green pageant, delphia next Monday ( 3) for a fort- a virus infection.
the Tanks of service personnel. “Faith Of Our Fathers,” Comptrol- night’s further doctoring. It preAndy Anderson, one of the
Applicants will be brought to the ler General Of the U. S. has just mieres March 21 at the Hellinger; show’s backstage department heads,
Coast Where Mowbray, Who’ll di- comg through with a legal ruling N. Y., after four paid previews.
was hospitalized with a serious
rect, will select the final cast. .'All stating that no irregularity would
ulcer case,, and was left behind
must have acting experience.
be involved if the pageant Were
When the Kermit Bloomgarden proanother
year.
conducted
duction returned to New York.
It’s understood Mowbray volunRobert Q. Lewisi who is subbing Loretta Daye, a member of the
tarily waived all rights for pres- -Melvin D; Hildreth, executive
latter’s
the
for
Arthur Godfrey on
cast, missed two performances beentation to service personnel.
If vice chairman of the National CapiFriday cause of a severely burned hand.
presented on Broadway, regular tal Sesquicentennial Commission, CBS morping program said
(22) oil the air that he’ll make a
And Robert Caldwell, stage manDramatists Guild rules will apply, a supporter of the show, disclosed
s t a ge appearance in “Charley’s
S
ager, missed three performances
res Uined a pic sale would in- more then 2,500 reservations from
jiP
Aunt”
t
in Baltimore week of March
fclude a percentage to the Air all parts of the country have albecause of flu.
24. Lewis said he had done “CharForce.
Frederic March, co-star, had a
Production will, cost the ready been received for the 19f>2 ley’s Aunt” Price before, in Stock,
Government nothing, in pay or roy- season. President Truman has 0n- “six or -seven years ago^— before slight cold, but played all performalties.
ances.
I dorsed another season 'for “Faith.”
the war/*
;

,
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William Dollar, former ballet
piaster with the Metopera in New
York, Is flying here this week for
discussions about taking over as
choreographer of the Starlight
series this

summer,

He would

suc-

ceed Donald Saddler, who had the
assignment last; year but is currently working in Hollywood. Mary
Hunter, who was overall stage director last summer, will not return
this year, but her successor isn’t
set.

Muny

Tent as

Operation

Philadelphia, lteb, 26.

Bamberger

Theron

named

to operate a

theatre

in

has

summer

been
tent

Fairmount Park. Full

approval of the plan has been given
by the ParJC Commission, but the
project is still awaiting legal approval from the City Solicitor.
Park Commission proposes, with
the consent of the Solicitor,, to use
Commission funds for the tent,
chairs and conditioning of the

grounds near Belmont Mansion,
Bamberger, who operates the nearby Bucks County Playhouse, in
New Hope, is to be managing di-

When

rector.

it

was

previously

planned to operate the tent theatrf
as a concession, Bamberger was the
only one to submit a bid.
Commission also proposes to enter into a contract with Bamberger,
whereby It will advance or reimburse him for operating expenses
during the season. Commission estimated that Bamberger’s budget*
would run approximately $6,000 $
week for an eight-week season, Admissions will be $1, $1.50 and $2.
Setting up the tent theatre is expected to cost $35,000—$10,000 for
seats and $25,000 for the cost of the
tent, preparation of the ground,
lighting

and setting

up parking

space for 400 cars.

Bamberger

under a
three-man committee' from' the
Park Commission. They are John
B. Kelly, leading proponent of the
summer, theatre project; Harold D.
Saylor, and N*. Warren Benedetto,
Commissioner of Public Property,
will operate

.

^

ROBERT(LASCHARLEY
;

Broadway choreographer Jerome
Robbins (“King and I,” “Call Me;
will be honored by the
N. Y. City Ballet March 9 with an
all-Robbins Night, troupe devoting
the evening to four Robbins dance
creations, “Ballade/* “The Cage/’
“Age of Anxiety” and “Pied Piper.”
This will mark the first time for
an all-Robbins ballet program.

Madam”)

Robbins, who is troupe’s associate artistic director, is also dancing with the company as regular
lead tlili? season, at only a little

above

scale.

Dimitri Mitropoulos will gJ
the American premiere of Dari
Milhaud’s “Christo phe Coloml
with the N; Y. Philharmonic,
Camegitt Hall in November, 191
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chiseling is mandatory for

Egypt

and credible, the dialog realistic
and the background obviously auIrene M#yer Selznick presentation of thentic. Unfortunately, FeuchtwanElia Kazan production of dram* in two ger hasn’t properly learned draacts by George Taborl, Features Paul matic construction, and neither he
Lukas, Qustl Huber, Directed by Kazan;
translator Barrows Mussey
Sets, Jo Mlelziner; costumes# Anna HUI nor
Johnstone. At Shubert.New Haven, Feb, have been able to breathe any
29 'TJJ2.
into an awkward script.
Paul Lukas- stagecraft
Frartz Enfifel
•
Lili Engel
.,*,.«»,*« .Gusti' Huber As a result, “The Devil In Boston"
«

Fllglit Into

New

Haven, Feb* 26*

.
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,

•

Glubb
GhouloS
Freund

j
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Zero Mostel offers only a spasmodically-interJoseph Anthosy esting evening, and rates as exV. Paul Mann
.David Qpatosbu perimental theatre fare at best.
f

,

Tewfik Key
.... , ... ;
Don ICeef er
.Bronson
.:» .... .
Fred Stewart
Llpton
Jo Van Fleet
Miss Foster
Mr. Kiiglhof ............Edgar Franken
Fred Williams
Haspan
...Voytek Dolinski
Bubi Engel
Mrs, Kuglhof ............. EllenMahar
Chris Gampel
Bartender
John Rodney
Cap/ Fleure
Policemen
Leon Bibb. Randolph Echols
r
,
.C. K, Alexander^
Street Singer
,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

;

.

.

.
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“Flight Into Egypt'' is not
great play as of itg bremierfe.

a

Script unfolds along documentary lines, and the historical accuracy can’t make up for the lack
of conflict and construction. Three
acts cover a four-month period
during the year 1692, when the
fanatic Cotton Mather was exorcising the devil at the cost of 19
lives in the Massachusetts Bay

gr i m 1 y

Feuchtwanger

Colony.

paints the picture of hysteria as
It
Hannah Parrish, young daughter of
will probably not be developed
a Salem parson, accuses members
into a great play. But# as presented of the community of the dread
by Irene Mayer Selznick, directed crime, of consorting with “The
by Elia Kazan* designed by Jo Meil- Prince of Darkness/7 Only when
ziner and acted by a grade-A groiip other youngsters, envying the emiof ihespians, it is good theatre.
nence Hannah has obtained
The lack of enthusiasm as to the through Her fingerpointing, begin
/s merits stems from its rou- to hurl Witchcraft charges against
tine theme of the desperate wife, people of means and consequence,
loyal to an invalid husband, who is does the community come to its
forced, to repulsive physical sacri- senses.
fice in order to keep their financial
Basically, Feuchtwanget's play
ship afloat.. Playgoers willing to is an assault, on the alarming tendoverlook; a basic plot familiarity ency. toward hysterical mass acir
.

.

'

and Who are content with punchy tion, in Which unfounded accusadialog and crackerjack perform- tions serve as proof of crimes
which do not exist. The historic
ances, will find their meat here.
George Tabori’s Initial effort at parallels are many, but Feuchtwanplay scripting emerges as a well- ger’s allegory Would have pointed
consUucted opus, which fits its up the dangers better, had he
segments together with good drai- drawn his picture With fine strokes,
Benjamin -Zemach has done a
matit effect. His dialog has a natthe
ural flow to it, and is well suited top job of staging within
to the variety of characters

he'

has limits of the Circle Theatre’s cen-

assembled.
Fluid staging of Kazan has scenes
weaving in and out of various sections of a multiple set with telling
effect.
Cleverly contrived action
pinpoints emphasis on a .single
area or full stage, according to
script requirements, resulting in
a pace that holds Interest throughout a major portion of the two
acts. A writer-director combo has
succeeded in projecting each individual character forcefully.'
Plot concerns the Engel family,

mother and young son, Who
have spent two years trying to get
from Otheir ruined Vienna home to
the promised ‘land of America.
They have reached Cairo but have
used up all their money while wait-

father,

A

war invalid,
is unable to support them*
so his wife begs and borrows front
strangers When, her attempt at
dressmaking is a failure. A last
frantic step is taken when she sUccutabs to a broken-down medic in
order to procure morphine for her
husband. On learning that he is
incurable, Engel takes an overdose
of the: drug, leaving the way clear
for his wife and son to complete
the journey to America,
As Engel, script has Paul Lukas
getting off to a slow start, but he
builds to tremendous effectiveness

ing for their visas*

Engel

the second stanza. Whatever
has kept Gusti Huber away from
the stage for the past six years,
has deprived the theatre of an exceptionally fine actress. In this,
her American debut, she shines
brilliantly, and pairs Well with
Lukas for a standout team of leads.
Coming through as pillars of support are Paul Mann^ intensive exponent of the new Vienna; Joseph
Anthony, as the deformed third
rate doctor; Zero Mostel, moneygrabbing hotel prop and Voytek
Dolinski, a moppet who makes an
impressive stage debut as the son.
Balance of troupe fits well, even
in

to bits.

Something unique in a setting
has come from Mielziner’s designing board. Including an upstage
angled hotel entrance hall, the set
also carries a bar, lobby and room
interior. It packs a lot of playing
space into a condensed area. Costumes combine continental apparel
With native uniforms.' From a technical angle, production be aVs a
stamp of quality.
Bone.

The Pevil

in Bouton

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
George Boroff production of drama in
three acts by Lion Feuchtvanier. Translated by Barrows Mussey. Directed by
Benjamin Zemach. Setting, Ted GUien;
.

.

staging tradition, and a. generally good cast helps give the
characters added stature. Best are
William Schallert as Mather, Cathy
O’Dorinell as Hannah and Michael
Granger as Mather's reasonable
brother-in-law. Strung su pport
tral

'52;

Helen Hayes

.

.

.... .'..Blary Uficbael
-

Trueman

Sybil, .... ................Paula

Evva Lewis

'.

Marga
.MUdred Chandler

Maude Lewis.,
Grace Lewis
.

Nelson.
Boy. .....
Chef,
.
Waiter

...

/

*

.

.

......
. .
,

Borgnine

Ernest

.

....

;

•

Enid. Markey
Ann Deightoii

/•.

Brandon de Wilde

Wolfington
Lanteau
. ., William

...Iggle
; .

.

.*.
Joe. * ... *
^ .
. . ...
Stinker
,
Stehellehbach

Dirty..

...

, <

•

.

; ./,

Corey
G Wynne
Munshln

Irwin.

Fred

.. .. v

,

Jules

; ..

Minnette Barrett
.Brandon de Wilde
Hbway .... V.
.
....... . ..... Lydia Reed
Mirai.
.... Solen Burry
1st Policeman ........
Sagalyn
. .Robert
2d Policeman .......
-Elsa Freed
Crone. ..
.
Ann Buckles
... . ......
Fairy

Mrs, ScheUsnbach
.

, . .

.

:

,

;

.
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.
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Robert Whitehead; managing
rector of the

Blltlio Spirit

(LENOX HILL,

Theatre & Academy Play Series,
He
rut.
is
apparently in
can’t *seem to produce anything but
hits. Following the’ click of the revival of O’Neill’s “Desire Under
the Elms" as the initial ANTA bill,
he's topped himself with the second item, a production of “Mrs.
McThing," by Mary Chase, with
Helen Hayes giving a glowing,
poignant performance as star.
“Mrs. McThing" is an extreme
change of pace from Mrs* Chase’s
“Harvey/- wLike the 1944-45 comedy click, it is a fantasy, but it is
:

imaginative, and

is pri-

is plenty in it for. grownups who
happy medium aren’t embarrassed by frank makebetween artificial ’style and farce, believe.
Whether “Mrs. McThing" would
which should make it a favorite at
the ELT community theatres in be good for a commercial Broadthe Bronx and Queens, N.Y., where way run is probably irrelevant. Its

a

As the beset novelist, Thomas
Joe.. /Bassett
. ...
..... / Doris Packer Palmer does Well by the reading of
"Boss" Trent. ,-i
Horton
Everett
Locharne.
Edward
of
Cowardian Chatter, while Ann
the
Earl
Leo Lucker Driscoll seems to take the role of
Arthur Phillips
Carol H1H
Mrs. Dunn

Alenztes

«

.

,

.

» »

*

.

.

*

.

.

,

.

.

.

. .

.

the suffering second wife too seriously.

American preeiri of this British
Though Earl Dawson’s direction'
comedy, whimsical^ and replete keeps the antics at a good clip, the
With amusing situations* which play suffers without and adroit enregistered solidly here, reveals an semble style to gloss its flaws, for,
He like the recent Broadyay ghosties,
excellent vehicle for Horton.
small it is hatd put to sustain the fun of
got able assistance from
cast, with Doris Packer being the the initial joke for three acts. Yet
standout. Horton flutters, stutters “Blithe Spirit" continues a safe
and stammers in his inimitable bet for successful stock and as
While the plot isn’t too such, this ELT production is out in
style.
.

strong, the- cast performances suf- front.
/
fice,
e s i g n e r Frank David LemWhile the single setting is in mon's set utilizing the stage drapes
Scotland, only the butler uses a as backdrop, with a central exit indialect and some American idioms serted upstage, seems cluttered ort
are used to spice up the dialog. the small Lenox Hill stage, but
As the impoverished Earl of Loch- should spread out nicely over the
arne,
whose resourceful house- large high-school platforms at Dekeeper (Miss Packer) is able to Witt Clinton, Bronx, and Bryant,
produce liquor on credit, from a Queens, for which it is destioned.
package dealer after all others reVejte.
fuse, Horton finds himself with a

D

48-room, 13th century castle, badly
run down, and forced to take in
Future. B’way Schedule
boarders to make both ends meet,
indicated, if set )
( Theatre
a
none too successfully:
member of the National Coal
“Women Of Twilight,” Plymouth,
Board journeys to the castle to arrange for the requisitioning of the March 3.
“Paris *90,” Booth, March 4.
place as a rest spot for coal min“Golden Boy," ANTA Playhouse,
ers and their families, Horton is
12.
March
distraught. Misadventure? that en“Flight Into Egypt," Music: Box,
sue make for a pleasant, comic
Muriph
Salmi
evening.
“One Bright Day,” Royale,
,

When

;

mind Spot

Tlie

Dallas, Feb. 22.
Theatre *52 production of comedy-draifta
in three acts by Edtoard Caulfield. Fea
tines John Munson; Peter Donat,. Marj
Dell: Roberts.
Directed by Margo Jones
Set and costumes, Tony Deeds. At The
atre '52. Dallas, Feb. 1L '52; $2.50 topi
Mary Fleming. ... * , .Mary Dell Roberts
.

;

Alan

Fleming

.

Claire Graham-.

.

.

Norma Winters
.Ramsey Butch

.

Raymond Drum

.

. .

.

.

.

,

. .

.Marion Morris

..

John 'Munson
Evelyn Bettis
Edwin Whither

... ......

.

Peter Dona)

.-.

.

.

.

Miguel Barros. /
Corona Chica Barros.

. .

. . ;

. , ; .

.

.

Edwai'd Caulfield, whose controversial." An Innocent in Time” was
...
.Gene 'Hardy preemed by Margo Jones at The..*• ,
Richard
Pastor Parrish, . . . . Howland Chamberlin atre *50, has an amusing comedyHannah; ... .. .. . . ... . .Cathy O'Donnell drama Currently on view as the
. . . .. .Elsie
Baker
Bridget Oliver. . . . .. .
Judfe SewaU. .... . * . ..... .John Parrish fourth new play in the sixth sea.... Ralph Gerowitz son of the arena playhouse.
“The
Burroughs
Blind Spot,” too, is controversial.
years
of
Current
setting
is
furnished,
twoa
Lion Feuchtwanger'g
.

.

.

. . ,

. .

,

family Manhattan house, with a
cast 6f four married couples. Love
of money furnishes the plot. Viewers see the golden mle nent as the
cast finally leans to the belief that

Mafeh 19.
“Long Watch,” Lyceum, March
...

20

.

“Three Wishes For Jamie,” Hel:

linger,

March

21.

“Grass Harp,” Beck. March

“Don

Juaii

in

Hell’’

<27.

ANTA

-

releasing the legit rights
immediately to children’s theatre
groups. That should help rather
than hurt a screen; version.
The play is about a rich, doting
mother Who pampers her only son,
a spoiled hut likeable youngster of
about eight or nine, atad “protects"
him from contact with inferiors,
which in her opinion- includes just
about everyone. When she snubs
a ragged little girl Who has climbed
the Wall of the estate to play with
him, a witch named Mrs. McThing
sends the little boy to the slums
to
become a dishwasher in a
gangster hangout. In his place the
witch substitutes' his double, an insufferably polite prig.
When the increasingly Worried;
mother, suspecting something is
wrong, finally locates her real Son,
he has joined the mob. As they are
preparing to return home, the
mother sees the ragged girl and
again Phases her away. This time
the switch makes the mother herself become a dishwasher in the
dingy restaurant,, with a smug
double in her place at the mansion.
After various satirical misadventures, the mother finally realizes
who her real friends are, whereupon the waif exorcises the two
“sticks" in the mansion and goes
there to live with the now-wise
mother and son.
Mrs. Chase, who has three sops
of her own; has kept any archness
in the story to a minimum, arid
has generally achieved a genuinely engaging and satisfying effect, with numerous scenes /and
touches that, can hardly fail to delight both old and young audiences.
The production, with certaiii mundane exceptions, is appreciative
that she.

is

:

;

and

f

di-

N. ¥.)
Library Theatre's
duction of Noel Coward's -'Blithe

Equity

ity and avoids, drecociousness
as
the waif. Enid Markey, Marga Ann
Deightori and Mildred Chandler
are properly ludicrous as sort of
socially pretentious counterparts of
the three weird sisters in “Macbeth "
Among the Other notable performances, Iggie Wolfington is amusing
as a temperamental chef and William Lanteau is credible as the
Waiter who humors him.
The staging, for which Joseph
Buloff is billed, seems uneven, with
some, scenes of overblown realism
and others of beguiling make-believe.
Lester Polakov, who designed and lighted the scenery has
created a mansion living-room that
suits the fairy-story quality of the
show, hut the Skid-row beanery
seems cluttered, arid awkward: Lucinda Ballard’s costumes catch
just the right note of comic fantasy.
Hobe.

DearBarbarlans

American National

marily intended for kids rather
than adults. The new play is a
fairy story Which has been described as an American “Peter
Pan,” and as appealing to “chilpro- dren of all ages/’ Certainly there

$2 top.

23.60

experience as a. top novelist are
readily visible in this* new script,
dealing with the witchcraft hysteria in 17th century Massachusetts. His characters 'Sre full-blown

.

...........

.

Carrie.

ported determination, for personal
reasons, to keep her professional
activity to a minimum this season.
However, the piece has the makings of a highly unusual, effective
film if properly adapted. Meanwhile, the authoress has announced

.

. ,

opening).

Mrs. Larue.

mubh more

Air

tlie

lin

Cotton Mather. ....... .. William Schallert
Dr. Colmaii. * ... . ... , . , . .Michael Granger
. .
...... v. Marta Mitrovich
Abigail/.
. , .
.

,

Mrs* McThiiig
American National Theatre it Academy
production of comedy in two acta (five
Stars Helen
scenes) by Mary Chase.
Hayes; features Jules Munshln, Brandon
de Wilde, Enid Markey, Irwin Corey,
Paula Trueman. Directed by Joseph BulofT; settings and lighting, Lester Polakov;
At Martin
costumes, ^Lucinda Ballard.
Beck, N. V„ Feb. 20, ’52; $4,50 tpp <$5,50

than at exorcising the spirit of a
first wife who returns td taunt her
remarried husband. As the ectoSt. Louis, Feb. 22.
plasmic former spouse, Virginia
Robert E. Perry production of comedy Robinson is expertly wry and dexin three acts by Alan Melville. Stars Edtrous,
and third standbut performward Everett Horton, Doris Packer; features Carol' Hill, Leo Lucker, Joe Bassett. ance is Barbara Stanton's timorous
At Empress Playhouse, St. Louis, Feb. 22. maid.

Casile

•top.

.

meet. They crave the arts/ also /to
move upstairs to a fancier apartment, When Joe and Claire Graham vacate for their swanky new
home. Joe is a conniving haberdasher, who hires idealistic Alan
as a $150-a-Week salesman.
Mrs. Graham’s brother, playwright Raymond Drum, and wife
Audrey, enter to bewilder viewer?
and bring laughs. He is a success,
with $250,000 in the bank, and his
current play is grossing $16,000
Weekly* “according to Variety.” In
shabby dress, he and. A.udrey share
a second-rate hotel room and survive on an $80 weekly withdrawal
from royalties, because he feels his
play is a fluke and the. income not
honestly earned. Play’ deals With
way the couples Work out their
problems.
,
Theme won’t impress those who
feel that to earn- money is to enjoy it, when it comes honestly, put
a fine cast makes this good entertainment. Strong hits are handed
each member and discharged capably. Humor is sprinkled plentiTony Deeds’ set and cosfully.
tumes are in good taste. Bark.

Plays on Broadway

selection is pure inspiration for a
series such as this.
has
scheduled it for a two-week engagement, which probably couldn’t
be extended more than a limited
time because, of Miss Hayes’ re-

.

'92;

day survival.
shelter
one-room
Basement's
houses the janitor and wife. Miguel
Barros bootlegs the owner’s coal,
and uses inferior tobacco in his
sideline cigar business. His wife,
Corona, is an oft-jailed kleptomaniac. They have ambitions to occupy the first-floor dwelling. That
space is inhabited by a ..naive,
strictly honest pair. Alan and. Mary
Fleming, who can't make ends

Spirit" .strikes

27. 1952

modern-

comes from Howland Chamberlin, it is schedule d for subsequent
Mnrta Mitrovich and Gene* Hardy, showings.
Ted Gilien's Puritan study is
Mai o r contribution is Maud
and Sydney Scheerer’s droll, genuinely comic
realistically simple
the performance as the eccentric melighting heightens
Levin’s
Kap.
mood effectively.
dium who' is better at recalling

music for entr'acte ballad, william Schal- Audrey Drum ..... ...
lert;, llfhtlnr, Sydney Levin.
At Circle Joe Graham
.
Theatre, Hollywood, Feb. SO,

Wednwday, February

pff&ntf?

tasteful.

Gant Gaither production of comedy in
three act* by L'exford Richards. Features

Leachman. Violet Heming. Betsy

Cloris

Von Furstehberg, Donald Murphy;

NiclF

Directed by Gaither; setting
costumes, Jack Landau; lighting.
FedCr. At Royale, N. Y., Feb. 21, '52:
$4.80 top ($6 opening).
Alexander Fiske
.Donald Murphy
Mr. Fiske , . . . s * .t-i
Nicholas Joy
Joy.

olai

and

.,

.

'

.

Alice

.'.*.

Mrs.* Fiske.-.

.....

Lorraine .....

«.

LeachniQn.

.'Cloris

.'.

.Violet

. a-..-.

-Hetning

Betsy Von Furstebberg

. . . .

There’s a chestnut of Shubert
Alley lingo which achieved an immortality of sorts several years
ago by being used as the title of a
prospective musical comedy. Th
broiriide was apt to be used in
connection with iricoming shows
that the management hoped, might
catch Broidw^ay fancy. “They
liked it in Philadelphia/’ hopingaga'inst-hope backers would say to
each Other in the lobby as they arrived for the slaughter.
To bring it down to the prosaic
present, they liked “Dear Barbarians" in Philadelphia, Doubtless there are adequate reasons
why. What’s more to the point, in
front of a New York audience the

Lexford Richards play, produced
and directed by Gant Gaither,
seems merely a synthetic, unfunny
rather

arid
coiriic

.

attempt

artless
sophistication.

Its

-pro-

but

inci-

arid

duction

creditable

are

at
skillful

.

handsome

performance
dental.

The ingenuous

f able is about a

humorless yourig musician and the
but over-earnest girl

attractive

whose insistence upon marrying
him can only be regarded as a
form of suicidal mania. The Unattractive young man’s possessive,
interfering parents try to break up

the liaison, ringing in a Society
girl singer (whO appears to he
just a trifle of a tramp herself)
as distraction. But after everyone
becomes, embroiled in a Wrangle,
the young couple decides to~make
it legal.

Despite

sharp

odds,

the

cast

emerges undisgraced, if not unscathed, Cloris LeaChmari gives a
flexible,

performance

persuasive

as the ingratiating, but not-quitebright heroine,
Nicholas Joy is
plausible as the yourig man’s boorish, doiriineering father, expertly
getting the laughs in the unsavory
role.

Betsy

Von Furstenberg

is ac-

as the wllling-to-be-had
singer; Donald Murphy is believable as the exasperating hero, and
Violet Heiriing does as much as
appears possible with the role of

ceptable

eOwed but incurably meddlesome mother.
the

Gaither’s

staging

the

takes

script at face value. Jack

Landau

has designed a stunning New York
apartment setting, with a backdrop
showing the Queensboro Bridge
through the bedroom window and
a cut-in section of the heroine’s
apartmerit for phorie confab passages. His costumes are also dec.

orative. But an impressionistic pictorial curtain, apparently intended
as atmosphere-creating, seems, a
bit pretentious.

And

the pre-scene

music by Cy Coleman and Trio
self-assertive

and

distinctive/.

Hobe,
(Closed Saturday night
after four performances :)

(return),

After a surprisingly exaggerated
opening scene, possibly reflecting
“Danger Signal,” late March.
over-direction. Miss Hayes gives a
“Salt of the Earth,” April 3.
tender, winning performance as
Keys* C (.Comedy.) D (Drama),
“Candida,” April 14.
the mother, lending an especially CD ( Comedy-Drama
R (Revue
“Circus of Dr. Lao,” ANTA Play- tduching quality to the later scenes MC ( Musical Comedy), MD (Mii5i.'
"
house, April 16.
with the DOy* Brandon de Wilde, cal Draina), Q (Operetta);
^Brass Ring." mid-April,
who was a sensation two seasons
“Fire Sale," week of April 21.
ago as the moppet in “Member of
(D) —'ANTA,
“Golden- Boy”
“Josephine, " April 29.
the Wedding," is superb in The dual prod.; Clifford Odets, dir,; Job
“Of Thee I Sing,” Z i e gf e 1 d. role. 6f the son and the stuffy Garfield, star/
„ /
May 1.
double, giving both parts dimen“Grass Harp” (D)—Arnold Saint
“Wish You Were Herp” Im sion and distinctive characteriza- Subber, prod,; Robert Lewis, dir.
/'.''
perial, mid-June,
tion;.:
“Salt
Of The Earth" (C)-Jules Munshiri is believable and George Nichols III, prod.; Alfred
James Pease of the N. Y.
funriy as a kind of “Alice in Wori- Drake, dir.; Teresa Wright, Kent
Opera Co. has been engaged by derlarid" mobster boss, who struts Smith, Stars:
the Hamburg Opera House, in Ger- and blusters and is terrified of his
“Women Of Twilight” (D^
many, for the 1952-1953 season. aged mother, Irwin Corey and Joseph Kipness and Jack Hjdton,
guest appear- Fred Gwynne are laughably as his prods,;
He’ll also make
Anthony Hawtrey, dm;
houses Charles
ances with the opera
AddamS-ish
henchmen. Betty Anri Davies, Mary Merraii,
of Fraftkfurt, Munich and Vienna.
Reed has a nice gamiu qual- stars.
;

Plymouth, March

30,
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LEGITIMATE
‘Roberts’ $20,800 in Seven

For Four-Stand
San Angelo,

Chicago, Feb. 26. 4rest of the town

While the
slipped just slightly with
vention trade in town,

no eon
“South

SRO

with an
sigh for
the boxoffice. Musical closed after
an excellent 67-week run Saturday
Pacific-' left

"Cocktail Party” as the; other
Saturday closer, also ran up four
weeks of okay take, Jose Greco
(23).

dance group picked up in its hew
home at the Selwyn,
“Bell, Book and Candle” opened
yesterday (25) at the Great North
era to good advance.
Estimates for Last Week
“Cocktail Party,” Eflanger (4th
week) ($3,80; 1,334). Closed Saturday (23) with neat $15,900.
Jose Greco Ballet,. SelWyri (4th
week) ($3,80; 1,100). Doing fairly
well with $16,000.
“Moon is Blue,” Erlanger (43d
week) ($4.80; 1,000). Slipped slightly but still very profitable $4-9,200.
*

“Soiith, Pacific,” Shubert (67th
week) ($5; 2,100). Just too: bad it
had to leave now; Did $51,100 as

Saturday (23b
Prince,”
Blackstone
“Student
(2nd week) ($4.20; 1,456), Picked

it left

up, for neat $18,000.

St,

Petersburg, Feb. 26,

/‘Sally,” starring Ronnie Cunningham, Jack Blair and Stanley

Carlson, grossed a lively $17,200
week at the St, Petersburg
Operetta. “Music in the Air,” With
•Victoria Sherry and Earle Macr
V eigh starred arid Jim Hawthorne,
last

The
by

Hurley, has added two
weeks, to the original 10-week
schedule, retaining most of the
leading players for revivals! of
“Roberta,” opening April 1, and
“Song of Norway,” April 8,
As a business-getting wrinkle,
Hurley is using a sound truck as a
traveling
boxoffice-Song plugger
to play hit tunes from; incoming
shows.
It
visits
various: Gulf
beaches for: the convenience of
,,

,

upwards at the American Theatre,
and “Bell, Book arid Candlfev” with
Rosalind
arid
Russell
Dennis
Price,, wound up a one-week stand
*

Toledo; Feb. 26.
Touring edition of “Guys and
Dolls,” playing a split last week
.

between Canton and here, rolled up
a gross of almost $69,674 for eight
performances. • It added $12,411 in
two extra performances here Sunday (24),’ before taking off for
Chicago, where it opens an extended run Thursday night (28) at
the Shubert.
Receipts for four performances
last Monday^Wednesday (18-20) at
the Memorial Auditorium, Canton,
were $31,980, a new house record.
For the second half of the week,
Thursday - Saturday (21-23), f o u r
more showings pulled an additional
$37,695. With the extra take for
the added showings Sunday, the
total for the six-performance engagement here reached $50,106,
also a new recora for the stand.
Particularly impressive aspect of
the week was the fact that the musical had the Sonjai Henie ice show
and a sports show as opposition.
.

‘Tattoo’ Splits $9,300 in 7;

Early Matinee Try Flops
Kansas

City; Feb. 26.

Three-day stand of “Rose Tattoo” in the

Fox Midwest Orpheum

Theatre played to mild biz in four
performances Thursday - Saturday
(21-23), Play got, a generous hand
from reviewers, but didn’t catch on
its_ short run; Gross of $5,900
came in, with $3.66 top price scale,
.For the, first part of the week
the Tennessee
Williams drama

m

drew $1,600 for a single perform-

Monday night (18) at the
Theatre,; Des Moines, and
$1,800 for a matinee and evening
Wednesday (20) at the
a. h a
Theatre, Omaha, bringing the total
gross to a sad $9,300 for the seven
performance stanza.

.rj/jce

^hNT

Om

Of note was the meagre attend-:
ance at the special early matinee
-

u p m. opening curtain) Wednesday
Omaha, Experiment to try
getting afternoon patrons but in
time to avoid the commuter rush
home, drew only $315, 1

m

:

‘No.,’ Fair

KiC, LjL

Angeles, Feb. 26.
,~ MlJd upsurge was recorded by
Darkness at Noon” during Its second frame at the 1,636-seat Bilthiore
Tally hit about $16,500,
around 60% capacity; at a $4.20
Initial two frames were., on
KP'
a
ineatre Guild-Airiericaii Theatre
^o^oty subscription,
Edward G, Robinson starrer
a^
week, followed by
!?w es _this
F.ose Tattoo,” which opens
March
tw o frames, both on the TG1
ATS

season.

Sparked by favorable
weather and a reported influx of
tourists and buyers, attendance was
sock at the special Washington’s
Birthday matinees Friday and re-

mained just as strong that night
and at both performances Saturday (23).
It was generally conceded in
managerial circles to have been the
biggest-grossing weekend in mem-

A downward reaction is anticipated this week, with general conditions figured uncertain, for the
subsequent; month or so, and an
indicated spurt for late April.
The total gross for all 25 shows
last week was $781,100, or 88%
of capacity (for the corresponding frame last year, the total
gross for all 28 current shows
was $703,700, or 75$$, a rise of
3% front the preceding week).
Week before last the total, for
all 23 shows was $670,000, Or
82% of capacity, the same as the
ory.

tent musical spot, operated

Saturday (23) with a sock b.o.
score.
House, scaled to $4.27,
grossed an estimated $27,600.
Empress, with a $2 top;, enjoyed
fair b.o. during a Week’s engagement of “Castle in the Air,” with
Edward Everett Horton and Doris
Packer. It was the American preem
Piece
of the
British comedy.
grossed $10,000.
*’90,”
with Cornelia"’ Otis
“Paris
.

Philadelphia, ,Feb; 26,

,

Legit is down to. one production
again this week, due to sudden
closing Saturday night (23) of the
revival of “Merry Widow” at the
Shtibert. The Shuberts gave the
cast notice Friday afternoon (22),
just in time to get under the fourr
week clause. Operetta failed to

(preVi-

|

expected.

Pat

.

Canton-Toledo Split

The business upturn on Broad- 1700 with an extra matinee
Way last week was even better than ous week, $18,500).

(Tues.).

.

Record $69,674 In

Hayes 27G

Robert Feyti, Kaye Connor, Yo-

Richard Berger, producer of the
Starlight
summer musicals at
Kansas City, is here this week
OLIVIA $13,500, DET. scouting talent. John Leahy, proDetroit, Feb. 26.
ducer of the Melody Fair, DanPrefer'
Blondes” bury, Conn., and, Sid Steinman,
“Gentlemen
purred along at $47,300 in its. sec- pressagent of the Paper Mill playhouse, Milburn, N. J., were visitors
ond week at the Shubert. It has last
week.
one more week to go.
Bad .reviews, which berated a
.“weak”; play while extolling Olivia
’$27,600, ST. LOUIS;
de Havilland and others, kept
“Candida” to a disappointing $13,500 at the Cass. Current attraction
St, Louis, Feb, 26.
is “Cocktail Party,” in. for a fortAfter two lean weeks, biz swung
night.

‘Dolls’

“Mister Roberts,”
playing
a
seven-performance
schedule
in
four different stands last week,
compiled a total gross of nearly
$20,800. The series included $4,300
for a single showing Monday night
(18) at the Paramount, Phoenix;
$6,000 for a matinee and evening
Tuesday (19) at the Paramount;
Tucson; $5,900 for a matinee arid
evening Wednesday (20) at the
Plaza, El Paso, and $4,600 in a
matinee and evening Saturday (23)
at the Auditorium here.
Leland;
Hayward
production,
with Tod Andrews starred, is splitting the; current week between San
Antonio, Austin, Dallas and Foit
Worth.

landa Dennis, Paul Best and Carlton featured, opens tonight

tourists.

«

Split

Tex., Feb. 26,

previous stanza.

“king and I,”
wk)
(MD-$7.20;
(Gertrude

St. James (48th
1,571;
$51,717)
Lawrence). S e 1 1 o u t

ogai ; $51,700 for the regular eight
times.

“Moon is Blue,” Miller (51st wk)
(C-$4.80;
920; $21,586)
(Barbara
Bel Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry
Nelson), Almost $19,700 for the
regular eight showings (previous
week, $17,400).
“Mrs. McThing,” Beck (1st wk)
(CD-$4-$4,50; 1,214; $32, 000) (Helen
Hayes). Opened Wednesday night
(20) to four raves (Atkinson, Times;
Cliapmarii News; Hawkins, WorldTelegram
Sun; Kerr, Hei'&ld
Tribune), one mildly favourable
notice (Watts, Post) and three

&

pans (Coleman, Mirror;

McClain;

Jourrial-American; Pollock, Comfirst
seven performances
grossed $27,000, plus $2,000 for one
preview; continuing indefinitely,
but must vacate this house March
22 to make way for the incoming
pass);

Of the new: entries, “Mrs. Mc- ‘‘Grass Harp.”
“Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert
draw here and in previous road Thing” drew a five-to-three favorstops, and was budgeted too high able nod from the critics (getting (15th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,000)
to continue.
(James Barton). Nearly $44,4
raves from four of the most imReports of backstage squabbling portant papers) and jumped to big 000 for regular eight times (previarid rumors of closing, plus con- attendance. It’s a ciiich to be ex- ous week, $36,500).
tinuous reshuffling of revue for- tended, but for how long may de- ‘Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (8th wk)
mat, hurt “Curtain Going Up” at pend on willingness of Helen (MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602). Bettered
the boxbffice, Mervyn Nelson an- Hayes, the star, to continue! “Dear $39,900 f Or the regular eight shows
nounced the revue would close for Barbarians” was solidly panned and (previous Week; $39,700).
;

.

revision after Saturday night’s per-

folded after five performances.
formance.
Management blamed
No openings are scheduled for
Larry Storch's withdrawal from this week, but two are sot for next
cast for the fold. Nitery comic week. Several closings are slated
garnered all kudos during revue’s for the next few weeks.
stay here.
Estimates for Last Week
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
“Curtain Going Up” Forrest (1st
CD
(
Comedy-Drama) ,R (Revue),
full Wk) ($4.55; 1,760), Revue drew
(Musionly mild $15,600 and will see MC (Musical Comedy),
“curtain going down” Saturday cal Drama) 0 (Operetta)
Other
parenthetic
designations
night (1). “The Long Watch” folrefer, respectively, to top price;
lows at the house Tuesday (4).
“Merry Widow” Shubert (1st Wk) (* indicates using two-for-ones)
number of seats, capacity gross and
Revival
of
Lehar
($3.90; 1,870).
operetta couldn’t make it. Crix stars. Price includes 20% amusewere kind, praising new French ment tax, but grosses are- net: i.e.,
Star Marcel LeBon, but She paper exclusive of tax,

“Point of

Nq

Return,” Alvin (11th

wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,924)
(Henry Fonda). Almost $38,200 for
eight performances (previous week,
$38,000).

“Remains to Be Seen,” Morosco
wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 912; $25,-

.

(20th
700);

MD

eight

Nearly $19,500 for regular
times
(previous
week,

$14,900).

,

“Shrike,” Cort (0th wk) (D$4.80; 1,050; $27,700) (JoSe Ferrer,
Judith Evelyn), Just under $27,-

000 for the regular eight showings (previous week, $26,200).
“South Pacific,” Majestic (149th
wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Mar‘‘Affairs of State,” Music Box tha Wright,
(Bulletin) didn’t coyer. Initial stanGeorge Britton). Alza drew a weak $14,000.
‘‘Three (74th wk) (C-$4!80; 1,012; $29,874) most $48,100 for the regular eight
Wishes for Jamie” comes In (June Havoc). Over $18,600 With shows (previous week, $43,200).
an extra matinee (previous week,
March 3;
“Stalag 17,” 48th St. (42d Wk)
$13,000); closing March 8, to tour
with June Havoc and present cast, (C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). Nearly $17,Skinner, at a $3.66 top, teed off a
500 for eight times (previous Week,
IN D.C.
“Gall Me Madam” Imperial (71st $14,300).
week’s stand at the American last ‘GARDEN*
wk) (MC - $7.20; 1,400; $51,847)
night (Mon.). At the Empress, Joan
“Top Banana,” Winter Garden
(Ethel Merman). Over $49,700 on (17th Wk)
Blondell opens tonight (Tues.) in
(MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;
$19,650 the regular eight performances
“Happy Birthday.”
(Phil Silvers).
$51,801)
Standard
Washington, Feb. 26.
(previous week, $43,000); closing
eight-performance
stanza topped
“Autumn Garden” wound up its May 3, to tour.
$50,400 (previous week, $45,80Q),
‘Oklahoma’ Sad $16,800 In second week at the Gay ety Theatre
“Cleopatras/’ Ziegfeld (10th wk)
“Two on the Aisle,” Ilellinger
with a neat $19,650 in the till, (D-$7.20;
1,628; $59,536) (Laurence (32d
wk) (R-$0; 1,527; $49,563)
bettered
which
any of its recent Olivier, Vivien Leigh);
Repertory
(Bert
Lahr, Dolores Gray). Rockat Columbus weeks. The Fredric March-Florence
Fall
of Shaw's “Caesar and Cleopatra” eted to $35,100 for eight-show
Eldridge starrer also concluded its and Shakespeare’s
Columbus, 0., Feb. 26.
“Antony and semester, (previous week, $23,000);
“Oklahoma;” playing the Hart- road tour, folding with a fortnight Cleopatra” drew nearly $59,100 for closing March 15 to tour.
Saturday (23),
the regular eight times (previous
man here last Week, collected a here
“Venus Observed,” Century (2d
Gayety is currently slated for week,
gross of only $16,800 for the regu$58,200); scheduled engage- Wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,645; $42,000)
five dark Weeks until March 31,
ment ends April 12.
lar eight performances. That meant
^Rex
Harrison,
Lili
Palmer).
when it reopens with “Cocktail
a loss of around $15,000. Fact that
“Constant Wife,” National (12th Topped $39,000 for the first eightParty.”
However, the theatre’s
the Rodgers - Hammerstein perenperformance
week
(previous
week,
management is shopping for shows wk) (C-$4.80r$6; 1,172; $34,5001 $27,700 for the first six
nial arived after the appearance of
perform-^
(Katharine Cornell, Brian Aherne,
fill in.
to
7
ausame
the
for
ads
mail Order
Grace George). Almost $28,300 with ances, plus $9,000 for two prethors' “South Pacific,” due here
an extra matinee (previous week, views); limited engagement due to
close May 31.
five weeks hence, was figured Canada Opera Fest
$ 20 200 ).
partly responsible for the lean
Barbarians,” Royale (1st
Strongly ; 15G in 1st 3 wk)“Dear
takings.
(C-$4.80;
$27,000).
1,035;
Toronto, Feb. 26.
Opened last Thursday night (21)
“Oklahoma,” produced by the
Opening- Thursday (21), first to unanimous paris; closed SaturTheatre Giiild, moved on from
here to split the current week be- three nights of the Canadian Opera day night (23) after five performtween Youngstown, South Bend Festival were a complete sellout, ances, including an extra matineewith “The Bartered Bride” and; grossed about $3,500; production
and Grand Rapids.
“The Magic Flute” grossing a ca- involved a loss of around $35,000.
pacity $15,000 at the Royal Alex“Desire
Under
the
Elms,”
Opera Cuts andra, 1,525-seatCr scaled at ANTA
St. Louis
Playhouse (6th wk) (DThis marks the rthird $450; 925; $27,000). Nearly $10,$3.50 top.
Boston, Feb. 26.
to
Ducat Scale
successful season of the Festival 300
(previous
week,
$7,200);
“Three Wishes for Jamie,” in
St. Louis, Feb. 26.
under general management of closed Sunday ight (24) after 48 final, week at the Shubert, con-?
As a result of the Government Ernest M. Rawley, who is also man- performance^; made a nominal tinues to pull near-capacity biz,
lifting the amusement tax on non- ager of the Royal Alexandra.
profit for the ANTA Play Series. with “The Long Watch,” also in
American gueststars are Robert
profit groups, execs of the MuniciDickens. Readings, Golden (3d: final week here; disappointing. No
pal Theatre Assn., sponsor of al Price and John Alexander. Thomas wk) (D-$4.80; 776; $19,195) (Emlyn newcomers this frame, with “Flight
fresco entertainment in the Forest Martin, of the New York
Williams). Nearly $11,000 for reg- Into Egypt” relighting the ColonPark Playhouse, last week an-'fOpera Co., is guest conductor. ular eight-show schedule (previous ial, and “Bagels and Yox” bowing
nounced a cut in admission prices, Casts of nearly 100 for each of; the week, $11,300); announced to close into the Shubert, March 3.
from 6% to 10%, for the 8lst con- three operas -r third opera is March 15.
Estimates For Last Week
drawn from the
“Fourposter,” Barrymore (18th
off “Manon”-r-are
season .that tees
secutive
“Tlie Long Watch,” Plymouth
R o y a 1 Canadian Conservatory, wk) (C-$4.80; 1,060; $27,596) (JesJune 5.
Goldschmidt is musical sica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Almost (1st wk) (1,200; $3.60). Not too
New scale will be $2.75 for box Nicholas
Tore!, $27,900 with an extra matinee (pre- much action on this one, With nbar
director; Herman Geiger
seats, $2 for the first 12 rows, $1.35 stage
$10,000 for first week.
director;
Gweneth Lloyd, vious week, $23,600).
fpr the next 12, and 75c. for the Choreographer, and George Crum,
“Three: Wishes for Jamie,” Shu“Gigi,” Fulton (14th wk) (Cridxt 25 rows.
bert (2nd Wk) (1,700; $4.80-$6).
assistant
director
and chdrus $4.80;
$25,528)
(Audrey
1,063;
icely,
Holding
with strong
up
master.
Hepburn).
Almost >$22,200 with
-for second round.
Cincy
Skinner
an extra matinee (previous week, $40,200
Ballet Theatre,
Opera House
$19,100).
Cincinnati; Feb. 26,
(one week) (3,000; $3:60). Okay
“Guys and Polls,” 46th St. (66th
Cornelia Otis Skinner's solo
$23,000. House currently dark.
Wk) (MC-$6;60; 1,319; $43,904).
Cleveland, Feb. 26.
drania, “Paris ’90,” drew great no“Moon is Blue” Wrapped up an As always, $44,400, all the house
<
tic ‘s and a favorable $11,500 last
WEI)i)ING , $17j900f
hold for regular eight perwill
in
eight
perform*
excellent
$21,000
Top
week in the 1, 370-seat Cox.
Mllv/aukee, Feb, 26.
was $3,69 for. six night perform- ances at $3.70 top last week at the fnt'tnanppc
“Member of the Wedding,” with
“I Am a Camera,” Empire (13th
ances and $3.08 for two matinees. Hanna. Troupe, headed by Hiram
Waters in her; original. Star“Mood -Is Blue” is in the Cox this Shermari, Marcia Henderson and wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $27,408) Ethel
gross
James Young, got a break on Julie Harris)/ Over $25,300 with ring role, had a profitable Davidweek at the same scale.
last week at the
of
$17,900
(previous
week,
matinee
extra
an
“South Pacific” booking for the weather conditions.
M2
qnrt)
}
...
spn Theatre here.
Olivia de Havilland in “Candida”
2,500-seat Taft- Theatre, to open
Carson McCullers drama is split“Jane,” Goronet (4th wk) (CApril 7, has been extended to two is current, with Ethel Waters in
between Inweek
current
ting
the
(Edna
$34,500)
$4.80-$5.40;
1,027;
WecH’ng,”
due
“Member
of
the
weeks, a rarity for road shows in
Best, Basil Rathbone). Nearly $22,- dianaoplis arid. Columbus.
week.
I next
,
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the ifigredients of a [broken-down’ actor and his wife,
Arthur As- The part of Frank Elgin, the hassituation.
key's inimitable style, .Julie Wil- been actor staging a comeback, ,is

thor with
nearrfarce

all

son's refreshing personality, and
Andrew Rosenthal's reputation in the romantic bits involving Sally
Ann Howes and Brian*Reece keep
this town*
London, Feb. 22.
The whole action takes place in the fun moving’ in boisterous
Stephen Mitchell production of a dram*
in three act* (four scenes) by Lewis Gran
New York home during a fashion.
a
Out of a mixed bag of musical
Wallace, Stars Felix Aylmer, Athene Sei
woman's SOth birthday. Her husler.
Directed by* Stephen Mitchell. A
numbers, Miss Wilson has the best
Duke of York’s ‘Theatre; Feb. 20, '52; $ band, a wusy Washington govern“I Want a Great' Big
top.
ment executive, makes a rare visit
visit solo tune,
Mabel Beringer. ....... .Rachel Gurney home to celebrate.
They have Hulk of Male," which she puts
.Claire Polloc'
Hetty
....
been separated for many months across in sock style. However, the
Irene Hand
Miss Oakley
.... .......
Athene Seyle. on his new appointment because opening night show-stopper was
Amy Beringer.
which
.Christine Casto;
Leonora Fennel.
v
of her reluctance to give up their “All on Account of a Guy,"
Dr. Lupton
.Richard Watti
Lupton
She senses he has other Miss Wilson duets with Miss Howes,a
Henry Fanshaw Beringer. Felix Aylmer house.
'.
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Oswald Pargeter
David Brown

•

,
.

.q

.

.

Philip Stalntpn
.Patrlc Doonan

The charm and gentleness of this
new* British piece provides a perfect vehicle 'for. the two stars.
Their flawless acting considerably
enhances its prospects^ by surmounting the flimsiness of the yarn
with glossy performances, exploiting the central situation with considerable finesse. Production now
has reasonably good hopes for a
modestly profitable run.
First act slowly and painstaking-,
ly develops the main characters. In
the subsequent acts, the story um
folds smoothly, almost casually,
with restrained hunior and the
minimum of action. Tense situations are Watered down and the
atmosphere’ is invariably main*?
tained at an even keel.
As the play opens, Henry Fanshaw Beringer, popular writer of
romantic novels, is celebrating his
The family sits
80th birthday.
around tensely listening .to a broadcast tribute on a hired radio that
Later, as the aufails to work.
thor is having his afternoon rest, a
stranger enters through the French
Windows with pistol poised, ready
to commit murder. It appears that
the would-be killer is a frustrated
only
believes
his
writer who
chance to fame would be to sell
a
While
novel
facing
his latest
murder rap. but he is persuaded to
accept from the Octogenarian an
offer to swap works with a guarantee Of publication for both. The
outcome; of course, is inevitable.
The yoim? vriter’s work submitted
ib the name of the maestro is hailed as a masterpiece while the Othfer
only gets a so-so recepti
With its concentration On characterization, the play does an effective job in portraying the aging
writer as a crotchety, cussed in‘

‘

dividual,

who

resents

newand re-

the

fangled aids, to civilization
fuses to have either radio Or tele,

phone installed in his home.
Felix .Aylmer, is ideally cast os
the aged writer, giving point and,
charm to svhat is frequently tame
dialog.
Athene Seyler oozes sympathy and understanding as his
wife, contributing a performance
that ranks with her pest. .Other
members of the cast have only subsidiary roles, but experienced artists, like Irene Hand!, as a village
schoolmistress; Patric Doonan, the
young waiter; and Rachel Gurney*
as the novelist’s daughter, satisfyingly maintain the general thesping standard.
1

Askey, with the experience of
and mainly through seasoned trouper; makes a sureloneliness
his songs,
srite, she is determined to grasp* fire click with a couple of
So" and
the last essence of romance for particularly "Ta Ever
herself.
She is- jealous of her "Don’t Look Now.” Reece mainly
which
lyrics
diet
romantic
of
son's wife whom she has snubbed. has a
sings quit# pleasantly, but Varies
Mama plans to succumb to flatter-, he
ing attentions bestoWed upon her the style with his "Race Commenby a young Mexican, Who has been tary," a neatly contrived number
the plot,;It then which- winds up
dating her assiduously.
Other members of the cast rally
develops it is the daughter Whom
and' contribute
principals
round
the;
he is really courting/ believing it
Richard
politic to conquer the matronly pleasing characterizations.
is
sincere but
Phone calls reveal Bird's direction
citadel first.
the
Among
bold
enough.
hardly
her old: flames are either dead or
near senile, sO the disillusioned many sets, particularly praiseof
made
worthy
mention
must
be
wife takes her sister-in-law's adplane and
vice to turn a blind eye to her two^-the interior of a
husband’s' peccadilloes, knowing a scene at Ascot racecourse where
he will return to the fold. When Askey .conies in on his winning
Myro.
her son is called overseas on mili- mount.
tbry service she atones for her past
unkindness by offering his Wife a
Ciilsine des Anges
home.
(Angel's Kitchen)
The author is well served 'by his
Paris, Feb. 12.
talented' cast. Fay Compton, with
Anet Badel presentation of Andre Cera fractional change of voice and tes production of comedy in three acts by
Hiisson.
Directed by Christian
expression* conveys all the pathos Albert
Gerard. Set and costumes, Franclne Gail*
and frustration of an aging woman lard-Risler. At Theatre du Vieux Colomno longer really needed by her bier, Paris:
Ducotel
....... Paul Bonifas.
family,
Hugh Williams capably Felix
Anielle Ducotel ,
... .... Claire Gerard
fulfills the less exacting role of Isabelle Ducotel ........ .Arlette Accard
the husband driven through lone- Juste Trochard ....... ... Andre Philippe
Paul Cas^agnnn ......
...Philippe Mareuil
liness to seek affectionate solace Joseph .......
Jean Paredes
elsewhere.
Nora Swinburne and Jules
Harry Max
Allred
Jean
Paul Coquelin
Dorothy Dickson* as. two fashion- Madame
Gabrlelle Doulcet
Parole ......
the
spenders,
keep
alimony
able
Negro
......... Doudou Babet
Charles,. Maitre
dialog sparkling with wit and Second Lieutenant...
malice.
Terence Longdon and
This comedy, Which borders at
Elizabeth Henson make a natural,
happy pair as the. elder son and times on farce, was well received
wife while Jimmy Varner gives an here, and is likely to tbur the conDecidedly escapist and
amusing performance as a precoci- tinent,
ous kid brother. June Thorburn is funny, it is well done by a strong
Donald
“teenager
and
too corny for Broadattractive
It
cash
looks
an
Sinden is all charm and suavity way, but looms as a distinct posMary Mer- sibility for Hollywood (Paramount
as her Mexican beau.
brief, characteristic since has paid jabout $16,000 for
vin tufhs
cameo as a condenscending house- the film rights).
maid.
Play is skillfully directed
Play’s name stems from the fact
Clew.
that
three
convicts
tough
in
by Murray Macdonald,
are
Cayenne, French
Guiana,
to a storekeeper, and
farmed
out
our Life
Rot
become guardian angels to his
London, Feb. 19.
pretty daughter, They play Santa
Jack Hylton production of a musical
Claus to the girl, aiding her in her
Arthur
starring
scenes)
two
acts
(13
in
Askey, Julie Wilson, Sally Ann Howes: romance.
The girl’s first sweet.
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difficult, and Redgrave sustains it
admirably* The role is reminiscent
of a recent screen portrayal by
Redgrave, the failure of a classics
master in the British film, "Browning Version." Here the Elgin success story is told with grim American irony and an almost continuous line of backstage wrangling.
As Georgie Elgin, wife of the
actof, who remains a puzzle of
character until the final scenes,
Miss Withers is confident, strongly
serene and expressive* She is the
"undecipherable" wife, keeping the
audience guessing as to her attitude to her actor hubby. Both
..

Y

Brian Reece. Book and lyrics by Alan heart
and his rich uncle, Who had
music by. Kenneth Leslle-Smlth
and Charles Zwar. Director, Richard Bird; made threats against the femme,
dances directed by George Carden, staged are killed by a poisonous snake
by Alec Shanks! decor, George Ramon;
which the convicts have bred./
oroh directed by Brettoh Byrd. At Hip'
The comely daughter had; been
podrome, London, Feb. 18. ’52; $2 top.
Aletha- Orr about to commit suicide because
Mrs. Cocklebury.
Bill Stewart
Photographer .....
the
young man, her sweetheart, has
Kay
Julie Wilson
Bill Hartley.
Brian Reece informed her that his rich uncle
J, Wellington Cocklebury.. Arthur Gomez
not permit the marriage,
would
Arthur Askey
r
Arthur Gollghtly
Sally Ann Howes since her father was a poor coloJane.
Lord' Bretherton
Norman Claridge nial storekeeper.
The convicts
Vicointe Rene dc Saint Sibeur Tom Gi)l save the girl from taking her own
Charley Boy
John Blythe
Domenico
................ .John Moore life, and start taking a hand to
Corsican Girl
Pat Marlow improve biz for the storekeeper.
Herself
Cabbage Rose.
the wealthy uncle and his
:

Melville;

.
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.

.

.
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:
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Memphis, Feb. 26

The new Memphis Arena Thea-

tre has settled down to a promising weekly-week presentation
of
drama before nearrcapacity audiences for the 428-seat house, a converted swimming pool in the Kina
g

Cotton Hotel.'

Jeffrey Lynn was guest star last
Week in S, N. Behrman's VThe Second Man,0 Pat Sales, member of

the permanent company, was

fea-

tured, with Caddell Burroughs and
Rosemary Murphy, also of the permanent company, in thief support
Returning tonight (26) for six
Redgrave and Miss Withers make
most commendable jobs of their nights and a matinee is Eva Gabor
in
"Candle-Light."
assumed American accents.
If Redgrave“artd Miss Withers: do
Others of the permanent com:

..

Odets

playwright

proud,

can pany are Clarence Kavanaugh, Violet Qakes and Jerry Stiller. Sam
maker,, the American actor, dobs McCullbgh is general
manager
the. author, backers and; audience Tom Fitzsimmons
stage director
really proud with his high-presJ. C. Hodgin technical director, and
sure performance as Bernie Dodd, Dick Dalglelsh
house manager.
the, director who pushes the weakkneed actor back to success. Wanacertainly be said that

.

it

Sam Wanar

*

maker

excellent in this, his
stage debut, his timing
coming in for special mention. He's
the chain-smoking director who
is

.

British

wills

Ofi-B’wa; Shows

wishes upon Elgin and

his

Boy With m

Cart

leaves no
one in any doubt
that he will get What he's after.
(CHERRY LANE. Ni Y*)
Presented at the Cherry Laiie
Wanamaker is tense and lively as
a greyhound, his performance be- Theatre, N. Y., Christopher Fry’s
ing the masterpiece' of a dramatic versedrama, "Boy With a Cart,” a
evening. He also is director; of 7pvminute miracle play about the
“Winter Journey," the new tag English boy saint, Cuthman, is
adopted here so as not to conflict more direct in its poetry and narwith "A Country Girl,” British rative but more limited in its
musical*
Rest of cast is weli- appeal than the author’s recentlychpsen.
touring "A Sleep of Prisoners.”
Novel settings and unusual light- Though risky for a legit churching effects set off the piece to ad- toiir,
tour, it cpuld
could, supplant the univerUnivervantage. Anthony Holland's decor sities' current favorite for Xmas
is Very effective.
and/or chapel presentation, Eliot's
Play teed off here on its pre- "Murder in the Cathedral,” being
London stint with a gala preem as dramatic as the Eliot opus,
attended by many prominent in simpler to stage, and more manScottish theatre: Promoter Henry ageable in the, chorus department.
.

.

and J o h n McCallum
(Googie Withers’S actor husband)
were in the firstmight audience.
Gord.

Sherek

Using, miracle-play fashion, diexposition as introductory

rect

links, the narrative concerns a few

superhuman

ahd one miracle
young shepherd
Cuthman, who leaves his home in

feats
in the life of the

,J

*

;

Clicking

In Cenverted Swim pool

the face of adversity, constructs a
rude cart in which he transports
his aging mother through the coun-

(Feb. 25-Mar. 8)
"Bell, Book and Candle" (Rosalind Russell, Dennis Price)-— Great

Northern, Chicago (25-28).
"Candida” (Oliyia de Havilland)
Hanna; Cieve. (25-1); Locust St;*
'

—

Phila. (3-8).

"Cocktail Party"

(Dennis King,

Estelle Win wood, Julie
Cass, Detroit (25-8).
*

"Curtain Going

Haydon)-^

Up" (tryout)—

—

"Flight
Shubert,

'

(3-8).

Egypt"

Into

New

(tryout)—

Haven

(25-1);

Colonial, Boston (3-8) (reviewed in

Variety this week).
"Gentlemen
Prefer
Blondes"
(Carol Channing)
Shubert, De-

—

.

Steyning, where, With the help of
the country folk, he builds a church
as an expression of his faith, Members of the four-men, tworwoman
chorus serve as the various characters

needed in

the* episodes.

The

Forrest, Phila. (25-1) (closing); (reviewed in Variety Feb. 20, '52).
"parkness at Noon” (Edward G.
Robinson) Biltmore, L. A* (25-1);

Geary, San Fransico

and finally comes to stay
where the cart breaks down, at
try-side,

verse, stamped with Fry's
characteristic imaginative imagery

and usually understandable, fares
best as the chorus' expository links.
To be effective as dialog, it needs
more expert delivery than is always
evidenced in thia production. Color
is provided by a country dance, and
hunior by two old characters, Cuthman’s. matter-of-fact mother, enactr
ed by Mary Gordon, and a father

who

is the.

victim of over-solicitous
by Donald Marye.

children, played

;

di-

obviously deliberate and
in keeping with the spirit of the
lay.
Single setting designed by
S[ichael Weight is neat and effec-

rection

. . .

.

.

-

Stephen Mitchell's leisurely

Partly- through

domestic interests.

Memphis Arena

37. 1952

[

First Pergotf Singalar

.

Fdbnmy

When

troit

(25-1);

Taft Aud., Cincinnati

Also characteristic of Fry, the

(3-8).
ideas do. ii6t evolve from the action
are done away
"Golden Boy” (tryout)' (John or characterization, but are preAlthough one of the* leading im- with; along comes a neaty young
porters of Broadway musicals (his lieutenant to fall in love With the Garfield) New Parsons, Hartford. sented full-blown in the dialog
"Guys and Dolls" Ehubert, Chi- delivered by type characters. Saints
production of “Kiss Me Kate” is daughter.
The action is fast, the
Myro,
tive.
have been unwieldy as subject
about to be followed by "Call Me entire piece hanging on the antics cago (28-8).
"Long Watch" (tryout): Plym- matter since Chaucer, and Fry’s
Madam” at the Coliseum), Jack of the sentimentally
inclined
outh, Boston (25-1); Forrest, Phila. Cuthmaii, who is not as human as
Hylton demonstrates his faith ini though tough convicts.
II oil
(3-8). (reviewed in Variety Feb.
Eliot's Celia or Shaw's Joan, would
the home-made article with his
Production is extremely well
London, Feb. 22.
presentation of “Bet Your Life." enacted by the capable cast, with 20 ’52)
probably emerge as priggish no
Jack de Leon (In association, with Mark
“Member of the Widding" (Ethel matter how well the part were
Marvin production of comedy In three, This is a gaily conceived and high- Jean Paredes; Harry Max and Jean
.acts by Andrew
Rosenthal. Stars Fay spirited subject which looks a com- Paul Coquelin topflight in the im- Waters)—Murat, Indianapolis (25- acted. The difficult role requires
Compton and Hugh Williams. Directed
convict
Andre 27); Hartman, Columbus (28-1); not only a youngster* who can act
roles.
by Murray Macdpnald. At Garrick The- mercial success, even though it portant
but one who cart intelligently
may not be rated an artistic tri- Philippe* as the rich, boisterous Hanna, Cieve. (3-8).
atre, London. Feb: 21,. *32; $2 top.
.Lora. Sutherland
"Merry WidoW”-^-Shubert Phila. deliver the long-sentenced* strangeFay Compton umph.
uncle, and Paul Bonifas, in the role
Ned Sutherland
Hugh Williams
(25-1); Aud., Rochester (3-4); Er- ly-syntaxed speeches, arid 13-year*
Productionwise
the
comshow
are
naturals
in
storekeeper,
Jane Cooper
of
Nora Swinburne
old Louis Spencer does accomplish
Helen Conrad
;
Dorothy Dickson pares not unfavorably with recent their
Philippe- Mareuil langer, Buffalo (5-8).
parts.
Tim Sutherlan ........Terence Longdon London editions of American musi^‘Mister Roberts" (Tod Andrews) this linguistic feat in the present
looks the sissy nephew type; while
Carol
Elizabeth Henson
Alice
Accard does extremely —Texas, San Antonio (25); Para- offering.
........ , .
June Thorburn cals. Decor is bold, imaginative Arlette
Toby
.
.Timmy Vevner and original; costumes are tasteful welt as the Comely daughter. Other mount, Austin (26); Melba, Dallas
Director-designer Alan James
Manuel Del Vega;
Donald Sinden and colorful; and the dance rou(27-28); Majestic, Fort Worth (29- sets the
roles
are
well done,
action on a bare stage with
Anna
Mary Marvin. tines are a happy combination of
Set and costumes by Francine 1; Municipal, Shreveport, La. (2); graduated levels upstage* and lightgrace and skill; The comparison, Gaillard-Risler plainly show his Music Hall, Houston (4-5); Para- ing by Marjorie Spitz is a helpful
This is a more conventional play
Venc.
Direction
of
Christian mount, Baton Rbuge (7-8).
assist.
than tlie author’s current success, however, cannot be extended much skill..
"Moon Is Blue" (2d Co.)—Harris,
Maxi.
"Third Person,” and likely to have beyond that point, mainly because Gerard is fine.
Chicago (25).
script appears to take an obvithe
Wider appeal, He follows the mod^Bar-Maiil Primitive
delight in its too frequent
"Moon Is Blue" (3d Co/)— Cox,
ern trend ,q'f. stressing the emo- ous
(AMATO, N. Y.)
lapses into bad taste. A little, prunCincinnati (25-1); American, St.
tional upheavals of older people
Edinburgh,
Feb.
.19.
ing would make a Wealth of- differThe encouraging D r a a t i s t s
Hdnry Sherqk ahd Sam Wahamakei Louis (3-8).
rather than concentrating on the
Forum
^'Oklahoma"
Workshop is presenting a
production of two-act play by Cliiford
Palace, Youngsyounger set. Like Noel Coward in ence,
As a vehicle for the stars, Alan Odets, (titled in America, “The Country town (25- 26); Palace, South Bend> would-be satire on the art world
"Relative Values.” he focuses inGirr,’).
Directed by Wanamaker. Decor,
Melville, who has ? authored some Anthony Holland. At; Lyceum Theatre, Ind, (27-28); Keith’s, Grand Rapids here, in which the opportunistic
terest on a middle-aged woman
(29-1); Lincoln, Decatur, III. (3-4); proprietor of a Greenwich Village
and with unerring insight unveils of the best local revue material, Edinburgh.,
. Sani Wanamaker Orpheum,
has concocted a light-hearted yarn Bernie Dodd
Springfield* 111, (5-6); Art Gallery discovers an exploitthe problems of one who jealous
Larify
....
Kingsley Poynter.
.Guy
able talent for “primitive” paintof a famous jockey who/ while on Phil Cook
;
Robert Percevel Shrine Mosque, Peoria (7-8).
of her daughter-in-law, and doubthis honeymoon, is found to have Paul linger
.......
"One
Hill
Bright
Arthur
Day” (tryout)-— ing in a meek little houisewife. He
,
ful
of her husband’s fidelity
Nancy Stoddard
jHazel. Penwarden Playhouse,
style is
Wilmington
(28-1); is alarmed when her naive
makes abortive attempts, to restore the profitable gifb of picking the Frank Elgin,
Michael Redgrave
^
Mill III II
II
Ml
next day's winners in liis sleep. And Georgie Elgin .
Walnut, Phila. (3-8).
Google
Withers
her ego by illicit romance;
He while the bridal suite is nightly Ralph-*
;
Ian Slum
"Paris '90” (Cornelius .Otis Skin- painter* and hastens to restore her
has the knack of portraying, human
ner) (tryout)—American; St. Louis primitive outlook by reuniting .per
problems with ease and plausi- filled with racing tipsters, CorsiThis winter Edinburgh, has be- (25-1) (reviewed in. Variety Jan. with her boorish,, tyrannical huscan
bandits, and cockneys, the
bility and supplying his. characters
band, The lady asserts her indecome the home of British' pfeems. 16, *52),
With witty and penetrating obser- chagrin of his frustrated, sexstarved bride, is developed to a Following closely "The Happy
"Rose Tattoo"
Phipps Aud:, pendence and rejects both husband
vations,/
Whatever merits this point
Time," comes this American play Penver (26-27); Capitol, Salt Lake arid sophisticated "artist.”
of embarrassing frankness.
piece contains, it will establish
After the introductory Wedding about/ the psychological reactions City (29-1); Biltmore, L. A* (3-8).
Author A. P, Mollison, maneuscene and a quick look at London of nerve*wracked actors backstage
"South Pacific" (Webb Tilton)— vers his cardboard characters
Airport, the locale changes to .the in tryout play at Boston. Opening Aud*, St. Paul (25-26)—Lyceum, through three tedious, interminhoneymoon venue of Corsica where night here was an unqualified Minneapolis (27-8).
able acts labored Wisecracks
most
the
is concentrated. success with the audience. Discreet
"Student Prince"
Blackstone, impossible situations, and seems
Director Thereofis notaction
much .privacy for the and competent casting puts this Chicago (25-8),
uncertain of his aim and liis targew
for NfW York and Out-of-Town
bridal couple, as the best man (Who prpduction -into the top-draWer
"Three Wislies for Jamie" (Anrie 'Alice Winston, as the housewife,
Theatre Project
is a racing journalist), the bride’s class*
Jeffreys* John
Raitt)
(tryout)-— and Vincent Rourke, as the. artWrite de Lys Theafro Corp.
anti-gambling' parents, and/a newsTwo stars of British stage and Shubert, Boston (25-1); Shubert, gattefy proprietor, turn In better'
paper tycoon and liis; daughter in- screen, Michael Redgrave and Phila. (3-8) (reviewed in Variety performances than the play' ® c
134 W. 58th St.. New York City
vade the scene to provide the au-. Googie Withers, have the leads, the Feb. 6* ’52).
serves.
y al?'
is
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Holiday Staff Switches

^

Ted Patrick editor of Holiday

a flock of staff
niai?. Instituted
changes suddenly last week, to take
immediate effect. Associate editor
Carl L. Biemiller was upped to
post of assistant to. the editor* a
combination editorial ^promotion
iob unfilled for over a year. Harry
gions and Lorinff Dowst, two other

upped

were

to
Slow to be in
singleand
packages
big
of
charge
story issues, and Dowst the rest
Associate ed Frank
of the book.
Zachary was named graphic editor,
in charge of art and photography,

edS,
associate
senior editors*

another post long vacant Richard
L. Field is still

managing

editor.

Associate ed Al Hine is leaving
the mag in April to freelance, but
will still, do the monthly film reviews for Holiday. Hine authored
a first novel, “Unfound Door,’* last
season and is now working on an-

other.

arisen that he was
somehow deliberately fed the virus
in this country to prevent publication Of the yam.
Private detectives have urged Hynd to let them
mystery
in effort to
the
probe
of the “cool” school, are carrying come up with the answer but as yet
forward the most creative elements author |s undecided on his next
in the jazz form. Woody Herman* move.
Hynd's story Was published anyincidentally, gets ai big nod in the
book for pioneering the progressive way last month in February issue
of
True under title of “Who Killed
movement.
The least successful portion of Sir Harry Oakes?," author dictatthe book is Ulanov's excursion into ing much of it during his recuperabstract critical theories. On the ation; in Greenfield. Hill, That isproblem of distinguishing good jazz sue of the magazine was a sellout
from bad* he only offers some and the Oakes story, in expanded
platitudes about “freshness, pro- form, will be published as a $3
fundity and skill,” which lack any book this .December by Duell,
Pearce-Little, Brown.
specific jazz focus.
Another fail- Sloan
ing of the book is the lack of any
Government officials and police
kind of discography, a factor of in Nassau said to be burning oyer
prime importance for any jazzo- Hynd's gloves-off treatment of
phile.
Hem.
them in story and 200, copies of
the magazine failed to get through
Upcoming Harper Tomes
censorship on the Island. To top
Upcoming tomes in the Harper it all off, Hynd has been banned
catalog incliide “Plagiarism and from Nassau for life.
Originality,” study by Alexander
Lindey of pirating in iiterature and
Willson's Tedalia*
*
the arts; “Businesspaper Publish- > Meredith Willson, musical diing Practice,”; edited by Julien Elrector of NBC’s “Big Show” and
fenbein “Broadcasting; and Tele- composer of “May The Good Lord
casting," by Henry L. Hwbank and Bless
and Keep Y6u,” and other
Sherman P< Lawton; “The Distant tunes, has Written his Second tome;
Shore," novel by Jan de Hartog, a lightweight novel, “Who Did
playwright- of “The Fdurpdster,” What To Fedalia?” (Doubleday,
currently on Broadway; “A Bed for $2.50). It's the
story of a simple
the Night,” biog of hotelman E.
but beautiful Iowa lass who trekked,
Statler, by Rufus Jarman, and to
the Big City in the early days of
6 r k i n g with Roosevelt," by radio, Only to learri that she had

Syndicate

For the second time in its hisDoubleday is launching a syn-

tory,

dicate to handle serialization of its
tomes in newspapers. Doubleday's
first

venture:

syndicate

when

was

in

founder Frank N.
Doubleday hired Ralph Graves,
then N.Y. Times Sunday editor, to
Latter, which
start a syndicate.
marketed such titles as “Memoirs
of Marshal Foch,” expired after
about 10 years; when Graves went
1923,

into biz for himself.

Doubleday’s newy adjunct differs
from its first syndicate in that it
will not market the books of other
publishers. It is being managed
by Bill Berger; assisted by Sam
Vaughan, who uiitil recently was
with King Features. Editing of
the syndicate's material will „be
supervised by Mrs. C. A. Pollard,
Syndicate is peddling “There is a
Right. Job for Every Woman,'' by
Anne Hey wood, with future titles
to include Laraine Day's “Day with
the Giants.”

Eleanore King Still At It
Not generally known that Mrs.
Herbert T. Kalmus, wife of the
president of Technicolor, Inc.; the
former Eleanore King, is still continuing her King Features “selfimprovement” syndicated column.
Herself a product of a “c h a r
course,” having dropped 40 lbs.
many years ago, she feels that the
column is a must for femme read-

m

ers..

Radcliffe Pub Course
Radcliffe
College,
Cambridge,
Blass., will conduct an intensive
six- week course in publishing pro-

cedures starting June 25. Students
go through all phases of edifca book, manuscript and will

“W

.

*

Judge Samuel I, Rosenman.
no
Hesketh Pearson's, two tomes, way
"G.B.S., A Full Length Portrait” and smalltown; bliss.
and “G.B.S.; A Postscript,” are beWillson takes some satiric jibes
ing released as a single. Harper’s
at talent auditioners who callously
volume next month.
break the bad news to would-be
performers. But he also justifies
Text Book -Miist’ Chi Ballet
With the growth in popularity their Wet-blanket a p p r oach as
and mass appeal of ballet, “The kindest-in-the-long-run; as not inA lyricist,
Classic Ballet” (Knopf; $5) comes spiring false hopes.
ort r.a y 1,
along at a /most* opportune time. given a sympathetic
stresses that the important thing
It’s actually a text book on ballet,
in writing a good song is “learning
its basic technique and terminolrecognize the bad stuff and
ogy. But because of persons in- to
volved in it, the book is of Unusual throw it. out.”
Characterizatioii is on a superinterest to balletomanes and theaficial level, and the plot has some
tregoers, as well as teachers a$d
twists (as in the psychotic uncle)
pupils, and; a “must” for every balto the overall theme.
-

:

unrelated

let bookshelf.

Carefully and handsomely prepared, book is a basic visual dictionary of ballet movements. It
opens with a condensed history of
the evolution of ballet by Liricoln
Kirstein, director of the School of
American Ballet and the N.Y. City
Ballet Co. There are 156 pages of
line drawings by Carlus Dyer, and
descriptive text by Muriel Stuart.
There’s also a preface by George
Balanchine,; noted choreographer.
Tome is a comprehensive, authoritative textbook on the terminology and technique of ballet. First
of its scope to originate in the
U.S., its publication was aided by a
Bron,
Rockefeller grant.

.

i

.

y

mag

n.d^later public relations officer seven years.
Germany for. successively foe Sounds Like a Pic Trailer, But
Generals McNarney, Clay and HowAlan Hynd, specialist in spinning
is currently Reich correstrue murder tales for leading mags
pondent for the Indianapolis News.
and book publishers, back at this
Hill*
i
Greenfield
typewriter
Ulanov on Jazz
w
of
Barr y trianov's “A History of Cohn., following eight months
inactivity after being stricken* With
America” (Viking, $5) is a
coft
a mysterious and as yet unexJ^hrenatiye 'work by a knowlplained illness— possibly an atedgeable critic in the field.
The tempt to murder him. Author was
int
g section of the hospitalized in Bridgeport for two
hrS' , ? re8tin
r *? r c omos in the opening
and confined
?
m

I

—

,

*

months last summer
Ulanov to an oxygen tent With 12 doctors

in which
c® s
Jh;e ancestry of jazz back to
]L
ms beginnings, placing
this uniqueA
ly p 2uVJ ca ? art form firmly within
of European musical culn r ^te* he demolishes the
^

.

t

^

J

Wpn n
Avell^ntrenched

myth

that the masole, influence on
Lfi l* nJ?t
Ja
s be
African
native
music.
®?
tti^
tu
growth of
ia Z7
its leading practitidnthough
ir?
th ^biographical sketches
of
snnh
3a men as King Oliver,
g
Lm?ic
ng » 3essie Smith,
?
eder )ecke
etc.
^
The self5
c ator of jazz, Jelly
Roll
however, is dismissed in
thp
as
mi
r
importance,
?9
The hnM,
hook moves, into
even more
Ve Sial t^itpry With its nod
to nJL «

in attendance, 10 of the medicos
giving up all hope of his recovery,

Hynd, howeyer, now reported out
of the Woods.

V

&

Curious feature of Hydri’s illness

-^

5

^

m

.

’

ground.

Lenhart of Waukee,

show

FS&Y’s Roster
Arthur

composer

Cohn,

.

arid

musicologist, head of the music
dept, of the Philadelphia Free
,

Library/ has authored a guide on
44
Chamber Music" for Farrar,
Strauss & Yourig publication in
June.
Filippo Sacchi’s “Arturo
Toscanini (A Century of Music)”,
translated from the Italian, is another from the same pub in June.,
Farrar also publishing “Starting

From Washington Square”

(a

lit-

of the '20s and
by Edmund Wilson; Harry

erary chronicle

Bull’s “W.R.” (Hearst); William L.
(“Berlin Diary") Shirer’s “Mid-

and Artie
Century Journey";
Shaw's first book; “The Trouble

With

Ciriderella,

»»

CHATTER
Nick Kenny’s poems will be published by Prentice-Hall.
’’Hollywood, U. S. A.” was authored by Alice Evans Field, not
Hughes, as erratumed in last

week's Variety.
Ferenc Molnar’s “Romantic Comedies," just off Crown presses, includes eight plays, six of which
have never been published in English. Incidentally, this is Molnar's
50 th year of play writing.

Former

silent film star

Corinne

now wife of owner George
Marshall of the Washington Red-

Griffith,

skins, has penned
cal tome of her

an autobiographimoppet days in

Texas which Houghton Mifflin
publish in March,

will

Jim Morse exited sports editor
slot of the

Elmira Advertiser, N.

Y.,

become columnist-feature writer
for the Elmira Star-Gazette. Leo

to

Kuss, formerly of the Star-GaMorse
on the Advertiser.
the
Louisiana
Hartnett T. Kane,
writer, is penning a ;biog of the
late Dorothy Dix for DOubleday.
Mrs. Ella Bentley Arthur, .who. was
principal assistant to the newspaperwoman-advice columnist, will
work with Kane on the ? book.
Sylvan Hoffman, with the asso-

zette’s sports staff, replaces

ciate editorship assist of C. Hart-

jievvspaper,

presenting history in

newspaper format. Their

piTevioUs
bestselling “News of the Nation’’
has just been issued, revised and
updated to the. Korean War. Prentice-Hall publishes both.
House-Waryen publishers held a
Mardi Gras party in Hollywood
last night (Tues.) to salute Variety
columnist Frank Scully oil click of
his latest tome, “Blessed Mother
Goose." Latter is Scully's rewrit-

^
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about the first time ini fejs life.
Arid the boy who paved the way was Esther Lenhart’s lad Burton.
He began by remodeling the chicken house on the Lenhart farm in
Waukee. Then be dramatized the comic strips which appeared in the
Register and Tribune. He didn't charge pins; he charged pennies. He
made as much as 17c a performance, and from that time on the chicken,
coop never laid an egg,
He won a. scholarship to Drake U. on his performances in high school
in (Gilbert and Sullivan musicals, and kept up a newspaper route on
the side. From there he moved up to one-man drariiatizations for Sta.

KSO.
Somebody must have

ion

told him that Hollywood was skidding for no
other reason that the fact that he was in Iowa instead of California.
So he pulled put for the Coast and decided to complete his studies at
L. A. City College. He was 20 at the time. His capital was $4.
He
held odd jobs and acted in little theatres, Metro saw him and signed
him. He got a bit in ''Brief Interlude" and that about wrapped up hi?
career as. an actor.
Remembering how much better he did as an actor-manager of Gilbert
arid Sullivan musicals at home, he decided he could move much faster
in: the stix because all the hix were now in big towns, and most of them
in Hollywood. He did amazingly well. He then got the job of managing a tour for Dennis Morgan. This got him*uhder the canopy of Music
Corp. of America. Within seven weeks
had moved him up to
head its concert bureau. This made him about the youngest executive
in MCA. He could have stayed on there for years, and probably would
have, if one night he hadn't heard Charles Laughton reading some
classics on a radio program. This set his ample head of hair on fire.
He decided to chuck his job and talk Laiughton into going on tour. He
assured him he had at least 300 spots across the country just waiting
for an. act like this.. He named them.
He named the people who
would back a project like this. They didn’t mean a thlrig to Laughton,
but they were names, and the places Gregory listed iii his Gregorian
chant could be found in any post office guide if not in booking offices.
They decided to try the act out on the dog. In fact, it was my dog.
Her name was Tina, She was a French poodle, the one that started the
current craze in ladies' hairdos. Front there he worked up to people.
I remember one night he came to Bedside Manor staggering under a
load of books that completely obscured him .from the waist up. He
made a wreck of the living room while setting it up for his particular;
idea of what the ill-dressed mari is reading. I remember that he just
about ignored all of the Scully Circus except the pooch and Nonny*
who was about five at the time. He. watched how she was taking it
every foot of the way. She sat there, pop-eyed. She didn't understand
a thing. But she held on to the grim end.
I suspect this proved to Laughton that he could hold an audience
anywhere, even in the stix; even if they had gone to college. How
right he was was soon proved.
When he got into Emporia, Kans.,
Gregory had done such a good job as advance man that 3,900 people
turned out to hear Laughton read the classics. It must have made the
spirit of the late William Allen White feel mighty warm.
>
You Can Gross $23,000 Weekly For Reading?
The thing kept building so that Laughton was able to make a twoweek barnstorming tour through California between picture commitments and gross $46,000. Gregory has got many towns so hooked in
advance that they are sold out in advance, and rarely is more than 20%
of the house unsold on the day of the performance.
That slack is
usually taken up by the time the curtain goes up.
But taking out one star who would rather do what he was doing than
anything else in the world, and taking out four stars Who were not quite
so welded to what they were doing, were two different things, Gregory
found that out when he booked his first drama quartet and gave them
Shaw’s “Don Juan in Hell" to kick around, In the first place the
quartet ran up a weekly nut of $16,200, or y ab6ut what ‘-South Pacific”
wavu the
keep .i/u
x ucii there
ui.ui.c "wuiiic
come moments
luvjiicutq when
vnv iuua
four
costs to;
vy ivy>p
on the
uic i-.uau,
road. Then
stars get on each other’s nerves, and separate limousines must bo booked
till
time
take
ke
the
their
hotel
rooms,
it’s
for
to
separate stars to
separate
them to appear at the theatre. Nevertheless, the first drama quartet
managed to play 52 cities in America arid a flock of them in the British
Isles during the Festival of- Britain last year to mighty soothing grosses.
When they played Broadway last December before breaking up till
spring, they did as well, but no better, than they did in the stix. They
are scheduled for an eightTweek return engagement on Broadway and
as much mpre elsewhere as can be crowded in between picture deals,
which terid to null one or another put of the lineup a good deal of the
.
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was he was stricken after starting; ley Grattan, is bringing out a time.
work on book-length story for True “News of the World" simulated
In

revealing hitherto secret facts on
strange and unsolved murder of
Sir Harry Oakes* the multi-millionaire, in the Bahamas nine years
ago.
One of the scores of laboratory tests at Brideport Hospital disclosed a, strange tropical virus,
now revealed to be indigenous to
the Bahamas but unknown in this
country, in author’s bloodstream
and medicos now suspect this was
6 t.P^cssive" jazz move- the cause of almost fatal illness.
menf
Since Hynd had not been in Bar
lov the Eennie
??
gathTHstannF° /Nu
Charlie Parkers, Stan hamas presonally, but had
ered
his data on the Oakes murder,
<*etzes f among
the top exponents
through confidential sources, sus-

tw»

However, “Fedalia” is a readable
effort and has some entertaining
Bril.
aspects for show biz.

’30s),

2ti° n °f Germany, by James
“Harmonic Practice,” by AmerWakefidd Burke, has been ac- and
ican composer Roger Sessions.
quired for U.S, publication next
on tap are “From Main
Also
summer by Farrar, Straus. PubStreet to Stockholm,” the letters
lished in English in Frankfurt by
of the late Sinclair Lewis from
Friedrich Rudl in December, it
1919 to 1930, edited by Harrison
jvent into a second printing in
Smith, associate editor of the SatGermany in January.
urday. Review of Literature; and
German pic rights to the book “So It Seemed,” reminscences of
ve keen purchased by Helmut
William L. Chenery, who Was edifi?
618
of Orlando Films, Munich,
tor of Collier's mag for 18 years
!;
for $10,000.
Author is a former and its publisher for an additional
war

correspondent for Esquire

»

HollyWood, Feb. 22.
But who managed the original tour of Charles Dickens back there in
1867? He must have been quite * guy, too. Got to thinking about this
mute, inglorious Milton while comparing how Sol Hurok has built up
Emlyn Williams and Paul Gregory, did, the same for Charles Laughton.
Without them this “new" cycle in show biz would never have got off the

.

Harcourt Brace Show List
Harcourt Brace is preppirig a
flock of. show biz tomes for spring
also dummy up a magazine.
Special staff includes editors of publication. Already scheduled are
various magazines and publishing the film edition of “Murder In The
Cathedral,” by T. S, Eliot, who, inhouses.
cidentally, appears in the pic as
the voice of the Fourth Tempter;
.Farrar, Straus’ ‘Big Rape*
the libretto of Benjamin Britten's
Big Rape,” fictionialization operatic version of “Billy Bpdd,”
. Jhe
oi the wartime and post-war
de- by E. M. Forster and Eric Crozier;
ri 0r
t«r

Scully + »+»++++>
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By Frank
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Credit for the revival, of course, niust go to Paul Gregory, nee Burton
la.
One of the 10 most handsome ydung irien in
biz (advt.), Gregory has made a fortune exploiting the literacy
of as delightful a collection Of old crocks as audiences have ever seen
and heard; Just turned 30, he has run Messrs. Boyer; Laughton and
Hardwicke, and Agnes Moorehead, into a milliori-dollar biz. Evep
Fortune has given him a big play and has listed him as being worth
$400,000 himself.
It is his cbnterition that the hix are no longer in the atix, and any
boy bringing that sort of money in from the hinterlands with readings
of Shaw, Dickens, the Bible, Wolfe arid Thurber can hardly be heaved
irito the pile as a clodhopper of no standing.
He was the first to see that culture is as common (and as rare) in
Bismarck; N. D., as in Boston, Mass. Ali America studies out of pracIntically the same textbooks; and all America goes to school.
deed, in almost ariy state you might pick put of a hat. there are more
literate people today than there were in the entire U. S, 50 years ago.
Though many of these! people must return to feeing hewers of wood
and dra^et’s of water, that: makes thim hotter prospects for cUlture-ontour than the* big towns.
In one town in the south, Gregory booked Laughton in a cow-college
auditOriUtri that could hold 1,500 people. But between the booking and
the performance the tiling begaii to build like a live volcano, in the
end Laughton had to repMr to an indoor armory that could hold 11,000.
He was scared stiff. The idea of holdirig an audience of such huge
talent, and then wended her
proportions
spellbound for two hours, alone, gave him stage, fright for
back to Willson’s native state

;

New Doubleday

61

has

Gregory now represents Elsa Lanch ester
Cronyn, Jessica Tandy; Robert Montgomery,
Basil Rathbone^-all itching to get out there arid

additiori 'to the quartet,

(Mrs. Laughton),

Hume

Wayne Morris and

read ’em into the aisles.
But if the Dickensian threat should build, I suggest he pick up Owen
McGiveney, the bid protean artist who used to run through half a dozen
Dickens characters with costume Changes that seemed like sleight-ofhand. He used to play the killing of Nancy by Rill Sykes, a portrayal
that worked Dickens up into such a sweat that it had a great deal to
do with the novelist’s death. But McGiveney goes mountain-climbing
after such a performance, though he now is nearing 70 as opposed to
58 when Dickens cashed in his histribttic chips.
ing of the old nursery rhymes. No
Of course, if young, handsome, virile rnarihood wouldn’t put too gfeat
books were vended at the fete, hilt a strain on the readings, Paul Gregory copld play the routine himself.
over
to
proceeds are to be turned
the money.
But; I rather guess, now that he has got Used to it, he prefers
distrophy.
victims of muscular

n
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Crouch, Jack Foxe and Allan Zee
named to committee planning welcome to Netherlgndi, Queen Ju-

Logan “scouting for TV liana April 2.
between Paris and Borne.
Tom Baldridge, Loew'a Middle
manager Sam Atlantic States field rep, has deLoew’s
State
Pearlmah resting at bis Oceanside signed Insignia and layout for the
Ella

’

.

,

Undos

.

tion:

Radio Clube De Pernambuco

of Recife. The “Endssoras AssoSadler's Wells Ballet /Company ciadas” now has 10 outlets
throughset for a Portugese tour in April*
out Brazil, the country's biggest
Maurice Winnick on a quickie
^
^

and Chicago this week. network.
Recordings of Winston Church-

Patti

trip to N.Y.

home

prior to ulcer surgery.
Vera-Ellen here for advance
bally on her Metro film* “Belie of
New York,” at Loew’s State on
(LX.)

big seal currently being Used in ill’s radio tribute to the* late' King
national promotion for bicenten- are being sold for charity.
nial observance of his tometown,
Edgar Ricketts, for many years
Winchester, Va<
with the Walt Disney organization
March 5.
here,
emigrated to Canada last
a
greatbecame
DeMille
Cecil B.
Weekend.
grandfather via a boy for his
Mrs,
Van "Heflin arrived here
grand-daughter, Mrs. George B.
last Week to join her husband who
By Maxline de Bcix
Griffin III.
filming “Mask of Pharhas
been
Leo Genii, in for a few radio ap- (33 Bcf. Montparnasse; Littre 7564)
aoh” at Elstree.
earances, hops back to the Coast
Harry fturnitz dividing between
Sir David MaxWell-Fyfe, the
Sunday (2) for a role in “Plymouth London and Paris.
Home Secretary, to be honor guest
Adventure" at Metro.
Gene Tierney coming here to at annual dinner of Cinematograph
Sidney Sheldon, writer-producer, plan another “Camille;”
exhibitors Assn., March 11.
in from the Coast to see “Remains
Anatol Litvak and Irwin Shaw
D. J. (Jack) Goodlatte, managing
to be Seen.” Metro is filming the to Zurich for script huddles.
director of Associated British Cinlegiter and he's doing the screenPierre Louis-Guerin back at his
emas, hosting a dinner tonight
play.Lido desk and prepping his next*
(Wed;) to honor the company’s
Walter Gregg, ex-vaude per- Empire revue;
champion showmen.
former, being* sought by HellerDaniele Darrieux inked by Henri
Guy Hamilton, who was assistant
mah & Bielawski, Bay City, Mich., Bernstein for title role in his next
to Carol Reed on three films raised
attorneys, regarding an inherit- play, “Evangeline.”
*
to full directorial status on “Gaunt
ance.
John Huston gendering Paris
Suzanne Cloutier, French ac- for suitable locations to do his next Stranger,” filmizatiOn of an Edgar
Wallace thriller; starring Donald
tress, in from Paris en route to the Jose Ferrer starrer.
Wolfit,
Coast fpr her American screen dePaul Derval announcing intenArthur Blake, who had originParaLadd
in
but opposite Alan
tion to finally put on a new show
ally been booked fOr a three-month
mount's “Persian Gulf.”
at his Folies Bergere.
run
at the. Empire before the canMaiiie (RCA) Sacks stuck on the
Harry A. Hill, Amexco head
Coast Until later this week; RCA here, elected prexy Of the Ameri- cellation of the vaude policy, now
inked for cabaret date at Church.prfez Joe McConnell, With whom tie can Community School in Paris,
ills May 1.
left for Hollywood, meantime flew
Willie ShUler Of France Soir to
Anthony Hawtrey, the producer;
to Miami Beach on a holiday.
rep Arthur Jacobs here on his
Johnny Mack Brown, Monogram Johh Huston and his Gene Kelly Betty Ann Davis and Merry Merrall,
the stars, with 11 other mem-w e st e r
star, returning to the accounts.
bers of the cast of “Women of
Coast Saturday ( 1 ) after appearing
Anne Vernon feted at Maxim’s Twilight,”
sailed for N.Y. on the
at a Kingsbridge Armory rodeo after the auspicious opening of her
sponsored by the Bronx County starring vehicle, “Bon Debarras,” Queen Mary last week.
Herbert Yates hopped to Scan.American Legion.
>
at the Dauiiou;
dinavia after attending Republic’s
Adah Lewis, wife of Ted Lewis,
Brazilian songbird Sara Menkes
is chairman of the women's divi- on her way from London to Mil- first birthday convention in Loin-,
sion of the J eW 1 s h Theatrical ano’s Scala Theatre robbed of $20,- doh. Returned here for the WeekGuild, which is giving Milton Berle 000 worth of jewelry while chang- end, leaving on a quickie to Rome
before flying back to N.Y.
a testimonial dinner at the Wal- ing a $20 bill.
Gilbert Harding, a big
m

.

,

-

;

dorf-Astoria May 3.
Their Metro-Feist-Miller Music
Hunter
deal with Francis, Day
completed, g.m. Abe Oilman and
attorney Julian T. Abeles sail tomorrow (Thurs.) on the Queen

radio

Leo Robin

1

Mary from London.
Roxy Theatre has

up a lobby

set

By

Bill Conlaii

Latest nitery to open On the
Kurfiirsteridamm is the Orient
•Bar.'.

r

new managing

tor, instituted

direc-

the “bank,”.

Thomas Quinn Curtiss, who flew
in from Paris for the 70th birthday party for George Jean Nathan
last

week, returns to his French exhome next week. Ten crlx

patriate

honored the dean of drama
and presented him with a

critics

silver

cigaret case.

Adele Grove,

many

years

is

in burlesque for
critically ill in

McKeesport, Pa. She’s attempting
to locate her only daughter, known
as Lois Kreller or Keller.

Former

also seeking whereabouts of Edgar McMillan, last
known to be a stagehand /in De-

performer

is

'

'

troit,-

Jack Connelly, chief of newsreel
special events for the U.S, State
Dept., has Clocked 88,000 air miles
in the last 14 months, crossing the
Atlantic seven times and the Pacific thrice, Including a trip to Korea, on official duty. He just returned from setting up the Lisbon
coverage.
Boston business man Adolph
Ullman, whose name Will be lent
to the amphitheatre at Brandeis
U., Waltham, Mass,, is Underwriting the 2,000-capacity edifice which
is expected to be open in time for
a June Festival of Creative Arts.
Composer-c o n duct o
Leonard
Bernstein will direct the Festival.

NATO

.

At one time art A1 Jolson Memorial
Theatre was mentioned for Brandeis.

Grand Opera Co,

dle”
George Jessel will headline show
at Chicago Stadium April 13 for
Israel bond drive.
Aaron, Cushman, former amusement publicist, back iri civvies
after 17 months in Air Force re.

serves.

Jacqueline
Holt subbing for
Maggie, Ma'cNamara, femme lead
of “Moon Is Blue;” while latter recovers from flu.
George S. Kaufman, Cy Feuer,

Ernie Martin and Arthur Loes’ser
In for the rehearsal and opening
of

“Guys and Dolls”

By Florence

“Three

S.

Lowe

Men on

a Horse” being
revived at Arena, town’s theatrein-the-round.
'Local theatres contributed $31,010. to March of Dimes as result of

sidewalk and lobby collections.
President and Mrs. Truman

at-

tended Constitution Hall concert
of Violinist Jascha Heifetz when he
soloed

wi th

National

Symphony

last week,

Warner’s George Crouch and
Frank La Falce and Loew’s Orville

Gene Autry

in

town

after a tour

of 37 Cities.
Phil Goldlstone recovering from
heart attack.
Cyd Charisse to St. LOuis to join

.

Rich, doing, a Tony Martin.
Wound up his
Richard Thorpe returned from
engagement on Second night 09) Miami vacation.
by mutual agreement.
Don MacElwaine in hospital
Sadler's Wells Theatre Ballet With pneumonia,
makes first appearance here with
William H. Mooring east on 46four performances at Academy of day lecture tour.
Music (Feb. 28-March 1).
Roy Rogers in e the hospital with
Russian Inn, favorite hangout of a minor lung congestion.
legit crowd, celebrated its 29th anMargaret Sheridan to Little
rii (22) under continuous manager
Rock for a charity show.
ment of Sue and Harry Stolwein.
Gene Nelson east on a
Blue Note Cafe staged tes- tour, starting in Chicago. 10-week
timonial party (21) to mark 50th
Bevefly Michaels to Mexico City
year for Reese DiiPre^. as a local for a personal appearance.
impresario of musical and theatriGuy 4 Madison and Andy Devine
cal events.
to San Jose for personals.
Marie McClenahan, wife of
Cole Porter due in Hollywood
Robert Peirce (manager of John this week for a six-month stay;
Bartram Hotel), is off *o Chicago
Victor Moore in hospital after
as featured skater in new rink collapsing at Santa Ahita track.
revue at Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Carla Balenda set for summer
tour of Nek England strawhatters;
solo stint at Giro's,

.

.
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D]r. G. E, Qychafa, member of
the Jaiphnese' Diet, guested on the
;

By

Irene VelissuiriDa
‘‘Great Cariiso” continues
cessful first-run here.

suc-

equivalent of $3,000,000 for new managing director of the Syndicate sorship.
East Zone pix projection equip- Halls.
American playwright Paul Green
ment installation.
huddled With National Theatre
Oscar Karlweis
and Winnie
toppers about developments of the
Markus in Jean Guitton’s “Je
Greek legit theatre.
L’Aime Trop” doing capacity biz
Wien Pianist Battura Skoda,, in
By Lary Solloway
at the Renaissance Theatre.
SingwritCr Irving Caesar at the city for two concerts, is booked
“Lady in Dark" at the Theatre
until 1953. He is set. to appear in
Nollendorf Platz expected to Roney Plaza.
Ford Hamson orch a dick at Wien, Oslo, Stockholm, London,
close shortly after unfavorable reSydney and U. S.
views by the loading Berlin crix. Boca Raton Hotel.
French actors, under the direcHelen Forrest into Sans. Soiici
tion
of Josephine Gael and Jack
Blue Sails Room today (Wed.).
Emil Coleman orch opened at Morange of La Comedie Francaise,
Riviera
here
from Istamboul for series of
LaRue's, pliish dinner-dance spot.
By Edward Quinn.
Geprgie Price held over at Nau- French plays at Kotopoull Theatre.
British playwright Frederic Lons- tilus Hotel’s Driftwood Room for
another stanza.
dale vacationing in Cannes.
Ritz Bros, check in at Lord
The Marquis de Cuevas Ballet
By Helen McGill Tubbs
Co. doing brisk biz at Cannes Ca- Tarleton Saturday (1) and Open at
Copa City March 5.
sino Theatre.
Rasma Dukat, Lithuanian singer,
Jackie Miles heads for Palace to Milan for club dates.
Colette Marchand returned to
classical ballet with “Swan Lake” Theatre, N.Y., engagement March
Writer Vera Gasparry Goldsmith
11. Held over at Clover Club.
Monte Carlo Casino Theatre.
and director I. Goldsmith here on
Buddy Hackett, current Comedy visit.
Because of death of King
George VI, Nice and Cannes Car- click at Martha It aye’s Five
Boston Symphony Orch will inO’Clock, in big show biz group clude Turin and Milan on its Eunivals postponed for two weeks.
Boy prodigy Roberto Benzi, after sunning at Lord Tarleton. Show ropean tour.
conducting concert in Cannes, nar- of Month’s Sylvia Siegler also
Italian actress Gina Lollobrigida,
rowly escaped Injury in auto acci- there.
under contract to Howard Hughes,
Harry Richman returns to town planed out for Paris film confabs.
dent.
Philippe Lemaire, film actor, ap- soon for Ciro’s engagement, reThe Joe Loseys have taken an
peared in “Jesus La Caille” by joining old confrere Joe E. Lewis, apartment here while Losey is cutFrancis Carco at the Casino The- currently in his sixth week at ting and dubbing the Paul Munie
atre, Nice.
swank spot. Carol Bruce is this Italian film, “Embarkment at MidBernard Blier, with Marie Sa- week’s added attraction.
night.”
bouret of the “Comedie FranGary Cooper and Jon Hall weekcaise” in Henry Bernstein’s “Vic- ended at Saxony Hotel, before
tor” ployed the casinos of Monte heading for Caribbean fishing
Carlo and Cannes and Palais de la cruise. Chi Herald- American colBy Hal Cohen
Mediterranee, Nice;
umnist Nate Gross spending his
Chanteuse Lily Fayol,
annual suntan time there.
Singer Johnny Kirby off for the
starred in French version of “AnCoast on a three- week vacation.,
nie Get Your Gun,” now doing first
George Tices celebrated 29th
straight role in “Monsieur Bernwedding anni and the Max SonnRio de Janeiro
ard” which played series of oneleitners their 23d.
By Dave Wilson
nighters here and a short season at
Mickey Sharp, Walter & Jean
Mexican star Maria Felix, cur- Brown and Mitzie Steiner go Into
the Pdlais de la Mediterranee,
rently in Rio, was guest of honor Carousel next week.
Nice.
at a Mexican embassy shindig.
Ken Hoel got snowbound in
Stripper-teaser Luz Del Fuego to Portland, Me., en route to Canada
marry orchestra leader and com- on “Ice Cycles” exploitation,
poser Eleazar De Carvalho, w.k. to
Cindy Hale, who started at CaBy Gordon Irving
U.S. Audiences.
sino as a chorine, is currently back
“Kiss Me Kate” likely for Glas r
Samba singer Dalva De Oliveira, there as a featured disrober.
gow and Edinburgh following Lon- recently elected Radio Queen 1951,
Miriam Sage Dancers on a three?
don folding.
will leave soon for Europe on a week vacation from the Copa with
-A Gordon for Me,” new song by tour including Lisbon, Madrid and Seven Lucky Girls replacing.
Scot tenor Robert Wilson, making .Paris.
Bill Brant and his TV
gang
top sales here;
French ..actor Francois Perier pacted to entertain daytime ai
New version of Emile Littler’s contracted by the Copacabaha Pal- Auto Show week after next.
“Maid of the Mountains-’ in Glas- ace Theatre, for the 1952 season.
Mary Small in towii for couple
gow March 10.
La Comedie Francaise will also of days hobnobbing with disk
Wilson Barrett Players open an- travel to Brazil this year.
jockeys on her latest platters,
nuaKGlasgow Stint March 31 with
Rubens BerardO; owner of Radio
Betsy Kelly and daughter Keriy
‘His Excellency.”
Continental, has purchased Radio here visiting Gene Kelly fs. parents
..Perth
Theatre
staging
Jean Cruzeiro Do Sul. It will serve as before shoving off for Europe to
Anouilh's
play
success
“Ring an outlet for unsponsored pro- join him.
grams Until they can be moved
Round the Moon.”
Ex-Playhouse staffer Jim ScanT. Graham Salmon, Edinburgh, into the largeC station on a paying lon, badly wounded in Korea, got
new pr^y ...of Scottish, branch of basis, /
his discharge and has re-entered
Aloisio Silva Araujo, producer Pitt medical school.
Cinemaifograph Exhibitors Assn.
T
‘Educating Archie,” with Peter of the radio Serial “Recruit 23,”
gave Joe Feldman a nice
Brpugh and his vent Archie An- preparing a motion pic version of bonus upon leaving the company;
drews, set for Empire, Glasgow, the story. Army sergeants recently after 23 years, to go into the ad
broke into Radio Mayrink Veiga in biz with JUliUS Dubin.
March 24.
Morey Amsterdam, Emil Cohen,
Jean Kent and Griffith JonCs an effort to stop the program
Ptitsy Abbott and Samuel Sterner
set for Lyceum, Edinburgh, March which lampoons army life.
. heading
Assis
ChofUs
Hillel Academy
Chateaubriand,
hewspaperMoonraker,”
roin
“The
new
10,
chain publisher and radio network show at MosqUe Sunday (2).
mantic play by Arthur Watkyn.

Am

Rome

Warner- lot,
*
Ray Heindoyf c h e c k e d in at
Warners after three-week tour of
South America.
Kay Young in from England to
visit Douglass Montgomery’s family in Pasadena.
Danny Khye laid up With flu,
Causing delay in filming of “Hans
Christian Andersen.”
Rory Calhoun’s illness holding

up added scends for “Way

of a

GauchO”: at 20th-Fox.
Robert Cummings and Terry
Moore taped interviews for Armed
Forces Radio Service.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., planed
to Houston to speak at the Cordell
Hull Foundation dinner. 1. __
Shelley Winters suspended from
payroll,
Universal- International
retroactive to Feb. 3.
Film; in d us tr y’s Permanent
Charities Committee donated $19,600 to the L. A. County Heart
Assn.
Charles P. Skouras will be honored guest *at second annual
Brotherhood Testimonial Dinner
*

tomorrow

(ThursT).

Rosetta and Vivian DUncan were,
guests of honor at a homecoming
reception celebrating their start as
a sister team in L.A. in 1915.

'•

,

By Glenn C. Pullen
Jay Lee’s oriental revue moved
into Alpine Village for month;
Joey Mack, bne-time vaude arid
comeback
cafe emcee, trying
here.

Tommy Edwards

doing

nitery date at Moe’s

first local

Main

Street

Club.
Gleason's club getting into bigger band policy with Johnny

Hodges crew as starter.
Muggsy* Spanier unit playing return date at Sky bar week of March
3, following current Red Norvo.
Milton Krantz, manager of. legit
Hanna, had both legs lacerated and;
bruised by auto backing into him.
Rosemary Clooney pulled about
650 ’teenagers in Saturday canteen jamboree staged by Vogue

Room in Hollenden Hotel’s ballroom.
„
Pierson Thai's orch. replacing
Russ Carlyle band at Bronze Room
tomorrow (Thurs.), with Carlyle
inked for Hotel Muehiebach in
.

,

Kansas

City.

.

Metropolitan :Opejra Co. signed
another five-year contract to continue its spring festivals in civic
auditorium' under sponsorship or
Northern Ohio Opera Assn,

4

,

'

,

.

injured
^

surgery.

Drummer Buddy

who

Producer Shepard Traube In for
opening of “Bell, Book, and Can-

‘

for minor

vets in Valley. Forge Memorial
Hospital.
Roger W. Clipp, g. ip. of the
WFIL stations, named to board of
Civic
directors of Philadelphia

•

'

from HOno,

Hanne^ Axman became a u s
Jerry Gaghan
The Weavers are making their citizen.
Carolyn Jones recovering from
first nitery appearance in town
surgery.
with a nine-day run at Rendezvous.
Ethel Barrymore on vacation in
Cafe Owners Assn, now sends Arizona.
revues every Friday to entertain
Billy Ofay hospitalized

.

A two-day Jazz concert at Titania
“Blood Bank.” Dorothy Lamour,
Florence D e $ m o rid and Milton Palast with Greeme Bell orch and
Berle greeted the first group of Harlem Bee-Bob dancers.
The Commies will- s p e n d the
pledgees Monday (25), David T.

Katz, Roxy's

spine.

’''

iii

up with

laid

By

“David and Bathsheba” playinsr
name here, ,has been set to tour day-date in three cinemas here.
vaudeville for the first time. MauBeau Bavu, Swi$s conductor, did
rice Winnick will star him in two Sunday concerts with the Na“What’s My Line” when he opens tional Greek Orch.
for Moss Empires next April,
Russian-British pianist Leff Pous*?
Leslie Macdonnell, of Fosters sinof here from London to give
agency, elected, chairman of: the single concert. Goes * next to TelBritish Agents Assn.. Macdonnell A|viv.
has been acting chairman for the
Turkish singer Sinatan Zantar,
last two years since Gerard Heath in town from Wien, gave a recital
resigned when he was appointed here under Turkish Embassy spon-

&
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<

lulu,

.

w
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V-

owner, has purchased another sta-

;

WB

,

I

I

By Joe W. Walker
Anthony M. Hennig, production
manager of the American Broadcasting Co., and Mrs, Hennig in
town.

TT
Fred Allen ahd Portland Ho ua
.

:

down to take advantage

of

tne

three-day holiday. Ditto the Da via
Sarnoffs.
,
f
Mack Triplets, big d r a w last
summer on Steel pier, back to feature A.C. Fire Dept. Welfare Assoarid frolic, also on
ciation
minstrel

Steel pier.

Washington’s Birthday crowds
swelled by some 2,000 New Jersey
Republicans who paid $100 each
for a filet mignon dinner served
tne
in Convention Hall to enrich
.

GOP

by some $180,000.

,

.

Wednesday, Eibxofiry

63

a, weaver
Ghauncey A. Weaver;. 93, lawyer,
and newsmusician, labor leader
paperman, died in Des Moines,
.

Feb.

lfi*

.

•

«.

Started

Weaver

.

.

musical

his

and was music manager for

&

Getchell Theatres for
the Eibert
He also played with
eight years.
and was active in
band
Shrine
the
been
the musicians union, having

member of the national executive
hoard of the American Federation
a

om Musicians from 1925

until 1947

of that board he was
Petrillo in the
Government’s request for an injunction to restrain further enforcement of a union order pro-

As a

member

named with Jimmy

hibiting its
records.

members from making

Weaver was appointed assistant
in 191$ and served
His humorous opin-

city solicitor
for 17 years;

ions are
of mixing

department, died of a heart attack suggestion, stood back and waited.
Feb. 23 in Hollywood,
In short order, maestro Jack CathMrs. Bauer started as secretary cart maestroed “Auld Lang Syne.”
to the late Carl Laemmle, UniverHalfway through the number Melsal president, in 1926 and moved
chior stood up, and the rest of the
to the editorial branch four years
It had sufhouse followed suit.
ago.
ficient. emotional wallop to bring
former Metro topper. He also
tears,/
emceed several ceremonies of the
MORRIS UMLAS
Extraordinary Warmth
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
Morris Umlas, 43, for.
and Sciences,
Miss Garland lias set a pattern
Lfears a proofreader at Rogowski
Press, printers to Variety, died that will be hard for anybody to
Feb. 20 in New York after a brief follow. At her opening, the public
DAVID KEES
seemed to sense that she needed to
David Kees, 30, CBS-TV direc- illness., Survived by wife, two sons make good on this engagement if
and a daughter.
tor of special events, died in. a
her career was to continue, TheaNorwalk, Gorin., hospital Feb. 22
tregoers: knew that she was a sick,
after a brief illness.
MRS. FANNY A, CLIFFORD
kid, and there was a collective
Kees came to CBS from KPIX,
Mrs. Fanny Anderson Clifford, feeling that they would give her
Sari Francisco, where he had been 77* former vaude actress, died in
security she needed. Her public
the
production manager. He directed Washington Feb. 22.
may well have contributed con-r
the pickup of the Japanese Peace
She had appeared on the stage siderable therapy to her physiTreaty conference last September, with Eddie Foy arid Douglas Faircal and mental comeback. /Her
which marked the opening of the banks, Sr., among others.
professional status was never Iri
new miicrowaVe relay link between
doubt.
the coasts. He was brought to N.' Y.
WILLIAM J.
by CBS in December.
Such a public desire to do good,
Wife arid daughter survive.
William j. Conway, 67, former theatrically speaking, may never be
general contracting agent for Ring- generated, again. But there are
ling Bros, arid Barnum & Bailey performers and artists of different
Anthony walrerg
Circus, died Feb. 19 at his home in calibre Who will excite other emoAnthony Walberg, 33, pianist-ac- Bridgeport, Conn.;
tions. ThC house is eyeing Betty
cordionist, was killed in a car colliHe was. with the Big Show for Hutton, who is reported to have
sion near Berwyn, III., Feb. 24. He
years.
proriiised to mull over the Palace
had been, associated with Captain 45
while entertaining troops in the
Stubby arid his Buccaneers, a radio
also under
Pacific. Beatrice Lillie
JOHN MlEHLE
and recording group.- He also appeared on Several broadcasts on
John Miehle, 50, Veteran still consideration. For the next bill,
Sol
Theatres
WLW, Cincinnati,
prexy
A.
carrieramari, died in Hollywood Feb. RKO
His wife, son and daughter
19 after a long illness, His last Schwartz, has Olsen & Johnson,
Vive/
assignment was on Wald-Krasna’s Jackie Miles arid Jose Greco so far.
“The Blue Veil.”
Others are still to be booked.

considered masterpieces

law and humpr.

OLIVER

H. P,

GARRETT

Oliver H. P. Garrett, 58, screen
writer, died: in. New York Feb* 22.

IN

MEMORY,,

to finance production and distribution of their properties,
First picture to enter production
is “Carrie Williams, Justice of the

many

starring Margaret LindPackaged by Addison Smith,
the series is designed as a daytime
According to Smith, the.
serial.
initial series will have 250 quarterhour episodes. Smith, at one time
with Paramount on the Coast, will

Peace,”
say.

.

;

attempt to lens a full year s prod-;
uct in seven or eight months, although the cast and crew are to
be paid for a full year’s work.
Bauch and Christianson have
also closed a deal with William
Lava, prexy of. Allegro. Productions
on the Coast, to syndicate Allegro’s
“Special File,” a half -hour mystery
series. Frink explains the apparent
Florida outfit hanparadox of
?

CONWAY

*

NORMAN DOUGLAS

Wife and a soil survive.
Norman Douglas, 83, novelist,
scientist and poet, died in his villa
Will Arthur 'McDowell, 72, a
in Capri Feb. 11. The entire popu- riiember of Paramount studio police
lation of the little island turned force for 22 years, died in Holly-r
out for his funeral.
Wood Feb. 20. Wife arid daughter
Many of Douglas’ stories had survive.
been used to make films, and pic
personalities from all over the
world came to chat with him in his
favorite cafe on the piazza.

Push

Florida

Continued, from page 1

‘

.

switched
carter as a bass drummer,
then to bassoon. He
to cornet and
played at. the old Foster .Opera
House, at the Berchel Theatre 20
years

:

jjgjT,

CHAVNCEV

Iowa,.

;

dling film made iri California as
to determine which.. "state
product.
better
out
Can turn
“Advantages and’ disadvantages of
shooting in California, are well
known,” he said, “but Florida’s
are not so well known. Our disadvantages lie miainiy in the fact
He exthat we are pioneers.”
pressed confidence, though, that
the project would ’Succeed to the
point Where Florida would lure
other producers from Hollywood
One. thing is definite. Thanks to and N. y.
Schwartz, Williani Morris Agency
Ball is currently negotiating with
g.m. Abe Lastfogel who got the Smith for a second daytime vididea of putting Miss Garland into film serial, which has riot yet been
the Palace in two-a-day, and house titled not cast. It’s to be lensed
booker Danny Friendly who warm- u rider the same speed-up system
ed up the theatre by. fighting for; as “Carrie Williams.”
its return as a vaude centre,, the
Palace has. again become a creative
a; test

:

-

.

Felix Salmond, 63, cellist and
teacher at the Julliard School of force, it made Miss Garland one
Music, N. Y., died Feb; 19 in New of the hottest showbiz personalities.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Caesar, Son,
York.
It Can create other names as well.
New York, Feb, 18, Father is star
SAM DUFKIN
It has even started two-a-day in
NBC-TV “Show of Shows.”
of
Ray Taylor, 63, former motion other cities. Miss Garland is bookSam Dufkin, 61, screen actor,
Mr, and Mrs. Cliff Johnson, son,
died Feb. 19 in Hollywood. Start- picture director, died Feb; 15 in ed in two; such engagements; In
Parents are
Chicago, Feb. 19.
His wife,
arid short Miss Garland ana the Palace
ing, in silent film days, he played Hollywood,
Johnson radio prohas been effective in turning the toppers on Cliff
for several years with Mack Sen- daughter survive.
Mar. 5, 1950
Mor. 17, 1879
there.
syndicated
from
gram
nett’s company.
thoughts of showmen to. living thea.
Mr. arid Mrs. Byron Roberts,
Dufkin was a charter member of
tre. It’s again fashionable to create
Martin,
sound
Kenneth
E.
53,
From Arthur S. Wenzel, Put. Dir. For
the Screen Actors Guild arid Jn technician
personalities. This could easily be daughter, Santa Monica, Cal.; Feb;
at Warners for 19 years,
Father Is a director ait War14.
recent years had been associated
'T/it little Giant of Show Biz"
died Feb. 20 while yacatidning in the start of the healthiest develop- ners.
with the Screen Extras Guild.
ment in the live entertainment
San Francisco.
Mr. and Mrs. John Auer, son,
Jose.
field in two decades.
Santa Monica; Cal,; Feb, 18. Father
DON RAEBURN
Ethel Wales, 71, retired stage
r‘
is producer-director at Republic,
He won an Academy Award in
Don Raeburn, 28, a bit actor in and screen actress, died Feb. 15 in
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Joslyn, son,
1934 for the pic, “Manhattan Melo- the touring “Gentlemen Prefer Hollywood.
Houston, recently. Father is a cam16 floors to his
jumped
Blondes,”
Vincent
McCall
to
Dorothy
um
eraman with KPRC-TV there.
drama.”
death Feb. 23 from his hotel room
"Wife of Frederic Wile, Jr., TV Capobianco, Toronto, Feb. 23. She
Mr. and Mrs, Bob Parker, daughAmong the scenarios he wrote in Detroit, where the musical is program
NBC,
died
in
veepee at
Father is
were “Forgotten Faces,” “The playing a three-week engagement.
is daughter of Hiram McCallum, ter, Houston, recently.
Feb.
20,
York
New
member of film room staff of
Texan,” “Moby Dick,” ”If I Had A He was being questioned by detecassistant general manager of the
Temple
there.
KPRC-TV
of
Million,” “The Story
tives of the morals squad;
Exhibition;
National
Mother, 67, of Rod O’Corinor, Canadian
Drake,” “The Hurricane,” “Duel
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pomer^
Parents survive.
NBC radio announcer, died Feb. 22 groom is New Jersey realtor.’
In The Sim,” “Flight For Freedom”
antz, son, Los Ahgeles, Feb. 22.
Utah.
in
Ogden,
also
He
Reckoning.’.’
and “Dead
Michael Father is a publicist.
Taylor to
Elizabeth
ROBERT STRANGE
worked on “Gone With The Wind,”
Both
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lightfoot, son,
Wilding, London, Feb. 21.
“Night Flight, ”i “A Farewell To
Father, 65, of John Bromfield,
Robert Strange, 70, stage and
Sari Antonio. Tecently. Father is
Arms” arid “Street of Chance.” screen actor, died Feb. 22 in Hol- freelance actor, died, Feb. 22 in .are screen players.
organist there,
an
Kathleen Francis, May to Pfc.
His play, “Waltz in Goose Step,” lywood. His film career started 17 Hollywood.
Mr. and Mrs. David Levin,
was produced on Broadway in 1938. years ago with “Special Agent” at
William Womack, Chicago, Feb. 23. daughter. Providence, Feb. 18. FaGarrett was one of the founders of Warners. Among his more recent
former dancer.
Brother of Jerry Bergen, come- Bride
ther is manager of RKO Albee
Ihe Screen Writers Guild, whose pictures
Sierra,” dian, died in New York Feb. 22.
“High
were
Angela Carroll to John Mantley, Theatre there,
exec board paid him .a special “Arizona
and “The
Cyclone”
Mr. and Mrs, Murray Garrett,
Miami, Feb. 9. Groom is productribute in a resolution adopted Yukon Kid;”
over the weekend. It pointed out
Jean Mannheimer, 61, French tion associate on WORtTV N. Y., son, Hollywood, Feb, 22. Father
His wife survives.
the Graphic House photo
heads
in
that Garrett was repping
radio exec., died in Paris, Feb. 15. programs;
radio-TV
is
bride
syndicate on the Coast.
N. Y, at the National Television
actress.
Mrs. Ed Brown, daughMr.
arid
JACK MILEY
Committee negotiations with netCyril Mickenbol to Lester Man- ter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 20. Father i$
works at the time of his death.
Jack Miley, 71, retired vaude
Groom is publicity director for WCAE there.
del, Chicago, Feb. 17.
Jiidy
who conducted a dance
actor,!
with national
sound technici
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Kindle, daughschool in Mobile, died Feb. 18 in
“South Pacific” company and son ter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 19. Father is
MRS. EDDIE FOY, JR*
Continued from page 1
and
Keith
the
that city. He played
manager
stage
Mandel,
Henry
of
with
Artie Arnell orch.
Anna Marie “Mac” Foy, 37, wife Paritages circuits for years.
comprising Ben Blue, Jean of the. Palace, Chicago.
bill
Mr. and Mrs. Russ Starig, son,
of comedian Eddie Foy, Jr., -died
His wife, a brother and a sister Carroll, Leo De Lyon, CompagFeb. 13. Father is a
Pittsburgh,
Shea,
Frances Marlier to Dennis
survive.
nons de la Chanson, Andre, An- Pittsburgh, Feb. 23. Bride is the scenic artist at WDTV there.
Mr. arid Mrs. Red Levy, son,
dree & Bonnie, Billy Wells & daughter of George Marlier, chief
Friend t
In Memory of
Father
F. CALLAHAN
arid Charidra-Kaly Dan- artist for the Harris Amusement Schenectady, N. Yv, Feb. .10.
Four
Fays
Edward F. Callahan, 73, theatri- cers.
is
WRGB-TV performer arid
Co. in Pitt.
radio
writer.
cal booking agent in Philadelphia
Melchior’s Ad Lib
Betty Ann Horstnjan to James
Mr. and Mrs. Jory Nodlund,
for 55 years, died in that city
Feb. 23.
March 1, 1951
Melchior drew the slyest laugh E. Venable, Day torn O:,
daughter, Chicago, Feb. 17. Father
Feb. 18.
director of women’s activsalesman there.
Adrian Samish
During the early days of the film of the evening. When called upon Bride isstation WING, Payton; he’s is a
ities at
and Mrs. Jack Taylor,
Mr.
industry, Callahan operated thea- on stage by Miss Garland, the forwith the Kircher, Helton & Collett daughter, Chicago, Feb. 12. Father
arid
Pa.,
Chester,
Philly,
tres in
mer Metopera Wagnerian tenor agency.
is a Chi CBS announcer.
in her sleep Feb. 24 at her home in Wilmington, Del.
recalled that he used to work a
Margaret Ann Havelhurst to
Mr. arid Mrs. Herb Jeffries,
New York, She had been ill for
house a few blocks down the street. Dewey Martin, Las .Vegas, Feb. 16.
Feb.
17.
Hollywood,
daughter,
many years. Her husband, Who had
He left that house with a Bing, He’s an actor.
JAIME YANKELEYICH
Father is a singer.
been scheduled for a performance
58, pioneer and said he “hoped to go over here
Yankelevich,
Griffin
Gerold,
B.
Jaime
George
Mrs.
Arthur
arid.
Mr;
to
Marilyn Day
on the U.S. Rubber Co. “Royal
died iri Buenos With a bang.” Melchior, of course, Bogota, N. J./ Feb. 23. Bride is a 3d, son, Santa Monica, Cal., Feb.
Showcase” on NBC-TV that night, in Argentine radio, October, 1951,
was referring to the fact that he musicomedy singer; groom is gen- 22. Child is. the great-grandson of
found her dead ini bed When he Aires Feb. 25. In
the couritiy’s only TV had some difficulties with Rudolf eral manager of St. John Terrell’s Cecil B. DeMille.
rose in the morning. He was un- he opened
Mr. and Mrs. Carden Bailey,
Bing, Met’s general manager.
Music Circus, Larnbertville, N. J.
able to go on With the perform- station.
details see radio secfurther
For
ance, and Bert Lahr, a longtime
Katherine E. Kurske to William daughter, New York, Feb. 19.
However, the prevailing sentiis Julia Sze, head costume
tion;
Mother
York,
New
friend of the FOys, substituted.
ment seemed to be lachrymose. Deriis Gargari, Jr.,
designer at CBS-TV; father is
producer,
Mrs. Foy and the comedian were
After the audience got through Feb. 24. Groom is a TV
of NBQ-TV’s “One
designer
scenic
MILTON M* KRUEGER
married in 1933. She had been a
Jeanne Marino to Eddie Lucas, Mari’s Family.”
cheering Miss Garland, both-mariua
Y„ Feb. 24,
N.
chorine. A son, Eddie Foy; 3d, now
Milton M. Krueger, 60, distrib ally and vocally, she did hOF first Binghamton,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Stiglitz, twi
with the Sammy
17, also survives in addition to two cxecy died in Indianapolis Feb. 22.
encore, “OVer the Rainbow” in her Groom is sideman
sons/ New York, Feb; 23. Mother'
brothers.
A motion picture salesman for tramp costume used in “Couple Kaye orch.
is daughter of Folly Markus, veterDiane King to Terry Mullin, an theatrical booker.
Services today (Wed.) at 10:30 many years in Chicago, he was of Swells.”^ There were moments
She is the
Hollywood.
Indiana rep for Lippert Pictures.
a.m. at St. Malachy’s, N. Y.
Feb.
23,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peary, son,
Garland
to
Miss
came
tears
when
Survived by three brothers and
of Dr. Herbert T. Englewood, ;N. J.,_ Feb. 22. Father
The effect stepdaughter
during its rendition.
prez of Technicolor; her is production coordinator on NBCtwo sisters.
Kalmus,
LAWRENCE GRANT
was similar on many members of mother is Eleanor King, Hearst
TV’s “One Mari’s Family/’
the audience. Speeches arid three King Features beauty columnist.
Lawrence Grant, 82, stage and
Mr. arid Mrs. Robert J. Burton,
GORDON
JEANNE
screen actor, died in Santa Barbara,
extra numbers didn’t suffice. The
to son, New York,; Feb; 23, Father:
Roekicioli
Frances
Assurita
Met
Jeanne Gordon. 59, former
Cal., Feb. 19? His first appearance
didn’t move, although Dr. Manuel J; Carballeira, New Veepee of Broadcast Music,. Inc;
crowd
just
in Macon,
in films was in “To Hell With the Opera contralto, died
most kridw that she had already York, Feb. 23; Bride is a nitery
Mr, and Mrs. Lennic Hodes, twi
at the
Kaiser,” during the first world war. Mo., Feb. 21. She debuted
Father
there done three numbers more thap in singer-pianist known protessipnaily sons, Brooklyn, Feb. 24. Criterion
remained
Among his other pix were “Nana,” Met in 1919 arid
manager of
reThere
were
professional
her, usual shows.
as Susan Ray e.
1928.
in
retirement
her
until
“Grand Hotel,” “A Gentlemen of
...
Music.
quests from all oyer the house. A
Maj. Gloria Miller-Potter to N.
A daughter survives.
Paris,” “Bulldog Drummond,” ‘‘By
Michael Dann, son.
voice in the direction of her man- Jack Levrero, New York, Feb. 25, : Mr, and Mrs.
the is superCandlelight” and “Duchess of BufFa
19.
Feb.
New;;
York,
last,
ager-fiance Sid Luft. apparently Groom, who was discharged
falo”
SALLY BAUER
of special broadcasts for
is a I visor
suggested that the audience sing week as an Air Force captain,
NBC-TV;
At one time Grant was public
Sally Bauer, 57, mernber of the
director-producer.
|
screen
that
former
up
took
editorial to her. Miss Garland
relations adviser tq Louis B. Mayer, Universal International
•«
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